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^Tlays 706

Arbitration. Failure of 1

A. S. 11. A., Work of 70r.

Association, MelrupolUaii Employes'
Beuefit 705

Attacks of Daily Press 2

Attacks on Corporations, Kffei-t ol' on

Bonds Tit

Barrato', Champertiy. etc 1

Benefit of Street Railway VV.i

Bicycles, Stopping for 211

Boston Couvention ri5S, tiOl

British Apparatus Here, Field for 14H

Business Enjoyed by Street Railways. .J^ru)

Cars. Life of 8oO
Chicago &: Milwaukee Electric Rail way. 5o!t

Chicago. Investigation of Street Rail-

ways 1

Chicago, Professional Witness in Trou-
ble 1

Cleveland', 4-Cent Fare Ordinance 779
Cleveland. High Speed in 1:^0

Club Rooms. Reading Matter for 780

Convention. lS9y 602

Courtesy of Employes 427

Danger of Trolley Circuits .850

Discipline for Trainman 2

Discipline on Small Roads ..700

Electrolysis 770

Electrolysis of Building Foundations 3.V.

Employes' Benefit Association, Metro-

politan 705

Employes, Courtesy of 427

Flmployes. Discipline of 70;!

England. Trol'ey in 7ii

Europe. Electric Railways In 427

Fake Damage Cases 28;^

Fare Ordinance, Cleveland 4-Cent 770

Fares, Lower ^i'l't

Fare, Rate of, Hinv Computed 850
Fare, 3-Cent at Saginaw. Mich 1

Franchises, Compensation for .- 355

Fraud. A Contortionist fiO

Freight Business in Cities 705

Illinois Street Railway Association .... 2

Investigation of Street Railways. Chi-

cago 1

Investors and Street Railways .355

Legislation. Oi)prc>ssivi' 211

Ijuwer Fares :^55

Miis^ikoljusetls. Ar^unicul uf K, \V I'.iir-

det< .,* 1

Mail.^SefvIce, Pingree on Ttf
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Mlsj-tyvesentatioa, A Case of 420

Motbbwuman,; I'lie First , )iO

No iia^t. No Fare ti'.t
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Pieas\ir;e Reso.rts for isos 2M
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Pleasure Riding 427

Prosperity iu- lJi^'8 211
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1
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SpanJ^h Wur,]lf.ffect of 284

Spanish War, The 559

Speed, High 130

Speed, What Is a Safe 130

Standard Diagrams 130

Steam Terminals, Electricity for .355

Storage Batteries and Storage Battery

Roads 780

Strike. The Eng'.i.-^h 70

Three Cents for Standing Room 211

Three- I'hase Transmission fur Streit

Railway 55!)

Trolley Circuits. Danger of 850

Trolley in England 70

Trolley Lines, Protecting 428

Trolley, Revolutionizing Influence of.... 850

War, The Effect of the 284

Witness. Professional, in Trimble 1

Women for Train Service 559

Abutting Owners. No Need of Cnnsi-nt of ...274

Accident Adjustment. A Record In , .231

Accident at Bradford. Kng 854

.Occident at Clas City. Ind 874

Aicident at Washington. D. C 88')

Accident. Fake 115

Accident Frauds, Look Out for the 588

Accident in Metropolitan Power House, Chi-

cago 40

Accountants' A.- social inn, Blanks and

Forms 872

Accountants' Association iportsi 552

Accountants' Assnciation. Meeting of 21fi

Accountants' Association, New Members of

the 450

Accountants' Association. Street Rail way.. 101

Accountants' Convention* 042

Accountants' Convention. Official lieport of.770

Accountants' Convention, President's An-
nual Address (i42

Accountants' Department 396

Accounting Departments, Some Graphical

Diagrams in the Operating ami"* 448

Accountants' M<-eling of Commit tet- on
Standardization 475

Accounting, Report on Standard System of

Street Railway G48

Acco\ints, Classification of 653

Accounts, Forms for the Standard System
of*

Accounts, the Standard System of 13

Accumulat<irs, English Opinions of 870

.\ccumuIators at Hanover 801

American Stokers in a Brooklyn Plant* 740

Adjustment, A Phenomenal (ports) 182

Advertiser's Advice, An Old 247

Advertising by Street Railways* SG4

Advertising Rack I'atent. Decision as to...5G0

Advertisiug to Buyers 781

Alaliama. Mail Service in 270

Algiers. An Electric Railway in 453

Atlanta, A Live Road 203

Alternating Currents, (ieneral Distribution

of ...40S

Aluminum Conductors 173

.\mnsement Business. To What Extent
Should Street Railways Engage in the.... 622

.\musements. Parks and 786
Analysis of the Cost of the Generation and
Distribution' of a Unit O'f Electricity 443

Apidication Blanks 445

Armjitures, Rewinding Railway Generator*. 471
Ashland, Ky.. Naval Display at Pleasure

Res(U-t* 734

A. S. R, A. an.l Us Work ipor,Ni 540

A, S. R A. Uciiorls, Index to 540

.\tbinia. A I'licnonienal Adjustmm: (ports). ].S2

Atlanta Railways. Franchises for S41

Atlanta, New I'rcsideiii fi.r Atlanta Consul-

idated (port) . ..lOS

Atlanta. No Free Transfers U>v ...4S0

Atlanta. Novel Trucks at* 120

Atlas Ua I .Iidnt .SSO

Australia. Street Railway Notes from* 443

Autu-MotfUM'iT". Tile 70:'.

.\n\iliary A[iparalus. Pn^rr Iteiinh-ed fur. .

B
I'.allnon Railway lil-

Baltimore \- Northern So'd tilt

Baltimore. A Record in Accident Adjust-

ment 231

Baltimore, No Lien for Materials In 31it

Bancroft. WlUiaiu A. (port) 107

Barney & Smith Electric Motor Trucks*. . .345

Barret Jacks Infringed 771

Hartley Mechanical Clip* 831

Beggs. John L. Entertains Chicago Offi-

cials 7t;s

Belt Driven Generators for Street Rail-

ways* 00

Berlin, Conduit ( 'onstruciinn in* 28

Bicycle Baggai^'e Cars* 298
liicycle Hanger, "Duljleouk""* 108

Bicycles in Rochester 735

Bicycle in Woonsocket 255
Binghamton. Speed in 581

Birmingham. Ala., Athletic Park 874

Birmingham. Ala., Ni'W Line at 450

Birmingliam. Ala.. Ne^' Line at 017

Birmingham, Park Scenes from Alabama*. .474

Blackpool. Eng., Interurhan* 855

Blanks and Forms, Library of 872

Blizzard. Echoes from the November !Mi2

Blue Print Process, A Simple Positive 452

Blue Print Wiiulow* 317

Boiler Feeder. Q & C Scott* 98

Boiler, Hanging and Setting a Hoiizontiil

Fire Tube* 461

Boiler Boom, Economy in .755

Boiler Suspension, A Three-Point* 4n

Boiler Tests, Code for 42

Boilers. Care of 172

Boilers. Cleaning Water-Tube* 754
Boilers, The Turner Safety VS'ater-Tube*. ..576

Boilers, Volatile Oils in 161

Boiler Waters, The Engineering Chemistry
of 416

Bond, A We'ded Rail* 477

Bonding, Rail, as a Power Saver 2tK)

Bonding. Some Points on Rail* 766
Bonding. Track 603

Bonner Rail Wagon* 491

Boosters for Street Railways* 102

Boston. A Brief His'.irjeal SkeN-h* 501

Boston, A Monster Generator for* 596

Boston Car, A Standard* 51>:i

Boston Convention 490

Boston Convention* 603
Boston Convention Announcements 183
Boston C<uivention. Oliicial Report of 856

Boston, Elevated Lines 542
Boston Elevated, New Quarters for the 443

Boston Elevated Officers 100

Boston Elevated Railway C'tmpany* (ports). 525

Boston Hublets 557

Boston Lease 68

Boston. New Southern Union Station for. ..550

Boston. Preparation for the Conveution*. ..125

Boston. Principal Points of Historic Inter-

est* .502

Boston. Service Stripes 855

Boston Souvenir 704

Boston. Souvenir Photograplis of 542
BcKston, Stations for tlie Elevated* 342

Bostou, Story of* 513

Bovstou Subway* 544
Boston Subway 602
I'.nston. Test of Harvard Power Station*. . .S75

Huston, West End Car House Burned 51

Itoston, Work Cninmein-ed on Elevated

sniictnri' s 4

houndbroLk iV: I'l.iinfieUl Itailw-jiy. Elaliorate

Opening Ceremonies 823

liowcii Elci-ted President of the Chicago
City Railway (i)ortsl 1H»

Bradford in Mexico City (port) 764

I'.rake. An Electric, for Street Cars* !H)

Itrake. A Noiseless RatcbeL* 81^

Brake Rods. Malleable Iron Rods for* 419

Biake. Safety, for Lnu- (iradi's 240

Brake Shoe Testing Machine. The M.C.B.*.830
Brake Sho'cs, "Diamond S" 563
Brake Shoes. Service Test of Street Rail-

way 410

Brake. Standtard Geared Air* 457
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Kridgt' Ml Niagara l-';ills. N.-w* liitO

Bridgo, Lift NVnr Moiilrcal* 744

HridKi'!^ ill rinciiinati* h'Xi

llrk-k for raving Between Tracks. Si)oeiiil*.841

Brill Cars. Two New* 815

Brilil Company's Works 731

Brill Prrfi'ft" Tnir-k 64

Mriiiizi' Car Artiek's, Mauufueture of* 'MiJ

lirodklyn Bridge, Buckling of Trusses on... 556

Brnnklyn Bridge, Car Counter for* 109

Brooklyn Bridge, Trol'-cy Carson 216

Brooklyn. Couso.idation at 207

Biooklyii. Krce Uidts In !XJl)

Brooklyn Heights Koad Exposes Perjurers. .3U:i

Brooklyn, Motors for the Elevated* 344

Brooklyn. Nassau Company Reorganization.475

Bruoklyn. Sales in ^M
Brooklyn, Too Low a Fnre in 65

Brooklyn. AValker Generator for* 84(5

Broiddyn. Wire Stolen iu 383

Bupuus Aires. Meat Cars in* 745

Buffalo & Lockport Interurbau 341

Buffalo & Lockport Railway 832

Buffalo, Cost of Niagara Power iu 339

Buffalo Foot Cycle* 2f)9

Buffalii luterurban. New 200

Buffalo U.iilway Storage Battery* 487

Buffalu Ii. the Falls. New Road fronv 564

BulTfalo Traction Company Transferred 421

Burning Locomotive "Sparks" 19

Butte. Electric Cars for Hauling Ore* 171

California, A Small Line at Paso Rob:es...810

Calumet Electric. Wiring for Decorative Car

Lighting* ' 371

Canada. Ppoposied Electric Lines in 166

Caniil Haulage, Electric 80G

Cafmn Ciiy & Cripple Creek Electric Rail-

way 10

(\ipital Traction Power House, New 184

Capital Traction. Wasbingtou, Work on*... 14

Car Bodies: Their Mai:itenance and Repair

(port) 108

Car Counter for Brooklyn Bridge* 109

Car Equipments, Electrical Inspection of*.. 85

Car for Schuylkill Electric* 905

Car, Gas Driven Inspection* 895

Car Mileage—How Arrived at. and Its Use*.045

Car Replaeer* 404

Cars, Guards for Open* 430

Cars for South America, Interesting* 8li9

Cars in Philadelphia. Larger 903

(!ars, New Chicago City* 865

Cars of Interesting Types. New* 508

Cash Fare Receipt* 29

Cast-Welded Rail Joint After Service. Con-

ductivity of* 347

Cnsf-Welded Rail Joints, Conductivity of*. 49

Casualties, A Chapter of 219

Central Loudon Railway* 23S

Central Union Brass Materials 504

('hecking Employes. System of Collection

of Fares and* 787

Chester and Wilmington, C<hanges att 206

Chester. Application Blanks 445

Chicago vt Milwaukee Electric Railway* .. -VHt

Chicago & Milwaukee Interurbau C;n-* . .
.
.Tr.T

Chicagn. Annual Meeting of the Norlli nnl

West Street Railroads 10

Chicago. Accident in Metropolitan Power
House 40

Chicago, An Improved Elevated <'ar Tru(:k*472

Chicago, A Peculiar Accident 3iK>

Chicago, Calumet Car Barn 50

Chicago (.'ity. A Convenient Construction

Waffon* 383

Chicago City. New (\irs* 805

Chicago City. Rail Bending Machine* 302

Chicajwt City Railway, Anuual Meeting 107

Chicago City Railway's Big Car Order 40:i

Chicago City Railway, Conspiracy Case Ex-

posed 270

Chicago City Railway. Discipline on* 254

Chicago City Railway, Laundry in a Repair

Shop* 230

^ Chieagu City, Roailbcd Coiistrueti.m fiu-*..829

-3 Chicagn. Cleaning Car (lates 447

f hicago. Effect of the T'nion Loop on

Traffic O'S

Chicago. Electric Cars on City Cable LineR.179

Chicago. Feniier for North Chicago Ua!I-

n>ad* 771

Chicago. Fraiii-hise Flghl ii '-^'X

Chicago. Funeral Car for the Storage Bal-

UTy Road* 106

(hicago. Hende Example for Railway .Men

MKirtsi 481

Chicago's Hotels 670

Chicago, Injunction Against the Chicago

City Dissolved 175

Chicago, Jubilee Week in* 835

Chicago. Loop for Three Railways* 838

Chlr-agn. Mi-tropolitaii Ordereil Sold SOO

Chicago. M. K, iiowcn Elected President of

the Chicago City Railway fports) 110

Chicago, New Fender Ord1nau(!>e for 226

Chicago, Plowing Macadam Pavement* 581

Chicago, I'owcr Station of the South Side

Elevated Railroad* 332

I'hicago Prizes. Noit h !i(J7

Chicago, I'ropos^ed Elevated for 12K

Chicago, tjuick Construction Work 474

Chicago Railroad OHices. North Mi5

('hleago. Receiver's Keport for the Calumet 38
Chicago. Repair Shop of the City Railway* 20

("hicago Roads and the Peace Jubilee 753

Chicago South Side Elevated 765

Chicago, Storage Battery Operation on the

South Sid^ Elevated* 718

Chicago, Storage Battery Railroading

(port) .'....476

Chicago, Street or Park? 37(»

(^hicago, Test of the Storage linttery Road* 73

Chicago. The Largest Storage Battery In-

stallation* 307

Chicago. The New Road (port) Ml
Chicago. Trolley Acts as a Catapult 827

Chicago. Trolley Car Use<l to Wreck a

Structure 831

t'hicago. Trolley Cartage in 466

Chicago. Union Loop to Use Oil Fuel 184

Chica.go, Wiring for Decorative Car Light-

ing* 371

(I'himney, Highest in America 754

Christensen Air Brake* 573

(Christmas on the Car 66

Christmas, What They Did on 39

Cicott's Extended Travels 237

Cincinnati, A Reconstructed Station* 714

Cincinnati. Bridges at* 893

Cincinnati, Newport & Coviugton, Report

of 206

Cincinnati. Park Fire in* 405

Cincinnati, Service Stripes in 07

Cincinnati Street Railway's New Work...203
Cincinnati, Wind Storm in* 492

Clambake of the American Electrical

Works* 702

Cleaning Car Gates 447

('leaning Water-Tube Boilers* 754

Cleveland, An Echo of the Strike. 16

Cleveland Consolidated, Change in Owner-
ship 170

Clevehind ICugiucers' Club 014

Cleveland. Fire ,it 917

Cleveland 4-Cent Fare Ordinance 846

Cleveland. Medina & Southern* 169

Coal Analysis. X-Rays for 754

Coal. Handling 3S4

Coal Handling Machinery* 721

Coals, Calorilii- Powi-r of Weathered 8X5

Coast Defense, The Electric Railway as an

Auxiliar.v 750

Co-ettieii-nt of Kxiuiiision lor Trolle.v Lines*

Dec.

Cohocs. Trolley Wreck at 679

Collection of Fares and Checking Employes.tSS

Collection of Fares and Checking Em-
ployes, System of* 787

Collision at Providence 827

Collision at Williamsport. Pa 841

(^'(dorado Fender* 70S

Coloiadn Railway News 115

Colraln City. .\ Typical Country Trolley

Road* 17

Combination Cable Cars 802

Combination Car, A Florida* 459
( 'oni 1)1 n;i lion Cars iu Now York* 460

•Conipo-vite" Car. The New England* 63

Conihination of (Ihio Roads 2(W
( '.nn'ousiion. lOeoiiomica'.* 827

CiMiimutator Rnilding 5<it

Conunntator. Sparking at the 36

Couiniulatois F.M' Sandpapering Dee,

Composite Car, Another* 370

Composite Cars 16

Conant, R. W. (port) 631

Cr>nden.-iing Water. C(»o:1uk Pond for 96

Conductors at Winona, No 120

Conductors Swindled 299

Conduit Construction in Berlin* 28

Conduit Electric Roads in America 3

Conduit Roads. New Contact Shoe for*.. ..421

Conduit, Tile, NIagaia F..I s* 878

Conduits, Creosoted Wood* 316

(.'onduits, I-;nglish Opinions of H7<i

O.ndults, T'ndergronnd* 419

Coney Island Line Opened 373

Coney Island, New Electric Line to* 12.S

Connecticut. A New Road in 2til

Connecticut, Electrlfrity on Consolidated. . .493

Connecticut Grade Crossing Case 474

Connecticut, New Roads in 373

Connecticut Railways, Operating Expenses 81

(Consolidated Car-Heating Company 207

Consolidation in New Jersey 251

Construction Wagon, A Convenient* 383

Contingent Fees in Illinois 67

Controllers. Arcing In* 736

Controllers, Record from Series-Parallel.. .204

Convention Building* 551

Convention, Hotel Rates 548

Convention Notes „ 641

Convention. Pennsylvania State* 786

Convention. President's Annual Address. . -604

Conventit.n Program 548

Conventimi, Review Headquarters 548

Convention, The Banquet 040

Convention. The Bureau of Information
(port) , 585

('onvention, The Bureau of Information*.. 641

Convention, The P^Ixcursions 640

Convention, The Exhibits* 665

Convertible Cars 710

Convicted of Perjury 459

('ooling Pond for (!^ondensing Water 96

Cooling Tower for Condensing Water* 824

Co-operation of Street Railways in Chari-

ties 370

Copper for Street Railways 28

Copper Output 235

Copper Pipes, Brazed 339

Cork. Tramways at 24

Correspondence 331, 483. 583

Cost of Electric Power for Street Railways
at the Switchboard, botli Steam and Wa-
ter Power* (port) 6.'U

(^3st of Power for Electric Railways

43, 97. ISO, 224. 340. 385, 401. ItVl 8S6

(L'ost of Power in England 384

Cost of Power vs. Cost of Repairs 285

Council Bluffs. New Franchise in 51

Counterfeit Nickels 124

Counterweight System. In St. Paul* 286

Coupler, Van Dorn 191

Cranks in the Business 201

Criminals. Street Cars not for 267

Cripple Creek District Railway* 707

Cripple Creek Electric Railway, Cafion

City &• 19

Crossing Case in Connecticut, Grade 474

Crossings of Steam Railroads and Street

Railways 87

Crossing. Remedy for a Dangerous* 753

Cross-over. Poi-table* 915

Cuba. OpeniTii: of Kle.Trle Railways in 387

D

Dallas. Tex.. Strike at M a>5

Damage Case. A Novel I. 310

I>ayton. O.. E'leetrolysls of (?ast Iron Wa-
r. r Pipes at* 817

Oeath from Light Wire M(U

Death from Trolley Wire 766

Decision on Dynamo Regulation.^ 300

Decisions, Two Pennsylvania iL- '^

Denver, Dowm-town Termlmal In*. .A 91

Denver. Notes from* 453. S2;t

Denver. Painting by Compressed Air* 837

Denver. Vestibules in 50

Derrah. R. H.. The Bureau of Infornmtiou

iporti 5S5

Detroit t"C- Lima Northern. Motor Car for*. 382

Deinill Ant. milic Swifrli* ^89

^9 1 88
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Detroit Bogus Ticket Case T71

Detroit Case, End of 362

Detroit Company, New Name for 203

Detroit, Inspection Car witli Portable Turn

Tabic* 5'?8

Detroit, One Result of Consolidation 299

Diagrams, Standard Conventional Elec-

trical* 164

Diagrams Used' In the Operating and Ac-

counting Departments, Some Grapliical*.448

Diamond Truck Company, Receivers for... 270

DImmock, W. S. (port) 614

Discipline of Employes* 35

Discipline on Chicago City Railway* 254

Distance Run in Quick Stop Tests 202

Draft. Down the Chimney 222

Dublin, The Electric Line in* 160

Duplex Car "^^2

Duquesne Forged Steel Split Axle Gears*

419, 564

Dust, Coal, Peck & Patterson Furnace for*187

Dyer, Death of Colonel (port) 251

E

Earnings on a Silver Basis 370

Econometer, Test of Arndfs 222

Economy in Steam Installations SSG

Economy in the Boiler Room 755

EfBciency of Steam Engin.'s, Thermal*. .. .824

Electrical Exhibition HI
Electrical Exhibition Notes 268

Electrical Inspection and Testing of Car

Equipments* S5

Electricity for the C. M. & St. P 203

Electric Power Companies and Their Rela-

tion to Municipalities 336

Electric Railway; Its Greatness and Possi-

bilities* 732

Electric Railway, The 224

Electric Tl-actiin 878

Electric Traction from an English Point of

View 484

Elec;rolys!s at Spokane 864

Electrolysis in a New Place 357

Electrolysis of Cast Iron Water Pipes at

Dayton, O.* 81"

Electrolytic Corrosion of Water and Gas

Pipes by the Return Currents of Electric

Railways* 807

Emergencies, Fuel and Water for. Reserve

Machinery and 185

Employes, Checking, System of Collection

of Fares and* 787

Engineer, Advent of the 874

Engineering, Practical Points in Street

Railway* 906

Engineering, Present Status of Electrical, .746

Mngines Stop. Autnniatic lil us.) >^SI

Engines, Thermal Efficiency of Steam* 824

Engine Tr'stins;, Stniulirds for 'fHo

English Frogs for Trolley Wires* 124

English Roads, Proposed 14

Enjoin. Minority of Property Owners Can-

not 328

Equipment and Maintenance of Electric

Cars (port) 617

European International Tramway Conven-

tion 456

Evansviile, May Pay for Street Improve-

ment in Installments 317

Everett, Death of Dr. (port) 433

Examination of the Lindell Men, Prize 25

Examinations • 1"9

Excelsior Seif-O.ilng Harp, Improved*. .. .Aug.

Exhibitors at the Boston Convention, List

of 585

Exhibits at Illinois State Meeting 192

Export, Building Cars for* 234

Exhibilirn in 1899, Electrical 856

Exposition Postponed, Pan-American 190

Exposition, Preparing for Trans-Mississippi 25S

F

Face Protector in Maine* 50

Fake Damage Workers Convicted in Phila-

delphia 767

Falk Cast-Welded Rail Joint, Interesting

Service of the 572

Fare Box, The Use of the Individual 699

Fare Collection and Accounting System of

the Capital Traction Company* 41.'>

Fare in Brooklyn, Too Low 65

Fare is Too Low 80

Fare Registtr. Uooke* 575

Fare Registers. Exhibit of 577

Fare, Rate of, in Clean, N. Y 240

Fares, Collection of and Checking Em-
ployes* "787

Fay & Egan Mortising Machine* 473

Feed Water, Heating 400

Feed Water, Oil Filter for* 403

Fender for North Chicago Railroad* 771

Fender, Lawton* 768

Fender Ordinance for Chicago, New 226

Fender Question 261

Fenders for Chicago and Washington 492

Fenders in New York 269

Fender Statistics 30

Fender Tested, A 'New* 32S

Fender, The Douglas* 163

Filter for Feed Water, Oil* 463

Filters for Oil, Homemade 96

Fire at Clevdand 917

Fire at Menominee, Mich 192

Fire at Newburyport, Mass 316

Fire in Cincinnati Park* 405

Fire in Coal Pile for Four Months 40

Fire in Maine 138

Fire in Pittsburg 578

Fire in Washington Ol'l

Fire Truck. CoHi-ion With .'-.52

Fire Trucks, Right of Way of 309

Fitchburg, Trolley Gun Boat* 253

Fitch, F. H., The New Chicago Road (port)847

Flag Won the Day 565

Flood of 1898, The Great* 217

Flood In South Buttalo 130

Floral Trolley Party* 259

Fly-Wheeis. Bursting of Small C^is-Irjn*. . .S66

Ford, A. H. (port) 645

Foreign Facts 132. 204, 422, 774. 9lJ4

Foreign Orders Promptly Filled 316

Foreign Railway Apparatus* 252

Forms for the Standard System of Ac-

counts* 232

Formulas, Mechanical* 756

Fort Wayne Decision 578

Fourth of July Programs of Street Rail-

ways* 366

France, Electric Plant at Briancon* 30

Francliise Case in Cal fornia 1*^

Franchise Extensions, Y'erkes on 414

Franchise Fight in CLIcm;;" 90S

Franchises in Atlanta 841

Franchises in Council Bluffs, New 51

Frazer, T. A., Shoots Himself 778

Freight and Passenger Rates on Interurban

Lines* 176

Fri"e R di s in Brooklyn 9 i9

Freight, Bonner Rail Wagon for* 491

Freight, Electric Cars for Hauling Ore*... 171

Freight Line, An Electric in Switzerland*. 131

Freight on Trolley Cars in Pittsburg 493

Freight Road at San Antonio, Tex 815

Freight Road, Butfa o & Lo knort Railway*832

Funeral Car for the Storage Battery Road*166
Funerals, Railway in Connecticut 207

Furnace for Coal Dust* 187

Galesburg, Special Brick for Paving be-

tween Tracks* ^1
Galveston, Tex., Wage Question In 219

Garton, W. R. (port) 127

Gas Driven Tnspeftion Cai* 895

Gas Engine at Lancaster, 43

Gears, Forged Steel Split Axle* 419, 564

German Electric Locomotive* 64

German Engineering Association, Prize of. 305

Germany, Railway Progress in 94

Gilbert, E. R. (port) 476

Glasgow Dislri(t Subway* 15S

Glasgow Experiment in Municipal Owner-
ship 294

Gong, Dedenda* 752

Gothenburg, Sweden, Street Railways in.. 794

Governor Bursts and Destroys Station. .. .384

Government Goes into the Advertising Bus-

iness 71

Government Ownership and Operation of

Railroads 95

Grail-Handle Man Again (port) 583, 852

Grab-Handle Man in Massachusetts 8.'>2

Gradf Crossing, The Protection of* 256

Grand Rapids, Ice Causes Delay at 106

Gray Air Brake* 456

Grinnell, Death of Julius S. (port) -357

Guards for Open Cars* 430

H

Half-Fares. .47. 1X6, 193, 273. 403, 497, .n97,

775, 845, 911

Hall, Death of M. W. (port) 405

Hanover, Accumulators at 801

Harp, Excelsior Self-Oiling Trolley* 401

Haro. Excelsi.ir T.olley* An:.

Harrison, E. H. (port) 216

Harrisburg Foundry and Mai blue I'oni-

pa n.v *^i 3

Hawaii, Street Railway in 354

Hazard Company Will Make Copper Wire. 269

Heater Decision* 770

Heaters, John's Electric* 473

Heating Feed Water 460

Heating Surface of Boilers 384

Heat-Unit Basis 96

Herrick System of Electrical Inspection

and Testing of Car Equipments* 85

Heuliugs, Jr., W. H. (port) 762

Hibbs. E. D. (port) 644

Higgins on the Street Railway Industry... 71

Highway, Rights in the 219

Highways, Electric Railways in Country*. 724

Highways. Street Railways in 262

Hobnken, Electricity on the Shore Road*.. 57

Holmes, W. H. (port) 622

Honolulu, Another Street Railway for 710

Honolulu Rapid Transit & Land Company. 831

Hopkins. M. S. (port) 618

Horse-Power, Calculating* 756

Hcse Bridges for Chicago Fires* 387

Hot Time on the Wires* 170

Houston, Tex., Vandals .at 349

Huntington (W. Va.l Light & Railway Com
pany 9 4

I

Ice Causes Delay at Grand Rapids 106

Illinois Association, Aurora Entertains the. 761

Illinois Association, Executive Committee
Meeting 72

Illinois Interurban 203

Illinois Interurban Road 370

Illinois State Association (port) 33

Illinois State Meeting 702

Illinois State Association Meeting. Date of. 273

Illinois Street Railway Association, First

Annual Meeting 358

Indiana Street Railway Statistics 303

Indianapolis, A Hard Fought Case 221

Indianapolis Fight 124

Indianapolis 3-Cent Fare Case 307, 486

Indicator, Continuous Recording* 97

Indicator Reducing Motion 184

Index to A. S. R. A. Reports 549

Induction Motor, A Large* 49

Injunction Against the Chicago City Dis-

solved 175

Injured, How Badly He Was 731

International Railway Meeting 112

International Street Railway 405

Interurban, A Maryland 443

Interurban, A Proposed Maine 477

In.erurban between Blackpool and Fleet-

wond. Eng.* 855

Interurban between Middleborough, Stock-

ton and Thornaby, England* 711

Interurban Lines. Rates on* 176

Interurban, Los Angeles & Pasadena 248

Interurban, New Buffalo 206

Interurban Roads in New Jersey 271

Interurbans. Michigan 202

.Inspection and Testing of Motor and Car

Equipments by Street Railways 628

Inspection of Car Equipments* 85

Inspection, Motor Testing and 181

Insulators, Changing on a 10,000-Volt Cir-

cuit* 68

Ithaca, N. Y., Decoration Day in 400

Japan, Wages in 806

Japan, Water Power Plant at Kioto* 393

Jeffrey Tie Hoist* 769
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Jersey Street Railway L'ompaliy, OfBcers

fnr North 423

.lulin's Elect'ic Hi-ater -17.!

John's Exhibit at the Convention 576

Joint, Cast-Weld, Conductivity of* 49, 347

.Tnint Insulator (illus.) 888

Joint, Stever Rail 2."ri

Joint W.irlh Owning Mur.

Joyce-Cridiand Jacli* 202

Juiillee Week in Chicago' 835

Julian Law in Kansas City 229

Jungfrau Electric Railway* 820

K

Kansas Ciry Notes 914

Kansas City, Mail Cars Recommended for. 405

Kansas City, The Julian Law in 229

KeatiufT, E. H. (port) 237

Kidderminster & Stourpon Tramway* 388

Kentucky, Tax Decision in 49

Kickers 101

Knoxville. Consolidation at 109

Kiioxviile. Tenn., I'arks 854

Kokomo. Ind.. Reorgani/.atii n at 905

Lachine Rapids Plant and the Cost of Pro-

ducing Power* 411

Lafayette, Ind., Street Railway Power
Plant. Test of the* 728

Lancaster, O., Gas Engine at 43

Laundry in a Repair Shop* 230

Law, Street Railway.. 31. 113. 1G7, 245. 311,

.377. 467, 567,. 7.37, Sll. S.-,H. S'.I6

LAW, STREET RAILWAY:
Advertising Rack I'atent 811

Alighting on Wrong Side of Car, Pas-

senger 470

Arresting Passenger 739

Assault by Conductor, LiablUty tor 813

Assignment of Claims for Personal In-

juries 113

Assignment of Interest in Judgment 567

Atlanta, No Free Transfers for 489

Attachable, Cars, Trucks & Supplies .812

Attorney General, Cannot Sue for

Private Ends 379

Bell. I-'aiiure to Ring 737

lioit Extending Below C.ir 738

Bonus Paid to Director 795

Boy Permitted to Assist Motornian . . 742

Brake, Use of 377

Bribe Jurors. Attempting to 32

Bridges. Crossing of 897

Buggy, Rights and Duties of Man in

Top 859

Care Required as Common Carrieis ...378

Care Required at Crossings 312

Care Required at Curves 378

Care Required in Switching 568

Care Imposed on Person Crossing

Tracks 737, 738

Care Required TNTiere Ciii'.dren Are

Playing 737

Care, Waul of. Not Excu.sed by Neg-

ligence 313

Car and Cart Proceeding Side by Side. 740

Car, Looking for 811

Car on Track, Right to Leave Unblocked 314

Car. Stopping 377

Cars ,\re Attachable 812

Cars, No Place for Business or Social

Intercourse 377

Cart and Car Proceeding Side by Side. 740

Certificates of Public CouTCnience 857

Child, Imputing Negligence of Parent to.860

Child, on Platform, Liability for Injury

to 861

Children Are Playing, Watchfulness Re-

(juired Where 737

Claims, Agent May Dicker in Settling .467

Collision, Negligence of Driver, not Im-

putable to Guest in 567

Collision of Fire Truck witt Street

Car 114, 309. 832

Collection Proper, Fare Box System of .470

Commissioners Cannot Review Their

Own Acts 507

Common Carriers, Care Required as 378

Condemn, Power to 896

Condemnation by One Company Against

Anolher 31

Conductor Arresting Passenger 739

Conductor, Liability for Assault by 813

Conductor Need Not Observe Track ...737

Conductor Stumbling and Injuring Pas-

senger .568

Conductors. Power to Require 246

Consent Does Not Cover After-Acqulied

Property 4C8

Consents, Proof of Lack of 567

Construction. No Lien for 467

Contract, Right to, with Other Roads.. 741

Contributory Negligence, Rule as to 380

Costs, Who Owns 8.59

t'ounsei, Slipulatlon of 811

Courts Cannot Review Ofliclai Action ..507

Criminals. Street Cars Not for 267

Crossing at Grade, Damages for 474

Crossings, Grade, Day of Is Past 862

Crossing of Bridges 897

Crossing of Trolley and Steam
Tracks 87. 168

Crossing. Prescribed for Public

Safety 811, 814

Oossing Tracks 742

Crossing Tracks, Care Imposed on Per-

sons 737, 738

Crossings, Care Required at 312

Crossings of Trolley Lines, Right to

Make 381

Crossings, What is Required at 379

Curves, Care Required at 378

Curves, Excessive Speed at 738

Damages for Crossing at Grade 474

Damages, Gratuitous Medical Treat-

ment 737

Damages, Measure of 860

Dangerous Point, Stopping at..... 246

Detects. Liability of Purchaser for.

Continued 380

Detroit Case, End of 362

Directors, Bonus Paid to 795

Disabled Car, Passenger on 7-38

Disbarred, A Shyster ....391

Dogs. Liability for Killing 469

Duty of Those in Charge of Car 109

Duty to Operate Lines 739

Elevated. Unauthorized Connection

with, a Nuisance 377

Eminent Domain in Illinois 813

Employe of Another Company May Be
Juror 311

Employes Cannot Be Called as it on

Cross-Examination 311

Employes, Incompetency of -312

Employes, Risks Assumed by 312

Employes, Rule for Not Binding on

Others 860

Employes, Use of Inventions of 311

England, Legal Aspect of Electric Trac-

tion in 752

Enjoin, Minority of Property Owners
Cannot 329

Enjoining Location In Public Street 245

Exclusive PrI.ileges, .Municipalities No

Inherent Power to Confer 468

Exclusive Use of Streets 32

Exemption of Street Railway 114

Fare Box System of Collections Proper.470

Fare Case, Milwaukee 4-Cent 437

Fender, Duty to Person Picked up by.. 86.3

Fender Ordinance, Chicago 226

Fender Ordinance, Validity of 32

Fire Truck, Collision with 114, 309, 8."2

Fiy-Wheel, Explosion of 737

Forfeiture of Franchise by Failure to

Operate 107

Foreman, Liability for Neglect of Track.Sfil

Fog. Duty of Motorman In 311

Fort Wayne Case 578

Franchise Case In California IS

Franchise, Cannot Levy on 467

Freight Electric Lines in Texas 815

Frequency of Cars, Power to Regulate. 314

Grades at Crossings 379

Gong. Failure to Sotmd 737

Grade Crossings. Day of Is Past 862

Grade, Liability for Wrongfully Chang-

ing 560

Grades, Liability In Laying Track on. ..379

nigh Speed 114

Highway. Cannot Be Lett at Will 813

Highway. Legitimate Use of 311

Highway, Not an Unlawful Construc-

tion on the .568

Highway. Rights In 219

Highways, Electric Railways In Coan-
11 y ::i.-i

Highways. Pennsylvania Decisions on
Building In 26

Highways, Railroads on Improved 896

Highways, Status of Street Hallways in 5

Highways, Street Railways In 262

Horse to Electric, Change from .32

Incompetency of Emloyes 312

Indianapolis. Reaupre Case 221

Indianapolis Lillgation .307. 486

Injunction. No. to Help Rival Company.377
Injury to Person Alighting from Car... .32

Injury to Per.son on Freight Train b.v

Trolley Wire IBS

Illinois. Eminent Domain In 813

Inspecting Harness. Duty in 467

Intelligence Required of Children .311

Interlocking Compulsory 898

Interlocking Devices 898

Inventions of Employes, Use of 311

Joint Use of Tracks in New York 19

Julian Law in Kansas City 229

Jumping from Car, Liability to Passen-

ger 46s

Juror, Employe from Another Company
May Be .311

Kansas City. Julian Law in 229

Kinetic Motor Not "Locomotive En-
gine" 741

Leasing or Purchasing Power 898

Liability at Curves 738

Liability for Assault by Conductor 813

Liability for Conductor Arresting Pas-

senger 739

Liability for Conductor .Stumbling and
Injuring Passenger 568

Liability for Cost of Paving 739

Liability for Malicious Prosecution by
Conductor 314

Liability for Neglect of Track Foreman.861
Liability for Negligent Killing of Dogs.469

Liability for Wrongfully Changing
Grade 569

Liability in Maintaining Pleasure

Ground 313

Liability in Laying Track 379

Liability In Starting Car 737

Liability of Guest in Collision 567

Liability of Purchaser for Continued
Defects 380

Liability to Boy Permitted to Assist

Motorman 742

Liability to Ch'ild on Platform 861

Liability to Passenger Alighting on

Wrong Side of Car 470

Liability to Passenger Jumping from
Car 469

License Tax for Revenue Purposes 114

Lien for Engines Furnished 407

Lien for Labor. Priority of 859

Light and Power Companies 897

Location, Courts Cannot Review Offi-

cial Action as to 567

"Locomotive Engine." Electric Car Not.737

"Locomotive Engine," Kinetic Motor
Not 741

Look for Car ." Sll

Malicious Prosecution by Conductor,

Liability for 314

Mandamus 811

Massachusetts, 1898 Legislation 896

Massachusetts Street Railway Bill 43;{

Material. Transporting S9H

Milwaukee 4-Cent Fare Case 437

Missouri. Julian Law 229

Motion. Boarding Car In 742

Motorman, Liability to Roy Permitted

to Assist 742

Motor Suspension Case 570

Municipality Cannot Define Negligence.739

Neglect of Track Foreman, Liability tor.SBl

Neglect. Parental. Effect of 860

Negligence Does Not Excuse from Want
of Care 313

Negligence. Imputing, to Child 860

Negligence, Municipality Cannot Define

739

Negligence of Driver in Collision 567

Negligence, Proof of Want of Contribvi-

lory 114
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N'l'KliKCiU'c. llule iis til Cuntrllmlory. ...380

Noglii-'incc- lu Staiul cm I'lulform. Not.. 738

New .IiT.«c.v. INilK LcK'sliiti"" 896

New Y.iik Cliarter. Krfcot of Greater. . .814

Now York, l.sil.s I.ijrlshUlon 897

Xon-Siilts. Whi-ro Crnnti'd 7.38

Nuisnnci', T'liauthorizort ('niiiii'Otlon

Wlt1l E'.uvatod a 377

Ohio, l.slis l,i'i.'is:atl(Hi 808

Oliio, I'ropo.si'il .Strci'i Itailway Law 180

Oiioration of Lino a Public Dut.v..: 7.'!9

Opornlo. Failure to, Forfeiture of Fran-

chise l)?" 1G7

Parental Xeglect. Effect of S6^^

Pas.'Jenger on Disabled Car 738

Patent for Advertising Rack 811

Patent Decisions 402

Paving. Dut.v to Iteiiave 802

Paving. Liability for Cost of 739

Perjurers Exposed 303

Personal Injuries. Assignment of Claims •

for , 113

Platform. Liability for Injury to Child

on 861

Platform, Not Xegligeiico to Stand on.. 738

Platform.s, Hiding on 739

Pleasure Ground, Liability in Maintain-

ing 313

Poles, Where Placed -Ifi9

Pciwer, Leasing or Purcllasing 898

Power, Sale of 813

Power to Regulate Crossings, Construc-

tion of 814

Property, Consent Does Not Cover

After Acquired 408

Property Owners, Minority tif Cannot

Eujoiii 329

Railroad Commissioners Cannot Review
Their Own Acts 367

"Railway" or "Railroad." Meaning of
'.

740, 810

Regulation, Reservation of Right of... .246

Repair of Streets 862

Responsiliility of Master for Acts of

Servant Ccmtrary to Orders 169

Revenue Purposes, License Tax for.... 114

Rights of Street Railways T'nder the

Federal Constitution 360

Risks Assumed by Employes 312

Rules, Disregard of 312

Rules for Employes Not Binding on

Others 860

Safety, Crossing Prescribed for.. 811. 814

Servitude, Change of Motive Power not

an Additional 32

Speed at Curves, Excessive 738

Slteed. Gue-s at Not Surticieut 8o9

.Sprinkler, Horse Frightened l)y Electric.169

Starting Car, Liability in 737

Steam Tracks. Crossing iiy Trolley

Road 168

Step, Duty Owed to Passenger Standing
on 468

Stipulation of Counsel 811

Stopping at Dangerous Points 246

Stopping C.'ir 377

Street, Enjoining Location in Public. .. .24,"*

Streets. Exclu.sive r.se of .32

Street Improvements. May Pay in In-

stallments 317

streets. Fse of '. 183

Surgir-al Operation, Cannot Insist on...S5i>

Surrender of Roads 568

Switches Placed Conditionally, Removal
of 811

Switdiing, Care Required in ; 568

Tax. License, for Revenue Purposes 114

Taxation of Interstate Lines 896

Time, Extension of ,890

Tracks. Care Imposed on Person Cross-

ing 7,37, 7,38

Track. Conductor Xeed Not Observe 737

Tracks. Crossing 742

Track, Crossing, in Rear of Car 467

Tracks, .Toint Use of, iu New York 19

Tracts, Use of to Transport Material. . .,8tHi

Track. Walking on 569

Transfers. City Cannot Compel Free 812

Transfer Decision in New Y'ork 752

Transfer. Himself, Passenger Cannot... 738

Transfer. Holder 5.!ay Wait for Car.37S. 567

Transfer Tickets 897

Trolley Lines. Right to Make Crossings

of 381

Trolley Wire, Injury to Person on

Fri'iglit Train liy I*'*

Trucks Are Attachable 812

Trust Comiiany Must Make Deposit iu

Illluuls
-"89

Ve.-t liules iu Vll-;;lulu 8'.).S

Virgu'a. 1K9S Lcg'salLn -'98

Walker Litigation 280

Walking on Track ^69

Whi'S Over Steam Roads 898

Lawren<'e, Elcctrii-ily for Switcbing' 458

Lt-avt uuirlh. lm|;i o\ i nienls iu 9^*^

Legal Aspects of Electric Traction in Eng-

land "52

I.egls.a ion. lit vi w of IV.H ....MIO

Lessons from Steam Roads, A Few 17"

Letter Rulldlng 73il

Lexington, Ky.. Snow Plow and Salt Car

for 115

Liability Company Sued 170

Library 'f chiiago Authors i»14

Lien for'Materials in Baltimore, Mo 310

Lightning .\rrester.-» 482

I.iglitniiig ai'i L'gh uing .\irtstcrs S'.l3

Lincoln, Neli., Reorganization in 3i>

Lines. How to Protect Trolley and Fe der* 291

Liverpool, Center Opening Car for*.... 488, 815

Li\eriiouI Overhead Railway 231

Lockport, N. Y'., Sale at 362

Locomotive, European Electric* 3(i9

Loconmtivc, German Electric* 64

London, Central Railway* 238

London, Electric 'Busses in 2(>3

London, Motor Cars for Postal Service in. 749

London. Out., Strike at 8,36

T,ordon, Ont.. Striki' at 8^9

London, Open Cars in* 848

London, Open Tram Car in 736

London Street Cars Suiiply Cigarettes. .. .299

London. Supersession of the Trolle.v 781

Lcmdon Tunnel Railways Ventilation in.... 827

London Underground Steam Roads 192

London United Tramways* 841

Loper A. N. (port) 210

Lorain & Cleveland. H gb Spefd on tlo-. . . .mil

Lorain Steel Company 834

lios Angeles & Pasadena Interurban* 248
Los Angeles, Changes iu 773
LMuisville, The Largest Railway Gener-
ator ' 12.5

Lubrication and the Testing of Oils*

759. S2S. .s.'iT

M
McCnlloch, Richard (porti GIlS

>'i-Guire No. 15 Truck* illli

Mi-Lean Returns to the United States (port) 91

Mail Car in Pittsburg 3,57

Mail. Carrying U. S., on Street Railways. .013

Mail Cars Recommended for Kansas City.. 405

Mail Contracts in the West 80
Mail Service for Syracuse. Street Car 791

Mail Service in Alabama 27ii

Maintenance and Repair of Car Bodies. .. .198

Maintenance of Electric Cars, Equipment
and 617

Maintcnanci'. Trucks and Their 108
Maryland, A .3-Cent Rate in 25:i

Maryland luterurliau 443
Massachusefs A-socat'ou, Officers of 748
Massachusetts ,Carrying Parcels in 229
Massachusetts General Street Railway Bi'1.433
Massachusetts. Report of the Committee. .140
Massachusetts, Str.et Railways and Munici-
palities 117, 140

Massacbu.-etts Street Railways. Report ot*.::4s

Massacliosetts, Trolley Competition in 117
Mi'adviile. I'a.. Has Electric Car.- 27M
Meadville. Pa.. Improvements in 165
.Meadville. l':i.. Street Railway* .s:i3

Meaker Regi.'ter. Tlie New* 765
Meat Cars iu Buenos .Aires* 745
.Mechanical Formulas* 756
Mechanical Stokers 7.^.-1

Mechanical Traction 751
Melbonnie, Prosperous Australian Company744
Memphis. Recent Imi^roT ment In 61
Menominee, Car Barn Destroyed by Fire... 192
.Merida. Y'ucatan. A ProjressUe Manager. . .819
Merry-Go-Iiounds for Parks* 270
Metallic Ties* Jan.
Metropolitan Street Railway Association .. .714

Mexico City. H. P. Bi-adford in* 764

Mexican .Manager. A Progressive Sill

Miami & Ohio Canal, Electricity on* 563

Mica, A Catalog on 592

Micliigan Interurbans 202

Mlddietown-Goshen Traction Company 190

Mileage. Rai.way, in Dff. nnt Ci,,es 858

Milwaukee, A S|ilendld Run 594

Milwaukee. Comiiiomise Pro|io.-ed 892

Milwaukee 4-Cent Fare Case. Decision In

the 414, 437

Milwaukee. Racine «: Kenosha* 30U

Milwaukee-Waukesha Line 269

Minary, I'resldent of Louisville Railway

(port) 299

Miuueapoiis and St. I'aul, New Liue be-

tween 493

Missouri Interurban, New 189

Mitchener, Anna E. (port) 189

Monte Carlo, Cars for* 268

Montreal, Lift Bridge near* 741

Jlontreal Street Railway Company, Report

of .836

Moore's Differential Chain Pulley Block*.. 840

Motormen. Book tor 764

Jlotor Cabs for .Chicago* 274

Mutor Car for the C. H. & D.* 155

Motor Cabs in London* 310

Motor Driven Lighting Dynamos 754

Motor for Suburban Service, A High Speed* 165

Motor Operating in Court Room 183

Motors for the Brooklyn Elevated* 344

Motors, New Service for Street Railway .. .112

Motor Suspension Cases* 570

Motor Testing and Inspection 181

Motorwoman. The First (port) 109

Mule Car 51

Municipal Corporations in Massachusetts,
Relations of Street Railways and 5, 117

Municipal Prices for Power, England 185

Murray Iron Works All Right 50

Mutilati'd Bills not Legal Tender 203

N
National Electric Light Association 406
Naval Display at Pleasure Resort* 734

Nav.v, Positions for Engineer in the 288
Navy Stimulates TralBc 2.3S

Newluiryiiort, Mass., Fire at 316

New .lerse.v. Consolidation In 251

New .Terse.v luterurliau Roads in 271

New Jersey, Squire Law to be Tested 371

.New Orlean.s. A Floral Trolley Party* 259

New Orleans. Flag Raising at 566
New Orleans, New Electric Line at 578
-New Orleans, Fine Increase at 290
New Orleans, Reorganization and Consoli-

dation in 771

New Orleans, Street Railway Traffic in.... 745
New Pulilicatiiius..5!l, 138, 2116, 273, .3.35, 420,

490. 579, 763, 836, 91

9

New Site Wanted 1,32

New South Wales, Electric Traction in.... 795
New York, Brill Car for Third Avenue* 815
New Y'ork. Combination Cable (""ars 802
New York. Combination Cars in* 466
New York Convention* 6.80

New Y'ork Convention. .Vddre-s of Presd -iit

Rogers 6sn

New Y'lirk, Doulile Truck Cars for the Me-
tropolitan Street Railway Company* l.so

New York. Electrical Exhibition 298

New York. Joint Use of Tracks In 1!)

New Y'ork Legislation. Projected 207

New York. Manhattan Elevated Report .895

New Y'ork. Plans of Third .\venuc 244

New Y'ork. Quick Construction in 5T,6

New Y'ork. Raiiid Transit in IS

New Y'ork Raiiid Transit. Russell Sage on

the .357

New York. I!e|iint of Third .\veune .Sis

New York, R.iadlied nver a Sewer* 872

New Y'ork State .Association 429, 592

New York Street Railway Statistics 79.5, 851

Nivv Voik Street Railway Statistics s,-.l

.New Y'ork. Through Transit iu 107

New York Wliarf *.- Warehouse Company. .
.873

New Zealand. Pussibilities for Electric

Traction in* 7.82

News Note."- 52. 13,8. Mar.. 2,82. May. June
July. Oct.. Nov., Dec.

Niagara, High Water at* 101

Niagara Falls, New Brdge at* 299

Niagara Falls. Off for the War* 337

Niagara Falls. Tile Ciouluit* "-"^
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Xiagaru. Opeiiiiij; of lln- liitriimtl'inal

Street Rnllwiiy* ir2

NMnKiira rower. Cost of lii Buffalo S?.!!

Xia;;ara. ShootiniJ the Kapiiis* 47.")

Xiclii>irs Woi-k at Itoeheslei- njort) 172

Noiseless Kolling Stock* 101

Northwestern Klectrieal Association 84

Xot"n-es to the Public in Street Cars*.. .7!tli, !WM)

Nova Scotia. Sunday Cars in IGG

o
Oaklanii, Cal.. ConsoliJation in 203

Oakette Car Cnrtains 270

Obituaiy..oll. 128. 130. 203. 2T2. :«.-), :«7.

4(5. 420. 4:i:i. ofo. 38'). .373. .381. (i«4. 7«!.

S-ll. ms
Ohio. rrr)pose(l Street Railway I-aw in.... 180

Ohio State Association Meets 404

Oliio Street Kailway As-oclatlon 84

Oil Kilter fur Peed Water* 48:i

Oil Filter. Hnmeniaile -. 90

oil Fuel. I'liic u Loop. Chicago, Uses 184

0:i ju Tracks 841

Oiling System, g & C* 41

Oils in Boilers. Volatile 161

Oils. Luliricatiou anil the Testing of*

.S.S7

Olean. N. Y., Hates of Fare In 240
Omaha. Heavy TraHic at 91"

Omaha. Vestibules In* 39

Operating Expenses of (Connecticut !t;iil-

ways SI

Ojicrjitiou of Street Railways in Small

Cities 330

Ottumwa Uoail Sold 344
Owners of Street Railway .Stocks 192

I'aintiug by Coniprc>sed Air* 8o7

Parcels in Massachusetts. Carrying 229

Paris. A New I'nderground Road in 400
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1 lie '/ity '.Duncil of Chicago, undei took tc: inai.;:jinate .i

whollx inuvarranied inspection of the private affairs of (he

street railwav companies, wliich concerned none but the

companies and their stockh.olders. The Drcsidents, politely

Itut firmly, declined to answer the questions propounded,

and the august body and its officious connnittee are placed

ill a very ludicrous and ridiculous position in consei|uencc.

Saginaw, jNlichigan, thought it did something clever

when it secured an order directing the receiver of the road

there to institute a low fare schedule. This was last August,

'i he receiver finds it more tlian even an officer of the court

can do to run a road on 3-cent fares, and the order will be

rescinded. All the law and courts in the land cannot get

something out of nothing, which is onlv another way of

stating the problem that yon can't give a 5-cent ride foi'

a 3-cent fare and pay men and bills.

A professional witness has been brought to grief in Chi-

cago. He offered his services to one of the street railway

companies and was promptly reported to the court by vv-hom

he was remanded to jail until the case in question is settled.

Then the court will make a case of him. It is earnestly to

be hoped such an example will be made of the oflfender, as

will teach those of his class that the manufacture of evidence

is punishable as severely as another species of counterfeit-

ing. It is the duty of every street railway to expose to the

The city fathers in Cleveland in hunting for something

with which to make trouble for the street railway lines

ilionglit they had struck a lead in the wires used by the

roads for the sale of power, and ordered the roads to cut

tlie same. This the com[)anies declined to do, and the mayor
directed the public works warden to do so. When that offi-

cial investigated the matter he found the city was being

supplied without cost with power for operating its swing

bridges, and the wire-cutting scheme is not so popular

aroimd the citv hall as it was at first.

In February, 1897, we published an account of a personal

iiijury case against a New jersey street railway, which was
comproniised by the injured party in violation of an agree-

ment with his attorney. The attorney then sued his client

for money advanced by him in the prosecution of the claim

and was non-suited on the ground of the agreement being

"barratrous, champertroiis, for maintenance, and against

public policy."' In this issue is an Illinois decision hold-

ing that any contract preventing a client from settling or

discontinuing a suit is void because it would foster litiga-

tion. The old restrictions against barratr}' have been re-

moved so that a contingent fee contract will be sustained in

most states, but it is evident from these two cases that the

courts do not look with favor upon the "accident attorneys"

who hover in the ^^ake of personal injuries to feed upon
them. The rule in Illinois will probably prove very dis-

couraging to this class.

On a western road the men employed largely belong to

a union, and one of the agreements between the company
and its men was. that where an emplove was dissatisfied

with the ruling of the office, the case should be appealed

to a board of arbitration, one member of which was to be

chosen by the company, one by the union, and a third by

these two. \t the time the agreement was made the com-
pany very reluctantly yielded, stating then, that it had no
confidence in the decision of the board of arbitration being

any more satisfactory than under the old svsteni, where the

manager was the judge. The men, however, knew if only

they coukl have arbitration everything would be lovelv.

Recently a case came up for arbitration, which was so ap-

parent it left nothing to arbitrate, but the board was ap-

pealed to, and upheld the decision of the manager in full.

Now the union are highly displeased and say no justice can

be had from arbitration. The outcome is quite what might

have been expected, and shows the folly of any company
delegating to outsiders those matters which its officers of all

persons, are best qualified to pass upon.

On another page will be found a portion of the argument
of Everett W. Burdett presented to the special committee

on the "Relations of Street Railway and Municipal Corpo-

rations in Massachusetts" in behalf of the street railways of

the state. We regret our inability to lay the whole of Mr.

Burdett's speech before our readers at this time, for it is

well worth the most careful consideration: but w'e must be

content with submitting the arguments on but six of the

20 heads into which the discourse was divided. These deal

with the growth of the street railways of Massachusetts in

the last 30 years, and more particularly in the last decade;
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with the history of the highways and the status of street

railways therein; with the use of the liigliways as an alleged

reason for subjecting the railways to special taxation; with

the question of the alleged increase of the cost of mainte-

nance of the streets because of their use by street railways;

with the burdens imposed on the street railways, and with

their inability to bear any additional burdens. The facts as

to cost, mileage, traffic, o])crating expenses, profits, etc.,

are exhiliitcd in a number of tables, and the climax is

reached in the statement that: "The introduction of electric

traction has not increased the net results of operation." In

Table E it is shown that the dividends paid have varied but

little since 1886, wdiile as shown in Tal)le 1\ the surplus has

been cut down from 15.01 ])or cent to 1.66 per cent of the

capital stock. It is of course true that the advancernents and

improvements in the operation of street railways in these 10

years have been almost infinite. The inevitable conclusion

follows that it is the employes and the patrons who have

benefitted thereby.

We note this month the street railway men of Illinois have

followed the example of their brethren in New York, Ohio,

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Texas,

Maine and California, and organized a state association.

The plan for such an organization in Illinois has been

broached liefore and the subject agitated more or less for the

last 10 years. The excellent work of the National Associa-

tion is ably seconded by that of the state organizations, which

are thus enabled to take up matters of importance to the in-

dividual members. but which, naturally, could hardly be con-

sidered in the national meeting on account of being chiedy

of local interest. These local interests, however, are often

vitally important to the roads, and this is where the state or-

ganizations become necessary. In addition, there are many

who cannot go so far away as the National meeting requires,

but who all the more feel the need of acquaintance and con-

ference with other managers. Not a manager but can spare

the one day and short trip necessary to be present at a state

meeting. While Illinois has been among the last to organ-

ize, w-e may expect the lost time will more than be balanced

by the earnestness and enthusiasm displayed in the organ-

ization meeting.

( )n another page will be found a brief description of the

.systeui of discipline for trainmen adopted by the INIetropol-

itan Elevated, of Chicago, and it is interesting to compare

this system with that in use on the Canal & Claiborne road

in New Orleans, discussed by Mr. Davis in his paper before

the .American Association at the Niagara Falls meeting.

On both, as on nearly all large roads, one of the prelim-

inaries to securing employment is the passing of a physical

examination; also the candidate gives a brief account of his

previous history, as his experience with other employers,

the length of time he was so employed, and the nature of

the employment, all of which serves to advise the manager

as to whether this particular applicant will make a good

man for the company. On both roads the distinctive fea-

ture is competition, and promotions are made on the men's

records. The competitive feature is introduced earlier in

the man's career on the Canal & Claiborne, however, and

the manner in which comparative standing of the men is

reduced to the record is different.

The applicants for positions on the Canal & Claiborne

are given a competitive civil service examination and only

the fittest chosen. These preliminaries being passed suc-

cessfully the record is made by averaging daily reports as

to each man's conduct, each petty officer, (foreman, starter,

inspector, etc.) making reports to the office as to all the

men with whom he comes in contact. In addition to this

report of general conduct special acts are reported and are

entered on the record according to a fixed scale, as merits

or demerits. At the end of the month the record is bal-

anced and if the sum total is below zero the employe is dis-

charged. Fromotion among a class of employes is rnade

on the record alone, and motormen and conductors are also

promoted to starters, inspectors and transfer agents on their

records without examination, no attention being paid to the

date at which a man entered the service. All vacancies in

t'le service are filled from among the employes, if one with

the requisite knowledge and ability can be found. For the

higher positions competitive examinations are made the

test.

In the system in use on the Metropolitan, of Chicago,

seniority in point of time, as well as conduct, has weight in

determining a man's position, and his chances of promotion.

This appears in the following manner: If an employe is re-

ported for violations of the rules his record sufifers. If he

is reported for a meritorious act his record gains. If his

conduct has been according to the standard, that is, he has

been caught doing neither good nor evil, his record is in-

creased by 2 per cent, because the standard set by the

rules is considered high enough to warrant this reward for

a compliance with it. It thus appears other things being

equal the senior employe has the advantage, which is as it

should be, when "other things are equal." It may be said

that this adding of 2 per cent is but another way of reach-

ing the same result as is achieved by Mr. Davis, the value

of a careful observation of the regulations being fixed and

credited unless a violation be reported; the New Orleans

m^-lhod is to take the judgment of all the superiors as to

the quality of the man's service, a method involving more
labor. On the Metropolitan promotions from grade to

grade in the train service are on the record alone as is the

case in New Orleans.

It is a truism that for the greatest good to the company
there m.ist be good will and zeal on the part of the em-

ployes, and this state of affairs will naturally follow fair

dealing and impartiality on the part of the companv. Pun-

i.shment there must be for violations of regulations and for

carelessness, and it should be sure and swift; on the other

hand nothing yields such good results as proper recognition

of meritorious acts. Both of the schemes of discipline re-

ferred to have given excellent satisfaction on the roads

where thev are in use and deserve the careful study and

consideration of managers.

In many of our cities the continued and wholly unwar-

ranted and unjust attacks made by the local press upon the

street railway interests haveworked greatdamage to the cil\

.

Such papers seem to think they strike a popular chord

when thev abuse the management, the service and tiie

property, when the chances are ten to one the road has

done better under the conditions of earnings and expenses

than any private business man would have thought in-

could do with decreased earnings and increased expenses.

Whatever improves the street railway helps the town;

usually the money to do this has to come from the outside.

and is just so much added investment from which the city
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will receive taxes ami the public increased facilities and

accommodations. Whether these attacks are made igno-

rantly or knowingly, the result on the people in money
centres, where the company is trying to place its securities.

is the same. And the public will serve its own selfish inter-

ests if it would assert itself and compel the papers to deal

fairly.

What would tlie public think if, when a new factory or

industry which was to give added employment at good

wages through the entire j'ear was being promoted, the

papers came out and stated the town had all the factories

it needed; that the new work for unemployed men was an

outrage, and that because the men who talked of investing

their money lived in hopes of some return on their venture,

that they were thieves and ought to be locked up? Yet

this is precisely the tenor of some papers toward the street

railway of their city under similar circumstances.

We have previously stated that the daily press of Chicago

has worked untold injury to the city through its outrageous

attitude toward the street railway interests. The latest

instance is of a certain daily which makes out the North-

western Elevated as one of the most irresponsible and un-

worthy ventures ever attempted here. The company has

now retaliated and entered a damage suit in the sum of

$300,000 and retained the best legal talent in the city to

push the case. The construction of the road means trans-

portation facilities to many square miles of territory where

the people have been at the mercy of the steam roads for

the past 30 vears; it means millions in the enhancement of

small properties held by men wdiose homes are their all

;

the construction already erected is as good as any in the

world and has already cost upwards of .$5,000,000. Now,

when the management is closing arrangements for its com-

pletion and operation, this paper comes out with a state-

ment which would make any but one thoroughly acquainted

with the truth so afraid of it he would not want to pay 60

cents for a gold dollar.

We hope to see heavy damages awarded in the case, and

such a lesson taught that others will be made to realize they

cannot trifle with legitimate business interests for mere

sport or blackmail.

The president of the road. D. H. Louderback, says: "So

far as these roads are concerned we're going to slop this

thing of newspaper libeling. We've no objections to the

truth being printed about us, but they've got to stop lying

about us. No enterprise that has ever been projected in

Chicago has a better class of men behind it. The best men
in Chicago have invested their money in it. It won't do

to call them 'bandits' or 'fleecers' or 'thieves.' If these

men want to stand it thev can. but this corporation will not.

We will stop it if there is law in Illinois to stop it. Many a

business enterprise, and manv a business man. has been

ruined by Chicago newspapers. Millions of money have

been driven awav from this city by these newspapers, and

every business man in this city will tell yon so. So far as

the corporations that I represent are concerned, we will

not suflfer it any longer. They can tell the truth. We do

not fear that, but we are determined to put an end to reck-

less and malicious Ivinaf."

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT ELECTRIC
ROADS IN AMERICA.

Dearborn, Mich,, now claims to be a suburb of Detroit,

the Detroit. Ypsilanti & Ann Arbor, the electric line now
building, having been completed that far.

None i)f the methods of electric traction have furnished

a field with more attractions for the inventor than the un-

derground conduit, and some hundreds of such systems, or,

rather, portions of such systems, have been designed; many
of these have been described in the periodicals of their re-

spective times, a few have reached the dignity of a trial and

subsequent abandonment, and fewer still have proved a

practical success in operation.

The work now in progress on the lines of the Capita!

Traction Company, of Washington, makes this a fitting

time to review the progress of electric conduit roads in this

country.

Experiments have been made with both open and closed

conduit systems, the latter known also as surface contact

systems. Since less has been done with the closed conduits

it is perhaps best to speak first of them. Abroad they have

been several systems elaborated by Pollak, LineflF, Gordon
and others; one of the most recent is that known as the

Claret-Vuilleumier wnth seven miles of single track in op-

eration in Paris; this last was described in the "Review" for

July, 1S97, and is notable as the only surface contact system

described in the report of Birmingham Tramway Commit-
tee, which \asited nearly all of the cities of Europe where

electric traction is employed. In the United States the

Wheless, the Van Depoele and the General Electric svs-

tems have attracted most attention.

Early in 1893 an experimental line on the Van Depoele

system was laid at Coney Island by the .American Engi-

neering Company: two insulated cables were laid in a

wooden conduit with contact boxes placed at intervals of

10 ft. along each, the two sets of boxes being staggered so

that measured along the track the boxes were 5 ft. apart.

Severe tests were made in order to show that the system

wotdd work successfullv under all climatic conditions, and

that it could not be short circuited by water.

The Wheless surface contact system was first applied to

a section Cabout 3--I mile long") of the Washington, .Arling-

ton & Falls Church Railway in Washington. It has also

been in successful operation for several years at the works

of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

which controls the svstem. at East Pittsburg, where the

vard tracks are so equipped.

The General Electric Company within the last year per-

fected a surface contact system, and changed the tracks in

the yards of the works at Schenectadv from the overhead

trollev for surface contact working. The Thomson-Hous-

ton Company is now engaged in laying this system over 3

niiles of track at Monte Carlo.

The first electric system to operate in competition with

horses was laid in Cleveland by Bentley & TCnight,

and the road, 2 miles lone, was opened to the public in July,

iRSd. A slotted conduit made of wood was laid between

the rails: this road was operated for aboTit a vear. In Tan-

uarv, 1R8R. T mile of the Observation Hill Passenrer Rail-

wav, in .Alleshenv Citv. was eauipped with the Rentlev-

TCnisrht conduit; about a vear later 3 miles of conduit were

Ipjd in Boston on the West End road, and a portion of the

North & East River Railroad in Fulton street. New York.

was so enuipped. The Bentlev-Knight conduit in the later

installations consisted of iron vokes supporting 7 or Phce-

nix slot rails; to the yokes w^ere bolted pieces of timber, to
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which were attached hare conductors, one on each side of

the conchiit. All of these lines were ahandoned after more

or less lengthy trials, and some thought at the time that

the last hope of being able to jtlace bare wires in an open

conduit had also ilisai)pearcd.

h'ollowing these failures came the reports of the success-

ful working, from a financial as well as from an electrical

or a mechanical standpoint, of the now celebrated Budapest

line installed by Siemens & Halske. This road is most in-

teresting, because it is the "Modified Budapest" system that

has been laid in this country. The conduit was of cement,

oval in shape, ii in. wide at the widest point and 13 in.

deep. The two conductors were of angle irons supportevl

on the sides of the conduit about 10 in. above the fioor by

insulators placed at short intervals. This road was first

opened in January, 1889.

Among other conduit roads, most of them, only slight

modifications of the I'.udapest. are two short lines in Brus-

sels, one in Dresden about i mile in length, a line i^ miles

long in Berlin, and one comprising seven miles of single

track laid in Madras, India, in 1895. In August, 1894, an

air seal conduit (so-called because the conductors were hung

under strips of inverted U section, so that in event of the

conduit becoming flooded the water could not reach the

conductors because of the air entrapped under the U-shaped

guards) was laid near Berlin and reported to give satisfac-

tion.

The contluit road at Blackpool. England, has but one

conductor in the conduit, the rails being used for the return.

The two systems of open conduits that have been suc-

cessfully operated in the United States are the Love and

the General Electric. The Love Traction Company in 1892

by arrangement with the North Chicago Railroad laid a

conduit 13 miles long on the Fullerton avenue loop in Chi-

cago which was operated intermittently from March i. 1892.

till the fall of 1894. This road was laid in mid-winter and in

great haste, and a mistake was made in trying to economize

in materials. Yokes were used which provided for a con-

duit 9x15 in.; bare No. 0000 copper wire was used. Difti-

culties in operation were experienced from two sources:

There were four curves on the loop and the distance be-

tween the trolley wires and the yokes was but IJ in. on

curves, so that the trolley wheel would come in contact

witli the yokes at these points. The trolley wires expanded

in summer and caused trouble.

The next piece of conduit laid by the Love Company was

on I J miles of double track of the Rock Creek Railway in

Washington. This was completed and in operation April

I. 1803. At the Street Railway Convention in that year

M. D. Law, electrician of the Rock Creek Company, re-

ported that the operation had been very satisfactory. Din-

ing 1894 there were a number of interruptions, the greatest

trouble being due to the expansion and contraction of the

conductors, and that the insulation was not readily access-

ible.

In 1895 this company contracted to build for the Third

.\venue Railroad Company, of New York, a section of

underground conduit, nearly half a mile of double track,

which was completed early in 1896.

The Metropolitan Railroad, of Washington, was forced

by act of Congress in effect August 2, i8c)4, to change its

lines to the underground conduit system, the time being

limited to one year for the 9th street line and two years for

the F .street line. The system adopted is that known as

the "Modified Budapest", or the General Electric; the

iletails were worked out by A. N. Connett, chief engineer

of the Metropolitan Company. The two lines equipped

aggregate 22 miles of single track. The conductors in this

work difTered from those used in the first conduit laid by

the Metropolitan, New York, in being of T-section instead

ni channels.

In 1894 the Metropolitan Traction Company. New Yorlc,

decided to equip its Lenox avenue line (8.62 rhiles measured

as single track) for the underground conduit system, and

the work was completed the following summer. The com-

pany did not have perfect confidence in the success of its

ex])eriment. and built the conduit as if it were to be used

for a calile line, in order that a cable might be installed

without loss of time if necessary. Two methods of sup-

porting the conductors, which were of channel section,

were used on different sections of the line, that of suspend-

ing them from insulators bolted to the slot rails, and that of

setting them on soapstone pillars.

In the summer of 1897 the Metropolitan Company under-

took to extend the system to nearly 60 miles (measured as

single track) more of its lines. Work was commenced in

August and at the present time is more than two-thirds fin-

ished. The operation of the Lenox avenue line having

proved the electrical system to be satisfactory, the conduit

was made smaller than in the former construction, the bot-

tom of the interior being but 20 in. below the top of the

rails. Rails of T-section were adopted and some minor

changes made in the insulators and methods of supporting

the conductors.

The Capital Traction Company, of Washintrti 'U. after the

destructi'-n of its cable power house by fire on September

29. last, decided to adopt the conduit system, so that we

may soon place the underground conduit mileage of the

I'nited States at more than 100 miles. This is a small

amount in comparison with the total for street railways, but

it demonstrates that the open conduit has won a place for

itself as being preferable to the caljle where the condition:;

would make a cable road a paying investment.

We do not look for the extension of the system outside

of Washington and New York. In Washington the ques-

tion of motive power was settled for the Metropolitan roa<l

l)v Congress. In New York the inability to secure frontage

consents for the use of the trolley made it necessary, and

the great traffic density made it possible, to lay either .i

cable or an electric conduit line: the superior advantages of

electricity led to the adoption of the latter.

After the mechanical details of supporting the bare con-

ductors properly had been worked out. the important prob-

lem was that of properly draining the contluit. The recent

experience in Washington has been that while the flooding

of the conduit does not shut down the line, when 150 ft. is

flooded the power required to projiel the cars is aboiu

doubled.

When J. B. Dyar obtained a franchise from tlie city of

Port Huron, Mich., to build an electric railway he deposited

a certified check for $2,000 as a forfeit for not completing

the road in the specified time. On account of financial diffi-

culties the road could not be built, and Mr. Dyar asked for

his check: the council at first refused, but later complied

with his request.
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RELATIONS OF STREET RAILWAY AND MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

History and Growth of Street Railways—Their Status in Public Highways—The Use of Highwajs by Them—The Question of Increased
Cost of Maintenance of Roads—Ample Returns Made by Street Railways—They Can Carry No Greater Burdens.

BY EVERETT W. BURDETT.

As has been stated iu these columns a special committee, con

sistinf; of Charles Francis Ailam.s, William W. C'vapo ami Klihu

H. Ila.ves, was appointed b.v the governor of Massacliusetis

under an act of the last legislature to investigate and report

upon the relation of street railway and municipal corporations

in Massachusetts, and has been hearing testimony and argu-

ment. On l)ecend)er3, Everett W. Burdett. counsel for the Mas-
sachusetts Street Railway Association, closed the case tiir llu'

street rail^\;ays. in an able argument whicli. we regret to say.

lack of space prevents us from giving iu full. Kelow will l)e

found that portion of Mr. Burdett's argument which deals with

the- topics of wi<lest interest to street railway men mitsiile (it

Massachusetts.

TABLE A.

Growth of Industry in Last Thirty Years.

I. History and Growth of Street Railways.

As a basis of our iuqniries, it will be well to review briefly

the history and present condition of the street railway industry

itself.

Street railways are an American invention, and are s:iid. tn

have been first operated in the city of Xew Yorlc in bs.!!'. 'Llie

first car was run in Boston by the '"ambridge liailroad Com
pany in lS.")(i, and in the fall of the same year the old Metropol-

itan Railroad began to run its cars between Roxbury and
Boston. Both of these companies subsequently became parts

of the existing West End system, and it is an interesting fact

that both the Metropolitan and the West End roads have,

successively, lieen the largest street railway corporations in the

world. Today, I believe, the West End is exceeded in nuleagc

and eiiuipment by one road only—that in rhiladelphia. But in-

cidentally I may say that it appeared here the other day, as you
will remember, that, whereas in Philadelphia the tuileage ex-

ceeds that of the West End by about 33 per cent, its capital

exceeds the capital of the West End by about 100 per cent.

The success of the street railway iu Xew York, and of the

Camla-idge and the Metropolitau railways in Boston, was sticli

as to lead to the application for many charters prior to llii'

sixties. Some were operated and some were not. llitftculties

were euiountered, as. for example, in the case of the Camliridgi'

Railroad, which found itself in the position of having its

tracks torn up in the streets of Cambridge, and finally, wli<n

the.v came to equip the road, the original stockholders were tin

willing to do it. and the.v had to organize auother corporation

and get fresh capital, which capital, as a matter of fact, furn-

ished the cars which were first run from Cambridge into Boston.

Iu this connection I may call your attention to a very interesting

article, written by Prentiss Cummings, vice-president of th<'

West End Company, entitled "The Street Railway System of

Boston." published in the "Professional and Industrial History

of Suffolk County." copies of which have Ijeen separately print-

ed and can probalily be obtained from Mr. Cummings.
The growth of this industry during three periods of 10 years

each—that is, between IStjii and ISllt!—will be very strikingly

shown by a table which I will now submit, from which the

following facts, in brief, appear:

In 180G the total mileage operated was KIT; in isiii; it was
1,291, The car-miles run in ISCli were 4,'.I.')2.L'4S. and in IN'.m

they were .'i3,fil3,(58."). The capital stock and debt in bsiii; was
.'i!.5,2."i7,.")40. and in 18!M1 it was .^tJl. 117.714. Tlic gross receipts

in ISOfi were $1,707,447, and in 189G were .$14,9nn 941, From this

it appears that .30 years ago the entire mileage of the street

railways of Massachusetts was only about one-third of the prcs

ent mileage of the West End system alone: that in 1N7(! that

nuleage had increased so that it represented aliout two-thirds

of the present mileage of the West End system; that in l.s.si;

Year.
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TABLE. B.

Growth of Industry in Last Ten Years.

Year. "r ?,

i8S6

1 887

iSSS

18S9

1890

IS9I

1S92

'893

1S94

1895

1896

zi
0.2

^.0
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coliilJt'lisation an additiuiial easemeut in the soil ul ilit sUuiiU

Sur can such use of the street, under proper restriction, be con-

sidered as the imposition of an additional servitude upon the

laud of the owner. The peculiar privilege yiven is the right,

not to aquire land, or an easemeut in laud, but only the right,

so long as j^ermitted by certain municipal authorities, to lay

traclis in streets already appropriated to the use of public travel

lor the purpose of facilitating such travel; to modify the public

use, and change, to some extent, the law of the road. Such a

privilege, however wide the street iu %\hich it is exercised, must
al^^ays create some obstruction to other travel, and be to some
extent exclusive; and this is true of all other kinds of public

travel. The location of a highway creates a servitude which

includes all forms of travel not prohibited by law, with the

right in the Legistatme to give to municipal or other corpora-

tions, or to private individuals, the power reasonably to motlily

the use of the same for travel, as public convenience and neces-

sity, in the applicatiou of modern improvements, may from time

to time require."

A more difficult question subsequently arose, as to whether

the location and maintenance of telegraph poles (and the same
question, of course, is applicable to telephone poles) was consist-

ent with the original use of the highway, or was a new use and
imposed a new servitude. In other jurisdictions—in New York
and ilinuesota, perhaps elsewhere—this has been held to be a

new use of the public highways; but in one of the most thor-

oughly discussed cases iu our reports the contrary view has

been taken by the Supreme Court of ilassachusetls. It was
a case where the selectmen of a town were about to grant a

right to a telegraph company to erect poles in the public streets,

and certain abutting land-owners brought proceedings to re-

strain their action, on the ground that this was a new use of the

highway, for which the Legislature had provided no uew com-
peusalion.

This was the case of I'ierce v. Drew, I'M Mass. 7.5 USSo).

The majority of the Court in that case said: "When the land

was taken for a highway that which was taken was nut merely

the privilege of traveling over it in the then known vehicles, or

of using it in the then known methods for either the conveyance

of property or transmission of intelligence. . . . The dis-

covery of the telegraph developed a new anil valuable mode of

commuuicating intelligence. Its use is certainly similar to if

not identical with that public use of transmitting information

for which the highway was originally t-aken, even if the means
adopted are quite different from the postboy or the mailcoach.

It is a new discovered method of exercising the old public ease-

ment"
Two able judges, however, took the contrary view. They

regarded the analogy from the street railway to the postboy

and the mailcoach as "a somewhat remote analogy;" but they

distinctly agreed with the doctorine of Attorney-tieueral v.

Metropolitan Railroad, to the effect that the establishment of a

horse-railroad track iu highways did not impose a new servi-

tude upon them, and say that that decision is "founded on just

principles."

On the other side of the line are steam railroads, whether on

the surface or in the air. The leading case with respect to steam
roads is that of Williams v. New York Central Uailrnad. IU N.

Y. 97.

There it was held that the dedication of a street in Syracuse

to public travel did not include, in anticipation, the use of it for

a steam-railroad track. Anybody who has ever had the experi-

ence, as I have, of attempting to sleep in a hotel located on tliat

street will readily agree with the view which the Court tooli of

its uses for railroad purposes.

It has also been held in the State of New York that an elevat-

ed railroad, which occupies practically the whole street and a

portion of the sidewalks with it s tracks, and runs cars 11

ft. higli, at high rates of speed, by means of steam locomo-

tives, emitting smoke and cinders and dust and gas. and creat-

ing a great deal of noise and disturl)ance. and undermining
the peace and comfort of all the people along the road, consti-

tutes a new use of and imposes a new servittide upon a public

street. The correctness of that view is recognized in our state,

because the reason why the Boston Elevated Kailway must use

the Subway is because it will thereby avoid payment of enor-

mous damages to properly, which would arise if the road was
erected in the streets iu the business section of the city.

But some people thought that the previous decision might not

include the electric street railway. And so a bill in equity was
brought to restrain the building ol the West lind road m certain

streets in Cambridge. It is the case of iiowe v. The West Kud
Street Kailway Company, 107 Mass. Hi USyOj.

.

Inasmuch as this involves one of the precise issues which we
are discussing, you will pardon me if 1 read a lew words from

the language of Chief Justice Field:

"The electric railway of the defendant as now constructed

and used is something intermediate between the street horse

railway and the ordinary steam railroad."

"It is obvious that the use made of a public way in the

operation of an electric railway is of the same general kinU

as that for which the way was originally laid out, viz., the

transportation of persons and things trom place to place along

the way. It is equally obvious that the actual operation of the

electric railway shown in the present cases does not exclude

ordinary travel Irom the way; that there is no exclusive occupa-

tion by the railway of any part of the surface of the way, and
that the overhead structure is incidental to the use of the sur-

face way, and does not prevent the public from using the way
iu the ordinary manner. . . . The whole system of street

railways is founded on the theory that the use of the ways by

the railways must be consistent with the use of the ways by

other travellers at the same time."

So it is settled in Massachusetts, finally and deliberately, that

the electric street railway, as it exists today, in its most aggra-

vated form, as it might be termed, docs not constitute a new-

use of the public highway or impose a uew servitude upon it,

but is entirely consistent with and similar to that for which the

highway was originally dedicated.

It is well enough to remember that even the driving of cattle

through the streets is a use which has been held to be consistent

with the ordinary use of the highways Oiigfnally, o.r h ghways
were nothing but cattle-paths; and the right to drive cattle

through tiiese paths having been acquired in ancient days, the

right remains in the streets of modern cities. I suppose a drove

of cattle might be today driven through Washington street, in

Boston, with impunity, unless some police rcgLihilion of the city

might thus be violated.

In very recent times a uew use of the highways, in the or-

dinary sense of the term, has grown up and become very im-

portant, namely, the use by bicycles. I have no fault to find

with the modern bicycle; I am somewhat of a devotee to it my-
self; and yet of all the nuisances that exist on earth I sometimes

think that the bicycle is the chief. It is, at times, practically

exclusive of other uses of the highway. Every one who wants
to use tile highway for any other purpose Icnows this to his sor-

row. And yet nobody has suggested that the people who make
this aggravating and sometimes almost exclusive use of our

highways are subjecting them to a peculiar use for which they

ought to pay something in the form of extra taxes.

In New York they now have motor cabs; in Newport, and per-

haps other places, they have motor carriages; the fire-engine

iropelled by steam is already with us; and other new un the

sense of unusual) uses of the highways are likely to develop

r.Tpidly.

Nobody would suggest that these new-comers should pay for

the use of streets iu the form of extra taxes. And yet nobody
knows how far these new uses may be multipled and developed.

The following may therefore be named as existing uses of

highways winch are regarded as within the classes of uses for

which highways in Massachusetts have been dedicated;

namely, the uses made of them by pedestrians, equestrians,

carriages—public and private—express wagons, drays and carts

of all descriptions, for moving merchandise, coal, iron, lumber,

granite, furniture, etc.. cattle, bicycles and tricycles, motor car-

riages, omnibuses, and street railways.

All these involve more or less wear and obstruction of high-

ways, and more or less curtailment of other uses. But all uses

must reconcile themselves to each other, and any use is toler

ated which is consistent w'ith the original puri)ose of the high

way, and will promote the convenience of the public.
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111 iKlditiciii to tlie use for travel, the following other uses may

be meiitioncd as having been held to bo incideutal to the orig-

inal purposes of the highway, and not imposing a new servitude:

Underground pijies for ilrains, sewers, gas, water, electricity,

steam, etc., and overhead poles and wires for telegraph, tele-

phone, light and power lines, signal apiiarntiis and oilier pur-

poses.

Jlut the liiiihcst uf all uses is tliat for traicl. Noue of these usc>s

are specially taxed and none ought to be.

III. Use of Highways by Street Railways No Reason for

Special Taxation.

1. THE NATURE OF THE USE.

It has been aptly said in tliis hearing that the street railway

car is "the people's oinnibiis." a mere improvement of the old

omnibus or stage-coach, running for purposes of convenience and

of economy, along two rails laiil on the surface of the road. I

think 1 can safely venture the statement that all other methods

of pnlilic travel in public highways put together do not pro-

mote the original purpose of highways as much as does the use

to A\-hich the street railway car subjects them. It is. therefore,

a natural use. a legal use, and it has come to be the most popu-

lar and the most beneficial use to which the streets can possibly

be put.

To tax these conveyances—these people's omniliuses. which

are making the most popul.-ir. the most useful, the most compre-

hensive, the most convenient, the most economical use of public

highways—involves as a necessar.v corollary the taxation of the

omnibus, the cart, the dray, the heavy team, and wliatever other

mode of travel siib.1ects the highways to use and the conimuiiitles

in which the highways are located to expense. When .vou get

to that result you have re-adopted the idea of the old tidl road,

where every "chariot" (as it was called on an ancient signboard

which I saw a short time ago), and every cart and every horse

and every sheep had to pay its way over the public roads.

I notice a significant shake of the head on the part of one

of the members of this Committee. If I have not made this

matter plain by reference to the history of roads, and by cita-

tions of decisions of our courts. I am fortunate in being able at

this point to call attention to an opinion (which, by the way, 1

bad not read until after I had formulated my own) given by a

body of men who are perhaps better qualified than any others

in Massachusetts to express an intelligent opinion upon this sub-

,1ect. If you will refer to the Railroad Commissioners' rep.irt

for 1890. yon will find on page 11(1 some significant language

upon this iioint. which I would not have read except for the inci-

dent to which I have just referred. I am a little afraid that it

might not otherwise be read by the Committee, and I will there-

fore take time to read it.

The Chairiuan:—My only thought was that it seemed to me
you might go still further in your argument in the same line,

without danger.

Mr. Burdett:— I have gone far enough for my jiurpose. Mr.

Chairman.

The Chairman:—I thought you might go still fiirtlier. that was

all, sir, with perfect safety.

Mr. Burdett:—You will pardon me for reading .-iii extremely

well put and succinct argument upon this subject tnini (he Rail-

road Commissioners' report:

"The railway is not to be regarded as an intruder, having no

legitimate place or right to be on the public street. It is nothing

more nor less than an improved method of public highway

travel. The use of the highway by one method of travel neces-

sarily interferes to a greater or less extent with the convenience

and safety of its tise by other methods. There are well-known

inconveniences and dangers to other travellers atending the use

of the highway by travellers in street cars. It must be conceded,

however, that there is no known method of conveyance by

which such large numbers of persons can be transported through

the streets with so much convenience, expedition, and safely to

themselves and other travellers, with so little noise, confusion,

and dirt, ami with so little obstruction and wear and tear of the

street, as by the electric railway."

Nobody has ever accused the Massachusetts Railroad Com-

mission, as now constituted, of being unduly prejudiced in favor

of eiectricr street railways, and the language just quoted is the
language of a quasi-judicial body, knowing all the facts. They
continue:

"There are carried on the railways whose lines center

in Boston, an average of 425,292 persons daily— a number equal

to nearly S(> per cent of the entire population of the city. The
great majority are carried through the most crowded thorough-

fares. If it were possible to transport the same number of per-

sons by any other available method of public or private convey-

ance, the obstruction, annoyance, and danger would on the whole
be much greater than they now are."

That is a fact which people forget. No other method can be

suggested by which so many people could be put through the

streets of Boston without confusion if not chaos. They further

say:

"It has been more or less seriously proposed to make the ordi-

nary use of the surface of the street tor railway purposes a

source of revenne or relief to the municipal treasur.v, either by

sjile of the railwa.v location, or by an excise on cars, or a tax on

earnings, or by requiring the railway company to pave or other-

wise maintain the surface of the entire roadway."

They recognize in this opinion, that paving is a tax. and I

shall have occasion to refer to that a little later on.

"There is no reason why the railway company should not pay

a tax on its corporate franchise and property such as other simi-

lar corporations pay. It is also proper that it construct at its

own cost the tramway specially adapted to its use, and keep the

portions of the roadway adjacent thereto in safe condition for

otlier travel, as is now required by statute. These charges are

a part of the cost of transportation which the passenger must
expect to pay. Beyond this, it is not easy to see why one who
carries passengers for hire in a car should be subjected to a tax

for the tise of the street, any more than one who carries passen-

gers for hire in an oiuuilnis, or who carries mercliandise for hire

on a dra.v. The radical objection to the iiroposed impost is not.

liowever. that it is a burden on the railway compan.v. but that

it is a tax on the tr.aveller. A tax on the carrier is a tax on the

passenger. A\'hatever fare the railway passenger might other-

wise have to pay, he must pa.v in addition to that fare his pro-

liortiou of tlie tax; and the possibility of the reduction of his

fare is to that extent postponed. Nothing has hitherto been

more free than the use of the highway, for all persons, and for

all pvrposes of travel or transportation. There is no good reason

wh.v the per.son who travels in a street car should pay. directl.v

or indirectly, for the privilege of travelling on the highway, any
more than the person who travels in a public coach or in his

private c;irriage."

2. THE REASOiN OF THE USE.

AYliy do street radway comi)anies use the public streets? Is

it a matter of choice with them? Is it a matter of preference on

their part? Not at all. The highways are used by street rail-

ways as a matter of necessity, to meet the public demand for

that exact use of the highways; and it is largely from the fact

that the steam railroad is located at a distance from the regular

lines of travel, and, unlike the electric road, does not land its

passengers at the doors of their olflces and their houses, that this

other use of the highway is required by the public. I am inclined

to think, from such examination of the figures as I have been

able to make, that if the street railways might be permitted

((•inside of the large cities, where, of course, it would be imprac-

ticable! to go upon iirivate land and buy their way and own
their road-bed, and exclude from that road-bi'd all other forms

of travel, they would be financially better off than they are to

da.v. But the curious fact is. as I understand it, that under the

present laws of Massachu.sotts. a street railway corporation goes

outside of tlie terms of its corporate franchise when it buys a

jiiece of land and <'onstructs its road over it. I know of a case

now wliere a railroad company is desirous of buying and using

land along the side of the highway, but is unable to do so because

the laws of Massachusetts are not sufficient for that puriiose.

What sense is there in talking about a special tax upon an
industry which uses the highway in promotion of the principal

uses of the highway, and uses it because the public demands
that that particular use shall be made of it?
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J. tHE Character ok the use.

A siiistk' word as to the peculiar charactci' of the use. That
use is iiioiiiiiiolistic, eoiifessedly iiiiiiKiiKilisIic; Ixit it is neeess.irily

nionopolistie and preferalil.v nioiiopolistie. .\iid uii person wilh
correct ideas upon tliese unestions would lor a niojiient siifiKcst

that it ousht to be an.vthin;; lint nanioiiolistii-. 'llie iniprartica-

bility and inadvisability of the operation of two street railw,-iy

lines through the .same streets is too apparent for ar^uinint.

Companies consolidated into large and important corpoiation-i.

under the re.2nlatiou. as they are. of State boards of the stiictest

((mirol. operatins in streets to the exclusion of oilier companies
of the same liinil in the same streets or in the sjune towns and
cities, give the publi<- better service and liettor satisfaction in

every wa.y than competing companies could do.

IV. Do Street Railways Increase the Cost of Maintenance of

Roads?

If I liave succeeded at all t(i this point. 1 ha\e demonstrated
that neither in law nor logic is there reason for the suggi stioii

tluit this particular class of corporations ought to be suliJL'clid

to any peculiar e.xcise for the use wlucli it lualies. in common
with other users, of the public highways. But underlying tlic

ether argument—and this I believe to be the only premise
which can be safely assumed by the other side—is the propos.tinn

that, admitting there is no just ground in law or logic for the

special taxation of these corporations for their use of public

ways, yet that they subject these ways to a peculiar and extraor

dinary expense, and ought to be reiiuired to pay something in the

nature of reiudmrsenieut for that expense. I think I have not

heard it put jttst that way, but that is the most favoralile wa.\'

of putting it for the other side. We have heard a great deal

said about ch;irging rentals for tlie use of the pulilic highways,

which is a ridiculi>us proposition, inasmuch as there is nothing

to rent. There is no title in the street, as we shall presently

see, in the municipalities which control them. We have heard a

good deal said about taxes and excises, but not much about

reimbursement, which, as I say. would be the stron.gest state-

ment of the case.

Assuming tlie claim of extra expense to be true, that is no

reason for the imposition of special taxes, liecause all forms of

use of pul)li<- highwa.\s for purposes of travel involve si,me

expense to the municipalities in which the highways exist; and
it is therefore only a question of degree whether this. that, or

the other use subjects the town in which the highway is to uior,-

or less expense. As soon as you begin to impose taxation b.'cau.-^e

the degree of use in one case is greater than in another, you

lose sight of all general principles, and are adrift. So that, if

,vou assume the fact to be that the use of highwa.vs liy street

cars subjects those highways to extra cost, that in itself consti-

tutes no reason for special taxation of the compan.v winch o|ier-

ates tlie cars.

But what is tlie fact about it? Do or do not street railways

subject liighways to a use wdiich involves additional expenses

upon municipalities? I shall not discuss the eviilence which has

been put in upon that point. You have heard some evidence

up(m it.—good. bad. and indifferent,—some very loose stntemtn.s,

and some more accurate statements. The principal witnesses

may be said to be the superintendents of streets of BrooUline

and Springfield, on the one side, and an ex-ma.vor of Springlield

and an ex-superintendent of public works of .New Bedford, on

the otlier. The Broolcline official did not undertake to give any
figures, but simply gave his impressions from observation, that

in macadamized roads the extra cost of maintenance is a good

deal, according to the width of the road. The Springlie'd ofliiial

pidilished a pap<'r (wlii<-h I had reprinted for the information of

those concerned), in wliich he undertook to give some statistics;

but it turned out that in the entire list of streets whic h he named
theiv are but two where there art* an.v street railway tracks and
those are practically continuous.

iMr. Drake, of Xew Bedford, after a very <-arcful and exliarst-

ive study of the well-kept books of the street department of that

city, showed that that city, at an.v rate, has been subjected to a

larger expense for streets that are not encumbered liy tracks

than for those that are. The explanation seems to be that, in

some cases, ordinary travel avoids the streets when> tlic tracks

are: luit upon the whole, his evidence tended strongly to show
tli:it it is at least doubtful, all things c(msidered anil all places
t.iken together, whether the presence of Iraiks in any but the
narrowest roads really sulijecis the other jiortions of the load
to such u great deal of additional wear as has been claimed. In
the case of streets that are jiaved from curb to curb. I believe
iinli,,(iy prcti-nds that there is .any great difference in expense;
nor do ilicy pretend tliat there is any great difi'erence of expense
where llie railways are laid along one side of the public road, as
is usually the case in llie rural sections of the State; but it is

only where the tracks are put in the middle of a macadamized
street, not sutficiently wide outside r>f ihe tracks themselves to
aci-ommodate the travel, that this extra cx|iense is imurrcd lo

any great extent.

1 think. Mr. Chairman, tliat an inlimation dropped by you at
the first heaving is one which may well be borne in mind in the
discussion oT this question. Tlie intimation was. as I under-
stood it. that the art of road-building in the Tnitid States, even
in Massacliusetts. has hardly liegun to 1 e developed in compari-
son with the state of the art in Europe. While .von found there
street railway accommodations whicli cannot for a moment be
compared with tho.se in Massachusetts, you also found such road-
\^.lys that the presence in them of the street railwa.\' tracks
constituted, practically, no obstruction to other travel. Let our
n.unicipal road-builders give us Iietter roads, as they ouglit to do
and will do in time, and much of the coiuplaint against the car
tracks will disappear.

V. If Street Railways Increase Cost of R jad Maiitenance They
Make Ample Retun.s Therefor

But assuming, if you will. that, all things considered, these
comiiauies do subject the municipalities in which they operate
to larger expenses for road maintenance than would otherwise
be till- case, and that that is a sufficient reason for subjecling
them to extra taxation, I announce, without anv hesitation. th:it

tlie companies make ample and sufficient returns tlieref<ir.

I. DIRECT TAXATIO.N.

In tile first place, they make returns in the form of direct
taxation. They pay local taxes upon all their real est.-ite and
m.-ichinery. and tjiey pay to the Commonwealth a franchise tax
uiion the full value of their shares, after deducting the valua-
ticm of their machinery and real estate. (I'ub:ic Statutes, ch. i:i,

S :','.}.) I have here a table showing the growth of taxes up,:n
these companies for tlie last 10 years. The result of it is. that
while tlie increase in the number of companies has been lot) pin-

cent, tlie iiurease in the total taxes paid by them has been 2!IS

TABLE C.

Taxes Paid, 1886-1896.

Year.
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per cent. You may say that does uol prove anything, iiia.s-

much as tlie increase in tlic number of compauiis may nol repre-

sent the actual increase iu tlie iuveslmcut. That is true, but

the table contains other figures, wliich show Ihiit tlie companies
pay, proportionately, in the form of taxes, much more th:iu they

dill 10 yeiirs ago. The im-rease in ta.xes paid by the companle-i

per passenger carried—which is a proper unit—was 52!^ per cent

in the last 10 years. When interest on funded and unfuncU'd

debt is taken into consideration, as well as ta.\es. the charge or

expense per passenger c.-irried has increased to the enormous
extent of .SSVi per cent in tlie last lU years.

The gentleman who represented before this Committee tiie (it

izens' Association of Hoston. found fault, as he always dues.

with the fact, as he claims it to be. that a street lailway p:iys iiu

more taxes than a baul< or a mill situated in the sauie town nr

city. In the tirst place, it cnight not to pay any ukjiv; it onglii

to pa.v nothing but proportiimal taxis. In the second place, it

does pa.v more if it has more to pa.v upon. Why? I'ecause tl.at

which gives value to the franchiSL' of a sireet I'.'iilw.ay lompauj'

is the presence of its tracks in the public streets; and so far as

tracks make the stock of the coiiiiiaiiy valuable, so far that

value enters into the fraiicliis!> tax wliich is assessed liy the

Commonwealth upon the aggregate value (jf tl.e poperty and
franchise of the company. .V bank has iiniliiiis in the public

streets. A mill lias nothing iu them. But so far as the tracks

of a street railway company constitute an element of value, just

so far that element of value enters into the tax which the Com
monwealth assesses. Therefore, the street railway company
does pay more tlian the mill ur the bank, whii-h has nntldng of

the sort to pay upon.

2. I.NDlkl.CT TAXATlO.N.

Iu the second place, these companies make a still larger c. n-

tributiou to the public in the form of what I call inuiie. t taxa
tion. The items of paving, both original and renewals, road
widening and grading, bridge strengthening and building, re-

moval of snow and ice, accommodation of public authorities iu

the construction, removal, and repair of pipes and sewers of all

descriptions, constitute these taxes. From returns which I have
recently received from some of the companies, 1 have taken the

paving expenses of live companies at random, outside of Bost..n.

These companies were organized at various times; some are old

and some are comparatively new. But they have together
invested the sum of !fl,lJo,722 in pavements alone. The items
are: Kound paving, $224,575; block paving, $S'JO,7-45; other pav-
ing, $5,402. Some of the figures are estimated and some are
exact. If the Committee wishes, I will furnish it with all

figures on this subject which I have succeeded in collecting. Tlie

assertion has been made in this State House more than once,
and has not been contradicted, that the West End Street Itail-

way Company has at least .$2,000,000 of its capital 'nvested iu

pavements in the streets of Boston and the surrounding towns
and cities. I give these items merely to show the enormous
aggregate that that charge becomes in the course of years. They
have been accumulating a good many years in some cases, so
that the charge per annum miglit not be regarded as very large.

I do not want to be understood as saying or admitting that the
annual expense for paving in Massachusetts—taking all the com-
panies together—is equivalent in amount to any of the new taxes
which have been suggested. I only say that the aggregate
investment in pa\ing has become very large iu the course of
years.

I do not need to discuss the testimony which has been given
here as to the amount of these indirect taxes in other forms;
but I beg you to bear in mind what different gentlemen have
said as to how they have been called upon to widen highways,
without expense to the communities in which they are located:
how they have re-graded highways in many cases; how they
have made boulevards out of cart-p:iths; how they have strength
ened and, in some cases, built bridges; and how they have in

various other ways made substantial money payments to or fer
the benefit of the public, in consideration of the privileges which
have been granted them. In some cases, for example, they have
paid astonishingly large amounts, not counting inconvenience
and loss of traffic, in accommodating themselves to public works,
such as the laying, repairing, and moving of sewers and water-
pipes and things of that description. If you think it material to

go into an investigation of this item, you will lind that these

companies return to the communities in this form very consider-

able amounts, for which they should be credited.

3. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PUBLIC.

Hill perhaps more important than anything tliat 1 liave yet

nieiilioned are the contributions which the companies make to

llie public in another form. Take the matter of the increase of

valuations. 1 will not inUict upon you statistics on tlial point.

'1 hey are dillicult to gather, and must be taken wilh a grain of

salt. There has of course been a natural growth of population

and of valuation in Massachusetts; but the growth in valuation

lias undoubtedly been very much promoted and accentuated and

aicelcrated by the opening of the lines of street railway compa-
nies. In the case of the same five compauius to which I have

I.elore referred, the increase in valuations in the towns and citiis

where tlie.v operate, since the adoption of electricity, has been

.$."i4.Mill..SIM, and the average yearly increase since the adoption

nl electricity has been $10,793,243. And the testimony shows
iliat vi'i-y much of this is directly due to the introduction and
(levelopmeut of electric traction.

.Mr. Store.\', a gentleman who uuseltishly devotes a portion of

liis time and thought to the consideration of public questions,

made the astimishing statement here, that, in his opinion, the

town of Brookliue is no better oft than it was before the advent

of the electric railway, because, as I understand him, the taxes

are no less than the.y used to be. And .yet I was interested to

find that the municipal expenditures of Broiikline in 1886 were
$(l(i3,,Sin, and that those exijenditures had increased in 189ti to

the sum $il.")5,94',)—an increase of 58 per cent without the

increase of a single fixit of territor.v. Brookline, making this

expenditure in 1.S00 as against the smaller one in 1886, without

any increase of territor.v. seems to me to be much better off than

it was before. There has been an increase in popidation in that

time almost exactl.v proportionate to the increase in municipal

expenditures: but that increase in population has been largel.y

luMUght about by the introduction of the electric railroad. The
people who have lucived ill have brought money with them, have

TABLE D.

Differences in Fares and Transportation Facilities before and
after Introduction of Electric Traction.

From
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bought property, have improved it, and thus have added to the

muuicipal vaJuatiou. All things considered, that community ot

l(i,UUU people to-day enjoys much better accommodalious aud
conveniences, and is far richer aud better off, than the commu-
nity of 10,000 people in 1880.

But I thinU I would be williug; to place over aud abiivc all Ihe

things which I have mentioned the enormous contribution to

the public which has been made by the companies in the form
of increased facilities. You will remember particularly the tes.i-

mouy of W. B. Ferguson, who has probably had an experience

as large as, if not larger than, that of anybody else in this State,

in the e.xploitatiou and management of suburban or country

roads. Some of the figures which he gave, off-hand, without a

note, were most astonishing in their character. P. P. Sullivan,

of Lowell, unquestionably the ablest statistician in this busi-

ness, gave to you a statement of the facts with respect to Low
ell and the towns and cities adjacent to that city. I have com-
piled a table from the stenographic report of the testimony of

Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Sullivan, which is very interesting aiul

instructing upon this point, and which I will now submit.

Take Lowell, for example. In old times the fare between
Lowell aud Tyngsboro, on the railroad or the stage-eoach, I

don't know which, was 17 cents, and there were 4 trips a day;

today the people travel between the same ijlaces for 10 cents,

and have 34 trips a day. In old times the fare from Lowell to

North Chelmsford was 9 cents, with G trains a day; now it is o

cents, with 53 trips a day. Take some of the other cases: The
fare from Worcester to Leicester by stage, before the advent of

the electric railway, was 25 cents, and the stage made 2 trips

a day; people can now go for 10 cents 50 times a day between
those places. Between Haverhill and Amesbury the old fare

was 05 cents, with 4 trips and a change of cars; today the elec-

tric railroad takes the people between those points for 20 cents

aud gives them 40 trips a day.

One of the most marked cases which was testified to was that

of the route between South Framingham and Milford or Hope-
dale. In old times—or, rather, in very recent times—one had to

leave Boston not later than 5 o'clock to connect at South Fram-
ingham with a branch railroad, in order to get to Milford the

same night, and at an expeuse of 27 cents for the transportation.

Now one can leave Boston at auy time prior to !) o'clock, and on
Saturdays 11 o'clock, in the evening, aud can connect with the

street railwa.v at South Framingham, and get home the same
night, for 15 cents.

Between Medway and Milford—and that was a case, I remem-
ber, where the testiiuony showed that the entire highway was
rebuilt by the electric railroad—the old fare was 30 cents, with

4 trips a day and a change of cars; whereas now the fare is 10

cents, with 10 trips a day.

Aud the roads giving those facilities to the public have paid

only small dividends to their stockholders, without acctimulating

surpluses or making proper charges for depreciation.

You will also recall the testimony of N. Sumner Myrick -a
professional gentleman, connected with seviral roads in subur-

ban or country districts. He told you how. in some cases, the

district schools in the outlying portions of country towns had
been discontinued and the children transi;orled by the electric

cars to the vUlage schools aud given the privileges of a better

education; aud how the farmers and the people who go to sew-

ing circles aud to pr.ayer meetings, and to other social and rel'g-

ious gatherings, nowadays go liy electricity, rather than behind

the old nag or on foot as they used to do.

In short, these roomy, clean, safe, attractive, well-1'ghted.

well-heated, easily propelled omnibuses are not only carrying

our people from door to door, but from town to town; ar, -nt

only promoting social iuteroourse and furnishing addiiional fai il-

ities for healthful .and reasonable recreation, but are increasing

the values of the property, and facilitating the transaction of

the business of our people; are tr.ansporting them more comfort-

ably, more fiuickly, more cheapl.v, aud more satisfactorily than

ever before; and in many other respects are adding daily and
yearl.v to the convenience and happiness of oui>"'"'^^

det» 'han they now carry. Corpora :e bankruptcy, reduced wag s,

or diminished facilities are iueviti ble, if auy great raid is to bt
made upon their finances in the ihape of e.\tra taxes. lliybl

here lies a fuudauiental difflculty in the pulilic mind. Owing tu

the enorinotis increase in mileage and in the number of passen-
gers carried and in the amount of the gross receipts of these
corporations, the ptdilic has jumped to the conclusion that the
liusiness of electric railroading is nothing, short of a Klondike
lionau/.a. But quite the contrary is the fact. I suppose the
average man who pays his 5 cents in a railway car in Boston
tlunks that he is making the West End a present of a large
.•tiuouut of money; but, in fact, the labor alone employed on the
\^'est End road tiikes nearly one-half of the 5-ceut fare, and
when the other expenses are paid, the stockholder gets only
about thnc-flfihs of one nut as his share of that fare. The fact

is: The iiitruductioH of drctric Iraction has nut incrcaxed the net

irsulls of operation.

In the last 10 years, dtiring which these roads have grown up.

while the number of comi)anies and the mileage and the gross
receipts have increased as I have already stated, aud while ihe

aggregate dividends have increased from less th.-in half a mi lion

to almost two million dollars, the rate of dividend has hardly
increased at all, and it remains today at the very low figure of

5..S7 per cent of the total capital invested. The following table

gives the figures for the last 10 years:

TABLE E.

Dividends, 1886-1896.

i
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lu the above table tlie West End ooiiiliany is put down twiic.

as it paid 7 l)oi- cent on coninion stodc and S per cent on preferred

stoclc.

The company erediled Willi payinj; llie lnf;ii; st diviileml. 10. ."i

per eent. in lact paid S per cenl on $10O.(i(lil. and 2J> per eent iin

.$.!(« 1.000.

One company credited with paying S i>er ci'iii iiaid ."i per cenl

on .fno.lKMi. and 3 per cent on .$90,000.

One company credited witii paying (i.r> per. cenl [laid .". per

cent ou .flli.l.ooo. ami .S..") per cent on .fl,S7,riOO.

The t'ollowinfi companies paid lli<' dividends p- 1 down a;;aim-l

tlieni upon less than their fnll capital stock:

One company paid .s per cent on .i;2r)0.lio(i only, oul of .$4oil.oo.i.

One company paid 7 per cent on .flido.oiKi only, <jnt of $J0ii,400.

One company paid (1 per cc nt on .flioa.Ooii only, onl of .f.SOO.OOd.

One company iiaid i\ per cent on .f40,0 iO only, out of .$iiO.iiO0.

But wlu'ii we come to examine the net earnin.iis and the sur-

plus accounts of these corporations, and tr.v to tinil the surplus

prolits wliich they have .iccnnnilated over and above tlie jtay

nient of ver.v moderate dividends, we have some surprising ti'i-

ures to deal with. In ISSi; ihe net snrp:ns was .'i;l.4r)H.fl')2; ill

1S!)(I that surplus had fallen, iiotwithstandiii},' the enormous
increase in business and capital, to $."ilo.(iii9. Tlie percentase of

that surplus to the capital invested had fallen during that 10

years from ITi.Ol per cent to l.(!(i per cent—almost the disappear-

ing point. If .von will consult the next table you will tinil tliat

it has beiMi since the iiitrodu<'tion of electricit.v that these drojis

have become most positive and most startling.

TABLE F.

Net Earnings and Surplus.

:SS6.

.

1SS7..

iSSS..

1SS9.

.

1S90..

iS9[..

1S92..

1S93..

1894..

1S93..

1S96..

Net Earnings.

$1,026,774 90

919,160 73

1,096,8.5^ 79

1.372.690 42

1,813,942 56

1,778,830 01

2.3S6-3I2 40

1.993.399 6^

1,812,668 30

2.257.355 40

2,280,775 71

Surplus.
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TABLE H. Density of Traffic.

In Whole State, Including Boston.

j8S6

1SS7

iSSS

1S89

1S90

iSgi

1892

1893

1894

1S95

1S96

No. of Miles
Mnin Track
Operated.

407,649

470,271

533.593

571.654

612,384

672,452

749.953

874,144

930.473

1,087,175

1,291,040

No. P.issengers
Carried.

112,087,384

124,787.328

134,478,319

1 48, 189,403'

164,873,846

176,090,189

193,760,783

213,552,009

220,464,099

259.794.308

292,358,943
(Increase of 160 S

over 1S86.)

Average No.
Carried per
Mile of Main

Track
Operated.

274,961

265.352

252,024

259.230

269,233

261,565

258.364

244.579

237.353

23S.963

226,453

In Statb, Leaving out Territorv Covered bv West End System.

Total decrease, 1896 over 1886. 48.508
or 17.64%

1886

1S87

1 888

18S9

1S90

1S91

1892

893

1894

1895

1896

No. of Miles
Main Track
Operated,

"7'..53>

242,195

255.691

324.272

364,262

421,140

495,181

615,001

685,693

848,031

1,033,762

No. Passengers
Carried.

25,840,604

32,631,812

36.452.875

42,683,214

48,576,105

55-237,875

65.690.735

78,706,365

83.435.650

104,562,802

125,496 655
(Increase of 380^

over 1SS6.)

Avcrairc No.
Carricil per
Mile of Main

Track
Oper.ited.

150,647

134.733

142,566

131,628

'33.355

'3". '63

132,660

127,978

121,681

123,300

121,396

Total decrease^ 1896 over 1886. 29,251
or 19.42 %

THE STANDARD SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS.
216 per ci'iit. aud the ftniss receipts have iucreased 153 per cent,

am] the lar-niiles run have increased 172 per cent, the average

.aross receipts per mile operatetl, whicli is the proper unit, have

decreased 2(1 per cent, and the average gross receipls per car-

mile nm have decreased .57 per cent.

Iteferring to the asgregate suiplus shown li.v the returns of

1894-."). whicli was oul.v .$234.?.()4 for the entire street railways of

Massachusetts, the liailroad Commissioners very aplly say Ihat

this is "'close lisurius." considering the amount of capital invest-

ed and luisine.ss done. (R. R. Comms. Rep. 1806. p. lOil.i XnA
during all this time, while the surpluses of the companies liave

l)een iliminishing, tliere liave lieen practicall.v no chai'.ges for

depreciation.

I beg to call your particular attention in this connectiun to the

Railroad Commissidners' Report of 1,S!J6. page 106. Duscussing

tliis iiuestion of whether or not the roads have increased in pi'ns-

perity since the introduction of electricit.v. the.v say;

"The inference from tlie foregoing statement mighl nalurally

lie, that the street railw.ay companies are largely adding to their

net revenues from year to year, and earning if not pa.ying more
liberal dividends, or piling up a more abundant surplus. .V

closer and more careful scrutin.v inio fiie results and jiresent

conditions of street railwa.v service docs not sustain this con-

clusion."

Tlien tlicy go on to discuss ail tlic elements, which I should

liice to read, if I did not thinli it was an imposition to do so.

.giving tlie comparative results of street railway operations be-

tween 188.") and 189.5. and .say:

"The truth appears to be that tlic elcciric railway is uol on

tlie whole earnings so large a net percentage on the capital in-

vested, or paying so large a dividend to tli(> stockholders, as did

its pi-edecessor. the horse railway; and this will be found to be as

true with respect to the city as the countr.v railways, taken as h

class."

They then proceed to discuss the tigures (pages M\S .-ind 1(i9i.

which will be fotiud interesting and instriutivc, and loiiciude a-s

follows yi. nn);

"tt is not by any means intended to convey the inmrcssion

that electric railwa.v operation is, or is destined to I'c a financial

failure. The idea that it is likely to prove a source of extr^i'-r-

(liu.iry or aI)Uormal profit must, however, be abandoned. It is

a close business, .yielding with skillful and prudent management
only a fair average return. qwWe wiliiin tlie limit a'lowed liy

statute and conservative opinion as adequate and proper for

investments of this character."

The most important work undertaken by the .Account-

ants' .Association was standardization of street railway

accounts. \n e.xcellent report was submitted at the Octo-
ber convention by the committee having the subject in

hand, and afterwards that committee \vas made a perma-
nent one, it being understood that one of its chief aims
would be to secure the adoption of the system. The mem-
bers of the committee believe that they personally shouM
practice what they preach; ;\Ir. Duflfy, secretary of the

National Railway Company's roads, .St. Louis, and Mr.
Calderwood. secretary and auditor of the Twin Citv Rapiil

Transit Company. Minneapolis and St. Paul, put the new
standard system of accounts in operation on Januarv I, s-i

tliat the system will receive a thorough, practical test, and
a basis for the interchange of information and comparisons
between at least two companies is affordetl, if such be de-

sired.

-Mr. Duffy ad\ises us as to the details of the change as

follows:

"
1 he y) operating expense accounts, as recomnieiuletl. 1

conilense into i6 ledger accounts carried on the ledger, the

number of ledger accounts I have always used, and i^j

items are carried on a 'Distribution of Operating Expenses
Book', for the purpose of showing full and complete de-

tailed and statistical information, as has always h.een my
isractice. I have found it entirely practical anil compara-

tively easy to adapt my system of accounts to conform with

the system recommended by the .Accountants' .Association

to the permanent committee. The svstem can be con-

fonned to without disturbing any system now in use. with-

oi't discarding the ruled account books, and witliout any

expense further than the cost of the necessary printed in-

structions and a 'Distribution of E.xpenses Book". It is

not necessary to change the ledger accounts, thereby ren-

dering a comparison of the operations of a road in 1898

valueless and impossible, as compared with 1897; at least,
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T did nnl find it necessary. Tliese would be tlic main rea-

sons wliy olijections would be raised to adopting and using'

any standard system recommended liy the Association. Any
additions or changes that may finally be made by the per-

manent committee. I can easily conform to by pursuing

the same method as the one I have just made use of."

Since writing the foregoing we learn that Mr. Duffy has

received letters from three of the St. Loui-; roads, which arj

as follows

:

James Adkins. auditor of the Lindell Railway: "Hegin-

ning with January i, 1898, I have started to keep my ac-

counts in the manner and along the lines laid out by the

Street Railway Accountants' Association, and desire to e.x-

press my appreciation to you and your co-laborers for the

amount and satisfactory work done in relat'Oii to these ma'-

ters."

Frank R. Henry, secretary and treasurer of the Missouri

Railroad: "Tn order to encourage the commi'te? on stand-

ard classification of accounts and to help the good work

along, it is a pleasure for me to sav that on January I we

rearranged our accounts, and bad new statement blanks

printed to conform to the report of the committee."

James H. Roach, secretary and treasurer of the Union

Depot Railroad: "Please say to your associates of the com-

mittee, of which vou are chairman, that our company will,

after March 31, i8q8, adojit the standard system cf ?ccou-t ,

approved by the Accountants' .\ssoc;ation at the convention

held in Niagara Falls in October last."

WORK ON THE CAPITAL TRACTION,
WASHINGTON.

PROPOSED ENGLISH ROADS.

Lighting, London, publishes a list of electric lighting

and railway enterprises for which application for provi-

sional orders or for private acts of Parliament will be made

during 1898. The number of applications scheduled is far

in excess of that for any recent year:

Local
Authorities. Comiiiinii.s. Tiilni

Rlcctrio Uprhting Provisional Oi-ilcvs 02 is oii

Electric Wchtlng Bill.'i 2 7 ^

Triiimvay Provisional Orders S ( 1-1

'Iraiiiwa.v Bills W 1" '^1

Ilailway (Eleetriel Bills
" "

I.iplit rt:iilMays ff:leetric) Provision.il Orilers. . Ifi I'i

Total ni "•! V'

A few words of explanation regarding provisional orders

may not be out of place. LTnder the Tramways Act of

1870 the Board of Trade upon the application of the local

authorities, or upon the application of persons or compa-

nies who have already obtained the consent of the local

authorities, after hearing protests, etc., may grant a provi-

sional order authorizing the construction of a tramway

This order does not acquire final validity and force until

confirmed bv Parliament. .\dveitisement and notices

must be given bv promoters who contemplate asking for a

provisional order in the months of October or November

and December preceding.

The conditions imposed by the Tramways .\ct are very

onerous, and on the passage of what is known as the Light

Railwavs .^ct—which did not, however, define a "light

railwav"—many promoters of tramways endeavored to in-

corporate under the new law. which was much less exact-

inp-. Tt is stated that the Board of Trade at first approved

of. or at least winked at, the practice, but now is inclined

to define a light railwav as a suburban or interurban line.

The Capital Traction Company was chartered September,

1895, being organized under an act of Congress, ajjproved

March i, 1895, which authorized the Rock Creek Railway

Comjiany to contract with any intersecting line for its joint

management, lease or purchase and joint operation, and to

increase its capital stock by an amount not in excess of the

actual cost involved in the consolidation, provided one fare

only were charged by the new company. Under this act

the Washington I't Georgetown Railroad, whose charter

did not permit it to purchase or lease other lines, was ac-

(|uired by the Rock Creek Railway, and the two merged

into the Capital Traction.

The Washington & Georgetown Railroad was organized

in 1 86J, and was operated by horses until equipped for

cable traction, the 7th street line about 1888 and the Penn-

sylvania avenue line in 1891 ; this road, with its 21.5 miles of

track, constituted the cable mileage of the Capital Com-
pany. The Rock Creek Railway -was organized in 1888,

the motive power being electricity, and opened in 1892; the

mileage comprises 6.25 miles of double track operated with

the overhead trolley and 1.14 miles of double track with the

Love conduit.

The road is an important one, the traffic being much
heavier than might be expected in a city of only 300,000

inhabitants. The total mileage of the road is but 36 miles,

and in 1896 the number of passengers carried was 22,700,-

000. For comparison the mileage and passengers carried

in 1896 are given for the three important Chicago roads:

Chicago City, 184 miles, 95,000,000 passengers; North Chi-

cago Railroad, 100 miles, 56,500,000 passengers; West Chi-

cago system, 259 miles, 79,500,000 passengers. This will

serve to explain how the company could afford the cable

construction.

.^s noted in the "Review" for November last, page 800,

the Capital Traction is now engaged in equipping the cable

conduit on the Penn.sylvania avenue line with conductors

for operation on the General Electric underground system.

Through the courtesy of D. L. Carll, chief engineer and

superintendent of the company, we have received the plans

of the work.

The diagram showing the location of the underground

feeder conduits will serve also to give a general idea of the

location of the lines in the city. It will be remembered, of

course, that Pennsylvania avenue does not meet 14th street

at right angles, but at an angle of 60°. The ducts on Penn-
sylvania avenue and 14th street have practically been all

laid, the total, counting each line as a single duct, is 382,074
ft., and includes more than will be used at present, provision

being made for future extensions.

The standard feeder manhole is shown in plan and in sec-

tion by Fig. 2, and the drawing is sufficiently clear to re-

(luire no explanation. The manholes are placed between
the tracks at intervals of 400 ft. The feeders are connected
to the conductor bars at every alternate manhole.

Fig. 3 shows a section of the conduit and method of

securing the conductor bars to the insulators and the meth-
od of bonding them at the joints. Tt will be seen that the
insulator is that used on the newer work of the Metropoli-
tan in New York. To protect the conductor bars, the old
cable slot rails are provided with drip flanges bv riveting
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I in. X I in. angles to them as shown. The provisions for

draining- the cable conduit were con.sidcred ample, and none
additional were made.

Fig. 4 is a sketch showing the plow as it is carried on the

hangers and in the conduit.

Along the straight track the traps which were already in

place were spaced 31 ft. 6 in. apart between the slot and the

outer rail on each track. These have been supplemented
by three times as many smaller traps so that access may be

had to each insulator; the insulators are spaced 15 ft. 9 in.

apart and the traps are in pairs, one either side of the slot.

On curves the original traps were 2 ft. 8 in. long and spaced

4 ft. 6 in. between centers; the insulators on the curves have

Torat fcowling each lineoiOi^Jf/r <liiin3l*^.074'

FIG. I.—DIAGRAM OF FEEDER DUCTS.

been spaced about 9 ft. apart, small traps being added where
necessary, i. e., opposite every alternate large one.

The contract for the street work was let to E. Sa.xton, of

Washington, who, as our readers probably remember, in-

stalled the conduit for the Metropolitan Company. On
December 20, Mr. Sa.xton connnenced the installation of

the conductor bars, insulators, drip bars, etc., on the 14th

street line, and the work will be pushed to completion as

rapidly as possible.

PtT dug To Dotted

lifKi, onlij wfien

Conduiti dfoin

into some

FIG. 2.—STANDARD FEEDER MANHOLE.

FIG. 3.—SECTION SHOWING INSULATOR. FIG. 4.—PLOW AND HANGER.
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The new power plant is located in Georgetown, where a

biiiUling, fiirnierly iisetl for inanufactiirin<j jiurposes. has

been secure<l. This building is 62x298 ft., with one long

front on (irace street and the other along the canal. The

canal will furnish a water supply, and the Potomac river

will serve to transport coal. .A number of changes in the

floor levels, etc., are proposed. The boiler room is to be

160 ft. long and occupy one end of the l)uilding. The en-

gine room is in the other end, the floor being about 8 ft.

above the boiler room floor and 13 ft. above the basement.

The power house installation, at present contemplated,

comprises three Cahall-Babcock & Wilcox water tube boil-

ers of 600 h. ]). each, carrying steEim at 1,^0 lbs., and three

Allis tandem compound engines of 750 h. ]>. eaeh. direct

connected to General Electric multii)olar railway gener-

ators. I'oosters will also be used. The generators are of

525 k. w. capacity, with a voltage of 550 at no load and 600

at full load.

ANNUAL MEETING OF NORTH AND WEST
CHICAGO STREET RAILROADS.

The annual meeting of the North and West Chicago

Street Railroads occurred in this city January 1 1 ; the Yer-

kes surface properties made an excellent showing. Eight

months of "97 were poor business, while the last four nuntlis

of the year were very good. The North Chicago Street

Railroad earned 14.47 per cent on its capital stock—a trifle

less than in '96. The gross earnings were $2,911,552, and

the operating expenses, $1,319926, which left a net of

$1,591,625. Out of this fixed and s]5ecial charges (such as

wiping out World's Fair stock) were taken, leaving for divi-

dends $955,163. After paying usual d'v'de id,, $163 220 was

carried to the income account. Xo noteworthy improve-

ments in plant were installed during the year, and no radi-

cal changes are contcmijlatsd. The connection of the out-

side suliurlian lines as feeders has proved conclusively the

importance of the arrangement. Following are some of the

details of operation:

I.SSK!. 1807.

I'crri'iit;i;;r iiiH'niliiij; cxpi uses V.l'.'r^ W.S'A

r.-issi'users c.-U'i'li'il ."(|..")2;i.(j2n .5li.3"i-i,147

Miles run lH.."ii)(l.ii::(i l;it)41.2ro

r:issi'n;;ers per mile 5.3

lUeeipts per mile 2 '.")

RECEII'TS.

1,\00. ISilT.

C.-iblc liiirs !?1..5:!5.::ill.O". .¥1,421,^ 4 v7.S

El.-cti-ic lim-s 1 lil2 6 11.S5 1,37"i 03 57

Uinvi' lines 98.SS7.75 20.911. .'5

Tc.t.-il receipts $2.S2lJ.800.()5 $2,818 39>S.!!0

rereeii1;i.:;e Openitinc; Expenses-
Cable 45.17 47. (i7

Electric .51.22 44.!12

Horse 90.!)S 1 15.2ii

Cost Per t'iU-Milc—

Ciilile 13 13 4

Electric 12.5 11 4

Horse 22.1 2u il

Directors:— Charles T. Yerkcs. W. V. Furbick, rienjamn

1!. Lamb, F. H. Winston and J- Charles Moore.

WEST cinrAfio street railuoad.

This road, which ha:; tv.'o elevated systems electrically

operated in eonpetilion with it. earned 6.32 per cent on its

capital stock, as against 6.52 per cent the previous year. Re-

ceipts fell olT $125,283, but operating expenses were reduced

$208,704. The receipts for 1897 were $3,899,918; operating

expenses. $1,929,664, leaving a profit from operating of

$1,970,253. After raying fixed charges there is left for divi-

dends. $83-1,068. Tlie opening of the Union Loop to the

elevated roads was expected to seriouslv cripple the earnings

of the surface lines, but on this point Mr. Yerkes says:

—

"It was expected that the opening of the locp would have

an efifect upon the business of this company, but, strange to

say, notwithstanding the fact that the loop commenced busi-

ness the fore part of October, the increase in receipts for

Oct<3ber over the same month last year was over $22,000.

"There is no doubt in my mind that it does have some

effect on our company, but the truth is that better facihties

induce travel, and while it is p-^ssible that our increase since

the loop commenced running would have been greater, yet

it is certain that the opening of the loop has produced an

increase in travel.

"As 1 said to you last year, the jirospect for the future de-

pended entirely on the general business of the country,

wliich at that time did not look very bright, so that pros-

pects for this year depend on the same cause ; but the reverse

this year is the case, because there never was a brighter out-

look for the business interests of this country than at the

present time."

The election of directors resulted as follows: Charles T.

Yerkes, W. L. Elkins, P. A. B. Widener, Harvey T. Weeks,

S. W. Rawson, F. H. Winston and J- iM- Roach. The elec-

tion was unanimous

THE LAKE STREET ELEVATED

held its annual meeting the same dav, and Pres'dent Louder-
back reported that the road had seen its worst days, and
from now on would be on the gain. The earnings for the

year were $579,960; the operating expenses $329,124. The
deficit for the year is $72,842, but this includes the expense

of raising the structure at Rockwell street, which cost some
$31,000, etc.

AN ECHO OF THE CLEVELAND STRIKE.

During the street railway strike in Cleveland in 1892,

the strikers were enjoined from interfering with the opera-

tions of the lines. F"ourteen men derailed a car in violation

of the order and were taken before the court on a charge

of contempt, being fined in sums ranging from $200 to $500
each. Exceptions were taken to some of the rulings of the

circuit court and the cases taken to the supreme court on

appeal. On December 7 last the supreme court gave its

decision, affirming the judgment of the circuit court.

PREPARING FOR COMPETITION.

It is rumored on what appears to be good authority that

the Detroit & Lima Northern Railroad will equip its To-
ledo-Detroit line with steam dummies in order that it may
maintain a shorter headway and be in better shape to com-
liete with the electric line which is contemplated between
those cities. It is understood that the companv is nego-
tiating with the Schenectady Locomotive works for three

combination locomotive trucks similar to the one furnished
recently to the New England Railroad.
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A TYPICAL COUNTRY TROLLEY ROAD.

The iiitrnikiction of the electric motor is doing a great

work in bringing out-of-the-way districts into close com-
nnmication with the great cities. The great trunk line

steam roads connect sections and business centers and

branch roads reach out to important cities and towns, but

there are districts and villages of more or less importance

in the commercial world, within lo or 20 miles of trunk

lines, that appear almost out of the world; simply because

the trunk line cannot see its way to construct and equip a

spur to their doors. Often there will be heavy grades, and

again there may be so many cuts and fills required that it

would cost more for the steam road than the returns would

warrant. The steam road causes new cities and new centers

to rise and flourish, while the small city or village that once

propelled by the very stream that furrows the neglected

valley. The road and the power plant to run it can be
owned by the community it reaches, making it master of its

own toll gate.

There is perhaps no better illustration of taking advan-
tage of conditions than the work done by the Shelburnc
Falls & Colrain Street Railway Company, at Shelburnc

Falls, Mass. Here is a typical country railway. The Fitch-

burg Railroad, in its course from Albany to Boston, failed

to pass through Colrain City, leaving it several hours, by
team, farther from Boston and New York than some of its

more favored rivals. Colrain City is at the head of a beau-

tiful valley that is rich in agriculture, also several factories

of various kinds find motive power in the small river that

drains it.

.About a year ago a company was formed of factory own-

POWER HOUSE AND CAR BARN—SHELBURN FALLS * COLRAIN STREET RAILWAY,

was the boasted pride of a section has been sapped of its

wealth and power because the main line missed it by a few

miles. This condition exists in so many localities in the

eastern and middle states, that Goldsmith's "Deserted Vil-

lage" becomes almost a reality to the traveler in these sec-

tions.

The time was when the wealth and power of our country

was found principally in these smaller business centers, but

the railroads have so changed the conditions that the small-

er towns now are only agents for the great cities, and their

success as agents depends upon their facilities for handling

products that are shipped to and from the great centers of

trade. The trolley road is destined in a measure to restore

to many of these "side tracked" villages some of the ad-

vantages lost by being "out of line." The trolley car can

climb steep grades, round short curves, and cross rivers on

wagon bridges. It can carry freight, passengers and mail

as readily as the trunk line, putting the population of an

out-of-the-way valley into direct communication with the

world at large. Last, but not least, the trolley car can be

ers and citizens generally, for the purpose of constructing

an electric railway beginning at Colrain City, touching at

Griswoldville and at Shattuckville, intersecting the Fitch-

burg road at Shelburne Falls. An unused water-power was

secured near the center of the line, and on this site a power

house and car barn were built. A second car barn was also

built at Colrain City.

The power is supplied by a pair of 27-in. turbine water

wheels working under 20-ft. head and furnished by the

Holyoke Machine Company, Worcester, Mass. The speed

of these wheels is regulated by a governor built by the

Replogle Governor Works, Akron, Ohio. As it was nec-

essary to carry the water from the dam to the wheels in a

long iron feed-pipe it was also found necessary to make all

the pulleys very heavy in order to counteract the bad effects

of the long closed flume. In other words, care was taken

to add ample balance-wheel effect, with the result that the

plant is well governed for the work required of it. The

power is transmitted by belt to two 75-k. w. multipolar gen-

erators built by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
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ing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. The generators are driven

from a line siiaft that is provided with the necessary cut-

out chitches. The line shaft can be separated from the wa-

ter-wheels and the supplementary engine, or connected at

will, by sleeve clutch pulleys. The engine reserve consists

of one cross-compound Fitchburg engine 12 and 20x24 in.

and a No. 16 Deane jet condenser, and is supplied from

one horizontal tubular boiler 18 ft. x 6 ft.

The road comprises six and one-half miles of main line

and about one-half mile of spurs. It follows the entire length

of the principal street in Shelburne Falls, and when finished

will meet the Fitchbuig road on the south side of the

river.

The motor equipment consists of six No. 12 Westing-

house motors on three Bemis trucks, two No. 38 West-

inghouse motors on a double truck, and two No. 38 motors

under a snow plow mounted on the wheel axles.

There are one combination car for passengers, express,

baggage and United States mail, one 26-ft. closed car, one

28-ft. open car, one 34-ft. open car, and two trailers. There

are also four box cars and four flat cars for freight traffic.

The freight traffic on this road has reached as high as 660

tons in one month, and consists of cotton, coal, manufac-

A VIEW ALONG THE LINE.

tured products, etc. The passenger service is well patron-

ized, and consists of 14 trains daily from Colrain City to

Shelburne Falls and return, also special trains when traffic

demands them. The Sunday service consists of 10 trains

each way. We do not have information concerning the

average number of passengers carried daily, but on July 5

last the records show that 3,208 fares were collected.

The management is making preparations for a park at

the Colrain City end of the line, and the indications are that

the enterprise is a success from all points of view. The im-

mediate operation of the road has been in the hands of L.

N. Wheelock, electrician and superintendent. G. W. Smead

is engineer and superintendent of power house.

While this road is a success, there were many difificulties

to overcome. Part of the roadbed is immediately on the

river bank, where a spouty and spongy surface had to be

provided against. Other parts have steep grades and not a

few curves. Also a few difficulties presented themselves in

the construction of a power plant, but the fact that all thesr

difficulties have been overcome proves conclusively that

small manufacturing towns can bring themselves closer to

market by their own exertions, and in doing so can com-

pete with the world in the products of their factories, with

the advantage of the benefits to be derived from low taxes,

cheap labor, and healthy homes.

FRANCHISE CASE IN CALIFORNIA.

Through the courtesy of E. I. Tdlle, manager of the

Santa Ana & Orange Motor Company, Santa .Ana, Cal., wc

iiave received a copy of a decision by the Superior Court of

Orange county, in which the grant of its franchise is sus-

tained. The company had secured a franchise lor operating

a street raihvay with animal, electric, or steam power, and

several suits were brought against the city to have the grant

annulled, but the city was in each case successful.

The suit in which we have the opinion was by one Hill.

The decision was adverse to the plaintiff on two grounds:

I. His interest as a citizen and taxpayer, not being different

from that of any other citizen or taxpayer, gave him no

standing in court. 2. The writ was to review judicial func-

tions only, vi'hile the action of the Board of Trustees in

granting the franchise was legislative only.

The dicta on other points raised are also interesting. It

was contended the franchise had been changed after the bid

of the purchaser had been accepted, by changing the gage

of the proposed road and also by withdrawing the privi-

lege of running trail cars. This was conceded by the court,

but he added that no one but the company had any right

to complain.

It was also contended that the franchise was not that "f

a street railway, but the court held that it was. The gran*

is "the right, privilege, franchise and permission granted,

etc., for a term of 50 years to construct, operate and main-

lain a motor railroad with all necessary turn-outs and

switches upon and along Main street in said city of Santa

Ana, from Second street to the north boundary line of said

city, upon and along the line now occupied by the track of

the Santa Ana, Orange & Tustin Street Railway Company
whereon passenger cars may be propelled by horses, mules,

electric power or by steam motor cars, similar to the one

now in use on said track."

This latter company sold part of its tracks to the Santa

.'\na & Orange Motor Company, and removed the others.

RAPID TRANSIT IN NEW YORK.

We again hear of an underground rapid transit line for

New York which is to be built by a syndicate comprising

the Astors, the Vanderbilts and J. Fierpont Morgan, the

same syndicate that announces that it has secured an op-

tion on the New York & Brooklyn Railroad Company,
which has the right to construct a tunnel under the East

river from Broadway and Ann street to Fulton and Fur-

man streets in Brooklyn. The proposition is to build a

road to cost $35,000,000 and at the end of 50 years turn It

all over to the city for nothing; the city is to be at no ex-

pense whatever, merely "lending its credit," wiiich we
take to mean that the city is expected to guarantee the

$35,000,000 worth of bonds.

The brickmakers of Springwells, Mich., contemplate

using the new electric road from Detroit to Ann Arbor for

marketing their product, and save a 5-mile haul by team.
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BURNING LOCOMOTIVE "SPARKS.'

Ill the paper read by Colonel Heft at the street railway

convention was the statement: "I suppose we are prodnc-

iiiii; power more cheaply than can be done in any power

station in the country using coal as fuel, the reason being

we are burning sparks." E. C. Boynton explains in the

American Engineer, Car Builder and Railroad Journal, how
these sparks are used as fuel in the power houses of the N.

Y., N. H. & H. Railroad at Berlin, Nantasket and Stamford.

The sparks consist of fine particles of coal, half consumed,

that are removed from the extension fronts of the locomo-

tives. These are shipped direct to the stations and fed into

the furnaces without the addition of coal or other fuels.

Some difficulties were experienced at first in the firing as it

requires about twice as great a quantity of sparks as it does

of coal. The fire increases so rapidlv in thickness that it

must be cleaned at intervals of three to four hours. One
furnace is cleaned at a time, but an even steam pressure is

maintained through theprocess.as the fire is quickly brought

up to the required temperature by the aid of a blower. The
fireman has to be educated for this work, as it is radically

different from coal firing.

Some alteration* in the boiler settings were necessary; the

boilers are the ordinary horizontal flue type, 72 in. in di-

ameter and 19 ft. long. Extending across and resting on

top of the brick settings, at right angles to the boilers, are

two pairs of heavy channel irons. From these four iron

rods extend down to the sides of each boiler, two on either

side near the ends of the boiler. These rods hook into

lugs riveted on the sides of the boiler, at the center line:

the boilers are thus suspended from four points, and this

provides for all movement due to expansion and contrac-

tion. A large combustion chamber is secured by setting

the boiler so that the shell is 44 in. above the grate bars

and the top of the bridge wall only 18 in. above them.

.\ forced draft comes from a steam blower which con-

sists of a cast iron cylinder g in. in diameter and 24 in.

long, bell mouthed at one end. and extending through tlie

boiler front into the ash pit. The fine steam jet blowing

into the ash pit draws a large quantity of air with it.

When the steam pressure is reduced the efficiency of the

blower decreases rapidly, and in firing this has to be

guarded against. The norma! steam pressure is too lbs.,

but for heavy loads 125 lbs. is carried. About 6 lbs. of

sparks are consumed per horse-power-hour.

CANON CITY & CRIPPLE CREEK ELEC-
TRIC RAILWAY.

One of the most interesting roads in the process of con-

struction is the one between Cafion City, Colo., and the

famous mining camp of Cripple Creek. This road was

built for the purpose of furnishing cheap transportation,

so that low grade ores could be carried to the mills and

worked with profit The Florence & Cripple Creek Rail-

way, a narrow gage steam road, has a monopoly of this

traffic, and its rates have been so excessive as to invite

competition. Passenger rates are uniformly 10 cents

mile, and the freight rates even higher in proportion, SJ

that coal, which is mined in abundance in Canon City, costs

$8 a ton in Cripple Creek. This railroad is 43 miles long,

with an average grade of 7 per cent, and but one-fourth of

it is straight track. In an air-line distance between the two

cities of 18 miles the difference in altitude is nearly 5,000 ft.

The Canon City & Cripple Creek Construction Company
has been more fortunate in the selection of its route, as the

grades will be but 5 per cent and the length of track 35

miles. More than 1 1 miles of this roadbed are now ready

for the ties and rails, and 600 workmen are making rapid

progress with the rest of the work. Contracts for the elec-

trical apparatus have not been let. The power station will

be located in Cafion City, vi'here there are fine deposits of

coal, little inferior in quality to anthracite. Probably alter-

nating currents will be used in transmitting the power to

sub-stations along the line. The electric locomotives wiH

be sufficiently powerful to draw 20 cars, each loaded with

33,000 lbs. of freight, up the steep grades. The road will

be standard gage. Its estimated cost is $800,000. The

freight business will consist in hauling coal and merchan-

dise from the railroad in Caiion City to Cripple Creek, and

ore from the mining camps to the reduction works in Cafion

City. The conditions seem to justify such a road. Crip-

ple Creek and vicinity has a population of 50,000, and the

value of the minerals mined during the past month is $1,-

500,000. The Chicago office is in charge of Paul E. Hirsch,

who is treasurer of the company.

A BALLOON RAILWAY.

We take the following from the Mechanical World:

A mountain railw^ay constructed on a novel plan is shortly

to be opened on the Hochstaufifen, near Bad Reichenhall,

Bavaria. The chief feature of the fiew system is that the

force of traction is directed vertically upwards, being de-

rived from a balloon. The latter has a diameter of 66 ft.,

and a lifting power of 10,560 lbs. The balloon, car, net,

ropes, etc., weigh 4,620 lbs., and an allowance of 3,300 lbs.

is made for passengers and aeronauts, leaving a margin of

2,640 lbs. A single rail is used for the sole purpose of

directing the course of the train and keeping the balloon

with its load captive. To this end the rail is made T-shaped,

and the car runs on it, gripping it from the sides and from

below. The rail is anchored to the ground at distances of

about 15 ft In descending the mountain the propelling

force is gravity, and the balloon acts as a check to prevent

accelerated motion. A ballast of water, taken in at the top

of the mountain, provides the additional downward force

required. The difference in weight caused by passengers

entering or leaving the car is regulated by the use of sep-

arate weights.

JOINT USE OF TRACKS IN NEW YORK.

The opinion of the New York Court of Appeals in what

is known as the "Kingston case" where one street railway

sought to condemn a right of way over the tracks of an-

other is given at length on another page. There has been

some doubt as to whether this ruling would prevent the

operation of the cars of one company over the tracks of

another by mutual agreement, unless the consents of the

abutting property owners were also obtained.

In an interview Justice Haight of the Court of Appeals

states that the question of joint operation by mutual agree-

ment of the two companies is yet an open one, the Kings-

ton decision having to do only with the question of con-

demning a right of way.

It is probable that a case to determine this open ques-

tion will be brought before the court.
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REPAIR SHOP OF THE CHICAGO CITY
RAILWAY.

The question of repairs on a railway system, whether it

be large or small, is an important one to the management.
Many nice problems in economy present themselves; infre-

quent repairs, parts requiring special tools, castings of vari-

ous kinds, armature windings, gears, etc., are in some
cases cheaper to buy than to make, while other shops have

the facilities to save manufacturers' profits. The general

manager or master mechanic must decide these questions

and only put such sums of money in tools and buildings as

the savings justify. In some of the larger cities the shops

of the railway companies are very extensive, and as much
machinery and as many men are employed as in a large

a repair shop depends so nuich upon its management that

it might be well to say a few words regarding its chief. C.

E. Moore, master-mechanic of the Chicago City Railway

since October, 1895, has been largely instrumental in mak-

ing the repair shop what it is today. His mechanical train-

ing commenced by serving a seven-year apprenticeship in

Cincinnati and in Evansville. He then became tool maker

for the Vandalia Railroad, later for the Belt Railroad of

Chicago, and afterwards for the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern. He has a practical and thorough knowledge of

the minute details of machine and blacksmith shop prac-

tice. Many of the labor saving devices are of Mr. Moore's

design.

From the office the visitor passes directly into the ma-

chine shop; partitioned off only by a railing is the power

FIG. I.— CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY SHO!'.

FIG. 2.—POWER PLANT.

manufacturing establishment. Such an institution is the

rci)air shop of the Chicago City Railway which has been

built up under the supervision of M. K. Bowen, general

manager.

The building, Fig. i, is in the rear of the State street

cable power house, facing on Dearborn street and occupy-
ing a block between 20th and 21st streets. Part of it is a

relic of the horse car days, but the construction is substan-

tial and serves the purpose as well as a more modern struct-

ure. For the most part the building is two stories in

height, each having a floor space of 45.000 sq. ft., but the

third is a monitor story built between the skylights and has

an area of 20,000 sq. ft. All this makes available a floor

space of nearly three acres. Besides this a basement, lighted

by incandescent lamps, is used for storing rough iron and

brass castings.

The oilfice is in the front of the building midway in the

block, and an entrance is assured by pulling a rope attached

to a gong. The latch-string, as it were, is always hanging

out, and one of the commendable features of the Chicago

City Railway is soon in evidence, i. e., information of serv-

ice to street railway men is freely given. The efficiency of

FIG. 3.—MACHINE SHOPS.

FIG. 4.— WHEEL PRESS.

and electric light plant, Fig. 2. A 75-h. p. Wheelock-Cor-
liss engine is supplied with steam from the boilers of the

station across the alley. The cylinder dimensions are 18.X46

in. and the speed is 60 r. p. m. This engine drives the
shafting which extends into the machine shop, the wood
room, and up to the second and third floors, belting being
used throughout. The building is lighted by 88 arc and
350 incandescent lamps. The incandescent machine is

belted to a jackshaft driven direct from the shop engine
and can be started or stopped at any time by means of a
tight and loose pulley. The two arc light dynamos, a
Brush 50-lamp and an Excelsior 45-lamp are belted to an
Ideal engine, 13x13 in., 275 r. p. m., and these are run dur-
ing the mornings, dark days and for night work. Both arc
and incandescent circuits are connected to the switchboard,
tlie incandescent lamps being in four circuits. Two Wes-
ton ammeters are in the arc circuits and an ammeter and a
voltmeter, made by the Standard Electric Company, are in
(he incandescent light circuit. The entire building is heated
throughout by exhaust steam from the cable power station.
A compressed air system has been installed which facili-

tates some lines of work. The double air compressor, of
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Pedric & Ayres make, has a capacity of 120 cu. ft. of air

per minute and is belt driven. An attacliment on tliis ma-
chine automatically shifts the belt when the pressure rises

above 80 lbs. In the basement are two storage tanks made
of old vertical boilers with tubes removed and with pipe

connections. A 3-in. pipe extends to the tliird floor with

a cross connection at each floor, and supply pipes run the

entire length of the building with T connections at conven-

ient intervals. The air is used for the hoists, for the lifting

devices, for the wheel press, for sanding glass, for cleaning-

castings and motors, and blowing the sh^p whistle.

To the south of the power plant is the machine shop. Fig.

3, which has the following equipment of machines: 7
engine lathes, l turret lathe, 6 drill presses, I turret drill

press, I planer, i shai^^r, i milling machine, I boring ma-
chine, I hydrostatic press, i car-wheel grinder, i large Q. &
C. cold metal saw, i power hack-saw, i air compressor, i

tool grinder and 4 air lifts.

The tool room is just to the rear of the office; in it every

tool has a place and is labeled, being drawn out only on a

check. Files, screws, rivets, tool steel, etc., are also kept

here. The sharpening and grinding are all attended to by

one man. Some of the machines have been inherited from

horse car days, but they have been kept in good repair and

others added as requirements demanded. From the Dear-

born street entrance the cable grips in need of repairs are

brought in on a supply car. By means of a telepscope air

hoist they are lifted and carried along the overhead track

to the blocks where the necessary repairs are made. Along
one side of the shop run the work benches built out 3 ft.

from the wall so that the floors can be easily cleaned and a

double crew of men can use each bench. Along the edges

of the benches are steel strips set in the wood so that the

upper surface is flush with the top. This construction in-

sures a true and permanent edge.

Along the partition dividing the machine shop from the

foundry is a row of ventilated closets for the workmen.
These closets have sloping tops which prevent the accumu-
lation of waste and old clothes. Hooks on the outside are

for the accommodation of overalls and greasy garments,

as the inside is kept neat and clean for street apparel.

The equipment of machines in the shop is very complete and
designed to accommodate the heaviest work at any time. The
turret lathe has provision for six tools, which are generally

used for brass work. Brass hangers, pull-offs and other parts

of overhead work can be bored, faced-off and threaded

with one adjustment of the chuck. Inside and outside

threads and all kinds of chucking and boring can be done
on this machine. The six-headed turret drill press with

ij-in. spindles is also a time saver, for with templates and
jigs such pieces as controller segments with different sized

holes at different angles may be drilled very quickly and
with cheap labor. The No. 1 universal milling machine is

valuable for heavy fast work. A trolley wheel can be

milled in 4 minutes with a B. & S. relieved cutter. The
power hack-saw does the work of one man and only re-

quires the odd moments of a lathe hand, who adjusts the

lengths of the pieces to be cut. It will saw bars up to 4x4
in. The saws, being held by constant tension, wear much
longer than by hand use.

The wheel press. Fig. 4, has been rebuilt from an old-

styled machine which was operated by hand; now the

power is transmitted through bevel gears' to the counter-

shaft and a belt run to the press pulley. Two different

sized cylinders, side by side, both work at first to fill the

press with water, then the small plunger is actuated alone
to get high pressures. In a glass case above the machine
is a working gage, also a test gage which is used at

times to standardize the other; both register in tons. The
most convenient arrangement is the latest addition, a lift

FIG. 5.

for raising the wheels into position. It was quite labori-

ous to place the heavy wheels and axles in position in the

press by hand. An air cylinder was placed on a stand under

the floor with a horizontal beam resting on the piston rod.

At the ends of the beam are vertical pieces under the two
plates. In the bulb of the air valve a hole is drilled whicli

permits the exhaust as soon as the valve is closed. The
wheels are slipped on the axles and rolled on the two iron

plates. The knob on the valve stem is then shoved down
by the helper's foot and both plates with the wheels and

axles are lifted up and the wheels roll into place in the

press by gravity. If the wheels are for motor cars a

pressure of 30 to 40 tons is exerted; if for trailer, 20 to 30
tons. At the end of the hydraulic cylinder there is a small

brass one and its piston is connected to the ram. After a

pair of wheels has been pressed on and the ram is to be

returned to its former position a valve in the compressed

FIG. 6. FIG. 6 A.

air pipes leading to the brass cylinder is opened and the aii

pressure does the work previously done by weights. The
wheel grinder has two l8-in. emery wheels which rotate at

900 r. p. m. ; the car wheels are revolved at 20 r. p. m. From
8 to 12 pairs of wheels are ground per day. On account of

the very hard service the wheels do not have a long life.

Another handy air tool is the drill shown in Fig. 5. in

repairing cars, holes have to be bored in the sills and other

wood work w-ith a brace and bit, w^hich requires much time

and labor. This device is designed to do such work quickly

and easily. A bit is placed in the jaws and a flexible hose

from the air pipe is connected to the end of the handle.

Fig. 6 shows the cross section of the turbine, the revolviii.g

part being eccentric to the cylinder. The sliding bar witii
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springs on either side to prevent leakage of the air, pre-

sents a greater surface on one side than the other and is

made to rotate. The speed of the turbine is 2,500 r. p. m.,

which is reduced to 1,000 r. p. m. by the gearing. Another

turbine, designed by Frank Perry, foreman of the machine

shop, has 10 chambers; this will give a corresponding de-

crease in speed and increase in power. Holes up to 5 'i-

/yy 9 t/efor Fenl/f ffanqer^.
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diameter may be bored. By attaching brushes to the jaws

it can be used to clean the dirt from the trucks.

A heavy machine for a street railway shop is the com-

bined shear and punch, made by Hilles & Jones, which will

cut a bar 2x6 in. and punch a 2-in. hole through 2-m.

metal. Its belt connection is such that it is quick acting,

suitable for ordinary work. With a special die bolt holes

are punched in the rails in making crossings. This eflfects

a great saving in time over drilling the holes, and with the

cold metal saw, crossings can now be made with much less

time and labor.

Close by the shears are 10 reels of chains, from 3-16 to

\ in. in size, which are used for hanging scrapers for brake

chains, etc. The reels occupy little space and are convcii-

ient to the shears.

All iron castings are purchased of the Wells-French

Company, but a foundry has been equipped for brass wori:,

Ihe output last year being 574,000 lbs. As a rule three runs

are made each day and nine furnaces are in blast all the

time. The l8-in. cupola is utilized for making copper pigs

from scrap wire, the insulation being first burnt off. One
of the greatest improvements in the foundry is in making
molds for trolley wheels by the "pan process". The follow

board, with a half of the wheel pattern and a print just the

size of the pan, is placed at the bottom of the drag and the

sand rammed in. It is rolled over, the board removed and

the iron pan dropped into the print left by the follow board.

The other half of the pattern is put in place and the pan

filled with sand. The cope is filled and removed. The
upper half of the pattern is withdrawn, the pan lifted, the

lower half of the pattern withdrawn, the center cores put

in place and the mold put together for pouring. A section

of the mold is shown in Fig. 6A. By this method 72 cast-

ings for wheels can be made in eight hours, whereas with-

out the pan only 16 were made. These trolley wheels are

milled as described in the '"Review"' for June last, and the

average life is from 14 to 18 months. The mixture for

these wheels is 40 lbs. of copper, 5 lbs. of tin, \\ lbs. of lead

and 4 lb. of zinc.

The babbitting furnace is simple and convenient, being

made from a cannon stove with a sheet iron hood, and has

a metal capacity of 300 lbs. Around the upper edge of the

caldron is a ledge where the boxes are placed to bring

them up to a high temperature before putting them in a

two-part hinged mold ready for pouring. A patent "motor

metal" has been found to give the best results. The foun-

dry stock room, containing scrap copper wire, brass, anti-

mony, tin, brass nigger heads, etc., is kept under lock and

key. The materials are weighed out to the v.orkmcn and

the stock is kept checked up. All the ashes from the brass

foundry are washed and sifted. The bar iron is stored in

between the foundry and blacksmith shop, all the different

sizes being separated and set on end, in which position the

pieces can be easily handled.

The blacksmith shop is especially well equipped with

labor saving tools and appliances, there being one small

Bradley hammer, one steam hammer, one belt driven drop

hammer, three furnaces and eight forges. Whenever there

are as many as 500 pieces of one kind to be made, the fore-

man, Fred Steen, designs a swedge or die for forging or

shaping the piece with the drop hammers. For instance,

with one of the swedges a front step hanger with brace can

be made in 12 minutes with one heat, while only 10 could

be made in a day on the anvil by a blacksmith and helper.

As an example of the die work, Fig. 7 .shows a kick spring

for releasing the brakes and the die for making the same.

A hole is punched in the piece of iron at the proper dis-

tance from the end, placed over the pin in the die and one

drop of the hammer gives it the proper form. Fig. 8 repre-

sents a die for making a fender hanger with two bends

formed by one blow. The lower part of the die for form-

ing the two sizes of straight fender hangers is shown in

Fig. 9. The hole is formed by forcing the metal to the

edges, thus getting it where it will do the most good. The
brake chain eye-bolt has caused much trouble by breaking

FIG. U—BELT SANDING MACHINE.

ofif just under the head, until the design shown in Fig. 10

was adopted. The blanks are punched out of mild steel

and 20 are drop-forged per hour. As may be seen, the

horizontal stress is received by the metal in the head. The
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bending tools are of much merit, such things as coupling

links, S hooks, ririgs, etc., being bent either cold or with

one heat. Patterns are made for the dies and kept, so that

if one be broken another can be made in a short time.

The equipment of the wood room comprises i planer, i

jointer, 2 molding stickers, 2 rip saws, i cross cut saw, i

band saw, i scroll saw, 2 shapers, 2 mortising machines.

FIG. 12—CAR SHOP.

1 tenoning machine, i sandpapering machine, i turning

lathe, I emery wheel.

The swing saw with a hinged bed is very effective in

saving time, as bevel cuts can be made by setting a part of

the carriage at the desired angle. This machine, as well

as the belt sanding machine, Fig. 1 1 , used for sandpaper-

ing dash-rails, hammer handles and other irregular shapes

in wood, was made in the shop.

A "'cyclone" has been built at the rear of the boiler room,
the shavings and dust being collected from the planers,

saws and cushion cleaner and fed into the boiler furnaces.

In the wood room is the large car elevator operated by

a winding drum driven from the shafting. The tracks run

direct from the street onto the elevator and the cars are

raised to the second floor. They are run on the transfer

table and placed on any of the 11 tracks shown in Fig. i.^.

The table is operated by an 8-h. p. General Electric motor,

one man attending to the controller and the other to the

rope connected to the double trolley. In this part of the

shop 42 cars can be repaired at once: in the north part if

the second floor there are six tracks with a capacity for 16

cars; on the third floor 17 cars can be accommodated, and
on the first floor are five tracks for 12 cars, four pits and
two extra ones for emergency work. The total capacity

is 87 30-ft. cars. In the north end of the building only

trail and grip cars are handled, because of the limited

capacity of the car elevator. The hot water for washing
the cars and trucks is taken from a tank into which the con-

densed steam from the heating system is drained.

Fig. 13 is a view in the paint stock room. Each kind of

paint and oil is stored in certain labled cans. The paint is

mixed in the cans shown in the cut, by compressed air. The
color, oil, etc., are put in the tank in proper proportion, the

air passes through the holes in the perforated pipes, and the

mixture bubbles violently until it is thoroughly homoge-
neous. The barrels of oil, paint, etc., are emptied into the

tanks by compressed air, four to five minutes only being re-

quired to syphon the contents of one barrel into the tank. All

skins, the leavings in buckets of all kinds of paints are

saved, ground in the paint mill and toned up a little for

truck color. The paints for the car bodies are bought al-

ready ground, as it is more economical to do so. At one
end of the building is a tank of paint and a drain leading

to it. Here the cable-car gates are dipped in the paint and

allowed to drain off. One man has charge of the glass

department, where all kinds of glass for windows, signs,

etc., are cut, fitted and stored.

On the second floor is kept a testing apparatus for gears

and pinions. There are a pair of fi,\ed and a pair of mov-
able centers. Along the guides are marks for the proper

position of the different sizes. When a lot of gears or

pinions are received they are placed in tlie centers and
turned to see that there is no backlash and that they op-

crate smoothly. It is a cheap, easy and practically accurate

method. This machine was made in the shop.

On the third floor at the south end are the pattern shop

and storage racks, where are kept all patterns for iron and

brass work, including molds for Falk joints which are be-

ing used in much of the new track construction. North of

this is the tin department, where all the tin appliances used

about the cars, stations and barns, are made. Bent dashes

are run through a set of rolls, and, in this way, all the

kinks are removed. Copper, silver and nickel plating is also

done, the current for the baths comes from a small low

voltage dynamo driven from the shafting. There is a large

vat of concentrated lye for cleaning the metal work before

plating. The pieces are suspended in the bath for a length

of time depending on the kind and thickness of the plat-

ing. If there is to be a brass oxidized finish the piece is

dipped in a solution of chloride of iron, hydrochloric acid

and arsenic; if for a copper finish, a solution of sulphuret

of potassium is used, and the pieces are then polished in

spots. A metal-lined tank of sawdust is heated by steam

FIG. 13— I'AI.VT STOCK ROO.M.

to dry and clean the work. The lacquering work is also

done here, put in the oven, and subjected to a temperature

of 200° F. for one hour. Once a year the bright work on

the Columbia stoves is renickeled and lacquered, the stoves

being replaced in the cars early in November.

All the harness, hand straps for cars, and other Icathc;-

pieces are made on the third floor. The brooms for tlic

sweepers are made from bundles of small cane wrapped \n
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bunches with hnen thread and cemented with rosin and

pine tar. The average hfe of a sweeper i)rooiTi is about

six weeks. The upholstering department is provided with

three sewing machines, belt-driven, and other appliances

for making curtains, cushions, etc.

The armature coils are all made in the shop, special

forms being made to fit the different wnulings. For turn-

ing the connnutators and for band winding a 24-in. lathe

is used. The motor armatures are also tested when they

are sent for repairs. As shown in Fig. 14, there are

cases and fields for the General Electric Soo, the Westing-

house No. 3 and 12 B, and the other motors which, are in

service. The switchboard is connected to the trolley cir-

cuit and has an ammeter and voltmeter. Each nrniatnre is

run for 15 minutes at 50 per cent overload, the load being

once a year, and under this system there are cars that have

been in service almost constantly for 24 years. From 19 to

20 cars are run into the shops for repair each day. At pres-

ent there are 256 men at work in the shop, engaged as fol-

lows: 15 blacksmiths, 28 machinists, 7 molders, 10 tin-

ners, I plumber, 45 painters, 102 carpenters, 5 pattern mak-

ers, 14 electricians, 14 truckmen, 3 wagonmakers, i harness

maker, 2 watchmen, 7 store room men, 2 office men.

THE TRAMWAYS AT CORK.

The British Thomson-Houston Company is now con-

structing in the city of Cork, Ireland, 11 miles of track and

will completely equip the system. The track is 3-ft. gage,

and the rails weigh 83 lbs. to the yard. In the power sta-

FIG. 14—TESTING DEPARTMENT.

applied by a prony brake, and in that time any faults de-

velop. By this method the number of failures when the

armatures are sent to the barns has been reduced 50 per

cent. The new drying room recently built is giving good
satisfaction. It is a room 10 ft. high and 7x16 ft., brick

lined, with corrugated iron roof and double iron doors,

and was used for storing shavings before the cyclone was
installed. The walls were lined with steam pipes 7 ft. up
from the floor, and two ventilators extend from the roof lo

within a few inches of the floor to carry away the moisture-

laden air at the bottom. Iron trestles hold the armatures.

At a temperature of 200° F. it now requires 20 hours to dry

an armature where formerly it took three to four days.

There are two busy seasons during the year, the first from

January I to April I, when the summer cars are overhauled,

and from May i to August i, when the winter cars receive

attention. Each car is re-varnished and generally repaired

tion there will be three Mcintosh & Seymour side-crank,

tandem compound, condensing engines direct connected
to 200-k. w. generators, and three boilers of American
make. In connection with the station there is a storage

battery consisting of 256 Tudor cells, capable of discharg-

ing 1 10 amperes for seven hours, with a booster for charg-
ing the same. The peculiarity of the station is that it will

be used for lighting as well as tramway purposes, the same
machines being interchangeable for either service. The
cars are to be mounted on single Peckham trucks and will

have double motor e(iuipments with series-parallel con-
trol.

The bicycle railway at Mt. Holly, N. J., which was such
a novelty and financial success a few years ago, is now
losing money and will probably be sold under foreclosure

proceedings.
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PRIZE EXAMINATION OF THE LINDELL
MEN.

As noted in the "Review" for December last, George VV.

Baumhoft", general manager of the Lindell Railway, St.

Louis, conceived the novel idea of calling in all his motor-

men and conductors and giving them an examination.

Fifty questions regarding their duties were propounded,

and the answers required without giving the men any

opportunity to confer with one another. Prizes ranging

from $25 to $10 were offered both sets of men for the rirst,

second and third best papers. We give the lists below,

which will at once be seen to include questions on all lines

of conduct in which the men are desired to be informed,

and the instructions regarding which are laid down in the

rule book.

Such examinations not only serve to point out to each

man any item regarding which he is uncertain, but tend to

refresh his memory and impress upon it all the points

brought out; and may suggest to even some of the oldest

employes the importance of brushing up frequently on the

rules. We presume that such employes as gave incorrect

answers will be referred to the rule with which they were

not familiar at the examination, and the result cannot fail

to be an improvement in the service, and stimulate the men
to a better knowledge and study of the company's instruc-

tions.

CONDUCTORS.

I. What do you consider the four chief requiremeuts of a couduelor,
iu the order uamedV

'2. What is jour duty respectiug the handling of the bell cordV
o. Who has charge of the car aud to what exteutV
4. Iu case of au accident, what is the couductorti diiiyV

5. What is the substance of the rule which the conductor is required

to read frequently and to his motorman ocuasioually V

G. Uuder what circumstances aie niotormeu permitted to pass persons,

waitinj? to board the car'.'

7. Iu case your car is a little behind time bow would you malA up the

same?
S. What is your position on the c-ar when not engaged iu collecting

fare?

i>. What is your duty when ladies and childreu aud intirm people board
or leave the car'/

K). During any dilBculty or altercation with a passenger what should

yon strive to do?
II. To what extent are you permitted to use tolxicco while on duty?
12. State the rule respecUug passengers smokiug on the carV

13. State substance of rule respecting expectorutiug iu the car, or ou
the car floor?

14. What are tlie small windows on the roof of the car placed there for?

15. During cold weather when t-hould the rear door be permitted to

remain open?
IG. During dusty weather what do you consider the best preventive

from dust entering the car?
17. Would you expect to retain the good opinion of our patrons, aud

your employers, if you addressed the passengers in a rude or ungentle-
manly manner?
17A. Have you ever been reported or reprimanded for un^utltmauly

conduct?
IS. What is the limit to number of passengers on platform when there

are seats vacant inside?

19. Why should the passageway from car door to step be kept clear?

20. What is yoar duty before giving the signal to start?

21. Why should the trolley never be pulled down unless the motorman
hat> shut off the current at the controlling switch?
22. Why should all collections be completed and fares registered before

your car arrives at transfer station?

23. Name all bell signals?

24. Are j-ou thoroughly versed 'n the use of the telephone?
25. How would you secure a connection with the telephone s^tation

icqulred?

26. In case of a blockade along the line, whose duty Is It to notii'y the

office?

27. What ts your duty when discharging passengers if you see them
attempt to cross the street after leaving your c^r?

28. What Is your duty respecting the examination of the car assigned to

you, before leavlngi the car shed?
29. What is your duty respectinp the examination cf car before taking

the some from i*ellef conductor?

. .^0. In what condition should the car be left before entering the car
shed?

31. State regulation respecting the transportation of employes?

sing

32. How much change should each couductor provide himself with?
;^.'I. Under what conditioua are you permitted to eject a passenger froi..

the car?

04. What Is your duty when the trolley wire Is down?
05. What is your duty in case of injury to person or persons?
;.G. If a bill of large denominaiio.i were tendered and \ou could not

U-turn proper change, what courae \\ould yuu puisu*. V

i^7. If a person wliose statement yuu did uot question »ho.ud infor;n
jou that he or she had no money with which to pjij fare, what course
would you pursue?

.">«. Why are some of tlie poles along the line paiuted with a singh-
white band'

39. Why are some of the polos along the line piiintcd with a double
white band*^

40. Why should cars be evenly spaced after a blockade, and not
started up together and run in bunches?

41. What is tlie advantage to the public In having cars operated ac
cording to scbedule time aud on spaces equalli divided?

42. What are the rules of the company respecting the carrying: of large
pa.-kagcs. bicjcles, glass and dogs?
43. What would you limit the size of a package permitted to be cariit.I

on a car?
44. Why are conductors prohiMted from holding the bell <-onl whilo

liie er.r is at a standstiiP

15. Wnat would be your duty ifter signalling the motornnm to stop
and before reaching the crossing or stopping place, if a passenger should
attempt to leave ilie car before thi- same has been brought to a slop?

46. In discharging and taking on passeugcis, how would you expedite
ihe same— that is to say. where a number of passengers desiring to gei
ofl' and others anxious to get on at the same time?

4T. Dow should the time on the stand at each end of the road be
occupied".

48. Should you car be derailed or from any cause blockade the
of a steam railroad, what would be your first duly?

49. W hy should a sharp lookout for iwissengers be at all times main
taiued?

50. Over what division would you Instruct passengers to reach the
following iK)ints, and at what s'treet would you direct them to get off?
To a connection with the Midland Railway, etc. (Here follows list of

various intersections.—Editor.)

MOTOIIMEN.
I. Having been assigned a car by the foreman of your division, what

should be your Urst duty before taking the same out of the shed?
J. Who is supposed to have charge of the car.'

3. V/ha; are your duties as motorman from the time you take chargt
of the car until the time you turn the same in, or deliver the car to your
relief man?

4. What are your duties with reference to running over railroad cross-
ittgs, frogs aud switches?

5. How would you cross a railroad crossing, cross-over, frogs and
switches ("witli the brake set or released")?

G. What are your duties with reference to handliua your car down
grade ?

7. In running through water to what advantage should motors be
operated?

8. What are your duties in case your car gets beyond your control iu

going down a grade?
v. In case your car wheels slip in making a grade, what method should

you apply to obviate same?
10. What are your duties in case power is shut off respecting starting

upV
II. Under what circumstances are you permitted to reverse your

motors?
12. In case It becomes necessary to reverse the motors, what is your

first duty?
13. In what manner would you replace a fuse?

14. In case a second fuse blows in succession, what is your duty?
lii. If a commutator acts badly, or other electrical troubles present

th(-n)selve« and either motor becomes uncontrollable, what means would
you take to ascertain or locate same?

10. What are your duties with respect to occupation of your time while
the car is on the stand?

17. What would you do In case your controller becomes unmanageable
with the current on and set. and not being able to turn cylinder in a
backward or forward position?

18. Where are the contact switches located for the purpose of cutting

out motors on various types of motors?
19. To what extent is the motorman responsible for the operation of

the car?

20. Under what circumstances are you permitted to pass persons de-

siring to board your car?

21. In passing! persons desiring to board your car. what Is your duty?
22. When approaching a car on opposite track that has been brought

to a stop, what Is your duty?
23. Why should you reduce the speed of car on approaching a switch

point?

24. Why should the car clear the cross street before bringing the same
to a stop?

2.^. Should your car be derailed or from any cause blockade the cross-

Ins of a steam railroad, what would be your first duty?
2fl. "Why should you ring the gong when a vehicle Is ahead of your car

and alongside of the track?

27. What do you consider the most economical method of operating

the controller switch handle?

28. Explain the path of the current from the time of leaving the gen-

erator at (he power house to Its return thereto?
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20. Why should the trolU'y ucvlt be pulled down whilst Ihe cunent Is

applied?

'M. Uudor what cireiiin.slaiiLX'S would you ojiernli- your car I'listur Uian

time ijoiuts uaiuud un tiuio tubli-V

;!1. In what loinilliiui niu.vt ynur car In- Uli in the car shedV
il-. What is your duty ishould yuu hud llu' iroik-y wire duwuV
.'W. Do you eousider it more Importiiut to get awuy as quk-kly as pos-

sible iu the event of aecldeiits in order to imiintiiiu your ear ou time,

or lo remuiu aiul rcudrr all assisliinee possibleV

I'A. Before bringing the car lo a stop ou up gnule with a slippery rail,

wheu would you begin dropping sandV

^5. Before making stop on slippery rail, how sliuuld sand lu- used lo

prevent Hat wheels?
;»!. Should sand be used on a dry railV

;i7. Should sand be ustd ou a cleau wet rail'.'

IIS. Can a car be brought to a slop in Uic same ilistanct- nmler all

eondltlous of ihe rallV

.'tSA. In what distance wouhl yon bring yum- car lo a stop on a Ifvel, or

slightly down grade, car bfing operated at rate uf Iti miles i>er li..nr.

eundili<)n of traeU di-y, and clean rail?

;iP. What is your duty with res-peel to the rail alieail nl" y.>nr car:

40. Iu ease a ear does not start after slopping on a dirty rail, what

means would you lake in overcoming same?
41. In whal position should your eontrolb r baiuKe be with respeel

to the motors, rnniiiug down grade?
4:2. II' any electrical trouble presents itself with the niotor^^ and be-

eomos uueontroliable from the c.mtnjJers. whal elToii wiaiicl you put

forth in cheeking samo?
43. In what manner slionbl von hinille y<>nr cmtroller in Imilijing np

Iho motors to full speed?

44. What are your duties willi nl'erence to brakes before bringing your

ear to a dead stop?

4o. What is your duty to :i\oid further destruction when a ring of lire

presents itself passing around a eonnnulator?

40. Name the two chief reiiuirements of motonneii ?

47. Why should a sharp lookout bo at all times maintained on the

rail when the car is in motion?

^S. What tools and appliances are uKJtormen to have on the car at all

times?
40. "What are the bell signals?

.^0. Why are niotormen and eonductnrs not allowed to enter a car in

Ihe ear shed, oilier than the e:ir assigned to them?

TWO PENNSYLVANIA DECISIONS.

Two cases in which the Philadelphia & Bristol Railway

Company, an electric road, was defendant, were decided by

Judge Yerkes in the lower court of Bucks county. Pa., iu

November last, which will doubtless be of interest.

In one, the plaintifif was a property owner who had given

notice, to the company, of his opposition to the road, and

had received assurances from the company that it would not

build upon his side of the highway. The track was, how-

ever, laid there and the company sought to prevent its re-

moval on the ground that the plaintifif in tne present suit

had stood by and permitted the improvement. The court

held that it was no want of diligence that the plaintiiT had

not taken steps to secure an injunction, because the assur-

ance of the company that such a step would not be neces-

sary had not been withdrawn. A perpetual injunction was

granted and the tracks ordered removed.

In the second case the plaintififs were the owner of the

life estate in a piece of abutting property, and the trustee

for the reversioners. It was claimed that as the deed of

trust expressly prohibited the trustee from incumbering the

fee, the consent to building the road was void. The court

held that a passenger railway upon a public highway in the

country over the land of another is an incumbrance on the

fee, and that therefore the plaintiffs had no power to grant a

license to build. But it was claimed in behalf of the com-

pany that the plaintiffs by their laches had surrendered to

the defendant the right to maintain its railway. The com-

pany had intended building on the other side of the high-

way, but an injunction obtained by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road removed all probability of that, and before the restrain-

ing order was rescinded the company entered upon the

plaintiff's land, hut was unable to complete the road before

being served with a writ.

It appears that the defendant, by reason of inability lo

pass over a portion of the mtended route, will not be able to

complete the line as located. The supreme court of Penn-

sylvania has held that when the lack of consent by a munic-

ipality or quasi municipal division prevents the building of

a road as located, the company cannot lawfully build dis-

tinct roads. In a former case Judge Yerkes declined to take

the position that the company could not build because it

lacked the consent of a single landholder, but in this de-

cision says that he has grave doubts as to the correctness

of this.

l!ut such a failure is a warrant for those who have con-

sented to withdraw. In concluding the opinion says: "Con-

ceding, then, that there was power to grant the license, the

written consent having expired by its own limit and there

being no evidence even on the part of the defense of a re-

newal in writing and for a consideration, in view of the re-

fusal to renew, it is difficult to comprehend by what author-

ity the defendant occupies the land of the plaintiffs, pro-

vided the latter complained with sufficient promptitude,

which 1 think they did. For these several reasons the pre-

liminary injunction will be continued and made perpetual,

and the defendant will be commanded to remove the in

ciuubrance from plaintiff's land."

THE CHEAPENING OF STEEL.

The first steel rails made in the United States were of

Bessemer steel and rolled in 1867; they sold for $!fio per

ton. By 1871 the price had fallen to $102 per ton, and by

1873 to $go. The production of Bessemer steel in Amer
ica was insignificant in amount in the early seventies; in

1876 the annual product had reached 500,000 tons and in-

creased each year until 1879, when began a race with Eng-
land on the output of Bessemer steel. The American out-

put exceeded the English for the first time in 1S84, and

each year since then the lead has been increased until in

1895 the American output was three times the English.

In the production of open-hearth steel England has here-

tofore been greatly in the lead of the United States, b'lt

for the last three years our output of open-hearth steel has

been increasing at a more rapid rate, the indications being

that we shall soon overtake and pass England in this

product, also.

Up until 1887 the steel rails rolled in America absorbed

more than two-thirds of all the steel manufactured; since

then there has been a gradual decrease in the rail output,

so that now it is about what it was 15 years ago, and is but

one-quarter of the total steel produced.

The factors leading to the fall in the price of rails from

$90 in 1873, to less than $30 ($17 was the price reached for

a short time in the spring of 1897), have been the substi-

tution of machinery for hand labor, the reduction of freight

rates, and the working of mines containing superior grades

of ores. The one thing above others is said to be the use

of the Lake Superior ores.

The Board of Aldermen of New York has been tempo-
rarily enjoined from granting a permanent franchise to the

42d Street, Manhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue Railway
Company, and restrained from passing an ordinance grant-
ing franchises for more than 25 years. The charter of

Greater New York forbids any franchise for the use of the

streets being givenTor more than 25 years.
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THE SCOTTE ROAD MOTOR.

During the past few months there have been many ref-

erences in our foreign exchanges to the competitive trial

of heavy-weight vehicles driven by other than animal

power which has been conducted under the auspices of the

Automobile Club of France. It is thought that a power

diligence line might be made to pay where a light railway

line would fail, and the government also is interested from

SCOTTE OMNIBUS.

a military point of view ; at the late competition was a com-

mittee appointed by the Minister of War with directions to

report on the probable value of such vehicles for the trans-

portation of supplies and troops, the removal of wounded,

etc.

The competition was for vehicles designed especially for

the transport of passengers and personal baggage (the min-

imum being fixed at lo persons and 700 lbs. of baggage),

those for freight only, and those for passengers and freight

(the minimum weight of freight for this class being 2,200

lbs.). Three different routes were selected, which each com-

petitor had to traverse in turn. The grades on some were

severe, being as much as 14 per cent; one route was 25

miles long, of which 6.8 miles was over paved roads; a

second of 28 miles had 3.5 miles paved; and a third 41

miles had 6.8 miles of paving. This class of road surfaced

with the heavy rounded blocks, so common in the suburbs

of Paris and other Continental towns, is very destructive

to ordinary carriages, and should be peculiarly trying to

self-propelled vehicles. As each of the competitors trav-

ersed all the routes twice, the total run was 190 miles.

Fig. I shows the Scotte motor car, one of the compet-

ing steam-driven vehicles which gave excellent results.

The motor car had four places, and hauled a vehicle of 18

seats and a baggage car holding over a ton. The steam

engine on the motor car was of 16 h. p.; the mean speeds

attained on the three routes were 4.3 and 4.7, 5.6 and 6.1,

and 4.3 and 5.0 miles per hour. For freight service there

was a Scotte train consisting of a locomotive weighing

5,600 lbs. which drew a wagon weighing 20,000 lbs. loaded,

and made a speed of from 3.2 to j^.y miles per hour. The
Scotte omnibus, holding 12 passengers with their baggage,

a total of 9,000 lbs., and drawn by the l6-h. p. motor car

made 9.3 miles on a level, and the average speeds over the

three routes varied from 4.5 to 6.1 miles per hour.

The steam omnibus has. developed into what may be

considered a standard type. The line drawings for which

we are indebted to Engineering, London, show the ar-

rangements. The motor car empty weighs 9,200 lbs. It

is 17 ft. long and 5 ft. 11 in. wide. The coach body at the

rear holds eight persons, and there is standing room on

the platform for six more. In Fig. 3, A is the engine and

B the boiler. The boiler is a vertical tubular one known
as the Scotte, a variation of t!ie old Field boiler, and car-

ries steam at 170 lbs. per sq. in. The engine is vertical

with two cylinders, each 4.52.X4.72 in. The normal speed

is 400 strokes per minute, which with the cut-off at three-

quarters of the stroke gives 25 h. p.

The axles of the front wheels are mounted on vertical

]iins at the ends of a transverse bearer, attached to the

main frame, and their movements about the pins are reg-

ulated by connecting rods so that both wheels take the

same angle. The reversing wheel is shown at t. Motion

is transmitted from the motor to the rear wheels througli

their axle E, by the toothed gearing of the speed-changing

device; by the steel chain h driving the differential shaft

1); and by the chains i, i. Water is carried in tanks, I, 1,

placed under the seats and floor of the cab, which holds

about 150 gallons. Fuel is stored in the box, J, with a

capacity of 14 cu. ft. The trailing car for passengers is

14 ft. 9 in. long, with a capacity for 24 persons— 12 seats

.ind 12 standing places.

There has been a regular service of Scotte trains for a

vear past between Courbevoie and Colombes, near Paris.

Quite recently a Scotte train was placed in service between

St. Germain-en-Laye and Ecquevilly, a distance of 5.3

r\

ELEVATION AND SECTIONAL PLAN.

miles. The running time was fixed at 95 minutes, includ-

ing 16 stops, making the necessary speed about 9.3 miles

per hour.

\^arious tests have been made with most satisfactory re-

sults. The car climbed a 6 per cent grade on a road newly

laid with broken stone, and has mounted a 9 per cent,

grade on a better road.

At 10 p. m. on December 26 a trolley car on the lines of

the Schuylkill Valley Traction Company was held up by

four highwaymen near Swedeland. The conductor was

shot and killed on refusing to surrender his money; four

women who were passengers were not molested.
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CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION IN BERLIN.

The electric line which is being constructed from Uchren-

strasse, a city district to the south of the river Spree, and

Trcptow, a suluirb, is partly of tlie conduit system. The

total length of the single track is i i miles and i yj miles is

in the city of Herlin where the trolley is not permitted. The

illustration from the Railway World, gives a good idea of

the form and manner of construction of the conduit. The

cast iron yokes are set 4 ft. apart under the inner rails.

Boards are place<l around the yokes and cement concrete

rammed about tlicni. This bed of concrete is carried 30 in.

CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION IN BliKLlN.

below the rail level and the conduit itself is an oval 14 in.

wide and iS in. deep.

The rails are not used for a return as the positive and neg-

ative conductors are carried in the conduit. These consist

of two inverted T-irons insulated and supported in the con-

duit to either siile of the center so that they can be reached

onlv bv the contact shoe. The conductors are supported

every 5 ft. from insulators fastened to cast iron extensions

to the rail bases. The contact shoe or plough is the same

type as that at Budapest and is so formed that when the trol-

ley is used it is automatically drawn out of the conduit. The

feeders are armoured cables laid underground. The cur-

rent is supplied from one of the Berlin city lighting sta-

tions.

COPPER FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

The copper lines which radiate from the street railway

power station are analagous to the arteries passing from the

heart to every extremity of the human body. Over these

wires is transmitted the current which gives the power for

every movement. Without copper the trolley system, and

in fact all electrical industries would be impossible. It

seems providential that within the last score of years since

electricity has taken such a prominent part in industrial

progress, great deposits of copper should have been discov-

ered and worked, resulting in a great decrease in the price

of the metal.

Copper is almost as widely distributed as iron and was

probably the first metal known and used in primitive times.

Its nialleabllitv, ductility and tenacity make it an easy metal

to work into any form or implement. If exposed to mois-

ture a green carbonate will form on the surface but it is not

affected in a dry atmosphere. It is a little heavier than iron,

the relative weights being as S.95 to 7.25 and its conductiv-

ity is six times that of iron. Copper unites with facility

with almost all the other metals but the principal commer-

cial alloys are brass, bronze, (ierman silver and aluminum

bronzes.

Copper occurs in the metalic state in nature as well as in

combination with oxygen and sulphur. The first extensive

deposits came from the Island of Cyprus, from which the

present name is corrupted. Later Spain and Portugal pro-

duced the metal in large quantities, the Romans and Phoe-

nicians worked the mines in early times, and they are still

very rich. England, Germany, France, anil Scanilinavia

possessed mines of considerable magnitude. In the new

world the Chili mines were the first to be extensively oper-

ated and were for a time the chief source of supply, the

production in 1^176, being 52,308 tons but has since gradually

declined. \'ennoiit, Tennessee and several other states in

the Appalachian range produced some copper early in the

century. In 1 763 Alexander Henry, an Englishman, dis-

covered deposits of ore on the south shore of Lake Super-

ior and commenced mining operations on a small scale, but

he was unsuccessful. Not until 1S44 were the rich ore beds

in the northern peninsula of Michigan worked with profit.

The copper here was found in its native state, which, with

the exception of small quantities in Peru and Bolivia, is the

only copper not derived from sulphuretted or oxidized ores.

This copper supplies the grade of metal with the highest

conducivity, owing to its natural purity. Silver and iron are

the only foreign metals in the lake copper but they are in

very small ipiantities. This ore is treated by the pyro-

metallurgical or dry method which consists of the ordinarx

smelting process.

Other kinds of ore are treated in the hydro-metallurgical

or wet method and others by the electrolytic process.

The electrolytic copper is not so pure as the lake copper as

in spite of every precaution in refining there remain small

quanties of bismuth, antimony, arsenic, tellurium and selen-

ium. A small per cent of impurity is very detrimental to

the conducivity of the metal. The great increase in the

world's supply of copper is largely due to the enormous
production of electrolytic copper in the United States.

Previous to 1890 there was little of this work done in this

country, the ores being shipped to Europe for refining.

The bi-products of gold and silver made this work very

profitable and now that foreign refiners have lost the Amer-
ican trade beyond hope of recovery they are looking to the

recently discovered copper mines in New Zealand and Tas-

mania for a return of prosperity.

In Montana and Arizona the production has increased by
leaps and bounds. The Anaconda mines in Montana yielded

'3-i364i'98 'bs. of copper the company's last fiscal year. The
total product of these mines has been 488,753 tons of copper
besides 35,584,067 oz. of silver and i 18,638 oz. of gold. The
ores have 4.5 per cent of copper and 4 oz. of silver to the

ton. The cost of placing the copper on the market is 9.75
cents per lb. but the by-products in gold and silver are so

great that last year the profits were $5,136,048.
The electrolytic refining plant of this company is very

interesting and is the largest in the world. To supply current
for the work one 400-h. p. compound engine, one 800 h. p. and
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two triple expansion engines, of 900 h. p. each, drive seven

Westinghouse generators witli a total capacity of 1,780 k.w.

In tine refinery there are six systems of 200 cells each, and

they have an ultimate capacity of 210 tons of electrolvtic

copper per 24 hours. The process consists in passing a

current through a solution of copper sulphate, the crude cop-

per being the anode of the cell and the refined copper being

deposited on the cathode. The impurities of the raw cop-

per collect as a precipitate in the bottom of the cell. This

slime is carefully preserved as the valuable by-products are

in it.

An overhead trolley to load and unload the copper is

above the cells and beneath them is a 20-in. railway used to

conve}' the slime to the silver mill. Railroad cars transport

the copper to the refinery. The copper pigs are picked up

b}' the cranes and set in the cells, and cathodes to correspond

are put in place. The tanks are then filled with liquid and

the current turned on. When the process is complete the

cathodes and anodes are removed, the liquid drained off and

the slime washed out. The cost is .31 cent per lb. of cop-

per. This slime or " silver mud" is boiled in acid to remove

the copper, arsenic and antimony, and is then washed and

dried in pans. It is fed into a furnace and ingots of silver

poured. In this way 350,000 oz. of silver and 1,500 oz. of

gold are obtained per month. There are 1 20 men emploved

in the work and their wages average $3.00 a day.

The Spanish mines have ore with about 3 per cent of cop-

per and it costs 7.44 cents per lb. to place it on the market.

Sulphur is the profitable by-product. The Arizona mines

produce 60,000,300 lbs. of copper per year, gold and silver

being the by-products.

The Michigan mines are the only ones not having anv

by-product, the copper being in its native state ; it is freed

from its impurities by smelting. In the Calumet and Hecla

mines some of the veins are 13 to 14 ft. in thickness and

have been followed for 5,000 ft. below the surface. The pro-

duction is 4,000 tons of ore per day, and from this 92,475,595
lbs. of copper was reduced last year. With one exception

this has been the most profitable mining propertv in the

world, as $50,850,000 have been paid in dividends.

From these three great mining districts in the United

States has come the increase in the world's supply of cop-

per. From the table below it will be seen that nearly 55
per cent of the copper is produced in the United States.

The price of copper has gradually declined, the second table

showing the average market quotations for the respective

years.

Production in tons, i8q6:

United States 203,893

Spain and Portugal 53,325

Chili 23,500

Japan 21,000

Germany 20.065

Mexico 11,150

Australia 10,000

South A frica 7.450

All others 21,825

Total 373,208

For the past year or two the home consumption has

somewhat decreased, but the foreign demand has augmented.

This demand has been occasioned by the construction of

street railways in Europe, and for war material. Copper
is like gold and silver in one particular, that is, it is costly

enough to save and for whatever purpose it is used it is

Price In cents per lb.'

1870—35
1880—20

1890—15.75

i8gi— 12.63

1892— 1 1.5

1893—10.75

1894— 9.5

1895—10.75

1896— 10.87

still available for a stock supply. It is not entireU worn out
in any service, is not corroded, and is not thrown away.
This fact was discovered when an effort was maile in

January, 18S9, to corner the copper market. The price

went up to 171^ cents per lb. and great supplies began to

accumulate from unknown sources. Especially from China
and India quantities of old copper were drawn to the market
by the rise in price.

For electrical purposes co[)per has stood alone. Silver

has a slightly higher conductivity, but is too costly, and save

in exceptional cases iron is too bulky for electric conductors.

At present the only other metal which seems available is

aluminum, which has about 60 per cent of the conductivity

of copper. The increaseil production and the decline in the

price of this metal may bring it into the field of competition.

Although the supply of copper seems inexhaustible, vet it

would he a great boon to electrical industry to have these

two metals on the market as competitors.

CASH FARE RECEIPT.

We illustrate herewith a siniple'and practical cash fare re-

ceipt for suburban and interurban roads. The face of the ticket

shows in the lower left hand corner of the portion torn out,

the portion given the passenger, the amount of the fare, and
in the margins the stations between which he pays. On the

back of the conductor's stub is shown the amount of the fare

for the use of the auditor; this amount is at the bottom of

the last torn column, however, and not in the corner.

The tickets are bound in books of anv number desired.

The book is held in the left hand, the binding edge at the

1

iihi
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THE ELECTRIC PLANT AT BRIANCON,
FRANCE.

Some years since the military 'authorities at Briangon,

]''rance, on the ItaHan frontier, souglit to secure a supply

of electricity for lig^hting and power purposes at the bar-

racks and arsenals^ and for the aerial cable service which

is an important one at most of the mountain fortifications.
'

The only difficulty was the expense of installation, which

the de])artment could not afiford, and after asking- for prop-'

ositions from all who desired to bid, one by Guitton & Co.

was accepted and the firm given a contract for nine years

from August, 1893, by tlie minister of war. The income

guaranteed by the military department was 15,600 fr. per

INTERIOR OF BRIANCON STATION.

annum. At about the same time the company secured a

monopoly of the street lighting of the city of Brianqon for

30 years, with the receipts from this source guaranteed at

4,000 fr. per annum for 10 year's.

The power house is on a small stream, of which there are
'

many in the district, and the equipment comprises two

150-h. p. Faesch & Piccard turbines and two al'ternators.

The turbines are placed with the axles horizontal and ai^e

connected to the generators by elastic couplings. The
speed is 500 r. p. m., the generators giving at this speed

100 amperes at 2,000 volts with a frequency of 50 per sec-

ond. The illustration from La Nature shows the plant.

The financial results of the installation have been very

satisfactory. The total cost was 200,000 fr.; in 1896 the

receipts were 45,000 and the expenses 27,000 fr.

FENDfeR STATISTICS.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company of Providence

has recently issued a pamphlet of over 80 pages, descrip-

tive of the Providence fender and the other safety devices

manufactured by the company, arid also giving the ofiiicial

statistics of all front end accidents of cars on the Con-
solidated, of Jersey City, and the Unioii Depot road, St.

Louis, for two years.

• As to the fender it is stated: "The Providence car fen-

der, as now made, is the result of more than four years'

study, a long series of experiments, and three years' prtic-

tical use on electric cars. It embodies many ideas jgiven us

by practical railroad men, which in many cases was the re-

sult of their experimenting for months before adopting it,

and placing it upon the cars of their respective roads. About
,4,000 Providence fenders are in daily use in 55 cities and
towms of the United States."

The accident records above mentioned are thus sum-

marized: "The official accident records of the Consoli-

dated Traction Company of New Jersey, and of the Union

Depot Railroad Company of St. Louis, where cars are run

very fast, show that 97 per cent of the persons who are

struck are rescued by the Providence fender, and that 99
per cent of the rescued escape injury entirely, or receive

insignificant scratches and bruises. Where both the front

fender and the wheel guard have been used, no fatal acci-

dent has occurred."

REORGANIZATION IN LINCOLN, NEB.

The Lincoln Street Railway Company, Lincoln, Neb.,

has been in the hands of a receiver since 1894. Since that

time it has been necessary to abandon a number of lines

and reduce the service on a number of others, in order for

the receiver to make both ends meet. On December 17

the road was sold to Messrs. Scudder and Belcher, rep-

resenting a reorganization committee chosen by the first

and second mortgage bondholders. The purchase price

was $50,000; there were no other bidders.

The Lincoln Traction Company, which will now oper-

ate the road, was incorporated December i, the capital

stock being fixed at $1,065,000. The outstanding obliga-

tions of the old company were: first mortgage bonds,

$300,000; second mortgage bonds, $840,000; owing to the

city for paving and taxes, something in excess of $50,000.

CHANGES IN SAN FRANCISCO.

E. P. Vining, general manager of the Market Street

Railway Company, San Francisco, advises us that the

company has under consideration changing the motive

power on the Park & Ocean Railroad, four miles of double

track, from steam to electricity, and equipping the 8th

street horse line, one-half mile of double track, for electric-

ity. It is also proposed to extend the salt water pipe line,

used for condensing purposes, from the Bryant street

powerrhouse to the station at Market and Valencia streets;

the distance is-aboiit:one mile and the cost is estimated at

$40,000. Other changes niay follow during 1898, but they

are not under consideration at present.

PROFESSIONAL WITNESS UNMASKED.

The trial of a personal injury case against the Cliicago

City Railway, in which the damages were laid at $50,000,

vvas the occasion of the exposure of Cleveland G. Arnold,

one of the witnesses for the plaintiff, as a professional. On
cross examination he admitted writing letters, which were
offered in evidence, addressed to the Chicago City Com-
pany, in which he stated that he was the only witness to the

accident, that his evidence was necessary to the plaintifT's

case, and that he desired an interview as soon as possible,

"as no doubt it will be to our mutual advantage."

In a second letter he offered his services for "a small

consideration." He also stated that he was receiving $2.50

per day from the People's Casualty Claim Adjusting Com-
pany, which was handling the case.

Arnold also confessed to halving served a term of six

moritlis in tlie peniteirtiary for violations of the postal laws

in connection w'ith a matrimonial agency. In default of

$500 bail the witness w:ent to jail and will answer to the

charge of contempt after the conclusion of the case.
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STREET RAILWAY LAW.

EDITED BY FRANK HUMBOLDT CLARK, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

CviidciiinatwH Proceedings by one Street Raikvay Company

Against Another.
One street railroad company can not maintain condemnatitm prooeeiiiug.s

ii;;ainst another to acquire llie use of a portion of its road In the street

until it has lirst obtained the consent of the property owners and local

authorities to use the street.

Consent given by the local authorities and property owners to one com-

I>any to operate its road in the street is not sufficient to authorize another

company to come into the street, notwithstanding the new company is

to use the same tracks and appliances as the old one in operating its cars,

Yann, J., in the opinion of the court says:

If the consent of the local authorities or of the abutting

owners is required to enable the appellant to extend or oper-

ate its road through Broadway, under the circumstances,

this proceeding can not be maintained until the requisite

consent has been obtained. If it is required at all, it mu.st

be had before the proceeding is begun, for the statute in

providing that the consent "shall have been first obtained''

makes it a condition pi-ecedent. As said by this court,

when construing a similar statute under somewhat similar

circumstances: "Sufficient vitality and strength to go on

with and construct a railroad do not exist * * * until

infused by the consents of the local authorities and property

iiwners." (Matter of application of Rochester, etc., Rail-

road, 123 N. Y., 351, 358.) It is, however, insisted that the

appellant does not seek to build a railroad through Broad-

way, but to acquire the right to use a road already built

after consent had been duly obtained from all sources re-

quired.

It is true that the appellant docs not intend to build a

railroad through Broadway in the sense of laying a track

there, but it does intend to "extend and operate" its railroad

by so using the tracks of the respondent as to unite the two

sections of its own road. Tracks alone do not constitute a

railroad within the meaning of the statute which declares

tluit a railroad shall not be "built, extended or operated"

until certain preliminaries have been complied with. Cars

and other appliances are required in order to make or oper-

ate a railroad. If the appellant shall finally succeed in

acquiring the right to run its cars for a short distance on

the respondent's tracks, it will still be operating its own

railroad, not that of another company, over that part of its

route as well as any other. It clearly would not be oper-

ating the respondent's railroad, but using a portion of the

tracks of the respondent to operate its own railroad. Two
different companies can not operate the same railroad at

the same time, although both may use the same track hi

part to operate their respective roads.

When the statute provides that "any street surface rail-

road company may use the tracks of another street surface

railroad company" upon certain conditions, permission "to

use the tracks" implies use for the purpose of operating its

cars thereon. ]\Tanifestlv no other use is intended. A
I'aih-oad is none the less in. operation between two points,

liccause it runs its cars for a part of the way over the tracks

of another road. When a railroad corporation ac(|uires tho

right to run its cars over a street, whether upon its own

track or that of another, that right becomes a part of the

railroad, and in exercising that right the corporation opei -

ates its own road. The operation of a railroad includes the

running of cars; and when a company runs its own cars,

receives its own passengers and collects its own fares over

a continuous route of four miles, and all the trackage be-

longs to it except a connecting link of a few hundred feet

in the middle, which it acquires the right to use through

the power of eminent domain, we think it is to be regarded

as operating its own railroad over the entire route, within

the meaning of the Constitution and the statute. The pro-

hibition is in the disjunctive, and is directed against opera-

tion the same as it is against construction.

It is further insisted that where one c<imi)any has the

consent of both local authorities and abutting owners to

build and operate a railroad through a street, no further

consent from either of those sources is necessary to enable

a second company to use the tracks of the first, and hence

that neither the Constitution nor the statute applies to the

case in hand.

The consent required is not simply to the laying of the

tracks, but also to the operation of the road. When the

municipal authorities consented that the respondent might

operate its road through Broadway, they did not consent

tliat another company might operate a distinct and inde-

pendent line thi-ough that street. The operation of one

railroad might cause so slight an interference with the use

of the street as not to seriously impair its usefulness, where-

as, if two or more railroads were permitted to operate their

lines through the street it might virtually destroy it for the

ordinary purposes of a highway.

The danger of crossing at grade steam surface railroads,

of which there are two running across the strip in question,

would be greatly increased by the traffic of several street

railroads, which shows the necessity of keeping the subject

thoroughly under the control of the public authorities Ir-

conservative legislation and conservative construction of

that legislation. So an abutting owner might be willing

to permit one company to operate its line through the street

in front of his property, which would involve the passage

of but three or four cars an hour, but not be willing that

several companies should have that privilege, which might

involve the passage of a car every two minutes. It is not

the laving of tracks but the running of cars that constitutes

the chief burden both upon the street and the property of

the abutting owners. Consent to the burden of one road

should, in reason, be limited to that road with whatever

increase of business it mav have, but should not be extended

to as manv roads as can crowd their cars into operation

upon the street. It would be an unreasonable construc-

tion to hold that this is what the public authorities or the

private citizens intend when they consent to the building

and operation of a street railroad.

Instead of an advantage to the public, or to those owning

property on the street, which is the inducement to obtain

consent, it might result in a heavy and unexpected burden

upon both, without any power to prevent it. and yet with

110 intention to consent to it. It would be a perversion of

the consent given by extending it far beyond the intention

of the parties. The object of the statute is to protect the

public against injury to the streets, without the -consent of

their representatives, and also to protect the property of

the citizen against injury without his personal consent or

the consent of a majority of the abutting owners, or where

the refusal to consent is unreasonable, the order of the .Ap-

pellate Division of the Supreme Court. The consent thus
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ri'(|iiirc(l is of such importance as to be imbedded in the

Constitution itself, not in tiie interest of railroad corpora-

tions, but of private and public rights.

The statute, however, goes a step farther than the Consti-

tution, by ])roviding, through Section 102 of the Railroad

l.;i\\, atlditional protection to the public by prohibiting a

second company from laying a track in a street already

occupied by the track of another company, and thus inci-

dentally protecting the latter from competition on the same

street without compensation. Sections 91 and 102 relate

to the same genera! subject, and should be construed to-

gether. The latter docs not provide an alternative right,

but is an additional requirement to regulate the construc-

tion and operation of street railroads so that the public

interests may be promoted and private rights protected.

(In re 34th St. R. R. Co., 102 N. Y., 343.) Construed as an

alternate provision, it would be in violation of the Con-
stitution, for it would authorize the operation, if not the

construction, of a street railroad without the consents re-

quired by that instrument. Even if the old road should

consent, imder Section 102, the new road could neither

extend nor operate without the consents required by Sec-

tion 91.

We agree with the reasoning of the learned Appellate

Division in this case, and should have adopted their opin-

ion as our own had it not been silent upon the question as

to the necessity of consent on the part of property owners.

Tn order to avert further litigation in this as well as in other

cases that may arise, we have deemed it our duty to express

our views upon that subject also.

We think that when consent is given either in behalf of

the public, or the abutting owners, to one company, it is

for its own use and not for the use of an indefinite number

of other companies, regardless of the interests of the city or

of the owners of property on the street.

(New York Court of Appeals. The Colonial City Trac-

tion Co. vs. The Kingston City Railroad Co., 30 Chicago

Legal News, 73.)

fiijury to Person aligliHng from Car—Duty of Rmkvay Com-

f'any—Attempting to Bribe Jurors.

Appellee was injured while alighting from one of appel-

lant's horse cars, and brought suit for damages against

appellant, claiming that he was injured by the negligence

of appellant's servants.

The appellant having stopped its car, the appellee was

not thereafter bound to notify the appellant that he wished

to get off and take his children off the car; but the appel-

lant was bound to exercise the greatest care, to take notice

of what the appellee was doing: Chicago W. D. Ry. Co.

v. Mills, IDS 111., 63, 68, 72.

When an ordinary steam railway train, moving and stop-

jting for the reception and discharge of passengers only at

regular stations, stops at a place not designated for the

reception or discharge of passengers, it is perhaps not the

duty of the carrier to keep watch of the movements of the

passengers who may see fit to get off at such place: but in

respect to street cars in a city, the rule, because of the prac-

tice of the people and the permission of the carriers, is dif-

ferent. The duty of a common carrier is that it should

exercise the highest degree of care, skill and diligence for

the safety of its passengers that it is practicable and consist-

ent with the efficient use and operation of its cars: R. R.

Co. V. Arnol, 144 111., 271, and cases cited: W. C. St. R. R.

Co. v. Martin, 47 App., 615; N. C. St. R. R. Co. v. Wixam.

51 App., 312.

After the jury in the court below had rendered its verdict

in this cause, the court publicly announced in the court

room that two of the jurors had been corruptly approached

and offered a bribe by some one, unknown, to bring in a

verdict for the defendant, this being communicated to the

court by said jurors while the trial was in progress. This

public announcement after the verdict was the first knowl-

edge of either parties or counsel in the case, of that fact.

We think this was a mistaken course on the part of the

trial judge. He, no doubt, was conscientious, believing it

to be in the interest of justice to keep the attempted bribery

secret, but we are clear this was error.

Counsel have given us no assistance on this question, by

the citation of any authorities, and we have not felt it was

necessary to support our views by extended reference to

precedents, but are satisfied with the reason and correct-

ness of the statement in 2 Thompson on Trials, 2560, to the

effect that a corrupt attempt to influence the verdict of a

jury by other means than evidence and argument in open

court, on grounds of public policy, is always ground for a

new trial, without reference to the merits of a case, and

whether successful or not: Heffron v. Gallupre, 55 Me..

565; and Nesmith v. Clinton Fire Insurance Co., 8 Ab. Pr.

Rep., 141.

The case at bar is a close one, both on the questions of

care by the appellee and the negligence of appellant, and no

one can say but the verdict was affected by the efforts to

bribe the two jurors. The trial should certainly not have

continued without a knowledge by the parties of the fact,

and their consent. For errors noted the judgment will be

reversed and the cause remanded.

r.A.ppellate Court of Illinois. West Chicago Street Rail-

way Co. V. Luka, 30 Chicago Legal News, 82.)

Ordinance Requiring Fenders on Eleetric Cars— Vaiid-

ify of Ordinance.

An ordinance requiring proper and suitable fenders on

the front of electric cars to prevent accident, and making
it unlawful to operate them in the streets without such

fenders, is held to be a valid exercise of the power to regu-

late the use of the streets.

(Supreme Court of New Jersey, State e.x rel. Cape May,
etc., Ry. Co. v. Cape May, 36 Lawyer's Reports Annotated,

633)

Change from Horse Railway to Electric Raihvay—Not an

Additional Servitude.

The conversion of the existing single track horse car

railway into a double electric railway under legislation and

municipal authority is not an additional servitude on the

street for which abutting owners are entitled to compen-
sation.

(Supreme Court of Virginia, Reid v. Norfolk City Rail-

way Co., 36 Lawyer's Reports Annotated, 274.)

E.vclusive Grant to Use of Streets for Street Railroad Pur-

poses—In Excess of Pozvers of Municipal Corporation.

The grant of an exclusive privilege or use of the streets

for street railroad purposes is in excess of the powers of the

municipal corporation under a statute providing that its

consent must be obtained and that the railway shall be

under such regulations and upon such terms and conditions

as the municipalitv mav prescribe.

(Supreme Court of Michigan, Detroit Citizens' Street

Railway Company v. Detroit, 35 Lawyer's Reports Anno-
tated, 859.)
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PRACTICAL OPERATION AND MAINTE-
NANCE OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

IN THE POWER HOUSE.

Ii^ J. 1). DE GURCIIY.

(CoiiUinied from Duceinber, 1SI>7.)

In regard to saiidpaperino; commutators; although some

re(|uire it very seldom, others will not run well without

being sandpapered once a month, and, where they are run

with frequent or continued overloads, even oftener. I have

one multipolar 500-k. w. dynamo under my care, which has

run smoothly and absolutely without repair for 14 month'^.

but several others of the same type require sandpapering

once in five or six months, with occasionally some slight

repairs to the insulation between the segments, or to the

brushes. Thirty sheets of sandpaper, 10x12 m., say 25

sheets of No. 2 and five sheets of No. o, with a pressure of

al)out 5 lbs. to the sq. in., will clean, smooth and polish

a goo-segment conmiutator 10 in. wide and 6 ft. in diam-

eter, with a wear of but two lbs. of copper. One light cut

\\ ith a turning tool will not true up the whole surface of a

comnuitator so large; two will invariably be found neces-

sary, and the loss in copper would be about 50 lbs., or about

the loss that would occur in two years by giving the com-

nuitator 30 sheets of sandpaper once a month, provided it

sliould be found to require it. If the machine is well

designed, the brushes set in the proper positions in relation

to the field-poles, the lead adjusted to the variations in

load, and all other trouble, such as loose commutator bars

or short circuits in segments, attended to in time to prevent

abnormal cutting, the commutator ought to run at least six

months without sandpapering; turning off is almost unnec-

essary.

When spacing brushes on large commutators, do not do

it by measuring between each set or by counting segments,

for ^^here there are 10 brush-holders it is very easy to creep

J in. in a circumference of 15 ft. or more To set brushes

;; :• 1
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stallation, and they are now using a Weston differential

voltmeter.

Machine bus bars, no matter how large, should be well

insulated; then, if trouble ever occurs, there will be no

heavy arcing between them. Where station lights are sup-

plied from the power switchboard it will be found very

simple, safe and convenient to connect them as shown in

Fig. 4. The only change in shutting down a dynamo is iti

transferring the negative connection from the dynamo to

be shut down to the one to be left on the line. The only

possible way to get into trouble would be to close the nega-

tive light circuit switch on an idle dynamo with the equal-

izer in, or to leave it in on a dynamo which has been

disconnected from the line. Any such mistake, of course,

would be gross carelessness and wholly unnecessary.

Circuit breakers should be given considerable care to

insure perfect action. The slides and plug should be

kept perfectly clean and smooth, and should be adjusted to

maintain a closed circuit in the magnet coils until the main

contact has opened at least i in. The interior of the fibre

box enclosing the secondary contact should be kept free

from carbonized substances thrown off and burned against

the walls by the arc, and all the connections should be

tight. The main terminals, especially on the machine

breakers which are sometimes obliged to carry an over-

load, will get very hot if allowed to become loose. The

jarring of the breaker is liable to loosen the screws in the

connectors of the magnet coils, and if these get very loose

it will so increase the resistance of the blow-out magnetic

circuit coils that the short circuit is liable to assume gigan-

tic proportions before being broken, and might possiblv arc
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being of the same potential as A, if the switch E is thrown

to B2 the panel breaker H Bi is cut out and can be opened

for repairs without opening the feeder circuit, because the

switch E makes contact with the connection B2 before

leaving Bi. The circuit breaker on the front panel is sup-

plied from J, the current going down to and beneath the

platform to the circuit breaker and through the main feeder

switch back to the jaw contact Cl, through the switch F,

to the lower ammeter and through the feeder M to

the line. To cut out the circuit breaker on the front panel

the switch F is thrown from the jaw contact Ci to contact

C2, and, like the switch above, makes electrical contact

with C before leaving Ci. The jaw contact Ci is given

rigidity by being clamped to the feeder bar L, but is not

electrically connected, being well insulated with J-in. fibre.

DISCIPLINE OF EMPLOYES.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad Com-
pany, of Chicago, has a system of discipline based on the

percentage classification. W. E. Baker, superintendent,

and A. S. Jones, superintendent of transportation, made a

careful study of the subject before adopting the present

system, April i, 1895. The defects of any system of pro-

moting men simply according to seniority of service, or of

discharging them for all infractions of rules, were evident.

A system was desired which would encourage the trainmen

to not only do their duty, but to in every way conserve the

company's interests, and one which would have an educat-

ing influence.

The following article was incorporated in the rule book:

'Tt is the desire of this company to impress upon the

mind of each person accepting service in its employ that

retention in service will be based upon good deportment

and strict observance of all rules and regulations. It is the

aim of this coinpany to reward such good deportment

and obedience to rules and regulations by promotion

from time to time from one class to another when va-

cancies occur, this promotion to be governed by ability

and a fair percentage basis, seniority only having the prefer-

ence when other qualifications are equal. Upon entrance

in each class by promotion or appointment each employe

will be credited with a 100 per cent mark, and for each vio-

lation of rules, in addition to the punishment of suspension

from duty that may be inflicted by the head of the depart-

ment, a deduction of 5 or more per cent, according to

judgment of the head of department, will be made from

standard. When an employe in a class has fallen below

the rate of 45 per cent he will be reduced in rank to next

lower class, with a 100 per cent credit rating from said time

of entrance. A credit of 2 per cent per month will be placed

to each employe having for that time had no reports against

him for dereliction of duty."

The punishment of suspension is no longer inflicted, as it

was found to bear most heavily upon the family of the

ofTender, and if the violation did not warrant dismissal the

loss of percentage was sufficient punishment. Intoxication

is the only transgression which is invariably followed by

dismissal.

The figure indicates diagramatically the classes into

which the trainmen are divided and the process of promo-

tion. The motormen, having the most responsible posi-

tions, are in Class I and receive the highest pay. Switch-

men and conductors are in Class 2, switchmen receiving

higher wages, however, than the conductors. Class 3 com-
prises the couplers and the guards, the former receiving

higher pay. In Class 4 are the extra couplers and extra

guards; no other "extras"' are employed, vacancies in any
class being filled from the class below. Extra guards re-

ceive the wages of guards, and extra couplers the wages of

couplers, for the time that they are on duty. An extra

guard is promoted to a guard, an extra coupler to a coupler,

a guard to a conductor, a coupler to either a conductor or

a switchman, and conductors and switchmen to motormen.

Each man starts into the next higher class with a percent-

age of 100.

When an application is made a blank is filled out giving

the previous occupation, height, weight, etc., of the appli-

cant, and filed at the office. When an extra guard or coupler

is needed, the applicant is given a physical examination and

his sight tested. If everything is satisfactory the man
starts in with 100 per cent at the beginning of the month
next succeeding his appointment. At the first of the next

month 2 per cent is added for seniority allowance to his

average if he has not violated any of the rules and regula-

tions of the company. These records are kept in the main

office on cards, and for each employe there is a complete

history of his services with the company. By this means
the officials have accurate information concerning every

employe, and can tell almost at a glance how faithful any

one has been in the performance of duty.

Whenever there is a violation of any rule, or any man has

been guilty of negligence or bad judgment, the superinteml-

ent at once consults his record. If the man's record is good

and nothing serious has resulted, a bulletin is posted giving

a warning or reprimand. If the action calls for severer

punishment a certain per cent is deducted from the man's

record, and a bulletin is posted in the four trainmen's rooms

giving an account of the violation and whatever advice is

necessary. These bulletins, which all the trainmen see. arc

a large factor in educating the men in the perforrfiance of

their duties. Examples of the punishments are as follows:

One guard was seen flirting with some girls and not attend-
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ing to his duties; his percentage was reduced by lo. A
motorman ran past a da:iger signal; he was lined 5 per cent.

A train ran one car past tlie station and the conductor gave

the signal to back up while the passengers were passnig

from the cars; he was lined 5 per cent lor bad judgment.

if the employes are to be punished for nnstakcs it ib

proper to reward acts of extraordinary care and good judg-

ment. One guard was given 5 per cent tor rescumg a pas-

senger who had fallen from the station platform, it was

noticed that some of the motormen were taking extra pre

cautions to keep their cabs clean and the apparatus polished,

ihe cars were inspected and 2 per cent was added to the

percentages of the deserving motormen. A number of the

conductors and motormen were very careful in keeping

their uniforms brushed, their linen clean, shoes polished and

preserving a tidy appearance generally, and additions of 2

and 1 per cent were made on the records of such men. I!ul-

letins commending the good conduct of the men are also

posted, and this is a great encouragement for the best ser-

vice. Each motorman, at the end of his run, makes a rec-

ord in a book of the condition of his motor car, and men-

tions any defects or needed repairs. The night men take

this book and examine and repair any noted defect.

If another man is needed in any of the three upper classcci

the employe who has the highest percentage in the class

below is selected for promotion. For motormen the incen-

tive to make a good grade lies in the choice of trips. -\

complete record of all the trips, the hours of service and the

time allowance, is made out, and the motorman having the

highest percentage is given his choice of trips, and so on

down the line, according to each man's grade. There are

322 trainmen governed by this system. The clerical work

involved is not excessive, as it is systematized and attended

to monthly. The orders are written by the superintendent

of transportation, and his private secretary keeps the rec-

ords. The towermen, dispatchers and station sellers are also

under this discipline. There has been a recent proof oi

the effectiveness of the plan. Complaints were made by the

cashier and auditor that the ticket sellers were making too

many mistakes in the money and the figures on the envel-

opes turned in, also too much bad and mutilated money was

coming into the ofhce. The superintendent of transporta-

tion posted bulletins notifying the ticket sellers that the next

three mistakes would be followed by a warning bulletin, at

the fourth mistake 2 per cent would be deducted from their

percentages, at the fifth mistake 5 per cent would be de-

ducted, and subsequent errors might be followed by dis-

missal. This practically put a stop to the carelessness.

This system is similar in many respects to that adopted

on some railroads, yet in a number of essential features it is

quite different. Publicity is given to all records, names

being in all cases freely mentioned, and a punishment in

loss in percentage is positive and permanent. A man can

never regain his original position among those fellow em-

ployes whose service has been exempt from mistakes. The

officials give their unqualified indorsement to the sys-

tem, for no one can question its success. The discipline is

second only to that of a military organization, and the em-

ployes have been trained and educated so that they are com-

petent and reliable in their positions. Letters compliment-

ing the company on the neatness, precision and efficiency

of its employes are constantly received at the office from

patrons of the road.

SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR.

In a paper before the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, Thorburn Reid discussed the cause and effects

of sparking on commutators. He spoke of the following as

some of the various ways in which imperfect comnuitation

may occur and the manner in which this imperfect commu-
tation causes injury to the commutator:

First—Suppose that the current flowing across the con-

tact surface of the receding segment does not decrease as

rapidly as the contact surface of that segment decreases.

The current density then increases and is a maximum at the

last part of the segment that touches the brush. More

energy is thus concentrated at that point than at any other,

and owing to the fact that time is required to conduct that

energy to other parts of the segment that part will be raised

to the highest temperature. This temperature may be high

enough to melt, or even volatilize the copper of the seg-

ment, therefore when the brusli leaves the segment the cur-

rent continues to flow through the film of melted copper,

volatilizes it and draws an arc. This arc constitutes the

injurious or "vicious" spark. The removal of the volatil-

ized copper from the receding edge gradually wears that

edge away. Reduction of the contact surface thus continu-

ally increases the current density, and the arc is formed at

an earlier stage of the commutation when the current to be

broken is greater, and thus the spark increases in vicious-

ness until the comnuitator has to be turned down before the

machine will run at all.

Again, the energy developed at the receding edge of the

segment may not be sufficient to melt the copper. In this

case the current to be broken when the segment leaves the

brush will jump across from the brush to the segment. This

spark has no deleterious effect, since most of its energy is

developed in the space between the segment and the reced-

ing brush, instead of being concentrated at the edge of the

receding segment. This spark is of the same bluish color

as that of the Ruhmkorff coil, by which it may be distin-

guished from the injurious spark, which is yellow.

Second—.Suppose that the current flowing across the

contact area of the entering segment increases more

rapidly than the contact surface increases. The current

density in that part of the segment then increases and more

energy is concentrated at this point than at other parts of

the segment, and it will accordingly be raised to a higher

temperature. If this temperature is not high enough to

melt the copper, no harm results and there is no spark, since

the contact is not broken at that point. If, however, the

temperature produced is high enough to melt the copper,

the melted copper may be carried along by the brush, and

the entering edge of the segment is thus gradually eaten

away. This will not show by any sparking immediately,

but it will eventually cause a spark to appear in the follow-

ing manner: The eating away of the entering edge of the

segment gradually reduces the area of the entering segment

and thus increases the resistance of that segment. This de-

lays the decrease of current in the receding segment, and

the current density in both segments increases until the

temperature gets high enough to produce a spark, as de-

scribed in the first case of imperfect commutation. Another

incidental injury that may occur is the deposition of the

melted copper at the back of the segment, thus raising the

surface of the segment at that point, and this, together with
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the depression of the surface at the front of the segment,

would cause the brush to jump and chatter, which of itself

would cause deleterious sparknig-.

This would explain the cases where a machine runs per-

fectly sparkless when tirst set up, but after a time com-
mences to spark, the spark increasnig in intensity and dele-

terious etfect and disappearing when tlie commutator sur-

face has been turned up, only to reappear after sutficieiu

time has elapsed. Ihe vvearmg away of the front edge of

the segment is hardly likely to be noticed, since no injury

would be looked for until the spark appeared, and then the

cutting of the back edge would be much more promineni,

because that, being produced by an arc, would have a

roughened appearance, while the surface of the front edge

would be lett smooth, by the rubbing otf of the melted

copper.

ihird—The reversal e. m. f. may be large enough not

only to reverse the current in the coil under commutation,

but even to increase it beyond the value of half the brush

current. In tliis case the extra current would flow througli

both segment surfaces, but owing to the fact that this cur-

rent would be increasing while the receding segment was

reducing its contact area, that segment would get hottest,

and as soon as it reached the melting point an arc would be

drawn and destructive sparking would ensue.

Perfect commutation for any particular position of the

brushes can only take place at one value of the load. At
heavier loads than this critical one the current is not com-
pletely reversed before the segment leaves the brush, and at

lighter loads it is more than reversed. This problem may
be stated a little more precisely in the following manner:

Assume that the brushes are set as far back as is con-

sistent with sparkless running at the maximum load at

which the machine is required to run sparklessly. This

means that the reversal e. m. f. is just equal to the coil im-

pedance e. m. f. at that point. Now let the load be removed

gradually. The impedance e. m. f. of the coil under commu-
tation is reduced while the reversal e. m. f. remains prac-

tically constant. The tendency is therefore for the current

to be more than reversed, and this tendency increases as the

load is reduced, until finally, when the load has been re-

moved entirely, there is no current to reverse, and the re-

versal e. m. f. simply tends to produce a current in the coil

under commutation. The production of this current is now
opposed by the inductance and resistance of the coil and

by the resistance of the brush contact surfaces, the contact

surfaces of the two segments being in series as regards this

current. If the impedance of the coil is low as compared

with this contact resistance, the reversal e. m. f. would be

small compared with the current times resistance drop

across the contact surfaces at full load current. Therefore,

the current produced by the reversal e. m. f. would be small

as compared with the full load current.

We may also note here that, whereas the variation of

the contact resistances aids the reversal of the current, as

soon as this current becomes greater than that which flows

through the armature, the excess current must pass across

the contact areas of both the segments under the brush.

The resistances of these two surfaces are then placed in

series as regards this current, and the lowest possible re-

sistance that these could have would be reached when the

brush covers an equal surface on each segment, making the

contact resistance in the path of this current equal to twice

the resistance of the contact surface of either segment at

that time. The resistance of this path then starts at infinity,

decreases to this minimum and goes back to infinity again.

Now examine more closely the order of events m com-
mutation at no load. The resistance of the coil circuit first

starts at infinity and rapidly decreases, while the reversal

e. m. f. starts at a minimum and more slowly increases. If

there were no contact resistance, the current would reach
its normal full load value at about the middle of the com-
mutation period. This of course assumes that the reversal

e. m. f. is of such a magnitude as to reverse the current at

full load without the aid of the varying contact resistances.

In fact, the reversal e. m. f. does a very small part of the

reversing at full load when the inductance is small com-
pared with the contact resistances. Tha current at the mid-
dle of the commutation period would therefore be much
smaller than the normal full load current, even if there were
no contact resistance to limit it. Now introducing this

contact resistance, which starts at infinity and decreases to

a minimum, which may be several times greater than the

impedance of the coil, the current must be reduced at least

in the proportion of the impedance to this minimum resist-

ance. During the rest of that period the resistance is in-

creasing till at the. end it has reached infinity again. The
current, already very small, is rapidly cut down till it is too

small to produce a visible spark at the break, and the com-
mutator has not been heated up enough at any point to

produce arcing.

The same principles hold in the case of machines whose
brushes must be shifted, the range of sparkless commuta-
tion only being less.

There have been some machines, however, which would
not run sparklessly for any position of the brushes. This

is readily explained on the hypothesis of too high an im-

pedance, for in that case the variation of the current during

commutation will be mainly governed by the impedance

and reversal e. m. f., instead of by the variation of the con-

tact resistances, so that even if complete reversal is exactly

attained, the current density at other parts of the commu-
tation period does not remain constant, with the result that

the total energy of commutation is increased. A large part

of this energy is concentrated at the beginning and end of

the commutation period, thus producing heating at the

edges of the segments with its corresponding melting of

the copper and arcing.

These considerations indicate two ways by which spark-

less commutation may be assured. First, by increasing the

brush contact resistance; and, second, by decreasing the

impedance of the coil under commutation.

The limitation of the second of these conditions is merely

one of economical design, lowering of the inductance below

a certain point increasing the cost of the machine.

The limitation of the first condition is that of rise of tem-

perature of the commutator. It has been shown that for

perfect commutation the current density is constant and

uniform throughout the whole period of commutation. Its

value is found by dividing the total brush current by the

contact area of the segments under a brush. This varies in-

versely with the brush contact area, and the energy devel-

oped therefore varies in the same proportion. The amount

of commutator metal to be heated, as well as the radiating

surface, also varies inversely with the current density, .so

that the rise of temperature probably varies nearly as the

square of the current density, provided the commutation be

practically perfect.
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The increasing use of tlie carbon brush in place of the

copper brush is tlnis explained by the fact that the contact

resistance of carbon on copper per square inch is much

greater than that of copper on copper. Increased resistance

IS obtained with the carbon brush by reducing its contact

area, but this also reduces the metal to be heated m the

connnutator, as well as its radiating surface, so that the

same amount of commutating energy will lesuli in a much

greater rise of temperature.

iiy taking these facts into consideration, howc\er, am!

properly proportioning the contact areas and inductance,

commutating machines may be designed to run as cool with

copper blushes as with carbon wherever this may be desir-

able.

1 he reasoning so far has been based on the assumption

of but one coil being commutated at a time. This assump-

tion will only be true when the brush thickness is equal to

or less than the width of one segment, plus twice the thick-

ness of the insulation between segments. In practice,

brushes are often made to cover a segment and a half, some-

times two segments, or even more than this without dele-

terious sparking. This means that the current in two or

more coils is being commutated at the same time.

At first sight this appears to be an advantage since it

enables us to get the same current density with less length

of commutator, but the time of commutation is increased,

so that while the rate of development of energy is not

changed, the total amount of energy developed will vary

with the time of commutation, and in addition to this the

amount of metal to be heated and the radiating surface are

both decreased, so that in this respect the change is rather

a disadvantage than an advantage. Another important ad-

vantage is gained, however, in that the increase in the length

of the commutation period decreases the reactance of the

coil by decreasing its frequency of commutation, so that the

ratio of impedance to contact resistance is decreased, thus

tending towards more perfect commutation. This advan-

tage is again limited by the fact that the mutual inductance

of two coils commutating at the same time increases the

reaction of both.

To sum up, the deleterious efifects of sparking are due tn

excessive local heating of the commutator contact surface,

causing the copper to melt, and an arc to be drawn, the seg-

ments being thus disintegrated.

The causes of deleterious sparking are either too great a

departure from perfect commutation or too high a current

density.

Perfect commutation can only be practically secured by

making the impedance of the coil negligible as compared

with the contact resistance. A comparison of the sparking

constants of a large number of machines was made before

this theory of commutation was evolved.

It has been found to explain many cases of sparking

which had before been unexplained.

It has been found difficult to determine definite safe work-

ing constants, on account of the small number of tests that

have been made to determine accurately the inductance of

tlie coil under commutation and the efifect on each other

of two or more coils commutating at the same time.

.

At the meeting of the New Jersey State Grange of the

Patrons of Husbandry resolutions were adopted favoring

the repeal of the state law which prohibits street railways

from carrying freight.

ILLINOIS STATE ASSOCIATION.

In response to the call issued by W. H. Patterson, presi-

dent of the Bloomington City Railway, as published in the

"Review" for December, representatives of the street rail-

ways of Illinois, met at the Great Northern Hotel on Janu-

ary 5 and organized the Illinois Street Railway Association.

Officers were elected as follows: President, W. H. Pat-

terson, Bloomington; vice-president, D. B. Sherwood, of the

Carpenterville, Elgin City &
Aurora Railway ; secretary and

treasurer, C. K. Minary, gen-

eral manager of the Spring-

field Consolidated Railway

Company. Also an executive

committee which comprises

the officers of the association,

and VV. L. Ferguson, general

manager of the City Electric

Railway, Decatur; B. P. Har-

ris, Jr., president of the Ur-

bana & Champaign Electric

Street Railway, Champaign;

W. P". Brennan, superinten-

dent of the Chicago General

Railway, and Walter Barker,

president of the Central Railway Company, Peoria. The

executive committee drafted a constitution and by-laws for

the association and fixed the third Wednesday in May as

the date for the first regular meeting which will be held at

the Great Northern Hotel in Chicago.

Sixteen roads were represented at this preliminary meet-

ing, while President Patterson had received replies from ten

other companies stating that they were heartily in sympathy

with the plan for a state association and regretting their in-

ability to send representatives to participate in the organiza-

tion. The success that has attended this attempt at forming

an association for Illinois is highly gratifying to Mr. Pat-

terson, who has had the preliminary work to look after, and

the more so that the subject has been more or less agitated

for the past lo years.

H. PATTEKSON.

RECEIVER MAKES A GOOD REPORT FOR
THE CALUMET.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway, of Chicago, has

made a good record during the past year, according to the

report of the receiver, John C. McKeon. The earnings for

the last eight months have been $144,995 and the operating

expenses $23,970 less. The summer traffic on this road is

always very heavy, and last summer was good, although the

weather was unfavorable for pleasure riding; July was the

best month. Among other improvements during the past

year have been the addition of three boilers, a large car barn

and ID motor equipments. The property is in good condi-

tion and the indications now are that in another year the

road will earn the interest on its bonds.

A jury at Ann Arbor, Mich., awarded $7,000 to John

Shadford, who sued the street railway company for injuries

sustained from falling while repairing a trolley wire. A
former trial resulted in a verdict for $4,500.
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VESTIBULES IN OMAHA.

The legislature of Nebraska last winter passed a bill mak-

ing- it unlawful for any railway company to operate cars,

propelled by steam, cable or electricity, between November

FRONT VIEW.

I and April i, without the platforms being enclosed I)y a

vestibule made of wood, iron and glass. The vestibule must

be so constructed that it will not interfere with or obstruct

the vision of the operator. Violations of this act are pun-

ished by a fine of $ioo, and each day's operation is consid-

ered a separate oflfense. It is provided, however, that this

act will not apply to trail cars.

The Omaha Street Railway Company had 90 motor cars

which came under the provisions of this act, and it was nec-

essary to design a neat vestibule of moderate cost. The

three illustrations, furnished by D. H. Goodrich, secretary of

the company, represent the standard form of vestibule

adopted. The best materials were used throughout in the

construction, and the cost, including all necessary changes

in the car, was $78 per vestibule. It will be noticed that only

one end is protected. This is made possible by the fact tliat

all the terminals of the lines are Y.'s; the equipping of liie

terminals not already provided with Y's involved an extra

expense of $5,000.

WHAT THEY DTD ON CHRISTMAS.

The Columbus (O.) Street Railway provided Christmas

dinners for its employes. The married men, 300 in lumi-

ber, were presented with turkeys, the weight being tempered

to the size of the family; the unmarried men received ^^!

each.

The Consolidated at Bay City, Mich., departed from its

usual custom of giving turkeys to the employes on Christ-

mas, and instead presented the wives of the men with books

of complimentary tickets. Christmas was made a short day.

the car service not commencing until 7 o'clock, and by a

special order the men were allowed to smoke while on duty.

C. C. Howell, manager of the Knoxviile Street Railway,

took advantage of the season to promulgate a new rule to

the efTect that on the first of January and on the first of

July of each year the company will present a suit of clothes

to those motormen who have not cost the company more

than $5 because of accidents during the preceding six

months. On Christmas eve the motormen who had not

cost more than $10 for accidents since Mr. Howell took

charge. August, 1895, received their first suits. A similar

recognition of good service on the part of the conductors

is contemplated, but exactly what has not been decided.

SHOWING VESTIBULE ADOPTED BV O.VIAHA STREET RAILWAY.
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and
experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

\\ hen tlie power house of the Capital Traction Company,
of Washington, was destroyed by fire on the night of Sep-

tember 2g, last, there was a large amount of coal, several

Inmdrcd lGn.= , on hand. At the end of three months the pile

of coal was still slowly burning; no attempt was made to

exlinguifh the fire as tlie cost of doing so would exceed

the lakie of the coal that could be saved, and there was no

danger to surrounding property in letting it burn. During

the day the only indication of the fire is a slight smoke ris-

ing from the pile, but at night the flames from the burning

hydrocarbons are visible. The Traction Company would

gladly have given the coal to those desiring to take it away
were it not for the fear that some one would be injured in

working about the ruins, and sue the company for dam-

ages. Accordingly everything, save some tools and bar iron

stored in the building, was sold to the contractor who is

under agreement to have the site cleared by March i. The
stack will be left standing as it may be of value to the pur-

chasers of the property, and in any event it will cost no

more to remove it at a future date than at the present time.

* . *
*

We desire to place on record the ijcculiar combination of

circumstances leading to the [jartial disablement of the

power station of the Metropolitan Elevated in Chicago a

few weeks since. Ever since the Metropolitan trains were

put in operation around the Union Loop the power station

has been loaded nearly to the maximum, and a few days

befnre the accident it was necessary to throw one engine

out of service to replace a bolt under tlie main bearing, thus

putting an overload on the three others. About niidniglit

on Christmas a heavy load was thrown on the station which

should have opened the circuit breakers; one of them did

not act, however, and the increased load on the engine

caused so much steam to be carried to the condenser that

the pressure increased in the latter until the relief valve

opened. Some of the water which escaped at the relief

valve of the condenser fell on the belt driving the condenser

piriip and caused it to slip off; the load being thus suddenly

rcHeved the small engine ran away, and the fly wheel burst.

L'ntil the condenser engine could be repaired the large unit

was operated non-condensing. The total damage to tlu'

plant did not exceed $300.
* *

#

Of all supply men, the man who has a saving device has

probably the most tantalizing job, when it comes to selling.

His fellow salesmen look at him with envy and say: "If I

only had something that would save money instead of the

supplies I now carry I'd call it a snap." But the sales-

man witli the saving' device (luietly thinks to himself that

the other fellow has nnich to learn about human nature if

he has never tried selling something for saving money.

One manager will say that if he bought all the saving appli-

ances that were ofifered he would be running his i)lant for

nothing. Another will be delighted with the idea, but the

company treasury will be low. Another will, through ig-

norance, refuse to believe in the economy of an appliance.

all experience and tests to the contrary notwithstanding.

The path of the inanufacturer is further not made easy by

the fact that it is often difficult to make a correct estimate

of the saving effected by any device because of the variable

conditions imder which tests must be made. This is well

illustrated by the following tale of woe related by a manu-

facturer of condensers. He had installed a condenser on

trial in a place where the water for condensing cost abso-

lutely nothing. It did not even have to be raised to the

level of the condenser, as it was used in a manufacturing

process and was delivered to the condenser without any

extra cost. The condenser was put in and gave a nearly

perfect vacuum. Now any steam engineer worthy of the

name would know that this would mean a saving of about

20 per cent if the conditions were the same before and after

the condensers were installed, and that if no economy was

sliown something was wrong somewhere else around the

plant. Nevertheless, after the condenser had been in a while

the engineer sent word that he didn't want the condenser:

it must be taken out. The maker expressed considerable

surprise, since the vacuum was as good as coidd be ex-

pected with any condenser. The situation was fully but

briefly explained by the engineer: "Oi knows nothin' av

your vacuum, but me coal bill is the same as before.'' The
condenser came out, and the maker has concluded that

since he can't run the steam plants himself and since a sav-

ing at one place may be made up for by a leak at another

when such an ignoramus is in charge, that he will hereafter

guarantee nothing but the vacuum.

* *
*

A Three-Point Boiler Suspension.

.At the December meeting of the American Society of

iMecuanical Engineers, Ceorge W. Bissel. of the Iowa Ag-
ricultural College, presented a description of a boiler setting

designed by him soine time since, by which a three-point

support for the boiler is secured, thereby freeing it from all

stresses due to the settling of the setting; also the boiler

and se'ting are made independent, prolonging the life of

the setting and making repairs €asy.

The iioiler to which the setting was first applied is of the

horizontal return tubular type, 54 in. in diameter and 16 ft.

long. Two pairs of lugs of special design are attaclied to

the sides of the shell above the fire, at a distance, to centers,

of T, ft. 6 in. from the ends of the. shell. These lugs rest on

hangers of l-in. roimd iron, which are carried bv nuts on

wrought iron saddles cut from 3x1 -in. bar iron. The sad-

dles are carried on I-beams. At the front of the boiler one

7-in. beam is used; at the back end the saddles are supported

by an 8-in. cfjualizing I-beam 3 ft. long, which rests on a

l-in. roller, the roller bearing on the 9-in. I-beam. The
Tbearos at the front and back end are supported on col-

unuis. which are 6-in. channels. Suitable castings serve as

caps for the columns and sole plates for the I-beams; the
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foot plates for the columns are of cast iron I2xl2xi in.

These foot plates are set perfectly level on piers of brick-

work about 2 ft. square, built independently of the boiler

.•ctting proper.

Tie-rods of f-in. round iron hold the columns in place

jtb di_.

BISSELL BOILER SETTING.

at the top, and longitudinal stability is given by setting the

channels into the brickwork of the setting so that the

flanges do not project but are flush with the wall.

* *
*

The Q & C Oiling System.

The idea of connecting all the oil cups of a plant with

a central source of supply by means of piping is an old one,

but in working it out it was found that the difficulty lay in

getting the oil through the piping so as to feed the bearings

regularly. Many plans have been tried, feeding by gravity

and uniier steam pressure, water pressure, or ammonia pres-

sure, and by means of a pump. Steam and ammonia x.^ere

abandoned because of their injurious eflfect on the oil; water

pressure because of its filling the piping and because of the

dilficnlty of getting a uniform pressure. The gravity systcn.i

was Ih- only one of the old methods which was at all sat-

isfactory in action and the application of it was limited to

those cases in which there was ample room to place the

tank above the machinery, while having the whole system

exposed to the same temperature. The greatest objection

to this plan is that any reduction of level of the oil in the

tank reduces the pressure at the cups and varies the supply:

also in the case of any stoppage of the pipes the gravity

system offers no ready method of clearing them of obstruc-

tions, and when the oil reaches a certain low level the cups

stop feeding though there is yet considerable oil in the

piping.

7 he use of air under pressure for driving the oil through

the piping has proved to be very successful as developed

by the Q & C Company, and its system has been installed

in a number of the largest street railway power houses in

the country. The illustration gives a very good idea of the

arrangement of pumps, tank, filters, etc. The tank shown,

called the "fountainhead" or central point of distribution,

is of from 40 to 80 gallons capacity, and is erected on two
pipe standards 8 ft. above the engine room floor. The line of

pipe to the left, containing a check valve at the top and a

globe valve in the center, is the oil-supply line running from

the main oil-receiving tank in the basement; the line of pipe

to the right is the air-supply line running through a re-

ducing valve to the main air receiver in the basement. Be-

tween each of these pipes and the adjoining pipe standard

is erected an upright air compressor connected to the main
air receiver. These compressors work independently of

each other or together as may be desired. Just below the

fountainhead and connected to it by the main oil-feed pipe

are placed two pressure filters, which work independently

of each other or together as may be desired. Back of the

whole is placed a fountainhead board on which are located

the necessary gages showing the pressure carried on the

main air receiver, main engine oil receiver and main cylinder

oil receiver. The fountainhead itself is equipped with its

own pressure gage, gage glass, cocks, etc., besides having

THE FOUNTAINHE.^D AND PU.MPS.

a small independent line of pipe running to and over the

large filter in the basement. In this pipe is placed a pop

or relii^f valve, which works automatically to relieve the

fountainhead when, in forcing oil into it from the main re-

ceiver, the pressure becomes greater than the maximum
used for feeding purposes.
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Code for Boiler Tests.

At the December meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, Messrs. Emery, Porter, Barrus and

Kent, as a sub-committee of the committee appointed in

1895 to revise the Society's Code for standard boiler tests,

submitted a report in the form of a paper, "subject to revis-

ion." The report is quite voluminous and fills 52 pages

of the Transactions, notwithstanding that the appendices

of the 1885 Code, which it has been decided to retain, were

omitted; these appendices will be given in full when the

report is finally revised.

The Code, when completed, will prove very valuable, be-

cause, together with the appendices, it will give in a single

paper the methods recommended by the eminent engineers

constituting the committee for making boiler tests and also

descriptions of the various pieces of accessory apparatus.

In fact, some of the appendices rise to the dignity of trea-

tises.

The standard of evaporation, one pound of water at

212° F. evaporated into steam at the same temperature, is

retained. The unit of capacity is the Centennial standard

with the wording slightly changed; its definition is as fol-

I(»ws: "In all standard trials the commercial horse-power

shall be taken as 34^ units of evaporation ; that is, 34I lbs.

of water evaporated from a feed-water temperature of 212'

F. into steam at the same temperature. This standard is

equivalent to 33,317 B. T. U. per hour. It is also practically

equivalent to an evaporation of 30 lbs. of water from a feed-

water temperature of 100° F. into steam at 70 lbs. gage

pressure."

The two methods of starting and stopping a test known
in the 1885 Code as the "standard" and the "alternate"

methods are retained, but a modification of the method of

computing the rates of combustion and evaporation is to

be made when the standard method is employed, so that

there appears to be no good reason for retaining the "stand-

ard" method. The language of the Code is as follows:

"When the 'standard method' of starting and stopping the

test is used, the hourly rate of combustion and of evapora-

tion and the horse-power may be computed from the rec-

ords taken during the time when the fires are in active con-

dition. This time is somewhat less than the actual time

which elapses between the beginning and end of the run.

This method of computation is necessary, owing to the loss

of time due to kindling the fire at the beginning and burn-

ing it out at the end."

The Code recommends two methods of defining and cal-

culating the efficiency of a boiler:

1. Efficiency of the boiler, equal to the ratio of the heat

absorbed per lb. of combustible to the heating value of I lb.

of combustible.

2. Efficiency of the boiler and furnace, equal to the ratio

of the heat absorbed per lb. of coal to the heating value of

I lb. of coal.

The first, sometimes called the efficiency based on com-
bustible, is recommended as a .standard of comparison for

all tests and is to be understood as the one referred to when
the word "efficiency" is used without qualification. The
second, sometimes called the efficiency based on coal, how-
ever, is to be also included whenever the object of the test

is to determine the efficiency of the boiler and furnace to-

getlier with the grate (or mcclianical stoker), or to compare

different furnaces, grates, fuels or methods of firing.

In calculating the efficiency where the coal contains an

appreciable amount of surface moisture, allowance is to be

made for the heat lost in evaporating this moisture by add-

ing to the heat absorbed by the boiler the heat of evapora-

tion thus lost.

It is apparent that in determining the efficiency of the

boiler the "heat absorbed"' may be ascertained much more

readily than the "heating value." To get the latter recourse

must be had to calorific tests or to analysis, or to both. This

opens up the whole subject of coal calorimetry as a mere

introduction to the subject of efficiency, and the former is

one of the most mooted points connected with boiler test-

ing. The Code says: "The rational method of determin-

ing the total heat of combustion is to burn a sample of

coal in an atmosphere of oxygen gas. The chemical anal-

ysis of the coal .should be made only by an expert chemist.

The total heat of combustion computed from the results of

the ultimate analysis should be obtained by Dulbng-'s for-

mula (with constants modified by recent determinations'),

viz.: 14,600 C+or 62,000 [H

—

^(Oh-8)] in which C, H and

O refer to the proportion of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen

respectively, and determined by the ultimate analysis. It

is recommended that the analysis and the heat test be made

by two independent laboratories, and the mean of the two

results, if there be any difference, be adopted as the correct

figures."

Appendix XIV, by Mr. Kent, discusses comparative ca-

lorimetric tests of coals and gives the results obtained by

different experimenters with different forms of calorimeters,

and says in conclusion: "The conclusion to be drawn from

the two series of tests tabulated above is that closely con-

cordant results may be obtained from different calorimeters

when properly handled by expert chemists, and that these

results will agree with the results calculated from accurate

analyses; but that occasionally very erroneous results may
be obtained, and that a single calorimetric test unchecked

by comparison with a test by another calorimeter is to be

regarded with suspicion, especially when the test is made

with a Thompson calorimeter, when the reported heating

value per lb. of combustible is low compared with the re-

sults of other tests of coal from the same region, and when

the boiler efficiencv calculated from such calorimetric test

is high."

The committee reports that it is expected that Prof.

Thurston will submit an appendix on coal calorimetry.

The recommendations as to using coals regarded as com-

mercial standards when making tests of efficiency or capac-

ity are similar to those in the 1885 Code.

"For New England and that portion of the country east

of the Allegheny mountains, good anthracite egg coal, con-

taining not over 10 per cent of ash, and semi-bituminous

Cumberland (Md.) and Pocahontas (Va.) coals are thus re-

garded. West of the Allegheny mountains, Pocahontas

(\'a.) and New River (W. Va.) semi-bituminous, and Youg-
hiogheny or Pittsburg bituminous coals are recognized as

standards. There is no special grade of coal mined in the

western states which is widely recognized as of superior

quality or considered as a standard coal for boiler testing.
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COST OF POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.
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IMPROVED DEVICES AND METHODS FOR THE SAFE OPERATION OF CARS ON INTER-
URBAN AND CITY LINES.

During the past three months several coUision accidents,

two attended with fatal results, have occurred on interurban

roads. Two of the disasters were primarily due to heavy

fog, which prevented the motornien from seeing the ap-

proaching car until the two were only a short distance

apart; the others were caused by various reasons, such as

meeting on curves where the track was laid in a cut, etc.

It has seemed to us that the safe operation of interurban

lines, most of which are of single track, is a subject deserv-

ing careful study, especially by such roads as thus far have

not worked out as perfect a system as they would like.

While the experience of steam road operation has taught

us that even the best system and the most expensive me-
chanical appliances are not infallible, and do sometimes fail

in the most important moment; yet the art of moving fre-

quent trains on a single track has been brought to that de-

gree of certainty that head-on collisions so frequent 15 years

ago are now a matter of unsual occurrence

The electric roads do not need the telegraph, so essential

to the steam lines, but the telephone has been adopted in

some cases as an improved substitute, and mechanical de-

vices have been perfected and are already installed, not only

on interurban but at dangerous points in urban service, such

as crossings and draw bridges.

We propose in this and succeeding articles to show what

has already been adopted and put in operation throughout

the country, and though the method selected by any one

road may not be the best or as good for all the others, owing

to the diversity of local conditions, we believe that the study

of them all will suggest possible improvements to many.

Where no other precaution than the time table is employed,

except on lines operating only a very small number of cars,

we would urge upon the manager the adoption of additional

safeguards, even though it involve some expense at the

start.

Road No. I :—As our line is yet incomplete, we have not

put in operation any blocking device, although we e.xpect

to do so as soon as the road is in full operation. At pres-

ent we have but one turnout, and instructions are for a car

to lie at that point for 10 minutes beyond tne schedule or

regular meeting time, then to proceed at half speed very

cautiously; the car that is late or caused the delay also runs

at half speed, and will know that the first car is entitled to

the right of way. This plan is of course open to much ob

jection, and will fail utterly if car men are given to taking

chances.

I believe the best scheme is that of a private telephone

line, with special instruments, such as are furnished now by

a number of makers. Place a connection box on a pole

at all turnouts, and between if desirable, and have each car

carry the detachable combination ear and mouth piece; then

in event of any delay or accident to a car occurring at any

point on the line, the conductor will at once proceed to the

nearest connection box, "plug in" his instrument, notify the

office, and receive instructions. In the same way the other

cars or crews ask for orders when the delay occurs at meet-

ing points. Thus cars may be shifted when all are late

and put upon schedule again. Of course no method is in-

fallible, as reckless car men will often go contrary to or-

ders, but with careful, competent men, and means supplied

by which they can quickly communicate with the office, 1

think the chances of accidents are remote.

Road No. 2:—On our single track road we use the ordi-

nary block signals, although it has not prevented, on one

occasion, an end-on collision, although that was due entirely

to the negligence of the crews in not using the signals. The

great trouble on this occasion, and I suppose it exis:s on all

roads,was an exceptional motormanwith a "large head'' who
thought he could "make it." I find the safest plan is to re-

lieve such men from such positions as quickly as possible.

We believe the block system is the most feasible plan tod.ite,

although they are useless in the hands of such men as above

referred to.

Road No. 3:—Has 20 miles single track.— I am glad to

see that you have taken hold of this matter, as I feel that it

is one of utmost importance. There is no question but what

it is a good field for inventors. In my estimation some sort

of a signaling system, controlled from a central point by an

operator, that will automatically indicate to the operator

when cars pass given points, would be the most satisfactory

arrangement for interurban lines. The one thing that is

against such a system is the first cost.

On our road we use the telephone system, having a tele-

phone at each side track; this works very well, but there

is always the liability of a misunderstanding between the

dispatcher and the party to whom the order is given. Wc
have had this occur once or twice, even after taking the

precaution to have all orders repeated when received.

At present I know of nothing used by interurban roads

that is as satisfactory as the telephone, but still I feel that

there is lots of room for improvement, even there.

Road No. 4:—30 miles.—At present we have no such sys-

tem, only requiring by post signals that motormen run

slowly at dangerous places. We, however, appreciate fully

our need for a system, and have decided to install one be-

fore our heavy summer traffic opens. We have been inves-

tigating, and are undecided, between an electric block signal

and a telephone dispatching system.

Road No. 5:—40 miles—city line: When the weather

is foggy we try to use every precaution possible.

All motormen are instructed, when leaving the station, to

use e.xtraordinary care in the running of their cars,

so as to avoid collisions. This warning is given by

foreman of the station from which they start. Then we
have our superintendents and street assistants on the street

at the time, and the cars are allowed to consume all the

time necessary in making the trip, even if two hours are

consumed, although the run ordinarily may not be more

than 30 or 45 minutes. Safety, above all, is to be consid-

ered.

Road No. 6:—30 miles.—Has the following bulletin to

its car crews:

When it is stormy or a fog prevails that is thick enough
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to obscure the track so that you are unable lo see at least

SCO ft. ahead, you will not run your car at a greater rate

of speed than 3 miles an hour, and in such cases you must

sound your gong continually. You must never leave a

siding until you are sure there are no cars coming from the

opposite direction. You can ascertain this by listening, as

the vibration of the trolley wire will cause a rumbling noise

in a car that is at a standstill when the car in motion may
be 500 or 600 ft. distant. Should your car become disabled

or stalled by snow or any other cause, you must, if on single

track, guard both ends of the same by going in either direc-

tion at least 300 ft. and warn all approaching cars or plows

of vour position. If on a double track, it will be necessary

to guard the rear end only. If necessary to do this, the

motornian must throw off the overhead switch on both ends

of his car.

Road No. 7:—We are all double track except on two

ends, one of these with only one car on at a time, and the

Road No. 9:— 1 1 miles.—We do not allow our men to take

any chances whatever, and deem it sufficient cause for dis-

charge to jump a switch without orders from the superin-

tendent. If, for any reason, a car is started from the house
to take the place of a disabled car, it is either run double

head with a regular, or, if running alone, the conductor i.s

obliged to signal ahead on every corner and curve between
switches. If a car is disabled, or has laid longer than the

limited time on a switch, the trainmen telephone to the car

house for orders. As stated above, we do not allow any
chances to be taken.

In this connection a description of the

Skeen Signal System

will be of interest. It has been worked out and already in-

troduced on several roads, where it is working with great

satisfaction, by the Skeen Electric Switch & Signal Com-

FIG. I. FIG. 3. FIG. 2.

SKEEN BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM.
Fig. I. A siding showing a signal at each switch—" .-\11 clearl"—Fig. 2. Car leaving siding, entering block. White signal acting ae rear block, and showing that red

signal has operated at the other end o( the block, and is holding an approaching car as in Fig. 3.—Fig. 3. Red signal holding car till arrival of the car shown in Fig. 2.

other with two cars and one switch. We are running on the

old system, but we should not wish to run a single track

interurban without either a good block system or by use of

telephone.

Road No. 8:— ii miles.—The nature of our interurban

service is not exacting with respect to the points which you

raise. On one line we have only one car operating on a

regular schedule, and on the other line two cars. On the

latter line we have a turnout about midway, which is an

established meeting point under normal conditions. Our
car barn is situated near this turnout, and should one car be

detained at the terminus, by reason of trains being late,

etc., the conductor notifies the foreman at the car barn,

or the conductor of the other car, of the fa;t.

For interurban service requiring a considerable number
of cars and high speed a double track is, of course, the best

solution of the problem, when feasible; otherwise we should

suggest frequent turnouts with established meeting points,

together with a block system, and, as an additional precau-

tion, telephonic dispatching at such times as the schedule

became seriously interrupted or disturbed.

pany, of St. Louis. Many of our readers will recall the

interesting exhibit made at the Niagara convention of the

Skeen automatic signal. This signal is intended for use at

the crossings of steam and street railways, approaches to

draw bridges, tunnels and other danger points. Its work is

entirely automatic, and the danger signal is locked until

the car passes.

For interurban operation the two-way Skeen signal is

especially adapted to single-track roads, the line being di-

vided into blocks by the sidings.

The car is governed bythe signalsonthe rightof the track,

whether going or coming, and always takes the turnout to

the right. A car going into this siding (from the direction

of the reader) is not governed by the signal on the left of

track, but the motorman sees the signal on the right is at

normal with its targets flat and lights out, and knows the

block ahead is clear. As he pulls out toward the signal, his

trolley throws a red danger signal at the farther end of the

l)lock he is entering, thus warning any car coming towards

that end that this car is on this block. This danger signal

is a red target and a red light, and both are tnrown whether

it be night or day.
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Not only is the danger signal set ahead tor the car com-

ing, but the niotornian knows before he leaves his siding

that it has been set. The signal on the right is so wired to

the signal ahead that a safety signal (a white target and a

white light) is shown to the motorman at this end, and at

the same instant he sets the danger signal at the farther end

of the block. This "tell-tale" gives positive evidence that

the danger signal has been set and locked, as this tell-tale

at this end cannot operate, unless the danger signal ahead

has been thrown and locked.

As the car enters the block both the motorman and con-

ductor have assurance from the white tell-tale that the block

ahead is clear and is being held for them alone. They can

therefore go ahead with confidence and safety; the con-

ductor rings "go ahead" as soon as he also sees the tell-tale.

Thus both are held responsible.

Tlie danger signal thus set ahead can only be unlocked

and reset to normal by this car, on leaving the block at the

other end, and passing the siding where the other car is

l>eing held by the danger signal.

The consumption of current is only one ampere and that

only for the fraction of a second, while the trolley wheel

is passing the contact above the trolley wire. The voltage

mav drop 250 volts without affecting the operation of the

signal, which is adapted for working between 300 and 550

volts. For less than 300 volts a special wiring is provided.

The tell-tale also serves as a rear block to the car setting

it, and would hold a second car which might be following

too closely, until the first car had run out of the block and

allowed the tell-tale to drop to normal position. In this way

an absolute check is provided against more than one car

entering a block, even though both are running in the same

direction.

T. F. Sneed, general superintendent of the St. Louis &
Suburban, which has used the Skeen system for 10 months

past, states: "We also have on the St. Louis & Meramec

River Railroad 4 miles of single track equipped with 14

Skeen signals; they also have given complete satisfaction.

In fact, it would be impossible for us to operate this track

without these signals, as we make about 250 trips per day

on that section, it being a joint track.

"I have used all kinds of semaphore signals on steam

roads, and can conscientiously say that yours is the best

signal I have ever seen used. They have never been known

to fail once, except when the voltage was so low that the

cars could scarcly get over the road; that was not the fault

of the signal, however. I consider your signals simply

indispensable to anyone using a single track."

A four-way signal is also furnished for use at intersec-

tions, which dispenses with the flagmen placed at such

points. This signal sets at a distance of 200 ft. or more,

as desired, according to the grade, rate of speed at such

points, etc.

(To be continued.)

In Indian Engineering an extract is given from the draft

order providing for the use of the Calcutta tramways for

scavenging and other municipal services. "The Municipal

Council may during such hours, not exceeding 6 in the 24,

as may be prescribed, use the tramways for moving night

soil, ashes, refuse, coal, gas and water pipes, road material,

etc., free of all tolls and charges. The motive power shall

be selected and furnished by the tramway company."

A TAPE WINDER.

A coil taping machine, which has proved a labor-saving

device, has been patented by C. E. Moore, master mechanic

of the Chicago City Railway. A large stock of armature

coils is kept in stock at the repair shop, and girls are em-

ployed to tape the coils by hand. V>y the use of this small

machine, between two and three times as much work can

be accomplished. The tape is held in the spool shown m
the upper part of the cut, and any desired tension put upon

it by the thumb screw shown. The spool is fastened to a

gear which rotates it. The hollow center in the gear is pro-

vided for the coil to be wound. To get the coil into the

center a slot is cut out of the gear and the ring about which

it revolves. The gear meshes with another one of the same

size, which is on the driving spindle. The pulley shown in

the elevation is driven by a round belt and drives the gear

spindle through friction disks. The friction disk is worked

by a lever one, end of which is curved in two planes, as

shown, so that when moved up it presses the belt pulley

against the leather disk. There is a treadle attachment so

TAPE WINDER—CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.

that the lever can be thrown on and off by the foot of the

operator.

The coil is placed in the hollow center, the end of the

tape is given a turn around the wires, and a pressure on the

treadle starts the spool revolving, winding the tape around

the wires of tiic c(/il. The operator simply moves the coil

along fast eiii»ugh to give it the proper covering of tape.

Some special cotton tape will be provided as it is believed

that cotton will prove just as durable and as good an in-

sulator as linen. The cotton tape will not be treated with

any insulating compound, and when wound will only have

sticky substance at the end. Each spool will have just

enough tape to cover one coil, several spools being pro-

vided for the machine.

The Nassau Electric Railroad Company recently per-

formed a new class of service. A section of the new park

at Dycher Meadows needed filling in, and some building

property on 44th street between 5th and 6th avenues re-

quired excavating. The contractor put in a switch and

transported the dirt over the tracks of the trolley road in

ordinary dump cars, the motive power coming from some
old summer cars. Much time and expense were saved

thereby.
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interesting Bits of Information from all Parts of the Country,

Boiled Down for Busy Readers.

By a typographical error in our December issue the pop-

ulation served by the New Castle (Pa.) Traction Company
was stated to be 12,000, instead of 32,cxx), which is the pres-

ent estimate.

W. W. Annable, superintendent of the power station of

the Consohdated Street Railway Company of Grand

Rapids, Mich., will soon make a test of a chainless bicycle

of his design.

The street railway companies of St. Louis will be pre-

sented with a numbered plate, 4x7! in., for each car license

paid in 1898. The plates are to be fixed on the cars in con-

spicuous places.

Press reports state that on December 20 two pasteboard

boxes came in contact with the steam pipes in a car on the

6th avenue elevated road, New York, and exploded, injur-

ing two persons.

December 26 an electric car in Providence got beyond

control of the motorman on Olney street hill, left the track

and struck a frame Ijuilding. Three of the twelve persons

on board were slightly injured.

The Northwestern Elevated Railroad Company has sued

the Chicago Daily News Company for libel, laying the dam-

ages at $500,000, because of an editorial published by that

newspaper on December 31, 1897.

An attempt, very nearly successful, to rob the safe in the

general ofifices of the Duluth Street Railway Company was

made recently. After drilling two holes in the safe the burg-

lars were frightened away by the watchman.

An ordinance was passed in East Orange, N. J., imposing

a fine of $25 for every tree destroyed in stringing trolley

wires. The Consolidated Traction Company appealed to

the Supreme Court, but the ordinance was upheld.

In New York three men have been arrested charged with

stealing rails from the Metropolitan Company. Rails co

the value of $1,200 have disappeared; $600 worth were

found in the junk shop of one of the men under arrest.

The franchise for the Milford cS: Dover (I^el.) Electric

Railway has been sold to New York capitalists. Fhe pro-

posed route is from Milford to Frederica, and thence to

Magnolia, to Camden, to Dover, to Smyrna, to Woodland
Beach.

One Louis Kerr has been arrested for stealing copper

wire and bonds from the Louisville Railway Compan\

,

which in the last six months has suffered a loss of copper

by theft of $600 or more. The superintendent identifies

the wire found on Kerr.

The Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Railway was sued
b\ John Bemcnt for $5,000, damages being claimed because
the conductor refused to accept a lo-cent "shinplaster" of

J 862 in payment of the fare. The jury found for the com-
pany.

The gross earnings of the Brooklyn Ra[)id Transit Com-
pany's system for December were $446,800, which is $14,-

000 in excess of 1896 and $40,000 in excess of 1895. For
the half-year the gross earnings were $2,805,000, an excess

of $68,000 over 1896 and $216,000 over 1895.

The Central I-iailway & Electric Company of New
Britain, Conn., has presented long service badges to the

employes who have been in the service more than five years.

There are six motormen and conductors who are entitled to

wear the monogram on the lapel of their coats.

E. E. Downs, manager of the Citizens' Traction Com-
pany, Oshkosh, Wis., is receiving many conmiendations

for the way work has been pushed on the extensions to the

lines. A summer resort is under consideration by this

road, hut the plans have not as yet been decided upon.

The Brooklyn Elevated is experimenting with a device

for placing the different stations on the line in connection

with the ofifice, so that the number of people passing the

station turnstiles may be automatically recorded and indi-

cated in the ofifice. One station is at present so connected.

The street railway postal service has been extended in

Chicago. The West Chicago' Street Railroad Company
receives $1,830 more per year for transporting the mails to

stations E and G. The North Chicago Company now
carries mail to station B, and the Chicago Citv to station N.

The Southwest Electric Railway, Carterville, Mo., has

been sued for $10,000 by a woman who was struck on the

head by the brake handle while boarding one of the com-

pany's cars. There was a large crowd at the time and a

mad scramble for places, during which the accident oc-

curred.

A trolley parlor car, containing Mayt)r \\'urster, ex-Con-

gressman T. L. Johnson, President Johnson of the Nassau

Electric Railroad Company, President Rossiter of the

Brooklyn Heights Railway Company, and other prominent

citizens, ran over the tracks of the Nassau electric railway

and across the Brooklyn bridge to New York while the last

moments of the old year were passing. Some alterations

were necessary on the bridge, but these were soon com-

pleted, and now the trolley cars run from Park Row in New
York city to Coney Island.

Trolley wire thieves are still troubling the street railway

companies. .Xt Milwaukee two discharged linemen of the

railway company procured a horse and wagon and cut down

1,200 ft. of wire early in the morning when the current had

been turned ofif the line. It happened that a test was being

made and it was found tliat there was something radically

wrong. The linemen arrived at the scene just as the rob-

bers were driving away with their booty. The police were

notified and the men arrested. The L\nn it Boston Rail-
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road Company has suffered a similar loss. Nearly a mile of

wire was taken from the line running in Revere. This part

of the road i.s used only in the summer time, and both last

winter and the year before the trolley wire has been cut

down and carted away.

The Houston (Tex.) Electric Street Railway Company
recently distributed $500 among the motormen and conduc-

tors who had the best records. There were 40 men whose

reports were free from complaint and these received $10

each. About 20 others whose records were good received

$5 each.

The Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company has

just completed two 42-ft. cars in its shops for service on the

line to Decatur. The cars are complete in all their equip-

ment, having air brakes, electric heaters and large motors.

With these cars the schedule will be shortened from 45

minutes to 30 minutes.

D. H. Louderback, president of the Lake Street Elevated,

is reported to have stated to Judge Grosscup of the federal

court, before whom the foreclosure suit is pending, that

there is a plan on foot to consolidate all the Cliicago ele-

vated roads. The chief obstacle is the foreclosure suit

against the Lake Street.

The report for 1897 shows that the past year has been a

very prosperous one for the Bufifalo & Niagara Falls road

,

the gross earnings were $69,663, an increase of $15,136 over

1896; the operating expenses were $23,382, an increase of

$10,344; the net income (after paying fixed charges) was

$31,940, an increase of $9,328.

The Citizens' Street Railroad Company of Indianapolis

has been sued for $1,000 by William Poynter because he

was refused a ride on a transfer. During the state fair a

transfer was issued to him, but on account of the crowds he

was unable to board a car. The next day he attempted to

use the ticket, but was ejected.

The Philadelphia & Piristol Trolley Company has called

upon the stage coach to assist in its competition with the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Each hour a coach runs

between Corydon and Bristol, carrying passengers for 5

cents and making the total fare to Philadelphia 18 cents,

while the railroad charges are 57 cents.

A dense fog was the cause of two rear-end collisions on

the Manhattan Elevated Railroad, one resulting in the in-

jury of two passengers and the fireman. The locomotive

and the rear coach were shattered. The trains were full of

passengers, who were considerably shaken up. The other

collision was not so severe and the trains were empty.

The Louisville Trust Company, which furnished the

money to btiild an extension of eight miles to the Main

Street Railway in Cmcinnati, originally only three miles

long, has won the suit brought against it by the trustee for

the first mortgage bondholders. The latter claimed that

their mortgage covered the extension as well us the orig-

inal line.

The Board of Aldermen of Brooklyn passed an ordinance

granting a perpetual franchise to Patrick H. Flynn for a

riglit of way for the East River & Atlantic Ocean Railroad,

which would be operated through 40 miles of streets.

Mayor Wurster vetoed the resolution, as some of the streets

had been newly paved at great expense, and the transporta-

tion facilities were not needed.

A passenger on a blockaded Broadway cable car walked

several squares ahead of the blockade and caught a car on

that line which was in operation. He was arrested for

refusing to pay his fare, but was discharged in the police

court. He brought suit against the street railway company
for $20,000, but after a short examination the judge ordered

the jury to return a verdict for the defendant.

A large fire on Madison street near Dearborn, Chicago,

blocked the North Chicago and the Madison street cable

lines from the afternoon of December 23 until nearly noon
the following day, because of the large number of hose lines

carried across the tracks of the two cable loops. Much
needless inconvenience was sufifered by Christmas shoppers

who were not aware that the North Chicago road was

operating as usual north of the river.

The snow storm, which visited Pittsburg and Allegheny,

blockaded nearly all the street railway lines in the two

cities. The greatest difficulty was caused by the telegraph

and telephone poles giving way under the heavy weight of

ice and snow. The falling poles carried many trolley

wires and feeders down with them. The ofificers and men
of the street railway companies went to work and soon

cleared the tracks from snow and replaced the wires.

C. L. Rossiter, president of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Company, has sent a printed address to the employes of the

company, complimenting them on the efficient service now
rendered. He exhorts them to put forth every effort to avoid

accidents, to keep the cars neat and clean and to be very at-

tentive to the patrons of the road. He calls attention to the

fact that over $2,000,000 was paid in wages last year and that

increased earnings mean a greater expenditure for wages.

The Union Traction Company, of Philadolpiiia, has

issued an order restricting the use of the 8-cent exchange

tickets. By the use of these tickets the purchaser was

enabled for 8 cents to take a ride over two routes, involving

a change of cars, but many patrons have abused the privi-

lege by using them as round-trip tickets, making practi-

cally a 4-cent fare. Certain transfer points are printed on

the tickets and their use is now restricted to these junctions.

The Worcester & Suburban Street Railway Company

has heretofore provided its employes with pass books which

entitled them to ride at any time. A large number were in

use and to trace out these tickets required a considerable

amount of time in the accounting department. An order

was issued recalling all the books. The employes took

exception to this and signed a petition to have the order

revoked, but it w'ill stand. As the employes can ride free

at any time with their luiiforms it works no great hardship

upon them.
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A LARGE INDUCTION MOTOR.

The illustration fcpresents a 400-I1. p. two phase, induc-

tion motor, built by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company for the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric

Light & Power Company. Two of these machines are in

operation and one of the same type, but of 500 h. p. capacity,

is now building, these being the largest motors of this kind

400-H. p. INDUCTION MOTOR.

ever constructed. The efficiency is equal to, if not greater

than, the best motors of any type. This motor is remark-

able in that it requires practically no attention, having no

commutator or collector, no brushes, nor even any slid-

ing contacts. The bearings are self-oiling, and from no load

to full load the speed drops off very little. These motors

drive alternators at a frequency of 60 cycles per second.

TAX DECISION IN KENTUCKY.

In the case of the city of Covington, Ky., against tlie

South Covington & Cincinnati Street Railway Company to

recover taxes for the years 1893 to 1895, inclusive, on the

franchises of the company, the court has overruled the de-

murrer in behalf of the company. .\s there is no question

that the taxes have not been paid, this virtually decides tiie

cases now pending against the various corporations of Cov-

ington. The case will be appealed to the higher courts.

CONDUCTIVITY OF CAST-WELDED RAIL
JOINTS.

We herewith publish the results of some tests of a cast-

welded joint and a copper-bonded joint made by James R.

Chapman, chief of the electrical department of the -North

Chicago Street Railroad. The illustration is a view of a sec-

tion of the cast-welded joint tested, kindly lent t's by Mr.

Chapman.

With a view of determining the electrical value of a track

return system when the rails are joined by what is known
as the cast-welded process—as against the same rail with

6-hole fish plate joints and copper bonds—experiments

were made December 17, 1897, at the California avenue

power station of the Chicago Electric Transit Company.
Joints of each description were placed between the neg-

ative terminal of a generator and the bus bar. Simultane-

ous readings were then taken—at the lo-second intervals

—

showing the amount of current flowing through the rail,

also the drop in potential along 5 ft. (lineal) of rail carry-

ing the joint as compared with the drop due to r.n equal

length of rail without joint.

CAST-WELDED RAIL.

Test
Number.

5-

6.

7-

8.

\verage current
riowing.
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Carrying this calculation a little further and it appears

that to electrically connect two 72-lb. rails as perfectly as

by an average cast-weld requires the use of upwards of six

No. 000 36-in. bonds with soldered terminals as above de-

scribed. Jas. R. Chapman.

Chicago, Dec. 30th, 1897.

VESTIBULES IN DENVER.

In this connection we might add that the work referred

to, including the joint illustrated, was done by the Amer-

ican Improved Rail Joint Company, of Chicago, of which

A. S. Littlefield is president.

A FACE PROTECTOR IN MAINE.

The description and sketches of the motorman's protector

herewith illustrated were sent us by F. B. Lee, superinten-

dent of the Norway & Paris (Me.) Street Railway, wlio

states that it admirably serves its intended purpose of pro-

tecting the motorman's face. It consists of a frame 20 in.

high and 28 in. wide, with glass set in it, hung from front

edge of the hood, as shown in the sketch. It is hung from

pin-and-cye hinges and is prevented from swinging by a

coil spring, which is a brush-holder spring; when not needed

LL

WOTOKMAN S PKOTECTOR IN MAINE.

the frame is swiuig up and lies on the roof, as shown by the

dotted lines. The frame is removed by taking out the two

colter pins, and is easily transferred from one end of the

car to the other.

The glass does not frost, and sleet can be easily brushed

off, so that it offers no obstruction to the view of the motor-

man. If so simple a device is found to give satisfaction in

Maine, where the winters are very severe, it would seem

that it might be substituted for a vestibule in some other of

the states; it certainly has none of the disadvantages which

are strongly urged against the latter.

The superintendent of an eastern road in transmitting

his subscription to the "Review" says: "I feel that I have

received at least $10 for $1 from your paper the past year.

No trade paper which comes to my desk equals it for prac-

tical assistance." And such as this makes the editorial

heart glad.

The city of Denver has a vestibule ordinance which went

into effect on November 12 and requires that vestibules be

placed on cars from November to March, inclusive. No
time was allowed for the roads to equip their cars, and feel-

ing that this was unreasonable the street railway men have

moved slowly in matter of complying with the ordinance.

The several companies are experimenting with different

types of vestibules and have not yet decided which is best

suited to their needs. It is stated that in Denver there are

but 40 days in the year when a vestibule is at all desirable,

instead of the 151 provided by the ordinance.

SIGNALS ON THE DETROIT & OAKLAND.

The Detroit & Oakland road, which it will be remem-

bered experienced a collision in December, has adopted a

signal system which is described as follows:

"Four locked boxes are placed at as many switches along

the line. They contain wooden blocks numbered i, 2, 3

and 4. The first car out takes block No. i, and cannot pass

the first switch on the return trip until it secures block No.

2 from the second car and gives up block No. i. At the

second switch block No. 3 is secured, and so on. The mo-

torman is the custodian of the block, and he is not allowed

to start his car until he has the new one in his possession."'

A BIG CAR BARN FOR THE CALUMET.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway Company, of Chi-

cago, has been handicapped for some time by its limited

storage capacity for cars. The summer trail cars had to

be left out in the yards all winter with no protection from

the elements. Within the past month a building of iron,

stone and brick has been finished and shelters no summei
cars. It is 125 ft. wide and 376 ft. 6 in. long with nine

tracks laid its entire length. A space 35 ft. wide along

the north side of the building, is reserved for ofhces and

store rooms.

MURRAY IRON WORKS ALL RIGHT.

The Murray Iron Works, Eurlington, Iowa, had an un-

fortunate experience in being erroneously reported by one

(if the merchantile agencies, as having filed a deed of trust

to protect prefeired creditors. What the company did was
to execute a trust deed to secure an issue of bonds the pro-

ceeds of which are being used in making needed additions

to its plant made necessary by a rapidly increasing business.

T!ie company advises us it has no debts and therefore no
creditors to prefer, and that it has brought suit against the

agency for damages.

A STREET CAR VICTORY.

The postmaster of Chicago applied to the department

for leave for the carriers to discontinue the use of bicycles

in making their rounds, on the ground that better time

can be made by using the street cars, and the request has

been granted. In the future the allowance of $3 per month
to each man will be invested in street car tickets instead

of bicycles.
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WEST END CAR HOUSE BURNED.

The Ferry street car house of the West End Street Rail-

way, at Everett, Mass., was burned on the morning of De-

cember 23, the fire being discovered about 3 o'clock. The

building was one and one-half stories in height, and the

greater portion was of wood. The loss on the building is

placed at $30,000, the wood portion being entirely de-

stroyed. There were about 90 cars in the house at the

time, only five of which were saved; the cars burned were

valued at from $1,000 to $1,500 each, making the loss a

heavy one.

The illustrations are from photographs of the car house

before and after the fire. We have seen no official state-

ment as to the origin of the fire; it is said, however, to have

been caused by the heating or crossing of electric wires 3t

one end of the building.

"A few days ago, in my haste to see a patient, I boarded
a mule car, and after traveling several blocks it left the

track and climbed up on the pavement. The driver started

back to town on foot. I said : 'Look here, ain't you going

to try to put this car back on the track?' He said: 'No,

I ain't; I'm not allowed to turn a wheel until the board of

directors meets and passes resolutions as to whether they

want it back or not. They don't allow me to assume any

responsibility.' I threw two bricks at him and went back

home. Gentlemen, the operation of the mule car

is one of the sights of this city."

NEW FRANCHISE IN COUNCIL BLUFFS.

A franchise, for a term of 50 years, has just been granted

to the Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Com-
pany by the city council. It was thought best to give a long

CAR HOUSE BURNED AT EVERETT, MASS.

THE DOCTOR DIAGNOSED THIS CASE.

At a recent meeting of a medical association in Texas, the

city physician, in the course of his address of welcome,

found expression in the following, which has the true Texas

flavor:

"Gentlemen: We have but little to brag about, and we
hesitate to brag a little about what little we have to brag

about, but we have in our city the only, as we believe, gen-

uine ail-American double-back-acting plug mule street car

line on earth. You can observe the operation of the Air-

Tight & Great Windy line here in front of the Oriental

Hotel (a car passing every other day), listen to the voice

of the Jehu, which will notify you to get on the grass until

his Juggernaut passes by. From the way he curses you

would suppose him to be a Presbyterian, but I understand

that he has no church affiliations, simply a drift chip on

the tide of time.

time franchise whereby the company could raise enough

money to put it in such condition that it could afford mod-
ern service in every particular, instead of a short franchise

with its accompanying difficulties. For this privilege the

company agreed to issue 30-ride commutation tickets, good

for 30 days, to be sold for $1.50 and used between Omaha
and Council Bluffs, but not good if used locally, the .-egular

fare being 10 cents. This gives the laboring classes and

regular passengers, who live in one city and work in the

other, the benefit of a 5-cent fare, but for others the usiial

rate is maintained.

Preparation is being made for a large business during the

Exposition. A 400-k. w. generator, direct connected to a

Corliss engine, and 16 43-ft. cars will be added to the equip-

ment. The beneficial effects of the Exposition are already

felt in Omaha and Council Bluffs; work is progressing rap-

idly on the buildings and grounds, and everything promises

to be in readiness at the opening. June i.
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Arkansas.

Little Rock, Ark.—A franchise to build and operate an electric

street railway in North Little Rock has been granted by the city

council to M. Greenwood and D. L. Dyas of St. Louis and Maxwell

Coffin of Little Rock. Cars must be running within six months.

California.

Santa Rosa, Cal.—By the recent purchase of the horses, cars

and all other property of the McDonald Street Railway Company,

the Union Street Railway Company acquires control and manage-

ment of all the street railways of Santa Rosa.

Chicago.

Chicago.—The Chicago Electric Traction Company has been

incorporated to reorganize the Englewood & Chicago Electric Street

Railway. The capital stock is $2,000,000, and the incorporators are

Charles R. Holden, 507 West Monroe street; Carl Meyer, 200q Prai-

rie avenue; William L. Tibbs, 6g4g Ellis avenue; Thomas A. Moran,

Jr., 4710 Vincennes avenue; Alfred S. Austrian, 3129 Michigan ave-

nue, and E. R. Gilbert, all of Chicago; Samuel R. Shipley, Philadel-

phia; Isaac L. Rice, New York; Henry Levis, Philadelphia; Gus-

tave J. Wetzlar and Julius S. Bache, New York.

Colorado. ' ^-

'

Colorado, Si-rings, Col.—Bids for track work and rolling stock

for 2.5 miles of electric road in Colorado Springs are asked by C. M.

Coleman.

Pueblo, Colo.—The change of the Pueblo Street Railway from

four power houses to one is expected to be completed in six months.

All the engines and generators now in use at the central station will

be discarded. During the next few months the overhead work will

be overhauled, and 20,000 new ties laid. The number of passengers

carried in October was 11,000 greater than in the October preced-

ing.

Connecticut.

Shelton, Co.nn.—Judge Wheeler having granted the Shelton

Street Railway Company permission to extend its line to connect with

the Bridgeport Traction Company at Paradise Green, President

Radel will push the work with a view to its completion by April i.

District of Columbia.

Washington, D. C.—A bill has been introduced to incorporate

the Washington & Annapolis Railroad Company. The incorpora-

tors are: Edgar L. Marston, H. C. Knox, Elisha K. Camp, John J.

Knox, O. C. Brothers, Jr., Alfred S. Miller, J. Harry James, William

G. Morgan, Joseph Bowes, C. H. Syme, W. L. Bryant, and George G.

Hazleton.

Florida.

Clearwater, Fla.—H. B. Plant of 12 West 23d street. New
York, has received a franchise to build an electric railway in Clear-

Kev West, Fla.—Materials for the extension and electrical

equipment of the street railway will be purchased by Charles Sperry,

superintendent, 12 West 31st street. New York, N. Y.

Illinois.

ROCKFORD, III.—The Ogle county commissioners have granted a

franchise to the Rock River Electric Railway Company.

Elmhurst, III.—The DuPage Interurban Electric Railway Com-
pany, which has been talked of for some time, is trying to get a

franchise from the village of Elmhurst.

East St. Louis, III.—The Belleville & St. Louis Electric Rail-

road Company, of which John A. Day is president, has received a

franchise from the village of Winstanley.

RoCKFORD, III.—The explosion of a gasoline stove in the south

barn of the Rockford City Railway, December 28, ;started a fire

which destroyed the building and several cars. Loss, $12,000; fully

insured.

Peoria, III.—The Peoria & Pekin Traction Company has paid

$5,000 for a site on which to erect a union depot in Pekin. The
Pekin council now looks with more favor on the application for a

franchise.

QuiNCv, III.—J. C. Hubinger is said to be interested in a scheme

to construct an electric road 146 miles in length, extending from

Quincy to St. Louis, Mo. The cost is estimated at $12,000 to $15,000

per mile.

Belleville, III.—The Belleville S: East St. Louis Electric Rail-

way Company, of which John A. Day is president, will petition for a

franchise to lay track the full length of West Main street. A large

construction force is at work.

Peoria, III.—The Peoria & Prospect Heights Railway Company
has been incorporated to build and operate a street railway in Peoria,

Tazewell and Woodford counties. Capital stock, $100,000; incorpor-

ators, Walter Barker, president of the Central Railway. John L.

Flinn and I. C. Pinkney.

Indiana.

Anderson, Ind.—Noah Clodfelter petitions for a franchise to

build an electric railway from SummitviUe to Alexander and Elwood.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Receiver M. S. Robison asks the court for a

discharge, having presented a report. He asks $20,000 compensation.

Huntington, Ind.—A franchise for the use of Etna avenue has

been granted to the Huntington Street Railway & Power Company.

Goshen, Ind.—The recently incorporated Elkhart, Goshen &
Southern Railroad Company has received a franchise from the county

commissioners. The road is to be built within a year.

CoNNERSViLLE, Ind.—The Connersville Street Railroad Company
has been incorporated. Capital stock, $25,000; directors, Charles

Mount, Thomas Downs, E. M. Ansted, Daniel Roots and G. C_

Florea.

South Bend, Ind. —The attempt to have the charter of the South

Bend & Mishawaka Street Railway Company annulled has failed.

Judge Hubbard holding that the property is in better condition then

when acquired by the company.

Goshen, Ind.—The Elkhart, Goshen & Southern Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated to build an electric road connecting the

cities of Elkhart and Goshen and Lake Wawasee. Capital stock,

$250,000; directors, William H. Holcomb of Chicago, H. D. Judson

and N. J. Aldrich of Aurora, 111.

Anderson, Ind.—George F. McCulloch, secretary and treasurer

of the Citizens' Street Railway, Muncie, it is said, has joined C. L.

Henry, of Anderson, and Philip Matter, of Marion, in a plan to build

a road connecting Muncie with Anderson and passing through Ches-

terfield, Daleville, Yorktown, West Muncie, and the .Spiritualists'

camp grounds, with a branch at Linwood extending to Florida .Sta-

tion. The tias Belt Electric Railway, built by Henry and Matter, is

about ready for operation.
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Iowa.

Cedar Falls, Ia.—The Patton motor has been given a test on the

new street railway.

Des Moines, Ia.—The Ues Moines City Railway Company con-

templates a change in routes that will necessitate the laying of a

mile of new track.

Council Bluffs, I a.—Superintendent W. S. Dimmock of the

Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway &: Bridge Company will within the

next (p days buy a 325 or 4oo-k. w. direct connected generator and a

Corliss engine to correspond. Mr. Dimmock also expects to pur-

chase 16 equipments of large motors for the interurban traffic between

Omaha and Council Blu6fs, to be placed under 43-ft. car bodies.

Louisiana.

Lake Charles, La.—Adolph Meyer, president of the Lake

Charles Street Railway Company, says his company will equip with

some electric system, starting with ten cars.

Maine.

Bangor, Me.—The erection of a new power house is contemplated

for the Bangor, Orono & Oldtown Railway and the Penobscot Cen-

tral Railway.

Saco, Me,—Surveys have been completed for the Saco River

Electric Railway. Contracts for construction will be let by Francis

A. Hobart, 4'; Beacon street, Boston, Mass.

Brunswick, Me.—The Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Electric

Railroad Company has been formed at Brunswick to build a road the

coming spring. A. M. Shaw, Bath, president; A. F. Gerald, Fair-

field, vice-president and general manager; Elias Milliken, Augusta,

treasurer.

Maryland.

Elkton, Md.—Stockholders of the projected Cherry Hill, Elkton

& Ciesapeake City Electric Railroad have re-elected Dr. Frank H.

Mackey president, and Charles H. Smith secretary and treasurer. A
bill will be presented to the legislature asking that the $58,000 cred-

ited to the Elkton & Southern Railroad be transferred to the Cherry

Hill Company. The right of way will be obtained early in 1898.

Massachusetts.

Worcester, Mass.—The Worcester ^ Clinton Street Railway

Company will let contracts for 12 miles of road. A. S. Paton of

Leominster is president.

Ridge Hill, Mass.—The Hanover Street Railway Company has

decided to postpone the extension of its lines from Assinippi to Nor-

well Centre to next spring.

Lowell, Mass.—Negotiations are pending for the purchase of the

N'ewburyport, Amesbury & Plum Island 1-lectric Railway by the

Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill Company.

Springfield, Mass.—Wilson C. Reynolds, who has furnished ties

valued at 84,182. asks the appointment of a receiver for the Spring-

field & Southwestern Electric Railway, now under construction. J.

W. Starr, the general contractor, says there will be no difficulty about

the payment of any debts.

Taunton, Mass.—James F. Shiw, H. Fisher Eldredge, P. W.
Sprague and W. Sumner Minds are interested in a project to build

an electric railway from Taunton to Rhode Island by way of Uigh-

ton, Rehoboth and Seekonk. The Bristol County court is asked to

grant authority to construct the line.

Fall River, Mass.—The Tiverton council has granted a fran-

chise to the Fall River S: Stone Bridge Railroad Company to build an
electric railway, being a section of the road by which Tucker, .A.nthony

& Co., of Boston, expect to connect Fall River and Newport, R. L
December 14 the town of Portsmou h granted a franchise to the same
parties. The opposition of wealthy summer residents at the seaside

town, headed by Cornelius \anderbilt and A. C. Taylor of New
York, was unavailing.

Marlboro, Mass.—Tucker, .Anthony & Co., of Boston, are financ.

ing the Framingham, Southboro & Marlboro Street Railway Com-
pany. This 10.5 miles of road will be a connecting link between
Boston and Worcester.

Boston, Mass.—The Ferry street car house of the West End
Street Railway at Everett was burned December 24, together with

87 cars. The cause is unknown, except that it was not electrical.

Loss, S2oo,ooo, fully covered by blanket policy.

Michigan.

PONTIAC, Mich.—The Oakland Electric Railway has been placed

in operation.

Owosso, Mich.—The Owosso & Corunna Traction Company has

been ordered to repair its track within 30 days under penalty of for-

feiting its franchise.

Menominee, Mich.—A. A. Carpenter has sold the greater part of

his street railway stock to A. Spies, G. A. Blesch, J. Henes, S. M.
Stephenson and E. Daniell.

Detroit, Mich.—J. E. Tucker, of Mt. Clemens, receiver of the

Detroit & St. Clair River Railway, has been authorized to issue

S6o,ooo of certificates for construction.

Bay City, Mich.—The Bay Tuscola & Huron Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated to build an electric road from Bay City

to Sebewaing. Capital stock, Sioo,ooo.

Detroit, Mich.—J. R. Trufant and stockholders of the Rapid
Railway are talking of an electric road five miles long, to run from

the Clinton River bridge to Huron Pointe.

Adrian, Mich.—A. P. Southworth, a former motorman. has bid in

the Adrian Street Railway at receiver's sale forSi,2oo. It is said

the Page Wire Fence Company is interested.

Benton Harbor, Mich.—The Benton Harbor & Eastman
Springs Railway has been placed in operation, in connection with

St, Joseph & Benton Harbor Electric Railway.

Detroit, Mich.—Hoyt Post, of Wilkinson & Post, attorneys, says

that the electric railway in which he, Seymour Brownell and other

capitalists are interested, will not be built unless farmers owning
land along the right of way give a bonus of Sio,ooo.

Mt. Cle.mens, Mich.—The suit brought by the Mt. Clemens &
Lakeside Traction Company against the Detroit, Lakeshore & Mt.

Clemens Railway Company is only to clear title, the latter company,

which never owned the property, having given a mortgage.

Holland, Mich.— Residents of Holland have received $7,000 in

payment of their claims from J. E. Cochran, Jr., of Chester, Pa., the

capitalist who took up the violated contract of Foster &: Louis, of

Chicago, and saved the franchise granted the Holland & Lake
Michigan Electric Railway Company from being revoked.

Lansing, Mich.—The Lansing, Dexter & Ann Arbor Electric

Railway Company has been organized to build an interurban line.

Capital stock, $250,000: directors: President, C. A. Mapes, Lansing;

vice-president, R. J. Shanks, Lansing; secretary, Charles W. Taylor,

Lansing; treasurer, Thomas Berkett, Dexter; Morris Topping, of

Plainfield; L. C.Chase, of Danville, and C. P. Black, of Lansing.

Lansing, Mich.—The Lansing, St. Johns & St. Louis Railway

Company, organized for the purpose of building an electric railroad

from Lansing to St. Louis, a distance of about 50 miles, has elected

the following officers: President, ^L \'. Montgomery, Lansing; vice-

president, A. P. Darragh, St. Louis; secretary, Frank L. Dodge, Lan-

sing; directors, Jacob Stahl, M. W .Montgomery, Lansing; A. B. Dar-

ragh, Stiles Kennedy, St. Louis; Isaac Hewitt, .Maple Rapids: George

D. Stone, Ithaca.

Detroit, Mich.—Alexander E. Riopelle, C. W. O'Brien and Julius

Freud of Detroit promise to have the Detroit S: Toledo Electric Rail-

way in operation by July 1. The last of the right of way has been
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obtained. The line will pass through Ecorse, Trenton, ("ihraltar,

North Rockwood, South Rockwood, Berlin, Brest, Monroe, Lasalle,

State Line, Manchester, West Toledo and Toledo. Steel bridges

will be built across the River Rouge, the Huron and Raisin rivers, and

at Swan Creek, Lasalle and Erie. The power house will be located at

Newport. Passenger cars will be run every hour and an entrance to

Detroit will probably be made over the track's of the Kort street road.

The rate of fare has been fixed at one-half of that charged by the

steam roads.

Minnesota.

Albert Lea, Minn.—George L. Carrington and other local capi-

talists will ask a franchise to build an interurban electric railway

from Albert Lea to Geneva, passing through Bancroft and Clark's

Grove. Passengers, freight and mails will be carried.

Mississippi.

ViCRSBURG, Miss.—Two propositions for street railroad franchises

have been made to the city council by rival promoters, Hercival

Steele and J. P. Tracy. The Hon. Patrick Henry is interested.

Jackson, Miss —The organization of the company which is to

build the electric railway has been completed and construction will

be pushed. Mayor R. E. McKisson of Cleveland, O., has been elected

president, H. C. Ellison, vice-president, and Samuel G. McLure,

secretary and treasurer.

Missouri.

St. Louis, Mo.—The council has killed the Cabanne Place Rail-

way bill.

St. Louis, Kg.- It is said ihe Baden Electric Railway will he

extended to the Chain of Rocks.

St. Joseph, Mo.—Vestibules are rapidly being placed on all the

cars in compliance with the city ordinance.

St. Louis, Mo.—Rumors are afloat anent a consolidation of the

Lindell and the Missouri Railroad systems.

St. Louis, Mo.—L. M. Rumsey petitions the court to remove

Charles Green as the receiver of the People's Railway Company.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Metropolitan Street Railway Company
has applied to the county court for right of way for the electric road

from Washington park to Fairmont park.

Kansas City, Mo.—The jKansas City, Lawrence & Topeka Elec-

tric Railway & Power Company has been incorporated with §3,000,000

capital stock, to build an electric freight and passenger line.

Hannibal, Mo.—The Hannibal Street Railway Company has

taken hold of the project to build an extension to Palmyra. The city

lines will also be rebuilt and a steam heating system installed.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Midland Railway Company, which is con-

trolled by the Lindell Railway Company, has agreed with the Over-

land Real Estate Company to extend its lines from Creve Coeur Lake
to the limits of St. Louis, in consideration of §10,000 in cash, 100

shares of its stock, a 50-ft. right of way and five acres of land.

Hannibal, Mo.—The Hannibal Street Railway and all property

pertaining thereto was sold December 14 under foreclosure of mort-

gage to Colonel John H. Garth, president of the Farmers and Mer-

chants Bank. The price paid was §13,500. The road is said to have

been losing money ever since the old management disposed of it

over a year ago.

Kansas City, Mo.—The incorporators of the Kansas City, Law-

rence & Topeka Electric Railway Company are E. B. Purcell, of

Manhattan; John G. Johns, of Houston, Texas; Henry McGrew and

W. L. Wood, of Kansas City, and Edward E. Holmes, James Hag-

gard and A. N. Gossett, of Kansas City, Mo. E. B. Purcell is at the

head of the concern, representing a syndicate of eastern capitalists.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Kansas City, Forest Lake & Bonner

Springs Railway Company has been incorporated to build a double

track electric road 20 miles in length, from Kansas City to Bonner

Springs, a summer resort. Capital stock, §250,000; directors, John

W. McDanield of Bonner Springs, Rudolph Markgrof and W. S.

Campbell of Kansas City, Mo., and Charles A. Ebert and C. F.

Hutchings of Kansas City, Kan. The Northeast Electric Railway

Company is arranging to invade the territory of the Metropolitan

Street Railway. Superintendent Weaver says that three routes are

being considered and that within 120 days the company will be land-

ing passengers at the corner of nth and Main streets.

Nebraska.

Lincoln, Neb.—The Lincoln Traction Company has been incor-

porated to operate the reorganized Lincoln Street Railway. Capital

stock, §1,065,000; incorporators, M. L. Scudder of New York, William

Belcher of New London, Conn., and J. H. Ames, D. D. Muirand E.

F. Pettis of Lincoln.

Lincoln, Neb.—The property and franchises of the Lincoln Street

Railway were sold December 17, by a master in chancery to repre-

sentatives of the first and second mortgage bondholders for §60,500,

subject to paving taxes of more than §40,000. The holders of the

§300,000 of first and §840,000 of second mortgage bonds are M. L.

Scudder of New York, Judge William Belcher of New London,

Conn., and other Eastern capitalists. The road, consisting of 55

miles of track, during the past three years has been operated by a

receiver. Brad D. Slaughter, who has devoted the small surplus earn-

ings to paying off back taxes and other pressing liablities.

New Jersey.

Monmouth, N. J.—Those interested in the recently incorporated

Monmouth Traction Company are Edward Morrell of Philadelphia,

H. V. Massey and Mitchell B. Perkins of Beverly, Pa., and A. B
Stoney of Keyport. The Company has purchased and will equip

electrically the horse car line between Keyport and Matawan.

Perth Amboy, N. J.—The Perth Amboy & Sewaren Electric

Street Railway Company has been incorporated to build a road.

Capital stock, §25,000; incorporators, Cassimer W. Boynton, Wood-
bridge, N. J.; Henry Maurer and Robert W. de Forest, New York,

N. Y.; Garret Brodhead, Patrick Convery, C. Whitman Boynton, Jr.,

and John Pfeiffer, Jr., Perth Amboy.

Jersey City, N. J.—John L. Heins, president, has been appointed

receiver of the New Jersey Electric Railway, known as the " White
Line," on application of the Mercantile Trust Company of New
York. The company was established in 1894, with a capital of

§10,000,000, to consolidate several roads and has a line in Passaic

City and another running from Hoboken to Secaucus and besides

controls leases of the Jersey City, Hoboken & Rutherford Railway

and the Paterson, Passaic & Rutherford Railway and Idlewdd Park.

The immediate cause of the receivership was a default in the interest

on §3,500,000 of the first mortgage bonds.

New York.

Nyack, N. Y.—The Nyack Traction Company, A. B. Wilgus, pro-

moter, has been granted a franchise by the trustees of South Nyack.

New York, N. Y.—The park commissioners have resolved that

the charter of the Union Railroad Company be annulled and its

tracks torn up.

Greenbush, N. Y.—J. M. Sullivan & Co., who have the contract

to construct the Greenbush & Nassau Electric Railway, it is said,

will soon resume work.

Staten Island, N. Y.—The Staten Island Midland Railroad

Company has received a franchise for the Tottenville branch and

the loop line through Pleasant Plains.

Oneonta, N. Y.—The contract (or constructing the car house and

power plant of the Oneonta & Otego Valley Railroad, has been

awarded to Andrew Douglass of Binghamton.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Plans for new lines have been filed with the

board of public works by the Buffalo Traction Company. Work is

to begin as soon as weather will permit in the spring.
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New York, N. Y.—Mayor Strong has vetoed the Pelham Park

Railway Company's franchise, and the aldermen have been perma-

nently enjoined from passing it over the mayor's veto.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The property of the lirooklyn Cable Company

was sold under foreclosure, December 23, to John C. Breckenridge,

chief engineer of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company.

Nyack, N. Y.— Frank Demarest has obtained a franchise for the

company which will build an electric railway from Rockland Lake

through West Nyack and South Nyack to the Bergen county line at

Tappan, paralleling the Northern Railroad of New Jersey.

New York, N. Y".—The Metropolitan Street Railway Company and

the Third Avenue Railroad Company have settled all their differ-

ences, it is said, thus enabling the latter to immediately install the

conduit system on 42d street, the Boulevard and the entire Dry Dock

system.

Mt. X'ernon. N. Y.—The Union Electric Railway Company will

extend its Fifth avenue line from Mount \'ernon to Bartow and City

Island; the company has also under consideration the construction of

a trolley road over the abandoned route of the North Mount Vernon

Horse Railroad Company, through Chester Hill to the county seat

at White Plains.

Watertown, N. Y.—The Black River Traction Company has been

formed to reorganize the Watertown & Brownsville Street Railway,

recently sold under foreclosure. Capital stock, 565,000; directors,

Julius A. Leucher, George Krementz and Chandler W. Riker of New-

ark, N. J.; B. Van Wagenenof South Orange, N. J.; Hiram F. Ingle-

hart, Byron B. Taggart and George H. Walker of Watertown.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Onondaga Lake Railroad Company is the

second to make application for right of way for an electric line

through Baldwinsville. The directors are the following influential

business men of Syracuse; Wing R. Smith, PMward Joy, James M.
Belden, P. R. Quinlan, E. A. Powell, John S. Kaufmann, H. N. Bab-

cock, W. Judson Smith, A. R. Peck, Herman Bartels, Charles M.

Warner and Louis House.

SOUTHFIELD, N. Y.—The New York Beach Railroad Company has

been incorporated to build five miles of electric street railway in the

town of Southfield, Richmond county. Capital stock. §50,000; direc-

tors, Albert Reynand, of New Dorp. S. I.; Ernest G. Wightman, of

Stapleton, S. I.; Charles N. Harris of No. 35 Nassau street; William

B. Welde, William D. Stratton, Robert Emmet, H. T. Ferris. A. S.

Drake and James P.Egan of New York City.

YONKERS, N. Y.—The Hudson River & Long Island Sound Rail-

way Company has been incorporated to build 10 miles of electric

road from Yonkers to Pelham Manor. Capital stock, Sioo,ooo; incor-

porators, Henry C. Bassett, Washington; Henry A. We!ch, Detroit;

James F. Secor, Jr., Pelham Manor; D. B. Halsted, Paul Gorham,

and John H. Seed, Brooklyn; Seward Baker and Walter R. Quick,

New York, and William L. Stout, Elizabeth, N. J.

Delhi, N. Y.—A scheme is on foot with good backing to build

15 miles of electric road between Delhi, Bovina Centre and Andes.

A company, to be known as the Delaware Valley Railroad Company,

is now being formed by James F. Scott and William C. Oliver of

Andes; Thomas E. Hastings and Alexander Hilsonof Bovina Centre;

Hon. A. H. Sewell and H. S. Sewell of Walton; Hon. Henry Uavie,

Charles E. Hitt and Samuel P. Wilber of Delhi.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The United Railroad Company has been incor-

porated as a reorganization of the Brooklyn Cable Company, whose

property was recently sold to John C. Breckenridge. The capital

stock is 8300,000. The directors are; Henry C. Barrow, John M.

Ward, Robert B.Smith, Henry Wyse and Walter F. Downs of Brook-

lyn, and Henry C. Evans, J. Clarence Farvey, Charles M. Bates and

Frederick W. Bruckel of New York. Under the charter of the

original company the new corporation is authorized to construct and

operate a railroad in Brooklyn, between Fulton Ferry and the

Cemetery of the Evergreens, on Front street, Fulton, Water, Wash-

ington, Concord and Navy streets. Park avenue, Broadway, Locust

Park and Beaver street, Bushwick avenue, Jefferson street and

Central avenue.

Ohio.

Elmore, O.—Dr. Teetzell, of Genoa, has applied tothr cnuncil of

Elmore for a franchise for an electric railway.

Defiance, O.—On January 3, W. R. Faben, receiver, was ordered

by the court to advertise the sale of the street railway property of

the Defiance Light & Railway Company.

Massillon, O. - S. W. Goudy reports good progress on the electric

railway scheme. It is soon to be incorporated as the Massillon, Dal-

ton & Wooster Street Railway Company.

Zanesville, O.—William Christy has been appointed receiver of

the Zanesville Street Railway and the Zanesville Electric & Railway

Company, on petition of the International Trust Company, which is

foreclosing a mortgage of Si75iOOo.

Zanesville, O.—Creditors and stockholders of the Zanesville

Street Railway have decided to terminate the brief receivership, on

a showing made by Receiver William Christy that the road is earn-

ing sufficient to meet all obligations.

Dayton, O.—The county commissioners have extended the time

for the completion of the Dayton & Western Traction Company's
line from January i to February i, i8g8, on the allegation by the

company that it was unable to procure ties.

Cleveland, O.— The Cleveland, Berea S: Elyria Railway Com-
pany has been consolidated with the Elyria & Oberlin Electric Rail-

way Company as the Cleveland, Berea, Elyria & Oberlin Railway
Company. Capital stock, Si,000,000; principal office, Berea.

Norwalk, O.—W. W. Graham, of Norwalk, and Clark Rude, of

Sandusky, who hold a franchise to construct an electric railway from
Norwalk to Sandusky, via Monroeville, have been granted an exten-

tion of time by the commissioners of Hume and Erie counties.

Dayton, O.—The county commissioners have granted the petition

of the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Company for

a renewal and extension of the franchise until October next. Some
changes were made relative to cost of construction and maintenance

of bridges.

Youngstown, O.—The Mahoning Valley & Southeastern Railway

Company has been organized to build the electric road as reported in

the Daily Bulletin. John E. McVey, president; L. W. King,

vice-president; C. Y. McVey, secretary, and A. A. Anderson, treas-

urer and general manager.

Cincinnati, 0.--The Cincinnati & Hamilton Electric Street Rail-

way Company will build its line over the Hamilton turnpike during

the coming summer. A franchise has been granted by the corpora-

tion of Mt. Healthy. Among those interested are: O. V. Parrish, J.

C. Hooven and other citizens of Hamilton; C. T. McCrea, of College

Hill, and ex-Mayor Caldwell, of Cincinnati. The Cincinnati &
Miami Valley Traction Company is behind the enterprise and will

ultimately control the entire route. Peter Schwab, brewer, of Ham-
ilton, is one of the promoters.

Pennsylvania.

Scranton, Pa.—A car barn will be erected by the Scranton Trac-

tion Company, adjoining the power house.

KiTTANNiNG, P.\.—The Kittanning & Ford City Traction Company
will be incorporated by James A. Gault, J. F. Hellman and others, to

build a line between Rosston and Nealeton.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Greensburg & Mt. Pleasant Street Railway

Company has given a mortgage for §200,000 to the L'nion Trust Com-
pany of Philadelphia. The road is to be built at once.

South Bethlehem, Pa.—The South Bethlehem & Hellertown

Electric Railway is to be extended with a branch line to Freemans-

burg. President Hugh Crilly also states that a car barn is to be

erected.
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Waynesboro, Pa.—The Blue Ridge Electric Street Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated to build the 3.5 miles of road as reported

m the Daily Bulletin of October 29. The capital stock is 850,000,

with $5,000 paid in.

Sharon, Pa.—A high speed engine and generator will be installed

in the power house of the Valley Street Railway Company. Other

improvements will be made. The company increased wages 12

per cent on December 15.

Ellwood City, Pa.—The Park Gate & Ellwood City Street Rail-

way Company has been incorporated to build three miles of electric

road from Park Gate, Beaver county, to Ellwood City, Lawrence
county. Capital stock, 525,000; president, Thomas Dugan of Ellwood

City.

Allentown, Pa.—The Allentown & Emaus Street Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated to build an electric road from Ainey-

ville to Bethlehem, Mountainville and Emau', with a branch line to

Allentown. T. J. Crilly of Allentown is one of those interested;

capital stock, $50,000.

Shamokin, Pa.—Gibson & Rhinefelter of Philadelphia have pur-

chased the franchises of the North Susquehanna Transit Company
for an electric railway from Shamokin through Paxinos, Elysburg

and Big Roaring Creek to Danville, Bloomsburg and Espy. Survey-

ors are in the field and construction is to begin in March. Orders for

rails. It is said, will be placed with the North Branch Steel Works of

Danville. The route will traverse one of the most picturesque regions

of Pennsylvania.

Lykens, Pa.—The Lykens & Williams A'alley Sireet Railway

Company has been incorporated to build the electric road which has

been promoted for several years. From Lykens to Johnstown, a dis-

tance of ten miles, the road takes in Wiconisco, Williamstown, Tower
City, Reiner City and Bearmont. John B. Styles, Martinsburg, is

president; C. C. Cocklin and W. E. Fletcher, Harrisburg; B. W.
Brown, Derry Station, and W. E. Stewart, Indiana, directors. Dr. S.

R. Ickes, of Harrisburg, is the largest stockholder.

South Carolina.

Charleston, S. C.—It is said that an electric road will be built by
the Charleston & Seashore Railroad Company, just organized.

Tennessee.
'

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Congress has referred to the committee
on military affairs the bill granting S. W. Divine's Chattanooga
Rapid Transit Company right of way through the Chattanooga
National Military Park.

Texas.

Laredo, Tex.—An extension of 1.5 miles will be made by the

Laredo Electric & Railway Company.

Corpus Christi, Te.x.-The Council has granted the Corpus
Christi Street Railway Company permission to tear up its tracks.

Dallas, Te.\.—At foreclosure sale the Dallas City Street Railway

was bought in December 7, for $267,000, by C. H. Alexander of

Dallas and associates. The road, comprising 14 miles of horse and
10 miles of electric line, is to be largely improved.

Vermont.
Barre, Vt.—The Barre ii Montpelier Traction & Power Com-

pany has given a mortgage to the American Loan & Trust Company
of Boston to secure $100,000 of bonds.

Brattleboro, Vt.—E. C. Crosby of Brattleboro is one of syndi-

cate which offers to build an electric railway 13 miles in length

between Brattleboro and Northfield, Mass., via Hinsdale, N. H., pro-

vided the towns of Bratt'eboro and Hinsdale will construct two
bridges across the Connecticut river.

Burlington, Vt.—J. S. Pierson, F. C. Kennedy and J. J. Flynn,

all of Burlington, are interested in a project to build an electric rail-

way connecting Fair Haven, Castleton, Hainden, Hydeville, Lake
Bomoseen, Poultney, East Poultneyand Middletown Springs.

Virginia.

Norfolk, \a.—The Norfolk Street Railway Company has been
reorganized with Lancaster Williams of Richmond as president.

Portsmouth, Va.— Right of way has been obtained for the River
Front Railway, which will extend from Columbia Park toGilmerton,
and connect with the Portsmouth Street Railway.

Lynchburg, Va.—By a decree of the United States court the

Lynchburg Electric Company is given until January 15 to pay its

entire indebtedness; failing to do so, all its franchises and street rail-

way property are to be sold to the highest bidder 30 days thereafter.

Norfolk, Va.—Permission to build an electric railroad is asked
by the Norfolk, Willoughby Spit & Old Point Railroad Company.
H. L. Page and J. E. Cole, representing the company, says it con-

templates purchasing the Ocean \'iew road when it is put up for sale

or building a power house and new road connecting the two ends of

its property.

Wisconsin.

Racine, Wis.—The Belle City Street Railway has given a mort-

gage for $250,000 to the Illinois Trust & Savings Bank, of Chicago.

Janesville, Wis.— President Blabon offers to run the cars all

winter, if local stockholders will pay their proportion of the expense.

OsHKOSH, Wis.—James K. Tillotson has practically completed

arrangements to build an electric line to connect Oshkosh with

Neenah, independently of the Fox River Valley Electric Railway.

Waupaca, Wis.—Attorney Paul Sanborn, of Waukegan, 111., is

interested in the project to build an electric road. The city has

granted a franchise, and right of way through Farmington is

expected. One of the promoters is Robert D. Wynn.

Milwaukee, Wis.—All the property and franchises of the Mil-

waukee & Wauwatosa Motor Railway Cimpany, the North Green-

field & Wauwatosa Electric Railway Company, the Waukesha Elec-

tric Railway Company and the Waukesha Beach Electric Railway

Company, were, December 10, conveyed to the Milwaukee Light,

Heat & Traction Company, which is the successor to the Pabst Power

& Light Company, and is owned by the Milwaukee Electric Railway

& Light Company, although a separate organization. The Traction

Company now owns and controls both lines from the city to Wauwa-
tosa, as well as the motor line to North Greenfield, the prospective

electric line to Waukesha from North Greenfield, and the Beach line.

This property will be operated for the Traction Company by the Mil-

waukee Electric Railway and Light Company.

West Virginia.

Wheeling, W. Va.—B.W.Peterson and W. E. .Stone, directors

of the Wheeling Street Railway Company, are negotiating with the

council of Martin's Ferry, O., for the privilege of extending their

road.

Wheeling, W. Va.—A franchise has been granted by the county

commissioners to the Wheeling & Elm Grove Railway Company for

an electric street railway. Ordinary T rails are to be laid. Con-

struction of the road will begin probably in the spring.

SiSTERSVlLLE, W. Va.—The Sistersville & Salem Railroad Com-
pany has been incorporated to build an electric line from Sistersville,

on the Ohio River, to Salem, by way of Middlebourne, through the

richest part of the oil fields. Both passengers and freight will be

carried. Capital stock, $500,000.

Canada
Napierville, Que.—Napierville and the parish of .St. Cyprian

have voted a bonus of $10,000 to the Southern Counties Electric

Railway Company.

St. Thomas, Ont.— Ratepayers have voted in favor of the law to

guarantee $50,000 of the bands of the street railway, which promises

to build 6,5 miles of track.
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ELECTRICITY ON THE HOBOKEN SHORE
ROAD.

The use of electricity for switcliing purposes ou the steam

railroad, in place of the noisy drill steam engine, takes an-

other step forward. This time on the Hoboken Shore

Road, Hoboken, N. J. The full name of this road is the

Hoboken Railroad, Warehouse & Steamship Connecting

Company. It runs from 17th street, Weehawken, to 4th

street, Hoboken, along the water front, or from the Erie

tracks at Weehawken to the docks of the North German

Lloyd Steamship Company, Hoboken, a distance of about

two miles.

This road was opened for traffic on September 20, 1897.

It was constructed to provide connecting facilities between

the tracks of the railroad companies entering Hoboken and

the numerous warehouses and docks which line the west

bar pull is lo.cxx) lbs. The locomotive is driven through a

single reduction gear of very low ratio. The speed is cor-

respondingly low, and is rated at 8 miles an hour when
hauling a heavy load.

The overhead wire is No. 00 suspended from wires strung

between octagonal cedar poles, except at two or three

points, where bracket construction is used. Where the

locomotive turns in from Hudson avenue to the River

Walk, a peculiar condition has caused a special method of

bracket construction. It was necessary for the overhead

line to be so set as not to infringe upon the limit of the next

property. Thus at this point the overhead line is suspended

from two bracket arms, one 6 ft. and the other 18 ft. long.

The current for the road is taken from the station of the

Hudson Electric Light Company.

The Hudson Shore Road is one of the sub-companies of

the Hudson Land & Improvement Company, organized

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR HOBOKEN SHORE ROAD.

side of North river from Hoboken to Weehawken. It is

double track over a private right of way from 17th to 14th

streets, single track down Hudson street to nth street, and

double track along the river walk to 4th street, Hoboken.
The switching of the cars for the past three months has

been effected by a repair car of the Hudson County Electric

Railroad Company. The new locomotive was put into

regular service on January 4, 1S98, hauling trains of loaded

and empty freight cars between the docks and the Erie

track.

The locomotive was constructed in the shops of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, at Schenectady, N. Y., and some-

what resembles in appearance the electric locomotive in use

on the Manufacturers' Railroad, which connects with the

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. tracks at New Haven, Conn., and

those of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, at Baltimore. It

is mounted on two four-wheel trucks, each axle carrying a

G. E. 2.000 motor, giving the locomotive a total of 540 rated

h. p. The weight on the drivers is 57,200 lbs.; the draw

52 years ago, under a special charter, by the Stevens

family, to consolidate their interests in their several Ho-
boken properties. The present head of the Stevens family,

Col. Stevens, is president, and Robert L. and Richard Ste-

vens are respectively first and second vice-presidents; the

general manager and treasurer is Palmer Campbell, and

the secretary W. A. Macey.

The trial trip of this locomotive was witnessed by rep-

resentatives of all the railroads having oflfices or termini

in New York and New Jersey. The locomotive was coupled

to eight loaded freight cars with an aggregate dead weight

of 295.6 tons. It handled this train with ease. It was then

coupled to a number of passenger coaches, and the party

made the Journey over the line from Hoboken to Wee-

hawken and back.

At the luncheon which followed, two interesting speeches

were made. F. Le Bau. general freight agent of the West

Shore Railroad, pointed out emphatically the usefulness of

such a road as the Hoboken Shore Road in facilitating the
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transport of merchandise directly from tlie steamships to

any part of the country, and of the rapid switching electric

locomotive, by means of which the freight cars could he

handled more easily and more expeditiously than with the

ordinary steam drill engine. W. J. Clark, general man-

ager of the railway department of the General Electric

Company, in an interesting talk full of reminiscences of the

early days of the street railway struggle, said:

"Ten years ago, the development of three things made

electric street railways practicable and profitable. These

were the under-running trolley, the carbon brush and the

modern method of motor suspension. The development

of three other things now renders the general application

of electricity to standard railroads both possible and prob-

able. These are the safe breaking of heavy currents, high

voltage for their transmission and methods for their appli-

cation to almost any load on any portion of a line Other

features are being developed that will seriously affect the

result; not the least is the Sprague system of multiple and

unit control, increasing the flexibility of the already most

elastic of all transportation agents, and while the economy

extended .system of sulmrban and interurban electric roads

in densely populated districts also feeding the main lines.

"The electrical engineer has much to learn from the

steam railroad man, and must constantly rely upon him for

suggestions as to the best methods of making practical ap-

plications of electricity. The American transportation man

and the .American electrical engineer should go on hand in

liand, contiiuiing to lead the world, as they now do, in all

transportation problems. The American engineer has won

conquests abroad as well as at home; not the least is the

solution of the problem of electrical equipment for the Cen-

tral London Underground Railway, the most important of

this character that has yet been accomplished. The Amer-

ican engineering plans were selected on account of theii

merit in the face of the severest competition from every

European electrical manufacturing company, and no greater

tribute can be paid to American engineering methods than

to state that 80 per cent of all the railway apparatus used

in Europe is designed in America, so that the American

engineer stands today head and shoulders above those of

any other country. With the encouragement of the co-

map OF HOBOKEN„HORE ROAD.

of electricity has already been thoroughly demonstrated in

performing the same service as by steam or animal traction,

so far as passenger service at least is concerned, something

beyond the mere question of economy has now to be con-

sidered, to wit: accomplishment by electrical methods of

what would be entirely impossible with steam. The first

steam railway man within my range of acquaintance to

fully grasp this idea is John Lundie, consulting engineer

of the Illinois Central Railroad, who has set a pace on

acceleration that would not have been dreamed of two years

ago, and the schedule which he has mapped out for the

contemplated electrical equipment of the suburban lines of

his company involves speeds up to 40 miles per hour in

20 seconds. That this is practical has already been demon-

strated.

"In another direction even greater changes may be

prophesied w-hich will come from the adoption of electricity

in standard railroading, viz.: the lengthening of freight

trains and the consequent reduction in that most important

feature of operating expense, transportation wages. The

advantages of electricity will have so thoroughly demon-

strated themselves in the directions suggested that instead

of main steam lines with electric feeders, in 10 years it will

be a question of electrically operated main lines with steam

feeders through the sparsely settled districts, and a more

operation of American railroad men, he is bound to revolu-

tionize the entire method of transportation within a com-

paratively short space of time, so that American railroad

methods will then, as now, be in advance ot those existing

anvwhere else on the face of the earth."

IN THE HANDS OF RECEIVERS.

According to a compilation made by the United States

Investor there are 64 street railways yet in the hands of re-

ceivers, as the result of the financial depression during th.e

last three years. These 64 roads have an aggregate bonded

and floating debt of $40,608,826, own 958.3 miles of track

and 1.910 cars. It thus appears that the insolvent com-

panies own a trifle more than 6 per cent of the total track

mileage of the county, less than 4 per cent of the cars, and

that the debt is about 6 per cent of the total of street rail-

way bonds outstanding.

The will of David W. Dickson, late president of the

Philadelphia Traction Company, has been probated. The

estate is estimated at $200,000 and upwards. The final

disposition of the greater part of the property is to the Old

Man's Home, and, failing that, to the Episcopal Hospital

of Philadelphia.
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PERSOMAL.

W. T. \'aii L'orn is east on a l)iisiness trip anil will li

lone f(ir a niontii or more.

A liurglar robbed the residence of J. R. Wooden, presi-

dent of the I-'eople's Street Railway. Centerville. la., on

the eveninfj of December 27,.

President A. Radel, of the llridgeport Traction Com-
pany, is the proud father of twins, a boy and a sjirl, who
came as a Xew Year's greeting.

.\t the aniuial meeting of the New Orleans Traction Com-
]any, Limited, held Jannary 3. C. D. Wyman was re-elected

general manager for another vcar.

F. ]'.. Ward, of Kansas City, Mo., has accepted the po-

sition of shop foreman for the electrical and mechanical

equipment on the Lake Street Elevated Railroad, of Chi-

cago.

Clark Rude, receiver of the Sandusky (O.) Street Railway

Company, and Andrew Thompson, superintendent, were on

Christmas presented with handsome office chairs bv the

employes.

James Todd, president of th.e Sterling ^'arnish Company,

was married to Miss Mary Louise Slagle, daughter ot

Judge Slagle. The best wishes for a long and prosperous

married life are offered to the happy couple.

P. v. Burington, secretary and auditor o'' the Columbus

(O.) Street Railway, recently lectured to the class m trans-

portation at the ( )hio State University on the subject of

"The Financial Management of Street Railway-^."

S. Roy Wright, on December 31, resigned his position as

general managei of the West End Street Railway, Denver,

and is now installed as secretary of the P.oaid of Education,

School District No. i. of Colorado, with headquarters in

r)enver. W hile out of the street railway business, Mr.

Wrieht still considers himself one of the fraternity.

The employes of the Piristol (Conn.) & Plainville Tram-

way Company gave a smoker in honor of C. D. Shepard.

who b.as accepted the position of general manager of the

Palmer & Monson Tramway Company. Mr. Shepard re-

ceived a present of a gold watch and seal charm from the

officers and employes.

W. S. Freeman, while a motor inspector for tiic Milwau-

kee Electric Railway & Light Company, Ijecame involved

in trouble and was imprisoned. Lately he forged his

brother's name and has been sentenced to a term in the pen-

itentiarv. He endeavored to commit suicide wliile leaving

the court room in Chicago.

On January I, F. W. Fratt assumed his duties as engineer

and suijerintendent of the Galveston (Tex.) City Railroad.

Mr. Fratt has been engaged in steam railroad work ever

Fince leaving college in l38l. At one time he was chief en-

gineer of the Wisconsin Central lines: his l;,st position was

supevii'.tendent of the Texas Midland.

I kWitt Dilworth, who a short time since resigned liis po-
sition as secretary of the New Castle (Pa.) Traction Com-
l>any and the allied companies, was on the occasion of his

leaving presented with a handsome gold watch bv the em-
ployes.

l^nssel P.. Harrison, president of the Tcire Haiile street

railway, was a 'Review" caller, lie is making a spiendid
record in the face of the most aggravating ditficulties, anri

has the hearty support of the public, his men, and in fact

everyliody but an obstreperous old ma\or. wIkj has done
the city more iiarm in two years than he can [lossibly rlo

good in twenty.

David W. Dickson, president of the Pliiladelphia Trac-
tion Company, died suddenly of a conqjlication of heart

trouliles, r^eceinber 13. Mr. Dickson was born in Phila-

deli)hia 63 years ago and has been identified with street rail-

way interests since 1878. He was first treasurer of the

West I'hiladelphia Passenger Railway Company, and later

when P. A. P.. Widener retired from the presidency of the

Philadelphia Traction Company, ^Nfr. Dicksor, siicceeded

him.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

With the first issue of the year the Electrical Review has

taken a new form and size, presenting a handsome appear-

ance. The page has been reduced to more convenient di-

mensions and the typographical work much improved.

We have just received the verbatum report of the sixth

annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Street Railway Associ-

ation, which was held at Allentown, Pa., on September I

ami 2. In addition to the papers presented, which were
pidilished in the "Revie^v" for September, the report of the

committee on legislation and the subse(|uent discussion will

be found very interesting. .Secretary Light is to be congrat-

ulated on the handsome appearance of tlie report.

'.Street Railways of Greater New York," is a pamphlet of

72 pages prepared by Redmond. Kerr & Co.. bankers, of

Xew York and Philadelphia, which will prove valuable for

leference. It gives a description of the surface street and

elevated railways of Greater New York with particular ref-

erence to the securities, etc.. of the several companies, the

facts and figures being taken from official sources when-

ever possible. .\ comparative statement of the business and

earnings of each company for the last two years is given.

The P>. F. Sturtevant Company, of r)Oston. has just is-

sued an octavo volume of nearly 400 pages entitled 'Me-
chanical Draft," a practical treatise on that subject, repre-

senting the accumulated experience of the Sturtevant Com-
])anv; also Walter P). Snow has devoted nearly two years

to a special investigation of the subject. The objects arc

thus stated in the preface: First, to instruct by a lucid dis-

cussion of the entire subject, with such supplementary in-

formation as may be necessary to show the superiority of

mechanical draft. .Second, to show the special adaptability

of the -Sturtevant fans for this purpose, and to indicate to

some degree the extent to which they have already been

applied. The work brings the subject down to date in all

the fields of engineering and is well worth a careful perusal.
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The R. D. Nuttall Company, Allegheny, remembered its

friends and customers with a neat calendar.

The Bradford Belting Company, Cincinnati, sent to its

friends and customers a handsome wall calendar.

The Central Electric Company, of Chicago, has estab-

lished an office in New York with Tra Abbott in charge.

Alfred F. Moore, manufacturer of insulated electric wire

and cables, is distributing a very handsome calendar to the

trade.

The Cleveland Leader is authority for the statement thut

the Walker Company contemplates the removal of its plant

to New York.

The Western Electric Company is manufacturing a- non-

sparking hru'^h, made of a composition of high and low re-

sistance metals.

Harold P. Brown has received an order for 10,000 plastic

bonds from the Dublin ITnited Tramways Company, this

being the third order.

Henry L. Shippy, of John A. Roebling's Sons Company,

has sent a gold plated pocket cork screw to his many friends

with New Year's greeting.

The Western Electric Company is placing on the market

an ornamental enclosed arc lamp similar to the standard en-

closed lamp but finished in polished brass.

One of the first of the 1898 calendars to arrive was that

from the Dorner & Button Company, Cleveland, manufac-

turer of gears, pinions, wheels, axles, trucks, etc.

The Swarts Metal & Refining Company, of Chicago, has

received a large order from Japan for brass ingots, which is

the first contract of that kind in the foreign market.

John T. McRoy, Chicago, of conduit fame, remembered

his customers, on New Years, with a fine fountain pen of

excellent quality—a most "c^'pt-V- 'ouvenir to anyone.

The Jackson Sz .Sharp Company in the latter part of De-

cember shipped to the Syracuse & Suburban Railroad.

Syracuse. N. Y.. seven of the cars ordered by th.it road.

B. F. Sweeten & Son. of Camden, N. J., are building the

trolley line between Ouakertown and Hellertown. Pa. The

road is 14 miles long and the contract price is $127,000.

J. A. Fay & Co., of Cincinnati, have been awarded

Hie contract for furnishing the wood-working machinery for

the new shops of the Cincinnati. Hamilon ^ Dayton Rail-

road Company at Lima, O.

J. H. Leonard & Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., eastern agents

of the Swarts Metal & Refining Company, have again re-

newed their contract to look after the latter"s interests.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Company, of New
York, reports that its business is in first class shape, large

orders having been received lately from both old and new

customers.

The Leschen-Maconiber-Whyte Company, Chicago,

maker of bare and insulated wires, and flattened strand wire

rope, issued a pretty calendar with handsome photo-gravure

fishing scene.

McGill & Pomeroy, Chicago, general western sales agents

for a large line of railway specialties, are mailing customers

and friends an unusually attractive calendar with steel plate

figure engraved thereon.

The calendar which the W. H. Sills Company of Chicago,

dealer in mica, sent to its friends bears a very handsome re-

production of the American flag in red, white, blue and gold

which i^ a fine piece of work.

The Barney & Smith Car Company, Dayton, O., is do-

ing a good business, and such a large number of orders

has been received recently that it was necessary to increase

the working force to 1,000 n-cvi.

The J. G, Brill Cor/ipany recently 'ihippcd a munber of

closed vestibuled cars to the Woronoco Street Railway

Company, Westfield, Mass., which will be put in service as

soon as the motors and controllers are in place.

F. C. Randall, representing the Christensen Engineering

Company, in the east, came on to attend the meeting for the

organization of the Illinois Street Railway Association. He
received a warm welcome from his many friends.

We have received the advance sheets of a most artistic-

ally designed catalog soon to be issued by the S;irgent Coni-

]iany, Chicago. Tt is on the subject of brake shoes an^i in-

cludes the tests recentlv made of the "Diamond S" shoe.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of Kansas

City, tried the Pintsch system on its Westport line and the

test was so satisfactory that the cars on the Holmes and

15th street lines will now be lighted in the same manner.

Elmer P. Morris, of 15 Cortlandt street. New York, is

the manufacturer's agent for street railway materials of

every description. His catalog No. 5 is a book of 136

pages, fuliv illustrated and containing a complete price list.

Gill & Co., of Philadelphia, have received the contract for

the overhead work on the Red and White lines of the City

Passenger Railway, Baltimore, Md. With this change the

last of the cable roads of Baltimore will be superseded bv

electricity.

The Standard Paint Company states that its orders are

increasing from all parts of the country. The company is

now paving especial attention to the P. & B. tape and rub-

beroid motor cloth, and makes the ofTer to send to any street
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railway company a motor curtain free of charge for trial.

The "universal" coating is a preservative paint which is

without an equal for conduit and general iron work.

The General Electric Company has published from its

own press a general catalog on iucandescent lamps which is

not only a valuable treatise on the subject and full of in-

formation, but its typography and illustrations make it a

model in this kind of work.

The DeWitt "common sense" sand box, made by E. F.

DeWitt & Co., Lansingburg, N. Y., has been received with

great favor by a large number of street railway companies.

From the new and duplicate orders a large business is an-

ticipated for the coming year.

The West End Street Railway Company, of Boston, has

received five Taunton snow plows, through the agency of

Wendell & McDuffie, of New York. This duplicate order

makes a total of 13 plows received this year, and is a strong

testimonial of their efficiency.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company presented its ed-

itorial friends with a most accejjtable Christmas gift, a box

of pencils, crayons and erasers. The utility of the remem-
brance will keep the generosity of the company constantly

before those who were so fortunate as to be favored.

The Washburn & Moen JManufacturing Company, of

Worcester, Mass., Waukegan, 111., and San Francisco, Cal.,

has recently mailed from the Houston, Tex., office, which

is in charge of George A. Cragin, a leather coin bag so that

all its friends may be prepared for the prosperous year that

is coming.

The firm of Herrick & Burke was dissolved on January

I, the partnership agreement expiring by limitation. Albert

R. Herrick and James Burke, who constituted the firm, will

continue to devote lliemselves to the practice of electrical

engineering and their address will remain 150 Nassau street,

New York.

The offices of the Standard Air Brake Company have

been moved from 100 to 168 Broadway, New York. Joseph

R. Elliott will succeed Mr. Wessels as managing director.

The company is in a very prosperous condition, having in

hand many orders from foreign countries as well as from

all parts of the United States.

The Union Equipment Company has been incorporated

at Trenton, N. J., to manufacture electric appliances and

equip railways. The capital stock is $1,500,000; and the

incorporators are Frederick Hitchcock, Glenn R. Gardner

and Francis J. Boyer, of New York; F. W. Hunter, Cran-

ford, N. J.; Frank G. Gourley, Stamford, Conn.

The Chase Construction Company, Majestic building,

Detroit, Mich., is about to begin work on 30 miles of electric

road between Indianapolis and Greenwood, Ind., under a

contract amounting to $160,000. The company has the

overhead construction of the Dayton & Western Traction

Company well under way. An order for 360,000 lbs. of

copper wire was recently placed by the Chase Company
with the Western Electric Company, of Chicago,

i he advance sheets of the United States consular reports

which are issued daily, except Sundays and legal holidays,

by the Bureau of Foreign Commerce of the Department of

State cannot fail to prove of great value to American job-

bers doing a foreign business, as accurate information as to

matters of trade is thus early placed at their disposal.

A firm which has a strictly first class article in which
quality is always maintained, and is content to sell it at a
fair price, has all the monopoly it desires without resort to

trusts and combines. Such a one is "Smith of New York,"
whose business the past year in all kinds of headlights

and car lamps shows a big gain over the previous 12 months.

The Westinghouse Electric & Alanufacturing Company
has received the contract to supply engines, dynamos and
cars for the new municipal lines of Glasgow, Scotland.

Another foreign order recently awarded the Westinghouse
Company is for engines and dynamos for street lighting in

.Malaga, Spain, a city which, hitherto, has used English

machinery.

The Ohio Brass Company states that the volume of bus-

iness done in 1897 exceeded that of any previous year, and

that the shipments for the latter part were twice as great

as for the correspondnig period the year before. Arrange-

ments have been made for handling a larger business during

this coming year than for any other year in the history of

the company.

The American Electrical Works, Providence, R. I., which

during the year ingeniously keep before the trade the merits

of their bare and insulated electric wire, make it a point to

send their friends each Christmas, something novel. Tl>is

year it was a Christmas tree laden with presents, all prop-

erly labeled, which did not fail to entertain and no doubt in

many instances furnished ideas for what to get.

The Williams & Moore Manufacturing Company, of Chi-

cago, which recently made an assignment, has sold all its

interests to the Q & C Company, of Chicago. The two

specialties of this company, the Williams & Moore railway

jack, which is well known to the trade, and the Williams

track drill, more recently brought out, will hereafter be

manufactured and sold by the Q & C Company.

The Western Electric Company is the agent for an auto-

matic time switch, recently perfected, for turning on and

off electric lights. It is a double pole switch arranged in

combination with a clock, the clock being set as an alarm

clock would be, for turning on or off the lights. If a con-

tract calls for lights to be turned o(i at a certain time the

switch may be enclosed in a locked box and set each day

by an inspector of the company.

A. O. Schoonmaker, 158 Williams street. New York, has

lately received a number of letters from street railways

highly recommending his solid sheet mica segments. The

Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company writes: "In

regard to your mica, we can say that we have been using

this mica for five or six years and have no complaint what-

ever to make. It gives us satisfaction wherever used. r)ur

orders have always been taken care of and filled promptly

and correctly."
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The Pennsylvania Car Wheel Lonipany has been organ-

ized recently and will soon erect a plant in Pittsburg for

nianufacturinjr high grade car wheels. The company has a

capital stock of $100,000. and it has the backing of men ex-

perienced in the business. It is believed that Pittsburg is a

favorable situation for producing the best grade of wheels

at least cost, and will be a good distributing point. C. \ .

Slocum, formerly of the New York Car Wlieel Works, will

be the superintendent.

J. M. Denniston has resigned his position with the St.

Louis Car Company to accept a much better one with the

E. T. Burrowes Company, of Portland, Me. Mr. Denniston

becomes general sales agent for the United States, and will

for the present make his office headquarters at 11 16 Cham-

ber of Commerce building, Chicago. His 12 years' experi-

ence and his very wide acquaintance among and universal

popularity with street railway men, render his new connec-

tion one in which his many friends will feel congratulations

are equally due to Mr. Denniston and the company he is to

represent after January i.

The Siberian Railway of Russia and clear dowri to the

\'aladastock, Siberia, is being equipped with shops for re-

pairing cars. The outfits of machinery for these shops were

bought from the Egan Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S.

A. The jilants are not large, but there are many of then;,

and any one of them, in a limited way, builds cars com-

plete as well as repairs them. Prince Hillkofif, on his recent

trip around the world, stopped off at Cincinnati, especially

to visit the plants of the Egan Company, and he was much

impressed with his inspection of this great wood working

industry, and found it more complete and better fitted up

to turn out machinery than any he had found in America or

elsewhere.

While the large station units now installed are direct con-

nected, there remain hundreds of the smaller roads which

will continue for a long time to be belt driven, and these in

the aggregate represent probably several times the power

of the large stations. Though less is said and heard about

belts, than formerly, the question of belting is an important

one. The Shultz Llelting Company, St. Louis, which has

built up what is undoubtedly the largest business in street

railway belts of any concern in the country, has done so on

the high quality of its product, which when once used be-

comes standard. Tlie Shultz home trade shows a large in-

crease, as does also its foreign shipments, wihch have been

exceptionally large during the past year. It has agencies in

all parts of the world.

It is predicted that the Falk Manufacturing Company
will make more cast-welded rail joints this year than have

been made altogether previously, and this only from the

present indications of business. About 2,000 of the 8,000

joints, for the Capital Traction Company, of Washington,
D. C, are finished and work is progressing rapidly. Sev-

eral thousand joints will be made for the 3rd avenue line,

lirooklyn, as soon as the weather permits, as will also the

finishing of the work on the Union Depot line, at .St. Louis,

where about 2,000 joints have been made and al^ont 6.000

more are being welded. This winter has been a trving one
for rail joints, owing to the great variations in temperature,

but the reports, so far, of the Falk cast-welded joint, show

less breakage even than formerly, so there can be no ex-

cuse of "waiting to see," hereafter, as the Falk cast-welded

joint has been demonstrated to be a practical joint to with-

stand the summer's heat and the winter's cold.

We received a neat and artistic booklet entitled " Sense

and Nonsense in Street Car Heating," from which we quote :

" When (he sportive icy Manitoba blizzard,

Comes a snowin' and a blowin' down the street,

Rolling shivers through your marrow and your gizzard,

Nipping ears and nose, your fingers and your feet,

Your instinctive thoughts revert in short-hand meter

To the trolley car approaching up the street.

For you know beside the New Columbia Heater,

You will find there's warmth and comfort on the seat."

There is perhaps more sense than nonsense in the book-

let, but they fit well and read well together. It is nicely

illustrated and is well worth reading and will be sent on

application by the McGuirc Manufacturing Company, of

Chicago.

The McGiiire Manufacturing Company reports a most

satisfactory condition of trade at the close of the year. It

has practically completed delivery of the Alley " L " trucks

and commenced work on heavy orders from the Consoli-

dated Traction Company, of Pittsburgh. It also has large

contracts on hand which will require several months to fill.

Trade on the " New Columbia" heaters has been most satis-

factory for the year, and the sale of the " Combined Snow
Plow and Sweeper " has been surprisingly large with orders

yet to fill and still coming. This sweeper is pronounced

indispensable by many well regulated street railways. The
company expects that the coming year will be the most

extensive and prosperous in its history. To meet the pros-

pective demand, it contemplates the erection of additional

buildings and the installation of a large amount of machinery.

THE STOW FLEXIBLE SHAFT.

The latest catalog of the Stow Manufacturing Company
of Binghamton, N. Y., describes and illustrates the adapt-

ability of flexible shafts to many operations where it is

desirable to take the tool to the work instead of the work to

the tool. A drilling plant for work on street railway tracks

has been very successful. It consists of a 500-volt, i-h. p.

motor, flexible shaft, universal joint, track drill press, track

old man and an attachment for making electrical connections

with the trolley circuit. The wdiole apparatus is simple and

compact and weighs but 20 lbs. It is a great time saver on

any work involving drilling holes in the rails outside the

repair shop. The Stow apparatus and tools have given

unqualified satisfaction, and when once used by a road

become one of the indespensable fixtures.

That a hatpin is a very dangerous and elifective weapon
was demonstrated by a Chicago miss who rendered valiant

service to a cable car conductor in fighting two highway-
men. The conductor was receiving a fare from the voung
lady when his arms were pinned to his side by one robber

and the other began to rifle his pockets. The conductor

struggled bravely but was being overcome when the young
lady pulled a long and pointed pin from her hat and began
to prod the legs of the robbers. This proved more than

they could stand and they took to flight. Woiuan like, the

girl fainted when the danger was past.
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THE NEW ENGLAND "COMPOSITE" CAR,

]ii a paper hc-furc the New England Railroad Clul), C
I'eter Clark, general manager of the New England Railroad,

(liscnssed what he calls the "composite" car and its field.

The "composite" is a combined passenger car and locomo-

tive, which was placed in service on one of the branch lines

of the company last summer.

The reason for the experiment with this type of car is that

an investigation of the density of the passenger traffic

showed 325,000 train-miles per annum, where the number

of passengers carried was less than 25 ; on some lines the

average was as low as si.\. For the sake of enconomy it

was necessary to reduce the cost of the service and yet not

affect the frequency of the trains. Recourse was had to the

dummy car, and after consultation with Mr. Clark, the Sche-

nectady Locomotive Works designed the "composite."

The car is one formerly used as a dining car, is 64 ft. long

and has a seating capacity for 60 passengers. One end d{

the car is carried on a si.x-wlieel passenger truck and the

MOTOR TRUCK OF COMPOSITE CAR.

other on the motor truck shown. For this illustration we
are indebted to the Railway Age.

The locomotive has cylinders 12 in. in diameter and 16 in.

stroke, drivers 42 in. in diameter, and the boiler carries a

working steam pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. in. The Reagan

water grate is used and gives satisfaction. There being no

room for eccentrics between the wheels, the Walchaert valve

motion is employed. The car is equipped with Westing-

house air-brakes.

Probably the most interesting and ingenious feature is the

arrangement for carrying the car body upon the power

truck, .\round the base of the boiler box is fastened a cir-

cular casting of iron. In this casting is a groove in which

are 125 li-in. steel balls. .\ similar casting, with the groove

upon the lower side, is built into the floor of the car, the in-

termediate sills of which are of necessity removed in the

space needed for the boiler, with the casting upon the car

floor resting upon the halls. In this way a circle of ball

bearings is formed which enables the power truck to curve

freely without appreciable friction, even with the consider-

able weight of the car body and contents. If there is any

swinging motion to the power truck, a simple roll of the

Iialls relieves the car from all sympathetic motion, there be-

ing no suggestion of reciprocating motion communicated to

the car body.

The fuel is either coke or anthracite coal. Water is car-

'icfl in two tanks, 24 in. in diameter and 30 ft. long, carried

under the car. They have a capacity of 1,500 gallons. As
this water is wholly or partially used during a journey it fol-

lows that the springs carrying the car must be comfortable

for the passengers, whether the car body weighs 12,000 lbs.

more or less. This has been secured by putting helical

springs between the tank hangers and the car sills.

The water carried will last for 50 miles on fairly level

track, and the coke bin carries fuel for 100 miles. The best

speed record so far attained is a mile in 61 seconds.

A New York sensational paper indulges itself in a full

page on the fears that electrolysis will wreck the Brooklyn

bridge.

The Rogers law, which was passed by the legislature of

Ohio two years ago, authorizes the extension of street rail-

way franchises for a period of 50 years beyond the termina-

tion of the existing franchises. A bill, repealing this law,

has passed the House.

A new schedule was put in operation on the lines of the

Scullin system in St. Louis on New Year's day. This will

shorten the working days of the motormen and conductors

from 12 to 9 hours per day, and will give a 2-minute service

during the busy portion of the day.

\VhiIe a Clark street cable car was passing through the

La Salle street tunnnel under the Chicago river, Conductor

]. liurke fell from his car and was fatally injured. He was
changing the gate on the middle trailer, lost his balance and

was crushed by the wheels of the following car.

The Manufacturers" Railway Company, of Fair Haven,

Conn •Ain'ch has been operating an electric locomotive for

switching purposes, has had a satisfactory business the past

year. On an average 400 loaded cars are handled each

month, and this was increased to 550 in November.

About 6 a. m. on December 26 a car on the Roxborough,

Chestnut Hill & Norristown (Pa.) Railway got beyond

control on a long grade, the rails being wet and slippery

from mist and hail, and jumped the track. The motorman,

the conductor and one passenger sustained painful injuries.

Special cars, to be built after the plans furnished l)y the

postal department, will be put in service on the street rail-

way lines in Detroit, which have contracts v,ith the govern-

ment to carry mail. The mail cars will have a daily mileage

of 290, and about $10,000 will be paid for this service this

coming year.

Street railways in .\rkansas are exempt from the railroaii

lien law. In the suit of the Little Rock Traction & Electric

Company against R. C. Butler, et al., the act of 1887 mak-

ing claims for supplies liens upon railroad property was

cited. Chancellor T. B. Martin has just handed down a de-

cision holding that the act does not apply to street railways.
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RECENT IMPROVEMENTS AT Mi=.MPHIS.

We are advised by the general manager, F. G. Jones, that

during the last year the Memphis Street Railway has done

considerable work in the way of increasing and bettering

its equipment. Fifteen miles of track have been rebuilt,

the light rails being replaced with 8o-lb. girders or 75-lb.

T's. Sixteen new motor cars and equipments have been

added. The power house equipment has been increased

by an AUis cross-compound condensing engine direct con-

nected to an 850-k. w. generator. Artesian wells were dug,

and the necessary apparatus installed to make the plant a

condensing one.

GERMAN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

TheAllegemeine Elektricitaets-GesellschJt. of Berlin, lias

designed an electric locomotive suited to the conditions of

service on the Prussian state railroads. The locomotive

weighs 20 tons and has a capacity of drawing a train weigh-

ing 120 tons at the rate of 31 miles per hour. It is standard

gage, 4 ft. 8i in., and the wheel base is 8 ft. 2j in. The

wheels are 3 ft. 3J in. in diameter. Provision has been made

for using aii brakes if desired. There are two series-wound

GERMAN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

motors, each with a maximum capacity of 150 h. p. The

gears are single reduction with a ratio of I to 3. As may

be seen in the cut two bronze rollers are used in place of

trolley wheels to permit continual reversal in the direction

of motion. Two wires are strung in parallel about 6 in. apart.

It is intended to have the rails bonded for a return circuit.

Ballast boxes are provided for sand or iron to give addi-

tional weight to the locomotive. It would be of interest to

compare the details of this locomotive with those of Amer-

ican manufacture which have preceded it.

WHARTON & CO., CARNEGIE AGENTS.

William Wharton, Jr. & Co., engineers, founders and

railroad contractors, Philadelphia, announce to the trade

that the Carnegie Steel Company, Limited, has appointed

them its general agents for the sale of girder and other spe-

cial rails for street railways. The Carnegie Company is

now preparing rolls for a line of up-to-date sections (includ-

ing guard rails) Q-in., "-in. and 6-in. in height, with wide

base flanges. These rails will be made of the high carbon,

low phosphorus steel now demanded by street railways.

Wharton & Co. have increased their facilities, and are pre

pared to furnish all special work promptly. The Carnegie

rails will be used and as the guard sections will exactly

splice witii the straight track rails, street railways can se-

cure a complete track (including special work) without a

compromise joint in it.

THE BRILL "PERFECT" TRUCK.

"The Record of the Perfect Truck" is the title of a pam-

phlet just published by the J. G. Brill Company; it is a brief

resume of the conditions of interurban and suburban serv-

ice, the advantages of the "perfect"' or No. 27 truck for

such service, and what the roads using these trucks have

to say of them. The truck has already been described in

the "Review" and our readers are familiar with it. It will

be noted that the letters from the users ot the ''perfect"

truck are so strong that the manufacturer need not go

beyond them for the most glowing description. They are

as follows:

A. B. Greenburg, president of the Atlantic Highlands,

Red Bank & Long Branch Electric Railway: "Knowing
that you will be interested in the performance of your No.

27 trucks, furnished with the large cars which we purchased

from you several months ago—considering the unusually

severe conditions under which they are operated on our

Belford division, we are pleased to inform you that they

have given perfect satisfaction. On account of the bad

condition of the track on this division, we found it practica-

ble to operate only eight-wheeled cars, having your No. 2"]

trucks. The riding qualities of the trucks are such that

between Red Bank and Belford the speed is frequently at

the rate of 28 miles per hour, and occasionally a speed of 30

miles per hour is attained."

Herbert A. Clarke, general manager of the Long Island

Electric Railway Company : "I have for the past couple of

months been connected with the Long Island Electric Rail-

way Company, where there are 10 double truck cars mount-

ed on your No. 27 pivotal trucks. I am pleased to say that

in my opinion the riding qualities of the No. 27 trucks are

unequalled in any other pattern of truck."

Will Christy, general manager of the Akron, Bedford &
Cleveland: "We think it has many points of advantage.

The braking apparatus is especially good; it rides easily,

and with our speed does not leave the track, although the

treads of our wheels have to be narrow, owing to high pave-

ments in the cities."

Charles W. Wason, president of the Cleveland, Paines-

ville & Eastern: "Regarding your No. 27 truck, which

you have named 'the perfect passenger truck,' I desire 10

say that we were quite a while deciding as to which would

be the best suited to the requirements of our road. After

having investigated most all of the different patterns of

pivotal trucks, we went to Buffalo and took a ride on a car

equipped with your 'perfect passenger trucks.' The dif-

ference in riding qualities was so marked that we decided

then to adopt yours as a standard. I am pleased to say

that our experience has proved our judgment to be cor-

rect, as the No. 27 truck is the easiest riding truck that we

have ever had experience with."

B. Mahler, president of the Lorain & Cleveland: "I am

pleased to say that on many of the roads in which I am

interested we have tried not only your truck, but the trucks

of other makers, and have settled upon your No. 27 as our

standard. All of the cars ot the Lorain & Cleveland Rail-
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way Company are equipped with your No. 27 truck, and I

am free to say that their operation, thus far, has been very

satisfactory."

Burt Van Horn, general manager of the Buffalo & Niag-

ara Falls road: "We are pleased to say that it was on our

road that the first test was made of the No. 2y trucks under

one of our cars. The difference in the riding qualities was

marvelous, and it is not an exaggeration when we say that

the people along the line of the road actually waited for the

one car mounted on No. 27 trucks. The result was so

satisfactory to us that since that time we have changed our

entire equipment and are operating only your No. 27

trucks. They have given us the best of service and are the

easiest riding trucks that we know of."

Lewis S. Wright, general manager of the Schuylkill

Electric Railway Company: "Regarding your No. 27

trucks it gives the writer pleasure to advise you that dur-

ing the short time we have had these trucks we find that

they come fully up to your recommendations. In purchas-

ing these it was with some little hesitance in the face of the

fact that we had in service other trucks giving fairly good

satisfaction, and which cost less money. However, it is

now showing clearly that we have made no mistake, as they

ride much more smoothly and quietly than the other

trucks."

F. G. Jones, vice-president and general manager of the

Citizens' Railway Company, Memphis: "We have had

several in operation for nearly a year now, and up to the

present time thev have given the very best satisfaction and

service, and from present indications we can see no reason

why they will not always continue to do so. They are ex-

ceedingly easy riding, and hold the rails with wonderful
tenacity. On some of our divisions they are operated at

a speed of 30 miles an hour, and we have never had one
derailed under any conditions."

E. S. Breed, general manager of the Central Railway &
Electric Company, New Britain, Conn.: "The No. 27
trucks, which we have in operation, are giving the very best

of satisfaction. They run easy and ride smoothly; in fact,

more so than any other pivotal truck that I have yet seen

on any electric road. They possess advantages in construc-

tion, having a wider spring base than any other pivotal

truck, and, in addition, have the spring swinging links,

which keep the bolsters from coming in contact with the

wheel piece when striking a curve at a high speed."

TOO LOW A FARE IN BROOKLYN.

It may be remembered that in January, 1897, the Brook-

lyn Elevated Railroad Company sued the Xassau Electric

Railroad Company and the Brooklyn, Bath & West End
Railroad Company to prevent the carrying of passengers to

Coney Island for a 5-cent fare over the tracks of the two

latter roads. The plaintiff secured a judgment for $15,903.20,

which, on appeal, was modified and reduced to $10,633.20.

The case has been carried to the Court of .\ppeals, the de-

fendant companies agreeing to pay damages at the rate of

$10,000 per year up to the date of the final decision, if that

shall be against them.
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BELT DRIVEN GENERATOR FOR STREET
RAILWAYS.

Althougli tlie direct connected generator has been so uni-

versally adopted there is still a field for the hell driven dy-

namo in street railway power stations where small units only

are rec|uired. The General Electric Company has recently

introduced a line of these machines ranging' from i lo to 500

k. w capacity in five sizes, the illustration represents the

smallest machine. Already 55 of these generators, aggre-

gating over 10,000 k. \v. have lieen sold.

There are six magnet poles, and tiie frame is of cast steel

iieavilv ribbed, making it light and compact. Its magnetic

efficiency is very high. The steel poles and pole pieces are

cast in one piece and so bolted to the frame that they may

taken from the cf)il to the segment directly beneath it. The

ventilation of the commutator is effected l)y air being drawn

through the body and discharged through air ducts in the

core. 'i"he rotary motion of the armature creates a strong

drait through the winding and the air ducts provided ))c-

tween the laminae of the core. The small difference of po-

tential Ijetween the commutator segments secures perma-

nent insulation and freedom from sparking.

CHRISTMAS ON THE CAR.

An illustration of the great truth that people art good-

natured at Christmas time was observed on an electric car

the other day. says the Washington Times.

The car was crowded with passengers who had evitlenth'

GENERAL ELECTRIC IIOK. W. BELT DRIVEN RAILWAY GENERATOR.

easily be removeil without disturbing either the armature

or the frame. The l)earings are built on the ball and socket

principle, being self-aligning and self-oiling.

The shunt and series windings are placed side by side,

instead of one on top of the other, and are entirely inde-

pendent; either may be removed without disturbing the

other. The strength of the magnetic field is so proportioned

to the armature reaction that a constant brush lead and neu-

tral point are assured even with heavy overloads.

The armature is of the barrel wound type, this method

giving the smallest number of joints, and facilitating repairs,

as few coils need to Ije removed to reach any particular one

incapacitated for service. Tlie cast iron flange, Ijolted to the

armature spider at each end of the core, forms a stippor:

as well as a cylindrical receptacle for the jjrojecting ends

of the coils, and protects the windings from any oil that may

l.ie thrown from the bearings. The projecting ends of the

cods in the flange are thoroughly insulated, and are held

in place by steel bands. The commutator leads are each

been shopping for Christni.is. Among them was a poorly

l)Ut neatly dressed woman, who carried a basket, m which

was a hen, the hen being tied by the legs. The car whizzed

rapidly up the street ; the hen, apparently quiescent, was re-

flecting on the joys of Christmas from a gallinaceous point

of view, and presently worked her feet free of the fastenings,

rose out of the basket and flew down the street. The owner

of the hen, in great agitation, implored the conductor to stop

the car, and as he good-naturedly did so, in the middle of

the block, she descended, leaving her basket, her mifljrella

and her purse in the seat, and started on a lively chase after

the hen, with odds on the hen. The cnnductur did not know

what to do. He ditl not want to go on, taking the poor

woman's property away from her, nor did he want to keep

two crowded cars full of people waiting while that hen pur-

sued the way to freedom. He compromised by getting off

tlie car and joining in the chase. Four other men followed

his example. The rest of the passengers poked their heads

out and watched the hunt with interest. The hen was
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finallv. bv the unilcil efforts of six people, eaught aiul firmly

held, ami the owner returneil to the car with her guard of

honor, her triumph, and her hen. Then the conductor

breathed a sigh of relief, rang the bell, and the car went on.

.\nd nobodv swore.
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SERVICE STRIPES AT CINCINNATI.

The Cincinnati Street Railway Company has adopted

service stripes for its employes, the resolution of the board

of directors authorizing them being passed at the meeting

held December 21. The resolution in full is as follows;

Ui-solvi'd, TUiit wK'h employe of the Cini'lnimti Sti-eet Kaihvay Com-

pany is Ueieby iiutlionzed, oommencini; .Tiuiuary 1, 1818, to wtar ill on tlic

left arm of his uuifoi-m enat, a stripe ladicatiog tlie number of years of

serviee with the eonipaiiy, in Uie following liiiiiiiier;

Ii'or two years of eoutiiiuous servi.-e, a light blue stripe, % in. wide,

pointing up and around the sleeve, the lower end starting at the euH

For tour years of continuous serviee. a light blue stripe, % in. wide,

with a narrow scarlet strip on each edge, pointing up and arotmd the

sleeve, the lower end starting at the i-utT seam.

For live years of eoutinuous service, a gold stripe, % In. wide, laid on a

light blue stripe, % in. wide.

For 111 years of continuous service, a gold stripe laid on a .scarlet stripe.

For 15 years of continuous service, a gold stripe laid on an orange stripe.

Itesolved, That the I'iuelnnatI Street Hallway Company will, at Its own

expense, furnish each employe entitled thereto, with one of the above

decorations for each period of service named in the forego'.ng reso'ution.

Itesolved, That the term of serviee shall beg'n with tire date of employ-

ment by any of the fo'.lowing nam d ci m; anies. the Cine nnnti Street Rail-

way Company being the snc< essor thereof: Cincinnati St -c et Railioad Cc m-

pauy: I'asseuger Hallroad I'ompany; City Passenger Railroad Company:

Fast & West Eud Street Railroad Company; Route Nine Street Railway

Com|)any: Cincinnati Consolidated Street Railroad Company; Storrs .V:

Sedamsville Street Railroad Company; Cincinnati & Clifton Inclined

I'lane Railroad Company; Cincinnati & Spring Orove Avenue Street

Uallway Company: Walnut Hills & Cluclnuati Street Passenger Railway

Company; Mt. Adams & Kden I'ark Inclined I'lane Railway Company;

Ml. Auburn Cable liailway Company."

Immediately after this action the division foremen of the

road were directed to take a census of the employes, and

the latter were given orders for the work of affi.xing stripes

to uniform coats.

CONTINGENT FEES IN ILLINOIS.

In 1896 it was decided in the supreme court of Illinois

that it was legal for an attorney to undertake the recovery

of damages for clients on a commission basis, providing the

client advanced the costs, A decision rendered in Decem-

ber, 1897, holds that while siKh a contract is not champet-

rous it is void because against public policy ; this leavss

the attorney at the mercy of his client who may settle and

circumvent the collection of the attorney's fees.

The facts were these: A Mrs. Butler sued the North Chi-

cago Street Railroad for $50,000 and assigned fo her at-

torney, L. M. Ackley, one-half the right of action as his fee,

she to advance money for court costs and actual e.xpenses,

however. Afterwards, she settled with the company for

$3750, without the knowledge of her attorney; the com-

pany having notice of the contract paid her in full. Ackley

then sued the company for his fee, one-half the amount.

The decision on the point involved is as follows: "The law-

does not discourage settlement in cases for perscnal in-

j.irics. Whether a cause of action exists, its nature and

amount are always involved in uncertainty, and a defendant

has the right to buy his peace. The plaintiff has a right to

cor.ipromise and avoid the anxiety resulting from a cause

I)en(ling to which he is a party. Any contract whereby a

client is prevented from settling or discontinuing his suit

is void, as such agreement would foster ami encourage liti-

gation."
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EFFECT OF THE UNION LOOP ON
TRAFFIC.

It was confidently predicted that the completion of

the Union Loop would have the effect of greatly increasing

the traffic on the elevated roads in Chicago, but the results

exceed the most sanguine expectations.

The Metropolitan began operations over the loop on

October ll. The data as to the number of passengers car-

ried daily since that time are not at hand, but an accurate

estimate can be made. During the month of October the

total number carried, as shown by the receiver's report, was

1,533,571. During September the total was 1,144,130, or

38,137 per day. Deducting 10 times this for the traffic dur-

ing the first 10 days of October when the trains did not use

the loop, leaves for the remaining 21 days a total of 1,152,-

198, or 54,866 per day. This is an increase of nearly 44

per cent. For the month of November the lotal number of

passengers was 1,923,084, or 64,103 per day. This is an

increase of 68.1 per cent over the September and 16.8 per

cent over October traffic. - The report giving the traffic for

December has not as yet been filed. The equipment of the

company has been severely taxed to take care of the busi-

ness, and the receiver has obtained permission from the

court to buy the needed rolling stock. Orders have been

placed for 56 motor trucks and 26 cars, both being of the

same type as now in use. At the present writing the par-

ticular type of motor to be used has not been definitely

decided upon.

The South Side Elevated started around the loop just

one week later, October 18. The average number of

passengers daily from October i to 17, inclusive, was 32,-

327, and for the other 14 days 47,946, an increase of 48.3

per cent. The heaviest increase is during the shopping

hours; for the different times of the day the figures are as

follows: Midnight to 5 a. m., 30 per cent; 5 to 9 a. m., 46

per cent; 9 a. m. to 3 p. m., 53 per cent; 3 p. m. to 7 p. m ,

49 per cent; 7 p. m. to midnight, 41 per cent. During No-

vember the daily average was 54,295, which is an increase

of 66.7 per cent over that for the first part of October, and

13.2 per cent for the latter part of October. During De-

cember the daily average was 56.774, an inciease of 4.6 per

cent over November.

The Lake Street road has enjoyed the advantages of part

of the Loop since October, 1896, when its trains began run-

ning down Wabash avenue to Adams street. The com-

pletion of the Loop has increased the traffic on this road,

but official figures are not at hand.

THE BOSTON LEASE.

Immediately after the rejection of the first lease nego-

tiated between the West End Street Railway and the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Companies a second proposition was

formulated and at once ratified by the stockholders of the

two companies. This was approved by the Railroad Com-

missioners in a special report issued December 15. in which

they say:

"The lease now proposed contains important change:, in

several particulars to which attention was called in the

special report on the first petition:

"i. The stipulated dividend rental on the West End

common stock is reduced from 8 to 7 per cent per annum.

'2. Ihe term of the lease is shortened from 99 years, to

24 years, 8 months and 9 days, from October i, 1897, so

that the lease shall expire at the same time with the special

immunities which are granted to the Boston Elevated Rail-

w ay Company by statute.

3. There is inserted in the amended lease a covenant

that the lessee "shall not diminish the facilities for travel

upon the lessor's railway, except so far as substantially equal

facilities may be furnished in substitution therefor, cither by

the lessee's elevated railway or otherwise.'

'4. The mandatory provision in the former lease, that

'the lessor shall make and execute such other leases or op-

erating contracts with other street railway companies as

the lessee may request,' is stricken out."

The new lease provides that the West End transfers all

its property to the Elevated, the latter to pay all operating

expenses, repairs, taxes, fixed charges and damage claims,

to assume all the contract obligations (except $10,945,000

of bonds), and to pay the legal expenses and cost of main-

taining the organization of the West End, and provide offi-

ces, etc., for the transaction of its business. Dividends of

8 per cent on the preferred and 7 per cent on the common
stock are guaranteed to the West End stockholders.

The West End road is required to pay for certain improve-

ments to the property, as follows: I. Abolition of grade

crossings. 2. Additional rolling stock and equipment. 3.

Additional track mileage and equipment. 4. Additional

real estate. 5. Additional stations, power houses, car

barns, etc., and equipment. 6. Additional bridges, build-

ings, etc. 7. In renewals the excess of the cost of the re-

newal over the cost of the thing renewed.

.\ board of arbitration is provided to pass upon disputes

arising belween the parties.

CHANGING INSULATORS ON A TEN-
THOUSAND-VOLT CIRCUIT.

Il has been a dangerous operation to replace a bad insula-

tor (in a high voltage transmission line without shutting off

the current. Wm. B. Jack-

son, of Detroit, describes in

a letter to J. G. White & Co.,

his method of solving this

problem. As shown in the

figure a 30-ft. ladder, ad-

justable in length, is placed

on an insulated platform, ;io

in. square. At the upper end

is a cross board having a

hole in it to fit on the end of

the cross bar. The lineman

then screws on the cross arm

a small hand vise which is of

iron with a piece of copper

wire soldered to it. This wire

is touched to the line wire,

upon which the broken insulator is located, with a 3-ft. stick

which has been boiled in paraffine. If everything is all right

the wire is wrapped around the line wire. When the ground-

ing wire is on, the lineman changes the insulator with bare

hands, and then the grounding wire is disconnected and the

clamp removed. It is stated that when the apparatus is dry

this operation is quite safe.
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A pessimistic writer in one of our English exchanges,

commenting on fenders as used in this country on trolley

cars, indulges in the belief "that the fender takes very much

after its prototype the cow-catcher, which preserves the train

from injury, but not the cow."

On another page is an account of a professional contor-

tionist who sought to eke out his earnings by falling on rail-

road platforms and dislocating his hip, collecting substantial

damages therefor. Being able to do this without serious

pain or inconvenience to himself, the scheme offered many
advantages. The ingenuity of these people who believe that

the world owes them a living, and who generally try to col-

lect it from transportation companies, is astonishing.

President Ripley of the Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe

Railroad has recently written two open letters in reply to

attacks made upon railroads in general, and upon his road

and his management of it in particular, by John Davis, who
formerly represented a Kansas district in Congress. A brief

abstract of the reasons why Mr. Ripley does not agree with

Mr. Davis as to the desirability of the government owner-

ship and operation of railroads appears on another page and

will be found quite interesting. While similar legal ques-

tions might arise were a municipality to attempt to acquire

the street railways within its borders, and questions of juris-

diction with regard to the operation of suburban and inter-

urban lines, the political control of a business that requires

the best of management, and the fact that former experi-

ments show that the public is not a successful competitor

with private companies in enterprises of this nature, are the

points deserving consideration.

Furious storms of snow and sleet driven by high winds

visited the central states on January 22 and 23 and again

a week later, and the Atlantic coast states on January 31.

The snow was damp and was packed by the force of the

winds, rendering it in many cities impossible to remove with

plows and sweepers. Notwithstanding the magnitude of

the difficulties, the promptness with which the roads in all

parts of the coimtry opened their lines and resumed service

was highly creditable to managers and employes.

And now the motorwoman. For years the street cars in

many of the South American cities have had none but

young women for conductors, and the plan has given satis-

faction to the company and the public. It has remained

to a New York state road to graduate the first full-fledged

and duly credentialed motorwoman. From all accounts

there seems no question but that the candidate for the head

end of the car in this case has demonstrated her ability, both

physically and mentally, to perform the duties of that posi-

tion with safety and satisfaction.

The New York dailies, which have repeatedly had the

underground road, known as the "Rapid Transit," all built

on paper, now come out with the announcement that the

scheme is dead. It is hard to understand how it can be so

dead when it was never much alive, although the "Review"

has held several post-mortems on the corpse during the

past few years. In our opinion the solution of the problem

will be the rebuilding of the present elevated roads to a

double-decked structure, with two express tracks, and all

four operated electrically.

When private corporations combine or consolidate their

interests and operations, they uniformly decrease the ex-

penses of operation. When cities consoliilate, the reverse

is the result. In the expense budget of Greater New York,

which is found to be 25 million dollars in excess of the

expenses of the individual municipalities prior to consolida-

tion, we have a convincing proof, although none is needed,

of the fact that cities cannot do business as economically as

private corporations. When our great cities have demon-

strated their ability to properly conduct the various busi-

ness operations they already have in hand, it will be ample

time to consider the increase of their powers by further mu-

nicipal ownership and operation, and not until then.

"No seat, no fare," is a text upon which has been hung a

great deal of abuse of street railway companies. The experi-

ence of all roads is that it is impossible to furnish seats to

all who wish to ride at certain hours of the day, for the rea-

son that the passengers insist upon taking the first car in or

on which they can possibly find places, and will not wait for

one that ofTers more room. Many of the personal injury

claims arise because of over-crowding on the part of the

passengers in spite of all that the company's employes can
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do to prevent it, and in the past year we have published

accounts of several such. Were the American public en-

dowed with the patience of some other peoples the difficulty

might very easily be arranged.

And now Mr. Pingree, of potato fame, has launched out

in a tirade against street railway mail service, and empha-

sizes his ignorance of the progress of the age by claiming a

carrier on foot makes quicker time; says none but the com-

panies want it or can see any good in it. What Pingree

says is usually undeserving of notice. The Postmaster-

General has highly endorsed the service; so have the post-

masters in the cities where it is in operation; so have the

business men and citizens. Since the street car postal serv-

ice has been introduced in Chicago it is possible, and a daily

occurrence, to send a letter from one part of the city to

another and get an answer the same day, which before was

never accomplished in less than 36 hours, without the use

of a special deUvery stamp.

As a matter of fact, all but Pingree, and some of the com-

panies which are hauling the postal cars at a loss, recognize

in it one of the greatest of recent improvements in the urban

postal system.

A western road some time ago secured an extension of

its franchise for 50 years. The grant was secured in a per-

fectly open and above-board manner, and it was understood

the extension made possible the floating of a large block of

bonds, the proceeds of which were to be used in improving

and extending the city lines—something the public heartily

approved of. The president took his bonds and crossed the

water to deliver them to purchasers who had agreed to take

them only on the basis of a 50-year franchise, as the city is

yet a comparatively small one, and it could not be expected

the new investment would yield much return for the first

few years. Before he could reach his destination some nar-

row-minded, short-sighted "reformers" entered suit to annul

the extension of the franchise, the news of which traveling

on the wires preceded the official to his destination. The

result was a failure to deliver the securities, and he returned

empty-handed. The people in that town are likely to be

somewhat older and, it is hoped, wiser, by the time they get

the much-needed improvements.

.\t the present time the most important problem confront-

ing the owners and managers of interurban roads is that of

insuring safety in operation. The number of collisions on

such roads has increased with alarming rapidity, and during

the past year some of the accidents have resulted in the loss

of life. The correspondence which we have had with the

managers of a number of these lines, portions of which are

to be found in our issue of last month and in the present

one, show that all have given the matter their earnest atten-

tion. There is agreement as to the best method of insuring

safety, that is, to double-track the road throughout; but

only in very exceptional instances is the traffic of sufficient

magnitude to justify the expense. The double track being

an impossibility for most of the roads, they have adopted

si_gnal systems whereby the line is divided into blocks, or

else attempt to insure that only one car shall be on any sec-

tion of the line by running according to a carefully prepared

time table, with strong rules against leaving meeting points

ahead of time or before the location of the car which it is

expected to pass is known. In the majority of cases a tele-

phone dispatching system is found desirable, if not abso-

lutely necessary, in order that cars may communicate with

each other and with the office in event of delays. Some com-

panies, while appreciating the advantages of proper signals,

are deterred from installing them because the utmost econ-

omy is necessary to keep the road going at all; we think it

safe to say that in all instances saving on safety appliances

is false economy, for a single accident with its attendant

damage suits will, as a rule, cost the road more than a good

signal system.

The overhead trolley has been accepted in Great Britain;

the fact is evidenced by the table of the electric tramways

of the United Kingdom published in another column. Save

where special conditions permit the third rail, all the electric

roads in operation use the overhead trolley, except one stor-

age battery road and one conduit road, which latter is even

now being changed to an overhead trolley line. Further,

all the roads now under construction will use the overhead

wires. We have heard the opinion advanced by those famil-

iar with the conditions abroad, that the application of elec-

tricity to street railway operation in Great Britain would be

very slow because of the deep-seated objections to the over-

head wires in the streets, although it was acknowledged that

the overhead system offered the greatest advantages. The
amount of the work under construction, over twice the mile-

age that is in operation, shows how rapid an increase may
be confidently expected, now that the prejudice against the

system has begun to disappear.

The long and bitter struggle in England between the

employers and the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, as

the organization of machinists is called, which began on

July 12, 1897, is now at an end, and apparently the victory

of the employers is complete. The dispute nominally had

its origin in a demand by the men for a 48-hour week, which

was promptly followed by posting lock-out notices by the

employers, who thus met the threatened strikes more than

half way. In fact, it was a fight for freedom from unwar-

ranted interference with the management of their business

by the trades unions, which by the "one man to one ma-

chine" rule, by restricting the output of the men, and thus

establishing the principle of "a minimum of work for a

maximum of pay." had brought the manufactures of Great

Britain to a deplorable condition.

On January 21 the beginning of the end came in the shape

of a notice that the demand for a 48-hour week was with-

drawn. Thus the employers have won the nominal issue,

and, since the strikers yielded only because they could fight

no longer, the victors are in a position to win on the real

issues as well. It is to be hoped that the employers will

remember the dire results which in the past have followed

concessions to the tyranny of trades unionism and will not

permit sympathy for a fallen foe to lead to similar conces-

sions now, which can only result in a renewal of the fight at

some future time.

It is estimated that the strike, which has affected directly

or indirectly over 200,000 persons, has caused a loss to the

nation of $75,000,000, as estimated by the English Labor

Department. Of this, $15,000,000 is represented by direct

loss in wages and in money paid out by trades unions in

supporting the strike.
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THE GOVERNMENT GOES INTO THE
ADVERTISING BUSINESS

The industrial press of the country is with one voice pro-

testing against the placing of advertisements in the public

documents issued by the Department of State for the Bu-

reau of American Republics. This monthly bulletin, issued

in the joint industrial interests of this country and the South

American republics, is in itself a praiseworthy enterprise,

and undoubtedly capable of much good. When the annual

appropriation of $36,000 fell short of the bureau expenses,

then it was the late J. P. Smith came to the bureau with a

scheme to pull it out of the hole, and incidentally to pay

himself the $6,000 a year salary. His proposition was a

comparatively easy one to work, for he proceeded to open

an office in New York, from which vantage ground he solic-

ited advertising from possible exporters of all kinds of mer-

chandise, the said advertising to be inserted in the official

publication of the Department. We do not deny that the

medium may not be a desirable and valuable one to adver-

tisers—so would an advertisement on all other of the Gov-

crment documents be good advertising; but we do most

emphatically protest against the injustice to every publisher

in the land, of printing this monthly paper free on the Gov-

ernmental presses, transmitting free in the domestic and for-

eign mails, and using the Government frank under which to

send circulars and correspondence both ways, in soliciting

these advertisements.

Is it any wonder that with the hundreds of tons of seeds,

public documents, furniture, and now this advertising med-

ium, with which the postal service is burdened, that there

should be a big deficit annually?

It is a well known question of ethics among publishers,

that high class publications absolutely refuse to accept and

print certain advertisements. Such advertisers would be

only too glad to avail themselves of the endorsement which

the printing of their announcement in such papers would

give. Hence an advertisement in a public document, bear-

ing the imprint of the Government printing office, must

inevitably carry with it a certain stamp of approval of the

Government. What publisher in what land can hope to

compete with the endorsement of his Government ?

Why not carry the argument out to its ultimate possibili-

ties? Fill the Congressional Record with announcements

of pills, plasters and face powders (we cannot deny it would

sometimes be an improvement on the matter generally ap-

pearing there), cover our postoffices, custom houses and

mints with big many-colored signs proclaiming the merits

of various cure-alls; put a border on the silver certificates in

which the holder may learn where to get false teeth for

three dollars a set, and testimonials of delighted sufferers

from corns. Let our brass cannon carry a banner, "I was

polished with Pasolio,"' and so on to the weary end. There

is probably as much money spent in advertising each year

as it ought to cost to run the Government in times of peace;

why not let the country pay its expenses in this way and do
away with taxes altogether?

We do maintain it is contrary to the spirit of our free

institutions for United States Government to use its vari-

ous departments, maintained at the general expense, to enter

into competition with the investment of private capital in

kindred enterprises. Were this an insufficient argument.

we consider it beneath the dignity of the Government to go

into the publication business, charging for its publications

and advertisements therein.

It opens the door to the admission of very grave evils.

PRESIDENT HIGGINS ON THE STREET
RAILWAY INDUSTRY.

At the sixth annual convention of the Northwestern

Electrical Association, President H. C. Higgins, who is

president and general manager of the Marinette (Wis.) Gas,

Electric Light & Street Railway Company, in his opening

address spoke of street railways as follows:

The street, railway business has, I think, suffered more
within the past two years than any other legitimate busi-

ness. Not only has the hard times worked against them,

but the bicycles have taken a large percentage of their bus-

iness. It is gratifying, however, to street car men to know
that the expenses of operating as well as those of original

purchase have been very much reduced. The reduced re-

ceipts have had much to do with the reduction in operating

expenses, so that perhaps after all the reduced receipts

have been a blessing in disguise, although the reduced re-

ceipts have not been the whole cause of our reducing ex-

penses, for when we first went into the electric street rail-

way business it was all an experiment from start to finish.

Everything was new to everybody, and we who have had

the putting of these appliances into actual operation and

have had to. furnish the capital to test and bring to suc-

cessful operation the different electric street railway ap-

pliances which are now running so successfully, have, I

think, had as hard a task on our hands as the gifted gen-

iuses who invented and put together the many appliances

which were sold to us as the best in the market, and sold

to us, as you know, at enormous prices, and even at these

prices we found them defective in many ways, and we had

to improve them as best we could and do the best we could

with them.

We all went into the electric street railway business with

the greatest hopes of financial success. It was a very attrac-

tive business. The man who was running a horse car or a

mule car line would go to a town where they were run-

ning the new electric street railway; he would see the beau-

tiful cars, with every seat occupied by a passenger, gliding

over the track without any apparent effort and at a more

rapid rate than he had ever hoped to accomplish on his

line, a uniformed conductor on one end, a uniformed motor-

man on the other, with everything bright and shiny—

a

beautiful sight to him—and frequently he did not go home
until he first visited the office of John I. Beggs or B. E.

Sunny, whose bright, smiling countenance was only a con-

tinuation of the bright things he had seen in the electrical

equipment at the last town at which he had visited, and got

prices from each of these gentlemen for electrically equip-

ping his road at once. He went home, consulted his board

of directors the first day, explained what he had seen and

some of the things he had felt, and that night sent a night

message accepting the proposition of one of the two con-

testants before mentioned. We all thought in those days

that about all that was necessary was to secure a favorable

franchise and the electrical companies would do the rest,

but I know of no writing that so fittingly applies to the case

as a verse in one of Moore's poems, which reads:
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I saw from the beach where the morning was shining

A bark o'er the waters ride gracefully on;

And I saw from that beach when the eve was declining,

The bark was still there but the waters were gone.

The nickels which we had expected to have supported

our enterprise had, like the waters, gone and left our bark,

the street railway, stranded.

It is not to be wondered at that after these five or six

years of experiments in the business, and with approved ap-

pliances, more efficient help, etc., we car. reduce the op-

erating expenses. Every appliance in the business has been

an improvement on the first, and we have all contributed

something towards this result, until the business has now

become one of comparative pleasure to that which it was in

its early history when we were trying to operate an electric

road on a horse car track with inexperienced help, who, not-

withstanding their incompetency, were high-priced and in-

different, for if they were not retained by you they were

pretty sure of a job at the next town having a similar busi-

ness. Our rail bonds were continually breaking, our track

continually spreading and letting our cars drop to the

ground, and no matter how well it was cared for the track

was a constant annoyance. Our commutators were nig-

gering and our motors short-circuiting, and on our very

busy day these things seemed to combine to do their worst,

or rather their best, to make us miserable. Our days were

restless and our nights sleepless, but by patience and per-

sistence we have become masters of the situation, and I

think if the writer was alive to-day who wrote the sentence,

"He who makes two blades of grass grow where but one

grew before is a benefactor," he would add, and he who

carries two passengers where but one was carried before

is also a benefactor.

As I have been through the poor track and poor car busi-

ness, and as one of the pioneers in the street railroad park

business, I feel that it is not egotism to say that I am com-

petent to give some advice to my fellow sufferers in that

line. Do not use less than a 6o-lb. steel T-rail; use good

sound ties not less than 6 in. wide, lay them 2 ft. centers,

and still closer is better; bond with not less than No. o

bonds; use nothing less than No. o trolley wire; buy noth-

ing larger than 16 to 20-ft. cars for general use, and you

cannot make much of a mistake by buying the latest type

of generators and car equipments from any of the leading

companies making and selling such appliances. Do not,

however, lay any extra line in order to establish a park, un-

less you can establish it on the edge of a body of water and

have a town of not less than 30,000 people to draw from.

Do not lay out much money on animals for your park. Do
not run vaudeville or other shows unless you are so sit-

uated that their transportation will cost you but little. I

believe that street railway parks should be well enclosed

and no one admitted unless he pays car fare each way, no

matter whether he comes by carriage or bicycle. I do not

believe that any town of less than 25,000 people will sup-

port an electric street railway and give a decent return to

its investors; although two towns aggregating a little less

than that population and being some distance apart might

be good paying properties, yet local conditions would have

very much to do with this. I have known of towns of this

size and seemingly about the proper distance apart, and

without a cent of interest to pay and light taxes, almost no

insurance and lying in the heart of a good coal district

where they got their coal for almost the hauling, and al-

though the road appeared to be well managed still it went

into the hands of the receiver for sheer lack of patronage

and is still in his hands, and the Lord only knows when it

will get out of his hands.

And now in my closing remarks in relation to electric

street railroading, while congratulating ourselves upon the

pleasant side of the business, I would ask how long the

restless brain or the genius of the nineteenth century, or

even the twentieth century, coming and already on our

threshold, will let us alone. How long will it before they

will have something better to offer us for transporting pas-

sengers than an electric street railway? We are already

threatened with the airship and the horseless carriage.

What will be accomplished in this line is mere guesswork.

Let us hope, however, that at least we who are in the busi-

ness today will get a much needed rest from any further

experiments.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING OF
ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION.

The executive committee of the Illinois Street Railway

Association met at the Leland Hotel, Springfield, on Janu-

ary 25, 1898; President Patterson was in the chair and all

the members except Mr. Barker, of Peoria, were present.

The meeting was called to consider a communication from

Charles. L. Bonney, vice-president and counsel of the Chi-

cago General Railway, concerning the legal relations of

htreet railways to municipalities in Illinois, and the draft of

a bill to be submitted at the next meeting of the legislature

whereby the contracts between the companies and the cities

will be made to conform to the contracts already existing

between the companies and the state, that is, of 99 years du-

ration.

The secretary was instructed to notify all members that

the matter would be discussed at the annual meeting of the

Association on May 18, and Mr. Bonney was requested to

prepare a paper to be read at that time. Mr. Bonney was

appointed attorney for the Association until the next meet-

ing. It was decided to have papers on the following sub-

jects: "The Operation of Street Railways in Small Cities";

"The System of Collecting Fares and Checking Employes";

"The Relations of Street Railways and Municipal Corpora-

tions."

President Patterson, W. F. Brennan, of Chicago, and C.

K. Minary, of Springfield, were appointed a committee on

.irrangements for the May meeting.

The Metropolitan, New York, is defending a suit against

it brought by Inez Carusi, in which the damages are laid at

$75,000. Miss Carusi was a harp-player, whose thumb and

index finger were so injured in a street car accident as to

prevent her following her profession.

A collision occurred on the Milwaukee, Racine & Keno-

sha Electric Railway between a special car carrying the di-

rectors of the company, who were inspecting the road, and

one of the regular cars. The ends of the cars were wrecked

and one of the motormen had both legs broken. The heavy

fog prevailing at the time is given as the cause of the acci-

dent.
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TEST OF THE CHICAGO STORAGE BATTERY ROAD.

The carefully conducted test of the plant of the Chicago

Electric Traction Company furnishes the most valuable

data at present obtainable regarding the application of the

storage battery to street railway service. The vital ques-

tion of the cost of battery maintenance is still an open one,

yet the batteries tested have shown a better record than

any of their predecessors. The results of the tests make a

good average showing, just about what might be expected

from a trolley road operating under the same conditions.

It may be well to preface the test with a sketch of the

history of the company and a description of the equipment.

The conception of the road was for the purpose of booming

real estate in the southwestern portion of the city. The

company was chartered early in 1894 with a capital stock

of $2,500,000, and almost from the beginning it has labored

under financial difficulties. In 1895 a majority of the bonds

were placed with parties interested in the manufacture of

storage batteries with the understanding that battery cars

should be run. The company owned six franchises cover-

ing 36 miles of streets, but nearly all the tributary territory

is very sparsely settled. In a short time the company be-

came insolvent, and in January, 1896, G. Herbert Condict

was appointed receiver. Under foreclosure proceedings

the road was sold at public auction October 12, 1897, to

J. S. Bache for $260,000. E. R. Gilbert was appointed gen-

eral manager of the company. Some idea of the traffic of

the road is given by a statement of the receipts and expendi-

tures in the receiver's report:

Passengers and Miscellaneous. Operating Expenses.

Januai-y to June $4,972 $9,188

June 2,iS2 8,224

July 6,045 4,009

August 7,045 6,048

SeptemlH i- 6,347 6,584

October 1 to 12 2,254 2,880

The main line extends from the northern terminus at

South Park avenue and 63rd street, the intersection with tlie

Alley L, south to Englewood, Washington Heights and
Blue Island, and a branch runs from Morgan avenue west

through Morgan Park. The line passes several summer
resorts and three cemeteries; a large summer traffic results

from the former, and for the latter a car, specially designed
for funerals, is in operation. On the Morgan Park line a

grade of 9.3 per cent is encountered for a distance of 371 ft.

en Prospect avenue. This gradient was insurmountable
for a car equipped with one 50-h. p. motor geared to one
axle only. A counter weight system was installed which
is almost a duplicate of the one in Providence, R. I., de-

signed by M. H. Bronsdon and J. P. F. Kuhlman, and
described in the "Review," April, 1896. There are 23 miles
of track now laid, of which 19 miles are double.

After the decision to use storage batteries was reached
B. J. Arnold and J. H. Vail were employed as engineers to
plan the entire system. All the designs follow the most
approved lines of engineering practice, and no pains were
spared to make it a model of its kind. From the boilers to
the batteries everything was designed with a view to econ-
omy and convenience. Perhaps this is the first time that
the storage battery has been given an honest and prolonged
trial in this country, and if it is capable of successful opera-
tion in street railway service it should be demonstrated in
this S3'stem.

The track, which was constructed by C. E. Loss & Co.,

is the very best, for this was essential to long life for the

battery plates. Johnson 7-in. girder rails, weighing 80 lbs.

and resting on tie plates, are joined by 6-bolt fish plates

with tie rods at every joint. Oak ties, 8 ft. long, are spaced

2 ft. between centers and rest on 6 in. of gravel ballast. The
construction, with the absence of trolley wires and rail

bonds, appears as though it were intended for steam traffic.

The power station is worthy of note, for it is certainly

different in many respects from any other railway station.

It is not necessary to locate the power house at the "center

of gravity" of the system to get the most economical cur-

rent distribution, so a site was selected at 88th street and
Vincennes avenue, convenient to the Rock Island railroad,

and where land is cheap and transportation for fuel good.
A view of the building is shown m Fig. i. Car tracks run
through the loggia, and above this are the offices, locker
room, shower baths, toilet rooms and waiting rooms for

the employes.

Fig. 2 is from a photograph of one, of the engines direct

connected to two of the generators, with the switchboard in

FIG. I.—CAR BARN AND STATION.

the background. Unlike street railway stations in gen-
eral, the dynamos are not all of the same voltage, for it is

necessary to have three circuits of different potential to

charge the batteries properly. Four 6-pole, 190-k. w., shunt
wound Walker generators, with a variable voltage between
160 and 190, were installed. This is the ultimate dynamo
capacity of the station, the fourth machine being held in

reserve. The dynamos are direct connected to two 250-
h. p. Willans engines, the kind so generally used in the
electric power stations of Great Britain. These two engines
are at either end of the room, and a third one, of 500-h. p.,

will be put in the center. To give the most flexible arrange-
ment the Arnold system of power station construction was
adopted. A solid shaft with couplings extends from one
engine to the other. The armatures of the generators are
fixed to quills which are free to rotate about the solid shaft.

This makes a very complete and compact engine-generator
installation, a i,ooo-h. p. plant occupying a floor space only
12 ft. X 56 ft. Each engine has two sets of cylinders, the
cranks being opposite to one another. The steam, enter-
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ing the high pressure cyHnder, from the steam chest, ex-

pands through the hollow piston rod into the receiver space

below, ready to act on the following piston. An air cushion

takes up the momentum of the moving parts and permits

a speed of 380 r. p. m. without excessive noise or vibration.

The speed is regulated by a throttle valve in the steam pipe

controlled by a centrifugal shaft governor.

Just to the rear of the power units is the white marble

switchboard, consisting of five panels, one for each gener-

ator and the fifth for the motor switches. There are four

bus bars, the three lower ones being for the high, medium

and low voltages and the top one the common negative bar.

FIG. 2.—ENGINE-GENERATOR UNIT.

Each panel has two switches, one for the negative lead of

the generator after it has passed through a recording amme-
ter and circuit breaker, and the other switch can be turned

through a semi-circle making connection with any of the

three positive bus bars. Weston illuminated dial ammeter

and voltmeter and a resistance box for controlling the volt-

age are attached to each generator panel. From the motor

panel the circuits are controlled which run to the two bat-

tery transfer cars, the car transfer tables in the basement,

to the cooling tower motor and the other motors in the

building. By means of the circular switch in the center of

the motor panel the motor bus bars can be coimected to

any of the three positive bus bars, or the motors can be

operated from the car batteries when the generators are not

lunning. The engine room presents a very attractive ap-

pearance, being finished with white marble floors and

wainscoting, and visitors' gallery.

The passageway to the boiler room is behind the engines

and by the condensers in the basement. There are three

200-h. p. Heine water tube boilers, with room for three

more. Coal is delivered on a side track back of the boiler

room, where it is intended to have the fuel transferred direct

from the cars to the iron platform in front of the boilers

about 7 ft. above the floor. From here it is shoveled into

the hoppers of the Roney stokers.

The smoke stack, which is located about 30 ft. outside

the building, is constructed of steel, is self supporting, 7 ft.

in diameter and 150 ft. high. It rests on a brick founda-

tion raising it 22 ft. above the ground. Connection to the

boilers is made through an iron flue back and above them

and through a brick flue entering the brick base of the

stack. A Green fuel economizer, having 192 tubes, is in

the brick flue; a by-pass is also provided for service when

the economizer is not in use. Adjoining the stack is a

Worthington cooling tower, 12 ft. in diameter and 30 ft.

high, Fig. 3. The condenser pump delivers the condensed

steam and heated injection water to the top of the tower,

and here, by means of revolving pipes turned by the press-

ure of the escaping water, it is sent in sprays over the tops

of sewer tile set on end in tiers. During warm weather a

large fan, driven by a Siemens-Halske motor, cools the

water by evaporation, so that when it collects in the con-

denser well its temperature is about 80° F. The feed-water

pipe taps into the condenser discharge before the pipe

reaches the tower.

The supply of feed-water comes from an artesian well

and from the city mains, but by the arrangement of the jet

condensers and the cooling tower the amount taken is only

sufficient to make up for the waste due to evaporation. The

water can be taken through a heater which receives the

exhaust from the auxiliary pumps and through the econo-

mizer into the boiler, or either of the heaters can be cut

out if necessary, The economizer not only heats up the

water to the boiling point, but also acts as a reservoir with

a supply of hot water which increases the duty of the boil-

ers. The steam is supplied to each engine through a 6-in.

pipe having a copper expansion bend, and the engine ex-

haust is conducted to jet condensers.

The most unique and interesting features of the plant are

to be found in the battery room, which is in the basement

under the car barn. The car battery consists of 72 cells

arranged in 12 rows of six each. These cells each have

nine plates 7 3-4 in. wide and 14 3-8 in. long, five of which

FIG. 3.—COOLING TOWER AND ECONOMIZER.

are negative of the "Chloride" type and four positive of the

"Tudor" or "Manchester" type. The positive plates are

5-16 in. and the negative 1-4 in. thick. Each cell, includ-

ing plates, electrol)rte and hard rubber jar, weighs 100 lbs.,

making the total weight for a tray 7,800 lbs. The plates

are connected by electrically welded lead strips in four

groups of 18 cells, each group being joined by flexible
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cables to two large brass plates on the sides of the trays.

A loose fitting rubber crate over the top of the batteries

prevents the electrolyte from splashing out of the jars.

By means of the three separate generator circuits the bat-

teries can be charged at three different potentials as the

counter electromotive force in the battery rises. The dis-

charged battery is first connected to the i6o-voIt main with

a current of 150 amperes flowing. The current decreases

as the counter electromotive force increases, and when the

current diminishes to 30 amperes the battery is switched

into the 172-volt circuit. The current jumps to 150 amperes

and diminishes again, and then the terminals are transferred

tomary time is a little over a minute. The carriage with

battery is shown in Fig. 5. The carriage then carries the

discharged battery to an empty charging table, where it is

rolled from the elevator and makes electrical connection

with the charging circuit. The battery room, although

well ventilated, is filled with the fumes of sulphuric acid.

This disagreeable condition could probably be obviated by.

leaving hoods over the charging batteries and the fumes

conveyed to the stack.

The general arrangement and dimensions of the car barn

may be seen from Fig. 6. There is provision at present for

28 cars, but it will be extended eventually to accommodate

FIG. 4.—BATTERIES ON CHARGING TABLES.

to the 176-volt circuit. This operation can be accomplished

in about 40 minutes, although a slightly better battery effi-

ciency is shown when the time is longer. The battery

charging tables are shown in Fig. 4.

After the batteries are charged the ne.xt important step

is to get them in the cars expeditiously, and this is accom-

plished by a traveling carriage which runs along the track

in the alley alongside the battery tables. On either end of

the carriage is an elevator with rolls on top which are oper-

ated by bevel gears. Similar rolls are on the charging

tables, which can be coupled to the elevator rolls and the

trays automatically shifted. In the middle of the carriage

is the operator's platform, with a controller for each of the

motors, two of which are for the rolls, one for each elevator

and one to run the carriage along the track.

When a discharged battery on a car is to be replaced a

charged one is rolled upon one of the elevators and the car-

riage is run to a position where the vacant elevator is direct-

ly beneath the track in the loggia. The car, at the end of

each round trip, runs into the correct position, which is

determined by the vertical position of a lever the conductor
lifts so that the front bumper of the car just touches it. The
vacant elevator of the carriage is raised and the discharged
battery released from the car by pulling a lever. When it

is lowered the carriage is advanced so that the charged bat-

tery is beneath the car truck. The battery is elevated, the

hooks automatically engaging the cross bars and the brass
plates on the sides of the trays making a sliding electrical

connection with the spring clips on the car trucks which
are the terminals of the controller cables. The entire oper-
ation can be performed in 50 seconds, although the cus-

pid. 5.

—

carriage with battery.

50 cars. The transfer table, operated by an electric motor,

runs on a track down the center of the barn. No special

tools or preparations have been made for repairs. Besides

the regular equipment of cars a 3,500-gal. sprinkler is pro-

vided for summer and a snow plow for winter.

The motor cars are mounted on Dupont trucks, made by

the Johnson Company. Each truck has two bars running

across the frame and engaging hooks formed by bending

over four 5-in. channel irons, which pass under the tray. A
50-h. p. Walker motor is suspended on the outside of the

car axle. The controllers, made by the Walker Company,

fig. 6.—plan of building.
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had to be of special design for the service, as the low volt-

age necessitated large currents. There are five points: the

first combines four sets of batteries in parallel, giving 36
volts; the second gives 72 volts with the cells in series-par-

allel; the third puts the batteries in series with resistance;

tlie fourth cuts out the resistance but leaves the batteries in

series, and the fifth shunts the motor field with the batteries

in series.

During the summer of 1897 over 20 motor cars were op-

erated, often with trailers, and when the winter schedule of

nine cars was instituted Mr. Condict, then general manager
of the road, decided to make a complete test of the road and
power house to determine the most economical methods of

operation. Under the direction of George A. Damon, who
was assisted by Professor Gaylord and a corps of students

from the Armour Institute, three complete tests were con-

ducted under actual operating conditions. The following is

an abstract of the report of the tests for which we are under
obligations to Mr. Condict. We are also indebted to Mr.
Damon for courtesies extended.

TEST OF POWER PLANT.

The equipment of the power house has already beeu describeU.

In prepai-iug for the tests all proper precautious were talieu to

secure accurate data. The apparatus used was carefully cali-

brated. The water was measured by means of three taulis just

before it entered the feed pumps. The steam used by the stoker
engine, by the economizer engiue, by the calorimeters, by the feed
pump and by the air pump was coudeuscd and carefully meas-
ured. The blow-off from the boilers and other uuused piping was
opened up to guard against the water escaping through unknown
leaks. All water not accounted for by the au.xiliaries was charged
against the engines, with the exception of a liberal allowance
for leakage in the live-steam line.

The first test was with the plant running with two boilers,

two engines and three generators. The second test was with
practically the same load carried by one boiler, oue engine and
two generators, while the last test was made under practically

the same conditions as the second test, with the exception that
the three-voltage method of chargiug the batteries was aban-
doned. In this test but one generator was used and the batte-

ries were charged in successive sets, all at a common potential,

the voltage being raised as the batteries became charged in such
a way that the load upon the generator was kept nearly con-
stant.

The coal used was from Fairmount, W. Va., and cost, delivered
at the power house, $1.90 per ton. An average of five determina-
tions of its calorific value by the Berthier method gave 10,143
British thermal units per pound. The average of six analyses
gives the following result:

Moisture 6.326 per cent.

Volatiles and combustibles 32.903

Fixed carbon 48.126
Sulphur 2.700

Ash 10.030

Card No. J— Taker, j./j- p_ m. on Nojiembir

High-pressure cylinder,
do.

Intermediate receiver.
do.

Intermediate cylinder,
do.

Low-pressure receiver,
do.

Low-pressure cylinder,
do.

Transfer chamber,
do.

Horse power.
do.

Total horse power. .

.

Revolutions per minute
Gauge pressure
Vacuuui
Kilowatt output
Electrical horse power..
Efficiency

M E.P.
North Line 59.85
South Line 71.7
North Line 15.6
South Line 15.8
North Line 24.8
South Line 26 7
North Line 5. 85
South Line 5.73
North Line 8.18
South Line 8 81
North Line 4,92
South Line 4.12
North Line
South Line

2b, tSt^y.

Horse Power.
31.14

'6

'96
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The indicator cards taken with one engine operating one gene-

rator, running on open circuit, sliow a friction load of 32.26 i. h.

p. This is but 14.86 per cent of the average, and is a very satis-

factory figure.

The average efficiency between the horse power developed in

the cylindei-s and the electrical power delivered on the switch-

board is shown to be 79.27 per cent, which is also satisfactory.

The commercial efficiency of the generator (including the leads

to the switchboard) at this load is 79.27-^85.14, or 93.1 per cent,

which is all that can be expected of a generator running 32 per

cent below its rated capacity.

The total station efficiency from coal pile to switchboard is 5.58

per cent. It may be of interest to compare this result with some
other modern station. The Chicago Edison Company in its Har-

rison street station, produces electrical energy for .3 of a cent per

kilowatt-hour burning coal containing 13.000 British thermal units

per pound, and costing delivered$1.05per ton. The efficiencyof that

Results of Boiler Tests.

Items.

NumLer of trial

Date of trial. 1897
Duration of trial

Number boilers in operatioQ .

State of weather
Dimensions.

Kind of boiler

Dimension of shell, diameter and length..
Number and diameter of tubes
Grate surface 84" wide, 78" long. area.
Water-heating surface
Ratio of water-heating surface to grate
surface ..

Az'crage Pressure.
Steam pressuie in boiler, by gauge
Absolute stei m pressure
Force of draft in inches of water at stack.
Force of draft in inches of water at boiler.

Az'erage Temperatures.
External air

Fire room
Steam
Feed- water .,

Fuel,
Kind of coal

Total amount of coal consumed
Moisture in coal
Dry coal consumed
Total refuse, dry
Total combustible (dry weight of coal less
refuse)

Dry coal consumed per hour
Combustible consumed per hour
Calorific power by calorimeter, B. T. U
Theoretical evaporative power from and

at 212 deg. Fahr. m pounds water per
pound coal

Results of Calorimeiric Tests,

Quality of steam, dry steam being taken
as unity

Percentage of moisture in steam
Water.

Total weight of water pumped into boiler
and apparently evaporated

Water actually evaporated, corrected for
quality of steam

Factor of evaporation
Equivalent water evaporated info dry
steam from and at 212 deg. Fahr

Equivalent water evaporated into dry
steam from and at 212 deg. Fahr. pr. hr.

Econotnic Evaporation.
Water actually evaporated per lb. of dry
coal from actual pressure and temp

Equivalent water evaporated per lb. of
dry coal from and at 212 deg. Fahr

Equivalent water evaporated per lb. of
combustible from and at 212 deg. Fahr.

.

Cotnmercial ETaporation,
F-quivalent water evaporation per lb. dry
coal with one-sixth refuse at 7c lbs
gauge pressure, from 100 deg. Fahr

Rate of Combustion.
Coal square feet grate surface per hour. .

.

Consumption of dry coal per hour, coal /

assumed at one-sixth- refuse

—

("

Per square foot grate surface
Per square foot water htg. surface....

Rate of Ei-aPoration,
Water evaporated from and at 212 deg.
Fahr. per square foot htg. surface pr. hr.

Water evaporated per hour from 100)
deg. Fahr. into steam of 70 pounds >

gauge pressure

—

(

Per square foot grate surface
Per square foot water htg, surface ..

Commercial Horse Power.
On basis of 30 lbs. water per hour evapo-
rated from 100 deg. Fahr. into steam of
70 lbs. gauge pressure (equals 34!^ lbs.

from and at 212 deg.) ....

Horse power, builders' rating at 7 square
feet of heating surface per horse power.

Per cent, deve^oped below rating
Ejj'iciency,

Percentage of total calorific power util-
ized ,.,,.,,., -.

feet

sq. ft,

sq. ft,

sq. ft,

lbs.

lbs.

deg.
deg.
deg.
deg.

lbs.

%
lbs.

%
lbs.

lbs.

IBs.

per lb.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

Determina-
tions.

Nov. 26th

9
I

Rainy

Heine horizon-
tal tubular.
48"xig'gM"

87-3^3"

45-5

1,407

30.9

168.3
183.0

.58

.52

30.0

45-3
374 2
192. o

Fairmount,
W. Va.

7,000
6.32

6.558

13-M

5.638
728.6
626.4

10.145

995
5

43.323
1,07

46.356

5.150.6

6.60

7.06

S.23

5-95

16.0

16.74
.534

3.66

98.46
3.18

200
26.5

Results of Tests on Engines, Generators and Auxiliaries,
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tery mileage for each day from the time of starting the road in

the morning until the last trip at night.

Table of Battery Mileage

No. of
Batteiy.

I

2

3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
II

12

13

14
IS
i6

17
i8

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

-November 5th.-

No.of
Trips.

2

2

4
I

5
4
4

3
5

5
I

I

I

Miles
Run.

33.0
22.4

66.9
II.8

100.7

67.2

68.4

43-6

49-5

79.6
II-5

23.0

11-5

II.

5

80.2

.— November 26th.

No of Miles
Trips Run.

44-5
66.9

33-9

S6.6
77.0

41.4

53-7
58.6

68.1

77:8

5
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fluctuations in tlie current were not violent nor many, it is be-

lieved that the results represent very nearly the actual facts.

The duration of the stops and the time the car was in motion

between stops was obtained by means of a stop watch.

The record of speed was obtained by means of a Boyer speed

recorder belted, by means of a flexible belt, to the car axle. By
means of pressing lightly upon the recording pencil a dot was
made in the speed curve every five seconds.

The record of the speed recorder has been transferred to a

larger scale and is shown in Fig. 12. The same diagram has

been used to show the kilowatt-hour and elapsed-time curves.

No attempt was made to indicate upon this diagram the ampere

or voltmeter readings, as this information is given upon a larger

scale in the acceleration tests.

The test may be divided in four parts, as follows:

Av. speed
Dis- Time. No. of miles per

tance. stops. hour.

1. Power house to
Blue Island 5.9' 28:20 12 12.5

2. Blue Island to
power house.. .. 5.9 29:55 ig ii.S

3. Power house to
Sixty-third St.... 5.3 27:40 13 11.5

4. Si.Nty-third St.

to power house.. 5.3 27:50 13 11,5

Total number of stops 57
Total time from start, not including stops. .. .113:45
Total distance 24,40 miles
Length of one back-up stop, l8 04 "

Total distance traveled 22.44 "

Average speed 11.84 miles per hour

In making the stops an effort was made to approximate actual

service and in every way reproduce the conditions of an actual

trip. No regular passengers were carried, however, the load cou-

sisting of nine observers, the motorman and conductor. The
motorman was instructed to follow his usual custom of coasting,

where possible. The track was dry for the first two parts of

the test, but during the last two parts it was raining and the

tracks were wet. The energy taken from the battery was as

follows

:

Distance.
Miles.

1. Power house to Blue
island 5.9

2. Blue Island to power
house 5.94

3. Power house to Six-
ty-third street 5.3

4. Sixty-third street to
power house 5.3

Total 22.44

It is to be regretted that a profile of the road cannot accom-

pany this report. The road, however, is practically level. The
results of the last table would seem to indicate that in general

the grade rose from the power house toward the two terminals.

The efliciency of the battery is shown as follows:

Kilowatt-hours, first charge 3U.757

Kilowatt-hours, discharge 19.715

Kilowatt-hours, second charge 31.031

Effioieney (discharge -h first charge) t3.0 per cent

Efficiency (discharge -:- second charge) 62.32 per cent

The graphical log of the two charges is shown in Figs. 10 and
11, and it will be seen that they differ considerably This is due
to the fact that the charging of the battery was leti, to the regu-

lar operators of the plant, who used their judgment both as to the

voltage and as to the time the battery should charge at each
voltage. They also determined when the battery was fully

charged. In the first charge there is no doubt but that the final

voltage was too high, and in the second charge it would seem
that the battery was charged too long, both of which conditions

reduced the efficiency obtained. The result, however, shows the
efliciency in actual service, but does not represent the possibil-

ities of the battery.

Watt- K.
liours per
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THE WRIGHT WAVE MOTOR.

For some years experiments have been carried on in Cali-

fornia to determine the merits of various wave motors. The

motor herewith illustrated is the invention of Parvin Wright,

who, after some prelimmary experiments in January, 1897,

organized the Wright Wave Motor Company. In June,

1897, the Los Angeles Ocean Power Company was organ-

ized to build a plant on the coast and transmit power to Los

.'\ngeles. Such installation was made at a point on the

ocean beach three miles north of Redondo and about 18

miles from Los Angeles, to which has been given the name
Potencia. A wharf 26 ft. wide was built out to a distance

WRIGHT WAVE MOTOR AT POTENCIA.

of 350 ft., at which point the swells usually begin to break,

and three motor floats placed at the outer end.

The energy of the waves is utilized by means of floats

which operate vertical hydraulic compressors, or pump cyl-

inders, which are in turn connected with a large storage

pressure tank of heavy steel. The movement of the waves

raises and lowers these floats, and in doing so, pumps fresh

water from a small reservoir into the pump cylinders and

forces it into the storage pressure tank, where by compress-

ing the air contained in the tank the water becomes sub-

jected to a very heavy pressure. It flows out of the tank

through a nozzle and impinges upon the buckets of a Pelton

water wheel, by which is driven the dynamo or other ma-

chine to be operated. From the water wheel the water

flows back to the reservoir from which it was originally

THE WRIGHT WAVE MOTOR.

taken, as is shown in the line drawing of the apparatus.

The accumulated pressure in the pressure tank exerts

itself upon the pump pistons, so as to offset the weight of

the floats tending to draw such pistons down; the result is,

that during storm periods, the floats ride upon the crest of

the waves and are not permitted to drop into the trough of

the sea. Mr. Wrigjit is the first inventor to overcome this

difficulty, which has heretofore been considered insurmount-

able.

, The wharf at Potencia is a substantial structure with the

three floats placed side by side in a line at right angles to

its length. When the plant is enlarged the plan is to place

the floats in three or more rows, as is indicated in the line

drawing.

The half-tone engraving is from a photograph of the Po-

tencia wharf and motors; when this was taken two only of

the three floats were in operation.

By reports of tests made on 16 consecutive days in De-

cember last, during which the condition of the sea and

weather varied from calm to stormy, and the number of

waves per minute from 3 to 8, the power developed varied

from 2.3 to 3.5 h. p. per float; this is the power developed

at the water wheel. It is stated that the variations in the

power developed were due to varying conditions under

which the motor was tried. Engineers who have examined

the plant report that 100 properly constructed floats might

be relied upon to develop 5 h. p. each.

The cost of a plant, together with an electrical transmis-

sion line, to deliver 1,000 h. p. at Los Angeles, is placed at

$174 per horse-power.

THE FARE IS TOO LOW.

At a recent session, the Massachusetts Railroad Commis-

sioners were called upon to consider a petition from the

Braintree & Weymouth Street Railway Company, which

wishes to abolish free transfers on its line because the busi-

ness on the South Weymouth branch does not pay the run-

ning expenses. The petition is an unusual one, and the

matter has been taken under advisement by the board. The

road is unfortunate in having commenced by issuing free

transfers when the business did not justify it, and will no

doubt find it a very ditticult matter to increase the rate.

MAIL CONTRACTS IN THE WEST.

The Post Office Department has awarded the contracts

for carrying the mail from Seattle, Wash., to the suburban

towns, to the local electric lines. The Seattle Traction Com-

pany will make one round trip per day between the city and

Green Lake for $100 per annum. The Grant Street Rail-

way Company receives $200 per annum for the service be-

tween South Park and Seattle, making two trips on week

days and one on Sundays. The Third Street & Suburban

Railway Company has the contract for a daily service to

Latona, for $50. From Seattle to Renton the contract has

been awarded to the Seattle & Rainier Beach Railway Com-

pany; the service to Columbia City, which is between the

two places, will be twice a day, and to Renton once a day.

The Commissioners of the District of Columbia have

granted the petition of the Capital Traction Company and

issued an order amending the police regulations of the city

so that the use of salt on the street railway tracks is for-

bidden.
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OPERATING EXPENSES OF CONNECTICUT
RAILWAYS.

The annual report, for the fiscal year ending September 30,

1S97, by the Connecticut Railroad Commissioners, indicates that

the street railways of that state are in anything but a prosperous

condition. The report includes statements from 29 street rail-

ways, two more than last year. During the year 33.8 miles of

new track were laid. The gross earnings for the year were

¥2.026,227, a slight increase, but the average earnings per car-

mile were but 19.G0 cents, a decrease over the preceding year.

The average dividends dropped from 3.7 to 2.8 per cent. The
traffic on the majority of the railways decreased, but the operat-

ing expenses were also diminished by close management. The
tables give the itemized operating expense account in dollars per

car-mile. The figures for the miles of track are for the number of

miles of single track, including sidings.

BRIDGEPORT RAILWAY COMPANY.

Length of railway, measured as single track is 48.6 miles with

1.2 miles of sidings and switches. The company owns 53 closed,

51 open cars, 7 snow plows. 2 sweepers and 1 sprinkler; employs

200 men and carried 5.922,033 passengers with a ear mileage of

1,805,412. The operating expenses were 54.4 per cent of the gross

earnings, and 3.28 passengers were carried per car-mile.

The expense items were:

Repairs of roadbed and track 0009

Repairs, buildings 0007

Repairs, electric line construction 0009

Removal of snow and ice 0015

Repairs of cars 0071

Harness, hay, etc 0008

Electric motive power 0115

Wages for transportation 0488

Damages, gratuities to persons, etc 0065

Salaries 0058

General expense account 0095

Total expenses per car-mile 0940

Gross earnings per car-mile 1727

BRISTOL & PLAINVILLE TRAMWAY COMPANY.

This company operates 5 closed cars, 8 open cars, and 1

snow plow, on 7.75 miles of track; there are 30 employes. Dur-
ing the past year 786,019 passengers were carried and 209,021 car-

miles run. The operating expenses were 70.8 per cent of the gross

earnings, and 3.27 passengers were carried per car-mile run.

Repairs of roadbed and track iiiuo

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0005

Repairs of electric line construction 0022
Removal of snow and ice 0008
Repairs of cars 0078
Repairs of electrical equipment of cars OOno

Summer resort 004:;

Legal expense 0030
Electric motive power 0250
Wages 0552
Damages 0001
Insurance 0044
Salaries 0070
Supplies 0039
Improvements 0151
Sundries 0035

Total expenses per car-mile 1438
Earnings per car-mile 1872

CENTRAL RAILWAY & ELECTRIC COMPANY OF NEW
BRITAIN.

This company owns 13 closed cars, 23 open ones and 3 snow
plows; employs 70 persons and has 18.02 miles of track. During
the past year 2,071,339 passengers were carried and 383,871 miles
run. The operating expenses were 70.2 per cent of the gross earn-
ings, and 5.14 passengers were carried per car-mile.
Repairs of road bed and track 0111
Repairs of buildings 0002

Repairs of electric line construction 0049

Removal of snow and ice 0023
Repairs of cars 0141

Repairs of electric car equipment 0019

Expense of horses 0008
Electric motive power 0333

Wages 00.58

Damages, losses, etc OOOC

Insurance 01.39

Salaries 0<)77

Legal expenses 0021

Other operating expenses 0071
Park expense 00.55

Total expense per car-mile 1712
Earnings per car-mile 2380

DANVILLE & BETHEL STREET HAILW.\Y COMP.WY.

The equipment consists of 13 closed ears, 18 open cars, 2 snow
plows and 1 sprinkler; 11.15 miles track; 1,218,608 passengers were
carried; 337.214 car-miles run. There are 45 persons regularly

employed. The operating expenses were 56.9 per cent of the

gross earnings, and 3.04 passengers were carried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0031
Repairs of electric line construction 0010
Removal of snow and ice 00O5

Repairs of cars 0040
Repairs of car equipment 00.39

Blacksmithing 0034
Headlights and fires 0019
Electric motive power. 0276
Wages 0447
Insurance 0067
Salaries 0073
Legal expenses, etc 0013

Total e3Cpenses per car-mile 1054
Gross earnings per ear-mile 1853

THE DERBY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.

The rolling stock includes 10 closed and 15 open cars, 3 freight,

1 sprinkling car and 1 snow plow. There were collected 973,0()0

fares, and 225.035 car-miles run; 22 persons employed. There are
0.29 miles track. The operating expenses were 03.7 per cent of
gross earnings, and 4.32 passengers were carried per car-mile.

Repairs of road bed and track 0045
Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0009
Repairs of electric line construction OOIG
Removal of ice and snow 0004
Repairs of cars 0074
Repairs of car equipment 0050
Electric motive power 0236
Wages 0528
Damages, etc oo<;4

Insurance 0007
Salaries 013«
Transportation expenses 0075
Park expenses 0103

Total expenses per car-mile 1347
Earnings per car-mile 2113

ENFIELD & LONG MEADOW ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

There are 5 open, 5 closed cars, and 1 snow plow, running 8.62
miles of track, and 23 men are regularly employed. Last year
236.195 car-miles were run and 440.857 passengers carried. The
operating expenses were 73.8 per cent of the gross earnings, and
1.89 passengers were carried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0002
Repairs of buildings and fi.xtures 0001
Removal of snow and ice 0004
Repairs of cars • 00O6
Repairs of car equipment 0005
Electric motive power 0141
^Vages 0328
Damages (mh5
Insurance OOOO
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Salaries <J1G9

General expenses 0033

Total 0704

Gross earnings 0954

KAIR HAVEN & WESTV'Il.LE RAILKOAD COMPANY.

This company operates 53 closed and 4(5 open cars, 4 snow

plows and sweepers on 20.78 miles of track; employs 225 men,

carried 6,106,368 passengers, witli a car mileage of 1,574,406.

There were 3.SS passengers per car-mile, and the operating ex-

penses were 67.3 per cent of the gross earnings.

Kepaii-s of roadbed and track 0124

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0012

Repairs of electric line construction 0016

Removal of snow and ice 0024

Repaira of cars :
OOUl

Repairs of car equipment 0034

Electric motive power 0123

Wages 0561

Damages 0019

Insurance 0010

Salaries 0135

Sundries 0205

Total expenses per car-mile 1324

Earnings per car-mile 1969

HARTFORD STREET R.MI.WAV COMPANY.

This company has 85 open, 77 closed cars, 18 sweepers and

snow plows, running on 71.79 miles of track; employs 520 men, car-

ried 11,732,630 passengers, with 2.9.52,291 car-miles run. The op-

erating expenses were 68.4 per cent of the gross earnings, and

3.94 passengers were caiTied per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track OlOil

Repairs of plant, tools, etc 0(>20

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0U14

Repairs of steam plant and macliiuery 0026

Repairs of line construction 0li20

Removal of snow and ice 0021

Repairs of ears 0090

Repaire of car equipment • 0056

Care of horses 0016

Electric motive power 0195

Wages 0611

Damages, etc 0026

Insurance 0018

Salaries 0007

Printing 0009

Legal expenses 0005

Car supplies 0021

Total expenses per car-mile 1315

Earnings per car-mile 1022

HARTFORD, MANCHESTER & ROCK\ILLE R.MI.UO.VD

COMP.VNY.

There are 15 open and 12 closed cars and 2 snow iilows, rvia "u

18.68 miles of tracks. There were 707,498 passengers carried and

301,803 car-miles run; employes, 60. There were 2.34 passeu.ucrs

per car-mile, and the operating expenses were 83.4 per cent of the

gross earnings.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0103

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0007

Repairs of line construction 0041

Removal of snow and ice OOIO

Repairs of cars 0148

Repairs of car equipment 0101

Electric motive power (MOO

Damages, etc 0070

Insurance 0024

Wages 05,88

Salaries 0158

Rent and miscellaneous expenses 0123

Total expenses per car-mile 1791

Earnings per car-mile 2146

HARTFORD ,«; WEST HARTFORD STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY.

This company owns 13 open and 8 closed cars, 2 snow plows

and 10.5 miles of tracks. It carried 514,760 passengers with a car

mileage of 249,062; employes, 27. The company leases 2.8 miles of

track, making a total of 13.3 miles operated. The operating ex-

penses were 83.2 per cent of the gross receipts, and 2.06 passen-

gers were carried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0090

Repairs of buildings Ouoi

Repairs of line construction 0003

Removal of snow and ice 0005

Repairs of cars 00^6

Repairs of car equipment 0010

Electric motive power 0162

Wages 0465

Damages 0006

Insurance 0009

Salaries 0026

Rent of other roads 0368

Other operating expense 0112

General expense 0114

Total expenses per car-mile 1406

Earnings per car-mile 1690

MERIDEN ELECTRIC RAILROAD COMPANY.

The road is equipped as follows: 25 open and 22 closed cars

and 4 snow plows, operating on 17 miles of track. The passen-

gers carried numbered 2.088,180 with a car mileage of 601,769;

employes, 78. The operating expenses were 80.7 per cent of the

gross earnings, and 3.47 passengers carried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 00t>4

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0009

Repairs of line construction 0021

Removal of snow and ice 0008

Repairs of cars 0036

Repairs of car equipment 0105

Electric motive power 0226

Wages 0.529

Care of horses 0014

Repair of trucks 0026

Repair of power plant 0014

Oflice expense 0058

Legal expense 0005

Paxk expense 0224

Insurance 0113

Miscellaneous operating expenses 0025

Total expenses, per car-mile 1485

Earnings per car-mile 1851

MIDDI.ETOWN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY'.

There are 9 open and 4 closed cars with 1 snow plow, running

on 4.75 miles of track. The road carried 466.340 passengers with

a car mileage of 107,426; employes, 15. The operatiug expenses

were 73.4 per cent of the gro^s receipts, and 4.34 passengers were
carried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0024

Repah's of electric line construction 0005

Removal of snow and ice 0009

Repairs of cars 00.54

Repairs of car e(]nipment 0024

Care of horses 0008

Electric motive power 0444

Wages 0551

Insurance 0045

Salaries 0140

Car houfe account 0119

General expenses 0060

Total expense per car-mile 1483

Earnings per car-mile 2020
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NEW HAVEN & CENTERVILLE STREET RAILWAY
COMPANY.

This compauy owus 10 open and 10 closed cars, 1 suow plow,

and 8.07 miles of track. There were carried 270,5'JO passengers,

and 75.102 car-miles run; employes, 33. The operating expenses

were GG.l per cent of the gross receipts, and 3.G0 passengers were

carried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0000

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0000

Repairs of line construction 0030

Removal of snow and ice OOIS

Repairs of cars 0070

Repairs of car equipment 0029

Electric motive power 0280

Wages Oo'J.j

Insurance 0040

Salaries .• 0071

Miscellaneous 0073

Total expenses per car-mile 121.T

Earnings per car-mile 1835

NEW HAVEN STREET RAILWAY CO.VIPANY.

There are 39 open and 35 closed cars belonging to this company,

also 4 snow plows and 25.5 miles of track. Last year 4,393,720

passengers were carried and 1,191,365 car-miles were run. There

are 155 persons employed. This company leases a portion of its

track, making a total mileage of 30.75 operated. The operating

expenses were 61.2 per cent of the gross receipts, and 3.69 passen-

gers were carried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0064

Repairs of machinery 0022

Repairs of line construction 0016

Removal of snow and ice 0019

Repairs of cars 0100

Repairs of car equipment 0037

Wages 0516

Damages, etc 0010

Insurance 0010

Salaries 0045

Sundries 0035

Boiler and engine room service 0189

Total expenses per ear-mile 1080

Earnings per car mile 1766

NEW LONDON STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.

This company operates 16 open. 7 closed ears and 2 suow plows

on 7.2 miles of track. Last year 1. 135.588 fares were collected and
214,347 car-miles run; employes, 25. The operating expenses were
59.3 per cent of the gross earnings, and 5.30 passengers were car-

ried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0062

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0003

Repairs of line construction 0018
Repairs in power plant 0000
fare of horses 0005
Removal of snow and ice 0039
Repairs of cars 0136
Electric motive power 01.80

Wages (lliOO

Insurance 0114
Salaries 0155
Miscellaneous 0083

Total expenses per car-mile 1464
Earnings per car-mile 2468

NORWAI.K STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
This company owns 9 open. 11 closed cars, 1 sprinkler and 1

snow plow, together with 8.17 miles of track. Last year 1,042.-

714 passengers were carried and 241.570 car-miles run; employes.
25. The operating expenses were 67.5 per cent of the gross earn-
ings, and 4.32 passengers were can-ied per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track OOO.i

Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0i>03

Repairs of line construction 0016

Removal of snow and ice .0006

Repairs of cars 0019
Electric motive power 0280
Wages 0573
Damages, etc OlOS
Insurance 0006
Salaries 0214
Legal expense 0006
Miscellaneous 0159

Total expense per car-mile 1425
Earnings per car-mile 2109

NORWALK TRA.MWAY COMPANY.
This company owns 16 open, 9 closed cars, 1 snow plow and

1.S.33 miles of track. Last year 1,370,495 fares were collected, and
414„530 car-miles run; 50 employes. There were 3.31 fares col-

lected per car-mile, and the operating expenses were 65.7 per
cent of the gross earnings.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0037
Repairs of buildings and fixtures 0004
Repairs of line construction 0027
Removal of snow and ice 0010
Repairs of cars 0031
Repairs of car equipment 0019

Electric motive power 0195

Wages 0411

Damages, etc OOOl

Insurance 0047
Salaries 0101

Miscellaneous 0080

Total expenses per car-mile 0963
Earnings per car-mile 1465

NORWICH STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
There ai'e operated 14 open and 13 closed ears and one snow

plow on 12.46 miles of tracks. Last year 1,852,872 passengers
were carried and 296,784 car-miles run; employes, 45. There
were 6.24 fares collected per car-mile, and the operating ex-

penses were 67.0 per cent of the gross earnings.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0100
Care of horses 0012
Park expense 0081
Damages 0002
Repairs of line construction 0014
Removal of snow and ice 0029
Repairs of cars 0037
Repairs of car equipment 0095
Electric motive power 0385
Wages 0620

Insurance 0113

Salaries 0184
Operating expenses, miscellaneous 0123

Total expenses per car-mile 1795
Earnings per car-mile 2677

PORTLAND STREET R.MLWAY COMPANY.
This railway, which has been in operation but 11 months, has

2 closed cars operating, running on 3.2 miles of track, and em-
ploys 5 men. The car-miles run during this period were 42,409,

and 138.415 fares were collected. The operating expenses were
77.5 per cent of the gross earnings, and 3.27 passengers were car-

ried per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0041
Repairs of electric line construction 0001
Removal of snow and ice 0032
Repairs of cars 0O13
Electric motive power i>43C

Wages 0520
Da mages 0003

Insurance 0012
Salaries 0016
General expense 0028

Total operating expenses per car-mile 1107

Earnings per car-mile 142S
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SOUTIIINGTON & PLANTSVILLE TRAMWAY COMPANY.

The 5 employes of this road operate 3 closed cars on 1.57 railes

of tracks. Last year 77,721 passengers were carried and 43,249

car-miles made. The operating expenses were 85.1 per cent of

the gross earnings, and 1.8 fares collected per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and trade 0124

Repairs of buildings 0036

Removal of snow and ice 0003

Repairs of cars 0034

Repairs of car equipment 0011

Wages 0334

Insurance 0012

Salary 0029

Coal and supplies 0198

Total expenses per car-mile 0780

Earnings per car-mile 0916

STAMFORD STREET RAILROAD COMPANY.

The company runs 11 open and 9 closed cars on 11.25 miles of

track. Last year 8.30, .'I.SS passengers were carried and 282,147 car-

miles run. There are 38 employes. The operating expenses were
78.7 per cent of the gross earnings, and 2.94 fares were collected

per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0014

Repairs of buildings 0001

Repairs of electric line construction 0011

Removal of snow and lee 0009

Repairs of cars 0015

Repairs of car equipment 0046

Care of horses 0009

Electric motive power 0292

Wages 0495

Damages, etc 0000

Insurance 0082

Other expenses 0154

Total expenses per car-mile 1128

Earnings per car-mile 1433

WATERBURY TRACTION CO.MPANY.

This company operates 30 open, 24 closed cars, 1 sweeper and :-'

snow plows on 14 miles of track. Last year 3,068..524 fares were

collected and 543,824 car-miles run. The employes number 8.3.

There were 5.04 fares collected per car-mile, and the operating ex-

penses were 59.3 per cent of the gross earnings.

Rcpaire of roadbed and track Oll'J

Repaire of line construction 0012

Removal of snow and ice 0013

Repairs of cars Olid

Repair of buildings 0U04

Team of horses 0007

Electric motive power 03U0

Wages 07( 13

Damages 0008

Insurance 0097

Salaries (MT.i

I..egal expenses 0037

General expenses 0099

Total expenses per car-mile 1582

Earnings per ear-mile 2666

WESTPORT i! SAUGATUCK STREET RAILWAY COMPA.NY.

This company owns 2 open, 3 closed cars and 5.25 miles of

track. Last year 169,952 persons were carried and 08,491 car-

miles run; employes, 8. The operating expenses of this railway
exceed the gi-oss earnings by 1.8 per cent. The fares collected

averaged 2.48 per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0112

Repairs of buildings 000(1

Repairs of line construction 0000

Removal of snow and ice 0004

Care of horses 0013

Electric motive power 0373

Wages 0630

Insurance 0015

Total expenses per car-mile 1147

Earnings per car-mile 1126

WINCHESTER AVENUE RAILROAD COMPANY,
WEST HAVEN.

This company owns 52 open, 39 closed cars, 4 snow plows and
10.1 miles of track; 5.3G1.727 passengers were carried and 1,000,-

.379 car-miles ran; 150 men are employed. The property of the

West Shore Street Railway Company, of West Haven, is leased,

making a total of 21.14 miles of track operated. The operating

expenses are .53.7 per cent of the gross earnings, and an average

of 5.35 fares were collected per car-mile.

Repairs of roadbed and track 0030

Repairs of buildings 0004

Repairs of line construction 0008

Removal of snow and ice 0007

Repairs of cars 0061

Repairs of car equipment 0048

Electric motive power 0247

Wages 0629

Da mages, etc 0009

Insurance 0040

Salaries 0086

Oeneral expense 0163

Total expenses per car-mile 1332

Earnings per car-mile 2483

OHIO STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

The state association of the street railway men of Ohio

has recently been reorganized and put upon a firmer basis;

the name has been changed from the Ohio Tramway Asso-

ciation to the Ohio Street Railway Association, and the of-

ficers propose to exert every eflfort to make it the best and

most progressive of the state associations. Ohio has over

i,200 miles of street railways and the exchange of experi-

mental, statistical and scientific knowledge among the mem-
bers cannot fail to be of benefit to the companies and to the

public which they serve.

The membership fee has been fixed at $io for each com-

pany and the annual dues at 25 cents for each regular car

operated; but the dues shall in no case exceed $15 per year.

We have received from the secretarv a copy of the Con-

stitution and By-laws of the Association; the book is of a

size convenient for the vest pocket and is bound in leather.

The present officers of the association are; President, A.

A. Anderson, Youngstown; vice-president, T. R. Catlin,

Canton; secretary and treasurer, Frank J- J. Sloat, Akron;

the officers together with H. P. Bradford, Cincinnati; F. L.

Nelson, Springfield, and W. F. Kelly, Columbus, consti-

tute the executive committee.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL
ASSOCIATION.

The Northwestern Electrical Association held its annual

meeting in Milwaukee, where some valuable papers were

read, among ihcni being "Long Distance Transmission" by

Axel Ekstrom, "Present Efficiency of Incandesc-:;nt Lamps"
by J. E. Randall, "Electricity in Municipal Engineering"

by Prof. R. B. Owens, and others. The session was con-

cluded by a banquet attended by a number of distinguished

guests, including Governor Scofield.
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ELECTRICAL INSPECTION AND TESTING
OF CAR EQUIPMENTS.

THE HERUICK SYSTEM.

The mcclianical wear and tear of a car equipment is evi-

dent on inspection, and renewals and repairs can be intelli-

gently made in order to maintain the equipment mechanic-

ally, but the electrical troubles are not generally visible until

the defect has developed into a fault and the equipment is

crippled. The commercial efifect of adopting electrical in-

spection methods immediately results in a large saving in

the cost of electrical maintenance, and the character of the

work changes from that of repairs to that of maintenance.

The apparatus and methods for electrical inspection and

FIG. I.—PORTABLE TESTING SET.

testing were developed from the necessity of reducing the

cost of electrical maintenance, which costs aggregate in all

the street railroads in the United States over l8 million dol-

lars per annum.

There are very few faults that lie dormant in an equip-

ment and develop under extra straining, losding, or w'eather

conditions, that cannot be detected and remedied before they

develop into a fault, the repair of which will cost many times

that of preventive measures.

A number of methods of measurini; and testing have been

selected for the different tests which are applied to an equip-

ment, each having its own particular advantages for the

tests for which it is best adapted. These different methods

have all been connected up on a switchboard so that the

interpolating of the apparatus on the plug board, by means
of flexible leads, will make the proper connections for that

test.

Commercial measuring instruments are used for the dif-

ferent tests, and are so calibrated that they give very reliable

results.The methods of applying these tests to an equipment

are so arranged that the equipment can be thoroughly tested

and every defect located, without disconnecting or dissem-

bling any part of the equipment except the ground connec-

tions. Every class of equipment has been standardized,

and evei V point of the controller should give specific read-

ings on the measuring apparatus; if these indications deviate

from the standard by a certain amount, the cause can be

immediately located. By the use of this method the rela-

tive efficiency of the moformen can be determined, if a regu-

lar inspection system is maintained, by means of the increase

in temperature of the equipments which they bring in. By

keeping records of motormen and temperatures, the poor

motormen can be readily detected, as motormen running

over the same schedule and route, with practically the same

traffic, may make a difference of 40° Centigrade in the

motors, due only to the improper handling of the controller,

which means a waste of energy and depreciation of the

equipment. Another large cause of depreciation is the lack

of equalization between two or more motors operating un-

der the same car body. This lack of equalization can be

readily detected by the practical determinations of the rela-

tive temperatures of the several motors, and these can be

equalized so as to be maintained at the uniform temper-

atures, which means, working at the best possible advan-

tage. The temperature measurements are not made bv a

thermometer, but by means of a calibrated rheostat on the

testing switchboard, which is calibrated so that the temper-

ature can be read directly on the rheostat when the indicat-

ing instrument reads at zero.

The system comprehends the following determinations.

All measurements except those marked (*) can be made

without making any disconnection or dissembling of the

equipments:
WIRING.

1. In new equipmeuts. whether the car is correctly wired.

2. roor conuectioiis in car wiring, and where.

3. Open circuit, and where.

4. Ground on wiring system, and where.

*10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

1(1.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

CONTROLLERS.

Improper connection of controller, and where.

Poor contact, and on which point.

Short circuit, and botAveen which two contacts.

Poor connections to leads.

Where the buttons m.ake contacts at correct points on con-

troller face.

Ground in controller, and where.

RHEOST.\TS.

.\re tUey properly connected in.

Are they standard resistance on each step.

Are they grounded, and on which step.

Temperature of the rheostat.

Open circuit, and where.

^Ylllther the proper rheostat is used for the equipment.

.MOTOR FIELD.

Whether the fields are properly connected.

Whether the field has broken down.

Whether the insulation is poor between the field and the

ground, and which field.

Whether they are the proper field coils tor the equipment.

What is their temperature.
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*22. Whether they have the proper number of turas.

23. Whether they have the proper resistance.

24. Whether the connectors are making good connections be-

tween field terminals.

SHUNT FIELDS.

25. Whether this is connected around the fields.

26. Its resistance.

27. Whether the two shunts are carrying equal loads or equally

shunting both motors.

ARMATURES.

28. Insulation to ground.

29. Brushes mailing contact with commutators.

30. Whether armature strikes pole pieces.

*31. Whether there are leaks or crosses between armature coils.

*32. Whether there are poorly insulated or short circuited arma-

true coils, and which.

*33. Whether the armatm-e Is properly connected.

*34. Whether the coils are properly soldered to commutator.

COMPLETE MOTOR TEST.

35. What is the temperature ot the motor.

36. Whether two motors are equalized.

37. Whether the motor has been properly handled by the motor-

men.

The testing system is so arranged that any of the fore-

going faults can be detected when the inspector makes three

inspection tests. The first is made when the controller is

on the first point. The second, when the controller is on

the series step on the series-parallel controller, or on the

For- Im/ject'ion of
r^epoifed Armafui^e

d Te5 tincj bridae

Df^op Plugb for

^quofization 0/ Mot0^:3

FIG. 2.

parallel step where the rheostat is used. For the third test

the ground connection is then removed and the insulation of

the equipment is taken. These three measurements, if they

are standard, prove the equipment to be in good electrical

condition, and if there is any tendency to a break-down, one

of the above tests will show that there is trouble. A detailed

test, occupying not more than five minutes, will then have

to be made in order to locate the point or points where the

trouble exists.

For these tests neither a bridge nor the drop method, a>

usually applied, were found to be sufficiently reliable or ex-

peditious for practical work. The lower e. m. f., under which

a bridge is used, may make a carbon brush contact or a bad

controller point appear as an open circuit, whereas if higher

potentials are used, this will break down to a metallic cir-

cuit. The drop method requires that both the voltmeter

and ammeter be read, and it also requires the use of mathe-

matics to figure the resistance; as the current value changes

at every step of the controller it makes this method too

tedious to be applied even for the three inspectors' tests, and

as the drop test is usually applied, the contact resistance is

also measured, and this seriously interferes with the accurate

measurement of low resistances.

In order to readily apply the tests to the car equipments

with the portable testing set shown in Fig. i, the trolley is

pulled down and the current is carried first from the trolley

wire through the testing set back to the trolley wheel. There

is a bank used in series v.'ith this circuit in order to regulate

the current flow. A ground plate is inserted between tht

brake shoe and the car wheel, and the brake is brought up

tight. These are the only two connections to be made for

the tests. In the tests with the stationary switchboard, a

trolley wire is run through the car house parallel with the

present trolley wire, about 6 in. from it.

In order to test a car it is only necessary to transfer the

trolley wheel to the test trolley wire, and the measurements

can be made in the inspectors' office. The connections are

so made that the resistances external to the car equipment

are equalized, regardless of the position of the car.

The tests are made on the car by the movement of the

controller handle to the different points. If the equipment

is up to standard the balance indicator will stand at zero,

when the pointer on a sliding scale is brought to a position

on the scale corresponding to the point of the controller

under measurement. On account of various combinations

made by the controller of the motors, a fault in either or

both can be expeditiously located.

The practical application of these tests brings out clearly

the following points:

1. That the lack of equalizatiou between the motors is

largely accountable for the condition of one motor contin-

ually breaking di'wn.

2. That more armatures are burnt out in weak fields than

by the poor insulation of the armature.

3. That flashing of the brushes burns out more arma-

tures than poor insulation between coils.

4. That armatures can be repaired which are often burnt

out beyond repair by the motormeii in cutting out the motor

as soon as it bucks.

5. That the normal life of the motor is reduced 40 i^er

cent by the improper use of the controller.

M. R. McAdoo, general manager of the Paterson Railway

Company, who has been using this system, says in regard

to it: "This system has proved so simple and direct in its

operation that it immediately effected a large saving in our

electrical repairs, and we have been able to maintain our

equipments electrically by preventive measures, and have

reduced electrical break-downs to a minimum. In fact, we
have been able to get a much longer life out of our equip-

ments and greatly decrease the expense under which we are

operating."

Fig. 2 shows the different auxiliary appliances used by

the inspectors in order to obtain the tests required.
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RD33inG3DF5TEAM RAILROADS
'AnoSTREET RAILWAYS.

PART III.

NEW JERSEY.

The law governing crossings in New Jersey is one ap-

proved March 22, 1895, which is as follows:

Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the State of New
Jersey, That whenever the route of any steam or electric railroad here-

after to be conBtmcted shall cross at points outside of the limits of cities

the line of any steam railroad in this state, such crossing shall be made
In such a way as will inflict the least injury upon the rights of the com-

pany owning or operating the railroad Intended to be crossed and as will

afford proper protection to the public; and no company shall hereafter

construct any steam or electric railroad across the line of any steam

railroad except within the limits of a city until it shall have flrst made
application to the chancellor of this state to define the mode In which

such crossing shall be made, and It shall thereupon be the duty of the

chancellor, after causing reasonable notice of such application to be given

to the municipal authorities, and also to the corporation owning or oper*

atlng the railroad Intended to be crossed, to define by his decree the mode
In which such crossing shall be made and If, In his Judgment, it Is reason-

ably practicable and public safety so requires to avoid a grade crossing,

he may in his discretion by his decree define and regulate the mode and
manner of such crossing, and thereupon such crossings shall be made In

the mode defined by such decree, and In no other way.

And be It enacted, That crossings of steam railroads by steam or elec-

tric railroads within the limits of cities shall be made subject to the

present existing laws In regard to the same.

Under this act the apportionment of cost is made by the

court. Usually the viaducts are for the use of the street

railway only. When necessary to maintain flagmen at im-

portant crossings it is usually done by the street railway.

One of the longest viaducts in the state is that built by the

Consolidated Traction Company, of Jersey City, over the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western tracks; it is about 1,000

ft. in length and cost $30,000.

Two very important decisions in regard to grade cross-

ings have been rendered recently by the supreme court of

New Jersey. The first was in the case of the Erie Railroad

against the city of Newark, for the expense incurred in

planking the crossing made necessary by the opening of a

new street across its tracks and for the cost of erecting and

maintaining gates. The company was allowed for the

planking but not for the gates by the lower court; this de-

cision was reversed, the supreme court holding that the

taking of a railway's property for street purposes is an

action entitling the road to damages, and compensation

must include all moneys which the act causes the company
to pay out, and the erection and maintenance of gates is an

added expense for which the company is entitled to ask

compensation. This would appear to be so sweeping that

every municipality desiring to open new streets across rail-

way lines will not only have to pay for the right of way, but

will be compelled to maintain gates and gatemen there in

perpetuity. The effect will probably be to bring about the

abolition of grade crossings, since it will be cheaper in the

end to cross over or under the railway line than to main-

tain gates and gatemen.

The second decision relates to flagmen or gates. The
Philadelphia 8z Reading Railroad was convicted of main-

taining a nuisance in having neither gates nor flagmen at

a certain crossing. The supreme court holds that a railwav

company is not obliged to take any greater precaution for

the protection of crossings than is exacted by the statutes,

the only exception being where a company has created a

danger by its own act. The statute enacted in 1852 requir-

ing the railroad in most instances only to ring a bell or blow
a whistle when approaching a crossing was amended in

1895 to the extent that the governing bodies of all munici-

palities in first-class counties are given the power to com-
pel the protection of crossings.

NEW YORK.

For some years the state of New York has endeavored to

reduce the number of railroad grade crossings, including

those of highways and streets as well as street railways and

other steam roads. In 1893 the law here quoted was en-

acted, giving to the courts the power to appoint commis-

sioners to decide upon crossings when the two companies

interested fail to agree.

Sec. 1. Whenever the railroad or route of any street surface railroad

corporation shall intersect and cross, or shall cross the tracks and roadbed
of any railroad, operated by locomotive, steam or other power, which are

laid In, across or upon the surface of any street, avenue, road or highway
In any city, town or village of the state, having less than 500,000 inhabi-

tants, and such street surface railroad corporal inn having been unable to

agree with the corporation owning the tracks and roadbed so Intersected

or to be intersected and crossed, as to the line or linos, grade or grades,

points or manner of such intersection and crossing, or upon the compen-
sation to be made therefor, shall have applied to* the court by petition to

appoint commissioners to determlr* the same, the court shall upon appli-

cation made by such street surface railroad corporation, at, or after, the

time of the appointment of such commissioners, or if nn answer to the

petition of such street surface railroad corporation has been Interposed,

at any time thereafter, direct that such street surface rallrnjid corpora-

tion, be permitted to lay Its tracks across and to Intersect, ufon the sur-

face of the street, avenue, road or highway, the tracks and roadbed of

such railroad operated by locomotive, steam, or other power, provided,

such street surface railroad corporation shall at the time of obtaining

such order make and file with the clerk of said court. Its bond or under-

taking In writing, in an amount and with surety or sureties to be ap-

proved by the court, conditioned for the full and faithful performance by
such street surface railroad corporation of any and all conditions and re-

quirements which may be imposed by said commissioners and be affirmed

by the court. In determining the line or lines, grade or grades, points or

manner of such Intersection and crossing and as to the amount of com-
pensation to be paid therefor, and also conditioned to conform such cross-

ing and Intersection made by virtue of such order of the court to the

requirements made by said commissioners as aflSrmed by the court.

Sec. 2. No street surface railroad shall be allowed to lay Its tracks at

grade across the tracks or roadbed of any railroad operated b.y locomotive

steam power at any point where there are three or more tracks of the

steam road proposed to be crossed, which tracks have been constructed

and In operation at least two years, unless the written consent of the

state railroad commissioners be flrst obtained for such crossing at grade.

But this section shall not affect the operation of section one of this act

In any suit or proceeding now pending, nor any renewals of said pending
suit or proceeding brought for any cause.

In 1897 the railroad law was amended and several pro-

visions as to crossings made, all looking to the abolishment

of grade crossings, the act applying to steam roads crossing

other roads as well as street railways.

The several portions of this act with a direct bearing on

the subject are as follows:

Sec. 60. All steam surface railroads, hereafter built, except additional

switches and sidings, must be so constructed as to avoid all public cross-

ings at grade, whenever practicable so to do. Whenever application is

made to the board of railroad commissioners, under Sec. 59 of the rail-

road law, there shall be filed with said board a map showing the streets,

avennes and highways proposed to be crossed by the new construction.

and the said board shall determine whether such crossings shall be under
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or over tbe proposed railroad, except where said board shall determine

euch method of crossing to be impracticable. • • (Provisions as to

notice, etc.)

Sec. 61. When a new street, avenue or highway, or new portion of a

street, avenue or highway shall hereafter be constructed across a steam
surface railroad, such street, avenue or highway, or portion of such street,

avenue or highway, shall pass over or under such railroad or at grade as

the board of railroad commissioners shall direct. Notice, etc. • • •

Sec. 62. The mayor and common council of any city, the president and

trustees of any village, the town board of any town within which a

street, avenue or highway crosses or is crossed by a steam surface rail-

road at grade, or any steam surface railroad company, whose road crosses

or 19 crossed by a street, avenue or highway at grade, may bring their

petition, in writing, to the board of railroad commissioners, therein alleg-

ing that public safety requires an alteration in the manner of such cross-

ing, its approaches, the method of crossing, the location of the higliway

or crossing, the closing and discontiuuanee of a highway crossing and the

diversion of the travel thereon to another not at grade, and praying theU

the same may be ordered; whereupon the said board of railroad commis-

sioners shall appoint a time and place for bearing the petition, and shall

give such pei'sonal notice thereof as they shall judge reasonable, of not

less than 10 days, however, to said petitioner, the railroad company, the

municipality in which such crossing is situated, and to the owners of tbe

lands adjoining such crossing and adjoining that part of the highway to

be changed in grade or location, and shall cause notice of said hearing to

be advertised in at least two newspapers publit>hed in the locality afleeted

by the application; and after such notice of hearing the said board of

railroad commissioners shall determine what alterations or changes, it

any, shall be made. The decision of said board of railroad commissioners

rendered in any proceeding under this section, shall be communicated
within 'M days after final hearing to all parties to whom notice of the

hearing in said proceeding was given, or who appeared at said hearing by

counsel or in person. Any person aggrieved by such decision, or by a de-

cision made pursuant to Sees. CO and 61 hereof, and who was a party to

said proceeding, may appeal therefrom to the appellate division of the

supreme court in the department in which such grade crossing is situated

and to the court of appeals, in the same manner and with lilje effect as

is provided in the case of appeals from an order of the supreme court.

Sec. 65. Whenever, under the provisions of Sec. CO of this act, new rail-

roads are constructed across existing highways, the expense of crossing

above or below the grade of the highway shall be paid entirely by the

railroad corporations. Whenever under the provisions of Sec. CI of this

act a new street, avenue or highway is constnicted across an existing

railroad, the railroad corporation shall pay one-half and the municipal

corporation wherein such street, avenue or highway is located, shftll pay

the remaining one-half of the expense of making such crossing above or

below grade; and whenever a change is made in an existing crossing in

accordance with the provisions of Sec. 62 of this act, 50 per cent of the

expense thereof shall be borne by the railroad corporation, 25 per cent by

the municipal corporation, and 25 per cent by the state. Whenever, in

carrying out the provisions of Sees. 01 and 62 of this act. two or more
lines of steam surface railroad, owned and operated by different corpora-

tions, cross a highway at a point where a change in grade is made, each

corporation shall pay such proportion of 50 per cent of the expense there-

of as shall be determined by the board of railroad commissioners. * • •

* The legislature shall annually appropriate out of any moneys not other-

wise appropriated, the sum of $100,000 for the purpose of paying the

state's proportion of the expense of a change in an existing grade cross-

iRg. * • *

Sec. 66. The railroad commissioners may. in the absence of any appli-

cation therefor, when, in their opinion, public safety requires an altera-

tion in an existing grade crossing, institute proceedings on their own mo-
tion for an alteration in sueh grade crossing, upon such notice as they

shall deem reasonable, of not less than 10 days, liowever, to the railroad

company, the municipal corporation and the person or persons interested,

and proceedings shall be conducted as provided in Sec. 62 of this act. • •

Sec. 68. All street surface railroads hereafter constructed across a

steam railroad shall be above, below or at grade of such steam railroatl

as the boai-d of railroad commissioners shall determine, and sucli board

shall in such determination fix the proportion of expense of such crossing

to be paid by the street surface railroad.

Sec. 69. The provisions of this act shall also apply to all existing or

future steam surface railroads, on which, after the passage of this act,

eleetricity or some other agency than steam shall be substituted as a

motive power.

Buffalo and certain crossings in Rochester are exempted from these pro-

visions.

The regulations of municipalities for the protection of the

public at grade crossings by the employment of flagmen

and otherwise vary, as also does the practice of apportion-

ing the wages of such watchmen.

The law in Ohio prior to 1896 was that the maintenance
of crossings should be borne equally by the two roads

crossing. The law passed, and approved April 27, 1896,

provides for the interlocking of grade crossings and places

the subject under the control of the commissioner of rail-

roads. Sees. I, 2 and 3 of this act are identical with sec-

tions 2, 3 and 4 of the act passed by the Indiana legislature

on the same subject in 1897, except that in Indiana the

duties of railroad commissioner are given to the auditor

of state; the portions regarding the repeal of speed regula-

tions at protected crossings and the penalties for violation

are also of the same tenor.

Prior to this act the rulings of the Ohio colirts have been

that the street railway was not a burden additional to the

public easement, and consequently the rule as to crossings

was that laid down in the Indiana decision, quoted in the

"Review" for October, page 683.

In 1894 the power to condemn property was conferred

upon street railways.

City ordiances as to flagmen vary. In some cases the

flagman is hired jointly by the two companies, but in most

instances by the steam road solely.

The statute for the prevention of accidents (1891) at cross-

ings is as follows:

Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Ohio.

That where the traclis of two street railroads cross each other or In any
way connect at a common grade, when one or both such street railroads

use other than horse power for propelling their street cars, the crossings

shall be made and kept in repair at the joint expense of the companies
owning the tracks, and all such cars used on said street railroads shall

come to a full stop, not nearer than 10 feet nor farther than 50 feet from
the crossing, and shall not cross until the way is clear; and when two or

more cars approach the crossing at the same time the car or cars on the

road first built shall have precedence.

Sec. 2. That whenever the tracks of any street railroads in this state

cross the tracks of any steam railway at grade, the street railway com-
pany operating said line of cars shall cause their street-cars to cnme to a

full stop not nearer than 10 feet nor farther than 50 feet from the cro-^s-

Ing, and before proceeding to cross said steam railway tracks, shall

cause some person in their employ to go ahead of said car or cars and
ascertain If the way Is clear and free from danger for the passage of said

street-cars, and said street ralroad cars shall not proceed to cros'^ until

signaled so to do by such person so employed as aforesaid, or said way i«

clear for their passage over said tracks.

Sec. ^. Every person in charge of any street-ear or cars ^-ao T\'Ilfnlly

falls to comply with the provisions of this act, and fails to bring said car
or cars which he has in charge to a full stop, or causes the same before
the way Is clear, or signaled so to do to cross said steam ra'lroad trar-ks,

shall be personally liable to any person Injured by reason of such failuri?

as aforesaid, to a penalty of $100, to be recovered by civil action at the
suit of the -state of Ohio, in the court of common pleas nf any county
wherein such crossing or connection Is, and the company in whose employ
such person having charge of said car or cars is, as well as the person
himself, shall be liable in damages to any person or persons injured in

person or property (having charge of such car or cars) as aforesaid.

The attorney-general of Ohio, on December i, rendered

an opinion at the request of one of the railroad commis-
sioners, in which he held that the "interlocking" statute

of 1896 applies only to interurban street railways and not

to city street railways. Also, that under an act of 181^1

the railroad commissioners may regulate the overhead

work at city crossings independent of any interlocking

device connected therewith.

INDIANA.

While the law in Iiuliana prior to 1897 was as stated in

the opinion of the supreme court, of which an abstract was
given in the "Review" for October, 1897, in that year the

legislature passed a law for the protection of grade cross-

ings. The essential parts of this law are as follows:
Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana,

that where it becomes necessary for the traek of one railroad company
to cross the track of another railroad company, unless the matter of

making such crossings shall be agreed to between such companies, it

shall be the duty of the circuit court of the county wherein such crossing

is located, or the judge thereof in vacation, to ascertain and define by its

decree the mode of such crossing which will inflict the least practicable

injury upon the rights of the company owning the road which is Intended
to be crossed; and If, In the judgment of such court. It is reasonable and
practicable to avoid a grade crossing, it shall, by its process, prevent a

crossing at grade.

Sec. 2. That when in case two or more railroads, or a railroad and an
electric road crossing each other at a common grade, or any railroad

crossing a stream by any swing or draw-bridge, shall, by a system if

interlocking, or by other worka or fixtures to be erected by them, or
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either of them, render It safe for engiDes or trains to pass over such cross-

ing or bridge without stopping, and such system of interlocking worlds

or iistures shali lirst be approved uy the Auditor of State, and the plan

of such interlocking works or lixtures for such crossing or bridg"- desig-

nating the plan of crossing shall have been tiled with such Auditor then
and in that case it is hereby made lawful for the engines and trains ot

such railroad or railroads to pass over such crossing or bridge without
stopping, any law or the provisions of any law now in force to the con-

trary notwithstanding, provided, that the said Auditor shall have and is

hereby given power in case such interlocking system or other fixtures

shall in his judgment prove to be unsafe or impracticable, to order the

same discontinued, opportunity first being given tu the person or com-
pany operating the same to he heard before said And. tor as to the pro-

priety of such order. In case such order is made and enforced, the

existing statutes relative to stopping at crossings shall apply until such

time as a device approved hy said Auditor is substituted.

Sec. 3. That in case where the tracks of two or more railroads, or the

tracks of a railroad and an electric railroad cross each other at a common
grade in this state, any company owning any one of such tracks, whose
managers may desire to unite with utheis in protecting such crossing with

luterlockiug or other safety devices, and shall be unable to agree with

such others on the matter, may tile with the said Auditor a petition stat-

ing the facts of the situatim, and as king said Auditor to order such cross-

ing to be protected by interlticking ur other safety devices; said petition

shall be accomjianied by a plan showing the location of all tracks and
switches, and upon the tiling thereof, notice shall be giveli to each com-
pauy or persons owning or operating any track involved in such crossing,

and the said Auditor shall thereupon view the site of such ctossing, and
shall, as soon as practicable, appoint a time and place for the hearing of

such petition. At the time and place named for hearing, unless the hear-

ing is for good cause continued, said Auditor shall proceed to try the

question of whether or not the crossing shall be protected by int* rlockiii,:;

or other safety devices, and shall give all companies and parties interested

an opportunity to be fully heard: and after sueh hearing sail Auditor

shall enter an order upon a record book or docket, to be kept for that

purpose, granting or denying such petition; and in case the same is grant-

ed, such order shall prescribe the interlocking or other safety devices

for such crossing and all other matters which ma,v he deenred proper to

the etficient protection of such crossing, and in such order the Auditor

shall designate the proportion of the cost of construction of sueh plant,

and the expense of maintaiuing and operating the same, which each of

the companies or persons concerned shall pay, and shall also fix the time
within which such appliance shall be put in, such time, however, not to

exceed ninety days from the making of such order.

Sec. 4. In case, however, one railroad company or an electric railroad

company, shall hereafter cross at grade with its track or tracks, the

track or tracks of another railroad, the railroad company or the electric

railroad company seeking to cross at grade shall be compelled to inter-

lock such crossings to the satisfaction of the said Auditor, and to pay all

costs of such appliances, together with the expense of putting them in

and the future maintenance and operation thereof; provided, this act

shall not apply to crossings of side tracks only.

The remaining six provisions of tlie act require: (1) That the provisi' ns

of Sees. 2 and 3 being complied with trains shall not be required to stop

at any protected grade crossing; (2J refusal or neglect to comply with

the law shall be punished by a fine of .1:500 per week for each week of

such refusal or neglect; (3) the Auditor may, if he deems It advisable,

employ a civil engineer to examine and report upon plans for interlock-

ing, and the engineer "shall be allowed such reasonable sum as the

Auditor may award;" (4) all laws inconsistent with this act are reie.tled

and this act shall take effect immediately after its passage.

CANADA AND MEXICO.

In reply to an inquiry addressed to a railway company in

Canada the following was received: "The law is sup-

posed to be the law of common sense administered by the

railway committee, and regulations vary according to

seniority of franchise, changes of grades, circumstances,

etc." This is an admirable statement of what a good law

should be. The railway coinmittee of the privy council

of Canada is the one referred to, and this body decides on

each individual case, the municipal councils having no au-

tliority in the premises; after argument by the parties in-

terested the decision of the cominittee is final.

In Vancouver the crossings were made in virtue of pri-

vate agreements between the street railway and the Cana-

dian Pacific.

In Mexico City the construction and operating of rail-

roads, street railways included, are only governed by the

regulations issued by the Secretary of Cominunications and

Public Works, and the city council has only to attend and

supervise what relates to the location of the tracks in the

streets, maintenance of pavements, etc. The regulation-^

from the Secretary of Communications provide that all

crossings of other railways' tracks shall be constructed and

maintained in perfect order at the expense of the company
crossing the established track, but under this condition all

railways are bound to allow their tracks to be crossed by
other lines, the establishment of which have been duly

authorized.

In reference to crossing tracks of steam roads, such cross-

ings, outside the city, have to be established over or under
the existing track, always submitting to the approval of the

Secretary of Communications the project of all of the works
connected with the crossing. Only on account of special

local circumstances or in very exceptional cases, the appre-

ciation of which corresponds to the Secretary of Communi-
cations, grade crossings may be permitted, and these also

shall be constructed entirely in corformity with the projects

approved by the Secretary of Communications. The com-
pany which crosses other tracks has to maintain, at its own
expense, a flagman at each crossing, both dav and night.

The pay of these men is 88 cents per day. This refers only

to crossing of steam roads, or of steam and mule tracks.

When both are mule tracks no flagmen are required.

Where grade crossings with steam roads are prohibited

the entire expense for viaducts or tunnels falls upon the

street railway which crosses the established track. Such
viaducts or tunnels are for the exclusive use of the railway

which constructs them, and only by express consent of

the company can they be opened to the general public.

WICK FEED OIL CUP.

An oil cup for motors which was adopted by the Metro-

politan West Side Elevated Railroad of this city soon after

it commenced operation, and which has since been adopted

by the Lake Street Elevated also, is shown in principle in

the accompanying sketch. The cups on the motor were

originally designed for grease and the present cup was de-

signed to enable oil to be used. It is simply a tin cup made

WICK FEED OIL CUP.

to fit in the grease cup and having an opening or tube up

through the center. For feeding the oil a wick is put in the

cup and one end of it allowed to hang over into the inner

tube so that it touches the shaft. The lip or edge of the in-

ner tube where the wick goes over must be made rounding;

if it is left sharp it will stop the feeding of the oil through

the wick.

The Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway has equipped

some 30 of its cars with fenders.
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AN ELECTRIC BRAKE FOR STREET CARS.

Electro-magnetic brakes of many different designs have

been tried on street cars, but few have stood the test of

actual service. The cars of the Ogden City Street Railway

Company have been equipped for three years with the Skin-

ner-Dorland electric brake, herewith illustrated.

The brake magnet proper is of tHe coil and plunger type,

with a clutch to hold the brakes set after they have been ap-

FIG. 4.—SKINNER-DORLAND BRAKE.

plied. Fig. I is an end view and Fig. 2 a longitudinal sec-

tion. In Fig. 2, C represents the coil of wire which when

energized draws the plunger B, setting the brake. The

clutch is composed of the shoe S, the lever L, and the spring

R. The small coils J, and the plungers P, attached to the

lever, are designed to operate the clutch by clamping the

shoe against the plunger B. The chain at the outer end of

the large plunger is connected directly to the brake levers.

Fig. 3 shows the controller switch with the case removed,

and its appearance on the car may be noted in Fig. 4.

When the switch is turned to the first point the coils J be-

come a part of the circuit and they draw the lever L to the

position shown by the dotted lines, which will allow the shoe

S to drop away.from the plunger, leaving it free to move. At

the next turn of the switch the coil C is thrown into the cir-

cuit through a variable resistance and draws the plunger in-

to it with a pull according to the current passing through

the coil, setting the brakes at any desired tension. The coils

J are then cut out, which allows the spring R to press down
the lever J, and clamps the shoe S against the plunger B.

The coil C is cut out of the circuit and the brakes remain

set until the coils J are again energized.

Several claims characteristic to this brake are made. It

is simple in construction, not liable to get out of order, and

easily repaired. It does not entirely depend on the current

from the line to stop the car, for by moving the switch lever

to the emergency stop the car motors are connected as gen-

erators. It can be attached to any style of car and con-

nected to the ordinary brakes in use, and works in conjunc-

tion with hand brakes without interfering with them. The

brake is very quick in action. Very little current is required

and that only for a moment, when the brake is being set,

then the current can be turned off and the brake will remain

set.

PORTER ON SEATS.

Robert P. Porter, in his Topics of the Present Time,

writes in the New York Herald a few lines on the seat ques-

tion, a problem which has always caused the newspapers

more real suffering than the people who do the standing.

He says:

1 note the following headlines in a telegram from Albany;

"No Seat; No Passengers."

The article briefly states that an endeavor will be made to

pass an amendment to the railroad law Hmiting the number

of passengers that may be carried on the cars of the street

surface railroads. If this law was passed, in my opinion it

would lead to something akin to an insurrection, not only in

New York City, but in every city of the state. The trouble

in New York City is not the lack of cars during the busy

time in the evening, for they are kept running at a few sec-

onds' headway and just far enough apart so that they will

not smash into one another. To enforce a law of this sort

the street cars would have to do exactly what they do in

Paris, which would be an interesting proceeding, especially

on bitterly cold nights, or when it is raining and hundreds
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of people are anxious to get home. The car stops at a cor-

ner and the conductor then hands out to each one of tlie

crowd clamoring for admission a large pasteboard ticket

with a number on it. When the passengers have alighted, the

conductor calls out a number, much as the head barber in

some barber shops where the number system prevails, and

one by one the persons owning the lucky number push their

way through the crowd and get into the car. Then when all

seats are filled, the car moves on, leaving the growling,

howling mob at the corner. Last summer when in Paris I

watched the process carefully, at one time standing on the

street corner for nearly three-quarters of an hour. I discov-

ered that it was not unusual for passengers to wait 20 and 25

minutes before they could secure a seat by this system. The

American passenger is simply not built that way. He will

not wait, because he wants to get home. If passengers were

willing to wait on the average this length of time there

would be little or no crowding in any of our cities. Satur-

day, in coming from Philadelphia, I was waiting to take the

new electric Madison avenue car. One came up crowded

with people hanging on the platform. I decided to wait one

car. The next car contained about 15 people. At 42nd street

the car with plenty of vacant seats caught up with the car

overflowing with people, and we continued about 20 sec-

onds behind that car until I reached home, less than a quar-

ter of a minute later than those who preferred to hang on to

the straps of the crowded car. When you can change the

characteristics of a people so that they think nothing of

waiting 15 or 20 minutes, or even half an hour, such legisla-

tion as here suggested will be practical, but not before.

DOWN-TOWN TERMINAL IN DENVER.

The Denver Consolidated Tramway Company in Octo-

ber last completed its new down-town "turn around," which

is undoubtedly one of the most complete street railway ter-

minals in the west. It comprises two loops, connected to

each other, providing for the convenient transfer of cars

from one loop to the other. Two sidings are provided, one

for disabled cars and one for extra cars and line car, etc.

These loops are located in the business center of the city, in

the block bounded by Arapahoe, Lawrence, 14th and 15th

streets. The Post Office, City Hall, Chamber of Commerce,
and Mining Exchange are all within one block.

The alley was widened into a 66-ft. street (designated

"Tramway Place"), through which the cars on both loops

enter from 15th street. Here transfer to and from all the

company's lines is made under cover. The upper or Arap-

ahoe street loop is used to turn the cars on the southern and

eastern divisions, comprising the following lines: Twenty-
second avenue, Stout street. Riverside Cemetery and Stock

Yards, 19th and 25th avenue, Colfax avenue, nth avenue,

Broadway and South Broadway, South Tremont street.

University Park, Pearl street, Harman and Arlington Park.

The lower or Lawrence street loop is used by the fol-

lowing lines: Lawrence street, east and west divisions.

Agate avenue, Ashland avenue, Elitch Gardens and Ber-

keley, Rocky Mountain Lake, Union Depot.

There is 1,580 ft. of curved track in the two loops and

their connections. All the curves have spiral approaches.

The construction is of the very best character, girder T-

rails weighing 72 lbs. per yd. being used exclusively. The
ties, placed 24 in., center to center, are tamarack, creosoted

with ID lbs. of oil to the cu. ft. by the Michigan Pipe Com-
pany of Bay City, Mich. Tie bars are placed at intervals of 6
ft. Brown-Edison plastic bands are used throughout. The

TERMINAL LOOPS, DENVER.

pavement is basalt (granite) blocks and asphalt. All of the

curves, switches, frogs and special work, which is of a

most substantial character, were built by the company in

its own shops.

The detail plans and general construction were super-

intended by the company's constructing engineer, John A.

Beeler, to whom we are indebted for the accompanying
plan of the loop.

McLEAN RETURNS TO THE UNITED
STATES.

Thomas H. McLean, who for the past two years has been
president and general manager of the lines in the City of

Mexico, has accepted the offer of the Toledo Traction Com-
pany, and wull return to the

United States about the first

of April to become general

manager of that road. Mr.

McLean is recognized as one
of the brightest and most

successful managers in the

fraternity, and has made a

record at Mexico which is at

once highly creditable to

himself and satisfactory to

his road. He has introduced

American methods, reduced

expenses, increased divi-

dends, and his Mexican
T. H. Mc LEAN. fricuds and company part

with him with much regret. One of the reasons which has

decided him to give up his office there is that owing to the

altitude, Mrs. McLean was unable to remain there, although

the attempt was made five times.

His many friends will be pleased to welcome his return,

and both he, and President Lang of the Toledo Traction

Company, are to be congratulated.

At the trial of a personal injury case in Brooklyn the

plaintiflf was stripped and examined in the court room.
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IMPROVED DEVICES AND METHODS FOR THE SAFE OPERATION OF CARS ON
INTERURBAN AND CITY LINES.

(Continned from January.)

Road No. id: This road operates an interurban line a

trifle over nine miles long, all of it being single track, and

at both termini uses tracks jointly with local companies; at

one terminus the length of track so used by two companies

is 2.y4 miles, and at the other, yi mile. Traffic over the road

is regulated by a time table and code of rules, the telephone

being used for special orders in cases of delay. The halt-

mile section mentioned is operated as a block and traffic

controlled by a block signal.

The rules governing the joint use of the longer section

(2% miles) by interurban and local trains are in substance

as follows: Interurban trains must not arrive at or leave

any points designated in the time table ahead of time, in

general the rights of local trains are superior to those of the

interurban trains, except that the few interurban trains be-

tween midnight and 6:30 a. m. have absolute rights to the

track; two whose leaving time is about 7 a. m., have equal

rights; and on a specified section the interurban trains as-

sume the rights of local trains, the latter following as sec-

ond sections of the interurbans. When running on the time

of a local train, the conductor of the interurban must notify

all trains met or passed, in writing, giving the number of the

motor car which is following him as a second section. .\lso,

the motormen of an e.xtra train must notify, in writing, the

motorman of every train met or passed that his is an "extra."

On the half-mile section operated as a block the signal

device consists of an electric bell with crank attachment,

and an electric indicator at each end of the block. The bell

is connected with and controls the electric indicator at the

opposite end of the block section. The indicator displays

on its face either the word "Block" or the word "Clear." It

when a train arrives at the block the indicator displays the

word "Block" it means that the block is occupied by an ap-

proaching train and the first cannot proceed until the latter

has arrived and the conductor set the indicator at "Clear."

When the indicator is at the "Clear" position, the conductor

gives five complete turns to the crank, which rings his bell,

then he gives five turns more, and if the bell does not again

ring it indicates that the indicator at the opposite end is sei

at "Block," and the car being thus protected may proceed.

If the bell does not ring at the end of the first five turns of

the crank, or if it does ring at the end of the second five

turns, or if the indicator falls to "Block" while the conduc-

tor is using the crank, it indicates trouble, and a flagman

with the proper signals is sent at least five minutes in ad-

vance of the train.

This signal does not protect the rear end of the train, and

each train must protect its own rear end when it stops

or for any cause is moving at a slower speed than is cus-

tomary.

In case a car becomes dead while crossing a steam rail-

way's tracks the rule is as follows: "You will immediately

notify all passengers to leave the car and proceed to a safe

distance from the track of the steam railway. You must

then proceed in both directions on the track of the steam

railway (the motorman one way and the conductor the

other), to a distance of at least ^ mile, or 10 telegraph poles.

and place one torpedo on toii of the rail on the engineer's

side. The conductor will then go to some telephone or in

some other manner at once notify some authorized agent of

the steam railway of the obstruction, and the motorman
will return to his car. After the conductor has notified the

steam railway, he will notify the proper officer of the com-

pany. A supply of torpedoes must always be carried in the

motorman"s tool box. After the car has been moved from

the crossing of the steam road, and the track of the latter

is clear, you should remove the torpedoes from the rails of

the steam road if they have not been exploded by approach-

ing trains."

The manager of this road writes us that while this system

has worked satisfactorily, he has been considering installiujj

a block signal for added security.

Road No. 11: This is an interurban line 23 miles long;

it is single track with several sidings and turn-outs. The

cars are operated on an hourly schedule, from 12 toi7 round

trips being made per day, though as high as 80 have been

made in one day. The cars are run by a time table, the

meeting points being so arranged that the cars pass at two

points on the even hour, and at one point on the half hour.

There is a train dispatcher with telephone connections at

each meeting point, and when a car gets behind time orders

are given by telephone, the car out of schedule reporting at

each telephone to the dispatcher who gives the order; this

order the conductor enters in a book, which he carries for

the purpose, and then repeats back to the dispatcher as a

check. At meeting points, when delays occur, the car hav-

ing tlie right of track is first located and ordered to pass the

car which is out of time at some other point, and then the

order is given to the late car.

The code of rules is complete and has been found well

adapted to the service, so that a heavy traffic can be handled

with safety. The dispatcher gives his orders through the

agents at the regular stations or by having the conductors

call him up at points where there are telephones but no

agents at the regular stations or by having the conductors

ber of cars, they are run in sections.

During the three years that the line has been in opera-

tion, the system has been found to work satisfactorily and

the two or three slight accidents which have occurred have

been caused by the employes over-running or forgetting

their orders.

Road No. 12: This road operates 13 miles of single track

in a district where very thick fogs are of frequent occur-

rence, and makes use of the telephone to protect the cars

against accident. The instructions to motormen are to lie

at every turnout until the car to be passed at that point has

arrived, or until orders have been received by telephone to

proceed. By this means the central office is kept advised as

to the location of the cars.

Road No. 13: The superintendent of a western line

writes regarding the system in use on his road as follows:

The company operates a line of single track about 8 miles
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in length. Suitable turn-outs are provided which enable cars

to be operated at 15, 20 and 30 minutes, as required, and

which are closed when not in use for points of meeting.

These turn-outs are known by numbers, as 2, 5, 8, etc. The

track is laid on grades of from i to 10 per cent and has many

curves. As a rule there is much foggy weather on this divi-

sion, particularly during tiie sunmier months. Double truck

vestibule cars are used on this line and are equipped with

two powerful lever brakes and double headlights for night

service.

No extraordinary precautions are employed to avoid head

end collisions by the use of block signals or other automatic

device.

The oldest and most experienced men in the company's

service are employed on this division. The motormen have

unbroken records of from three to six years' service and are

regarded as expert men in every sense of the word, both in

knowledge of their equipment and skillful handling of their

cars. In the writer's judgment this is the first requisite in

the operation of single track road.

Complicated rules or directions for running are not nec-

essary or desirable, and therefore but one general rule is

made which in effect is as follows

:

If for any reason a car is detained and unable to make its

appointed turn-out within five minutes of schedule time, it

loses all rights on the main line and must give way to all

cars going in the opposite direction.

Trailers are not used, owing to heavy grades, but on busy

days two, and sometimes three, cars are run in one section.

These cars are not permitted to run in closer proximity than

300 ft. All cars followed by another within that distance

carry a green flag or light displayed on the corner of the

forward vestibule. Cars on turn-outs are not permitted ^o

take the main line when passed by a car carrying colors.

Aside from these precautions no other general rules gov-

ern the operation of the road. Therefore the conclusions ar-

rived at in the operation of a single track road of 8 to 10

miles in length are as follows;

1. Good men to operate the cars.

2. A carefully prepared time card.

3. Well located turn-outs for the service required.

4. A general rule regarding the rights of way when de-

tentions occur.

With these principles carefully observed a collision of any

kind has never occurred on this division, and while Fate

may not always remain equally kind to us, I regard this

branch the safest part of the entire system.

Road No. 14: On our single track the precaution against

head collisions is that the cars are sclieduled to reach a cer-

tain point at a specified time. If one car is oft time more
than five minutes it must wait at the switch for the other car.

For instance one car, north bound would reach a given

switch on its scheduled time, there it would wait five min-

utes for the south-bound car scheduled to be at the switch at

the same time as the first arrived, then it would leave. In

the meantime the south-bound car being five minutes be-

hind time would wait at the other switch until the arrival of

the car which was on time. This is the best arrangement

that we have been able to determine upon and would greatly

appreciate anything which would tend to decrease the dan-

ger of collisions, either front or rear end.

Road No. 15: The superintendent of this road, which

operates more than 40 miles of suburban lines, all single

track, says: My rules are that all cars shall wait on turn-

outs a stated tmie for cars due from the opposite direction,

and all cars that cannot reach turn-outs within the same

specified time must wait on the preceding turn-out. In cas'j

of cars being oft' time, as an extra precaution, we oblige ah

conductors to go ahead of their cars on curves where they

cannot sec for 500 ft. aliead, and in the evening all conduc-

tors carry red lanterns with them on the cars, and these are

used in case of the failure of the power, or in running ahead

on curves, as a danger signal. The speed on our lines is

from 12 to 14 miles per hour.

Road No. 16: Two single track interurban lines, one 12

miles and one 6 miles long, are operated by means of the

telephone. The general orders are that no car is to leave

a meeting point until the other has arrived, unless specially

ordered to do so. There are telephones at all the turn-outs

and also at intermediate points, so that an accident is at once

known at the office, and the movements of the cars can be

regulated by telephone.

Road No. 17: In regard to rear end collisions during the

daytime on account of fog, I have to say that the only rem-

edy I know of is careful attention and good judgment on

the part of motormen, and a slower speed than usual during

the foggy period. In addition a tail ligiit with a red lens,

attached to the outside rear end of each car, is the best me-
chanical device I know of to prevent rear end collisions.

These tail lamps can be obtained of "Smith of New York."

One lamp with two bracket sockets is all that is needed to

equip a car, and the cost per car is about $3. In case the

power is off and the car is left in darkness these lamps (with

one red and one white lens) are always reliable. We think

this is a good way to avoid accidents of this sort, and have

equipped our road with the rear signal light.

Road No. 18: We use on our line—nine miles of single

track with turn-outs—the block system. A small wire con-

nects lamps placed at each turn-out and when a car enters

a block the fact is made known at the next turn-out, by the

lamp there being thrown in circuit. By this means a col-

lision is made impossible unless the operators are seeking

one. We consider the system a great success.

Road No. 19: We operate a single track line 15 miles

long, on which we give a 30 minute service, by the tele-

phone. We have telephones at each terminus, at each

switch, at the power house, at railroad crossings, etc., so

that while the road is thus divided into blocks the cars are

handled almost entirely by telephone orders. The system is

—in my Judgment—comparatively safe.

Road No. 20: With a view to preventing head collisions

we have equipped our road with a private telephone line.

The instruments are located at the ends of the lines and at

all sidings. They are placed in galvanized iron boxes such

as are used in some cities for police telephone. These boxes

are locked. Each motorman and conductor has his key.

The conductor on a car arriving at a terminal behind time

is required to telephone to the dispatcher his time of arrival.

The conductor on any car leaving the terminal behind time
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is required to telephone to the office his time of leaving.

The conductor on a car arriving at a siding ahead of time,

or arriving at a siding on time and not finding the car there

which he should meet, is required to telephone the facts to

the office and take orders. We have one junction point

where the cars pass going in opposite directions at such

times that they do not actually meet or see each other; at

this point there is a sheet placed in the telephone booth on

which the east-bound conductors are required to register

their initials and time of passing the junction. West-bound

conductors are required to enter this booth and ascertain if

the car has passed. If so they punch opposite the signature

which the conductor has just made. If the west-bound con-

ductor should arrive at the junction and not find the signa-

ture and leaving time of the east-bound conductor, he is re-

quired to telephone to the office and take orders.

We have found this method very reliable and are well sat-

isfied with it. Will say that of course the conductors are re-

quired to follow instructions with regard to telephoning im-

plicity. Any neglect to do so of course receives prompt

plow. The length is i6 ft., the width 6 ft., and the sta-

tionary shear rises to the level of the window sill nearly ,6 ft.

from the track. This unusual size and weight was designed

to meet the excessive snow fall of the east, and the whole

plow was built strong enough to withstand the heaviest

usage in deep, hard drifts, the shear being carried in very

strong guides. The lower edge of the blade is rounded in

such a way as to make the plow hug the track. An e.xtra

shear of 3^2-in. plate is put upon the forward edge of the plow

at the point so as to widen the portion of the track cleaned,

and heavy wings and scrapers of unusual length are pro-

vided so as to throw light snow far enough away to prevent

it from falling on the rails.

The motive power consists of two G. E. i,cxx) motors.

There are two sand boxes and the usual conveniences with-

in the house. The shears are raised and lowered by means

of a hand wheel operating a worm gear. The diggers and

scrapers are raised and lowered with a lever. The plow is

mounted on 33-in. wheels. The bay window ends have

stationary sash except in the centre section where the sash

I
BRILL SNOW PLOW FOR THE POKTLA.VD RAILROAD

attention at the office. In the event of the telephone line be-

ing out of order, which very rarely happens, our men are in-

structed to run with the utmost care and to look out for cars

everywhere, not to leave sidings ahead of time, and in short

to use every possible precaution to avoid accident.

(To be continned.)

HEAVY SNOW PLOW FOR MAINE.

An interesting form of nose plow built for the Portland

(Me.) Railroad, by the J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia,

is shown in the accompanying illustration. It is of the larg-

est and heaviest type made for a street railway. The box or

car is entirely enclosed and is mounted on a very heavy floor

frame, to which jaws are bolted for carrying the boxes. The

side sills and end timbers are 4x12 in. A double set of end

timbers wei e used in this plow in addition to heavy diag-

onals. The side sills are continuous from the point of the

drops. The side door slides. Taken all together this is one

of the heaviest shear plows that has been built for a street

railroad.

RAILWAY PROGRESS IN GERMANY.

The trolley car is being received with greater favor in

German cities as each year goes by and the past one has

been a record breaker in the introduction of electric trac-

tion. In 1891 but three cities had electric cars, two more

were added the following year; in 1893 there were 11 ; in

1894, 20; in 1895, 32; in 1896, 44, and at the close of 1897

no less than 64 cities enjoyed the blessings of the trolley

car. The length of track increased from 533 to 842 miles of

single track, and the motor cars from 1,571 to 2,255. The
trailers number 1,601. The total capacity of the power sta-

tions.is 24,920 k. w. New systems are now building in 26

cities, and extensions in 30 others.
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GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP AND OPERA-
TION OF RAILROADS.

E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa Fe Railway, has re-

cently written two open letters in reply to attacks made by

one of the uneasy advocates of the government ownership

and operation of railroads, Mr. Davis of Kansas. The sec-

ond letter of Mr. Ripley takes up the charge that the rail-

roads are operated with a reckless disregard for human life

(this was urged as a reason for government ownership), and

after disposing of that the writer gives his reasons for oppos-

ing government ownership. The whole of the letter is very

interesting, and some portions particularly so to street rail-

way men, because the argument!, are sound and their appli-

cation not confined to the steam railroad field. They apply

to the municipal ownership and operation of street railways.

Mr. I>;ipley says;

"In approaching the subject of government ownership,

let me say at first, that to me, as a railway officer, and to all

railway officers, as such, the matter is one of indift'erence.

If the government owned the railways it would need men to

operate them, and I should be entirely willing to take my
chances of holding my present—or some other equally good
—position. As a railway officer I have no prejudices on the

subject.

"Nor, on the other hand, are railway owners—the holders

of stocks and bonds—opposed to it. The strongest plea

that has been made in behalf of government ownership was

made by T. B. Blackstone, president of the Chicago & Al-

ton, and the ground on which he urged it was, justice to the

railway investor. There is no holder of railway securities

who does not believe that those securities would be ad-

vanced in value if there was any prospect of the government

buying them, because they are at present below their intrin-

sic value. So, when any man argues in favor of govern-

ment ownership, let him not suppose that he is arguing

against the interests of e.xisting companies or against the in-

terests of railway stockholders and bondholders. If I am
opposed to government ownership of the railways, it is not

as a railway man, but on quite other grounds, as a citizen;

and I will endeavor briefly to state those grounds, though

the question is a large one.''

Mr. Ripley's reasons for opposing government ownership

are discussed under four heads: I. There is a grave doubt

as to the legal right of the federal government to acquire

and operate railroads.

2. The cost of so doing would be enormous and there

would be the interest charges to meet. On this point we
quote a few words as to what may be expected in the con-

duct of the business: "It is easy to talk of the government

giving better service, employing more men, lowering rates

and still making money. As a matter of fact government

operation or management of anything never was, will be or

can be, as economical as private management; and to earn

that interest the government would have to do one of three

things: (a) increase the rates—very probably to the level of

the rates on the government-owned lines of Australia

—

which would not be pleasant for the people; (b) cheapen the

service, employ fewer men and let things generally get into

disrepair, which is what was done on the government-

owned lines of Italy, and would be still more unpleasant for

the people, or (c) face an annual deficit and rely on taxation

to make up the deficit—as has been done on the govern-

ment-owned lines in India—which would be most unpleas-

ant of all."

3. The political considerations are cited as the most seri-

ous ones, and they would be of the same serious character

were the municipalities to operate street railways. These

considerations are thus stated: "There are about 850,000

railway employes in the United States. Under government

ownership each of these would be a political appointee. It

is certain that the application of politics to the railway ser-

vice would lower the character of the service, but still more
appalling is the tremendous political supremacy which those

850,000 offices would give to the party in power. In Kansas
tiiere would be about 26,000 officeholders more than there

are now to support the administration.

"Worse still would be the political results of the con-

tracts for construction of new lines, etc. The scandals and

the jobbery of the river and harbor appropriations or of the

tarilif bill would be nothing compared to the field whicl;

would be opened to the spoilsmen by the railways. If two

towns in Kansas wanted a new railway built, their getting it

would depend entirely on the political 'pull' of their repre-

sentatives at Washington. Districts or states of a political

complexion opposed to that of the party in power would
have to wait till the crack of doom for any new lines; and in

districts where the friends of the administration came from

there would be lines as thick as stripes on a cat's back. If

there were nothing else to be said against government own-
ership, the political argument alone would be enough to

condemn it forever—or at least until our politics and gov-

ernment were run on entirely different principles from what

they are now or until the American people was converted in-

to a race of .niigels, but there is much more to be said, as we
shall see."

4. In conclusion quotations are made from various au-

thorities showing that the government operation of railroads

has been, where tried, more e.xtravagant and less efficient

than the operation by private companies.

WORKMAN'S PASS.

The accompanying illustration shows the form of work-

r.ian's pass used on the Calumet Electric Street Railway,

Chicago. In speaking of the ticket. General Manager Sloan

The Calumet Electric Street Railway
'July.'Jan,

COIVIPAINJY.

WORKMAN'S PASS.

No. 87449
GOOD ON ANY LINE FOR THE DATE PUNCHED.

Aug. Feb.

Sept

Oct.
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April

Dec. iJune
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states that it is a great relief from the annoyance of furnish-

ing temporary workmen with transportation, and that it re-

duces very much the chances of misuse of such transporta-

tion offered by ordinary methods.
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The Journal of Electricity for December describes a

home-made oil filtering plant provided by G. J. Johnson,

engineer of the Electric Improvement Company, San Jose,

Cal. The plant, i,ooo h. p., used 8 gals, of lubricating oil

per day before the filters were put in; afterwards 7^2 gals.

per month were sufificient. The oil is collected in drip pans

and, together with what can be wrung from used waste by

passing it through an ordinary clothes-wringer, is run into

a receiver consisting of an oil barrel with a gage glass in

the side. This serves as a settling tank, and the oil is led

from the upper part of it to what is called the "filter," and

then to the "refiner." The filter is a tank provided with a

series of strainers of varying degrees of fineness, and the

refiner differs only in having strainers of finer mesh, such as

flannel or other woolen fabrics. In both of the filters the

oil is washed by passing it through water. The cost of the

outfit did not exceed $25. and has effected a saving of nearly

$50 per month since its installation.

* ... **

The pond and troughs, for cooHng condensing water from

the power station of the Calumet Electric Railway, of Chi-

cago, were described in the "Review," September, 1896, and

other references have been made to them in these columns.

The water supply for this self-cooling condenser has here-

tofore come from the city mains, and the water bill fre-

quently amounted to $100 per month. By a new system of

drainage this charge will be entirely eliminated during the

fall, winter and spring months. All the water from the

roofs of the extensive car barns and other buildings about

the plant is drained into the pond. At the northwest cor-

ner of ihe plant the electric cars pass into a subway which

runs under the Illinois Central tracks. As the contiguous

territory was all formerly a morass, a great quantity of

water accumulates in the subway. This is collected in a

dry-well and lifted to the surface by a centrifugal pump,

driven by an old Ray motor. On an average 15,000 gals.

of water was pumped out of this well a day into the sewer,

but now this is directed into the cooling pond. The pond

is provided with an overflow into the sewer. By the new

arrangement, recently completed by General Manager

Sloan, all the water needed for the boilers and condensers

comes from the drainage.

* ...
*

*

The Heat-Unit Basis.

Regarding the rating of electric power plants on the heat-

unit basis, that is, expressing the performance of the station

in the kilowatt-hours per 1,000,000 B. T. U. supplied to

steam used in the complete plant, proposed by W. S. Aid-

rich in a paper before the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers in June last, the author presents an abstract of

the discussion of that paper in a second one before the

Society in December. The points brought out in that dis-

cussion and in conferences with engineers since the meet-

ing are thus stated:

This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway
power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and
experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

"That the heat-unit as a basis for such ratings is both

rational and scientific. It is, however, not in consequence
the most satisfactory standard for use of builders, contract-

ors and practical engineers dealing with this class of motive-

power machinery; namely, steam engines and dynamos.
"That great differences of opinion exist as to the proper

definition of the heat-unit required for such a standard.

There are at least four different heat-units commonly em-
ployed.

"That the present extensive and satisfactory use of the

heat-unit for steam-pumping installations is as it should be

and is all right in that place; but this is no argument for its

introduction and use in a similar manner in the rating of

steam electric plants.

"That the present way of stating the performance of elec-'

trie power plants, however unsatisfactory, is easily under-

stood by all parties interested. Chief of these, of course,

is tiie capitalist; he can readily compreiiend rating based

on the coal liil!.

"That the load factor, after all, has not so much to do

with the fuel econoiny of the plant, as such, however much
the varying loads may individually affect any of the units

of the installation, such as the steam-engine. Therefore, in

the large city and suburban steam-power and electric plants

now being installed, there is not the necessity for such strict

adlierence to economic load factors as in the case of plants

with smaller units.

"That the watt expresses the activity or rate of the elec-

trical output, in joules per second. In this respect it is

analogous to the horse-power rating of mechanical output.

Hence, the standard rating should be in kilowatt-hours per

1,000,000 B. T. U. supplied to the steam used in the whole

plant.

"That if the heat-unit basis is considered as the proper

standard for the steam electric plant, the whole heat sup-

plied to tlie plant should be as carefully determined, and in

the same manner, as now in vogue for similar standard rat-

ings and contract trials for steam-pumping plants.

"That the boiler should be in evidence in all cases in

which plant performance is mentioned. In the electric

plant it is economy of installation that is desired quite as

much as in the case of pumping plants. Why should the

boiler performance be urged into consideration in the for-

mer case and not in the latter? If it is a good thing to

introduce it in either case it would seem proper to do so in

both cases.

"That the common rating of performance of pumping
plants in foot-pounds per 1,000 lbs. steam would be amply

sufficient for all purposes of rating electric plants for which

the heat-unit basis is advocated. This seems particularly

plausible on account of the small variation in the total heat

of one pound of steam for quite a wide range of pressures

now used in modern electric plants. Taking the standard

temperature of feed water at 212° F., exactly 1,000 B.T.U.

are required to raise the temperature and evaporate one

pound of feed water into steam at 77.3 lbs. per gage (92 ll)s.
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COST OF POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.
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and description of an instrument designed by VV. G. and

C. W. G. Little, of Bexley, Kent, which is simple in prin-

ciple and construction and, as numerous tests have shown,

accurate in its working.

The details of the instrument are as follows: A is the

cylinder of the indicator containing the piston and spring,

which are of the usual standard type. B is a carriage, slid-

ing on to the upper part of the cylinder, and securely held

in position upon the bracket of the instrument by the coni-

cal screw G which, on being screwed home, brings the axis

of the shaft C into a position to cut the axis of the drum O
at right angles. C is a shaft provided with a rigid arm P
carrying the counter F and one pivot of the axis of the

wheel E, the other end of which is pivoted on the shaft

itself. The wheel is dished to allow of the forward bearing

H being brought close up to the contact slide L of the drum

O, and in line with the shaft C. The counter F consists of

two toothed wheels, one of lOO teeth and the other of 99
teeth, both engaging with a worm on the axis of the plani-

INTI.NUOUS RECORDING INDICATOR.

meter wheel, the upper one being graduated in 100 divis-

ions, a simple and well-knov\'n device for recording a large

numljcr of revolutions. D is a crank carrying a pin 1

\\ orking in the slot of the crosshead R, which pin is kept in

contact with the lower surface of the slot by means of the

small spring S. The spring I bears upon the pointed end

of the shaft, keeping the wheel in contact with the drum at

a fixed pressure. M is a rocker enabling the wheel to be

placed in contact with the drum, or not, at will. K is a

frame carrying the bearings of the drum O, the latter being

provided with a hollow spindle which can be filled with oil

for the lubrication of the upper and lower bearings, which

are conical centres. The lower part of the frame is split,

and fitting accurately over the spring box on the bracket,

can l)e tightened up in any desired position by means of a

single screw. The milled head T is a removable stoji to

the drum O. M is a device for accurately measuring the

stroke of the drum while in motion, and which, by means

of a vernier, can be read to .005 in. This device consists of

three parts, a center piece attached to the frame, and two
rings fitting around it, each being provided with a tooth on

the lower side, one ring being graduated, the other carry-

ing a vernier. As the upper edge of the drum is provided

with a similar tooth at the same distance from the centre,

its contact with those on the rings causes them to set them-

selves apart by an amount equal to the stroke of the drum
and thus to record accurately the amount of its rotation.

L is a hard brass sleeve which can be slid up or down, allow-

ing a change of the contact surface if necessary; but as the

pressure of the wheel upon the slide is very slight, a great

number of revolutions can be made upon one place before

the line of contact can be detected even by the finger nail,

and the instrument will continue to record accurately for

an indefinite length of time.

This instrument is an integrating device, and its theory

may be thus explained. The work done in the cylinder in

any short interval of time is the product of the total mean
pressure on the piston during that time multiplied by the

distance the piston moves during the same interval, and is

positive or negative according to the direction of the mo-
tion of the piston. The drum O being connected to the

crosshead by a reducing motion, its motion is the same in

direction and proportional in amount to the distance trav-

eled by the piston. The drum O and the wheel E being in

contact, it is evident that the rotation of E will depend on

angle which its plane makes with the axis of the drum O;
the distance traveled by a point on E is the distance trav-

eled by a point on O multiplied by the sine of the angle of

inclination of the plane of E to the axis of O. But because

of the slotted crosshead R and crank D the sine of this

angle of inclination is proportional to the steam pressure in

the cylinder, provided the angle equals o v/hen the pressure

equals o. The result, therefore, is that the wheel E by its

rotation during the forward stroke registers on the counter

the work done, and during the exhaust stroke rotates back-

ward an amount proportional to the negative work done

by the piston. And the reading of the counter at any time,

nuiltiplied by a constant depending on the dimensions of

the instrument and of the engine, gives the work done up

to that time.

It can also be shown that it is not necessary that the

angle of inclination between E and the axis of O be equal

to o when the steam pressure is o: that is, the wheel may
be set at any initial angle. In practice this initial angle is

made about 35°, which gives sufficient torque on the spindle

of the wheel at all working angles, and any slip during the

forward stroke is compensated for by the slip during the

return stroke.

Tests have shown the instrument to be reliable up to

speeds of 450 r. p. m.

* *
*

The Q & C-Scott Boiler Feeder.

As we have frequently called attention in these columns

to the wastefulness of steam pumps for feeding boilers, it is

with satisfaction that we place before our readers the de-

scription of the O & C-Scott boiler feeder, which supplies

the boiler with water at a lower cost than can be done by

the ordinary steam pump, and automatically maintains a

constant water level. The economy of the apparatus over a

pump is due to two things: I. It is necessary with it to do

absolutely less work to accomplish the same result, that is,
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feed the boiler. This is true because the water is introduced

into the boiler from the main receiver by gravity, and it is

only necessary to lift it to a height slightly above the boiler,

instead of pumping into the boiler against boiler pressure.

2. In the vessel in which the steam works when lifting the

water all the ordinary losses except radiation, that is, the

heat that would be lost because of leaky pistons, clearance,

cylinder condensation, etc., is all returned to the feed water.

Also, the items of pump repairs, packing and oil are elimi-

nated.

The illustration shows the arrangement of the apparatus

when the water is taken from an open heater; it is also ar-

ranged for use with a closed heater. The operation is as fol-

lows: Water from the heater enters and fills the primary

receiver by gravitation, and is then driven to the main re-

ceiver by steam pressure admitted to the primary receiver

through the differential and pass valves. When the main

receiver is in this manner filled, the steam valve at the top

rises and admits steam to the surface of the water. The
pressure above the water balances the pressure from the

boiler upon the check valve in the feed pipe, and the height

of the column of water causes it to fall by gravity, discharg-

ing into the boiler.

During the time when the main receiver is discharging

into the boiler, the primary receiver is refilling, the steam to

force the water from this primary receiver being alternately

admitted or cut off by the action of the differential valve.

The motions of this valve are governed by variations of

the pressure in the main receiver, communicated by the

equalizer pipe, in such a way that while the main receiver

contains full boiler pressure, the valve is closed, but when
pressure in the main receiver is reduced by a few pounds, the

valve is opened. When the primary receiver has refilled, it

awaits the reduction of pressure in the main receiver, which

is needed to open the differential valve.

Assuming the primary receiver to be filled with water and

the main receiver to be discharging, the latter will contain

full boiler pressure and the differential valve will be closed.

The main receiver will continue to discharge until the water

recedes to such a level as to allow the float of the relief

valve device to fall. This closes the steam valve above and

confines a volume of steam equal to the capacity of the re-

ceiver above the water level. Natural radiation with its con-

sequent condensation, almost instantly causes a slight reduc-

tion of pressure in this receiver below the pressure in the

boiler, and this small reduction permits water to be driven

back to the main receiver through the spray pipe, which is

connected to the boiler feed pipe.

The spray which this returning water forms by impact

against a deflecting plate, falls through the steam and causes

a much greater reduction of pressure, amounting generally

to 30 or 40 lbs. This fall of pressure opens the differential

valve and admits live steam to the surface of the water in

the primary receiver, and drives the water to the main re-

ceiver. As the main receiver fills, its pressure rapidly recov-

ers until it equals that of the boiler. The differential valve

then closes, thus allowing the steam in the primary receiver

to exhaust and enabling the receiver to refill with water,

which condenses whatever steam remains, thereby absorb-

ing all the thermal units therein contained. A repetition of

these actions makes the operation of the device continuous.

The rapidity of the operation, however, varies with the

boiler requirements without attention from anyone. Though
usually arranged to make two or three discharges per

minute, a sudden call upon the boilers will cause the ap-

pliance to accelerate its speed of action, while a lesser re-

quirement will correspondingly retard it.

It is evident that the onlv steam e.xhaustet' >« hat used

THE Q A C—SCOTT BOILER FEEDER.

in the primary receiver for lifting the water to the main re-

ceiver, and the volume of this steam, at boiler pressure, is

equivalent to the volume of water transferred to the main

receiver. Comparative tests have been made showing the

steam required for this feeder system to be less than 12 per

cent of that used by a duplex pump of the size usually pro-

vided for boilers of the size tested.

On January 23 the boiler room of the Salem power house

of the Lynn & Boston Railroad Company was flooded by

the concurrence of an unusually high tide and a heavy

downfall of rain. The dynamos were stopped and cars stalled

on the local division.

On January 28 a fire in the building adjoining the power

house of the West Chicago Street Railroad threatened the

former building. A large quantity of oil, which is used for

fuel, was stored in the basement, which was flooded as a

precaution. The offices of the company are in the build-

ing, and the danger appeared so imminent that the books

and papers were removed to a place of greater safety. The

hose lines carried across the track compelled the abandon-

ment of the down-town loop for several hours during the.

evening.
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OFFICERS OF THE BOSTON ELEVATED.

At the meeting of the stockholders of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Company, held on January 3, the following

directors were elected for the ensuing year: Frederick

Ayer, William A. Bancroft, Samuel Carr, F. Jefiferson Cool-

idge, William Endicott, Jr., William A. Gaston, Charles J.

Paine, F. H. Peabody, Robert Winsor, James M. Prender-

gast and Jacob C. Rogers. A few days later officers were

elected as follows: William A. Gaston, president; William

A. Bancroft, vice-president; William Hooper, treasurer;

John T. Burnett, secretary and clerk of the corporation. C.

S. Sergeant, formerly general manager of the West End
Company, was elected second vice-president of the Ele-

vated Railway Company, with enhanced duties and emolu-

ments. Prentiss Cummings, formerly vice-president of the

West End, is advisory counsel, and J. H. Goodspeed, treas-

urer of the old company, is comptroller.

It is expected that the company will move its offices from

the somewhat cramped and narrow rooms in which a por-

tion of the business of the West End Company has been

carried on for over 10 years, to the Converse building, now

in process of erection at the corner of Pearl and Milk

streets. The company will occupy eight or more stories

in the new building and have ample room to provide for all

of its office force, which is now scattered through five build-

ings in various parts of the city.

STREET RAILWAYS IN PENNSYLVANIA
IN 1897.

From the annual report of Major I. B. Brown, superin-

tendent of the Bureau of Railways of Pennsylvania, we take

the following data as to the street railways of Pennsylvania

for the year ending June 30, 1897:

The capital stock outstanding at that date was $143,489,-

309; the funded debt, $42,812,430, and the current liabili-

ties, $34,266,976, making the total capitalization $220,568,-

715. Of this amount of capital stock and funded indebted-

ness the street railway corporations themselves own $52,-

314,349. It is stated that comparisons between this state-

ment and those of former years are difficult to make and

would probably be inaccurate because of the remarkable

rapidity with which changes are made in the management,

leasing or control of street railways as the result of recent

legislation and the introduction of electricity as a motive

power. There have been but few consolidations or mergers

in law, yet there are a large number of cases where a trac-

tion company, as authorized bv law, has leased the lines of

other companies vipon a nominal rental, and the stock of

the leased companies, or a large portion of it, has been

assigned to the new one, the stockholders taking the stock

of the latter company in payment. This is practically a

consolidation or merger, and it is said in the report that it

would be well for all concerned if the laws were so amended
as to permit such consolidation in law as in fact.

The total cost of road is reported at $100,416,717, and

the cost of equipment at $17,833,297. making the total for

road and equipment $118,250,014. The total mileage is

given as 1,551.97. Per mile the cost of road and equipment
are, respectively, $64,703 and $11,491, a total of $76,194.

The gross earnings from operations were $18,879,649:

income from other sources, $8,516,840, or a total income of

$27,396,489. The receipts have fallen off in a measurable

degree from those of the previous year. Major Brown
says:

"In all probability the use of the bicycle by business peo-

ple and pleasure-seekers is the prolific source of the reduc-

tion in the receipts of many street railway companies. In

cities where favorable conditions do not exist for the use of

the bicycle, where the hills are steep and not easy of ascent

or descent, the railway companies probably have not been

affected by the use of the wheel to so great an extent, but

in cities like Harrisburg and many others it cannot be gain-

said that the bicycle has become a most serious competitor

of the railway.

'To reinforce this view of the case an observation was
made on Third street, Harrisburg, during the month of

October, 1897. The observation covered two days from 7
in the morning to 6 in the evening. During that time 6,078

l^ersons passed a given point, 1,962 in the cars and 4,116 on

liicycles; 67.7 per cent on bicycles and 32.3 per cent on the

cars, or more than two to one in favor of the wheel. To
what extent this large number of bicycle riders affected the

receipts of the traction company can only be conjectured."'

The total of operating expenses is given at $10,075,644;

taxes, $1,567,335; interest on funded debt, $1,919,084; rent-

als, $7,736,525; other expenses, $942,481; dividends, $5,-

214,874; a total of $27,455,943.

Reduced to per mile of track the figures for receipts and

disbursements are, cents omitted, as follows:

Oross earnings, operations ?il2,16.5

Income, otlier sources 5,488

Total income .i!17,6.53

Operating expenses j! 6.492

Taxes 1,010

Interest on funded debt 1,237

Rentals 4,985

Other expenses 607
Dividends 3.360

Total expenditures $17,691

The report shows that there are in the service of the street

railways of Pennsylvania 4,914 motor cars and 499 other

cars, or a total of 5,413, and that the number of employes
is 12,079, to whom was paid during the year $6,920,692.

The number of passengers carried is shown to be 409,-

7^3.418.

During the year there were 18 passengers killed and 519
injured; there were 4 employes killed and 71 injured; of

other persons there were 71 killed and 364 injured; total, 93
killed and 954 injured. The statement is made that the

hazard to passengers is greater on street railways than on
steam railroads, as there were but 36 passengers killed and

782 injured on over 22,000 miles of steam railroads operated

within the state. This is correct as to the hazard when the

basis chosen for comparison is the number of miles of track

operated. Based on the number of passengers carried, the

figures are quite different, being as follows: Passengers

killed: Street railways, i in 22,762,412; steam roads, I in

4,281,226. Passengers injured: Street railways, i in 789,-

448; steam roads, i in 197,086.

An extra car has been found necessary to accommodate
the early morning traffic on the Wilmington fDel.) & New
Castle Electric Railway.
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STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS'
ASSOCIATION.

The increase in the membership of the Street Railway

Accountants' Association, which was organized less than

one year ago, is very gratifying. In March, 1897, the asso-

ciation organized with 25 companies as members; 12 others

joined in the interval between that meeting and the Niagara

Falls meeting in October, and at the convention 16 more

companies were added to the membership. Since then the

Brockton Street Railway Company, Brockton, Mass.; the

Capital Traction Company, Washington, D. C. ; the De-

troit Citizens' Railway Company, Detroit, Mich. ; the At-

lanta Railway Company, Atlanta, Ga. ; the St. Joseph Rail-

way, Light, Heat & Power Company, St. Joseph, Mo.; the

United Traction Company, Pittsburg, Pa., the Salt Lake

City Railroad Company, Salt Lake City; the New Orleans

&' Carrolton Railroad Company, New Orleans, and the

Hartford Street Railway Company, Hartford, Conn., have

also joined. One company, the Cincinnati Street Railway

Company, has withdrawn from membership.

The 60 American and Canadian companies which are

members of the association operate 3,721 miles of track and

17,414 cars. The total street railway mileage of the United

States and Canada in 1897 is given as 16,228 miles, and the

total number of cars operated as 52,779. Therefore, the

members of the Accountants' Association represent 22.9

per cent of the street railway mileage and 33.0 per cent of

the cars of the United States and Canada. No better evi-

dence could be brought to show that the interest in the

work of the association is genuine and that its career is

certain to be a prosperous one.

The companies which have, so far as we are advised,

adopted the standard system of accounting reported by the

conuTiittee of the association are as follows: Cass Avenue
& I'air Grounds Railway Company, .St. Louis; Citizens'

Railway Company, St. Louis; St. Louis Railroad Company
Lindell Railway Company, St. Louis; Missouri Railroad

Company, St. Louis; Union Depot Railroad Company, St.

Louis; Twin City Rapid Transit Company, Minneapolis-

St. Paul; Cleveland Electric Railway Company, Cleveland;

Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont Railway Company, To-

ledo; Hamilton Street Railway Company, Hamilton, Ont.;

Ivichmond Traction Company, Richmond, Va.; Akron, Bed-

ford & Cleveland Railroad, Cleveland; Columbia Railway

Company, Washington, D. C. ; Tonawanda Railroad Com-
pany, Tonawanda, N. Y. ; Augusta Railway & Electric Com-
pany, Augusta, Ga. ; Montreal Street Railway Company,
Montreal, Can. ; Boston Elevated Railway Company, Mon-
treal, Can.; Boston Elevated Railway Company, Boston;

Capital Traction Company, Washington, D. C. ; Lehigh

Traction Company, Hazelton, Pa.

In January, Secretary Brockway addressed inquiries to

the members of the association as to the action which they

had taken in regard to standard system of accounts. The
information which may be elicited will be awaited with

great interest by all who wish to see the accounts of street

railways placed on a basis that will admit of comparisons of

value.

HIGH WATER AT NIAGARA.

The great storm which swept over the central states on
January 21 and 22, doing a great deal of damage in wreck-
ing pole lines by an overload of sleet and snow, made itself

felt at the foot of Lake Erie in a terrific gale of wind. The
storm blew at a rate of 50 miles an hour steadily out of the

west for 48 hours, with a result that mountains of water
were forced to the foot of the lake and rose at the docks in

Buffalo to the highest point in many years. This volume of

WASHOUTS ON GORGE ROAD.

water naturally caused a rise in the Niagara river, where the

water came to a point making it too dangerous to use the

foot bridges to the islands, while the Sister islands were

partly submerged. The water in the Gorge in places rose

30 ft. above normal and the Maid of the Mist landing and

shelter at the foot of the incline were swept away. Serious

injury was caused in places to the roadbed of the Gorge

road, which, pending repairs, forced the cars to use the in-

cline at the Buttery. Our illustration shows one of the wasii-

outs in the track, the location of which will be readily recog-

nized by all who were at the Niagara convention.

The scene of the hold-up has again shifted; this time it is

in Omaha. Two men entered a car on the 13th street line

and secured $25 of the conductor and motorman.

WE ALL HAVE OUR TROUBLES.

"A Reader" hands us the following, which indicates some

people are not afraid to ask for what they want, whether

they deserve to get it or not:

"We have met the champion kicker; he kicked because

the conductor asked him for his fare, when he only wanted

to go to two blocks, and, the manager being on the car, he

thought the conductor should have been instructed to carry

him. He got off, but demanded an explanation from the

manager when he met him a few days later."
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The adaptation of the booster for street railway service has

been of recent origin, and more consideration has been

given to the subject this last year than at any previous time.

Theoretically the booster is only a subterfuge, for the en-

ergy generated is not intended for useful work ; the increase

in voltage is only to compensate for the drop in the lines.

The conditions which call for the booster, have been devel-

oped within the past year or two. Many companies have

built lines out to pleasure resorts some miles from the city

and the center of distribution. Only for a few months in the

year is it necessary to make provision for power on such a

line. At certain times the traffic will be so heavy as to tax

the capacity of the conductor circuit to its utmost limit.

FIG. !.—CONNECTIONS FOR BOOSTER OR GENERATOR.

The result is a very large drop in voltage, inefficient opera-

tion of motors, a slow speed of cars, and an enormous loss

of current. The traffic is profitable, but on account of its

being intermittent it will not justify large feeders and heavy

line construction.

There are other cases where a separate system, with its

own power plant, has been absorbed by a large company.

The energy output of the small plant is very expensive as

compared with that of the central station of the system, but

the lines may be so long as to prohibit an economical dis-

tribution at 500 volts.

Perhaps the most frequent occasion for a booster installa-

tion comes from extensions to existing long lines, such as

described by Charles Hewitt in his paper before the last

meeting of the A. S. R. A. A line, having heavy traffic, ter-

minated 7.3 miles from the power station. It became nec-

essary to extend the line 3.9 miles farther, and the problem

then presented was an economic choice between a sufficient

increase in feeder capacity, an auxiliary station, storage bat-

teries and a booster. The estimated cost of the installation

was $52,000 in favor of the booster and battery. An old

300-k. w. dynamo was easily altered to serve for boosting.

The generator circuit passed through the booster and the

initial potential was raised 150 volts, more or less accord-

ing to the current demand. By this means compensation

was made for the drop in the feeders and the pressure at the

battery house, which was located at the end of the line, re-

mained nearly constant.

There is hardly a doubt but that there are many feeder

lines which for economic transmission require a voltage

above 500. In some cases the voltage at the generator has

been raised to 600, but this can not be recommended. The

raised voltage should only be where required, that is, on

long feeder lines where the drop will reduce it to about the

same potential as on the rest of the system. If careful

tests were made it would be found that the installation of a

booster in many central stations would be economical

wherever feeders extend farther than 5 or 7 miles from the

generators. In systems, like those in Chicago and Boston,

where there is an enormous demand for current, the build-

ing of large sub-stations near the centers of distribution is

unquestionably the best policy, but these conditions exist

only in the largest cities.

One of the first railwavs to adopt the booster was the

Chester Traction Company. In June. 1S04. one loo-k. w.

and one 150-k. w. Short railway generators were connected

up as boosters. The connections, made by J. L. Wood-
bridge, are such that the machines can be used either as

boosters or generators. Fig. i shows a diagram of connec-

tions for such alteration. A double-throw switch, having

seven blades, four for the shunt field circuit, connects the

dynamo as a booster when thrown up. However, the feed-

er switch is open, and the shunt fields are in parallel with

each other and the feeder as shown. The machine can be

used as a generator again by reversing the switch. The

system has been in service ever since its installation on oc-

casions of heavv loads, during Saturdays, Sundays, holi-

days and the summer months. The boosters, of course, are

ens:ine driven and are connected to two lines 7 and t)

miles long, upon which the potential is raised to 900 volts.

This plan saved an investment of $15,000 in copper, and the

cost of operation is only a small fraction of the interest on

that sum. The boosters have given satisfaction and have

proved to be a good investment.

In July, 1895, a booster was started in the power house

of the City & Suburban Railway Company, now a part of

the Baltimore Consolidated Railway Company. .Several

of the lines extended 5 to 7 miles out from the station and

terminated at summer resorts. On Sundays and warm
nights during the four summer months as many as 29

cars are required on each division to handle the traffic,

while for ordinary travel two or three are sufficient. Feeder

lines were stnmg sufficient for six or seven cars and the

booster was to care for the rest of the load. For this pur-

pose a General Flectric T25-volt six-pole lighting generator

was installed. The field coils were rewound for series con-
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nection and the machine belted to a small engine. The

machine is connected up at the switchboard through a panel

with an ammeter, voltmeter and circuit breaker on it. On
the long distant feeder panels there is an auxiliary bus bar

through which any of the feeders can be connected by a

double-throw switch to the booster circuit.

The Toledo & Maumee Valley Traction Company and

the Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont Railway Company,

two companies under the same management, each has a

booster connected to its feeder lines. C. A. Denman, gen-

eral manager of the two companies, gives the following

description: "The Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont line

extends from Bowling Green to Perrysburg, a distance of

13 miles. From Perrysburg the cars run over the line of

Petft/iburg 2 OOP Trolieus
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"The one used at Toledo on the Toledo & Maumee Val-

ley Railway is a 200-k. w. Edison bi-pole railway generator,

Fig. 5, rewound for use as a booster. A double-pole,

double-throw switch is used in order that the booster may
be cut out, and this line fed direct from the generators and

still have the current pass through the wattmeter. A dia-

gram of connections is given in Fig. 6. Both machines are

engine driven. On several occasions, due to accidents at

of the Valley circuit wire; it is then attached to the Bowling

Green line writh a fibre circuit breaker on the Bowling Green

line. There are two No. 000 figure 8 trolley wires running

the entire distance of the line, 13 miles. Then we have two

No. 0000 feed wires, one running 7 miles from the power

house, and the other 9 miles. The 7-mile feed wire is

tapped into the two trolley wires running to the circuit

FIG. 6.—SWITCHBOARD CONNECTIONS.

the Bowling Green power house, power has been supplied

from Toledo, a distance of 26 miles, and the cars operated,

the voltage at Bowling Green being 400 volts with two

cars on the line, each loaded with 40 passengers, and a

speed of 24 miles an hour has been attained under these

conditions. These were double truck cars, 36 ft. over all,

equipped with two G. E. 800 motors each. If the question

of running cars 26 miles away from the power station at a

speed of 24 miles an hour were submitted to most electrical

engineers they would say it would be impossible, but be-

fore trying the scheme I was confident that I could run cars

that distance from the power house for the reason that I

have frequently tested the voltage ii,'/2 miles from the

power house, and found that I had from 575 to 625 volts,

but I was very much surprised to find on looking at the

instrument, that I had 400 volts at Bowling Green with

power cut in.

"From the Toledo power house we have a 350,000-c. 111.

cable running 4^4 miles from the power house and tapping

into two No. 00 trolley wires running 43^ miles and one

No. 00 trolley running 2^4 miles. This is the extreme end

FIG. b.— SWITCHBOARD, CALU.VIET ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

breaker which divides the current from the generator feed

and the booster feed. When there are any break-downs

at the Bowling Green power house, and it is necessary to

run the Valley current through to Bowling Green, use is

made of what are called jumpers from the two circuit break-

ers which divide the current from the Toledo & Maumee
Valley and the Bowling Green lines."

The Scranton (Pa.) Traction Company has had in ser-

vice for over a year a General Electric four-pole, loo-k. w.

booster running at 750 r. p. m. The booster is engine

driven and regulates the voltage from 550 to 750 according

to the current demand. The line is 14 miles long and at

the far end from the sation there is a :o per cent grade.

The machine is connected in series with the switchboard

bus bar and the feeder of the line on which it is used, with

switches controlling a shunt so the booster may be cut out

when desired. The booster is operated at all times when

+ Bui Bar tiol

rmy\\{^,SOVon:{ h3u:3u,

FIG. 7.—T.-H. DYNAMOS USED AS BOOSTERS.

OruuflCi i^u:> Lioi

FIG. 8a.—SWITCHBOARD CONNECTIONS.
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cars are running on this line. The small engine, which

drives the booster, was one already in the station and whicli

during the night is used for other purposes.

The Nassau Electric Railway Company, of Brooklyn,

installed about i8 months ago a General Electric eight-

pole, 200-k. w. booster for regulating the voltage on a line

9.14 miles long. The booster is engine driven and raises

the voltage to 700. During the winter season the booster

is in service from 6 a. m. to 9 a. m. and from 3 p. m. to 7

p. m., and during the summer from i p. m. to midnight.

The installation gives satisfaction and is believed to be eco-

nomical. A contract has been signed with the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company for two addi-

tional boosters with a total output of 3,750 amperes at 200

volts.

Some four months ago the Detroit Citizens Street Rail-

way Company put in its station a 5S-k. w. booster set to

raise the voltage to 625 on a line 7.5 miles long. It was

considered cheaper to drive the booster with a motor than

an engine. The booster is in service from 7 a. m. to 8 p.

m. every day and no trouble has been experienced.

In the power station of the Realty Syndicate Railways,

of Oakland, Cal., a 30-k. w. booster has been operating over

a year and a half. It is connected to a line running 7.84

miles from the plant and keeps the initial voltage at from

525 to 690. On one of the large engines there was an e.xtra

fly-wheel to which the booster was belted. The installa-

tion is considered economical as the ratio of the average

load to the maximum is very low. On this line there

is a 5.5 per cent grade and another 4.5 per cent grade

seven miles from the station, over which an electric loco-

motive, equipped with four G. E. 1,200 motors, pulls trains

weighing 38 tons. The booster is run 21 hours a day and

no trouble has yet been experienced.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway Company, of Chi-

cago, has a unique booster installation which is home-

made. The lines of this company pass through compar-

atively thinly settled districts and some of them arc long

and have few cars. As a consequence the feeders are not

large and the loss of potential is very great whenever there

is extra traffic. During the summer, when pleasure riding

is in vogue, the facilities of the whole system are taxed to

Circuit Qrea;\er VJiTf] Jumper

Trolletf

twt

CircwT breaker With Jum/iii-

500 mit X Bui Bar
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-FEEDER CONNECTIONS.

the utmost. Especially is this true of the trolley lines and

feeders, for in some cases there is a drop of nearly 40 per

cent in the voltage. The current was supplied from eleven

loo-k. w. dynamos belted to high speed compound en-

gines. A direct connected unit was installed, consisting of

a cross-compound engine and a 550-volt, 500-k. w. General

Electric generator, and this now carries the load of the

station, the small dynamos being held in reserve. It was
decided to use three of the small dynamos to boost the

voltage on some of the long lines. Three loo-k. w. T.-H.

dynamos, shown in Fig. 7, all belted to one engine, were

selected for the service. The armature circuits were con-

FIG. 9.—BOOSTERS, SOUTH CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.
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nected in parallel and the three in series with the main bus

bar. The switchboard has two positive bus bars, one o{

which is at the station potential, 550 volts, and the other at

the potential at the boosters. As may be seen in Fig. 8,

each generator and feeder panel, on the switchboard, has a

two-way switch which can be thrown on either bus bar.

An equalizing circuit connects the three series field wind-

ings but does not extend to the switchboard.

With the shunt windings cut out of circuit the voltage

a 150-h. p. 550-volt multipolar shunt-wound motor. The

boosters are each capable of delivering 400 amperes at 125

volts and the voltage ranges downward with the current.

A 25 per cent overload can be maintained for an hour. An
automatic cut-out is provided for each booster when the

circuit to the motor is broken so as to prevent the boosters

running as series motors. Fig. 9 is from a photograph in

the station showing the boosters. Either one or both of

.;.. -^Jo 5hLinr Field

"%..-J. •y^from flcror

^a\' •, '"
50^ tn Code,,
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FIG. 10.—SWITCHBOARD CONNECTIONS FOR BOOSTER.

was boosted 150 volts but this was not sufficient. The

shunt field was cut in and rheostats used to regulate the

excitation. By this arrangement the potential was boosted

300 volts. At first there was some difficulty with this

high voltage on some of the feeders as the current returned

to the generator, but this was remedied by proper regula-

tion. When it is necessary to run the boosters, the engine

is started, the booster circuit connected to the high potential

bus bar, the feeder circuit breaker is opened, the two-way

switch thrown on the high potential bus bar and the feeder

switch closed. The switchboard connections are shown in

Fig. 8A, and a diagram of the feeder lines in Fig. 8B.

The boosters installed by the South Chicago City Rail-

way Company at its central power house were for the pur-

pose of generating all the current for all the lines at one

station. Previous to this a small plant had been maintained

to operate the Flammond branch at an expense of $6,000

to $7,000 per year. A 500-k. w., 550-volt direct connected

Westinghouse generator was put in operation last year and

furnished more power than necessary for all lines. With

the feeders then strung there would be a loss of 300 volts on

PimerHouAe
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FIG. II.—BOOSTER FEEDER LINES.

the Hammond line which extends 9^^ miles from the sta-

tion.

The engineering advice of Sargent & Lundy was sought

and it was decided that the best economy would result from

using boosters, motor driven at the central station, with the

necessary feeders, and shutting down the small station. Two
50-k. w. multipolar, series boosters are direct connected to

FIG. 12.—SWITCHBOARD, SOUTH CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.

these boosters can be operated at the same time, the cir-

cuits to the one not in operation being broken and the

armature revolves in a demagnetized field. The booster

connections to the switchboard are shown in Fig. 10, and

the trolley line and feeders to which one booster is con-

nected are indicated in Fig. 11. Fig 12 is from a photograph

of the feeder switchboard, with the booster board to the

right. The apparatus is the product of the General Electric

Company.

Besides the installations described there are several

others in the country, including a four-pole 75-k. w. ma-

chine for the Lewiston & Youngstown Frontier Railway,

two D-62 machines belonging to the Worcester Construc-

tion Company, a four-pole, 30-k. w. G. E. booster in the

station of the Canandiagua (N. Y.) Electric Light & Power
Company and two Westinghouse outfits in the station of

the Baltimore & Northern Electric Railway Company.

One is a four-pole 50-k. w. 225 volt booster connected to

a motor by flexible shafting. The generator is series wound
and gives an electromotive force nearly proportional to

the current at full load, after which the voltage rises verj'

slowly, thus avoiding an excessive load on the motor which

is shunt wound. The 125-k. w. outfit consists of two en-

gine type fields on a common bed plate having two arma-

tures on one shaft with two bearings.

ICE CAUSES DELAY AT GRAND RAPIDS.

The Consolidated Street Railway Company, of Grand

Rapids, Mich., was obliged to stop running cars for two

hours, from 7 to 9 a. m., on February 2, on all except one of

its lines. The power house is on the Grand river from which

the water for the condensers and boilers is drawn. During

the night the screens protecting the outer end of the intake

pipe became broken and the pipe became clogged with ice.

Though the trouble had been discovered during the night,

and the engineer and his assistants spent the early morning

hours in the river fighting the ice, a two hours' delay oc-

curred before the pipe could be cleared and the screens re-

paired.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CHICAGO
CITY RAILWAY.

WILLIAM A. BANCROFT.

At the annual meeting of the Chicago City Railway on

January 15, President Wheeler tendered his resignation, and

three of the directors, D. K. Pearsons, E. M. Phelps and

James C. King, retired from the board. The new board

consists of Samuel W. Allerton, M. K. Bowen, D. G. Ham-
ilton, Joseph Leiter, George T. Smith, William B. Walker
and George H. Wheeler. The new officers are: M. K.

Bowen, president; William B. Walker, first vice-president,

and Joseph Leiter, second vice-president.

The reports of the president and secretary summarize the

operations of the road as follows: The road earned from

passengers $4,781,055, and from other sources $35,461, a to-

tal of $4,816,518. The operating expenses for all systems

were $2,908,982, or 60.8 per cent of the passenger earnings.

The revenue car-miles aggregated 24,378,000, a net decrease

of 174,000 miles, divided as follows: Cable, 12,562, 610 (de-

crease, 1,345,580); electric, 11,616,530 (increase, 1,598,510);

horse, 198,860 (decrease, 427,830). On all lines, 95,621,112

revenue passengers were carried; 41,444,636 on cable lines

(43.34 per cent); 53,485,425 on electric lines (55.94 per cent);

and 691,051 on horse lines (.72 per cent). These figures do

not include rides on transfers. Compared with the report

for 1896 it is found that the increase in the car-miles run

and passengers carried on the electric lines is greater than

for the previous year. The daily receipts were $13,099, an

increase of $88 over 1896; operating expenses were $7,970

per day, a decrease of $165. The horse lines showed a net

loss of $13,366, a decreased loss, however, over 1896 of

$5>i44-

The operating e.xpenses per car-mile, in cents, were:

1896 1897

Cable lines 10.540 10.706

Horse lines 25.889 24.096

Electric lines 13467 i3-OSi

All lines 12.126 11-932

There have been 5.50 miles of new track built during the

year, and 2.35 miles changed from horse to electric. The

total mileage is now: Cable, 34.75 miles; electric, 149.74;

horse, 5.23.

Dividends of 12 per cent were paid on $12,000,000 of cap-

ital stock and 4^2 per cent interest on $4,619,500 of bonds,

which left a surplus of $209,656. This is an increase in the

surplus over 1896 of $57,231.

THROUGH TRANSIT IN NEW YORK.

On the morning of January 21, four trolley cars made the

circuit of the Brooklyn bridge and inaugurated the througli

transit project which will do so much to increase the capac-

ity of the bridge and save time for passengers. The cars

left the City Hall square at 10:30 and the round trip was

made in 12 minutes, 10 seconds. The cars were loaded with

men prominent in politics and in the street railway world,

all of the electric and elevated companies being represented

by their highest officers. The street railways have made
application for permission to operate a limited number of

cars before the work of widening the bridge roadways is

completed, since it was found at the trial trip that there is

sufficient room.

WILLIAM A. BANCROFT.

William Amos Bancroft, vice-president of the Boston Ele-
vated Railway Company, was born in Groton, Mass., April
26, 1855, and is descended from old colonial stock—his an-
cestors having landed in Massachusetts about 1640. His
early life was spent on the farm and in the public schools
and the Lawrence Academy in his native town. After at-

tending Phillips Exeter he matriculated at Harvard College
and was graduated from the Law School; he was admitted
to the Suffolk bar in 1881. When in college Mr. Bancroft
went in for athletics and was captain and stroke of three vic-

torious crews, and later was, for five years, the "coach" of

others. When a freshman

he enlisted as a private in

the 5th regiment of the state

militia; he has continued in

the service and in July last

was made brigadier general.

Thirteen years ago, Jan-

uary, 1885, Mr. Bancroft be-

gan his street railway career

as general superintendent of

the Cambridge Railroad; 15

months later this road was
consolidated with the com-
peting line, the Charles

River Railway, and Mr.

Bancroft became superin-

tendent of the two companies. His success in this position

and especially his energy, firmness, tact and executive ability

at the time of the strike in 1887 brought him into prominent
notice, and when the West End Company absorbed the

other roads of Boston, Mr. Bancroft was made general road-

master of the system. In 1890 he left the street railway bus-

iness and returned to the practice of law.

He has been prominent in poltics, serving as common
councilman, alderman, three terms in the legislature, and
four years as mayor of Cambridge. While mayor he was
made an overseer of Harvard College. For four years he has

been president of the New England alumni of Phillips Ex-
eter Academy; he is president of the Mayors' Club of Mas-
sachusetts and the First Volunteers Citizens' Association of

Cambridge.

In March, 1896, he became one of the counsel of the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Company, and in January, 1897, was
elected vice-president and managing director, a position

which will give full scope to his abilities, as he will now
direct the management of the company. Nearly all the

officials, subordinates and clerks of the new company were

with the West End when Mr. Bancroft was roadmaster, so

that he is no stranger to his working force.

When the American Association holds its coming meet-

ing in Boston no one will be found who will extend a

warmer welcome to the street railway fraternity than Gen-

eral Bancroft.

The bursting of a copper steam pipe in the boiler room
of the Badger Illuminating plant of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Lighting Company resulted in the death of the

fireman, William Howse, and the injury of a laborer; these

two chanced to be the only persons about the plant at the

time.
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NEW PRESIDENT FOR ATLANTA
CONSOLIDATED.

Ernest Woodruff, who has since 1893 been connected

with the Atlanta (Ga.) Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany, first as vice-president and later as vice-president and

general manager, was, on

January 19, elected president

of the company.

Mr. Woodruff is only 34

years old, but has had a long

business experience. He was

born at Columbus, Ga., and

after graduating from the

public schools he went into

business with his father, and

was for some years actively

connected with the Empire

flouring mills of Columbus.

Since his connection with the

Atlanta Consolidated Street

Railway he has distinguished himself in his work, and his

election to the presidency of the company is a fit recognition

of his ability. The company operates 70 miles of track and

has one of the finest street railway systems in the south.

Mr. Woodruff is a man of family and prominent in so-

ciety. He has an elegant home at Inman park.

ERNEST WOODRUFF.

'DUBLEOOK" BICYCLE HANGER.

In the last few years nearly all the street railways in the

country have suffered greatly in their summer traffic from

the great and growing use of the bicycle, and managers

have been carefully considering how they can furnish trans-

portation facilities for the accommodation of cyclists who

may be caught in a storm or have their wheels disabled by

accidents, and thus secure a portion of the business that

has been lost. If the road is located in a city where there

are steep hills, the opportunity for revenue from carrying

wheels is greatly increased. During the last year in par-

ticular many roads have provided hangers on their cars

with gratifying results in all cases.

The hanger which we illustrate is called the "Dubleook'"

or standard bicycle hanger and is manufactured by the

Grahm-Woodward Equipment Company, 26 Cortlandt

FOR DASH RAILS, VESTIBULES AND BAGGAGE CARS.

street. New York. It is made of the best steel and consists

of hooks encased in rubber, and designed to be fastened to

the front or rear dashboards of street cars or to the interior

sides of baggage cars. The hangers for the interior are set

in slots so that they may be easily removed as shown in tiie

illustration. When suspended from these hooks by the han-

dle bar, the bicycle rides perfectly rigid. When hung from

the dash board the bicycle does not interfere with the move-

ment of the brake handle, nor does it mar the car in any

way.

The Market Street Railway Company, of San Francisco,

states the two lines on which these hangers are used carry

on an average of 1,800 bicycles a month, returning a revenue

of $180, that is 5 cents for the wheel and 5 cents for its

owner. This gain in earnings is made without a correspond-

ing increase in operating expenses, and as the wheels are

carried at the owner's risk only (the trainmen do not han-

THREE BICYCLES AT EACH END—BROOKLYN.

die the wheels at all), there is no liability for their damage

incurred.

Several large roads have adopted these hangers and re-

cently the New York Central Railroad adopted them for

carrying wheels in its baggage cars.

SORROWS OF STEAM ROADS.

President Clark, of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford road, at the recent meeting of the New England Rail-

road Club, among other things, said:

"It has been decided by the railroad commissioners that

an old law of this commonwealth, providing that after the

lease of one railroad by another the accommodation shall

not be diminished must be complied with, and standard

roads are called upon to run trains which do not pay one-

quarter of the cost of running them, because the construc-

tion of parallel electric railways has taken away most of

their traffic. Some relief to your owners and to mine should

be found, if possible, by which interests may be protected.

"Now, electricity, which is ordinarily steam power devel-

oped and conducted and made use of at various points away
from the engine itself, affords a remedy for this in certain

cases and in certain conditions. There is no longer question

about that. The expeiiment of the New Haven road by the

use of the third rail, which is only a trolley on the ground,

shows us that with an adequate volume of business we may
keep the requisite number of trains and afford the train ser-

vice required without serious results. But on some light

and side lines, to keep a locomotive, with its engineer and its

fireman, with a baggage-master in the baggage car, and a
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conductor to conduct his train, and a rear brakeman to look

after accidents in the rear, is a burden which is entirely in-

commensurate with the revenue received. There is one

electric railroad in this commonwealth which has taken

from the New Haven Railri^ad in Massachusetts more than

90 per cent of its revenues, and we are obliged to pull a train

backward and forward, with five men doing nothing, earn-

ing nothing, at a loss; to whom? To the people that em-

ploy them, the people that employ me."

THE FIRST MOTORWOMAN.

CONSOLIDATION AT KNOXVILLE.

As a result of the negotiations, which have been in prog-

ress for some months, the three street railway companies

and the two lighting companies of Ivnoxville, Tenn., have

been consolidated. The railway interests comprise the

Knoxville Street Railway Company, the Fountain Head

Railroad Company and the West End Street Railroad Com-
pany. This combination of companies will make a very

strong organization and with the outside capital, which

comes in, all the lines will be put in first-class condition.

CAR COUNTER FOR BROOKLYN BRIDGE.

When the agreement was made between the trustees of

Brooklyn bridge and the street railway companies to operate

trolley cars over the bridge, it was stipulated that there

should be a toll of 5 cents for every trolley car that makes

a round trip and 12 cents for every elevated car. As soon

as the regular schedule is in operation the trolley cars will

make from 3,000 to 5,000 trips per day and on the elevated

about 2,000 car-trips per day. A record must be kept of

each trip and C. B. Martin, who is at the head of the elec-

trical department of the bridge, has devised an automatic

electric counter which seems well suited for the work.

It is intended to put a short insulated section in the trol-

COUNTEK FOR BROOKLYN BRIDGE LINES.

ley wire in front of the collector's box on the bridge. The
section is connected to the feeder through a solenoid, anc/

the plunger of the solenoid is attached to the lever of af.

ordinary engine revolution counter. When the trolley

wheel comes in contact with the insulated section a circuit is

formed between the feeder and the rail which causes the

plunger to move, working the counter. A duplicate counter

will be placed in the collector's box as a check on the other,

and this one is connected up through a solenoid and bat

tery as shown in the diagram. The position of the appara-

tus will be on a straight piece of track up grade, which will

prevent coasting and slipping the trolley wheel off the wire.

A three months' trial will be given before the adoption of

this device.

While society ladies have occasionally, for charity, con-

ducted and operated the front platform, we believe the first

woman to claim the distinction of making a thorough busi-

ness of handling the controller and brake is Mrs. Mabell A.

Brierly, of Matamoras, Pa.

In reply to our inquiry as to why she had pioneered in a

field hitherto unoccupied by women, and how she liked the

work, Mrs. Brierly replies:

"Yes, I have been at work on the Middletown-Goshen

Traction Company, of Middletown, N. Y., for the purpose

of becoming an experienced motorwoman that I might ob-

tain a position as such to earn a living for myself and two

children. I was treated kindly by the men on the road, and

with all due respect. My instructor was especially kind, tak-

ing all possible pains to teach me how to handle the con-

troller and brake, which I can now do very nicely. I have

MRS. MABELL BRIERLY.

received a good many letters similar to the one you have

written, but this is the first I have answered."

Mrs. Brierly had no intention of applying for a position on
the Middletown line, having been promised a position on

another road if she would first become proficient in the

work. Owing to the notoriety given the matter by the New
York papers the case was a cause of no little annoyance to

the officials, at the same time Superintendent Urban says

she handled her car with ease and care, and managed the

brake and controller very well.

Judging from all reports we should say in this particular

case there seems' to be no doubt that Mrs. Brierly is physi-

cally and mentally competent to take charge of the head end

of a car; and as women are naturally more careful than men,

it is fair to presume they would be less likely to take chances.

As a rule, however, we should expect women to be less re-

liable in emergencies than are men, although Mrs. Brierly

has turned out to be a first-class motorwoman.
Mrs. Brierly has no desire to seek notoriety, and has re-

peatedly declined requests for her picture. She has kindly,

though reluctantly, given her consent to its publication here

as a matter of history.
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M. K. BOWEN ELECTED PRESIDENT
CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.

At its annual meeting, January 15, Menard K. Bowen

was elected president of the Chicago City Railway. The

honor was one earned and deserved and is a fitting recog-

nition of the six years of service, during which he rose from

the position of assistant superintendent to the highest office

in one of the largest and best known corporations in the

country.

Mr. Bowen is a very young man in years to carry the

responsibilities of so large an enterprise, but his friends

have no fears for his success and properly regard the honor

all the more pronounced on that account.

Mr. Bowen was born at Jefferson Barracks, a few miles

below St. Louis, in i<S58; his father was General John .S.

M. K. BOWEN.

Bowen, and much of the military bearing and quick decision

of the soldier is reflected in the son. He was educated at the

St. Louis University and the Washington University of that

city, and at the age of 19 entered the government service

in the engineering department. In this work he was en-

gaged in river surveys and, later, jetty construction on the

lower Mississippi. In 1880 he took charge of the topograph-

ical survey from Fort Smith, Ark., through to California.

It was as chief engineer and superintendent of construc-

tion of the Kansas City Railway, when that road installed

the cable system, that Mr. Bowen entered the street railway

field.

In 1892 he was made assistant superintendent of the Chi-

cago City Railway, rising steadily through the positions of

superintendent, general manager and vice-president until he

became its chief executive officer.

Mr. Bowen is a man of remarkable keenness and capacity

for work, which he turns off with great rapidity. He is pro-

gressive; a firm disciplinarian who, when threatened with

a strike unless the union was recognized, promptly dis-

charged the leaders and quickly put an end to the contro-

versy. His paper at the St. Louis convention gave evidence

of his ability as an originator, thinker and writer and was

widely copied across the water.

All the conversion of horse to electric lines—some 150

miles—has been done under his supervision, and the new

problems which already confront his company will doubt-

less be worked out as speedily and successfully. He is a

man of unusual executive ability, easy to approach and

pleasant, with a bearing dignified and gentlemanly.

When Mr. Bowen was elected general manager of the

company in January, 1897, some changes were necessarily

made in the scheme of organization which obtained before

tliat time, as it did not provide for such an officer, his duties*

devolving upon the president. The new scheme was deV

scribed in the "Review" for March, 1897, page 180. Witli

Mr. Bowen's election to the presidency the office of general

manager was abolished and the requisite changes made in

the organization. The treasurer, the secretary, the purchas-

ing agent, the auditor, the general counsel, the chief of con-

struction, the chief draftsman and the superintendent report

direct to the president. The superintendent receives direct

the reports of the interior departments, and through the as-

sistant superintendent the reports of the track and line de-

partments, barn foremen, etc.

The new superintendent, George O. Nagle, was born in

Milton, Pa., December 31, 1868. In 1874 his family moved

to Belle Plaine, la., where his father died one year later; the

family then removed to Lima, O., where Mr. Nagle received

his education in the public schools. Coming to Chicago

with his mother and sisters

in 1886, he attended the

Chicago Atheneuni for a

short time, and the follow-

ing year began work in the

office of the Cragin Manu-
facturing Company. Short-

ly afterwards he left to go

with the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy Railroad; he

continued with this road,

first in the ticket auditor's

office and later in the gen-

eral auditor's office, until

February, 1891, when he en-

tered the employ of the Chi-

cago City Railway Company as junior in the claim depart-

ment. Six months later he was promoted to the position of

private secretary to the superintendent, which he held until

appointed superintendent on January 18, 1898. He is a

young man of much promise, and with the increased oppor-

tunities may confidently be expected to make an enviable

record.

GEORGE O. NAGLE.

August C. Heidelberg, who for three years has been

trackmaster of the road, has been appointed assistant

superintendent and will have charge of the outside work
of the superintendent's office; that is, the track and line de-

partments, with supervision of barn foremen, supervisors,

etc.

G. W. Knox has been appointed to the position of elec-

trical engineer and engineer of construction, and C. J. Reilly

is superintendent of motive power in charge of both the

cable and electric power stations.
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ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Bessbrook .

Birmingham
,

Blackpool.
Brighton .

Bristol

Bristol . ..

Coventry..

Dover .

Dublin

Dublin

Giants Causeway.

.

Guernsey
Hartlepool
Douglas
Snaefell Mountain

.

Douglas

Leeds
Isle of Wight .

Southend Pier.

Walsall

Operating Company.

Bessbrook & Mewry
Tramways Co

City of Birmingham
Tramways Co

Blackpool Corporation..

.

Magnus Volk
Bristol Tramways Co.. .

.

Bristol Tramways Co.. .

.

Coventry Electric Tram-
ways Co

Dover Corporation
Dublin United Tramways
Co

Dublin United Tramways
Co

G. C. Electric Tramways
Co

Guernsey Ry. Co
Gen. Elec. Tramways Co
Isle of Man Tramways Co
Isle of Man Tramways Co
Douglas .Southern Elec-

tric Tramways Co
Leeds Corporation
Ryde Pier Co
Southend Corporation..
South Staffordshire Tram
ways Co

Manager.

Wm. McCombe.

.

F. W. Warren .

John Lancaster.
Magnus \'olk..

.

G. White
G. White

T. R. Whitehead.
Edward Garden. .

.

Wm. Anderson .

Wm. Anderson.

D. Fall, Jr
H. W. Miller
S. S. Galsworthy..
John Aldworth. .

.

John Aldworth.. .

.

Length o(
Line,
Miles.

Sydney Lynch.
Wm. Wharam.
F. E. Kemp. .

.

Jas. Kelly

3-

3-

I.

4-

2.

6.

3-5

8.

3-

256
7-

475

3-25

7-

•75

1.25

J. J. Robins I 8.

Length of
Track,
Miles.

3-5

6.

4-

I.

6.

4-

6.

4.5

15-

6.

8.5

3-

3-4

14-

Q-5

3-5

14.

1-5

1.25

8-5

Gage.
Ft. In.

3-0

3-6
4-8K
2-8 >^

4-8K
4-8 >^

3-6
3-6

5-3

5-3

3^
4-8!^-

3-6
3-0
3-6

4-8K
4-8;^
4-8 ;^

3-6

3-6

Third rail.

Accumulators.
*Conduit
Third rail

Overhead
Overhead ....

Method
of

Transmission.

Overhead
Overhead

Overhead

Overhead

Third rail.

Overhead
Overhead
Overhead
Overhead

Overhead
Overhead
Third rail.

Third rail.

Overhead

No. of
Motor Cars.

10

14

5

20
12

10

10

30

15

4
8

13

6

25
2

3

16

No. of
Trail Cars.

32

2

I

'5

30

14

2

*Blackpool road now being changed for overhead working.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS UNDER CONTRUCTION.

Blackburn

Blackpool

Cork

Coventry (Extensions)

Dublin

Glasgow
Halifax
Hull
Laxey
Kidderminster

Liverpool
Middlesbro'

Norwich

Oldham

Plymouth
Potteries

Sheffield

Stoke

West Hartlepool

Blackburn Corporation
Tramways Co

Blackpool & Fleetwood
Tramroad Co

Cork Electric Tramway
& Lighting Co

Coventry Electric Tram-
ways Co >.

DublinUnited Tramways
Co

Glasgow Corporation....
Halilax Corporation
Hull Corporation
Isle of Man Tramways Co
British Electric Traction
Co

Liverpool Corporation..

.

Middlesbro' Tramways
Co

Norwich Electric Tram-
way Co

British Electric fraction
Co

Plymouth Corporation .

.

British Electric Traction
Co

Sheiifield Corporation . .

.

North Staffordshire
Tramways Co

British Electric Traction
Co

F. R. Whitehead.

Wm. Anderson.
John Young. . .

.

E. R, S. Escott.

Cameron

.

J. Aldworth .

E. Garcke. . .

John O'Neill.

J. C. Robinson

E. Garcke . . .

.

C. R. Everson.

E. Garcke
G. H. Mallyon.

E. Garcke..

5.25

40.

3-

3-5

9-5

10.5

448
3-

8.11

1.8

12.47

3-

6.75

2.14

16.5

1 1.

5-25

80.

6.

4.25

18.5

21.

4.72

6.

22.

19.

10-35

3.6

16.6

6.

2-39

3-0

3-6

5-3
4-8 >^

3-6
4-8^
3-0

3-6
4-8)4

3-6

3-^

3-6
3-6

4-0

4-8K

3-6

Overhead

Overhead

Overhead

Overhead

Overhead
Overhead
Overhead
Overhead
Overhead

Overhead
Overhead

Overhead

Overhead

Overhead
Overhead

Overhead
Overhead

Overhead

Overhead

12

18

'55

10

9

50

40

TRAMWAYS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The accompanying table is abstracted from one published

in the Railway World for January and gives the location,

operating company, manager, length, method of operation,

and number of cars, for the electric tramways of the United

Kingdom, including those under construction. The 20 lines-

in operation have an aggregate length of 82.06 miles, with

123.15 miles of track. The 19 lines under construction ag-

gregate 162.50 miles with 261.16 mile of track; this does not

include the Blackburn line, for which data are not given.

In addition to the tramways there are five electric rail-

ways, so called. Two of these—the Central London, with

6.5 miles of double track, and the Waterloo & City Railway,

with 1.5 miles of double track—are under construction,

these and the City & South London Railway, which has had
three miles of double track in operation since December,
iSgo, are underground roads in London, using the third

rail. These are all of standard gage—4 ft. 8j4 in. The
City & South London operates 16 motor and 36 trail cars.

The other electric railways are the Liverpool Overhead
with 6.5 miles of double track, standard gage, and 44 mo-
tor and seven trail cars; and the Brighton & Rottingdean

Seashore Railway, which was illustrated in the "Review,"

December, 1896.

The most striking feature of the table is that notwith-
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standing the objections urged against the overhead trolley

in Europe, of which we have hear3 so much, the overhead

trolley has a clear field on all new surface lines, and of the

20 roads in operation five are using the third rail, one using

accumulators, and 13 using the overhead trolley, while tht

only underground conduit line in England is changing to

the overhead system.

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY MEETING.

Arrangements have been made for an international meet-

ing of the street railway, gas, and electric light and povvfer

men of the United States and Mexico in March next. A
special meeting of the executive committees of the Texas

Street Railway Association and of the Texas Gas & Elec-

tric Light Association was held at Austin on January 16.

At this meeting it was decided that the two associations

hold a joint meeting at Laredo, Tex., on March 9 to 12,

inclusive. Letters were read from L. J. Christen, mayor

of Laredo, promising that he and the citizens would do

everything possible for the entertainment of the members

and visitors of the association, and C. F. Yeager, superin-

tendent of the Laredo Electric & Railway Company, stated

that every preparation for the comfort of delegates and

visitors would be made, that ample hotel accommodations

PLAN OF EXHIBIT HALL, LAREDO, TEX.

were assured, and that a large and convenient hall for the

meetings and exhibits would be provided.

Mr. Yeager further stated that the Mexicans who are

connected with the lighting, street railway and power inter-

ests of Mexico had shown great interest in the proposed

meeting, and that the Mexican Government, through its

Department of Foreign Affairs and through Senor Ornelas,

Mexican consul at San Antonio, had expressed interest in

the meeting and tendered offers of assistance, and that a

large attendance might be expected from Mexico. It was

then unanimously decided to make the meeting an interna-

tional one, and the two associations extended invitations to

the gas, electric, street railway and power men of Mexico

to be present and read papers at the meeting.

Committees on arrangements, transportation, etc., were

appointed, and they have been very active in planning a

successful convention, in which the social features will not

be overlooked.

According to the program, which covers every minute of

the time from the morning of Wednesday, March. 9, until

the following Monday, with meetings or entertainments,

about one-half the sessions will be separate, and the others

joint meetings of the two associations. At the separate

meetings are to be presented those subjects which are of

peculiar interest to the members of one association only,

and at the joint meetings the subjects of more general inter-

est. A number of the Mexican delegates will read papers,

and as the Texas association is noted for its good work,

much will be expected on this occasion.

The papers before the Street Raihvay Association and

before the joint meetings are as follows:

"A Chapter on Accidents," by George B. Hendricks, Fort Worth.

"Use and Abuse of Electrical Machinery, Apparatus aud Appli-

ances," by Harry L. Monroe, Dallas.

"Car Bodies; Their Maintenance and Repair," by Frank K.

Scovill, Austin.

"Trucks and Their JIaintenanee," by George D. Hartson,

Dallas.

"Railbonding as a Tower Saver," by H. C. Chase, Houston.

"An Electric Furnace; Calcium Carbide, Acetylene Gas and

Other Forms of Gas," by J. D. Cox, Galveston.

"Ties; Their Life and Preservation," by D. D. Willis, San

Antonio.

A number of other papers will be presented, on subjects to b'^

chosen by the authors.

The most pleasing feature of the convention as planned

is that it will bring into closer relations with us those of

our Mexican neighbors who are interested in the same

work. There has been marked progress on the street rail-

way lines of Mexico in the last few years, and we can look

forward to a rapid improvement in the near future. For

this reason the facilities afforded for exhibiting apparatus

will without doubt be gladly availed of by our manu-

facturers, and the exhibits prove to be extensive and inter-

esting, as is the hope of those in charge to make them.

The joint executive committee having the international

meeting in charge comprises Carl F. Drake, president of

the Texas Street Railway Association; L. T. Fuller, presi-

dent of the Texas Gas & Electric Light Association; W. E.

Holmes, R. S. Wakefield, Thomas D. Miller, Frank E.

Scovill, C. L. Wakefield, Geo. H. Cushman and J. H. Fitz-

gerald.

NEW SERVICE FOR STREET RAILWAY
MOTORS.

An electric hoist and cable way has been installed at the

lime quarry of the S. E, & H. L. Shepherd Company, Rock-

port, Me., and the hoist is equipped with two G. E. 1,200,

500-volt railway motors, with K-i I controllers. The ap-

paratus is built for lifting a load of 10 tons, and is capable

of hoisting 2,000 casks of lime rock in a day. The current

is furnished from the railway circuit of the Knox Gas &
Electric Company at the rate of 4 cents per h. p.-hour. The

cable way is 700 ft. long, suspended from two towers, one 55

ft. high, and the other, the main hoisting tower, is 65 ft

high. This is the third plant in the county to adopt elec-

tricity, and all of them are using the General Electric rail-

way motors with series-parallel controllers.
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STREET RAILWAY LAW.

EDITED BY FRANK HUMBOLDT CLARK, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Assiginiiciit of Chruiis for Personal Injuries.

The sale or assignment of au action for injuries to the person

is against public policy and void.

A contract T\herol)y. a client is prevented from settling or dis-

continuing his snit is void.

In the opinion of the Court, Phillips, Chief Justice, says:

On grounds of public policy the sale or assignment of

actions for injuries to the person are void. The law will not

consider the injuries of a citizen whereby he is injured in

his person to be, as a cause of action, a commodity of sale.

On other grounds assignability is not legal.

In this discussion of the question of assignability of

causes of action for torts, courts have usually based the de-

cision on the theory that where no cause of action survived

it was assignable. Is that the sole test?

Bingham's Principles of Eq., pp. 218, 219, states:

"So, too, equity will not recognize assignments of cer-

tain species of property, which would be against the policy

of the law to allow the owners to part with. These are pen-

sions given as rewards for extraordinary services, pay or

half pay in the army, the salaries of judges, and other rev-

enues and emoluments of a kindred character, which rea-

sons of state require should remain always for the benefit

of the person to whom they were originally given. * * «

Yet in all these cases any balance unpaid at the time of

death would survive to the present representative, but the

right of assignment is precluded on principles of public

policy."

Pomeroy, in his work on Eq. Jurisprudence, says:

"Sec. 1,275. It becomes important, then, in fixing the

scope of the equity jurisdiction, to determine what things

in action may thus be legally assigned. The following cri-

terion is universally adopted. All things in action which

survive and pass to the personal representative of a dece-

dent creditor as assets or continue as liabilities against the

representatives of a decedent debtor, are, in general, thus

assignable; all which do not thus survive, but which die

with the person of the creditor or of the debtor, are not

assignable. The first of these classes, according to the doc-

trine prevailing throughout the United States, includes all

claims arising from contract, express or implied, with cer-

tain well defined exceptions; and those arising from torts

to real or personal property, and from frauds, deceits and

other wrongs, whereby an estate, real or personal, is in-

jured, diminished or damaged. The second class embraces

all torts to the person or character where the injury and
damage are confined to the body and the feelings; and also

those contracts, often implied, the breach of wliich pro-

duces only direct injury and damage, bodily or mental, to

the person, such as promises to marry, injuries done by the

want of skill of a medical practitioner, contrary to his im-

plied undertaking, and the like; and also those contracts,

so long as they are executory, which stipulate solely for

the special personal services, skill or knowledge of a con-

tracting party."

Here is a distinction clearly drawn between injuries to

property and injuries to the person. This distinction rests

on a sound principle. If a person receives injuries to his

person through negligence of another they are, by our

statute. Sec. 123 of Ch. 3, made to survive. By Ch. 70,

where death results from such injuries caused by such neg-

ligence of another the action shall survive, but is brought

for the exclusive benefit of the widow and next of kin. The
administrator can not recover damages for the estate and

at the same time recover for the exclusive benefit of the

widow. Statutes like Ch. 70 are in force in most of the

states. May a person injured assign the cause of action

immediately after his injury, and then in case of his death

from that injury legally make that assignment bar a re-

covery by the administrator for the exclusive benefit of the

widow and next of kin? The purpose of Ch. 70 was not

for the benefit of a deceased person, but for that of the

widow and next of kin.

If an assignment on the basis of the survivor of the action

was the sole test, then in the case mentioned the assignment

would be valid. But the very purpose of the survivor as

created by the statute is for the benefit of the widow antl

next of kin, which the law would not permit to be defeate(i.

Whether the action be for assault and battery or injuries

caused by the negligence of another, still the same rule at-

tains and is included by the tenn, actions for injuries to the

person, and as a possible result of such an assignment the

purpose of the law might be defeated. Courts have with-

out any exception steadily held that an action for injuries

to the body was not assignable.

These actions did not survive at common law. and stat-

utes providing for such survival have had their birth since

the passage of Lord Campbell's act in 1852, which by Ch. 70
of our Revised Statutes is substantially adopted.

If such actions are held assignable on the sole ground of

curvivor, those or assignees in bankruptcy, or under the

benefit of creditors, would take the cause of action.

This principle that actions for personal injuries are not

assignable is well sustained by authority in Rice v. Stone,

I Allen, 568; it was held that an assignment of a claim for

[lersonal injuries is void, although made after verdict but

before judgment in an action to recover damages for such

injury.

The court says: Such claims were not assignable at com-

mon law. On the contrary, a possibility, right of entry, thing

of action, cause of suit or title for condition broken, could

not be granted or assigned over at common law. But this

ancient doctrine has been greatly relaxed. Commercial

paper was first made assignable to meet the necessities of

commerce and trade. Courts of equitv also interfered to

Ijrotect assignments of various choses in action, and after

a while courts of law recognized the validity of such assign-

ments, and protected them by allowing the assignee to use

the name of the assignor for enforcing the claim assigned.

And at the present day claims for property and for torts

done to property are generally to be regarded as assignable,

especially in bankruptcy and insolvency. There may be

exceptions to this doctrine, but they need not be discussed

here. But in respect to all claims for personal injuries, the

questions put by Lord Abinger, in FToward v. Crowther, 8

M. & W., 603, are applicable: Has it ever been contended
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lliat the assignees of a bankrupt can recover for his wife's

aduhery or for an assauh? How can they represent his

aggravated feehngs? And we may add the broader inquiry

—has any court of law or equity ever sanctioned a claim by

an assignee to compensation for wounded feelings, injured

reputation or bodily pain suffered by an assignor? There

were two principal reasons assigned why the assignments

above mentioned were held to be invalid at common law.

One was to avoid maintenance. In early times mainte-

nance was regarded as an evil, principally because it would

enable the rich and powerful to oppress the poor. This

reason" has in modern times lost much but not the whole of

its force. It would still be in the power of litigious persons,

whether rich or poor, to harass and annoy others if they

were allowed to purchase claims for pain and sufferings and

prosecute them in courts as assignees. And as there are

no counterbalancing reasons in favor of such purchases,

growing out of the convenience of business, there is no

good ground for a change of the law in respect to such

claims.

The other reason is a principle of law applicable to all

assignments, that they are void unless the assignor has

either actually or potentially the thing which he attempts to

assign. A man can not grant or charge that which he has

not.

under statutory authority, although for revenue purposes

and not simply for police regidation.

(Supreme Court of ]\lissouri, Springfield v. Smith, 37

Lawyers' Reports Annotated, 446.)

Collision of Fire Truck until Street Car—Negligence of

Driver of Truck.

Driving a fire truck to a fire so rapidly that on approach-

ing an electric street car track it is impossible to stop in

time to avoid a probable collision, constitutes negligence

on the part of the driver, although by the city ordinances

he had the right of way.

(Supreme Court of Michigan, Garrity v. Detroit Citizens

Street Railway Co., 37 Lawyers' Reports Annotated, 529.)

SANDUSKY, NORWALK & TOLEDO.

The above title is the name of a company which has al-

rcadv entered on its construction work, and will eventually

build some 40 miles. The operation has been taken up by

a syndicate of Philadelphia gentlemen, and A. E. Tennis,

Harrison building, Philadelphia, is in charge of the financ-

ing and contracting. The engineers are Fowler & Loomis,

436 Walnut street, Philadelphia.

The company have already secured the Sandusky road of

The second proposition to be determined is, is a contract

by which the person in whose name the action is brought

and to whom it belongs restricted from compromising or

settling such claim because of a contract to that effect? In

other words, is such a contract valid and binding? The law

does not discourage settlements in cases for personal inju-

ries. Whether a cause of action exists, its nature and

amount are always involved in uncertainty, and a defendant

has a right to buy his peace. The plaintiff has a right to

compromise and avoid this anxiety resulting from a cause

pending to which he is a party. Any contract whereby a

client is prevented from settling or discontinuing his suit is

void, as such agreement would foster and encourage litiga-

tion: Lewis v. Lewis, 15 Ohio, 715; Elwood v. Wilson, 21

la., 523; Foster v. Jacks, 4 Wall., 334; Boardman v. Thomp-

son, 25 la.. 487; Greenhood on Public Policy, 474; Kriber

v. Johnson, Miss. 70 N. W. R., 305.

(Supreme Court of Illinois, North Chicago Street Rail-

way Co. V. Ackley, 30 Chicago Legal News, 156.)

Running Electric Cars at Rapid Rate over Much-Frequented

Crossing—Proof of Want of Contributory Negligence by

Person Injured.

Running an electric car at an unusually rapid rate over

a much-frequented crossing, when the usual rate was from

12 to 14 miles per hour, was such negligence as constitutes

little less than wanton and reckless negligence of human

life, but it is held that some slight proof at least of a want

of contributory negligence was required in case of a man

killed by the car and found about 45 ft. from the crossing

at which he had stepped from another car.

(Supreme Court of Indiana, Evansville Street Railway v.

Gentry, 37 Lawyers' Reports Annotated, 378.)

License Tax for Revenue Purposes—E.remption of Street

Raihvay.

The exemption of a street railway from a license tax 'is

not granted by a mere grant of the privilege of operating

the road for a term of years, if the license tax is imposed

^oAe e>

10 miles and will build from that point to X'orwalk. pass-

ing through Bloomingville, where the power house will be

erected. Xorth Monroeville and Monroeville, a distance of

18 miles At North Monroeville a branch will extend 22

miles, connecting up Bellvue and Clyde with power house

at Clyde. The extension on to Toledo will be taken up in

the near future. Already three 325-k. w. generators and

1,000 h. p. of engines and boilers have been purchased.

There are yet to purchase 12 passenger cars, I combina-

tion and I construction car.

The accompanying map gives an excellent idea of the

territory traversed, which will be recognized as densely

populated, and opening a desirable field.

For some years it has been the custom of Superintendent

T. M. Jenkins, of the Cincinnati, Newport & Covington
.'Street Railway Company, to offer cash prizes to emploves

for carefulness, tidiness and good demeanor. This year

two motormen were each rewarded with $25 in gold for

not having an accident for 12 months, and seven others re-

ceived $10 each for having avoiderj all but verv minor mis-

haps. One conductor was rewarded $25 for keeping the

cleanest car during the year, four others were given $10 and

four more $5 each.
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SNOW PLOW AND SALT CAR, LEXING-
TON, KY.

Through the courtesy of R. T. Gunn, sui^erintcndent ami

electrician of the Passenger & Belt Railway Company, Lex-

ington, Ky., we have received the photograph from which

the accompanying engraving is reproduced. This car was

built, not so much for a snow plow, as to furnish a car for

effectively salting the track when the rails are covered with

sleet; sleet is the cause of much more serious trouble for the

street railways in Kentucky than is snow. While it has

SN(5W I'l.OW ANIJ SALT CAR.

not as yet been found necessary to use the large plow, the

smaller plows or rail cleaners have been called into requisi-

tion a number of times during the present season.

The entire plow is bolted to the car in such a way that it

may be quickly removed and the car used for construction

purposes. The car is mounted on a Bemis No. 6 truck

equipped with two 50-I1. p. waterproof motors. The car

was designed and built under the supervision of Superin-

tendent Gunn and E. A. Longmire, foreman of the com-

pany's shop.

COLORADO RAILWAY NEWS.

(By Our Own Correspondent.;

The Boulder & Denver Railway Company has been in-

corporated to build an electric line 30 miles in length be-

tween the two cities. It is for the cheap transportation of

ore and freight, as well as passenger trafilic. It is intended

to have an hourly schedule, the trains consisting of one

combination baggage and passenger car and two coaches.

Numerous improvements are contemplated by the Du-
rango Railway & Realty Company. Already the line has

been extended to the mineral springs, where there is a

pleasure resort. In the spring a new power station will be

built and some open cars purchased for the summer traffic.

About one-third of the Denver, Lakewood & Golden

Railroad is operated by electricity, the power being fur-

nished by the Denver Consolidated Tramway Company. It

is expected that the remainder of the line will be equipped

for electric traction in the near future.

The Gold Hill Tumiel & Railway Company has been or-

ganized by the H. J. Mayliam Investment Company for the

purpose of absorbing the Denver & Westminster Railway

Company and to construct an electric line to Westminster

l^'niversity and to Gold Hill.

The Colfax Electric Railway Company has been oper-

ating its cars at a loss for the past seven months, and with

the exception of two cars a day to hold the franchise, has

ceased running cars.

The Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek Traction Com-
pan)- is extending branches to its line to the different mines

and ore-houses in the Cripple Creek district. About 100

ore and freight cars are in service besides three trail cars

and six motor cars, four of which are of the combination

baggage and passenger type. This same company con-

trols two others which contemplate building lines from Col-

orado Springs to Pueblo and from Denver to Colorado

Springs.

The Colorado Springs Rapid Transit Company has re-

ceived four open cars of the lo-bench type built by the

Wells & French Company and mounted on McGuire
trucks. During this coming season the company expects

to extend some of its lines and rebuild some of the old

track.

The Pueblo .Street Railway Company has built five com-
liination cars. 30 ft. long and with a seating capacity for 42.

The cars are open at either end, with a closed apartment
in the middle. They are equipped with G. E. 800 motors;

two cars are mounted on Peckham trucks and three on

Bemis trucks.

The Denver Consolidated Tramway Company is rebuild-

ing a large number of cable cars for trailers on the electric

lines, and the repair shops are busy fitting the cars with

vestibules. The center pole construction has been replaced

by poles at the sides of the streets. There are rumors that

negotiations are in progress to consolidate this company
with the other four large ones in the city.

LOOK OUT FOR THE HIP-JOINT MAN.

It is stated that the claim agents and attorneys of one of

the railroads entering Indianapolis are searching for a pro-

fessional contortionist who has chosen for an avocation the

dislocating of his hip joint when the circumstances are fav-

orable to securing a verdict for damages against a railroad

company. Some months ago a man fell on the platform of

a passenger station near Indianapolis, having caught his

heel in a crack, and the result was a dislocated hip. The
ccnnpany settled for $2,200 and attorney's fees, and extend-

ed courtesies in the way of furnishing transportation for the

man and his nurse, etc. Quite recently a similar accident

occurred in ^''irginia, and a claim for damages presented.

The man had been seen the day before hunting about the

platform for a hole in which to catch his heel, and a travel-

ing man who was present recognized him as the victim of

the "accident" in Indiana. The Virginia road did not settle.
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ROUND-CORNER SEAT-END PANELS. REPORT OF THE NATIONAL, ST. LOUIS.

The open cars for street railways have become a neces-

-sity for summer traffic, but everyone who has ridden on one

in wet or stormy weather, or stood upon the running board

when the seats were full, appreciates that there are some
disadvantages in the usual construction. A recent improve-

ment in a detail introduced by the J. G. Brill Company
affords the means of overcoming some of the inconven-

iences to passengers and reducing the cost of maintenance

to the road. This consists in making the seat-end panels

with round instead of square corners. The illustration

shows a view of a car with panels of this style.

The end of the seat is so rounded that the inside end of

the curve is directly above the outside edge of the sill, and

the iron panel is so formed at the top as to fit the seat. As
the seat end has the same curve as the seat back arm, the

The annual meeting of the National Railway Company,
which controls the Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds, the Citi-

zens' and the St. Louis roads of St. Louis, was held at Chi-

cago on January 25. The report of President D. G. Hamil-

ton shows the gross receipts for the year ending December

31, 1897, to be $1,467,976; the current operating expenses,

$879,940, which is 59.9 per cent of the receipts; the fixed

charges, $366,746; and the surplus gains, $221,290. The
proportion of the surplus gains which is applicable to the

stock controlled by the National Railway Company is $189,-

930, a decrease from 1896 of $19,163, but an increase over

1895 of $10,788. The total earnings of the National Rail-

way were 8.45 per cent on its outstanding stock, as against

9.22 in 1896, 8.05 in 1895, 8.85 in 1894, and 9.08 in 1893.

During the year $20,625 ^^s expended for betterments.

SECTION OF CAR FITTED WITH ROUND-CORNER SEAT-END PANELS.

capacity of the car is not decreased. At the same time

there are no square corners to catch clothing and bundles

on entering or leaving the car, making entrance and egress

easier and saving time. Also, the round corners do not

form such convenient foot-rests for passengers with muddy
boots, neither do they catch and tear the curtains. And
the man standing on the running board does not have to

bend his body, and can stand erect without holding on.

Iron panels have proved to be stronger for wear and in re-

sisting accidents than wood panels, and the rounded form

of panel has in addition the advantage that it tends to

deflect anything striking it, and at the same time is less

liable to catch passing vehicles. It will be noticed in the

illustration that the curtain grooves are carried down to

the floor, and the curtains can thus be lowered far enough
to afford real protection.

This panel has been adopted by the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company, of New York, which is a sufficient evi-

dence of their value.

The total number of car-miles run on the company's line.?

was 12,010,683, and the passengers carried 29,359,515. The
passengers carried per car-mile were 1.98 on the cable and

2.77 on the electric lines; the total cost of operating, includ-

ing interest, was 6.52 cents per car-mile by cable and 8.76

cents by electricity; the total cost to carry each passenger

was 4.22 cents by cable and 4.27 cents by electricity.

During the first eight months of the year there was a

shrinkage in receipts, but the last four months showed an
increase, which still continues. The decrease in the receipts

for the year was $54,298, and the decrease in total expense,

$24,246.

In view of the local conditions existing in '97, the results

are very creditable to General Manager McCulloch.
•*-»-•

The Cleveland & Chagrin Falls Electric Railroad and the

Cleveland, Canton & Southern Railroad are reported as hav-
ing a lively rate war. The steam road says that it is not to

be driven out of business.
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THE REPORT ON THE RELATIONS OF STREET RAILWAYS AND MUNICIPAL CORPORA-
TIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

Below will be loiind the text of the report of the Special Com-
mittee on the Relations of Street Railways and Municipal Cor-

porations in Massachusetts. The Committee collected a great

deal of valuable data on the street railways in America and

abroad which will be added as an appendix as soon as the mat-

ter can be properly arranged.

The inquiry the Committee was directed to malie proved, when
fairly entered upon, far more comprehensive and laborious than

w.ns at Urst anticipated. A vast amount of experience of a most

varied character, bearing on what ma.v be termed the street rail-

way problem in its different phases, has, during the last twenty-

live years, been accumulated in nearly all portions of the civil-

ized world; but no comprehensive study and comparison of re-

sults has been made, nor is there any publication or document,

official or otherwise, containing a sufficient body of reliable data.

On the general subject there is, it is true, much to be found scat-

tered about in various official reports and investigations, as well

as in almost innumerable short troastises, pamphlets and maga-

zine articles; but these, in the comparatively rare instances

where a degree of reliance can be placed upon them, have as a

rule fciiber been written for a specific purpose and in advocacy

of some special theory, or they are of merely local interest.

There exists, also, a vast and varied amount of popular misin-

formation as to results alleged to have been reached elsewhere,

more especially in certain European cities. As regards these, in-

deed, statements are made of a character so wholly misleading

that the Committee finally reached the conclusion that it was
sate to accept nothing unless verified by examination on the spot;

for, even where the facts are in the main as alleged, varying con-

ditions made the conclusions naturally to be inferred from those

facts usually deceptive, and almost invariably in greater or less

degree inapplicable here.

\Tliilc, therefore, two members of the Committee devoted them-

seives to investigations in this country and in Canada, one mem-
ber went to Europe, there to make such inquiries as might, un-

der the circumstances, be practicable. As respects information,

tbe foreign conditions proved similar to those at home, though,

if possible, even more pronounced; at a sufficient cost in time,

patience and money, a vast amount of interesting and instruct-

ive experience was attainable; but the statistics are even less

perfect than in America, and no comprehensive report or official

publication exists.

The Committee has no disposition to appear to exaggerate the

importance of street railway developments, and the interest felt

in them; but as the investigation proceeded it became apparent

fliat not only was the whole civilized world at work on improved

nnmicipal transportation, but every considerable town in both

l-.cmispheres is acquiring experience of more or less general value

in regard to it. while at the same time seeking to learn the re-

sults of experience elsewhere. This is more obviously true of

material and scientific appliances—cars, motors, inductors and
track laying: but in its other and more abstruse aspects the proh-

Icni is of the utmost hygienic and governmental importance. As
a public agency the electric street railway is now fast revolution-

izing the character of urban life, spreading it over a wider area

and subiecting it to new influences; while entailing, in such items

as paving, sewerage and police, a vastly increased municipal ex-

pense. Tnderthesecircumstances, while there is a widespread call

for a comprehensive report on street railways, its preparation im-

pliesa veryconsidcrablecommandbotboftimeand money, as well
as of governmental machinery. To make such a report of gen-

eral value, it would, in the iudgment of tbe Committee, be neces-

sary that the person preparing it should be not only in official

loTrmuni'cation with the whole consular department of the gov-
ernment, but he would himself have to give from a year to

eighteen months of time to local examinations, and the compara-
tive verification of the statements which reached him. Tt is

needless to say that neither the time nor the means at the dis-

posal of the Committee sufficed for work of this description. On
the other hand, it is distinctly work which might most properlv
as well as advantageously be made a feature in the next national
census, and the Committee proposes at the proper time to call to

It the attention of those In charge of that work.

Under the terms of the act ordering the inquiry, it was con-

fined to certain phases of the problem. Limited specifically to

what may be termed the franchise relations of street railways

and to questions of taxation, it was not to include the mechan-
ical or scientific apparatus in use, the facilities afforded, or, ex-

cejit incidentally, financial and economical results. The present

re[K rt will, therefore, be devoted to a brief discussion of princi-

ples, and a concise presentation of conclusions reached.

1'hough the street railway is in legislation as well as in tlie

popular mind usually associated with the steam railroad, the

two are, in law as well as in mechanics, quite distinct. Both are

ceniiiaratively recent outgrowths of the tramwa.v, which first

came into use in the English mineral regions more than two cen-

turies ago; but, while the railroad was a use of steam jiower in

a new direction, and a pure consequence of the discovery of that

power, the street railway was merely an obvious development of

the old tram applied to the omnibus route. In its case the proc-

ess of evolution was, therefore, in the earlier stages quite sim-

ple. As the modern municipalities expanded, the demand for bet-

ter facilities of urban, or, as it would be termed in Europe, in-

tramural, transportation, made itself increasingly felt. Naturally
the street car and the tramwa.v at length suggested themselves as

convenient agencies—the street car being nothing more nor less

than an improved omnibus, and the tramway .a special feature

in the pavement of the public way; a feature adapted, it is true,

to the car's special use. but not necessarily excluding from gen-

eral use the portion of the street in which it is laid. This is all

the street railway was fifty years ago. when first laid; it is all

it is now—an improved line of omnibuses, running over a special

pavement. If this fact be firmly grasped and borne constantly in

mind, the discussion, and the principles underlying it, are greatly

simplified. The analogy throughout is with the omnibus line,

and not with the railroad train; with the public thoroughfare,

and not with the private right of way. Upon this distinction,

indeed, all tbe questions now to be discussed, whether of taxa-

tion or of franchise privilege and obligation, will be found to

turn.

The economic idea of regulation by means of competition
through private ownership was long at the basis of street rail-

way, as of railroad, legislation. Having a strong hold on the
public mind, this theory, in the one case as in the other, had,

slowly and wastefully. to be outgrown. The motive power in

use with the street railway for very many years also underwent
no practical change. Steam engines of various descriptions were
tried, and. Indeed, may still be seen in use in some European
cities—notably in Birmingham. England, and Florence. Italy

—

but their use proved unsatisfactory; while the cable system,
though still well adapted to certain conditions of topography and
street movement, was too elaborate and costly for general adop-
tion. It was not, therefore, until l.WS. or practically within the
last ten .vears. that the development of electricity as a motor in-

troduced a new feature into street railway mechanism, and gave
to the system an increased impetus, the far-reaching influences

of which have as yet but in part made themselves felt.

The rapid development and increasing importance of the street

railwav as a public-service agency have meanwhile brought a

new class of questions to the front—a class of questions already
considered in connection with the supply of water and of gas.

but which must now assume a somewhat different aspect. The
idea of regulating street railways through competition of lines in

private ownership, often for considerable distances of necessity

using the same tracks, has by degrees been abandoned. The
modern practice, as well as theory, is the consolidation of lines

in a given municipality under one ownershin. that ownership to

be held to strict accountability as a recognized public agenc.v.

Through such a system it is believed the mo.st economical results,

publicaswellas private, can be attained—a much lon.ger carriage

for the same fare on the one side, and the avoidance of duplicate
nmchinery and organization on the other. Single ownership of

some sort, public or private, mav therefore be accented as a con-

dition of the problem. Competition is eliminated from it.

The service to be rendered, and the agency through which It

Is rendered, Involve, however. In this case a peculiar and to a
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degree exclusive use of municipal thoroughfares. Not only has

a special feature in the pavement to be provided and kept in re-

pair, but the movement of vehicles on that special pavement is

such as often to necessitate, through street widening and other-

wise, provision of space; for, as the street car cannot turn out

of the way of other vehicles, other vehicles must have room pro-

vided in which to turn out of the way of the street car. Under
existing conditions also the street car is Isept in motion by an
apparatus of cables or wires—underground or overhead—estab-
lished for its sole and separate use, and which can neither be

duplicated nor used in common by others. When it is added that

provision in all (hese respects has to be made on the surface of

the most frequented thoroughfares and principal business streets,

the importance and difficulty of the questions sure to arise at

once suggest themselves.

The varied experience of the last forty years has already de-

veloped, or is now developing, three distinct lines of treatment

of the relations between the street railway and the mimicipality.

The first is the natural outcome of the original idea of private

ownership of both track and vehicle; the improved omnibus, in

other words, runs over a special pavement, laid down b.v the

omnibus company in the public way for its exclusive use. The
company owning and operating the line is organized under a

State charter, biit holds its location in the streets under a mu-
nicipal permit, usually granted for a fixed term of years, but in

Massachusetts perpetual in theory, though in point of fact revo-

cable at any time. This is complete private ownership, and it

exists not only in America, but Is almost equally well known
and recognized in Europe. The second line of development is a

recurrence to the original principles of ownership; the street and

its pavements belong to the public, the vehicles that run upon
the pavements to private parties, whether individuals or corpora-

tions. No distinction of ownership or control is under this sys-

tem recognized between pavements, whether of wood, stone, con-

crete or iron, or a combination of two of those materials or of

all; in any and every case the pavement is laid down and cared

for by the municipality, which thus in no way surrenders or

compromises its control of its own streets. Having laid, and

owning, the pavement, it does, however, concede to a company,

on such terms as may have been agreed upon, the exclusive right

to nm vehicles for a greater or less period of time on a specially

prepared part of the pavement. In this case the vehicles and mo-

tive power only belong to the private company. The third line

of development is in the direction of full public ownership—what
is known as municipalization. The analogy of the public water and

public gas service is here followed, and both private ownorshipand

private management cease, the municipality running the omni-

bus as well as controlling the street and owning the pavement.

In the course of Its investigations the Committee has en.ioyed op-

portunities of studying each system in actual operation, and has

heard the merits of each explained by managers and advocates.

In a general way, and subject to limitation and exceptions, it

may furthermore be said that, while the first, or private, owner-

ship system is that most commonly in use in America, In Ger-

many the development Is in the direction of the second, or mixed,

system, and in Great Britain there Is a strong and growing ten-

flency towards a thorough trial of the last system, known as mu-
nicipalization. But whether, in the process of development, the

tendency Is towards the adoption of one or of another of these

three systems. It seems to be recognized everywhere as a funda-

mental principle that the application of the system is of distinctly

municipal or local concernment, the community as a whole hav-

ing only a broad Interest In the principles Involved. In other

words. In Europe, as In America, the use made of streets and
thoroughfares, as well as their care. Is essentlallv a municipal

matter. The town or city, whether technically owning the pub-

lic ways or not. Is responsible for them, and, under certain broad
general regulations. Is free to control and regulate them in such
way as It sees fit. The use of the highway for street railway pur-

poses. In Europe, as In Massachusetts, was at first an innovation,

and. as such, legal provision had to be made for it: but when
that provision was made, either by general law or soeclal enact-

ment. It became largely an extension of municipal, and not of

state, functions and control. The officers of the municipality
were authorized to permit the occupation of streets for tram or

railway purposes under provisions of law; but the control of the
municipality over them was subjected to the least possible Inter-

ference from without. In passing upon every question which may
arise this principle of municipal street control also should be

clearly kept in mind. That the street railway, like the thorough-

fare it partially occupies, has in many instances outgrown mu-
nicipal limits, and so become an instrument of interurban travel

and communication, is apparent, and this fact also has to be rec-

ognized as introducing new elements into the problem; but the

fundamental principle of local control is thereby no more de-

stro,ved in the case of the railway than in the case of the street

itself.

Starting, then, from this basis, the present elaborate street

railway system has by degrees been evolved. The whole devel-

opment has taken place within the last half-century, and vastly

the greater portion of it within the last ten years; it has, more-
over, been essentially American. That the system now in use,

whether in Massachusetts or elsewhere, is in all respects perfect,

no one. of course, would maintain; that it is riipidly developing

in answer to a public demand is apparent.

So far. however, as Massachusetts Is concerned, it may not bo
out of place here to say that a comparison of systems does not

tend to show, either as to practical workings or results accom-
plished, any grounds for serious criticism. As a working ma-
chinery for the dail.v accommodation of vast numbers of persons,

the street railway companies of the Commonwealth fulfill their

function quite as well, with as little friction and at as reasonable

a cost as any other similar machinery elsewhere which the Com-
mittee has had an opportunity to study. On this head, as already
intimated, it is not safe to accept loose assertions, no matter how
positively made or frequently reiterated, as evidence of what
really exists. In every community, persons claiming to speak as

authorities are apt to be in evidence declaring that somewhere
else. In this case in Baltimore perhaps, or in Toronto, in Glas-

gow or Birmingham, or in Berlin, an ideal condition of affairs

has been reached, in which perfect street railway accommoda-
tions, low fares, rapid transit, and contented officials and em-
ployes are working in harmony with a thoroughly well-satisfied

municipal government, to the expenses of which the railway
company contributes a liberal share, while at the same time pay-
ing reasonable dividends to its stockholders. The members of

the Committee have only to say that. If such a street railway
Utopia anywhere exists, they have in the course of their investi-

gations failed to find It. That the street railways of Massachu-
setts have, as a whole, cost much more than they could now be
replaced for. is as indisputable as It has been unavoidable; that

in some cases they have been over-capitalized, through question-

able processes of financiering, is more than probable; but these,

after all, are to a greater or less extent incidents Insepnrnble
from an unusually rapid development along new lines and in un-
tried fields.

And this statement at once suggests a consideration of import-
ance, a consideration, in fact, going to the very root of the mat-
ter the Committee was appointed to Investigate. It Is not merely
a question of greater or less expenditure, but, if the account is

to be correctly balanced, what has been gamed through that ex-
penditure, or would have been lost had the expenditure not been
incurred, must also be considered. To Institute a comparison, for
instance, between the street railway transportation of Boston as
at present developed and that of Birmingham, of Glassrow or of
Berlin. Is so absurd as to suggest Ignorance. The appliances in
use In the European cities named may. and probably do. answer
the demands there made upon them: but they pertain to condi-
tions of urban life and of urban movement whollv different from
those which now prevail in Massachusetts. A sincrle illustration
will suffice. Glasgow has a population of some .<?nn.nnn. served
by 73 miles of tramway, measured as single track: Leeds has
some 4nn.nnn. served bv 27 miles; Boston has nearlv 500.000.
served bv 220 miles. In the neighborhood of 400,000 passentrers
are each dav carried on the Boston street railways, while the
combined railways of Glasgow and Leeds, serving a population
more than twice as large, carry but .WO.OOO. In other words,
with more than five times the population to each mile of street
railway track, the number of passensers daily carried In the two
cities of Great Britain Is onlv three-fourths of those carried In
Boston.

While the Committee was conducting Its Investlsratinn In Great
Britain a sanitary congress, at which some ROO delegates were
present, was held In Leeds, one of the cities above referred to.
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The eminent medical autlioi-iti' vvliu presided over LUe »ei>oiuus

o£ tliis congress relerred iu liis opemug address lo lUe uistriuu-

nuu oi; urban popuialiuu over a vviuer area as one oi me moot

trying needs oi tUe daj. in regaru to it Ue useu lue loiiowmis

language: •\\iiai is uigeuuy uceued in Ureal Jiruain loaay la,

i.isUy, urastic and rauicai legisiuiiou, by wnicn local booies may

be able lo acquire laud eompuisouiy, on paying luu eompeuoa-

iiou, lor buuuing uoikmcus nouses, ana men quicii anu eucap

L-ariy uaveiiug, renuenug ii possible lor ciiy uoiiimeu lo iivu

lu lUe suirounuing country."

Bo tar as me \\oiii nere relerred to is concerned, tliat of dis-

iribuiiug urban population over a wider oi'ea, witli all llie le-

sulls, direci anu indirect, llierein implied, a most superncial ex-

amination will sumce lo sliovv mat Massacliusetts is tar in au-

vauce ol any portion ot Kurope. 'i'liis lias, too, in large degree

been brougni about in an exiruordiuarily short time, not by

drastic, radical legislation," sucn as that contemplaleu in Ureal

brilaiu, but miougli me rapid and energetic expansion oi tue

sueel railway system, seen in ibe comparative statistics just

given. That iu ettecting this e.\pansion much cusuy experimeui-

lUg, not anvajs successiul, has been paid lor, is unueniabie; but

It remains lo be proved thai the woru, though done ihrough pri-

\ale coipoialions, either cost ihcm, or through them cost the

commuuity, more than trom a public ijoint ot view it was worth,

or a portion even ot what it would cost it done in the way sug-

gested at the i^eeds Sanitary Congress. This is the other siue

of the account; and that the worli in Atassachusetis represented

by the items which appear ou this side was done in response to

a public demand, at once ouispoken aud urgent, is mailer ot com-

mon liuowledge.

One feature in the trauchise granted to the -Massachusetts com-

panies immediately attracts notice; Irom the beginning they

were, aud slill almost invariably are, in terms perpetual, while

in reality legally revocable at the discretion ol local boards. In

this respect they are peculiar, almost anomalous; tor, as a rule,

both in this country aud in Kurope, concessions liave been grant-

ed private companies lor Uxed periods ot time only, during which

the trauchise, or concession, is in the nature ot a binding cou-

tract. These contracts, especially in European cities, are almost

Intiuite iu their variety. They run trom periods ot fourleen to

a hundred years, aud, like leases between private parlies, are

flamed so as to provide in advance for every contiugeuey likely

to arise. In Massachusetts, on the other hand, the grants of lo-

cation have, as a rule, been of the simplest possible character,

drawn in the most general terms, and with a noticeable absence

of technicalities, reservations and safeguards against contingen-

cies; and yet, while by these locations the local boards apparently

granted the corporations rights in perpetuity iu the public ways,

the law, at the same time, reserved to the boards the power to

revoke those rights at discretion.

In theory, such a franchise is to the last degree illogical. It

can be compared only to a lease, terminable at will by the lessor,

and without provisiou for the compensaliou of the lessee. Such a

system, if suggested, would naturally be pronounced impracti-

cable, if not absurd, and it would be assumed that private capi-

tal would never embark iu ventures so lacking iu the element of

permanence and security. Yet in Massachusetts this has not

proved to be the case; nor can it be said that the system has, for

the half-century it has been in use, worked otherwise than on

the whole satisfactorily.

A more fixed tenure of franchises is, however, by the terms of

the act creating the Committee, one of the two points it is espe-

cially instructed to consider. The substitution for the present in-

definite concessions of a specific and binding contract, covering a

fixed term of years, setting forth the rights and obligations of the

parties thereto and containing a rule of compensation for the

purchase of the property in case of failure to renew, at once sug-

gests itself as a measure of reform; and yet, in the course of the

protracted hearings before the Committee, it was very noticeable

that no such change was advocated by the representatives of the

municipalities or of the companies, nor, apparently, did the sug-

gestion of such a change commend itself to either. Some amend-
ments in detail of the existing law, and partial measures of pro-

tection against possible orders of sudden, ill-considered or ag-

gressive revocation were suggested; but it was evident that,

while the miinioipalities wanted to retain as a weapon—a sort of

discussion bludgeon—the right of revocation at will, the com-

panies preferred, ou the whole, a franchise praclically permanent,

ihough never absoluieiy certain, to a fixed contract tenure lor a

shorter term, subject lo the uauger ol alteration al every periodic

renewal.

11 is a generally conceded principle, that in dealing with mat-

ters 01 puuuc policy It IS not wise lo aisiurb existing methods, no

mailer now mogical or inconaislent with theory they seem, pro-

vmeu they work reasonably well in practice. The communily is

accustomed to ceriaiu ways ol uoing business and reacuing re-

sults; aud it me results, looked at as a whole anu through a sum-

cieui period oi ume, are sailstactory, it is iiueslionable wisdom
to scrutinize too closciy either the logic or the symmetry of the

ways in which those results ate reached.

The lerm-lranchise, or concession tor a fixed contract period,

is, moreover, open to serious objections. As the members of the

Committee lound wherever they studied it in operation, iu this

counirj- or in liurope, it is apt to operate practically as a check
on enterprise, anu a bar in the way of any developmeui involving

the investment ol iresh capital or of earnings wnich might be

uiviued. The inducement is strong to get the largest prout pos-

sible out ot the ume conceded, without increasing ihe value of

a system a renewed lease of which will at some specihed lime be
unuer negotiation. This has been markedly the case iu lireat

tiniam. The lerm-lranchise has there been universal since iSIU,

anu the rights ot the municipalities are so very carelully pro-

tected that Iheir best interests have been systemaiically sacrificed.

The municipalities have, in tact, been so atraid they would in

some way be out-bargained that they have as a rule tuirly over-

reached themselves; and now, after the lapse ol twenty years,

they are naturally served by undeveloped lines, with autiquateU
appliances, simpiy because they made it the distinct interest ot

the companies operating those lines to provide nolhing better.

The Massachusetts franchise, with its terminable-perpetuity

leature, may be illogical—it. seems, iu tact, a contradiction in

terms—but it recognizes an ownership under limitations, and the

holder of the franchise works with the incentive of gain. It is

the familiar case of the free-holder as compared with the lease-

holder; and human ingenuity does not seem as yet to have de-

vised any tenure under which men, much less corporations, will de-

velop a business with the same degree of enterprise when they are
working for the ultimate advantage of others as when they are
working for themselves. Indeed, there is no feature connected
with the street railway development of Europe, and especially of

Great Britain, as compared with that of America, which is so

noticeable as this. The companies are there all in the nature of

tenants, or lease-holders, trying to get everything they can out of

their concessions during the term for which they hold them.
They care nothing for developments of which they are not likely

to enjoy the results. In the end, therefore, the community suf-

fers; and it is this sense of loss, and consequent discontent with
the situation, which is the chief inducement held out for the ex-

periment of municipalization; although, on the other hand, it is

recognized that municipalization may involve an attempt at de-

velopment on political rather than on business principles. The
same thing was noticeable in the American cities visited by the

Committee. The term-franchise here, too, has been productive
of dissension, poor service, scandaLs and uuhealthy political ac-

tion. There is probably no possible system productive of only
good results and in no respect open to criticism; but, in fairness,

the Committee found itself forced to conclude that the Massa-
chusetts franchise, which might perhaps not improperly be
termed a tenure during good behavior, would in its practical re-

sults compare favorably with any. Certainly those results are as
immeasurably as they are undeniably better than the results as
yet produced in Great Britain.

While, therefore, the tenure by which the Massachusetts street

railwajs now hold their locations is calculated to excite uneasi-

ness in the minds of security holders, yet that uneasiness is, so

far as the public is concerned, not without its compensating ad- .

vantages in management. Questions involving hardship and liti-

gation may at any time present themselves, and this possibility,

there can be no doubt, does stand in the way of the sale of street

railway company securities at a price they would otherwise com-
mand. The investigations of the Committee have not, however,
led its members to believe that the public would derive benefit
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liom the substitution of :iuy lurui ol' torm-rraucbise now in use

in place of llie piescriptive Massacliiisetts tenure. But, eveu if

sucu a substitution were on the whole deemed desirable, it would

be futile to proiJose so radical a change, for existing companies

at least, if, while no serious public detriment can be alleged, nei-

ther companies uor municipalities appear in advocacy of it. As
was apparent at the hearings before the Committee, what the

companies desire is a tenure as nearly as possible in perpetuity,

with a restricted power of revocation only in the hands of the

municipalities; what the municipalities desire is to retain, as a

weapon convenient to have at hand, the legal power of revoca-

tion at will.

In the course of the hearings before the Committee, attention

was called to certain features in the existing law, which, it was
urged, might be changed to advantage. On behalf of the general

public, it was asserted that, heretofore, concessions of great val-

ue had been much too freely granted by those temporarily in

charge of the affairs of municipalities; that insutficient franchise

obligations had been imposed on the companies; that no provis-

ion had been made in the franchises to compel companies to bear

their reasonable share of expensive improvements rendered nec-

essary by locations freely given them; that practically no limits

had been set to protits, or provision made in case of excessive

profits for a division of the same, or a reduction of fares; and,

Anally, that locations had been, and now occasionally were, made
in streets and thoroughfares without any, or without sufficient,

regard to the wishes and feelings of residents and property hold-

ers thereon.

On the part of the corporations it was alleged that the existing

system was defective mainly through the insufficient protection

afforded against the arbitrary revocation of locations, and the

constant imposition of new and unjustifiable burdens through the

threat of such revocation. They claimed, and submitted evidence

to show, that the protits of the system were not unduly large, and

that the constant changes necessitated by the advance of scien-

tific apparatus, and the demand of the public for new appliances,

the best accommodations and the most effective service, were

such as to tax to the utmost the resources of the companies,

while preventing any accumulation of profits beyond what was

necessary for purposes of renewal— if, indeed, proper provision

for renewal could now be made.

So far as the greater part of these grounds of complaint is con-

cerned, whether advanced on behalf of the public or by the cor-

porations, and however well founded they may be, they do not,

in the judgment of the Committee, call for any considerable

changes in the law as it now exists.

The Committee is aware that different views exist on the

meaning of the present law. By some it is held that the "re-

strictions" of street railway locations in the several statutes re-

lating thereto are limited, and that any additional terms exacted

or conceded are, in legal phraseology, ultra vires, and cannot be

enforced in law. This, however, is not the view usually taken,

and, confessedly, the practice has been and now is widely at vari-

ance with it.* Such a literal construction of the statute, if sound

in law, wotdd result in a noticeable breach in that principle of

local self-government which is the basis of the Massachusetts

polity. It would, indeed, carry the principle of centralized State

control in this matter far beyond the point even, to which it is

carried in the countries of continental Europe.

In the view of the Committee, however, the present Massachu-

setts system, while somewhat undefined and even contradictory

in character—as is not infrequently the case with a system built

up by degrees as the work of a succession of legislative bodies-

tends to treat this whole matter of street railways as one of local

*"The law is very simple upon this point. It says that loca-

tions may be granted with such restrictions as in the judgment

of the selectmen or the aldermen the public interests may re-

quire. But these local officials have in practice enlarged the

word 'restrictions' so that it is made to include 'terms and condi-

tions' also. To all practical intents and purposes the law might

just as well read that locations shall be granted upon such 'terras,

conditions, provisions and agreements' as the selectmen may in

any case decide." (Argument of E. W. Burdett, counsel for the

Massachusetts Street Railway Association, before the Commit-

tee, page 103.)

concernment. It is regarded as simply a question of the use

which a given municipality sees fit to make of its thoroughfares.

The municipalities are held to be the best, and, indeed, within

broad limits, the only, judges of that use; just as the railway cor-

porations are the best, and again the only, judges as to the de-

gree of protection afforded by the grants they accept. If mu-
nicipalities or corporations choose, from over-eagerness or for

other reasons, to enter into ill-advised or improvident agreements,

which they afterwards repent, that is their affair; and the offi-

cials entering into such agreements are responsible to their con-

stituencies, whether the body of citizens or the holders of the

company's stock. It certainly is not the part of the Common-
wealth either to prescribe the terms of grants, or, after they are

uuule, to examine those terms with a view to seeing that they

contain nothing of which the parties to them may thereafter re-

pent. In this view of the matter, it would seem, on the one

hand, that improvident concessions of an apparently perpetual

character may have been, perhaps were, made by the agents of

the municipalities, and valuable privileges were conferred, not

coupled with corresponding obligations. On the other h.and, in

their eagerness to secure these valuable concessions and privi-

leges, the corporations may have seen fit to regard the resei'va-

tion which accompanied them as a mere matter of form. Under
the system in use in Massachusetts, it was, as it now is, in the

power, as it was and it the duty, of those representing both

municipalities and companies to insist on more specific and bet-

ter-considered grants, covering, if thought best, a given term of

years, and binding in law during that term.

Taking this view of the principles of polity and the public and

corporate interests involved, the Committee recommends certain

changes in the present law, intended to make that law conform

more closely to established practice and existing conditions. On
the one hand, it would grant the local authorities explicit power
hereafter to impose such terms and conditions as they deem the

public interests demand, on original grants and locations in the

localities over which they have jurisdiction; while, on the other

hand, it woidd protect companies whose tracks have been al-

ready located from new and perhaps unreasonable conditions

sought to be imposed in grants of alterations and extensions,

which may be called for not less for public convenience than by
corporate interests. These suggestions are incorporated in the

draft of the act herewith submitted.

With the above exceptions, the Committee has seen nothing

which would lead it to suppose that any detriment, so far as the

public is concerned, has been or is likely to be sustained under
the present system, except in one possible contingency. The rep-

resentatives of the corporations asked that, throughout the Com-
monwealth, appeal should be allowed from municipal authorities

ordering the revocation of a street railway location to the Board
of Railroad Commissioners, as is already the rule within the ter-

ritory served by the West End Street Railway system. (Acts

1887. chapter 413. section 8.) While it is true the revocation of a
location may be arbitrarily ordered, not only at a possible serious

loss to a railway company, but at no inconsiderable inconven-

ience to a local public, the local public can generall.v be trusted

in such cases to make its influence felt on its representatives for

its own protection. So far as the corporation is concerned, the

concessions made to it are general, valuable and unlimited. The
corporation might perfectly well have declined to accept the con-

cessions coupled with the power of revocation, and refused to lay

its tracks. With a full knowledge of what it was doing. It ac-

cepted the location, coupled with the right of revocation; and it

is not easy to see on what ground, still holding the location, it

can now ask to have the counterbalancing burden of revocation

limited, as being liable to abuse, but without being able to in-

stance numerous cases of such abuse, or, indeed, to show that

the relations between the municipalities and the street railway
companies had, on the whole, or indeed in any respect, been less

friendly or productive of fewer good results in Massachusetts
than elsewhere.

Cases may, however, at any time arise in which a dispute be-

tween a municipality and a corporation, and consequent revoca-

tion of the location of the latter, might occasion serious public

inconvenience outside of the locality in which the difficulty oc-

curred. It has already been pointed out that street railways are
now largely agencies of interurban communication, or travel be-
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twecn towns. The same company not infrequently operates

roads in several connecting municipalities. Under these circum-

stances, it would seem but a fair degree of protection that no

outside community should liud itself suddenly deprived of its

accustomed railway facilities by the removal of rails and wires

as the result of a complication in some neighboring town.

An examination of the street railway map of the Common-
wealth discloses the fact that such a provision of law would,

though nominally limited in its operation, be practically general.

All the considerable street railway companies operate routes in

two or more cities or towns; and it would be a simple matter for

the few smaller companies which now would not come under

the protection of such a law to extend their lines so as to bring

themselves within it. Such being the case, it has seemed to the

Committee better, under the existing condition of street railway

development, to establish one general rule for all. A ijrovision

to this effect, authorizing the Board of Railroad Commissioners

to revise the findings of the local boards, has accordingly been

included in the draft of an act herewith submitted.

The allegation tliat local authorities are in the habit of grant-

ing locations in streets against the wishes, or without due regard

to the wishes, of residents in such streets, will next be consid-

ered. The Committee is not disposed lightly to recommend ex-

ceptions to the principle of local self-government. In the great

majority of cases the municipal authorities are unquestionably

better judges than an outside tribunal of both the wishes and

the requirements of those dwelling in a given locality. Never-

theless, cases have arisen, and may again arise, where thorough-

fares laid out with great care, and developed at large expense by

those dwelling upon them, have been needlessly selected, against

the remonstrance of residents, for railway location, when other

routes, to the use of which no objection would be made, were
almost equally available. Provision to meet such cases seems

not to be unreasonable. The Committee, therefore, proposes,

and herewith submits in the accompanying draft of an act, a

provision that, where a majority in value, or a certain minority

in numbers, of those owning real estate immediately abutting

on any public thoroughfare protest in writing against the grant

of a location for a street railway in such thoroughfare, the loca-

tion shall be valid only after a hearing before the Board of Rail-

road Commissioners, and on the approval of that Board.

The extensive and costly street improvements often necessi-

tated by the operation of street cars in the narrow streets of

New England towns is a question which was often reverted to

in the hearings before the Committee. In order to grant a loca-

tion in it, a street not infrequently needs first to be widened;

for other purposes it is sutticiently wide already. In this case

it does not seem reasonable to impose the whole cost of the

widening on the municipality. It is true that voluntary contri-

butions have been made by street railway companies for such

purposes, but the question may be raised that such contributions

are ultra vires. Moreover, in cases of original location the pro-

portion of cost which should be borne by the railway company
should be clearly within the power of the municipality to de-

termine. If the street railway corporation does not care to ac-

cept its location if burdened with such cost, it may refuse it.

A somewhat different situation, though of the same general

character, arises when the growth of a community brings about

an over-crowded condition of streets. The over-crowding is

clearly in part caused by the necessities of the street car ser-

vice. The widening of such streets is also a distinct benefit to

the railway companies. In such cases, also, contributions to

cost have heretofore not infrequently been made by railway

companies, without any question being raised or intervention

of the com'ts invoked. The technical legality of such transac-

tions is, however, open to question; and it is but natural the

companies should, when they can, seek to avail themselves of

this point as an excuse for not contributing to a public im-

provement which they see must be made, but of which they

prefer to secure the benefit without helping to bear its cost.

Under the construction put upon the existing law, also, contri-

butions by the companies for this purpose cannot be represented

by additional issues of capital stock. If made, they must be

provided for out of the company's net earnings, and, presumably,
at a sacrifice of dividends. While, therefore, it is on the one
side not unreasonable to give to the municipalities the right to

assess upon street railway companies, as upon other benefici-

aries, a certain proportion of the cost of such improvements, on

the other side, the money so expended should be looked upon as

part of the cost of construction, and provision made to capitalize

it on that basis. The Committee recommends legislation to cure

this defect; and has accordingly incorporated in the draft of the

act herewith submitted certain provisions Irom the laws relat-

ing to the assessment of betterments.

Reference has been made to the three lines of ultimate devel-

opment into which the relations of street railway interests ami
municipalities seem now in this and other countries to be natu-

rally working; that of (1) regulated private ownership; that of

tlij the municipal ownership of a permanent way, to be oper-

ated by a private company as lessee; and ('ij municipalization.

The first of these lines of development is that through which
the street railway interests of the Commonwealth have grown
up, and its advantages and defects are well understood. The
chief objection to it is obvious,—it necessarily involves a divided

control of streets, resulting in continual jealousies, misappre-

hensions and disputes. While, because of its apparent simplic-

ity, as well as from the analogy of the steam railroad, it natu-

rally suggested itself in the early and experimental stages of

street railway development, it certainly does not now commend
itself as a permanent or scieutitic arrangement. Even should it

be continued indefinitely, the Committee is clearly of opinion

that it would be conducive to a better state of affairs were the

municipalities to assume full control of the streets, meeting all

charges for paving, for street cleaning, etc., and receiving there-

for from the companies a net annual money payment in lieu of

work in kind. This would be in the nature of a commutation.—
a pavement and cleaning tax to be paid by the company in con-

sideration of the special provision made in streets for its ex-

clusive use. While clear as to the expediency of this readjust-

ment of burdens, the Committee has had great difficulty in de-

vising a satisfactory basis on which to recommend it. The cost

of paving, etc., is included in the accounts of the street railway

companies under the general head of "(35) Repair of Roadbed
and Track," and the items for paving are not separated from
others. On many country roads, also, the obligation to pave is

nominal; in city thoroughfares it is heavy; while in other cases

the amount of work to be done and expense incurred depend on

the terms of particular locations. Again, the cost of renioving

ice and snow is another obligation which pertains distinctly to

the care of streets. The tracks of the street railways are in the

nature of sidewalks and footpaths. In winter the public con-

venience demands that they should be immediately broken out,

and kept constantly clear. In the case of the track, as in that

of the sidewalk, the snow and ice, when removed, are necessarily

thrown, temporarily at least, upon the travelled way. If they

cause an obstruction, it is obviously the duty of whoever is le-

gally responsible for the condition of the traveled way to re-

move them; and for that condition the municipality is, of course,

responsible. This has proved a fruitful source of misunderstand-

ing between the companies and the town and city governments
ever since the street railway system originated; and the singu-

lar spectacle has not infrequently been witnesstMl of one gang
of men, in private employ, shovelling snow from a track, while

another gang of men, in public emplo.v, shovelled it immediately

back. In this case two propositions seem to the Committee
equally clear; first, that it is the business of the city or town
to keep its streets properly clear of obstructions, and, secondly,

that, under the circumstances, the street railway companies

should, in this specific instance, compensate them for so doing.

Yet. in the matter of removing ice and snow it is, under tlie

New England climatic conditions, difficult to reach any rule of

compensation, the expense actually incurred year by year varies

so greatly. In certain years it is nominal, in others it is ex-

tremely heavy. Nevertheless, in the opinion of the Committee,

some rule should be established.

After a careful study of such data and statistics as could be

found bearing on this subject, the Committee has formulated

certain provisions in the draft of a proposed act herewith sub-

mitted. They establish the legal obligations of the parties, re-

storing to the municipalities, in so far as may be, the full con-

trol of their public ways, and making them solely responsible

for the condition of those ways, both as respects pavement and
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freedom from obstruction; and, on the other liand, so far as the

street railway companies are concerned, the present obligations

for labor or pavement work are commuted into fixed money pay-

ments, in the nature of a tax. While the fairness of this com-

mutation as respects amount, etc., cannot be demonstrated math-

ematically, it has been reached after careful study of the re-

ports, and is believed to represent approximately existing con-

ditions reduced to an intelligible basis. But, whether it does so,

or in some respects fails quite so to do, in its working the ben-

efits will greatly outweigh any possible shortcomings, if it re-

moves from the relations between municipalities and the street

railway companies a fruitful cause for ill-feeling, recrimination

and arbitrary dealing.

The system of private ownership of street railways, in the

shape aud to the extent now in use in Massachusetts, is not,

however, that which most commends itself, in theory at least,

to the judgment of the Committee. A better and more logical

system would seem to be that already described, not unknown
in Great Britain and elsewhere, but to which the experience of

Germany is more especially tending,—a system under which the

municipality both owns aud controls the whole surface of its

streets, whether paved with other material or with iron, and

leases to a private company the right to run vehicles over pre-

scribed routes on tracks therein specially provided.

The i)rocess through which this result has been, or is now
being, brought about in foreign countries is simple and well

worth the careful consideration of American muuicipalities. It

is as follows: In the first place, European street railway fran-

chises, or concessions, are never perpetual. They are always

granted for a fixed term of years, this term being sometimes

established by general law, and sometimes by special goveru-

mental authority. The average term is perhaps in the vicinity

of twenty years; and the details of the individual eoncessious

made under the general authority are then, as matters of local

concernment, worked out in an almost iufinite variety of forms,

—the result of protracted negotiations between the officials of

each municipality and the representatives of a company, or

the concessionaires, as they are termed. When this agreemeut

is thus completed, executed aud approved by the proper minis-

terial authority, it constitutes a binding conti'act, enforcable on

both sides during its continuance, and subject to chauge, ter-

mination or extension only by mutual consent, and in the way
in it provided.

It is not necessary now to discuss the practical working of this

system. It varies greatly under different conditious, depend-

ing largely on the traditions, character, political methods and
business capacity of communities, but with a continual tendency

towards some approved standard. For example, the municipal

contracts recently entered into by Berlin and Frankfort, and
that are now under consideration in Hamburg, are in Germany
regarded as models, and consequently are in the main adopted in

other German municipalities.

In the judgment of the Committee, they merit aud will repay

careful examination, being in curious contrast to the similar

contracts entered into in America. As a rule, these foreign con-

cessions are framed with special provision for the ultimate

ownership by the municipality of whatever is a part of the

streets. In some contracts it is provided that, at the expiration

of the term, everything of this sort shall become the property

of the municipality, at once and without any payment beiug
made for it, the company during the term of the contract secur-

ing itself against loss through a system of amortization; in other

cases a measure of compensation is provided, the municipality

agreeing to take and pay for the property, in ease of inability to

agree on a renewal of the concession. In any event, the settled

policy is to have everything pertaining to the street and pave-
ment pass into the ownership of the municipality at some not
remote future time, leaving the municipality free then to enter
into contracts for the operation of the tracks, or to make such
other arrangements as it sees fit. But the essential point to

which the Committee desires to call attention is the distinction

here drawn between the ownership of the pavement, and conse-
quent full control of the street, and the running of the vehicle.

The ultimate full control of the street, and exclusive ownership
of whatever may be part of its surface, by the municipality, is,

it may be said, now accepted in European countries as a funda-
mental principle of polity.

In the judgment of the Committee, this principle is correct,

and could be advautageously incorporated into Massachusetts

practice as applying to all street railway companies hen'atter

organized and locations granted. Even if the concessions in

future are not made for a specific term of years, during which

they shall be binding contracts to be changed only by mutual con-

seut,—a chauge the Committee does not advise,—the general

law should at least be so modified as to secure in every loca-

tion hereafter granted a clear, well-considered rule of procedure

aud compensation, under which the municipalities may, at any

time they desire so to do, assume, readily and at an understood

and reasonable cost, the ownership of everything appurtenant

to their streets.

But it will probably be said that this applies only to fran-

chises hereafter granted,—that Massachusetts is now already

well provided with street railways, and that some provision

should be made to cover the system already existing. The Com-
mittee has given careful consideration to this phase of the prob-

lem. Should the question arise on any large scale,—should any
particular municipality, for reasons good and suflicient to itself,

dt«ire to resume complete control of its streets and pavements,

or of any part of them,—the case would, probably, be dealt with

individually. The course of procedure would be simple. The
mimicipality would ask of the Legislatiu'e a special act, probably

framed on the precedents which already exist for the public

taking of the property of water or gas light companies, and pro-

ceed in the way therein prescribed.

Meanwhile, cases may at times arise in which local commu-
nities, in the care of their public ways, might desire to take over

certaiu tracks in particular streets without necessarily taking

over all connecting tracks in other streets, or portions even of

the same street. The Committee has framed, and herewith sub-

mits, a form of act inl ended to meet such cases. This act, drawn
up on principles already laid down, explains itself. It in no wise

disturbs, much less provides for the revocation of, any franchise

or location of a street railway company. The franchise is treated

as a license to run cars over certain routes in cities or towns,

for the public convenience. lu the case of a street railway such

a franchise no more necessarily involves the ownership of tracks

than the licenses to run a line of omnibuses involves the owner-
ship of the pavement. If, then, under the proposed act, a mu-
nicipaiiiy takes over the tracks in a certain street or streets,

by so doing it in no degree impairs either the right or the duty
of any railway corporation holding a franchise to run cars,

whether through that street or elsewhere. The tracks specified

merely pass info the owuership and care of the municipality, the

corporation is compensated for them, and thereafter the cars are

run over them, the corporation paying trackage to the municipal-

ity. The distinction is the familiar one between the omnibus
line rim by a private company, and the stone or iron pavement
owned by a city or town; except that in this case the company,
ruuuing its vehicles in exactly the same way as before, pays the

city or town for the use of a particular species of pavement laid

down for its special and exclusive convenience, instead of itself

layiug down and owning that pavement. In other words, the
essence of the franchise, or location, is the right to run vehicles

to carry passengers on certain routes, and the laying and owner-
ship of the tracks is a mere incident, and not an essential inci-

dent, thereto. The act proposed deals only with the incident;

It in no way affects the essence of the franchise. Under its

terms, it will hereafter be in the power of any municipality to

retain in its own hands full possession and control of those of

its streets in which no street railway location has yet been
granted, and then gradually, as occasion offers, to extend that
possession and control over other streets in which locations have
been granted, until the street railway corporation would by de-

grees be reduced to its original functions,—those of a private
company licensed to run public vehicles over specified routes
under fl.xed regulations, and in consideration of certain rentals
aud other money payments. It wolud become, in short, an im-
proved omnibus line, run on scientific principles and adapted to

modern conditions.

The third line of development remains to be considered,—that
known as municipalization. This has been much discussed of
late, and in the hearings before the Committee was advocated
by some as the best practical solution of the problem; but even
Its warmest exponents admit that, as respects street railways.
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uiimicipalization is a most importaut and fai'-roacbing proposi-

tiou, yet iu the experimental stage. The tendency towards it in

Great Britain is pronounced, and. as a system iu practical oper-

ation, it can now be studied iu its tentative stage in Glasgow,

in Leeds, and iu numerous other places. In thus studying it.

however, one thought immediately suggests itself to an Ameri-

can. So far as development, activity, and material and scientific

appliances and equipment are concerned, apart from permaucut

way and track surface, the American street railway service is

60 far in advance of any to be found iu Great Britain as not

to admit of a comparison. Without exaggeration, it may be said

that, while the street surfacing, and mergiug of track with pave-

ment, are there far in advance of what we ordiuarily flud iu

America, all the other appliances and accommodations are eitlier

antiquated and positively bad, or recently taken from this side

of the Atlantic and installed by American companies. In otiier

words, iu the field of scientific apparatus and mechanical devel-

opment, America lias experimented at immense cost, as our street

railway capitalization shows, while EiU'ope has patiently waited,

and is to-day rapidly and quietly appropriating the results for

which we have paid. As respects municipalization, the condi-

tions are likely to be reversed. Foreign countries, and more es-

pecially Great Britain, seem disposed to experiment, and experi-

ment ou a very considerable scale; and perhaps it would be wise

for America to allow these countries in this matter to bear tlie

cost of so doing, sure of our ability at any time to appropriate

all the useful results of foreign experience.

As yet no attempt at the municipalization of street railways

has been made in any country on a sufficiently large scale and

for a long enough time to be of real significance. Glasgow and
Leeds, for instance, are the two European instances more fre-

quently referred to. From the statements often met with in the

press, and the assertions lieard in discussion, .it might well be

assumed that the experiments made in these cities amounted to

an indisputable and established success; whereas, in point of

fact, such is in no degree the case* So far from being a dem-

onstrated success, it may, on the contrary, be confidently as-

serted that nowhere, as yet, has the experiment of municipaliza-

tion of street railways been worked out to any logical and ulti-

mate restilts whatever, nor can it be so worked out for at least

a score of years to come. Even then, political habits, social tra-

ditions, and material and economical conditions vary so greatly,

and enter to so large an extent into the problem, that it will not

be safe to infer that what may have proved safe and practicable

in one coiuniunity is either practicable or safe in another. At
the present time, the municipalization of the street railways is

not accepted as by any means indisputably desirable in Great
Britain, while in Germany it is regarded unfavorably. This

last fact is the more noteworthy, as Germany has been the field

in which State ownership and management of steam railroads

has been developed to the fullest extent, and with results pro-

nounced to be unquestionable, as well as most satisfactory. The
grounds for this apparently illogical action and contradictory

policy were, during the last summer, briefly set forth to a mem-
ber of the Committee by the highest German authority. They
were purely practical. The State official referred to simply said

that Germany had carried officialism as far as. in his judgment,
it was prudent to go. The government employes tended always
to iiicrease: and there, as here, it was found that employment by
the government signified much which did not at once appear.

The line had to be drawn somewhere; and it was not considered

expedient to add to the number already existing the numerous
officials and employees of all the street railway systems in the

Empire.

So far as JIassachusetts is concerned, the Committee appre-

hends that grave difficulties of a practical as well as theoretical

character would present themselves, should a serious attempt
be made at the complete municipalization of street railways.

The public ownership of tracks in the streets, like the control

of the streets, is a simple matter. Each municipality might own

*Those seeking further information on this sub.iect are referred

to a very interesting, as well as instructive, paper submitted to

the committee by Robert P. Porter, superintendent of the United
States Census of 1880, printed in the Appendix to this report.

those in its own streets, or in a poitiou of its own streets, and
a private company could run vehicles over the tracks, whether
belonging to itself or to the public, in one or several cities and
towns. It would be merely a matter of arrangement and con-

tract. Not so municipal operation. It is necessary again, in this

connection, to observe that the larger individual street railway
systeius are in Massachusetts rarely, if indeed ever, confined to

one city or town; the largest of these systems—the West End-
holds franchises from and locations in no less tlian eleven dif-

ferent towns and cities, and the Lynn & Boston iu nineteen.

Under these circumstances, complete municipalization obviously

becomes a difficult problem. It is not supposalile that one town
or city could own, as well as operate, not only tracks but the

Iniildings and appliances involved in the operation of tracks, in

a number of adjacent cities and towns. For instance, complica-

tions could hardly fail to arise were the city of Somerville to

decide to municipalize its street railways, and operate them as
distinct in every respect from the s.vstem which served all the

adjacent cities and towns; while, on the other hand, it is scarcely

probal)le that Somerville would care to own lines of its own iu

all those cities and towns, or. if she did, that those cities and
towns would regard the scheme with complacency. A com-
munity of action through some common organization would,
therefore, have first to be devised. Though obviously a neces-

sary preliminar.v. this, in itself, is an intricate problem, to the

solution of which the Committee has not felt called upon to ad-

dress itself. Should it arise, it will have to be dealt with uuder
conditions not now apparent, and by the Legislature itself. The
existing law does not provide for it; uor. in the light of the in-

vestigations it has made, is the Committee prepared to suggest

any alterations of the law in this respect.

One subject, specially referred to in the act creating the

C'ommittee. remains for consideration. The Committee was di-

rected to consider and report whether any uniform system of

taxation should be adopted as applying to the street railway
companies. This does not specifically raise the question of the

disposition to be made of the taxes, already under the existing

law collected from the street railway companies in common with

all other corporations. That subject has. however, heretofore

lieeu considered, and notably by the Boston Rapid Transit Com-
mission of 1891, aud the Joint Special Tax Committee of 1802.

Both of these bodies, for reasons stated in their reports, recom-

mended an exception to the general rule in the case of street

railwa.vs, and the pa.vment of the corporation tax levied upon
them to the towns in which the companies operated lines, in-

stead of to the towns in which the holders of the stock resided.

A bill to this effect was introduced in the Legislature of 1S'J3,

passing the House of Representatives by a large majority, but

failing in the Senate by a single vote. The considerations in

favor of such a disposition of this tax advanced in the two re-

ports referred to commend themselves to the judgment of the

Committee, aud the change has been incorporated in the form
of act herewith submitted.

So far, however, as a further special street railway franchise

tax is concerned, grave popular misapprehension seems to exist

ns to the burdens in the wa.v of taxation to which street railway

companies are already subject,—.a misapprehension due in no

inconsiderable degree to the indirect aud anomalous character

of those burdens. It seems to be generally assumed that the

street railway companies received, and are now receiving, public

franchises of unusual value, for which tlie.v pay no money con-

sideration and render very inadequate public service; that their

profits consequentl.v are inordinately large is also assumed, and
that those profits are in some way concealed through a system

of vicious financiering and deceptive bookkeeping.

The facts, however, do not seem to be as assumed in this

presentation of the case. A more careful investigation fails to

disclose those Massachusetts franchises of great value given

away without consideration, or unduly large profits on the part

of the companies as a whole, or more than exceptional cases of

vicious financiering, or a deceptive general system of bookkeep-

ing. There are in all 77 street railway companies in operation

in the Commonwealth. Of these, one. the Boston Elevated, or

West End. Street Railwa.v. may be left out of consideration, its

case being exceptional to such a degree as to make it necessary

to put it in a separate class, as has in fact been done through
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recent legislation (Acts 1897, chapter 500.) Of the 76 remaining

active companies, 34 paid no dividemls in 1S9T, while 42 paid

dividends of from 1.25 to 10.5 per cent, averaging 4.29 per cent,

—a return cortainl.v not excessive. Upon this point the inquiries

of the Committee tend to confirm the conclusions of the Board

of Railroad Commissioners in their report for 1800 (page 110).

While in the business of operating street railways, as in every

other business, there are—as, vrithin rea.son:ible limits, there

should be—exceptional cases of large profit offsetting cases of

failure to earn reasonable profits, yet the idea sometimes enter-

tained that the electric railway is likely to prove a source of ex-

traordinary or abnormal profit must apparently be abandoned.

••It is a- close business, yielding with skillful and prudent man-

agement only a fair average return, quite within the limit al-

lowed by statute and conservative opinion as adequate and

proper for investments of this character."

But it is often alleged that the capitalization of the companies

is excessive and fictitious, and that, if measured by actual cost,

the percentage paid in dividends is deceptive. This is a difti-

eult question to decide; but the laws of Massachusetts as to

capitalization have been strictly drawn and rigidly administered,

nor has any evidence been adduced showing that they have been

peculiarly ineffective. On the contrary, using round numbers

only, the capitalization per mile in stock and lionds ($46,G00), is

less in Massachusetts than the average (.^49,500) in the New Eng-

land States, not a third of what it is in New York (.1!177,S00), or

half what it is in Pennsylvania ($128,200), less than half what

it is ($94,100) in the United States as a whole; and it is less than

that in Great Britain (.$47,000), where both construction and ap-

pliances are far less costly and elaborate, and over-capitalization

has been guarded against with the utmost care. The truth of

this allegation in the case of the Massachusetts street railway

companies remains, therefore, to be demonstrated, the weight of

attainable evidence being distinctly the other way.

The Committee has already discussed what may be termed

the special contributions made by the street railway companies

to the cost of paving and the removal of snow and ice, and also

to their participation in the cost of certain street widenings; and

schemes of law are herewith submitted, looking to the better

regulation of these matters. The changes therein recommended

by the Committee are in main part commutations of burdens

already imposed from payment by work to payment in money;

the present proposition is of a different nature. It looks to the

imposition on street railway companies of a special franchise

tax. The idea of such a tax is not new. The draft of a proposed

act providing for one was specially refen-ed for consideration

to the large and exceptionally able Uapid Transit Commission

of 1892, already referred to;

The Committee concurs in the general conclusions on this sub-

ject reached by the Rapid Transit Commission. The system of

taxation of corporate franchises in use in Massachusetts is well

defined, and, in general, works satisfactorily. All corporations,

including street railway coi-porations, pay to the State their pro-

portionate share of the general taxes according to the market

value of their capital stock, which is perhaps the best index of

their ability to contribute. The distribution of this tax is a dis-

tinct question, and, so far as the street railways are concerned,

has already been discussed. Aside from the matter of distribu-

tion, there seems to the Committee no sufficient reason to sug-

gest any additional taxation of street railways except in the fol-

lowing particular. It is a well-recognized principle in the treat-

ment of street railway and other public service corporations in

Europe, as well as elsewhere, to provide that, after the owners

and organizers have i-eceived a reasonable return upon their en-

terprise and investment, any excess of profits over and above

a fixed amount should in part be paid to the government in the

nature of a franchise tax. This principle commends itself to the

Committee. It is not subject to the criticism, which appears to

be sound, that a limitation of dividends hampers enterprise and

Improvement. Where a coi-poration is not limited in the amount

of dividend it may earn, but is simply required to pay over a

sum equal to the excess of dividends actually paid over a fixed

and reasonable percentage on its capital stock, it will be con-

stantly spurred to render such service that its profits will in-

crease. Being a public service corporation, owned and operated

for private profit, it seems just and in accordance with sound

principles that, when the private ownership has received a rea-

sonable return upon its investment, the public should share,

through a form of special taxation, in the increment of profit,

provided it can do so without the danger of offering an induce-

ment to those in coutrol of the property to stint or conceal llu-ir

profits. A provision to this effect is incorporated in tlie draft of

the act herewith submitted, similar in its general character to

that recommended by the Rapid Transit Coiumissicm of 1892.

(Report, pages, 119, 124, 281.)

Respectfully submitted,

Charles Francis Adams,

Wm. W. Crapo,

Elihu B. Hayes.

ENGLISH FROGS FOR TROLLEY WIRES.

We find in one of our foreign exchanges dcscriptitms of

the frogs for overhead trolley construction which have been

designed by W. Wood, chief engineer of the electrical de-

partment of the Bristol Tramways Company. It is stated

that these frogs and crossings have been adopted on the

WOOD OVERHEAD SWITCHES.

electric lines of this company, the ones formerly in use, of

American manufacture, being taken down. Fig. I is a

frog adapted to two lines running into one. Fig. 2 a switch

frog with movable tongue, and Fig. 3 the crossing.

COUNTERFEIT NICKELS.

A considerable number of counterfeit 5-cent pieces have

been turned in at the offices of the Ohio street railway com-

panies. They bear the date of 1892, and are so well e.-cc-

cuted that only a close examination of the reverse side will

enable one to distinguish them from the genuine.

THE INDIANAPOLIS FIGHT.

The latest report as to the progress of the contest between

the city of Indianapolis and the Citizens' Street Railroad

Company is that the city has won a point. In 1894 a suit

was begun to oust the company, on the ground that the

charier had expired and the seven years' extension which

had Ijcen granted was invalid. This complaint was amended

a few months since, making the suit one to oust the companv

in iipi. The railway demurred on the groimd that its right

in the streets is perpetual. The contention of the city has

been sustained in this suit in the circuit court. The case

will be carried to the supreme court.
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THE LARGEST RAILWAY GENERATOR.

The i,6oo-k. w. generators in the Intramural power house

at the World's Fair were considered wonders and almost

too big for practical service. Their utility was there dem-

onstrated and later by like installations in the railway power

stations in Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston and Brooklyn.

But now the Louisville Street Railway Company is to have

the giant of them all. This generator, which is to be the

largest ever built for traction work, is now under construc-

tion at the works of the General Electric Company at

Schenectady, and will be installed in the Logan street sta-

tion in Louisville, Ky.

The capacity of the machine will be 2,400 k. w. or 3,0(Ki

PREPARATIONS FOR THE CONVENTION
IN BOSTON.

The executive committee of the American Street Railway

.'Association met in Boston on January 26, to arrange for the

annual convention. The members present were President

Lang, Secretary Penington, Robert McCulloch, St. Louis;

J. A. Riggs, Reading; R. S. Gofif, Fall River; H. C. Moore,
Trenton. Ales.srs. Roach, Wyman, Ely and Connette were

unable to attend. The officers and the executive committee

have set about the preliminarywork with great vigor and will

spare no pains to make the coming convention a success iu

every way.

The convention will be held September 6 to 9, inclusive:

"MECHANICS' BUILDING," BOSTON.

li. p. and will stand an overload of 33 per cent, so that the

capacity in cases of emergency may be 3,200 k. w. or 4,000

h. p. The generator will be driven at a speed of 75 r. p. m.

by a 4,ooo-h. p. cross compound engine, to be furnished by

the E. P. Allis Company of iVIilwaukee. The principal di-

mensions are as follows: diameter of field frame, 19 ft.; width

of field frame, 4 ft. i in.; 22 poles; diameter of armature,

12 ft. 9 in.; diameter of commutator, 9 ft. 8 in.;

diameter of shaft. 2-j in. ; width of armature,

5 ft.; width of commutator, 21 in.; weight of arm-

ature and commutator, 83,000 lbs.; total width of gen-

erator, "j-j in.; total weight of generator complete, 174,000

lbs. On account of the large diameter the armature can not

be transported over the railroads in its completed state,

either erect or on its side, and will have to be assembled in

Louisville.

this early date was chosen largely because a suitable hall

could not be had during October. Accommodations have

been secured in the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics'

Association Building, generally known as "Mechanics'

Building,'' located at Huntington avenue and West street,

and which is used entirely for exposition and entertainment

purposes. The exhibits will be located in two halls, one in

the basement, for heavy machinery, cars, trucks, etc., and

one on the first floor, fof smaller and lighter appliances.

The building is adjacent to the freight yards of the Boston

& Albany Railroad, and also close to the tracks of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, so that the transportation

of the heavy exhibits will be quite easy.

The plan of the second floor, which is here given, shows

the location of the meeting rooms of the two associations;

the American Association will meet in the "Paul Revere
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Hall," and the Accountants' Association in the "Banquet

Hall" adjacent to it. That portion of the building shown

(the scale is approximately 64 ft. to i in.) is, in the first and

basement floors, nearly all available for the exhibits; the

floor space in the basement exhibit hall is in excess of 25,-

000 sq. ft., and that on the first floor considerably greatei

,

so that the aggregate is over 60,000 sq. ft. Thus exhibitors

will not be so cramped for room as has been the case in the

past. The charge for space will be 10 cents per sq. ft.

On one side of the building, towards the railroad, the en-

trance is at the level of the basement, and on the other the

entrance is practically at the level of the first floor; thus

there is but one flight of stairs to reach the meeting rooms.

The building has its own steam and electric plants, for heat-

ing and lighting.

THE BIG SNOW STORM.

The snow storm which passed over the northern central

states the last week in January, was exceptionally trying

to the street railway companies, and occasioned large ex-

pense and serious delays to traffic. It is estimated that it

cost the street railway companies of Chicago $75,000 to

handle the snow. Work was in progress night and day to

keep the tracks clear and haul the snow out of the streets.

One company alone employed 1,000 men and kept from

100 to 500 teams going constantly until the streets were

cleared.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company had

four plows and seven sweepers and a large force of men
working and kept its tracks clean with great difficulty. Some
of the railways in the smaller cities were not so successful.

At Aurora, 111., the snow was wet and deep and was followed

by a hard freeze, covering the rails and wires with ice, but

a portion of the system was opened up in 12 hours, the first

serious delay since the road was built. In Racine, Wis., the

streets were blocked with snow drifts three to five feet deep,

and effectually stopped the cars of the Belle City Street Rail-

way Company and the Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Elec-

tric Railway Company.

PLAN OF SECOND FLOOR.

The subjects of the papers have been announced for the

American Association, but the assignments have not all

been made. The subjects are as follows:

"Maintenance and Equipment of Electric Cars."

"To What Extent Should Street Railway Companies En-

gage in the Amusement Business."

"Underground Electric Roads—Their Construction and

Management."

"Carrying of United States Mail on Street Railways."

"Comparative Earnings and Economy of Operation Be-

tween Single and Double Truck Cars for City Use."

"How to Care for the Return Current."

"Inspection and Testing of Motors and Car Equipment

by Railway Companies."

The entertainment of the Association will be in charge of

the Massachusetts Street Railway Association. The plans

of the State Association have not been completed, the first

meeting having been held the second week in February, but

it is understood that a number of entertainments of a kind

to be found only in New England will be provided.

After drilling to the depth of 1,200 ft. the Omaha Street

Railway Company abandoned the attempt to secure its

water supply from artesian wells.

The snow storm in New England and the Atlantic states

was no less severe and the railways, especially in the smaller

cities, were blockaded with ice and snow. The Consolidated

Street Railway Company of Worcester, Mass., had all its

snow plows, sweepers and 500 extra men at work clearing

its tracks. At first all the lines were blocked, but most of

them were opened up on the day following the storm. No
trolley lines were reported down. None of the surburban

lines about the city were operated and several days elapsed

before connections were made with Spencer, Marlboro, and

other surrounding towns.

In New York City the conduit lines were delayed but not

blocked at any time, and no trouble was experienced with

snow and ice in the conduit. The first severe winter test

was given to the third rail system of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad. Although the steam trains

were delayed for three or four hours, yet the electric trains

were operated constantly with only a few seconds delay in

the schedule. The snow completely covered the tracks and

the third rails, but there was no perceptible leakage. This

was considered a severe and successful test of the system.

In Boston, the storm, which was a genuine old-time

"nor'easter," was the most severe in years. Snow fell to a

depth of 20 in., and snow and sleet and wind combined to
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wreck many pole lines. The trolley lines resumed opera-

tion earlier than the steam roads, some of which did not get

their surburban service going for 48 hours. At one time

the Boston Street Railway Company (West End road) had

as many as 7,500 men at work. As high as 40 cents an hour

was paid owing to the enormous amount of immediate work
required. The storm cost the surface lines in the city $250,-

000, besides loss of traffic.

While the writer was in the office of a western street

railway manager, a few days after the storm a committee

of property owners called to demand the removal of all the

snow which had been piled in high banks on each side of

the street. They were highly indignant and not as polite in

their demands as the occasion warranted. The manager

listened patiently until each had had his say, and finally,

when there came a lull in the storm, greatly surprised his

auditors by agreeing fully with them that the company
ought to haul away the snow. The only point in question,

he declared, was the amount of the company's share. Then
he produced a diagram of the street and showed that allow-

ing for the space from tracks to curb, what had been shov-

elled from sidewalks and thrown down from roofs, that the

road had actually contributed just one-fifth to the snow

banks. Then he closed the interview with a promise to re-

move his portion—one block for each four blocks they re-

moved, and a request to advise him when they started in,

and his teams would be ordered out at once. They departed

in silence and as we go to press had not yet tackled their

four-fifths of the proposition.

PEDESTRIANS MUST TAKE CARE,

The supreme court of Iowa has recently rendered a de-

cision affirming the old rule that pedestrians must "look and

listen" before crossing railway tracks. The case was an ac-

tion at law brought by Beem, administrator, against the

Tama & Toledo Electric Railway & Light Company, to re-

cover for the death of his intestate. The decedent was 71

years old and quite deaf, who walked upon the railway track

and was struck by a freight car pushed by a motor car. Had
he looked he could have seen the approaching train for a

distance of 550 feet. After the evidence was in the lowej

court directed the jury to bring in a verdict for the company.

The plaintiff appealed. In affirming the judgment below

the court said in part:

"The grade of the railway descended from the crest of a ridge

and although the evidence as to the speed of the train is not sat-

isfactory, it may be conceded that the jury would have been
justifled in finding that it was greater than the ordinance per-

mitted and that accident was due in part to negligence on the

part of the defendant. It remains to be determined whether the

jury would have been authorized to find that the decedent was
free from negligence which contributed to the accident.

"It is true, as contended by the appellant, that it is the duty
of persons in charge of a street car to be watchful and diligent

to avoid doing injury to others, but persons who cross street

railway tracks also have duties to perform. They cannot as-

sume that without care on their part they will be seen and pro-

tected from harm and the car stopped if necessary to avoid a
collision. They are not as a rule required to use the same de-

gree of care as would be required if they were about to cross an
ordinary commercial railway track. But street cars are operated
according to established time schedules and their efBciency and
value to the public demands that they be so operated. To re-

quire whenever a person approaches the track that they be
stopped or their speed be slackened until it is evident that the

person will not be endangered by the running of the cars, would
be to impose a serious and in many cases an intolerable burden
upon the railway corporation and to subject its patrons to an-
noying and injurious delays without any. substantial reason for
so doing or benefit of importance to any one. Ordinarily a pedes-
trian who approaches a street railway track may and does with-
out appreciable effort or loss of time ascertain if a car be near
and it is his duty to do so.

"The only conclusion which can be reasonably drawn from the
evidence in this case is that the decedent did not take any pre-
caution to avoid the accident. Although he was unable to hear
readily and tJierefore should have been more diligent to discover
the approach of the train by the sense of sight, he could not have
looked in the direction of the car when about to cross the track.

There is no room for the presumption which arises in some cases
that the natural instincts of the decedent led him to use reason-
able care to avoid the accident. The evidence clearly shows that
he could not have done so without avoiding it. It may be, al-

though it is not shown, that the employe in charge of the train

saw the deceased while he was walking near the track, but if

so the employe had no reason to suppose that the decedent would
turn towards and attempt to cross the track without looking for

and avoiding the train. Until there was reasonable ground for

concluding that he might do so the employe had the right to rely

upon the presumption that he would exercise the caution which
a person of ordinary prudence would have exercised. It is not

shown that when the decedent turned toward the railway track

to cross it that the car could have been stopped to avoid the col-

lision. On the contrary, it is clear that the car could not then
have been stopped before it occurred. We conclude that the evi-

dence could not have authorized a recovery by the plaintiff, and
this verdict was therefore properly directed for the defendant."

W. R. GARTON.

W. R. Carton, who has been so long and favorably known
in the street railway business, has established an office at

414 Ashland Block, Chicago, and will devote his attentions

to consulting engineer's work. Mr. Carton's experience in

the street railway line has

been a diversified one; start-

ing 12 years ago as a con-

ductor, he has been succes-

sively motorman, inspector,

electrician, superintendent

and general manager. Dur-

ing the past three and one-

half years his time has been

taken up with the commer-

cial phase of the business.

He was recently elected

general manager of the Car-

ton-Daniels Electric Com-
pany, and is a director and

consulting engineer of the

Raster Carbon Rheostat

Company. Besides representing these firms Mr. Carton

will be the western agent of several large eastern manufact-

uring companies, particularly those in the street railway

field, but also some of those handling other leading indus-

ti ial products. Mr. Carton's well known ability and energy

guarantee success in his new undertaking.

W. R. GARTON.

The City & Suburban Railway Company, Portland, Ore.,

has leased the 2nd street line and is engaged in reducing the

gage from standard to 3 ft. 6 in., which is the ordinary gage

for street railways in Portland.
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DEATH OF JOHN S. PUGH.

Few of the many salesmen in the street railway field had

so large an acquaintance, or numbered so many of those ac-

quaintances as friends, as

John S. Pugh; and it was
^

with a feeling of sorrow and

surprise that the news of his

sudden death was received.

He was born in New York

City, November 7, 1858, and

in 1872 entered the service of

the John Stephenson Com-

pany, with which his father,

D. \V. Pugh, has been con-

nected for so many years.

In 1885 he became a mem-
ber of the firm of Pugh &
Russell, in the manufacture

and sale of street railway

supplies, and which later be-

came the selling agents for the John Stephenson Company.

The firm was dissolved in 1889 and Mr. Pugh became asso-

ciated with the Baltimore Car Wheel Company; leaving this

concern in 1894 to become the general sales agent of Dorner

& Button, of Cleveland. A year later he again represented

the John Stephenson Company.

He was taken ill while on the road, and returned to his

home in New Rochelle, N. Y., where he died suddenly of

hemorrage of the brain. He was a grandson of the late John

Stephenson, and leaves a wife and three little daughters.

Mr. Pugh was a man who readily made friends, was suc-

cessful and conscientious in his work, and a man of large

heart and generous impulses.

JOHN S. PUGH.

TROLLEY COMPETITION IN MASSACHU-
SETTS.

The decrease in the number of passengers carried by the

steam roads in Massachusetts, and especially on those roads

which run into Boston, has been very marked since 1893.

For the 10 years up to and including 1893 there was an

average increase in the steam road passengers of nearly

5,825,000 per year. In the four years since then there has

been an average decrease of over 4,766,000 passengers a

year; the total number carried in 1893 was 121,807,945, and

in 1897, 102,743,890. In the same period the number of

passengers carried on the West End Street Railway has

increased at the rate of 9,672,700 per year, an increase of 29

per cent for the four years. The total for this and the four

other roads running into or in Boston has increased at the

rate of 12,208,000 per year, which is 31.1 per cent for the

four years.
•-•-

WHEELS WILL RIDE IN BROOKLYN.

The Brooklyn City & Newtown Street Railway Company

has equipped two of its cars with hangers for carrying bicy-

cles on the front and rear dashboards, with the view of

determining whether the facilities thus afforded will be

taken advantage of by cyclists. If experience shows that

the convenience is sufficiently appreciated all the cars of

the company will be provided with the hangers when the

season is farther advrnced.

NEW ELECTRIC LINE TO CONEY ISLAND.

The New York & Sea Beach Railroad, as announced in

our December issue, has passed under the control of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, which purchased a ma-

jority of the stock and bonds. The Sea Beach road extends

from the foot of 65th street (Bay Ridge), Brooklyn, to

Coney Island, a distance of six miles, and the object of the

Rapid Transit Company in securing the line was to give a

frequent and high-speed service to Coney Island from all

MAP OF LINES TO CONEY ISLAND.

parts of Brooklyn for a 5-cent fare. The only changes nec-

essary were to put up overhead wires and bond the rails.

Horseshoe bonds were used for this purpose. Motive power

will be obtained from the South Brooklyn plant of the

Brooklyn Heights road.

The accompanying map from the Railroad Gazette shows

the several lines running to Coney Island; the three electric

lines 'are those of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad, the Nas-

sau Electric Railroad and the Coney Island & Brooklyn

Railroad.

For through service from Fulton Ferry, Hamilton Ferry,

South Ferry and the Bridge, connections have been made
with the Brooklyn Heights road at 65th street and 3rd ave-

nue: from other lines transfers are made at this point.

PROPOSED ELEVATED FOR CHICAGO.

The Chicago City Railway Transit Company was incor-

porated February 9, by parties connected with the Chicago
City Railway. It is stated that the new company proposes

to build an elevated road extending north from 39th street,

in Dearborn street and Plymouth Place, with a down-town
loop, for the better accommodation of the far snuthern and
southwestern traffic of the Chicago City Railwa)-.
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3S-KT. CAK— ATLA.nFA railway COMPANY.

NOVEL TRUCKSIAT ATLANTA.;

We illustrate herewith a car, and its truck and motor

equipment, built at the shops of the Atlanta Railway Com-
pany, Atlanta. Ga., after the designs of Frank M. Zimmer-

man, superintendent of the company. Though these are

the first trucks that have been built the idea is not new with

Mr. Zimmerman, he having had it in mind for some y.ars

past.

The car is 38 ft. long. 11 ft. 6 in. high and 7 ft. wide, and

has a seating capacity for 60 people. The total weight is

about 9 tons. The floor is 33 in. above the rail. From cen-

ter to center the two trucks are 22 ft. 6 in. apart.

The construction of the truck is well shown in the illus-

trations. The wheels are 30 in. in diameter and the wheel

base is only 32 in. The motor case which constitutes the

truck frame is of cast iron. The motors, one on each truck,

have four poles and are rated at 35 h. p. each. The motor

is geared to both axles, the gear ratio being 3'^ to i. The

weight of each truck is 7.500 lbs. The short wheel base en-

ables the truck to turn between the sills, and both axles be-

ing driven all the weight of the car is available for traction.

This car has been in service for six months and has given

the best of satisfaction.

Mr. Zimmerman's experience began with the old Sprague

Company, later he went with the Westinghouse Company
and was with that company when it first entered the street

railway field. He afterwards entered the employ of the De-

troit Electrical Works, having charge of the equipment of

the Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Company's lines. Af-

ter the completion of some of the lines he accepted the posi-

tion of superintendent of motive power, and remained in

that capacity, doing all the electrical engineering, until

August, 1895, when he resigned and went south to take the

positio.n he now holds with the Atlanta RaiWay Company.

NO CONDUCTORS IN WINONA.

The street railway business in Winona. Minn., has not

been on a paying basis, and the railway company was con-

fronted with the alternative of shutting up shop or reducing

expenses by discharging the conductors. It has decided to

trv the latter plan and fare boxes have been placed in the

cars. The motorman alone is in charge of the car.

The Beaver Valley Traction Company, Beaver Falls, Pa.,

has leased a tract of 60 acres at the northern terminus of its

line and will convert it into a handsome park and picnic

grounds at a cost of about $15,000.

SIDE AND E.NU VIEWS OF TRUCK.
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PERSONAL.

A. P. Schoch has resigned as director and treasurer of the Ot-

tawa (Canada) Electric Railway Company.

Robert Gillman, of Kansas City, has been elected a member of

the Institution of Civil Engineers of Great Britain.

Alfred Wallace has resigned his position as superintendent of

the Columbia (S. C.) Electric Street Railway, Light & Power
Company.

F. S. Given has assumed the management of the Pennsylvania

Traction Company which operates the street railways of Lan-

caster, Pa.

Edward Berry Kittle of the Sprague Electric Company, New
York, was a "Review" caller while in Chicago on a few days'

business trip.

I. W. Miller, superintendent of the Wilmington (Del.) & New
Castle Electric Railway, has resigned to accept a similar posi-

tion with the new road at Olean, N. Y.

F. S. Pearson, chief engineer of the Metropolitan Traction

Company, of New York, has resigned because of ill health and

will go to the south of France for a long rest.

Herman W. Palk, president of the Falk Manufacturing Com-
pany, has taken his family for an extended European trip on

which he will combine business with pleasure.

H. T. Walter has declined a re-election as secretary of the

Chester (Pa.) Traction Company, and accepted a position with

the Staten Island Midland Railroad Company.

F. H. Fowler, of Springfield, Mass., late of the Bemis Car Box
Company, has been appointed superintendent of the Washing-
ton & Great Falls Electric Railway Company.

Robert H. Dick has been appointed superintendent of the

Wyandotte & Detroit River Railway to succeed John Busby who
was recently made superintendent of the Detroit & Pontiac.

A. B. Skelding, general manager of the Wilmington (N. C.)

Street Railway Company was recently married to Miss Clara
Dorothy Ames, daughter of Rev. John G. Ames, of Washing-
ton, D. C.

G. Howard Duvall, who was for some time with the Balti-

more, Middle River & Sparrow's Point Railroad, as secretary and
treasurer, is now with the Chloride of Silver Dry Cell Battery
Company, of Baltimore.

Henry Holgate has resigned the management of the Montreal
Park & Island Railway, having accepted the position of general
manager of the West India Electric Railway Company which is

now building a line at Kingston, Jamaica.

W. E. Baker, superintendent of the Metropolitan West Side
Elevated, of Chicago, responded to the toast "Intramural Tran-
portation in Relation to Real Estate Values" at the 15th annual
banquet of the Chicago real estate board.

F. S. Terry has accepted a position with the Western Electrical
Instrument Company and has removed to Newark, N. J., to as-

sume his new duties. Mr. Terry's abilities in the electrical In-

dustries of Chicago have long been known. His connection with
the Electrical Supply Company, the Ansonia Electrical Com-
pany and with the Sunbeam Lamp Company have given him a
wide experience in that line. We feel assured that success will

attend him in his new field of work.

O. L. Stanton, who has been superintendent of the Ft. Wayne
(Ind.) Street Railway Company since the spring of 1896, has sev-

ered his connection with the company. Mr. Stanton was success-

ful in his management and deservedly popular with the em-

ployes under him.

Lemuel J. Coburn, recently connected with the supply house of

Smith & Wallace, Boston, has resigned to give his entire atten-

tion to the New Orange Industrial Association, of New Orange,

N. J. Mr. Coburn will make headquarters at 50 Market street,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Gus. Suckow, general manager of the Vose Car Spring Com-
pany, has returned from an extended trip and advises that bus-

iness is excellent. Mr. Suckow has been with the Vose Com-
pany for 21 years, during which time he has become an authority

on the manufacture of springs.

J. W. McFarland, formerly of Savannah, Ga., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Chattanooga Electric Railway
Company. Mr. McFarland has been connected with electric rail-

ways since 1888, and with electric lighting plants since 1880,

and the company is to be congratulated on having secured his

services.

George Albert Gragin was married to Miss Minnie Cornwell

Wilson on Thursday, January 20, at St. Louis. Mr. Cragin is

the general representative of the Washburn & Moen Manufac-
turing Company in the south with headquarters at Houston,

Tex., and was formerly in charge of the San Francisco office.

During his business career, which has been a very successful

one, he has made a host of friends in the .street railway fraternity

who will join us in wishing a bright future for him and his bride.

Augustine W. Wright, one of the best known and most suc-

cessful street railway engineers in the country, has accepted the

presidency of the American Railway Construction Company, of

this city, and will give it his personal attention. Mr. Wright
has had 30 years' experience in engineering work in horse, cable

and electric railway construction, and during that time has put
in 5,000,000 cu. ft. of concrete work, of which his company will

make a specialty. With Mr. Wright are associated E. F. Gary,
as vice-president, and Chester D. Wright as secretary. The high
standing and ability of this company to carry out contracts of

the largest character, is well known; at the same time less im-

portant undertakings will receive the same careful attention and
be executed with the same fidelity. The office of the company
is at 1203 Monadnock block, Chicago.

OBITUARY.

Burr K. Field, vice-president of the Berlin Iron Bridge Com-
pany, died suddenly after a brief illness. He was born in May,
1856, and was graduated in 1877 from Yale University, where he
had pursued the course in civil engineering. He was first con-
nected with the Northern Pacific Railroad and in 1883 accepted
a position with the Berlin Bridge Company. His services were
valuable to this company and his promotion was rapid.

FLOOD IN SOUTH BUFFALO.

During January there were heavy rains in the east

which broke up the ice in rivers and creeks and resulted in

disastrous floods in many places. South Buffalo in particu-

lar was a heavy sufferer, the Buffalo river and Cazenovia
creek overflowing and submerging a large district in the

vicinity of Cazenovia Park. Many of the street railwav

tracks were flooded and the regular cars were replaced by
the company's snow plows Vv'hich hauled open cars as trail-

ers. In several places the water would come above the

floors of the open cars.
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AN ELECTRIC FREIGHT LINE IN SWITZ-
ERLAND.

An electric railway, extending from Chavornay 2j miles

to (;)rbe in the canton of Vaud, was opened for freight am!

passenger service in the autumn of 1894. It was built to

give railway facilities to Orbe, a town of 1,884 inhabitants,

and make connection with the Jura-.Siniplon Railroad at

Chavornay, a village of 800 population. The track was

made standard gage so that the cars can be switched direct

from the steam road to the electric line. The freight traftic

consists chiefly in carrying provisions, coal, building ma-

terial and agricultural produce. The map, Fig. i., shows

are two passenger motor cars, one trailer and one motor car

for freight service. The cars are each 20 ft. in length, 7 ft.

2 in. in widtli with a wheel base 7 ft. 6 in. One of the pas-

senger motor cars. Fig. 2, has a compartment for mail and
small parcels. It will seat 20 passengers and carry three

tons of parcels. The other cars have a capacity for 45 pas-

sengers, and the remaining motor car, Fig. 3, can carry five

tons of freight. The cars are heated by coal in the winter

time. Each car with load weighs 15 tons. There are two
6-poIe 30-h. p. motors under each car and these give a

speed of nine miles an hour.

The daily schedule conforms with the arrival of trains

on the railway at Chavornav which necessitates 11 round

POWER 57ATlOi

FIG. I.—CHAVORNAY-ORBE LINE.

the route of the railway which for if miles follows the pub-

lic road.

The current is supplied from a water power station situ-

ated a half mile west of the town on the river Orbe. There

is an average fall of 2,2) ft- which furnishes 260 h. p. There

are two 80-h. p. turbines belt connected to two 6-pole,

45-k. w., 600-volt generators. In the day time the surplus

power from these machines is used to drive small motors in

the town and for lighting purposes at night.

The trolley line is a \-m. steel wire but this is supple-

mented by a copper feed wire of the same diameter. The
trolley wire is suspended from iron brackets on wooden
poles which are spaced 100 ft. apart. The track is laid with
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40-lb. rails with steel ties spaced 3 ft. Instead of a trolley

wheel a sliding contact shoe is employed. These shoes wear
very rapidly and have to be renewed every few weeks. There

FIG. 3.—MOTOR CAR.

trips daily. In Engineering, London, C. S. Du Riche

Preller gives an account of the traffic and receipts. The
first year after its opening the road carried 53,128 passen-

gers, 106 tons of parcels, 2,488 tons of freight which, with

the mail service, aflforded a revenue of $5,390. There were

21,600 train-miles run. The expense was divided as fol-

lows: Administration, .6 cent; maintenance, 1.2 cents;

traffic, 5.8 cents; wages, 7.6 cents, and general charges, 2.2

cents, making a total of 17.4 cents per train-mile. There

was a profit in the operation of $1,475. which was a return

of 2 per cent on the money invested.

ABOUT TOWER WAGONS.

A most important part of the equipment of any road is the

tower wagon. The time lost with makeshifts, to say nothing

of the annoyance, inconvenience and danger, would in a fev,-

months pay for a first-class wagon. The Trenton trolley

wagon has been adopted by the leading roads of this and for-

eign countries as the standard. Four years of hard usage

have proved it to be a most convenient, reliable and thor-

oughly practical wagon, and it receives the highest praise

from all who are using it. McCardell, West & Co., of Tren-

ton, N. J., are the patentees and sole manufacturers.

The Toledo, Monroe & Monroe Beach line is being han-

dled by Holt, Schober & Co., Hale building, Toledo. The

line touches several popular beach resorts on the lake from

wliich boats run to Put in Bay. Kelly Island, etc.. and is

one of the links in the road between Toledo and Detroit.
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FOREIGN FACTS.

A tramway is to be built at Lous le Saunier, France.

Tlie Ciectno railway at Elbeuf, Franec, is fast approacliing

coilipletion.

Tower to operate the street railway is sought of rarliament by

the corporation of Newcastle, Eng.

Fred. Spencer, of Walsall, Eng., has been appointed general

manager of the Halifax Corporation Tramways.

Edinburgh has concluded negotiations for the purchase of the

Portobello section of the street railway for £40,000.

Dundee, Scotland, is promoting a bill for the municipal owner-

ship of the street railways and their equipment with electricity.

Electrical eijuipment will be jjlaced on three miles of double

••ind single line at Newport, Eng., at an estimated cost of £30,000.

La Societe des Tramway Electriques de Gand has been formed
in Ghent, Belgium, to acquire the horse lines and equip with

electricity.

Siemens Bros. & Co. have received a contract to build eight

60-passenger cars for the corporation of Blackburn, Eng. The
price is £5,444.

Although the scheme was vetoed, the Loudon United Tram-
ways Company has not given up its plan to construct electric

lines in the Ealing District.

The New Zealand Light & Traction Company has been formed
at London to acquire concessions in New Zealand. Registered

by Paine's & Co., 14 St. Helens Place, London, E. C.

Proposals will be received until March 15 by the Stadtische

Verkehrsdeputation, Rathhaus III, Berlin, Germany, for the con-

struction of several electric railways in that city.

Having completed the purchase of the street car lines, the coun-

cil of Nottingham, Eng., is considering which form of mechanical
traction to adopt, with a leaning toward electricity.

Bids are invited by the Corporation of St. Helens, Eng., for the

supply of engines, generators, battery, trolley wire, poles and
other street railway material. Tenders should reach W. J. Jeeves,

Clerk. Town Hall. St. Helens, by February 21.

The new electric railway at Alexandria, Egyiit, is of standard
gage, with Broca rails weighing 88.5 lbs. per yard. No trailers

are used, there being ten motor cars for the 7.5 miles of road,
each equipped with two 25-h. p. motors. The cars are of the con-
vertible type and are divided into first, second and ladies" class.

The New Cross & Waterloo Railway Company has been formed
at London to build an underground electric road from a point in
Old Kent Road to a point under Waterloo Road near the crossiu"
of the South Eastern Railway. Capital stock, £075,000: directors,
James Heath, M. P.; Robert Arthur Read, and Thomas S. Sodeu.

The Japan Weekly .Mail reports that the Tokyo Street Railway
will assume a definite form after Mr. Nomura, expert of the
Bureau, returns from his inspection tour through Europe and
America. The promoters of the lua Electric Railway met some
time ago in Hamacho, Nihonbashiku, to hear the report of an
expert, Dengoro Ushioda, on their plans.

The Great Northern & City Railway Company has a bill in Par-
liament applying for power to extend its line and purchase land
for a generating station. The ^letropolitan Railway Company
of London asks Parliament to grant power to equip all its lines

with electricity and to acquire lands on which to erect a generat-
ing station.

Brown, Boveri & Co. are about to equip the standard gage
railway between Burgdorf and Thun, Canton Bern, Switzerland,
with their three-phase transmission, so successful at Lugano.
The same firm has completed the entire electrical equipment of
the railway up the Govner Grat. near Zermatt, also employing
three-phase transmission.

The Electric Street Car Manufacturing Syndicate has been reg-
istered at London with power to acquire certain patents of Thom-
as H. and Thomas Parker and the London Electric Omnibus
Compan.v. The capital stock is £25,000; and the directors are S.

Craddock, Thomas Parker, Edward Lisle, Major Flood-Page and
T. H. Parker.

The Hastings, Bexhill & District Light Railways Company, the
Bournemouth, Poole & District Light Railways Company", and
the Finchley District Electric Traction Company have been reg-
istered to build, equip and operate light electric railways in Sus-
sex, Hants and Middlesex, respectively. In each case the capi-
tal stock is £10,000, and the registrar J. B. Glenn, 7 Poultry, Lon-
don, E. C.

Buenos Ayres, South America, and the port of La Plata are to
be connected by an electric railway, W. R. Cassels and John Mac-
Gee having applied to the government for a franchise. Mr. Cas-
sels also asks a concession for an elevated electric railway from
Plaza Colon to Casa Amarilla, thence to Calle Caseros and the
Southern Railway station. The electrical energy would be sup-
plied by the River Plate Electric Light & Traction Company. A.
Parens & Co. propose to construct and operate a system of elec-
trical railways in the city.

The British Thomson-Houston Company states that several
other tramway lines in England are inclined to follow the exam-
ple of the Dover Corporation Tramways by adopting wattmeters
for then- cars. These meters are of the Thomson-Houston make
and have a capacity of 25 amperes, guaranteed to register cor-
rectly 50 per cent overioad for short periods. The armature and
clockwork of the meter are placed on sensitive springs to take the
vibrations of the car, and so far the meters have worked satis-
factorily. The cost is about $50 per meter.

A NEW SITE WANTED.

The Jewett Car & Planing Mill Company, of Jewett, ().,

purchased its present plant about five months ago for man-
ufacturing street cars of all kinds. A. H. Sisson, \V. H.
Lorentz and C. E. Krebs, three young business

'

men of
Wheeling, are back of the company, and it is due to their ef-
forts that the firm has been so prosperous. Within two
weeks of the date of purchase an order was secured and the
orders now in hand will keep the plant running for some
time. Owing to the limited capacity the traveling men have
been temporariily recalled. The buildings are inadequate
for the needs, and the company is seeking a new site, cor-
respondence l)eing carried on with several towns with this
end in view. An order for cars has just been completed for
the Charlestown Traction Company, and work is progress-
ing on a large one for the St. Louis, I^elleville & Suburban
Railway Company. Recently the services of Niel Paulson,
\\'ho has a wide acquaintance among street railway men,
have been secured, and lie will be superintendent of the Cc^r

department.
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The .1. G. Brill Company reports sales of 500 of its double

tnioks from January 1, 189S, to January 20.

The Q. & C. Company has just issued a handsome catalog of

its car door equipment and general railway specialties; it is

called "Catalog C and D."

The J. G. Brill Company has just issued a pamphlet describing

the new round-corner seat-end panel, which the company is put-

ling on its latest open cars.

We have received from the Peckham Truck Comiiany a large

wall calendar for 1898, which shows the different types of Peck-

ham trucks for single and double truck cars, snow plows, etc.

George F. Card, of the Card Electric Company, succeeds F.

A. Rogers as general manager. The company has lately been re-

ceiving some very encouraging orders with good prospects for

the year's business.

Frederick K. Stearns, Edwin J. Booth and David Meginnity,

of Detroit, have organized the Michigan Contracting Company,
Limited, and will engage in construction and equipping of steam
and electric railways.

The Taunton Locomotive Manufacturing Company has re-

ceived an imusually large number of orders for snow plows. It

has already sold 49 plows this year which surpasses the number
sold during any previous season.

The Egan Company, of Cincinnati, has just shipped 12 car

loads of woodworking machinery for the Russian government.

This is one of the largest of such exports ever made and speaks

well for the enterprise of the concern.

William S. Turner, consulting and constructing mechanical

and electrical engineer, has removed from No. 1 Nassau street

to 120 Liberty street, New York, and will carry on as heretofore

his engineering and constructing business.

Hirsch Bros. & Co., Chicago, advise us that contractors Or-

man & Croak, of Pueblo, started on the work of construction of

the Canon City & Cripple Creek Electric Railway, with an in-

creased force which now aggregates 1,000 men.

Alonzo G. Collins. (JOS Pabst building, Milw.-iukee, is laying

out a steam plant for one of the large manufacturing concerns

in Wisconsin, which will include compound condensing engines,

mechanical draft and otlier features conducive lo economical

operation.

The Central Electric ('ompany is carr.viug complete stocks of

"Insidac" and "Armalac" for the insulation of generators, mo-
tors and all kinds of high potmtial work. These two compounds
are fast establishing a reputation for permanency and absohite

reliability.

The Sterling Supply it Manufacturing Company, 145 East 25th

street. New York, reports that the month of January was the bus-

iest of any month since the company has been in business: it

has been obliged to hire a great many new men and work the

full capacity of the shop.

The partnership lately existing between John C. Dolph and
Franz E. Triacca under the firm name of J. C. Dolph & Co., do-

ing business in the city of New York, was dissolved by mutual
consent on January 24. By consent. :\Ir. Triacca has been au-
thorized to liquidate the business

•'The Pierrot calendar," which has been sent to its friends by
the Vose Si)ring Company is one of the most tasteful calendars
that we have ever seen. It is in the form of a crescent, upon
which are attractive figures of children, the monthly calendars
being on stars surrounding the crescent.

On .l.inu.ny 20 the Jackson & Sharp Company shipped five

sleeping cars and 27 electric ears which complete the large con-

tract which the company had recently received from Buenos
.\yres. Argentina. During the past year the foreign trade of

this company, and especially in South America, has been very
gratifying.

The R. D. Nuttall Company reports a very gratifying increase

in business during the month of January, with prospects for a
large trade. There is a very considerable increase in the de-

mand for standard trolleys, many roads taking advantage of the
liberal trade offers to dispose of old types and equip with the
latest designs.

The illustrated catalog of the Skeen Electric Switch & Signal
Company, St. Louis, is a pamphlet describing the automatic
block signals for street railways, and includes a copy of the
standard rules that govern the operation of single track roads
when so equipped. The catalog will be sent to all who desire it.

on application.

The General Equipment Company, 1011 Chestnut street, Phil-
adelphia, which represents, in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Mary-
land and Delaware, the Keystone electrical instruments, Dor-
ner & Dutton gears, and other lines of street railway supplies,
has recently sent to each of the managers in its territory a neat
file case for price lists and circulars.

Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co. have removed the
auditing department from New York to the Pittsburg office.

This change made it necessary for W. L. Murray, the auditor,
and his associate, G. W. Kimball, to make their liomes perma-
nently in Pittsburg, and a farewell dinner was given by the em-
ployes of the company in their honor.

J. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati, received orders for 21! of the 3(1

machines, contracts for which were recently awarded by the
Jolm Stephenson Company for the equipment of the new car
shojis of the latter company at Elizabeth, N. J. Other recent
orders were for the woodworking machinery for the car shops
at Sormova, Siberia, and Psver, Russia.

"Tlie BaragwaualU Condenser" is the title of an illustrated

pa miihlet recently issued by Wm. Baragwauath & Son, 48-52 West
r)ivisiou street, Chicago. This condenser is of the inspirator jet

type and was illustrated in the "Review" for December, in con-
nection with the description of a l,000-h. p. cooling tower. It is

of course applicable to any purpose for which a v;icuum is re-

quired.

The Electric Railway Equipment Company. Cincinnati, the
operation of whose works it was feared might have to shut
down temporarily on account of the unusually high water in the

Ohio river, is glad to report that the danger has passed and
there will be no delay in filling the large number of orders which
have been pouring in during the past few months. At present

there is greater likelihood of being flooded with business than
with water.

The Garton-Daniels Electric Company, Keokuk, la., reports

the best kind of business, and although this is the season of the

.:ear when it does not look for large orders, as much work is

now going through the factory as in the busy summer months
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of 1805 and 1896. The demand from foreign countries has been,

and continues, especially good, and everything points to a very

extensive demand for the Garton arresters during the coming

summer and spring.

Bibber, White & Co., 49 Federal street, Boston, have estab-

lished a railway department under the management of Herbert

W. Smith, formerly of the firm of Smith & Wentworth, dealers

in street railway supplies in Boston. Mr. Smith, from his for-

mer extensive experience, is 'well qualitied to take up the duties

of his new position. A complete line of street railway supplies

will be handled by this department, and the company is now
manufacturing several new designs of hangers and other line

material.

In a recent issue of American Trade, the organ of the National

Association of Manufacturers of the United States, we note a

request that the members and all other manufacturers interest-

ed in the South American markets, send catalogs, circulars and

price lists of their goods to the sample warehouse of the Asso-

ciation at Caracas, Venezuela. We have previously mentioned

this sample warehouse at Caracas, which affords an opportunity

to exhibit samples of American goods at the minimum of ex-

pense to the exhibitor.

C. B. Barrett, who was formerly with the Missouri Car &
Foundry Company, and who has had charge of the car-seat

business of Hale & Kilburn, Philadelphia, for the last four years,

has been appointed contracting agent of the Barney & Smith

Car Company, of Dayton, O., and in this connection will push

the sale of the Wheeler car seat manufactured by this company.

This seat is already considered standard on many prominent

railroads. Mr. Barrett is well and favorably known to the trade

and we predict success for him.

On January 18, A. S. Littlefield announced that he had severed

his connection with the American Railway Construction Com-
pany of which, ever since its organization, he has had the full

direction, and had organized the North-American Railway Con-

struction Company. Mr. Littletield is president of the new com-

pany and Emmet M. Fry is general superintendent. The com-

pany will make a specialty of building electric railways and do

a general contracting business, and has secured a crops of com-

petent assistants with that end in view.

We have received from the Cambria Iron Company. Philadel-

phia, a copy of the new book of rail sections, which the com-

pany has just issued. It is entitled "Cambria Steel Rails. \o\.

II, Girder Rails, etc., for Street and Electric Use." It comprises

full size sections of the rails rolled especially for street and elec-

tric roads, sections of splice bars, an illustrated catalog of the

Cambria tie plates, and a table of useful information relating to

track material. The company will be very glad to send a copy to

parties in the street railway business who desire to have it.

The New York & Staten Island Electric Company, in February,

1807, contracted for the installation of about 1,200 h. p. of the

Cahall-Babcock & Wilcox type of boilers in its power station,

which then contained some boilers made by the Babcock & Wil-

cox Company of New York. The company shortly doubled this

order and now (just about a year later) has given the Cahall peo-

ple not only a third order but also a contract to dismantle the

boilers in the power station made by the Babcock & Wilcox Com-
pany, and rebuild them into the Cahall-Babcock & Wilcox type.

The Swarts Metal Retining Co., Chicago, requests us to make the

following announcement: "Will you kindly mention in the

next issue of your paper that we are not in any way connected

with the Swarts Iron & Metal Company, which recently sold out

its business? We are entirely on different lines, and have at no
time had any connection with that company. The name being
somewhat similar to ours, caused some confusion amongst the

trade. We take this means of notifying the trade that we are

still doing business at the old stand and are ready to fill any or-

ders that may be entrusted to us."

The number of arc lamps, manufactured and shipped from the

factories of the General Electric Company within the past fiscal

year, has exceeded 24,000. There are thousands of the enclosed

arc type now in service, and the introduction of the alternating

enclosed lamp has still further increased the sales. There is

also a constantly increasing demand for incandescent lamps.

This is due in part to the waning popularity of the Welsbach
burner, for the expense involved in renewing shattered mantles

has proven excessive. These are rapidly being replaced by in-

candscent lights, and in stores, hotels and halls, where the Wels-

bach burner secured a temporary success, enclosed arc lamps
are now in use.

We have received a catalog of high pressure air and hydraulic

fittings and flanges prepared for the Tight Joint Company, by
John Piatt, of Thorpe, Piatt & Co., engineers and agents, 97

Cedar street. New York. The book contains a description of the

special fittings and gives tables showing the size of flanges for

750 and 1,500 lbs. pressure per sq. in. Part II. contains informa-

tion for use in designing hydraulic plants, and includes matter

that is of considerable value to those who have to design and use

hydraulic machines. The Information on rivetting. forging and
flanging is worked up from experiments made in the shops. The
formula for flanging dies, by T. R. Browne, will be found of val-

ue to all manufacturers using flanging presses.

South Canal street, Chicago, boasts of some of the finest ma-

chinery stores in the world. Railroad tracks running directly in

the rear of the buildings make it a particularly favorable lo-

cation, on account of being able to receive goods directly from
the cars to the stores.

Probably the largest of these stores is that of J. A. Fay &
Egan Co., located at numbers 22, 24 and 26, they being there

for the convenience of customers located in northern Illinois,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Colorado, Iowa and Nevada. A full line

of both J. A. Fay & Co., and Egan Company machinery is car-

ried there, so that parties residing in this territory should, to

save time, write direct to Chicago, the store there being an in-

tegral part of J. A. Fay & Egan Co. of Cincinnati.

Maurice Coster, the successfiil manager of the Chicago ofl^ce

of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, has a

large territory at his command and is most vigorously looking

after the interests of his company. His territory includes Mich-
igan and Indiana to the Ohio river on the cast, and a belt

stretching west to the Rocky Mountain states. The increasing

business of his office has necessitated recent additions to his

staff, the latest of whom is Walter H. Whiteside, recently with
the Gates Iron Works, of this city, where he was in charge of

the high speed engine department. Mr. Whiteside has a large

acquaintance and a wide experience, and in natural ability and
previous business connections is especially fitted for the duties

of his new connection, in which, with his friends, the "Review"
wishes him deserved success.

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, O., manu-
facturer of the live steam feed-water purifiers and exhaust steam
feed-water heaters, reports large orders recently received through
the Philadelphia office, as follows: The New Y'ork Sugar Refin-

ing Company, Long Island City, three special live steam purifiers

aggregating 3,750 h. p., and three exhaust heaters of 4.500 h. p.

capacity; the Union Traction Company, Philadelphia, 3.000 h. p.

of special live steam purifiers for high pressure. The Spring-
Held office reports sales as follows: Deering Harvester Com-
pany, Chicago, 2,500 h. p. of live steam purifiers; repeat order
from the Proctor & Gamble Company, Ivorydale, O., 1,000-h. p.

purifier; Louis Sands, Manistee, Mich., 1.00*)-h. p. purifier; Thom
as & Smith for the Chicago Public Library, four special live

steam purifiers of 300 h. p. each.

E. F. de Witt & Co. report that the demand for their

"common sense" sand box has been good all through the hard
times and the prospect for a brisk business for 1898 is very prom-
ising. A large order has lately been received from Europe
through their foreign agents, the Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel
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MAYER & ENGLUND,
10 SOUTH TENTH ST. PHI LADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Railway Material and Supplies
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We carry a Large and Complete Stock of Everything needed for the Construction
Equiptnent and Maintenance of Electric Railroads.

HIGHEST CLASS MATERIAL AT LOWEST PRICES.

NUTTALL GEARS, PINIONS AND BEARINGS.
UNION STANDARD TROLLEYS AND PARTS.

PARTRIDGE SELF-LUBRICATING CARBONS.
INTERNATIONAL REGISTERS AND REGISTER FITTINGS.

VAN WAGONER & WILLIAMS CO. COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
COMMUTATORS REFILLED. ASSEMBLED BARS AND MICA.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS. ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS.
MOTOR AND CONTROLLER REPAIRS, ALL KINDS.

Prompt Shipments from Stock. Send for Catalogues.

Companj'. Many fine testimonials have been received, among
them one from the Chicago General Railway Company says:

"That the 'common sense' sand box has been in operation on our

cars for the past four years, and is giving better service than

any sand box I know of." The Utica (N. Y.) Belt Line Railroad

Company writes: "We are pleased to be able to state that we
have experimented at different times with sevei'al different sand

boxes for motor cars, and have concluded that the de Witt 'com-

mon sense' sand box for every day practical use is the best sand

box we have ever had an opportunity to use."

In an editorial on the progress of tramways in Great Britain,

the London "Electrician" has this to say about cast welded rails:

"Nevertheless, electric traction construction shows no sign of

crystallisation, for newer methods and improved details of plant

are continually being introduced. Perhaps the most interesting

illustration of this is the decision of the New General Traction

Company to depart from the custom hitherto universal in this

country of mechanically jointing and bonding tramway rails,

and to adopt, in the new lines about to be equipped at Coventry
and at Norwich, the Falk system of cast-welding rail-joints,

which has proved so successful at Chicago and in other parts of

the United States. British tramway engineers, whether directly

interested in electric traction or only indirectly, will watch close-

ly the process of acclimatisation of cast-welding in this country.
Probably, on the whole, our fickle climate will prove less trying
to the cast-welded joint than the great extremes of temperature
It has had to withstand in the climate of some parts of America."

large among the steam railroads and street railways, we have
a large trade among the agricultural, implement makers, car-
riage and wagon makers, engine builders, dredge builders and
various manufacturers who use bar steel and steel castings. In
all of our departments since September, we have been running
day and night and orders are booked ahead for several months
to come. From the fact that we supply a number of different
lines of manufacture, and in each line trade has been unusually
large, we feel that our increased trade shows conclusively the
general improvement and prosperity of the country. While the
volume of business has been extensive, prices have not advanced
materially. Collections have been excellent. We believe that
1808 will prove to be a satisfactory year to all manufacturers."

A. W. Atterbury, secretary of the Detroit Steel & Spring Com-
pany, In a recent conversation, said to our representative:

"I am always interested in reading your 'Echoes from the
Trade,' as they are indications of the general condition of busi-
ness throughout the different sections of the country. As you
know, we are not only large producers of all kinds of engine
and car springs, but have extensive rolling mills and a fair sized
plant for the manufacture of steel castings. While our trade is

The Sargent Company, of Chicago, reports a very large busi-
ness in railway supplies during the past few weeks, and advises
us that orders for the new "Diamond S" shoe are coming in rap-
idly. This shoe, it will be remembered, was fully described in
our columns in a recent issue. It is manufactured of cast iron
with an insert of expanded steel, giving great friction and long
life to the shoe, without injury to the tire. Tests have been
made on a large number of railroads with uniform satisfaction,
the result of which is shown by the large number of orders re-

ceived. W. D. Sargent, the vice-president and general manager
of the Sargent Company, has just returned from England and
the Continent, where he has been engaged in introducing the
"Diamond S" brake shoe. Notwithstanding the proverbial con-
servatism of foreign railway managers for American inventions,

the merits of the shoe are so clear, that several of the railroads
in England are already using them, and the prospect for a large
extension of this business is most flattering. The Sargent Com-
pany has recently published the second volume in the series on
the "Diamond S" brake shoe, giving the results of the tests of
this shoe, which were conducted on the brake shoe testing ma-
chine at the shops of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, at

Wilmerding, Pa. The company will be pleased to furnish copies
of these pamphlets together with results of service tests to all

railroad men, upon request.
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interesting Bits of Information from all Parts of the Country,

Boiled Down for Busy Readers.

Slippery rails caused a collision between a cable train and

an electric car on the West Side lines, Chicago, February i,

whicli res'ulted in sliglit injuries to two persons.

A dead infant was found in a bundle left in one of the cars

)n the elevated road in Kansas City; later it was claimed by

I piiysician, who gave a satisfactory account of it.

The directors of the Chattanooga Electric Railway Com-
pany were re-elected at the annual meeting of the stock-

holders. The board re-elected J. H. Warner president and

E. D. Lilly secretary.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of Kansas

City, Mo., will install in its Riverview power station a new
2,ooo-h. p. unit, the machinery being an exact duplicate cf

that already in place.

The assessment made by the city of Elizabeth, N. J.,

against the Consolidated Traction Company has been re-

duced nearly 25 per cent by the state board of ta.xation in

order to allow for the depreciation.

One of the linemen of the Augusta (.Ga.) Railway & Elec-

tric Company cut some of the guy wires while at the top of

a 30-ft. pole. The pole fell to the ground, crushing the man
beneath it, but his injuries did not prove fatal.

The changing of the line of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Company, New York, to the conduit system is pro-

ceeding rapidly. It is expected that within seven months
only some of the minor cross town lines will be operated

by horses.

The rumor is again afioat that the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul road will soon ask the cify council for permission

to substitute trolley for steam on its suburban line, Chicago

to Evanston, a distance of 12 miles. Officials decline to dis-

cuss the matter.

At the petition of one of the stockholders of the Delaware

(O.) Electric Street Railway Company the court removed J.

D. Van Deman, who had been appointed receiver, and
named John .A.. Cone in his place. The objection urged
against Mr. Van Deman was that he was a stockholder.

Notwithstanding that the company has done all in its

power to comply with the vestibule law in the limited time

allowed, the prosecuting attorney has commenced proceed-

ings against General Manager W. T. Van Brunt of the St.

Joseph (Mo.) Street Railway Company, and the case will be

heard at the next term of the Criminal Court.

J. A. McElroy, of New York city, is now on his way 10

Glasgow to supervise the construction of some of the street

railway work in progress in that city. Mr. McElroy is also

interested in a third rail system which he expects to in-

troduce in England.

A bill has been introduced in the New York Assembly

which provides that the elevated railroads shall not use any

l)ortion of their property for the purpose of advertising the

business of any other corporation or person, nor for the sale

of any goods except newspapers and periodicals.

During January. 1898, the gross earnings of the system

of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company were $414,809, an

increase of $22,524 over the corresponding month last year,

l-'or the seven months ending January 31, 1898, the earn-

ings amounted to $3,220,150, as compared with $3,129,565

for the same time last vear.

The Ottawa (111.) Street Railway Company was on Jan-

uary 20 placed in the hands of a receiver, as money to pay

for the improvements made during the last summer was not

forthcoming, and it was desired to place the road under the

protection of the court. Local papers say that the citizens

of the town do not support the road by their patronage, as

thev should.

The controlling interest of the Forest Park Highlands

Amusement Company is held by G. W. Baumhoff, L. A.

Thompson and other street railway men in St. Louis. Con-

nections are made to the park from seven lines, the new
ones being the Olive street, Leclede and Market street lines.

.•\n electric fountain and other attractions will be ready tor

this coming summer.

:\t a meeting of the stockholders, bondholders and re-

ceivers of the Fox River Electric Railway Company, Green

Bay, Wis., which was placed in the hands of receivers a

few weeks since, a plan of reorganization was adopted. C
L. Goodrich, of Toledo, was chosen superintendent, and C.

H. Holmes, the former president, will have charge of the

clerical and office force.

That portion of the line of the Union Traction Company,
the Anderson-Marion (Ind.) road, which is already in op-

eration, that is, the nine miles between .Anderson and .Alex-

andria, has proved to be a paying one, and has greatly cut

down the passenger receipts on the Big Four Railroad be-

tween those points. In the spring a truck car for the ac-

commodation of farmers will be put in service.

The stockholders of the Wissahickon (Pa.) Electric Rail-

way at the annual meeting voted to accept the proposition

to lease the line to the Ro.xborough, Chestnut Hill & Nor-

ristown Traction Company for a term of 999 years with

compensation as follows: Two per cent on $150,000 each

year for two years; 3 per cent for the next six years; 4 per

cent for the next seven, and 5 per cent thereafter.

The majority of the stock of the Newport (R. I.) Street

Railway Company has passed into tlie hands of the New-
port Illuminating Company, which is controlled by the

\'anderbilts and other wealthy men having summer resi-

dences in the city. At one time they were opposed to the

building of the line, but it will now be operated as hereto-
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fore, but no extensions will be tnade into the fashionable

portions of the city.

While a heavily loaded motor car and trailer were ascend-

ing a steep hill near the Capitol building in Denver one of

the motor bearings became overheated and set fire to the

oil and waste. The flames soon fired the car floor and

caused a prompt exit of the passengers. The whole interior

burst into flames and the fire department was summoned.

The trailer was uncoupled and run out of danger, but the

motor car was badly damaged.

The report of the South Side Elevated, Chicago, for the

II months of 1897 after the reorganization shows the sur-

plus from the operation to be $121,943; after deducting in-

terest for six months at 4 1-2 per cent on bonds outstanding

and at present charged to the construction account, the net

income is $105,068, or about i per cent on the stock. Until

the opening of the Union Loop the trafific by months was

from I to 27 per cent less than for the corresponding month

in 1896.

The Union Traction Company, Philadelphia, recently se-

cured an injunction against a firm of machinery dealers

and the teamster who had the hauling contract, restraining

them from moving a large iron tank through the city over

a route which was occupied in part by the line of the street

railway. It would have required five hours to transport

the tank, and during that time traffic on the railway would

have been blocked; there was also danger of pulling down
the overhead work.

The annual report of the Columbus (O.) Street Railway

Company, of which W. F. Kelly is general manager, shows

that the property has been well managed during the past

year. There were carried 13,284,530 passengers and 3,514,-

545 car-miles run. The total receipts were $605,921 and the

operating expenses 47.3 per cent of this, divided as follows

:

Maintenance of way, .6 cent per car-mile; maintenance of

equipment, .7 cent; conducting transportation, 4.6 cents;

power, .7 cent; general expenses, 1.3 cents, making a total

of 7.9 cents.

In the case of the People's Railway Company against the

Grand Avenue Railway Company, of St. Louis, regarding

the joint use of tracks, a decision has been handed down
ordering the Grand Avenue Company to pay the People's

Company an anuual rental of $2,284, 75 per cent of the cost

of repairing the tracks, costs in appealing the suit, and fur-

nish a bond of $io,ocK) as a guarantee. The People's Com-
pany is required to repair all switches and connections, keep

watchmen at necessary points and pay costs of the special

commissionership proceedings.

The operation of the Tuscarawas Electric Railway be-

tween Canal Dover and Uhrichsville, O., has greatly dimin-

ished the traffic on the Cleveland, Lorain &- Wheeling Rail-

road. To meet this competition the railroad has reduced

the rates and put in service four additional fast trains each

way daily. It is expected that the trolley line will make re-

ductions to hold its patronage. The question is a rather

trying one just now, as C. E. Mitchener, vice-president and
superintendent, is in the far west and his daughter is at-

tending to his duties as superintendent.
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FIRE IN MAINE.

On January i6 the Casino at Willard Beach, South Port-

land, which was the property of the Portland & Cape Eliza-

beth Railway Company, was destroyed by fire. A pavilion

and restaurant were also burned. The Casino was built in

the spring- of 1896 at a cost of $31,000 and contained an

orchestrion valued at $3,500; the insurance amounted to

$27,000. The other losses amounted to $4,000, partly in-

sured. The origin of the fire is unknown.

THE Q & C BUY THE STANWOOD STEP.

The O & C Company, manufacturers of railway special-

ties, portable rail saws, track jacks, rail drills for both street

and steam railways, have purchased the entire stock of the

Stanwood Manufacturing Company and will continue the

manufacture of the popular steel car step which is now in

use on about 200 street railways, as well as on government

vessels, etc. All inquiries or orders for these goods should

be addressed to this company. These goods will hereafter

be known as the Q & C -Stanwood Car Step, and they will

be made at the large and commodious factory of the Q &
C Company, located 27 miles from Chicago on the C. & E.

I. Railway, at Chicago Heights, 111.; the general offices of

this company being at 700-709 Western Union building,

Chicago.

The Stanwood step, which is self cleaning, has been very

popular with ail managers who have used it, being light

and very strong and extremely durable.

Press dispatches state that Tom L. Johnson has sold his

stock, some 6,000 shares, in the Cleveland Electric Railway

Company.

A. Groetzinger & Son, Allegheny, Pa., state that the trade iu

"Dermaglutine" pinions continues very active. The general line

of goods has been giving universal satisfaction.

W. H. Wilkinson has resigned his position as general manager

of the Diamond Trucls Company, and returned to the Peckham
Motor Truck & Wheel Company, with which he was formerly

connected. Mr. Wilkinson will have the position of assistant sup-

erintendent to Mr. Ubelacker. The increased business of the

Peckham Company has necessitated additional force, and as Mr.

Wilkinson was for several years connected with the concern as

superintendent, his experience and ability render him a valuable

addition. The company is unusually busy for this season.

Among the large orders now being filled are 100 maximum trac-

tion trucks for Middleboro, England; 150 standard trucks for

Dublin, and GO extra long for Omaha.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Lippincott's for February maintains the well known high

standard of that popular publication. The leading story is by
Captain Charles King, U. S. A., whose writings always find a

responsive chord in the hearts of thousands. The other articles

and stories are on timely topics, by competent and entertaining

writers.

Munn & Co., New York, have just issued their new reference

catalog of the Scientific American Supplement, which gives an
elaborate index of over 10,000 important articles which have ap-

peared in that periodical. The present edition is of a more con-

venient size than former ones. The catalog will be furnished
free on application.

The Walker Company, of Cleveland, O., h.as recently published

two instructive circulars, one being a paper by Prof. S. H. Short

on "Electricity as a Motive Power on Elevated Railways," fully

illustrated and accompanied by curves and tables, and the other

is a short dissertation on "Mica Insulation," with three illustra-

tions.

"The Motor Engineer's and Electrical Workers' Handbook,"
is a pocket manual for motor engineers and street railway men,

compiled by William Lintern, of West Park, O., with the view

of furnishing a book of reference in a simple and convenient

form. It includes diagrams of machine and controller connec-

tions and the methods of testing for faults. Morocco, $1; cloth,

50 cents.

The New York Switch «& Crossing Company, Hoboken, N. J.,

has just issued a new catalog of "Railway Supplies," a hand-

some book of 40 pages illustrating the rail sections, fish plates,

etc., which are now considered standard in street railway work,

the special work for frogs, crossings and switches manufactured

by the company, and the automatic electric switch knows as the

"Dividend Saver."

"Introductory Course in Mechanical Drawing," is the title of a
book of 120 pages just issued from the press of Harper &
Brothers. The author is J. C. Tracy, C. E., instructor in the

Sheffield Scieutitic School of Yale University; B. H. Lockwood,

M. E., of the same School has written the chapter on perspective.

The plan of the work comprises two distinct but parallel courses

of graded exercises, for either of which 90 or 100 hours is re-

quired. Following the statement of the problems ai'e eight chap-

ters treating of the principles involved in the different methods

of projection used in mechanical drawing, and of the instru-

ments and the methods of using them. The chapter on per-

spective in particular will be found very useful to draftsmen

who wish to get in a concise form the rules and principles of the

subject. The book is illustrated with 163 figures and 8 plates.

NEWS NOTES.

.VrCHISON, KAN.—The Atchison Railway, liight .t Power
Company, which recently took possession of all the property of

the Atchison Gas, Electric Light & Power Company, is making
arrangements to consolidate the power plants. A new car

house 40x130 ft. will be built. This house will contain a ma-
chine shop.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Permission to lay tracks on the Fishhawk
road has been granted to the Consolidated Railway.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Franchises for additional lines have
been granted to the Consolidated Railway Company. Right to

lay tracks on Caton avenue has been granted to the Baltimore,

Halethorpe & St. Denis Railway Company.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—The Binghamton Railroad Company
will add a new dynamo and necessary appliances, also a 250-h. ^i.

Mcintosh & Seymour engine. The company has secured the

necessary franchises and right of way for a 6-mile interurban

extension, but it is very doubtful if construction be attempted the

coming season.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—J. B. McClary, general manager of the

Birmingham Railway & Electric Company, is in the market lor

the following station equipment: One 750-h. p. horizontal, sim-

ple Corliss engine, 90 r. p. m., to be direct connected to a 500-

k. w. generator; two 500-h. p. simple corliss engines, 80 r. p. m.,

to be belted to two 300-k. w. generators; one 500-k. w., 500-volt,

direct connected generator, capable of delivering an overload of

40 per cent and to overcompound 10 per cent at full load; fotu'-

teen return tubular boilers, 72 in.xl6 ft., each containing 91 4-in.

tubes, for 120 lbs. pressure; and two pumps of 10,000 gals, per
hour capacity. The Birmingham Railway & Electric Company
will build two miles of sidings on surburban lines, using 40-lb.

T ralL
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The Chicago Electrical Association is to be congratulated

upon the step it has taken in adopting a standard system of

conventional diagrams of electrical apparatus which is de-

signed to secure uniformity in electrical engineering and

patent drawings. The adoption of the diagrams chosen by

its committee after the most careful consideration of those

in use, by a recognized body places a standard of uniformity

before the general public, and will have, it is hoped, the final

result of making such diagrams clear and uniform and save

much trouble and time in seeking printed explanations of

drawings.

In an open letter to the public during a discussion of the

relation of speed to public safety. General Manager Vining,

of the Market Street road, San Francisco, said

:

"The ground upon which a reduction of speed is request-

ed is that of safety; yet I see no reason to believe that any

speed can ever be adopted which will make it safe for par-

ents to permit little children to play alone in the crowded

streets; or for people, who from disease, infirmity or intox-

ication are unable to take proper care of themselves, to step

suddenly in front of either a locomotive or an electric car

in motion. As a matter of fact a number of the most seri-

ous accidents have been occasioned by children and others

running suddenly in front of a car that was moving at a

speed of not more than three or four miles per hour."

The preliminary list of manufacturers who have engaged

space at the Electrical and Kindred Industries Exhibition

to be held in New York in May, shows the interest which

it has aroused among the electrical and allied trades, and is

indicative of a fine display. The first exposition, held in

1896, will be remembered as a very successful one, yet at

the corresponding time before the opening not one-fifth as

many manufacturers had signified their intentions of mak-
ing exhibits as have now secured space. The management
is soon to announce the plans of the auxiliary and educa-

tional committee, whose work will be a particularly attract-

ive feature.

An interesting feature in this issue is the report of the

speed test on an interurban road, in which a speed of 55.5

miles per hour was made for a distance of one mile and a

third; and an average of 45 miles per hour for a stretch of

17 miles. It points conclusively to the steady improvement

in the possibilities of electric traction, and already compares

very favorably with the ability of steam locomotives. It

must be remembered these motors were not built for ex-

cessive speeds, but for the regular every day service. With

the extension and increase of interurban roads we shall cer-

tainly witness a uniformly higher speed, and where such

roads have their own right of way which can be inclosed,

there is no reason why we shall not soon strike a pace and

maintain it, too, which will be an additional source of grief

to our steam road brothers.

All kinds of curious and unusual things occur in the op-

eration of street railways, but Ottawa, 111., comes to the

front with the most remarkable exhibtion of them all. The

days of the street railway in that borough have not been so

very few, but they have been very full of grief, and grief of

all kinds, at that. The latest difficulty proved to be the uni-

versal desire on the part of the citizens to have the road

again in operation, so that passengers on the steam cars

passing through town might see the trolley, and realize the

greatness of Ottawa—the only real diiificulty being the be-

lief that somebody else should do the riding and pay the

fares. Recently the cash box of the company became so

lean and ill favored that the wolf had entered and desperate

measures had to be resorted to. As usual, in extreme emer-

gencies, the women came to the rescue, and with nothing

less than a volunteer concert for the benefit of the road.

They sold tickets, hired a hall, took turns with vocal and in-

strumental numbers, and proudly rounded up $300 clean

profits. Now the manager has figured out that with about

two such concerts a week, throughout the year, a Fourth of

July dance and a turkey shoot at Thanksgiving, he could

manage to keep the two car service in operation.

The salt question, which most street railway men thought

had been permanently buried nearly 14 years ago, has risen

from the grave and again stalks abroad. It is the alleged

injury suffered by horses from contact with the brine that

makes the ghost uneasy. This is particularly absurd, when

it is remembered that some street railway men, who under-

stood their business sufficiently well to make the road suc-

cessful, in the old days kept their horses standing in brine

for from three to six hours at a time, for medicinal pur-

poses. It is odd also that the present fight against salt
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should be in New York, when in 1885 the penal code of the

state was amended so as to permit street railways to salt

their tracks; this was brought about largely because of the

facts developed by a discussion of the subject at the con-

vention of the American Association in 1884.

REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS COM-
MITTEE.

As an introductory to an editorial which recently ap-

peared, the "London Electrician" said: "There is a splendid

field for British-made electric traction plant in America, as

every electrical manufacturer in this country well knows;

but the field nearer home, consisting in our own tramways,

is by no means insignificant, and many of these sorely need

electrical equipment. in order to turn them into satisfactory

paying concerns." No one can deny that there is a good

American market for street railway apparatus, but it is

hardly for the wares of British factories. It would be as in-

consistent as carrying coals to New Castle. With a large

per cent of the contracts for electric railways in the British

Isles coming to America it requires considerable hardihood

for a well informed technical paper to make the foregoing

statement.

There is a disposition on the part of some British engi-

neers and technical writers to decry any particular practice

built on American experience. Credit for pioneer work is

given grudgingly, and the sentiment prevails that the Brit-

ish engineers and manufacturing companies should be able

to design and construct apparatus excelling that of Amer-

ican make without experience and experiments. Happily

these sentiments are confirmed to those engineers who have

stayed closely at home. All who have visited America have

recognized the vast experience and development of electric

traction in this country and are willing to learn and take ad-

vantage of the excellence of American equipments.

The statement is often made that the conditions are alto-

gether different in England and America, but this hardly

bears analysis as far as the apparatus is concerned. Cer-

tainly the engines and generators, designed to carry the

heavy, fluctuating loads of electric railway lines, are suited
.

for either country. In track and line construction it is im-

probable that the English engineers can improve upon

American methods. The latter have been accused of being

of shoddy construction, which in some cases is true, but

hundreds of examples of the most substantial that need be

designed can be found here. If the British are willing to

pay for it the American factories can give them as good and

enduring apparatus and equipment as they will likely evolve

at home. The cars and car equipment can be designed for

high or slow speed, light or heavy loads, level roadbed or

steep grades, as the occasion may require, for there is hard-

ly a condition likely to arise in England that has not been

met with in America.

If the Englishmen could inspect the great factories which

are now building street railway apparatus, with their special

labor saving machines, their facilities for experimentation,

and having the services of men familiar with every detail of

railway work since its inception, they would understand

why the best, cheapest and most efficient electric railway

apparatus in the world is of American origin. As long as

England could make the best boilers, engines, machines and

manufactured products, they were purchased here; now let

them follow a logical example and buy American street rail-

way apparatus until the English factories can make some-

thing equally good and cheap.

The report of the special committee, consisting of

Charles Francis Adams, William W. Crapo and Elihu B.

Hayes, on the "Relations of Street Railways and Municipal

Corporations in Massachusetts," of which the full text was

published in the Review for February, is a particularly

able document, and the publication of the "Appendix" con-

taining the data collected by the committee will be awaited

with impatience.

There are a number of statements as to the "state of the

art" at home and abroad, and as to the current beliefs re-

garding the same which can not be too often repeated, the

hope being that they may be read and digested by the mis-

informed public which is now clamoring for the imposition

of additional burdens on street railways, on the ground that

the profits of the business are exorbitant; that the service

rendered is more costly to the public; that there is not

sufficient compensation for franchises and privileges; that

there is fraudulent book-keeping to hide profits and avoid

taxes; and in general, that things are much better managed

where municipal ownership is in vogue. Some of these ex-

tracts from the report are here quoted:

"There exists, also, a vast and varied amount of popular

misinformation as to results alleged to have been reached

elsewhere, more especially in certain European cities. As

regards these, indeed, statements are made of a character

so wholly misleading that the committee finally reached the

conclusion that it was safe to accept nothing unless verified

by examination on the spot; for, even where the facts are

in the main as alleged, varying conditions made the con-

clusions naturally to be inferred from those facts usually

deceptive, and almost invariably in greater or less degree

inapplicable here."

"As a working machinery for the daily accommodation

of vast numbers of persons, the street railway companies of

the Commonwealth fulfill their function quite as well, with

as little friction and at as reasonable a cost as any other sim-

ilar machinery elsewhere which the committee has had an

opportunity to study. On this head, as already intimated,

it is not safe to accept loose assertions, no matter how pos-

itively made or frequently reiterated, as evidence of what

really exists. In every community, persons claiming to speak

as authorities are apt to be in evidence declaring that some-

where else, in this case in Baltimore perhaps, or in Toronto,

in Glasgow or Birmingham, or in Berlin, an ideal condition

of affairs has been reached, in which perfect street railway

accommodations, low fares, rapid transit, and contented offi-

cials and employes are working in harmony with a thor-

oughly well-satisfied municipal government, to the ex-

penses of which the railway company contributes a liberal

share, while at the same time paying reasonable dividends

to its stockholders. The members of the committee have

only to say that, if such a street railway Utopia anywhere

exists, they have in the course of their investigations failed

to find it."

"To institute a comparison, for instance, between the

street railway transportation of Boston as at present devel-

oped and that of Birmingham, of Glasgow or of Berlin, is
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so absurd as to suggest ignorance. The appliances in use

in the European cities named may. and proljably do, answer

the demands there made upon them ; but tiiey pertain to con-

ditions of urban life and of urban movement wholly different

from those which now prevail in Massachusetts."

"The municipalities (in England) have, in fact, been So

afraid they would in some way be out-bargained that they

have as a rule fairly over-reached themselves; and now, after

a lapse of twenty years, they are naturally served by undevel-

oped lines, with antiquated appliances, simply because they

made it the distinct interest of the companies operating those

lines to provide nothing better. * * * * * Human
ingenuity does not seem as yet to have devised any tenure

under which men, much less corporations, will develop a

business with the same degree of enterprise when they are

working for the ultimate advantage of others as when they

are working for themselves."

"As yet no attempt at the municipalization of street rail-

ways has been made in any country on a sufficiently large

scale and for a long enough time to be of real significance.

Glasgow and Leeds, for instance, are the two European in-

stances more frequently referred to. From the statements

often met with in the press, and the assertions heard in dis-

cussion, it might well be assumed that the experiments made

in these cities amounted to an indisputable and established

success; whereas, in point of fact, such is in no degree the

case. So far from being a demonstrated success, it may, on

the contrary, be confidently asserted that nowhere, as yet,

has the experiment of municipalization of street railways

been worked out to any logical and ultimate results what-

ever, nor can it be so worked out for at least a score of years

to come."

"So far. however, as a further special street railway fran-

chise tax is concerned, grave popular misapprehension

seems to exist as to the burdens in the way of taxation to

which street railway companies are already subject,—a mis-

apprehension due in no inconsiderable degree to the indirect

and anomalous character of those burdens. It seems to be

generally assumed that the street railway companies re-

ceived, and are now receiving, public franchises of unusual

value, for which they pay no money consideration and ren-

der very inadequate public service; that their profits conse-

quently are inordinately large is also assumed, and that those

profits are in some way concealed through a system of vici-

ous financiering and deceptive bookkeeping. The facts, how-

ever, do not seem to be as assumed in this presentation of

the case."

"At the present time, the municipalization of the street

railways is not accepted as by any means indisputably de-

sirable in Great Britain, while in Germany it is regarded un-

favorably."

The committee finds three lines of ultimate development

into which the relations of street railway interests and mu-
nucipalities seem in this and other countries to be working;

these are that of (l) regulated private ownership; that of (2)

the municipal ownership of a permanent wav, to be operated

by a private company as lessee; and (3) municipalization.

The chief objection to the first of these is stated to be that

it necessarily involves a divided control of streets, resulting

in continual jealousies, misapprehensions and disputes. With
the object of obviating this source of dispute the committee

framed a bill under which the various obligations for pav-

ing, street cleaning, etc., would be commuted into a fixed

money payment in the nature of a tax.

Tlie committee is inclined, "in theory at least," to favor

the second line of development, the third line, municipaliza-

tion, being characterized as an experiment which will re-

quire a score of years to bring to logical and ultimate re-

sults. The public ownership and care of tracks and their pri-

vate operation are urged as being in nowise diflfcrent from

the case of an omnibus line owned by a private company
and the pavement owned by the city, except that the street

car company would pay the city trackage for the use of a

specially prepared way.

A bill has been drawn providing for the building or pur-

chasing of tracks and overhead lines by the municipalities

and their lease to the companies upon the payment of

agreed rentals for the use and maintenance of the tracks.

In case the two parties fail to agree the rental is to be fixed

by referees appointed by the supreme court, the award to

be based on the payment of interest on the actual cost of

the tracks, together with a reasonable allowance for repair

and renewal.

It appears to us that in recommending, even "in theory,"

the public ownership of street railway tracks sufficient

weight has not been given to the fact that such an arrange-

ment would take out of the control of the company the con-

struction and supervision of a portion of its plant, the good
condition of which is just as essential to the economical

operation of the road as is an efficient and well-managed

power plant, or repair shop, or efficient and careful em-
ployes.

As to how important a good condition of track is we may
cite President Bowen, of the Chicago City Railway, in his

paper before the American Association at St. Louis in 1896.

By rebuilding the State street cable line (14 miles measured

as single track) a saving in the cost of power for haulage of

$33,108 per year was effected; that is a saving of $2,365 per

mile per year.

For the estimated life of the new track the saving was

sufficient to pay the principal and interest on nearly five

times the cost of the improvement. .\nd this did not take

into consideration the decreased repairs of rolling stock and

the increased comfort of passengers.

When the line is an electric one, in addition to the me-

chanical condition of the track, the efficiency of the rails as

electrical conductors is equally important. And the over-

head construction is another factor.

We consider that there would be two very serious diffi-

culties to be met in any such system of independent owner-

ship and operation ; first, that of convincing the municipal

authorities of the necessity of making proper repairs and

improvements; second, that of getting the work honestly

done when once undertaken. The care of the streets in all

our cities is not such as to inspire confidence in the success

of the municipality in caring for car tracks when the prin-

cipal financial sufTerer from neglect would be the operating

company. And as for the manner in which the track build-

ing would he done, we might ponder upon the scandals and

"jobs" which have in the past accompanied every govern-

mental or municipal undertaking of magnitude.
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STORY OF THE GREAT STORM.

Heaviest Snow in Many Years- -Reports from All Parts of the Country—Record of the Splendid Work in

Opening the Lines—Work of the Rotaries—Operation Resumed with Unprecedented Prompt-

ness—Six Days Fight at Quebec With Wind at 65 Miles an Hour and 12 Feet of

Snow in the Streets—Valuable Experiences for Future Conflicts.

The recent storms have in many quarters been the most

severe in years, and the managers of street railways have

found it necessary to exert every effort to get their lines

opened up promptly when the worst was over. That these

efforts were generally successful is a cause of pride. In

some cities, as Boston, there were many telephone and other

wires down across the street railway tracks which made it

harder yet when the snow itself was a source of sufficient

trouble. The city authorities some times added to the man-

ager's troubles by insisting that he ought to clean off the

street crossings, and failed to realize that he was doing all

he could and that clean crossings were scarcely so impor-

tant to the public as clean tracks.

Below will be found a few notes showing what street rail-

w-ays had to contend with and the means and methods used

to keep the line clear.

The month of February proved a very costly one for the

street railways of New England, but the greatest trouble was

caused by the storms occurring during the first week of the

month. Throughout that section of the country the reports

tell of snow plows stalled and service suspended for periods

of nearly a week on some of the smaller roads, notwith-

standing the efforts made by the managers to keep the lines

open. Ice on the rails and on the trolley wires were among

the difficulties to be met in many places which were harder

to overcome than the heavy fall of snow.

In the cities the greatest trouble was on account of fallen

wires, not the trolley wires but telephone and telegraph

wires which fell across the former, and until they were

cleared away the railways could not turn the current on

their lines for fear of injuring persons who might come in

contact with the telephone wires. The delay thus caused

placed the street railways at a great disadvantage. The

Boston Elevated Railway Company suffered greatly for this

reason. The cost of the storm to this company from loss of

fares, repairs to wires, and for removal of the snow is es-

timated at $200,000.

A few companies found their work of clearing the snow

away hampered by the local authorities. The press reports

contained the following account of the troubles of the Paw-

tucket Street Railway Company, of Providence, R. I.:

"The residents of Valley Falls and Lonsdale new village

are for the present without trolley car service. There was

a disagreement between the officials of the Pawtucket Street

Railway Company and the town, as a result of which the

railroad people abandoned the work of breaking out the

track. Wednesday and Thursday the railroad company at-

tempted to break out the tracks, but on Thursday afternoon

Highway Commissioner Connolly put his men to work, who
shovelled and scraped the snow into the tracks as fast as the

railroad men shovelled it out. Then the Town Council,

which was in session, called in Highway Commissioner

Connolly and Superintendent Luther of the railroad. The

question of whom was to remove the snow was discussed.

The town officials held to the opinion that the railroad

should remove it all at its own expense. Superintendent

Luther held that the town should bear half of the expense at

least. No agreement could be arrived at and the railroad

men withdrew, leaving the people to walk if they had rather

do that than ride. The public opinion seems to be growing

that the town should have borne the expense of cleaning up

the street with the railroad company, as is done in Paw-

tucket and Central Falls. The people desire the conveni-

ences of the cars, and are inclined to find fault now with the

town authorities because they do not have the car service."

At Norwich, Conn., the worst trouble was in narrow

streets where there was not room for the snow plows to

throw the snow off the track without covering up the side-

walks.

The storms were severe in Vermont, from 12 to 20 in. of

snow falling. E. C. Crosby, general manager of the Spring-

field Electric Railway Company, writes that he kept his jYi-

mile electric freight line open by using his snow plow with

the freight locomotive coupled behind it to help push. The

plow is a Smith & Wallace nose plow equipped with two

Westinghouse 50-h. p. motors. Only slight delays have

been experienced because of snow.

One of our illustrations shows a view on the line of the

Fitchburg (Mass.) & Leominster Street Railway Company
after the track was cleared. The superintendent, W. W.
.Sargent, writes that he experienced the usual difficulties and

that no apparatus with which he is familiar could have ef-

fectively cleared the tracks during the height of the storm.

By putting shovelers at work at the worst places and run-

ning all the plows and sweepers, the road was kept in such

condition that cars were operating over two-thirds of it

when the storm ceased and by noon of the following day

cars were on schedule time everywhere.

Bangor, Me,

W. H. Snow, superintendent of the Bangor (Me.) Street

Railway, writes as follows: "The street railways of Maine

have had their share of snow this winter, and although the

weather has been warm for the past few days, the snow of

course settling a great deal, it still averages, March 2, 20 in.

in depth. The first storms of the season were of a char-

acter easy to be handled, from 3 in. to 9 in. of light snow

falling at different times.

"These storms were taken care of entirely by two home
made plows, each equipped with two G. E. 800 motors.

"Tlie wings of the plows hang from the trucks, and are

in two pieces with a joint in the middle so that the outside

wing can be lifted without moving the whole wing; they

are guided by chains running to the front of the plow, and

are easily adjusted. When the wings are out as straight as

is at all practicable a space 24 ft. in width is cleared and, as

the quantity of snow increases, the wings are narrowed up

little by little. In light storms the plows are used single, in

heavy storms two cars are usually coupled on behind each

plow. When storms clear off in the day time as soon as

the streets are passable for teams we withdraw the plows
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until night and then run them out and push back all loose

snow; the wings take up so much of the street that we can

operate with much more ease and safety when they are free

from teams. Where the streets are wide six-horse road ma-

chines are used to scrape the snow from where the plow

wings leave it to the side of the street. On narrow streets

we cart ofT all the snow left by plow wings.

"We have had little or no trouble with sleet on the trolley

AT FITCHBURG, MASS.

to February 24 at 11 :3o p. m., that being the longest stretch

of the winter.

"During storms we plan to keep our conductors and mo-
tormen well fed, never intending to let them go over six

hours without eating. No matter how tired and sleepy a

man may be, take him in and fill him with hot coffee and

hearty food, and you have a new man. We have found that

it is cheaper in the end to stop operations for 15 or 20

minutes in a storm and freshen up the men with food than

to try to push on with a lot of cold and hungry workers.

We make up the less a dozen times over we think by so do-

ing. Of course if the rail were covered with slush and

about to freeze up that would be another thing, but in nine

out of ten storms the few minutes can be taken, and to a

good advantage to both men and company."

Rochester, N. Y.

wire, although the rails have iced badly three or four

times; in one storm in particular the ice was so hard that

At Rochester, N. Y., the storms of January 31 and Feb-

ruary 16, were the cause of extraordinary trouble to the

street railway company. In the first of these there was a

fall of from 8 to 10 in. of dry snow, and a heavy wind which

drifted the snow until in many places it was 6 to 7 ft. deep.

The second storm was wet snow and it also was badly drift-

ed and very difficult to handle. In each of these storms the

superintendent, J. W. Hicks, began working the company's

plows when the snow commenced falling, and continued

until the storm was entirely abated. The cars were kept

running on as nearly as possible schedule time, and thanks

to the untiring energy of Mr. Hicks in keeping his plows at

work there was scarcely a moment's delay on any of the 22

TRACK AND SNOW PLOW AT WORK, ROCHESTER, N. V.

the plow diggers would not break it—the plow would sim-

ply run up on to it and ground. We coupled five cars to-

gether, the forward car using no power—simply being

pushed by the other four—its weight crushed the ice

enough to allow the scrapers of the other cars to clear the

rail. By the time the third, forth and fifth car got along

the rail was in pretty good shape. The hardest storm of the

winter was the last one—that of February 23, 3 in. of light

snow and 6 in. of hail on top of it falling in 10 hours. We
used plows, cars, six-horse road machines and a great many
teams and men, and managed to hold about one-half regu-

lar schedule time. It was necessary for us to run either

plows or cars continuously from February 22 at 5:30 a. m.

lines of the Rochester Railway Company. The first of these

storms was the one which caused so much trouble in the

eastern cities and T. J. Nicholl, general manager of the

company, feels very well satisfied with the record made on

his road.

This company has eight electric plows, tv^'o Ruggles elec-

tric rotary plows and one Ruggles track cleaner, manufac-

tured by the Peckham Truck Company, one electric sweep-

er and plow combined, and six horse plows and levelers.

All of these were in use during the heavy storm. On the

suburban and outside lines, where the drifts were worse than

in the city, it was necessary to use the Ruggles rotary plow,

and speaking of this Mr. Nicholl says that he believes it to
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be the best track cleaner in the market. On the city lines

the sweeper and plow does the best work, as it leaves the

rails perfectly clean, and throws the snow far enough back

from the rails. Track scrapers are used on all cars and are

found very efScient. With an icy rail the horse plows are

much better than the electric plows.

The illustrations show a view on one of the lines after the

tracks were cleared and also the snow plows in action.

Bay City, Mich.

The storm of February 19-21 was very severe in Wiscon-

sin and Michigan. At Bay City the Consolidated was com-

pelled to abandon nearly all its lines on the night of the 20th.

It put its men at work clearing the tracks at 4 o'clock the

following morning, but they were obliged to desist after a

short time, because the work proved to be perfectly useless,

the gale driving the snow back into drifts again. They

commenced again at 9 o'clock and opened up the city line.

In the afternoon the track was opened to South Bay City,

by first running two snow plows each drawn by four horses,

and following it by four cars with track scrapers. On the

Essexville line the same tactics were pursued, a large force

of men with shovels to remove deep drifts also being used.

Milwaukee, Wis.

At Milwaukee the company made heroic efforts to keep

its lines open, but was compelled to abandon many of them.

The plows were put at work the morning of the 19th and

kept running until the lines were cleared, although it was

found impossible to keep them all passable for cars. On
the South Milwaukee line traffic was suspended from Satur-

day until II o'clock Tuesday, and some of the other sub-

urban lines were in the same shape.

ON THE MILWAUKEE, RACINE A- KENOSHA.

Tliis was the first winter in the operation of the Milwau-

kee, Racine & Kenosha line, and it came in for its full share

of grief. The storm was particularly severe in the district

covered by its lines, and yet the road was opened and travel

resumed with a promptness which reflects credit on the

management. The line is 30 miles in length, almost en-

tirely out in the country where the storm had full sweep,

and about 25 miles of the line had drifts ranging from 18

in. to over 6 ft. in depth, and packed so hard and firm that in

many places it had to be broken with picks and taken out

in blocks with a shovel. Such spots, however, were the ex-

ception, and the work of the plow was very effective and

highly satisfactory. An eye witness relates frequent runs of

300 to 500 ft. through snow 2 ft. to 3 ft. deep. The cars

worked finely. One run into a frozen bank was made with

sufficient force to break the cast iron nose of the plow

weighing 1 ,250 lbs.

Our illustrations tell the story of the conflict most graph-

ically, showing the various stages of before and after "buck-

ing." In one view it will be noticed the snow was thrown

nearly to the trolley wire; in another the compactness is seen

in the huge blocks thrown out; in another the clean track

when the plow had conquered.

The plow which is shown in action in the illustrations is

the standard nose plow made by the Taunton Locomotive

Manufacturing Company, and is much smaller and lighter

that the heavy plows which are recommended for such serv-

ice. The superintendent of the road, J. R. Nelson, speaks

very highly of the apparatus and the builders are quite

proud of its performance.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

G. S. Johnson, president and general manager of the

Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids,

Mich., writes us regarding snow, and the means of over-

coming it, as follows;

"During the past winter we have had extraordinary snow

storms and unusual difficulty in keeping our tracks open.

A good many storms have prevailed, but the one which

visited us on February 19, and continued for three or four

days, was, by far, the worst in the experience of this com-

pany, and ta.xed our resources to the' utmost. The fall of

snow was probably 2j/j ft. on the level and, in many places,

the accumulation caused by drifts, was over 5 ft. deep. In

spite of the tremendous task which presented itself, we were

determined that our lines should not be blockaded and that

our service should not be stopped. To accomplish this

every device in our possession and all the forces at our dis-

posal were kept busy night and day. Our sweepers and

snow plows left their shelters early in the evening and did

not return to them for two nights and a day. When re-

lieved, they were as much exhausted as the men.

"We had two very large snow sweepers, a large switching

motor and several horse snow plows in operation and prob-

ably a hundred men (extras) during this period. With this

help and the determination to keep our lines open, we suc-

ceeded in preventing the interruption of traffic, while in a

good many cities travel was entirely abandoned.

"Our usual method of procedure was to start out our

snow plow, or switching motor, equipped with wings; fol-

low this up with a sweeper, after which would come the salt

cars; and, often, to widen the path and keep the snow from

falling back on to the track, the old horse snow plows,

which had not been in use since the horse cars were placed

on the retired list eight or nine years ago. All these were

followed up by men with shovels, whose duty it was to

throw the snow out of the way where it was too deep for

horses to travel through. The result was that the tracks

were left and kept in a tolerably free condition, but the
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streets, on the sides of the tracks, were bad, so that it was

almost impossible to traverse them with sleighs or any other

vehicle. But our people were so glad for the service that

little complaint was made of this condition of affairs. I am
sorry no photographs were taken of the snow heaps before

and after we had completed our work on them. It would

be difficult to believe, after remembrance has past, that the

streets in any city were piled so full of snow as some of ours

were during this last storm.

"As I have said, we have two sweepers, a switching

motor, used for switching purposes but convertible into a

many places, because we have no lines which are not badly

cut up with grades, some being even as steep as lo per cent."

Several managers have written us describing their meth-

ods and apparatus in detail. On one road with 20 miles of

track there are no plows or sweepers, but the cars are

equipped with track cleaners which it is stated readily keep

the rail free from snow. In case the snow gets too deep

between the rails, an A-shaped drag made of 2 in. x 12 in. x
lo-ft. oak planks is fastened to the rear draw head. If a

real blizzard comes and there are bad drifts which the scrap-

ers and drag can not clear out, the cars are run into the barn

TAUNTON SNOW PLOW ON THE MILWAUKEE, RACINE & KENOSHA.

snow plow, and eight or ten horse snow plows. All of

these were built in our own shops.

"The switching motor is a 60-h. p. apparatus, and the

motors are two Rae, or Detroit, motors of 30 h. p. each.

The motors which operate the sweeper are two Edison No.

12, which are 25 h. p. each. The sweepers are similar to

those built elsewhere; the brushes being composed of rat-

tan, placed in rollers and cut about 33 in. long. The

brushes are so arranged at an angle with the track as to

take the snow from the center of the way and throw it out-

side, clear from the rails. They are very effective.

"We use a good deal of salt to keep our rails in suitable

condition. Salt is a most disagreeable adjunct and leaves

the streets in very bad condition, but it is an aid to electric

railway operation which cannot be supplemented or dupli-

cated. We regret its use, but have been unable to find a

substitute. We would have great difficulty, at times, to

operate without a liberal use of it.

"No doubt the conditions are worse here than in a good

until the storm is over. Then the track is cleared by a road

scraper drawn by horses.

The manager of a 40-mile road writes: "We have six

snow plows equipped with independent motors of their own,

that are used in heavy snows. For light snows the scrapers

that are attached to each car answer the purpose and keep

the track clean. When the snow becomes deep the heavy

plows are put out, and they not only clean the snow from

the track but have an arm reaching out to widen the road-

way so that we can keep the rails in proper condition. We
do not use sweepers of any kind. In exceedingly heavy

snows we find it necessary at times to use the 'walkaway'

horse plow outside of our rails to level the snow in the gut-

ters. We have certain conductors and motormen that are

familiar with all our lines, and men that have been with us

for a number of years, who operate the plows. Each win-

ter these men are assigned to certain plows and are notified

by the superintendent or foreman when it is necessary for

them to report for duty, so that if it is necessary to put the
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LORAIN A- CLEVELAND SNOW PLOW.

plows out we iiave the men on hand to run them. We have

a sweeper in addition to our plows, but we have never had

any success in using a sweeper to fight snow with in this

section of the country. We are a firm believer in plows for

keeping our tracks open."

Another manager writes: "We have about 20 miles of

track. We have two electric sweepers and two plows (one

two-horse and one four-horse.) The plows are not used ex-

cepting in heavy storms, as the electric sweepers success-

fully handle any snow not over 6 in. deep; if the snow is

light and dry the sweepers will take care of it up to 12 in.

deep. It is a real pleasure to fight snow with the large

BRILL SHEAR PLOW.

sweeper (which was built in our own shop) ; it has the com-

fort of electric heaters and the convenience of electric

brakes, and all levers are worked from a sitting position.

When run the plows are operated by the trackmen, who are

employed with the understanding that they will do extra

w^ork in snow storms. The train dispatcher gives special

attention to the service, during storms, and a point is made

of getting to work at the commencement of the storm, so

that it will not get the best of us."

Among the illustrations are three snow plows built by

the Brill Company. That built for the Meriden Electric

Railroad is a shear board, and tliat for the Rutland Street

Railway a nose plow. In both of these the length over the

end sills is 16 ft., and the width over the side sills 6 ft. The

cabs are sheathed up on the sides and entirely around the

ends. They are provided with sand boxes. On both of

these plows the height of the shear board is 36 in. The

third one is a construction car built for the Lorain & Cleve-

land Railway Company, and fitted with a removable snow

plow attachment. This car is 24 ft. long and 6 ft. i in. wide;

the sills are 2/4 '"• x 7 in., and the floor of i}i-'in. stuff.

The front end is vestibuled, and has a door on one side with

a drop sash on the other. The roof is a plain arch with a

trolley board at the rear end. The open part of the plow

has drop sides 24-in. high with strap hinges the full width;

sides are in three sections and the end in one; the sides are

fitted with curtains all around. There are two large boxes

on each side for sand or salt arranged to deliver between

the trucks; the valves are enclosed in water tight boxes.

The nose plow is in two parts and is fitted up with the usual

hand wheels for raising and lowering the movable part; at

the sides there are long shears to level off snow thrown

aside by the plow. The car is mounted on two No. 27

trucks, the standard of the railway. There are four G. E.

57 motors. The wheels are ^^ i"- i" diameter with 2''2-in.

treads. By removing the plow and wings the car is capable

of being used for all sorts of construction purposes. It is

fitted with extra heavy springs so as to be able to carry

loads of rails when necessary. The framing is made heavy

enough to enable it to do the most severe work in heavy

snow.

Muskegon, Mich.

NOSE PLOW.

Fred. W. Thompson, superintendent of the Muskegon

(Mich.) Street Railway Company, had to engage in a long

drawn out combat with snow and describes his experience

as follows:

"The performance was almost continuous from January

22 to February 5, and from February 19 to 24. We have a

sweeper, a walkaway plow and a salt car, and all these were

used pretty much all the time; in addition we put on a

large force of men with snow shovels. Our track is 12

miles in length, including branches. The sweeper has one

15-h. p. motor for each broom and is pushed by one or two

motor cars (as may be necessary), each having two 20-h. p.

motors. My plan is to start out either on foot or with a

team, when the storm begins and find where the heavy drifts

are and send men to such points, so that the sweeper may

not be stopped when it reaches there, but there were so

many big drifts this winter that the sweeper would catch up

occasionally, then all hands would turn in and shovel.

From 8 p. in. January 22 to 8 a. m. February 5, the sweeper

was on the road 160 hours, and as we can sweep the road

in 2>4 to 3 hours ordinarily, it will be readily seen that there

was 'heaps of trouble on the old man's mind'—in fact we had

to work night and day during this two weeks. In 25 years'

experience on steam and electric roads, I have never known

anything like the continuity of blizzards that we have just

experienced. The snow on our lines was from 2 ft. to 12 ft.

deep. I understand that the government reports say that

our district was the center of the heaviest snow that fell dur-

ing this period. We certainly handled more snow than ever

before. A large item of expense here was, owing to the
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enormous quantity of snow, which when swept and thrown

out left a deep and narrow trench, to be quickly drifted full

by the next storm, and which had to be constantly widened,

so the sweeper would have room to throw. All our regular

men were on call at all hours, and worked like horses, and

our road gave very good service throughout.

"Tell me ye wiuged wiuds.

That round my pathway roar.

Do ye not know some spot

Where Wizards howl no more,

Where snow falls not iu solid ehuuks,

From north, south, east and west.

And where the weary manager
Can snateh a little rest.

The loud wind dwindled to a whisper low
To gain more .strength and answered— 'No.'

"

The illustrations reproduced from photograph kindly sent

us by Mr. Thompson show three views on the line on Janu-

ary 25. No. I shows the plow in a 12-ft. drift; there were

several long drifts from 4 ft. to 10 ft. deep; No. 2 was taken

at the point where the depth of snow was least, on the top of

the bluff. No. 3 is a view of the sweeper on its way home.

London, Ont.

The London (Canada) Street Railway Company on Feb-

ruary 20 and 21 had to deal with the most severe storm in

its experience, and for the first time in the three years of

electrical operation the car service was tied up because of a

storm. The general manager,- C. E. A. Carr, writing of this

storm says: "It started with rain and sleet which froze

upon the rails and wires and as we do not operate cars on

Sunday, the groove in the girder rail completely filled with

ice. The temperature gradually lowered and the rain turned

to snow and fell so thick and fast that it was almost impos-

sible to see across the street. This made a mixture of slush

too heavy for the sweeper to clear. We suffered more from

ice in the groove than from any other cause, as cars would

leave the track every few yards and our service was de-

moralized for the greater part of Monday.
"Our appliances for fighting snow storms consist of heavy

rattan sweepers of loo-h. p. capacity, with scraper cars and

plows, which follow along behind the sweeper leveling the

snow back from the track allowance. In addition to these

we have a 'Monarch' snow scraper attached to a couple of

cars on each route, which keeps the snow back from the

track until the sweeper gets around again. With this equip-

ment we have no trouble, and had it not been for the fact

that the storm struck us on Sunday, when we do not run

cars and our plant is shut down, we would have kept ahead

of the storm, but before we could get steam up, the grooves

were filled with ice and it was impossible to make much
headway. This is one of the drawbacks of not operating

cars on Sunday.

"The question of bucking snow is one which every rail-

way manager in Canada must understand, and from early

December until sometimes late in April our storm gangs are

STREET SCENES AT LONDON, ONT.
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at work, occasionally night and day continuously. For this

purpose we have a separate organization, which consists of

a snow foreman whose duty it is to keep posted on the prob-

abilities and watch carefully the condition of the tracks,

and he is held responsible if he allows a storm to get the

better of him. There is very litttle excuse for a Canadian

road being tied up with an ordinary snow storm or blizzard

and the storm gang should always hold itself in readiness to

get out at a moment's notice. With the proper equipment,

if taken in time, an ordinary storm should not interfere to

any extent with the schedule time of the cars."

The illustrations show street scenes in London and serve

to give an idea of what Canadian roads have to do in the

way of fighting the storm king.

At Hamilton, Ont., also there was a great deal of trouble.

The trolley wires were covered with sleet and the rails with

frozen slush, making it difficult to operate the snow plows.

By working Sunday night the city lines were opened for

traffic and the car made the runs to the early morning trains

on Monday. The Hamilton, Grimsby & Beamsville road

was not opened for traffic until Monday afternoon ; this line

carries a great deal of milk to Hamilton and the blockade

was hard on milk users. The Hamilton & Dundas line was

blocked only a short time. The Hamilton Radial Electric

Railway Company e.xperienced difficulty with the frozen

slush on the city end of its line; the road outside the city

was easily cleared by means of a rotary plow and during

Monday forenoon cars ran only to the city limits.

Chicago.

The Chicago Electric Traction Company, better known as

the storage battery road, in the snow fighting it has had to

do employed a plow and a sweeper. The plow was made

by the J. G. Brill Company. The dimensions are: length

STORAGE BATTERY ROAD, JANUARY 25.

of body, 20 ft.; length from point to point of plows, 31 ft.;

height, 12 ft. The weight including batteries is 22 tons.

The motor equipment consists of two 50-h. p. Walker mo-

tors, one to each axle. There are two sets of batteries,

which work in parallel; the batteries are 400 ampere-hour

cells. The greatest distance which has been made with this

machine without changing batteries is 24 miles. When the

snow does not exceed a depth of 2 ft. the plow handles it

M GUIRE SWEEPER ON THE STORAGE BATTERY ROAD.

easily without stopping and when bucking drifts it has been

able to run a distance of several hundred feet through snow

5 ft. or 6 ft. deep. The general manager of the road, E. R.

Gilbert, writes us that this plow is a "little wonder'' and that

he has never seen a trolley plow which would do the work

of this one.

The sweeper is 35 ft. long outside and is the largest one

ever built by the McGuire Manufacturing Company. The

weight with batteries is 28 tons. There are three 50-h. p.

motors, one to each axle and one to operate the brooms.

There are three batteries, one for the broom motor and two

working in parallel for the traction motors. The longest

distance made without changing batteries is 18 miles. Re-

garding the sweeper Mr. Gilbert says that he is just as proud

of the work it has done as is the McGuire Company.

The method of using these machines depends upon the

quantity and quality of the snow. When the snow is dry,

theplow is first sent over the line and followed by the sweep-

er. If there is a heavy damp snow they are used inde-

pendently, being sent in opposite directions, and one does

the work as well as the other. With these two machines Mr.

Gilbert has kept his 26 miles of track open, except for four

or five hours during the heaviest storm, and he states that

in all the cases of which he has knowledge this line was open

sooner than trolley roads operating under similarly exposed

conditions.

H. M. Sloan, general manager of the Calumet Electric

Railway Company, last year designed a 29-ft., 200-h. p.

snow plow in which were embodied some ideas of his own
as to how the shear should be arranged to give the best re-

sults. This plow was illustrated in the Review for March,

1897. There are nose plows at each end and a spring sup-

ported shear under the middle of the body between the two

trucks. During the recent storms it was demonstrated that

this plow was fully capable of handling the heaviest drifts,

and quickly cleared the road.

Sheboygan, Wis,

At Sheboygan, Wis., the snow was light and dry, but

there was a heavy fall, estimated at 2 ft. ; it was badly drifted,

in many places to a depth of 6 ft., and some of it was well

mixed with sand. Edwin L. DeBell, secretary of the She-

boygan Light, Power & Railway Company, sends us the

following description of the apparatus and methods used in

fighting snow.

"Our principal and most effective weapon is a home made
snow plow, designed and constructed by J. M. Saemann,

vice-president of the company. We used the trucks of an
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old sprinkler car, and put a V shaped plow on each end.

The plows are made of 3xi2-in. white oak, faced with }i-in.

boiler iron. The side arms are made of 3x8-in. maple, faced

with old tram rail. Heavy clamps are fastened to both

sides of the car frame, to hold up the side arms of the plows,

and are made so as to permit the raising and lowering of the

plows at will. The plows have adjustable top pieces, made

of 34-iii- steel, to increase their height when bucking deep

snow. For double track work we have an adjustable wing,

7 ft. long, 2}^ in. thick and 14 in. high, faced with y^-in.

iron, which can be readily hinged to the nose of the plow.

The front end of the wing is held in place by an iron bar

running back and fastened to the plow proper. The wing is

raised and lowered by means of a chain, running from its

front end into car.

"Back of the plows are track scrapers, working directly on

the rails. They are hinged to the plows, but work inde-

pendently and leave a clean track for the motor car pushing

the plow. One man operates the device, raising and lower-

ing the plows with a hand lever, and the scrapers with a

foot lever. For single track we use wings 2^2 ft. long, at-

tached to the rear ends of the plow shears, to throw snow

away from rails. In center of the car is a soo-lb. salt tank,

with spouts directly over the rails, which requires a man to

operate it.

"We have cleaned 2^ ft. of snow from our tracks with this

device in a very satisfactory manner, so that cars could fol-

low the plow at once. This plow was made largely of old

materials on hand, and it has proved an inexpensive and

efficient one.

"For leveling the snow at the sides of the tracks we use

two-wheeled graders.

"We find from experience the cheapest way to handle

snow is to start the plow as soon as it begins snowing, and

keep it going until the fall has ceased and the tracks are en-

tirely cleared."

It is not everywhere that the manager has had to stay up

nights and direct the snow brigade. At Butte, Montana,

there has been less than a foot of snow during the winter

and never more than 2 in. on the ground at one time. The
manager of the Consolidated road states that he has only

sympathy for his brethren in the God-forsaken storm and

blizzard-swept east, who are out bucking snow while he en-

joys the health-giving and spice-laden breezes and delightful

"Chinooks" from the Japan current. For the last 60 days

the temperature at Butte has averaged but little below the

freezing point, and bicycles are much more in demand than

snow plows.

At Omaha, while there has been considerable snow. Gen-

eral Manager Smith, of the Omaha Street Railway Com-
pany, reports that it was only necessary to run all night on

two occasions; one night the electric sweeper was kept at

work, and once it was necessary to use sleet cutting trolley

wheels and keep cars out all night. The trains were run-

ning on time in the morning and practically no delays ex-

perienced.

A manager who has had a great deal of experience in

fighting snow has written us expressing the opinion that

there is room for improvement in snow plows and suggests

the following points: More powerful motors, smaller

wheels, and the abandonment of sprockets and chains for

connecting the motors to the axles, the idea being to secure

greater power, strength and simplicity, and consequently a

more reliable machine. The most important thing is to

have motors of sufficient power, so that the plow can be

forced through. Another manager has recently had built

SCE.NES AT LOCKI-ORT, N. V.
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in his company's shops a double track plow with 30-in.

wheels and motors carried on the axles.

The Sandusky, Milan & Norwalk Electric Railway re-

ports considerable trouble with snow, but less difficulty in

keeping its track clean than city lines would have because

it is laid along the side of the road and is not traveled by

teams. The freight car owned by the company is equipped

with track scrapers which will clear away 6 or 8 in. snow,

and is used instead a regular plow. Where the snow is

deeper it is necessary to clear it away by hand.

On February 15 street car patrons in Cleveland had a

very disagreeable experience, there being a blockade on the

street car lines and a blizzard. About 5 p. m. a large gen-

erator in the power house of the Cleveland Electric Rail-

way Company was burned out, the snow storm throwing an

overload on the plant. The Cleveland City Railway Com-
pany operates the down-town lines jointly with the Cleve-

land Electric, and could have cared for those lines without

difficulty had it not been for the fact the lines are so con-

nected that to feed one meant to feed all. The result was

a blocade for about an hour and a quarter.

The Pennsylvania roads have in general experienced but

little trouble with snow this season. S. S. Crane, superin-

tendent of the Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Railway

Company, reports that their snow equipment comprises one

sweeper and one plow. The plow is a home-made one,

weighing about 5/^ tons, and has been found heavy enough

to cope with all drifts that have been encountered. The
cars on both roads of this company have made schedule

time each day this winter, and there was but one delay last

winter, when the cars lost 52 minutes while the sweeper was

disabled.

The Storm at Providence, R. I.

BY J. H. DE GURCHY.

On Monday and Tuesday, January 31 and February i, we
experienced in New England, what was, almost everywhere,

one of the most severe and destructive snow and sleet storms

in the history of the street railway, telephone, telegraph and

fire alarm systems. It snowed steadily Monday, but the

snow being lig'ht and dry, caused no great inconvenience

until II p. m., when it turned to sleet, and the temperature

having risen to 32° F. produced ideal conditions for loading

tons of ice upon all exposed wires and cables.

Notwithstanding the fact that many telephone and tele-

graph wires succumbed to the combined strain of ice and

wind, the wires of the traction system remained intact with-

out an exception, although hundreds of wires and many
poles of the telephone system were broken, falling into the

streets, grounding trolley wires, and sawing into many of

the high tension wires of the electric lighting company.

The Narragansett Electric Lighting Company humanely

shut down the high pressure service, but owing to the

splendid line construction, and exceptionally good system

of strong and well placed poles, they were not so severely

inconvenienced as might be expected in consequence of

such a severe battle of the elements. This company is to

be especially commended for its great concern for public

safety, and for the remarkably short time in which it

cleared the wires and resumed the service, both municipal

and private. The only fatalities reported were those of two

horses, one of which could have been prevented if the spec-

tators had used a little common sense. The animal was

slowly electrocuted, showing that the pressure must have

been very low. Unfortunately the majority of a street crowd

look upon an electric wire as something necessarily fatal to

all who approach. This is due to the prevailing ignorance

of the conditions necessary to shock. In this case a fence

rail could have been used to lift a telephone wire off of th"

animal's body, which would undoubtedly have saved him.

The depth of snow between the horse and rails must have

greatly reduced the possible pressure which the animal

would have received had he been in actual contact with the

rails.

During the height of the storm, our system was in good

working order, the cars and plows all running on storm

time.

Now why could we not run our cars through 17 in. of

snow? We have previously run through more snow which

fell in a much shorter space of time. It was because the

telephone and telegraph systems of wire and pole con-

struction, were not equal to the enormous stress of ice com-

bined with the high wind pressure. Consequently, the

street railway system was handicapped at a critical time by

falling wires, which grounding the trolley wires made it im-

possible to run either cars or plows. The short circuits

produced on most of the sections were so heavy as to pro-

hibit the resetting of the circuit breakers. The accompany-

ing photograph shows what was the rule rather than the

exception. The combined leakage load was of such propor-

tions as to be sufficient to operate at least 250 cars. The

snow and rain continued to fall, freezing into a solid mass,

which after a few hours of trampling down by wheeled ve-

hicles, horses, sleighs and pedestrians would have success-

fully resisted a steam locomotive.

It was necessary in order to open the lines to put large

numbers of men at work loosening and casting away the

beaten path of sn ow, before the plow could be forced

through willi the aid of one and sometimes two trolley cars.

The loss to the road was two or three days' receipts, and the

cost of employing a thousand men and the necessary horses,

carts, etc. Between $30,000 and $35,000 was lost, and the

only benefit two or three days' work for a few hundred oth-

erwise idle men.

I have given the load curves for the si.x days commenc-

ing with Monday, January 31, which will show the actual

load for the week, from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m., Monday being

the heaviest, Tuesday the lightest, and gradually returning

to normal conditions, which are reached the latter part of

the week.

Now the remedy is to put the low pressure wires under-

ground, at any rate within the city limits. The disadvan-

tages of carrying such wires on poles have been frequently

demonstrated in this city. The advantages of placing un-

derground the multitude of wires now carried on poles in

nearly all large cities are, with good conduits and cables,

the following:

1. Almost absolute protection from the elements.

2. Freedom from damaged or burned out telephones, due

either to crossed wires or inductional discharges of lig'ht-

ning.

3. A general reduction in the cost of repair and maintain-

ance. The first cost of conduits for low pressure service is

not prohibitive.

Placing high pressure arc or incandescent lighting wires,
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with an e. m. f. of from 2,o<X) to 6,000 volts, or even electric

traction wires of from 500 to 800 volts, would be inadvis-

able in many instances, from a physical as well as a financial

standpoint.

A conduit could not be procured at a reasonable cost to

successfully withstand the stress of such pressures, in heat

or cold, snow or rain; except in most level, high and well

drained areas, free from the efifects of exceptionally high

tides. Even then there is the ever present danger from the

SCENE IN PROVIDENCE.

explosion of gases which are bound to collect in enclosed

spaces underground, and which are a menace of no mean

proportion in themselves.

In the case of the overhead wires of traction companies

there is another reason why they should not be changed.

There is no certainty that the present system of electric trac-

tion will be the one of a few years hence, and when any .street

railway company has put forth its best efforts, without spar-

ing expense, to give the municipality a first class and sightly

overhead equipment, it would seem unfair to compel it to

assume the burden of the enormous expense of changing

the whole line equipment under unfavorable conditions, and

with no assurance that it would not be obliged to discard

that in turn, at some future day, for the possible benefits of

improved alternating systems, or of traction units self-con-

tained.

Although the indications of current progress do not espe-

cially point to such a sudden and complete change from

present methods, still there is the possibility. It would ap-

pear that if the electric motor is to supersede the steam lo-

comotive, it must be as independent in respect to distances,

and just as self contained. The greater the necessity the

greater the incentive; and the greater the incentive the more
certain the results.

The Quebec District Railway and the Snow Storm.

BY EDWARD A. EVANS, MANAGER AND CHIEF ENGINEER.

A glance at a map will show that Quebec is situated on

the River St. Lawrence in latitude 46° 48' and because of its

situation is terribly exposed to the full sweep of the easterly

gales so frequent in this part of the country; it will also be

observed, that it is about on the same parallel as Bismarck

in North Dakota; it has a population of about 77,000, and

with its narrow streets, and old-fashioned houses, is particu-

larly susceptible to snow blockades, the roofs of the houses,

one would think, having been purposely constructed with

the object of assisting to blockade the streets, by dumping

all the snow they receive into, or near the centre of the

roads.

LOAD LINE.5 FROtI 7AM TO 7 PM.

UNION RAILROAD, PROVIDENCE, R. I., JANUARY 3I-FEBRUARY 5.
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The Quebec District Railway operate at present 13-37

miles' of track, and covers lo miles of streets, and may be

said to be divided into sections as follows: In the Lower

Town, between the Champlain Market, steamboat landings

and railway stations, to the western boundary of the city at

St. Sauveur. In the Upper Town; between the General

Post Oflfice, Chateau Frontenac, and other principal hotels,

via St. John street to Maple avenue, just outside the western

limits of the city, and near the celebrated Plains of Abraham

(where Wolfe fought his great and final battle) and return-

ing via Grande Allee to the General Post Office. The Crown

Street line, running across the city and connecting the Up-

per and Lower Towns at about midway of their length.

The Palais Hill line, running across the city and connecting

the Upper and Lower Towns at a point to intercept the rail-

way and steamboat travel, and to connect the same with the

principal hotels, more especially the Chateau Frontenac.

Of these routes the Lower Town may be said to be level;

the Upper Town has a mean grade of about 3 per cent, with

a maximum of 8.5 per cent; the Crown Street a mean grade

of about 6 per cent with a maximum of 14.5 per cent; and

the Palais Hill a mean of about 8 per cent, with a maximum

QUEBEC ICE CUTTER

of II per cent; the curvature for the most part is sharp, the

curves ranging from 200 ft. to 35 ft. radius; which latter are

rather numerous, owing to the narrow streets and the diffi-

culty in rounding corners.

The equipment consists of thirty i8-ft. vestibuled cars,

each with two 12A Westinghouse motors, etc., three trail-

ers (old horse cars supplied with new trucks), five sweepers,

each equipped with three I2.\ Westinghouse motors (two

for operating the car and one for the brushes), nine "Walk-

away" plows made by the Fleming Manufacturing Com-

pany, Fort Wayne, Ind., and two ice cutters; all cars are

mounted on Taylor trucks, having a 7-ft. wheel base.

Before proceeding to a description of the snow storm of

February 20-26, it would be well to give the City By-Laws

with reference to the removal of snow, etc., from the streets.

Previous to the construction of the electric railway the

City By-Laws compelled every owner of property, or the

tenant, to clear the snow from his frontage to the centre of

the street, at his own cost; and that in no case was he al-

lowed to leave more than 12 in. of snow upon the roadway,

or more than 6 in. upon the sidewalk; this winter the by-law

was changed, compelling the proprietors or tenants to re-

move the snow within 24 hours after the storm had ceased,

and not to leave more than 4 in. either upon the street or the

sidewalk; the electric railway, by its franchise, is compelled

to remove the snow from the tracks and for the distance of

2 ft. outside the same, and the company, seeing the impos-

sibility of doing this without throwing its snow to the side

of the track, and mixing it up with that of the tenant, im-

mediately made a personal canvas and interviewed every

proprietor or tenant, and agreed with them to receive and

cart away the snow so thrown, paying the proprietor or ten-

ant a certain price per lineal foot of his frontage for so do-

ing; this arrangement only applies to that side of the street

to which the company throws its snow. The arrangement

was accepted by the great majority of the residents, and as

the clause in the railway company's franchise does not re-

lieve the tenant from clearing the snow to the centre of the

street, those declining to accept (less than one hundred)

were allowed to take their own chances, and arrange for

themselves with the city police for not carrying out the

liy-Iaw. It will be seen then, that by an amicable arrange-

ment, which appears to have given satisfaction to all con-

cerned, the electric railway had only to get the snow off its

tracks, and having done so, the proprietors or tenants took

it upon themselves to remove the same; and without excep-

tion they have diligently done so, so that within 24 hours of

every storm the streets from house to house were leveled,

and all snow except 4 in. removed.

The photographs from which the engravings were made,

except where otherwise mentioned, were taken on Saturday.

February 26, and fairly represent the condition of the city

streets after the storm. It must be remembered that all the

streets prior to the storm were level and clear of snow, as re-

quired by the city by-laws.

No. 10. A street at right angles to the track on Ann
street, in Upper Town with a roadway cut through for ve-

hicles; the railway track is immediately in front of the

horse's head.

No. 3. Place d'Armes not far from where No. 10 was

taken.

No. 2. D'Auteuil street taken on Friday, February 25.

No. 4. D'.'Kuteuil street taken Thursday, February 24.

No. I. Fal)rique street at end of St. John street, Febru-

ary 25.

No. 9. Artillery street, a street parallel to St. John street,

but having no tracks thereon ; this gives a general idea of

the condition of the streets.

No. 8. Grande Allee opposite Parliament buildings.

Nos. II and 12. Maple avenue, this street for a distance

of nearly 2,000 ft. was completely blocked from side to side

to the height shown. Notice the top of lamp post just ob-

servable in the snow immediately to the right of sweeper in

No. II and to the right of the car in No. 12.

No. 7. Dalhousie street in Lower Town.

No. 5. DWuteuil street with sweeper passing through,

taken Friday, February 25.

No. 6. Grande Allee, with sweeper at work (an instan-

taneous photo): snowing hard at the time; taken Tuesday,

February 22.

The storm of I'ebruary 20-26 commenced at 3 a. m. with

a northeasterly gale, having a velocity of 48 miles an hour,

and immediately four sweepers and six plows were run out

;

at the usual hour the regular service of cars was put out,

liut at 3 p. m., seeing that there was every indication of the

storm continuing, one-half of the regular service was grad-

ually withdrawn, and at midnight, tlie usual time for running

in the cars, the balance were brought in, together with the

sweepers, the last sweeper Ijeing brought in at I a. m., the

21 St. The plows were, hovv-ever, kept out all night to throw

the snow further back from the tracks and thus give the

sweepers a better chance. On Monday, the 21st, the storm

had turned into a regular hurricane, the wind blowing 66
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miles an hour, and the snow falling heavily and drifting

badly; four sweepers were run out at 3:50 a. m., and men
placed to shovel the snow further back on all cross streets,

the cross streets being more subject to drifts; nine Walk-

away plows were put into service and, notwithstanding the

hurricane, at the usual hour the full service of cars was put

into operation. At about 8 p. ni. the plows had to be with-

drawn, it being impossible for them any longer to move the

snow farther back from the tracks. At this time the streets,

especially the more narrow ones, were completely filled with

snow, the tracks alone being clear, with perpendicular walls

of snow ranging from 4 ft. to 6 ft. high on either side. At

9 p. m. it was found that men could not possibly stand out

in the storm, and the cross street known as Maple avenue,

at the western end of the Upper Town route, had to be

abandoned; at 9:30 p. m. Ann and D'Auteuil streets, at the

eastern end of the same route, were abandoned; at the same
time the Palais Hill route, and finally, at 10 p. m., all cars,

sweepers and men were withdrawn, and it was with the

greatest difficulty the cars and sweepers were brought into

(lie shed. On Tuesday, the 22d, the storm still continued un-

aliated, and the tracks being completely snowed under, it

was decided not to attempt to run cars, but as far as possible

to open up the tracks; consequently four sweepers were run

out at 6:30 a. m., but after two hours' work, in which St.

John street for a distance of about one mile, was success-

fully opened, it was decided to discontinue the attempt, it

being found that the track, and in some places the whole

Street, was buried in snow from 6 ft. to 12 ft. deep. At
noon, however, it was seen that to wait for the storm to

SCENES IN QUEBEC.
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abate was useless, and another attempt was made, a force

of 175 shovelers being employed to loosen and open up the

tracks ahead of the sweepers. This time St. John street, St.

Louis street and Grande Allee in the Upper Town, the

Crown Street line, and the lower town lines were success-

fully opened by I a. m., the 23d, and operations were contin-

ued all night. On Wednesday, the 23d, the storm still con-

tinuing, with the wind blowing 51 miles an hour, it was de-

cided (although a good portion of the road had been opened)

that it would not be advisable to run cars; in fact it would

have been barely possible for passengers either to alight or

enter the cars, leaving out of consideration the fact that the

streets were deserted and all business practically suspended;

it was, however, decided to continue the opening up of the

system, and five sweepers were brought into requisition, four

to keep the lines open,and one to open up with the shoveling

gang; in addition to this the nine plows were again brought

into requisition to throw the snow further back and clear the

streets for vehicles. Operations were continued all night,

and on Thursday, the 24th, at the usual hour, cars were put

into operation on that portion of the lines opened, and at

10:40 p. m. {lie whole of the lines were opened. On Fri-

day, although the wind had abated, the snow continued to

fall; the regular service was put into operation, but it was

found necessary to keep the five sweepers continually run-

ning together with the plows until 10 p. ni., when much to

the relief of all hands, the storm had practically subsided,

although snow continued to fall lightly until 4 a. m. on Sat-

urday, the 26th.

The method adopted of handling the snow where it was

too heavy and deep for the sweepers was to run the ice cut-

ter, a machine peculiar to this city, consisting of a pair of

shafts fastened on to a bar of steel, as per sketch, over the

packed snow, thus loosening it (about 12 in. deep at a time)

for the men to shovel, and for the plows to move farther

back; the process was repeated until the sweeper was en-

abled to handle it.

The following table gives the snow fall and duration and

velocity of the w-ind during the months of Xovember, De-

cember, January and February last, from which it will be

seen that in November snow fell to the extent of 12.7 m. on

12 different days; in December, to the extent of 12.2 in. on

21 days; in January to the extent of 31.5 in. on 22 days; and

in Febriiary, to the extent of 43.2 in. on 19 days; this table

is prepared from statistics kindly supplied by the Meteoro-

logical department from the observatory at Quebec, and it

is generally conceded that the storm of February 20-26 was

the heaviest on record during the past 40 years.

WINTER 1897-98—SNOW AND VELOCITY OF THE WIND.

Highest

velocity

Snow of the Duration Mean
In wind. In velocity

inches. Miles hours, hour,

hour.

Nov. 1 0.20 40 Ifi Rl
•• S 0.10
• 9 2.20 ij2 15 :!S

" 10 0.40
•• 12 0.20 42 m .14

" 20 0.10
•• 21 0.40

" ?4 0.50
•' 25 2.40
" 2fi 0.20
" 29 6.00

" no Trace

Total 12.70

Di'C. 1 1.60
" 2 0.50
' 4 Trace
'

:, 2.10
• 7 0.50
'• 8 0.20

" 9 0.10
•• 11 0.10
" 12 0.10 45 30 24

l.i Trace
14 010 30 32 2.S

" 15 1 50
• 17 0.50
" 18 0..S0

' 21 0.40
"

2.1 Trace
" 25 0.30
•' 26 0.10
" 27 1.80
" .TO 1.20
•• 31 0.30

Total 12.20

1898.

Jiin. 1 4.70

" 2 Trace
• 3 2.20
• 5 0.30
" Trace
" 7 3.00
•' 8 4.20
" 10 0.30
" 12 1.20
•' 13 0.40
•• 15 2.20
•• 10 0.50

17 0.10
•• IS .3.70

" £0 40
• 21 1.00 56 24 42
" 22 0.20

"23 5 40 58 27 43
•• 24 0.20
' 20 0.20

" 27 0.80
' 31 0.50

Total 31.50

I'll). 1 1.90 57 28 37
" 3 0.10
•• 4 0.20
• 5 0.40
•• 80
• 7 Trace
•• 10 0.30 36 10 32
' 15 0.40
•• 10 ll..-)0 55 22 43
• 17 0.20

" 18 Trace
• 20 2.20 48 19 3S
• 21 9.00 CO 24 50
" 22 9.00 .->7 24 .11

• 23 .5.50 51 24 41

' 24 0..30

" 25 . 4.30

" ;:6 0.40

" 27 0.10

Total 43.20

The miira;:e made by sweepers is as follows:

Xovember 227.47 miles.

December 9S1.40 mi:es.

January 1.806.93 miles.

February* 2,307.29 miles.

5,323.15 Total mileage.

•999.43 miles wore made fluring the storiu Feb. 20-20.

< « »

The rivalry between the steam and electric roads around

Cleveland is becoming most bitter, which will likely result

in further cutting of rates. It is stated that there have been

several conferences of steam road officials, and it was de-

cided that the Cleveland, Canton & Southern Railroad

should make a rate of 15 cents per round trip between Cleve-

land and Bedford. It is probable that the steam roads will

have to equip for electric traction as steam is too expensive

to compete with the trolley.
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NEW MOTOR CAR FOR C. H. & D.

In January, 1897, the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

Traction Company was incorporated by several oflficers of

the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad, to operate

rapid transit lines in connection with the latter company.

There is an excellent suburban service on this railroad, and

it was desired to further improve the service by increasing

the number of trains during those hours of the day when

t'le traft'c is light, provided it could be done without too

great an increase in the expense. It was desired to have a

.ar with its own power plant, and the management had un-

der consideration all the motors which have been urged as

suitable for such service, finally deciding that a steam motor

car would best fulfill the conditions. Accordingly a con-

tract was entered into with the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

which agreed to furnish a motor car suitable for the service.

The final tests of this motor were made on the C. H. & D.

tracks on February 22, and shortly afterward it was put into

regular service. The photographs and description of the

car were kindly furnished us by D. G. Edwards, president

of the Traction Company.

The car body is 32 ft. 9 in. long over all, with a clearstory,

and is divided into three compartments for passengers, bag-

gage and the engineer. The passenger compartment is fin-

ished in quartered oak, and is provided with transverse seats

C. H. A- D. MOTOR CAR.

with an aisle in the center. There is seating capacity for 24

persons. This compartment is heated by steam and well

lighted. The windows are provided with sash and spring

rollers. All trimmings are of bronze metal. A toilet room

is located at one end of the compartment. Safety gates are

provided at the sides of the back platform.

The baggage compartment is about 6 ft. long and located

between the engineer's room and passenger compartment,

with both of which it communicates.
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loaded box car. It ran a distance of 38 miles at speed vary-

ing between 30 and 40 miles an honr. The fire required no

attention and received none during the entire run of 38

miles. The operation of the car was more free from noise

than the ordinary trolley at that speed; rode as smoothly as

a sleeping car, and the examining engineers made a very

flattering report of its capacity in every way.

VESTIBULE AT ST. JOSEPH, MO.

By the courtesy of W. T. \'an Brunt, general manager of

the St. Joseph (Mo.) Railway, Light. Heat & Power Com-

pany, we have received a photograph showing the vestibule

which has been adopted by that company. As will be seen

in the illustration, there are three sections: all filled with

double strength glass, and the middle one may be pushed

to one side when so desired. This sash is moved by pulling

VESTIBULE AT ST. JOSEPH, MO.

one edge in as shown in the cut. and then sliding it toward

tliat side. This vestibule is quickly put in place or removed

from the car. and does not in any way disfigure it. The

only change in the car made necessary by using this vesti-

bule was to set the brake stafif back farther from the rail.

The vestibules were built li\- a local concern and the total

cost of equipping a car, including changing the brake staff,

is $28.

A PLEA FOR GOOD VISION.

Editor Street Railway Review:

Acting upon your suggestion, 1 take pleasure in writing

you concerning the necessity for good vision, color-sense

and hearing on the part of those actively engaged in the

operation of all kinds of street cars. My position as oculist

to the Twin City Rapid Transit Company, of Minneapolis

and St. Paul, has for many years, I think, given me excep-

tional opi)ortunities for intelligent reflection upon the sub-

ject.

While the examination of locomotive engineers, firemen

and others engaged in the active operation of railroad trains,

for vision, hearing and color-sense, has attracted considera-

ble attention in the world, but little, if any. notice has been

taken of these matters in street railwav circles. And yet if

any one should be in full possession of his senses it would

seem to be a man who nianin]nilates cpiick transit through

the crowded thoroughfares of large cities. The writer is

personally familiar with several distressing and expensive

accidents occurring through the imperfect vision of motor-

men. The public has surely a right to demand that street

cars should be operated with as little risk as possible to the

millions of pasengers carried annually. It is not desirable

to injudiciously inflict hardships upon corporations, that are

often already overburdened with expense and trouble, but if

they voluntarily assume to operate crowded cars and trains

through streets, on elevated tracks, and over railroad cross-

ings, certain elementary requirements should rest upon them

as city, state or United States obligations.

In other words, corporations should be required to have

the eyes and ears of their motormen and conductors exam-

ined by a competent eye and ear surgeon. In the railroad

world such examinations are required in two or three states.

I think in Alabama, Massachusetts and Connecticut, and

the system has stood the test of time and is commended by

all parties concerned, including the employes themselves,

wiiose lives are usually the first to be endangered in case of

accident.

Man\' railroad systems are doing this work voluntarily,

and 1 have recently made such examinations on the "Soo"

Line with marked benefit. Many railroads make an eflfon

in this direction by requiring examinations at the hands of

division superintendents, or general surgeons ; while others

totally ignore their obligations in this respect. It is hoped

that street railway systems will take up the work, and in

order to accomplish the best results the best methods should

be used. The first essential is, I believe, the retention of an

experienced eye and ear surgeon, to make the tests, for

while many of the cases will be of a simple nature, others

will require much skill and experience to properly interpret

and manage. Such matured judgment is only possesseed

by one whose time is entirely consumed in the care of eye

and ear diseases.

The general surgeon pa\s but little attention to such

matters, and a mere unprofessional employe of a corporation

is certainly entireh' incompetent. .Some companies allow

surgeons employed by a brotherhood or beneficiary associa-

ation to make physical examinations of applicants for work.

I regard this as an exceedingly questionable proceeding; for,

while many surgeons are dobutless honest and conscien-

tious, it is doubtful how far these qualities would extend

when the retention of a lucrative position is involved, which

might become exceedingly precarious if members of the

brotherhood or association were frequently declared physi-

cally incompetent. Such examinations should be kept in-

dc])endentl>- in the hands of the corporations themselves,

with full ability to employ or reject those applying for po-

sitions of responsibility and trust.

I repeat, then, that eye and ear examinations should be

conducted by eye and ear surgeons, and by them alone: but

to render this possible, certain concessions as to detail, and

pecuniary consideration, nnist be made by such surgeons.

The details of examination for eye and ear disabilities can

be made with sufficient accuracy, and a proper certificate

issued, within (on an average) five minutes. Some cases will

take much more time. I have in a few instances consumed

hours, and several consultations, to satisfy inyself as to the

existence of color-blindness: but such instances are rare.
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Certain sinipk" rules shotilcl be observed in tbe examina-

tion of new applicants.

1. He should possess perfect eyes.

2. He should be able to easily bear ordinary conversa-

tion with each ear at a distance of 20 ft.

3. He should not be color-blind.

It is easy to find perfect men from the great horde of

those seeking employment, therefore the standard should be

high.

It is well to make concessions to old and trusted em-

ployes: therefore, while the rule for color-blindness and

hearing should remain the same, some elasticity may be

allowed in the matter of vision. The ajiplicant should pos-

sess at least two-thirds vision in one eye and three-fourths

in the other, and have no serious progressive ocular disease.

If the a|)i)licant falls below such visual standard, but can

obtain it by means of properly adjusted glasses, he may be

allowed to retain his position, provided he wears his glasses

when on duty. The e.xpense of an ocular examination and

glasses should be met by the applicant himself, and should

involve an extra fee upon the part of the oculist, although

the applicant must be made to understand that he may se-

lect any oculist be chooses to perform this personal service,

bearing in mind the fact that these glasses and their results

must be inspected by the company oculist, in order that

he may pass upon their usefulness.

I submit the little card, shorn of all bewildering technicali-

ties, which I have been using in the Twin City examina-

tions:

Xo
MiuiU'Mpolis. Minn IS'J. .

.

I have this day examined

with the following result:

Vision

Color Sense

Hearing

I would reeoniiurud his eiiiiilcpyiiicnt as

Ueniarks:

Frank Allport. >1. U.

The eye and ear surgeon must also make such conces-

sions as to price as to render his services attractive to street

car corporations.

When work is in this way done upon a large

scale, involving considerable money, and sure pay, the.

surgeon can afiford to examine men at the rate of one dollar

each, and I would suggest this as a proper and equitable

fee. Under these circumstances the amount involved would
be so small for a single company as to afford but a little

excuse for not having it done. I would suggest that new
applicants pay the fee themselves. I believe that such exam-
inations will in the end prove actually economical to cor-

porations. It is often necessary to spend money in order to

save it. and this is the case in the issue at present involved.

Without a doubt every corporation has in its employ a large

percentage of men with defective eyes or ears: they are,

therefore, fostering in their employ an enormous element,

capable of leading them into much trouble, litigation and
expense, to say nothing of remorse over lives lost from the

employment of such defectives.

The consequence of one accident might easily much more
than pay for the examination of every employe in a particu-

lar system. I am myself cognizant of a certain notable case,

where an accident caused by a near-sighted motorman cost

a company many thousand dollars.

Uesides this it is hardly necessary to remind street rail-

way officials that in case of accidents, involving litigation,

where questions of eyesight, hearing, or color-sense are in

issue, a certificate from a reputable eye and ear surgeon will

possess more weight with a judge and jury than no certifi-

cate at all, or one from a division superintendent, or even
a general surgeon. It will impress the court favorably to

know that a street car company has been sufficiently ob-

servant of the welfare of the public to compel such examina-
tions, and a company may often be placed in a position, after

it gets into trouble, where it would be glad to pay a large

sum if it only had had the precaution to have on file certifi-

cates of eye and ear health. lUit then it will be too late. It

is like insurance: it must be taken out before fire or death.

Companies will spend fortunes to guard against trouble,

and for litigation, but will neglect to surely ascertain if the

man who drives a car, loaded with human freight, can see

properly, hear properly, and distinguish signals properly,

which could be done at very small expense.

Some ultra-practical men say that defects of the eye and
ear become quickly self-apparent, and that employes thus

defective will be dropped by the company or voluntarily re-

sign through a personal sense of inability to properly per-

form their duties. The great army of defectives in railroad

service detected under proper examinations by eye and ear

surgeons, who have previously passed examinations by su-

perintendents and even general surgeons, is an answer to

this supposition. The mere fact that defective men have

been able by tact and ingenuity to progress to high posi-

tions of trust is no argument against the necessity of high

grade eyes and ears in such einployes. The optimistic sup-

position that men will themselves resign, through self-con-

sciousness of defects, while beautiful to contemplate, is

found absolutely untenable in practice. I have examined
many hundred railroad men. I have never found a man
willing to admit a defect, or. after such a defect has been

unmistakably demonstrated, willing to give up his job, even

though he must see that he retains it at great risk to himself,

his company and the lives and property of the public.

Improperly conducted eye and ear examinations are not

only worthless, but injurious, because thev engender a sense

of unjustifiable security, as while many defects may and

doubtless are developed under even a poor system, they

cannot be depended upon for accuracy.

In the examinations made last year of the employes of

the Twin City Rapid Transit Company. I found many men
who from various ocular defects were absolutely unfit to

have the care of cars, who were subsecpiently given other

employment without engendering any hard feeling.

I therefore wish to emphasize what I have previously said,

that companies operating surface and elevated street cars

should have the eyes and ears of those employes actively

engaged in operating such cars properly examined by eye

and ear surgeons, as they are best able to perform such

services. Such examinations will undoubtedly be of great

benefit to the men themselves, the companies and the pub-

lic. Respectfully yours. Frank .\llport, M. D.

John Kean has offered to pay $100,000 to Union county.

N. J., for a franchise to build and operate a trolley line on

W'estfield avenue, from Elizabeth to Plainfield. a distance of

12 miles. A 20-minute schedule is proposed and the line

will be divided into three sections each with a 5-cent fare.
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GLASGOW DISTRICT SUBWAY.

Glasgow is a city widely noted as being the most pro-

gressive in Great Britain. One of its great problems has

been to devise a suitable traction system leading into the

congested centers of business. The streets are so crowded

that the speed of trolley cars would necessarily be very

slow, and in many places the streets are too narrow to per-

mit the construction of an elevated road. Hence it was

thought that only an underground line would be adequate

for the conditions. A company was formed in 1887 and a

bill introduced in Parliament; this was defeated because of

objections to driving tunnels under the Clyde. Subse-

quently permits were granted to construct tunnels for

pedestrians and vehicles, and, a precedent having been

formed, the Subway Company was successful in 1889 with

its petition to Parliament.

The line is tunneled throughout its length of 6| miles and

is roughly oval in shape. For the most part the tunnels

are under the streets, as elsewhere a private right of way

had to be purchased. The average depth to the top of the

FIG. I.—EXAMPLE OF IRON TUNNELING.

tunnels is 29 ft., the greatest depth being 115 ft. and the

least 7 ft. The tunnels are practically two endless cylin-

drical tubes, 1 1 ft. in diameter, being from 2 ft. 6 in. to 6 ft.

apart and connected at intervals of 75 ft. by manholes, and

at the stations the tunnels are merged into one arch of 28

ft. span. The grades are not excessive, none being over

5.5 per cent, and no curves have a radius of less than 660

ft. Many difficulties were met with in the tunneling, as it

was necessary to pass through shale, sandstone, coal, clay,

sand and mud. One portion of the tunnels passed undei-

important buildings and railway shops, and to avoid all

risk of a collapse the construction shown in Fig. i was

adopted. Tunneling shields were used on this section.

Each ring of the iron tube is 12 ft. in diameter and 18 in. in

length. In passing under the river the air pressure in the

tunnel blew up the bottom of the river no less than 10

times, but the work was completed after several months by

carefully regulating the pressure in the tunnel to conform

with the depth of water in the river. The tunnels are thor-

oughly drained by brick conduits underneath, and these

are emptied by means of motor-pumps.

The act of Parliament permitted the adoption of any

system other than steam, and David Home Morton visited

the principal street railways in England and America in

search of suggestions for the best plans to operate the sub-

way. The decision lay between the cable and electric trac-

tion. It was thought that electric motors would require

heavier cars with a corresponding increase in the weight

of the track. The numerous grades gave the cable system

a great advantage, as the cars going down-hill assisted in

pulling the cars on up-grades at different points on the

line. The cars do not depend on adhesion for tractive

power and were consequently made as light as was prac-

tical. It was unnecessary to have a conduit for the cable,

and this made its installation comparatively cheap. The
method of carrying the cable is shown in Fig. I, it being

about 2 in. above the top of the rails. The cable is i| in.

in diameter and consists of six strands of 13 to 16 wires

per strand, laid on a hemp core. Each cable is 36,300 ft.

long, has 600 miles of steel wire in it and weighs 64 tons.

About 1,700 track sheaves are used to carry each cable and

are of three types. The vertical sheaves, for straight track,

are spaced 30 ft. apart; the inclined sheaves, as in Fig. t,

are for curves of large radius, and the horizontal sheaves,

for sharp curves and lateral pressure only, are used in con-

nection with the inclined ones and spaced 8 ft. 9 in. apart.

The sheaves are very substantially made, as they must

revolve at high speed, the cable running 15 miles per hour.

The tread is 16 in. in diameter; the spindles are driven

tightly into place with the ends running on magnolia metal

half-bearings, the upper half being in oil boxes which are

carried on a cradle, fixed to a cast iron ballast box. The
inclined sheaves are adjustable to any angle from 30° to

60°. At the stations where noise is objectionable, the

sheaves are so constructed that the cable runs on leather

or other non-metallic packing, but as a rule they are made
of the best quality of cast steel.

The stations, 15 in number, are each situated at the

summit of a slight elevation, the grade on either side being

2| per cent. By this arrangement the stations are brought

a little nearer the surface, the up-grade assists in stopping

and the down-grade in accelerating the cars. Fig. 2 repre-

sents the interior of one of the stations; the arch is 28 ft.

span and 150 ft. long and about 15 ft. above the level of

the rails. The arrangement of the platform and the en-

trance is clearly shown. The street entrances to the sta-

tions are, as a rule, through buildings erected previous to

the opening of the subway. The St. Enoch station, shown
in Fig. 3, is a handsome structure situated in the center

of the city near Buchanan street, the most fashionable thor-

oughfare in Glasgow. It is of the later German Renais-

sance type of architecture and is built of redstone.

The power station is a building of large proportions, the

engine room occupying a space 138 ft. long and 100 ft.

wide, and the boiler room being 132 ft. long and 88 ft. wide.

The chimney is 180 ft. high and has an internal diameter

of 8 ft. The weight of the stack is 1,244 tons. At the head

there are 16 air ports so formed that the wind striking the

chimney is diverted upwards, improving the draft. Over

the coal storage room is erected a cast iron water tank, 73
ft. long, 34 ft. 8 in, high and 8 ft. 9 in. deep, capable of

holding 125,000 gals, of water. This storage is to provide

for any temporary stopping of the city water works and

holds enough water for two or three days. There are two

T,50O-h. p. engines of the horizontal single-cylinder, non-

condensing type, with Corliss valves. One of these en-

gines IS illustrated in Fig. 4. The cylinders, which are
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steam jacketed, are 42x72 in. and the speed is 55 r. p. m.

To provide against racing two governors are in use, tlie

larger acting on the valve-gear and the other on a throttle

valve just above the main steam inlet valve. A vertical

double-cylinder engine, 14x18 in., is between the two large

engines to assist in starting them and also in running the

cable backwards or forwards in case of repairs.

In the boiler room there are eight Lancashire boilers

each 8 ft. in diameter and 30 ft. long, working under a

pressure of 100 lbs. Mechanical stokers feed the coal from

hoppers, into which it is distributed by means of an ele-

two lamps in front of red bull's eyes which are the tail-lights

to the train. To distribute the current two conductor rails,

of light T-section and bonded at the joints, are placed 6 in.

apart on the inner side of the inner tunnel and on the outer

side of the outer tunnel. Trolley wheels are attached to

the sides of the cars and run horizontally on these conduct-

ors. Each car is fitted with these trolley wheels and when
two or more cars are in a train they are coupled electric-

ally. The track forms the third conductor in the circuit.

The passenger cars are especially designed for this line

and have many unique features. The purpose was to get

2. IN COPLAND ROAD STATION.

3. ST. ENOCH STATION.

vator and screw conveyors. Two large exhaust steam feed-

water heaters deliver the water to the boilers at a temper-

ature of 200° F. All the piping is in duplicate.

The car shed is a building 220 ft. long and 115 ft. wide

and is built above the tunnels. The cars are run into the

"car pit", an opening under the shed 28x55 ft., and are

lifted a distance of 20 ft. by means of a 12-ton travelling

crane. The car is then carried by the crane to any of the

six lines of track for storage or repairs.

The subway, stations and buildings are all lighted by
electricity. Four compound vertical engines of 129 h. p.

each is direct connected to the dynamos. Two dynamos
run at 540 volts and the other two at 270 volts. The cur-

rent is distributed by the three-wire system and the circuit

in the subway is tapped into by feeders at four different

points. The interior of each car is illuminated by four

incandescent lamps, the front vestibule by one i6-c. p.

which also acts as a headlight, and the rear vestibule has

4. IN THE POWER STATION.

5. INTERIOR OF PASSENGER CAR.

a car light, strong and with the greatest head-room and

width inside. Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 show the proportions of the

cars inside and out. The cars are double vestibuled and

mounted on two trucks. The length over all is 40 ft. 9 in.

and the greatest width 7 ft. 8 in. The head-room in the

center of the car is 6 ft. 6 in. and the floor is 26 in. above

the rails; the wheels, being 27 in. in diameter, extend

slightly above the floor. There is seating capacity in each

car for 48 persons.

The grip is secured to the front truck under the leading

axle, and as it is desirable, on account of the small clear-

ances of the track, that there should be no vertical move-
ment, no springs are interposed between the truck and

axle boxes. Smooth running is obtained by placing four

sets of Timmis' patent steel springs between the truck and

the car body. The jaws of the grip are fitted with renew-

able dies of rolled steel and are 2 ft. 4 in. and 2 ft. 9 in.

respectively for the top and bottom jaws. Each car is
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now fitted with a grip, but ultimately it is intended to have

one trailer to each grip car.

Both hand and power brakes are used on the cars, the

former being operated by a hand wheel in the front vesti-

bule. The Westinghouse air-brake system is provided for

emergencies with the engineer's valve in the front vesti-

bule. The compressors are in the power station and store

the air in a large reservoir at loo lbs. pressure. Each car

has small storage tanks under the seats with a capacity

sufificient to make 40 stops. The whole line is operated on

the absolute block system, being semi-automatic and quite

simple. All the stations are connected with each other

and with the power house by electric bells and telephone.

The subway was opened December 14, 1896, but the

traffic proved too great for the accommodations and it was

closed until January 21, 1897, when there were better facil-

ities for handling large numbers of passengers. .
The regu-

lar fare is 4 cents, with special tickets at 2 cents for passage

to the fourth station from the starting point.

The whole project is unique, and it is the only under-

ground passenger cable railway in the world. And. Home
Morton has written a history and description of the under-

taking and published it in pamphlet form, from which we

have taken the data and illustrations here given.

THE ELECTRIC LINE IN DUBLIN.

The Dublin United Tramways Company has recently

equipped its Clontarf line, three miles in length, for electric

traction. The track extends from the city limits, along the

sea coast of Dublin Bay, to Dollymount, a fashionable resi-

dent suburb. The track has been relaid with 7-in. girder

rails, the gage being 5 ft. 3 in. Span wire construction is

used throughout, supported by iron poles spaced 120 ft.

apart. The poles are 29 ft. 6 in. long, built up of 5, 6 and 7-

in. steel tubes. The trolley wire is No. o, B. & S., and.

divided in half-mile sections. The track is bonded with No.

0000, 30-in. Chicago bonds and cross bonded at short inter-

STATION AND CAR HOUSES.

vals. There are two feeders, and at each connection with the

six sections there is a magnetic blowout lightning arrester.

The power station is located at the Dollymount end of the

line, with the repair shops and the car barns. These build-

ings, which were formerly used for stables and barns for the

horse cars, are 140.X166 ft., shown in Fig. i. Fig. 2 repre-

sents a view in the engine and dynamo room, showing three

units, consisting of Mcintosh & Seymour, tandem com-

pound engines directly coupled to Thomson-Houston six-

pole, 150-k. w., 500-volt generators. The engine cylinders

are i li and 23x17 in., and the speed is 200 r. p. m. 1 he gen-

erators are the regular General Electric type, capable of

carrving a temporary overload of 50 per cent.

The switchboard, also shown in the illustration, has a

panel for each generator with the usual equipment of circuit

breakers, quick-break switches, etc. A Thomson wattmeter

INTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE.

records the total output of the station. The current for both

the arc and incandescent lamps about the building is sup-

plied from a four-pole, lo-k. w. Thomson-Houston genera-

tor, direct connected to a vertical high-speed engine.

Steam is furnished from three water tubular boilers of

American make. A Green economiser, consisting of 160

tubes, has been installed, and the main flue from the boilers

is branched so that the gases either pass through the econ-

omiser or can be turned directly into the chimney. The stack

is of brick, with an internal diameter of 7 ft. and a height of

112 ft. The water supply comes through two direct acting

Iiorizontal steam pumps with a capacity of 22,000 gals, per

Iiour. A cast iron water tank, holding 10,000 gals., and a

storage tank of 38,000 .gals, capacity outside the station, pro-

vide a reserve water supply during any accident to the water

mains of the township. All the steam and feed-water pip-

ing is in duplicate.

At present there are in service 15 motor cars, each being

double-decked and capable of carrying 54 passengers. The

bodies are mounted on Peckham cantilever trucks with 33-

in. wheels. The trucks are fitted with wheel guards and

adjustable fenders. The controllers are the Thomson-Hous-

ton K2 series-parallel type. The motors are the G. E. 800,

two to each car.

The whole installation has been designed with the view of

extensions and new electric lines. It is the intention in the

near future to build a line to Howth, a sea-side resort six

miles from Dollymount. From the boilers to the motors,

the equipment and installation has closely followed Ameri-

can practice, and it can be predicted with certainty that the

system will be successful in operation and be a model for

future electric railways in Ireland.
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PRESIDENT POLK ON PUBLIC UTILITIES.

Jefferson S. Polk, president of the Des Moines (la.) Cil\

Railway, recently addressed the Des Moines Union Munic-

ipal League on the question of "Municipal Ownership." In

the introduction Mr. Polk said:

"It gave nie much pleasure some weeks ago to note the

organization of this club for the non-partisan discussion of

economic questions, among which is that of municipal own-

ership. You have been favored with several arguments in

its favor by distinguished fellow townsmen, members of the

three learned professions—the law, the clergy and the col-

lege professor.

"I am here this afternoon at your invitation, for which I

thank you, to present as best I may the other side.

"Before entering into this discussion, permit me to say

I am not here in the interest of local politics or of either of

the candidates for the mayoralty, as on the question of

municipal ownership I am opposed to both; nor am I here

in the interest of the street railway company, in which I am
personally interested, because 1 feel that municipal owner-

ship would be a godsend to the stockholders, who have as

yet received not one cent of dividend or one cent of profit

therefrom. I am here, however, in the interest of good

government and of a people overburdened with taxes and

special assessments. What I shall say will be a plea of a

citizen in behalf of a city we all love, whose progress has

been checked and its every interest blighted by bad politics

and by unjust and ruinous taxation."

The subject was discussed at length and we have space

for only a brief abstract. It was pointed out that to acquire

what are called the "public utilities," a city must either pur-

chase existing plants or build new ones, in either case, only

by incurring a vast debt, to be met by ta.xation. .\nd while

the burden of taxation is upon all having property, the ad-

vantages claimed in the wa)' of reduced prices (which, in

the light of experience in similar ventures, are thought to be

mythical) can be at the service of only those who can afiford

the lu.xuries, and these constitute a limited portion of even

property holders. The benefits from municipal ownership

can accrue to but two classes, the office-holder and the rich.

All "public utilities" require skilled management. It is

no disparagement to our city officers to say that they are

not now and never will be competent for the successful

management of these utilities, and disaster and ruin will

follow, not from dishonesty, but from ignorance. Men are

clothed with municipal office who have no knowledge or

training for the duties they are expected to perform. As
evidence of the deplorable condition of city governments

quotations were made from speeches at recent conventions

of good government clubs. Since the past has demonstrated

that we cannot have civil service regulations that are eflfec-

tive, the only remedv left for the people from the crying

abuses and wrongs in the administration of a municipality, is

to strip the municipality of all powers and functions not

strictly governmental, and prevent it from entering the do-

main of private business and speculation.

Municipalities have not found the operation of "public

utilities" profitable. The recent action of Philadelphia in

leasing the gas works to a private company and the history

of numerous municipal electric light plants were cited in

support of the proposition.

In conclusion the results of the municipalization of street

railways in Europe were considered and the difference in

conditions here and abroad noted, and the effect on the dis-

tribution of population of the development of the street rail-

ways along .American lines pointed out.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
OF VOLATILE OILS IN BOILERS.

An address before the Northwestern Electrical Association by W. H. Eilgar.

It is my purpose to speak on the subject of the use of

volatile oils, hydrocarbons, kerosene, and oils of that nature,

in the steam boiler. I do not believe there are any cases

in this country where we get petroleum or other oils in our

feed-water supply, but the general laws of nature are such
that our waters are heavily impregnated with lime and mag-
nesia, which are the main ingredients, the scale-forming

salts,which form an incrustation in the steam boiler, which
incrustation is a poor conductor of heat as com])ared witli

iron, so that we are forced to look around for something
to counteract the evil efifects of this incrustation and to get

rid of it if possible. This has led us to put most everything

into our steam boilers, and among the different reagents

employed have been volatile oils. I know that they have
pumped turpentine and resinous oils into boilers up in the

lumber districts; because they found in districts where they

were sawing hemlock and oak that the sap and washings

from them have apparently kept the boilers clean; so they

thought that if they put a little of the product they were
v.orking on into their boilers it would liave the same effect,

it all being vegetable. These volatile oils, including turpen-

tine and oils of that nature, are all hydrocarbons, and when
they have been put into steam boilers have caused a corro-

sion or general eating and deleterious effects upon the boil-

ers from their use. In the oil fields, years ago. thev put in

what they called an oil brick, made from petroleum, and

that was not successful; in the last few years they have been

in the habit of pumping into the steam boilers kerosene,

etc. I know of one man in Chicago who is at the head of

some six or eight large plants belonging to one of the larg-

est corporations we have in the city of Chicago, wdio put

naphtha or gasoline into his boilers for vears, and would
persist in saying that it did the work to perfection ; but he

had to stop using it, due to the leaks, etc.

There are two ways of looking at this subject of incrusta-

tion and its proper antidotal reagents. .\ boiler is very

nnich like the human system. \\"e are liable to injure it.

and we are liable to put something into it where the after

effects are worse than the disease: so we nnist take up both

sides of the question. Now, I want to bring out a few-

points about volatile oils and kerosene. Kerosene is a light

distillate hydrocarbon, and has been used very extensively

throughout the coimtry. or tried here and there, and

dropped for one or another reason : and I will offer these

suggestions and take up these points without any personal

motive whatever, for I have none; but I will just simply

take up the evil effects of kerosene and petroleum and their

different distillates.

Kerosene pumped into the steam boiler with the object

of converting the incrustation into such form that we can

readily wash it out. or prevent its formation, I shall con-

sider in the first place. Kerosene is a hydrocarbon. If we

had a carbohvdrate, an animal oil, we would get an
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oleate radical and could possibly get the oleate of

lime or oleate of magnesia, which, however, would not

help us out; but we could get a chemical reaction from car-

bohydrate, having a combining acid radical there; but in

the hydrocarbons we have no possible acid radical; we have

not the base; we have not the combination that will take

the place of either base or an acid radical, and we get no

chemical reaction whatever, and the action of the kerosene

is purely mechanical, following the laws of capillary attrac-

tion. If. I dip a blotter into water, the water will run up
the side and penetrate the blotter; if the blotter is set over

a tumbler of water the water will penetrate through the sub-

stance of the blotter; and if you play a hose on a brick wall

the moisture will penetrate to the other side. Now, kero-

sene, being a light volatile oil, will penetrate everything of

a porous nature, such as lime, magnesia, etc., and will pene-

trate to a greater extent and more rapidly than water. The
scale incrustation in the boiler will be softened, will be pene-

trated by this kerosene, due to the laws of capillary attrac-

tion; the scale being porous, the kerosene will work through

to the iron, and when it comes in contact with hot metal

the oil will run back of the sheet of the scale, between the

scale incrustation and the iron, and when you shut your

boilers, draw your fires and let out your water, your boiler

contracts, the iron contracting and expanding with the ap-

plication of the heat. Now, you have put a substance of dif-

ferent physical properties, of a different nature, between

3'our lime and magnesia incrustation and your iron sheet

or plate. The lime and magnesia, little particles of them,

will attach themselves to the sheet, due to the general affin-

ity that they have for hot metal; they cling very tenaciously

to the iron, and when this substance comes in between, you

have lessened that adhesive property, and the incrustation

is not adhering as tenaciously, and, consequently, being a

non-conductor and not expanding and contracting uni-

formly with the iron, it is more readily scaled off, and you

get a great quantity of this broken scale from the continued

use of a volatile oil such as kerosene. The kerosene does

not change the chemical composition of the scale; its action

is purely mechanical.

There are other points to be considered. Kerosene vola-

tilizes in the steam boiler; you get probably a third over

with your steam; it passes off immediately and begins to

come over from about 150 degrees to 300 degrees Fahren-

heit. The kerosene that passes over constitutes hydrocarbon

distillate, and your steam is hydrogen and oxygen, and you

know the evil effects from condensation in a steam plant;

you know that every year you have in your heating system

to put in a few more nipples or an elbow here and there.

When you put in a light volatile oil of a hydrocarbon na-

ture, you intensify that action, you get a series of oxidizmg

hydrocarbon reagents that will intensify that general pitting

and grooving loo per cent ; that is, you will get the general

eating through of the joints and connections probably

twice as quick as you would otherwise. Besides

that, the kerosene carries over into your cylinders. It is a

part of the cylinder oil in the first place; the cylinder oils

all come from petroleum, except the animal oils. The kero-

sene is a solvent for them. It dilutes your cylinder oil; it

has a tendency to change its lubricating properties just that

much, and with the hydrogen and oxygen of the water and

the compound formed in the distillate you will get black-

ening of your piston rods and deleterious general oxidizing

effect on your rings, and if you have a metallic packing

you will have hard work keeping your packing in your

engine. From these same distillates, these same products

formed in your distillation, you will have the pitting and the

general eating through of all the threads of your joints and

connections through yourentiresteam system. Not onlythat,

but the part that is left in the steam boiler and the part that

goes through your scale and reaches the iron cannot stand

that high heat. It is carbonized; it is all decomposed, and

in the carbonizing of the hydrocarbon oil in the presence

of iron or against the iron sheet, you are going to carbonize

your iron, and you will have there a blistered-appearing spot

where the iron has been carbonized; it will be of a blackish,

blistered appearance, andyouwill get that action all through

the water-submerged part of your boiler. You will never

get all your scale out with kerosene; you will never get

more than a third, and those who are using kerosene and

claim that it is working well simply look at the scale that

they take out and do not look in the boiler to see what is

left. In my travels I have had some of my best friends tell

me that they have used kerosene and their boilers are clean,

their system is in good shape; and I have gone down to

their plants, and looked around, and in the steam system,

from the boilers to the engine, I have seen the little leaks;

and when this leakage does start in and a flange gives out

and you have to put a new one in, in taking that apart

you jar the whole system and bring to sight more leaks

where your piping is half-eaten through and almost ready to

leak. Of course an old plant will show up leaks in a few

months or a year, but a brand-new plant will disclose leaks

ill time, if you continually use kerosene.

Now, why do people want to use kerosene? It is gen-

erally the man up at the office end of the institution that

clings to the practice; it is generally the superintendent or

the manager that advocates kerosene, because, he thinks,

it costs nothing; he is getting something for nothing. That

is where so many men have made a mistake, even in the

running of large enterprises and large businesses. One of

the greatest dangers is to look for something for nothing.

You cannot get something for nothing and you cannot get

any man to run his business without profit. This is true of

boiler compounds. In the use of them the modern steam-

plant owner is far behind all other branches of science. If

you will, in using kerosene or using any volatile oil of that

nature whatever, take the supject up and look into it for

yourselves, you will find that the deleterious effects, the

general carbonizing and pitting, the general eating away of

that thin, natural skin of the iron (the finish, as it comes

from the boilermaker) is a dangerous thing. It takes sev-

eral years to scale a boiler to start with, on a fairly good

water, but if it is scaled once it will scale again in three

months, because the skin of the iron is gone. When the

skin of the iron is once gone the scaling ingredients readily

attach themselves to the rougher iron; while in the new

boiler they cannot adhere as rapidly as they can in the

boiler where the skin is gone.

In the course of the discussion of the subject which en-

sued Mr. Edgar explained the action of pure water on the

boiler and the effect of vegetable compounds in prevent-

ing scale.

The corrosive action of pure water on iron is purely an

oxidation with the aid of hydrogen. There is a pitting and
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grooving of the iron, and many of these pits have a scab or

the appearance of a scab. If you tap that off you will find

underneath a little raw sore, you might say, a hole eating

through the skin of the iron, a pit hole, and in that hole

you will find a red powder, which is the ferric hydrate. By
boiling this it is converted into the oxides, finally going

into black magnetic oxide of iron, and is found in the bot-

tom of the boiler. Water is the greatest solvent, known

to chemistry. We have no artificial liquid or anything pro-

duced by nature that is as great a solvent; it must take up

something to keep it satisfied.

We often pump water into a heater and get pitting in

the heater and not in the boiler, which is due to lack of

circulation, and the freeing of the air and oxygen held in

the water, and it is almost a direct oxidation in that case;

but we get a more rapid oxidation in the presence of pure

water. It is in an unsatisfied condition, and the iron is

taken up as a hydrate, and from that to an oxide. When the

water of condensation is used again, if something could be

'introduced into the condensing system where the conden-

sation begins to take place to satisfy it, the corrosive action

might be stopped, but there is no way known of doing this.

Of vegetable compounds we use sugars and tannins only,

and in this way: We find that we can take care of the car-

bonates of lime and magnesia with tannin extracts, and do

not want the extracted tannic acid. The object is to con-

vert the carbonates of lime and magnesia into tannates, and

pure tannic acid is too stable in itself to be readily con-

verted into tannates. We cannot work on gypsum, the sul-

phate of lime, with tannin. Gypsum is one of the four in-

soluble sulphates, and is so stable in itself that it is not

even soluble in its own acid.

Sugar introduced into the steam boiler with the water

will convert the sulphates into saccharates. The saccharates

.break up into oxalates, tartarates and carbonates; and in the

presence of tannin extracts part of that goes into tannate

of lime; so that we need but a small proportion of sugar

present in the general mixture to handle a water contain-

ing both the sulphates and the carbonates. The propor-

tions of the sulphates and carbonates in the water are to

be determined by analysis.

The boiler compound should be introduced into the sys-

tem as early as possible. The tannins in the extracted form

and blended with the sugar give no tannic acid reaction, and

no action on the metals. Using a vegetable mixture of this

kind will keep the gaskets pliable. It is always well to mix
a little slippery elm and pokeroot or powdered willow hard-

wood pulp, so as to get a little soluble wood starch and keep

the sugars from being too stable and the tannins likewise,

and thus get readily convertible tannates and saccharates.

- A surface blow-off contrivance is very good, but the

trouble with such things is that they are expected to do all

the work, and sufficient interest and care is not usually taken

in their application by the engineer. The boiler is too often

neglected, and it cannot get up and speak its little piece like

the engine, when anything is wrong.

Do not forget to treat the boiler regularly. Put in what-

ever you use regularly. Have the water analyzed, and go

to the wholesale druggist and he can mix up the tannins and

sugars in proper proportions ; but do not use any soda.

Some sulphate waters require considerable starch, slippery

elm, etc.; they sometimes use 5 or 6 per cent of carbonate of

soda, boiling it; that goes to kill the gelatine properties, and

then when you introduce your tannin extract the soda pro-

duces tannates of soda, 5 per cent tannate of soda, 20 per

cent of sugar and 50 per cent of tannins. The steam users

in the country should look into this thing and should study

their boilers.

The greatest point in regard to compounds is the care

given to the boiler.

•-•-——

—

THE DOUGLAS FENDER.

We have received from General Manager Vining the ac-

companying drawings of the fender with which the cars of

the Market Street Railway Company, of San Francisco, arc

now being equipped, and which is one of three approved by

the Board of Supervisors. The fender was designed by G.

W. Douglas, foreman of the company's car repair shop, who
has applied for patents on it.

The fender is carried in front of the truck and the basket

or scoop consists of curved steel rods 5-16 in. in diameter.

^ /"oor Tr.p

Surface of Rail

THE DOUGLAS FENDER.

It is ordinarily carried so that the front edge is a few inches

above the level of the rail and is dropped either by the

motorman pressing the foot-trip or by the front guard strik-

ing the object to be picked up.The front edge of the scoop

is provided with rubber ferrules.

The borough council of Shamokin, Pa., has made some

exacting demands on the street railway company regarding

the paving of streets and the board of directors of the com-

pany decided to abandon the road rather than comply with

the demand.

The stock of the Westport (Conn.) & Saugatuck Street

Railway Company is being purchased at the rate of $10 per

share by New York capitalists, who, when the road is under

their control, will make some important improvements and

extend ihe line to Norwalk and Danbury.
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STANDARD CONVENTIONAL ELECTRICAL
DIAGRAMS.

In jamiary. 1897. D. W. C. Tanner read a paper before

the Chicago Electrical Association on the subject of "Con-

ventional Diagrams of Electrical Apparatus,'' and forcibly

presented the need for a standard system. The association

took the matter up and the report of a committee appointed

at that time has recently been published. The report is

signed by Thomas G. Grier. Kemster li. Miller and C.

Wiler.

The committee believes that the diagrammatic illustration
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of electrical apparatus should he reduced to an art, and points

out that there should he a uniform system or code in which

each piece of apparatus should have its own diagram, clear

and simple and at the same time suggestive of the thing it

represents. The im|)riivenient made in recent years in this

line is largely due to the efforts of the electrical divisions of

the Patent Office and to a numher of patent attorneys. No
attempt at originality was made in selecting the diagrams

recommended, the aim heing to adopt the best, whether in

common use or not. In commenting on the diagrams, the

committee says in part:

The representation of a dynamo or motor by a circle with

two tangent lines showing the commutator and two brushes

has long been in common use. Tliis form of diagram may be

used for any direct current machine in drawings where the

form of the winding of the machine is either well understood

or is not essential in the system to be represented. Similar-

ly, the figure below it may be considered the generic alter-

nator. Where it is necessary to show particularly the kind

of a machine, the field coils may be added, as shown in the

next three figures, which are so simple that they can not be

misunderstood by one accustomed to read electrical dia-

grams. The diagram of the tri-phase dynamos or motors

are shown by the characteristic windings of their armatures

only. Where there is room for a doul)t as to whether one

of these diagrams represents a motor or a dynamo a letter

M or G, as the case may be, will clearly distinguish them.

The diagram representing the motor-generator will, per-

liaps, be subject to adverse criticism. In its adoption, good

perspective is undoubtedly sacrificed for ease in drawing,

but who can say that the diagram is not suggestive of what

it is intended to represent?

The differentiation of the diagrams for the primary bat-

tery and for the storage battery from each other and from

the ordinary diagram for a condenser, has been the subject

of a good deal of thought. The primary battery diagram is

the one in ordinary use. The storage battery diagram dif-

fers from it by having the plates connected in multiple, as in

practice, and by the drawing of a scjuare around it. This

diagram will hardly be taken as representing a condenser,

for the reason that the lines representing the plates of the

battery are made thicker than those connecting the plates to

the battery terminals.

The reason for not representing the ordinary hand mag-
neto-generator and the constantlv driven generator by the

same diagram, is that a need actually exists for a distinction

between them. This is especially so in diagrams of tele-

phone exchange systems where it is often difficult to distin-

guish between the hand generators at the subscribers' sta-

tions and the power generators at the central office.

In the matter of single and double-circuit breakers, many
fomis of diagrams were considered, each of which would

probably have their advantages in certain places. This

brings out well the fact that these diagrams must be taken

merely as a guide, and not as a rigid code which must be

absolutely followed. For instance, if it were essential that

the circuit breaker should have an operating coil in each of

the line wires, then it must be left to the designer or illus-

trator to make his own diagram for illustrating the par-

ticular case in hand.

On the simple telephone diagrams, but little comment is

needed. It would be well if all would adopt the form of

transmitter shown, from the fact that its construction is so

extremely simple.

The listening and ringing key for telephone switchboards
is a simple representation of one of these pieces of apparatus
in common use. The remarks made concerning the cut-

outs will apply with equal force to these.

Two diagrams for polarized bells have been shown. The
one on the right hand side is preferable where its meaning
can not be mistaken. The almost universal adoption of this

form of diagram lias led this committee to show it here, al-

though unless one is familiar with polarized bells in tele-

phone work it must be said that it is not at all suggestive.

1 n cases where it is thought best to be extremely explicit, or

where the immediate context of the diagram does not sug-

gest the use of a polarized bell, the diagram on the left is to

be preferred.

The diagram for a polarizetl relay is. it is believed, given
liere for the first time. By changing the plus and minus signs

from one side of the armature to the other, it may be in-

dicated that the relay will close on a minus current and open
on a plus current, or vice versa. This is a feature which
will be found at times very convenient.

The distinction between the ordinary resistance and in-

ductive resistance is both simple and suggestive, the pres-

ence of the core inside of the coil conveying to the mind the

presence of a certain amount of self induction.

The use of two parallel zigzag lines for induction coils or

transformers, lends itself readily to the distinction between
the primary and secondary, between the step up and step

<lown transformers, and, moreover, its construction is of

such a simple nature, that it was chosen without hesitation

by this committee from among dozens of other good dia-

grams for representing the same apparatus.

In the telegraph sounder the magnet coil has been repre-

sented in outline. In this connection it may be said that

where it is not essential to know the nature of the winding
or the direction of the convolutions, this same form of mag-
net might be adopted in any of the relays or annunciators

used elsewhere in these diagrams.

The difficulty in selecting a symbol for "a ground which

might be universall\- accepted'' is apparent. This custom
of some artists of placing palm trees and grass, or the draw-

ing of miniature landscapes surrounding their ground wire

may adtl somewhat to the artistic effect, but certainlv noth-

ing to the clearness or merit of their work.

In conclusion it may be said that it is believed that where
any particular piece of apparatus is to be presented for

which no specific diagram is here found, it will be an easy

matter for the person desiring such diagram to make it from

the e'cments here shown.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MEADVILLE, PA,

The new power station for the Meadville Traction Com-
jiany is near completion, and the electrical machinery is be-

ing installed. Work will soon begin on the Edinboro line

and at the Ponce de Leon Springs Park. It is the intention

of the company to make this a very attractive summer re-

sort. The buildings will include a dancing pavilion, a din-

ing-room, passenger station, hand stand and numerous rus-

tic structures.
.•-^

The British Columbia Electric Railway Company for the

period from April 15 to September 30, 1897, reports a sur-

plus of receipts over working and office expenses of $11,500.
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SUNDAY CARS IN NOVA SCOTIA.

In December, 1897, an attempt was made to prevent the

Halifax Electric Tramway Company, Halifax, Nova Scotia,

from running cars on Sunday. A citizen filed a complaint

before a magistrate alleging that the Tramway Company,

by directing one of its motormen to operate a car on Sunday

was "guilty of performing servile labor on Sunday," which

had been made an oiifense by the provincial legislature. The

company appealed to the supreme court of the province for

an order prohibiting the local magistrate from proceeding to

adjudicate upon the complaint.

The supreme court decided in favor of the company on

technical grounds. The amendment making a person jr

corporation guilty of "performing servile labor on Sunday,"

when he or it caused or directed any of his or its servants or

employes so to do, was held to be an amendment of the

criminal laws. By the British North America act the crim-

inal law of Canada was placed within the exclusive legisla-

tive authority of the Dominion parliament, and hence the

attempted amendment by the Nova Scotia legislature was

held invalid, and the prohibitive order was granted.

In the opinion of the court it was pointed out that the

province might perhaps secure the same end by proper leg-

islation under the head of "property and civil rights," but

that in this case it had attempted to do so under the head of

"crimes," and was therefore without authority.

FUNERAL CAR FOR THE STORAGE
BATTERY ROAD.

The Chicago Electric Traction Company has received a

handsome special car which will be used chiefly for funerals,

but its design and decorations are such as to make it adapt-

able for any purpose where a special car is desired. It is

finished in solid mahogany, with handsome carpet and dra-

peries, the latter being so arranged that the car may he

divided into compartments if so desired. The seats are fine

FUNERAL CAR IN CHICAGO.

antique copper wire chairs with polished mahogany bot-

toms and can be arranged for any occasion as they are not

fastened to the floor. The vestibules are built with a large

door directly in front of the car door, so that when used for

funerals the casket can be readily taken in and withdrawn

As may be noted from the illustration showing the interior

it has the appearance of an elegant parlor can. An effort

has been made to prevent its having a particularly funeral-

like aspect. The car is known as the "Virginia," and is o£

attractive external design. The car is equipped with two

50-h. p. Walker motors, and will run, with one charging of

its batteries, a distance of 25 miles.

There are four cemeteries along the lines of the company,

VIEW OF INTERIOR.

three of them, Mt. Greenwood, Mt. Olivet and Mt. Hope,

being on the Morgan Park branch. Arrangements have

been made with the managers of the various railways con-

necting with the Chicago Electric Traction Company to per-

mit this car to run over their lines, which gives a direct

route to the cemeteries from any point in the southern part

of the city. As the car is operated from its own batteries

it is immaterial whether the route be over the trolley or

cable tracks.

PROPOSED ELECTRIC LINES IN CANADA.

A. J. Corriveau, well known to the street railway world,

and especially to those who attended the convention at

Montreal in 1895, by reason of his connection with the Mon-
treal Park & Island Railway Company, recently made an im-

portant speech at a banquet of the Canadian press, in which

he foreshadowed the early construction of a network of

electric lines between Montreal, St. John's and the Town-
ships, and stated that a number of the lines would be com-

menced the coming season.

Mr. Corriveau is also interested in a project to build a

14-ft. canal, connecting the St. Lawrence river and Lake

Champlain ; application has been made to the Dominion

parliament for an act incorporating the Montreal & Lake

Champlain Canal Company.

In spite of the bad weather, the running of Brooklyn

Rapid Transit cars over the Brooklyn bridge has resulted in

an increase in gross earnings of about $1 ,400 daily.
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STREET RAILWAY LAW.

EDITED BY FRANK HUMBOLDT CLARK, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Forfeiture of Franchise for Failure to Operate Street Raikvay.

Entire failure to operate a street railway for three years wUeu

the ordiuance under whicli the franchise was exercised required

cars to run sixteen hours every day in the year constitutes a nou-

user which forfeits the franchise.

A contract that non-user of street railway tracks for any speci-

fied time shall not operate as a forfeiture of the franchise can-

not be made by a city, either by ordinance or otherwise, since

this would involve an authority to grant the right of the use of

streets for private purposes.

The opinion of the Court is in part as follows:

The question then arises, was the non-user of the fran-

chises by defendant company under the circumstances dis-

closed by the record sufficient to justify the court in de-

claring their forfeiture? In considering this question it may

be said that the insolvency of the corporation is of no im-

portance except in so far as it may have a bearing upon the

question of alsandonment of its franchises by defendant, for,

if defendant continued to discharge its duties to the public,

it makes no difference whether it was solvent or not. Were

it otherwise, very many corporations might be ousted of

their franchises at any time to the great detriment of the

members thereof, as well also as the general public for

whose benefit public corporations and franchises are pre-

sumed to be granted. The sale, however, by the defendant

company of all its rolling stock, and its failure to operate

its road for a long time, and then not in accordance with

the terms of the ordinance, tended very strongly to show

an abandonment by defendant of its franchises. But

whether there was an abandonment by defendant of its fran-

chises or not, the evidence clearly shows that the ordinances

granting the railroad company the franchises were never

complied with. Electric cars were run for about three

months, and then steam cars, which it had no right to run,

except upon the eastern extension of the road. It ran steam

cars for about eighteen months, and for three years ne.xt

preceding the trial it did not operate its road at all, while un-

der the ordinances, its cars were to be regularly run not less

than sixteen hours per day during every day in the year.

In the case of Roanoke Investment Co. v. Kansas City &
S. E. R. Co., io8 Mo., 50, it is said: "But while it is true

that mere non-user will not amount to an abandonment, it

is well settled that an easement ac(|uired by grant, or its

equivalent, may be lost by abandonment. To constitute

an abandonment of an easement acquired by grant, acts

must be shown of such an unequivocal nature as to indicate

a clear intention to abandon. Curran v. Louisville, 83 Ky.,

628; Dyer v. Sanford, 9 Met., 395, 43 Am. Dec, 399; Hay-

ford V. Spokesfield. 100 Mass., 491. It is said, however,

that abandonment will be more readily inferred when the

easement was granted for public purposes than when it was

created for private use." In i Beach on Private Corpora-

tions (Sec. 45), it is said: "It is conceded that a corpora-

tion may forfeit its charter or franchises for willful mis-user

or non-user thereof. For it is a tacit condition annexed to

the creation of every corporation, that it shall be subject to

dissolution bv forfeiture of its franchise for willful mis-user

or non-user in regard to matters which go to the essence

of the contract between it and the state." On the same sub-

ject Morawetz on Private Corporations says (Sec. 1018);

"It has accordingly been held in various cases, that, if a cor-

poration has assumed the performance of duties for the ben-

efit of the public generally, it cannot neglect the perform-

ance of these duties without incurring a forfeiture of its

franchises. Thus it is the duty of a corporation chartered

to build a turnpike road to maintain its road in repair as a

thoroughfare for the public use. . . . The same rule

undoubtedly applies to other corporations of a similar char-

acter, such as ferry and bridge companies, canal companies,

gas companies, etc." The generally accepted doctrine is

that the omission of an express duty imposed by the charter

of a corporation is cause for its forfeiture, and in such cir-

cumstances the sovereign who granted the charter may in-

sist on resuming the grant for breach of the duty imposed.

Com. v. Commercial Bank, 29 Pa.. 389; Atty. Gen. v. Peters-

burg & R. R. Co., 6 Ired. L., 456; Erie & N. E. R. Co. v.

Casey, 26 Pa., 287. And where there has been a willful

mis-user or non-user by a corporation, it is subject to disso-

lution by forfeiture of its franchises. Mumina v. Potomac

Co., 33 U. S., 8 Pet., 281, 8 L. ed., 945; Terrett v. Taylor,

13 U. S., 9 Cranch, 51, 3 L. ed., 653; 38 L. R. A. Chicago

L. Ins. Co. V. Needles, 113 U. S., 574, 28 L. ed., 1084; Peo-

ple V. Broadway R. Co., 126 N. Y., 29. "The rule in re-

gard to acts of mis-user and non-user is that they must re-

late to matters of the essence of the contract between the

sovereign and the corporations, and we see no reason why
that rule should not be applied in the present case. Where

duties are imposed upon a corporation from motives of pub-

lic policy, a total neglect of the duty justifies a judgment

of forfeiture." State Atty. Gen. v. Wood, 13 Mo. App., 139;

Harris v. Mississippi Valley & S. I. R. Co., 51 Miss., 602.

One of the duties imposed upon defendant by ordinance,

whicli it accepted, and in which the public had an interest,

was to run its cars sixteen hours every day in the year, with

which there was no compliance on its part, but a total neg-

lect of its duty; hence non-user. It was held in State, White-

cotton V. Hannibal & R. C. Gravel Road Co., 37 Mo. App.,

496, that quo warranto would lie where a corporation is

charged with mis-user or non-user of its franchises.

But it is insisted by defendant that relator is estopped to

maintain this action upon the grounds: First, that by its

military force it prevented the company, and still prevents

it, from completing its contract, and entering on the en-

joyment of its grant; second, that the city, by its common

council, passed an ordinance repealing, or attempting so to

do, the grant made to defendant; third, that relator com-

pelled the defendant to tear up its turntable; and by reason

thereof necessitated and required the defendant to change its

e(|uipnient, and to dispose of the equipment purchased by it.

and then in use; fourth, that relator, by litigation instituted

before defendant ceased to operate the road, rendered im-

possible the operation of the road on the part of defendant,

and is, by reason thereof, estopped from taking advantage

of its own wrong. With respect to the first proposition, W.

J. Smith, president of defendant company, testified,' that,
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even if the city had allowed the company to lay a track from

Main to Walnut streets, it would not have done the com-

pany any good until it got some right of way from the

Metropolitan from Walnut to Grand avenue, which it never

succeeded in doing. It seems that h'ifth street between

Walnut and Grand avenue, upon wdiich there were at the

time two parallel tracks owned by the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company, is only 30 ft, between the curbs, and

that there was no room for another track ; lience, unless the

defendant company could in some way have acijuired the

right to use the Metropolitan tracks, that part of the route

from Main to Walnut, even had it been constructed, would

have availed nothing; therefore no justification or excuse

for not operating the road. Nor do we see how the fact

that the city may have passed an ordinance repealing, or

attempting to so do, the grant made to defendant could have

afforded it any excuse for non-compliance with the ordi-

nances. It is well settled that estoppel in pais must be

pleaded, and, as the answer contains no allegation to the ef-

fect that the city compelled defendant to tear up its turn-

table, that question cannot be considered by this court. The

records of the suits mentioned in the fourth proposition are

not copied into the bill of exceptions, so that it is impossi-

ble to tell anything about the issues involved in them, or

what possible effect they may have had upon defendant's

failure to operate the road. The only litigation mentioned

in the answer seems to have l)een by the city, and the evi-

dence shows that it resulted in favor of defendant. But

even the record in this suit is not in the bill of exceptions.

A further contention is that the record shows that the re-

lator waived all the causes of forfeiture complained of. This

contention is based upon Sec. 17 of the ordinance supra,

which in case of forfeiture by defendant of its franchises for

failure to comply with the provisions of said section, pro-

vides that such forfeiture may be had by proceedings insti-

tuted by said city in its ow'n name in a court of record in

Jackson county, Missouri, and that if any proceedings l)e

not commenced within six months after such forfeiture has

accrued, the city shall be deemed to waive the effect of such

forfeiture. The streets of Kansas City are for the use of

the general public, and its officers had no right to contract

with defendant by ordinance or otherwise that non-user of

its tracks by the corporation for the period of six months,

or any other length of time, should not operate as a forfeit-

ure of its franchises. To do so would be to recognize the

authority of the city to grant the right of the use

of its streets for private purposes, which it clearly

has no right to do. To lay railroad tracks in the

streets of the city, and then not use them, would not be a

public use: and it is only in that sense that a city

has a right to grant the use of its streets to any

person or corporation for the purpose of operating cars

thereon. To grant the use of its streets for a private use

would be a misappropriation of the streets, and without au-

thority on the part of the city. If the city had a right to

provide by ordinance against the forfeiture of the franchises

of defendant on account of the non-user of its tracks for a

period of six months, it had the same right to provide

against its forfeiture for an indefinite period, and therebv

convert the use which was and could only be public to a

private use. State. St. Louis Underground Service Co. v.

Murphy, 134 Mo.. 548, 34 L. R. A., 369. In the case of

Washington & R. Turnp. Road v. State, ly Md., 231;, it was

said: "The consequences of the argument that an inability

to keep the road in good order, owing to want of means, re-

lieves the com]iany from the duties imposed upon it by its

charter, would be that the state would be obliged to permit

the existence of roads impassible, and even dangerous.

Such, it may safely be asserted, is without support from au-

thority. In fact, the conclusion would seem to be inevita-

ble, that is (as is conceded) the state can authorize the con-

struction of a railroad anywhere within her jurisdiction,

such authority is absolute, and can impose upon her no re-

striction, no loss of any other of her sovereign rights and

powers, and cannot operate to close the doors of her own
courts against her, when she wishes to in(|uire into the de-

linquencies of a corporation created l)v her. and responsible

to her.

(Supreme Court of Missouri, State of Mo. vs. East h'ifth

Street Railroad Company, 38 Lawyers' Reports Annoted,

218.)

Crossiiii; (if Trolley and Steam Rail-a'ay Tracks—Injury by

Trolley irirc to I^rrsoii on Freight Train.

The court concludes its opinion as follows:

There nnist be a duty by defendant in error to deceased

before it can be said it was negligent in stringing its wire

as it did. Elliott v. Railroads, Sees. 466, 472, and 125 1;

Cooley on Torts. 659-60. The latter author says: "The

first requisite in establishing negligence, is to show the ex-

istence of a duty which it is supposed has not been per-

formed.''

The wire in (piestion was strung rightfully, as it

must be presumed in the absence of proof to the

contrary, at the place of the accident. It was at a sufficient

height to permit ordinary freight cars to pass under

it with the l)rakcman standing on them, and so as

to leave a space of four feet or more between it

and the top of a barrel car. Deceased was five feet

nine or ten inches in height, and the w-ire struck him on the

breast. Defendant in error provided a safe passage for the

barrel car with two men sitting upon it. That is all it

should have done. The law does not recjuire tliat it should

anticipate every possible circumstance, or state of facts lia-

ble to occur, which would make it dangerous to string its

wire at the height it did, only that it shoukl be so placed

that it was reasonably safe for the passage of persons who
had the right to pass under it, not for persons who, for their

own convenience or pleasure saw fit to pass under it by

otner than the usual and ordinary methods of travel or busi-

ness. There were forty-nine other cars in the particular

train on which deceased might safely have stood and passed

the wire, or sitting on the barrel car he could safely have

passed it.

In Ry. Co. V. \\'alter, 147 111.. 64, in regard to the brake-

man sitting on a high car of a train wdiich passed tinder a

bridge, causing his death while in the discharge of his duty,

the Supreme Court approved an instruction to the effect

that the law did not require the railroad company to build

its bridges of such height that its brakemen can stand on

the cars and pass under them in safety, and said that the

the only question was whether the bridge was of sufficient

height that brakemen could discharge their duties wdth rea-

sonable safety.

Certainly it is plain this wire was high eniuigh to allow

deceased to pass .safelv under it had he been sitting. This
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was all the duty it could he said defendant in error owed to

the deceased, if, in fact, it owed him any duty at all. He
stood upon the barrel car for his convenience or pleasure

—

not because of the call of duty, or in the exercise of his

right to be there, and no obligation rested on defendant in

error to protect him from injury on the high car.

(Appellate Court of Illinois, (iross v. South Chicago

Railway Co., 30 Chicago Legal Xews, 186.)

Responsibility of Master for Aet of Serivnt Contrary to Or-

ders—Horse frightened by Street Sprinkler Operated by

Electricity—Dniy of Those in Charge of Cars.

If a servant is acting in tlie execution of the orders of his

master, and by his negligence causes injury to a third party,

the master will be responsible, although the act of the ser-

vant was not necessary for the proper performance of his

duty to his master, or was even contrary to the orders of his

master.

Anyone who undertakes to propel a street railway car in

a condition in which a reasonably prudent man would ap-

prehend that it would frighten horses is bound to employ

reasonable means to prevent injury to persons riding or

driving along the street.

Where black coats were hanging on a projection at the

side of a street water sprinkler operated by electricity, by,

along, and on the tracks of an electric street railway, and the

coats, by waving to and fro in the wind, or by operation of

the car sprinkler along the tracks, frightened a well-broken

horse of gentle disposition, and caused injury to the plain-

tifif, who was thrown from his carriage, the (juestion wheth-

er the employes of the defendant, the street railway com-

pany, were in the exercise of reasonable care to prevent in-

jury in operating such street car sprinkler, and the conse-

quent liability of the company for the injuries to the plain-

tiff, is a question which the trial court must submit to the

jury for their determination, even though it be that the

coats belonged to such employes, and were by them hung

upon the projection of the car, the car being in such a condi-

tion as to cause fright to the horse, and consequent injury

to the plaintiff became a (juestion for the jury to determine

whether the defendant company was negligent in the per-

formance of its dut}' to exercise reasonable care, by its ser-

vants, in the use of the public street, by operating the car

while in this condition.

Quaere: Can the operation of a street railway car, paint-

ed a conspicuously bright and attractive color, along a pub-

lic street, causing fright to a horse, with injury resulting

therefrom, constitute negligence on the part of the street

railway company, and render it answerable for injuries re-

sulting from such cause?

(New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals, McCann v.

Consolidated Traction Co., 38 Lawyers' Reports Annotated,

236.)

CLEVELAND, MEDINA & SOUTHERN.

I"or more than a year there has been a bitter tight be-

tween the New York & Philadelphia Traction Company
and the Brunswick Traction Company oyer franchises and

rights of way in Eiound Brook and other New Jersey towns.

After a conference between the officials of the roads it was

decided to withdraw their suits from the courts and make
an amicable settlement. It was further agreed that the

companies may each use the other's lines. .-;nd that the next

extension will be from Bound Brook to Dunellen.

The Cleveland, Medina & Southern Electric Railway

Company, which was incorporated in October, 1897, to

build an interurban line from Cleveland to Cincinnati, has

already done considerable work and expects soon to let con-

tracts for the power house ec|uipment, and the rolling stock,

and also for more grading and line work. Contracts for the

grading and overhead work as far as Wooster, 52 miles,

have been let, the ties purchased, and the company advises

us that it expects to have this road as far as Chippewa Lake,

^,2 miles, in operation by June 15. When this is completed

the construction on the section from Wooster to Columbus,

via Mt. Vernon, will lie commenced.

Cleveland is already the center from whicli five electric in-

terurbans radiate, and the one under construction makes the

sixth. This last road does not, like some of the other elec-

tric lines, parallel any railroads, the projected route as far

as Columbus being at all points from 2^-2 to 15 miles from

either steam or electric roads.

Between Cleveland and Wooster the road passes through

the towns of Linndale, .\Ibion, Strongsville, Brunswick. Me-

dina, Chippewa Lake, Leroy, Creston and Madisonburg.

As seen from the map the road will be a much shorter route

to Cleveland from these towns than any now available.

Thus from Creston it will be 42 miles, while the western

business of the Erie Railroad in order to reach Cleveland

must be carried as far east as Leavittsburg. making a haul of

112 miles. The Pittsburg, IT. Wayne & Chicago Railroad,

which touches this line at Wooster, now transfers its

through cars for Cleveland to the Cleveland & Pittsburg at

.Alliance, O.. making the distance, ij" miles, as against 52.

Similarly the Baltimore & Ohio reaches Wooster and runs

north to Lodi, thence east to Akron, where a transfer is

made, making 96 miles to Cleveland.

Chippewa Lake is one of the most popular points for

jileasure excursions in northern Ohio, and the company in-

tends to provide every facility for handling the excursion

traffic.

The rails to be used weigh 65 lbs. and are laiil on oak ties

spaced 2 ft. between centers. In the line work 30-ft. cedar

poles with 7-in. tops are used.

The company is capitalized for $750,000, and the officers

are: President, F. C. Goodman: vice-president, F. C. Mc-

Millan; secretary, A. R. Gibson; treasurer, J. W. Roof.
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A HOT TIME ON THE WIRES.

The illustration, which we reproduce from the Journal of

Electricity, shows the remains of the two gray eagles that

last fall caused a short interruption in the service of the IQ,-

ooo-volt transmission line of the San Joaquin Electric Com-
pany, of Fresno, Cal. The two eagles evidently alig'hted on

different legs of the three phase circuit, and coming in con-

tact, formed a short circuit which not only incinerated the

WHAT THE LINEMEN FOUND,

eagles, but also burned off the wires. Where the broken

wire touched the ground the soil, which is granitic sand, was
fused into glass, and in one place a piece of quartz was found

fused and run in with the glass. This piece is shown in the

illustration.

*-
A FEW LESSONS FROM STEAM ROADS.

Street railways are daily finding it to their advantage to

copy many of the systematic methods in use on steam roads.

In view of the consideration that is now being given by

many managers to the matter of keeping a continuous rec-

ord of the power consumption of each motorman for the

purpose of stopping waste of power, it will not be out of

place to investigate the methods used on steam roads for

carrying out the corresponding idea of keeping a record

of the coal consumption of each engineer.

When coal records were first proposed there was nat-

urally some fear among steam road men lest the clerical

labor required would counterbalance any saving that might

be made. There were also those" who maintained that even

if such coal records were kept, the various engineers would
be indifferent to their individual records and no benefit

would result. The fallacy of all these objections is best

shown by the fact that today practically every steam rail-

road of any size has adopted the plan of keeping compara-
tive coal records for each engine crew, which fact makes
it unnecessary to add that the scheme is a money saver.

Experience proves that the engineers will strive for a good
record and that a great waste has been stopped by the keep-

ing of such records.

It will not l>e necessary to go into the details of how the

coal records are kept, as street railway managers will i)e

mterested simply in methods of instruction and discipline

in use.

On the Chicago Great Western Railway, which has a

very complete system, the engineers are compared on the

basis of coal per ton-mile. Engineers that are in the same
class of service on the same division only, are compared.

It is determined by careful trials what is the lowest

coal consumption per ton-mile that can be expected under

favorable conditions. At the end of each month records

are posted for each class of engineers showing how each

one's performance compares with the standard figure. If

any man's record is better than standard it is considered a

high distinction, and the men take great interest in the

records. On another large road an average has been estab-

lished for each month of the year with which the engi-

neers' records are compared. Usually each engineer re-

ceives a letter every month. If his record is good he is

commended for it. If poor his attention is called to the

fact and he is asked if he cannot improve it. If his record

continues very bad an instructor makes a few runs with him

to try and suggest how he can improve his methods. After

some time it is found that all the different men's records

are very close together. If a man complains that his low-

record is the fault of his engine, he is the next month given

an engine run by a man making a good record. It has been

found that even the most economical men improve very

much, while in the case of those making the poorest records

at first the improvement is enormous. Occasionally an en-

gineer is found who has such deep-rooted wasteful habits

that he is dismissed. On some roads a man's standing and

promotion depend largely on his coal consumption record,

taken together with his other qualifications. In view of the

facts demonstrated by experience it is idle to maintain that

properly kept comparative records have no effect on the be-

havior of the majority of men. That there are a few indif-

ferent is to be expected, but they are not the kind that a

railroad wishes to keep.

Fair comparisons of performance and credit for good

work are the surest means to success in handling railway

employes and insuring economy in all departments.

A LIABILITY COMPANY SUED.

An interesting suit has been commenced by the City

Electric Railway Company, of Port Huron, Mich., against

the Guarantors' Liability Indemnity Company. A passenger

was injured in the collision of an electric car with a locomo-

tive and a judgment of $i,ooo was rendered. The railway

company, which had paid an annual premium of $1,500, sent

in a bill to the indemnity company but payment was refused.

As a consequence a suit in the circuit court was commenced.

It is reported that the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company

contemplates building a subway under Park Row, Center

street and City Hall Park, from the Brooklyn bridge to

Broadway and Warren street. The construction presents

no engineering difficulties, and would greatly facilitate the

handling of the bridge traffic.

Since commencing the work of changing its cable lines

for underground electric working, the Capital Traction

Company, of Washington, D. C, has decided to change the

"th street line also, which includes about three miles of

double track.
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ELECTRIC CARS FOR HAULING ORE.

Shortly after the opening of the freight line of the Butte

(Mont.) Consolidated Railway Company, in the fall of 1896,

we illustrated the motor cars, of which there were two in

operation at that time, employed in hauling ore from the

mine to the smelter, a distance of three miles. Since then

the operation of the ore road has been continued with con-

stant additions to the equipment, as the service was found

efficient and economical. Our illustration, for which we are

indebted to the general manager of the company, J. R.

Wharton, shows a train of eight of these on Montana street

in Butte. The train is at the bottom of an 11 per cent

grade, the front cars being on the commencement of a 9 per

cent grade. Each car is loaded with 11 tons of ore. On
February i these cars hauled 164.484 tons of ore.

The bodies of these cars were built by the Ramapo Iron

Company and the trucks by the Peckham Truck Company.

The names of the exhibitors assure the success of the un-

dertaking. It appears from them that there will be a good
demonstration of electric power uses. Gas and oil engines

as prime movers will compete with the steam engine for the

smaller installations.

In electric railway work, some most interesting exhibits

will be displayed, including several ingenious methods of

perfecting the underground trolley and third rail system.

There will be an operative exhibit consisting of a section of

the under-running electric road with yokes, tracks, etc.,

blocked up above the floor of the Exhibition Hall, showing

the method of picking up the current in this system. This

will be a complete reproduction of a section of the system as

in use on Madison avenue, New York, with one of the new
cars in actual operation, and will be shown in addition to

their general display by the John Stephenson Company,
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company, Walker Com-
pany, Gold Car Heating Company, Sterling Supply & Man-

TRAIN OF ORE CARS, MONTANA STREET, BUTTE.

THE ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.

In previous issues we have noted the plans of the Elec-

trical Exhibition Company, which is conducting the "Sec-

ond Electrical and Kindred Industries Exhibition," which

will be held at Madison Square Garden, New York, next

May. Those having the matter in hand have displayed

great energy and the result of their efforts is to be seen in

the wide-spread interest taken in the exhibit by manufactur-

ers in the electrical and kindred fields. The management
has published the preliminary list of exhibitors, which in-

cludes over 100 of the leading firms and companies in these

lines, with allotments of space aggregating nearly 30,000 sq.

ft. This is particularly gratifying since at the correspond-

ing period before the first exhibit, in 1896, less than one-

fifth as many exhibitors had signified their intention of tak-

ing space. It certainly behooves those others who desire to

secure any of the space which yet remains to make their ap-

plications at an early date.

ufacturing Company, Providence Fender Company, and

other companies who furnish supplies and material in con-

nection with this class of work.

To convince export merchants of their opportunities in

the electrical line, will be one of the benefits of this exhi-

bition, and not its smallest. The markets north and south

of this country are not yet as fully ours as they should be by

any means; and while we are selling such apparatus in such

large quantities to England, France and Germany, those

countries are still getting orders that should be ours, all the

way from Florida to Patagonia, to say nothing of the far

east. Consumers visiting this country to give contracts for

apparatus dislike greatly having to travel long distances to

see some of it, and at this show they will find in profusion

the objects they seek and want to buy.

The educational features of the exhibition were placed in

charge of an auxiliary committee consisting of able men.

Its plans are being carefully developed with a view to in-

forming and interesting the public: the announcements of

this committee are expected at an early date.
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T. J. NICHOLL'S WORK AT ROCHESTER.

The annual report of the Rochester Railway Company

shows a remarkable improvement in the condition of the

road as compared with previous years, especially in view of

the adverse conditions which have been encountered, and

the improvements which have been made in the system.

The result of the year's labor shows a surplus of $5,623,

against a deficit of $43,652 in i8g6, and this with a decrease

of $56,258 in the receipts, caused by unusual weather con-

ditions," the great number of bicycles, and on account of

many of the main thoroughfares having been torn up for

repairs. The operating expenses for the year were $491,420,

against $591,650 in 1896, a saving of $100,230, or over 17

per cent. The percentage of receipts required for operation

was reduced from 69.82 to 62.11 per cent, notwithstanding

the large decrease in receipts. Had the earnings of the road

been as good as in the previous year, there would have been

a surplus of $61,881, or an improvement of $105,534.

The above economies have not been effected to the detri-

ment of anv branch of the system; on the contrary there

T. J. NICHOLL.

have been more necessaryimprovements made than ever be-

fore, more miles of streets have been paved or repaved, and

more track relaid. The equipment has been put in better

condition, the power house has also been greatly improved,

and the service in general is much better than at any pre-

vious time.

The above remarkable showing has been efifected through

the ability and untiring energy of the present vice-president

and general manager, T. J. Nicholl, who took charge of the

company's afifairs about a year ago. Since that time its

stock has more than doubled in value, and is steadily ad-

vancing as the improvements become more apparent each

month. The outlook for the present year is very encourag-

ing, for while expenses are being maintained at the same or

a lower figure than last year, the receipts are greater than

for the corresponding period.

Mr. Nicholl was born in England, but came to America

when quite young. He commenced his railroad career witli

the engineering department of several western railroads,

and afterwards successively became chief engineer of the

Oilman, Clinton & Springfield Railway (now the Springfield

Division of the Illinois Central); superintendent of the Da-

kota Central Division of the Chicago & Xorthwestern Rail-

way, operating 600 miles of road, which was built under his

supervision ; vice-president and general manager of East &
West Railway of Alabama; president and general manager

of the Natchez, Jackson & Columbus Railway; general su-

perintendent of the Louisville. New Orleans & Texas Rail-

way; general manager of the Chattanooga Company Limit-

ed, and president of the Chattanooga Terminal Railway

Company; and at the last convention of the New York State

Street Railway Association, Mr. Nicholl was elected vice-

president.
•-•-

THE CARE OF BOILERS.

A recent number of "Engineering," London, contains a

leader on the care of steam boilers, in which attention is

drawn to the fact that too often the men in charge of a steam

plant, either through ignorance or a belief that boilers are

unworthy their consideration, pay no attention to the boil-

ers. Two instances are cited from reports of the Board of

Trade inquiries into boiler explosions in the following lan-

guage: "The delightful simplicity of the engine tender who,

in a certain Yorkshire town, advised his master on no ac-

count to have his boiler insured, because every time the in-

surance company inspected it they would be sure to want

some alterations made, and who recommended in place of

periodical inspection by a qualified man, that the boiler

should be charged from time to time with pigeon-dung to

prevent corrosion, is only surpassed by the culpability of a

certain owner who worked a boiler for over 20 years without

ever having it examined by a competent person. These are

only two cases taken at random out of a host of others which

all point to a lamentable lack of ordinary common sense

with regard to the management of boilers."

The writer discusses the great enemies of steam boilers,

corrosion and incrustation, and a few of their causes ; am. lu^

these are oil and grease in the boilers, electrolysis, the so

vent action of pure water, the presence of o.xygen and car-

bonic acid gas in the water. In connection with incrusta-

tion the "boiler compound man" and his remedies as well as

others are thus mentioned:

"Some are good, some useless, some actually harmful, and

nearly all expensive out of all proportion to the good they

do. Many of these nostrums are indeed traps for the un-

wary and lucrative sources of income to those who sell them.

The best remedies for corrosion are generally the simplest

and least expensive; but after all there can be no hard-and-

fast rule laid down as to what should and what should not

be used, as so much depends on the water, the kind of boiler,

the conditions of work, and many other things. Perhaps

two of the simplest remedies ever used as a safeguard

against incrustation are petroleum and commjn soda; but

even these must be used with care, and in the proper propor-

tions, else the evils that they cure may be less than those

they bring about, and it all comes back to what we said be-

fore, that steam users should have some competent man to
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advise them, be he the engineer to a holler inspection com-

pany or any one else capable of giving sound advice on the

subject."

This statement regarding the use of petroleum and soda

made editorially by "Engineering" is in direct conflict with

the recommendations of W.H. Edgar in his discussion of the

effect of introducing volatile oils in boilers which will be

found on another page. Mr. Edgar maintains, and gives

excellent reasons for his position, that kerosene only injures

the plant; his advice as to soda is, "but do not use any soda."

ALUMINUM CONDUCTORS.

In a paper, by A. E. Hunt, president of the I'ittsburg Re-

duction Works, on "Aluminum as a Rival of Copper and

Brass for Electrical Conductors," some interesting figures

and comparisons are given. It is evidently the intention of

the manufacturers of the metal that it shall become a rival

of copper, for a special rate of 29 cents per lb. has been made

for aluminum in wire, rods, bars and plates to be used for

electric conductors. Furthermore experiments are now be-

ing made to determine just what alloy will furnish the max-

imum tensile strength, together with the greatest electrical

conductivity. From results obtained it may be predicted

that an alloy of aluminum can be made with a tensile

strength of 165,000 lbs. per sq. in., with an electric conduc-

tivity of more than 50 per cent of pure copper.

Copper is 3.332 times heavier than aluminum, and has a

tensile strength of from 16,000 lbs. per sq. in. for pure soft

annealed copper to 65,000 lbs. when in hard drawn bars

compared with 26,000 lbs. for pure aluminum drawn into

soft wire or 40,000 lbs. in hard drawn wire. The substitu-

tion of an aluminum for a copper conductor means an in-

crease in the cross section of 60 per cent, but a decrease in

weight to 48 per cent. This increase in size will entail an

extra expense for insulation of about one-third, but this re-

mains to be accurately determined from some installations

to be made later.

For aerial lines it has been determined that the snow and

ice load is practically as heavy on lengths of small wire as

upon large sections, so that no objection can be urged on

this score to the use of the larger sections of aluminum wire.

On account of having only 48 per cent of the weight and 60

per cent more strength the aluminum condvictors could be

used in longer spans between supports, reducing the number
of poles and insulators. Froperlv drawn aluminum wire is

as tough and will stand as severe bending without breaking

as soft copper wire. The toughness of aluminum wire is,

however, greatly modified bv the care and skill in manufac-

ture.

The power of withstanding corrosion Is greatly in favor

of aluminum. Copper does not change in dry air, but in

the presence of moisture it becomes covered with a layer of

basic carbonate of copper which has a corroding action, and

does not coat and protect the underlying copper. Ammonia
in contact with copper absorbs oxygen and the copper dis-

solves in consequence of the formation of a soluble cupric

oxide. Aluminum is not acted upon in dry air, and in moist

air an oxide of aluminum is formed, which prevents corro-

sion beneath the surface. Ammonia solutions act upon

aluminum only upon the surface, leaving a brown coating

containing silicon which resists corrosion from dilute min-

eral and organic acids.

The difficultv of soldering or brazing aluminum is the

chief drawback to its use as an electrical conductor. It can
be soldered but it is a more difficult and slower operation

than with copper and the joints deteriorate more rapidly,

due to the galvanic action between the aluminum and the

metals of the .solder. .Several forms of metallic joints have
been successfully- used to avoid the necessity of soldering.

The Journal of the Association of Engineering Societies

for January contains "Some Notes on .-Muminum," a paper
read before the Detroit Engineering Society i)y Jesse M.
Smith. In discussing this paper H. G. Field made, the fol-

lowing remarks:

"I have just returned from a meeting of the .Vnierican

Street Railway Association at Niagara Falls. While there.

I learned from Mr. Candee, one of the leading manufacturers

of insulated wires, that he has under advisement at the pres-

ent time the possible use of aluminum to reiilace copper as

an electrical conductor.

"There are numerous objections to be overcome, both as

to structural considerations and as to the cost of insulating

and handling. The electrical conductivity of aluminum, in

equal lengths and the same weights, is approximately twice

that of copper; but, for the same cross-section, the specific

resistance of aluminum is nearly double that of copper. The
additional diameter of aluminum over that of copper for the

same conductivity, will increase the cost of insulation for the

same conductivity. The larger diameter also means more
surface for the leakage of current, and the insulation resist-

ance will be less, unless the thickness of the insulation is in-

creased. An increased tliickness of insulation means in-

creased electrostatic capacity as well as greater cost. More-
over, It is found that if aluminum wires, of ordinary size,

such as are used for electrical conductors, are bent once

through an angle of 90° and back, they will break, whereas

ordinary commercial copper conductors will stand from 15

to 20 of these same bendings before Ijreaking.

"These are all objectionable features, and it would there-

fore seem doubtful whether aluminum conductors wdl prove

merchantable. If such conductors are to be made commer-
cially valuable it seems that the method of protection must

necessarily be reduced to that of a mechanical covering,

such as a braid or a series of braids treated with a bitumi-

nous composition to make it weatherproof, and also to assist

in mechanical strength. This, iiowever, will limit the use

of aluminum for electrical conductors to special applications

and prevent it from coming into general competition with

copper.

"As particularly applicable to aluminum in the conduction

of electrical currents I observed, at the Niagara Falls Power

Company's work, 500 conductors about 000 B. & S. gage,

used for carrying the current from the bus bars in the dy-

namo room up through the penstock shaft into the factory

above, a distance of something over 200 feet. These con-

ductors were not insulated, except bv a coating of paint over

each one. Each set, of 250 each, is run in a separate wooden

trough up through this shaft. This is the only insulation

provided. These conductors are riveted to copper bus bars

at the terminals. The dvnamos connected to these bus bars

have a normal capacity of 4,000 to 6,000 h. p.

"I would state also that the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company is now using fuses of aluminum

for switchbord work. These fuses are long and made of

thin metal with reduced sections at the center. These are

found to be accurate in rating, mechanically serviceable, and

in manv respects superior to the common soft metal fuses."
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THE USE OF SALT.

The question of whether street railways shall be permit-

ted to use salt is again before us. The Binghamton (N. Y.)

Railroad Company has for some years made use of salt to

remove snow and ice and without opposition, until this

winter when a number of horse owners became impressed

with the idea that the salt was injurious to the horses' hoofs,

and insisted upon the chief of police enforcing an old and

almost forgotten ordinance against the use of salt. The

management of the company realized that the question

would no doubt be raised elsewhere and decided to test th'i

validity of the ordinance, so that other roads in the state

might have the benefit when confronted with the problem of

keeping their lines open without salt.

J. P. E. Clark, the general manager, waited upon the

chief of police, and stated that he had no desire to embar-

rass him in the discharge of his duty, but that the company

regarded the use of salt as necessary to the operation of its

road. The police were notified when the track was to be

salted and were on hand to interfere. The company was

fined $ioo before the city recorder, and appealed the case

to the county courts where the validity of the ordinance

will be contested on the ground that the council has no

power to pass an ordinance imposing a fine for performing

a necessary duty, that is, that the ordinance is in conflict

with the rights conferred by the franchise of the company.

Since the state law prohibiting street railways from salting

their tracks was repealed in 1885 this contention appears to

be correct.

Bills have been introduced in both houses of the legisla-

ture expressly authorizing the street railway companies to

use salt, and the matter may be thus settled without waiting

for the interpretation of the law as it is.

In an open letter to a local paper Mr. Clark says in part:

From the standpoint of practical operation, I state nnreservedl.v

that in case of snow storm either slight or severe, without the

i-isht to use salt upon curves, switches or cross-overs, it would he,

in the first instance, very difticnlt and, in the second instance, en-

tirely impracticable to operate electric cars without causing a tie-

up of the system more or less general, thereby inconveniencing

the public, especially the working people who are dependent upon

the street cars for reaching their respective labors. We are

handling at the present time a daily average of 10,000 persons,

who wonid be affected by such delay nr tie-up, and who, I believe,

are entitled to consideration in determining the q\iestion.

For Instance, we are transporting every morning between the

hours of six and seven nearly 400 employes of the Lestershire

Manufacturing Company, who reside in Binghamton. It goes

without saying that they expect regular service (which we en-

deavor to afford them") regardless of the weather, and if regular

service is not forthcoming they would have to make other ar-

rangements. I consider the accommodation of the public the

paramount question, although the financial loss of thousands of

dollars in a particularly trying season of the year is a matter of

considerable moment to ourselves at least. We consider our-

selves an important local business and wage paying institution

and believe we are entitled to some consideration In the matter.

The introduction of electrical traction and its rapid develop-

ment of the past few years, has found municipalities, and

even the state, unprepared with laws and ordinances necessary

to regulate the every day operation, therefore, emergencies as

they arise have to be met with good .ludgment until laws can

be modified or new laws enacted whereby successful electric

street railway operation can be carried on. In the days of horse

cars in this city, with only one division to operate. It made no

material difference whether or not there was an inch or two of

snow and Ice on the rail; but with the operation of electric cars

the surface of the rail must be exposed before proper traction

and a complete circuit can be effected and the numerous switches

and curves with their spring appliances, necessary to properly

radiate the respective divisions of the system, must be kept en-

tirely free from snow and ice and the only means whereby this

can be accomplished is by the use of salt thereon. Therefore

I consider the use of salt for the removal of snow and ice a very

important question, confronting both municipalities and street

railroads throughout the state where local ordinances do not ex-

ist granting the necessar.v right to use same in reasonable quan-

tities.

Court street, the principal business thorouglifare of the city,

seems to be the local bone of contention. The curves, intersec-

tions and cross-overs are numerous between Exchange and Oak
streets and the salt is distributed thereon and the snow gathered

up by the street department from the cross walks and thrown
into the street is carried by the various vehicles between the

points mentioned above, thereby injuring the sleighing and de-

priving this business thoroughfare to a certain extent of its

utility as a boulevard. However, it seems to me as a citizen, ir-

respective of m.v business relations, that a rapid developing city

the size of Binghamton. can well afford to give )ip a small por-

tion of its principal business streets to business pursuits and con-

fine the pleasure riding to the miles of thoroughfare where street .

railroad tracks and other evils (some of which, however, are quite

necessary to the development of a city) do not exist.

It seems to be resolving itself into a question of whether ade-

quate street railroad service shall be provided the thousands sole-

l,v dependent thereon, or whether the principal business streets

shall be presei-ved for the benefit of the horsemen. However, we
do not wish to appear arbitrary or oppose existing laws and thinlc

this a question which with mature consideration and deliberation

will right itself. In the meantime we shall strive to do tiie ver.v

liest we can under the existing circumstances and afford the puli

lie as little inconvenience and delay as possible.

The reasons that have been urged why the use of salt

should not be permitted are that it causes deterioration of

the pavement, that it induces a lower temperature and in-

juriously afifects the public health, that it injures the hoofs

of horses and that the salt water is thrown on carriages and

other vehicles and is more or less destructive to the varnish.

In Washington, also, the Metropolitan Railroad has made
complaint that the salt water has caused great damage by

getting into the underground conduit and destroying the

insulation, 54 cars having been disabled in three days from

this cause during the winter of 1896-7. This objection is

of course confined to Washington and New York city.

Of the other objections mentioned only the first has the

merit of novelty. In the winter of 1894-5 a controversy

over the use of salt arose between the street railway com-

pany and the city authorities of Newport, Ky., the latter

claiming that the salt injured the brick paving. The injurious

efifect is, of course, not due to the salt itself but to hydro-

chloric acid which may be liberated by the reactions between

the salt in solution and the various substances with which it

may come in contact in the street. The extent to which

such reactions take place must in general be rather limited.

The authorities on brick agree in saying that while hydro-

chloric acid may cause rapid disintegration of soft brick it

can have no efifect on hard-hurncd or vitrified brick, such

as are used for paving.

In Washington, where there is a great ileal of asphalt pav-

ing, the use of salt has been prohibited for years past; it was

always applied to the tracks when necessary, however, and

the objection, so far as we know, was never made that there

was serious injury to the pavement. In any event it would

appear that since in the majority of cases the railway com-

pany has to keep the portion of the street occupied by it in

repair, the company alone has ground to complain that the

salt injures the paving.
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The subject of the effect of salt on the public health and

on horses' hoofs and on carriages was the subject of a re-

port by a committee of the American Association in 1884.

A great many medical opinions were taken and all agreed

that the use of salt could have none but a beneficial effect

on the public health. The discussion brought out the fact

that on one of the largest street railways in the country, the

horses were frequently kept with their feet in a bath of salt

water for from three to six hours per day, the object being

to remove soreness and cause the hoofs to grow. The ben-

eficial results to be obtained from such treatment were cor-

roborated by others who took part in the discussion.

The only valid objection which remained was the effect

of brine on coach varnish. This is certainly not a serious

one, for the carriages that would be injured are under no

necessity of following the car tracks, where, only, the salt

water is to be found.

The conclusions reached by this committee were that the

use of salt was an imperative necessity in winter, and that

any objections to it could easily be obviated. The evidence

collected by the committee was published in a special report

issued December, 1884, and was of great value to street

railway companies in securing the repeal of obnoxious local

legislation on the salt question. In New York the Penal

Code, which made the use of salt by street railway com-

panies a misdemeanor, was amended for the purpose of per-

mitting its use.

At the present time it is more important that the rails be

kept clean than it was in the days, nearly 15 years ago,

when the use of salt was discussed by the American Asso-

ciation. It is necessary that the wheels of the car make
contact with the rails for electric traction, and on curves

and at special work where the resistance to traction is in-

creased this is particularly important.

At the Montreal convention of the American Association

a committee consisting of D. G. Hamilton, president, and

Robert McCulloch, general manager, of the National Rail-

way Company, St. Louis, presented a report upon the

necessity of using salt and sand on street railway tracks,

and regarding salt the report said: "The use of salt on

the rails at certain times and during certain conditions

of weather is absolutely necessary in order to clear the rails

of a film of ice that will otherwise form on them. Without

the use of salt it would be very unsafe to operate cars on a

hilly system during winter and the committee is of the opin-

ion that no road can afford to dispense with its use. Salt

has been used on street railways throughout the United

States constantly while horse cars were in vogue, and now
more than ever before is its use imperative in the operation

of electric cars."

INJUNCTION AGAINST CHICAGO CITY DIS-
SOLVED.

Last summer the General Electric Railway Company se-

cured an injunction to prevent the Chicago City Railway

Company from interfering with the former company in

completing its road, and from prosecuting any suit against

it. The appellate court has just reversed the lower court;

the opinion in part says: "The bill fails to allege any facts

from which it can be told how any of the alleged acts or

doings of the defendant or its agents and attorneys have in-

jured, embarrassed, or delayed the complainant in the con-

struction of its lines of railway, nor in what way they have

depreciated, or, to use the language of the bill, 'greatly tend-

ed to depreciate the value of the rights, privileges, and ad-

vantages secured to complainant,' nor in what manner com-
plainant's credit has been or will be injured by any of said

alleged acts or doings of the defendant."

A PROSPEROUS RELIEF ASSOCIATION.

The annual report of the Third Avenue Railroad Em-
ployes' Relief Association, of New York, was made Feb-

ruary 25. The following officers were unanimously re-

elected: President, John H. Robertson; vice-president,

Isaac Hough; treasurer, John Beaver; secretary, Chas. C.

Swertfager, and sergeant-at-arms, Samuel A. Jessup.

The treasurer's report for the fiscal year ending February

25 was as follows:

KECEIPTS.

Oash on hand March 1, 1897 $-l,5S7.l7

Dues, 65th street division $2,869.00

Dues, Harlem Division 2,704.00

Dues, 125th street .fe 10th avenue division. . . 1.379.00

Membership fees 583.00 7,535.00

Assessments, 65th street division 38.50
Assessments, Harlem division 82.25
Assessments, 125th street division 20.00 110.75

Received from two entertainments 2,091.75

Received from picnic 1,621.50 3,713.25

Total $15,976.17

DISBUKSEMENTS.

Sick bcmeflts $3,767.00
lieath benefits 2,450.00
Talent, music, decorating hall, badges,
printing, etc., for picnic, etc., entertain-

luents 475.G9
Dr. \V. E. Woodend, salary as doctor 900.00

C. C. Swertfager, salary as secretary 461.00
General expenses 453.81
Stationery, printing, etc 115.25

Prizes for picnic 85.35
Rent of hall 50.00 8,758.10

Cash on hand March 1, 1898 $ 7,218.07

'*~*~^

CAR LINES CAN NOT BE BLOCKED IN
ST. LOUIS.

A sewer was laid out in St. Louis across one of the lines

of the Union Depot Railroad Company. One night re-

cently, after an owl car had passed, the contractor moved
his excavating machine directly across the line blocking

both tracks. Harry Scullin, general manager of the com-
pany, notified the street department of the city, which re-

sulted in the contractor and several of his men being arrest-

ed. The machine was moved into a vacant lot and a temp-

orary injunction was obtained restraining the contractor

from interfering with the operation of the street cars. He
was also cited to show why he should at any time block the

car lines. When the right of the street railway company
had been upheld an agreement was made witli the contractor

allowing him eight days to do the work, the passengers be-

ing transferred across the break. In this way the differ-

ences ended amicably.
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FREIGHT AND PASSENGER RATES ON
INTERURBAN LINES.

In the duvc-lopnient of the street railway business, as in

nearly- every other industry, certain principles become well

defined by experience, but these are subject to change with

new conditions. The street railway is an institution essen-

tially for transporting passengers short distances, but of late

years a new function has been added to it. After electricity

placed the cities in close communion with the outlying dis-

tricts and even contiguous towns, some far-sighted street

railway managers saw a new and fruitful source of income

in the carrying of packages, parcels and light freight on the

cars. With frequent trips, cheap operation and low rates

it seemed that a good business could be secured in competi-

tion with steam lines. Even in the cities the substitution of

the electric car for the noisy drays and wagons might be

effected with advantage to everyone. An inducement was

offered by the Government for them to diverge from a

strictly passenger service and carry the mail.

These possibilities were enlarged upon to such an extent

that some interurban lines were planned with the freight and

parcel business considered a large factor. The failure of the

outcome of these hopes brought some of the interurbans

into the hands of receivers and disappointment to many
others. In the cities any concessions, for facilities in ship-

ping or handling cars carrying freight, were vigorously op-

posed. In competition with steam lines, many difficulties

were encountered. Connections with the steam roads were

hard to make for competing lines were usually parts of, or

feeders to large systems. In the cities it was found that the

parcel service did not pay for the trouble and could not suc-

cessfully compete with the more convenient wagon delivery

at the door. Almost the same might be said of package and

light freight between neighboring towns where the express

companies were in the position to serve their patrons in a

more convenient manner. Even the mail service fell below

expectations and jiroved a loss in nearly all cases where

separate cars were provided.

Through these ventures experience was gained and the

freight service remained only under the fittest conditions.

That first period of disappointment is past, although some

of the efifects still remain. Street railway managers can now
base their calculations upon some data. This they are do-

ing and instead of receding they are taking up the work in

a judicious manner with prospects of success. The inter-

urbans are stretching out and every town and city tapped in-

creases many fold the possibilities of a successful freight

Ijusiness. In many places the express companies now rec-

ognize the advantage of the trolley car over the wagon and

steam baggage car, and have made contracts with the rail-

way companies. The Government is more liberal in its ap-

propriations for the mail service and here the receipts are

nearly all profit when the mail is in pouches carried in the

vestibule of the car. Most of the franchises now sought

contain some freight clause. In the near future it seems

that as one town is joined with another by interurbans there

will be a consolidation of interests and systems of consider-

able magnitude will be formed.

As a rule the people and public officials begin to recognize

the value of the trolley freight service. In New Jersey such

traffic is forbidden by law; in California the courts have laid

arduous restrictions upon it, and in Massachusetts and some

other states a special legislative act is necessary for trans-

porting freight. The opposition emanates generally from

the railroads for under some conditions they fear freight

rates will be lowered as have the passenger rates, always to

the advantage of the electric lines. Many inquiries have

reached us of late regarding rates and particularly in refer-

ence to the freight business. Although the Review has

investigated this subject before, progress has been so rapid

it was thought well worth the while to get the expression of

the latest views from street railway managers, and the fol-

lowing is the result:

The Los Angeles & I'asadena Electric Railway Company
owns 44 miles of track between the two cities. Packages

and freight are carried, there being one express car exclu-

sively devoted to such service. The company furnishes the

car and crew, but the business is controlled by the Pasadena

Electric Express & Storage Company. For small packages

lo cents is the charge for each and the express and freight

are handled in any quantities for 6 cents per lOO lbs. The
passenger rates are as follows: 15 cents for a single trip;

25 cents round trip; 10 rides for $1; 60-ride commutation

book, good until used, $6; same good for one month, $5;

40-ride school ticket in Pasadena, $3; same from Pasadena

to Los Angeles, $3.

The Elgin City, Carpentersville & Aurora Railway con-

nects these three Illinois cities. The only freight business

conducted is that of hauling freight cars from the Coleman

station of the Illinois Central Railroad to the Illinois

Southern Hospital for Insane, with switch tracks in Elgin

and South Elgin. This work is done by an electric locomo-

tive. There are four stations between Elgin and Geneva

and two between Elgin and Carpentersville and the rates are

ID cents to Carpentersville and 25 cents to Geneva one way.

The Waterloo (la.) & Cedar Falls Rapid Transit Com-
pany has over nine miles of track with five stations. The
regular passenger fare is 15 cents with commutation rate of

120 5-cent fares for $5. The express charges are 20 cents

for packages up to 100 lbs. and 6 cents for each loo lbs. ex-

cess. The Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Electric Railway

Company has 35 miles of track with 14 stations. The fare

for the entire trip is 60 cents or $1 for a round trip. The

commutation tickets are sold for 20 per cent off regular

rate. On the combination cars packages are carried for 10

to 25 cents with a weight limit of 200 lbs. The Manistee

(Mich.), Filer City & East Lake Railway Company carries

packages on its passenger cars; for an ordinary package, 5

cents; a trunk, 25 cents: beer keg, 10 cents, and other pack-

ages up to 100 lbs. are rated according to the size. In Brook-

lyn the National Express Company has an arrangement

with the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company whereby it

runs its cars over the lines controlled by the railway com-

pany. The Nassau Electric Railroad Company, through

the Brooklyn Heights, also grants to the express company

the privileg'e of operating cars over certain of its lines, the

compensation being on a mileage basis.

The Hamilton, Grimsby & P.eamsville Electric Railway

Company, with headquarters in Hamilton, Ont., owns over

23 miles of track and does a large freight business. The

local freight and parcel express rates are based upon the

mileage classified as the Canadian classification, the tariff

being for six classes only. Class i includes tea; class 2,

])opcorn; class 3, canned goods; class 4, sugar in barrels;

class 5, sugar in car loads, and all other goods are classed

lower. The rates are given in cents per 100 lbs., being

about 25 per cent lower than on the steam roads:
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Hamilion. Grimstiy and BeamsvillB Eleciric Railway.
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and no commutation tickets. Express packages are carried

from Akron to Barberton and Cuyahoga Falls for ib cents

and to Kent for 20 cents. The route of the Kingston (Ont.),

Portsmouth & Cataraqui Electric Railway Company is 8

miles long. The regular fare is 5 cents but books of 100

tickets are sold for $3.00. One freight car is provided and

its use is charged for at so much per load. The Pittsburg

(Kan.), Frontenac & Suburban Electric Railway Company

operates is>4 miles of track and has three passenger sta-

tions. The fare is 5 cents between each station and 50-ride

commutation tickets are sold for $2.50 with privilege of

transfer on city lines. Express packages are charged at

the rate of 5 cents per 10 lbs. with a limit of 100 lbs.

Fig. I shows a shipping notice of the Mahoning Valley

Railway Company which connects Youngstown, Girard and

Niles, O. When the line was first opened the freight and

package business was accommodated on the platforms of

the passenger cars but this interfered with the passenger

traffic. A contract was made in the early part of last sum-

mer with the American Express Company. Arrangements

were further made with the Trumbull Electric Rail-

road Company to operate the freight and package car

between Niles and Warren. Sliding doors were placed in

the sides of an old i6-ft. box car and this was used for sev-

eral months for carrying packages, freight and express mat-

ter. The business increased to such an extent that it was

found necessary to have a larger car built adapted to the

work. Fig. 2 is from a photograph of the new car. Three

trips are made each way per day and the amount of traffic

is deemed satisfactory by the company.

FIG. 2.—FREIGHT AND EXPRESS CAR.

The Akron, Bedford & Cleveland Railroad Company has

a contract with the American Express Company and pro-

vides five combination cars for the traffic. The road is 26

miles in length and the fare varies from 5 to 60 cents, the

latter being the charge for a ride from Akron to Cleveland.

The Toledo (O.) & Maumee Valley Railway, 22 miles in

length, and the Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont Rail-

way,- 13 miles long, are under the same management. The

companies have four combination cars but can not do a

freight or express business on account of the contract with

the city company although a good business could be se-

cured if arrangements could be made. Fig. 3 represents a

ticket of the Toledo & Maumee Valley Railway Company

with stations and rates of fare given, and Fig. 4 shows the

MAKE YOUR SHIPMENTS

ELECTRIC FREIGHT AND PACKAGE LINE
CONNECTING

Youngstown, Girard, Niles, and Warren,
OPER.ATED BY

The Mahoning Valley and Trumbull Electric

Railway Companies.

Location of Freight and Package Depots.

YOUNGSTOWN: STREET RAILWAY POWER HOUSE.

GIRARD: LIBERTY AND STATE STREETS.
MILES: Y. m. C. A. LOT. MAIN STREET.

WARREN: No. 106 NORTH MAIN STREET.

Depots are open from 6:00 am. to 9:00 p m. for the receipt and delivery of packages or

froigtit, which will be forwarded on frrst cBf leaving depot after

delivery of goods at the freight depot.

ALL CHARGES MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE.

. NOTICE . .

SLL PACKAGES MUST BE MARKED PLAINLY WITH NAME AND ADDRESS
or CONSIGNEE. .« .« > o* All articles consigned to points located on our line

will be delivered direct to consignee without additional charge. We do not

deliver goods consigned to points off of our line, and assume no responsibility lor

goods not called for at time of delivery to point on our line nearest destination, or address

marked on package .* .* .a .* SPECIAL RATES GIVEN TO REGULAR SHIPPERS.

ALSO ON LARGE SHIPMENTS. ON APPLICATION TO FREIGHT CONDUCTOR
OR DEPOT AGENTS.

FIG. I.

auditor's half of a corresponding ticket for the Toledo, Bow-
ling Green & Fremont Railway Company.
The Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railroad Company

now operates 19 miles of track and 19 additional miles will

be opened in the spring. A combination car makes two

round trips a day and the traffic is handled entirely by the

United States Express Company. The passenger fares

vary from 5 to 45 cents, the latter being the fare from Cleve-

land to Painesville. Books of 10 round trip tickets are sold

for 10 per cent off the regular round trip fare.

Some of the interurbans have no provisions for carrying

freight and transport passengers exclusively. The Green-

field (iMass.) & Turner's Falls Street Railway Company
charges 20 cents for a ride of 13 miles with no reductions.

The AUentown (Pa.) & Lehigh Valley Traction Company
operates 20 miles of track and has a uniform fare of 15 cents.

The San Jose & Santa Clara Railroad Company charges 10

cents for a 6-mile ride and a commutation ticket of 30 rides

for $2.00. The San Francisco & San Mateo Electric Rail-

way Company is not permitted to engage in any other than

regular passenger traffic. It has 23 miles of track and a

lo-cent fare. In Massachusetts it requires a special act of

the legislature in order to carry freight on an electric line.

The Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Company has

i8'/2 miles of track. Within the two cities the fare is 5

cents, 10 cents from end to end of the lines, 11 miles, and

25 cents for a circuit ride of 20 miles with stop-over priv-

ileges. Commutation tickets are sold 10 for 75 cents,

workingmen's tickets 12 for 75 cents, good from 5:30 to

7:30 a. m. and from 5 to 6:30 p. m. School children ride at

half fare. The Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill Street Rail-

way Company has 57J^ miles of track and charges 5> io>

15, 20 and 25 cent fares.

The Aurora (111.) & Geneva Railway Company is not per-
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tnitted by its franchise to carry freight and the express busi-

ness has not yet been developed. The road is lo miles long

with four stations, the rates of fare being 5, 10 and 15 cents

with commutation tickets of 100 rides for 25 per cent lower.

ELECTRIC CARS ON CHICAGO CITY CABLE
LINES.

>->

:^

tij .

33
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DOUBLE TRUCK CARS FOR THE METRO-
POLITAN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.

The Metropolitan Street Railway, of New York city, is

having a considerable number of new cars built for its elec-

tric service by the J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia.

Tliese cars are particularly interesting, beca.use they are

departures in many respects from ordinary construction.

They are also worthy of attention as they are intended to

meet the heaviest possible surface traffic and are to be oper-

ated under the shortest practicable headway. They are very

handsome in appearance and will prove a credit to the road

and to the builder.

Externally the features first striking the eye are the great

length, which is 28 ft. over the end panels and 36 ft. over the

dashers, and the "eureka" maximum traction trucks. The

colors are as usual the standard of the road, cream for the

concave and orange for the body panel. The dasher is

cream color with the iron work black. There are ten win-

dows upon a side fitted with French 26-oz. glass, 28x30 in.

The cars are 36 ft. long over the dashers or 38 ft. over all.

BRILL CAR FOR NEW YORK.

The width of body at the sill is 6 ft. 6 in., and the width at

the belt rail 7 ft. 6 in; the sills are 6^x4^ in. The corner

posts are 6 in. thick, the window posts 1% in. There are

five iron carlines in each car. Behind the seat back there is

an iron belt on each side going through the car. Under this

belt there is a high heavy truss rod; it comes nearly up to

the level of the windows rail. At the corner posts long

angle irons secure the plates and take a long bearing on

them. On the outside of the cars a wide and deep corner

plate of pressed steel covers the joints between the letter

board, corner post and the head pieces. These corner pieces

not only impart great strength to that part of a car corner

which is usually weak, but they add greatly to the durability

by protecting the joints from the entrance of water. At the

panels and belt rail there are other" plates completely defend-

ing all the joints. The straps on the belt rails and other

straps as far as possible are made continuous.

The inside framing is of the usual street car type except

that beneath the seats a new feature has been introduced

from the steam car practice. This is a truss plank extend-

ing the whole length of the car. It is 12 in. wide by 1J/2 in.

thick, and is gained on to each post }i in. It is cambered

J4 in- at each end and bolted down to the sill at short inter-

vals. This practically gives a sill i8j4 in. deep. This adds

very greatly to the stiffness of the car and enables the full

benefit to be obtained from the use of the inside truss rod.

Under the sill a separate truss rod is used which has a single

strut in the center. The platforms are 4 ft. from end panel

to dasher and are fitted with folding gates which when

turned back, are entirely out of the way. Each dasher has

an electric headlight; Sterling brakes are used. These

brakes, which are very powerful, are the invention of

Thomas Milieu, the master mechanic of the road. The in-

side finish is of second growth white ash. The lumber used

was particularly fine in grain and white in color, making a

fine effect when finished. The transoms are filled with white

chipped glass. There are four four-sided signs on each car.

These are operated by hand wheels from the inside of the

car or from beneath the hood.

The trucks, as we have said, are of the maxinnmi traction

pattern. The large wheels are 33 in. in diameter, and the

small ones 20 in. The truck is of tlie company's standard

type and is designed to give a very large adhesion while em-

ploying but one motor per truck and in this case the motors

are G. E. 1,000, one mounted on each of the trucks. The

axles are of cold rolled steel.

PROPOSED STREET RAILWAY LAW IN

OHIO.

A radical street railway bill has been introduced into the

Ohio legislature. The bill first provides that no

ordinance or resolution to establish or define a street

railway route shall be passed, and no action inviting pro-

posals to construct and operate such road shall be

taken, and no renewal or extension of a grant shall

be made by the council of any city or village having a board

of public works, board of improvements or board of con-

trol, except upon the recommendation of such boards. No
ordinance shall lie passed until public notice of the app.ic i

tion has been printed. .\nd no grant shall be made except

to the corporation that will agree to carry passengers upon

such proposed railroad at the lowest rates of fare. No
grant for the construction or operation of any street railway

shall be valid for a greater period than 25 years, and no re-

newal shall be valid for more than 15 years; nor shall any

renewal of the grant be made until within one year next

preceding the expiration of the grant; and during the term

of the grant the municipal corporation cannot release the

company from any obligation or liability imposed by the

original terms of the franchise. An important feature of the

bill relates to the extension of tracks. It provides that a

company may extend its tracks and make connections with

other roads by consolidation, but that the rate of fare shall

not be increased either by reason of the extension or the

consolidation. Where a road is built between towns the bill

gives the right to the company to use the lines of any com-

pany which may operate roads in the towns between which

the interurban road operates, but it requires the interurban

road to obtain from the municipality an additional grant and

that the amount of fare charged shall not be in excess of

that charged by the local road. A new feature is provided

in regard to local roads and the bill gives the right to one

company to use and operate its cars upon the tracks of any

other company, not to exceed one-third of its length. This

is to be done by the approval of the council and the board of

public works, board of improvements, or board of control in

cities having such an institution. Where the directors of

the two companies cannot agree, then the council may step

in and fix the terms and conditions by which the cars of one

line shall be run over the tracks of another.
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MOTOR TESTING AND INSPECTION.

BV J. R. CRAVATH.

Jt is now about tuu and a lialf yoars since tlic scientific

testing of electric railway motors began to be used in every-

day repair shop work on a large scale, though this practice

was by no means entirely new then. The methods have

been improved from time to time and the Herrick switch-

board system described in the February Revikw may be

regarded as the most complete plan yet ofifered. There

seems to be considerable difference of opinion among rail-

way electricians as to the importance or necessity for testing

motor equipments for electrical faults. I have even heard

it maintained that an electrical test of a motor equipment

was misleading and really told nothing of importance that

a competent inspector would not find out by sight and

touch. This is putting it rather strong to say the least, but

it is well to look matters stpiarely in the face and find out

just what is the proper field for testing and what for inspec-

tion. The fact that a marked saving in repairs has been

made in every case where systematic testing for electrical

faults has been inaugurated shows that under the existing

conditions of practice such tests tell more than the sight

and touch of an inspector, whatever may be the theory as to

what an inspector ought to be able to do.

It is not entirely true that electrical defects are hidden

and cannot be discovered by inspection, nor is it true that

electrical troul)les are all likely to be discovered in the ordi-

nary run of inspection.

The mechanical points of a motor that need watching are

principally:

1. Wear of bearings.

2. Lubrication of bearings and gears.

3. Loose bolts.

The electrical troubles most likely to occur are much
more numerous, but the principal ones are:

1. Bad brushes and commutators leading up to amature

trouble.

2. Oil, grease, dirt and carbon dust in the motor weaken-

ing the insulation.

3. Short circuited field coils causing armature burn outs.

4. Armature coils burned out or open circuited.

5. Wires to motor broken or grounded.

6. Motors not equalizing.

It is evident that many of these troubles can be discovered

by inspection as well as by testing and the only question is

as to which requires the least work and is the most likely to

be correct. I think when the matter is fully considered we
will see that the testing if not carried out to an extent where

$10 is spent in testing to save $5 in repairs will show some-

things quicker and easier than any other way.

In looking over the list of likely electrical troubles we see

that the first one, that of bad brush and commutator con-

tact, or bad commutator is one that can be easily looked

after during mechanical inspection. If the cause of flash-

ing at the brushes happens to be a broken or short circuited

aniiature coil it will sometimes take testing to determine it

unless the motor is torn apart, though it is usually the case

such coils make themselves known by burning certain bars

on the commutator. In either case, whether the burning

be due to a defective bar or defective coil, the only relief is

by the removal of the armature for repairs so that testing in

this particular would be of practical use mainly in tlie repair

shop.
I

The second point mentioned, that of dirt or oil of any kind

endangering the insulation, is one that can usaully best be
taken care of by an actual overhauling and wiping of the

motor. It may be a good plan, however, to make a test as

a check on the thoroughness of the cleaning. If the motor
is dirty it may show a low insulation resistance in a test and
if cleaned it will test up all right. On the other hand it

may be so dirty that if left much longer in that state it will

break down and at the same time show a test within the

limits adopted. There is no way to discriminate in a test

between poor insulation due to dirt and poor insulation due
to carbonized coils. Dirt may be on the motor, but lacking

simply the oil or moisture necessary to destroy good insula-

tion. Considering all these things it seems best not to de-

pend too much either on the insulation resistance test or in-

spection alone. The wiper may not have done his duty,

and if he does not, no one is the wiser until the motor breaks

down. If the insulation resistance test shows low it is proof

positive that there is something wrong, even though it may
be nothing but dirt, and the man making the test can not

put it down as right without deliberate dishonesty, which is

improbable. If the motor is cleaned before the test is made
and poor insulation is shown it locates the trouble either as

caused by some dirt or oil that has not been cleaned away
or faulty coils, probably the latter.

Under the third head, short circuited field coils, a trouble

is mentioned which was at one time and probably is still the

cause of numerous mysterious armature burn outs. When
a field coil is short circuited on its inner layers it is not al-

ways easy to find. It is sometimes possible to discover the

defective field coil when a motor is opened up and inspected

inmiediately after a run by feeling the temperature of the

different coils with the hand, but very often it is not prac-

ticable to make such an inspection and on a large road the

car may not be looked at for several hours after it is turned

in. Furthermore even if the "feeling" of the different coils

is done at once after a run it is the case with hundreds of

motors making fast schedule in large cities that all the coils

get too hot to hold the hand on long enough to find their

comparative temperature. It may be claimed that if the

motormen did their duty in reporting peculiar actions of a

motor that short circuited field coils would be at once found,

but that is too uncertain a thing to depend upon. The most

successful system is usually the one that will work fairly well

in spite of neglect. Tests will reveal short circuited field

coils before they do much damage by burning out armatures

and this is probably the most important preventive work

the testing outfit can perform.

Armature coils burned out or open circuited generally

show themselves at the commutator.

Wires to motor grounded or broken need no testing outfit

to discover them.

Whether the motors are equalizing or not can be told

roughly from the relative temperatures to the hand of the

motors soon after a run, but of course a test would give this

more exactly.

The primary object of all testing and inspection of motors

is to discover troubles before they become serious, on the

"stitch in time saves nine'' principle. The main thing to

determine is how long the motors will run ordinarily before

they are liable to need that stitch in time. Grease cups and

commutators need attention every night. Modern

motors are so constructed that it is impossible to tell what

is going on inside the case unless they are opened. This

should be done as often as experience shows that dirt and
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grease will accumulate in the case in the service in question,

or if the streets are clean and the motor bearings designed

thin it may be necessary to open up the motors more often

as the bearings require watching and attention. One thing

is certain it does not pay to hire men to open up motors

oftener than they are likely to need attention. It is a waste

of money and muscle. Much depends on the care or care-

lessness of the men who look at the motors each day. If

the daily inspection is not done right no amount of monthly

or weekly overhauling will compensate for it, InU if it is

properly" done the length of time between overhaulings

.should be limited only by the life of the bearings and the dirt

that will accumulate.

A PHENOMENAL ADJUSTMENT.

A remarkable instance of accident adjustment has come

to our notice, showing what intelligence and energy can

accomplish, and forcibly illustrating the value of quick ac-

tion. We have frequently noted in our columns cases

throughout the country, wherein marked ability has been

S. H. BENNETT. J. H. MULLIN.

shown in this, one of the most important and trying

branches of street railway management; but the case before

us is so phenomenal that we cannot refrain from comment-

ing at length upon it.

On October 30, 1897, the Atlanta Railway Company, of

Atlanta, Ga., was unfortunate enough to experience a hor-

rible head-end collision. An open motor car, drawing a

trailer, the two containing about 100 passengers, returning

to the city from an inter-collegiate foot ball game, crashed

into a closed car, which was also well filled, bound in the

opposite direction. The collision occured at a street cross-

ing, at the base of two hills, just after twilight had given

place to darkness, and in an instant the cars were utterly

demolished. To render the situation more appalling the

electric light at the point of collision, which up to that time

had burned •brightly, without apparent cause suddenly went

out, leaving the wreck in total darkness.

A hurried telephone message from the scene of the wreck

advised S. H. Bennett, secretary and treasurer of the rail-

way company, and he at once notified J. H. Mullin, general

adjuster for the Southern Department of the Guarantors

Liability-Indemnity Company of Philadelphia, with whom
the railway company was insured.

These gentlemen hurried to the wreck, and on reaching

there a terrifying scene was exposed to view, by the faint

glimmer of the few torches which had been hastily impro-

vised. A morbid crowd, which had been drawn to the

scene, interfered with the proper care of the wounded.

Many of these had been hastily removed by the army of

cabs returning to the city from the foot ball game. In ad-

dition to this, many others of the injured found refuge in

houses near by. As may be supposed, the omnipresent

newspaper reporter was much in evidence, insisting upon

being given a list of the injured, and refusing to believe that

such request was unreasonable; but worse than the news-

paper man was the horde of legal vultures which, as usual,

flocked to the scene, intent upon plying their nefarious

trade. Under these adverse circumstances it was only pos-

sible to secure the most meagre list, which, however, by

working all Saturday night was augmented to a total of 35.

The next day being Sunday, no legal settlements could be

made, but these officials prudently called upon all whose

names they had secured and assured them of the company's

honorable intentions towards an amicable adjustment. This

mode of procedure was of two-fold benefit, in that it pro-

duced good feeling towards the company, and enabled these

officials to procure the names of many other persons who
were aboard the cars at the time of the collision. Before

the day was ended their list had been increased to fully 60

names, all of whom were visited without delay.

The wisdom of this course is apparent when it is stated

that only four suits were entered against the company, and

these by persons whom it was physically impossible to see

that day, and before they could be interviewed, their claims

had been placed in the hands of lawyers. On Monday, the

day following, these two gentletuen began the actual work

of settlement, and in the incredibly short time of two weeks,

settled with the majority of the injured parties, and so kept

in touch with those more seriously injured that the settle-

ment of their cases was also practically attained.

Within a month and a half from the date of this casualty,

only four unsettled cases remained, and these, as above

stated, were in the hands of lawyers, who resisted reason-

able settlement.

By an expenditure of but $5,000 settlements were made

with 55 persons, many of whom had been seriously injured.

It is safe to say that if the adjustment of this matter had

not been so skillfully and expeditiously handled, the rail-

way company would undoubtedly have been involved in

endless litigation, and eventually have been forced to pay

out many times the amount of money actually disbursed,

and it has cause to congratulate itself on the results of the

good work done by Messrs. Mullin and Bennett.

TO OUR FOREIGN SUBSCRIBERS.

In remitting for subscription our readers abroad will

greatly favor us if they will remit in American paper money

where obtainable; draft on Chicago or New York; or if

more convenient postal money order in which event it must

be drawn on Chicago. We are in receipt almost daily of

money orders from across the water, but which are do-

mestic orders and can be cashed only in the country in

which they are issued. Where none of the above desired

methods are convenient, we will accept postage stamps of

small denominations of any country', as we can make use of

them ; but the domestic money orders which have to be

cashed where issued are practically worthless to us.
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BOSTON CONVENTION ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Secretary Penington of the American Street Railway As-

sociation has issued the official circular concerning the Bos-

ton Convention. In addition to the date and place of meet-

ing as published in our last issue, announcements are made

as;follo\ys:

fi<''ery applicant Is assured that he will get all the space desired,

as oin- resources in this direction are unlimited.

The convention will be held on the second floor of the Exhibit

Hall, all stairways leading up from the inside, thus insuring the

attention of all delegates and visitors to the exhibits.

The income from sale of space will go to the American Street

Railway Association. The executive committee of the Associa-

tion has fixed the price at 10 cents per sq. ft., and ruled that uo

space less than 100 square feet will be assigned, but applicants

may have as many multiples of this quantity as they may wish,

all in one body. Payment for space should be made to T. C. Pen-

ington, secretary and treasurer of the .American Street Railway

AsSiuiation. 312(1 State street. Chicago. Application for space

should be made to Charles S. Clarlv. S Oliver street, Boston, chair-

man committee on exhibits. We hope to have .vou with us with

nn extensive display.

The Mechanic Association will not allow any nails or screws to

be driven in any floor, woodwork or plaster in the building, so

those exhibitors vsho desire to erect booths must govern them-

selves accordingly.

.\1! articles intended for exhibition shall be delivered at the

building by the agent or owner, and at his expense, but the local

committee has made arrangements with Robert S. Brine & Co. to

haul and deliver all shipments to the building, if directed in their

care.

All electrical connections for power and extra lights must l)e

made at the expense of the exhibitor, and no connection will be

jiermitted except by approved workmen and with the consent of

the superintendent of exhibits.

We expect a large exhibit and perhaps it would be in the inter-

est of the exhibitors to make arrangements to have the building

open in the evening, as it is well lighted and the eiccti-ical compa-

nies expect to make a large display.

Space must be applied for by .Vugust 1. Assignments «ill be

made as promptly as possible after that date, and exhibitors noti-

fied of their location Exhibits of like eharacter will be grouped

together and space will be assigned in the order of application.

It is earnestly requested that all exhibits shall be in place and
all work finished by Monday evening. September 5. which is the

evening prior to tlie opening of the convention. Watchmen will be

in charge of the premises, so that exhibits will be safe.

.Ml goods shoTild be marked to yourselves. "Mechanics' Build

ing. care R. S. Brine & Co., fl3Vj India street. Boston." sendiu.g

them bill of lading or advice that .vou have shipped goods in their

eare, giving particulars in re.gard to shipment, and, if charges are

prepaid, they will be delivered to .v<iur space in the Exliibition

Hall. Sliin all goods early to ensure delivery In time.

The headquarters of the associaition will be at the Hotel Bruns-
wick. The Hotel Vendome is managed by the same parties, and
will be used in connection with the Brunswick.

nOTKLS AND K.VTES.

I'.ruuswick, American plan .$4.00 per day and up.

Vendome. American plan 4.00 " "

Copley Square. European plan 2.00 " "

Xottingliam, European plan 2.00 '•

^'ictoria. European plan 2.00 " '•

T\iraine, European plan 2.0:1

Parker. European plan 2.00 "

Young's, European plan 2.00 " •'

Thorndyke. European plan 2.00 " '•

The annual dinner will be held at the Hotel Brunswick, Tiiuis-

day, September 8, at 8 p. m. Tickets will be sold at tlie actual
cost to the Association.

The executive committee advises all who desire rooms to apply
at once, as the rooms at the Brunswick and Vendome are limit, d
but no rooms will be assigned until March 15, and will be assigned
in the order in which applications are received.

Of the hotels mentioned the first five are within five

minutes' walk of the Mechanics Building; the others are

down town with street cars to the door of the Hall. The
usual arrangements have been made with the railroads,

tickets being sold on the certificate plan.

The chairman of the committee on exhibits, C. S. Clark,

advises us that very probably a track will be arranged so

that cars and other bulky exhibits can be run into the ex-

hibit hall on their own trucks.

The Massachus-etts Charitable Mechanic Association will

hold its 20th triennial exhibition from October lo to De-
cember 3, 1898, and through the secretary of the executive

committee having charge of this exhibition, solicits corre-

spondence with parties who will exhibit at the American
Street Railway Convention, in regard to exhibiting at the

later one also. This committee states it will so far as pos-

sible arrange to allow the street railway exhibits to remain

in place, if they are desirable, but that early applications will

be necessary to secure this privilege. Communications on
this subject should be addressed to Henry D. Dupee, sec-

retary, Mechanics" Building, Huntington avenue, Boston.

» • »

THE USE OF STREETS.

Charles L. Bonney, vice-president of the Chicago General

Railway, recently addressed a letter to the street railway

companies of Illinois of which the following is an extract:

"I desire to direct your attention to the telegraphic report

published in this morning's papers of the decision of the

I'nited States court of appeals in the case of the City of

Richmond versus the Bell Telephone Company. The case

involves the act of Congress of 1886 declaring that the

streets of a city are post roads of the United States. The
Bell Telephone Company's charter having expired, the city

exercised its stipulated right to revoke it, but w-as enjoined

from interfering with the company's poles and wires. The
effect of the decision is to modify the injunction so as to

prevent the city from driving the company from its streets,

but the city is to retain its police power over the same.

"This decision of the federal courts is in harmony with the

suggestions of the undersigned sent to you with the 99-year

extension bill, proposed for the next legislature, and makes
the distinction between the physical property of the coin-

pany in the street and the police regulations of the use of

the property. This decision will be found very useful in ed-

ucating the public to the law as it is, and it should be care-

fully considered by all street railway companies in Illinois

before the meeting of the state association in Chicago in

May."

A MOTOR OPERATING IN COURTROOM.

The General Electric Company brought suit against

E. G. Bernard & Co., of Troy, N. Y., for using a motor with

a winding which infringes on one of its patents. The West-
ern Electric Company, of Chicago, is beliind the defendant.

Many drawings were exhibited in the court room and a

motor was set up and put in operation to demonstrate its

principle.

TIic program of papers before the Western Society of En-

gineers for the first half of 1898 has been issued and an-

nounces 16 papers on technical subjects and two illustrated

lectures.
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'jp^B f I W "^^'^ department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway -?w®)Yl4>

)

^M I I / power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the ^^^-^^V
^.^j^S^/,^lij^/ users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and ^^

>fefef*5»I^SiSEWi >=J experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

The .capacity of the new power house of the Capital Trac- One of the essentials in making an engine test is to have

tion Company. Washington, D. C, will be considerably an accurate reducing gear for transmitting motion from the

greater than it was at first contemplated. There will be five crosshead to the indicator drum, and all who have had to

horizontal tandem compound Allis Corliss engines, 20 and prepare for a test appreciate the annoyance caused and time

40x42 ins., running condensing and direct connected to lost by the necessity of attaching, and perhaps repairing, the

550-k. w. General Electric generators, giving 600 volts at temporary rig found in the majority of power stations,whicli

100 r. p. m. For the long feeders there will be three 100- between times is stored away somewhere to gather dust and

k. w. General Electric boosters. There will he four bat- get lost or broken. There would be economy and increased

teries of Cahall-Babcock & Wilcox boilers. accuracy in having a well designed reducing tnotion per-

^ ^ manently attached to the engine, and such are to be found

in a few plants. This is the case in the power house of the

Although the original design of the power station for the Chicago Union Loop, each engine being equipped with a

Chicago elevated loop contemplated the burning of coal permanent rig. The description of the device, which gives

and the equipment included inechanical stokers and ash- a theoreticalh' perfect motion, is as follows:

handling apparatus as noted in the Review for January, A shaft parallel to the piston rod is supported in bearings

1897, the fuel used will be oil. Storage tanks and pumps bolted to the under side of the upper guide, and so located

have been installed and the oil piping system, which is in that the shaft is sufficiently to one side to clear the cross-

duplicate, is practically completed. One of the 2,000-h. p. head and close to the guide frame so as not to prevent free

units is in place and has been in operation for six hours per access to the crosshead, stuffing box, etc. To the shaft is

day, from 6 a. m. to 9 a. m. and from 4:30 p. m. to 7:30 p. fixed a brass strip so curved as to form a portion of a helix

m., during the past few weeks. One of the generators, or tliread of very steep pitch. A fork provided with rollers

which were built by the Siemens-Halske Company, was il- is bolted to the crosshead and engages the helical strip. The

lustratcd last December. proportions are such that the movement of the crosshead

throughout the stroke of 60 in., the fork being in contact
* with the helix, rotates the shaft through an angle of sonie-

The data of the tests made on the power plant of the Chi- thing less than 60°. On brackets fastened to the side of

cago Electric Traction Company, published in the February the cylinder is a second shaft parallel to the other one with

Review, serve to forcibly point out that the proportion of light wheels mounted on it about which the indicator cords

steam generated which is used in the auxiliary station ap- are wound. Motion is transmitted from the first shaft to

paratus is very large, and consequently there is a corre- the second by means of two cranks and a connecting rod,

spondingly large saving to be made by substituting electric the cranks being of equal length and parallel.

motors for steam cylinders for driving the auxiliaries. The ^ ^

dry steam used per hour bv the large engines in this test

was 3,903 lbs. and the indicated horse-power 217, making Some months ago two Parsons steam turbines, direct

the water rate 18 lbs. per i. h. p. per hour. The auxiliaries
connected to generators, were installed at the lUackpool

J . / tit • t ti , i„ \ „.. f„u.„.,-. (Eng.) Corporation electrical plant for furnishing power to
used steam (corrected for moisture in the steam) as follows; > s. ' 1 1 .

^
the street railway. The transformation of this road from

Economizer engine 38.4 Ibs.per hour.
^^^^^^-^ ^^ oy^head trolley, now in progress, was contem-

Stoker engine 364 "'s. per hour.
^^^^^^ ^^ j,^^ ^-^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^,^3^^^^ provided for was the rais-

Air and feed pumps 685.0 lljs.per hour. -^^ ^j j,^^ ^^j^^^^ j^^^^^ 250 to 500 volts. This was accom-
"

plished by making the new units each consist of a multiple
'^°'^' 759-8 lbs. per hour. expansion "parallel flow" Parsons turbine of loo-k. w. ca-

This is 19.4 per cent of the steam used by the engines; pacity, and two 50-k. w. dynamos, each giving 200 amperes

this figure does not require extended comment. at 250 volts. For the low voltage working the dynamos
It is true that in this case the exhaust from the pumps are connected in parallel and for the working of the over-

was used to heat the feed water and thereby the fuel charge head line they will be connected in series. The turbine and

against the pumps was reduced from 14.3 per cent (the pro- the dynamos are mounted on a bedplate of the twin girder

portion of the total water evaporated used by the pumps) type, and the dynamos are arranged to slide in the direction

to 5.1 per cent. However, since there is an economizer of the shaft so that the armature of the one adjacent to the

provided, the function of which is to heat the feed water, turbine may be withdrawn by sliding the other dynamo
the gain from this source should have been made in the along the bedplate which may be readily done. The coup-

economizer, and the fact that the pumps used more than ling of the turbine and generators is by means of square

one-sixth as much steam as the engines driving the dyna- sliding sleeves fitting loosely over the squared ends of the

mos remains the significant feature. shafts.
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In appearance the turbo-generator is very like that illus-

trated in the Review, July, 1897, a second dynamo being

added. The turbine takes steam at 120 lbs. absolute and

expands it to lyi lbs. The governor is an electric one in

which the solenoid is connected to thf first dynamo only.

The floor space occupied by each loo-k.w. unit is 423/2 sq.

ft.; the weight is about 13,500 lbs.

Tests at the maker's works placed the steam consumption

at 26.8 lbs. of steam per k. w. h. at full load and 29.9 lbs. at

half-load, a rise of 11.5 per cent. The operation of these

machines is reported to be satisfactory.

* , *
*

In England there are a number of towns which conduct

their own electric lighting plants, and which have refused to

grant locations to tramway companies unless the latter

agree to purchase their power from the towns; there are al-

so cases of tramway companies which find it advisable to

buy rather than generate their power. The result is that

the question, What is a fair price for tramway power? is a

burning one at the present time. From the point of view

of the lighting plant, with power to sell, it is urged that the

load factor of tramway plants is much less than in lighting

plants, and the fluctuations more violent, so that because of

a larger investment for machinery and heavier charges for

repairs, current for tramways should sell for more than does

current lighting. The tramway company argues that the

time element is the most important one, and that the tram-

way plant would be running at a good load fully three or

four times as many hours in the 24 as would the lighting

plant, and therefore, current for this purpose could be sold

cheaper. In this it is assumed tliat the cost of producing

the current at the switchboard is considered and the charges

on the lighting company for installing and maintaining its

mains are not included.

No doubt the better load factor and the steadier load

claimed for the lighting service are compensated for by the

longer time during which the tramways would be operating,

but it would seem that the fact which should determine the

comparative price of the tramway power is whether the

periods of heavy load in the two kinds of service come at the

same or at different times. If they are at different times,

so that to a considerable extent the same machinery may
' be used in each, a substantial reduction in the cost might

be made, but if they occur at the same time so that the ca-

pacity of the station must be correspondingly increased no

cheaper power can be reasonably expected.

The prices obtained for electrical power by the English

stations seem very high when compared with American

costs. It is estimated that "in the Midlands, with coal at

the door, a million units (k. w. h.) per anmmi for traction

purposes might be sold for 3 cents per unit, but in other

parts of the country it could not be done for less than 4
cents."

* .„ •
*

Reserve Machinery and Fuel and Water for Emergencies.

In a power station there must always be machinery in

working order, and to speak figuratively, food and drink

for it, that is, fuel and water. Accidents will always hap-

pen, sooner or later, and the fundamental rule not to trust

a road to a single piece of apparatus is well understood and

followed, and it is rare indeed that a road is completely dis-

abled by reason of accidents to the machinery. Scarcely

anything, aside from a failure of all the machinery, will tie

lip a plant more quickly than a failure in the feed water
supply. A coal shortage can be seen beforehand and a

supply of fuel of some sort or other secured, but a water
famine results from the unforeseen and the unexpected. A
fuel famine is most seriously felt because it increases the cost

of operation, while a failure in the water supply shuts down
the road; such a stoppage often gives it a bad name and
may injure it very seriously.

The mining and railroad strikes which occur at more or

less frequent intervals, lead companies, particularly the large

ones, to protect themselves by inserting the proper clauses

in their contracts for fuel so as to get the same rate inde-

pendent of the market price. Storage place is provided and
at the first signs of trouble the contractor is called on to

furnish coal enough to form a safe reserve.

When it is at all feasible to locate the power station close

to running water it is done and then as a rule the feed is

drawn from this source. In the great majority of cases

connections to the city water mains are relied upon for

emergencies. Where this latter is the source of regular

supply, and sometimes when it is not, artesian wells are dug
at the station, and in some instances storage tanks are built.

We give here some of the replies received to inquiries re-

garding the machinery reserve and coal and water supplies

for emergencies. The roads have from 20 to 180 cars;

nearly all of them have but one power station. The history

of the road, whether it has had a rapid growth in the way
of extensions after the first installation, and the date of the

building of the station, no doubt have much to do with the

number of units in reserve.

1. This is a 14-mile road with 20 motor cars. The
power station equipment comprises three engines driving

two 80-k. w. and one 200-k. w. generators. Either the two
small units or the one large unit will care for the ordinary

output, and usually the two small ones are in reserve. There
are three return tubular boilers, one being always in reserve.

Jet condensers are used and the water supply drawn from
the river. In case of failure to supply the condensers, water
for the boilers may be pumped from the river or drawn from
the city mains. Coal is delivered as used, two car loads per

week, and storage space is provided for nine car loads,

which is sufificient for a month.

2. Tliis is a 20-mile road operating 20 motor cars. In

the station are three 150-h. p. engines and three loo-k. w.

generators, of which one unit is in reserve. There are four

water tube boilers, one in reserve. Coal is purchased as

needed but the fire room is large enough to store 600 tons

when it is desired to carry a stock. The feed water is or-

dinarily drawn from the city mains, but there is an artesian

well for emergencies.

3. This IS a 31-mile road with 76 motoi cars. In the

station are three water tube boilers rated at 400 h. p. each,

and three engine-generator units rated at 400 h. p. each.

Two units are sufificient for the average output. There is

storage capacity, under a shed, for 700 tons of coal and a

stock sufficient for two or three months is always kept on
hand. The ordinary source of water supply for the boilers

is a pond near the station, but in emergencies water may be

pumped from the river or taken from the city mains.

4. This road has 60 miles of track and 115 motor cars.

The total capacity of the station is 3,250 h. p., there being

five 500-h. p. units and one 750-I1. p. unit. The average
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12. In this plant there are four engines and seven gener-

ators. The engines comprise one of 1,000 h. p., two of

1,200 h. p., and one of 1,500 h. p.; the generators, one of

800 k. w., four of 500 k. w., and two of 200 k. w. To care

for the average output a capacity of 2.300 k. w. is needed

so there is qoo k. w. in reserve. Two engines are in reserve.

In the boiler room are 18 boilers 17 ft. by 72 in., of which

14 are ordinarily fired. Coal is delivered to the station as

needed; when it is desired to keep a stock on hand it is

stored in an open lot, there being room for about 1,000 tons.

Water is drawn from the river or from arte.';ian wells; there

is a 20,000-gal. tank for emergency use.

13. This road has 67 miles and 100 motor cars. The
total rated capacity of the station is 2,500 h. p. ; one unit of

900, one of 800, and two of 400 h. p. The ordinary output

is from 900 to 1,300 k. w., leaving two units in reserve.

There are six boilers, three rated at 150 and three at 250

h. p. ; five of these are ordinarily in use. Bins holding 1,000

tons of coal are provided under the railroad switch for

storage purposes. Feed water is taken from a creek; for

emergencies there is a tank with a capacity of 150,000 gals.

The Peck & Patterson Furnace for Coal Dust.

The accompanying illustrations show the coal dust fur-

nace patented by Peck & Patterson, 308 Second avenue,

Pittsburg, as applied to return tubular boilers. To burn

coal dust successfully the combustion chamber must be sep-

arated from the boiler so that the cool surface of the latter

will not prevent the complete combustion of the gases in

"-m^'nfmi'tim

contact with it. In this furnace the boiler is encased

throi.ghout the entire length with a covering of fire clay or

other suitable material. This casing extends about three-

fifths of the distance around the boiler, or to the water line,

and is placed about two inches from the boiler. The entire

furnace is lined with fire-brick. The casing, consisting of

single fire-clay rings, and joined together hermetically, is

made to conform to tiie circle of the boiler, each end of the

rings bp/ng provided with a flange which rests in the side

wall, and is supported by arches as shown in Fig. I.

The center of the furnace, or bridge wall, is one-third the

length of the boiler, and is divided into four spaces, or

throats. The expansion chamber is fitted with a deflecting

plate at the end of the boiler. It will be seen that the fur-

nace consists of three compartments, viz.; the combustion

chamber, throats or bridge, and expansion chamber.

This furnace is devised for the use of powdered coal which

is pulverized and fed into the furnace as required. The feed

can be adjusted by suitable valves in the pulverizing ap-

paratus, at will of the operator or fireman. This coal enters

at the front of the furnace, or combustion chamber, through

a specially devised spreader, together with the air required

fof combustion. Upon entering the furnace, the coal dust

ignites at once and complete combustion rapidly ensues.

The gases enter the expansion chamber at the rear of the

setting and thence are carried through the tubes to the stack.

The ash resulting from the burning of the dust strikes a

deflecting plate in the expansion chamber and is thrown

into the lower part of the chamber where it remains until

removed.

Fig. 2 shows a battery of boilers equipped with the Peck

& Patterson apparatus. There is an air main carried over the

front ends, with pipes to each furnace; a blower furnishes

air under sufficient pressure to carry the coal dust into the

furnace. The coal crusher is located convenient to the sup-

ply and the powdered coal is carried along an open trough

in front of the boilers by a screw conveyor. The supply to

each furnace is regulated by a valve in the branch pipe.

The advantages claimed for this furnace are; the combus-

tion is more perfect, giving a substantial saving in fuel; the

cheapest grades of coal may be used; a more uniform dis-

tribution of heat, the heat reaching the boiler shell only by

radiation from the fire-proof casing; it is smokeless.

The furnaces are provided with grates of the ordinary

type for use in emergencies. The furnace can be adapted to

water tube boilers, in which case the combustion chamber is

separate and located in front of the ordinary setting.

One of these furnaces has been in experimental operation

for over three month? in a Pittsbugh plant, and has given

very satisfactory results.

The Consolidated Traction Company, of Jersey City, has

issued an order that newsboys will not be allowed to board

the cars in the future.
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THE THIRD RAIL SITUATION.

The "Daily Herald" of New Britain, Conn., reports the

president of the Boston & Maine Railroad on the subject of

the third rail as follows:

President Tuttle, of the Boston & Maine, has been talk-

ing interestingly with the Boston representative of the

Springfield Republican, on the future of the third rail elec-

tric system. He did not regard the third rail system as be-

yond an experimental stage in any part of the country. The

Nantasket railroad, operated by the Consolidated, is to be

regarded as still an experiment, and so is the third rail line

from Hartford to New Britain. These seem to operate suc-

cessfully, as far as they go, but they do not meet the prob-

lems of the main lines of railroad where there is a large

amount of local and express passenger travel and of freight

transportation. Thus far the third rail has operated light

Tuttle, of the Boston & Maine road, is not so enthusiastic

about the third rail as some of the Connecticut railroad men.

He can see very easily how single and detached cars can be

propelled by the new power, but he cannot see how it can be

used to furnish passenger or freight trains with force suffi-

cient to move them. This is the problem at present, and it

is bothering more people than President Tuttle. So far the

only practical result of the third rail experiment is to fur-

nish a method of competition with the trolley. And the most

peculiar feature of the situation is that the railroads would

never have dreamed of furnishing the facilities oflfered by

the third rail as long as they had a monopoly of the travel.

When the trolley began to do business, the steam railroads

began to think of the needs of the dear public."

To us it appears that the problem of working powerful

electric locomotives is not so serious as is indicated in the

VESTIBULE ON LINDELL RAILWAY, ST. LOUIS.

trains running, for comparatively short distances. If the so-

lution of the problem could be reached by breaking up the

present local passenger trains into single car service, with

such motor power as is now available, it could be solved

easily. But to do it, under the present system of operating

railroads, would require the construction of a new track for

that particular business. As it is now, a local passenger

train may be followed in a short time by an express as soon

as the passenger is out of the way. After the express may
come a long freight train. Both the express and the freight

require far more power than can be given by any motors

now in use. Electric transportation requires the breaking

up of local trains into such small parts as will interfere with

the freight and express passenger. The problem is not only

the division of the power now used for local passenger trains

into sufficiently small portions for the frequent running of

single cars, but there must be secured, also, if the same

tracks are to be used, suflRcient power for the large trains.

This step has not been taken yet, and hence, in a broad way,

it is perfectly true that the system of electric transportation,

as applied to the steam roads, is yet in an experimental

stage.

The "Herald" then comments editorially: "President

foregoing extracts. The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has

demonstrated that the most powerful freight locomotives

can be successfully operated on the overhead trolley system,

and the third rail presents less difficulties than does the over-

head wire.

A ST. LOUIS VESTIBULE.

The illustration is from two photographs showing views

of a car recently fitted with vestibules in the repair shops of

the Lindell Railway Company, of St. Louis. Vestibules

have been placed on this car for an experiment, and if they

are favorably considered other cars will likely be equipped.

The vestibules are similar on each end, and necessitated

some slight alterations to the dash and roof of the car as

may be seen in the cut. The approximate cost per car is

$ioo. We are indebted to the general superintendent, G.

W. BaumhofTF, for the photographs.

Two cars of the Wheeling (W. Va.) Railway Company
had a head-end collision in a dense fog. Four of the em-
ployes on the cars were painfully injured by flying glass and
splinters.
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WOMEN AS STREET RAILWAY SUPERIN-
TENDENTS.

By Anna E. Mitchener, Superintendent of the Tuscarawas Railroad Company.

do. And I hope soon to see the day when women will un-

derstand the benefits of and take their place in positions that

offer such benefits both to themselves and to humanity.

Basing my views on a brief but quite successful experi-

ence I would say that street railroading is a useful and fas-

cinating work, one wherein a woman may use originality

and tact at all times. The street railroad is first and fore-

most a public servant, and in that capacity one must study

the public with which one has to deal. For all publics are

not alike, and as far as the particular style of public to which

one caters is pleased, just so far will one meet with success.

A street car line must have the good opinion of the people

or it will be an absolute failure, and to gain that good opin-

ion it must have a steady, reliable car service and, above all,

trustworthy motormen and conductors. As a matter of

course, to have good car service means to have as good

cars as one can get, and thoroughly capable men in the

power house, but it is of the latter condition, motormen and

conductors, that I want to speak now. These men should

be selected with the greatest care, for—especially on an in-

terurban line—a great deal depends on them. The motor-

men should be the kind of men that make good soldiers

—

with a quick eye, a steady nerve, a strict attention to duty,

and should know well how to obey without questioning.

Conductors must be equally able to deal with a disorderly

crowd or to assist the aged and helpless, thus combining

two great powers, strength and tenderness. Of course, only

temperate and honest men should be employed in any way

by a street car company.

Believing, as I do, that so much depends upon the men,

it is necessary, after making a careful selection, to employ

the best methods of inducing them to do their best. And I

have found a mutual respect a great incentive in that line.

To be met on an equal footing, to be made to feel that one

gets credit for honest effort, and to know that mistakes,

when they are really accidental, will be treated kindly and

quietly by the employer, does much toward awakening the

better qualities in a man, and that being done, the rest fol-

lows, naturally. It has been my constant endeavor to make

our employes feel that what benefits the road benefits them,

and thus they put forth their best efforts. Above all else

they must understand that any work wherein a number of

men are employed, must have a head, and that it is their duty

to obey that head implicitly. Men are prone to think that a

woman knows nothing about law and order, and obey her

simply because she is a woman, but perseverance will grad-

ually win a way into their confidence, and when that is

gained the greatest difficulty has been overcome. With a

large force of men ready to obey, on the instant, any orders

that may be given them, there is a feeling of safety in the

face of the gravest danger.

Any woman may take up railroading and make a success

of it ; for I believe that it is a position for which women are

well fitted. A quick brain, dependence upon one's own

judgment, and a strict observance of the rules of law and or-

der will, with some knowledge of business principles, be

found the chief requirements. Constant contact with hu-

manity will broaden one's views, and the ever varying phases

of railroad business will brighten one's intellect to such an

extent that such a position affords a wide field for doing

good—that one thing, above all others, that women wish to

MlBs Anna E. Mitchener, who has for the last six months occu-

pied the position of superintendent of the Tuscarawas Railroad

Company, was born In Indiana in 1877, but removed with her

family to Salt Lake City when two years old, and her childhood

was spent on the shores of that inland sea. In 1891 her family

removed to New Philadelphia, Ohio, where Miss Mitchener at-

tended the High School and was graduated in 1894. The tollow-

MISS ANNA E. MITCHENER.

Ing fall she entered the Moravian Seminary at Bethlehem, Pa.,

expecting to pursue a classical course, but was obliged to with-

draw after six weeks of study because of the failure of her eyes.

In June, 1896, her father, C. E. Mitchener. completed arrange-

ments for the construction of an electric railway connecting New
Philadelphia and the "twin cities" of Uhrichsville and Denuison.

Miss Mitchener assisted her father In his correspondence and
clerical work, and in this way became acquainted with the road

In its infancy and gained in knowledge of the railway business as

it grew to completion. From the date of Its opening, September.

1896, she has been in the office and when her father was called

away on an extended trip in November last he decided to leave

the work in her hands. Since then she has filled the office of

superintendent and has met with marked success in every way.

NEW MISSOURI INTERURBAN.

The Hannibal, Palmyra & Suburban Electric Railway

has been organized with a capital stock of $275,000 to pur-

chase the present street railway in Hannibal, Mo., and build

extensions. These will be to South Hannibal, the Ceme-

teries and Hannibal Cave, about 2^ miles; to Oakwood,

about i^ miles, and to Palmyra, about 10 miles.

D. Thomson, of Hannibal, also advises us that the com-

pany will build a steam heating plant to supply the business

section of the city with heat from the exhaust of the power

station. Street railway, power and heating franchises for

33 years have been secured. A bond issue of $200,000 has

been authorized and will soon be placed on the market.

The safe in the office of the Buffalo & Williamsville Elec-

tric Railway Company was blown to pieces and the office

destroyed. As there was no money in the safe the mission

of the robbers was in vain.
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STRIKE AT SEATTLE.

The conductors and gripmen of the Front Street Cable

Railway Company, Seattle, Wash., struck for an increase of

wages to 22j^S cents per hour. There are 22 men running

six trains on the line which is a particularly hilly and cir-

cuitous one. Three years ago when the patronage was poor

on account of the hard times the uniform scale of wages was

reduced from 22>^^ cents to 20 cents per hour to those who

had been in the company's employ for more than a year, 19

cents for those between six and 12 months, and 18 cents for

those under six months. The men thought the increased

patronage justified a return to the old rate, but Receiver

Colvin did not look at it that way and employed new men

to run the cars. On account of private business affairs W.

M. Caldwell, the superintendent, has severed his conD°ction

with the company.
-•-•

HIGH SPEED ON THE LORAIN & CLEVE-
LAND.

The Lorain & Cleveland Railway has made some remark-

able records for high speeds. This line is 26>< miles long

running from Lorain to the Public Square in Cleveland;

from Lorain to Rocky River, about 18 milts, the company

owns the fee of the right of way. This portion of the line

is single track with turn-outs, and is practically devoid of

curves and grades; it is laid with 70-lb. rails. From Rocky

River to the Cleveland terminus, cars are operated over

city tracks.

The regular schedule time for the whole distance is 90

minutes, but the necessity of conforming to the city head-

way from Rock River to the Square makes the schedule

speed on the single track line about 30 miles per hour, in-

cluding all stops. The following is a copy of the record of

speed tests recently made.

Going West. Mi'es

Time. Distance. Minutes, per Hr.

r,v. Rocljy River double tracli. 12:10% 3.56 5'j 39

M: Dover Switcli 12:16

l,v. Dover .Switch 12:17 4.52 (i 15.1

Ar. Mitchell Switch 12:23

Lv. Mitchell Switch 12:24 2 44 8 4S.S

.\v. Avon Beach Tark 12:27

Lv. Avon Beach Park 12:28U l.Sl) 1'- 55..-.

.\r. Sheffield Switch 12:30

Ta-. Sliefflekl Switch 12:31 4 91 7 42.2

\v. Reverse Curve 12:38

16.82 23 43.8

Ooing East.

Lv. Reverse Curve 1 :4S 4.01 49.2

Ar. Sheffield 1 :54

.\r. Avon Beach Park 1:50 1.(54 2 49.2

Lv. Avon Beach Park 1 :!>9 2.44 3 49

Ar. Mitchell 2:02

Lv. Mitchell 2:15 4.52 6 45.1

Ar. Dover 2:21

Ar. Double Track 2:27 3.84 6 38.5

17.35 23 45.5

It will be remarked that the time going east was the same

as the time going west, but that the distance is .53 mile

greater going east. General Manager F. W. Coen says, in

explanation of this, that all the switches are on the north

side of the track and are taken going west, while going east

the entire distance is straight track. The highest speed for

any distance was 55.5 miles per hour; this was made on

straight and level track between switches. This speed and

the speed of 45.5 miles per hour for over 17 miles are be-

lieved to be the highest as yet attained on electric street rail-

ways.

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION POSTPONED.

BulTaloians have abandoned the idea of holding a Pan-

American Exposition near that city in 1899, owing to the

lack of financial support of the scheme. It will be remem-

bered that Capt. John M. Brinker, president of the Niagara

Falls & Lewiston Railway Company, is president of the

Pan-American Exposition Company, and that W. Caryl

Ely, president of the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Rail-

way, was selected as director general of the project. The

status of the scheme is recited in the following official state-

ment:

"While the progress made in the financial arrangements

for the Pan-American Exposition has been of a very satis-

factory character, and the interest manifested by the citizens

of the various communities on the Niagara frontier has been

most encouraging, the immediate development of the pro-

ject has been arrested by the unsettled condition of the pub-

lic mind because of the Spanish-Cuban complications and

the consequent apprehension of war. On account of this con-

dition of public affairs it is believed by those best able to

judge that at the present time it would be practically impos-

sible to secure from Congress that recognition for the expo-

sition which is considered eminently desirable to insure its

success. It is not improbable, however, that the condition

of material affairs may before long assume a more pacific

phase. If this proves to be the case, the question then con-

fronted will be 'Will there be sufficient time left in which to

carrv out the exposition in a comprehensive and effective

manner upon the lines hitherto contemplated?' Possibly the

answer may be in the negative, but even then it by no means

follows that the project will have lost its vitality. A post-

ponement of the time of holding the exposition for a year

or even until 1901, may be found expedient. Those orig-

inally interested in the enterprise will not definitely abandon

it until every means of carrying it to a successful issue have

been abandoned."

MIDDLETOWN GOSHEN TRACTION COM-
PANY.

The Middletown-Goshen Traction Company of Middle-

town, N. Y., has defaulted in the interest due January i, on

the first mortgage bonds, and a foreclosure is imminent.

To save the expense nf such a proceeding the company and

the bondholders have agreed to pay creditors 25 per cent

of their claims in full settlement before May i, iSgS. Nearly

all ofi the creditors have accepted these terms. The unse-

cured liabilities amount to $32,000. Those desiring to join

in this arrangement should notify Wm. B. & H. B. Royce,

75 North street, Middletown, The bondholders' committee

consists of Robert Wetherill. David A. Hunter and William

S. Grant, Provident building, Philadelphia.
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NOISELESS ROLLING STOCK.

The Review has called attention to the desirability of

noiseless rolling stock for electric railways, and now the

Chicago City Railway Company has built a car with that

conception embodied in every element of design. C. E.

Moore, master mechanic, worked out the details of the car,

and President Bowen was so well pleased with the idea that

he decided to have the car built and give it a thorough trial.

In the general dimensions of the body the car is the same

as the standard closed car of the company, with the addition

of the vestibules at the ends. The exterior is painted in the

different shades of green, but in other respects it resembles

the standard car, as may be seen in Fig. i. Fig. 2 shows

the interior of the car, which is very attractive. The car

steps are covered with rubber matting and the floor with

coca mats so arranged that the doors to the motors can be

easily opened. Beneath the mats and extending up under

the seats is a covering of "linoleum," which is extensively

facturing Company. The curtains are of special make of

tapestry with Forsyth fixtures.

In each window casing is a push-button, to be used by the

passengers to notify the conductor to stop the car. The but-

tons are connected to four dry cells under the seats to two

bells, one in each vestibule. The motorman is instructed to

pay no attention to any such signal, as the usual gong is

provided for signals to start and stop the car.

The Carter momentum brake is used on this car. The
brake staff is connected to a short horizontal shaft and bevel

gears, as may be seen in the illustration. This alteration

was made so that the brake staff could be placed close to the

dash and not obstruct the passageway.

The most striking peculiarity of the car is the decoration,

especially in the interior. No natural woods show in any

part, every bit of wood work being painted in some har-

monious shade of green. The decorative figures are all made
with stencils, and the effect is very pleasing. By this system

of painting, cheaper grades of lumber, and lumber that is

FIG. 2.—NOISELESS CAR, CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.—FIG. I.

used on hotel or corridor floors to deaden sound. Here it

prevents the transmission of the noise of the wheels and mo-

tors into the interior of the car. The panels beneath the win-

dows and in the roof of the monitor are stuffed with mineral

wool. The mineral wool is placed in paper sacks cut to fit

the hollow panels and pushed into place, and this effectually

prevents any drum-like vibration.

The windows are all fixed, which in some cases might be

an objection, but as it is only desirable to have windows

open for a few days in the spring and fall, open cars are put

in service as soon as the weather will permit, it was thought

that the freedom from rattling and the greater warmth

would more than compensate for the fixed windows. The

small windows in the monitor provide for ventilation. The

glass is set in rubber in the sash, and the sash is lined on

the outer edges with strips of rubber ^ in. square. The

doors are hung on rollers at the top instead of rolling on a

track at the bottom. The track is off-set at either end so

that when the door is fully opened or closed it is let down on

a flange at the bottom and rests on a rubber strip. The ar-

rangement of the doors and windows makes the car unus-

ually free from vibration and warm in winter. The heat is

supplied by a Columbia stove, made by the McGuire Manu-

off-color can be used. While the first cost of painting is a

little greater, it is believed that the test will demonstrate that

the maintenance charges will be less.

The motors are the standard Westinghouse 12 A, 30 h. p.,

and the controllers are the General Electric K2.

VAN DORN'S LATEST.

W. T. Van Dorn, of the W. T. Van Dorn Company, Chi-

cago, whose couplers are standard on so many roads, has

just brought out a new invention which has received the

strongest endorsement from every steam and street railway

man to whom it has been shown. It is a spring housing for

draft rigging for steam and electric roads. He has combined

in two parts four-fold spring resistance, each way, and this

can be increased to an indefinite extent without an increase

in the number of parts except the springs. The principle

is equally well adapted to car trucks for electric railways

or steam roads. The M. C. B. coupler requires 59 condi-

tions to apply, while the Van Dorn has only 10 conditions,

and gives unlimited spring resistance in addition. Every

claim set forth in the patent was fully allowed.
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OWNERS OF STREET RAILWAY STOCKS.

The stock in the three large street railways in this city is

held, not by a few millionaires as many suppose, but is di-

vided among nearly 3,000 stockholders, of whom a very con-

siderable number are widows and wards. A recent resume

of the stock records of tlie companies resulted in the tabula-

tion of the following figures:

West Chicago Street Railroad:

Owners oi 1 share I'j^

Owners of 2 to 5 shares 532

Owners of 6 to 10 shares 245

Owners of 10 to 50 shares l^^

Owners of 50 to 100 shares 234

Owners of 101 to 1,000 shares ITT

Owners of more than 1,000 shares 18

Total stockholders 1.744

Chicago City Railway:

Owners of one share 22

Owners of two to five shares **2

Owners of five to ten shares 62

Owners of 10 to 50 shares 222

Owners of 50 to 100 shares 65

Owners of 100 to 500 shares 1-10

Owners of 500 to 1,000 shares 31

Owners of 1,000 shares and over 24

Total shareholders 648

Number of women stockholders 245

North Chicago Street Railroad:

Owners of 1 share 1**

Owners of 2 to 5 shares 88

Owners of 6 to 10 shares 60

Owners of 10 to 50 shares 195

Owners of 50 to 100 shares 68

Owners of 100 to 1,000 shares 106

Owners of more than 1,000 shares 7

Total stockholders 542

» ' »

THE LONDON UNDERGROUND STEAM
ROADS.

For nearly 30 years the steam locomotives have been used

to operate the cars on two undergi-ound railways of London.

These tunnels have been poorly ventilated, which has been

a source of trouble for many years. The traffic has con-

stantly increased, and last year 136,680,884 passengers were

carried. Very large sums of money have been spent in the

construction and equipment of these roads. The Metropol-

itan Railway is 69>4 miles and the Metropolitan District

Railway is 14J4 miles long, the cost of the two aggregating

$100,000,000. Last year Parliament appointed a committee

to investigate the question of a suitable traction system. The

first conclusion of the committee was that electric traction

should be adopted. It seems rather singular that the man-

agement should state that: 'The moment we can get a re-

liable firm or combination to undertake the working by

electricity we shall accept it," and 'The question to be

solved was having a sufficient reserve of energy in the event

of two, three, four or more trains wanting to start at the

same time for them to do so. That was a problem exciting

the minds of electricians." Perhaps these are questions

taxing the capacities of the companies and electricians of

England, but they simply provoke a smile with designers

and manufacturers of American apparatus. Yet there is ob-

jection to employing American engineers to make the much-

needed alteration with American apparatus.

CAR BARN DESTROYED BY FIRE.

During the blizzard of February 20 the car barn of the

Menominee (Mich.) Electric Light, Railway & Power Com-
pany caught fire and was entirely destroyed. There were

eight motor cars, five trailers and repair wagons in the barn

at the time; of these only three cars in a badly damaged con-

dition were rescued. The fire was attributed to a live wire

in the barn. The loss is estimated at $30,000, with insur-

ance of $1,500 on the building and $19,000 on the cars.

Superintendent Daniel telegraphed orders for new cars to

be delivered April i, and asked for spare cars from the rail-

way companies of Marinette, Janesville and Escanaba.

SCORES THE VESTIBULE.

The Salem (Mass.) "Observer" says: A terrible accident

occurred on the New People's Line of electric cars at West
Newbury on Monday, during the storm,which demonstrated

most terribly the danger which street car people have urged

agains the vestibuled car, the liability of collision. It was

by far the worst electric car accident in the history of Essex

county and it is a source of satisfaction,that there were only

a few people in each of the colliding cars for had they been

heavily laden the loss of life must have been terrible. As it

was one of the motormen had his leg cut off and the con-

ductor was thrown down and his leg broken. The accident

occurred at the foot of the famous Pikestave hill. The cars

were off the regular time and the motormen did not discover

each other's cars, until they were so close together that their

momentum could not be arrested.

EXHIBITS AT ILLINOIS STATE MEETING.

On the invitation of the members of the executive com-

mittee of the Illinois Street Railway Association, a meeting

was held in the Tremont house on February 19 to discuss

the question of an exhibit at the coming state association

convention. A committee of supply men was appointed with

W. J. Cooke chairman, to canvass the matter.. This commit-

tee did so and met at the office of the Wells-French Car

Company on February 24, where it was found nearly all the

proposed exhibitors had already promised other exhibits at

the same date as the Illinois ineeting and therefore it became

impossible to make a display at the state meeting. It was

unanimously voted to recommend to the executive commit-

tee the change of a few days in the date, so as to bring that

convention to the date set for the convention of the National

Electric Light Association, which convenes in this city on

June 7, 8 and 9, in which event the supply inen could make

a joint railway and lighting display. Inasmucn as the two

meetings are only a few days apart and many delegates will

want to attend both, it would seem altogether the wiser plan

to change the Illinois date to conform to that of the Electric

Light Association, each association meeting separately but

with the exhibits all being under one roof.

President Patterson is strongly in favor of the plan and as

soon as he can get a meeting of his committee, it is expected

the proposed scheme will be adopted.
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interesting Bits of Information from all Parts of the Conntry,

Boiled Down fo;' Busy Readers.

The street railways of Chicago have applied to the city

council for franchises on some 12 miles of streets.

During the winter time the Twin City Rapid Transit

Company of St. Paul runs a sand car over its lines each

night and sands the rails, an extra supply being given to

the track at grades.

A head-end collision between trolley cars of the Lowell

& Suburban Street Railway Company occured in North

Chelmsford, Mass., in which several persons were severely

injured and the cars badly damaged.

A motor car of the Evansville (Ind.) Street Railway

Company was struck by a passenger engine of the Eastern

Illinois Railroad, the conductor being killed and the motor-

man and one passenger seriously injured.

The Plainfield (N. J.) Street Railway Company has put

in a new equipment of motors one on each truck and these

have given good satisfaction. Not one burn-out has re-

sulted from the snow and water since the new motors were

put on the cars.

An open switch at 31st street and Center avenue, Chica-

go, which the motorman failed to notice in time to stop,

permitted a trolley car to leave the track and take a run over

the pavement. A pedestrian standing near the track, wait-

ing for the car to pass, was run over and badly injured.

An attempt was made to hold up a car of the St. Joseph

Railway, Light, Heat & Power Company but the prompt ac-

tion of the conductor put the highwayman to rout. The

conductor drew his revolver when threatened and the robber

took refuge behind a trolley pole until the car was out of

range.

The statement of the Metropolitan Street Railway, New
York, for the last quarter of 1897, shows an increase in the

number of passengers carried of 2,214,000; in two years the

increase has beeen 10,906,740. The earnings on the stock

for the quarter were 1.785 per cent as against 1.36 per cent

in 1896, and 1.19 per cent in 1895.

The report of the Toronto Railway Company gives the

net profits for 1897 as $332,022; of this dividends of 33^ per

cent on the capital stock took $210,000, and paving charges

$60,000. During the year 10 closed and 20 open motor cars

were built in the company's shops, and 31 metal trucks and

50 motor equipments were added.

The board of directors of the Worcester (Mass.) & Sub-

urban Railway Company decided to issue no more pass-

books as they have been a constant source of trouble. No
one will be entitled to ride free on the cars except employes

in uniform. Even the officers and directors will be com-

pelled to pay the full fare on the cars.

An ordinance has been introduced in the Oakland (Cal.)

city council providing that each street car in the city shall

have a crew of two men, each of whom shall not be less than

21 years of age. Some of the conductors employed by the

street railway companies are mere boys and this ordinance

is designed to put a stop to this custom.

The breaking of an intermediate gear in the cable plant

of the Ninth street line, Kansas City, on February 21, tied

up that line for 23 hours. A similar accident also occurred

a week later in the plant at St. Paul. This accident was
caused by a loose nut falling into the mesh, breaking out

the teeth in blocks of five. Such accidents are quite rare.

Some miscreant piled stones on the track of Hagerstown
(Md.) Railway Company, evidently for the purpose of

wrecking the car. The motorman discovered the stones in

time and removed them. Later in the evening the conduc-

tor was struck in the face by a stone. This was likely done

by a passenger who was ejected by the conductor a short

time before.

A verdict of $10.10 was given to G. W. Carr against the

Toledo Traction Company because he was compelled to pay

an extra fare for an improperly punched transfer and a

transfer was refused him on another line for the reason that

he had not asked for it at the time he paid his fare. The
case was immediately appealed and will be sharply contested

by the company.

The Macon (Ga.) Consolidated Street Railroad Company
has made a change in the length of the working days of its

conductors and motormen. Formerly their services have
been required from 12 to 18 hours a day, but now nine hours

is a day's work with a maximum of 12 hours. By this

change a large number of extra men have been given per-

manent employment.

During the rush hours in the morning and evening the

trolley service on Brooklyn bridge has been found inade-

quate. A 15-second, and in some cases a l2-second, sched-

ule is maintained but so great are the crowds, especially in

the evenings, that it is like a Fourth of July jam at a pleasure

resort. The cars from the seven lines now using the bridge

number 2,050 per day but later on the cars from 15 lines

will run over the bridge.

A bill has been introduced in the New York assembly

compelling the street railway companies of New York city

to provide two conductors to each car between the hours of

6 and 9 a. m., noon and 2 p. m., and between 4 and 8 p. m.

Another bill provides that all the cars in the city, running

less than the entire length of the line, shall have a sign

showing their final destination.

The village board of Oak Park, a suburb of Chicago, m
sists upon the observance of an old ordinance which pro

vides that the Chicago, Harlem & Batavia Railway shall

furnish gates or flagmen at all street crossings in the village.

This line is operated by the Suburban Railroad Company,

and to comply with the law each car stops on the near side

of every cross street, while the conductor walks leisurely

ahead with a red flag.
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Sir Frederick Bramwell is quoted as saying: "Another

reason why electric traction has not made more headway in

this country (England) as compared with America, is that

in the United States they have not, as we have, legislation

which checked private industry and would compel the pro-

prietors to sell their property after a certain number of

years at the price of old iron."'

The Barney & Smith Car Company, of Dayton, O., has

commenced a suit for $19,000 against the Syracuse Rapid

Transit Company for cars built by the former company. W.
W. Hazzard purchased the cars and gave securities for

$19,000. The car company claims that the railway company

is liable, Mr. Hazzard acting as its agent, but this is denied

and payment refused by the transit company.

The statement of the earnings of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company indicates a decided improvement in traffic

over the last two years. For the month of February the

earnings were $385,967, which is more than $25,000 above

the incomes of either 1896 or 1897 for the corresponding

month. For the eight months preceding March i the earn-

ings were $3,607,823, a large increase over preceding years.

There is a city ordinance in Indianapolis that all street

cars shall be heated when the temperature is less than 20"

above zero. A passenger noticed that there was no heat

turned on one morning when the temperature stood at 19"

above and complained to the police court. J. M. Elliot,

superintendent of the Citizens' Street Railway Company,

was fined $5 for the violation, but an appeal to the circuit

court was taken.

Messrs. Bundy & Thompson, formerly room clerks at the

Hotel Hollenden, Cleveland, have entered the field on their

own account, and are now the proprietors of the "Stillman,"

which is centrally located on the famous Euclid avenue, and

is absolutely fire proof. They are very popular young men

with a wide acquaintance among the street railway men,

who will find the Stillman a good place to make headquar-

ters when visiting in Cleveland.

A peddler, while driving along the track of the Consoli-

dated Street Railway Company, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

fell asleep on his seat, it being late at night. There soon

followed a head-end collision with a trolley car, which could

not be slopped in time. The force of the blow threw the

man through the front window into the vestibule of the car

with hardly a scratch. The only unfortunate result of the

accident was that the horse was killed.

A motor car of the Chicago City Railway Company was

struck by four wild freight cars loaded with stock while

crossing the Grand Trunk Railroad. The car was thrown

violently on its side, killing the motorman and rendering

unconscious two of the passengers. The grade crossing was

guarded by gates and a flagman, and the conductor preced-

ed the car but they failed to notice the detached freight cars

which were coming swiftly and silently to the crossing.

just been finished along the 14th street line, which are now
running as far as the Treasury building. The current is

supplied from the power station of the Potomac Electric

Company and the whole system is working with perfect

satisfaction. The cars will not be put in operation on the

Pennsylvania avenue line before the power station of the

traction company is completed.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company has invited com-

petitive designs for a standard passenger station and a prize

of $1,000 is to be given for the successful plan. The inten-

tion is to get a structure which combines strength and se-

curity with architectural beauty. W. E. Baker, general

manager of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway

Company, of Chicago, and W. T. Groundie, of the Kings

County Elevated Railroad, has been called in for consulta-

tion. All plans will be submitted for the approval of Mayor
Quincy.

The Michigan Manufacturing Company, Ypsilanti, Mich.,

is meeting with much success with the Sweet rail drill, man-

ufactured by it. This drill, which was illustrated in the Re-

view, July, 1897, can be adjusted to or removed from the

work in three seconds; it is simple in construction and can

be operated by the cheapest labor. The drills are made for

either T or girder rails, and there are special designs for

structural work. The weight is about 150 lbs., and when it

is desired to move it, it is turned upside down, and the bal-

ance wheels serve as a truck.

Arrangements have been completed between the Cleve-

land, Painesville & Eastern Railroad Company and the

postal authorities to operate a mail car over the lines of the

company. A new car will be built at once according to the

specifications of the post office department. The car will

leave Painesville going west daily at 6:30 a. m. and 2:30 p.

m., and will leave Cleveland at 8:30 a. m. and 1 130 p. m. A
mail clerk will be in charge of the car and distributions will

be made along the route which will be a great boon to the

residents of the suburban towns.

The Capital Traction Company, of Washington, has

started its cars on the electric conduit system which has

The motormen on some of the Brooklyn trolley lines took

a unique method of protecting their faces from the wind and

snow during the recent blizzard. One man, whose face had

been blistered by the driving snow and the cold bought a

false face at a toy shop and tucked it in between his fur cap

and collar. The efficacy of this idea was recognized by his

fellow employes, who were likewise exposed, and they

adopted the same plan for protection. To those who were

on the streets at the time of the storm it was a fantastic

sight to see the grotesque faces peering out from the front

platforms of the cars.

By a strange irony of fate the claim agent of one of the

roads in Kansas City was badly injured by one of his own
company's cars. At last accounts he was spending the fore-

noon in presenting the merits of his case to himself and

trying to work on his own sympathies for a liberal allow-

ance for these well nigh mortal injuries; and the afternoon

in the endeavor to make himself believe he was out of town

at the time the trouble occurred; meanwhile, being his own
attorney, he has to lie awake nights for fear he will settle

with the company on the quiet, and lose his fees for having

handled the case and secured the settlement.
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The International convention of the gas, electric light and

street railway men, comprising the Texas Street Railway

Association, the Texas Gas & Electric Light Association,

and delegates from Mexico, was held in Laredo, Texas,

March 9-1 1, inclusive. There were a number of causes

which combined to make it impossible for many of the street

railways of the state to be represented, and the plan, orig-

inally outlined, of having separate meetings of the two asso-

ciations was abandoned, and the papers by street railway

men were read before the joint sessions.

The convention was called to order at g a. ni., Wednesday,

March 9, and L. J. Christen, mayor of Laredo, delivered the

address of welcome, as follows:

Address of Welcome.

The city of Laredo bids me greet the stranger within our

gate, not as a foreigner, but as a guest and friend, for whom
nothing that we have is too good; and never was a behest

more gratefully obeyed. When I say "welcome," I would

wish you to understand it in that generous hospitality that it

bears in our own south-land. We shall endeavor to bear

substantial testimony to the fact that we are not unmindful

of the compliment and honor bestowed upon us in the selec-

tion of our city for your convention. These words, my
friends, are not addressed to you as lip tricks, and in no

spirit of time-serving or apology.

The marvels of your electric currents outrival all the

magic of necromancer and alchemist. You are compelling

nature to reveal the secrets which she has so artfully con-

cealed. Your science is the magnet of our times. It woos
the thinker and the worker alike; it opens careers and pays

rewards of dazzling brilliancy. Ever since Edison has made
our life almost automatic and your science so alluring, devo-

tees have been flocking to it by the thousands.

The marvelous triumphs of electricity have been as benefi-

cent as they are great. You have in myriads of ways minis-

tered to our comfort. You are the benefactors of our race

and the civilized world is gazing with amazement upon the

wonders of your inventions.

My friends, I shall not trespass further upon your atten-

tion. You have heard that Mr. Lincoln, when called upon by

a body of clergymen to suggest certain measures during the

v\ar, said to them that "most words he listened to in life gen-

erally reminded him of something, but what they had said

did not remind him of anything." But the scientific men
that 1 see before me today remind me of something, indeed;

and I had begun the preparation of an elaborate address to

tell you of the great things of which you reminded me, but

the atmosphere become so suddenly charged with electricity

by your arrival that Mr. Yeager's wires became crossed and

we were enveloped in utter darkness; and as I am constitu-

tionally opposed to working by lamp-light, 1 resolved to cut

my speech short and to confine myself to wishing you, one

and all, a most hearty welcome.

President Drake, of the Texas Street Railway Associa-

tion, responded in a happy speech thanking the mayor and

the citizens of Laredo, and concluded by introducing Anto-

nio de la Fuente, one of the delegates from Mexico, who ad-

dressed the convention. The following is a translation of

his remarks:

Ladies and Gentlemen; The bonds that bring all coun-

tries into nearer and more friendly relations are those of

fraternity. The light that shines the brightest over the path

of progress is that of intelligence, and the shorest road to

prosperity is that of honest labor. Today, one of the cities

of our sister republic opens with creditable pomp the doors

of one of its temples built to honor the fruits of labor and in-

telligence, to receive us as brothers and make us participate

in the admiration of the latest achievements of science.

It affords me a real pleasure to comply with the honorable

commission vested in me by the Mexican delegates, to e.x-

press our sincere appreciation of the words of kindness we
received in reaching the land of the immortal Washington
from the distinguished mayor of this city. At the same time

I receive no less satisfaction in expressing that we feel grate-

ful to the initiators of this valuable meeting of intelligence,

to which meeting the Mexican delegates attend possessed

of the deepest feelings of admiration, respect and friendship

;

I say admiration because such is due to all which is wonder-

ful; respect, for such is the tribute we owe to the conquests

of knowledge, and friendship, because the bonds of frater-

nity which unite our countries are daily growing stronger.

It is this principle of union that we must guard, and every

citizen of the two great republics must concur in the task of
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preserving it, with as much fidelity as we preserve the mem-
ory of our great ancestors.

L. T. Fuller, president of the Texas Gas & Electric Light

Association, responded to the address of Senor Fuente, as

follows

:

It is with pleasure we greet you at this, the fourth annual

meeting of our association, and we assure you we feel highly

honored by your presence among us, and hope that your

visit will be a pleasure to you and that you may profit by this

meeting and find something that may be useful to you. Wc
must, nevertheless, remind you that ours is a young associa-

tion, but our members you will find are among the principal

gas and electric light plants of our state, and some amon.L;

us represent the great industries of the United States, you

will also find that a great many of our principal manufactur-

ing industries are represented in the display and exhibit

Associate Work.

BT CABL p. DRAKE, AUSTIN.

The Good Book teaches us that God created man after His own
image. If He had also given us those other attributes that go to

make up a perfect creature, we should have but little reason to

discuss the question of associate work, or to consider the evils

as well as the benefits that arise from a concert of action amongst
tliose whose interests harmonize.

Associate work is as old as history—yes, even older than writ-

ten history; and so far as modern times are concerned, when the

first bright rays if civilization cast their glinting beams on the

dark ages of barliarism; when the semi-barbarous tribes of Eu-

rope liegau to feel the warmth of the new and better life, associ-

ate work was found necessary. First the traders and the crude

artisans joined together for mutual protection as against the

neighboring tribes; then the masses organized to protect them-

selves against the more powerful owners of the land; then certain

classes of mechanics and artisans associated themselves together

MAYOR CHRISTEN. PRESIDENT DRAKE. PRESIDENT FULLER.

which you will be shown; the papers that will be read in

your hearing we hope may be of interest to you, and that it

will be a pleasure to have you enter into the discussion of

them; and we desire to have the pleasure of numbering you

among our membership at this the beginning of our first in-

ternational association meeting and hope it will redound to

our mutual interest, and that you will lend your aid and

kindly preferred endeavors in building up an association that

we may all feel proud of in the future.

At the first inception of this international meeting it was

unanimously agreed by our executive committees to invite

you, and again I assure you, we feel by your presence that

we have been honored, and we thank your consul, Senor

Ornelas, at San Antonio, and the minister of foreign affairs

of the Republic of Mexico, for the kindness shown and in-

terest taken in aiding us in bringing about this meeting, and

we also have to thank the senors in the several states that

have so courteously aided us, and have to regret that the

time was so short that some of them could not accept the in-

vitation and be present with us.

Now, gentlemen, as the mayor of the city has so kindly

tendered to you and us the hospitalities of the city of Lar-

edo, we now turn you over to the members and our ladies

and the several committees, and hope you will feel at home
among us.

to protect some trade secret or particular style of workmanship.
These latter organizations—guilds as they were called—soon spread

over Europe and, particularly in the northern countries, became
important factors of government. And so on down—the laboring

classes, the commercial elements, and the very government itself

has found the corner stone ou which to erect the structure of

success in associate work. And so long as organized labor has

lieen confined to the honorable upbuilding of trade, commerce or

good government, so long has associate work been most valuable;

and if it had been confined to these channels there would have

been but little use for us to discuss the advantages and benefits

to be derived from associate work. But, unfortunately, like many
other of the choicest gifts to man, the power that comes from a

concert of action has so often been abused that even the most

innocent organization, formed as ours is, not for gain or to foster

the interests of any man or class of men, but rather as an educa-

tional institute, is looked upon with suspicion, and its actions

closely watched by every shyster politician who hopes by this

means to further some personal interest, even at the cost of the

betterment of our people. This, my friends, is not confined to

our own country, but wherever the touch of liberty has opened

the gates to discussion.

Now, for a moment let us consider the reasons why we must

defend as well as advocate associate work. As far back as the

ninth century we find associate work in the feudal system, which

is the foiuidation of our present form of government. Associate

work was necessary for protection and development, but as the

lord grew strong and waxed rich from the labors of his vassals,

the old Adam developed and caused him to take advantage of his

stronger organization to overthrow his neighbor, and thus the
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story of evil results from the purest and best inueptiuus. And
from that day tbe same uulonuuale priudples, ur, ratlier, the

lack of principles, have caused man lo pervert those good things

tor pernicious and unlawful purposes. Such is the history of

man's ambition, and often ot his downfall.

Early in the sixties trades unions sprang up in England, fos-

tered and encouraged by the government, and were doubtless ot

much beneht to the laboring classes, but, unfortunately, as they

grew stronger there was but a repetition of history. Their power
became such an important factor in the commerce that it was
found necessary for the government to appoint a commission to

examine into the modus operandi of the trades unions. This

resulted in the enactiun of laws in 'GU, '71 and '75, dehning theii

rights and prescribing the limits to which they might combine,

and how far their acts were lawful. Germany, France and Italy

have also found it necessary to deal with these questions with

more or less severe measures.

Of the dai'ker side of associate work in our own country, about

the hrst combination that proved a menace to society and threat-

ened our commercial interests was that horrible organization

formed amongst the coal miners of I'euusylvania, known as the

"JUoUy McGuires". Horrible in its inception, dangerous from its

birth, it took most severe measures to suppress it; and did more
liarm to labor and kindred peaceful organizations than can be

eradicated by a thousand useful deeds. Perhaps the next most
dangerous was that created by one Debs, who boasted but a year

or two ago that at his word a million men would lay down their

tools, and so hamper the wheels of commerce that the world of

business must accede to his most outrageous demands; and while

scarcely 5,0UU answered his call, yet a trail of blood was left be-

hind, and many widows and helpless children even today cry

aloud against a crime perpetrated under the name of peaceful

organization. But enough of this; we have endeavored to illus-

trate the evils that may arise from the vicious use of a most

worthy method, where the greed for power or the hope of gain

may cause trouble and disaster when ijlaced in the hands of the

avaricious or the ignorant.

Now let us look at the other side of associate work, and the

advantages that may be derived from a proper use of its powers.

The very foundation and corner stone of every Christian and
civilized government is based upon organized efforts, and no

nation exists lo-day that cannot trace its origin and progress to

associate work, and it we but had the time to compare the

growth of the recognized nations of the world we would lind that

the ratio of united action measures the amount of development

attained. The two grandest examples of the present age, the

United States and her sister Republic of Mexico, are lessons of

associate work that will live so long as history sliall live. Divided

as we are into municipalities and states, for the better manage-

ment of local affairs, we are each a grand association for the pur-

pose of better government, furnishing a larger field for develop-

ment and better protection of our citizens. In our own country,

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the Knights of La-

bor, as operated under the guiding hand of Mr. Powderly, together

with the hundreds of commercial clubs and kindred organizations,

all bear witness to the wisdom of and the benefits to be derived

from associate work. Associate work has, by its fostering care,

given to us the greatest gems of art; by its support and encour-

agement developed for our use the best thoughts of man. It has

budded well of church and school; it has been the best friend of

the scientist; it has brought together the greatest minds of the

world; and by an interchange of experience and the introduction

of new thoughts has given to us the wonderful development and
advancement of the nineteenth century. Individual minds must,

of a necessity, if much work is accomplished, work in a single

channel; and the collection of these ideas by association Is what
gives the world the best and greatest results. They formulate

and prepare; then, by the aid of associated capital, theories be-

come facts. What individual would have linked the Atlantic

to the Pacific with an iron bond that makes orient and the Occi-

dent almost one? What single person had the power to wrest

from savage hands the broad plains of our beloved nation and
offer them up to the sturdy frontiersman? Who, without associ-

ate work, could have turned these wild lands to the richest gar-

dens, with a wealth of products that feed and clothe the world?

Who would bare dared to link all nations together with a wire,

each moment palsatlng with the news from all the world? And

80 on we might at length illustrate the advantage of working
together. Yes, my friends, we live in an age when man must
realize that he is but an atom in the march of progress; we must
realize that no matter how stalwart we may be we cannot combat
with the wave of associate work.

We meet here to-day as the representatives of two organiza-

tions, whose members have taken up for their life work the study

of that wonderful power, the effects of which we know so much,
but of its origin and the limitation of its power so little—a power
that we have chained by but a slender thread. We know that it

is all powerful, but from whence it comes or what its limits are,

we know not; we still grope in the darkness of theory, with but a

limited aiiplicalion. These gentlemen who have made particular

branches of the work their study, come to tell you of the knowl-

edge that they have gained, to interchange their varied experi-

ences, realizing that by association each may help the other to a

better understanding, so that we may all be more useful and suc-

cessful workers. Who can for a moment question great benefits

of a concert of action? Who can say in honesty that the benefit.s

do not far exceed the evils that arise from men forming them-

selves into organized bodies? Why, the very organizations such

as we represent are necessary to hold in check and to overcome

ji. -
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the evil effects of man's greed. Civilization, church, state, sci-

euce, the arts—all demand the best efforts of man, and man singly

c.iunot combat with the demands ot the progressive age in which

«e live; thereiore, the peculiar necessity for combined effort. So

let us active workers upon whose shoulders rests the responsibil-

ity of writing the last pages in the great book of the nineteenth

cintury so unite our efforts that our children and our children's

children, when our life's work is over and they are called to add

their chapter to the history of the new century, may look back

upon us and our work with pride and satisfaction that can only

come from gleaning the best thoughts, separating the chaff from

the wheat, and in the great mill of associate woi-k bringing forth

the richest proceeds garnered from the experiences of a century

that will then be dead.

Tlie meeting then adjourned till 2 p. m., when the officers

and committees made their reports, and the convention pro-

ceeded with papers. The papers read by the delegates from

the street railways will be found at the conclusion of the re-

port of the convention. The papers read by the gas and

electric light men included:

"Meter vs. Flat Rates," by J. R. Cullinane, Denison.

"Uniform Voltage and Continuous Service," by George

R. Cushman, San Antonio.

"Street Mains and Services," by J. H. Fitzgerald, Hous-

ton.

"The Ups and Downs of the Manager,'' by J. D. Oliger,

Cleburne.

"Instantaneous Water Heaters," by Tb.omas D. Miller,

Dallas.

"Experiments in Efficiencies," by E. E. Gibbon, Corpus

Christi.

"An Electric Furnace," by J. D. Cox, Galveston.
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"Rates for Electric Lighting," by E. L. Wells, Jr., Mar-

shall.

"Miscellaneous Matters," by W. L. Hall, Mexico.

On Friday morning it was decided to consolidate the two

associations, and the new one will be known as the South-

western Light and Street Railway Association. Officers of

the new association were elected as follows: President, Carl

F. Drake, Austin; secretary, E. L. Wells, Marshall; trea-

surer, Fred Frier, San Antonio.

The delegates were handsomely entertained by the local

committees', and the citizens of Laredo during; the intervals

CONVENTION HALL.

between the meetings of the conventions. Among the ex-

cursions was one to coal mining regions, 28 miles from La-

redo.

After the adjournment on Friday evening the delegates

left on a special train over the Mexican National Railroad

for Monterey, Mexico, where they spent Sunday. The gold

and silver mines and "El Toro" were the attractions at Mon-

terey.

Among the e,xhibitors were the Waco Electrical Supply

& Plumbing Company, Waco, Tex.; the Electric Ap-

pliance Company, Chicago; the Western Electrical Sup-

ply Company, St. Louis; the General Electric Company,

Dallas, Tex.; the Central Electric Company, Chicago.

Trucks and Their Maintenance.

BY GEOKQE D. HABTSON, DALLAS.

The truck bears about the same relation to the equipiuent of a

car as the management does to the road; it receives the blows,

shocks and strains from the hard conditions in which it may be

placed and delivers them softened and equalized to the traveling

public in the form of comfort and pleasure. It is the court where
Justice is turned to mercy.

The first or incipient attempts at trucks were simply pedestal

boxes fastened to the car body to furnish bearings for the axles,

but now they are built to support and strengthen the car sills and

protect the car and its load from the blows, jars and strains of

severe service. Much work and cost of maintenance can be saved

l)y a careful selection when getting equipment.

The first quality to look for is strength—ability of the parts to

hold up and last. They should be braced so strong that they will

stay in line and hold the wheels in line both on straight track

and in going around curves. It is almost certain that sharp

flanges and double treads are caused by the trucks allowing the

wheels to get out of line.

The second is simplicity. A solid side bar is better than one

built up of pieces bolted or riveted together, for it is almost

needless to remind you that every bolt, nut. rivet or joint calls for

inspection and attention, or it will be only a matter of time when
they will work loose and repairs, if not worse, will be necessary.

The fewer pieces, the less attention will be required.

Tiie third puiat iii convenience. 8ome trucks seem designed so

that you can only get at the renewable parts in your mind and
hardly with tools. To hang a motor, it is uecessai'y to take oft

the car body, and to replace a pair of worn-out wheels will take

all bauds half a day, and to renew a brake shoe the car has to go

over the pit. Motors must be inspected and overhauled, wheels
will wear out and must be changed, and brake shoes must be re-

newed; and speaking of brake shoes—when will the truck maker
win the lasting gratitude of the motorman and shopman by ar-

ranging an adjustable brake spring to let out as the shoe wears
thinV Many a broken brake spring and many a cracked rib have
been the results of the usual •'once for all" spring in common use.

The spring should have an adjustment of at least IV2 in. to allow

ten- wear ot the brake shoe and wheel.

The fourth quality, and an important one, is its riding quality.

Some trucks ride easily at no load or light load, and others ride

easily only when the car is loaded. A happy combination is one

not too stiff when light and not "hard down ' when loaded. The
springs of a truck should have a short memory, a pitch hole in

the track should not be repeated over and over again by the

springs after the rough place has been passed. From common
practice it appears necessary to have both coil and leaf springs.

The area ot brake shoe surface should be sutUcieut to stop the

car, but not enough to cause the wheel to slide. Many patterns

of shoes could be shortened with safety in running and longer

life to the car wheeL
The lubrication of the axle is belter accomplished by oil and

wick feed than by heavy grease. Who has tried roller bearings

and gained experience from their use?

In closing, I will suggest a question: Why can there not be a

standard axle—standard in length, at least, if it is impossible to

be standard in diameter?

Car Bodies; Their Maintenance and Repair.

BY FRANK E. SCOVILL, AUSTIN.

ri'p maintenance and repair of car bodies being an important

item of expense in the operation of a street railway system, the

executive committee selected it as one of the subjects to be dis-

cussed at this meeting, and having asigned it to me I shall en-

deavor to present it in as brief a manner as possible.

The Cost of maintenance and repairs of car bodies is on the

same basis as that of any other part of the equipment, a great

deal depending on the original purchaser and the honesty ot the

builder.

To maintain car bodies properly every system should have at

least one extra body to evei7 five cars in service in order to be

able to spare one or mote at any time for repairs. They should

be frequently examined and great care should be taken to pre-

vent the bodies getting loose in the joints or otherwise seriously

injured before having proper

attention, as in that case the

expense of repairs will be much
greater and the life of the car

be very much reduced.

Car bodies that are used in

this climate must of necessity

have more attention and great-

er care than those used in most

other parts of the country, ow-

ing to the long and continued

hot seasons. The hot sun of

this climate is exceedingly hard

on wood work and paints. Con-

tinued drought, often lasting

live or six months at a time,

causes joints to open and paint

to crack and peel, and in many
sections of our state the .tlkali

or lime dust is very destructive

to the interior finish of the car,

and experience has taught us

FRANK E. SCOVILL. that plush or cloth cushions are

in all cases to be avoided.

It is our belief that the only way that car bodies can be prop-
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Frniik E. ScovlU was born In the Town of Canaan, LItchfleld county.
Conn., June 14, l,Sfi2. At the age of 15 he entered the employ of the
Western Union Telegraph Company as n messenger. In 18,S0 he became
connected with the telephone business, flrst with the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company at New Britain, and later with the same company at

Lynn. In 1S88 Mr. Scovlll's health failed and he was advised to go
west; he went to St. Paul, Minn., and became manager of one of the

Erie Telephone & Telegraph Company's exchanges. Shortly afterwards
he went with a lighting company and remained in the northwest with
the Western Electric Company and the General Electric Company until

1S94, when he was offered a position with the city of Austin, Tex., to

supervise the construction of its plant. This contract for electrical con-

strucflon and machinery amounted to over $l(>4.00O, and Mr. Scovill saw
that this was completed without any "extras" whatsoever. After this

work was completed he remained as electrical engineer for the city until

March, 1896, when he resigned to become secretary and superintendent

of the Austin Rapid Transit Company.

crly antJ economically maintained is to put tliuiii flrst in as good
and strong condition as it is possible to do, using only the very

best grades of materials, including paints and varnislies, and In

employ for (his work only thoroughly competent worliinen. Cheap
labor is always dear at any price. To paint a car properly is an
art in itself, and requires judgment and experience. A few cents

added to the cost of uiaterial or to a day's laVtor may give the

car an extra year of service.

All car bodies should ,go into the shop once each month and have
the liolts and screws tightened up, and at least twice each year

nil marred and grazed spots should lie touched up with paint and
the body be given two coats of good varnish. This will preserve

the paint, and the car will look nearly as well as when it first

camp from the repair shop. In this way car bodies can be kept

in good condition for fonr or five years even in a climate like this.

Owing to the small rail, low ,1oints, bad track and generally

faulty construction, which is the rule rather than the exception

in the cities in this state, it is especially necessary that extraor

dinary care and diligence should be used in the repair and maiu-

tenance of our bodies.

When first appointed superintendent of the Austin Rapid Tran-

sit Railway I found the cars in a very dilapidated condition. Five

of them were closed, and the others were open cars rebuilt and
partially closed. We have rebuilt the closed cars after a style

peculiarly our own. and which we find excellently adapted to the

conditions that surround the operation of our property, but which
might not be as satisfactor.v for otliers whose necessities are not

identical with ours. We at Austin are fortunate in having streets

that are wide enough to acrommedate the travel of a mucli

larger city, and the few extra inclies taken up b.y the steps of

this style of car are not noticed more than with open cars. The
balance of the old cars were turned into animal cages at the park

and sleeping rooms for our men.

When our road was rebuilt for electric service pine ties and
light rails were used and after five years' service you all know
the result, the car bodies telling the tale. The consequence was
tliat at that time the whole system was like the wonderful "out.'

horse shay," going to pieces all at once. Our people were made to

realize the necessity of doing something, so we began, a little at

a time, and now we are in a fair way to have a good roadbed and
to be able to keep up our rolling stock at much less expense than
before, we having used over IS.onn cedar ties in the past two
years.

You will notice in the illustration nf (me of the cars rebuilt, tlint

we run a new sill under the entire length of the car. platforms
and all. This had to be done on the first three in order to hold

them together, and this sill lias an iron plate 5-.S by 3 1-2 in. bolted

on the outside of the entire length of the sill, thus making a

strong support for the lookout platforms. The first ones of this

st.vle have been in service for over a year and a half, averaging
140 miles per day over the poorest piece of our track. To oper-

ate these cars we use a single O. E. .SOO motor equipment, and
the cars today show no signs of breaking away at any point. Wo
purchased several light closed second hand bodies late in 1890.

We ran them through the winter, then decided to rebuild them
after the manner of others that were giving such excellent satis-

faction, and today our closed bodies, excepting two purchased in

December last, are after this style. The cost of this work, in-

cluding material, labor and supplies, liesides adding mapy im-

I'rovements, was a trifle over .?2nn per car. and the flrst cost of

these bodies to us delivered in Austin was not that much. We

consider that we have a good and reasonably cheap lot of car
bedles.

You will notice that our steps are Ihe same as the running
board on open cars. This will accommodate about as many pas-

sengers to and from our parks and in crowds as an open motor
would, and remembering that we take power on a meter basis

we do not care to haul trailers more tlian is absolutely necessary

to accommodate the travel. Some of you will ask are you not

more lialile to accidents by this manner of handling passengers?

We answer no, as the facilities for hanging on are just the same
as on open cars, and for over two years our claims for damages
have been less than .$1,000 and over one-half of this amount was
due to a lady falling out of an open car, and the balance was
principally for broken vehicles, etc. We operate all closed motors
with fare boxes now, and use trailers with conductors when nec-

essary.

It is my belief that by the time our cars now in use are worn
cut there will be great improvements in the construction of

lindies. I believe that steel I-beam construction will be almost ex-

clusively used, reducing the dead weight and adding mucli

strength to the bodies at possibly a smaller first cost and at a

greatly reduced maintenance expense.

There has been a disposition in the past on the part of our legis-

lature to somewhat hamper the operation of street railways, and

REBUILT CAR, AUSTIN.

some three ct four years ago there was introduced in the legisla-

Uire of this state a bill to force all systems to operate either open

or closed cars during certain mouths of the year, thus neces-

s'lating a double equipment, something no line can afford, and

liad this measure become a law it would have forced us to mate-

rially contract our service, much to the inconvenience of our pa-

trons and at a material loss to ourselves, and wo hope that every

representative of a street car line in Texas will make it his busi-

ness to Ijecome acquainted with the member of the legislature

ficm his district and so educate him as to our needs and to the

great number of evils that now surround us and hamper our

growth and development that he will see the necessity of assist-

ing us rather than to add further loads to our already overbur-

dened shoulders. Municipal governments also seem disposed in

some cases (o adopt a similar course, and we believe as much to

the detriment of the people as to themselves.

In conclusion I will state that it was against my wishes to at-

teniiit to handle this subject, but I did so at the request of some
of the committee who were aware that we had rebuilt our entire

iquipment. What has been said. is. however, the result of expe-

lii me and is not theoretical.

Tile success attained in I'ebuilding and general overhauling the

cars and system is in a great measure due to the encouragement
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nnd ready assistance of onr receiver whose business policy is,

"Adopt a higli standard and keep to it," a metliod so r;irel.v pur-

sued by the managers of street railway lines in tlie soulli. It

seems to lie the idea, with few exceptions, of the heads of most

of our southern roads to operate their property with the least

possible expense, regardless of the detriment to tlie machinery

and equipment upon which of necessity is based the value of any

street railway, and upon which depends so largely the earning

capacity and the dividend paying ability of any system.

Rail Bonding as a Power Saver.

BY H. C. CHASE, HOUSTON.

Rail bonding is a very important part of a properly constructed

street railway using an overhead trolley wire for a conductor of

current applied from some source containing electrical power and

depending upon the rails upon which the cars are run to complete

the circuit. It is generally known that rails connected by ordi-

nary fish-plates furnish a very poor conductor for the electrical

current, as the rail joints are generally rusty, both expand and

contract, invariably work loose and they are not looked after until

a bad joint is reported.

I think no well-informed street railway man will contradict me
when I assert that the return current on probably a majority of

the roads in this country is not as good as it should be, and that

an appreciable loss in energy, therefore loss In dollars and cents,

results. It is also probably true that a liberal return on the money

required to thoroughly re-bond the rail would be realized. In

many cases rails which are sufficient in conductivity to carry

all the current required by the cars with a very small percent-

age of loss are imperfectly joined together at the ends

electrically, so that a loss as high as 50 to 60 per cent results

solely from imperfect or inadequate bonds. Probably there is

not a road in this state operating so many cars that its rails are

not ample to carry all the return, current required with

a loss of less than 10 per cent, and if the rails should be

properly bonded to obtain such a result a good return on the

Investment would be insured. Many roads go on erecting heavy
eopper to carry the out-going or positive current, overlooking the

fnct that as good or l>etter path Is required for the return cur-

rent. They depend on the ground, water and gas pipes In the

vicinity to help out a poorly bonded track. These are very poor

and uncertain factors at best, and ver.v poor results are obtained

wherever they are depended upon, always entailing losses not

only to the street railway company, but also to the owners of the

pipes by electrolysis, I believe there are few managers of street

railways who realize what their loss on this account amounts to

annually, and that many would be surprised if they could have

the actual figures placed before them. The losses appear in

various ways, principally, of course, in the direct loss due to

energy required to overcome the resistance in the track. On many
roads with a station voltage of 550 the average over the whole

line is not over 400, or a direct loss of 27.8 per cent, while at

distant points It may be as low as 350 or 300 volts, a direct loss

of Sfi.S and 45.4 per cent, respectively. Let us consider what a

loss of 15 per cent on the track means to the railway company in

dollars and cents. Take a road operating 25 cars daily, and
assuming that fuel costs $1,25 per car per day, or $31,25 as total

cost per day. which will give us $11,426,05 annually. Now, 15

per cent saved on this amount equals $1,710.92 annually, or 5

per cent on an Investment of $34,218.75. In addition to the direct

loss above referred to In fuel, there are losses due to burning out

of the electrical equipment, an Item hard to estimate, but It Is

safe to say that 75 per cent of the burn-outs of armatures and
fields on electric cars are due to the Insulation on wires becoming
overheated and therefore are weakened by being subjected to a

current for which they were never Intended. A motor wound for

!"iOO volts to develop 26 h. p, requires 37,3 amperes. It will carry

that amount of current without Injurious effect, but to do the

same work with only 300 volts requires 62 amperes, a current

for which the motor and fields were never Intended, and which
they can not stand for any length of time without danger of the

resIst.Tuce becoming Injured through excessive heating.

The Houston Electric Street Railway Company la using No,

tinned copper wire with 19-32-Iii. channel pins. Nearly two years

H. C. CHASE.

Harry C. Chase was born at Windsor, N. Y., in 1868 and was educated

In local scliools, finishing; at Wind.sor Academy. He entered the service

of the Delaware & Hudson Railway In 1886, and remained with that road

four years. leaving it to taite service with the New Yorii & New England
Railway with which company he remained three years. He removed to

Houston, Texas, in 1895 to accept a position with the Houston City

Street Railway Company, acting as purchasing agent and cashier of

that company until it was succeeded in 1896 by the Houston Electric

Street Railway Company of which latter company he now is a director

and officer and the confidential representative of eastern owners of the

road. In addition to this position he still holds the position of purchas-

ing agent and keeps watch over the supply department with remarkable

sagacity. Mr, Chase, though young in the business, has by close atten-

tion to details made rapid strides In the electrical and mechanical de-

partment of his road, and his appointment has been a source of grati-

fication to the owners who appreciate his energy and sterling character.

ago we placed some bare copper and tinned copper No. bonds

in our track as an experiment. Before finishing this paper 1

took pains to look at them. The bare copper wire was nearly

eaten through by corrosion. The tinned copper wire was as

bright snd perfect as the day it was placed in the track. We are

using the bonds both alongside and underneath the fish-plates.

We find that if special care is taken in drilling the rails inserting

wire and channel pins, driving flush to web of rail, there is little

chauce for moisture to enter. During the month of January we
had two or three blocks of double track removed ami leplaced

with (;0-lb. steel, operating cars on both sides of reconsirucdon

work. Before ihe completion of track and bonding our ampere

meter indicated 500. After completion of track and thoroughly

bonding the same our meter showed an average of 450, reduction

of 50 amperes, and a saving of 10 per cent, lessening the load on

the generator, consequently reducing the fuel expense. This

proved to us what we could do on one line by thoroughly bonding

the (rack.

We have double bonded the track entering both ends of the

car shed, also all lines in close proximity to the power station.

In addition we run an overhead No. 0000 ground feeder tapping

the diftereul lines at equal points and the belt lines on all sides,

and we find our fuel bill has been reduced 30 per cent, and the

load easy to carry and comparatively free from violjnt lluclu-i

tions. Our Fri<nklin street line runs close to the power house and

several lines are connected with It. We double bonded each

.Joint on (h'S line. When we reached San Jacinto street, three

blocks from the power house, the ends of the rails commenced to

arc, and It Is with great difficulty our men could drill the rails

nnd insert ^he bonds. After the remaining three blocks had been

thorouslily bonded the drop In the load at the power statiou was
perceptible at once, showing conclusively the necessity of good

ground return. We have had some trouble in keeping oin- over-

head gronnd feeders connected with the rail. They have been

burned oft several times at the rail connection. We find the

trouble was caused by using too small a contact, and accordingly

we increased the contact circuit by attaching the ground feeders

to both rails and bond wires, and have had no trouble since this

was done.

Rail bonding as a power saver depends upon the following

three points which I have endeavored to cover:

First, bonds to be of ample capacity; second, perfect connec-

tions; third, large contacts.
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Ties; Their Life and Preservation.

BY D. D. WILLIS, SAN ANTONIO.

The tics used by the street railways of our state are, for the

most part, pine, though some few roads have in the past few

years tried other woods. When the San Antonio street railway

was first built in 1877 a part ofthe tracii was put down on sawed

cedar ties, 6 in. x 4 in. x 6 ft. When the road was equipped for

electric traction in 1890, all pine ties, 7 in. x 6 In. x 6 ft. were put

down. In 1897, when a system of sewers was being constructed

in our city, some of the old cedar ties of mule car days were

dug up, and found to be in a perfect state of preservation, after

having been in the ground 20 years. In some of these ties the

old spilses were still firmly fastened, and the ties showed the saw
marliS as plainly as on the day they came from the mill.

In low, moist climates, cypress ties last fully as well as cedar,

but in a dry climate they are no better than sap pine. Good,

heart pine ties last from five to eight years, while pine ties of

young trees, even with some heart, last no better than those of

old trees of all sap.

In 1894 our company purchased quite a lot of cypress ties, and
put part of them in use without treating; the others were treated

with C. A. wood preserver. In 1897 we took out some of both;

those that were not treated were in a fair state; some could be

put back, and some could not; those that were treated were as

good as when first put down.

One reason the life of a tie is longer on a steam than a street

r.iilway is that only the centers are surfaced; where a tie is

covered with earth In its entirety, it will decay much more rap-

idly than where only partially

covered. There appears to be n

great deal of rotten lime in our

soil that causes our pine ties to

decay very rapidly. In most cli-

mates a well seasoned, white

oak tie will last well, but here

they are very little, if any. bet-

ter than a sap pine. Bois D'arc

and mesquite wood are both

said to make fine ties, though I

cannot speak, from experience,

of either. But the best tie for

Texas street railways is the

red mountain cedar. I know
there are some objections

urged

street

we

a fair trial, and I know they are good,

when spiked; this is true to some extent, though the percentage

of ties that will split in spiking is very small indeed. Others

say they will not hold the spikes after being down a short while,

and will permit the rails to spread. This has not been our ex-

perience; we have found in the last three years that they hold

well, even on sharp curves where the strairl is great. The supply

is .almost unlimited In this state, and the price not much in excess

of treated pine, or other ties, and when one considers the cost

of labor in renewals, say every six years, the cost of the cedar

tie is in the end much cheaper, as I am satisfied that a sound

cedar tie, 8 in. x 10 in. x 7 ft. will last from 25 to 30 years.

Our company treated some all heart pine ties with C. A. wood
preserver in 1895, put on at 200° P., and I very recently took up

some and found them perfect. I am lead to believe from this,

that good heart pine jnay last well if properly treated, though I

cannot, from experience, say how long, as I can with cedar, for

I have talked with several old residents of our city, who tell me
that they know, personally, of cedar posts that have been set 25

years and are still perfect, and while this is not personal experi-

ence, still I am satisfied it Is true.

To all who are able to obtain them, I would say: buy a good

heart, red mountain cedar tie, 8 in. x 10 in. x 7 ft.; use Goldie

spikes, and a good roadbed of about 10 in. of gravel, and your

track repairs will be light during the years to come.

To those not able to obtain cedar: buy a good, heart, long leaf

pine tie, 7 In. x 8 In. x 8 ft.; treat It well with C. A. wood pre-

D. D. WILLIS.
against them by some
railway managers, but

have given them

Some say they will split

D. D, Willis was born In Clalboine connt;. Miss., In 1806; he at-

tended school at Chalmberlain and Hunt Academy of Port Gibson until

he was 18 years of age, and then started to work In the freight offices of

the L., N. O. & T. Ry. at Port Ulbson. and continued in the transpor-

tation service of the road until 18B.T In March, 1893, Mr. Willis went
to San Antonio to take a position with the San Antonio Street Uailway
Company: In the following June he was appointed assistant superin-

tendent. In August, 1894. he was made superintendent, and in Sep-
tember was elected secretary, which position he has since held.

server, and with a good roadbed, I am sure you will obtain good
results.

There is no economy in putting down cheap ties. The cost of

labor alone in renewals will, in 10 years, be more than double

the cost of good cedar or treated pine ties. A good roadbed is one
of the essential parts of any railway, be it steam or electric,

and without good ties, this cannot be obtained.

There are in use quite a number of wood preservers; of their

merits I cannot speak, except as to one, and that is the C. A.
wood preserver, or carbolinium. This I know to be good. We
think so well of it that we use it on all bridge and culvert tim-

ber and on all of our poles, or rather those parts of our poles that

go into the ground. The only objection we have to it is its cost.

There is nothing of which I know that will better preserve ties.

Cranks in the Business.

BY C. L. WAKEFIELD, DALLAS.

Cranks, in the street railway business, are of two kinds, the

positive and negative. I shall not deal with them, however, as

to this classification, but simply try to call your attention to the

few that I think of that are a curse to our business.

When the Creator stored our fuel products, aeons of years be-

fore our time, or before the possibility of our need had arisen.

He gave the gas producing matter such nice balancing that the

combinations it admits of are as numerous as the sands of the

sea; and these combinations offer a stimulus to the desire of dis-

covery implanted in every human mind that has worked great

wonders, especially In the last few years.

One of the most poorly paid and least appreciated men in our

business is the fireman; and because of this, and of the unde-

sirability of the job. we find firemen independent and cranky;

ignorant, as a rule, and unwilling to accept the experience and

the result of the deep thought of scientific men who have, for

many years, since the discovery of the use of steam, been bend-

ing their energies towards the accomplishment of the highest heat

result out of a given fuel product. Most firemen have accidental

ideas, suggested by the different phases of the moon, or some
other abstract and totally Illogical authority, for putting coal on

a fire, and the general management of the boiler plant. I think

that a distinct, determined, combined and unremitting effort

should be made towards the bettering of the condition of the fire-

man, educating him. paying him more wages, surrounding him
with what comforts can be given under the circumstances, and

getting him Interested In the theory, and able to carry out the

practice, of the work upon scientific lines.

We next come to the engineer. There are engineers and en-

gineers. We have those who have a certain kind of oil and a cer-

tain kind of waste that is the only oil and the only waste they

can work with. We have engineers who have made up their

minds that certain people who naturally enme under their author-

ity are the only people who can do the work: frequently they are

relatives and social friends. A great many of our engineers are

totally unwilling to try anything new: on the other hand, we have

them Just as bad In the other direction. In that they are always

trying something new, and spending their time, which is the

company's money. In experimentation upon paths never hereto-

fore trod.

The dynamo tender: Dynamo tenders as a rule are fairly pro-

gressive; their form of crankiness being that they are always

patching and never willing to get new parts, or that they always

want new parts and are never willing to make use of the old in

new shapes and new combinations.

Of the superintendents. T mnst say that where cranks exist In

this business. In my opinion, they are generally those who are

forever trying something new; that means, before yon get
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lluuiigli with it, an almost ontire change in your plant and lines,

which latter probability they fail to foresee.

Then I come to the linemen. Linemen frequently net an idea

that they own the earth and the heavens above, particularly the

latter, and that they have a perfect right to drop wire, insulators,

monkey wrenches, and other tools that have a considerable at-

traction towards the earth, upon the heads of innocent passersby.

thus bringing on damage suits that, by our laws, are not only

possible of heavy results against the corporation, but are actually

stimulative to that end.

Of all the men in the street railway service the ones who prob-

ably have the most right to be cranky are the motormen and con-

ductors; and yet I have found these men, as a rule, the most po-

lite and the most careful and attentive to duty, of anyone in the

whole service; and this is because more attention is paid to them

than to almost any other employe; more arrangements arc made

for their comfort, and they are advanced wherever advancement

is earned and possible under the circumstances. Crankiness in

motormen takes the form of disregard of orders and instructions,

in starting and stopping the car. in signalling for clearing of

track, and in forgetting the time table. In conductors crankiness

is found in the way they receive a fare, in their failure to let peo-

ple off at the right street, and in their personal appearance and

the appearance of their cars. It is said that some of them fail oc-

casionally to turn in all the money they collect; but, if so. there is

so much method in this madness that it could hardly be called

crankiness.

We now come to the secretary or auditor, whose crankiness, if

developed, is along the line generally of spending $10 to save 1

cent.

Finally, next in importance to the fireman, we have the general

manager-president, the executive head of the concern, who. too

often, has no knowledge, either theoretical or practical, of the

business in which he is engaged; and. in a few cases, has not dis-

covered this fact. It is lamentable where only the first condition

exists, but where the first and second conditions are found in com-

bination, it leaves the company "poor indeed."

The manager is generall.v the purchasing agent in small sta-

tions, and. too often, does not provide his employes or himself

with the means and instnmients for properly testing supplies; nor

does he arrange for a record of the life and conduct of machines

or instruments tised on the system.

In conclusion, I beg to apologize for this hastily written article,

and congratulate you upon the fact that I have gone out of the

street railway business, and it will therefore have one crank less.

DISTANCE RUN IN QUICK STOP TESTS.

During the trial of a damage case recently in Brooklyn,

cofisiderable interest was occasioned by the statements of

one of the experts who was called by the plaintifT to testify

as to the distance in which a car could be stopped when

running at various rates of speed. The expert (?), Stephen

C. Crane, testified that in Akron, Ohio, on a road he was

connected with there, he had a number of times stopped cars

going lo to 12 miles an hour in from 15 to 18 ft., and going

6 to 8 miles an hour in 10 to 12 ft.; this test being made by

reversing the car. Upon the attorney for the defense asking

if he was willing to make the test again, and on replying that

he was, arrangements were made for it the following morn-

ing.

He examined the motor and controllers thoroughly, and

said that everything was satisfactory; the car being a 10-

bench open car. The spot of ground measured was 200 ft.

in length and was practically level, and the time taken over

this measured distance was to figure the speed of the car.

The first test that he made he was going between 9 and

10 miles, and when he was about to get to the finish line he

reversed the motors. All witnesses on the stand with the

exception of himself agreed that he was 30 ft. from the line

when he reversed the car, and all agreed that the car went

T5 ft. from the finish line. The best slop that he made going

over 8 miles an hour was 36 ft. He made one stop in 23 ft.

6 in., when he was going S to 6 miles, having the controller

on two points only.
< »

MICHIGAN INTERURBANS.

The board of directors of the Mt. Cletnens & Lakeside

Traction Company was reorganized at the annual meeting.

The new board consists of C. H. Lawrence, Alex. Jacobi, E.

G. Stevenson, and J. G. Tucker. F. Rotiff, president of the

company, sold out his interest and resigned, Mathew Slush

being advanced from vice-president to the presidency. G.

A. Skinner was elected secretary and treasurer. Several of

the directors are also interested in the Detroit & Lake St.

Clair Railroad, and the Detroit, Lake Shore & Mt. Clemens

Railroad, and it is understood that the three roads will be

combined. Surveys are in progress for building a line frotn

Mt.Clemens to the head of Lake St. Clair. By April service is

promised from Detroit to Marine Citv.

THE JOYSE-CRIDLAND JACK.

The Joyse-Cridland Company, Dayton, Ohio, reports a

good business for the past year, and all indications point to

a steady continuance and increase. They

have recently brought out a jack which

will specially interest street railway man-

agers, especially at a time when many are

contemplating the annual change of

trucks from winter to summer bodies.

Its jack No. 220, illustrated herewith, is

designed for this special purpose, and

where used' will not only save enough in

time to pay for itself, but will be found a

great convenience. L^sed in pairs, first at

one end of a car and then at the other, a

car can be raised, without difficulty, clear

of its trucks, without blocking, within a

space of 10 minutes. The company man-

ufactures a full line of jacks for all rail-

way purposes, and if any of unusual or

special design is desired, would be glad

to assist managers with any information

on the subject which may be wanted

One of the boilers in the Canal street power statiott, in

Allegheny, Pa., gave out and tied up the cars on the Mill-

vale, Etna and Sharpsburg lines, from 7 to 10 a. m., on

March 4.

» •

»

The Pearson Jack Company last November removed the home

office from No, 150 Fifth avenue. New York, to No. fi4 Federal

street. Boston, and since that time it has increased its business

remarkably. Its car replacing .lack has been favorably received

at home and abroad. Chas. O. Eckstein & Co. are the agents

in Germany, and Laing, Wharton & Down represent the company

in London. Both these firms have placed large orders in their

territory, and the future outlook in this direction is very fl.ntter-

ing. This company has lately issued a list of recommendations

from a number of electric roads in this country, which shows con-

clusively, that the Pearson car replacing jack has come to stay.

If you have not tried these .lacks, the company is willing to send

you a pair sub.iect to your approval. If you have not seen their

list of testimonials, write for a copy to the home office, No. 64

Federal street, Boston.
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COMBINATION OF OHIO ROADS.

At the annual meeting of the directors of the Cincinnati &
Miami Valley Traction Company it was decided to lease the

property of the Dayton Traction Company for a period of

999 years. The lines of the Dayton Traction Company ex-

tend from Dayton, O., to Miamisburg, and the Miami Val-

ley Traction lines rim south from Miamisburg to Hamilton.

Tlie terms of the lease proposed dividends to the Dayton

Traction Company of 23 j per cent for 1898; 3 per cent for

1899; 3yi per cent for 1900 and a like increase until 6 per

cent was reached. However a number of the minority

stockholders of the Dayton Traction Company brought

suit to cancel this contract and have a receiver appointed

to operate the road. The directors of the Cincinnati &
Miami Valley Traction elected the following officers: Pres-

ident, Judge D. J. Dwyer; secretary, W. P. Schwab, and

treasurer, Isaac Silverman.

NEW NAME FOR A DETROIT COMPANY.

The Fort Wayne & Belle Isle Railway Company was pur-

chased by Tom L. Johnson, R. T. Wilson, Albert Pack and

H. A. Everett for $700,000, at the rate of $175 per share.

Tlie name of the new company will be the Detroit, Fort

Wayne & Belle Isle Railway Company, and its capital stock-

has been increased to $1,200,000. The new officers are: J.

C. Hntchins, president and treasurer, and A. E. Peters, sec-

retary. Officers were chosen for the old organization which

will be maintained for the purpose of paying off the bonded

debt and closing up its affairs. A. B. du Pont, general man-

ager of the Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Company, will

occupy a similar position with the new company. N. W.
Goodwin, who has been secretary of the Fort Wayne com-

pany for 23 years, has retired from the management and

from active business as well.

A LIVE ROAD.

Although not the largest road in the country the Atlanta

Railway is certainly one of the most enterprising and up-to-

date of roads.

Foreseeing the almost universal desire for a war with

Spain and alert to the opportunity for benefiting his road,

the manager of this company, by the judicious use of a

number of lurid banners has succeeded in keeping his cars

bound to Fort McPherson at all times well filled. Day
after day the army post is thronged with excited visitors

and the most ordinary drill is construed to be a rapid prep-

aration for war.

It is the ever alert manager who fills his company's cof-

fers and makes himself invaluable.

ELECTRIC 'BUSSES IN LONDON.

According to the following in the "London Electrician,"

electrical 'busses are not making much headway as transpor-

tation lines: "Electricity as a motive power for the 'busses

owned by the London General Omnibus Company had very

few friends at the meeting of shareholders yesterday, and

the chairman, while admitting that the directorate are

watching very closely the development of motor vehicles,

held out no promise of an early introduction of mechanical

power as a means of propelling the omnibusses which now

so nearly fill the London thoroughfares. One shareholder

expressed his conviction that the day was very far oflf when
'busses would be propelled electrically, and to make matters

worse, expressed himself as personally very glad this was
likely to be the case."

NEW ILLINOIS INTERURBAN.

Subscription books have been opened for the stock of the

LaSalle County Railway Company which proposes to build

electric lines in LaSalle, Grundy, Kendall, Will, Cook and
Lee counties, Illinois. One of the lines projected is from
Streator to Ottawa, 18 miles. The capital stock is $500,000;
the commissioners to receive subscriptions are W. H. Hol-
comb, of Chicago, and Charies H. Rathbun and W. H.
Boys, of Streator.

MUTILATED BILLS NOT LEGAL TENDER.

A suit was brought against the North Hudson County
Railway Company by Clarence Anderson for being ejected

from a car after refusing to give the conductor other money
than a mutilated bill for his fare. He won the damage suit

but the company appealed. Justice Van Syckel, in the

Court of Errors and Appeals, filed an opinion in which he

holds that a dollar bill from the upper left hand corner of

which a piece one inch and a half by one and a quarter had
been torn is not a legal tender for car fare.

The opinion says that a conductor is not bound to accept

a bill substantially mutilated, and that if any part of the bill

is absent which might aid in determining whether it is gen-

uine he is under no duty to receive it. The rules of the

treasury department. Justice Van Syckel savs, in regard to

the redemption of mutilated notes relate simply to redemp-

tion and do not affect the question of legal tender.

CINCINNATI STREET RAILWAY'S NEW
WORK.

The Cincinnati Street Railway has already laid out con-

siderable work for this spring, and will shortly commence
relaying 25 miles of track with 6 and 8-in. girder rails, con-

tracts for which have already' been made with the Johnson

Company. Three miles will be laid withT-rail. The Falk

Company will pour 7,000 cast-welded joints on the relaid

track. Delivery will also begin in a few days of the 100 9-

bench open cars which are building at the shops of the La-

clede Car Company, St. Louis. These will all be mounted
on Peckham trucks of the type known as the "Cincinnati

Standard" and which will make a total of 375 of these trucks

in use on this road. The motors will be C. E. 58.

ELECTRICITY ON THE C. M. & ST. P.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad has applied

to the city council for an ordinance authorizing it to change

its motive power on the Evanston division from steam to

electricity. There are various rumors as to what will be

done in the future with this line. One plan that has been

discussed is to take the C, M. & St. P. electric trains over

the Northwestern Elevated from Wilson avenue to the city.

.Another rumor is that the road will form a portion of an

interurban between Chicago and Milwaukee. This division

has never been a paying one and the change in motive

power is made in an endeavor to reduce expenses.
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FOREIGN FACTS.

At Canterbury, Eng., it is planned to construct an electric rail-

way to Heme Bay.

Work is soon to begin on an electric railway to connect Glau-

cban, Mterane and Crimmitschau, Germany.

Foiuleen motor cars are running on the new line at Liegnitz,

Germany, constructed by Felix Singer & Co.

A concession for an additional line in Alexandria, Egypt, has

been granted to the Compagnie des Tramways d'Alesandne.

The promoters of the underground electric railway at Brighton,

Eng., are S. II. Doubleday, C. F. Webber and J. W. Kcrsley.

The adoption of electrical traction throughout the city is recom-

mended by the tr.Tmways committee of the Liverpool council.

The street railway at Frankfort-on-the-Odor, built by the AUge-

meine Blektricitiits Gesellschaft, has been placed in operation.

The Swansea (Wales) Tramway Company has negotiated the

sale of the undertaking to the British Electric Traction Company.

Municipal ownership and electrical equipment of the street rail-

way will be considered by the district council of Wallasey, Eng.

A committee of the Waterford, Ireland, council has recommend-

ed the grant of an electric railway concession to Mr. Talmer, the

promoter.

Leuz & Co., of Stettin. Germany, propose to build an electric

railway from Frankfort tlirough Hamburg and Dornholzhausen to

Saalburg.

The Norwich (Eng.) Electric Tramwa.vs Company held a meet-

ing in Loudon to consider a bill to authorize the construction of

additional lines.

Electric traction is being considered by the council of Aberdeen.

Scotland, with a view to its application on the street car lines

which are soon to come under municipal ownership.

A light electric railway between Bridlington and Flam-

borough, Eng., is being considered by the board of trade. The en-

gineers are W. Myers Beswlck and Bernard Drake.

When the stock of the new Oldham, Ashton & Hyde Electric

Tramway at Oldham, Eng., was offered to the public by the pro-

motors, the capital was subscribed for several times over.

The corporation of Hull. Eng., seeks power to borrow £270,000

on account of the street railway. A contract for the equipment

of an electric line has been placed conditionally with Siemens

Bros. & Co.

The Salford (Eng.) council committee recommends that when

the lease of the Manchester Carriage & Tramways Company ex-

pires in 1901 the lines be relaid, extended to 32 miles and equipped

with electricity.

The Yarmouth & Gorleston Tramway Company is negotiating

the purchase of the Yarmouth (Eng.) Bus Company's entire plant

with a view to constructing an electric railway between Y'ar-

mouth and Gorleston.

A proposal to construct an electric railway from Ingleton,

Yorkshire, to the summit of Ingleborough is being received with

fiiVor. I'lans and estimates of four miles of road have been pre-

pared by J. Hewitson.

A strong recommendation to adopt the overhead trolley system
has been reported by the special committee of the Salford, Eng.,

council, appointed to visit six of the principal cities using this sys-

tem. The local lines are to be taken over by the municipality. .\

conference has been had with the authorities of Manchester, with

a view to installing similar apparatus in both cities.

The Perth Tramways Company has been formed to build lines

in Perth, West Australia, to be operated by electric or other

power. Capital, £125,000; registered by Williams & Neville, Win-

chester House, London, B. C.

At St. John's, Newfoundland, an electric railway costing $140,-

000 is to be constructed by a local contractor, Mr. Reid; with

whom the government has made an agreement to take over the

entire steam railway system of the colony.

The corporation of Bradford, Eng., has awarded the contract

to equip nine miles of street railway for electric traction to the

Westinghouse Electric Company, at fl4,GC4. Alderman CowgiU

stated that the tender of the Westinghouse Company was the low-

est; but the most important cousideration with the committee

had been the wide experience and high reputation of the company

The Manaos Railway Company has been incorporated under

the laws of New York to construct and operate 20 miles of steam

or electric railroad in the city of Manaos and elsewhere in the

state of Amazonas, Brazil. Capital stock, .^'jOO.OOO; directors,

A. J. Moxham, of Lorain, O.; A. N. Brady, of Albany, N. Y.; E. U.

Moxham, C. R. Flint and E. C. Converse, of New York; J. W.
Scott, of Orange, N. J.; P. W. Stewart, of Brooklyn, and F. E.

Hebbelthwaite, of Manaos, Brazil.

American supplies are being almost exclusively used in the

equipment of the "La Capital" electrical railway of Buenos Ayres,

So. America. The rails are 9-in. 90-lb. grooved girder, made by the

Johnson Company; the bonds, Edison-Brown plastic and Syracuse
soldered; the entire rolling stock was built by the J. G. Brill Com-
pany, is mounted on Brill trucks and equipped with General Elec-

tric motors. The iron poles were furnished by Morris, Tasker &
Co., and the overhead material by the H. W. Johns Company. In

the power house three vertical Ball & Wood engines are coupled

direct to Walker generators of 300 k. w. each. Steam is supplied

at 140 lbs. pressure, by four Stirling boilers of 250 h. p. each. The
plant includes Green's fuel economizer. Conover's condenser, and
two Worthington pumps. A portion of the system is already in

operation, with 41 ears.

A RECORD FROM SERIES-PARALLEL CON-
TROLLERS.

Previous to April, 1897, the San Antonio (Texas) Street

Railway Company used rheostatic controllers, but at this

time substituted the K2 series-parallel controllers made by

the General Electric Company. Practically no other

changes were made in the apparatus or equipment. T-H.
F 30 and Edison No. 6 double reduction motors were on the

cars. The power-house equipment consists of four 125-h. p.

high speed engines driving tv,o loo-k. w. Edison bipolar and

two T-H. multipolar 80 railway generators. With 25 cars

in operation the load varied from 450 to 650 amperes and re-

quired all the units. After the change of controllers with

26 cars the load varies from 270 to 400, an average of 350

amperes, which was easily carried by three units. This

saving. President W. H. Weiss thinks, is entirely due to the

new controllers.

The Consolidated Street Railway Company, of Grand

Rapids, has decided to distribute prizes once every two

months to the conductors and motormen for efficient work

and courteous treatment of patrons. The cash prizes are

$10, $8 and $6, and at the last distribution 11 employes

were deemed worthy of such recognition.
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PERSONAL.

The ongagonieiit of Chaiies E. Ycrkes, ouly sou of Clinrles T.

Yerkes, to Miss Garron, of Morristown, N. J., has been announced.

C. H. Lawrence has been appointed manager of the Mt. Clem-

ens (Mich.) & Lakeside Traction Company.

W. S. Dimmock, general manager of the Council Bluffs & Om-

aha road, was a Chicago visitor In February.

Dr. Charles H. Holmes has resigned the presidency of the Fox

River Electric Railway Company, of Green Bay, Wis.

Palmer Warden, chief engineer of the power station of the Un-

ion Traction Company, Saginaw, Mich., has resigned to seek gold

in the Klondike.

Frank J. ,T. Sloat has resigned his position as superintendent

of the Akron, Bedford & Cleveland, and will be engaged in the

construction of a new road.

Charles H. Kirkland, for some time past connected with his

brother, H. B. Kirkland, has gone with sales department of the

C & O Company, New York.

Max Osterberg, of New York, has been appointed constructing

engineer for the electrical exhibition which is to be held next

May in Madison Square Gai'den.

On February 22. Dominick Schroeckenstein, chief engineer at

the pow er station of the Calumet Electric Railway, was married

to Miss Eilima Grenewald, of Minneapolis.

W. A. Kahn, of the E. P. AUis Company, has sailed for Buenos

Ayres to superintend the construction on a street railway for

which his company furnished the machinery.

M. J. Griffith, formerly with the Schuylkill Electric Railway at

Pottsville, Pa., has resigned to accept a position with the new
street railway at Buenos Ayres, South America.

C. C. Lazarus, superintendent of the East Omaha Street Rail-

way Company, recently met with a painful accident, being caught

between cars and having his collar bone broken.

C. K. Durbin, general superintendent of the Denver Consoli-

dated, and A. L. Lawton, general manager of the Colorado

Springs Rapid Transit Company, spent several days in Chicago

during the month.

Thomas Frieker has retired from the office of general manager
of the Ashtabula (O.) Rapid Transit Company, but will retain his

position as secretary. E. R. McDowell, of Pittsburg, has been

appointed manager.

E. D. DuBois, who has been superintendent of the Muncic
Street Railway Company for the past two years, resigned his po-

sition February 15. B. Frazier, formerly assistant superintend-

ent, is temporarily in charge.

The friends of Joel Hurt, of Atlanta, insist upon his being a

candidate for mayor at the coming spring election. Mr. Hun
would make as good a mayor as he did street railway president,

and we hope he will accept the nomination and be elected by a

big majority.

G. P. Magner has been elected general manager, and A. E. Bur-

land superintendent, of the Newport (R. I.) Street Railway Com-
pany. Both of these gentlemen hold similar positions with the

Newport Illuminating Company, which has become a first class

property through their good management.

Electrician Cooke, of the Toledo Traction Company, spent

several days in Chicago, this month, visiting relatives and friends.

W. A. Harding, master mechanic of the Calumet Street Rail-

way, Chicago, was on February 16 married to Miss Philippic H.

B. D. Marsh, of South Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Harding visited

New Orleans on their wedding trip.

H. R. McLeod, general manager of the Portland & Cape Eliza-

beth electric railway, Portland, Me., spent a week in Chicago this

month visiting relatives. He reports considerable activity in

Maine in the direction of extensions and new interurbans planned

for immediate construction.

Robert H. Lerch, of Easton, Pa., has been appointed general

manager of the Freeport (HI.) General Electric Company in place

of J. T. Schlacks who has resigned. This is Mr. Lerch's first ex-

perience in the street railway business but he has been engaged

for a number of years in managing electric lighting plants.

W. H. Patterson, president of the Illinois Street Railway Asso-

ciation, was a Review caller a few days ago, and reports the pros-

pects most encouraging for a big attendance upon the first annual

meeting in June. New members are coming in nicely and our

state association promises to be one of strongest of the several

similar organizations.

Dr. Louis Duncan has been appointed the electrical engineer of

(he Third Avenue Railway Company, of New York, nui\ will have

charge of all the electrical work during the installation of the

conduit system. Dr. Duncan will retain his position at John Hop-

kins University and entrust the personal supervision of the work

to S. H. Brown, his assistant.

J. T. Schlacks, who has been manager of the Freeport General

Electric Company, Freeport, III., for the past three years, has re-

signed to go to Mexico to superintend the construction of an elec-

tric railway on the west coast for J. C. Sibley, president, and

Charles Miller, treasurer, of the Freeport Company. Mr. Schlacks

will make his headquarters at Topia, Durango.

C. Densmore Wyman. whose management of the New Orleans

Traction Company has been attended with such marked siiccess,

dolighlod his old friends in Chicago by a few days' visit here on

business last week. He reports the Mardi Gras as unusually well

patronized this year, and business, both general and from a street

railway standpoint, excellent. His West End line, which will be

remembered as having operated with steam dummies for years,

is being changed to electric, and his plans for entertainments at

the lake comprise an even more pretentious undertaking than

last year—which was one of the most extensive and successful In

the country.

OBITUARY.

James H. Rhotehamel, president of the Columbia Incandescent

Lamp Company, of St. Louis, died on February 17, after a brief

illness. Mr. Rhotehamel was 42 years of age, and has been prom-

inent in the Incandescent lamp Industry for the past 10 years, his

company having built up a large business.

William J. Ashmead, a representative of the Ajax Metal Com-

pany, of Philadelphia, died on February 26. Mr. Ashmead had

been in the employ of the company for many years and had a

very extensive acquaintance among the electric railway men of

the country who learn of his death with regret.

H. W. Johns, president of the H. W. Johns Company, died at

his home at Park Hill, Yonkers, N. Y., on February 8, after an

illness of several months. Mr. Johns was 50 years of age. For

the last 30 years he has been engaged in the development of the

commercial uses of ast>estos, and other insulating materials. Mr.

Johns was also president of the Johns-Pratt Company, of Hart-

ford.
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Denis Doreu, general superintendent of construction for the

Western Union Telegraph Companj', died suddenly at Norwalk,

Ohio, at the age of 68. Since 1S50, Mr. Doren has been engaged in

telegraph construction work; during the rebellion he was superin-

tendent of the telegraph construction corps of the Department of

the Potouiac.

Frodericli Krutz, formerly president of the New Orleans Street

Railroad Company, died at the advanced age of 80 years. He

was a native of Alsace and on coming to New Orleans organized

the fir.st street railway in that city. He was president and super-

intendent of the city railways until 1892 when he retired on ac-

count of his old age.

On February 28 occurred the death of James A. Stratton, secre-

tary and treasurer of the Birmingham Railway & Electric Com-

pany, after au illuess of six weeks from typhoid fever. Mr. Strat-

ton was a native of Indiana and 43 years of age; he went to Bir-

miugliam 14 years ago and has been secretary of the railway com-

pany since its organization.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Steel gears and pinions form the subject of a small pamphlet,

well illustrated and printed, issued from the press of the General

Electric Company, under the title "A Modern Gear Plant." It

contains a description of the extensive plant which that company

has established at the River Works at Lynn, for the exclusive

manufacture of steel gears and pinions, equipping it throughout

with the most modern machinery. This pamphlet will be sent on

application to any of the company's sales offices, one of which is

found in every large city in the United States.

"A Pocket Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases,"

being the supplemental matter to, or an epitome of, the fourth

edition of a Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases,

by Edwin J. Houston, Ph. D. American Technical Book Com-

pany, New York, 1898. Price, leather, .$.3.00; cloth, $2.50. The

last edition of Professor Houston's "Dictionary," published in

1894, contained some 5.000 words; when he came to prepare the

fourth edition he found that the new words, terms and phrases

which have gained currency since 1894 were in excess of those in

the original dictionary with its appendix. As a result it was nec-

essary to collate the old matter with the new in order to avoid

liaving the second appendix larger thau the dictionary. This

pocket edition comprises the supplemental matter with the terms

arranged alphabetically, and cross references and encyclopedic

matter of the larger work omitted so that it is in convenient

form for those seeking short definitions. There are over 11,000

words and about 15,000 definitions given, making it the most com-

plete electrical dictionary ever published.

"Algebra Made Easy," by Edwin J. Houston, Ph. D., and Ar-

thur E. Kennelly, Sc. D. American Technical Book Company, 45

Vesey street. New York. In the literature of every branch of

science there is usually to be found one, or at most a very few,

works which completely cover the field, and are ideal reference

books. It is usually the case with books of this comprehensive

character which deal with technical subjects, that because of the

mathematical language necessarily employed they are not easily

and understandingly read by those without matliematical train-

ing; to place the subject before this class of readers there are a

host of books which have for their ostensible object the simplifi-

cation of some valuable treatise so that he who runs may read;

too many of them achieve but a doubtful success. The authors of

"Algebra Made Easy" have attacked the problem of bringing the

non-mathematical reader and the mathematical book together in

a different manner, and by their little book seek to lift the reader

up and not to drag the book down. It comprises a clear explana-

tion of the mathematical formulae in Professor Thompson's Dy-

namo-Electric Machinery and Polyphase Electric Currents. The
oliject is to explain the meaning and use of the symbols used in

algebra, trigonometry and calculus, so that one may understand

the meaning of the formulae in the books mentioned even though

unable to manipulate them.

REPORT OF THE CINCINNATI, NEWPORT
& COVINGTON.

The annual report of the Cincinnati, Newport & Coving-

ton Railway Company was compiled by President J. C.

Ernst and published in a booklet. The financial statement

shows a gratifying improvement over last year. The gross

earnings for 1897 were $638,477; the net earnings $211,197,

a gain of $31,152. The ratio of operating expenses to gross

earnings were 47.8 per cent. The income per car per day

was $28.86, and the gross earnings per car-mile, 21.3 cents.

The operating expenses per car-mile were as follows: Gen-

eral expenses, 2.36 cents; maintenance of equipment, 1.58

cents; conducting transportation, 4.86; maintenance of way,

I cent; motive power, 1.56; lighting, i, and tolls, 2.8 cents,

making a total of 14.26 cents. On account of the efficiency

of the employes there have been very few accidents, only

two resulting fatally in the past year and in neither of these

cases was the company to blame. An accident fund has been

started to which $1,000 is contributed each inonth and this

was found suflficient to pay all claims and have a balance ol

$3,865 at the end of the year.

CHANGES AT CHESTER AND WILMINGTON.

The Chester (Pa.) Traction Company and the Wilming-

ton (Del.) City Railway Company are now controlled by

Clark & Co., of Philadelphia, consequently several changes

were made at the annual meetings. The new board of di-

rectors of the Wilmington City Railway Company consists

of E. J. Moore, C. F. Stephens, I. C. Barr, Preston Lea, E.

W. Clark and W. W. Pusey. C. M. Clark was elected presi-

dent; E J. Moore, vice-president, and T. H. Bellah, secre-

tary. The Chester Tiaction Company has been reorganized

and the directors are: C. F. Stevens, G. B. Lindsey, J. E.

Moore, H. C. Howard and C. M. Clark. Mr. Clark was

chosen president and C. F. Stevens secretary and treasurer.

R. F. Fox, forinerly superintendent of the Scranton Railway

Company, is the new general manager of the two companies.

NEW BUFFALO INTERURBAN.

The Buffalo, Hamburg & Aurora Electric Railroad is

about to erect a brick power house and barn after plans

made by R. B. Goodman, the chief engineer of the road.

Mr. Goodman was formerly connected with the Lewiston &
Youngstown road. The location of the power house is to

be at the intersection of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg

Railway, near Orchard Park, where the company has

bought two acres of ground on the Mile Strip road. The

capacity of the power house will be 1,400 h. p., with water

tube boilers and compound condensing engines. Four 250-

k. w. generators will be direct connected to the engines.

The dimensions of the boiler room will be 48x60 ft., the

engine room 48x72 ft., and the car barn 45x144 ft. When
the road is first operated 12 cars will be put on the line, all

of the latest improved model. In shape they will be like

steam cars, having truss rods, straight sides, ventilated roof

and vestibules. Each car will be equipped with four 35-h.

p. motors, and will have seating room for 44 persons. The

company has already let contracts for $38,000 worth of ties,

poles and heavy timber.
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CONSOLIDATED CAR-HEATING COMPANY.

In 1895 the American Electrical Heating Corporation

contracted to equip 700 cars on the West End Street Rail-

way, of Boston, with electric heaters and supplied exact

copies of Consolidated Car-Heating Company's heater.

Since that time the former company has similarly equipped

500 more cars and extensively advertised the fact. An in-

fringement suit was decided in the U. S. Circuit Court in

August, 1897, the court holding one claim of the McElroy

patent valid and the other void on the ground of the identity

of the two. Both sides appealed and a decision has just

been rendered by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals sustain-

ing all the contentions of the Consolidated Car-Heating

Company. The two claims of the McElroy patent are held

not to be identical ; the first is for a general method and the

second for a more particular method of constructing the

heater.
« • »

WHEELER REFLECTORS.

The Wheeler Reflector Company, 18-24 Washington

street, Boston, manufactures reflectors for all classes of

service and its success in the

business is based upon the gen-

eral principle of special shapes

for special uses; among the re-

cent catalogs of the company is

a special one illustrating reflect-

ors for street railways. Reflect-

ors for the car hood are made
of true parabolic form, 1 1 in. in

diameter and with an outer shell

or case to protect the reflector

from injury; these are furnished

with either Thomson-Houston, Edison or Westinghouse

receptacle. The illustration shows a 103^ -in. parabolic re-

flector as applied to the dash ; the case is of malleable iron

and projects but 4^ in., so that the buffer fully protects it.

There are no holes made in the dash; this reflector is ven-

tilated and is dust proof. For the interior of street cars

the company manufactures several styles of silver-plated

mirror reflectors which are widely used. Other styles of

headlights are detachable, both for electric and oil lights.

RAILWAY FUNERALS IN CONNECTICUT.

The lines of the Hartford, Manchester & Rockville Tram-

way Company connect with the Hartford Street Railway,

and the Central Railway. There are three cemeteries on

the lines of the first company and nine along the routes of

the latter companies. Although the Tramway Company
has no special car for the purpose it has carried several

funeral parties in its standard enclosed cars, which are 28 ft.

long, with vestibules, and 7 ft. 8 in. wide. The windows

and doors at the ends of one of these cars are too narrow to

admit the coffin and it has to be taken in at a side window,

which is 34 in. wide and 28 in. high. The services have

usually been rendered to persons from New Britan, Farm-

ington or Hartford who were to be buried in one of the

other towns through which the lines run. In some cases

the cars did not make direct connection with the cemetery

and in such events a hearse and carriages met the car at the

nearest point and transferred the body from the car to the

place of burial. Where the parties were carried from 20 to

27 miles without change of cars it was found very much
more convenient and comfortable in the winter than other

means. Secretary J. W. tlaynes says that without a special

car the service is a makeshift, yet it seems to be appreciated

by the people.

PROJECTED_NEW YORK LEGISLATION.

A bill has been introduced in the New York state legis-

lature by Senator Seibert, authorizing the enlargement of

the international bridge across the Niagara river at Buffalo,

so that it may be made a double-deck structure, with room
on the upper deck for trolley cars. This bridge is now used

by the trains of the Michigan Central and Grand Trunk
roads. It stretches across the single channel of the river

above Grand Island, and has a draw span i6q it. long. Its

height above the water is about 20 ft. If the enlargement

is allowed it is stated room will be provided for carriages

and pedestrians. Should a trolley line be built across the

bridge it is also contemplated to run the road down to the

Falls along the river, there to connect with the cars and

tracks of the Niagara Falls Park & River road to Queens-

ton. By crossing to the New York side and using the

tracks of the Gorge road and the Ely line on return to Buf-

falo a very fine belt line service could be established.

Assemblyman Bondy of Syracuse has introduced a bill

which appears to have a connection with Senator Seibert's

as it provides: "Whenever the terminus of any public via-

duct, bridge or bridges, or public viaduct connected with

any bridge or bridges heretofore or hereafter constructed in

any city of the first class, or town adjoining the same, is or

shall be located at or adjacent to or within one-half mile of

the route of any existing street surface railroad, the corpora-

tion owning and operating such railroad may, irrespective

of any provisions otherwise applicable thereto contained in

any general or local act, upon obtaining the consent of the

local authorities and property owners as above provided and

upon complying with the provisions of the railroad law ap-

plicable thereto, extend its road or route and construct and

operate its road to, upon and across such viaduct, bridge or

bridges, and the approaches thereto, subject to the pro-

visions of the railroad law; provided, however, that this

paragraph shall not apply to any bridge over the Hudson or

the East river."

CONSOLIDATION AT BROOKLYN.

The Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company has

leased the Brooklyn City & Newton Railroad for some time

but the terms of the lease have not been satisfactory and ar-

rangements are now made for the consolidation of the two

companies. The stock of the Coney Island company has

been increased from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 and in part ex-

changed for the stock of the Brooklyn City. .Another rea-

son for the increase of capital stock is that it will permit

the issue of more bonds to' raise money for needed exten-

sions to the present system. A number of large handsome

cars have been ordered and will be delivered in time for the

summer traffic. The management anticipates a large busi-

ness on the lines leading to the sea shore during the warm
season.
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The Boston Elevated Railway Company has placed an order

lor 50 open cars with the Lacouia Car Company, the delivery to

lie May 1.

h. G. Hallock & Co., of Wheeling, were awarded the contract,

FebruaiT 22, to build the new electric street railway at Parkers-

burg, W. Va.

As fast as the underground lines of the Metropolitan Traction

Company, of New York, are completed the cars will be equipped

with Providence fenders.

W. H. Hooper has been appointed general agent in Chicago for

the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company of New York,

George N. Terry having resigned.

C. R. Waterhouse of New Haven, has been awarded the con-

tract to build all bridges and trestles for the Woodmont extension

of the MUford (Conn.) Street Railway.

J. M. Atkinson & Co., of Chicago, have published an attractive

illustrated leaflet, shovping their flexible horse-shoe rail bonds

and the method of connecting them to the rails.

The Brownell Car Company, of St. Louis, is busy fllling orders

from Baltimore, Kansas City and St. Louis, aggregating 100 cars.

A good demand for cars is coming in from all sections.

The New England Electric Railroad Construction Company has

been incorporated at Worcester, Mass., with $:;5,000 capital stock.

B. E. Carpenter is president and H. F. Lelaud, treasurer.

C. J. Harrington, formerly with the General Electric aud

lately with the Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia, has

accepted a position as traveling representative for Elmer 1'.

Morris.

Since the flrst of last September the works of the Ball Engine

Company, Erie, Pa., have been in operation night and day to keep

even with the orders for engines for electric light and power
purposes.

The board of public works of Holyoke, Mass., contemplates

the adoption of electric car sprinklers and is negotiating with

the American Gar Sprinkler Company, of Worcester, for the

equipment.

Walter Phelps of Buffalo, N. Y.. has taken the contract to sup-

ply poles aud ties for the Buft'alo. Hamburg & East Aurora Elec-

tric Railway. It is said the construction will be let to Crage &
Tench of Buffalo.

Frank E. Colbert, formerly with the Terre Haute Car &. Manu-
facturing Company and later with Mayer & England, has taken
cliarge of the Chicago oflice of the Miller-Knoblock Company, of

South Bend, Ind.

John P. Mclntyre & Co., of McKeesport, Pa., have received a

contract to construct five miles of electric ro.ad between Boston
and Buena Vista, being practically an extension of the Versailles

TracHon Company of McKeesport.

The Central Electric Company, of Chicago, is prepared to

furnish from stock India or Amber mica, cut or uncut, in rings,

washers, or any other standard form, a specialty being made of

standard shapes for commutators.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of Kansas City,

Mo., has purchased 10 cars from the Brownell Cur Company, of

St. Louis. Five of them are the combination type, 40 ft. long

and capable of seating 52 passengers.

The Forest City Electric Company, of Cleveland, O., has re-

cently issued au illustrated catalog describing the different sizes

and forms of its roll drop and drop forged commutator bars,

also its protected rail bond aud method of fastening bond to

rail.

The St. Thomas Street Railway Company, of St. Thomas, Ont.,

has let a contract for electrical equipment to the Canadian Elec-

tric Company, aud for eight cars to the Ottawa Car Company.

Bids are invited for wiring and special work to the amount of

$12,000.

In the issue of March 5 the "Electrical World" celebrated its

twenty-fifth anniversary and the number was of special- size and

merit. In the supplement were shown some interesting reproduc-

tious of 150,0U0-volt discharges and the subject was treated in

a very scientitic manner in the editorial columns.

G. H. Klumph, formerly with the Variety Iron Works, Cleve-

land, is now the western manager of the Fuel Economizer Com-

pany, of Matteawan, N. Y. A good business is being done by the

western agency, several large plants being installed and the

prospects for future orders are bright.

The Jacksbn & Sharp Company, Wilmington, Del., recently

shipped eight cars to the Pensacola (Fla.) Electric & Terminal

Railway Company. Four of them were 30 feet open and the

remainder closed ears, IS ft. G in. long. They were all hand-

somely finished and mounted on Peckham trucks.

The Sargent Compauy, of Chicago, appreciates the value of

niakiug its literature attractive in form as well as instructive, and
its pamphlet on the "Diamond S Brake Shoe" is as handsome a

trade publication as we have ever seen. It comprises the results

of the laboratory and road tests of this brake shoe.

The General Electric Company has received an order from the

Consolidated Tiaction Company, of Jersey City, for double o7

motor equipment for -10 cars. The Omaha & Council Bluffs Rail-

way & Bridge Company has just ordered one 325-k. w. direct con-

nected generator aud 17 G. E. 57 double motor equipments.

The Chicago General Railway Company has let contracts for

duplicating the unit it now has in its power station. A 500-h. p.

Corliss engine is now being built by the Bates Machine Compauy,
of Joliet, III., aud the 300-k. w. generator is ready for shipment

at the works of the General Electric Company. Additional feed

wires will be strung in the spring.

The Garton-Dauiels Electric Company, of Keokuk, la., has re-

ceived a letter from the Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway
Company testifying to the efficiency of the Garton lightning ar-

rester. They have been in service for four years and have
proven more satisfactoi-y than auy other, and have ettectuivlly

protected the apparatus from damage.

E. W. Sherman, railway representative of the Beckwith-
Cliandler Company, New York, well-known manufacturers of

railway varnishes, will hereafter devote his entire time to the

western business with headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Shermau
knows from experience just the special needs of street railway
managers, in the varnish line, as he was formerly superintendent
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of the North Chicago Street Railroad, and has made a careful

study oi the subject. His western friends will be pleased to

learn of his return to Chicago, and wish him success.

Eugene Munsell & Co., of New York and Chicago, importers

and dealers in "Amber" mic-a, report a very gratifying demand

for all their insulating specialties. The India mica is being used

very largely by electrical manufacturers aud street railway com-

panies, both in this country aud in Europe, on account of its

being free from iron as well as because of its high insulating

qualities.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company, Providence, K. 1.,

which manufactures the "Providence" fender for street cars, is

liudiug its business belter than ever before and is runuing its

two factories at their fullest capacity, and is still unable to sup-

ply feuders as fast as they are ordered. Among the loads order-

ing fenders is the Metropolitan, of New York, which is equipping

300 cars.

J. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati, C, who manufacture what is prob-

ably the most extensive line of high grade wood-working ma-

chinery in the world, have just issued what may be termed an

illustrated wall catalog of some of their principal machines,

which will prove most valuable and convenient for reference. It

illustrates aud briefly describes nearly luo machines for mills, fac-

tories, car shops, etc.

D. L. Bates & Bro., of Dayton, O., are prepared to supply the

trade with all kinds of desk aud ceiling electric fans. The va-

rious kinds of fans made by this company are described in a neat

little pamphlet. Fans are kept iu stock for running on circuits

from 110 to 500 volts; the latter can be connected to a railway

feeder. Small rheostats may be attached to the fan circuits

regulating the speed.

The Brownell Car Company, St. Louis, reports that its orders

for the first week in February exceeded by three times the en-

tire business for 1897, and that there are yet other orders in

sight. Among the large ordei-s received may be mentioned those

for the Baltimore Consolidated Railway Company, the Metropoli-

tan Street Railway Company, Kansas City, Mo., and the Union

Depot Railroad Company, St. Louis.

A very handsomely illustrated catalogue on decorative and can-

d,elabra lamps has been printed and circulated by the General

Electric Company. It represents all the styles of series and mul-

tiple candelabra lamps, multiple sign lamps, series decorative

lamps, and lamps for special uses, as bicycle, telephone, dental

and surgical lamps made by the Edison decorative and minatui'e

lamp department at Harrison, N. Y.

W. R. Carton, 414 Ashland block, Chicago, has been appointed

western representative of the Keystone Electrical Instrument

Company, of Philadelphia. This is another move that the com-
pany has made to secure increased sales in this district. Since

the first of the year the works have been in operation day and
night to fill the orders received and preparations are now being

made to enlarge the manufacturing facilities.

A large water power station at Dolgeville, N. Y., was recently

opened \\ith considerable ceremony. The present installation con-

sists of three 350-k. w., alternating current generators direct con-

nected to the water turbines, but the ultimate capacity of the

station is to be 3,000-h. p. The electrical apparatus was furnished

by the Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. The
current is used for lighting purposes and for operating several

factories.

The Duft Manufacturing Company, Allegheny, Pa., advises us
that their business in Barrett compound lever jacks is very good
and that the outlook for the year is very bright. The export
trade is increasing, and during the past few months it has ship-

ped large orders of different sized Barrett jacks to Hayti, Costa

Rica, Mexico, Argentine Republic, Australia, Sweden, Russia,

England and South Africa, and is at present negotiating sales for

other countries.

Stanley Creeu, western manager of the Fuel Economizer Com-

pany for the past live years, and S. S. Howell, who has also been

connected with the same otHce, have formed an agency with head-

quarters at W2 Fisher building, Chicago. They are the west4.'rn

agents for the American fuel economizers made by Broomell,

Schmidt &. Co., the Chicago agents tor the Case Refrigerating

Company and several other companies making steel stacks, coal

aud ash handling machinery, etc.

Norman He Evans, of Lockport, N. Y., are introducing a steam

switch-back merry-go-round which should prove a great attrac-

tion aud money maker at a summer resort or street railway

park. The machine has an undulatory rotary motion, uperuliug

eight cars, designed to represent Venetian gondolas. The motion

combines the seusatiou of the switch-back railway with lliat of

the merry-go-round. A military band organ is attaciied aud plays

coutinuously, whether the machine is in motion or not.

The Stever Rail Joint Company, of Canton, U., advises us as

follows; We have been exU'emely busy gettiug out some Uirge

orders for the Stever rail joint for spring delivery, aud the joints

everywhere are giving the best of results. All we ask is a trial

order, and after that the business comes without further solicita-

tion. We have made several improvements in manufacturing

the Stever rail joint which go to make it the strongest and most

perfect one on the market.

The Dorner Truck c& Manufacturing Company, Clevelaud, will

engage in the manufacture of trucks, E. C. Dormer, formerly of

the Dorner & Dutton Company, being secretary of the new com-

pany. Mr. Dutton has beeu in the foundry business since ISSO.

The works have been established in the building formerly oc-

cupied by the Brush Electirc Works at the corner of Mason and

Beldeu streets, with track facilities in the yard. New machinery,

power cranes for loading, etc., have been installed, aud the prin-

cipal business will be the manufacture of stieet railway trucks,

in which Mr. Dormer has had a long experience.

The Partridge Carbon Company, of Sandusky, O., is inUXKlue-

ing a new generator brush of much merit. It is made of plum-

bago and other ingredients that give it a high conductivity and

low resistance. There is no preceptible wear on the commutator

and no sparking, which recommends it for machines carrying

heavy loads. Large orders are being received for the "self-

lubricating carbon brush" from all parts of this country and

-abroad. The company has just issued a new catalog which will

be furnished on application.

The i'ennsylvania Car Wheel Company, of Pittsburg, was in-

corporated January 14 aud has already built a steel foundry build-

ing with an up-to-date equipment. It is the intention to make high-

grade wheels of guaranteed durability and strength, the capacity

being 225 wheels per day, but this can readily be doubled. The

works are located on the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company and a branch of the Baltimore & Ohio. The officers of

the company are: J. W. Rhodes, president; W. L. Elkins, vice-

president; C. V. Slocum, secretary and treasurer, and A. W.
Slocum, superintendent.

Since issuing its last regular price list the Keystone Electrical

Instrument Company, 9th street and Montgomery avenue, Phil-

adelphia, has so extended and improved its line of instruments,

among others having added a complete line of portable instru-

ments, that it was considered desirable to bring all the separate

lists and announcements together under one cover, and this has

been done in its catalog, No. X. The Keystone instruments are

well known, and are pleasing in appearance, sensitive, accurate,

constant and durab'e.
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The Boston Electric Light Company will consolidate all its

small stations into one mammoth geueiating plant to be erected

in South Boston. There will be tour three-phase alternating cur-

rent generatoi-s of l,5(X>-k. w. each with a reserve capacity of 5U

per cent, making a total capacity of 12,UUU h. p. They will be of

the revolving held type, permitting a voltage of 2,200. These

large generators, together with two small exciters, IS synchron-

ous motoi-s, two rotary coverters and other electrical apparatus,

will be furnished by the General Electric Company.

The y it C is now mauulacturiug ihe selt-leediug rail drill

patented by M. ii. iloore and described and illustrated in the

ItEViEvv of Uecember, 1S97. Some minor improvements have

been made, and overhanging fastenings have been substituted

lur the under clamping device to the rail. The (J it u Company

reports a number of good orders for the y <Sj. C-Stauwood sleei

car steps, one of them being for the United States cruiser At-

lanta. The new supplementary catalog illustrates tue different

styles of steps made, together with information regarding the

rail drill.

Among the noticeable improvements in street railway rolling

stock, made desirable by the development ol the business, is the

abandonment of the wooden shutter blinds in closed cars, and the

striped canvas curtains on closed cars, and the substitution for

them of Pautasote curtains which have lung been recognized in

steam service as handsome, durable and in every way desirable.

Among the latest of the numerous street railways using them is

the Metropolitan, of New York, which ha* adopted Pantasote for

all its cars; also the Brooklyn Heights aud the l.,oug Island roads.

The number of electric and steam cars so furnished is estimated

at 1,000.

The South Side Elevated Railroad Company, of Chicago, gave

the privilege to five of the leading car heating companies to

equip one car each with electi'ic heaters. These cars have been

in operation on one of the other elevated roads and the heaters

have been thoroughly tested. As a result of this a contract for

the other cars has been given to the Gold Car Heating Com-

pany, of Chicago and New York, for 3,000 electric heaters, one

of the largest contracts of this kind ever placed. Each car is

supplied with 24 'Gold Standard" heati-rs so wired as to permit

of six graduations, controlled by the regulaliug switch.

By recent action of the board of iliicctors or ilie Uorner tV

Dutton Company, of Cleveland, the name has been changed to

the Van Dorn &. Dutton Company. The olhcers now are: Presi-

dent, J. H. \an Horn, who is also president of the \'au Dorn Iron

Works Company; vice-president, E. I. Leightou, president and

general manager of the Cleveland I'unch it Shear Works; secre-

tary and treasurer, W. A. Dutton, who is well known to the trade

as the general sales agent of the Dorner ife Uution Company, aud

who will have full charge of the sales department of the new
company. H. H. Hodell and T. B. Van Dorn, engineer of the

Van Dorn Iron Works Company, are directors. Frank Schneider,

formerly with the Brush Electric Company, and recently super-

intendent (if the Sperry Engineering Company, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the truck and gear department.

A man is known by his hat and boots; therefore the cap is

one of the most important parts of a uniform. F. H. Newcomb.
of 11 Washington Place, New York, who is known as the largest

manufacturer in the world of uniform caps only, has recently

sent to the trade a small booklet illustrating a few of the styles

of uniform caps worn and giving an idea of the class of work
done by him. Those who attended the Niagara Falls conven-
tion could not have failed to remark the large and handsome ex-

hibit of uniform caps made by Mr. Newcomb. A few of the

references given for New York and Brooklyn are: Metropolitan
Street Railway, Postal Telegraph Cable Company, Adams Ex-
press Company, Eastern Steamship Company, Atlantic Avenue
Railroad, Kings County Elevated Railroad, Brooklyn Heights
RaUroad. Brooklyn Post Office. Brooklyn Fire and Police De-
partments.

The Mica Insulator Company, of 218 Water street. New York,

117-119 Lake street, Chicago, and 12 Camomile sti-eet, Loudon,

reports a heavy increase in the volume of business. Many of

the large manufacturers are using its "Micanite" segments ex-

clusively in the construction of their generators and motors. The

company has made many valuable improvements in the well

known insulation, "Micanite," and is turning out a very hue com-

mutator segment. It would be pleased to send a set of segments

for any of the smaller machines, as sample, to electrical manu-

facturers or repair concerns who may make application. The

M-I-C friction tape and "Empire" cloth are meeting with a large

sale. They are used for the winding of fields and armature coils,

aud make the highest possible grade of insulation.

A. N. Loper, who has been prominently identified for the past

five years with the New Haven Register Company, has resigned

to accept an offer from the Ster-

ling Supply & Manufacturing

Company, of New York. Mr.

Loper has been the general

traveling salesman of the New
Haven Company, and during

his connection with Ihat con-

cern has covered the country

thoroughly, having at one time

or another canvassed every-

thing east of the Rocky Moun-
tains. He has made a very

large aciiuaintance, and a cor-

respondingly large number of

friends, all of whom vvdl wish

him great success in his new
alliance. He will make Chicago

his headquarters aud devote a

large share of his time to the

western and southern territory.
A. N. LOPEK.

The Wabash Railroad Company has completed all arrange-

ments tor the operation ot its own freight trains as well as its

own passenger trains to and trom Buttalo. Leases ol the Grand

trunk aud Erie tracks have been ratified aud the Wabash thus

practically extends its system eastward to Buffalo and gets the

use of terminal facilities there. The hue to be used will be trom

Detroit to Gleucoe, thence, via the Southern line, through St.

fhomus, Tilsonburg, bimcoe and Welland to Buffalo, via the

luternatioual bridge at I'ort Erie, and from WeUaud via Allen-

tiurg Junction to Suspension Bridge. From Suspension Bridge

Ihe Erie line will be used into Buhalo. The Wabash will also

have the right to use the Erie Belt line trom the luternatioual

bridge at Fort Erie around the city to the local freight houses,

yards aud tracks of the Wabash in Buffalo. From Chicago this

IS a shorter line than either the Michigan Central or the L;ike

Shore.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company has just completed de-

livery of the electric trucks for the South Side Elevated. The
old trail trucks have been takeu from under the coaches and

the new McGuire electric truck substituted without interrupting

the traffic of the road. This was accomplished by putting in the

shops five cars at a time, which were completely fitted elec-

Irically, and then put back into service as trailers, so that as

soon as the current is turned on every car in the system can be

operated independently. This is the important feature of the

Sprague system. Each coach is carried on one motor and one
trail truck. The fact that the motor end of the car rides easier

than the trailer end is a compliment to the builders of the motor
trucks, which are ponderously heavy things for their size, weigh-
ing, with the motor, about 14.000 lbs., while the wheel base of the

truck is only 5 ft. 6 in. The Brooklyn Elevated Railway has
l)egun a similar change from steam to electricity, and the Mc-
Guire Company has the order for trucks; the Walker Company,
of Cleveland, will furnish the motors, and the Sprague controller

system will be used. The McGuire Manufacturing Company is

also busy on ti-uck ordei-s for the Toledo Traction Company; the

Consolidated Traction Company, of Pittsburg; the Steubeuville
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Tlie question of whether the Toronto -Street Railway

must pay taxes on its poles and rails is not yet finally set-

tled, though it has been pending in the courts for three

years. The decision of the supreme court, noted in this is-

sue, is adverse to the company.

Many roads in southern Indiana and Uhio have been seri-

ously inconvenienced by floods which occurred the latter

part of March. Fortunately no extreme damage was oc-

casioned to power plants, the chief losses being from shut-

downs and on country lines some track washouts.

Indications point to an early season for putting the open

cars in service and the opening of pleasure resorts. Re-

ports from resort roads show the very general intention to

enlarge the number of features of past years, and that this

department of created travel is being better appreciated and
understood each vear.

No clearer demonstration of the folly of Detroit, which
built a great system of street railways paralleling existing

lines in order to experiment with 3-cent fares, can be fur-

nished than in the fact that since the consolidation of the

two companies" the number of employes has been reduced

30 per cent. It was the public who paid for the now use-

less men.

It is announced that on May I, Chicago is to have motor
cars, and join the ranks of London and New York. For
some months a few delivery wagons, for which storage bat-

teries furnished the motive power, have been in use, and
here and there one meets with an enthusiast who has his

own motor-driven pleasure vehicle. The success of the

new enterijrisc will be watched with interest.

Perhaps the Inisy manager who daily receives requests to

give some new device a trial on his road thinks that the

field of street railway operation is already well covered.

There is, however, a demand for a good track brake for u.se

on long and heavy grades, and the demand is each vear be-

coming greater because of the increasing number of inter-

urbans. The opportunity awaits the inventor with the "right

thing."

The road which has been most seriously aflfected by the

I)icycle, so far as we know, is that at Woonsocket, R. I.

Most roads have lost money, and that is no laughing matter,

but only in this instance has the running time been inter-

fered with. This latter trouble is of course not a direct re-

sult, but followed because the company decided that there

would be no more cyclists injured by its cars if caution on
its part could prevent, and cars now "stop when within icx)

ft. of a moving bicycle approaching the car."

In the District Court at Duluth, the street railway com-
pany has won its case against the county, which since 1896

has collected a tax on the company's franchise. The court

rules the franchise tax was not properly assessed and orders

the amount so collected to be repaid. The county auditor

states that if the assessment as made was irregular, it can-

not be made at all. While the suit was brought by the street

railway, it affects all other corporations in that city working

under municipal grants.

And now lialtimore, St. Louis and Chicago are consider-

ing the conversion of part of their cable lines to trolley.

The mileage of cable track is decreasing each year, and what

at one time gave promise of becoming the universallv

adopted system of mechanical power is gradually growing
less and less. The great advantage of using but one .system

of motive power on all the lines of a company, and the in-

terchangeability of car service on trollev lines, with ease of

getting around blockaded sections in case of fires and sim-

ilar emergencies, is felt by every manager operating cable

lines. While the cable is good, the trolley is for most places

much better.

When the Post Office De(>artment recently established an

office in a new suburb in Pennsylvania, it christened the

place "Trolley." Now the inhabitants thereof, who would

not have had any town but for the trolley, are petitioning

the department to change the name and bashfullv suggest

"Loveland" is a great deal better. We must admit that

Loveland does have a mild, patriotic and affectionate sound,

though it is a question whether it would be any more at-

tractive to young people than Trolley. For the sparking

proclivities of the trolley are well known, and have helped

out many an ambitious but poor young man who could not

afford the time-honored "rig." Moreover, Trolley is indica-

tive of the greatest advance of the century, is strictly up to
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date, has all kinds of go to it, and never fails to find room

for one more. All these are attributes of which any biid-

ding town might be proud. As the trolley has come to stay

we hope the P. M. G. will allow the name to remain over

this new stamp dispensary.

The Supreme Court of Massachusetts has somewhat al-

tered the old Biblical rule regarding lost eyes, and entered

up damages against a street railway in the amount of $5,045

for the loss of an optic by a patron of its pleasure resort. It

seems among the attractions was a freak without hands,

who posed as a crack marskman, working a gun with his

elbows and toes; and missing the target he shot out an eye

for the plaintiff who had been brought there in defendant's

car. The decision opens up a new avenue of damage suits,

and the ruling closes with the following opinion: "It can-

not be held that the plaintiflf assumed the risk. He might

well rely on those who provided the exhibition or invited

him to attend, to take due care to make it safe from such

an injury as he received."

Prior to the passage of the Allen law in Illinois, which

even now it is sought to make the issue of the next cam-

paign in this state, we were treated to numerous disserta-

tions on the advantages of home rule for cities, particularly

in the matter of street railway franchises. In Missouri the

larger cities are organized under constitutional provisions

and therefore it might be thought that they would be secure

in their rights to grant franchises on such terms as they

might see fit; the state, however, is seeking to exterminate

certain street railway corporations because the city granting

the franchises did not exact at least 2 per cent of the gross

receipts as compensation, in accordance with the Julian law

passed in 1895. The question appears to be, how can the

street railway best be milked?—in Illinois it is by the city; in

Missouri by the state.

A Maryland reformer is making the attempt to do away

with crowded cars by fixing the rate at 3 cents for standing

room. Whether the bill now pending in the legislature will

finally pass and the experiment made cannot now be stated,

but it might not be such a bad thing to make a trial on some

road. And if the trial is to be one worthy of the name it

should be undertaken on the plan of a western manager,

who, when he was confronted with the same problem a few

years ago, announced his approval and determination to re-

move the seats from most of his cars, and hang out the

sign, "Standing room only." It really would be amusing to

see how many people of the class who at stated intervals in-

troduce such impractical measures, would avail themselves

of the 3-cent standing ride. We thoroughly believe that

every company should spare no effort to supply seats for as

many of its patrons as possible; but under the existing con-

ditions in American cities it is a physical impossibility to

take care of the deluge during certain rush hours with a seat

for every passenger. To have two classes of fares, however,

in the same car, is something the public does not want and

companies could not carry out.

strike on the city lines at Saginaw, Mich. Under an order

of court, the receivers of the road were compelled to sell

legular tickets seven for a quarter, and workingmen's and

school tickets nine for a quarter. It was these same low rate

tickets which brought the road into the receiver's hands, at

which time an ineffectual effort was made to raise the rate.

With limited earnings the service could only be maintained

Ijy increasing the hours of labor, and in their appeal to the

public the striking employes set forth they are compelled

to work 12 to 14 hours each day for a "day's pay," which

was recently raised from $1.34 to $1.55. The trouble was

settled after a few days by a reduction in the hours, the pay

being unchanged; and an order by the court allowing the

receivers to raise the rate of fare.

The incident should impress the general public with the

fact that the low rates it often demands are only possible .i.t

the expense of the rights of others, and we do not believe

the American people, when they understand the real facts

in the case, will want to save the small fraction under a 5-

cent fare when it has to be done at the expense of the wel-

fare and rights of the street railway employes.

A practical demonstration of the working of the low fares

of which so much has been printed and talked by people who
were better posted on other subjects, is found in the recent

We have been much interested in a study of the repwrt of

nearly fifty roads, including each section of the country, and

about evenly divided between large and small companies,

—as to the comparative earnings for the first quarter of '98.

As a rule, and with scarcely an exception north of the Ohio

river, the earnings of the last quarter of the year are always

much better than those of the succeeding three months, or

first quarter. This is easily explained by the good weather

which usually prevails until Christmas and the holiday rid-

ing of two to four weeks.

In the reports we have collected it has been gratifying to

note that the decrease in earnings for January, February

and March, as against October, November and December,

is very much less than the decrease of one year ago; while

a comparison of the first quarter of '98 with the same period

twelve months ago shows a gain which is as surprising as it

is satisfactory. Only one road reports a percentage of de-

crease, while the others range all the way from 3 per cent

for the poorest gain to 25 per cent for the best. The ma-

jority report 6 and 7 per cent gains in revenue, and nearly

all predict the prospect for the summer business as "good."

The explanation, as every manager knows from experi-

ence, lies chiefly in the resumption of industrial operations,

which call out an army of workers for their ride twice each

day; and the riding done by their families when the wage
earner is employed.

One manager in a manufacturing town in Ohio, whose
road has been going through deep waters for two years

past, and which now shows an average gain of 24.90 per

cent in earnings for the first quarter of '98, states: "Our in-

dustries are all in operation and with orders on hand to keep

them going for several months. Practically all our idle

labor has been employed; there is no skilled labor unem-
ployed; empty houses are filling up, and the general out-

look has not been so good since 1892."

It is devoutly to be hoped nothing will occur to turn

back the improved conditions or to prevent their working

out into that full measure of prosperity which means as

much to the laborer striving to clear off the mortgage on his

little home, as to the capitalist endeavoring to bring his se-

curities up to par again.
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HOW WOULD WAR AFFECT STREET RAILWAYS?

A Question Which is Confronting Every Manager in the Land—Expressions from a Large Number of Leading Presidents and
Operators—Opinions Divided Some Look for Increase in Their Earnings Others Would Suffer.

As we go to press the eventual outcome of our national

difficulties with Spain is still an unsettled question, and.

without entering into any discussion of the matter in dis-

pute, it is proper to consider what the effect is likely to be

upon street railway interests, in event of war.

As a well-known manager states in the opinions ciuoted

below, that effect is largely a problematical one; and it is

further probable that, as usual with street railways, the local

conditions will largely govern. At the same time war could

not but have many results whicli would be generally com-

mon to all.

It must be admitted at the outset that new projects, which

are dependent on the placing of any considerable amount

of securities would, temporarily at least, suffer. With a

fluctuating money market, and that uncertainty which al-

wavs prevails during hostilities, capital certainly will be

wary of investment in operations which are not directly to

be benefitted by government orders. On the other hand, it

is pointed out that, while war is destructive and a great and

extravagant consumer, vast sums of money are rapidly put

in circulation. This money of necessity must be spent with-

in our own Ixsrders, and all those industries which are oper-

ated to furnish war supplies will furnish work for thousands

of men day and night, and the demand for raw materials and

labor will be very great. These workers would be patrons

of our transportation lines, and the money so earned will

increase the ability of their families to ride.

A gentleman connected with the Japanese government

said recently to the writer that the result of the war with

China had been, during and especially since the conflict, to

stimulate business and industries of all kinds to a degree

never known liefore in Japan. It would be humiliating to

think that a great nation of 70 millions people, with all the

esources and boasted abilities which this covmtry possesses,

could suffer to any alarming degree in a conflict with a

bankrupt power of only 17 millions, three-fourths of whom
can neither read nor write. A visitor to this office who has

traveled about the world extensivelv, with unusual oppor-

tunities to observe, and who has witnessed Spanish military

evolutions in the past, expressed himself as confident that

"the Yankees could go out to sea on logs and clean out the

Spanish." While it does not behoove ns to boast, it does not

seem that there is good cause for that degree of apprehen-

sion which exists in the minds of some. We have weathered

a long and terrible financial crisis, and the commercial in-

terests of the country have had ample time to prepare for

war conditions, and have done so.

Those street railway enterprises whicli were still un-

financed up to the middle of March have been as completely

tied up as if war had actually been declared; and this inabil-

ity to proceed seems likely to continue as long as matters

are unsettled. Indeed, some fee! that actual hostilities

could not work a greater hardshi]), and thai, even with war,

a fair prospect of its early termination would enable them to

discount the result and float their bonds. We know of a

large number of such tied-up enterprises, and unless relief

is found soon in some definitely settled policy, some of them

are likely to go over to another year, as interurbans particu-

larly are anxious to take advantage of as mucii of the sum-
mer riding as possible, and avoid starting out with the

smaller business and increased expenses incident to opera-

tion during winter months.

We feel sure our readers will gladly avail themselves of

the opportunity to learn how the situation and probabilities

incident to a possible war period are viewed by the oper-
ators in the country, and we publish here the opinions ot

some of the best-known managers. In some cases these

opinions could only be secured through a promise not to

reveal the source of information, and we therefore must re-

spect such requests.

Capt. Robert McCullock, who knows the smell of powder
from four years service on the field, finds it very difficult to

predict results, and says :

You desire an answer to the question, "What will be the
effect of war upon street railway business."

I don't think it possible to answer the question without
coupling with it conditions that might exist.

The effect would be widely different in New York and St.

Louis; the former city might be so filled with soldiers and
visitors that a large addition to the present equipment would
be necessary to accommodate the traffic, whilst in St. Louis
the reverse might be the situation.

But to answer the question intelligently we must know,
or at least suppose we know

:

Will it be a naval war, and confined entirely to the hig^i

seas?

Will Cuba be the battle-ground?

Will Spain be the battle-ground?

Will the United States be the battle-ground?

What will be the duration of the war?
Will 50,000 soldiers be sufficient, or must our armv num-

ber five millions?

Will other nations be drawn into the contest?

As I am unable to answer any of these questions, I have
no starting point for my argument, so I don't think m\
opinion will give you any enlightenment.

.\ western manager; city of 100,000: With reference to

what effect we think war will have on the street railway

business, I would say that in the western states and in an

agricultural country, where we are, we think that in case

of war business will improve. It will certainly make prices

of all grains higher, and also farm products, meat, etc.. and
the people will have more money and will feel more like

spending it. We think it will not only improve street rail-

way business, but steam railroad and all general business.

Another manager, inland city, operating 1.000 cars: In

our opinion the business of street railways will be improved

should war be declared against Spain. Our theory for this

is that war will instigate an immense expenditure of money
through furnishing troops with provisions, transportation

and clothing, and factories of all kinds manufacturing goods

which the government may use. will be run to their fullest

capacity. This will improve conditions for the laboring

class by the employment of a greater number, and the plac-
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ing in the hands of laboring classes additional money, will

enable them to expend more for transportation and the

necessaries of life. The greater the prosperity of the labor-

ing classes, the greater the street railway travel.

W. F. Kelly, general manager Columbus (O.) Street Rail-

way: I have not given the matter serious consideration,

because, first, I do not anticipate there will be a war. Should

war occur, however, I believe the results to street railway

interests, so far as their earnings are concerned, will be

beneficial rather than otherwise. Such an event would

stimulate manufacturing and commercial industries, and

would awaken great activity among all classes, which would

result in an increased travel on street railway lines. This

view, of course, supposes that no very large percentage of

our population would actually be engaged in war service;

that the result would not be so disastrous as to paralyze our

commercial interests. A declaration of war would doubtless

at first affect stock values, but even this, I believe, would be

only a temporary depression.

From a manager in the Southwest: I do not care to be

quoted on the question you propound, bi!t do not think

that a foreign war will have any disastrous effect on street

railways in this tenitory.

The president of a 300-car road in the Central States says:

The effect of war upon street railway business at present

would, in my judgment, largely check improvements and

extensions, but if it were not too prolonged would tempo-

rarily stimulate travel. In other words, capital will be timid

in everv way, which will doulstless throw many men out of

employment, who will congregate in the cities and enjoy

themselves so long as they have money to do so. Of course

if many men should be called into service on land, the effect

would be different; still, I think it would be very largely a

naval battle and not require many men to carry it on.

The president of a Southern city road: Having had little

faith in war being declared. I have not considered wihat

effect it would have on the business of the street railway

companies throughout the United States. Without having

given the matter mature consideration, I would not like to

express an opinion for publication. I might state, how-

ever, that in the event war is declared, I believe that, owing

to the probable mobilization of troops in and around this

citv, this company's business would show an increase of 25

to 30 per cent.

The feelings of a manager in an important Southern sea-

board city is voiced in the following: I am certain that the

inunediate effect of a rupture between our country and

Spain would be one of injui-y to street railway business, in

common with most all other business enterprises through-

out the country, especially in seaboard cities.

The cessation of commercial carrying on the ocean would

necessarily affect the number of men employed on the

docks and wharves, and would further diminish receipts of

the street railway companies in cities where laboring men of

that class constitute a part of the street car patronage. Some

of this loss would perhaps be made up in cities whefe, by

reason of the massing of troops there, some riding from

them would be obtained.

As an actual fact, even now in our city along our wharves

the number of ships being loaded has been greatly reduced

by reason, as I understand it, of the refusal on the part ol

the underwriters to insure cargoes at usual rates, and our

receipts from longshoremen and others upon the docks

show a corresponding reduction.

Further, in a general way, war means timidity on the part

of capitalists in promoting new enterprises or to continue

improvements, and this means in many cities a reduction

in the number of men employed in such enterprises or im-

provements, and consequently a lessening of riders upon

the street cars. War also means higher prices for material,

and the result of this will be reflected in greater expenses in

the operation of our cars and in our repair and maintenance

account.

I can but feel that war will be a most deplorable thing in

every way, as regards business enterprises in our country,

with perhaps the exception of such factories as will be em-

ployed in the furnishing of munitions and material for the

government.

As a lover of my country and its honor, however, I am, in

common with all the dwellers in this fair land, jealous of

our national reputation, and if peace cannot be honorably

maintained, will be glad to see recourse had to arms: but it

is my hope that every effort will be made that can be, con-

sistent with justice and honor, to avoid a conflict, which I

think can only be regarded as likely to result disastrously

for the time being, at least, to our business interests.

The manager of a well-known company in New England

reflects conditions there in these words: That, undoubtedly,

if war were to be declared between the United States and

Spain, it would have a very depressing effect upon the gen-

eral business interests of this country. As a matter of fact,

the uncertainty existing has already caused the monetary

interests to act very cautiously and conservatively, as all

banking interests are compelled, for their own protection,

to withhold making loans, etc., excepting when the security

is unquestionable and the rate very remunerative.

Even under these conditions they prefer not to make

loans, but to await developments.

The second effect, to my mind, would be an inflation of

values of all commodities in this country, to what extent it

would depend very largely upon how long the conflict was

continued, and after the ceasing of hostilities and peace is

declared, then comes the reaction, and we are left in no bet-

ter, if as good, condition than we are at the commencement

of the hostilities.

I suppose out of the 70-odd million people in this country

10 million will have to bear the great burden of carrying on

war, while 60 million are urging immediate action, regard-

less of the consequences.

To our mind, great credit is due to the conservatism of

the President. With us, in this section, he is higlily praised

Ijy the thinking people.

I have briefly expressed my opinion, of which I sliall

expect you to withhold the name of the author.

Israel A. Kelsey. general manager, West Haven, Conn.:

I do not believe that in case of war between this country

and Spain that it would affect the business of this line to

any extent, unless there should be an attack on coast cities.
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M. R. McAdoo, manager Paterson (N. J.) Railway Com-
pany: I have never seen the effect of a war upon any busi-

ness, and therefore do not feel that I am competent to give

an opinion on the subject. I understand from some of the

men in our city that during the war of 1861-65, that Pater-

son was very busy, on account of the fact that all of its

locomotive works were building locomotives for the govern-

ment and employing for this work a great body of men, who
were paid excellent wages. Using this as a basis for form-

ing an opinion, I should say that in any city largely engaged

in the manufacture of goods which would be used by the

government in prosecution of a war, that the street railway

interests would be benefitted. But otherwise, as I stated

above, I have had no experience to guide me in forming an

opinion.

John I. Beggs, general manager, Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Lig'ht Company: In my opinion, in the unfort-

unate event of war with Spain, street railway business would

not be perceptibly affected, so far as pertains to volume of

business or cost of operation. There might be greater diffi-

culty in obtaining capital to make extensions or build newly

projected lines.

John B. Parsons, vice-president and general manager.

Union Traction Company, Philadelphia: I see no reason

why there should be any material effect for the time being

upon street railway business. In the event of war I cer-

tainly do not think their business would be decreased any.

E. G. Connette, general manager, Nashville Street Rail-

way: I do not believe that the prospective war with Spain

will affect our business to any extent. Our city is so inland

and our business and manufacturing interests of such a

nature that I do not apprehend a depressing effect. I do

hope, however, that there is to be no war with Spain and

matters will be satisfactorilv settled before hostilities occur.

W. W. Magoon, secretary of the Consolidated Light &
Railway Company, of Huntington, W. Va., speaks of the

resources of his state: We have your esteemed inquiry, and

must admit our inability to reply very intelligently. We do

not consider war a very healthful thing at any time, and it is

very deplorable that such difficulties cannot be amicably

and honorably settled in this enlightened age so near the

close of the 19th century. Locally we do not feel that war

with Spain or with any other country would materially affect

our street railway interests, only so much as it affiects busi-

ness generally. While it would not affect the price of our

stock in trade, it would undoubtedly advance prices of ma-

terial we have to buy, more particularly coal, which is a

large item of our current expenses. I think it is the general

belief of our people that war would benefit our individual

state of West Virginia, as we are great coal and timber pro-

ducers, and it would create a large demand for these prod-

ucts, and our credit is largely based on our vast amount of

undeveloped timber and mineral lands, which would offer

good, safe investments for capital that is now invested in

stocks and bonds which would be more or less jeopardized

by the opening of hostilities.

George E. Maltby, superintendent of the Jamestown (N.

Y.) Street Railway Company, says: We are inclined to be-

. lieve that, should war be declared, the effect would be to

force those who are now along the coast into the interior

for safety. This, of course, would necessarily increase the

business of all street railways, and especially those which art

fortunate enough to have summer resorts in connection

with them, and as far as our company is concerned, we
would be very willing indeed to make a great effort to take

care of all who might deem it advisable to locate in or near
Chautauqua, Jamestown or Celoron.

H. F. McGregor, manager of the Houston (Tex.) Elec-

tric Street Railway, writes: I generally have pronounced
opinions on all questions, but have been unable to form any
on the effect which war would have on street railway busi-

ness. I have a vague idea that in some localities that fur-

nish war supplies business will be stimulated and the street

railways benefitted; in others business will be depressed and
street railways will be affected thereby. I do not expect
any beneficial effects in this city from war.

T. J. Xicholl, general manager of the Rochester (X. Y.)
Railway Company, writes: In my opinion, so far as this

city is concerned, a war with Spain would have very little

effect upon our street railway business. I presume that in

communities where large amounts of war supplies would
be produced the effect would be to stimulate business some-
what, and hence improve street railway business.

George D. Munsing, general manager of the two street
railway companies at Tampa, Fla., says: Owing to condi-
tions and location of our company, we would be consider-
ably benefitted in case of war, as Tampa, undoubtedly,
would be headquarters for supplies and many troops of
soldiers. I do not see how war would affect the street rail-

way business of the United States unless there should be a
demand for employes, which I hardly think there would be.

From a Chicago man
: As to the effect of war upon street

railway business, my opinions are simply guesses—nothing
more nor less, I guess that the street railway business of
Chicago would not suffer in event of war, unless Chicago
were invaded and carried by the enemy, which, in my ophi-
ion, is a very remote contingency.

The president of a well known Southern road savs: A
short conflict say of three or four months will not be' felt by
the street railways of any part of the country. But a war of
longer duration will affect the earnings of the street rail-

ways of the north and east by reason of the closing of fac-

tories of all kinds, thereby throwing out of employment

thousands of people who ride each day. We of the south

will not feel a war unless it is of longer duration than I think

this will be. War may effect to a slight extent stocks and

bonds of street railways even if it is of very short duration,

though I very much doubt it.

Here is one from a manager who says in his case war al-

ready exists: The Lord only knows what the effect of war

would be on street railway interests. Whatever I might

say would be only a guess, and I should dislike to find my-

self on the wrong side. I leave today for . where there

is war in the legislative halls on our interests which we

know would be fatal to us. We feel we are too far inland

to be hurt directly by a foreign war. It is the home wars

that affect us.
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Riissel B. Harrison, president of the Terre Haute Elec-

tric Railway Company, writes; "I do not think war wih

have any injurious effect upon the street railway business of

the country, certainly not in the interior. It might in cer-

tain localities, as some sea coast city might be liombarded

by a Spanish man of war. But this is not at all probable, as

the Spaniards will be kept too busy protecting their own

coast and Cuba to annoy our country very much. In case

of tonibardment the interference would be quick as the mo-

tormen and Conductors would immediately desire a little

recreation in the country if shells were dropping in the city.

Being so far from the sea shore, war would have no effect

upon our road except to cause the president of the road,

who is a member of Governor Mount's staff, to don his fight-

ing clothes and give his services to the defence of the flag

and the country's honor. While war is undesirable, and in

details very horrible, I consider it worth all it will cost in

money and lives, in maintaining the honor of our flag and

the dignity of this great country. It would prevent other

fighting ships from being blown up and our brave seamen

murdered. From the humanitarian side it will be worth all

it cost in stopping Spanish cruelty as now practiced in Cuba,

and would permit thousands of men, women and children to

once more earn a living as God intended. Policemen in

cities prevent outrages of the strong upon the weak and ex-

ert their power to preserve good order among all classes.

This nation has a similar duty to perform in stopping the

outrages by a cruel and decaying nation of the Old World

upon the population of the Island of Cuba, an island that

should and must be free."

E. H. HARRISON.

The manager of an extensive system in the west; "Should

we have war, in my judgment it will greatly embarrass the

extension of lines and all new work, as there is a very strong

probability of money rates being advanced, and of course

this will have the effect of making it hard to sell bonds or

raise money for new things. If the war, however, is of short

duration it ought not to affect our regular business. We no-

tice in the west already that there is considerable fear of the

probable result, but, in my judgment, our line of business

would not be near so much affected as others."

TROLLEY CARS ON BROOKLYN BRIDGE.

Since the trolley cars began crossing the Brooklyn

bridge there has been a noticeable falling off of bridge re-

ceipts. This has amounted to about $i,ooo a day, which

will leave a considerable deficit to be paid by taxation. Last

year the bridge earned $1,235,000, which was $200,000 more

than its expenses. The patronage given the trolley cars

causes a large reduction in the receipts from the regular

cable cars. Both the Brooklyn elevated roads and the fer-

ries have suffered from the popularity of the trolley cars.

On account of the diminished bridge receipts, it has been

decided to decrease expenses by dismissing 50 trainmen.

A bill has been introduced into the New York Assembly

instructing the Board of Railroad Commissioners to investi-

gate and approve of some effective guards, fenders or

sweeps for electric and cable cars. Street railway compan-

ies in all cities in the state over 60,000 shall provide the cars

with such approved safety devices by January, 1899.

E. H. Harrison, commander of the Naval Militia of Illi-

nois, is well known to all the supply men of Chicago and a

large number of street

railway men in the

West. In "93 Mr. Har-

rison was a member of

the firm of Harrison &
Cary, handling street

railway supplies. When
the firm was dissolved

he went to Peoria as

manager of the Spirits

Company there, which

position he now holds.

J
He is a graduate of An-

i napolis, cruised in the

' Pensacola during the

Chilean troubles, and

can be depended on

to command the Na-

val Militia with credit

to himself and the

state of Illinois. He
is a brother of Hugh Harrison, of the J. G. White Company,

New York.

E. H. HARRISON.

MEETING OF THE ACCOUNTANTS' ASSO-
CIATION.

President Wilson and Secretary Brockway of the Street

Railway Accountants' Association of America, have issued a

circular of announcement to the membership giving the de-

tails of the convention in September so far as they have been

arranged. The meetings will be held in the Banquet Hall of

the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics' Association Build-

ing, September 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Three of the papers to be presented have been decided

upon; these are:

"Statistics—Their Use and Abuse."

"Car Mileage—How Arrived at and Its Use."

The report of the permanent committee on Standard Sys-

tems of Street Railway -Accounting.

It is intended to make the exhibition of blanks and forms

a feature of the meeting and it is earnestly urged that each

member of the association be represented in this, in order

that the exhibit may be complete, and as useful as possible.

The rapidly increasing scope and influence of the associa-

tion is indicated by the application and admission to mem-
bership of the Honolulu Street Railway.

By direction of the management the motormen and con-

ductors of the Metropolitan Street Railway, of New York,

assumed their summer caps and suits on Easter.

M. T. Moloney, ex-attorney-general of Illinois, on March

30 purchased, for the amount of taxes due. the rolling stock

of the street railway at ( )ltawa. 111., which bad been attached

fur unpaid personal property tax. Mr. Moloney sought to

buy the road but could not make terms. He has leased the

cars to the receiver of the road.
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THE GREAT FLOOD OF 1898.
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Many Cities and Their Street Railways Inundated—Power Houses and Car Barns Do Not Escape—Fires Extinguished and Traffic

Suspended—In Some Places Tracks Washed Away—Principal Losses, However, Are in Revenue.

Many towns and cities in Ohio and southern Illinois were

inundated during: the high water March 23 to April 4. The

greatest catastrophe was at Sliawneetown, III., on the Ohio

river, where 30 persons lost their lives and the larger part

of the town destroyed. The 25-ft. levee gave way so sud-

denly that little or no warning of danger was given to the

inhabitants. No similar loss of life was recorded elsewhere,

but the other damage was very great.

At Columbus, O., the levee guarding the west side broke

and the city experienced the worst flood in its history. The

accompanying illustrations convey a good idea of how the

Scioto river ran riot over a portion of the city. The street

The bridges throughout the Licking valley were washed

away and cut off all means of transportation around Newark,

O. The power station of the Newark & Granville Electric

.Street Railway Companywas underwater and operation had

to be suspended. The Tuscarawas river was higher than it

has been in 50 years and much damage was done around

New Philadelphia. The interurban line between Uhrich.s-

ville and New Philadelphia sustained damages to its road-

bed to the extent of $2,000 or more.

Miss Anna Mitchener, superintendent of the Tuscara-

was electric line, distinguished herself during the flood. The

electric line was badly crippled, more than two miles of the

THE FLOOD AT ZANESVILLE, O.

railway service was interrupted on some lines where the

water was so deep as to flood the motors. On High street

a lake formed 200 yds. wide which the cars could not cross

and it was necessary to transfer passengers in busses. The

water flowed into the wheel pits of the power station on

West Spring street but pumps were put to work and the

water kept pumped out until the river had fallen below the

danger line. The two dynamo rooms of the Columbus Elec-

tric Light & Power Company were flooded and the engines

and dynamos were covered by the water. A thorough over-

hauling and cleaning of the machinery is necessary and will

entail a large expense.

The Ohio river was out of its banks and considerable dam-

age was done around Cincinnati, Newport and Covington.

The conditions were substantially the same as last year, a

description and illustrations of the flooded districts being

given in the Review at that time. The patrons of the cars

in Dayton and Bellevue, Ky., had to transfer from the cars

into flat boats, draw themselves across the ponds by a cable

and again take the cars for Cincinnati.

13 being under water. While the flood was at its height.

Miss Mitchener hired a livery horse, donned a waterproof

habit and went without an escort to the scene of the wash-

out, where she personally directed the work of the employes

of the line in guarding the railway property against dam-

age. She then pushed through water half way up on the

horse's side, rode to Uhrichsville, and, without dismounting,

returned over the route the same day, making a total of 26

miles.

The road ran its cars through to Uhrichsville after sev-

eral day's delay and the speedy resumption is due to the

pluck and good management of the fair superintendent.

Her father, Major E. C. Mitchener, wired his congratula-

tions.

At Wheeling, W. Va., the water covered the floors of the

power station and car barn. The cars were removed to a

part of the city where there was no danger from the flood.

It also became necessary to shut down the station and lift

the generators off the foundations and support them on ties

6 ft. above the floor. By this course no damage to the ma-
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chines was sustained. The Hnes of the Moundville, Ben-

wood & WheeUng Railway Company were submerged and

the cars operated on portions only of the route for a few

days.

At Evansville, Ind., the river rose to 44.8 ft. and threat-

ened the station of the street railroad company. The Miami

Valley Traction Company, of Hamilton, O., suffered severe

loss, its roadbed was swept away in numerous places and

the damage cannot be repaired for some time. The flooded

condition of the streets in Marion, O., caused a delay on

some of the lines of the Marion Street Railway Company.

The pits in the car barn were also flooded.

In reference to the flood General Manager Nelson, of the

Springfield (O.) Railway Company, says;

"We suflrered considerable loss and damage from the re-

cent high water. The levee along Buck creek, above our

power house, gave way and caused our premises to overflow.

In fact there was about 2 ft. of water in our car barn and

repair shop, and about 6 in. over the power house floor.

This break occurred after shutting down time at night, and

as we were expecting it, our belts were removed and ma-

chinery generally put above any height the water might

possibly attain. We were, however, unable to start our ma-

chinery until 1 1 a. m., on March 23, and therefore suffered

practically the loss of one-half day"s business. It was im-

possible to get to or from our power house from about 2 a.

m. until noon. We had a number of poles carried away and

some track washed out, also two large oil storage tanks."

Zanesville, O., suffered much damage from the high water

and the following account is from General Manager West-

cott, of the Zanesville Railway & Electric Company:

"After a rain of four days, the Muskingum and Licking

rivers, which join at the Y bridge, were so high they com-

menced overflowing their banks on Wednesday, March 23,

in the morning, and by 1 1 a. m. had covered our Gant Park

line to the depth of 2 ft., submerging about 200 acres of the

/th ward and driving 500 families from their liomes. By

2 p. m. the water had risen, covering our Brighton line to a

depth of 3 ft. in places, giving us some two miles of track

which was out of use, all other portions of the line being in

working condition, clear of high water. During the evening,

the water got up to the power house, and began running

into the cellar, but we finished the day without any inter-

ruption at the power plant. At 5 a. m. Thursday, March

24, the water had risen so high in the power house that it

could not be operated, and no power was generated until

Sunday morning, March 26.

"No damage was done to pow-er house or tracks but the

steam railroads were not so fortunate, as all roads entering

the city were tied up for several days, with washouts, and

bridges gone. The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Cleveland,

Canton & Southern Railroad, the Zanesville & Ohio River

Railroad, and the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus Railroad

suffered the greatest damage, and were several days without

trains; the Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley Railroad, the

Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking Railroad and the Bellaire,

SCENES NEAR HARTf-QRU AND BROAD STREETS, COLUMBUS.
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Zanesville & Cincinnati Railroad all suffered great damage

from the water in this city.

"Practically the whole of the 8th ward, as shown heyond

the 'Y' bridge in the picture, was under from 6 ft. to lo ft.

of water, also about half the 7th ward. Part of the 2nd ward

and part of the 9th ward were under from 3 ft. to 8 ft. of

COLUMhUS ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT.

water, in all about 2,000 houses were practically half under

water. Great suffering was caused, and two lives lost. The

Citizens' Committee raised a good quantity of money to aid

sufferers, who were attended to promptly. The police force,

assisted by a company of state troops from Battery C sta-

tioned here, did police duty, and there was no excitement or

disturbance."'

A CHAPTER OF CASUALTIES.

On March 9 there was a collision on the Atlantic High-

lands, Red Bank & Long Branch Electric Railway, between

a construction car and one of the regular cars which resulted

fatally to the motorman of the latter. The accident occurred

on a piece of single track nearly opposite the old Monmouth
Park gates. The construction car had been at the nearest

turnout and the motorman thought he could reach the next

one before the regular car was due and was running at high

speed. The regular car was a trifle ahead of time and the

two met head on ; a heavy fog prevented the motormen see-

ing the approaching cars until it was too late to stop. No
passengers were injured.

March II a passenger train on the Jersey Central struck a

car of the Lansford & Tamaqua .Street Railway at the Broad

street crossing in Tamaqua, Pa. The front of the car was

demolished, but no one injured except the motorman, who
sustained severe cuts about the head. It is stated that the

motorman was unable to stop his car on approaching the

crossing and finding the safety gates closed because of the

failure of the brakes to work properly.

On the same day a serious drawbridge accident was nar-

rowly averted at New Brunswick, N. J. A car on the Bruns-

wick Traction Company's track approached the bridge span-

ning the Delaware & Raritan Canal and because of the fog

he failed to see that the draw was open until quite close.

When close enough to see the danger the brakes were ap-

plied, but the car coasted over the wet rails and was only

prevented from plunging into the water by the guard chain

stretched across the track.

March 13 there was a rear end collision between two trol-

ley cars of the Consolidated Traction Company in Newark,
N. J., in which several persons were injured, two quite seri-

ously. The same evening a drawbridge across the Passaic

river on the line between Newark and Harrison was opened

as an electric car was running onto it and the passengers

had a narrow escape; in this case the car had been signalled

to come ahead by the gate tender.

A very unfortunate accident occurred at Racine, Wis., on

March 31. The Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha here uses

the tracks of the Belle City Street Railway, which at one

point cross a bridge over the Root river, which bridge is

continued at one end as a viaduct over railroad tracks.

Shortly after noon some boys were playing about the via-

duct when a locomotive passed underneath; the smoke and

steam rising through the cracks in the flooring concealed an

approaching interurban car from the boys, and also hid them
from the motorman. One of the boys, being on the car

track, was struck and killed, the wheels passing over his

body longitudinally.

THE WAGE QUESTION IN GALVESTON,
TEX.

The Galveston (Tex.) City Railroad Company is in the

hands of a receiver appointed by the United States Circuit

Court. Recently the employes petitioned the court to or-

der an increase in the wages of the trainmen, and claimed

that the surplus accumulated by the receiver since his ap-

pointment fully justified such an increase. The answer of

the receiver showed that after deducting the interest on the

first mortgage bonds and the floating indebtedness, there

would remain, from the operation of the road for 12 months,

a profit of but $10,574; and that the extraordinary expenses,

for material only, needed to improve the property amounted
to $46,000, which is greatly in excess of the surplus on hand

and the profits to be expected from operation. He further

said that the wages paid the company's employes were, with

but one exception, as high or higher than the wages paid

employes for similar work in any part of that section of the

country. The rates are 14 cents per hour for the first year

and 15 cents thereafter; an increase of 2 cents was asked.

The court denied the petition because of the condition of

the property.
•-•-

RIGHTS IN THE HIGHWAY.

In a case now pending in the Pennsylvania courts be-

tween the Pennsylvania Canal Company and the Levvisburg,

Milton & Watsontown Street Railway Company the Canal

Company sought to enjoin the street railway from crossing

the canal on an overhead bridge near Watsontown. In tht

lower court it was held that as the public road crosses on

the bridge, the street railway also had a right to its use.

.\n appeal has been taken to the supreme court.

The Northampton (Mass.) Street Railway Company has

closed a contract with the postal authorities to carry the

mail between Center and Bay State three times a day.
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PROSPERITY AMONG THE STREET RAILWAYS.

Reports From 30 Representative Roads Reflect Improved Conditions in all Sections of the Country—Highly Gratifying Increase in

Earnings for First Quarter of '98— Industrial Activity Reflected in These Figures and the

Outlook Is Universally "Good."

The Ren-iew was not one of those who on the morning

of November 4, 1896, went out upon the house tops to see

the sun of prosperity rise and in a single day dispel the mists

which had obscured the business horizon for over three

years; many of those who did go out remained and their

over-taxed eyes could not recognize the steady but grad-

ual improvement in conditions which the last year has

brought about—things appeared distorted and they earned

the name of "calamity howlers." We believed that any last-

ing improvement in business must be of gradual growth

—

the result of united effort which would be made when the sil-

ver bogie was muzzled—and awaited the future with confi-

tlence. During 1897 the volume of trade in general was

large, any dissatisfaction which was felt being due to the fact

that the prices prevailing were low. It would be difficult

indeed to find a series of predictions for the future more san-

guine in tone than those of our advertisers which were pub-

lished in "Echoes from the Trade" in our issue of Decem-

ber last; and they were justified by the statement of the

year's business.

Looking, as we did, for the better times in 1898, it is with

great satisfaction that we are enabled to give below the re-

ports from a number of street railways which are so much

better than expected as to be surprising. In all the north-

ern states the street railways find that the last quarter of

the year is very much better than the first quarter; this is be-

cause in our climate the bad weather of the year is for the

most part crowded into the months of January. February

and March, and the effect of what little of winter comes in

December is more than counterbalanced by the holiday

traffic during that month. The manager of a street railway,

therefore, when looking over the statement for the first

quarter of the year is usually nnich gratified if the decrease

as compared with the previous quarter is not a great one.

An absolute increase in the receipts of the first quarter over

the last is not to be thought of, except in one's dreams, as

a general thing.

The street railways are good barometers to indicate the

state of the business atmosphere, and this is especially true

of manufacturing centers. If a man is out of employment

he has no use for a street car, and his family can not afford

to ride. There is also a large class of people who, when

driven to economize, find that street car fare costs more

than shoe leather, and walk where in better times they would

ride. The statements given below are indicative therefore

of prosperity for us all.

The receipts of the Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern

Railroad for January and February, 1898, were 20 per cent

greater than for the same months in 1897. This company

has built 14 miles of track in the last six months which is

not yet in operation. The outlook is reported as good.

The Nassau Electric Railroad, of Brooklyn, which is an

interurban as well as a city line, reports that the receipts for

the first quarter of this year were 25.25 per cent above the

same months in 1897, and that they were 10.71 per cent in

excess of the last quarter of 1897. In anticipation of the

summer traffic the company has secured 120 new cars and

increased the capacity of its power plant by 2,500 h. p.

The Springfield Railway Company, of Springfield, O., a

city line, reports an increase in receipts for the quarter just

closed of 24.90 per cent over the first quarter, and 5.75 per

cent over the last quarter of 1897. Compared with the cor-

responding months of 1897 the increase was: January, 28

per cent; February, 22.5 per cent; March, 24.25 per cent.

The prospects are good. The general manager, Samuel L.

Nelson, writes: "Our industries are all in operation and

with orders on hand sufficient to keep them going for sev-

eral months. Practically all our idle labor has been em-

ployed, there being no skilled labor whatever unemployed.

Empty houses are filling up and the general outlook has not

been so good since 1892."

Tlie Market Street Railway Company, of San Francisco,

earned nearly 7 per cent more during the first quarter of

l8g8 than during the first quarter of 1897. General Man-
ager Vining states that while the prospects for the summer
are good there is a danger of a dry season in California

which would have an unfavorable effect on all lines of bus-

iness.

The receipts of the Toledo Traction Company from its

street railway for the months of January and February were

12 per cent in excess of those for the corresponding months

of 1897 and the ])rospect is reported as good for the sum-

mer.

The Schuylkill Valley Traction Company, which operates

both city and interurban lines, reports an increase for the

quarter of 12.5 per cent over the first and .5 per cent over

the last quarter of 1897.

J. P. E. Clark, general manager of the Binghamton (N.

Y.) Railroad Company, writes: "I am pleased to state that

the passenger receipts for the months of January, February

and March have shown an increase of about 16 per cent

over the corresponding months of the year previous ; and in

fact the last three months of 1897 show about the same ratio

of gain over the corresponding months of 1896. I think

the outlook for a large increased traffic the coming sum-

mer is most favorable, and in accordance therewith we are

arranging our plans for the transportation of the expected

increased number of passengers, and with that end in view,

we are adding a 250-h. p. engine and a new dynamo to our

present station equipment. We shall also add to our roll-

ing stock, and shall place our entire equipment in a first-

class condition."

The Third Avenue Railroad Company, of New York, re-

ports an increase of 3 per cent for the quarter just closed

over the first quarter of 1897.

The Chattanooga (Tenn.) Electric Railway Company, op-

erating both city and interurban lines, reports the increase

in receipts for the first quarter of 1898 as 7.5 per cent over

those for the same months last year. The prospect for the

summer is good.

The Fort Worth (Tex.) Street Railway makes a most

gratifying showing; the increase in receipts for the first
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quarter of this year is 25 per cent over the first and 15 per

eent over the last quarter of i8y7; the prospect for the sum-

mer is reported as very good.

At Toronto, Canada, the same prosperous condition ob-

tains. The earnings of the Toronto Railway Company from

January i to March 23, were 16.5 per cent greater than for

the same period in 1897, and the decrease when compared

with the last three months of last year, which were excep-

tionally good, was only 6 per cent. The prospect for sum-

mer business is good.

The Columbus (O.) Street Railway Company reports that

its receipts for the quarter just past are 1 1.5 per cent in ex-

cess of those for the same months of 1897 and are prac-

tically the same as the last quarter of 1897, the diflference

being too slight to mention. Tiie outlook is good.

Miller Elliott, superintendent of the Citizens" Street Rail-

way Company, of Indianapolis, is quoted as follows: "I be-

lieve there is an apparent improvement in general business

circles. Traffic is quite heavy now, in fact, our 6 o'clock

passengers demand more cars. I think the wage-earner is

realizing more income now for the reason that he, as well

as the employer, believes that there is a more prosperous

season upon us and if we can all work in harmony I am sure

there will be little cause for any complaint, as far as hard

times are concerned."

The gross earnings of the United Traction Company,

Reading, Pa., which operates 48 miles of road, for February

were $11,307, a gain of $729 over the same weeks of last

year.

The report of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company's

.system for March, 1898, shows passenger earnings of $449,-

938, an increase of 15.2 per cent over March, 1897, and of

21 per cent over March, 1896.

The Charleston ^S. C.) City Railway Company, which op-

erates city lines only, reports receipts as follows: Increase

over 1897: January, 34 per cent; February, 10.2 per cent;

March, 32 per cent. Increase over 1896: October, 30 per

cent; November, 29.4 per cent; December, 40 per cent. The

gross receipts for the first quarter of 1898 were $36,880, and

for the last quarter of 1897, $40,435. The prospect for the

summer is stated to be good, if we do not have war. This

system was operated by horses until July I, 1897.

The following is a statement of the daily increase of each

of the St. Louis roads for the last quarter of 1897 as com-

pared with the last quarter of 1896. The same increase con-

tinued in January; if the gain is maintained throughout the

year the increase for the St. Louis lines will be $239,000

during 1898.

Cass Aveuue & Fair Grounds l!;uhii:iil .f 14.74

Citizens' Railway Company 34.9:2

Lindell Railway Company 155.T.S

People's Railroad Company 2.55

Missouri Railroad Company (Olive street) 80.09

St. Louis Railroad Company (Broadway Cablel 48.311

St. Louis & Suburlian Railway Company 119.4(1

Southern Electric Railroad Company 24.38

Union Depot Railroad Company 179.0()

Total daily increa.se, all lines $663.95

Speaking of the increase in receipts shown by this table.

C. H. Spencer, president of the Southern Electric Railway

Company, said: "The January earnings of every road in

town showed an increase over the corresponding mon/th of

last year, and if I am correctly informed, it breaks all rec-

ords. This is not a mere spurt on the part of one road for

a single month, or of all the roads for a month; it has been

the same for four months. October, November and Decem-

ber, as well as January, all show handsome increases, so that

it cannot be credited to any unusual conditions of weather

or anything of that sort. It shows that the people have

found employment, that there is money in circulation, that

the crops of the country have brought good returns to the

farmers and that country merchants are getting their money
for their goods and are paying the wholesalers in the cities

for what they bought from them. The wholesalers in turn

are paying tlie manufacturers, and every branch of trade is

flourishing. It is not a local condition, but seems to be

general throughout the country.''

Reports have been received from several companies which

for various reasons do not care to be quoted, but with a sin-

gle exception they are of the same tenor, showing increased

receipts and stating the outlook to be good. These reports

in detail are:

1. This is the exception. It is an 8-mile city road which

has but recently emerged from the purifying hands of a re-

ceiver. The receipts for the first quarter of this year were

$474.46 less than for the same period of last year.

2. A city and interurban road with 25 miles of track.

The increase in receipts over the corresponding month of

1897 were: January, 26 per cent; February, 18 per cent;

March, 16 per cent. Prospect very encouraging.

3. A city and interurban line with 35 miles of track. Re-

ceipts for first quarter of 1898 17.7 per cent in excess of the

first quarter of 1897. The general manager writes that the

company is building a few miles of new track and states

that if the war scare subsides there will be a very much bet-

ter business than last year.

4. City line, 160 miles. Increase of receipts for first

quarter of 1898 over first quarter of 1897, 10 per cent; de-

crease as compared with preceding quarter, 6.3 per cent.

5. City road, 42 miles of track. Increase of receipts for

first quarter of this year over first quarter of 1897, about 10

per cent; over last quarter of 1897, about 15 per cent.

6. A city and interurban line. Increase of receipts for

first quarter of 1898 as compared with first quarter of 1897,

is between 8 and 9 per cent.

7. A city road with 50 miles of track. Increase for the

quarter, compared with first quarter of 1897, is 6 per cent.

A HARD FOUGHT CASE,

For the fourth time a new trial has been granted in the

case of Mrs. Macy Beaupre vs. the Citizens Street Railroad

Company, of Indianapolis. The plaintiff claimed to have

been very seriously injured in January, 1896, when attempt-

ing to alight from one of the defendant's cars; she alleged

that she was dragged for 150 ft. The testimony in the case

was very conflicting, and it is claimed that many of the

plaintiff's witnesses perjured themselves. The four trials

resulted as follows: First, disagreement; second, $3,500 for

plaintiff: thii<l, $15,000; fourth, $2,500.

« • »

An eastern papers tells of a banker who at the request of

a client investigated a Kansas street railway to discover

why the dividends were not up to the standard, and received

this reply: "The free and unlimited coinage of bicycles has

taken all the profit out of our business."
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and

experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

Experiments made by Prof. W. L. Hooper, of Tufts Col-

lege, to determine the temperature of four General Electric

wattmeters show that for each degree. Centigrade rise of

temperature the constant of the instrument decreases about

one-twentieth of i per cent.

* *
*

In the Journal of the Franklin Institute for March is the

report of a conmiittee wliich tested the Arndt '"econometer"

for continuously indicating the percentage of carbonic acid

gas present in the furnace gases, and thus giving a check on

the manner of firing the boilers. This instrument was illus-

trated in the Review, June, 1897, page 390. The test was

conducted at the Baldwin Locoiuotive Works, the instru-

ment readings being compared with the results of analyses

of the gases made by Prof. Harry F. Keller. The report

says: '"These comparative tests satisfied the investigating

committee as to the substantial accuracy of this instrument.

The recorded variations given in the annexed tables show

discrepancies so trifling that, if the econometer were used in

the management of steam-boiler furnace fires, no considera-

ble loss would occur by reason of the difference betweeit the

econometer reading and the chemical analysis. A saving

in fuel would result because of a better and more intelligent

management of fire and damper, allowing less surplus air

to pass through the furnace than would ordinarily be the

case."

The per cent of C O2 by analysis, and by the econometer

during the time the sample gas for analysis was being drawn

out are as follows:

Analysis 4.02 4.84 4.12 9.06 10.53 6.57 4.38

Econometer . . .3.80 4.70 3.93 8.57 10.40 6.90 4.40

* *
*

C. C. Brown in "Municipal Engineering," March, 1898,

in answer to a correspondent gives some data as to the cost

of operating pumping stations in four cities; it is stated that

the data arc "from a table in preparation." The costs were

given per 1,000,000 gallons pumped 100 ft. high.

unit, 1,000,000 gal. 100 ft. high is equal to 833,900,000 ft.-

Ihs.; the pumping unit is therefore ecjual to 314.15 k. w. h.

City.
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The advantages claimed for tlie system are:

1. A saving is made by healing the air iiy contact with

products of combustion after they have passed the sphere of

useful work, instead of heating the air at the expense of the

fuel.

2. A saving is made by feeding air heated by the prod-

ucts of combustion on top of the fire in automatically regu-

lated quantities.

3. A saving is made by excluding the large amount of

surplus air fed through the grate bars in ortlinary practice.

4. Hydro-carbons and other combustible gases, which

frequently escape before they are consumed for lack of oxy-

gen, are wholly consumed in the combustion chamber.

It is probable also that by taking 'the air (which to flow

down the chinmey in the path marked out for it must be

somewhat cooler than the waste gases) through the lower

tubes, this portion of the boiler will be prevented from be-

coming overheated, though this is not claimed by the in-

ventor.

Last month we called attention to the steam consumption

of the auxiliary apparatus in the power station of the Chi-

cago storage battery road, which showed over 19 per cent

of the total steam generated was used for that purpose. Such

a figure is by no means unusual in the operation of other

power plants using steam driven auxiliaries and the paper

by Past Assistant Engineer W. W. White, read before the

American Society of Naval Engineers, shows that the same

conditions obtain on shipboard. Whether it would be prac-

ticable and safe to substitute electric motors for the steam

pumps and blowers, and concentrate the electric plant is a

question. But the presentation of such data as Mr. White
gives in his paper will serve to call more attention to the

subject, which is of particular importance on board naval

vessels where any apparatus that wastes coal detracts ap-

preciably from the power of the ship. The following is an

abstract of the paper in question:

Steam Consumption of the Auxiliary Apparatus of the U. S. S.

" IMinneapolis."

The apparatus for testing the auxiliaries was jjrimarily ar-

ranged to find the steam consumption of the dynamo en-

gines. From an inspection of the cylinders it was known
that these engines used an abnormally large amount of

steam, due to leakage past the pistons which were grooved
for water packing, and were without packing rings. New
pistons with snap rings were designed and fitted in the cyl-

inders of one of the three dynamo engines, and tests were

made to ascertain whether the saving was sufficient to war-

rant the change in the remaining two. The method adopted

in all experiments was to measure volumetrically tlie

condensed exhaust steam in barrels provided for that

purpose, the temperature being observed and the

weight of the water derived from these observations and
sample weighings. No attempt was made to specially pre-

pare any auxiliary for testing. All were periodically exam-
ined and repaired, as found necessary, and thus kept in good
condition. The tests were made as opportunity offered and
with the auxiliary doing the service work required aboard
ship. Indicator cards were taken during the different tests.

The electric lighting plant consists of three 24-k. w. gen-

erating sets constructed by the General Electric Company.
Schenectady, N. Y. Each dynamo, which is compound

wound of the multipolar type, is driven by a two-cylinder,
simple vertical inverted engine, the crank shaft being cou-
pled direct to the armature shaft, and the bed plate conunon
to both engine and dynamo. The designed speed of each
engine is 400 revolutions with 80 lbs. steam pressure, the
maximum output being 300 amperes at 80 volts. There is.

however, considerable reserve allowed for in the design, and
the engines are capable of a much higher power than that

necessary to produce the output mentioned.
The engine cranks are set at an angle of 180°, and one

eccentric, working through a rock shaft, furnishes motion
to drive both valves, one for each cylinder. These valves
are of the piston type without packing rings, one supplying
steam at its ends, and the other in the middle. An automatic
sliaft governor regulates the angular advance of the eccen-
tric, and tends to keep the speed constant with a variable
load.

The valves are placed on the fronts of the cylinders, and
the the valve chests and cylinders are in one castin"-. The
pistons, wliich are intended to be a neat fit to the cylinders,
have three circumferential grooves for water packing. An
examination of the cylinders, pistons and valves, prelimi-
nary to testing, showed the following results:

No. I Dynamo.—Both cylinders considerably eroded neai
middle of stroke, for about one-half the circumference, due
to constant blowing of steam past the pistons; pistons a bad
fit to cylinder bores. Forward valve a loose fit, after one
fairly tight.

No. 2 Dynamo.—C.\linders slightly pitted and rusty, ex-
cept about one-third of the circumference; pistons a closer
fit than No. i, but steam evidently blows past both pistons.

Forward valves a fair fit. after loose and leaks.

No. 3 Dynamo.—Cylinders in fair condition and pistons
a good working fit. Forward valve loose and top briilge

piece between ports rusty from leakage of steam; after valve
a fairly good fit.

As before mentioned, one new set of pistons with spring
rings was cast, and these substituted at different times for

the water-packed pistons in all three d\Tiamo engines. To
determine what saving resulted, a test was made of each en-

gine before and after the change.

All tests were made with the dynamos doing the ordinary
lighting of the ship. L'sually one dynamo was sufficient for

this, and in the absence of any special reason it was the rule

to change from one to another in regular order every twelve
hours.

.A reducing valve and a separator are located in the dy-
namo room; the piping is so arranged that steam, before its

odmission to the cylinders of any of the engines in use,

passes through both.

Tests made on No. i engine with and without new pistons

and spring packing rings showed an average steam con-

sumption per indicated h. p. hour with water-packed pistons

of 123 lbs. and with pistons fitted with spring rings of 69 lbs.,

the load varying from one-half to full load and averaging
about two-thirds load in each case. This great difference

in the steam consumption would amount in a 24-hour run

at this load to over 16,000 lbs. of steam, or, assuming a

lioiler efficiency of i lb. of coal per 7.75 lbs. of water, the

difference in coal consumption would be over 2.000 pounds.

Tests on one of the other dynamo engines fitted with pistons

grooved for water packing showed an average steam con-

sumption per i. h. p. per hour of 109 lbs., with the dynamo
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COST OK POWBK FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.
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About this time many other railway systems came into iHOuii

uence, such as the Sprague, Short, etc. Aside from those tliree,

there were many others, one that became quite iiopular was the

llae. All of these motors were electrically very etticiint. but were

mechanically inferior and expensive to maintain. It woul.l, how-

ever, be grossly wrong If we did not give tliem much credit.

The T. H. and Sprague motors, while in some respects being

constructed upon the same general principles, were essentially

and radically different in others, as, for instance, in the manner

of control. The T. H. motors were controlled liy means of an ex-

ternal resistance, aside from a smaJl portion of tlie Held spool lie-

ing so aiTanged as to he cut out on the last point.

This portion of the field was termed (he loop, the direction was
controlled by means of a three-point switch, iinown as tiie reverse

switch, both the rheostat and reverse switch were uiauiiuilated

l)y means of flexible cables, sprocket wheels and chains, the two

controllers worlcing in unison upon the same cables.

The Sprague system of control was that of the serii'S-parallel,

although not as we linow it today. Each motor was provided

with six field spools, each like set l)eing constantly in series, that

is, upper and lower spools were always in series witii eacli other.

and in so far as connections were coneei'ned formed one field.

two leads or terminals were run from each set of spodls to a ter-

minal box on the motor. The two motors always re-

mained in multiple with each other, as was Ihe case

with the T. H., the change from series to series-pnrallel

and finally to parallel taking place in the different field spools of

both motors in unison. These changes were effected by

means of cylinder controllers commutated in the sime

manner as those of today. This controller cylinder was divided

into two parts, one for the forward moliou. the otlier for the re-

verse. This was. of course, a very economical methml of ci ntrol,

but it had' its diawbacks. The Sprague or Edison No. (i was a

very powerful motor, but it was woefully deficient meciianic.illy.

The Rae sy.stem. while designed upon the same general priucipl s.

electrically, is in its general construction and arrangement very

diffei-ent. The principles laid down by Mr. Rae, I believe, are

ideal had the mechanical difficulties been overcome. Mr. Kae's

idea was to provide a powerful and an efficient motor ei|uipnient

of few parts involving all the necessary principles and over, ora-

ing the defects in other systems. To do this, in the first place he

provided one large motor of double the capacity of one T. H. or

Edison motor, or equal to a complete double equipment of T. H.

or Edison motors. The result from an electrical «tandpi int is at

once obvious, he gained the comi>ined strength of the two motors

in one, which was always in iiarmony with itself and working

uniformly on each axle. With a doulde motor equipment it s

impossible to always have both motors doing equal duty, tlius a

dropping off in the efBciency of the equipment.

The tendency has been to reduce mechanical imperfections a- d

to improve upon the electrical construction. Not only is this true

of the motor, but also of the controller, as well as the method of

control. The early motors were all double reduction, noisy and
unprotected, the gears and bearings were open to dust, rain and
mud, an accumulation of which shortened their life. These mo-

tors were bi-polar. the armatures were high speed an<l conse-

quently gave maximum wear of the parts.

The first move to depart from the high speed motor was made
in 1892. As I remember the first single reduction motor, the S.

R. G. was first shown or introduced to the railway fraternity by

the General Electric Company in Octolier of that year. The S. R.

G. was a modification of the F. 40 and looked mucli like it. with

the exception of the absence of the intermediate gearing. From
this on improvements came in rapid succession. The S. R. (!.

filled the requirements of a slow speed armature, consequently

less gearing, less noise, less repairs, but still It lacked the armor
to protect it from the weather and the accumulation of dust and
dirt. To fill these requirements the W. P. was put upon the mar-
ket, but it, like its predecessor, came but to be replaced by an-

other, the G. E. 800.

Of course, there are many other motors upon the market equal

ly as good as these mentioned, but. as they liave all emanated
from practically the same source, it is much easier to use them to

illustrate the advance. This brings us up to the present with our

highest development of electric railway equipment. We are to-

day not only in possession of high speed, high grade eciiiipments.

Iiut also powerful motors for suburban and elevated servii-e.

The electric locomotive is replacing the steam for heavy duly,

such as, for instance, the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad which is the longest section of any railroad in the world,

hitherto exclusively operated by steam locomotives, to lie

equipped for electric ti'action. This system employs the third

rail, the motor equipment consists of two G. E. 2,00i> motors and
style L controllers.

The Hoboken Shore road and the B. i*i: (>. tunnel road employ
electi'ic locomotives; they are mounted on two four-wheeled

trucks, each axle carrying a G. E. 2,0(XI motor giviugtiie locomo-

tive a total of 540 rated h. p. the weight on the drives lieliig 7.5.2011

lbs. The draw liar pull is 10.000 lbs. Therefore, when we look

back a few years and compare the 15 or even the 30-h. p. equiii-

ments which were then our best, with these monsters, does it not

show marked progress? L .

Not only has the car equipment received so mucli careful con-

sideration and been brought to so high a degree of perfection, but

the entire system from the line to the power station shows the

hand of the watchful and scrutinizing engineer. Consistent with
the improvements in the propelling portion of the system, atti n-

tion to the line and roadbed must needs have received equal con-

sideration, otherwise the improvement in equipment and service

woiUd be entirely out of harmony.
In 1889 we used wood and canvass bell hangers supported by

screw eyes. In 1892 the mica bell, then the Wtll known cap and
cone and at present the standard West End hanger; this last

hanger incorporates all of the necessary and approved principles

and qualifications. Mr. Henry, of Denver, suggests a cheap form
of overhead construction by placing poles altern.itely on opposite

sides of the street and running the span wires at an angl , tliu-;

decreasing the number of poles by one-half.

When the electric railway was first introduced, those Intro

ducing and installing it knew precious little more about it frcm
a practical standpoint than the puijlic. Quality of insulation, car-

rying capacity of conductors and the absolute necessity of a per-

fect and continuous metallic circuit had received p ac.ic Uy m
attention. Tiie current was turned loose and allowed to wander
back to the station as best it might.

A complete and well defined feeder system was not thotght of.

which is proved by the remark whicli a certain riilway manager
made in speaking of the successful operation of c rtain railway

devices in connection with his system. He s.id, 'Wh;it wou'd
you do when you reached the end of our line where I can lay the

trolley wire upon the rail without tlirowing the i ircult breaker

at the station?" From this it will readily be se ^n f'at th< re was
some considerable drop between the station and tlie term'n' s

Such things are to he found today only where communliatirn
with the outside world has been discontinued.

Our feeder systems are now as carefully cn'cul ited an 1 lad
out as the generator In the station or the mrtnr limler th" cir.

but the perfection of the feeder system was not all that was nec-

essary, the return or rail portion of the circcit is of as much im-

port as any other part of the railway. It is remark.ibie to know
how long it has taken the average railway man to fully recg
nize this important fact, and less than three years ago the elec-

trician of a very large system remarked In the co"rs» of conver-

sation, "I can't Imagine wliy it is tliat I have such an enormous
drop on my line." It was pointed out to him that lie had some
18 or 20 feeders to carry the current out and was dep 'Uding upon

one No. rail bond to luing it back. "Yes. but can't it come back

on the gas and water mains?" The reply was. "Yes. It cnn." It

did and the result you know, and to his sorrow he f<innd out.

The T. H. Company began by using No. copper rail bonds,

while the Sprague or Edison and others used galvnnizeil iron

bonds. No. 6 being standard. Many roads were bonded with iron

or copper, as the case might be. regardless of the size or duty of

the system, but this bond question lias been completely revolu-

tionized, and the engineer is now as critical on this point as is

possible. He not only wants to know the capacltv of the bonds,

the nature and method of its contact, but as well its construction

and durability. He also wants to know with what success it his

met in battling with Father Time, expansion and contracti'>n.

motion of joints, etc.
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To sliow how well versed early railway engineers were, tlie !ol-

lowiug may serve. One of a uumljer iustallii g a c rtain systeiii

tooli his helper and a magneto and went out to t: st over some of

the boudeil joints, and to his satistaetiun lie found uo drop. '1 o

day sueli tests are made by means of very deliiat.' and Idw nail-

ing iustrumeuts. By reference to a paper nad 1 eforv t i-* .
mi

elation by <!. W. Know, ek'ctrieal eugimer (f ihe Chieago City

Railway last year, or to the artieles in the Street Railway Ke

VIEW of la.st year by Harold P. Brown, the high standard o.' rai

bonding of to-day. is very api>arent.

To keep pace with this wonderful improvemint iu tlie m t,ir

etiuipment and exterior portion of the system, it wa^', of co rse.

necessary that the heart of the system should c n tin'ly g ow

and develop with equal rapidity. No comparison is nitre striUin ;

than to visit a power station of the early 'UO's and then to iiispec:

one of modern ecjuipment. Our early stations were equipp d

with small high speed belt driven bipolar unils. while our most

modern plants are provided with large direct cjunected shiw

speed multipolar machines, thus afCordiug better regulation, liigh

economy in operation, the absence of tranmissi n losses, con-ie-

qiieutly a most economical basis of operation.

Although the standard of apparatus has steadily advanced, the

remaining portion of the power house equipment has been liept

on an equal footing, viz., the switchlioard and accessories. There

were not only in the old type of appaiatus difficulties encountered

in the maintainance and operation, but tlie operators of tliis a-.'c

have with their iinproveil ixnver house and its compl, ment of

efficient boilers, engines and dynamos, found that without the in-

stallation of two very important features the prise of the great

system was caused to fluctuate wildly.

These two comparatively small members of the system are the

automatic circuit breaker and the lightning arrester. In this par

ticular the time element has certainly shown resul:s. l'iirmeil.\

a short circuit or an excessive overload with the slow and exceed

iugly good natured fuse as a metms of protection was the cause of

many a gray hair and countless sleeple.-s nigh's. Th> approach

of a thunder storm thrilled the helpless superiutendeut or m ima-

ger with a dread of his life, and not until the appearance of the

promised sign, the rainbow, did he draw a natural, full, b.ng

breath, and feel that he was once more permitted to consider

himself fortunate.

The switchboard which formerly was wood has given p arc lo

marble or marbleized slate. We used to determine our voltage liy

means of a degree meter, liut now we have magnificent diieci

reading illuminated dial instruments which are c. ns ructed ou

two well established lines; the first that of the I'ermaneut m.-ig

netic field with a spring set, the other with an clectro-inagiieiic

tield and a gravity set. Our instruments today are cer'ainly very

superior and satisfactory.

We have almost exclusively confined our time and att ntion to

the consideration of the trolley system. \\'e are. however, com

polled to consider the very promising storage battery rail\va.\-. 1

will not in this paper undertake to go into a detiil mI comparison

of the storage battery and trolley systems, but to tl'ose inteiested

I would refer to the very interesting, complete and certainly grat-

ifying and promising report of the test which will be fim id i i

the February number of the Street Railway Review.

The success of theChicago road has been so encourasing tlial one

of the old horse car lines of New York is now operatin ; seve- al

similar cars with a view to usiug the storage battery in prefer-

ence to the underground trolley. Time is required to prove the

true worth of the storage battery to the eiectric ra'lway as an in

dependent means of supply, the extremely heavy dutv and ti'il-s

of transportation are not at all favorable to the battery, though 1

would not predict any thing contrary to the success of this sys-

tem.

To avoid the use of overhead conductors, especially iu our 1 >rge

cities, has been not only the aim of the faithful city fathers, hut

as well that of many of our most prominent engineers. Time ant

again has it been all but an accomplished fact in the form of the

underground trolley, but alas at the critical moment it was fourd

wanting. The great difficulty has been to maintain the necessa y

insulation. To do this under ground where sub.iect to moisture

due to atmospheric changes, without the aid of the w'nd or sun

to say nothing of consequent dripping and drainage from the sur-

face of the street, is certainly a task.

The General Electric Company has installed a system of th's

character in New York which has been in operation for about a

.vear with some degree of success, but it is very doulitful if any

system will ever become a competitor for the overliead trolley.

.Man.v different methods have been experimented with, such as

compressed air. gas, and a combination of steam, gas or gasoline

with a generator and motor all on the same truck.

Two of these locomotives which have gained considcralile prom
ineuce are the I'atton and the Hielmann. » * * From the above

it is plain that, although we consider our apparatus almost a

work of art from a standpoint of attainment, the future has in

store for us just as great possibilities as has b en afforded in the

past, rerfection is yet a great way off. therefore, let no one say

there are not the opportunities there used to be. The Sprague

multiple-unit railwa.v system is most certainly a conspicuous

milestone in the pathway of progress.

We have gone over the. electric railway fiehl almost from its

inception to the present, and have briefly touched upon some

points but have not been able to consider the comparative illffcT-

ence in the cost of operation and the methods employed in edu-

cating the men entrusted with the handling of the apparatus.

NEW FENDER ORDINANCE FOR CHICAGO.

.Sf])tember 27, l8i;7, the Chicago city council passed an

ordinance providing that all street cars should be equipped

with fenders of a form to be approved by the mayor and

tlie commissioner of pubhc works. This orchnance was

signed by the mayor on October 2, 1897, and was to take

efTect 60 days later, March 28, iSgS, the city's legal ad-

viser rendered an opinion holding the ordinance to be in-

valid, because not sufficiently definite,

A new ordinance has been prepared and introduced in

the council in which it has been attempted to remedy this

defect, the ordinance reading: "Every person or corpora-

tion controlling, operating or owning any street railroad in

the city of Chicago be and hereby is required to equip and

provide each and every car used on such street railroad

with fenders of steel and of the basket kind, which shall be

substantially attached to the front end thereof so as to

guard passengers and pedestrians from being injured or

thrown under the wheels in case of collision or other acci-

dent."

In succeeding sections it is made unlawful to use or op-

erate any cars not so equipped, the penalties for violation

ranging from $25 to $100. June i, 1898, is the time fixed

for this ordinance to take eflfect.

WEATHER FORECASTS ON CARS.

.\t the suggestion of one of the observers of the local

weather bureau at Rochester, N. Y., arrangements were

made with chief of the bureau at Washington for a large

supply of the weather cards and they are to be displayed

in the street cars of the Rochester Railway Coinpany, T,

J. \icholl, general manager of the company, was consulted

and was heartily in favor of trying the e.xperiment. On
March 31 it was begun, the forecasts being displayed in 105

cars. The cards are placed at the right of the door, over

the end window.
< > »

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of Kansas

Citv, Mo., gets its transfers in large numbers. Recently a

ccinsignment of 10,000,000 was received from a Philadel-

phia printing firm.
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SOME EXPEDIENTS IN POWER STATION
PRACTICE.

BY J. H. DE GRUCHY.

In power station practice it is expedient, to get the great-

est efficiency, to run the generating units at as nearly full

load as possible. With the machine fuses of sufficient car-

rying capacity to take care of temporary overloads, one

must necessarily depend for protection upon the feeder

circuit-breaker on the line upon which the trouble occurs.

But if, as sometimes happens, short-circuits occur on two

or more feeders at one time, the machine circuit-breakers

are liable to be opened by the excessive overload put upon

them.

Short-circuits are caused by broken trolley or feed wires,

by trouble in the car equipments, and by foreign wires

: DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING THE LEAD.

crossing the trolley wires and rails. These are the causes

of short-circuits, which generally come singly.

Short-circuits produced by lightning, cither from direct

discharges or those dissipated over a larger area and gen-

erally due to induction, are liable to occur on two or more
feeders at one time. Sometimes they are accompanied by
a discharge through the machine lightning arresters.

Such occurences sometimes happen during severe thun-

der storms. If the machine circuit-breakers are in proper

working condition they will open the main circuit. Now
suppose we have four dynamos running with a capacity of

4,000 amperes at 560 volts pressure. With the feeder

circuit-breaker adjusted to open at 1,000 amperes, short-

circuits on two of them, together with a flow of current

to the ground through one of the machine lightning ar-

resters, would undoubtedly open the machine circuit-break-

ers. With a heavy short-circuit, the current flowing during

a rupture, before the circuit-breaker is fully opened, is often

considerably in excess of the amount called for by the ad-

justment.

Generator.

1

2

3

4

Current

Amperes.

900

000

900

1,300

Circuit

Breaker.

1

2

3

4

Ailjusted

to Open.

1,400

1,400

1,400

1,800

4,000 6.000

4,000

2.000

With a margin of safety of 2,000 amperes and an over-

load of 2,500 the result is obvious.

With dynamos running at full load the blushes will be set

forward at a non-sparking position. When the machine
breakers open, the load is suddenly thrown oflf and the

brushes will spark excessively, burning the commutator
and destroying the straight, even edges of the brushes.

Some types of dynamos spark more than others, and it is

sometimes possible to avoid extremely bad arcing by run-

ning the machine with as short a lead as is consistent with

good running during a lightning storm. No doubt a great

many stations are afflicted with some dynamos of the older

type which, although good running machines otherwise,

will spark excessively, regardless of precautions, when the

load is thrown off with a forward lead of brushes.

I have stated in the following table the common causes

of short-circuits on the feeders, and how they are indi-

cated at the switchboard.

SHORT-CIRCUITS ON FEEDERS.

1 Trolley wire down
iH'iir st.ntlou.

INDICATION BY AM-
METER

Need!e thrown over

.Tg.Tlnst the stop

INDICATION BY CIR-
CUIT BREAKER.

Cireult breakers open
.IS soon as switch Is

elosed.

V Trnlli'.v ^vire down
i
Dead :ond—may be R> main closed

nt a ernat distance, from 700 to 1.000 am
frnni station.

I
pereg.

Bad car.

4. Forelgrn wire across

trolley wire and rails.

5. Swinging wire.

!. Lightning discharge,

gronnding trolley wire

through car.

Needle moves nnstrad-

'I.v In abnormal
swings.

Needle thrown over
against the stop.

Needle thrown over

against stop Intermit-

tently.

Needle thrown over
against the stop.

Opens, and after being
closed does not again
open till motorman
startscar and reaches

the notches on which
tronble occnrs

Opens as soon

switch Is closed.

as

Opens whenever wire
swings against trolley

wire.

Opens violently btit can
be Immediately c'oscd

wlthont ( tj r t h e r

trouble.

When the machine circuit-breakers are opened the first

duty of the operator is to set back the brushes of the dyna-

mos from the forward or full load point to the neutral or

non-sparking position. This is comparatively slow work
with the hand wheel and screw, or other more complicated

devices which are sent out with the generators by the

huilders. The device shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion is very quick, simple and easy to operate, being merely

a new application of the eccentric. It is a great minr.te

saver in just such an emergency as I have stated. I have

seen the brushes of five dynamos reset to the non-sparking
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point, the circuit-breakers closed and the machines all con-

nected to the main bus bars in two minutes. With the

slow-moving hand wheel and screw it would take longer

than that merely to set back the bnjshes. Two or three

minutes of excessive sparking due to this cause produces

more wear and tear on brushes and commutators than

running at full load for a month.

The eccentric and strap can be cast in brass and machined

to i^, I'/i or 1^4 in- throw, according to what the dynamos

FIG. I.

—

circuit-breaker'alarm.

may require. There is no need of any clamping arrange-

ment, as the eccentrics never shift of themselves.

Circuit-breakers sometimes open without making any

noise, which would be noticed above the din of belts and

valve-gear, and as there are times when the operator is out

of the dynamo room or busily engaged in work remote

from the switchboard, there ought to be some arrangement

in connection with the moving parts of the circuit-breaker

to give a signal that would be heard, and which would pre-

vent those unnecessary and annoying tie-ups that are liable

to occur unless there is some one in constant attendance

at the switchboard. Some of the devices used are colored

signal lamps, a magnetic arrangement operating a steam

whistle, and other complicated affairs which are liable to

form connections between closed and open circuit-breakers

when opened by the effects of lightning discharges.

In Fig. I is shown a simple device that can be made very

cheaply and by means of which any number of circuit-

breakers can be connected in multiple with an electric bell

and batteries of suitable size.

The terminal A, shown in detail at Aj, is insulated from
the circuit-breaker and the stud in the lever with a fiber

bushing and washers; A, should be cut out of i-i6-in.

sheet brass. The arm B, shown in detail at B,, holds the

other contact spring, which may be cut out of rolled cop-

per. The arm should be cast in brass, which, when filed

and polished on a bufif wheel, adds to rather than detracts

from the appearance of the circuit-breaker. The wire at B
can be fastened to the washer on the other end of the stud

behind the panel. The wire at A should be drawn up behind

the circuit-breaker out of sight, where both can be con-

nected to the main wires leading from the bell and battery.

When the circuit-breaker opens the lever, assuming a nearly

horizontal position, makes a sliding contact between A
and B which rings the bell.

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically in detail the Thomson arc

lamp which is much used for power station lighting and

the connections for its use on a power circuit.

The current supplied to the arc is fed from the positive

binding post A, through the coils of the lifting magnets,

down the- post through the spring rod contact to the car-

bons, and back to the negative binding post C, through the

wire attached to the lower carbon holder. The shunt cir-

cuit is fed from the binding post A, through the inner coil

of the cut-out magnet, through the shunt regulating mag-

net coils, to the negative binding post C. The inner wind-

ing of the cut-out magnet, and the positive terminal of the

shunt magnet coils, are connected at D to the contact E,

which, when the lamp is in operation, has the same poten-

tial as the contact B.

The outer end of the heavy winding of the cut-out mag-

net is connected to the terminal F, which is insulated from

the magnet frame; the other end is attached to the German
silver resistance coils which are connected to the negative

binding post C. The frame of the cut-out magnet is posi-

tive, having a contact at the binding post A.

When the lamp is lighted, the current flows from A to

C through the lifting magnets and carbons; the cores and

f:g. 2.—diagram of lamp wiking.

armature of the lifting magnets are drawn upward, and one

end of the pivoted gear frame being attached to the dash

pot rod, which moves with the armature, raises one end of

the gear frame. The contact E being on the other side of

the pivots, is forced down against the contact wheel, which

prevents the train of gears from turning, and the pinion

which engages the lamp rod being rigid in its bearings, as

the gears are raised by the lifting magnets, the positive car-

bon is drawn upward, forming the arc, the length of which

can be adjusted by means of the tension spring G. In op-

eration, as the length of the arc increases, the current in-

creasing in the shunt coils, slightly raises the contact E,

which, releasing the train of gears, allows the carbon to

descend to the normal position.
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It is the relation between the resistances of the series and

shunt circuits that regulates the lamp.

If the rod should hang up, or the lamp were permitted

to burn until all of the available carbon were consumed

and the arc broken, the increased magnetizing effect of the

abnormal current flowing in the inner or shunt winding

of the cut-out magnet would raise the armature H on the

end of which is placed a silver contact I, that when raised

against F provides a path for the current, thereby prevent-

M

THE JULIAN LAW IN KANSAS CITY.

FRi. 3.

ing the shunt cut-out and shunt regulating coils from burn-

ing out, which they would surely do if a contact were not

made between F and I, the current then going from the

positive binding post A, through the outside coil of the cut-

out magnet, through the resistance coils to the negative

binding post C. The current flowing through the heavy

winding of the cut-out magnet then keeps the contacts F
and I together.

In operation this lamp should be given 9 amperes. The

feed rod must be cleaned frequently with powdered pumice

stone and naphtha, which, when applied with a cloth,

quickly removes all dirt and tarnish and leaves the rod

smooth without producing an)' perceptible wear on the

teeth, which should afterward be cleaned out. If the lamps

are carefully inspected, cleaned and oiled every two or three

months, as the conditions may require, and the current kept

at 9 amperes, no trouble will be experienced with burned

out coils.

There is one thing to which I would like to call atten-

tion that I omitted in my article on commutators in the

January Review.

When turning off commutators, be sure to leave a wide

wearing edge on the outer edge of the segments. In Fig.

3, at A is seen a solid wearing surface of copper and mica,

which can be kept coated with a good insulating com-

pound, thus preventing the accumulation of dirt near the

binding. At B is shown the segments turned to a thin

peak, which cannot be well protected. The mica is liable

to crumble away; dust and dirt will get in and burn off the

binding twine, which holds the strips of mica insulation in

place; and if an arc should form and grovmd in the iron

fiame, it might be necessary to renew some of the commu-
tator bars and insulation.

CARRYING PARCELS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

There is now a petition before the legislature in Massa-

chusetts which prays that trolley lines may be granted the

privilege of carrying parcels. The railways presented the

petition at the request of patrons of the electric lines and

disclaim any interest in the matter other than a wish to

serve the public in it ; the argimients before the committee

have been made by parties not connected with the railways.

In 1895 the legislature of Missouri passed a law (the

Julian law) providing that whenever the consent of public

authorities of cities or counties was necessary for the con-

struction, maintenance, etc., of an electric plant, gas plant,

street railway, telephone or telegraph plant, that the right

should not be granted until advertised for sale at public

auction and should then be granted to the responsible bid-

der who would pay the largest percentage of the gross re-

ceipts to the city or county, and by the law 2 per cent was

fi.xed as the minimum amount which must be paid for the

first five years, and it was provided that thereafter for each

period of five years such percentage should be increased to

correspond with the increase in the value of the land occu-

pied and used.

The East Side Electric Railway Company procured a

franchise from the city council without observing any of the

provisions of this law. Previous to this another street rail-

way franchise had been granted in the same manner and

the road has been built and is now in operation. It has

been held by the city counselor of the city that the law does

not apply to Kansas City, which is organized under a con-

stitutional provision, Sees. 16 and 17, Art. 9, of the con-

stitution, which provides that the people of the city may
make their own charter and that it can be amended by a

vote of the people and not otherwise. The present city

charter was adopted in i88g, and Art. 12 of the charter

makes special provision with reference to the granting of

franchises, especially with regard to street railways. After

franchise was granted to the company, suit was brought by

a tax payer enjoining it from proceeding to build the road.

The case has been argued and is now held under advise-

ment by the court.

The charter provisions of Kansas City are in some re-

spects inconsistent with the provisions of the legislative act

and under the doctrine laid down in Kansas City ex rel. vs.

Scarritt, 127 Mo., 642, it is contended that the legislative act

has no operation within the city. The citv counselor of St.

Louis has held that the law does not apply to that city.

Since the argument of this case in the circuit court the At-

torney General of the State has brought quo warranto pro-

ceedings in the supreme court against the West Side Street

Railway Company, whose franchise was procured in the

same manner as that of the East Side Company. The sec-

ond case will probably be argued in a few weeks, and it is

hoped that some time during the spring the final decision of

the supreme court of the state with reference to the validity

of the law will be handed down.

The decision will no doubt turn upon the application of

the Julian law to cities organized under provisions of the

constitution providing for local self government to the

greatest possible extent and the question of public policy

have no effect in controlling the decision.

The theory on which such legislation as the Julian law is

based is that the street railway uses the street and makes

money out of its business, and should, therefore, pay the

city for the use of the streets. And it might be added the

city, being thought unable or unwilling to properly protect

its interests, the state steps in to make the exaction of such

compensation compulsory. This theory is open to severe

criticism and reference may be had to the argument of Mr.
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Burdett before the Massachusetts committee, which was

published in part in the Review for January, for an exposi-

tion of the status of street railways in public highways. The

highways are for the use of the public and street railways

are for the purpose of facilitating the greatest use to which

the streets are put, that of travel.

The use of the streets for travel is promoted to a greater

extent by the street railway than by any other agency, and

to tax conveyances because of that use logically involves

the taxation of all the other conveyances using the streets.

Whatever sum is collected of the street railway, be it a tax,

so-called: or a license fee collected under the police power

or an express statute; or a bonus exacted for the franchise,

that sum goes to increase the cost to the passenger.

It is thus put by the Massachusetts Railroad Commis-

sioner: "These charges are a part of the cost of transporta-

tion which the passenger must expect to pay. Beyond this,

it-is not easy to see why one who carries passengers for hire

in a car should be subjected to a tax for the use of the

street, any more than one who carries passengers for hire in

an omnibus, or who carries merchandise for hire on a dray.

The radical objection to the proposed impost is not, how-

ever, that it is a burden on the railway company, but that it

is a tax on the traveller. A tax on the carrier is a tax on

the passenger. Whatever fare the railway passenger might

otherwise have to pay, he must pay in addition to that fare

his proportion of the tax; and the possibility of the reduc-

tion of his fare is to that extent postponed. Nothing has

hitherto been more free than the use of the highway, for all

persons, and for all purposes of travel or transportation.

There is no good reason why the person who travels in a

street car should pay, directly or indirectly, for the privilege

of travelling on the highway, any more than the person who
travels in a public coach or in his private carriage."

Were a city to erect a toll gate at each street corner and

take tribute of those who used the streets, everyone would

appreciate the situation quite readily, and perhaps look with

less favor on the proposition to derive revenue from the use

of the streets.

It might be'suggested, too, that since in Missouri the fee

of the streets is in the abutting owner, he and not the city

should have the tax, if one is to be levied on the use of the

street.

THE TROLLEY WORKS IN THE CAUSE OF
TEMPERANCE.

All who have witnessed the growth of street railways in

large cities have remarked the eflfect of a trolley line in

improving the moral tone of the street in which it is op-

erated. There are several notable instances of this influ-

ence in Chicago, though it may be said that the purifying

work is not fully completed.

The New York "Evening Sun" speaks thus of the Brook-

lyn Bridge line:

"The trolley's contributions toward the material progress

of society are obvious, even historical, but that it numbers

itself among the ethical forces working for the social wel-

fare was left for demonstration till the Brooklyn trolleys

ran over the Bridge. Since the travel on them has be-

come large and continuous, certain facts have come to light

which show that the trolley has other effects than the mere

check on population. Sociology will have to consider here-

after its influence in the direction of promoting temperance.

The trolley is indubitably to be classed with the agencies

for furthering sobriety, lending, as it does, its little mite to

discourage the practices of tippling and treating, and bring-

ing home the wandering boy and the cherished parent, duly

mindful of the clock which in the steeple strikes one or

other odd hours.

"In a word, through transit from the outer edges of

Brooklyn to the confines of this city, or from New York

to Brooklyn, has hit the proprietors of the gilded liquor sa-

loons bordering on the Bridge Plaza very hard. It involves

the cost of a glass of beer to interrupt a ride, to say noth-

ing of the price of the drink for which the ride is inter-

rupted. So many of those patrons of the trolley who were

patrons of the saloons forego old habit, go thirsty or slake

their thirst in this city or further up in Brooklyn.

"The connections which had to be made in former days

gave a convenient opportunity to start the day right by

resting meditatively against a polished brass rail and look-

ing thoughtfully in a long mirror, and by the same process

it was possible to give a finishing touch to the day's activi-

ties. The trolley has changed all that, by taking advan-

tage of a reasonable human disinclination to pay two fares

when one will do, and of the law of inertia in accordance

with which a man prefers sitting to standing, and once

seated will not move from his seat until he has to. All this

is very good for the morals of the man, but how about the

saloon keeper?"

A LAUNDRY IN A REPAIR SHOP.

In the summer time the Chicago City Railway Company

has over 800 open cars in service and on each car there were

14 storm curtains. The task of cleaning these curtains was

very laborious and tedious, each one being spread out sepa-

ratelv on a bench and scrubbed with brush and soap. This

work required four hands during all the winter, and even

FIG. I.—WASHING MACHINE.

with all this labor the result was not satisfactory. C. E.

Moore, master mechanic, decided to test a washing machine

for this work, and as he could find nothing suitable on the

market, decided to build one. A machine was designed and
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made in the repair shop and set up on the second floor, and

in it are some features which are worthy of special mention.

The driving mechanism may be seen in the foreground of

Fig. I. The three pulleys, the middle one being attached to

the shaft fastened to the barrel, are connected by two belts

to a jack shaft. By means of a cam the direction of rotation

is automatically reversed, an equal number of rotations be-

ing given in each direction so that the curtains will not be

rolled into a wad.

The time required for cleaning the curtains has been as-

certained and is made uniform by the electric time signaling

device. It consists of a clock with a metallic rim around its

face having twelve holes in it; four dry cells are connected

to the clock hands and the metallic rim. When the machine

A RECORD IN ACCIDENT ADJUSTMENT.

FIG. 2.—MANGLE.

is Started a plug is inserted in the proper hole and when the

contact on the minute hand touches the plug the electric

bell rings and warns the operator. About 40 curtains are

washed at a time, about 30 minutes being required for the

cleansing and 10 minutes for the rinsing.

A belt-driven wringer is placed near the washing machine

and the water is drained ofif through a pipe from the zinc

floor. All the apparatus was constructed in the shop at lit-

tle expense and effects a great saving besides doing the work

more satisfactorily.

The machine is also used for washing the towels which

are used in the offices and barns. After the towels are passed

through the wringer and hung up for a short time they are

run through a mangle, shown in Fig. 2. Inside the polished

metal cylinder is a gas burner for heating the cylinder to the

proper temperature. The roll beneath the metal cylinder is

covered with cloth and is adjustable, being regulated by the

foot treadle shown. The work is done rapidly by one woman

and reduces the laundry bills by half.

The claim department has two duties to fulfill: to fight

frauds and to settle the claims for which the company is

properly liable. A law suit is usually expensive, and while

it may be cheaper to compromise any one fraudulent claim

than to fight it, every company owes it to itself and to the

other companies in the same business to follow the latter

course; that is one of the necessary evils. It is in the sec-

ond class of cases, where there are valid claims, that an

adjuster by prompt, just and courteous action, will save

his company money. It is quite true that the increasing

number of vultures which disgrace the legal profession

makes the compromise of claims more difficult, and there-

fore when the energy and ability of the claim agent enables

him to do so he deserves the greater credit. The case at

Atlanta, Ga., noted in our last issue, is a brilliant example

of what may be done, and the following letter which fixes

the "record," so far as we know, explains itself:

Editor Street Railway Review:

In your March issue, under the caption of "A Phenom-

enal Adjustment," you refer to an accident occuring Oc-

tober 30, 1897, on the Atlanta (Ga.) Railway, and the re-

markably quick settlement made for the injuries received

therefrom.

On August 16, 1896, a rear end collision occurred be-

tween two open cars of the Baltimore City Passenger Rail-

way Company at 12:40 a. m. The cars were returning from

a trolley party, and each contained about 100 passenger.s,

and, like the Atlanta accident, the collision occurred at the

foot of a steep grade, in a very dark spot. The company's

physician was telephoned for, and there being no cars run-

ningtothe scene of the accident (which was about five miles

from the city on a suburban branch), he went out on a

special car, and upon his arrival found the injured lying

around in all directions—one with a broken arm, another

with a broken leg, and numerous contused limbs, cuts, etc.

—in all, 23 injured. After giving them the necessary at-

tention, he had them sent home in the police ambulances.

The next morning he started out to adjust the claims

of those injured, and, though he either met or heard of

several lawyers having already been after the cases, within

48 hours every claim had been settled, and for a total sum

of less than $700, and the company escaped without a single

law suit. Norman F. Hill, M. D.

Physician to, and Chargfi Claims Department ot Baltimore City

Passenger Railway.

LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY.

The report of the elevated railway in Liverpool makes

a good financial showing for the past year. There were

735,172 train-miles run and 8,736,750 passengeis carried.

The average revenue per passenger was 4.045 cents and the

expenditures were a little more than 60 per cent of the re-

ceipts. The expense in cents per train-mile was as follows:

Maintenance of way, 1.
1 74; repairs of structure and sta-

tions, 3.140; coal, 1.228; wages at power station, 3.84; oil

and supplies, .662; repairs at station, 1.686; traffic ex-

penses, including salaries and wages, 10.24; repairs of cars,

.758; general charges, 4.18; miscellaneous, 2.694, making a

total of 29.602 cents per train-mile.
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FORMS FOR THE STANDARD SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS.

We have received from J. F. Calderwood, auditor of the

Twin City Rapid Transit Company, a set of the special

forms recently adopted by that company in order to bring

its system of accounting into accordance with the standard

system recommended by the Accountants' Association.

We have to note in these blanks a few additions to, or

s E

MINNEAPOLIS STREET R

Form 44-9 TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT COMPAr
STATEMENT OF EARNINGS AND EXPENSES FOR THE MONTH

HE ST PAUL CITT R

ITEMS
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more properly subdivisions of, the 38 heads under which the

committee recommended that the accounts be classified in

order to make the scheme serve the purpose of the Twin
City Rapid Transit Company. It is done by subdividing

the item into such different heads as best suit the conveni-

ence of the company, in showing the distribution of the

charges, retaining the same number for all the sub-heads,

however so that comparisons may be made with roads

which do not find it necessary to so divide the general head.

Thus on Form 447, which is the comparative statement of

earnings and operations for the month, we find that Item 2,

"Repairs and Renewals of Electric Track Construction,"

is subdivided into "underground conduits," and "overhead."
Having both steam and water power plants, Items 4 and 5,

are divided to show how the cost of repairs and renewals is

distributed between them. Item 10, "Renewals of Tools,

z
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etc.," is amplified by distinguishing between "shop" and

"not shop" tools. Items ii, 14 and 15 are divided to show

the distribution of wages, oil and supplies, and miscellane-

ous costs between the cable, electric and water power

houses. Item 12 is divided to show the fuel cost for electric

and cable plants. In the car service accounts, "fuel for

cars" is separated from other "car and motor supplies" in

Item 22, and "fuel for stations" from "miscellaneous trans-

portation expense" in Item 23.

The gross earnings from operation, the income from other

sources, the' deductions from gross income, and the deduc-

tions from net income follow the form recommended by the

committee, with the items not needed by the Twin City

Company suppressed.

After the statement of receipts are blanks for the mileage

made, passengers carried, etc., which facilitate the reduction

of expenses and receipts to a per car-mile run or per pas-

senger carried basis as may be desired.

Form 447, as printed measures 18 in. x 23 in., and is

shown here reduced. The arrangement of columns for total

amounts, amounts per mile, comparisons with the previous

year, and the distribution between the different divisions of

the road will be seen on inspection of the diagram.

Form 488 is 18 in. by 205^ in. and is for a comparative

statement of the pay roll for the half-month. The officers

and employes are classified according to their occupations

so that the charge for wages in each department is shown

here and the several totals can be drawn off in order to prop-

erly apportion the pay roll among the different items shown

in Form 447. The object of the vertical columns is appar-

ent on inspection.

On Form 449, printed on a blank 6>4 in. x 10^ in., is

shown a "condensed statement for the month drawn from

Form 447 and also a condensed comparative statement,

with earnings, expenses, and surplus, reduced to the car-

mile unit.

The two forms which we have designated. Forms A and

B, are printed on opposite sides of a sheet 7 in. x 16 in.,

Form A occupying one-half of one side and Form B the

whole of one side. Form A is a comparative statement of

earnings and expenses (both fixed and operating), and Form

B the general balance sheet.

STREET RAILWAY TAXATION IN

TORONTO.

In 1895 the city of Toronto assessed the rails, poles and

wires of the Toronto Street Railway Company for taxa-

tion at $6,500 per mile of single track. The company ap-

pealed to the Court of Revision, where -Judges iVIcGibbon

and Dartnell held. Judge McDougall dissenting, that the

assessment should be struck out. In 1897 the city again

assessed the company's property in wards i and 2; the

Court of Revision, on appeal by the company, again struck

out the assessment, Judge McDougall dissenting as before.

Then, as the company says, the Court of Revision and the

city officials apparently entered into an arrangement to de-

feat the judgment—the Court of Revision striking out the

assessment in the other wards. The city then havipg the

right to appeal, appealed to one judge—Judge McDougall

—who decided that the rails and poles and wires were liable

for assessment, and declined, the company says, to state

a case for the Court of Appeal. Then the company was in

the position of being liable for assessment in four wards,

and not liable for assessment on like property in two wards,

without the right of appeal from the decision of Judge

McDougall, while the city had the right of appeal, under

the statute, from the decision of three judges. A desire for

a uniformity of decision led to the submission of the ques-

tion to the Court of Appeal, by Order-in-Council.

The Court of Appeals on March 15 decided the question

in favor of the city, the majority holding that the court

was bound to follow the decision of the Supreme Court in

the case of the Consumers' Gas Company, which decision

made the gas mains assessable property, and in which de-

cision it was pointed out that there is no difference between

gas mains and street rails.

Chief Justice Burton, however, took a different view. The

learned chief justice held that the Supreme Court had not,

in that case, overruled the case of Fleming against the

Toronto Street Railway Company, decided 23 years ago,

and that that case, which decided that the rails, poles and

wires were not assessable, was still good law. There had

not been, the chief justice held, any change in the law re-

lating to assessments since 1869.

The company will no doubt appeal to the Privy Council.

BUILDING CARS FOR EXPORT.

Street railway managers abroad generally express a de-

sire for American cars, but some appear to think that pur-

chases here are out of the question because of the freight

charges. To ship a finished car complete would be a very

expensive affair and hence the "knock down" cars. The
term "knock down" as applied to cars means that the car,

after being erected, is taken apart, compactly boxed, and

shipped in this condition. The ordinary knock down car

has some grave disadvantages which will be mentioned in

connection with an improved system of car construction by

which not only may the former difficulties be avoided but

many valuable features also obtained at the same time.

Some years ago the J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia,

began the development of a system of car construction by

which after erection they could be taken apart and snugly

packed for shipment. Many difficulties were encountered,

and many modifications of the methods of construction

were necessary together with the introduction of a host of

new ideas into the shops before the desired result was at-

tained. This plan of packing is called "in the white." By
this system the car is completed and the wood and iron

work properly primed; the glass, however, is not put in nor

is the upholstery furnished. The inside wood work is then

treated with a coat of shellac or oil, as may be preferred,

and when this stage has been reached and the car entirely

finished, with the exceptions mentioned, it is taken apart.

The sections, like so many cards, are closely packed in

heavy iron bound and reinforced boxes.

This packing, while it calls for great skill and experi-

ence, is done with comparative ease. The parts of the car

can be forced into actual contact, as there is no danger

of injuring the paint, varnish, glass or upholstery. One of

the great difficulties of packing cars in the old knock-down

fashion arose from the fact that the varnish and often highly

decorated panels had to be kept from chafing and protected
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from even a touch of any other part. Glass was easily

broken, while iron work was prone to come in contact with

the linings, etc. There was of course great expense in

doing this kind of packing and the boxes were of necessity

bulky.

By the new system there is little to be injured; plain sur-

faces of wood covered with a primer are not easily damaged,

and the packing can be made very close and at the same

time secure. A car shipped in the white occupies at least 70

per cent less space than it would when shipped whole, and

there is a gain of certainly 15 per cent in space alone over

the older method. There is also a great reduction in the

dangers during transit.

The cars built upon this system have a great advantage

in point of durability over ordinary knock-down cars. The

latter have their sections sawn apart, and there are many

members which are doubled in thickness for this purpose.

The double posts, etc., are bulky and awkward and when

to superintend the work. The cost of finishing is also re-

duced by the fact that the painting, varnishing, upholster-

ing, etc., may be done by local labor.

The illustration shows the method of numbering and let-

tering used by the Brill Company. The cars in this order

were for a South American line situated in the mountain

districts, and so far away from tide water and so difificult

of access that it was desirable to have the total weight of

each package kept down to 160 lbs., a convenient weight

where shipments have to be made, as in this case, on the

backs of pack animals.

One of the cars was put up in the style shown and the

accuracy of the mill work all tested. Numbers were then

established for each part according to the system shown,

parts coming together taking the same letter and number.

The work having been tested by the construction and mark-

ing of a single car, all similar parts were marked in the

same way and the pieces made up in bundles of the re-

BRILL CAR FOR SHIPPING "IN THE WHITE.'

united in the finished car by small bolts, as is the practice,

are very weak. Cutting of the sills also reduces the strength

of the car body at points where the timbers cannot be ef-

fectively reinforced, and in fact the whole construction is a

makeshift. The old style knock-down car cannot be said to

be durable. By the adoption of new methods of construc-

tion, and designing the posts with special reference to tak-

ing down for shipment, it has been found possible to make

the finished work a unit. The sawing apart is no longer

necessary and the car becomes as strong after it is re-

erected as it was at first. In service these cars stand as well

and last as long as cars built in the ordinary way and put

in service without being taken apart, in this respect show-

ing themselves greatly superior to the old knock-down

cars. This is a result which might have been expected,

since there are no members severed after construction and

the strength of the car is not made to depend on bolts and

nuts. The appearance of the car is in no way changed and

even an expert would be unable to tell, by the external ap-

pearance alone, one of these from an ordinary car.

Besides the saving in freight there is frequently a saving

in customs dues by shipping an unfinished instead of a fin-

ished car. The system of marking the parts is so complete

that it is unnecessary to send men to erect the cars or even

quired weight. The sills, plates and some other important

numbers were shipped entire in spite of the excess of weight.

Special means were adopted in transportation to meet these

weights.

The erection was so simplified by care in designing and

in the preparation of the parts that the cars were put to-

gether without difficulty by ordinary carpenters. The cars,

when finished, seat 62 passengers and have one saloon. E.x-

cept in the method of construction they are of the ordinary

steam road type. The posts, however, are rather smaller

than usual, and the absence of panels from between the

windows and the narrowness of the letter board make the

upper part of the side very light. This is a very necessary

and highly valued feature in all warm climates.

• »

COPPER OUTPUT.

Recent advices state that there is every indication that

the output of the copper mines of Houghton county, Mich.,

for 1898 will be in excess of 150,000,000 lbs. All produc-

ing mines in the district are reported able to make a profit

on lo-cent copper, without reducing wages. There are at

the present time but eight mines in the county actively pro-

ducing copper and these employ about 9,000 men.
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CMmESrOR^RpMTED POWER.
Within a few months we have received several requests

for information as to the charges for street railway power

when rented or purchased from other companies, and in

order to secure the latest data on the subject we have ad-

dressed inquiries to those roads which we knew to be rent-

ing power. The answers received will be found given be-

low.

It will be remarked that the basis for computing the price

paid is not the same on all roads, and the prices cannot

be reduced to a uniform basis because of the lack of exact

data as to the number of miles made by each car per day,

and the kilowatt-hours per car-mile. The grades, speed,

weight of car, etc., will have much to do with determining

whether a given rate per car-day is reasonable.

A few general statements may be made, however, and

may prove of assistance in comparing the rates given. On
city lines the mileage made per car per day will be from

loO to 150 miles; on suburban and interurban lines from

200 to 250 miles. The city cars (7 tons) will take about 1

k. w. h. per car-mile on level track; this figure rnay be in-

creased because of snow or dirt on the rails. Interurban

cars of the same size will take .75 k. w. h. per car-mile.

I. The road has 49 miles of track, very little of which is

level, and operates 50 to 55 single truck cars in summer

and 47 to 50 in winter. Power is taken from a power and

lighting company and paid for at the rate of i.i cents per

kilowatt-hour; formerly the price was 2.6 cents per car-

mile. The power plant is a steam one and pays $1.55 per

ton for coal.

2. The road has 5.71 miles of track, on which are two

5 per cent grades each 150 ft. long; the rest of the track is

practically level. Five single truck cars are operated regu-

larly and extras when the service demands. The rental is

$10 per day, no charge being made for extra cars. The
cars average 127 miles per day, which makes the rate 1.58

cents per car-mile. The power plant is a steam one and

pays $1.05 per short ton for coal.

3. This road is an interurban 9 miles long, in a thickly

settled country, and operates 4 single truck cars regularly,

with extras morning and evening. The price for power is

$5 per car-day of i8>^ hours, the total running time of all

cars being divided by 18.5 to give the car-days. The power

station is a steam plant, paying about $3.75 for coal.

4. This is a city line with 15 miles of track with numer-

ous grades, operating from 10 to 21 single truck cars in

summer and about 10 in winter. The charge for power
is $1.90 per car per day. The power station is a steam

plant using coal costing $1.75 per ton.

5. This is a city line 10.5 miles long; the line is fairly

free from grades, the heaviest being one of 3 per cent

for 500 ft. In summer 10 single truck cars are run and in

winter 8. The charge for power is $2 per car-day of 18

hours for motor cars and $1 for trailers. Power is fur-

nished by a lighting company which pays $1.25 for coal.

6. This is a city line with 42 miles of track with few

grades; from 30 to 40 single truck cars are operated. Power

is purchased from a water power company at the rate of

I cent per k. w. h., which is quite low.

7. This is a 7-mile road with some heavy grades: from

3 to 5 cars are operated; the cars are of the double and

the single truck types. Power is purchased from a lighting

company at $3 per day of 16 hours for 30-h. p. cars, or

$4.33 per day for 50-h. p. cars. The power station is a steam

plant.

8. This is a line 2% miles long operating 4 cars—single

truck—summer and winter. There are several grades on

the line. Power is purchased from a lighting company for

the lump sum of $2,800 per year. The coal burned by the

lighting company is run of mine, costing $1 per ton.

9. This is a 9-mile road, owning 9 motor and 3 trail

cars. Power is rented from a company which transmits a

10,000-volt current 15 miles and furnishes a 300-h. p.

motor to the street railway. The latter pays for current by

meter at .6 cent per k. w. h., and guarantees a minimum
consumption of 650,000 k. w. h. per year.

10. This is a 7-mile road with long and steep grades.

In winter 4 single truck cars are operated and in summer

5 regularly and up to 10 on special days. Power is

rented from a lighting company which has both steam and

water plants. The price paid is $13.50 per day for 4 cars

.ind $1 per day for each additional car. In one year this

rate made the cost of power 2.42 cents per car-mile.

II. This is a 43^-mile road with a few grades; 4 single

truck cars are operated in winter and 5 or 6 in summer.

Power is purchased from a lighting company which pays

about $4 per ton for coal. The street railway pays 3.5 cents

per k. w. h. by meter, with a minimum rate of $3 per car per

day. This rate is considered too high.

12. This is a yyi-mWt road reasonably free from grades;

on an average 5 single truck cars are operated per day

throughout the year. Power is taken from a lighting com-

pany which has to pay from $3.25 to $3-75 for coal. The

railway pays $4.50' per day and in addition 2.5 cents per

k. w. h. used as shown by a meter.

13. This is a 7-mile interurban road with some very

heavy grades; 4 single truck cars are run in winter and 8

in summer. Power is taken from a lighting company which
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pays $2.35 per ton for coal. The railway pays $2.75 per car

per day, and pro rata for fractions of a car-day.

E. H. KEATING.

14. This is a 36-mile city road with quite a few grades;

from 35 to 50 double truck cars are operated. Power is

taken from a lighting company, which pays $2.90 per ton for

pea coal. The railway pays for power on a car-mile basis,

the rates being 2 and 2.5 cents per car-mile.

15. This is a 6-mile interurban with no grades greater

than 2 per cent. From 4 to 6 single truck motor cars are

operated. Power is taken from a lighting company which

pays 50 cents per ton for coal. The rates paid by the rail-

way are $2 per day per car for 4 cars; $1.50 per day per car

for each additional car, and 50 cents for each trail car for

each day in excess of 12 days per month.

16. This is a 35-mile road, with many grades of from 4

to II per cent; from 25 to 30 motor cars and from 6 to 10

trailers are operated; there are both single and double truck

cars. Power is taken from a lighting company which pays

90 cents per short ton for coal. The rate is 1.6 cents per

car-mile for i6-ft. motor cars, half-price for trailers and a

higher rate for larger motor cars.

17. This road is near a large water power plant and

pays $25 per horse-power per year.

18. This is a city road with 18 miles of track; from 10 to

13 single truck cars are operated. Power is taken from a

lighting company which pays $4.85 per ton for coal. The

charge is 2.25 cents per k. w. h. by meter.

19. This is a 15-mile road; there is one 5 per cent grade

1,000 ft. long on the line, and two of 2 per cent, 600 ft. and

800 ft. long. In winter 12 single truck cars are lun; in sum-

mer 5 double truck and from 9 to 11 single truck cars.

Power is taken from a lighting company which pays about

$1.90 for coal. The charge to the street railway is 1.25

cents per k. w. h. by meter.

20. This road, which has but few grades, had occasion

to rent power during the time its own plant was building,

and paid $4 per car per day for the first 5 cars and $3.50

per day for additional cars. This price included the heat-

ing and lighting.

21. This is an 8-mile road fairly free from grades; 10

single truck cars are operated. The company operates its

own power station, burning natural gas, and the cost is

about $1.50 per car per day. For a period of 18 months

power was rented at the rate of $3 per car per day and 25

cents for each extra trip.

U
To summarize: Of the 21 roads replying to the ques-

tions, I pays a lump sum of $700 per car per year; i pays

$25 per horse-power-year; 2 pay on a car-mile basis; 7 pay

on a kilowatt-hour basis, and 10 pay on a car-day basis.

The rates per k. w. h. vary from .6 cent to 3.5 cents. The
car-day rates vary from $1.90 to $4; in most cases there are

two rates, one for the first few cars, and a lower one for

additional cars. As a rule, a trailer is counted as equal to

one-half of a motor car.

When Mr. Wanklyn was called to manage the Montreal

Street Railway Company the Toronto Railway Company
secured E. H. Keating, who was then city engineer, to fill

the vacancy. It was his first venture in street railway af-

fairs, but his long experience as engineer for various cities

qualified him for his new du-

ties. The subject of this

sketch was born in Halifax,

N. S., August 7, 1844, and

after attending at Dalhousie

College of that city, took up

the study of architecture. At
the age of 20 an appointment

to the engineering staflf of

Nova Scotia was accepted

and his railroad experience

commenced. He was suc-

cessively connected with the

Pictou Railroad, the Wind-
sor & Annapolis Railroad,

the Intercolonial Railroad
and the Canadian Pacific Railroad until 1873. For 18 years

he was the city engineer of his native town and then ac-

cepted a similar position at Duluth, Minn. In 1892, Mr.
Keating became the city engineer of Toronto and per-

formed the duties of that office with entire satisfaction until

called to manage the Toronto railway on the first of Feb-
ruary last. Mr. Keating is a member of the Institute of

Civil Engineers of Great Britain, and a member of the

American and Canadian Societies of Civil Engineers, and
also a Fellow of the Imperial Institute of London. The
Review anticipates a successful career for Mr. Keating in

the street railway field.

E. H. KEATING.

MR. CICOTT'S EXTENDED TRAVELS.

Frank X. Cicott, who already has a very large acquaint-

ance among street railway men, and who has for the past

year been representing a number of well-known American
manufacturers in London, sailed on March 24 for a trip

around the world. He expects to travel via Gibralter, Malta,

Naples, Port Said, Suez Canal, Egypt, Ceylon, India, Aus-

tralia, Tasmania, New Zealand, Sandwich Islands, return-

ing to London by way of San Francisco, Chicago and New-

York, and will cover over 30,000 miles.

Mr. Cicott is making this tour of the world for the pur-

pose of investigating the prospects of electric traction in

each of the countries named, and also the possibility of

adapting electricity to the many light railways now operat-

ing by steam. He will certainly gather a vast amount of

highly valuable information, and his friends wish him a suc-

cessful and pleasant trip.

Another trolley car robbery in Chicago was frustrated

but nearly terminated fatally. Three armed men attacked a

conductor and motorman of the West Chicago Street Rail-

road Company while the car was at the terminus of the line.

The robbers met with a determined resistance, and after

receiving several thumps with the controller handle they

retreated. One of them turned and fired a shot, striking

Conductor Guyer and seriously wounding him. He is one

of the old and trusted employes of the company.
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ROUTED THE SPARROWS. THE CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY.

The rapidly increasing number of English sparrows in all

parts of the country has proved a nuisance of no small

dimensions to many managers. By some intuition the spar-

row seems to look upon the inviting roof and cross beams

of a car house as his special property and makes himself at

home, together with a large delegation of sparrow relations,

running up into the hundreds.

Among those who were put to some means to effectively

stop the trouble was H. R. MacLeod, general manager of

the Portland & Cape Elizabeth Railway, Portland, Me. His

car house and power plant were infested with hundreds of-

sparrows, and all tlie usual schemes of poison did not seem

to make the slightest impression. After exhausting all the

plans suggested, he bought a shot gun and a bo.x of cart-

ridges filled with fine bird shot. One of the men was de-

tailed as executioner, and blazed away for a couple of

A brief description with a map of the Central London
Railway appeared in the Review, July, 1897, when the con-

tracts were let, but some developments in designing the

apparatus are worthy of special attention. The most note-

worthy is the system of distribution and feeding the current

to the line. Although the line is but 6^2 miles in length

it was determined that an alternating system of distribu-

tion at 5,000 volts was more economical than a three wire

direct current system at 600 volts.

The power station is located at one extremity of the line.

There are to be 16 water tube boilers of American make to

supply steam at 150 lbs. pressure. Vicar mechanical stokers

will be used; a i,500ton coal storage bin is to be at the

top of the boiler room; the coal handling machinery will

be supplied by the C. W. Hunt Company. There will be

six condensing cross compound 1,300-h. p. Reynolds-Cor-

FIG. I.—850-K.W. ALTERNATOR.

hours, killing a large number. The shot was too small to

do any damage to the roof, but got in its work on the birds

;

and since then, 18 months ago, not a sparrow has been

seen in either place, while other neighboring buildings have

them in plenty. Mr. MacLeod offers the suggestion as a

cure, which is sure and cheap.

THE NAVY STIMULATES TRAFFIC.

We noted last month that the Atlanta Railway Com-
pany had by the judicious use of "yellow" banners managed

to keep its cars running to Fort McPherson crowded with

people. The Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia,

has recently completed an extension to League Island, and

the cars are crowded with visitors to the navy yard there.

Thousands evince a desire to see an3fthing that savors of

war.

liss engines, made by the E. P. Allis Company, direct con-

nected to General Electric 850-k. w. three-phase generators.

The exhaust steam will pass into four Barnard cooling tow-

ers. Green economizers will be installed. All the steam

pipe bends and valves come from the Crane Company, Chi-

cago.

Fig. I shows an outline of the generator, which is of the

revolving field type, the magnets being mounted direct upon

the engine shaft. There are 32 poles attached to the spider,

which is built up of laminations insulatd from one another.

The output of the machine is 170 amperes at 5,000 volts

with a frequency of 25 cycles per second. The weight of

each generator will be 80,000 lbs., and the efficiency will

be 95 per cent. Six of these machines will be installed and

space is provided for two more.

From the switchboard, which is designed for high poten-

tial alternating currents, will extend two feeder lines to three

sub-stations, the cables being carried on brackets fastened
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FIG. 2.—gOO-K.W. ROTARY CONVERTOR.

to the sides of the tunnels. At each sub-station, located at

the bottom of elevator shafts, will be static transformers

receiving the alternating current at 5,000 volts and reduc-

ing it to 330 volts. The alternating current then passes to

the rotary converters and is converted to a direct current

of 500 volts. The total losses of all kinds in the circuit are

estimated to be less than 5 per cent.

Fig. 2 is from an outline drawing of the rotary converter,

which has a capacity of 900 k. w. The alternating current

will be received by the collector rings shown on the left

hand side of the figure and will operate the machine as a

motor. From the same windings the current will be recti-

fied by the commutator on the right of the section, and de-

livered to the third rail. The converter will have 12 poles,

PIG. 3.

will run at 250 r. p. m. and have an efficiency of 95 per

cent at full load.

The third rail weighs 80 lbs. to the yard and is rolled to

channel section and supported on creosoted wood insu-

lators in the center of the track, Fig. 3. Each joint will be

bonded with No. 000b flexible crown Chicago bonds. Tlie

track rails are of bridge section, Fig. 4. weighing 100 lb.-.

to the yard, and are laid on longitudinal wooden sleepers.

The F.dison-Brown plastic bond will be used on the track

rails. Wires will be connected to the lines and rails in

such a manner that voltage readings can be taken at anj

time.

The electric locomotives will be entirely of American

construction, resembling somewhat the Baltimore & Ohio
type, although of much smaller capacity. Fig. 5 shows the

general arrangement of the parts. On each axle of the two
trucks there will be a motor having a capacity of not less

than 65 h. p., the four motors giving a maximum draw-bar

pull at starting of 14,000 lbs. Current is taken from the

third rail by two contact shoes and passes through a circuit

breaker and ammeter in the cab to the controller. Fig. 6

shows a cross section of the tunnel and locomotive. It indi-

cates that it is necessary to make all the parts very com-
pact to fit in such a confining space. The locomotive is

fitted with Westinghouse air brakes. A series-parallel con-

troller, with magnetic blow-out, places the motors four in

FIG. 4.

series, two in series-parallel and four in parallel, and with

the resistances gives 22 combinations.

The motors are gearless, being placed directly on the

axles and with no springs between the axles and the trucks.

There will be 32 of these locomotives, each capable of haul-

ing seven coaches having a seating capacity of 48 passen-

gers each. Including the locomotive, the train weight will

be 150 tons, and an average speed of 14 miles an hour will

be maintained with stops of 20 seconds at each of the 13

stations.

A very important factor in maintaining a fast schedule is

the alignment of the tunnels, a grade of 3 per cent being

on either side of each station. This arrangement at the

stations greatly increases the accelerating poiver and saves

braking effort. One who is familiar with the current de-
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FIG. 5.~LOCOMOTIVE FOR CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY.

mand c f the motors in accelerating the trains on the ele-

vated roads will appreciate that more than a third of the

total energ^y can be saved by the assistance of gravity.

The progress of the work is very satisfactory; the foun-

dations of the power house are laid; of the 22,800 yds. of

tunneling only a mile yet remains to be driven, and the

FIG. 6.—CROSS SECTION OF TUNNEL.

American factories are preparing to fill their orders prompt-

ly at the time set in the contracts. It is expected that the

railway will be opened for traffic within 12 months.

WANTS A SAFETY BRAKE FOR LONG
GRADES.

The manager of a western road with a very long 6 per

cent grade desires suggestions as to the best track brake to

use in addition to his wheel brakes. He has already had

two or three runaways, fortunately without any serious re-

sults, and as the line leads from a pleasure resort from

which heavy loads travel all summer he desires to take

every possible precaution against accident. His present

system of wheel brakes he considers first class, so far as it

goes, but is anxious to supplement it with some form of

track brake. We shall be pleased to publish any sugges-

tions our readers may be good enough to send us.

RATES OF FARES IN OLEAN, N. Y.

The Olean Street Railway Company has recently issued

a book of rules governing its employes and giving the rates

of fare for passengers and such packages as may be carried

on the cars. Each person over 5 years of age, 5 cents.

Children under 5 years of age, when accompanied by pa-

rents or guardians, and not occupying seats required by

passengers who are standing, will be carried free. If over

5 years of age, fares must be collected. Children whose

fares have not been paid are not allowed to occupy seats

when same are required by paying passengers.

Articles will be carried as follows, when in charge of a

passenger, who must pay regular fare for himself:

Bicycles two fares

Trunks five fares

Barrels under 100 lbs two fares

Barrels from 100 to 200 lbs. . four fares

Small kegs of beer two fares

Large kegs of beer three fares

Peddler's pack two fares

Tin peddler's packs two fares

Wash baskets one fare

All other articles not enumerated will be charged as fol-

lows: Twenty to 50 lbs., two fares; 50 to loO lbs., three

fares. Articles occupying unusual space will be charged

double rates. Conductors are required to collect above

fares for parcels, etc. (excepting small articles, packages

or parcels, traveling bags carried in the hands or about the

person of passengers), and ring in the same on their reg-

isters.

No dogs (excepting small lap dogs) will be allowed in-

side the car, and they nuist be kept on the laps of the parties

having them. Large dogs must be put on the front plat-

form at owner's risk, and one fare charged for each dog.

Under no circumstances will a dog be allowed on the seat

of a car.

« » »

A rather peculiar incident happened on the tracks ol the

Broadway cable line in St. Louis. As a rule dogs in the

city are very watchful and are seldom caught by the street

cars, but in this case a dog laid down on the track and

remained until struck by the car, although the gripman and

passengers tried to frighten it away. It appeared to be a

tramp dog and was tired of the wicked life in a great city.
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POLES.

There are not many electric lines which have been in op-

eration long enough to test the life and comparative merit

of poles of different kinds and settings, A sound pole, wit)',

ordinary precautions taken for preservation, should last

from eight to ten years, but this life may be greatly length

ened or shortened according to the various circumstances.

In choosing the kind of poles, some consideration must be

given to their mechanical strength, for frequently the poles

are subjected to unusual stresses. Last winter, on one of the

Chicago lines, a guy rod broke and more than a score of

poles snapped ofif like pipe stems, tearing the lines down
and seriously impeding traffic on the street railway and on

the railroad, which it crossed at that point. This accident

was probably due to the low temperature and to the fact

that no provision had been made for any one pAe bearing-

more than its share of the stresses. To avoid j. similar oc-

currence, iron poles were substituted for the poles that

broke.

The cost of iron poles is prohibitive except in the larger

cities, and the kind of wood to be selected depends on the

locality. White northern cedar, northern pine and chest-

nut are extensively used in the nortl , and redwood in the

west. Cypress, tamarack and red fir are also suitable. Pine

is one of the most perfect and symmetrical of all timbers

and has a good tensile strength. After seasoning, to im-

pregnate the poles with a good creosote lengthens the life,

and is believed to increase the strength. There are numer-

ous preparations for this purpose, some composed chiefly

of wood creosote which may be applied with a brush and

readily enters the pores of the wood. Frenoline is a com-

position of 50 per cent wr jd creosote, 10 per cent pine tar,

and 40 per cent oil of tar and has been used by some strcf

railways. Whenever si :h special preparations are not used

the life of the pole wii be lengthened by the application of

a heavy coat of tar or pitch on the butt end and for some

distance above the ground level, also the cornice at the top

of the pole should be treated in like manner.

In setting the poles the method and expense depends

somewhat on the nature of the soil. In solid soils the hole

should only be large enough to get the pole m easily, and

the earth and stones should be heavily tamped around it.

In sandy or soft ground it is advisable to fill around the

pole with concrete, consisting of one part of Portland

cement to two or three parts of sand and gravel.

In some cities wooden poles are not permitted, especially

in the down-town districts, and many street railways use iron

poles in such localities, whether required to do so or not.

on account of their superior strength, longer life and more

pleasing appearance. Some experiments have been carried

on to show that gas pipe poles set in concrete without a

protective coating will be dangerously corroded at 10 in.

below the surface in three years, but this has not been the

case in practice. It has been found that wrought iron yields

to the corrosive action of water, with acids which come
from the street surface, much more readily than cast iron.

The North and West Chicago Street Railroads have a cast-

ron sleeve about 2 in. thick, which is slipped over the pole

and extends some distance above and beneath the surface

of the street. This has proved very effective in preventing

the poles from rusting at this point.

It seems to be the rule to neglect keeping- t?;e iron poles

properly painted, but this is very objectionable as the cor-

rosion sets in and the poles present an unsightly appear-

ance. One difficulty has been in the selection of the right

kind of paint. As a result of a series of tests, Max Tolt^

gave to the Civil Engineering Society of St. Paul, a report

of the best paints and the methods of use on iron work.

The paints examined were classified as follows: True
asphaltic varnish paints; so-called asphaltic varnishes and
paints, of inferior qualities; black carbon paints, in which
the vehicle is practically a varnish; iron oxide paints, con
sisting of more or less iron oxide with siliceous matter

and compounds of lime and magnesia; graphite paints, and
silica graphite paints. After giving all a trial the best pol-

icy was decided to be: i. At the mills the iron should be

cleaned from all loose scales and given a coat of refined

linseed oil. 2. When in place the iron should receive one
coat of asphaltic varnish paint, made from the best grade

of asphalt, linseed oil and gum; or a coat of a paint made
of carbon black and boiled varnish. This coat should be

carefully applied after the metal has been thoroughly

cleaned. Air bubbles should be avoided, and this priming

should form a continuous coating, fairly thick. The coat

will be dry in about 10 days. 3. As a second coat, a graph-

ite paint is applied as thickly as possible. Care must be

taken to select a paint that is at least one-third of pure

graphite, the rest of the pigment being natural rock, ground
very fine in pure linseed oil. The graphite paint should

be bought in paste form, well ground, and contain not less

than 70 per cent of pigment and 30 per cent, by weight, of

boiled linseed oil; the paste should be mixed with linseed

oil at the place where it is applied. This will give a pro-

tective coating which will last for many years. The red

Itad and iron oxide paints have been largely used but are

inferior to the graphite paints.

With the different street railways there is a variety of

practice, generally diftering with conditions. The Man-
chester (N. H.) Street Railway Company has been using

the trolley but two years and this is not long enough to

test the durability of either the iron or wooden poles. The
standard size for the iron poles is 30 ft. length and 6 in.

top. The wooden poles are of Georgia pine and chestnut

and the experience so far has been very much in favor of

the latter. The chestnut poles have given very little trouble

but the pine poles, even at this time are giving out near the

surface of the ground. The poles are set from 100 to 125 ft.

apart and a rake of 10 in. is given, but at the corners this is

somewhat increased. Each iron pole is set in concrete. The
pole butts are not treated and the cement is relied upon to

prevent corrosion. .An emerald green paint is applied with

a brush, and two coats have been found sufficient until the

present time. A chestnut pole at least 10 in. at the butt, or

an iron pole, is considered preferable to any other. The
span wfres are fastened to the poles by means of eye-bolts,

and the feeders are carried on double petticoat insulators at-

tached to spruce brackets with iron braces to the poles.

The Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Company uses white

cedar poles, 8 in. at the top, 14 in. at the butt, and 26 to 28

ft. in length, and wrought iron poles, built up of 5, 6 and 7-

in. tubes and weighing 600 lbs. The poles are spaced from

100 to 125 ft. apart and have a rake of 6 to 24 in., depending

on the width of the street. At the corners 1,300-lb. iron

poles are provided. The poles are set in concrete and plant •

ed to a flepth of 5 to 7 ft., the average life of the wooden

pole is between seven and eight years. The span wires are

fastened to the wooden poles by a ratchet fastener, and to
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the iron poles with cleats and insulators. The feeders are

carried on the same poles, with cast iron cross arms and

special insulators. Asphaltum is used in painting and re-

quires attention once in three years. Iron poles are pre-

ferred, being more economical and having a better appear-

ance in the streets.

The Gloucester, Essex & Beverly Street Railway Com-

pany uses only hard pine and chestnut poles with tops

from si to 7 in., butts 10 to 15 in., and in lengths of 28 to

35 ft. The poles are planted 4^ to 6 ft. deep, spaced 130 ft.

apart, and with a rake of 12 in. The span wire is fastened

to the poles by eye-bolts and the feeders are carried on the

same poles. Once every two years a coat of paint is ap

plied. Chestnut poles are favored.

On the Springfield (Mass.) Street Railway structural iron

and round chestnut poles are the standards. The poles are

set 6 ft. into the ground, spaced lor, ft. apart, and a rake of

10 in. is given. The iron poles a-e made up of 4, 5 and 6-

in. pipe; the wooden poles are 7 in. at the top, and both are

30 ft. long. The average life of the chestnut poles is six

years, while some of the iron poles which were set in 1891

are still as good as new. Concrete is employed only in

quicksand and with corner poles. The feeders are carried

on one, two and three-pin brackets and cross arms on the

span wire poles. Asphaltum is applied to the iron poles

and two coats are given once every three years. The iron

poles are considered cheaper than the wooden ones.

The poles in service on the Citizens' Street Railway of

Indianapolis are of white cedar, 7 in. top and 30 ft. long,

and wrought iron, made of 5. 4 and 3-in., 6, 5 and 4-in.,

and 7, 6. and 5-in. pipe. The poles are planted in the

ground 6 ft. 2 in., spaced 125 ft. apart and with a rake of

22 in. At the corners the heaviest iron poles are in use

and are set 7 ft. deep in concrete. The span wires are

strung from reels bolted through the poles. Green min-

eral paint is used and one coat lasts two years. The life

of the wooden poles is between nine and ten years; some

of the iron poles are six years old, with no signs of de-

terioration. For heavy trafftc lines iron poles are prefer-

able, but on other lines wooden poles give less trouble and

lessen the cost of construction.

The Atlanta Railway Company has only red cedar poles
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curves, are spaced loo to 120 ft. apart, and have a rake of

12 in. The white pine poles last about four and one-half

years.

At Birminfjham, Ala., cedar poles with 8-in. tops and

i2-in. butts and 28 to 35 ft. long are used. They are planted

5 to 7 ft. deep, spaced 120 ft. apart and have no rake. At

the corners they are guyed to stubs. Fig. i represents the

standard span wire connections at a corner.

The Atlantic Coast Electric Railroad Company of As-

bury Park, N. J., employs Georgia pine and cedar poles:

tops, 7 to 8 in.; butts, 10 to 12 in.; length, 30 ft. A rake of

30 m. is given and the poles are spaced 80 to 120 ft. apart.

Concrete is used only at the corner poles. Two coats of

paint are given every three years. Plenty of lead is the onI\

requirement in the paint.

It is the policy of the Twin City Rapid Transit Company,

of Minneapolis and St. Paul, to use as few wooden poles as

possible. The iron poles are in three sizes; center poles, 6

in. in diameter, 25i ft. long; side poles, 7 in. in diameter,

28 ft. long; for curves, 8 in. in diameter, 28 ft. long. None

of the iron poles have had to be replaced, and the estimated

life is 20 years; the life of the pine poles averages five years

and of the cedar, 10 years. The poles are spaced 120 ft.

apart; the center poles are planted 5 ft. deep, and those at

the side a foot deeper. A rake of 18 in. is given to the side

poles. At the curves concrete is filled in around the butt,

but at other places rocks are rammed about the base. At

the surface of the ground hot pitch is poured around the

pole as a protection against corrosion. The span wires are

fastened through an eye-bolt to an insulated cap. The feed-

ers are not, as a rule, carried on the same poles. Paint

composed of graphite and linseed oil is used, one coat being

applied about every four years. Iron poles are preferred,

as they give a more solid construction and are necessary

by poles with 12-in. butts and 8-in. tops and 30 ft. in length.

On the Westbrook line about 25 jioles were found rotted.

From the surface of the ground down about a foot the tim-

POLES IN BERLIN.

with No. o trolley wire. The heavier construction decreases

trouble and repairs.

A year ago when the Portland (Me.) Railroad Company
was rebuilding the Deering line, which was constructed in

1891, some of the poles were found badly rotted, but the

majority would have lasted five years longer. These poles

were of southern pine, with gxg-in. butts, and were replaced

POLES IN DOVER.

ber was rotted a third through, but the ends were perfectly

sound. Fernoline is a preparation used in treating the

poles. In the later construction the pole holes are dug 4
ft. long and 2 ft. wide. A railroad tie is split in two, and

one-half placed in the bottom and the other at the top of the

hole. This prevents the poles being pulled over towards the

trolley line. At the curves a rake of 26 in. is given and 22

in. elsewhere. The span wires are fastened to §-in. eye-bolts

through a fiber bushing. Fig. 2 represents the standard

span wire connection. The feeders are carried on the same

poles by spruce cross arms with ij-in. locust pins under the

insulators. Every two years the poles are painted, but this

is more for the sake of appearance, as the paint would last

four or five years. The body of the paint used is white lead

mixed with linseed oil and colored to a light green for the

tops and a dark green for the lower parts of the poles.

Wooden poles are preferred, as they are cheaper, safer for

insulation, less leakage on the line, and not so apt lo break

in cold weather, although it must be said that iron poles

look better in the city.

The Albany Railway uses cast and structural iron poles in

the c'ty, and wooden poles on the suburban lines. The iron

poles are 5 and 6 in. by 27 ft., and those of cast iron are built

up of 6, 5 and 4-in. pipe. These poles have been in service

for nine years and there have been no renewals. The

wooden poles are of Georgia pine, 10 in. at the top, 12 in. at

the butt, and 30, 35 and 40 ft. in length. The poles are set

6 ft. deep, and 125 ft. apart, with a rake of 8 in. The span

wires are fastened to the poles by insulated eye-bolts, and

the feeders are carried on cross arms on the same poles. .\t

til corners heavier poles are used, set deeper in the ground,

with additional rake, and guyed where possible. With the

wooden poles the tops are tapered, and the butts creosoted.

Two coats of graphite paint are applied at first and one

added every three years. Iron poles are preferable in the
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city, on account of the size and appearance, but wooden

poles are recommended on the suburban lines on account of

their cost, and by using taller poles the feeders are raised

out of the way of low trees and other wires.

The standard poles of the Toledo Traction Company are

of iron pipe, built up in three sizes, 6, 5 and 4-in., 7, 6 and 5-

in., and 8, 7 and 6-in., and cedar poles with 6-in. tops, 12-in.

butts, and 30 ft. long. The poles are set 6 to 7 ft. in tht

ground and 120 ft. apart. The rake given the iron poles set

in cemenv along paved streets is about 5 in., other places

from 5 to 12 in.,, according to conditions, and the wooden

poles are se"t with from 8 to 18 in. rake. Cement concrete is

used for iron poles and with all wooden poles where the

stress is enough to warrant it. The iron poles are not pro-

tc<-ted at ihe surface of the ground to prevent corrosion.

The span wires are fastened to the iron poles by eye-bolts

PLANS OF THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK.

POLES IN LEEDS.

through insulated tops, and by two turns around the wooden
poles. The iron poles are painted with two coats of asphal-

tum, and the wooden poles are covered with a heavy coat

of pitch at the surface of the ground before they are set.

From the foregoing it is noticeable that iron poles arc

often recommended in the city for their appearance. This

i|uestion has not received the attention in the United States

ihat it has abroad. Decorative poles are required by the

municipalities when granting franchises, and in many cases

provision is made for electric or gas lamps on the same
poles. The accompanying illustrations represent the types

of ornamental poles common in English and continental

cities.

The results of the operation of the underground electric

lines in New York and its own experiments with the con-

duit system on Amsterdam avenue have decided the Third

Avenue Railroad Company to change the motive power

on its cable and other down town lines.

The change w^ill be started on the I25fli street and loth

avenue line, and work will be begun as soon as the vi'eather

becomes more settled. The company, after beginning the

work, will lose no time and will make every effort to com-

plete the change on all its roads as quickly as possible. The

lines to be equipped with the underground trolley system

include, besides the one mentioned, the Drydock and

East Broadway line, the Grand street line, the 42nd street

and St. Nicholas avenue line, and the Union road in the

annexed district.

The company is about to build one of the largest and

most complete power houses in the country on the Harlem

river at Kingsbridge. It is to be an L with a frontage of

100 ft. on 2 1 6th street, 450 ft. on 9th avenue and 500 ft. on

2i8th street. It is to be built of brick and stone, three

stories in height. The company has decided to build two

power houses for the operation of its various lines. The

other one is to be located down town and is to generate the

power for the 3rd avenue, the Drydock and the southern

division of the 42nd street, St. Nicholas avenue and Manhat-

tanville lines. Plans for this building have not been pre-

pared, nor has its site been selected.

The Kingsbridge power house is to supply the proposed

extension in the Kingsbridge Road, the Fort Lee, the

Amsterdam avenue and the upper division of the 42nd street

line.

The company has just completed a smaller power house

at Kingsbridge, which has cost some $200,000, but this build-

ing is to be torn down at once to make room for the new

building, which is to have a chimney 350 ft. in height. The

present structure was built to furnish power for the exten-

sion which the company proposed to build in the Kings-

bridge Road from i66th street north; it is two stories high

and 115x125 ft. in size. When the company decided to

change the motive power of all its lines from horse and

cable to electricity it was found that the power house was far

too small to meet requirements, and it was determined to re-

move it and build a larger one.

The company has built a three-story building on the op-

posite side of 9th avenue, 200x500 ft. in size, in which to

store cars. It has room for 500 cars and is equipped with

elevators for raising or lowering them from one story to an-

other, as well as complete paint and repair shops.

In a suit brought against the Second Avenue Railroad

Company, of New York, a verdict for $10,000 damages was

obtained in the supreme court in favor of an eight-year-old

girl who was injured by a horse car last October.

No serious accident has occurred on the LTnion Loop in

Chicago, although the trains often run with a few seconds

l;eadway. Recently the locomotive of a South Side train

ran into the rear of a Metropolitan train, shaking up the

passengers but doing little damage. A mistake in the sig-

nals was the probable cause of the accident.
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STREET RAILWAY LAW.

EDITED BY FRANK HUMBOLDT CLARK, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Enjuining the Location of a Street Raikcay on a Public

Street.

Where the plaintiffs, as ainittiug proprietors and owners of the

fee in a public way sought to enjoin the location of a street rail-

way within the limits of a public wiiy, lirld that the railway is

allowed to share with the public, its right of transit over the

same and its location does not create any additional servitude.

It matters not what may be the motive power used for surface

transit nor whether the transit be the carriage of passengers, of

freight, or the transmission of intelligence b.v telegraph or tele-

phone or of water, gas or sewerage. All these are public uses

that the public may permit regardless of the individual, so long

as they do not infringe the statute which provides what the pub-

lic use may be.

The opinion of the court in part is as follows;

The bill also seeks an injunction because the plaintiffs

are not only abutters, but owners, of the fee of the way sub-

jected to the servitude incident to public ways;, and that the

defendant's use is an additional servitude, for which they are

entitled to compensation, that must first be paid before the

servitude may be enjoyed; and this is the main controversy

in the cause, for, if the defendant's use of the way be no ad-

ditional servitude, then the plaintififs' right in the way and

its use are merged with those of the public, and the public

alone, by its laws, must define, control and regulate such

use. ' '

"^

What servitude, then, does the public acquire by the tak-

ing of land for a public way? It is the right of transit for

travelers, on foot and in vehicles of all descriptions. Tt is

the right of transmitting intellfgence by letter, message or

other contrivance suited for communication, as by telegraph

or telephone. It is the right to transmit water, gas and

sewerage for the use of the public. Tt is a public use for

the convenience of the public, to be molded and applied as

public necessity or convenience may demand, and as the

methods of life and communication may from time to time

require. Society changes, and new conditions attach them-

selves. The change evolves new ways of doing things, new

methods of communication, new inventions for travel. When
the way is constructed, the land owner has his compensa

tion, not only for the land taken, but for the damages sus-

tained, although usually benefits are conferred rather than

injury inflicted. These damages are assessed as compensa-

tion for a surrender of his land to the public use for travel

and transit, not only by the methods then applied, and for

the volume then existing, but for all time and for such future

use as the exigencies of the time may develop.

When the way has been created, the public controls its

use, and regulates its repair by laws that the legislature

shall enact. Under these laws, the use must be governed,

for the people have a right to say what use will best sub-

serve their interests. They have now said that ways shall

be maintained "so as to be safe and convenient for travelers

with horses, teams and carriages." That is now the cri-

terion, and a use that infringes upon the rule becomes an

unlawful use, and may be prohibited by public prosecution.

That rule may be changed, for the public, by law, may regu-

late the use of its public ways in such manner as the legis-

lature may think will best serve the public interest.

This doctrine allows the public to control the use of

public ways for travel and communication, as it may be

pleased, from time to time, to do. The kind of use that may
be permitted is of no consequence to the abutter. He must
take his chances with the rest of the community in which
he lives. Some cases may seem to work hardship, but it is

better so than to embarrass the convenience of the people,

and cripple and annoy enterprises which the present and

future may recognize as necessary for the good and happi-

ness of society.

No matter whether the way be used by the lone traveler

on foot or on his wheel, by the two-horse chaise or four-

wheeled carriage, by the dray, cart or coach, or by cars

that may be permitted to nm in the street, whether propelled

by beast, steam, electricity, or any other agency that may be

discovered suitable for the purpose. No matter whether the

vehicle carries passengers or freight, or passes intelligence

along its contrivance. All these are public uses, and. so

long as they do not infringe the laws that regulate the use

of highways, they cannot be prohibited either by the individ-

ual or public prosecutor. Ways must be "safe and conven-

ient." When they are not, by reason of any incumbrance or

permitted use, then ample remedy may be had by public

action, and such incumbrance or use may be removed or

prohibited.

The servitude complained of in this cause, therefore, is a

public servitude, and lawful, so long as it does not infringe

the laws of the state regulating the use of ways. It gains

no hold upon the soil itself, but is allowed a share of the

public use. Should that use be extinguished, its rights

would be extinguished also. It must exist or fall with the

servitude of the public; otherwise, the doctrines of this opin-

ion would be illogical. If it gained any vested right in the

soil that the public could not extinguish, then, manifestly,

it has created an additional servitude, and taken land with-

out compensation to the owner.

These doctrines have been discussed in the numerotis

courts of this country with varied results. It will not be

profitable to review them, for we think best to declare a

doctrine best suited to the convenience of our people, and

most consonant with the laws under which we live. We
have persistently maintained the right of "free fishing and

fowling," free and unobstructed navigation of our rivers, the

free taking of ice upon them, the right of eminent domain

over and in the waters of great ponds; and we now assert

the right of the people to control the use of their public

ways as shall best meet their necessities, without vexation

from the land owner, whenever growth and discovery show

the convenience of applying new methods for public tran-

sit. Let a public way once constructed be free for the pub-

lic use and control as it may choose. Let it be free as the

ocean is free, as our rivers are free, and as our great ponds

and lakes are free, for the use of all the people.

If the reverse of this doctrine be held, the numerous street

railways now operating in our state would be crippled, if

not destroyed. If every abutter could enjoin their opera-

tion unless his damages were paid, there would be no end

of litigation and confusion. Moreover, it is now too late

to invoke such doctrine. We have already decided that a
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street railway propelled by electricity creates no additional

servitude. Briggs v. Railroad Co., 79 Me., 363; 10 Atl., 47.

Relying upon that doctrine, electricity has become the princi-

pal motor for all our street railroads; and it would be unjust

to now overturn it, if we were inclined so to do. On the

contrary, we deem it best, and most consistent with our

laws and polity, to afifirm it, and, further, that neither motor

nor kind of traffic to be engaged in makes any difference,

so long as the use does not violate the requirements of the

statute, concerning which we are not called upon to decide

at the instance of an individual.

(Supreme Court of Maine, Taylor v. Portsmouth, Kittery

& York Street Railway, 39 Atlantic Rep., 560.)

Stopping Street Car at Dangerous Place—Implied Invitation.

A motorman in charge of an electric street car on a dark

night ran his car past a point at which the cars regularly

stopped and did not go back to take up plaintiff, who de-

sired to board the car, but stopped the car and held it at

a point 14 or 15 ft. farther on where it was dangerous for

any one to go to the car, of which, the motorman was aware,

and the plaintiff was injured in attempting to board the

car. Held, that there was an implied invitation to the

plaintiff to board the car at that point when it was stopped

and held there, and that the motorman was negligent in so

doing, and that the plaintiff's contributory negligence was

a question for the jury.

(Vasele v. Grant Street Electric Railway Co., 9 American

& English Railroad Cases, N. S. 75.)

Power of Mmiieipality to Require Conductors on Cars—Reser-

vation of Right to Regulate Operation of Road.

A state statute conferred upon the mayor and aldermen

of a city power to make all such ordinances, rules and regu-

lations relative to the streets as they should see proper and

necessary, and to establish such by-laws not inconsistent

with the laws of the land as might tend to preserve the quiet,

peace, safety and good order of the inhabitants. A street

railway company was incorporated under an act of the legis-

lature, by which act it acquired the rights and franchises

of two companies who had preceded it, subject to the duties

and liabilities of such companies, the charters of which pro-

vided that the city council should have the power to regu-

late the running of the cars. Suc'h succeeding company,

subsequently desiring to operate its cars by electricity, pre-

sented a petition to that effect accompanied by a draft of

ordinance granting the desired leave, which contained a pro-

vision reserving to the city council the right of regulating by

ordinance the manner of operating the railway, and of alter-

ing and amending the ordinances relating thereto by such

enactments as, in their judgment, the public welfare might

demand. Held, that the city council had power to pass an

ordinance that no street car should be run unless in charge

of a conductor.

(State ex rel. Columbia Electric Street Railway, Light

& Power Co. v. Sloan, Mayor et al., g American & English

Railroad Cases, N. S., 44.)

MANUFACTURE OF BRONZE CAR
ARTICLES.

There is some legal difficulty between J. J. Shipherd,

president of the Ft. Wayne Consolidated Electric Railway

Company, and Frank Robinson over $i5o,oc» worth of

stocks and bonds of the company. Nine indictments have

been secured in Cleveland against Mr. Shipherd.

The use of bronze in connection with street railway car

fittings has become quite extensive in recent years, and a

short account of the process of manufacture may prove of

interest. The copper is melted in a crucible set in a furnace

especially designed for the work, and shown in cross sec-

tion in Fig. I ; it is unnecessary to give the dimensions of the

furnace, since the latter is in each case proportioned to suit

the capacity of the crucible to be used. The arrangement

of the cover A, and the stack outlets C, C, is seen in Fig. i

The piece of apparatus next in importance is that for

drying the phosphorus, which is shown in Fig. 2. Usually

the phosphorus is dried in an open pan on a wire netting,

and if the phosphorus ignites the pan is closed. The ar-

rangement I employ may not be an improvement over the

usual way, but it serves me very well. A stone jar of about

four gallons capacity is fixed on the top of a sheet iron box;

the box is 20 in. high, 12 in. deep and 4 ft. long. Inside is

a shelf of sheet iron with numerous i-in. holes drilled

through it and covered with a sheet of asbestos. A water

pipe leads into the bottom portion of the bo.x and water is

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

always kept there. For 75 lbs. of copper I use about 3 lbs.

of phosphorus; I first put the phosphorus in a solution of

vitriol in the stone jar, leaving the sticks for about 40 min-

utes; they are then placed upon the asbestos covered shelf

and soon dry, the coating they have received in the solu-

tion protecting them from the air, obviating all danger of

ignition and fitting them to go into the crucible of melted

copper.

At first I experienced a great deal of difficlty in introduc-

ing the phosphorus into the molten copper, but finally sue-
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ceeded by using a dip pipe, as shown in Fig. 3. This pipe

is of cast iron, 3 in. in diameter inside with a funnel-shaped

top. This pipe is held in place with the end below the

surface of the metal by two workmen, while a third drops

in the phosphorus, which quickly melts and mixes with the

metal.

For casting the arrangement shown in Fig. 4 was adopted

after some experimenting. The flask, pouring gates, etc., do
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THE TROLLEY. LOS ANGELES & PASADENA INTERURBAN.

A portion of the story of the underrunning trolley is thus

told in the April number of Cassier's Magazine: The now
familiar trolley wheel and its pole in electric railway prac-

tice were not always held at their high value of today.

William J. Clark, the head of the railway department of the

General Electric Company, of New York, in speaking re-

cently, in a reminiscent mood, told of his struggles about

10 years ago to sell the patent covering the devices in ques-

tion. Mr. Clark was then acting as agent for Mr. Van
Depoele, the inventor of the underrunning trolley, as it is

called. He ofifered it to one group of American capitalists

Pasadena is the largest and most beautiful suburb of Los

Angeles, the metropolis of Southern California. These two

cities are about 12 miles apart and are connected by the lines

of the Pasadena & Los Angeles Electric Railway Company
which are in all 44 miles long. The scenery along these lines

is very beautiful as may be seen from the group of pictures

in Fig. I. The one in the upper left hand corner is from a

picture taken at the Altadena terminus of the road and is

the point at which connection is made with the celebrated

Mt. Lowe railway. In the upper right hand corner is shown

a view on the line running to the suburb of Altadena. The

FIG. I.—SCENES ON THE PASADENA & LOS ANGELES ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

after another, at an upset price of $100,000, without the

slightest success, though he was prepared to dispose out-

right of the patent for that sum. Finally an offer of $5 for

each car fitted with the underrunning trolley was inade to

him and accepted. Mr. Clark continued that he was happy

to say that from this contract he has since paid over to the

Van Depoele heirs the sum of $200,000. In his opinion, the

three inventions which had brought about the immense de-

velopment of electric urban and interurban railways were

the Sprague patent for motor suspension, the Van Depoele

underrunning trolley, and the substitution of carbon for

copper brushes on the commutator. Mr. Sprague, who in-

stalled the first practical trolley line at Richmond, Va.,

where some grades were as steep as 8 per cent, found that

with 30 cars in service it cost $9 for a day to replace the

copper brushes which had vanished into sparks.

picture in the center was taken at the corner of the two prin-

cipal streets in Pasadena, the offices of the railway company
being in one of these buildings. The lower left hand view is

on the Altadena division with the Hotel La Pintoreska in

the background. The scene in the other corner is on the

main Hne passing through the charming valley of the Ar-

royo Seco, and in it is a car crossing the viaduct which is

45 ft. high and 900 ft. long, between Garavanza and Lincoln

Park.

In Fig. 2 is a front view of the car house and repair shop

taken from Fair Oaks avenue on which the main line of cars

run. Combination open and closed cars, a type in general

favor in California, are here used. The pleasant temperature

throughout the year makes it possible to u;;e such cars with

comfort at all times. The cars are finely upholstered and

finished in mahogany with plate glass windows. The cars
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FIG. 2.—CAR HOUSE. FIG. 3.—INTERIOR OF SHOPS.

are 35 ft. over all and were built by the American Car Com-
pany and the J. G. Brill Company. Fig. 3 shows the interioi

of the car and paint shop.

The express car, with the superintendent's office and

trainmen's room m the background, is portrayed in Fig. 4.

Although the car has been running but three months it is

now on a paying basis. The Electric E.xpress & Storage

Company has charge of this business, with offices and ware-

houses in Pasadena and Los Angeles. The express car

makes four round trips between Los Angeles and Pasadena

each day and not only are the charges very reasonable but

from 12 to 24 hours are saved in the shipment of goods by

this route.

The rates are as follows: Packages from i to 25 lbs. de-

livered from office to mile limit, 10 cents; charge of 5 cents

for every additional half-mile. Packages from 25 to 75 lbs.

delivered from office to mile limit 15 cents; charge of 10 cents

for every additional half-mile. Packages from 75 to 100 lbs.

delivered from office to mile limit,20 cents ;charge of 15 cents

for every additional half-mile. Trunks delivered from express

office to any part of city inside of one mile limit, 25 cents;

delivered within 1J2 mile limit, 35 cents; same charges will

apply on calling for trunks. Trunks transported and deliv-

ered between i^os Angeles and Pasadena within ordinary

distances for 50 cents each, and at small additional charge

for longer distances; several trunks at reduced rates.

Hand packages 10 ceuts.

Barrel flour, apples, etc. (uiider 200 lbs.) 15

Baby cab 15

Sewing machine, sofa or table 15

Syrup, oily tar, etc., per bbl 25

Bicycles, used—uucrated 10

Bicycles—crated—each 15

Cases of boots or shoes 15

Easy chair 15

Dining chairs, per half dozen 25

Mattress or bed spring 15

Oil stoves 10

Stoves and small ranges 35

Mirrors, 40 inch 25

Bureaus 25

Refrigerators, set up 25 to 50

Sacks of potatoes, heavy goods, etc. (in lots of over 1,000

lbs.), per 100 lbs 10 "

Orders may be telephoned between the two cities. Special

rates are given to merchants who have considerable traffic

business and discount books, containing 50 to 200 ten-cent

stamps for payments of express charges, are sold.

FIG. 4.—EXPRESS CAR. FIG. 5.—FUNERAL CAR.
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FIG. 6.—FUNERAL CAR.

Figs. 5 and 6 show two views of the funeral car now in

service and which has met with much favor. It if one of the

main line cars which has been suitably arranged and draped.

The rates charged are about one-third of the cost of a hearse

and carriages. When the business increases sutficiently it

is the intention of the company to construct a car especially

for this purpose.

The cost of coal in California is very high for it either has

to be brought over the mountains or shipped from some for-

eign port. Fortunately oil fields of considerable magnitude

have been developed in Southern California, particularly in

Los Angeles, and furnish the best and cheapest fuel ob-

tainable. Fig. 7 is from a photograph of a motor car at-

tached to a tank car used in hauling fuel oil fromLosAngeles

to Pasadena. The car is standing alongside the power sta-

tion and has just finished unloading 1,644 ga's. of crude oil

into an underground tank from which it is fed to the boilers.

On an average of 1,800 gals, are used per day, the price vary-

ing from 60 cents to $1.00 per bbl. of 42 gals. The interior

of the boiler room, the fronts of the Stirling boilers and the

oil feed pipes are shown in Fig. 8.

It has become necessary to add to the equipment in the

power station to maintain a better schedule. A 15-minute

service between Los Angeles and Pasadena in the winter

^IB-^plfei^
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WOMEN MAY SMOKE.

If our memory does not play us false, we have read ac-

counts of women being ejected from streets cars because

they persisted in smoking. Such acts can not fail to be con-

demned as unwarranted interferences with the unalienable

rights of liberty and the pursuit of happiness, in defence of

which our forefathers fought and bled and died, and it is

therefore with great satisfaction that we learn of the action

taken by the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of

New York. The following letter was in answer to a request

that separate smoking cars for women be put in service.

"Dear Madam: I have your esteemed favor, requesting that

when the summer arraugemeuts are made the Metropolitau

Street Railway Company provide separate open smoliing ears for

Uidies. I notice what you say about the great antiquity of smoli-

ing as a source of feminine consolation, and am interested in your

statement that it is growing in popularity.

"As you speali with the assurance of perfect knowledge, and as

I am lamentably ignorant of female habits, it is with hesitancy

1 suggest that I cannot believe the necessity is pressing enough

to justify compliance with your request. Keen as is the general

rivalry, the smoking habit is not, I think, quite so general with

women as with men, and yet heretofore the Metropolitan Street

Kailway Company has never furnished separate ears for its smok-

ing male patrons. Three seats in each open car, have, up to this

time, sufficed to accommodate this class and gender of its pa-

trons.

"May I suggest—since at the moment there seems to be no jus-

tification for separate women's smoking ears—that the gallantry

of the gentlemen for whose exelusive use three back seats are re-

served, can always be relied upon to provide a place, and even a

light, for any woman who wishes to smoke?

"Yours sincerely.

"II. H. Vreeland."

CONSOLIDATION IN NEW JERSEY.

The annual meeting of the Consolidated Traction Com-

pany, of Jersey City, N. J., was held on March 28, and by a

unanimous vote it was decided to lease its property to the

Xorth Jersey Street Railway Company, of Newark. The

lease provides that the North Jersey Company will assume

the obligations of the Consolidated and guarantee dividends

on the $15,000,000 of stock of the latter; nothing is to be

paid on this stock the first year, 2 per cent the second, after

that the rate is to be slightly increased each year until it

reaches 4 per cent at the end of eight years.

The Consolidated Traction Company coinpnses the fol-

lowing companies: The Jersey City & Bergen Railroad

Company, the Jersey City, Harrison & Kearney Railroad

Company, the Newark Passenger Railway Company, the

New Jersey Traction Company, the Passaic & Newark

Electric Railway Company, the Passaic & Newark Electric

Traction Company, the Newark Plank Road Company, the

Port Richmond & Bergen Point Ferry Company and the

Bergen Point & Staten Island Ferry Company.

The North Jersey Street Railway Company already con-

trolled the South Orange, Montclair, Glen Ridge and Cald-

well lines.

The Consolidated Traction Company re-elected its old

officers: E. F. C. Young, president; E. B. Gaddis, David

Young, vice-presidents; E. N. Hill, treasurer; Thomas J.

George, secretary. The present officers of the North Jersey

Company are: J. K. Cobiere, of Caldwell, president; Henry

M, Doremus, of Newark, vice-president, and Wilbur John-

son, Orange, secretary and treasurer. It is stated, how-

ever, that upon the completion of the arrangements for con-

solidation the officers of the Consolidated v.ill become those

of the North Jersey.

An amicable agreement has been reached between the

Brunswick and the New York & Philadelphia Traction

Companies, which have for some time past been engaged in

a fight for franchises in Middlesex and Union counties.

Notwithstanding the agreement it is stated that a line along

the Raritan river, paralleling the Brunswick line from New
Brunswick to Bound Brook, will be built on the south

side of the river. The New York & Philadelphia Company

will build to within a few miles of New Brunswick and be

met by an extension of the Brunswick Traction Company.

DEATH OF COLONEL DYER.

Lt.-Col. H. C. S. Dyer, president of the Colorado Springs

& Cripple Creek Electric Short Line Railway Company,

died very suddenly in London. Colonel Dyer was born in

the year 1834. At the age of 18 he entered the Royal Ailil-

lery, and during his army career he saw a good deal of

active service. He served in the Crimea, had his horse

killed under him, and not only took part in the siege but

was present at the fall of Sevastopol. During the Indian

Mutiny he took part in many important engagements. He
was engaged in the relief of

Lucknow and the battle of

Cawnpore, in which he again

had his horse killed under

him. He took part in sev-

eral other engagements, and

retired from the Army with

a high reputation as a sol-

dier. He was on several oc-

casions mentioned in official

dispatches, and he held a

medal with two clasps. He
was also a Knight Com-
mander of the Orders of the

Crown of Italy, of Charles

VII. of Spain, and of the

I^ose of Brazil, while he also held the military order of merit

of Spain. Colonel Dyer was at the head of the Federation

of Northeast Coast Employers when the "engineers' strike"

commenced last year and at once threw himself into the con-

flict, joining with employers of the Clyde, and the London

Association and forcing a general battle in place of the

piecemeal attacks contemplated by the strikers. He recog-

nized the true issue and its importance, and to his energy the

satisfactory outcome of the struggle is largely due, though

the mental and physical strain proved too great a tax on his

strength.

LT.-COL. DYER.

The Interurban Railway Company, of Saginaw, Mich.,

is strengthening its roadbed across the prairie land by fill-

ing in 500 car loads of gravel.

Although the transfer privileges of the Hamilton syndi-

cate of railways in St. Louis are very liberal. General Man-

ager McCulloch is considering the advisability of extending

the use of the transfer between the Cass avenue. Northern

Central, Union and Franklin avenue divisions and the

Southwestern line.
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OF INTEREST ABROAD.

In the "Review" for May, 1897, page 310, was a list of the

questions proposed for discussion at the Tenth General As-

sembly of the Permanent International Tramway Union of

Europe, to be held in Geneva in August next. We have

lately received from M. Nonnenberg, the secretary of the

Association, the replies which have been received, and ab-

stracts of a few of them may prove of interest to American

railway men and manufacturers.

All the companies making replies recognize that hand
brakes are suitable for light cars and low speeds only, and

that mechanical traction demands a power brake, and both

electric and air brakes are highly recommended—the Sperry

electric and the Standard air brakes are mentioned as giving

BRAKE FOR HEAVY GRADES.

most satisfactory service. The illustration shows a brake

designed for use on steep grades which has been adopted
at Lausanne and at Havre. The shoes or grips engage
pieces of timber laid along the inner side of the rails, and
are brought into contact by a worm and gear operated by a

brake handle of the ordinary type. The shoes are 4^x6^
in. and the faces consist of pyramidal teeth about ji in.

square at the base and >^ in. high.

Regarding the electrical connection of rails, the Com-
pagnie Generale Franqaise de Tramways, Paris, says: 'The
welding of the rails by the Falk process, appears to give

very good results at Lyons."

The Munich Street Railway answers the questions pro-

pounded in a manner short, sharp and decisive and says:

"The best system of electric connection between the rails is

the 'Chicago railbond' for rails buried in the ground."

Regarding accumulators, the Dresden Street Railway
writes that it uses a mixed system, trolley and storage bat-

tery, having commenced the operation of the line in April,

1896. The belief is expressed that the weight of the bat-

teries may be reduced by the more careful designing of the

various parts, but any reduction in the size of the plate,

made with a view to reduce the weight, decreases at the

same time the capacity and the life of the battery. The life

of the battery is estimated at from two to three years, ac-

cording to the usage it receives. Exact determinations as

to cost have not yet been made, but it is estimated at 1.2

cents per car-mile. As to the practical and economical value

of storage batteries for tramway traction, the opinion is ex-

pressed that the overhead trolley is, and probably always
will be, the most economical, but that the mixed system
is of great value where the trolley cannot be used through-
out.

To the question asking for the advantages and disad-

vantages of the dififerent systems of electric traction, but
three companies made reply; two use the overhead system
and pronounce it satisfactory, but are unable to make com-

parisons; the third company comments on aesthetic objec-

tions to the overhead wires in the streets, but says that the

other systems cost more to install and (especially with ac-

cumulators) the cost of operation is greater.

In response to the mquiry as to new developments in

motors for mechanical traction, M. Lachmann, of Hamburg,
jiresented an illustrated description of polyphase systems

for railways as follows:

In the underground conduit, which is of the air-chamber

type, the contact wires are in lengths of 3 meters (about 10

ft.) with longitudinal intervals of 300 mm. (i ft.) between

them. Each of these contact wires is connected to the third

5e(. AA

one from it by a cable passing outside of the air chamber,

so that there are a succession of groups of sections; in each

of the three conductor wires constituting a section is one

of the three currents. The arrangement is made clear by

an inspection of Fig. i, which shows the system diagram-

matically; the full line and the two dotted lines indicate the

three currents.

It is of course necessary, as shown in the sketch of the

car. Fig. l, to have three pairs of contact shoes on the car

so arranged that only one set will at any time come in the

intervals of i ft. between two conduit conductor sections.

The arrangement of contact shoes is such that the magnetic

field of the motor may have six poles. When the car ad-

vances the magnetic field advances by intervals of 1-6 of a

revolution in the direction of rotation, and consequently

the movement of the car causes the current to produce a

rotating field.

The question has been raised as to whether serious dif-

ficulties would not arise because of sparking at the contact

shoes, but the trials show that such is not the case. It is

possible by this arrangement of conductors to employ poly-

phase currents in underground conduits without increasing

the dimensions of the conduit or using the rails to carry cur-

rents. The trials have also demonstrated that a polyphase
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current of i,ooo volts is the equivalent, in point of view of

electrolytic action, of a continuous current of 250 volts, so

that a polyphase current of 2,000 volts might be used witli-

out increasing tiie present danger from electrolysis.

In Fig. 2 is shown the arrangement for a double track

line when the conductors are placed between the two tracks.

The three wires are placed one above the other, and ar-

ranged so that each one in turn is at the top for a distance

of 19.5 m. (64 ft.), and the dififerent sections so formed are

separated by a distance of .5 m. This section length of 20

m. requires that the train be 40 m. long. Current is taken

from the top wire only by means of six contact carriages

spaced at proper distances along the train. A single line

suffices for the two tracks, since the trolley shoes are de-

signed to permit two of them to pass on the same line as

shown in the lower part of Fig. 2. The height of the top

wire above the surface of the ground is i m.

This plan admits of furnishing each car in the train with

its own motor. In this case each car might, if necessary,

operate alone, it being understood that two conductors of

the current would suffice and that the rails could be used

for a return. For switching, etc., in the stations it is neces-

sary in any event to use a special locomotive, either steam

or storage battery, to avoid complications at the switches.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the arrangement for an overhead trol-

ley line; Fig. 3 gives the general scheme for a double track

line, in which the poles are spaced 40 m. (131 ft.) apart, mak-

ing the length of the conductor sections also 40 m.; Fig. 4

shows the motor connection when all six shoes are taking

FIG. 3.

current and when three of them are for the instant dead

in passing the section insulators. In the several illustrations

the three kinds of lines are used to denote the three cur-

rents.

The train length necessary with the installation in Fig. 3

is 85 m.

By this arrangement of the different currents one behind

the others, it is impossible to produce a short circuit by the

trolley leaving the wire, while an accident of this sort could

very easily occur with parallel conductors, particularly at

switches and crossings. The installations of the conduit at

switches and crossings are very simple and the initial cost

of the whole conduit, because of the economy in the use of

copper, is only about one-third the cost of a continuous cur-

rent installation. Also because of the saving in metal, the

cost of the central station for generating a polyphase cur-

FIG. 4.

rent at 2,000 volts will be one-third less than the cost of a

station to generate continuous currents at 500 volts.

The operation of trunk lines of railways by this system

at a potential of 2,000 volts is possible at the present time.

-•-'-*

A 3-CENT RATE IN MARYLAND.

A bill has been introduced in the Maryland legislature

which provides for 3-cent fares for those passengers on street

railways who are obliged to stand by reason of the seats be-

ing all occupied. Such legislation is prompted by the belief

that street railway companies keep the supply of cars below

the demand through a parsimonious policy; while the fact

is, people ride in a crowded car because they refuse to spend

any time in waiting for one that offers more room. Unless

the profits of street railways are greater in Maryland than

in other parts of the country the only effect of such legisla-

tion would be to reduce receipts, resulting in a further re-

duction in the number of cars because of poverty, and also

cause friction between the fare collector and the public.

CONSOLIDATION IN OAKLAND, CAL.

The Oakland Consolidated Street Railway Company, the

Central Avenue Railway Company and the Alameda, Oak-
land & Piedmont Electric Railroad Company, all under the

control of the Realty Syndicate, have been consolidated.

The articles of incorporation place the capital stock al

$5,000,000 and made F. M. Smith, E. A. Heron, F. C. Ha-
vens, W. H. Martin, D. D. Harris, J. C. Winans and C. R.

Bishop directors for the ensuing year. The Piedmont and

8th street lines will soon be merged into the same company.

The change will bring about a number of important im-

provements. Repairs are being made to the track, roadbed

and rolling stock, and plans are now under consideration for

generating the current at one power station and distributing

it economically.
» • »

The Portsmouth (N. H.), Kittery & York Electric Rail-

way Company has put a mail and express car in service on

its line.
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DISCIPLINE ON CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.

A good system of discipline is just as essential to the suc-

cessful operation of a street railway as it is to an army.

Many different plans have been tried with more or less suc-

cess but the more men employed the more difficult it is to

deal with them. Some officials claim that the best results

come from regulations and enforcements of military severity

while others believe in courting the good will of the em-

ployes by being as lenient as is consistent with justice. A
few roads have the percentage system, an excellent exam-

ple of such being described in the Review of January last.

On a small road where the superintendent or general man-

ager has a personal acquaintance with all the men in the

train service, it is not so difficult to manage them as the

official has all their records in mind. When the number of

employes reaches into the hundreds some plan of govern-

service is very effective and persistent infraction of any of

the rules is soon discovered.

When a complaint or notice of infraction of rules is re-

ceived at the superintendent's office, the clerk of the com-

mission refers it to the depot foreman who interviews the

offender. Unless the report is false or is trivial the employe

is sent to the general offices to interview the commission. A
consultation is held and the man's record is looked up. For

tlie current year this is kept in a double item ledger, but the

complete record is in a vault in the office. There are a thoti-

sand pigeon holes for conductors and the same number for

motormen, each numbered, and every complaint slip sent in

against each man is kept under his number. If the man
should be discharged the papers are placed in an envelope

and filed away and only by special action by the superin-

tendent can the man be reinstated. The record has much

to do with the punishment for any violation of the rules.

CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY.
-^DISCIPLINE REPORT-r-

For week ending ..,
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dition of service. From time to time the bulletins are posted

on the boards at the five depots directing the men in refer-

ence to their conduct and duties. When an employe per-

forms his regular duties or any special act worthy of com-

mendation a record is made in the same manner as in an of'

fense.

The rules governing the employes go into minute detail

and are sufficiently clear for anyone to understand. When
taking the car from the barn it is the duty of the motorman

to carefully inspect the brakes and electrical equipment.

Each motorman must provide himself with a monkey
wrench, a pair of pliers, screw driver, oil can, 5 ft. of insulat-

ed wire, two extra lamps and fuses. This equipment is

necessary for such slight repairs to the electrical equipment

the motorman will have to make. In handling the con-

troller specific instructions are given. Of the 10 notches the

first four and the last three are the only running points and

at least 10 seconds must elapse in passing to the last notch.

Caution is given against starting the cars when ladies'

dresses are not entirely free from the car; no car should be

run past a school house faster than four miles an hour; the

car must not be run in the wrong direction until the con-

ductor has gone far enough ahead to warn any approaching

car; the motor car should not be nearer a car or vehicle

ahead than a safe stopping distance. In case of accident the

car is stopped at once and the name and residence of the in-

jured party ascertained. Necessary assistance is rendered,

and, if the case is serious, the conductor telephones at once

to the superintendent's office. Witness cards are kept by

every conductor and the name and address of witnesses must

be obtained in their own hand writing. At the end of the

day the following form is filled out, and with the witness

cards attached is sent to the superintendent:

An accident occurred this day in connection with my car, tlie

circumstances of which are as follows:

Depot. Date 189... Time M.
No. of Car No. of Motor Car
Nos. of all other Cars in train Line

Direction Train was going

Place of Accident

Speed of Train On what Notch
How long had you been running on that Notch?
Was Motor in good condition?

Type of Motor
Was Bralie in good order?

Condition of Track, slippery or not?

If Collision, give tliroction and rate of speed other Car or Vehicle

was moving
If Collision, did you reverse? If so. how many Notches?
If not. why not?

Any other Train concerned in accident? Whose?
Were one or both Motormen ringing the gong?
Damage to Car No. of Car Damaged
Damage to Vehicle

Owner of Vehicle

Injury to Person

Name of Person

Residence

Position of Motorman and Conductor Just before time of acci-

dent

Name and residence of witnesses on car

Name and residence of witnesses on the sidewalk, or else-

where
Remarks:—State fully every fact not included above
Signature Conductor, Badge No

Motorman. Badge No

These reports also go before the Commission on Disci-

pline and if gross carelessness has been shown by the em-

ployes they are punished. In cases of damage to property,
the employes responsible for it are sometimes required to

pay half the damage, there being a deposit of $50 to cover
this.

The conductors are in charge of the cars and are held re-

sponsible for the signals to the motormen. At the end of
the day's work the conductor turns into the receiver the re-

ceipts of the day. The subject of accidents is carefully
treated for it requires the utmost diligence on the part of
both conductors and motormen to avoid collisions in the
crowded thoroughfares, and protect passengers. The ma-
jority of accidents occur by passengers falling while board-
ing or alighting from the cars.

THE BICYCLE IN WOONSOCKET.

Quite recently a bicyclist who came in collision with one
of the cars of the Woonsocket (R. I.) Street Railway Com-
pany was awarded $8,000 damages for injuries received.
The company feeling that it must effectually guard against
a repetition of sucli an occurrence issued an order directing
motormen "to stop all cars when within a distance of 100
ft. of a moving bicycle approaching a car."

The result of this order is that a small boy in an obsti-

nate mood may easily blockade about all the street cars in

the northern part of Rhode Island and adjoining Massa-
chusetts. On March 11, when the order went into efifect,

the situation was described by the local papers as "humor-
ous (for the cyclist) and lingering (for the passenger);"
conductors faithfully obeyed the order and passengers
missed their trains.

No doubt the public will grow tired of the extraordinary
care which the large verdict for damages makes it neces-

sary for the company to henceforth use in the operation of

its cars, and will find a way to keep the wheelmen off of

the car tracks.

THE STEVER RAIL JOINT.

It is now pretty generally conceded that the use of the

deep rail has not obviated joint troubles. Results show that

while heavy channel bars hold up rail ends more satisfactor-

ily than was possible in chair rail constructions, there is still

the tendency to work loose and out, thus involving the tear-

ing up of pavement. Some five years ago, when chair rail

construction began to prove such a universal failure, the

Stever joint was first used in street railway work, and al-

though handicapped by the fact that in many instances the

rail itself was too light for the service imposed, there is yet

to be reported the first case wherein one of the thousands

so applied has received the least attention or caused a par-

ticle of e.xpense.

The claims which the Stever Rail Joint Company makes
for its joints are: I. That it has a larger cross section at the

rail end than the rail itself, and is therefore stronger. 2.

That the bottom support augmented by two rigid jaw

clamps, enclosing almost the entire base of the rail, receives

the stresses and allows the bolts to perform their only legiti-

mate duty, which is to hold the joint plates to their work.

The first claim is strength and the second is keeping that

strength permanently where the stress comes.
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THE PROTECTION OF GRADE CROSSINGS.

In recent issues of the Review we have given a brief

summary of the statutes in force in different states regu-

lating the crossings of street railways with steam railroads,

and prescribing the conditions under which grade crossings

are to be permitted. A crossing being permitted to be made

at grade, the legislatures of Ohio and Indiana have enacted

that, so far as lines built in the future are concerned, the

junior road shall be compelled to "interlock" the crossing.

In regard to existing roads the provisions of these statutes

are for "interlocking or other safety devices," and perhaps

it would be held that the section as to new roads permits

the alternative "other safety device."

A number of states, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New
York, Ohio, Texas and Wisconsin, have laws concerning

establishing interlocking plants at the crossings of two

steam roads. Of these statutes several are merely permis-

sive and provide when such apparatus is installed the roads

shall be exempted from the laws requiring stops or reduc-

tion of speed at crossings; others make the installation ob-

ligatory when it is demanded by one of two existing roads.

In Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, the statutes are mandatory

as regards roads to be hereafter built, and place all the cost

of building and maintenance on the junior road; in Iowa

the crossing may be demanded by the senior road and the

first cost is to be borne by the junior road, but the cost

of maintenance to be apportioned between them. Only In-

diana and Ohio, as before mentioned, place electric rail-

ways imder the same obligation as steam roads. Some of

the newer electric railway companies in Illinois have been

incorporated under the general railroad law in order to get

a franchise for carrying freight on interurban lines, and this

no doubt subjects them to the provisions of the interlocking

law.

What is believed to be the first_ interlocking plant at a

crossing of a steam and an electric road in which the trolley

circuit was included in the interlocking mechanism, was

placed in operation November 5, 1893, at the crossing of

the Chicago North Shore Electric Railway and the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. This plant was described in

the Review for November, 1893, page 729, and the elec-

trical portion is known as the Gibbs system.

A section of the trolley wire on each of the approaching

tracks is separated from the rest of the line by section in-

sulators, and the feeders for these sections are led through

the signal tower. When the gates are open the current is

on these sections; at the same time the home signal on the

steam line is at danger and a derailing switch, 400 ft. back

from the crossing, opened. The distant signal, 1,800 ft.

away, is also set at danger. When the towerman wishes to

close the derailing switch he must first open the trolley

circuit, close the gates, and raise a skotch block on the

street railway track. The trolley wire irnmediately above

the crossing is never cut out, as it is important that a car

on the crossing may always be able to move ofif of it. The

only accident that could occur with this would be by the

opening of the steam road with a disabled street car on the

crossing.

Several interlocking plants have been installed in Chi-

cago, one at Catlettsburg, Ky., five on the Nassau Electric

Railroad in Brooklyn, and one in Buffalo.

The shunting of the current from sections of the trolley

wire is the principal feature of the Gibbs system, which is

applied by the different signal companies to their interlock-

ing apparatus. The several elements as mentioned above

of these interlocking plants are: i. Distant and home sig-

nals and derailing switches on the steam lines. 2. Signals

(usually home signals only) and skotch blocks (or derailing

switches) on the electric line. 3. The interlocking of the

levers controlling these switches and signals with levers

controlling the trolley current in sections of the overhead

line either side of the crossing.

The details of operation of a double track crossing plant

are given below and the arrangement of the electric circuits

is shown in the diagram. The details of the circuits will

of course vary somewhat in different cases, but in general

they are the same.

In October, 1897, the Calumet Electric Street Railway

and the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad jointly in-

stalled an automatic and electrically controlled interlocking

plant where the two lines cross at Kensington, 111. ; the

work was completed and the plant put in operation No-

WIRING OF KENSINGTON PLANT.

vember 15, 1897. This crossing is a particularly dangerous

one, the street in which the Calumet tracks are laid sloping

toward the railroad from both directions; the grades are

3 per cent on both sides, one being 400 ft. and the other

600 ft. long.

The location of the signals and the arrangement of the

electric circuits are shown in the diagram. It has been

found best to keep the railroad blocked except when
cleared for a train and the street kept clear. One of the

three steam tracks is a siding and skotch blocks onl}' are

provided at the crossing.

If a car arrive from the north on the south-bound track,

it passes over a circuit breaker about 300 ft. from the cross-

ing and enters an insulated section of trolley wire. The
controller is left on for say 20 ft. while on this section and

then the car is brought to a standstill. By referring to the

diagram it will be seen that this has drawn the current from

the feeder in the switching tower through a 200-ampere

relay back to the trolley section, down the trolley pole

through the motors to the ground, completing the circuit.

This relay throws in a local battery, which rings the signal

bell in the tower. The signalman then drops the semaphore,

which has been perviously kept locked. The dropping of

the semaphore, which is 150 ft. from the crossing, has auto-
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matically locked the whole system, and it is impossible to

take the signal away or open any other switch until the car

has passed beyond the crossing. The motorman now has

the right of way. Within 20 ft. of the crossing he meets

another circuit breaker and has now entered a section which

crosses the railroad and goes beyond for about 50 ft., being

fed from the main feeder and having no connection with

the tower or any mechanism whatever, so there will be no

danger of a car ever being stalled on the crossing by the

tower apparatus getting out of order or failing to work.

After passing over this section he enters a third section

about 100 ft. long. While going over this, which is up-

grade, he has to use the current which is drawn from the

tower through the auxiliary feeder that passes through a

200-ampere relay, which operates a local battery and a sec-

ond relay which unlocks, electrically, the levers in the tower.

The towerman is now able to set any switch that is called

for.

The north-bound track is operated in a similar manner.

When the railroad has the right of way the street car

semaphore stands at block and both derails are thrown

open, and until both derails of the street car lines are open

it is impossible to close any on the railroad, they being

governed by the interlocking mechanism. Having closed

the railroad derail and given the right of way, it is impos-

sible to operate the street car lines, which remains blocked

until the train has passed.

Should the electrical apparatus in the tower from any

cause get out of order or fail to act, there is a set of switches

on the local battery circuit that can be thrown over in order

to release the locks, leaving the levers free to act.

These switches are enclosed in a locked box with a glass

front and the towerman can only get at them by breaking

the glass. He then notifies the main office to send men to

make the necessary repairs, with an explanation and full re-

port of the cause that led to the necessity of breaking the

box. He has then also to throw over two large double

and as an improvement on the present arrangement the lat-

ter suggests the following: "Instead of the street car derail

being closed and the first or signal section being in circuit

in series with a 200-ampere relay, which allows a motorman

—if he choose to disobey the semaphore signal to continue

and pass over the crossing—my idea would be to have the

derail wide open and the trolley section dead, with the ex-

ception of passing- through a very high resistance relay, suf-

ficient only for signal purposes, but would not allow suf-

ficient current to move the car.

"Now, under these conditions, the towerman having re-

ceived the signal, would first have to throw the derail switch

DIAGRAM OF PAINESVILLE CROSSING.

which would, at the same time, throw the trolley section

into circuit, following up with the semaphore. With this

arrangement a motorman would be compelled to obey the

semaphore at all times or he would himself derail his car."

The first crossing of an electric line with a steam road

in Ohio to be interlocked, in accordance with the crossing

law, was that of the Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Rail-

road with the New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad

(Lake Shore) at Painesville, which was put in operation in

February last. Both of the roads are single track; both are
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FOR CROSSING WITHOUT TOWERMAN.

throw switches, which release the several insulated trolley

sections from the tower apparatus and short-circuit them on

to the main trolley feeder, practically making it a continu-

ous trolley wire. The signalling is then done by hand.

During the operation of this plant this has only been re-

sorted to once, and this was practically while under test.

The foregoing description was furnished by General Man-

ager Sloan and Master Mechanic Harding, of the Calumet,

provided with home and distant signals and derails, the

same as are usually provided for the crossings of two steam

roads. The diagram, which was furnished by the courtesy

of H. M. Sperry, shows the layout; there are practically

no grades near the crossing. The wiring is similar to that

in the Kensington plant, the insulated trolley sections tak-

ing current through the regular trolley relays of 200 am-

peres capacity; in operation, however, the derail on the
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electric line is kept open, so that if the motorman disregards

the semaphore he derails his car.

For crossings outside of thickly settled areas where there

are few trains one of the signal companies has designed a

system which protects the two tracks and reduces the ex-

pense to a minimum. The diagram shows a single track

crossing two main tracks of a steam road. The regular high

semaphore signals, i, 2, 7 and 8, are placed on the steam

railroad. The home signals, 2 and 7, are located about 300

ft. in advance of the crossing, and the distant signals, i and

8, are from 1,200 to 1,500 ft. in advance of the home sig-

nals. The street railway has two derails 5, and two dwarf

semaphore signals 3.

The normal position of signals i, 2, 7 and 8 is at clear, as

shown by the broken lines, the levers in the machine being

One of the plans for protecting grade crossings which is

simple and inexpensive is to provide derails on the street

railway track which are normally open and are closed by

the movement of a lever which is located on the opposite

side of the steam track from the derail. The conductor of

the street car must cross the steam track and close the derail

before the car can proceed. Such an arrangement is in use

in Denver and was illustrated in the Review, June, 1897;

at the crossings there described blind curves are provided

onto which the street car runs, instead of merely being de-

railed.

The accompanying illustration shows the derailing de-

vice made by the Paige Iron Works, of Chicago, and in-

stalled at a crossing of the Chicago & Alton Railroad and

the Alton Railway & Illuminating Company's road at Alton,

DERAILING DEVICE FOR PROTECTING STREET AND STEAM RAILWAY CROSSING AT ALTON, ILL.

reversed, giving the right of way for trains on the steam

road. The normal position of signals 3 on the street rail-

way is at danger, the lever being in normal position, toward

the front of the machine, with the derails 5 open.

As it is not intended to employ the regular services of a

signalman in a tower to manipulate the levers, but to have

them thrown by the conductor of the electnc car, it is de-

sirable to arrange the interlocking mechanism so that he

cannot change the position of the signals 2 or 7 after a

train on the steam road has passed either I or 8, for unless

this protection were provided, he might change signals 2 and

7 immediately in front of a fast approaching train, and cause

a collision, the distance between the home signals and the

crossing not being sufficient in which to stop a train that

has passed the home signal at speed.

This is accomplished by forming a rail circuit from the

distant signals to a point beyond the crossing, as shown

by broken lines, from which it is carried to relays in

the tower. The third post of the relays is connected to a

lock. The interruption of the rail circuit by the short-circuit

through the axles of the train causes the locking of the ma-

chine, which is not released till the train has passed beyond

the crossing.

Another important point is the interlocking of the door

of the cabin with the signals, so that the conductor cannot

leave the cabin until he has reset the levers to their nonnal

positions. This prevents delays on the steam road which

might occur were the conductor to leave the signals set at

danger.

111. A hand-operated derailing switch is placed on each side

of the steam track and about 50 ft. distant. The lever B
operates the switch A, and the lever D the switch C.

PREPARING FOR THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI
EXPOSITION.

The Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Com-
pany is making extensive additions to its equipment in

preparation for the Trans-Mississippi Exposition. Con-

tracts have been closed with the General Electric Company
for 17 equipments of 57 motors to be placed under 43-ft.

cars. A new power house will also be erected. Two 280-

h. p. Cahall-Babcock & Wilcox boilers, a 325-k. w. direct

connected generator with a Reynolds corliss engine and

switchboard have been purchased.

One important question has been a water supply, and this

has been solved by sinking two wells. They supply about

50,000 gals, of water per hour. The wells are 75 ft. deep

and reach the bed rock of the Missouri river, giving the

same character of water as has been supplied from the city

mains, but free from mud and dirt. It is clear, has a low

temperature and has been used in the boilers over a month
with good results. It is intended to run the new engine

condensing. As the water comes within 8 ft. of the surface

the expense of pumping is trivial. With these added facili-

ties for handling a heavy traffic General Superintendent

Dimmock believes that the company can carry all the visi-

tors that may come to see the Exposition.
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fA FLORAL TROLLEY PARTY.

The second anniversary of the organization of the New
Orleans Traction Company's Employes' Aid Association

was made the occasion of a trolley parade which was as

beautiful as it was unique. The association has branches in

each of the company's barns and it was arranged that each

branch was to display one car decorated with bunting and

flowers. The rivalry was very keen but each employe was

familiar with the appearance only of his own car until all of

them met on Canal street at seven p. m. on March 25. A
large crowd assembled and shouted their appreciation as the

decorated cars passed with a few cars carrying passengers

interspersed.

In each car was a band of music and the marshal and aids

of the different branches. Others had men attired in dis-

included a large number of ladies, who had been invited by
the members.

Secretary A. H. Ford, of the association, bade the guests

of Arabella branch a cordial welcome, and then called upon
C. D. Wyman, general manager of the company, to address

the employes. Mr. Wyman made a splendid address, which
conveyed expressions of congratulations and encourage-

ment of the noble work. He showed that he was heart and

soul with them in their pleasures, as he was when their in-

terests were at stake. His speech was received with cheers,

and then the fun commenced.

There are in the city seven different branches of the asso

elation, one at the Arabella barn, one at the Magazine barn,

one at the Prytania barn, one at Poland street station, one

at Esplanade street barn, one at the Tchoupitoulas bam,
and one at the Canal street car station.

CAR OF CANAL BRANCH, NEW ORLEANS TRACTION COMPANY S EMPLOYES AID ASSOCIATION.

guises, which added to the enjoyment of the scene. They pro-

ceeded down Rampart street to Esplanade, thence out to

Uauphine, and down to Poland street and out to the station.

After remaining there a few moments to aflford the people

an opportunity of closely examining each car, the proces-

sion moved up Rampart street to Canal, thence to Camp
and up to Newspaper row, where each car stopped and ser-

enaded the various newspaper offices. The approach of the

procession was heralded by the discharge of rockets, bombs

and cannon crackers, while one of the delegations had a

small brass cannon.

The cars proceeded to the Arabella barn which is the ter-

minus of the route, and here the Arabella branch became

the host, and entertained their brethren and gave them a

glorious time. Refreshments of all kinds were served to the

guests, and the members of the Arabella branch showed

themselves to be splendid hosts and entertainers. A fine

programme had been arranged for the assemblage, which

The exhibit of the Arabella branch was an open summer
car most artistically decorated, the design being "Louisi-

ana." Cotton, sugar, Spanish moss and latanier or palmetto

constituted the principal portion of the decorations, to say

nothing of a wealth of roses and sweet blossoms gathered

from the numerous splendid gardens which line the routes

of the various lines which have termini in the Arabella barn.

The fenders were beds of Spanish moss and roses, while

each post of the car was covered with Spanish moss, in

which cotton bolls were liberally scattered, giving the dec-

orations a most beautiful and appropriate appearance. Flags

and bunting were displayed in profusion all around the sides

and ends of the car, while two rows of Chinese lanterns weri_

suspended on each side of the interior. The side step was a

l)ed of moss and roses, while a garland of moss extended

all around the car. The interior was brilliantly illuminated

with incandescent lamps having vari-colored bulbs, and in

front and rear, instead of the headlight, was a cluster of elec-
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POLAND BRANCH MAGAZINE BRANCH.

trie lig-hts which formed the letter "A." At each end, in

front and on top of the car, was a large transparency bearing

the word "Louisiana."

The car from the Poland street branch seemed to meet

with the approval of the majority of the people who wit-

nessed the parade and who declared it the most beauti-

ful of all. That it was a most gorgeously dec-

orated as well as artistically illuminated car was be-

yond cavil, and it expressed the taste, skill and novel ideas

of the designer. The car, as v.'as the other, was an open car,

and was surrounded by a red cloth, which formed the

groundwork of color. Red and white roses made of paper,

with a large number of boquets of natural flowers, surround-

ed the car. The posts were covered with red cloth, decorat-

ed with flowers, in accord with the remainder. Festoons ex-

tended from end to end of the car and across the ceiling,

composed of Spanish moss, into which roses had been en-

twined with twigs of cedar. The fender at each end was a

bed of moss, in which roses, cedar and sprigs of heliotrope

and other plants had been placed. The lights, 299 in num-

ber, were arranged in arches around the sides and front of

the roof, while the base of these arches was a line of red

and white lights. In lieu of a headlight at each end there

was a large circle of white lights, in which was a letter "P"

made with red lights. All around the edges of the fenders

was a fringe of red and white lights, while along the trolley

pole was a row of alternate red and white incandescent

lights. On the way up to Canal street, the Poland branch

proceeded to the residence of General Manager Wyman, and

presented Mrs. Wyman with a magnificent boquet of rare

flowers and ferns.

The Canal street car was in many respects equally at-

tractive. Although the illumination was not quite as elab-

orate, the decorations were in every other respect as pretty,

and many appeared to prefer them to the other. The subject

of the decoration was "Liberty and Commerce." exempli-

fied by appropriate designs and decorations. Red, white and

blue lights surrounded the car, while in the seats in the cen-

ter of the car, and facing each other, was a

boy attired in the traditional costume of "Uncle Sam," and

a beautiful little girl, attired as the "Goddess of Liberty."

Between them was a yacht, full-rigged and with all her

courses set, a good imitation of the Defender. The seats

were covered with the national flag and on the front fender

was a brass howitzer upon a bed of roses. The interior of

the car was decorated with festoons of white garlands, ex-

tending across the car and from front to rear. Red, white

and blue lights illuminated the interior, and each of the

posts were elaborately decorated with bunting and entwined

with moss, flowers, etc. At each end was a transparency

with the words "Our Country" in large letters. Palmetto

moss and flowers ornamented the roof of the car and the

trolley pole was decorated with small flags and electric

lights.

ESPLANADE BRANCH. ARABELLAiBRANCH.
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The car of the Esplanade branch represented "Spring."

Red, white and blue bunting, interspersed with stars, was

artistically draped around tiiis car, while moss roses and

palmettoesconstituted the remainder of the decorations. The
efifect was very handsome. Small flags and lanterns formed

the interior decorations while numerous boqiiets of natural

flowers were suspended from the ceiling.

The car of the Magazine branch, the most beautiful of ah,

with a wealth and profusion of brilliant colors and quanti-

ties of natural flowers. The fender was raised in the center

so that it resembled the pilot of a locomotive. It was a solia

triangular pyramid of choice roses, with electric lights scat-

tered amidst the bed, giving a most beautiful effect. Tlip

dashboard at each end was a mass of flowers, while at either

end on top of the car, there was a solid arch of flowers, as

well as along the sides of the roof. In front and rear, in the

way of illumination, was a crescent and star of electric lamps,

the crescent being formed in white lights and the star in red.

In the middle of each side was a small cluster of white in-

candescent lights, hut the illumination was not quite bril-

liant enough to set off the really elegant floral decorations

of the car. A transparency with the words, "Magazine

Branch of the New Orleans Traction Company's Employes'

Aid Association," was at either end. On the glass of the

headlight was painted a large sunflower. The band on this

car is known as the traction band, composed of employes of

the company.

The Annunciation and Tchoupitoulas employes selected

as a subject "Audubon." The fender of the car was decor-

ated with moss, in which innumerable cotton bolls had been

scattered. A deer's antlers were placed over the center of the

fender at one end and a handsome pair of horns at the other.

Flags and Chinese lanterns were suspended from the ceiling

inside the car, and in front a large transparency with the

word "Annunciation" was stretched across the car

from side to side. Around the top of the car were in-

numerable small flags crossed in beds of palmetto moss and

cotton. The posts were decorated in keeping with the re-

mainder of the decorations.

"Liberty" was represented by the car of the Prytania

branch. The national colors predominated everywhere

about the car, with red, white and blue lights. A large let-

ter "P," formed with white lights, was at each end of the

car, while the fenders were decorated with moss and flowers.

Upon the approach of the procession of cars at the Ara-

bella barn there was another grand display of fireworks, with

a discharge of bombs, cannon, crackers, etc. The cars were

all run into the spacious barn and switched on side tracks.

The men then alighted and went to the rear end of the barn,

where a stage had been erected. On each track leading to

the stage summer cars had been placed, and these afforded

the audience seats from which to view the performance with

which the Arabella branch entertained its guests. A brass

band furnished the music.

The audience was a very large one, and every available

space was occupied. The entertainment was a success in

every particular.

POSTAL CARS IN PITTSBURG.

March 19 the springs on the governor of an engine in the

power house of the Glenv/ood & Polytechnic College .Street

Railway at Foit Worth, Te.x., broke, and in consequence

the two 5-ton fly-wheels burst, wrecking the building and

injuring one man.

Tracks have been laid in Pittsburg to connect the lines

of the Consolidated and the United Traction Companies,
and a switch for the accommodation of the postoffice, in

preparation for the postal cars which are soon to be put in

service. Two postal cars are now building after designs

furnished by the Government, and they will carry crews of

postal clerks and run over extensive routes. The use of the

two cars is said to be in the nature of an experiment, but in

view of the experience in other cities there does not appear
to be much doubt but that the number will be soon in-

creased.

THAT FENDER QUESTION.
Editor Review:

We are in the midst of a fender controversy, and while I

recognize the merits of one or two fenders which I consider

good, we have been simply inundated with a swarm of con-

traptions which the inventors call fenders, until I have been

reduced to the desperate condition indicated below:

It is fenders in the morning.

And it's fenders noou and night;

It is fenders with projections.

And fenders out of sight

But the fender which I most need—
I'll buy one if I can—

Is the fender that will fend me
From the fender selling man.

MAXAfiER.

A NEW ROAD IN CONNECTICUT.

In Connecticut the projectors of an electric railway have
the burden of proving to the satisfaction of the court that

the proposed road is a "public convenience and necessity,"

before it can be built. There is now a contest pending be-

tween the promoters of an electric line through the towns
of Montville and Waterford to connect New London and
Norwich, about 20 miles, and the Central Vermont Rail-

road, which would be paralleled. The hearing had been set

for March 29, but was postponed till April 27 at the request

of the Central Vermont, which asked for more time to pre-

pare its case. There are rumors of the latter putting down
a third rail and adopting electricity between these cities.

STRIKE AT SAGINAW.

On March 1 1 the 62 motormen and conductors of the

Union Street Railway, of Saginaw, Mich., went out on a

demand for shorter hours. The men set forth than when
the pay was recently raised from $1.34 to $1.55 per day the

hours of labor were increased to 12 and 14, and in some
cases 16 hours per day. This road will be remembered as

having made quite a figure with its low rates of seven and
nine rides for 25 cents. The daily press generously praised

the announcement as evidence of what a well-managed road

can do if it only will. The trip into receivers' hands was
both short and swift, and the long hours were simply a

lieroic effort to do the best they could with a hard propo-

sition. The strike was settled by a reduction in the hour^

and maintaining the $1.55 rate, which was only made pos-

sible by the court authorizing a change in fares by increas-

ing the price of tickets.
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STREET RAILWAYS IN PUBLIC HIGHWAYS.

Extract from Report of Secretary of Massachusetts Committee-Effect Upon Density of Urban Population-Locations in Public High-

ways-Maximum Life of Franchises in Different Jurisdictions-Method of Forming Company and Securing

Location in the Street in America and in Europe.

In the Review for January we published a portion of the argu-

ment of Everett W. Burdette, before the special committee on the

"Relations of Street Railway and Municipal Corporations in Mass-

achusetts" which gave in detail the growth of the street rail-

ways in that state, their status in the highway, and the

burdens borne by them in the shape of taxes. In February, we

published the text of the "Report" which discussed the variuUs

questions treated with a view to their bearing ou the street rail-

ways of that state. As stated in the report the committee col-

lected a great deal of data which are to be published as appen-

dices to the report proper when properly arranged. Three ap-

pendices have been published: A, treating of street railway legis-

lation In Massachusetts, locations in public highways, and metli-

ods of taxation and franchise charges. B, comprising abstracts

of the statutes of various states. 0, giving the conditions iu vari-

ous American cities. The following is a copious extract from the

report of the secretary which is Appendix A.

Since 1887 the relations existing between the railways and tha

municipalities and the railways and the public h:ive changed with

great rapidity. Formerly the street car was a small aBfair, drawn

by one or two horses, moving at a speed of not to exceed eight or

ten miles an hour; now we have large cars, moving at high ratts

of speed, often exceeding 25 miles per hour when away from the

crowded streets of the city. The most Important result of thi-

Introduction of electricity as a motive power was undoubtedly

this increase in speed, which led directl.v to a great increase iu

the area served within a given time. It may be assumed that

one hour represents the limit to which people are restricted as the

time to be spent on the journey from house to work; that is, the

limit of the availability of the suburban district as a place of

residence. A street car drawn by horses moving at the rate of

eight miles per hour could serve an area of 200 i-qua.e miles, with-

in which people might reach the center of a district by one hour's

travel. With electric power and the speed of the cats reachlug

an average of 15 miles an hour the area which can be served

within an hour's journey from the central point reaches 7t0

square miles, or three and one-half times as great as was the ease

when horses were employed.

The spread of population due to this Increased speed of transit

has been very marked, and many benefits accrue therefrom. In-

stead of being obliged to reside within limited areas, where lai d

is expensive, and rents consequently high, the population may be

spread out into districts where land is of liss va'.ue, anl wher

each house may stand detached from its neighbors This spread

of population over a larger area Is also a great advantiig.- to tl.e

street railways; for, when people lived within Uml ed urban

areas the majority of them were able to walk to and from their

work, but now the railways obtain a steady patronage from those

who desire to live outside of the heart of the cities beyond walk-

ing distance, and must therefore use the railway cars at least

twice In each day. Another class which benefits greatly by rapid

street car service is the land owner, who finds his fields comminil-

ing prices greatly in excess of any which could be obtained for

them for agricultural purposes.

As time went on, these suburban street railways were ex-

tended; lines starting from different centers of population were

connected, and in this way the interurban lines were created.

These lines, giving frequent and rapid service betwfen the cities

and towns, hold a position In the transportation of passengers

similar to, but yet different from, that of the steam railroads. They
operate single cars at frequent Intervals, making stops at any
point at which a passenger wishes to get off or on. and serve mor.^

conveniently those people living along the main highways In

which such cars are run than do the cars of the steam railroads.

On the other hand, the speed being less than that of the steam

railroad and the number of stops very much greater, the time

consumed in the journey Is often excessive; and a natural limita-

tion is placed on the use of street railways by those whose time

is more valuable than the increased convenience due to ready

accessibility.

On the street railways the rates of fare are generally lower than

on the steam roads for the same distance, since street railway

rates are not, as a rule, governed by the distanc ri.n. In the cas

of suburban and interurban lines rates are otten c stalilished mere-

ly by the town boundaries—a plan resting on a wholly illogical

basis. It may in general be said of street railways that their

rates of fare provide for a long ride for a siuall cost aud a sh irt

ride at a relatively high cost, while the practice of steam rail-

roads is governed by the distance travelled.

It Is undoubtedly true that any passenger carried the full dis-

tance allowed by a street railway for a 5-cent fare is always car-

ried at less than the actual cost to the road, tlie profit coming

from those passengers who use the street cars as a luxury for a

short ride, or from those to whom the saving in lime in a short

ride as compared with walking amounts to more than the sum
paid.

Street railway fares in Europe are, on the contrary, based ou

the theory of the steam railroads, and the rate is govern d liy

the distance traveled. This fundamental dlffertnce bitween the

basis on which fares are established prevents any iiraitical < om
parison between European and American rates, and all such com
parisons are of extremely doubtful utility.

The employment of electrically driven cars in the suburb.in

and rural districts, running at high rates of spi eJ tipou counti y
roads, has presented an entirely new set of proiilems for the con-

sideration of the officers of the towns; and it will be generally ad-

mitted that they have not always proved themselves capable of

dealing with these questions to the advantage of all. Sometimes,

in their eagerness to obtain a railway within the llmils of the

town, grants of locations In the public highways have been given

entirely without adequate protection to the interests of the town,

the oflScials thinking only of the benefits to be derived by the

people from being placed in close communication with some
neighboring town or city. Later they see their mistiike, and try

to make up for the error by imposing extra reiiulienients when
ever locations for extensions are desired. Tliese new n quire

ments may place burdens on the roads greater than fairness

should demand; but when a road is already estab'.ished In a por-

tion of the town, it must make its extensions or see some syndi

cate buUd competing llneslntolts terrltoryand divlile the business.

The original road Is therefore unable to resist demands which are

unjust, but which Impose light burdens as compared with those

Imposed by the entrance of a rival, who could Jeopardize the

whole capital originally Invested In good faith. Moreover, the In-

crease In the business of manufacturing electric appliances and
the advance In new inventions have, in these 10 years of electric

railway operation, so reduced the cost of all forms of apparatus
that a road may now be built and equipped for very much less

than the cost of a road built only seven or eight years ago; and a

new road can afford to offer greater Inducements to the town
than Is the case with a road which, as a pioneer In the develop
ment of the industry, has as a part of its capital the cost of the

experiments which have led to this marked diminution in the

cost of all material. The older road, burdened with a greater cap-

ital charge, has not been able to charge off from earnings for

depreciation amounts equal to the reduction In value of Its equip
ment due to wear and tear and to reduction In cost. Most roads
have attempted to charge off something, but as a rule the amount
Is Insufficient to properly cover the depreciation.

Still worse handicapped Is the road which is changed from
horse to electric power. The entire plant of the horse railway has
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been wiped out, leaving only the real estate and the right to use

the streets. Horses, cars, tracks, buildings, lu shurt, everyth.ug

has had to be sold as old material, and bo replaced with n^^'W

equipment. Expensive machinery has been installed in power

houses, new and heavier rails have been laid and wires and polei

erected over the entire system. In the cities the demand {..r tlie

removal of overhead wires has compelled in many cases thf bull ;-

ing of expensive underground conduits, through which the feeder

wires must be taken. The capital represented b.' the abandon d

horse railway system cannot be charged off all at once, and tlie

road must drag along, writing oft little by little this depreeiatiun.

It is essential to success that low fares be charged fur long

rides, and this policy, demanded by the public, forbids tlie au-

cumulation of any large amount of surplus which might be use 1

for depreciation. The general condition of affairs today in this

commonwealth and in most of the other states is this—that, apait

from the roads located in the larger cities, very few street rai.-

ways are making a fair return to the stockholders, and writing

off anything approaching the proper amount ot depreciation; in

other words, the public shares with the investor the advantages

of the introduction of the improved system.

Much of the friction existing between munlLipalities and street

railways arises from the fact that the authorities in cities anJ

towns learn that other places p'ls.'iibly near neighbors, have ob-

tained more favorable conditions from the railway than they

themselves; and in our modern interurban systems it often hap

pens that grants made by different towns to the same road vaiy

in the most essential conditions.

The law of this commonwealth allows boards of aldermen and

selectmen to impose restrictions on grants of location;

and this word restrictions has been very generally

construed to mean conditions, and these officers have Im-

posed conditions and compelled agreements which have In many
eases exceeded the powers of the city and town,

but, as others are always ready to take the grant if

refused, the municipal authorities have remained unchallenged

on this point. If the general law had detined accurately what

class of restrictions might be imposed by the local authorities,

much trouble would have been avoided.

So also with the power of revocation. It probably would never

be used harshly by the local authorities to force any railway to

remove rails which were serving the public; but siuce, reeeuily,

syndicates and promoters have stood ready to intimate to munic -

pal officers the great benefits that might accrue to the towns if the

grant in some particular street or highway should be taken fr.im

a road now in operation and the same location re-granted to a

new road, the danger to capital and also to the public becomes

great, and the arbitrary power of revocation probably needs re-

straint.

In this country these franchises, or rights to use the pulilie

ways, have been granted with great liberality; and, while this

system has led to chaos in the legal relations existing between

municipal corporations and street railways, this very freedom has

led to an unprecedented technical development. In Europe the

careful study of the problem, and the rigid restrictions imposed

on railways desiring to use the streets, have led to very well de-

fined legal relations, but have restricted technical development to

such a degree that it may be said that there scarcely exists In any
European country a street railway which approaches in its tech-

nical and commercial methods those of an ordinary American
city. In England the general law relating to tramways has im-

posed such burdens that no company has felt justified in making
proper extensions; and we find the development of the street rail-

ways in London and in the larger provincial cities behind that

of cities in the United States with populations far smaller than
those of these great towns.

On the continent the matter of grants of location rests on yet

another basis. It stands purely on a formal contract, concluded
between the municipality and individuals or a company.
These continental contracts are invariably for a limited term of

years; contain elaborate provisions as to all the details of building
and operating the road; provide, so far as is possible, for all C(m-
ditions which exist, or for contingencies which may hereafter
arise; and usually include a clause by which, at the expiration of
a given term of years, the entire property of the company be

comes the property of the city, sometimes free of cost, but always

under conditions explicitly laid down in the contract itself.

Locations in Public Highways.

The light to use the public highways for the construction ami
maintenance of the tracks of a street railway company is com-

monly spoken of as the franchise of the company, lu strict Lgai
phraseology this is not a correct name lor the kiud of grant wh.cu
these companies receive from muncipaliiies to eu.ible them to

carry on their business. The franchise ot a company Is the right

which it obtains from the legislature to be a company, and, speak-

ing accurately, these municipal grants are merely licenses to use

the surface of the highways, granted by the municipalities und.r
authority conferred on them by the specific action of the iegis.a-

ture.

The use of the term franchise is now so generally unJeia.ooJ

to cover these municipal licenses that it wUl in this sec.lun be

used in the limited and narrow sense of a grant from a muuici

pality.

This permission to use the streets may be, and sometimes is,

given directly by the legislature to a company, uot ihroiigh the in-

termediary of a municipal corporation. In this country a few of the

states have required the organization of ail street tailway com-
panies by special acts of the legislature, and in sucli acs it was
formerly customary to include the grant of the use of the streets

This was the case in California, in Delaware, in Connecticut, in

Maine, in North Carolina, in Oregon and in Vermont. In Con-
necticut and in Vermont the law has now been amended so tli:.t

the plans submitted by tlie railways must be approved Ijy the lo-

cal authorities, and from this decision an appeal may be taken to

the courts, or to the Board of Railroad Commissiuiiers. In Ca 1-

fornia local authorities must now sell the frachise by public auc
tion. In Delaware all companies must be incorporated by special

charters, and the local authorities are, in some cases, given a

slight degree of control over the streets. In Oregon variations

are to be found in the charters of the cities, some of which have
power to control their streets, while others have never recei\ed

the requisite authority from the legislature.

These grants of power made directly by the legislature have
sometimes been for an indefinite period, and have not conlaim d
any reservation of the power to amend or alter the conditions

Few street railway charters exist in this form, siuce nearly al.

have been granted since 1850; and the principle of the Dar.-
mouth College case—that a charter is a contract beyond the power
of the legislature to amend, unless such power has been reserv. d
by the terms of the original grant—has been recognized so uni-

versally that it may be said that in practically every case the

power to amend, annul or repeal at the will of the legislature has
been inserted in the charters. A more common practice thau that

of granting charters to companies of any kind for unlimited

terms, reserving the power to amend or repeal, has been thi'ir cre-

ation for a term of years. In the newer states, wliose eon-titu-

tions are elaborate in form, containing many piovisions rel itiug

to matters which in the days of the earlier constltutijns were eon
sidered to be proper subjects for statutory legislation, not for the
constitution, this limitation as to time is found in the constitu-

tions.

The length of time for which a charter may be grauted vari s

greatly in different states, and runs from 20 to 99 .vears. Even in

those cases where the life of the charter is limited, either by con-

stitutional provision or by statute, the power to amend or repeal
is almost invariably retained by the insertion of a special clui^e
reserving this power to the state.

Par more numerous, however, are those cases in which the iei-

islature, Instead of directly exerting its powers of contrd over
highways, has delegated these powers to the local authmities: and
either In the charters Incorporating the muncipilities or in the
charters incorporating the street railway companies, powi r h is

been given to the local authorities to grant or withhold thdr con
sent to the use of the streets for the purpose of laying tracks. In
some of the more modern constitutions this power of reg union
has been granted to the local authorities by the censlltutlon
The grant by the local authorities may lie for an indefinite period,

and their power may be confined simply to refusal or consent. In
such cases as, for example, in Connecticut, power Is given to the
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railway to appeal from the det-ision of the local authorities to the

courts; but in the great majority of the states these franchises arc

granted by the municipal authorities for a term of years, the max-

imum term being sometimes fixed by statute and soiiiftimes by

the municipal charter. The tendency seems to be towards grants

for short terms wherever such limitations are fixed.

Wyoming has restricted the powers of the ciiies to granting

locations for a length of time not greater than 10 years. In other

states the terms yary up to a maximum of 9!) years.

The table shows the maximum periods for which sucli fran

chises may be granted in the several states. Bxiept in case^

where the statute makes the time during which tlic grant in the

streets may be made less than the life of the company, these peri-

ods show the limit of the charter:

Maximum Terms of Franchises

Alabama 25 years.

Arkansas uo limit.

Arizt)na 50 years.

Oalifornia* 50 years.

Colorado, * 25 years.

Connecticut no limit.

Delaware uo limit.

District of Columbia no limit.

Florida no limit.

Georgia^ 30 years.

Illiuois 50 years.

Indiana 25 years.

Iowa 25 years.

Kansas 20 years,

Kentucky 50 years.

Louisiana W years.

Maine uo limit.

Maryland 40 years.

Massachusetts no limit.

Michigiin 30 years.

Minuesota 50 years.

Mississippi iJH years.

Missouri* 50 years.

Montana 20 years.

Nebraska' no
Nevada uo

New Hampshire uo
New Jersey uo
New Me.\ico 50

New York" uo
North Carolina 60
North Dakota no

Ohio' 25

Oklahoma 20

Oregon* uo

I'euusylvanla uo
Uhode Island" uo

South Carolina uo
South Dakota 20

Tennessee no
Texas" 50

Utah 50

Vermont no
Virginia no

Washington 50

West Virginia 50

Wisconsin no

Wyoming 10

limit,

limit.

limit.

limit,

years.

limit,

years.

limJt.

years.

years.

limit.

limit.

limit.

limit,

years.

limit,

years.

years.

limit.

limit,

years,

years.

limit,

years.

' Sacramento is limited by the city charter to granting a twenty -five

year term
'- Denver is limited to making a grant for twenty years.
' Special charters are often granted for fifty years.
* Unless specified in the charter, may only Ije for twenty years.
' Omaha has an e-\clu&ive grant for fifty years.
« The Greater New York charter limits such grants to twenty-five

years, and allows a renewal for twenty-five years more.
' An extension is allowed for fifty years.
Some city charters provide for a limitation.

" May be made exclusive for a term of twenty-five years.
" If not specified in the charter, granted for twenty years ouly.

In Louisiana an agreement may be made either by a notarial

contract or by ordinance; and if this ordinance has been accepted

by a company, it becomes a valid contract, and may not be inter

fered with.

It must be understood that in very many cases the municipal

authorities have assumed the power, even when not sp.ciflcally

granted, to limit the duration of franchises in the streets to

shorter terms than those expressed in the above tabulation. In

Massachusetts a form of grant exists which allows revocation at

the will of the local authorities.

Some municipalities have incorporated provislous iu their

grants, the violation of which void the franchise; and in nearly

every state, either by general statutory provision or by conditions

inserted in the grant from the local authorities, it is provided that

the disuse of a tracli for a period of time, varying from three

months to a year, annuls the right to maintain the tracli iu that

street, and it may be ordered immediately removed at tlic ex-

pense of the company. There is often a provisicn that, if wurk
is not begun within a certain time after the grant has l)eeii made,
the permission becomes null and void. This clause, wliicli has
been introduced in several states, is for the purpos.' of prcveiitiiig

companies from obtaining charters under wldch they never in-

tend to build, but merely desire to hold rights in the streets for

the purposes of sale to some other company.
In many states the consent of a majority of the abutters, eltht

in front feet or in value, along the line of the proposeil railway is

requisite before the municipal authorities can srant permission to

lay the tracks.

In Illinois and South Dakota this statute takes a somewhat Uif

ferent form from that iu other states. In these states the con-

sent must be in the form of a petition addressed to the maulcipal

authorities, asking that a company be allowed to l.iy a lailway

through that street.

In the other states it is a consent on the part of the proiirietors.

given in writing. Those states iu which such provisious exist in

the statutes are Colorado, Kansas, New Jersey, New iork. Ne-

braska and New Mexico.

The general plau under which an American street railway com-

pany obtains its corporate existence and its fiauchise iu the

streets is as follows: A number of persons meet together and or-

ganize a company, which then takes steps to obtiiin its chariCi-.

This charter is obtained from the state, either under the provis-

ions of a general law which authorizes soiue state othcial to is.sue

a charter when certain preliminary steps in the oigaulz.ition have

been taken, or under a special act of the legislature. When the

charter has been obtained the company is legally complete, anu

may elect its officers, pay in its capital, build its road, and do bus

iness under its corporate franchise; but before the road is built

and operated tlie company must obtain its municipal frauchise,

and this grant fixing the conditions for the use of the streets

must as a rule be accepted in writing by the company. This per-

mission, which is usually granted in a city by the board of alder-

men, is often carefully drawn up, and as a rule cuntaius many
conditions. The mumcipality has been given the right to regu

late the use of the streets, and this right it exerts to the fullest

degree; many times restrictions are inserted beyond the power of

the road to fulfil. The promoters o£ the road are in most casts

ready to accept almost any condition in order to g.t ih c!ianc,>

to build, relying upon the probability of finding pu.cli^iseis tor

their shares and bonds, and planning to get their profit out of this

transaction rather than from the operation of the toad. In this

way much of the surplus capital found in some of our roads has

been brought in; it was issued merely to enable a profit to be

made by the original promoters, not to represent the cost of the

road. Examples may be found where the toUil cost of the plant

is represented by the bonds Issued, and the stock stands for noth-

ing.

In Massachusetts there has been for some years a strict super-

vision in regard to the issue of shares and bonds, and restrictions

often considered burdensome by promoters have been imposed by

the Commonwealth. Capital may now only be issued by permis-

sion of the Board of Railroad Commissioners, and must not ex-

ceed the amount of the actual property of the road. If a floatiug

debt has been created, this must be represented by property be-

fore stock or bonds may be issued to pay off the debt. The Board
has established a uniform system of accounts, and has power to

compel the roads to conform to this.

The municipalities in making their grant have often iuserted a
great variety. of conditions, but these, being in a larye measure
indirect forms of taxation, will be considered under that head.

The above briefly summarizes the meth(jds employed in the

United States; but in Europe entirely different methods exis!,

and these may be divided into two groups, that of contract and
that of municipal ownership. In continental countries roads

almost invariably have their rights established by the terms of a
definite contract between the municipality and the company, and
in England, and to a slight extent on the continent, may b,-

found municipalities which have built or purchased the street

railways within their limits.

Considering first those roads established under definite con-

tract, we find very elaborate agreemeuts existing, under which
the rights and powers of each party are set forth explicitly, in

Germany, where the system of contract is universal, these con-

tracts or concessions enter not only iuto the question of tlie legal

relations of the roads and the municipalities, and define carefuU.i

the interests of each in the surface of the streets, but prescribe,

often at great length, all the details of the managetnent of the

road, specify the number of trips to be run. the rates to be

charged for fares, the hours of labor, the dimensions of the cars,

and even the kind' of uniforms to be worn bj- the employes.

These contracts are always drawn for a fixed term; and nn-

point which is given especial attention concerns the condition of

affairs at the expiration of the contract—a subject upon which
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aliiiust all uf the limittHl franchises granted iu the Uuiteu Stati s

are abBolutely sileut. These Europeau concessiiiiis specify ti.e

amount to be set aside for the amortization and redi mptiou Oi

capital, specify what shall be done iu the way of repairs and

uutiuteuance, declare what extensions, usually naming tiie

streets, shall be built from year to year, and provide al the expira

tiou of the coucessiiiu either for the free transfer tn tlie muuiri-

pality of all the property of the company, or else provide spiciUc-

ally the conditions and the valuation at which the muniiipaiil,\

may buy the plant. As a rule, provisiou is made for ihj amortisa-

tion or repayment of the larger part of the share cap. till, su th.it

at the termination of the concession the stocliho ders may reteivj,

from the sinliing fund thus established and from the paymeni

made by the city for the road, the full amount uri„;inally invested.

Competition between the tirms supplying elecliic machinery

has become, especially in Uermany, very sharp, and in the.i

eagerness to obtain contracts for equipments thesj comp.mies

engage iu very bitter competition among themselves. Gond.tions

are imposed by the municipalities which are e.\treme,y burden-

some, and which in many cases will restrict tlie earning puw, r

of the road to such a degree as will make it almost impo.ssib.e for

any considerable amount of proUt to be realized by operating th,'

railways; but. in order to take the contract for the equipment of

the road away from some business rival, these coiidltiun.-> aie

accepted, Ijecause the contractors do not intend to h Id the stock

of the company, but to place it on the market as soon as poss.l 1.'.

This competition does not affect the earnings of the manufact-

uring companies, as the reduction in the price of m.ichimr..

brought about by competition does iu this counry, but uft> cts

the stockholder who may acquire his stock after the road is built.

The manner of starting a street railway company in a Gernuiu

city follows:

For the formation of a company it is only nece.-^.sary for a gr-mp

of persons to associate themselves, and after the adoption of by

laws register the company and its by-laws with a government

officer. Such a company or an individual must then obtain jjcr-

missiou to use the streets, and on this point the law varies some-

what in different parts of the empire. In Prus,->ia it is govern, d

by the general Prussian stiitute; in Saxony, by the Saxon coilc;

in Baden, in the Pt'alz, in the Khine Provinces and Rhenish Hess.'

by the French code (Code Napoleon) ; and in the remainder of tier-

many by the common law, which is based on Roman law; but, in

general, permission to use the streets must be obtaimd from the

local authorities, who by law are the owners of the streets.

It is contrary to both the Imperial code and the ctides of the

difl'erent states to allow the formation of companies by sptci.il

charters. The police authorities must first approve the permissioii

to use the streets, and this permission suffices if the car.s ar.' t >

be drawn by horses; but in the event of the use of mechan:c.il

power of any kind, the state railroad authorities must act with

the police authorities. After this approval lias bieu obtained,

the consent of the authorities in control of the streets must be

had.

All details in relation to the operation of the road, so far a.'*

they concern public safety and health, are in the hands of the

police, who also, under the terms of the concessions, have the

power to see that the contract requirements are lived up to by

the road.

The present development of the street railway s.vstem in Ger-

many has led the principal cities which now have street railways

to desire the conversion of horse traction into electric traction

and many smaller places which have never posses.sed a str. et

railway have deeided that they would like to have one within

their boundaries. Under these conditions they let it be known
that such a change is desired, and negotiations are begun with

some manufacturing firm to build and equip an electric road.

After a great many provisional contracts have been submitted,

an agreement is finally reaehetl, embodying the conditions agn e 1

upon. The manufacturing company then enters into an agree-

ment with some great banking house, whicli undertaki s tci flnaiue

the enterprise. A stock company is formed, tlie stock sold to

investors, and the bank and the manufacturers ar<' so: n out of

any interest in the company, and both have made their profit

one from the machinery it furnishes, the other from its commis-
sions for placing the stock.

In France the construction of street railways is governed by Ih.'

law of June 11, 1S8U, which allows the building of railways with

the consent of the local authorities in the towns; or, iu the cise

of the national and departmental roads, with tliat of the state or

department.

France has a very elaborate system of public ways. inaintaii;ed

IKirtly by the towns, partly by the departments and partly by th •

general government. The main thoroughfares of travel between

the large places are known as national roads, and are built and

maint.-iiued by the general government; the ro:ids connecting the

principal places in a department are known as departmental

roads, and are maintained by the departments. Between Ihj

smaller places, and acting as feeders to the national and depart-

mental roads, there exists a system known as vicinal roads, ai:d

these are supported by the communes, with aid from tlie gener.il

government.

The law has annexed to it a type of contract, and all contrails

must, so far as practicable, conform to this type, and the oper-

ation of the railway must be governed by the terms of this con-

tract.

By later decrees of the Council of State very elaborate condi-

tions are laid down as to the methods of coustructiou and opera-

tion of railways, and powers are given to the police for the~ir

regulation.

In the concessions a provision is always inserted allowing the

government to ptirchase the rights of the concessionaire at any
time, and the conditions are laid down under which this purchase

may be completed.

All contracts must be completed by the Minister of Public

\\'orks.

In Belgium, street railways are governed by the law of July 'J,

1ST5, which in its essential features is the same as the French
law of 1880, and contains the same provisions relating to the dif-

ferent classes of roads.

In Holland, the general law of 18ST permits the making of con-

cessions by the local authorities, and re<iuires their approval by
the provincial authorities.

In Italy, the law of Dec. 27, LSUC, relative to the introduction

of mechanical traction on street railways, provides for the mak-
ing of contracts for a period not longer than sixty years, and in

general follows the same lines as that of France.

In England, street railways are established under the terms of

the tramways act of 1870, the principal provisions of which are:

A provisional order may be obtained from the Board of Trade,*

either by a local authority or by a company, and this provisional

order may cover more than one district. If the consent of the

districts within which two-thirds of the length of the line Is

located has been given, the Board of Trade may make an order

covering all the districts, although some may have refused their

consent.

Provisions are made for the position of the road in the street

and for the rate of tolls to be charged. This provisional order

must be confirmed by an act of Parliament within two years.

The Board of Trade is given autbority to revoke, amend, extend

or vary the provisional order, and this action mn»t have the same
confirmation by Parliament.

The work must be begun within one year and completeil within

two years, or the powers given will lapse, liut the Board of Trade
may extend the time. In the event of a lapse, whatever road has

been built is to be regarded as a tramway. A tramway built by
a local authority may be leased for operation, or it may be left

open for the use of the public and tolls may be enllected for this

use, but no local authority can be authorized by anything except

a special act of Parliament to operate a tramway. A lease made
by a local authority which has built a road shall Qot be made
for a longer term than twenty-one years, and non-use of the

tracks for three months breaks any lease made under this au-

thority.

*The Board of Trade in England exercises general sup rvisiou

over all the public service corporations, and consists of a presi-

dent, who is generally a member of the cabinet, a parliamentary

secretary and a permanent secretary, besides five assistant score

taries. each of whom has charge of some especial department
The Board has a very wide jurisdiction over commercial, marine
and transportation matters.
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Clauses are to be inserted in the provisional order In relation

to the gage of the track, the manner of construction, the author-

ity to open the highway, the repair and maintenance of the space

between the tracks and 18 in. on each side; and this work, if nit

properly done, may be done by the highway authorities and

charged to the company. Provisions are made for the protection

of underground work in the streets, and authority is given to the

owners of this underground work to interfere with the operation

of the tramway for the purpose of repairs. Notice must, how-

ever, be given to the tramway company of such intended repairs,

and any extra expense due to the location of the tramway in the

streets must be paid by the tramway company.

Carriages with flanged wheels may be used, and those of the

company or the lessee shall be the only carriages with flanged

wheels whR-h may use the tracks, unless specially provided for.

These carriages must not extend more than 11 in. beyond the

wheels.

After the tramway has been open for three years, 20 rate pay-

ers or the local authorities may petition the Board of Trade, stat-

ing that the public are deprived of the full beneht of the road,

and, after a hearing, the Board of Trade may grant licenses to

others to use the tracks with carriages approved by the Board

under these conditions:

(1) The license shall be for not less than one nor more than three

years, renewable by the Board. (2) The license shall be to use

the whole or part of the tramway. (3) The license shall direct the

number of carriages to be run, the mode and times. (4) The license

shall specify the tolls to be paid for the use of the tramway. (5)

The license shall allow one person to be authorized by the pro-

moters to ride free on each car. (6) The Board of Trade may at

any time revoke, alter or modify a license, for good cause shown

If a tramway be disused for three months, the tracks may be

ordered removed at the cost of the company.

If a company becomes insolvent, the Board of Trade may order

the removal of the tracks, unless the same are bought by the

local authorities.

Provision is made for a compulsory sale to the local authorities

at the expiration of a period of 21 years from the time of opening

the road; and if no advantage is taken of the option at that lime,

no further action can be taken for seven years. The action of

the local authorities must be by a majority vote in a meeting at

which two-thirds of the total number of members are present,

and one month's notice must have been given of the intention to

purchase the road.

With the consent of the Board of Trade, a sale of the road may
be made by agreement at any time after six mouths from the

opening of the road for operation.

Under these clauses several municipalities have acquired the

ownership of the roads within their limits by purchase, while

others have built roads under the authority given in the first part

of the act.

The local authorities may make by-laws to regulate the rate of

speed, the distance apart of the cars, the stopping of the cars,

and the traflic on the road where the tramway is laid; and the

company may make regulations, by by-laws, in relation to nui

sances, and these by-laws may impose penalties, but must have

the approval of the Board of Trade.

Penalties are laid down in the general law for obstruction to

the laying out of the tramway, for obstruction to the operation

of the road and for evasion of fare.

Power is reserved to the local authorities to widen and alter

roads in which tramways are laid, and the public is given full

right to use the tracks with carriages without flanged wheels.

The local police are authorized to regulate the traffic.

The section of the act which provides that at the expiration of

21 years from the date of a road's beginning operation the local

authorities may compel the sale to themselves of the plant of the

company, contains these words: "upon terms of paying the then
value (exclusive of any allowance for past or future profits of the

tmdertaking, or any compensation for compulsory sale, or other
consideration whatsoever) of the tramway, and all lands, build

ings. works, materials and plant of the promoters suitable to .and

used by them for the purposes of their undertaking within such
district, such value to be in case of difference determined by an

engineer or other fit person nominated by the Board of Tiade

on the application of either party."

The interpretation of this purchase clause has been submitted

to judicial determination by the highest court under the follow-

ing circumstances: The London County Council gave notice to

the London Street Tramways Company of an intention to acquire

its road, and an arbitrator was appointed, who. in his findings,

deteimined that this clause meant the replaceable value of the

tracks and property of the company, less a proper charge for

depreciation. The company maintained that its property should

be treated as that of a going concern, and should be valued at

what it was worth for the purposes of rental, and appealed the

case.

The decision of the arbitrator was revised and remanded by

the Divisional Court of the Queen's Bench, but the Queen's Bench

Appeal Court, on the appeal of the County Council, sustained the

arbitrator. (Law Reports (1894), 2 Q. B., 189.)

About the same time the city of Edinburgh desired to take over

the tramways in that city, and these two cases were taken to the

House of Lords for the determination of the meaning of the words

used in this section. (Edinburgh:—Law Reports (1894), A. C,

456; London:—Law Reports (1894), A. C, 489.)

The decision of the House of Lords, one justice dissenting, is

given mainly on the grounds that the words "exclusive of any

allowance for past or future profits" preclude the consideration

of the question of rental value, since rental value can only be

determined from the amount of the profits, and, as profits from

their very nature must be the result of past operations, there

cannot therefore be any such thing as present profits. The court,

however, considers that the intention of the act is plaiuly to con-

sider the value of the tracks in their place in the street and as

adapted for the purposes of the road—not merely as old material.

Since this decision was rendered another case has been passed

upon by the lower courts, and on this appeal to the House ot

Lords is now pending.

Municipal ownership of tracks may, as provided in the tram-

ways act of 1870, exist without municipal operation; and such is

the present condition in many English cities. In London the

County Council, after acquiring the tracks and fixed property of

the London Street Tramways Company and the North Iiletropoli-

tau Company, has leased both to the latter company.

A portion of the line of the London Street Tramways Company
was acquired by the County Council in 1895, and was leased back

to that company at a fixed rental. A proposition was afterwards

made by the North Metropolitan Company to sell its tracks within

the county to the County Council, and to take a lease of the

whole, both of its original tracks and those of the London Com
pany, for 21 years, for a fixed rental of £45,000 a year, and 5 per

cent of the increase in gross receipts from the existing lines ot

the two companies, both within and outside the county, over the

gross receipts for the year 1895. This proposal was not accepted,

but eventually a lease was made for 14 years, at £45,000 fixed

rent, and 12% per cent of the increase in gross receipts.

Any extensions were to be built by the County Council, and the

company was to operate these and pay 6V4 per cent on the outlay

of fresh capital.

An agreement was also made that the County Council should

purchase the buildings, and lease them to the company, the Coun-
cil to receive as rent 5 per cent on the cost to it of those on free-

hold land and 6 per cent of those on leasehold land, the Council

paying the ground rent.

If a new system of traction should be introduced, the company
is required to make, at its own expense, a trial on one mile to be

selected by the Council, and if the experiment prove successful

the initial cost will be repaid to the company. When such a sys-

tem has been fully adopted, the County Council is to receive the

fixed rent, £45.000, 6% per cent on the outlay of fresh capital

made by it, and four-fifths of any additional profits earned after

the shareholders shall have received 5 per cent on their then cap-

ital.

Liverpool has just taken possession of its road, tlie tracks of

which were owned by the city; and Manchester is now before

Parliament asking authority to operate its cars, the tracks there,

as in Liverpool, having been the property of the city. Glasgow.
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Sheffield, Nottingham, Leeds and Huddersfield are some of the

larger places which operate their street railways, but power to

do this has been especially conferred on them by act of Parlia-

ment. Birmingham and Bradford are two of the larger towns

where the tracks are owned by the city, but are operated by a

company.

THE HOUSTON STRIKE.

On March 15th all employes of the Houston Electric

Railway went out and the road was practically tied up until

April 1st, when the trouble was settled. The strike is one

more evidence of the mischief which the professional agita-

tor works to employes and company alike; and also that an

agreement with the Amalgamated Association is expected

to be kept in good faith by the street railway but can be vio-

lated at will by the union.

On July 5, 1897, a strike arose over the discharge of three

men, the outcome of which was the reinstatement of the men
(as to the merits of which we are not informed); and an

agreement to recognize the union and give preference to

union men in hiring; to submit to arbitration any disagree-

ment; and that the contract and wage scale should remain

in force for one year.

The present demand was for a reduction of 25 per cent in

the working hours with an increase of 2i3 1-3 per cent in pay

per hour and that the manager cause all the employes of the

road not already in the union to become such or suffer dis-

charge; and a few other unimportant items. H. F. Mc-
Gregor, vice-president and general manager, replied that

the existing contract had been kept in good faith by the com-

pany, that no complaint was made of its violation by the

company and that the contract still had four months to run.

That to meet its interest and operating charges alone re-

quires an income of $21.80 per car per day, whereas the

earnings in 1897, were only $18.17 per car per day, which

had made a deficit last year of $35,000. That the earnings

of 1897 were $30,000 less than three years ago, and special

paving assessments and judgments aggregating $75,000

were still unpaid, and $50,000 more was required for abso-

lutely necessary renewals, and $50,000 for extensions de-

manded by the citizens.

Four days later the men went out and on failure to return

within time set by the company, their places were declared

vacant and new men hired. On March 19th an attempt was

made to start the cars with some new men ; hostile demon-
strations ensued. Rails were soaped, hose pipe and other

obstructions laid across the track and the new men violently

attacked. H. C. Chase, secretary of the company, took one

car and as it left the power house he was struck on the head

with a brick and the carriage in which he was carried to the

hospital was stoned. He was laid up two weeks but has

now recovered.

With great difficulty and under police protection, cots,

bedding and food were taken to the new men who camped
in the power house. During the following week ineffectual

attempts were made to resume service, Superintendent Eels

and ex-Superintendent Mundes acting as motormen. On
March 27 a resolute effort was made to open the road and

cars containing women passengers were stoned. The mayor
called for the militia which was obliged to charge the mob
with fixed bayonets before it could be dispersed. In the

afternoon the Houston Cavalry was ordered out in order to

return the cars to the bam. By the 29th 62 men had been

employed, including some of the strikers who returned to

work, and a fair service was maintained.

On March 30 the strike was settled upon the following

conditions which had been offered several days before by

General Manager McGregor.

"That c-ompany take back as many former employes as possible.

The 49 new men shall be placed on regular run list commencing
at foot and going upward until all are placed, then all vacant

positions above them shall be assigned to the old men in order

of rank. Balance of old men shall be placed on extra list as eli-

gibles and advanced in regular order under the rules.

"That three additional cars will be run during this summer
that will give regular runs to nine men; but it is understood that

engineers, shop men and track men are to be returned to their old

positions.

"That scale of wages be scheduled at 13 cents per hour for the

first six months; 15Mi cents per hour for one year thereafter; IC

cents per hour thereafter up to three years; from three to live

years 16% cents per hour. After five years' actual service 17 cents

per hour with shorter schedules where practicable.

"The rate is offered with notice to the public that the company
shall ask equitable relief from the next legislature to meet the

conditions under which we operate and the changed conditions

relative to paying assessments generally, under the recent de-

cisions of the courts. That all employes who desire to work nine

hours where conditions permit may do so at established rates per

hour.

"That the company recognizes the individual rights of appli-

cants to be free from coercion. Company will not exercise pater-

ual direction over their personal affairs nor discriminate against

union men in soliciting employes. That all re^'ular employes

receive free transportation over lines of the company.

"That company will not discharge men for belonging to a union

and on allegation of so doing the question will be sul)mitted to

arbitration, the committee to be chosen, one man by the company
and one man by employes and one chosen by these other two.

"That company will maintain schedule of wages for one year

at least, and observe propositions as recited."

Prior to the strike the rate of wages at Houston was 15

cents per hour after six months service. Following is table

of wages and working hours in other prominent southern

cities.

City— Population. Bate per hour. Hours.

Baltimore 434,439 15

New Orleans 242,039 14 12

Washington 230,392 16% 11

Louisville 161,129 12%-16>^

Nashville 76,168 12 12

Atlanta 66,533 12 12

Memphis 64,495 14 12

Charleston 54,955 »12 12

••12^2

Mobile 31,076 12% 12

Birmingham 26,178 **13 10-15

•15 10-15

Conductors. ••Motormen.

» »

STREET CARS NOT FOR CRIMINALS.

It has been the custom of the city, county and govern-

ment officials in Scraton, Pa., to take their prisoners to the

jail or courts in the street cars. The United States marshal

and his deputies commenced to transport whole carloads of

prisoners whenever occasion demanded. The patrons of

the street cars strenuously objected to rubbing up against

vagabonds, robbers and counterfeiters. In consequence

General Manager Silliman has issued an order that under

no circumstances should a conductor receive a prisoner as

a passenger.
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CARS FOR MONTE CARLO.

The accompanying illustrations show exterior and in-

terior views of a number of cars recently built by the J. G.

Erill Company for Monte Carlo. They are in many re-

spects unique and quite out of the ordinary American prac-

tice. The cars are 19 ft. 2 m. long over the end panels and

CAR FOR MONTE CARLO.

with the platforms 4 ft. 2 in. long, making them 27 ft. 6 in.

over the dashers. The body is 6 ft. 1^4 in. wide at the sills

and 6 ft. Sji in. wide over the posts. The specifications

slate that the car cannot e.xcced 6 ft. io;4 i"- at the widest

point. This consequently makes a side with but little curv-

ature. There are four enormous windows to a side, a fea-

ture specified by the railroad company in ordering. Short

as the body is it is divided into two compartments, one for

first and the other for second class passengers. Stationary

cross seats accommodate 12 persons in each compartment.

As will be seen from the interior view the seats on one side

of the aisle are designed for two persons, while those on the

other side are single. The two center seats in each com-

VIEW OF INTERIOR.

partment are arranged back to back. In the first class com-

partment the seats are upholstered and covered with olive

plush. In the second class compartment the seats are of

cherry slats with high backs. This portion of the car is very

plain, but the first class compartment is highly ornamented

and finely finished.

The car is mounted on No. 21E trucks. The side frames

are made of solid forgings; the outer ends of the frame carry

half-elliptic springs. At the axle boxes there are double

journal springs as well as a pair of spirals resting on the

frame. The combined action of these springs gives a very

easy riding car body as well as great steadiness of motion.

The truck is i metre gage and 6 ft. 6 in. wheel base. It is

fitted with G. E. 53 electric motors. The wheels are 33 in.

in diameter, Brill pattern centers with steel tires. The car

is fitted with electric brakes in addition to the ordinary hand

brakes. There are two sand boxes, two gongs and two elec-

tric headlights. The windows have a cherry sash and spring

roller curtains. The platforms have Brill folding gates fit-

ted to each opening. The total height from the head of tlie

rail is 10 ft. gj^ in. The e.xterior of the car is finished

in a dark olive green. The coat of arms of the principality

appears upon the center of the window panel. Taken alto-

gether they have a very striking appearance, and the style

of finish is so superior to that- of any ordinary European

cars that they will attract a great deal of attention on the

other side.

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION NOTES.

The interest taken in the Electrical and Kindred Indus-

tries Exhibition to be held at Madison Square Garden next

month is l)y no means limited to Greater New York, and

extends in every direction. Numerous comments have been

made by the foreign press, and by journals in different parts

of this country. One of the most striking evidences of this

interest is to be found in the remarkably large accessions to

its membership which the New York Electrical Society has

enjoyed since the exhibition was announced under its aus-

pices. In February the secretary announced a list of a round

score of new members, and he now states that the applica-

tions for March should reach close upon 50.

A special committee of the auxiliary and educational com-

mittee has just drawn up on behalf of the Exhibition a plan

whereby prizes to the value of not less than $100 are offered

to the pupils in the public and private schools in New York

and its vicinity for essays on the electrical exhibition. The

essays will be limited to 1,500 words, and will be accepted

up to May i8th, the awards being declared and prizes pre-

sented not later than May 28th. No contestant is to be

over 16 years of age.

Fred Catlin, the manager of the telegraphic tournament,

has completed the preliminary arrangements for that con-

test, and has arranged the classes. Circulars on this subject

are ready for general distribution, and there is already a

great demand for information on the subjects from all parts

of the country. Mr. Catlin informs the management that

the entries will probably be more numerous than at any

other tournament that has occurred, and thinks that some

of the records will be phenomenal.

H. V. Parsell, the well-known banker of New York, who
has long been interested in electric disposition work, has

kindly placed in the hands of his son, H. V. Parsell, Jr., the

electrical engineer, for exhibition, his marvelous collection

of galvanoplastic work, done during a long series of years.

It may be doubted whether any other amateur could pos-

sibly show anything approaching this remarkable collection

in beauty and interest.

As showing the incinerating effects of high frec|uency cur-

rents the remains of the eagles illustrated in the March

Review will be displayed.

Chief McCullagh, the head of the police force ol Greater

New York, has evolved a system of communication, which
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marks a new departure in the police supervision of any large

community, and has promised to show it in operation.

The magnetic separation of iron ore, which Mr. Edison

has been perfecting for some years past, will be shown by

means of a model built for him by Sigmund Llerginann.

Colonel N. H. Heft, the electrical engineer of the N. Y.,

N. H. & H. Railroad Company, whose work is so widely

known in connection with the successful third-rail line be-

tween Hartford and New Britain, Conn., has placed at the

disposal of the management blue prints showing the con-

struction of the track and some of the actual material used.

Tlie model track from 50 to 100 ft. long, single and double

and about 5 in. gage, is now being constructed on Col.

Heft's plans, and will be shown in operation during the con-

tinuance of the show, the details of the track being imitated

as closely as the conditions will allow. Over this track a

train of cars will run to and fro continually showing how

the current is picked up and delivered to the motor, and how

the switches and signals are included in the operation.

FENDERS IN NEW YORK.

The experience of those street railways wbicli have used

fenders on their cars appears to be that those of the basket

type projecting in front of the car are the only satisfactory

ones. The only objection which has been urged against this

type of fenders is that they in effect lengthen the car and

strike many personswho would not be touched were there no

projecting fender. The accident statisticsof the Metropolitan

Street Railway, of New York, show that this objection is

not well-founded, and that the cars can be operated in the

most crowded streets without any increase in the number

of accidents because of the use of projecting fenders. This

company has placed another order with the Consolidated

Fender Company for 350 Providence fenders, that fender

having been adopted after giving the subject the most care-

ful consideration.

WIDE THROWING TROLLEY SPRINKLING
CARS.

In most of the larger cities the street railway companies

either from choice or agreement with the municipal officials,

sprinkle the car tracks. In some instances the burden of

sprinkling the whole width of'the street has been imposed

on the company. It has been found in every case that it is

cheaper to purchase a tank or sprinkling car for this work
rather than have it done by wagons.

The Miller-Knoblock Company, of South Bend, Ind., has

designed a sprinkling car which not only waters the car

tracks but sprinkles any street or avenue 100 ft. or less in

width. The tank has a capacity of 2,500 gals, and is pro-

pelled by two 25-h. p. motors. A sprinkler is placed at each

of the four corners of the car and they are controlled by two

rocking levers. The width of spray can instantly be reduced

and at the same time the mechanism permits a varying

quantity of water to be discharged, so as to meet any changes

in the width of the road or the speed of the car.

The pump consists of two cylinders, the inner one of gun

metal; the outer is of highly tempered steel to withstand

high pressures. The pump is operated by an independent

dififerential gear electric motor entirely separate from the

movement of the car. Two sprinklers of the ordinary kind

are placed below the front and rear of the car for watering

the space between the tracks. This sprinkling car is a rad-

ical departure from the usual type and can easily perform a

service heretofore impossible.

< »

A NEW ATTRACTION FOR PLEASURE
RESORTS.

BUFFALO FOOT CYCLE.

The street railway managers welcome any new and novel

fcirm of annisenient to attract pleasure seekers of the busy

cities. The latest novelty in this line for summer resorts is

the I'.uffalo foot cycle. As seen in the cut it is a modernized

roller skate but

it is so construct-

ed as to give a

more pleasant
sensation. The
foot cycle has a

malleable iron
frame with the

most approved

skate clamps and

the tires are of

])ure rubber molded as hard as is consistent with proper re-

silience. An improved ankle brace can be provided which

moves freely backwards and forwards, but keeps the ankle

absolutely rigid sideways. In the illustrated catalog of the

I'.uffalo Foot Cycle Company, 985-995 Ellicott square,

I'.ufifalo, X. Y.. are many suggestions concerning the man-

agement of a foot cycle hall and the varied amusements it

affords. Any hall or pavilion, over 25x50 ft. with a smooth

floor, will he suitable but a larger one is desirable. There

is little difiiculty in learning and the amusement will un-

doubtedly attract and appeal to a very large class of pa-

trons.

HAZARD COMPANY WILL MAKE COPPER
WIRE.

John C. Bridgeman, secretary of the Hazard Manufactur-

ing Company, who has been making quite an extended trip

through the west, advises us of an important departure on

the part of his company, which is no less than an enlarge-

ment of its products by the manufacture of bare and in-

sulated copper wire. The new buildings and machinery

necessary for this work are being erected and will be com-

pleted and the new plant in operation by July i. The long

and well-known record earned by the Hazard company in

its manufacture of wire ropes and cables for street railway

and mining purposes is so well established that it is hardly

necessary to predict the same reliable wire m copper. The

company will draw its own wire, and with the experience

in making steel wire, and the new facilities, will be an active

factor in the copper wire field.

MILWAUKEE-WAUKESHA LINE.

Henry C. Payne's new road to Waukesha is well under

way, the grading is practically completed, the poles set, and

the contracts let for the equipment. The road is 21 miles

long to Waukesha, and 4 miles from Waukesha to Pewau-

kee. It is planned to open the road for traffic July i.

Though not definitely decided upon the cars will probably

be equipped with four G. E. 1,000 motors, and a schedule

of one hour, including stops, be maintained.
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MERRY-GO-ROUNDS FOR PARKS.

The manager who is seeking for a park attraction will

scarcely be able to find anything that will make money

easier or more quickly than a well designed "merry-go-

round." When properly managed they are veritable gold

mines ; there is a record of one having earned $562 in one

day, and $2,850 in a two-weeks' run at a summer resort.

The illustration shows a machine which Norman & Evans,

of Lockport, N. Y., are under contract to deliver to George

P. Kertz, of Pittsburg, by May 10.

This machine has an undulating rotary motion, operating

eight cars, designed to represent Venetian gondolas. Each

car will carry 12 passengers, thus making the entire seating

capacity of the machine, when fully loaded, 96 passengers.

The motion combines the pleasant exercise of the well-

SWITCH BACK MERRY-GO-ROUND.

known switch back railway, with the circular motion of a

merry-go-round. It is designed to afiford pleasing recrea-

tion to both young and old. It is strongly and substantially

built, insuring perfect safety in its operation. The decora-

tions of the machine are highly artistic, while fine music is

discoursed by a military-band organ adjusted to play con-

tinually, whether the machine is in motion or at rest.

The whole machine can be packed for transportation on a

single flat car, and can be erected at its destination quickly

and easily within a few hours.

Although the earning capacity is double that of the or-

dinary merry-go-round, the price is but little in excess of

the smaller machines.

CONSPIRACY CASE EXPOSED.

On June 15, 1895, Mrs. Jennie Reynolds claimed, in a suit

for $50,000 damages against the Chicago City Railway

Company, that she had been severely injured in a collision

.She was returning from Manhattan Beach with her hus-

band and friends when two trains collided, throwing the

passengers in a heap on the floor. Otherwise the conse-

quences of the collision were not serious. As usual the

accident sharks were on hand, and subsequently the com-

pany had to defend itself in a damage suit.

A case was worked up and sustained by the most reck-

less perjury. Mrs. Reynolds swore that in the accident she

has received bruises in the abdomen which permanently

prevented her from wearing corsets, necessitated several

surgical operations, subjected her to fits and divers other

troubles. After the accident she went to St. Paul and lived

there with one M. J. Fountain. While there she made ap-

plication for a divorce and made an affidavit that she had

resided in the city for one year. In the damage case she

stated that she had only been in St. Paul three days and

her accomplice, M. J. Fountain, swore that he had never

Ijeen in that city. Furthermore, Mrs. Reynolds prevailed

upon a Chicago friend, Mrs. Stapleton, to appear as a wit-

ness and to falsely swear that Mrs. Reynolds had been liv-

ing in Chicago last summer.

With great energy M. B. Starring, counsel for the Chi-

cago City Railway Company, and his assistants, collected

evidence which convinced them that the case was a fraud.

They determined that the reputation of Mrs. Reynolds was

very bad, and in several law suits she had been guilty of

perjury. They also received a written statement from her

iiusband that these physical troubles antedated the accidenf

The documents and witnesses of the defense showed con

clusively that many of the sworn statements of Mrs. Rey-

nolds and her co-conspirator Fountain were utterly false

The woman broke down under the testimony arrayed

against her and made a confession in open court, admit-

ting in detail that the whole fabric of the testimony upon

which her case was based was false. Her attorney, Hiram

Blaisdell, then withdrew from the case.

Judge Neely ordered the arrest of M. J. Fountain on

the charge of perjury, and recommended that when the

grand jury meets to consider his case it shall consider the

conduct of Mrs. Reynolds. Mrs. Reynolds was able to

secure bonds for her release and on April 3 disappeared.

The states attorney will prosecute these cases vigorously.

Mr. Starring should be congratulated on his good work in

exposing such fraud and saving his company from paying

a large sum for damages.

MAIL SERVICE IN ALABAMA.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Railway & Electric Company,

of which J. B. McClary is general manager, is to handle the

mails between Birmingham and several towns on the Bir-

mingham and Ensley line formerly served by the "Star

route." Hereafter the cities of Ensley, Pratt City and

Thomas will receive mail from Birmingham three times a

day. The schedule, as arranged, will get the mail to its

destination in less than an hour after it is received in Bir-

mingham, which means a big saving of time.

RECEIVERS FOR DIAMOND TRUCK
COMPANY.

The Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company, of Kingston,

N. v., was placed in the hands of Louis B. Hasbrouck, of

New York, and John E. Kraft, of Kingston, as receivers on

March 25. It is understood that the company is heavily in

debt, that it has been operated at a loss from the start,

and that no dividends have ever been paid. The receivership

resulted from suits by creditors who refused to wait longer.

The concern was organized in 1895 with $50,000 capital,

afterwards increased to $150,000. Liabilities are placed at

$34,000 and nominal assets $92,000, of which patents are

listed at $51,000 and machinery and patterns at $11,000.

The order was made returnable July 6.
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WESTERN ELECTRICS LATEST FANS. TEAPOT FARE COLLECTORS UNPOPULAR.

The Western Electric Company has been manufacturing

fan motors for the past two years and has placed upon the

market 12-in. and i6-in. desk and bracket fans, a ceiling

fan and a column fan. The 12-in. fans are wound for no
volts only; the i6-in. fans and also the ceiling fans are

wound for no, 220 and 550 volts. The desk, bracket and

BRACKET FAN.

ceiling fans are arranged for a switch that allows them to

be operated at three different speeds. The ceiling fan has

four blades and an attachment for incandescent lamps. The

fans can be furnished without this attachment and may also

be run with two blades instead of four. The switch is at

the base of the motor and of easy access. The column fan

is arranged with two blades and has but two speeds.

Exhaustive experiments have been made on these fan

motors in order to determine the most economical angle at

DESK FAN.

which the blades should be placed and also the most advan-

tageous size of blades to be used, and it is claimed that

these fans give the greatest wind output for the least con-

sumption of electrical energy.

The Western Electric Company has issued a very com-

plete and attractive catalogue of 36 pages, giving in detail

description of the working parts of the fan motors together

with price lists and complete illustrations of all the motors

manufactured by it.

The American riding public uniformly rebels against the

system of fare collection commonly known as the "tea pot,"

and it seems strange with all the excellent portable and sta-

tionary fare registers on the market that any manager

should consider the use of a system at once cumbersome and

undignified, and repugnant to both passengers and conduc-

tors. It has always seemed to us the opportunity of work-

ing off bad money by people so inclined, was alone sufficient

to make the "tea pot" collection too expensive a proposition

even if it had any advantages, which it certainly has not.

We do not find one redeeming feature in this system of fare

collection ; collection is the word for the operation is quite

similar to the passing of the hat.

The Saginaw (Mich.) "Leader" thus expresses the "grand

kick going up among the traveling public" of that city. It

says

:

"This morning a new system went into vogue on the

Union Street Railway Company and by order of the receiv-

ers the conductors were all equipped with what might be

called 'a nickel-in-the-s!ot machine.' The machine or box

is used for collecting fares and the conductor holds it out

like the monkey attachment to a hand-organ holds out his

hat for pennies, and the passenger is requested to drop his

nickel or check in the box when the conductor will ring him

up. It does away with the conductor's report, for when he

comes off his run all he has got to do is to turn over the box

to the office and his labor is done.

"Under no consideration is he to handle the money of any

passenger. The only money which he is to handle is to

make change for a passenger and the passenger must then

drop his fare in the slot machine. The question is being agi-

tated, will a passenger be obliged to not only pay but work

his passage also. It is a hardship that will not be enter-

tained for a moment by the citizens of Saginaw, and in a few

days some passenger will refuse to put his nickel or check in

the box but will tender it to the conductor and if he refuses

to receive it will then return it to his pocket and ask the con-

ductor to put him off the car, and then a law suit will be

commenced to test the case."

INTERURBAN ROADS IN NEW JERSEY.

On March 31, the governor of New Jersey approved the

"trolley bill" which provides that the board of chosen free-

holders of any county in the state may widen, straighten,

change the grade or location, or otherwise improve anj

public railway in its control and may authorize the con-

struction and operation of a street railway thereon, subject

to the consents of the governing bodies of the muncipalities

through which the proposed road is to pass, and of the

owners of a majority of the lineal feet of property along the

highway. Franchises are to be limited to 75 years. The

company applying for a location must submit a proposition

specifying whether the party making the same intends to

construct a single or double track street railroad, and if a

single track road, the length and location of sidings and

switches; the motive power to be used; the rate of fare to be

charged; the amount of money to be contributed for defray-

ing the cost of improving the public highway, as proposed

by said board, and such other terms as the party making

such proposition may be willing to agree to.
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PERSONAL.

Jolin W. Burchinal has been chosen president of the throe new

electric railway companies incorporated at Cumberland.

F. W. Tliompson, superintendent of the Musliegon Street Rail-

way was a ItEviEW i-nller when in Chicago recently.

Georse W. Steadiuau, of Westerly. R. I., has beeu appointed

superintendent of the Taweatuck Valley Street Railway.

C. B. Lathrop, who has been manager of tlie Clnistie Steel

Company, has been transferred to Wichita. Kan.

Morgan J. Sweeney has been appointed to superintend the

trade construction which the Scranton (Pa.) Railway Company

has in hand.

.T. T. Whittlesey has resigned his position as chief engineer of

the Broolilyn Rapid Transit Company's system to go with the

.lolm Stephenson Company.

1. B. Walker, chief engineer of the Patton Motur Company, was

married on April 6 at Sioux City, to Miss Jessie M. Leach, at the

residence of the bride's parents.

Jackson I. Case, president and general manager of the Belle

City Street Railway. Racine, Wis., is the new postmaster and

took charge of the office on April 1.

Russell B. Harrison, president of the Terre Haute Street R,iil

way, is also quartermaster general on the governor's staff, and

has tendered his services in case of war.

J. W. Carson, president of the Sterling Manufacturing Com-

pany, New York, and William Tiffany, secretary, spent several

days in Chicago, the latter part of March.

W. H. Jordan, chief repairer of the Birmingham (Ala. I Railway

& Electric Company, on March IS receive<l a severe sliock while

at the top of a repair ladder and fell to the ground, fracturing h s

skull.

John D. Moore, who for some time has been master mechanic

of the Lewiston (Me.) Bleachery & Dye Works, has .-iccepted a

position with the Wallcer Company in the eng nei ring depart-

ment.

F. W. McAssey, who has been secretary of the Rockford (lU.i

City Street Railway Company, has resigned and gone to Windsor

Mo., to settle the estate of his father. He is succeeded hy Chart s

Lines.

Thos, H. McLean, who recently accepted the office of general

manager of the Toledo Traction Company, arrived in that city on

March 31 from the City of Mexico, and entered upon his duties

the following day.

S. G. Coleman, formerly secretary of the Badger Illuminating

Company, has been appointed acting superintendent of the Mil-

waukee Electric Railway & Light Company to succeed William
Church, who has resigned.

J. Paul Baker, secretary of the Baltimore Car Wheel Company,
spent several days in Chicago on the occasion of his western trip

in March. His company has a large amount of work in hand,
and have been working large forces for several months.

C. M. Davis, who has been connected with the Poughkeepsie
City & Wappingers Palls Electric Railway Company for 21 years,

resigned his position as superintendent to liecome a selling agent
for L. J. Coburn, of the Hudson Valley branch of the New Orange
Industrial Association.

H. S. Haselton has been appointed general manager of the Mil-

waukee & Waukesha Electric Railway, better known as <;eneral

Winkler's line, the application for franchises having been made

through him. Mr. Haselton has for several years bicn secretary

of the Metropolitan Iron & Land Company.

T. Commerford Martin, editor of the "Electrical Engineer," has

been appointed by the government as head of the electrical com-

mission to the Paris exposition in 1900. The appointment is a

well-deserved tribute to Mr. Martin, who has long occupied a

prominent position in the field of electrical enginiering.

Oscar C. G. Urban, who until March 26 was superintendent of

the Middletown-Goshen Traction Company, Middletown, N. Y.,

was awakened early the following morning and summoned to the

power house, where he found the entire force of tlie company
assembled. He was wanted to receive a diamond stud which the

employes presented to him as a token of their good will.

T. H. McLean, vice-president and general manager of the Tole-

do Traction Company, has made appointments as follows: John

F. Collins, superintendent to succeed A. M. Hinckley, resigned;

.Tames Yates, superintendent of shops succeeding F, B. Perkin<!,

resigned. The office of purchasing agent, held by (). E. Merrill,

is abolished and that work will be assumed by the general mana-

ger.

Wm, Ring has l>een appointed general superintendent of the

Baltimore & Northern Electric Railway Company, Mr. Ring has

lieen identified with the electric railway business since its incep

tion. liaving worked with the Daft and ^'an Depoele systems from

l.SSG to 1880. For the next two years he was superintendent of

the Lancaster (Pa.) street railways, held a like position from 1801

to 1896 with the Paterson (N. J.) Central Electric Railroad Com-
pan.v, and then was with the Pall River (Mass.) Street Railway

Company until the past month.

J. C. Brackenridge has been appointed chief engineer of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company's system, vice J. T. Whittlesey,

resigned. The track department has been combined with the

electrical engineering department, and the chief engineer will be

assisted by R. P. Brown, electrical and assistant chief engineer.

Mr. Brackenridge has had an extensive experience; he was with

the Brooklyn and the Union elevated roads as assistant engineer

in charge of foundation construction and track work from 1884

to 1889; with the Phoenix Construction Company, engaged in

electrical subway work, in 1880, and witli the cities of New York
and Brooklyn, as assistant engineer on water works extension,

from 1882 to 1892. In 1892-4 he was witli the East River Bridge
Company. Before his appointment to his present position Mr.

Brackenridge was chief engineer of the track department of the

Brooklyn Heights and the Brooklyn, Queens County i>i Suburban
roads, and was at the same time engineer of the -Associated Trol-

ie.v Companies of Brooklyn.

OBITUARY.

We learn with regret of the death of J. K. Waterman, manager
of the Cape Electric Tramways, Cape Town. Mr. Waterman was
but 37 years of age.

Nelson W. Perr.v, well known as an electrical .iournalist. auihur
and engineer, died at his residence in Brooklyn on March 28. Mr.
Perry was the evening before experimenting with an incandesi-ent

gas burner of his invention, the room being darkened at the time,

and reaching for a glass of water took up and drank from a glass

containing a solution of bichromate of potassium. The mistake
was immediately discovered and remedies applied, but Mr. Perry
died the following day.

< »

A test case is to be made of the Nebraska law against offi-

cers accepting- street railway passes. Capt. Henry P. Haze
was arrested at Omaha on April 4 charged with this offence.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS. DATE OF ILLINOIS STATE ASSOCIATION
MEETING.

The April issue of "Hartshorn's Roller" is just as attractive as

the previous ones, and there is no excuse for the trade to remain

ignorant of the advantages of Hartshorn's rollers wh n the infur

mat ion may be acquired from such a sotirce.

The third annual Imlli'lin of the Engineers' Ciuli, of St. Louis,

indicates that the societ.v is in a very prosperous condition. With

101 niemliers. well attended meetings and a full treasury, the

future of the club is very bright, Richard llcCidloch, engineer

of the St, Louis, Cass Avenue and Citizens' railway companies, is

the secretary.

The American Electrical Directory and Buyers' Manual for the

first quarter of '98 is out, and in a very neat ami convenient form

presents a complete list of the electric light central stations o(

the countrj'. A classified buyers' list is also given, moonlight

schedules, etc.; .f4 per year, iiuarterly; E. L. Powers, publisher.

Monadnock building, Chicago.

The latest publication from the Q & C Company, Chicago, is

an illustrated supplement to Catalog C and D, describing the

Q & C-Stanwood steel car steps. These steps are made in five

different styles, both for open and closed cars, and are now in use

on 500 railways. The self-feeding rail drill, comp mnd lever jacks,

steel brake shoe keys and portable rail and shop saws are also

illustrated and described.

The revised edition of the "Electric Light Supply Catalog for

1898" has been distributed to the patrons of the Western Elec-

tric Company, of Chicago and New York. It is a well-bound

book of 55.5 pages, with numerous cuts and complete price lists.

The catalog presents a handsome appearance, being in book form

and bound in cloth. The general character of the book is such

that electrical men will be pleased to place it in thi ir files.

"The Universe" is the cosmopolitan title of a new and attractive

weekly pul>lishcd in magazine form, the first number of whch
bears date of March 8, It is an illustrated newspaper for "youn;

people and busy men and women" and is specially interesting to

the street railway fraternity from the reason that its pulMish -r

and e<lltor-in-chief is E, J, Wessels, who has so long and success-

fully managed the Standard Air Brake Company, and who left

that position to undertake this new work, which he has long had

in contemplation. "The Universe" will discuss current li:erature

science and art, and the important events of tlie day. We wel-

come Mr. Wessels to the army of journalists, and wish for him

the largest measure of success.

"A History of the Yei'kes System of Street Railways in tlie

City of Chicago" is the title of a recent puiilication which will be

found interesting by -street railway men and investors. In the

introduction is a brief account of the early street railways in Chi-

cago and their effect in promoting the growth of the city. Then
follows the story of the growth of the Yerkes system; the variors

properties are described in detail, the articles which have ap-

peared in the street railwa.v papers being largely drawn upon,

with the result of bringing together in convenient form the daih

concerning the many companies constituting tlie system. The

book comprises <U pages and is profusely illustrated with por-

traits of the luen who have financed and built and managed the

roads, and with views of the various power houses, etc. There

is included, also, a short sketch of Mr, Yerkes' life, and more par

ticularl.v his business career in Chicago,

A proof sheet of the tickets used by the Detroit, Fort

Wayne & Belle Isle Street Railway Company was stolen

from the printing office and a plate made from it for print-

ing counterfeit tickets, some of which have been received

by the company. Although the printing on the spurious

tickets was perfect they were detected by the paper used.

The date for holding the first annual meeting of the Illi-

nois Street Railway Association has been set for June 7, 8

and 9, in Chicago, It was at first intended to hold the meet-

ing a little earlier, but this change has been made to corre-

spond with the date of the National Electric Light .Associa-

tion which convenes here on the dates natned. The change

vv^ill be most acceptable to all, as a large number of mem-
bers of the Illinois Association will desire to attend some of

the sessions of the Light Association, and the further ad-

vantage of meeting the larger number in attendance will be

gratifying to every one. Secretary Miliary is issuing the

notices for the convention and it is urged upon every street

railway in the slate to send at least one delegate. Local

committees will plan for suitable entertainment of visitors,

and no effort be spared to make the occasion as profitable

and pleasant as possible. It is contemplated that all exhibits

be made under one roof, and that the business sessions of

the two bodies be held in separate rooms.

MEADVILLE, PA., HAS ELECTRIC CARS.

Meadville, Pa., is an old town, the first settlement having

been made I lo years ago, but it has had the blessings of

electric traction only for a day. The first car was run over

the lines April 7 carrying the officers of the company and a

few invited friends. The car was decorated with flags and

flowers and met with a hearty reception from the populace,

most of whom witnessed the wonders of electricity for the

first time. On April 14 the road was accepted from the con-

tractors and opened to the public with due ceremony. A
banquet was held in the evening and attended by the mayor
of the city, the principal citizens and the friends of the com-
pany.

The officers of the Meadville Traction Company are:

Frank R. Shyrock, president; Dr. Cyrus See, secretarj-;

Charles Fahr, treasurer; and J, Langstafif Johnson consult-

ing engineer.

NEW FORM OF RHEOSTAT.

In many particulars carbon is suited for resistance but

for rheostats it is difficult to maintain a lasting contact. Be-

tween the carbon and the copper, brass or other metal elec-

trolysis results. To obviate this difficulty W. R. Carton, of

the Raster Carbon Rheostat Company, has experimented

and found an alloy which is free from this efTect. The car-

bon, of special composition, is pressed in strips through a

die and these are assembled in frames being alternately in-

sulated by mica and connected by contacts of the special al-

loy. The rheostat occupies a very small space, the carbon

resistance remains constant and will withstand verv high

temperatures, the contacts remain unaltered and all parts

are easily repaired. Rheostats are made for 500-volt cir-

cuits and some are so propotioned that a no or 220-volt

motor for fans and other purposes can be operated on a

1 ailway circuit.

The Union Traction Company, of Anderson, Ind., is now
carrying mail between that city and Alexandria,
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MOTOR CABS FOR CHICAGO.

It has been pointed out that the conditions in Chicago

are naturally favorable to the operation of mechanically pro-

pelled vehicles. There are no hills about the city and the

boulevard system, with smooth roadways, extends to every

part. One merchant has used motor wagons for some time

for delivery purposes, but as yet there are few such vehicles

for passenger service.

The Fay Livery Company has taken the initiative and

will have motor cabs at the railroad stations and at the prin-

cipal hotels beside providing some carriages for regular

livery service. The first two vehicles will be delivered by

May I and will appear as shown in the illustration. The

one to the left is a handsome cab especially adapted for

shopping and sight seeing and the one to the right is a

brougham closely resembling the usual style. The panel at

the back of the cab can be let down and is braced to accom-

modate trunks and packages.

These electric cabs have recently been designed by C. E.

any i lo-volt lighting circuit and have a capacity such that a

run of 30 miles can be made without recharging. The total

weight of the cab will be 2,580 lbs., the vehicle weighing l,-

350 lbs, the batteries 1,000 lbs. and the two motors 230 lbs.

NO NEED OF CONSENT OF ABUTTING
OWNERS.

March 29 an opinion was rendered in the Common Pleas

Court at Cleveland, O., which is of considerable interest

because of the many interurban lines in the vicinity of

Cleveland. An injunction had been issued at the suit of

one Schafif and others to restrain the Cleveland, Medina &
Southern Electric Railway Company from laying tracks

and erecting poles along certain roads.

The plaintiflfs are all owners of farms along which the

proposed electric railway is to extend. In their petition

they complained that the company was laying tracks and

erecting poles along their farms and injuring their prop-

erty. Their complaint was based on the contention that

MOTOR CABS OF THE FAY LIVERY COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Woods, of Chicago, and it has been his intention to not

only proportion and place the mechanism to do most effect-

ive work but to make few alterations in the form and

size of the cabs customarily employed. The storage bat-

teries in the cab are over the rear axle but well forward so

that the weight will be partially borne by the front axle. In

the brougham the batteries are divided, part being under

the cabman's seat and the others over the rear axle. The

Willard battery has been adopted, each cell of which is

sealed for cleanliness and to facilitate handling. For the

cab two 1 10-volt motors, each of 1.67 h. p. but capable of

running at 100 per cent overload, are geared to the two

rear wheels. The controller or battery grouper makes three

combinations ol cell connections, giving three different volt-

ages and running speeds. The motors may also be reversed.

The controller handle, shown beside the seat, also operates

a band brake which is around a wheel on each motor arma-

ture shaft. The steering head, immediately in front of the

cabman's seat, is fitted with ball bearings and little diflficulty

will be experienced in guiding the cab in any direction.

The cabs are designed to be free from noise, the motors

being encased, the wheel tires being of rubber, and the mo-

tor pinions of rawhide. The batteries can be charged from

they own the land to the middle of the road, and that there-

fore no tracks could be built without their consent.

The case was argued before Judge Stone, who dissolved

the injunction. Judge Stone held that notwithstandmg the

fact that farm lands extend to the center of the road, a street

railway company, after having received a franchise, has the

same rights to lay tracks and erect poles as it has in the

city, where the lots extend only to the edge of the side-

walk.

He said that the noise of the cars, the dust which they

might stir up, and other items of complaint made by the

property owners were nothing more than was contemplated

by the establishment of the road. The opinion handed down
by Judge Stone is based on a decision rendered by the late

Judge Ranney from the Supreme bench of Ohio.

An appeal was taken to the Circuit Court, which, on

April 4, rendered a decision sustaining that of Judge Stone.

By a traffic agreement between the Long Island Electric

Railway Company and the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad

Company, entered into March 31, the trip from Park Row,

New York, to all points on Long Island may now be made
without change of cars.
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Interesting Bits of Information from all Parts of the Country,

Boiled Down for Busy Readers.

A street car mail service was inaugurated at Los Angeles,

Cal., on April i.

The Chester (N. H.) & Derry Electric Railway has been

awarded the contract for carrying the mail from between

Chester, Derry, West Derry and East Derry.

Lovejoy & Sampson, attorneys, employed in several im-

portant suits by the Galveston (Tex.) City Railroad Com-
pany, have secured a judgment in the federal court for $2,-

500 attorney's fees.

The receiver of the Peoria (111.) Water Company has sued

in the United States Circuit Court to compel the electric

railways to put in appliances which will prevent the "cur-

rent from being grounded."

The Middletown-Goshen Traction Company, of Middle-

town, N. Y., has been reorganized and is now under the

control of the new directorate. Robert Wetherill, of Ches-

ter, Pa., is the new president.

The Fox River Valley Electric Railway Company, of Ap-

pleton. Wis., is putting up a telephone line between that

city and Menasha. It will parallel the track all the way and

will be used for train dispatching.

The Nashville (Tenn.) Street Railway Company has built

in its repair shops a handsome car. General Manager Con-

nette has secured additional machinery for the shop which

enables the building of cars of the most approved pattern.

The Springfield (Mass.) Street Railway Company is in-

creasing the feeder capacity on its Holyoke line; the com-

pany is also substituting lo-bench open cars for its old 7-

bench cars, 21 of the latter having been retired this spring.

A street railway mail service has been approved by the

assistant postmaster general for Superior, Wis. The boxes

will be attached to the right side of the front vestibule on
the outside. The deliveries and collections will be at short

intervals through the day and an excellent service is as-

sured.

When the city of Duluth, Minn., undertook to list the

franchises of corporations for taxation as personal property

the Duluth Street Railway resisted and made a test case. A
decision was rendered in the District Court, April i, holding

that the county auditor could not place franchises on the

personal tax rolls.

The New Jersey Electric Street Railway Company has

met with strong opposition in extending its line along 2nd
street in Passaic, N. J. The track was laid some months ago

but the property owners prevented the planting of the poles

and the stringing of the trolley wire. This work has been
finished under police protection.

The Guarantors' Finance Company, of Philadelphia,

which has financed a number of street railway operations,

has assigned on account of financial troubles growing out
of the difficulties of the People's Bank. It is said the finance

company was a borrower at the bank of upwards of $500,-
000 on securities now found to be of doubtful value.

The street railway at Lasalle and Peru, 111., has long been
in trouble; there are numerous judgments against the com-
pany and it is now in the hands of a receiver. In March a
strike was inaugurated which was brought to an end by the
sheriff attaching the company's property for the personal
taxes levied on it by the two towns. The receiver claimed
he had no money to pay the taxes.

There was some comment in the papers regarding a ship-

ment of dynamite to Cuba by H. G. Williams, president,

and W. S. Selwyn, general manager, of the Portsmouth
(Va.) Street Railway Company. The gentlemen explained
that it was a transaction with a mining firm in Havana
and not with the Spanish government, as reported. In fact,

the sympathies of the street railway men are entirely with
the Cuban cause.

A suit has been brought against the Northeast Electric

Railway Company, of Kansas City, by N. D. Williams, the

complaint being that while driving he was compelled to use
the railway track by the banks of snow and ice and his

wagon was struck by a motor car, throwing him from his

seat and inflicting serious injuries. The damages were laid

at $2,499.99, this bargain store sum being stipulated to keep
the case from going from the court of appeals to the su-

preme court.

A year ago last November one of the cars of the Port
Huron (Mich.) Electric Railway Company colHded with a

locomotive on the Grand Trunk Railroad and one of the

passengers injured was awarded $1,136 damages. The
street railway company was insured in the Guarantors Lia-

bility & Indemnity Company but the latter refused payment
of claim owing to alleged willful negligence inasmuch as the

car was not brought to a full stop before reaching the cross-

ing, as provided by the statute. Suit was brought and after

hearing the evidence the judge took the case from the jury

and ordered a verdict for the railway company for the full

amount of the claim.

At the Electrical Ex.nibition in New York there will be

a competitive exhibit of designs and models made by ama-
teurs. There are to be six classes, each having prizes of-

fered not to exceed $50, and bronze medals. These classes

include models or machines made by minors, instruments

of precision, as galvanometers, etc., the practical application

of electricity to communication, the application of electrical

appliances to domestic service, working drawing of electrical

installation, made by a student of an educational institution,

and the design of an instrument, made by an instructor, il-

lustrating some electrical law. Further particulars may be

obtained from the management, 15 Cortlandt street.
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At the present writing the country is awaiting the action

which Congress may take upon the President's Cuban mes-

sage, to know whether tlie United States is to engage in a

foreign war for the first time in half a century. In the event

of war the West Indies would be one of the principal scenes

of action, and the accompanying map, which is the very

latest and prepared from ofificial maps of various govern-

ments, will be found of interest.
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Elmer P. Morris, of New York, will liave ."lOiJ sq. ft. of space at

the Electrical Exhibit in Jla.v :iud will show a full liue of electric

railway material.

J. S. Monroe. 1005 Neave building, Cincinnati, has been ap-

Iiointod agent for the R. D. Nuttall Company in the place of

Charles A. Cavagua. resigned.

The Siemens & Halske Electric Company, of Chicago, is now
making an inclosed arc lamp which is of ingenious design, com-

pact and the shortest on the market.

The Case Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, O., is doing

an excellent export business in cranes and hoisting machinery. A
shipment of two cranes has just been made to Sydney. Australia.

Business with J. A. Fay & Egan Company, of Ciuciuuati. Ohio,

has increased to such an extent as to .justify it in voluntarily In-

creasing the wages of its employes 10 per cent, the raise going

into effect on March 21.

The Peckham Truck Company reports that it now has more

work on hand than at any time since it has been In the business.

.\t the factory it is working full forces day and night in order

to take care of the orders.

The Sessions Foundry Company, of Bristol. Conn., has recently

secured an order for about 2fiO tons of castings for delivery at

St. Paul, Minn., for a couuter weight street railway system for

operating cars over heavy grades.

Tlie New York Electrical Works have been moved from their

location in New Y'ork to 515-521 Kent avenue, Brooklyn. The

old plant, which had been occupied for the past six years, be-

came Inadequate for the increased business.

Sanderson & Porter. 31 Nassau street. New Y'ork, have re-

ceived the contract to build and equip the Meriden. Southington

& Compounce Street Railway at Meriden. Conn. They will sub-

contract for rails, copper, iioilers. engines, generators, cars. etc.

A recent issue of the "American Trade'' states that Oeorge

ITopp. 17 South Castle street. Leith. Eng.. solicits corespoudence

with a view to the purchase of electrical specialties, and Robert

Stotesbur.v, 22 Victoria street, Bristol. Eng.. regarding engineer's

tools.

The Garton-Danlels Electric Company, of Keokuk. la., has pub-

lisiied an illustrated pamphlet descriliing the different types of

car. pole and station lightning arresters. rri<c lists are given

and a number of complimentary letters from street railway com
panics are printed.

The Western Gear Compan.v. Milwaukee, has recently added

tlie New England states to the territory in which it is represented

by Wendell & McDuffie. 2r. Cortlandt street. New Y'ork. and 53

State street. Boston. This places all the eastern business in the

hands of Wendell & McDuffie.

The New Orleans Tractjon Company has placed an order for

eight interurban cars with the Bai'ney & Smith Company, of Day-
ton. O. The electrical equipment, consisting of two .50-h. p. ?„SB

motors for each car. will bo furnished by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company.

Within the last month the Metropolitan Street Railway, of

Kansas City, has been equipping Its cable cars with Pintsch gas
llfrht appliances, and will eventually have this light on all except

its electric cars. The Pintsch system is also to be put in all the

cars of the Manhattan elevated. New York.

President E. M. Hopkins, of the Rock River Electric Railway
Company. Is reported to have said that the bonds tor the con-

struction of the line are meeting with a ready sale In New Toik.

Money will be raised to complete the line this summer. It is ex-

pected that the first contract will soon be awarded.

Four orders for the Wood's flexible pole brackets, aggregating

l.O.'iS In all which were received by the Ohio Brass Company in

two weeks of last month, would seem to Indicate that the flexi-

ble style of bracket suspension, and this particular t.vpe of

bracket are looked upon with favor as the means of supporting

the trolley wire.

The Edison-Brown plastic rail bond was used on the Dublin
United Tramways for all the principal bonding. Harold P. Brown,
manager of the company, reports that the factory has been run-

ning at full capacity since the first of the year. Orders have not

only been received from all parts of this country but also from
Europe and South America.

The .American Electrical Works, of Providence. R. I., always
embrace the opportunity offered hy holidays and festivals to send
to their friends an attractive novelty. On Easter they mailed, in

lieu of miles or the conventional colored eggs, an egg plant, with

the suggestion that the seed therein contained be planted and a
commemorative egg plant raised.

E. H. Layton. representing Elmer P. Morris, of New York, is

now In Europe: his address for the next two months will be 20

Lloyd House. Albert square. Manchester. Mr. Morris Is one of

the old-established men In the business and makes the foreign

trade a specialty, particularly the purchase of complete plants

for railway and electric lighting stations.

The Jliller-Knoblock Company, of South Fend. Ind., makes and
keeps In stock commutators for standard street car motors. They
are made and assembled by .\. W. Morrell's improved process and
are guaranteed material and workmanship, .\rmature coils for

the same motors are kept in stock and the facilities are the best

for doing all kinds of electrical repairing promptl.v.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has just

opened a new branch otBce at Austin. Tex. .1. E. Johnson will

have charge of the office and of the further extension of Westing-
house business In the southwest. The large contracts which this

company has been handling in Mexico and tlie Texas region have
led to the establishment of this new center of electrical trade.

Tlie Port Jervis Electric Street Railway Company, of Port Jer-

vls. N. Y.. has let contracts to the Berlin Iron Bridge Company, of

East Berlin. Conn,, for building a new power house, car barn and
steel bridges. The buildings are to be of a ver.v substantial char-

acter, fire proof and covered with the company's anti-condensa-

tion corrugated Iron. The bridges are of the plate girder t.vpe.

W. R. Fleming, formerly of W. R, Fleming & Co., of New York.

Boston and Philadelphia, has lieen chosen vice-presiilent and gen-

eral manager of the Harrisburg Foundry & Machine Works. The
company intends to enlarge its plant to facilitate the manufacture
of automatic engines. Several new lines of engines, some of

which are specially adapted for electric service, will be placed on
the market.

In a neat little leaflet the Partridge Carbon Company, of San-
dusky. O.. has published a price list of the standard sizes of self-
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lubricating motor and generator brushes. The sizes required for

the standard motors and dynamos of the General Electric, Wea-

tinghouse, Western Electric, Steel Motor. Keystone Electric and

other companies are given. Orders for special sizes can be

promptly filled.

The Philadelphia Electrical Exposition Company will give an

electrical exhibition in its building, 818-820 Chestnut street. Phila-

delphia, beginning June 6. 1898, and ciintinuing one month. In-

tending exhibitors may obtain full information by addressing the

director, William D. Marks, and diagrams showing location of

spaces, together with other information, will be forwarded upon

application.

The New York Switch & Crossing Company, of Hdboken, N. J.,

has secured the services of Louis B. Robert, formerly with the

Slerling Supply & Manufacturing Company. Mr. Robert's new

position is that of secretary of the company, ,nnd he will also act

as general outside representative. His long experience in the

street railway field, and especially in track work, assures his

success In the work.

The E. P. AUis Company, of Milwaukee, has received the con-

tract to build six engines costing $.500,000 for the Metropolitan

Street Railway of New York. Each engine will be 6.000 h. p.,

of the vertical Reynolds-Corliss type, and direct connected to

generator. The Allis Company recently was given the contract

to build a 1,100-h. p. engine for Ludwig Ixjewe & Co., Berlin,

Germany, in competition with the best builders of Europe.

Smith of New York, whose lights for interior and exterior uf

cars are found in ail parts of the world where street cars and

steam cars are known, is enjoying that large trade which comes

from the manufacture of a good article sold at a reasonable price.

His factor.y has for some time past been crowded to its fullest

capacity, is running night and day, and has orders already en-

tered which will keep it going at th? same rate for three months

to come.

Frank B. Rae has been retained as consulting engineer by the

Calumet Electric Street Railway Company and tlie Crane Ele-

vator Company. Mr. Rae has also organized a company to manu
facture motors, batteries and motor-cycles, the patents fur which

he controls. The company has a capital slock of |4:i,0liO and the

following officers: H. L. Burnham.' president; V. B. Rae, vi<e

president; Paul Synnestvedt. secretary, and 0. W. DIckerson,

treasurer.

.Tames F. Heyward, who has been so successful as manager of

the City & Suburban Railway Company, of Baltimore, established

an office in New York the first of this month. He will be located

in the Washington Building, No. 1 Broadway, and will act as a

consulting expert for railway companies and investors. Mr.

Heyward will not handle any investments but rather will con-

fine his attention to the investigation of railway properties with

a view to improving the same and to give expert (ipiuiuns on the

possibilities of future development.

The Dallas (Texas) Street Railway & Light Company has re-

ceived two cross compound condensing 200-h. p, St. Louis corliss

engines made by the St. Louis Iron & Machine Works. The en-

gines are to be direct connected to Westlnghouse generators. The
St. Louis works have under construction a l,000-h. p. corliss en-

gine for the Consolidated Electric Light & Power Company, of

Kansas City, also a number of other large engines for lighting,

compressor and pumping purposes.

In the new "Catalog C" the automatic shades and curtains for

closed cars made by the E. T. Burrows Company, of Portland,
Me,, are illustrated and described, and "Catalog E" is devoted to

curtains designed for summer cars. The workings of the "Cli-

max" swivel tip wire cable curtain fixture and the "Royal" roller

tip curtain fixture are explained. The tin spring shade roller and
the types of brackets for holding the same are fully Illustrated.

The different fabrics used for the curtains, with the varied styles

of trimmings and finishings, are also described.

Wendell & McDuffie. of New York and Boston, have recently

issued a new catalog which has been carefully prepared with a

view to making it particularly useful and convenient for custom-

ers. It consists of sheets UVL>x9 in. interleaved with cross-ruled

blank paper to serve for memoranda, and held together with pa-

per-fasteners so that a single sheet may readily lie withdrawn

and replaced without injuring the book. Each page is designated

a "circular"; circulars A to L constitute a complete index and

elaborate codes for ordering by telegraph; circulars 1 to 01 are

illustrated price lists of the different kinds of goods handled by

the firm.

It is the slipping heel that wears the hole in the stocking, and It

is the slipping belt that wears the leather. Belts that slip not

only do not drive properly, but they wear out rapidly. A belt

that is too tight is overstrained, and will also wear out rapidly,

A thoroughly reliable belt dressing is therefore a necessity In

every well regulated factory, and probably no dressing has sucli

a world-wide reputation as Dixon's belt dressing aud leather pre-

servative, manufactured by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.
Jersey City. N. J., which has been on the market for over 20

years.

The heavy business so far this year, showing in fact an Increase

of something like 40 per cent over the business for the correspond-

ing period in 1897, has made it imperative for the Sargent Com-
pany, of Chicago, to considerably increase its capacity, and to

that end it has recently Installed a large 20 ton electric traveling

crane from Manning, Maxwell & Moore, in addition to the cranes

now operated, and an additional saw of the latest and most im-

proved type, manufactured by the Q & C Company, and rear

ranging the receiving and shipping departments extensively. In

the power house, new engines, dynamos, etc, are about to lie

installed. The company now has a capacity of about 1,000 tons

a month, which will, of course, be greatly increased by the

changes now in process.

The Ball Engine Company, of Erie, Pa,, is sending to the trade

a very artistic little folder entitled "A Modern Engine" which
calls attention to the excellencies of the new automatic governor
and the automatic system of lubrication for the single cylinder
engine.

"The rapid growth of our business is the strongest evldenci^

of the superiority of our mica" appears as a preface to the 1898
catalogue of "Mica" specialties which has been mailed to the
electrical trade throughout the United States by Eugene Mun-
sell & Co., of New York and Chicago.

Charles A, Boyd, superintendent of the Walker Company of
Cleveland, has resigned his position, to take effect April 12th, He
will enter business for himself, doing general engineering, with
offices in the .American Trust building, Cleveland, O. Mr. BoyrI
has been with the Walker Company for the past four years, start-

ing as engineer In the railway motor department, having charge
of the design and construction. About one year later he was
placed in charge of the entire engineering department, and was
promoted to the position of assistant superintendent on .tninia^v

1. 1897. The following March he was appointed superintendent
of the Cleveland Works, having In charge both the engineering de-
partment and shops.

The American District Steam Company, of Lockport. N. Y., has
contracted to construct about two miles of steam heating mains
in Erie. Pa., work to be commenced at once. This will be an ex-
haust heating plant, and will receive the exhaust from the Mer-
chants' & Manufacturers' Light. Heat & Power Company's sta-
tion, and from the station of the Erie Electric Motor Company.
This will give a continuous supply of steam night and day. The
two stations have an engine capacity of more than 2.000 h. p..
the exhaust from which will heat a large portion of the city. In-
cluding the public buildings and many residences. In eastern
Pennsylvania the same company has also contracted wjth the
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Edison Electric Ligtit Company, of New York, to construct lje-

tweeu one and two miles of mains for exhaust steam lieatiuy

This company has engine capacity of about 8UU h. p.

The Mica Insulator Company, whose oHices are at New York

and Chicago, with a branch at London. England, recently re-

ceived from one of the large builders of electrical machinery

orders for over 5,000 "Micanile" segments of a large iiattiru

(many of them more than 17 in. in length), and from another lead

ing manufacturer of electrical apparatus an order fur 2,(JU0 s 'g

ments; also from one of the leading motor builders .iii order

for 2U,UUU segments. This volume of business would indicate tliat

the company's "Micauite" segments are meeting witli favor

among machinery builders. The company claims that its seg-

ments are softer and wear down more evenly than mica ^egmen;s.

Therefore, they give better satisfaction. A sample set of Si'g

ments for any one of the smaller machines will be furnished fre.'

of expense to electrical manufacturers or repair concerns which
are di>sirons of demonstrating the value of the segments.

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Company, Mausheld, U..

manufacturers of the well-known types of Cahall vertical water

tube boilers and Cahall-Babcock & Wilcox water tube boilers, has

recently secured valuable additions to the erecting force iu the

persons of W. E. Bickford and J. C. Cooke. Mr. Cooke has been

located in the Philadelphia district for the past six years as

superintendent of erection for the Babcock & Wilcox Company, of

New York City. The Cahall people are to be congratuhited on

having secured the services of Mr. Cooke, and as he has made
the change for his own betterment, no doubt his many friends

will be much pleased to learn of his having taken charge of the

erecting department for the Cahall people in Philadelphia and
New York. Mr. Bickford has been superintendent of erection

for the National Water Tube Boiler Company for the past five

years, and recently resigned that position to accept a position

as erecting superintendent with the Cahall people with head

quarters at Mansfield, O.

The developments growing out of electric traction are intere-t

ing and constantly increasing in numlier. One of these is the

necessity for competent engineering iu the laying out of pli asiir.'

resorts, and where there is a demand, so also thi're alwa.vs is a

supply found to meet it. Frank M, Blaisdell, landscape artist

and engineer, of Boston, some time ago realized the held for high

class work in this direction, and has made a special study of the

requirements of street railway pleasure resorts. To take a tract

of unimproved ground, and convert it into an attractive and suc-

cessful pleasure resort affords opportunities far beyond that of

simply clearing out the brush and making a vacant place where
people can congregate. And to do this in such a way thjit future

additions and improvements may follow without needless ex-

pense, and that when completed the work shall result as a hal-

mouious whole, is the work in which Mr. Blaisdell has already

made a reputation. Among the roads for which he has laid out

parks are Portland, Me., New Castle. Pa., Newton, Mass., and

Fitchburg, Mass.

The Walker Company, of Cleveland, has recently occupied a

ver.v handsome suite of offices on the 10th floor of the Commer-
cial Cable building, 18-20 Broad street, New York. Both the

foreign and domestic busiuess has been very .satisfactory. Orders

have lately been received from the Norton & Attleboro Railroad

Compauy, of Attleboro, Mass., for four douljle No. 4-A-S and two
double No. 5-S equipments, beside a 250-k. w. direct connecteii

generator; for two 150-k. w. three phase synchronous motors for

the Lachine Rapids Power Company; for a 7o0-k. w. single phase

alternator from the Btiffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Light &
Power Company, and for two 400-k. w. belted generators from the

Syracuse Construction Company. Among the foreign orders

might be mentioned one for two 25-k. w. direct connected gener-

ators for Singapore which came through the office of Bagnall iV-

Hilles, of Yokohama, aud for Paris, France, 20 double No. 3-S

street car equipments; three single No. 8-S and 18 No. 3-N equip-

ments and four 150-k. w. belted generators. The company has

also taken a contract from the government to build three dis-

appearing gun carriages for 8-in. rifles.

The Dorner Truck & Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland,

was organized in January, 18US, for the exclusive mauufaclure

of single aud pivotal motor trucks. The company odupies about

9,000 sq. ft. of (grouudj floor space with its splendidly equipped

factory; the large machine shop is Utted with all new and mod-

ern machinery specially adapted to the truck business, and the

settiug-up shop with traveling cranes and .special tools; iu the

yard is a large crane for loading trucks onto cars; there arr arc

and incandescent lights and electric power; thus having every

facility, the company will be able to manufacture trucks at miul-

mum cost. The president, H. A. Dorner, started iu the foundry

lutsiuess in 1880, and five years later went into the street railway

supply and manufacturing busiuess with W. A. Uuttou, under

the style of Dorner & Dutton, which concern was merged into a

stock compauy in 1893 under the title of the Dorner & Dutton

Manufacturing Company, Mr. Dutton selling his interest iu 18'j5

to Mr. Dorner. The same year Mr. Dorner organized the Dorner

Foundry Compauy, in connection with U. C Arthur aud E. C.

Dorner; this plant was closed and part of it sold to the Dorner &
Dutton Company iu April, 1897, and of which Mr. Dorner was
manager until he withdrew and organized the present i oncern.

E. C. Dorner is secretary of the new company.

The Boston office of the Pennsylvania Steel Company has been

changed to the Mason building. No. 70 Kilby street, at the corner

of Milk street. This change has been made necessary by the

expansion of the street railway business. Three of the more

important contracts recently secured are: 5,0iJ0 tons of rails for

the Boston Elevated Railway Company; 1,5U0 tons for the Fall

River & Newport Street Railway C<jmpany, and 1,800 tons for

the Fall River & Providence Street Railway Company. The iron

work for the first three sections of the Boston subway was fur-

nished by this company, and lately the contract for the last sec-

tion has been closed. A list of the street railway and steam road

customers of the company in New England would include nearly

every one of the principal systems. The bridge aud coustructiiU

department is equally prosperous. The contract for the Southern

Terminal station, now nearing completion, involved 10,000 tons of

steel. The contracts recently tilled are for the Wellesley College

Memorial Chapel, a very large apartment house in Boston, and
the baseball cage for Harvard University. The compauy is now
supplying the steel for the new power station of the Boston Elec-

tric Light Company, which will be one of the largest aud tinest

iu the country.

OAKETTE CAR CURTAINS.

Since the use of railway curtains has superseded the old-time

slat blinds so generally the curtain manufacturers as well as the

curtain users have constantly endeavored to procure some serv-

iccalile and attractive material of which they may be made.

At first woolen terries were used very generally; this material,

while most attractive and elegant, when originally made up, ow-

ing to its soft surface, soon became dirty through contact with

dust, cinders, grimy hands and moisture. Besides, as a textile

fabric it very quickly lost its life and color, burned out by the

sun shining through glass in the window.

Such a large demand was shortly created that the atteutiou of

experts in the textile line was called to the matter, and very

shortly wateiiiroof materials of different kinds were placed upon

the market, About five years ago the E. T. Burrowes Company,

of Portland Me., placed before the trade its waterproof curUiln

material, oakette. The sale of this material has gradually in-

creased until, at the present time, it is being used in immense
quantities by steam and street railways, also for yachts, steam-

boats and war vessels. Several of the best war ships of the

United States navy are equipped with oakette.

While any waterproof material is doubtless superior to a textile

fabric, still oakette should not be confounded with similar appear-

ing materials, which its popularity more than anything else has

brought into the field. Oakette is made of a single thickness of

heav.v materials with the waterproof substance applied directly

to it; it permeates the whole texture of the goods. We believe

that the imitations of this material are made of two thicknesses

of cloth cemented together with a rubber cement; cnntinual roll-
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ing over the roller in the hot sun naturally causes these thick-

nesses to separate in places, giving the curtain a blistered appear-

ance. Oakette cannot be scratched or marred with the tingi'r

nail; the surface is hard; it is non-absorbent, water-proof, dust-

proof, grease-proof, stain-proof, and may be washed with water

and sponge; is not affected by heat or cold; wUl not fade aud is

particularly durable.

The B. T. Burrowes Company can furnish this material with

auy pattern of face. The line that it carries has been gotten

out carefully and with particular reference to the needs of the

trade; the patterus are mostly symmetrical; the colorings are

those which are best adapted for service to which they would be

put; no attempt has been made at dainty colorings or fancy pat-

terns, but these, of course, cau be supplied if anybody requires

them. The oakette curtain is superior to any other curtun. and

the price is less than if the same curtain were made of a woolen

textile fabric. Oakette is fully guaranteed for a long term of

years, and samples will be seut by the manufacturers to anyone

interested.

< >

THE WHEELER HEADLIGHT.

WALKER CLAIMS SWEEPING VICTORY IN
TROLLEY PATENT CASE.

The Wheeler Reflector Company, of Boston, is manufact-

uring a line of dash lights which are meeting with ready ac-

ceptance by managers,

and the light we illus-

trate has proved special-

ly satisfactory, as fur-

nishing the name of the

route at a point where

the public naturally look

first, and so clearly and

plainly that it may be

seen at a sufficient dis-

tance. The sign, which

is painted in distinct let-

ters, is instantly changed

by a simple turn of a

knob at the left of the

headlight, and when so

set cannot accidently

change to any other.

The same company is

also putting out a

new stationary dash

light with true parabolic reflectors, which requires no cut-

ting of the dash. The various styles of lights are furnished

for either oil or electric burners.

A committee representing the bondholders of the Madison

(Wis.) City Railway Company has purchased the property

from the receiver and effected a reorganization. The new

officers elected are: F. W. Oakley, president; G. W. Rus-

sell, vice-president; H. R. Newcomb, treasurer, and George

Shaw, manager. Many improvements to the system are in

progress and contemplated, a new car bani being one of

the additions.

When a large sweeper of the Waterloo (N. Y.), Seneca

Falls & Cayuga Lake Traction Company was being taken

into the car house by Superintendent Gray, the brakes re-

fused to work and the sweeper started down the incline

near the barn. It ran down the hill and rounded the curve,

colliding with a motor car. The motorman was killed, the

superintendent, his assistant and the conductor on the motor

car were all badly shaken up, bruised and cut.

As we are closing our forms for this issue the news comes of

a decision in the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, in the

case of the Thomson-Houston Electric Company, appellee, vs.

Union Kailway Company et al., appellants, which the Walker

Company claims to be complete victory in its litigation with the

other two big electric companies. If the expectations of the

Walker people in this decision are i-ealized, any one can make,

sell aud use the underrunning trolley. The dispatch states: "The

decision was on a motion for a preliminary iujunction. but being

on a question of law. it is coutrolling and conclusive with respect

to the validity of the pateut, and no appeal lies to auy higher

court."

TEXT OF THE DECISION.

This appeal involves the question whether claims 2 and 4 of

Letters Patent No. 495,443 for "traveling contact for electric rail-

ways." granted April 11, 1893, to the administrators of Charles

A. Van DeiMJole, assignors to the complainant, are void because

they are for the same inventions which had been previously pat-

ented in Letters Patent No. 424,695. The invention, to adopt the

language of an expert witness for the complainant, in a former

suit brought upon the patent, "consists generally in an electric

railway having an overhead conductor, and a cai' for said railway

provided with a contact device carried by the car so as to form a

unitary structure therewith, and consisting of a trailing arm
hinged and pivoted to the car so as to bridge the space between

it and the condiuctor, aud move freely both laterally and ver-

tically, and said arm carr.riug at its outer end a contact device

capable of being pressed upward by a suitable tension device

into engagement with the under side of conductor." The essen-

tial features of constructiou iuvolve the location of the supply

conductor above the track and line of travel of the car and con-

tact with its under side; the arrangement of the contact device

on a trailing arm, and the maintenance of a constant upward
pressure by means of a tension device operattng upon a hinged

arm. The two claims in controversy are:

2. "The combination of a car, an overhead conductor above

the car, a contact device making underneath contact with the

conductor, and an arm carried by the car and carrying the con-

tact device, and pivoted so as to swing freely around a vertical

axis."

4. "The combination of a car. an overhead couductor above

the car, a contact device makiug underneath contact with the

conductor, and an arm on the car movable on both a vertical

and a transverse axis and carrying the contact device."

The patent contains IG claims. The characteristics of the in-

vention and the scope and validity of many of the claims were
considered by this court in Thomson-Houston Electric Company
V. Hoosick Railway Company (82 Fed, Rep., 461), where we held

that claims 6. 7, 8, 12 and 16 were for the same inventions which
had been previously patented: and a reference to the opinion in

that case will dispense with the necessity for any extended dis-

cussion now. Referring to some of those claims we said: "It

would be a waste of time to dwell upon the verbal differences

in these claims. The changes in phraseology import nothing of

substance into their respective combinations. They describe the
same thing in different language." It is insisted for the appel-
lants that the two claims now in controversy are for the same
combinations specified in some of the claims which were then
held to be void. The appellee contends that they are not because
they omit to specify any means for holding the contact device
in underneath contact with a conductor, and consequently can
be construed as covering a sub-combination in which such means
are not employed, or if such means must be read into the claims
by implication the' claims are not limited to the means described
in the specification, and that upon either construction they are
not the claims of the earlier patent. The court below adopted
this view. If the appellants are right no other question need
be considered. It will be seen that these claims are for identical

combinations except that the arm is dilferentiated in each by
functional characteristics. The specification describes a traveling
arm carried by a post on top of the ear "which is hinged and
should in most instances be also pivoted to the top of the post,

although a reasonable amount of looseness in the hinged joint
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will answer the purpose of the pivot." When pivoted "it swings

freely around a vertical axis," and meets the terms of claim 2.

When hinged and loosely jointed it is "movable on both a ver-

tical and transverse axis," and meets the terms of claim 4. We
do not entertain any doubt that there must be incorporated into

these claims, by implications, means for maintaining the contact

device and the conductor in their normal working relations. With-

out them there is really no "traveling" contact device, and no

operative combination; and the claims would cover merely an

aggregation of devices which do not co-act unless assisted by
some instrumentality which must be discovered and supplied.

The function of the arm as constructed and arranged is to estab-

lish "moving contact" while maintaining a positive mechanical

connection between the vehicle and the conductor. It was de-

vised because as previously mounted the contact device was
found to be deficient in capacit.v to follow the sinuosities and
deflections of the conductor while the car was in motion. It

can only perform this function by the aid of some instrumentality

which holds it constantly in the proper relations to bridge the

space between the car and the conductor and keep the contact

device and the conductor in electrical connection. As pointed

out in the specification, this consists of a tension device operat-

ing upon the arm and maintaining a constant upward pressure,

thus holding the contact device to the conductor. This tension

device, or its equivalent, is an indispensable element of the

respective combinations.

That the proper construction of the claims is as thus indi-

cated is evidenced by the proceedings upon interference in the

Patent Office. Claim 2 is a literal statement of the issue defined

and formulated by the Patent Office between what was then

claim 1 of the application and the claims of two interfering appli-

cations. Claim 1 was as follows: "In an electric railway, the

combination with a suitable contact and the supply conductor

suspended above the track, of a car provided with a swinging arm
carrying a contact device in its outer extremity and means for

imparting upward pressure to the outer portion of the arm and
contact, to hold the latter in continuous working relation with
tlie under side of the supply conductor substantially as de-

scribed." In formulating the issue the office omitted as unneces-

sary, because necessarily implied, the elements enumerated in

claim 1 of the application which are not enumerated in claim 2

of the patent. One of these elements was "means for imparting

upward pressure to the outer portion of the arm and contact."

This element was apparently thought to be indispensable to the

operativeness of the combination of the claim as was "a suitable

track," an element also omitted.

The appellee concedes that the claims are for combinations

specified in other claims of the patent, which by our former de-

cision was held to be void, if they require the construction which
we have placed upon them. Indeed, claim 6, which we held to be

void, is identical in terms with claim 1 of the interference pro-

ceedings, the claim which the Patent Office regarded as embody-
ing the invention covered by present claim 2. The rule of con-

struction which usually obtains hereby the several claims of a

patent are to be differentiated, so that effect ma.v be given each,

cannot be reasonably invoked in behalf of this patent where so

many of the claims are duplicated.

The order granting a preliminary injunction is reversed.

NEW SLEEPING CAR LINE TO INDIANAPO-
LIS, LOUISVILLE AND THE SOUTH.

Commencing Slay 30. a through sleeping car line will be estnb

lished I)etween Toledo and Louisville via the C, H. & D. and
Pennsylvania lines, leaving Toledo at midnight, arriving at In-

ilianapolis at 8 o'clock in the morning and Louisville about 11

o'clock. This will make the best line that has ever been opened
between Toledo. Indianapolis and Louisville. On the return trip,

car will leave Louisville about 4 p. m., leave Indianapolis at 7:30

p. m,. Dayton 11 p. m. and arrive in Toledo in the early morning.

-Street cars are again running at Janesville. Wis., after tlie

sluit-down fur tlic winter.
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NEWS NOTES.

AKRON, O—The receivers of the Akron Street Railway & Il-

luminating Company have received authority to issue $150,000 of

certificates to make needed improvements.

ALLBNTOWN, PA—Col. S. D. Lehr, who has lieen trying to

revive the Kutztown trolley road, has disposed of the franchise

to the AUentown & Kutztown Traction Company, which has ap-

plied for a charter. The new company will lease the road of the

AUentown & Reading Electric Railway.

AMHERST, MASS.—The Amherst and Northampton Electric

Railway Company has been refused a franchise by the selectmen

of Amherst.

ANACONDA, MONT.—Manager Wharton has let contracts for

the grading of the electric railway extension.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.—By order of court the Asbury Park &
Bellliar Street Railway was sold March 17 to Col. (ieorgc B. L.

Harvey of Asbury Park, and Acton C. Harlshorue of Freehold for

$53,000.

ASHTABULA, O.—Thomas Fi-icker is one of the prime movers

in the scheme for an electric railway between Conneaut and

Unionville, for which E. L. Hills, of Jefferson, and A. B. Mar-

tin, of Geneva, have been getting right of way.

ATLANTA, GA.—The Atlanta Consolidated Street R:iil\vay

Company will extend its West End line to Fort MePhersou bar-

racks. Other extensions may be made by the company on Lee

and Smith streets.

AUBURN, N. y.—Clifford D. Beebe, president of the Auburn

City Railway, has purchased for ¥7,(J00 the large interest of

Wilson H. Pixley in the Auburn Interurbau Railway, and the

latter company will at once construct the contemplated line of

the Auburn & Western Company.

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.—The Baldwinsville & Liverpool

Railway Company has been granted a franchise to build and

maintain an electric railway through the town of Van Buren.

BALTIMORE, MD.—The Baltimore and Washington Transit

Company filed a mortgage March 30, upon all its property, to the

Guarantee Security, Ti'ust and Deposit Company, of Baltimore,

to secure an issue of 1,000 bonds of .f5U0 each, to lie sold to pay

for the construction of the road. Of tlie bonds 100 are to bt given

to the Montgomery Construction Company, of Baltimore, for the

construction of an extension of the road.

BEAVER PALLS, PA.—A repair shop Is being fiaed up by the

Beaver Valley Traction Company.

BENTON HARBOR, MI.CH—The Benton Harbor Terminal

Railway has been granted a franchise to run its tracks into the

city along Tenth street to the canal. George Ellers of New York,

and Milton, Weston of Chicago, ai'e promoting the road.

BENTON HARBOR, MICH.—A franchise for an electric rail-

way to Dowagiac and Kalamazoo is asked by Col. George H.

Allers and Milton Weston, of New York.

BERLIN, WIS.—Right of way for the Oshkosh-Ormo-Berlin
Electric Line has been granted by the town of Berlin, and has

now to be brought before the Berlin city council.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—The Birmingham Traction Company
has purchased the North Birmingham dummy line.

BRIDGETON, N. J.—A franchise to extend its line four miles

to Palrton has been granted to the Bridgeton & Millville Trac-

tion Company.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.—Permission to change from horses to the

overhead trolley has been granted to the Van Brunt Street & Bi'io

Basin Railroad by the state railroad commission.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—The Long Island Electric Railroad, at its

recent annual meeting, decided to extend the road frcjm Jamaica

to Freeport. The new officers are: A. R. Hart, president; Chirles

A. Porter, vice president; William L. Wood, treasurer; J. C. Von
Arx, secretary.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—The Buffalo Valley Railroad Company has

been incorporated to build 27 miles of road from the city lines at

Clinton street to the village of Java, Wyoming county. Freight

and passengers will be carried. The directors of the company

are: Luther S. Burt, Steadman Bent, of Philadelphia; Edgar <J.

Felton, Mason D. Pratt, of Steelton, Pa.; H. P. Bissell, Henry

Metcalf, George A. Ricker, and C. W. Ricker, Buffalo; Joseph R.

Ford and P. W. Wood, Baltimore; Charles W. Reinhoel, Harris-

burg, Pa., and Benjamin Watson, Strykersville.

. BUXTON, ME.—The promoters of the Saco River Electric Road
have issued $300,000 20-year, 5 per cent gold bonds and floated

them with the Massachusetts Loan & Trust Company.

CAPE MAY, N. J.—The Five Mile Beach Railway Company
has applied to the borough councils af Anglesea, Wildwood and

Holly Beach for the right to build a trolley line through the three

resorts, to extend across the shore to the mainland.

CHARLESTON, S. C—The Charleston & Seashore Railroad has

made surveys and will build 7.5 miles of road. Dr. J. S. Lawrence
of Charleston is president.

CHARLEROI, PA.—The Charleroi, Bellevernon & Payette City

Electric Railway has been placed in operation.

CHATHAM, ONT.—C. W. Richardson is one of the promoters

of a scheme to build an electric railway to Rondeau Park.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—The Chattanooga Electric Railway
is about to be extended to Rossville, Ga.

CHICAGO, ILL.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Company's trolley ordinance was passed at tlic meeting of the

city council April 6. The ordinance grants the railway company
the right to use electric power, compressed air. or other power on
its Evaustou division from Kinzie street to the north city limits.

The company is to pay $5,000 for the privilege of erecting poles

and trolley wires.

CINCINNATI. O.—The contract for the construction of the
Cincinnati & Hamilton Electric Street Railway from Hamilton to
Cincinnati, has been awarded to Chrisman & Werkel, of Cleve-
land, the price to be $350,000. The road will be in operation in

July.

CLEVELAND. O.—The Cleveland, Burton & Eastern Electrii-

Railway Company has been organized with $l,2.'i0.00o capital to

build a road from the Big Consolidated tracks on Cornell street,

through Gates Mills, Chester cross roads and Fullerton, to Lake
Punderson, which has been purchased by the capitalists inter-

ested, for improvement as a summer resort. Among those inter-

ested are E. G. Tillotson. H. Clark Ford, Howard White, R. H.
Harmon, Charles L. Pack, and H. A. Sherwin. all of Cleveland.
Construction is to begin immediately.

CONCORD, N. H.—The Concord Street Railway asks the coun-
cil to grant permission to extend its lines in various directions.

Main street is to be double-tracked.

CORSICANA, TEX.—A deed has been filed transferring the

Corsicana Street Railway (the old horse car line) to B. R. Moffett.
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The "soulless" street railway corporations of Chicagowere

among the first institutions in the country employing labor

to instruct their men that any positions made vacant by en-

listment in the army would remain open to them whenever

thev returned, be the time short or long. Conductors on all

lines were also instructed that the uniform the state

militia entitled the wearer to free transportation. Man-

agers of street railways generally throughout the country

bulletined their men that their places would be held tor all

who went to war.

The summer riding opens early this year in most sections

of the country, and every indication points to a good sea-

son's business. Pleasure resorts are preparing to open

June I and managers should this year begin to receive some

tangible returns on the work and expenditures of the past,

in getting these resorts in attractive condition. Several new.

features are on the market, and an efTort should be made to

provide as many original and novel attractions as the local

conditions warrant.

To us, who are so familiar with the effect upon the value

of contiguous property which has invariably followed the

building of a street railway, the fact that the English pro-

moters of overhead trolley roads have to combat the fear

that they will depreciate property, seems odd. As will be

seen, however, by referring to the letter from our English

correspondent on another page, the testimony of those who
have been in a position to observe the facts is unanimous in

stating that the overhead lines have increased the value of

abutting property there, as here.

The annual conventions of the Illinois Street Railway

Association, and the National Electric Light Association,

both of which meet in Chicago on the same dates in e,Trly

June, will call out a large attendance. Excellent programs

have been arranged; the local committees intend to provide

entertainments which will be in keeping with the usual Chi-

cago style, and the occasion is anticipated with great pleas-

ure and interest by the entire railway and electrical frater-

nity of our city.

It is gratifying to note the growing tendency on the part

of companies to not only expose but demand punishment in

the case of illegal claims. It certainly is a duty each com-

pany owes not only to itself, but to all the others. The de-

termined and successful efforts in Chicago and Brooklyn

within the past few weeks, which resulted not only in having

the damage cases thrown out of court, but also the indict-

ment of the perjured claimants, is a matter of congratula-

tion, and cannot fail of a salutary effect, for a time at least,

in discouraging others from running the risk of detection

and punishment.

The manner in which the public each year receives more

for its money from street railway companies is well brought

out in the Report of the Massachusetts Railroad Commis-

sioners for i8g7, an abstract of which will be found on an-

other page. In 1897 as compared with 1896, the number of

passengers carried in the state increased 5.6 per cent, while

the number of round trips increase 9.2 per cent, and the car-

miles run increased 15 per cent. That is. the number of

round trips increase two-thirds as fast again as the numljcr

of passengers carried, and moreover each trip was on an av-

erage 5 per cent longer than in 1896. It is the increase in

the facilities furnished the public, which is at a more rapid

rate than the increase of traffic that takes the profits that

would ordinarily result as the territory becomes m.ore dense-

ly populated, and keeps the street railway earnings at a

nearlv uniform figure from year to year.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found an abstr.Tct of a lec-

ture on "Electric Power Companies and Their Relations to

Municipalities," by A. E. Lang, president of the Toledo

Traction Company, and of the American Street Railway As-

sociation, which was delivered at Purdue University, La

Fayette, Ind. This is the first of a special course of lectures

in the electrical department, which are to be given by men

who are at the head in various branches of the many electri-

cal industries; the second lecture in the course is to be that

of Mr. Insull, president of the Chicago Edison Company, on

May 17. The course is similar in plan and scope to that in-

augurated two years ago in the department of railway en-

gineering, save that it covers the electrical field.

It is complimentary to the institution and gratifying to

its graduates that men so busily engaged in practical affairs

have the inclination, and give the time necessary to take part

in this work. The advantages to the students who are thus

enabled to look at many questions through the eyes of those
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occupying a standpoint quite different from tliat of tlie text-

writer or instructor, are evident. At the same time it oc-

curs to us that the advantages are to some extent mutual,

for this reason: Wlien graduated the electrical men will for

the most part find their work with the great corporations

such as those managed by Mr. Lang or Mr. Insull, and if

the latter can help to train their fututre assistants, they will

secure more efficient men when the time to use them comes.

A reference to the article on "Pleasure Resorts for 1898,"

in this issue, will show that the vaudeville show is by far the

most popular and successful feature for street railway parks,

where anything in the way of evening entertainment, other
than music, is justified by the patronage drawn to the resort.

Music always has been and probably always will be the great

stand-by. The favor with which the vaudeville performance is

regarded for such resorts is probably due, quite as much as

anything else, to the fact that the entertainment consists of a

large number of short sketches, so that each number on the

program is independent of the others, and a spectator may
come in at any time during the evening, without having his

enjoyment decreased because of having missed the earlier

part of the performance; in this it resembles the concert.

Another reason is that while people like to attend the theater

they prefer to seek amusement rather than instruction, and
the variety show caters to the first. There are a few mana-
gers who find, however, that their patrons do not take kind-

ly to any theatrical entertainments, and that electric foun-

tains and fireworks prove to be better drawing cards; but a

fountain is such an elaborate affair that its place is in a city

park only, and the small road can not hope to make it a

financial success. For the children nothing is a better at-

traction than the old friend of our youth, the merry-go-
round; it is always a money-maker. When we remember the

severity of the roller-skating epidemic, it is easy to predict

that the foot-cycle will ere long prove to be one of the best

attractions for summer parks.

The object of pleasure resorts is to encourage pleasure

riding, and if the manager can make his park or theater self-

sustaining from the gate receipts or by selling privileges he

is particularly fortunate; most of them in fact run the park

at a loss and recoup themselves from the fares. In a small

town the luxury of a park or entertainment at the terminus

of the line cannot be afforded and the pleasure riding must

be promoted by other means. As people always prefer to

make a continuous journey rather than a broken one, a

trip over a line with a loop is more attractive that one over

a line which comes to an end, the return being necessarily

over the identical route as the ride out. Where the town

really needs a street railway it will soon need extensions and

where these can be arranged so that loops of a mile, or even

a half mile or less, on a side will result, the summer evening

and Sunday traffic will be greatly encouraged. We have in

mind a small road comprising several lines joining at a cen-

tral point to which extensions were added, and so located

that two loops were formed; -the traffic was nearly doubled

in the next two years, a great portion of the increase being

from pleasure riding, to which before there had been but

little inducement. In this instance no special accommoda-

tions were provided for those who merely wished to take a

ride but it appears to us that on roads similarly situated, one

or two cars which would make one or more continuous trips

over the entire line, and carrying signs denoting that they

were particularly for pleasure riding, could be added with

profit. It is always easy for a resident who is familiar with

the car service to arrange such a ride, but special cars would

appeal to strangers in town who might otherwise fail to avail

themselves of this way of passing an hour or two only be-

cause they were unaware of the opportunity.

European residents who have never visited America, and

who consequently measure the capabilities of our people by

existing conditions at home, will hardly be able to compre-

hend the universal spirit of patriotism which animates the

Nation. We have had scarcely any standing among the

great nations as a military or naval power, and non-residents

cannot believe that a people so devoted to the peaceful and

. industrial occupations have much out of which to produce

a fighting body on either land or sea. The splendid victory

of Admiral Dewey should open their eyes, but should the

war be prolonged, and even before its close we may expect

an exhibition of American skill and courage which will cre-

ate a sensation. The harder a proposition llie more anxious

are we, as individuals and a people, to undertake it, and

Europe will discover that, while slow to fight, when we do

fight it is with the same irresistible force and energy which

has swept aside engineering difficulties previously consid-

ered impossible to overcome. A million men volunteered

at the call for 125,000, and if necessity demanded, five mill-

ion could be raised in a month; and the rapidity with which

they would be transformed into well drilled, disciplined

troops could not be equalled by any other country on the

globe.

Everybody is interested in the war, and anything which

pertains to the army and navy attracts young and old alike.

Managers of pleasure resorts have a suggestion in this to

add to the features of their parks. One company already

has taken the miniature battleship which paraded the tracks

mounted on trucks and motors and has placed it on a scow

and anchored it out in a little lake on the grounds. The
ship is attracting quite as much attention now as it did on

land, and other boats of a similar character can be quickly

and inexpensivly built in any company's shops. Nothing

could be better as a Fourth of July attraction, and if an oc-

casional salute is fired, and smoke poured from its stack,

the picture would be one to draw from far and near.

While on the subject of war features as attractions, cine-

matograph and stereoptican views of battleships should

not be forgotten. These can be produced at very small ex-

pense for each exhibition, and will easily take the place

of the expensive theatrical troupes. Those concerns which
make a business of furnishing instruments and views have

already secured a large number of strictly up-to-date war
pictures, and later we may expect photographic scenes of

the engagements, as every possible effort will be made to

secure views.

The effect of the war on proposed electric railway opera-

tions has, of course, been to hang up all which have not

previously completed their financing. Of these there are
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a very large niiniber, and we all hope for a speedy arid

decisive action with a final settlement within the next 30

days. This, in the opinion of many competent to judge,

seems highly probable. The immediate effect on American

stocks, in both the London and home markets as a result

of the Manila victory, is taken to indicate the prompt re-

lease of money, now hesitating to embark in industrial and

railroad lines, which will occur when the war is ended, or

even if the time of the end is approximately known.

In our opinion, as events are moving now, our war with

Spain should have passed into history within the next 60

days, and quite possibly in less time. To accomplish this,

however, it will be necessary for our government to imbibe

some of the spirit of the intrepid Dewey, and let its blows

fall as quick and heavy. The business interests of the coun-

try and the people are anxious for action to be pushed with

that intense ener.gy for which the American nation is fa-

mous.

When once the end is reached we can pick up the de-

ferred operations where they were dropped on February

15th, and the universal belief is business of all kinds will

bound into activity not enjoyed for several years past. As

it is, most lines of business are doing finely in spite of war,

and many concerns in street railway supplies report larger

sales for the current month than any time during the past

three or four years.

COST OF POWER VS. COST OF REPAIRS.

At a recent meeting of the Chicago Electrical Associa-

tion the question was raised as to whether too much thought

has not been given to the efficiency of railway motors as

against a low cost of maintenance. Some of the gentlemen

present spoke very strongly to the efifect that the repairs

needed even on modern motors are excessive and that they

would not consider it a bad idea if the cost of repairs could

be reduced even if the efficiency of the motor was reduced

so as to make the power cost more. As the gentlemen in-

volved in the discussion were of considerable experience and

hold prominent positions in the electric railway field their

opinions bear considerable weight and make the subject

worth investigating.

The cost of power is usually rouglily considered as 10

per cent of the total operating expense, and this fact is

pointed to soir.etimes to show how sniall a reduction in the

total operating expense a reduction in the cost or amonnl

of pov/er used would make. Nevertheless a dollar saved m
power is just as good as a dollar saved anvwherc else around

a system and very often saving in power can be made with-

out interfering with the service when saving in other direc-

tions would cause trouble or dissatisfaction. Furthermore,

even if the cost of power is small the cost of motor main-

tenance is still smaller. The cost of motor maintenance is

such an extremely variable quantity from year to year on

different roads that no general rule can even approximate

this item.

On 18 Connecticut roads reporting to the Connecticut

railroad commission for the year ending September 30,

1897, the average cost of repairs on car equipment was

$.00414 per car-mile. The lowest road was $.ooo.s and the

highest $.0105, so it will be seen the cost varies enormously.

From an inspection of the maintenance figures per car-

niilc (111 a large number of street railways the writer is led

to believe that $.'>o^ per car-mile is not far from an average

figure for the maintenance of motor equipments. It may
bo lower than this on some roads for certain periods but

it will usually be made up for by renewals at some sul>sc-

quent time. It may also be higher than S.005 due to local

c<inditions or to poor management. In fart the question

(11 management of details in the repair and inspection de-

partment has so much to do with tiie cost of maintenance

that it is almost imp^issible to say what the cost ought to

be. Nevertheless assuming as a basis that the average cost

of $.005 per car-mile is about what good management will

show, it becomes apparent that to seek for economy in main-

tenance at the expense of power is hardlv a sound finaiicial

policy, since power costs from $.01 to $.03 per car-mile on

v,(Il managed roads. A reduction in moto'/ efficiency would

necessarily have to result in a saving of a large per cent ol

the total repair expense to be able to offset the increased

cost of power. On a road where power costs $.01 per car-

mile and motor repairs $.005 a 10 per cent increase in power

expense would counterbalance a 20 per cent reduction in

maintenance expense, and if power cost more fas it does in

the majority of cases) the repair bill would become still

smaller in proportion to the cost of power. One thing must

be kept in mind in this connection, namelv, that to a certain

extent inefficiency and high repair bills go hand in hand

for the reason that loss in efficiencv in some directions mani-

fests itself in heat and this heat destroys insulation. How-
ever this covers only part of the question. Other things be-

ing equal the larger a motor under a car for doing a given

work the lower will be its commercial efficiency, and the less

will be the strain on its insulation and mechanical parts,

which strains are the cause of repairs. In other words at the

]iresent day it is mainly a question of whether it pays to

equip with motors large in proportion to the work to be

done for the sake of saving repairs at the sacrifice of a

higher cost of power, an increased investment in motors and

an increased investment in power generating and transmit-

ting plant. It does not appear, with costs of power and

maintenance running as they are at the present time, that

there is need of any general increase in the size of motor

etiuipments above those usually accepted as standard tor

common classes of service. There are no doubt places

where excessive repairs even with good management point

to the advisability of larger motors, but these are the ex-

ceptions rather than the general rule. It must be remem-

bered that careful, intelligent attention to, and study of de-

tails has more to do with success in keeping up motor equip-

ments than anything else. The quality of the bearing metal,

the treatment of commutators, the attention to cleanliness

inside the motor case and the conscientiousness of the men
employed are of vital importance and upon care or careless-

ness in these regards much of the variation in cost of motor

maintenance under apparently similar conditions depend.

The West Chicago Street Railroad Company has seven

new 3,000-gal. sprinkling cars, the product of its repair

shops. Each car is provided with two G. E. 800 motors.

It has been suggested that the elevated railroad companies

operating over the Brooklyn bridge rent the bridge cars and

take passengers across the bridge at the present rate 2y>

cents, the bridge ceasing to operate any cars.
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COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM IN ST. PAUL.

St. Anthony Hill in St. Paul is one of the choicest resi-

dence districts of the city, and the hilltop view up and down

the Mississippi and across its valley is one never to he

forgotten. One of the principal means of access, because the

most direct, is via Selby avenue, which by a more circuitous

route attains the elevation of over lOO ft. which along the

river bank only a few hundred feet away rises in a sandstone

clifif almost as smooth and straight as a wall.

It has always been difficult of access, and much as trans-

portation was desired the horse car never ventured its ascent.

When cable construction was introduced it was gladly seized

upon as a solution of the problem, and operation has been

very successful with the one exception of the runaway acci-

dent about lo years ago, which cost the company $180,000.

The company has for a long time been e.xtremely anxious to

standardize its motive power, and operate entirely by elec-

tricity, and but for this short hill section would have done so

long ago. For two or three years past all kinds of devices

have been presented and rejected, and it was not until the

Bronsdon system—invented by M. H. Bronsdon, chief en-

gineer of the Union Railroad, Providence—was brought out,

FIG. I— DIAGRAM OF GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.

that the way seemed clear to take out the cable. The con-

struction work is progressing nicely, and when completed

electric cars with heaviest loads will travel the grade in

either direction in perfect safetv and at a good rate of speed.

The improvement is one most needed in the St. Paul sys-

tem; and company and citizens alike are to be congrat-

ulated on the change.

The term, compound, used in connection with this partic-

ular system refers to the manner of arranging the cable, as

will be explained later, the object being to have the weignts

travel but one-half the distance traveled by the car. The
counterweight system is to replace that part of the cable rail-

way now in operation known as Selby Hill, while the entire

road is to be equipped with electricity. Cars weighing from

15,000 lbs. to 30,400 lbs. will be operated on a two-minute

headway. A grip car will be used to move the passenger

cars both up and down the hill. When in operation, the

grip car will always be on the lower end of passenger car

when on the grade; i. e., the grip car will be behind the

passenger cars while ascending, and ahead of passenger cars

while descending the grade. The object of this is, that in

case the draw bars between the grip and passenger cars

should become inoperative, the passenger car cannot run

back down the grade, but will be obstructed by the grip car.

The use of the grip car removes the necessity of placing

special attachments upon the passenger cars and a cai ot any

weight may be moved over the grade by its use. The grade

begins at the foot of the hill with a rising grade of 5.01 per

cent and increases gradually to 15.95 per cent to the summit,

where it falls to 3.66 per cent. Part way up the grade ib a

horizontal curve of 199-7 ft. radius. This horizontal curve,

extending as it does into the rising grade (or more properly

termed the vertical curve), complicates the engineering difft-

culties in the design of this work. Cable railway engineers

will readily understand the difficulty of passing a cable

through a horizontal and vertical curve at the same time, lo
accomplish this, the vertical curve was made parabolic and

extended down into the horizontal curve, the lower tangent

point of the vertical curve coming near the apex of the

horizontal curve. The general arrangerhent will be about

the same as the system in operation at Providence, R. 1.,

which was described in the Review for April, 1896, the

only difference being that no draw bar is to be used to con-

nect the counterweights.

Practically all the delays and mishaps of counterweight

systems have been caused by the failure of the cable fasten-

ings and counterweight draw bar connections. This does

not apply to the "compound system" alone, but to any of

the systems of counterweights. As mentioned above, no

draw bars are to be used to hold the weights together but

the cable is used instead. By referring to Fig. I it will bt

seen that the cable is lapped by itself, extending from the

top of the incline down to the counterweight lowest on the

grade. The cable, therefore, pulls the weight designated as

No. I and this weight pushes No. 2 before it. Also, the

tension of the cable serves to hold the counterweights to-

gether. As will be seen, the cable is fastened at A and passes

down the tunnel to weight No. I (passing by weight No. 2),

around the sheave placed in weight No. i and back up the

hill to and around the sheaves C. C, at the upper terminal,

thence down the entire length of the hill, to and around the

sheaves D, D, set at the lower terminal, back up the hill to

weight No. 2 (passing by weight No. i), to and around a

sheave set therein, and back to and over the tension sheave

where it is fastened to a tension vveight in a pit. It will read-

ily be seen, therefore, that (by this arrangement of the cable

and counterweights) no draw bar connection is needed to

hold the counterweights together. It must be understood

that Fig. I is not taken from the working drawing but is

simply a diagram to show the manner of laying the cable

and counterweights.

Reference to the general plan, Fig. 2, will make clear the

arrangement of the tracks in general, with the crossovers at

either end, and also show the grades and curves. The track

rails are to be Johnson 5-in., 80-lb. T, except on the horizon-

tal curve where Johnson 6-in.. 92-lb. guard rails will be

used; the slot rails are Johnson 7-in., 70-lb. Z-bars. The

rails in the conduit for the counterweight are also 5-in., 80-

lb. T. All the special work is the Johnson "guarantee."

.As explained before, the counterweig'hts move over but

one-half the distance that the car moves, and hence the dif-

ferent portions of the conduit differ in construction. On
the upper portion, where a track must be provided for the

counterweight, the section is as shown in Fig. 3 fa section on

p, E, Fig. 2), which shows the construction, with the yokes,
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FIG. 2—PLAN AND PROFILE OF SELBY HILL LINE.

FIG. 3—SECTION ON E, E.

grip, carrier pulleys, counterweight, manhole and wood sid-

ing in place. The yokes are of cast iron and spaced 4 ft. be-

tween centers.

Fig. 4 shows the construction used on the lower half of

the hill excepting at the horizontal curve, which is shown in

Fig. 5. Fig. 4 is a section on H H looking up hill, and Fig.

5 a section on F F looking up hill. The basins on the lower

portion of the hill are all double cover basins, while those on

the upper portion are single cover basins, shown in plan in

Fig. 3. These sections (Fig. 4 and 5) show the yokes,

FIG. 4—SECTION ON H, H.

FIG. 5—SECTION ON F, F.

curve and carrier pulleys, manholes, rails, drain and siding as

assembled.

Fig. 6 shows the head counterweight, the right hand end

being the up-hill end, with the parts assembled. The

counterweights are carried on 20-in. wheels, with 3-in.

axles. The axle boxes are of the best phosphor bronze and

beneath the bronze box is an oil cellar which holds about

one pint of oil. In the oil cellar is a wooden feeder wliicii

bears against the axle, the whole length of bearing, thus

giving continuous and perfect lubrication. Above the boxes

is a half elliptic steel spring, to take the shock of uneven

track and poor joints. The 4S-in. sheave which is placed in

the counterweight is provided with a cast steel stud to run

upon. This stud is hollow and is filled with oil, which is

also fed bv a woolen wick, thus insuring continuous lubn-

cation. All bearing surfaces are made large to insure con-

tinuous wear. The weight per inch of bearing surface is in

no case more than 200 lbs.
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The gripping device is entirely automatic in operation

and is of the same design as those which have been used

in Providence since October. 1895, and have worked witti

entire satisfaction. The device is shown in Fig. 7. The

portion fastened to the cable is a flowed steel casting, corn-

prising a slotted shoe carried above the slot rails and a blade

18 in. long, which projects 8'/^ in. into the conduit and is

permanently clamped to the cable, by means of a plate and

nine j4-in- set screws. The shoe is 31 in. long; in the center

is a slot bored out to the section shown at A, Fig. 7 ; at the

POSITIONS FOR ENGINEERS IN THE NAVY.

CuiHf f^lltiflirt

FIG. 6—COUNTERWEIGHT.

ends the shoe is flared to guide the grip blade into the slot,

and at the sides is provided with lugs to which are pivoted

the releasing levers. The releasing levers are kept in their

normal positions by brass springs, and are tripped by strik-

ing pins which are placed at the ends of the incline. The

grip blade is f)]/! in. from the center of the bearings in the

i^'^ 1 "J- >3i^
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FIG. 7—GRIPPING DEVICE.

car to the center of the enlarged lower portion engaging the

grip. It is steel casting hung in bearings on the grip car so

as to be free to swing sidewise- The automatic working will

be readily understood from the drawing.

All the castings and machine work are being furnished by

the Sessions Foundry Company, of Bristol, Conn., which

probably has the largest and best equipped foundry in New
England. It was awarded the contract on March 12, and

guaranteed to deliver all material, finished, May 20, thus

having but 59 working days to turn out about 270 tons of

material and finish the necessary machine work.

For the foregoing description and the drawings we are

indebted to Mr. Bronsdon.

Among the war measures is an act of Congress for secur-

ing volunteer officers in the engineer corps of the navy.

The Examining Board meets in Philadelphia to examine
candidates, and the successful applicants will be assigned to

the grades of acting chief engineer, with the relative rank of

lieutenant; acting passed assistant engineer, with the relative

rank of lieutenant and lieutenant junior grade, and acting

assistant engineer with relative rank of ensign.

The men in actual charge of the engines and boilers are

ordinarily enlisted for three years, but at the present time en-

listments are made for one year with the proviso that the

men may withdraw or be discharged within that time if their

services are no longer needed. All applicants for enlistment

in the navy must be of robust frame, intelligent, of sound

constitution, and free from serious physical defects.

The three grades of "machinists" (the men having charge

of the engines) are:

Chief machinist $70 per month.

Machinist (ist class) 55 per month.

Machinist (2nd class) 40 per month.

Chief machinists are not ordinarily enlisted but work up

to the grade; now, however, a man with first-class marine

papers may enlist in that grade.

Candidates for enlistment as machinists must be machin-

ists by trade, know the names and uses of the various parts

of marine engines and boilers, and be able to work with

machine shop tools. Tliey must be able to write legibly,

and understand arithmetic. The age at the date of first

enlistment must be between 21 and 35 years. Those who
have had one year's experience at sea with marine machin-

ery may enlist as "machinists, first class," and those without

experience as "machinists, second class."

Chief machinists will have charge of engine-room watches.

Machinists, first class, will be given charge of watches, if

tliere are not a sufficient number of chief machinists on

board. Machinists, second class, will be assigned to duty as

oilers and water tenders.

For the other ratings, the applicant must be between 21

and 35 years of age and thoroughly understand his trade.

The pay is as follows;

Boilermaker $60 per month.

Blacksmith .^io per month.

Coppersmith 50 per month.

Plumber and fitter 45 per month.

Fireman, first class 35 per month.

Fireman, second class 30 per month.

Coal passer 22 per month.

The men of all ratings are entitled to one ration (three

meals per da)')- Applicants must present themselves at the

receiving ships or navy yards for examination at their own

expense. No person who does not understand and speak

the English language can be enlisted. Preference will be

given to those who can read and write and are of American

birth or have declared their intentions of becoming citizens.

-•-•

The case of the Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Com-

pany against the Detroit Electric Railway Company and

the city of Detroit was argued before the United States

Supreme Court on April 19 and 20, and a decision is ex-

pected some time during the current month.
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DON'T WORRY ABOUT OUR ELECTRICIANS.

Electricity in War.—Now that the United States is (ow-

iug, as some people thiuii, to her meddlesome disposition) within

nieasiii-aWe distance ot a foreign war, her citizens are seriously

beginning to look about and examine whether patriotism and self-

confidence are a sufficient euuipment for beating a proud nation to

its knees. The "Boston Transcipt" has published a long article

on the necessity of enrolling a body of electrical engineers for ser-

vice on ships and shore batteries. We are sanguine enough to

believe that in an English man of war, at any rate, the proportion

of electricians amongst the crew is sufficiently large to eliminate

any such danger as long as the ship is alloat—to say nothing of

the fact that failure of electrical power is anticipated and its

worst consequence guarded against by the alternative hand gear-

ing in all departments. But then with us the citizen is not quite

too much engaged in money-making to join either service except

as an officer, and with all our shortcomings we can man our army

and navy in all departments from the British born. This is hard-

ly so in the states, and the coming fight— if, alas! it is to be—will

present several interesting problems for solution. Will the mer-

cenary foreigner who composes so large a proportion of the

United States regular forces earn his salt? Will discipline, so

conspicuously absent from the American citizen, be suddenly

evolved from the very circumstances which are admitted to be the

cause of its greatest strain? These are queries which concern us

vitally, for, after all, behind our "thin red line'' stands as the back-

bone of our home defences a "citizen army" not unlike that with
which America enters on a war of foreign conquest with a deal

of shouting and a light heart.

The above extract is taken from "Lightning," of Lon-
don, and is a sample of such expressions which are given

prominence in the newspapers of England and the Con-
tinent, and are reflected in the technical press. As the edi-

tors of "Lightning" and other English papers have visited

the LInited States, it is strange that such false views should

receive even their passive sanction.

Such criticisms fall under three headings, viz.: The
LTnited States government, under the guise of humanity,

has inaugurated a meddlesome foreign policy and is now
carrying on a war of conquest. The people of the United

States hold money as their god. The American citizen is

not amenable to discipline, therefore the army and navy arc

inefifective.

The first assumption is exceedingly unjust in view of

foregoing events. "I am my brother's keeper" is the prin-

ciple upon which each individual nation as well as the con-

cert of Europe acts. The outcome of the Greco-Turkish

war, the partition of Africa, and the dismemberment of

China are all evidences of this. The British government

was subjected to caustic criticism by the English people

because it did not compel by force the cessation of the

Armenian massacres. The provocation to interfere in an-

other nation's affairs has been greater in the Cuban ques-

tion than any that has confronted Europe in a generation.

The character of the war is inhuman and great numbers

of non-combatants were wilfully caused to perish; the Cuban

trade with the United States, which amounted a few years

ago to $100,000,000, dwindled to nothing; the war so near

our shores was a constant source of expense and irritation

to the government, and as a climax came the treacherous

destruction of a United States battleship in Havana harbor.

All these combined make it safe to say that no European

nation would have suffered with such forbearance as has

the United States.

The Americans are essentially an industrial people, but

it has been demonstrated many times that they are as ar-

dent and energetic in philanthropy, in war or any other

undertaking as they are diligent in business. The greatest

expenditures of thought and money for charity and educa-

tion have not been made in countries of Europe or even in

England but in the United States, and the greatest organi-

zations for humanity are to be found in the same place.

When, for a righteous cause this energy of the Amencan

people has been turned into the prosecution of war, it has

been a matter of surprise to Europe. The English found to

their sorrow that the Americans, reared in peaceful pursuits,

soon made such good soldiers that even Wellington's vet-

erans met with crushing defeat at New Orleans. The cam-

paign against the Spanish-Americans in Mexico was not

surpassed by the feats of the British anns in India. Our

contemporary must not mistake the "mercenary foreigners"

in the navy and army for Hessians. Of course there are

soldiers and sailors foreign born, but the vast majority are

of native birth. If their loyalty, efficiency and discipline have

not been already demonstrated in other trying times they

certainly were in the naval battle in Manila bay. The victory

of Dewey's squadron was unprecedented in that the enemy"s

tleet was entirely destroyed in battle without the loss of a

ship or man.

The fear of a dearth of electricians for the naval service

is illfounded, for the engineers of the United States not

only surpass those of any other country in numbers but also

in accomplishments. The mileage of the electric street rail-

ways in the whole world is insignificant in comparison with

that of the LInited States. Hundreds of electricians have

been trained in the construction and operation of these

railways. The foregoing statements could be made in

reference to the telephone and telegraph business; in fact,

this country occupies a front rank in every branch of elec-

trical industry. Even were the United States navy equal

in magnitude to the great British navy, our government

could surfeit the vessels with engineers. Already through

the efforts of a few men, having only the sanction of the

government, more than 1,000 electrical engineers have vol-

unteered their services and many are now already serving.

If our contemporary will take the trouble to inquire it will

find that our equipment consists of something besides

"patriotism and self-confidence."

These slighting criticisms are not given, we believe, in

the spirit the words would indicate. The Englishmen have

a deep sense of justice, a hatred of inhumanity and a love

for good government, and it is for these that the present

war is being waged. The many sincere expressions of sym-

pathy and good-will which have been general in Great

Britain and the friendly attitude of the government are

greatly appreciated by all Americans and will tend to bring

closer bonds of union in spite of occasional discordant notes.

W. H. Patterson, president of the Bloomington (111.) City

Railway, is a brother-in-law of "Fighting Bob" Evans, of

the Iowa. Mr. Patterson was himself for two years a pay-

master in the navy, during which time he visited all parts of

the world.

The following notice was posted at all the car houses of

the north and west side systems in Chicago

:

Chicago, April 19.—To the employes of the North and West Chi-

cago Street Railroad Companies: The management hereby no-
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tifies the employes of the different railroads under its control that

any of said employes joining the military or naval service of the

United States under a call of the President, in case of war with

Spain, will be reinstated in the same place which they vacated,

on their return, after being honorably discharged.

Chables T. Yebkes, President.

Immediately after the declaration of war and the Presi-

dent's call for troops the following notice was posted:

Notice to Conductors: Un and after this date cuuUucturs ax'e

Instructed to carry members of the Illinois National Guard free

while lu full uniform on the cars of this company until further

notice. Chables T. Yebkes, President.

April 23, the following bulletin was issued by the Chicago

City Railway:

All present employes of this company, who are members of any

military or naval organization, or who hureatter wUl enlist in

the United states' service during war with Spain, will be re-

appointed to the exact position held by them wueu enlisting or

reporting for military service upon returuiug tor duly wiihin

one month after bemg honorably discharged from the United

States service.

All assessments levied against members of the Kmployes' ilu-

tual Aid Association, who enter the government service as above

provided, will be paid by this company, during the period of such

service. a. O. Nagle, Supermteudent.

Approved; M. K. Bowen, President.

Among the tenders received by Colonel Young, of the

1st Illinois cavalry, was that of a pioneer corps ot 100 men
organized by Chief Engineer Clapp of the South Side Ele-

vated.

A company of 103 men from the Cicero & Proviso Street

Railway Company has joined one of the Chicago regiments.

William Barclay Parsons, chief engineer of the Rapid

'transit Loniniission, Aew York City, is one ol the man)

men with large incomes who are willing to sacrihce their

business interests and tender their services to the Govern-

ment. He is endeavoring to raise a corps of engineers, be-

lieving that the difficulties to be overcome in landing troops

in Cuba during the rainy season will call for engineers ol

wide experience.

Capt. Eugene Griffin, vice-president of the General Elec-

tric Company, and formerly of the United States Army, has

undertaken to organize a volunteer corps of 1,000 electrical

engineers and skilled electricians. This corps will assist m
the work of the regular engineer corps in planting sub-

marine mines for the protection of important harbors, and

wiU prove especially valuable in the emergency signaling,

lighting, etc., which will be necessary in the military opera

tions. The General Electric Company oflfered to continut

on its pay roll such of its employes as wished to volunteei

and assured them that their old p'aces would be waiting for

them at the end of the war.

Frank W. Hawley, vice-president of the Cataract Gen-

eral Electric Company and of the Erie Canal Traction Com-
pany, is another electrical engineer who has tendered his

services and offered to raise a regiment of skilled elec-

tricians.

The San Antonio (Tex.) Street Railway Company on

April 16 posted a notice that any of its employes who may

enlist in active volunteer service will, upon their return,

have their positions, and during the time they are in actual

service their wages will be paid to their families.

C. K. Durbin, general superintendent of the Denver

Consolidated Tramway Company, issued an order April 20,

which reads:

In the event of war between the United States and Spain, the

employes of this company who wish to volunteer their services to

their country will be granted leave of absence for one year, and

their positions will be held for them for that time.

The Denver City Railway issued a similar order.

This action on the part of street railways is quite general

throughout the country. Among other companies issuing

such orders that have come to our notice are the Consoli-

dated, of Detroit, and that at Hagerstown, Md.

William Tiffany, secretary and treasurer of the Sterling

Supply & Manufacturing

Company, and a promi-

nent society man, has

joined "Teddy" Roose-

velt's Rough Riders, and

is to be a captain, it is

stated. Mr. Tiffany is a

grand-nephew of Oliver H.

Perry, the hero of Lake

Erie. He spent several

years in the west as a cow-

boy and became well ac-

quainted with Mr. Roose-

velt; there is no doubt

about his being a "rough

rider,'' as in addition to his

cow-boy experience he has long been a member of a crack

polo team in New York.

WILLIAM TIFFANY.

FINE INCREASE AT NEW ORLEANS.

C. D. Wyman, general manager of the New Orleans Trac-

tion Company, is making a fine record. For the first quar-

ter of 1898 the earnings are $332,374, an increase over last

year of $14,688; operating expenses same period, $190,699,

a decrease of $15,651. This makes the net earnings for the

quarter $141,705, which is an increase over the net in '97 of

$30,339-

Mr. Wyman is building up a fine business in trolley par-

ties, and the demand now runs as high as 10 or 12 for the

day and evening. New Orleans has so much of interest to

visitors, who can see the sights is no way as satisfactorily,

quickly and cheaply, as by chartering a car, it is likely to

have the largest day trolley party cars of any city in the

country.
•-•-

A record was made in quick track construction in San
Francisco recently. The roadbed was prepared and 80-lb.

rails laid on H street, between 28th avenue and the beach,

a mile in length, in four hours by 64 trackmen.
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HOW TO PROTECT TROLLEY AND FEEDER LINES.

Some Suggestions from Street Railway Electricians as to Methods for Protecting Overhead Lines from Thieves—Alarms and Annun-
ciator Systems—Carrying High Voltage Currents at Night.

Trolley Wires Stolen,

The street railway people reported
to the police this inoruiug that s me
time during the night their trolUy
wires on the Walnut street line out-
side of the city limits had been cut
down and taken away. About four
blocks of wire was stolen, valued at
about $100.

Scarcely a day passes that we do not note one or more
paragraphs similar to this one taken from the "Milwaukee

Sentinel" of April 30. There are now before the writer ac-

counts of thefts of copper wire from the street railways in

Eau Claire, Wis., Chicago and Seattle, Wash.
Such robberies generally occur in the early morning

hours when the machinery at the power station is shut down
and the wires are dead. The wire is taken by junk-men or

tramps, as was the case in Eau Claire, Wis., two weeks ago;

but it is often stolen by one who has been a lineman or

other employe of a street railway company. In one instance

three times in as many years a considerable portion of the

trolley wires on the same line were cut up into scrap and

sold. The loss to the railway company amounted to hun-

dreds of dollars.

Some of the suburban lines have been patrolled tor a time

to protect the property but this is tedious and costly. The
sensible thing to do is to devise some automatic electric

system to give an alarm whenever the wires are being mo-
lested.

We have written to the electrical engineers of a number

of roads and several have responded with suggestions as to

how the lines can be adequately protected.

Fig. I illustrates the plan suggested by C. E. Flynn, gen-

eral manager of the Carbondale Traction Companv, Carbon-

dale, Pa., who writes thus:

"It has occurred to me, that some protection against the

theft of trolley or feeder wire might be derived by arrang-

ing a simple alarm system at the power house which could

be arranged as follows: A series of five lamps might be con-

nected between the end of the feeder or trolley wire to the

rail circuit of any one section, or it could be connected to

that part of the feeder or trolley wire that is in danger of be-

ing stolen. At the power house the feeder wire could have

connection with a small electro-magnet as shown in the dia-

gram; the other side of the circuit would, of course, consist

of the rail. Then by means of a storage battery which could

be charged during the day time, this lamp circuit cotdd be

switched in, either automatically or otherwise after the power

plant had been shut down for the night. The electro-mag-

net should have its armature in such position that the cur-

rent from the storage battery would hold it up to the poles

of the magnet, and the moment that the feeder circuit was

opened, the armature of the electro-magnet should drop

sufficiently to close a battery circuit in which a gong is con-

nected as per sketch, and this would give warning that the

line was being tampered with. In case several separate

feeder wires were to be protected, it would be necessary to

have a separate magnet, fuse block and switch for each wire

to be protected, and in this case it would assist matters to

have two additional contact points under each of the mag-

net armatures, to these contact points a series of lamps

could be connected so that when the armature of the electro-

magnet of any one circuit should drop and close the battery

circuit, making the gong ring, it would also close a lamp

circuit that would indicate which feeder wire was being tam-

pered with."

John H. De Gruchy, of the Union Railroad Company,

Providence, R. I., writes:

"In considering the protection of suburban lines against

theft the cost of the inauguration and maintenance of any

method must be taken into account. It is certain that the

annual cost of a- patrol would amount to more than a year's

incidental stealings, the tying up of the line and the expense

of repairs resulting therefrom, inclusive.

"The accompanying sketch, Fig. 2, will show at a glance
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the difficulties to be overcome in order to establish an an-

nunciator or bell system which would operate in the event

of any part of the line being cut. With trollev taps every

i,ooo ft. and the rails connected to negative feeders every

500 ft. an efficient annunciator or bell system would be hope-

soo.ooo c>y
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lessly complicated. The detecting value of this would be, no

doubt, circumvented by the thieves who could and would

willingly exchange a few hundred feet of bell wire for the

same length of trolley or feed wire.

"So many multiple connection make it impossible to ac-

quire any adequate protection in this way. The cost, too,

might interfere with its adoption.

"If the trolley wire should be cut when the power is oflE,

an arrangement shown in Fig. 3 would indicate that such

was the case. The bank of lamps is placed in series with

the positive feeder, and will light when the trolley wire

strikes the rails. A bell and battery could.be used for the

same purpose.

"To protect the entire line a magnetic contac*^ maker A,

Fig. 4, is required to close the circuit at the extreme end of

the line which will be necessary to the object in view. Now
find the resistance of the entire line from the station positive

to the negative. After the galvanometer reading has been

ascertained for normal condition, it is obvious that any tam-

pering with the line circuit either by cutting the trolley wire

or the positive or negative feeders will be indicated instantly

upon the dial. If a trolley wire breaks the contact can be

opened at A by opening the switch at B, the resistance taken

and the distance of the break from the power house approx-

imated.'"

J. F. Stevens, president of the Keystone Electrical In-

strument Company, Philadelphia, writes us as follows: "It

seems to us that there are two ways to assist detection of

theft of trolley or feeder wires when the power station is

shut down at night. The simplest plan would be if a source

of alternating current is available, to open all main switches

at the switchboard and throw the alternating high tension

circuit from the local lighting company, on to the bus-bars,

keeping all feeder switches closed. The effect of this would

be to give a very severe shock to any one attempting to cut

the wire, and after it became known that the trolley wire

at night was charged with one or two thousand volts, we
think there would be few attempts made to cut wires. By
attaching to the bus-bars at the switchboard all feeders, as

well as the main line, would be in circuit. It would, of

course, be necessary to insert in series with the line suffi-

cient resistance to prevent a heavy flow of current.

"Another method would be to run a small pressure wire

from the terminus of the circuit, back to the power house,

then having opened the main switches, set in a magnetic de-

vice similar to an annunciator, in connection with several

cells of gravity battery. In this plan, a circuit would be

made from the bus-bars and through all the feeders to the

line returning through the small pressure wires spoken of at

first, and so long as the circuit was complete, the armature

of the annunciator would be held against its magnet, but

on breaking the circuit at any point, the armature would be

released and a bell ringing circuit thrown in; thus giving a

visible and audible notice of a break in the line. An indicator

could be arranged for use there in the power house, or at

any other point in the city at the option of the superintend-

ent."

Notwithstanding the large amount of territory covered

by the Calumet system, of Chicago, the company has had

wire stolen but once, and on that occasion it was taken on

a short piece of track that was not used at all. In response

to our inquiry H. M. Sloan, general manager, states that he

has given this subject but little thought because the losses

have not made it necessary. He suggests that it might be

a good idea to put a small dynamo at a very high potential

on the lines at night, but adds that then there would be dan-

ger of a wire falling and killing someone, in which case the

company would probably have to pay more for damages

than all the wire stolen would amount to.

3ect/Of72 0/ Trollei^ Wire

FIG. 5.
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Bion J. Arnold, of Chicago, writes: "It seems to me,

however, that the simplest way out of the- difficulty is to

leave current on the line all night by means of a small direct

connected engine and generator in the power plant. Such

an engine and dynamo, having a capacity of from 5 to 10

h. p. would easily keep an ordinary line charged and make it

uncomfortable for any meddlers, and it would probably cost

less to maintain than any kind of an automatic device that

could be gotten up. If the trolley line was operated in con-

junction with a storage battery auxiliary, the battery could

be left on the line all night, and accomplish the same pur-

pose, and this without any appreciable loss."

Another arrangement is described below, although mod-
ifications would have to be made for different systems. As
with every other form of alarm experienced men could ren-

der it ineffective. A 500-volt battery would probably be the

most desirable although that voltage would not be arbitrary.

The cells could be located in any convenient place about the

station and connected to the switchboard. This battery is

charged from the bus bars and then cut out until the gen-

erators are shut down and the switches opened. The bat-

tery switches connect it through the bus bars to the feeders

and lines. In a well regulated system there is little leakage

and a battery of small current capacity, not much larger than

a special testing set, would serve the purpose and keep the

lines at a potential near 500 volts.

An alarm bell, with one or more relays if desired, is in the

circuit with the battery and line. This plan would be effect-

ive in most cases for there are few persons who have the

hardihood to handle a wire charged at 500 volts without

proper facilities, and there is little chance of wire thieves

being provided with rubber gloves, reels, tower wagons,

etc. If a wire should be cut and fall to the ground the cir-

cuit would be complete through the line battery and bell and

an alarm would be sounded. The expense of the battery

would be an item, but its cost would be saved many times

in preventing the robbery of a section of wire with the ac-

accompanying expense to the company in replacing it, and

in the delay to trafific.

Our readers are invited to suggest simple and effective

methods for an alarm which can be easily and cheaply in-

stalled. In the main lines of the larger cities, of course the

lighted streets and police patrol nightly leaves little danger

of trouble there; but on outlying sections, and lines reach-

ing out into the suburbs, which often pass for a considerable

distance through sparsely settled or unoccupied territory,

some system of alarm is greatly needed. And it is not al-

ways the electric lines passing through lonely spots in the

country that suffer the loss of trolley wire as a recent ex-

perience of the Metropolitan Street Railwav Company, of

New York, proved. This thief had more nerve than wis-

dom and it lead to his fall. One morning during the early

hours he went to one of the conduit lines not yet in operation

and with a saw cut out a copper feeder cable between two

manholes, and carried it away before the eyes of a police-

man who thought him an employe of the company. This

success led him to return a few days later; but this time

the wire was carrying current and the sparks from the con-

tact of the wire and saw ignited the gas in the manhole, caus-

ing an explosion. The batfered up thief was captured and

held under $500 bail.

Just what the night crew at the power station should do
when an alarm comes in, we will not undertake to determine;

but would suggest that shot guns have been found quite re-

liable in announcing the presence of a posse, and that if it

were known that such persuasive voices would be heard,

there might be fewer occasions for serenades of this chai-

acter.

LADY PRESIDENT FOR THE SUTRO LINES-

The Sutro Railroad Company, of San Francisco, Cal.,

now has a woman for president. When Adolph Sutro was,

some months since, found incapacitated for managing his

affairs, his eldest daughter, Dr. Emma Merritt, was the

choice of her five brothers and sisters for the guardian of

the estate, which is estimated at over $3,000,000. Mrs.

Merritt was graduated from Vassar College in 1877; she

afterwards came west and entered the medical department

of the University of California, graduating in 1881. After

her marriage to Dr. George W. Merritt, she and her hus-

band went abroad and studied in European hospitals for

three years. Mrs. Msrritt is of a benevolent spirit, having

founded the Children's Hospital

in San Francisco, and is consid-

ered an intelligent and conscien-

tious physician. In order to prop-

erly manage her father's estate

and preside over the affairs of the

road, having been elected president

last week by the directors, she has

abandoned her medical practice.

The main reason why Mrs. Mer-
ritt was chosen for that position

was because the Sutro estate owns
a majority of the stock. She has,

in the minds of the directors,

proper qualifications for making a successful officer. In an

interview with a Review representative Mrs. Merritt said

that she knew but little of the affairs of the Sutro Railroad

Company, and not having managed an electric road before,

she was not sure as to the success of her administration.

Mr. Von Rhein, vice-president and since Mr. Sutro's retire-

ment acting president of the Sutro Railroad Company,
found that the road required more time than he could spare

from his private business and at the meeting of the board

tendered his resignation. The Sutro Railroad Company
operates a splendidly equipped double track electric street

railway between Central avenue and the Cliff House, a dis-

tance of about five miles. Mrs. Merritt's administration

will be watched with a great deal of interest by the local

comnnmity, not to mention those who have no confidence

in tlie executive ability of womankind. We expect, how-

ever, a vigorous and successful administration.

DR. EM.MA MERRITT,

The Twin City Raipid Transit Company has the con-

ttact to carry mail between Minneapolis and St. Paul and

the branch offices in the cities. This business has become

so great that at times in the ilav the pouches interfere with

the regular trafific and the building of mail cars has been

consid'^red. .Auditor Castle, of the postoffice department,

has recommended that letter bo.xes be placed on all cars in

the two cities.
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THE GLASGOW EXPERIMENT IN MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.

Extract from a Paper on Municipal Ownership and Operation of Street Railways in England by Robert P. Porter—The Facts

Regarding This Much-Cited Enterprise—Some Misapprehensions Corrected.

Hon. IJobert 1'. I'orler, supt-nutendtjnt ot the United States

Census of ISSO, read a paper before the Massachusetts Commit-

tee on the Kelatious of Street Railways to Municipal Corpora-

tions, giving his views ou the results of the municipal owuer-

ship of street railways in Great Britian. A full abstract of tliis

paper has been printed as '-AppBudix E" of the Committee's Re-

port, and from it \vc take that portion dealing with the city of

tilasgow, lack of space preveutmg us from giving the whole

of Mr. Porter's admirable paper, which was entitled: "State-

ment in Relation to Municipal Ownership and Oiienition of

Street Railways in England."

Comparisons are made of the street railway systems of Cliica-

go, of Philadelphia, of lioston and of Brooklyn, with those of

Glasgow, of Birmingham, of Liverpool and of Manchester, as

though there was some similarity or some common point whore-

in the systems of transit in these cities were comparable. In

the same way the deadly parellel has of late been frequently

drawn between American cities, and continental cities, with an

utter disregard of the entirely different conditions. If those

who have tllied our library shelves with dissertations ou munic-

ipal maters had expended half the energy in studying, from

a broad and practical standpoint, the development of the up-

to-date street railway system of Chicago, with a total mileage

actually exceeding that of the United Kingdom, which they have

devoted to the "Common Good Fund"* experiment of three years

in horse ears, ou 77 miles of track in the city of Glasgow, they

might perhaps have discovered some useful testimony. If the

ability of these writers had been exercised in perfecting a sys-

tem of municipal ownership for the network of street railways

now under one management, and known as the Consolidated

Traction Company of New Jersey, which runs through thirteen

different municipalities of New Jersey, each with its own peculiar

conditions, we should be in possession of far more useful data

as to how municipal operation can be made practical, and the

public best served under such conditions, than is allorded in a

volume ou the disastrous experiences of the town of Uudders-

field in municipal ownership and operation of 22 miles of badly
managed tramways.

To change the held of inquiry farther west, we have an op-

portunity to study the marvellously well conceived, equipped and
managed street railway undertaking which connects the twin
cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, and brings not only the popu-
lation of these two important cities together, but furnishes the
inhabitants of each au almost perfect rapid transit for a cost
lower than that ever attempted in any European territory, of

equal area, even though American enterprise pays more than
double the rate of wages for its labor. In such a study it might
be well to look over a plan of both the Boston and Brooklyn
street railway systems, and ascertain exactly what these great
enterprises have accomplished for populations numbering respect-

•Glasgow Oorporation Tramways.—Common Good.—What It Is.—The
property and revenues of the Coi-poration n'hich are not held under
special Acts of Parliameut nor raised by taxation are known as tlio

Common Good. It is the ancient corporate estate of the Burgesses of
the City and Koyal Burgh o£ Giasgow. The lauds and property form-
ing the capital of the Common Good were originally gifted to the city
under certain burdens, or were purchased by [he municipal rulers of the
s-ixteenth century onwards from the proceeds of the imposts chaged on
all meat and drink entering the city. These proceeds were chiefly in-

vested In land, and to-day a large portion of the revenue of the Common
Good consists of Feu-dutles on the ground orlgiuiilly accjuired in this
way. The Common Good, although now but a small concern as com-
pared with some of the other undertakings under the charge of the
Town Council, performs many important duties. It watches over the
interests of the citizens In regard to legislation. It acts as nursing
mother to all municipal schemes in their Iniiiai stages, by advancing ex-
penses and perfonnlng other parental duties until its offspring is able
to stand alone. It now consists of the Bazaar, City HaU, St. Andrew's
Hall, Old Clothes Market, Bird and Dog Market, Land at Coplawhlll
Feus In Gorbals and other parts of the city, Blackhili Lands, the Tram-
way Undertaking, and other minor items. The net free capital amounts
to £363,601 14s lOd («1.7G0.730.se).

ively 700,000 and 900,000. It has been truly said there is no

possible way of ascertaining the average ride of Brooklyn or

Boston street railway passengers, but the large areas covered

by these cities, and the location of their residence districts at

considerable distance from the business centers, make it cer-

tain iliat the average cost of riding is less than the cost of simi-

lar service in Europi;an cities. In New York we have practically

three systems of rapid transit, and, in spite of continued demands
for additional methods of transit, the people of the metropolis are

taken to and from their homes and from point to point in the

city much more rapidly than in either London, Berlin, Vienna

or St. I'etersburg, and al a lower cost. The bulk of the Lon-

don iralhc goes by omnibus, or over 326,000,000 passengers an-

iiti.-illy. The tramways carry about 225,000,000 passengers and

probably tlie Underground 200,000,000. It is doubtful if as many
people use rapid transit annually in London as in New York, as

now constituted. Yet London contains 2,000,000 more popula-

tion. The reason is that New York is more satisfactorily sup-

plied with the means of rapid transit. The London field should

yield 1,000,000,000 passengers annually, and would, if the right

system of handling the traffic were adopted. In New York one-

third of the passengers last year on one of the surface road

systems travelled on transfers, and, as a result, the average fare

was reduced to about three and three-fourths cents. The Metro-

politan Street Railway Companj' and the Metropolitan Traction

Company, which together form one of the three great systems

of tiiinsportation of New York before consolidation, paid in 189G,

in state and city taxes, rentals, licenses, mileage, etc., nearly

$000,000. Philadelphia has an excellent system of street rail-

ways, and one that is not at this moment yielding great proUt

to those who have brought the icnumerable small companies

tinder i,ne niauagenient. Between ISUl and 1890 this company
p.ived 271 miles of street from curb to curb, at a cost of $9,000,-

tiuo, while the company itself claims to have expended $14,000,-

OUO. The paving dividend tax and car tax, together with the

taxes ou real estate, are equivalent to a revenue of from $650,000

to $700,000 to the city. The history and present condition of

the street railway system of Philadelphia h.as been the subject

of an interesting historical and economic study,* and the con-

clusions reached by an apparently impartial and capable in-

vestigator are that the policy of "manipulating the political ma-
chine," which forms, as a rule, the burden of attacks on Ameri-

can street railway corporations, has been abandoned, "and

Philailelpliia is thus one step nearer the realization of the hope

iliat Mr. Bryce expressed in her behalf after describing her im-

posing city hall,—that 'the otUcials who reign in this municipal

palace will be worthy of so superb a dwelling and of the city

where the Declaration of Independence and the Federal Coiisti-

tution first saw the light.'"

In St. Jjouis may likewise be found one of the best equipped

street railway systems in the world, giving a good service, carry-

ing passengers, by the aid of transfers, fifteen miles for five

cents, and at the same time contributing liberally to the munici-

pality tor the lease of its franchise. These are merely some of

our larger systems, all, however, the result of recent consolida-

tions, and m.ide possible by the remarkable advance we have
made in increasing the efficiency and reducing the cost of mo-
tive power. Of course the primary cost of such extensive opera-

tions has been enormous, partly by reason of the rapid and suc-

cessive changes in equipment, partly because of the immense
cost in the purchase of small companies, and partly because ex-

licrinients to perfect the art of rapid transit are costly. The
(apital'i-ation of these properites is undoubtedly in many cases

liigh, and perh.aps the speculative features too great. This, how-
ever, will adju.st itself in time. The pluck, the courage, the

enterprise, the ingenuity which have evolved these magnificent

•John Hopkins University Studies in Historical ana Political Science.
"The Street Railway System of Philadelphia, Its History and Present
Condition." By F. W. Speirs.
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systems, are both admirable and American. In no other coun-

try can be found anytljing equal to tliose American entei-prises;

and. althoiigli tlie invoslmont of $1,500,000,000 wliicii tliey re-

present may looli large, the possibilities ahead are ample to

make them safe as population expands and receipts increase. To

as.sume for one instant that the same result could have been

attained in any other manner is to ignore the facts within the

reach of every American citizen. When compared with these

results, what have we in Europe?

In glancing at European experiences in street railways, let us

first ascertain what has been accomplislied by municipal owner-

ship and operation, because so much has been made by writers

on this subject in the United States of these experiments. At-

tention may first be called to the city of Glasgow, because,

though a conjparativel.v recent experiment, it is generally con-

ceded to be tlie most satisfactoiy. nnddersfiold is in reality the

oldest British experiment in municipal operation, but the results

in that town have been so unsatisfactory that the subject pre-

sents but few attractions, and is, as a rule, dismissed with a

general tribute to municipal ownership, but with no particulars.

Glasgow, however, is different. The facts about Glasgow have

been publislied in great detail, and the three annual reports

which bring tlie operations down to May 31, 1897. are familiar

readin,g to those interested in the subject of municipal owner-

ship. Yet. with all this data before us. there are two distinct

views of the municipally operated street railways of Glasgow.

First, we have the view of the advocates of municipal opera-

lion, who see in this experiment a great victory for their theory,

and who argue that the facts warant the immediate absorption

of such undertakings by American municipalities. Indeed, these

advocates go much further than the capable gentleman i.pon

whom devolves the responsiljility of conducting the enterprise

in Glasgow. The story runs something in this way: After suf-

fering the exactions of a private company for twenty-three years,

the Corporation of Glasgow, finding it could not make a satis-

factory arrangement or a renewal of the lease with the com-

pany, decided, upon the day the lease expired, to equip and
operate the tramways itself. To this end it built new and hand-

some cars, bought a stud of horses, secured ground, buildings

and machinery, and. in accordance with the program, put the

street railway in operation. This was in July, 1894. Since then

traffic has almost doubled, receipts have largely increased, fares

have "been reduced about half, wages of employes advanced,
hours of labor reduced, and a largely enhanced revenue paid

the city. Here is a tale familiar to those who read "municipal
reform" literature.

The real facts about Glasgow, while indicating that the city

has shown commendalile entenu'ise in dealing with a difficult

situation unexpectedly thrust upon it. are not of the slightest

value to the United States, either as illustrating street railway
enterprise or sagacity, or the ability of a municipality to operate

such undertaking.s. On the conti-ary, a stud.r of the Glasgow
management of its tramways is one of the clearest exemplifica-

tions on record of the incapacity of a city to deal as thoroughly

with such undertakings as private enterprises. I mean, of

course, from the stand-point of an American city. When the

advocates of municipal ownership propose to transplant the idea

from abroad, and rest their case purely on foreign experiments,

they must submit to a scrutinizing cross-examination of their

principal witness, and not rest the case on a general statement,

which, even though technically correct, is in fact absolutely mis-

leading, because of the vastly differing environments. Thus,
when these gentlemen announce that Sheffield, a town of 347.278

inhabitants, and riymouth. a town of nearly 100.000 inhabitants,

have, by act of Parliament, taken over their street railways, and
that the respective municipalities propose to operate them here-

after, the statement is extremely misleading to the American
mind, for this reason: towns of the size of Sheflield with us

have in the neighborhood of 200 or 300 miles of track, while
places of the size of riymouth can generally boast of from 7."

to ino miles of street car lines. No one would suppose that the

first undertaking means the acquirement, at the expiration of a

lease, of 10 miles of worn-out track, most of which was sold as

old iron, together with a few very antiquated steam trams. Yet

this is what Sheflield has actually done, and the transaction, in-

cluding horses, cars, engines, buildings and plants, involved

about .$130,000. Nor in the ease of Plymouth would the ordinary

American mind realize that the statement as respects that

flourishing town of 100.000 inhabitants meant the payment of a

few tliousand pounds to a company of London speculators, who,
after securing a franchise to put down tracks and actually tear-

ing up one important thoroughf.are, failed to fulfil the contract,

and literally compelled the city to complete a portion of the

line. Here we have two actual cases in which a bare fact with-

out explanation becomes so nearly a falsehood that it is difB-

eiilt to define the difference.

In the same way. the extracts from the reports of the Glas-
gow municipal street railway experiment are Just as mislead-
ing, when published without proper explanations, and for the
purpose of showing a greater capacity for dealing with such
problems in Glasgow than exists in cities of a similar grade in

the United States. What, then, is the real history of the Glas-
gow e.xperiment, and wherein may be found its lesson? To
understand the Glasgow situation fully, it is necessary to go hack
to 1872. when the first lines were leased to the Glasgow Tram-
way & Omnibus Company. These lines were laid by the city,

at the expense of the city, and were leased to the company. The
total capital expenditure of municipal money on these lines from
1872 down to .July 1, 1894, when the city installed its own plant,

was .$1.(178.776.63. Of this amount, the company paid the city

during its twenty-three years' lease. .$980,454.09 towards the cost

of contruction of the lines, reducing the capital by that amount
and enaliling the city to enter into possession of a property which
cost $1.67.8,776.63 at a nominal cost of .$698,322.54. So carefully
is this fact guarded in the oflicial reports quoted by municipal
ownership advocates that It has never been referred to in any
statement of the so-called profits accruing to this undertaking.
This item of nearly $1,000,000 I find entirely omitted from the
capital account, and only the sum of £143.495. 16s., lid. (.$698.-

322..54) charged up. In addition to this payment of nearly
$1,000,000, the city received as revenue during the twenty-three
years of the lease $1,169,125.28. in name of interest on capital
expenditure, and $223..823.3S as mileage rate, while the sum ex-
pended by the corporation for interest on current tramway debt
and on sinking fund was $1,083,302.74; leaving a balance of
.$309,fi-l.'^,.92, or an annual average during the whole of this time
of $13,462.86. as the mileage rate and profits of the corporation.
Thn advocates of municipal operation have a way of putting
this $13,462,86 against the S43.7PS..50 now paid annually to the
Common Good Fund, forgetting to add that the average pay-
ment runs back to the time when the city had only $16.8()7.2S
invested in track, and that it steadily Increased until for the
last thirteen months of the lease It reached $32,109.16. This
would Indicate that, with ordinary business foresight, the private
cou'pany would have been able to pay Common Good Fund .at

this time even greater revenue. The facts certainly do not war-
rant the comparison with the average of the twenty-three years
of the lease, which is the way It is generally given the American
public.

On the first day of July, 1S94. the municipality of Glasgow
found itself in possession of about 65 miles of single track,
which had originally cost the city $1,678,772.17. but on which
.$9.«0.454.n9 had been paid by the old company. In addition to
the net profit of $309.64.^.92 for the Common Good. What would
an American city have done under like conditions? Leased the
right to a private company to install a first-class electric plant,
extending the mileage to 200 or 300 miles of track, for this Glas-
gow system serves a population of 800.000. This company would
have paid the city a good mileage rate for the track! and a
mu'>h larger sum to the Common Good Fund, together making,
for ihe privilege of carrying 100.000,000 passengers, a sum far
greater than that the Glasgow corporation will ever make for
the city out of its enterprise. Of more value than all this to
the community would have been the service, which would have
taken the people into the small suburban places around the
city. and. by the aid of low fares for long distances, given (hem
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llic lii'iiolit of comfuiiablf anil clioap limiics. What has Glas-

sow done? With a oapilal acooimt which May 31, 1S97, aggre-

gatert $3,065,741,32, without omuiting the $'J.SO,(K)0 paid back to

the city construction account by the old company, which really

represents $4,046,105.41, Glasgow has, iu the latter half of 1S94,

installed a system of horse cars. In so doing, she has purchased

new horses, new cars, bou.ght the ground, built new barns, and in

fact, purchased an entire efiuipment. Naturally, the business-like

American asks the question. Why did Glasgow commit this act of

folly? And the answer comes promptly. Because the Town Coni-

mittee of twenty-five members could not agree on a system of me-

chanical motor. Under like conditions on this side of the Atlantic

there would have been a dozen enterprising American firms, ready

with bonds to any amount, to take the whole responsibility, and

give the people a good service and pay the city a liberal revenue.

Yet we are seriously told, by earnest gentlemen, that in the

management of rapid transit we have much to learn by studying

the situation in Glasgow.

The municipality of Glasgow therefore has in fact upward

of $4,000,000 invested in 77 miles of horse railways and the

equipment therefor. It will be noted that the track mileage has

not been greatly increased, as it was 31 miles 3 furlongs of

double track in 1894, when the city took the roads, and only

32 miles 2 furlongs May 31, this year, when the last report was

made. If an enterprising private American firm could not have

made more out of this opportunity, both for the corporation

of Glasgow and the company, it would indeed be strange.

And now a word in relation to the revenue of this system.

The total revenue for the fiscal year of 1897 was $1,804,897.25.

Of this amount $1,393,210.81 was paid out for working expenses,

of which about $632,000 was paid direct for salaries and wages.

The wages paid in Glasgow are a trifle less than half the rates

paid for similar employment in New York, and about half the

rates paid in cities of the same size in the United Stales. A
forcible illustration of the danger of making comparisons be-

tween the results achieved by these undertakings at home and

abroad, especially in relation to cost of service, has recently

been brought to my attention. Mr. John Young, manager of

the Glasgow Corporation Tramways, sent me an official state-

ment of the scale of wages paid employes, which is as follows:—

Glasoow CoRPOU.vTiON Tramw.ws, Scale of Wages.

Per day.

Point boys, $0.28

Horse turners, 34

Trace boys:—

First six months 40

Second six months, 44

Thereafter 48

Horse keejjers:

—

First six months, 80

Second six months 82

Thereafter, 84

(And 24 cents for Sunday mnrning duty.)

Sick-horse keepers:—

First six months 84

Second six months 88

Thereafter, 92

Car washers:—

First six months 84

Second six months 88

Second year, 92

Thereafter 96

Drivers and conductors:—

First six months 92

Second six months 96

Second year, '. 1.00

Third year, 1.04

Thereafter, 1.08

The above rates apply equally to Sundays and week-days.

John Young, General Manager.

Wishing to compare this with the rate of wages paid persons

similarly employed in the United States, the above lalili' was

sent to President Yreeland, of the Metropolitan Street Railway

Company of New York, with request to furnish similar informa-

tion for the United States. In ri'ply llic I'ullnwiiig (abli' was pre-

pared:

—

MetkoI'olitan Stiseet I{.\ilway Company of New Yokk. Scale

or Wages.
Per day.

Point boys or switch boys, $1.00 to $1.25

Horse turners or changers None

Trace boys or tow boys $1.00

Horse keepers or hostlers I'^^'J

Sick keepers or hospital men 1.75

Car washers, 1,50

Horse-car drivers 2.00

Horse-car conductors, 2.00

Cable gripmen:—

First year 2.25

Thereafter 2.40

Cable conductors:

—

First year 2.00

Thereafter, 2.25

Motor men, electric:—

First year, 2.25

Thereafter, 2.40

Electric car conductors:—

First year 2.00

Thereafter. 2.25

II. II. Vkeelaxu, President.

An examination of the rates paid in Glasgow and in New
York shows that in every case the American rate of wages is

more than double.*

Deducting the $1,393,210.81 from the total revenue of $1,804,-

897.25, we have $441,686.44 for rent of one small lin«, interest

on capital, siidiing fund, depreciation, written off capital, perma-

nent way renewal fund, the .$43,798.50 payment to the Common
Good Fund, and for a general reserve fund. I have shown that

nearly $1,000,000 of the original cost of constructing the track

by the city had been wiped out by the private company prior

to 1894, so the undertaking is thus, even at the low rate of 2%
per cent interest, relieved of $24,332.50 per annum, which re-

duces its interest account to .$07,326.75. A private company, with

a capital of .$4,046,195.41, would probably have to pay 4 per cent,

or $161,847.81 per annum interest, instead of $67,326.75, which

is an important saving. The Glasgow Corporation shows har:l

Scotch sense in writing off $65,747.30 for depreciation of iilant;

in setting aside, as it did in 1897, .$72,997.50 for permanent way
renewal fund; and in setting aside the remainder for general

purposes. A careful examination of these accounts does not in-

dicate that the sums thus set aside are any too great, when we
remember that much of the track has been in use for many
years, and that constant repairs are necessary. There is, how-

ever, another contingency that will surely soon arise, as it is al-

ready under serious consideration, namely, an entire change of

equipment from horse to mechanical equipment. Under the

*In tMs connection the rates of wages paid by the West End Railway
Company of Boston may be of interest. The following table has been
sent me in response to a request to the officers of that company.
WB.ST tSTD STEEET RAILWAY COMPANY. SCALE OF WAGES.
Chief inspectors $2.75 per day
Inspeitoi-s 2.rO " "

Starters. . . $2.no, .?2.-:5 and 2 SO " "

Receivers .|2.5() and 2.7.'> "

Conductors 2.25 "

Motomien and drivers 2 2o " "

Checkmen .t2.no and 2.25 "

Shifters ?1.50, S11.75 and 2,00 "

Car cleaners 1.50 and 1.75 " "

Watchmen .tl.75 and 2.00 "

Switchmen. . . . 11.00 "week
Sandmen 11.00 "

Feeders. . . . 1.50 " day

Hostlers 1.50 "

Harness cleaners 1.50 " "

Tow boys 9.0O *' week
Flagmen 2.26 " day
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present act, the Glasgow Ti-amway has still k'ft and viiiused bor-

rowiug powers of $781,686.42, which may be utilized for such .-i

purpose; but when that is exhausted the city will have really

in the neighborhood of $5,000,000 invested in a railway system

of 32 miles of double track. This, however, is for future con-

sideration; for the present the 800,000 or more people served

seem contented with the present track and with horse cars.

However the Glasgow experiment may be regarded in Europe,

in the United States the Glasgow system cannot be regarded

as satisfactoiT; and a city having such an opportunity, and

throwing it away, as Glasgow has done, would be regarded as

the man in the parable, who buried his talent in the ground.

A further examination and comparison of the revenue reports

of 18(l<3 and 1897 shows that, though the reveuue in 1897 was

$177,051.98 in excess of 189C, the working expenses, increasing

from $1,222,026.31 to $1,393,210.81, practically used up the in-

creased earnings; the amount set aside for interest, depreciation,

reserve fund, etc., only showing an increase from $405,218.85 in

1896 to $411,086.43 in 1897.

A striking feature of the examination of the accounts of the

Glasgow Municipal Tramway experiment, with a view of com-

paring it with similar undertakings in the United States, is the

fact that the actual figures show that, had the same wages been

paid labor as in the United States, the total paid out for thft

year 1897, instead of being about $632,000, would have exceeded

$1,264,0(X), making the working expenses exceed the total revenue

of the road by .$220,313.56, and left the whole system in a hope-

less condition of bankruptcy.

The true history of the Glasgow street railway enterprise cer-

tainly indicates that the initiation, in the summer of 1894, of a

horse street railway was a mistake, from the American point

of view; that the extension of track has been inadequate; that

the payment of wages is less than half the sum paid in the

United States; and that general expenses are apparently in-

creasing at a greater rate than revenue from traffic. Nor do

the figures show that the city is any better off to-day than it

would have been under a good lease with a reliable enterprising

company, willing to spend the necessary capital to Install a

modern street railway plant, with mechanical motor and ade-

quate mileage. The old company, bad as it was,—and all com-

panies naturally lack enterprise during the last few years of

a lease with little hope of renewal,—wiped out in twenty-three

years nearly $1,000,000 of the cost of construction for the city,

which went to the good of the municipal enterprise, but which
could have been the source of $25,000 or $30,000 clear revenue

from a private corporation. The same company contributed

$309,645.92 to the mileage and Common Good Fund. These are

all important factors in the problem under consideration, and
must be properly accounted for before comparisons of the two
.systems can be safely and fairly made.

The only question which now remains to be considered is the

question of fares. Have Ihe fares been materially reduced?
Fortunately, on this point, as on all others, I have a direct state-

ment from Mr. John Young, the capable manager of the Glas-

gow City Tramways, which he sent me under date ot August 9,

1897. Here it is:-

Fabes and Distances Under Gi.a.sgow Tkamway & Omnibus
Company, Pketious to 1st July, 1894.

Fare. Average Distances.

Vad. (1 cent), None.
Id. (2 cents) 1.12 miles.

l%d. (3 cents) 1.80 miles.

2d. (4 cents) 2.20 miles.

2%d. (5 cents) None.
3d. (6 cents) 3.23 miles.

Under Glasgow rnnroRATioN.

Fare. Average Distances.

%d. (1 cent), 58 miles.

Id. (2 cents), 1.75 miles.

IVad. (3 cents) 2.33 miles.

2d. (4 cents) 3.47 miles.

2y2d. (5 cents) 4.18 mUes.
3d, (6 cents), 5.34 miles."

Mr. Yoiing, as will be seen, has created a halfpenny fare tor

those who want to ride half a mile, and has increased slightly

tlie distances for the other rates of fare. Mr. Young himself

lays great stress on the boon of a li.'ilfpenny fare. I fail to see

any great advantage in it, except for people in the city districts.

As a matter of fact, one can walk half a mile about as ipiirkly as

he can wait for these horse trams, wliiili jog along slowly and pull

up at each corner. The moment, however, he reaches four miles,

or a distance that will take a mau from the crowded city to

the suburbs, where houses are more plentiful, air better and

rents cheaper, the price goes up to two pence halfpenny, or five

cents. Much has been done in the way of improvement in vari-

ous parts of Scotland; but, according to the census of 1.S91,

twenty-two per cent of Scottish families still dwell in a single

room each, and the proportion in the case of Glasgow rises to

thirty-three per cent. Altogether there are in Glasgow over 120,-

000 and in all Scotland 560,000 persons (more than one-eighth of

the whole population) who do not know the decency of even a

two-roomed home. Compare with this phase of Scottish work-

ing-class life the fact lately revealed by an elaborate inquii-y into

the dwelling-houses of our own city of Boston, where rents are

high. The number of families dwelling in single rooms was
found to be only 1,053, or less than one and one-half per cent,

as against Glasgow's thirty-three per cent. It would be diftieult

to say to what extent a good street railway system would change

that condition, though we must realize that the several hundred

miles of track have had much to do with spreading population

and building up suburban districts.

The average fare last year on the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way was about three and three-quarters cents per passenger, af-

ter taking into account the transfers. This sum would not carry

you much over an average of three miles in Glasgow. In New
York, in Brooklyn and in Boston you can ride a distance of ten

or even fifteen miles in almost any direction for five cents. The
Glasgow system would simply be impos.slble in any of these

cities, with its six different colored tickets and variegated dis-

tances. It may suit the conditions in Scotland, but it would not

suit our conditions here. Moreover, it is against all sound prin-

ciples of rapid transit, which on this side the Atlantic aim to

get the people as far out of the city as possible, thus creating

business for the street railways, and homes and values for the

people. The European system, and especially the British sys-

tem, .seems to be to jog lazily around the cities, pick up the

pennies for short distances, and charge such a high rate for the

long haul that no public demand is made to extend street rail-

ways into districts that may prove unprofitable to the enter-

prises,—or perhaps I should say undertakings, for there is little

enterprise about the British tramway.
While some municiijal ownership advocates are eulogizing the

system just described, the more advanced undertakings in Eng-
land are adopting the American plan. Thus the elevated trac-

tion of Liverpool has adopted a uniform fare, six cents first

class and four cents second class. The Glasgow District Subway.
a private enterprise opened since the city has had control of

the surface tramways, charges two certs for short distances aud
four cents all around the city. The London Central Underground
Railway I believe has also decided upon a uniform fare of six

and eight cents, according to class. This is a wise decision, be-

cause the people who ride in the daytime on business can either

afford to pay, or, if they cannot, in a majority of cases are furn-

ished by their employers with car fare. It is of much greater

importance to afford facilities to those who live on outskirts to

enjoy the advantages of better air and cheaper rents. In other

places a uniform fare is talked of, but the transfer system has
not, so far as my observation extended, been introduced. The
facts in the Glasgow case warrant the conclusion that a wide-
awake American street car company could have leased the Glas-

gow tracks when the city took them over, installed a modern
system, extended the track, and. with the Glasgow wages, just

half those paid at home, carried passengers as cheap, if not more
cheaply, than Glasgow is carrying them to-day. It could, further-

more, have assumed all the risk, and paid the city more money
per annum, with profit for mileage and Common Good, than it

will get by operating the ears itself. It the facts do not indicate
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this, those who differ may have a chauce to point out wherein

these are not reasonable coiiclusious from the itata examined.

At any rate, I have been Informed of one American syndicate

offering to install a mechanical system iu Glasgow, and, if

granted a reasonable lease, guarantee the Common Good Fund

a net income of £50,000 (¥243,325) per annum, the city

to assume no risks. This offer may be open at the present time.*

However this may be, the actual results in Glasgow, when put

to the American test, in no way indicate that the Glasgow ex-

periment has either solved a problem in street car enterprises,

nor is it of the slightest value in pointing out a civic moral, or

adorning a municipal ownership tale.

*It will be nniod t'bat GTa&gow. nt the time of my visit in August, liad

inves-ted $4,047,195.41 in its entire street tram car sj-'stem, including 77

miles of tracli. In flic report of Mr. F. S. I^earson, engineer of the Met-

ropolitan Railway Company of New Yorli, to the c'ity of Diverpool, this

\ve:l-linown 'autiiorit.v on mechanicul traction cst'imates (page 4.S) the

cost of equipping witJh the overhead trolley system 70 mili'S of single

track, with .300 cars and complete equipment, at fMl.OOO (.$4,433,381.50).

Hiad thIiB course been adopted in 1804, instead of the installatlou of a

horse system, the city of Glasgow would have saved several millions of

dollars, and would now have a modern street ear system, instead of fac-

ing, as the managers are, the problem of inst:aHing a new equipment.

The detnii of this esPLinate was as fo'lows:—

ESTIMATE OF COST OF EQUirPI>'G WITH OVEEHEAD TROL-
LEY SYSTEM.

(Seventy MHe« of Single Track; Three Hundred Oars and Equipment):

Seventy miles of track, at $28,469.02 $1,992,881.75

Special track work 121,662.50

Extra expense on twenty miles in city district 19.466.00— $2,131,527.00

l''eeder system $ 170,.3Q7.,')0

Transformers BS.'lilS.OO

Transformer stations 24,.332.50

253,058.00

Car houses $ 194,660.00

Shops 97,;i,'!0.C0

291.990.00

Cars and equipmml, .100. at .•(;.',i;7(>.57 $ 802,972.50

Snow equipment S9,199 00

832.171:50

Power station 924,635.00

$4,433,381.50

-•-

BICYCLE BAGGAGE CARS.

The Loud Island Railroad Company was early in the Seld

to cater to the bicycle business and was the first to appoint

an official whose duties included the care of the cycling pub-

lic. In June, 1897, H. B. Fullerton was appointed special

agent in the traffic manager's department, to look after the

bicycle traffic. During last vear 180,000 cyclisis were car-

tied; on July 3, between i and 4:30 p, m. over 4,000 wheels

were checked from Long Island City alone. Mr. Fullerton

writes us concerning the methods adopted to increase the

business and care for the wheels in transit.

"Cyclists' Paradise," a little hand-book, was published.

giving a good map showing the "good roads"' and "fair

roads" and the various cycle paths which abound on Long

Island. It also gave suggestions for tours, routes to all

points, hotels catering to the cycling public (and they are

many), mileage to all points and extracts from the summer

time table. An edition of 15,000 was used and on request

was sent to all parts of the United States. It was found ab-

solutely necessary to devise some means for handling wheels

quickly and satisfactorily. After careful examination of the

various appliances, the one illustrated was selected as best

suited for the purpose.

Fig, I shows half-sections of round-top and monitor-top

cars, and makes clear the manner of suspending the wheels,

the positions of the hangers varying somewhat in the dif-

ferent styles of cars. Fig. 2 shows a plan of a 60- ft. baggage

car filled with wheels. The black lines show wheels in hold-

ers on the side of the car; the dotted lines those suspended

from the roof. The clear passageway is 3 ft. 6 in. wide and

the arrangement leaves spaces at all four doors. The num-

ber of wheels per car is 136; 68 on the sides and 68 overhead.

The Long Island road has si.x full-length baggage cars

so equipped and they prove very satisfactory. The number
of wheels per car is somewhat reduced but this method

makes absolutely impossible any serious injury or even the

scratching of enamel, something that could not be accomp-

lislicd in the old method of stacking up wheeh loosely m
the car and piling others on top.

Besides these regular bicycle baggage cars the company
equips its combination and other cars with overhead hooks

which enable it to handle the normal week day traffic with

ease.

*—*

THE ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.

The Electrical Exhibition at Madison Square Garden

was formally opened the evening of May 2, in the presence

of fully 10,000 people. Dr. Chauncey M. Depew was the

orator of the evening. After the oration, he read a message

from President McKinley declaring the exhibition open.

This was followed by a message from the vice-president.

.^t Los Angeles, Cal., a few weeks since, a young man at-

tempted to blockade the street railway track and bring the

cars to by a shot across the bow, to the great amusement of

himself and comj>anion. He had lots of fun till his ammu-

nition gave out and then he was taken home to sober up.

A complaint of assault filed against him wa= later dis-

missed.
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MINARY PRESIDENT OF LOUISVILLE
RAILWAY.

J. B. Speed, who for nine years has been president of the

Louisville Railway Company, resigned that ofificc on April

20, in order that he might devote more time to his other

business affairs, and T. J. Minary was chosen as his succes-

sor.

T. J. Minary was born at Versailles, Ky., in 1850, and re-

moved to Louisville in 1869. In

1872 he was chosen secretary of the

Central Passenger Railway Com-
pany, and four years later was made
general manager. In this position

he displayed great executive ability

and on the consolidation of the five

companies into the Louisville Rail-

way, owning and operating all the

street railwav lines in that city, he

was chosen general manager of the

new company, which position he has held ever since. He will

continue to exercise the duties of general manager as well

as those of president, and the recognition of his ability and

services is alike gratifying to his street railway friends and

the citizens of Louisville.

:j?mj-mf'''

T. J. MINARY.

NEW BRIDGE AT NIAGARA FALLS.

The accompanying illustration shows the progress which

has been made in the erection of the steel arch bridge to re-

place the suspension bridge connecting the New York State

Reservation and the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park.

The distance between the cliffs at this point is 1,268 ft.; the

arch of the bridge is 868 ft. long and is connected to the

cliflfs by steel arms which are 210 ft. and 190 ft. long, re-

spectively. The width of the bridge is 49 ft.; 23 ft. in the

center is for a double trolley track. The engineer in charge,

and the designer as well, is L. L. Buck, who designed the

Grand Trunk bridge two miles down the river, and remod-

elled the suspension bridges at Niagara.

In constructing the abutments the loose dirt and rock of

the debris slope were cleared away until solid rock was

reached, and this cut away in step form. On this a founda-

tion of concrete was built. The stones in the abutments

weigh from 2 tons to 6 tons apiece. There are four abut-

ments, two on each side of the river, the members of each

NEW NIAGARA BRIDGE,

pair being 67 ft. apart and each supports one leg of the arch.

The shoes of the arch are anchored by eight 3-in. bolts, four

of which extend through the stonework into the concrete

foundation.

The new arch occupies almost the exact site of the sus-

pension bridge, the only change being to move the Amer-
ican end a little to the south in order to place the abutments

clear of the portal of the Niagara Falls Power Company's
tunnel. This arch will be the greatest of its class, as shown
by the dimensions of other great arches given below:

Span. Rise.

New Niagara Arch S68 1.50

Louis I, Oporto, Spain 5Gtj 141;

Garabit, France 543 170
ria Maria, Portugal 525 121
Eads' St. Louis Bridge 520 47
Washington Bridge. New Yorli 510 92
Paderno, Italy 492 123
Rochester Driving Parli 428 67
Grand Trunlj Arch, Niagara 550 114

The rise of this arch is measured from the level of the
piers at the skewbacks; the floor is 192 ft. above the water.

-•-•

ONE RESULT OF CONSOLIDATION.

The secretary of the street car union at Detroit is re-

ported as saying, and he says it with regret, that the con-
solidation of the Detroit Electric with the Detroit Citizens"

road has reduced the membership in the local union from
1,200 to about 800. This is a natural result, since by the

consolidation the operation of many parallel lines, for the
building of which the traffic furnished no justification, was
discontinued. The company is also accused of selfish mo-
tives in seeking to give the patrons rapid transit, as any
decrease in the running time enables the same service to

be given in with fewer cars and fewer employes.

«

CONDUCTORS SWINDLED.

A gang of "short change workers" has been operating in

Chicago with success. Two or more of these men, well

dressed and having the appearance of prosperous business

men, will enter a car together. One will oiifer to pay the

fares for himself and companions and present a $5 bill to

the conductor. An accomplice will attract the attention of

the conductor and say a few words to him. The first man
will then substitute a $2 for the $5 bill and hand it to the

conductor who, having first plainly seen the $5 bill and not

noticing the difference, will return change for $5. The
scheme has been cleverly worked and the swindlers have
escaped.

« «

»

LONDON STREET CARS SUPPLY CIGAR-
ETTES.

The proposition has been made to place automatic ma-
chines for selling newspapers on street cars, but the experi-

ment of distributing cigarettes in that manner has remained
for the North Metropolitan Tramways Company, of Lon-
don. Two cases are to be placed on each car, one at each
end on the outside attached to the hand-rails. By inserting

a penny in the slot two ordinarv cigarettes will be delivered,

or one of superior quality for the same coin. These ma-
chines are for the convenience of outside passengers only,

as no smoking is allowed in the interior of the cars.
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THE MILWAUKEE, RACINE & KENOSHA.

The Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Electric Railway

Company was organized in August, 1896, with a capital

stock of $250,000, having for its object the building of in-

tenirban railways which together with the tracks of the

Racine and Milwaukee companies would give a through line

from Milwaukee to Kenosha. Work was commenced the

following month on the northern section of the line and the

first car started January I, 1897; construction work was

pushed on th^e Kenosha end as rapidly as franchises and

right of way could be secured, and this portion of the line

was opened in November, 1897.

The company encountered opposition from the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway which objected to having its line

_ crossed at grade; after

testing their respective

rights in the courts the

matters in dispute were

settled amicably and

two subways built un-

der the railroad be-

tween Racine and
South Milwaukee t o

avoid crossings a t

grade. All parties now

congratulate the m-

selves on the final out-

come. On the south-

ern end of the line two

grade crossings with

the railroad were avoid-

ed by the electric com-

pany purchasing its

own right of way and

not following the high-

way where the latter

crossed and ran on the

west .=ide of the rail-

road. The road there-

fore has not a single railroad crossing excepting that of

a spur from the C. & N. W. which runs down to the lake

shore and is used for taking out sand only; this of course

requires no gatds or flagmen.

From Milwaukee to South Milwaukee, 10 miles, the

tracks of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Com-
pany are used, and in Racine the Belle City Street Railway

Company's tracks are used for a distance of 2.9 miles. From
the northern limits of Racine to South Milwaukee, 14 miles,

and from the southern limits of Racine to the northern lim-

its of Kenosha, 10 miles, the company built its own track;

it is expected that a franchise in Kenosha will be secured

and the line extended to the heart of the city during the

fummer. On the southern end of the line the route is quite

close to the lake shore, one-third being over a private right

of way and a double track line. This portion of the road

IS nearly free from grades and curves, the worst grades

being at the crossing of Pike creek; an iron bridge of 25 ft.

span supjiorted on stone abutments was built here. The

northern end of the road has many grades and curves; the

company has, however, determined to better these condi-

tions as rapidly as it can do so, and will straighten curves

and cut down the grades as funds are available for that pur-

pose.

The line is laid with 56-lb. T-rails on ties 6 x 8 in. x 8 ft.,

spaced 2 ft. between centers; cedar ties are used on straight

track and oak ties on curves and at switches. The joints

are fished with 4-hole extra heavy angle plates. Atkinson

"horseshoe" bonds are used on the north end and Wash-

burn & Moen bonds on the south end of the road. All of

the northern section is ballasted with crushed stone, and

the work of similarly ballasting the south section is in prog-

ress; some 16,000 cu. yds. of stone have been used up to

the present time. At the turnouts spring switches furnished

by the Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company are used.

The overhead work is carried on a single line of side

poles with brackets where the route is in the highway, the

track being along the side of the road; and the double pole

suspension is used on the private right of way. The poles

have 6 in. tops, are 35 ft. long and are spaced 120 ft. apart.

From Racine to South Milwaukee there are double trolley

wires. No. 00, and from Racine to Kenosha one trolley wire.

No. 0000. From Racine north there are two No. 0000 feed-

ers, one 10 miles long and one 7 miles long; from Racine

south are two of the same size, one extending the whole

distance and the other about two-thirds. Washburn & Moen
supplied the wire, and the Ohio Brass Company the brack-

els, hangers, ears, etc.

On the tracks of the Milwaukee Company that company

furnishes the power; a booster was put on this line about

6 weeks ago. On the remainder of the line power is fur-

nished by the Belle City Street Railway, of Racine, and

paid for on a car-mile basis.

The rates of fare are: Kenosha to Racine, 20 cents one

way, 30 cents for round trip; Racine to South Milwaukee,

30 cents one way, 50 cents for the round trip; from South

Milwaukee to the city limits of Milwaukee a 5-cent fare,

and from the city limits to the City Hall a second s-cent

fare, is charged, the last two being collected separately and

rung up on a register of the Milwaukee Company. When
on its own tracks fares are rung up on "International" reg-

isters. These rates are just one-half those charged by the

steam roads, and were so effectual in withdrawing patron-

age from the latter, that the Chicago & Northwestern took

oflf its interurban trains between Racine and Milwaukee

after the electric road had been in operation for four months.

The map clearly shows the general location of the road.

There are no towns other than Kenosha with a popidation

of 10,000; Racine with 30,000, and South Milwaukee and

Milwaukee. The intermediate stations, wliich have received

SQUARE IN RACINE.
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names for convenience, are at the svvitclies and turnouts,

and are called stations in order to assist in distributing the

fares for intermediate distances; the rate between any two

consecutive stations is 5 cents. It may be remarked that

the question of intermediate fares has been a troublesome

one from the fact that the occupants of contiguous farms

may in some instances find that one has two fares to pay

for a ride which is but little longer than that for which the

other pays a single fare.

The trains receive orders by telephone, Andrae telephones

being installed, there being booths at the several turnouts

or stations; the conductors report only on arriving at South

IN AND NEAR KENOSHA.

Milwaukee, however, if on time; if the car is off its regular

time the conductor reports to the office for orders at the

intermediate telephones as well.

The company now has nine passenger cars and three more

are building; they are all of the same dimensions, 37 ft.

over all with seats for 42 persons. They are provided with

closets and heated with the Baker hot water system. Card

tables are also carried and placed at the disposal of parties

desiring to use them.

A controller is placed in the front end only and the cars

are turned at the ends of the route; a Y is provided at the

Kenosha terminus for this purpose. Six of the cars are

mounted on maximum traction trucks, and equipped with

two 50-h. p. Walker motors; two are mounted on Peckham
No. 14 trucks, and one on Peckham No. 15 trucks. The
Peckham trucks are equipped with Westinghouse 38B
motors. No. 15 trucks and 38B motors will be placed under

the cars now building.

The cars were originally a red color but are now being

put through the shop and repainted a dark gfreen, which

gives them a handsome appearance, much more pleasing to

the eye than the red. Rather a novel feature that has just

been introduced is the naming instead of numbering the

cars; they are hereafter to be known by the names of states.

beginning with the "Ms," Maryland, Massachusetts, Mich-

igan, etc., which names are pleasing to the ear and remind

one of the battleships, which we remote from the coast

may perhaps imagine cars to resemble in size. One of the

new cars, the Maine, is to have a compartment for bag-

gage and express, otherwise it is of the same dimensions

as the others. In connection with the car equipment of

the road, the Rodgers ballast car, built by the Wells &
French Company, Chicago, should be mentioned; Superin-

tendent Nelson states that it is the best investment on the

road.

The company has recently built a"car barn at the south

end of Racine, which is of brick, 51x100 ft., and divided

into two parts by a fire wall. There are three tracks, with

pits, extending the length of the barn. A lot 600 ft. square

was purchased at this point and the offices are shortly to

be moved out to the barn, leaving a ticket office and waiting

room only in the city.

A short distance below Racine it was necessary to lay a

20-in. sewer along the track for a mile or more to carry

off the surface water; this is an expense not usually incident

to street railway construction.

The line from Racine to Kenosha is in \new of the lake

the entire distance, the greater part of the wav quite close

to the shore, and in summer offers as pretty a prospect as

one need desire. There are several points on the line, no-

tably Curtis' Grove and Jacob's Island, the latter, some 20

SCENES ALONG THE LINE.

acres in area and well wooded, about a mile north of Ke-

nosha, which are very suitable for pleasure resorts, and

one or more of them will no doubt be developed in this

direction in the near future. Last summer pleasure riding
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CURTIS GROVE AND THE LAKE.

was a source of considerable revenue, and a park on the

south end of the Hne would greatly stimulate this traffic.

The illustrations show Curtis' Grove, a view on Pike

creek and scenes in Racine and Kenosha, which give one an

idea of the attractiveness of the route.

Tlie line between Kenosha and Milwaukee, from January

I, 1897, to January I, 1898, carried 400,000 passengers;

until July 15, 1897, the northern terminus was South Mil-

waukee. The receipts during the present year up to date

indicate that the number of passengers carried will be fully

twice as many as last year, and also that the south end of

the line will be fully as busy as the north end. January,

1898, the receipts were two and one-half times as much as

for January, 1897.

Cars leave the City Hall, Milwaukee, for Kenosha each

hour, and for South Milwaukee every half-hour. In the

winter the first car leaves at 7 a. m., in summer at 5 a. m.,

and the last at 1 1 :20 p. m. Going south from Racine cars

run every hour; in the morning the second car out starts

30 minutes after the first. When running a six-car schedule

two cars are housed over night in Milwaukee, two at the

barn of the Belle City road in Racine and two at the com-

pany's barn; by this arrangement the first north-bound car

starts from the south end of Racine and the south-bound

car from the north end, making it convenient for passen-

gers to take the cars.

The projectors of the road were Matthew Slush and A.

W. Bishop, and it was owing to their perseverance and hard

work that the road was put through, and made the valuable

property that it is. They are both old street railway men
and have been identified with several similar enterprises, all

of which they have brought to a successful issue.

The officers of the Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Elec-

tric Railway are: Matthew Slush, president; A. W. Bishop

and William Grief, vice-presidents; G. J. Hofifman, secre-

tary and treasurer; I. R. Nelson, superintendent; John

Skelton, electrician. We are indebted to Mr. Nelson for

MILWAUKEE, RACINE * KENOSHA CAR.

NO. I SUBWAY, CALEDONIA TOWNSHIP.

courtesies extended and for the photographs from which

our illustrations were reproduced.

In connection with the Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha

line the much-discussed through line from Chicago to Mil-

waukee is of interest, since the former road covers nearly

one-half the distance. From Chicago to North Evanston

there is the Chicago North Shore Electric Railway. Be-

tween Evanston and Waukegan the Bluff City Electric

Railway is now building, and already has two sections in

operation; one of these is from Waukegan south to North

Chicago, four miles, and the other from Fort Sheridan to

Highland Park, three miles.

As previously mentioned, the building of a road througli

Kenosha in the near future is quite probable; this would

leave a gap of only 16 miles in the through line, which will

probably be built by one or both of the two interurbans,

l)ut tliere are no definite plans in regard to this section as

yet.

* « »

The reorganization committee of the Metropolitan Ele-

vated, Chicago, has not yet decided upon how the new se-

curities will be issued; it is probable that a scheme will be

adopted that will make the fixed charges as low as possible.
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INDIANA STREET RAILWAY STATISTICS.

The accompanying table gives the data for the street

railways of Indiana for the fiscal year ending May 31, 1897,

as reported to the Indiana Bureau of Statistics. The com-

pany at Kokomo has not as yet made a report. Of the 2^-;,

companies reporting, one is not operating the road, two

(those at Vernon and Jeffersonville) use mules for motive

power and the others are all electric roads.

During the year covered by the report no company re-

duced wages and one, the Ft. Wayne Consolidated, in-

creased the rate for motormen and conductors i cent per

hour.

In explanation of the large amount for damages in the

case of the Citizens, of Indianapolis, it should be stated that

this includes legal and court expenses.

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS ROAD EXPOSES PER-
JURERS.

Patrick Gorman, tiie plaintiff in a suit for $25,000 dam-
ages brought against the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Com-
pany, and three of his witnesses were at the conclusion of

the suit arrested on warrants issued by the judge who heard
the case and sent to jail in default of 1)ail charged with per-

jury.

The plaintifT claimed that on the date mentioned he was
driving an ice wagon toward Fort Hamilton when a car of

the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company came up behmd
and before he could get oft' the track struck him, throwing
him to the street and causing the wagon to pass over him.
He claimed that he received injuries from the accident, con-
sisting of a double compound fracture of the lower leg and

INDIANA STREET RAILWAY STATISTICS.

Anderson Elec. St. Ky

Brazil Rapid Transit Co

J. S. Cramp, Colambue

Indiana Elec. Ry., Goshen

Elwood Elec. St. Ry

Evansville St. Ry

Ft. Wayne Consol. Elec. Ry

Hammond, Whiting & E. Chicago.

Citizens St. R. R., Indianapolis ..

Jeffersonville City Ry

La Fayette St. Ry

Loganeport Ry -

Madison Lt. & Ry. Co -

Marion City Ry

Lake Cities Elec. Ry., Mich City-

New Albany Ry

N. VernonA Vemon St. R. R

Richmond Traction Co

South Bend St. Ry

TerreHante Elec. Ry

Vlncennes Citizens St. Ry

Capital
Stock.

$«IO,000

75,000

None.

110,000

100,000

500,000

3,000,000

287,000

5,000,000

50,000

460,000

100,000

Not in
operation

500,000

30,1X10

15,000

200,000

300,000

500,000

In
City.

9

l.B

II

6

24

22

10.32

96.48

2.6

13

4.5

4.55

2

7.35

6

Ont-
side.

3

g

6.12

12.23

.25

4.5

1

.60

3,5

Total.
Wages,
salaries

11

4.5

12

5

27

30

16.44

10T.7I

2.75

17. 5

5.5

$ 21,581

3,435

5,310

24

2

4.65

2

7.-5

9.5

24

5.76

Paid Dnring the Year.

7,300

77,851

121,572

45,509

264,235

2.667

20,435

13,938

850

11.664

8,112

70,79:

5,150

Con-
struc-
tion.

Equip-
ment.

220

2,000

11,133

86,704

68,634

$ 370

403

3,000

$ 10,500

139

43,266

20,858

Repairs

2,000

3.366

17,07;

7,283

156,890

110

3,261

5.388

15,508

160

4,294

1,000

6,007

861

No.
Acci-
dents.

114

25

Paid
for
Dam-

67

4,556

793

1,809

45,313

1,401

500

30

427

75

No.
Em-

ployes.

40

5

9

15

II

140

175

35

700

34

16

60

6

30

50

150

13

Hours
Worked
per Day.

10-11

13

13

IIH

12

Waives, Cents, per Hoar.

Motor-
men.

Con- r u
duotors I'Sborers

15

12V4

I2H

15

14tol7

16tol7«

I4tol6

10

10

11

12

10

11

10

16?i

12^4

16'/,

15

12H

12V4

12V,

10

15

i4toi7 ;i

16tol7'/,

14toI6

12'',

16«

I2V4

15

14

1JJ4

3%to38}^

15

12'^

12^4

16

11

ii«

liV,

12S4

14

10

The Citizens' Street Railway Company, of Muncie, is cap-

italized for $30,000 and has 15 miles of track, all within the

city limits. During the year $22,000 were paid for wages

and salaries, and $35,000 for repairs. Theie were two fatal

accidents; the damage claims paid .Tggregated $210.60.

Fifty men are employed; the rates of wages, 11 hours consti-

tuting a day's work, are $1.50 per day fcr motormen and

conductors and $1.25 foi laborers.

The Indianapolis & Broad Ripple Rapid Transit Com-
pany is capitalized for $50,000 and has five miles of track,

all outside the city. During the year $8,040 were paid for

wages and salaries and $510 for repairs; on an average 15

men are employed; the rates of wages, 10 hours constitut-

ing a day's work, are 15 cents per hour for conductors and

motormen and 12J/2 cents for laborers.

also said that the bones of his ankle were crushed, making
him permanently lame.

All the witnesses for the plaintiff testified substantially that

they saw the wagon struck by the trolley car. The defend-

ant produced a large number of witnesses who lived on the

Meek where the accident occurred, including two officers,

who testified that there was no car on the block at the time

the accident happened and that the accident occurred by

reason of the plaintiff, Gorman., losing control of his horses,

which were running along the street.

The officers said that the horses ran into a telegraph pole,

the shock of which threw Gorman out, and that the horses

were slewed around upon the sidewalk.

Tlie conspiracy was extremely well planned, the plaintiff

imposing on his counsel, ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey.
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ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

(From our own Correspondent.)

Tlie education in electric tramway matters has proceeded

so far in this country that one may take it for granted that

the opposition to the overhead wire has almost died out.

R is true that there still lingers m more or less remote

parts of the country, not even omitting London, a distinct

aversion to the adoption of the overhead wire, though it is

not too much to hope that even in these places the public

will become sufficiently enlightened to permit the introduc-

tion of a modem system of electric tramway. It is hardly

necessary to say even to American readers that the tram

way question in London is very different from what it is m
many provincial towns, the general rule being to keep tram-

ways of any description entirely off the principal thorough-

fares, consequently the main arteries of the metropolis

such as Oxford street and the Strand have not a system of

tramways within a mile. Not that the tramways in London
do not play a very important part as a means of transporta-

tion, but their utility has been chiefly confined to lower class

suburbs approached as a rule by mean streets and poor

thoroughfares, hence it is always a difficulty to appreciate the

argument of the ruling powers that the overhead system was

likely to spoil the appearance of the streets.

So determined was the opposition in London against any

form of electric tramways that it was generally accepted by

electrical engineers that the matter must be allowed to drop

for at least some years. Such, however, is not the opinion

shared by J. Clifton Robinson, who is laying down an ex-

tensive system of electric trams in Middlesborough, and is at

the same time the manager of the London UnitedTramways.

Mr. Robinson obtained his enthusiasm for and experience

in electric tramways in the United States, and it is to such

pioneers that we are in this country mainly indebted for any

progress that is made at all in the adoption of electric tram-

ways. In endeavoring to convince the authorities of the

many advantages of electric traction in those districts

through which the London United Tramway Company's

system passes, Mr. Robinson has called in the assistance of

the officials of those local authorities in whose districts elec-

tric tramways have been in existence for some time. Foiti-

fied by these favorable opinions, Mr. Robinson has sought

lo bring his arguments to bear upon the various local au-

thorities. The opinions that Mr. Robinson quotes are prob-

ably nothing more than corroborations of what you have ex-

perienced in America, but they are interesting to mention

because they ckarly show that the somewhat conservative

officials in this country are not slow to perceive the manifest

advantages of a well designed system of electric tramways.

The chief point to which these opinions are addressed is,

whether the overhead system would depreciate the value of

property? and this undoubtedly is a very important matter

considering the districts through which the London United

Tramway Company's system passes. The town clerks of the

various towns which have already adopted the overhead wire

system, however, are clearly against the idea that any de-

preciation of property follows the introduction of electric

tramways. The town clerk of Blackpool states clearly that

the Blackpool corporation committee is convinced that there

is no depreciation of property. The town clerk of Coventiy,

in which town the electric tramway system, has been in use

for some two or three years, states that the streets through

which tramways run are among the most progressive in the

city. Two years' experience he states being very satisfactory

on the score of safety, health, and efficiency. The town clerk

of Dublin states that the overhead trolley traction has in-

creased the value of property along the line from Dublin to

Dalkey, moreover he states it to be not more dangerous than

horse traction and only one accident has occurred within two

years. Opinions from other towns are very similar in chai-

acter and as I have said before, though opinions in thetn-

sclves may not be specially valuable to Americans they serve

at any rate to show the benefits that have been derived in

America from the introduction of electric tramways are be-

ing reproduced here.

The question in this country with regard to electric tram-

ways is not so much the difficulty of convincing people of

the efficacy of the method, but as to which is the best au-

thority to operate them. It has been shown over and over

again in your columns that there is a great disposition on

the part of the municipal authorities in this country to put

down tramways and work them electrically, in many cases

obtaining the necessary electrical energy from a lighting

station, and so strong is this feeling among corporations

that the local tramway system has been in some cases bought

up entirely and is now being equipped for electrical work-

ing.

The most striking examples of this occur at Sheffield and

Leeds, where the first step taken by the local authority, after

the purchase had been made of the tramway property, was to

lay down an electrical plant for the purpose of propelling the

cars by electricity. Before the advent of electric traction,

however, there was a small proportion of ordinary tramways

controlled by local authorities. Out of a total of 1,031 miles

367 miles representing 42 undertakings were controlled by

local authorities, the remaining 663 miles representing 117

undertakings being worked bv companies. The capital ex-

[lenditure of lines and works belonging to local authorities

represented towards the end of last year a sum of £3,222,438

against capital expenditure of £8,177,735 for systems worked

and controlled by companies. Apart from the question of

electrical working there has been considerable increase in

the popularity of tramways as shown by the fact that in 1894

tlie total number of passengers carried was 616 millions

against 788 millions in 1897. There is very little doubt that

the introduction of electricity on many of these lines will have

the effect of appreciably increasing their popularity.

Although municipalities have shown very great anxiety to

equip and operate electrical lines it cannot be said that they

have made any very great progress, and we may take it for

granted that much of the activity in this direction during

the next two or three years will not proceed so much from

the corporations as from the companies, and it is somewhat
significant as showing the signs of the times when it is pop-

ularly stated that the British Electric Traction Company,
which is probably the most powerful organization using

electric traction in this country, has schemes in hand which

will involve a capital outlay of nearly £3,000,000. In the

electric tramway systems in actual operation at the present

moment, the corporations do not figure very prominently

and the total number is under 15 miles against something
over 67 miles for companies. The following list shows the

comparative difference between the two:
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ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS IN OPERATION.

MunicipaliUca
miles.

Blackpool 3.

Dovpr 3.5

Leeds 7.

Southend 1.25

14.75

Companies
miles.

Bessbrook it Ne wry 3.

Birmlnghaiu 3.

Brighton 1.

Bristol. . ; 6.

Coventry 6.

Dublin 11.

Giant's Causewa.v 8.

Guernsey 3.

Isle of Man 15.

Ryde 75

South Staffordshire 8.

Hartlepool 2.66

67.31

The municipal authorities figure a Httle more prominently

in the lines that are under construction, but even there the

proportion is not very much better than in the case of the

lines in operation. The following table shows the lines un-

der construction at the present moment:

Municipalities

miles.

Blackburn
Glasgow 3.

Halifax 3.5

Hull 'J.5

Liverpool 3.

riymouth 1.8

Sheffield 3.

23.8

Companies
miles.

Blackpool 8.

Cork 11.

Coventry 5.25

Dover 40.

Isle of Man li).5

Kidderminster 4.48

Mlddlesboro' 11.

Norwich 19.

Oldham 8.11

Potteries 12.47

Stoke 675
West Hartlepool 2.14

98.70

In fairness, however, to municipalities it ought to be men-

tioned that at Glasgow the system which is being laid down
there will in all probability be followed by a considerable ex-

tension over the whole of the system at present owned by the

municipality; the same remarks also apply to Liverpool. At

the same time it seems a little curious that municipalities of

the size of Liverpool and Glasgow that are wholly convinced

that electric traction is the best system to be adopted should

trouble to make experiments on so small a scale. It is highly

probable that the whole of the tramways at present existing

in Manchester will be taken over completely by the corpora-

tion, and it may be taken for granted that as soon as this is

done, electric traction will be applied on a very considerable

scale. The extensions of the present electrical plant owned
by the corporation are being made with a view to coping

with the great demand that will undoubtedly arise.

Turning for a moment to the electric traction schemes that

are being carried into effect in London, it is very satisfactory

to observe that the near completion of the Waterloo & City

Underground Electric Railway and the rapid progress that

is being made on the Central London Railway, is having the

efifect of reviving some of the other underground schemes

that were put aside some time ago. Moreover, the schemes

that have been resurrected, as it were, have met

so far with the approval of the legislature and it

will be quite unexpected if two or three schemes that are

before the House of Commons at the present moment are

not carried into effect. The chief of these is ihe

Hampstead, Euston & Charing Cross Underground Rail-

way, which when completed will be some five miles in lengtli

and will tap one of the richest districts in London, and,

moreover, will give to residents along the route a means

which has never before existed of getting easily and rapidly

to the west end of London.

Another important scheme is that of the Brixton & City

Railway which is designed to run alongside the existing

City & South London Electric liailway. In this connection a

somewhat amusing anecdote was related some two or threj

days ago and had the etiect of causing a mild consternation

among financial groups in the city that were deeply con-

cerned in the exploitation of underground electric railways.

It was simply to the effect that counsel for one of the new
schemes (the Brixton scheme) announced gravely to the

Parliamentary Committee that a portion of the existing tun-

nel of the City & South London Railway was shortly to be

devoted tc the cultivation of mushrooms. It was not until

further inquiry that the fact was revealed that it was a joke

cm the part of the eminent Queen's Counsel.

The City & South London Railway is making extensions

of its line to Islington and the latest inquiries show that it

will be ready for opening in about twelve months' time. Con-
siderable credit is due to this company for the manner in

which it has combated and fought out the battle of under-

ground electric railways in London. It has had at different

times a legislature opposed to it. it has had the vast

interests of property-owners along the line, moreover, it has

had arrayed against it the authority of the Church, for in one

part of the system it was proposed to burrow underneath

one of tlie famous city churches. Still it has persevered and

has practically vanquished all opposition with the result that

it will very shortly have a most complete system, the exten-

sion under erection being all that is necessary to enable the

company to pay a handsome dividend.

Before closing this account of the present position of elec-

tric traction interests in this country one ought not to omit

to refer to the conspicuous success that has resulted in the

first few months' working of the Dover electric tramways,

because the successful working of this line will have very

material influence upon municipalities in extending mu-
nicipal schemes. The first three months have shown that the

corporation has made a considerable profit and that the to-

tal cost per car-mile does not exceed .Sj^d. ; and this is par-

ticularly satisfactory because the corporation pays a very

high price to the local electric lighting company lor electrical

energy, viz.: 3d. per kilowatt-hour, which is, of course, very

much higher than it would have cost them to generate by

their own machinery. The next two or three months will

show considerable addition to the existing lines. Kidder-

minster will probably, by the time this article appears, have

been opened ; Blackpool and Fleetwood will be in operation

probably by June; Glasgow will be running electric cars in

August; Coventry extensions are well in hand; and before

luly ID miles will have been added to the Isle of Man tram-

ways.

More important perhaps than all the Waterloo & City

Railway will have commenced to run. Considering the way

matters have lagged behind in this country that is by no

means bad progress.

GERMAN ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
OFFERS A PRIZE.

The German .Association of Mechanical Engineers offers

a prize of 1,200 marks for a plan to lift and turn trains on the

elevated electric railway of Berlin. Proposals will be re-

ceived up to midday October 20, 1898, at the office of the

Association, 80 Linden street. Berlin, S. W. The full terms

and conditions will be mailed free on application.
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WATER POWER IN UTAH.

Mention has been made in the Review of the project to

develop power in the canon of the Ogden river and its

transmission to Ogden and Salt Lake City for street rail-

way, lighting and power purposes. Although the plans in

all details have not been carried out yet, the plant has been

in successful operation for some time. A complete descrip-

tion appeared in the "Journal of Electricity," and we are

largely indebted to that article for our data.

Great Salt Lake is about 4,300 ft. above the level of the

sea, and to the east the elevation rises to an altitude of 9,000

ft. in the peaks of the Wahsatch mountains. The Ogden

river in its course to Salt Lake passes for si.x miles through

a canon, the fall being nearly 500 ft. The stream drains an

area of 360 sq. mi., the volume of water varying from a

minimum of 80 cu. ft. to a maximum of 4,800 cu. ft. per sec-

ond. This has long been recognized as a desirable site for

a water power station, but the Pioneer Electric Power Com-

LAYING IHE 6-FT. WOODEN PIPE.

pany was the first to put any plans into execution. The

surveys were made m 1894 and 1895, and the work com-

menced in 1896.

It was the intention of the company, not only to generate

current to transmit to Ogden, two miles distant, and to

Salt Lake City, 35 miles to the south, but also to distribute

the power to the mining camps in that region and use the

water for irrigation purposes. Ultimately the entire flow of

the river will be utilized by constructing a large storage

dam and reservoir at the upper end of the carion, which

will have an area of 2,000 acres and a capacity of 15,000,-

000,000 gals. This great work is not necessary at the present

time, and now a small crib dam gives the necessary head

for filling the pipe line.

The pipe line leading from the dam to the station is

31,600 ft. long, of which 27,000 ft. consist of wooden stave

pipe; the remainder at the lower end is riveted steel pipe.

The permissible pressure for the wooden pipe is 50 lbs. per

sq. in., but on the steel pipe it is about 220 lbs. under a head

of 440 ft. The line pipe has an internal diameter of 6 ft.,

which will deliver 250 cu. ft. of water per second, giving

12,500 h. p. available. It was necessary to cut eight tun-

nels in the rock, the longest of which is 667 ft., and build

eight steel bridges and a timber trestle. There are many

other novel and interesting details in the hydraulic plant

which it is not necessary to mention here.

At the foot of the carion is the power house, a handsome

structure, standing alone in the wilderness. It is 50x135 ft.,

built of pressed brick with stone trimmings, and having

steel roof trusses. A small building to one side is used as

a machine and blacksmith shop. There are five Knight

tangential water wheels, each being 58 in. in diameter and

having 45 bronze buckets. Each wheel has a capacity of

1,250 h. p. at 300 r. p. m. and is direct connected to a 750-

k. w. generator. Each water wheel is provided with two fly-

wheels 6 ft. in diameter and weighing 4,000 lbs. These are

placed inside of the housing on either side of the wheel and

with the armature, water wheel and shaft help to maintain

a uniform speed in spite of changes of head and load. On
top of the housing of the water wheel is the governor, which

is driven from the shaft. The governor is geared to the

shaft of a worm wheel which operates an i8-in. butterfly

valve. This is used in checking the speed of the wheel by

reducing the pressure at the nozzles.

The generators consist of three phase 2,300-volt alter-

ators running at a frequency of 60 cycles per second. They

are of the General Electric inwardly projecting pole type

with revolving armatures. The current for excitation comes

from two loo-k. w. direct current generators running at

500 volts. Both of these are direct connected to a water

wheel, and the output of each is sufficient for 10 alternators

of the capacity installed.

The generators are connected to the switchboard by three

wire 250,000 c. m. cables running through subways under

the floor. The generator switchboard extends across one

end of the main floor and has seven panels. Five of these

are for the generators, one for the e.xciters and the remain-

ing one for instruments. An alternating current voltmeter,

an ammeter and a wattmeter are placed on each generator

panel. On the instrument panel are the total load watt-

meters, recording voltmeters, water pressure gage, a syn-

chronizer and a ground detector. A small synchronous

motor direct connected to a tachometer serves as a speed

indicator. Each panel is a slab of marble 36 in. wide and 90

in. high. Two sets of three phase bus bars run the length

of the board.

Above the switchboard is a gallery which supports the

distributing or feeder board. This board is in two sections,

39 ft. long, and is of beautiful Vermont marble. Each sec-

tion has six panels, one-half for the primary and the other

half for the secondary leads. The lines to Ogden are fed

direct from this board at 2,300 volts. The long distant

circuits extending to Salt Lake City, 36J/2 miles, pass to

step-up transformers.

Back of the switchboard are nine 250-k. w. single phase

transformers which raise the voltage to 16,100. In the

transmission to Salt Lake City 2,300 volts are lost. The

transformers are ventilated by an air blast coming from two

fans driven by small motors. At the sub-station at Sail

Lake City transformers reduce the voltage to 2,300 for local

distribution. From the sub-station extend two circuits for

transmission, one for lighting in the city and one for street
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railway and power purposes. The arrangement of the

switchboards is such that any generator or set of trans-

formers can be connected to either one of these transmis-

sion circuits.

The transmission is over two lines of three No. I B & S

wire, each transposed every mile. With the present voltage

the capacity of the line is 3,000 h. p., but later it is intended

to change the transformer connections and raise the voltage

to 28,000, which will increase the capacity to over 10,000

li. p. The capacity of the power station will be doubled as

soon as the demand for current will justify the move. The

building and foundations are ready for five additional units.

The transmission line has been carefully designed to pre-

vent any interruption of service and lightning arresters are

placed at suitable intervals.

The engineering problems have been carefully worked

I, /it by C. K. Bannister, who is chief engineer and secretary

of the company. L. S. Boggs has had charge of the elec-

trical features of the project.

Recently a very interesting experiment was carried out to

ascertain the limits within which high voltage currents

might be used commercially. F. O. Blackwell, of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, connected the ends of the transmis-

sion lines together at the distributing station in Salt Lake
City and divided the transformers at Ogden, normally useci

ir raising the voltage for transmission, into step-up for the

outgoing current and step-down transformers for the incom-

ing current. This gave a complete three-wire transmission

circuit of 73 miles in length. The power transmitted

amounted to 1,000 h. p., and the voltage at which the trans-

mission was effected reached at times as high as 30,000 volts.

•^ /^

TRESTLE ON WOODEN PIPE LINE.

The current on the return was delivered to resistance vats at

the power house, consisting of three wooden tanks.

By careful and repeated measurement with wattmeters at

both ends it was ascertained that this power was transmit-

ted with the loss of only 9 per cent, including 4 per cent

loss in the two sets of transformers. The drop in pressure

due to inductance was practically nil, the capacity of the line

being sufficient to compensate for reactance loss.

Continuing the experiment, part of the Salt Lake City

station load was run from Ogden, with current at 24,000

volts. This vv'as supplied to about 500 h. p. in synchronous

motors and lights for two days, under most severe climatic

conditions^rain, fog, and snow alternating. In addition a

severe thunderstorm prevailed all through the night, the

lightning arresters discharging repeatedly. Notwithstand-

ing the severity of the conditions under which the test was
made, the motors operated without failure and the lights

burned without flickering even during the times of lightning

discharges. Not the slightest difficulty of any kind de-

veloped while this experiment lasted.

By the recent accomplishment of a scheme of consolida-

tion all the electrical plants in Salt Lake City, as well as

the transmission plants, supplying current from it to the out-

side, have been merged into the Union Light & Power Com-
pany. The companies thus consolidated were the Pioneer

Electric Power Company, the Salt Lake & Ogden Gas &
Electric Company, the Big Cottonwood Power Company,
the Little Cottonwood Power Company, the Citizens' Elec-

tric Light Company, and certain smaller interests.

INDIANAPOLIS STREET RAILWAY LITIGA-
TION.

For several years the Citizens' Street Railroad Company
iias been engaged in one of the most notable legal struggles

tliat has found place in our courts, the progress of which has
fioni time to time been reported. The facts on which the

suits were based are: The passing of an ordinance in iSSo

extending the life of the Citizens" franchises from 1S94 10

1901. The grant of a so-called franchise in streets occupied

by the Citizens' Company to the City Railway Company for

a period of 30 years, beginning in 1893. The passage of the

so-called New law by the state legislature in 1897, declar-

ing the rights in the streets to absolutely terminate at the

time named in the ordinance giving the franchise. The pas-

sage of the 3-cent fare law applicable to Indianapolis in the

same year.

One suit between the Citizens" Company and the City

Railway Company was decided in the United States su-

preme court in favor of the former, the franchises granted

tlie latter by the city in 1893 being held invalid, at least un-

til 1901, as the streets in question were already rightfully oc-

cupied by the Citizens' Company. In the 3-cent fare case

now pending in the United States supreme court the Citi-

zens' Company's claim that the law is unconstitutional has

been denied in the state, and up to the present time con-

firmed in the federal courts.

The Circuit Court of Hamilton County has recently de-

cided in favor of the city in a suit brought by it against the

two companies which claim the streets. This resolved itseli

into a three-cornered fight, each of the defendants agreeing

with the city so far as the latter's claims regarding the other

company were concerned. The court held that the grant

to the City Company, which the United States supreme

court decided could not in anv event take efTect until 1901,

was invalid on the ground of public policy, the council not

iiaving power to make a contract concerning such matters

in 1893 to take eflfect eight years later. Also it was held

that the extension granted to the Citizens" Company, some
seven years before the original grant expired, did not in-

volve the same issues, being for a continuation of the service

and not a new service. Also the New law was held to be

constitutional.

Both companies will appeal from so much of the decision

as is adverse to them.
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IMPROVED DEVICES AND METHODS FOR THE SAFE OPERATION OF CARS ON
INTERURBAN AND CITY LINES.

(Continued from February.)

In connection with block signal systems for interurban

roads the track instrument recently put into use on the

Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad of Chicago will

be of interest. Various complicated contrivances for mak-

ing an electrical connection by the passage of the wheels of

a train have been proposed and put into use from time to

time. This one, however, is the acme of simplicity. It is

used on the Metropolitan for giving annunciator signals at

the stations telling of the approach of trains, but can also

be used for block signal purposes. The accompanying

drawing will make the plan plain. A piece of timber is

laid just outside one rail, and on it is a strip of flat steel J4

by 2 in. Under the timber is rubber to afford a spring.

METROPOLITAN TRACK CONTACT.

The steel strip on top of the timber is a little above the level

of the rail. The annunciator wire is connected to the steel

strip and the passage of the car wheels connects it to

ground.

The "Hamilton & Dayton Fast Line" between Hamilton

and Dayton, O., is operated by two companies; from Day-

ton to Miamisburg, ii >i miles, by the Dayton Traction

Company and from Miamisburg to Hamilton, 27 miles, by

the Cincinnati & Miama Valley Traction Company. These

two companies have the same president and the same gen-

eral manager, and are soon to be consolidated. Through

the courtesy of the general manager, W. G. Wagenhals, we

have received a description of the block signal system

which has been in use on the line for over a year.

The turn-outs are located about two and one-half miles

apart, and at each one is placed a signal box located on a

pole sufficiently near the track so that the motorman can

throw the switches without leaving the car, although the car

must be brought nearly to a stop. The signal box, which

is show in Fig. i , has a partition down the middle, dividing

it into two compartments; in one are placed three and in the

other two incandescent lamps, the light from each set being

visible from one direction only.

The scheme of wiring is show in Fig. 2. In each box

are two double-pole switches which make contact with a

ground wire or with a branch of the trolley wire. The

group of three lamps in one box is in series with the group

of two at the next, a No. 12 iron wire being carried on

ix)les to make this connection. Five lamps are used in

series to cut down the voltage, since the lamp current is

taken from the trolley wire. The life of the lamps may be

increased by increasing the number in series; a good light,

however, is necessary during the day, especially if colored

glass is used in the boxes, to make the signal visible.

The operation will be readily understood from Fig. 2.

Suppose a car to approach box No. i, connections being

as shown; both ends of line A are grounded so that the

lamps, bj and b, are turned ofT; also, since the block A is

protected the lamps at ao and a; are burning, the left hand

switch at box No. o being on the ground contact. The

motorman arriving at box No. i, throws the left hand

switch lighting the lamps at bj and bj, blocking any car that

may be approaching on section C, or following on section

A. He next throws the right hand switch, putting out the

light at a,, and also at ao, the station behind him, and open-

ing that block.

If on approaching a switch the box shows a light, as

would be the case in approaching No. 3 from No. 2 with the

switches set as sho\yn, the car is blocked and must wait till

the one in section D leaves the block, either at No. 3 or at

No. 4, as its direction may be.

When two cars meet at a turn-out they merely pass and

do not change the signals since both are burning, and prop-

erly protect the trains.

It is seen that where the lamps in a circuit are not burn-

ing the two switches must be either both on the ground

3)4. "j

•r r\X

WIRING AND APPARATUS.
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connections or both on the trolley connections,and in either

case the movement of one switch only is necessary to turn

the current through the lamps.

Mr. Wagenhals states that this signal system has been in

operation for over a year and has given entire satisfaction.

For the benefit of others who may contemplate making simi-

lar installations, it may be well to call attention to some of

the difficulties encountered by Mr.Wagenhals before perfect-

ing the arrangement. The first switches used gave no end

of trouble owing to the fact that no provision was made in

the way of a spring or other device to hold the switch lever

in position after it was once put there. The present switch

is made by a local concern and gives satisfaction; it is

shown in Fig. 3. Another source of trouble was the burn-

ing of the contacts; this is eliminated in the present switch

by making provision for the renewal of the contacts when

they become worn.
* « »

RIGHT OF WAY OF FIRE TRUCKS.

EUROPEAN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

Nearly if not all cities have ordinances giving fire trucks

the right of way over all vehicles. The only other vehicles

on the streets which are sufficiently heavy and moving fast

enough to make a collision with a fire truck other than a

very one-sided afTair in favor of the truck, are street cars.

No one doubts but that it is proper for the fire department

to have the right of way, but the question has arisen as to

which of the parties in recent collisions was negligent and

caused the accident.

Some two years ago a fire truck was struck by a street

car of the Des Moines City Railway Company and ovei-

turned, and the driver, James T. Murfitt, so injured that he

was compelled to resign from the service. He sued for

damages on the theory that the ordinance giving to fire ap-

paratus the right of way on all thoroughfares within the

city was sufficient notice to the street car company and its

employes, and that the molorman was guilty of negligence

in not stopping the car when he saw the hose wagon ap-

proaching.

The case has been decided in the district court, a verdict

of $1,400 being rendered against the company. The court

instructed for the plaintiff on the question of the validity

of the ordinance, and stated that the question of whether

or not the hose wagon could have been stopped should not

enter into the case. He instructed that the question for de-

termination was whether or not the motorman could stop

the car after he saw the wagon approaching, or from the

time he heard the gong striking. To this special interroga-

tory on this question the jury answered that it believed he

could, and that he was guilty of negligence in not stopping it.

These questions have never been raised before in Iowa
and the case will probably be carried to the supreme court

for an atljudication. In a recent case decided in Michigan

the supreme court held that driving a fire truck to a fire

so rapidly that on approaching an electric street car track it

is impossible to stop in time to avoid a probable collision,

constitutes negligence on the part of the driver, although

by city ordinances he had the right of way.

Electric lines connecting manufacturing concerns with

shipping points are being built in some parts of Europe.

The "Zeitschrift fiir Elektrotechnik" describes the latest

project of this kind. A narrow gage line was built from a

brewery in Zipf, Upper Austria, to the railroad station, and

one electric locomotive was put in service to haul the

freight cars from the station up to the brewery. The grade

is almost continuous, so that after starting no tractive effort

is necessary to run the cars from the brewery to the sta-

tion.

The electric locomotive is radically different from those

of American make. It is rather a diminutive affair, a 15-h. p.

motor supplying the power. The motor is spring mounted
on the axle bearings, the lower portion forming a part of

the truck. The motor is bi-polar, series type with enclosed

case, dust and water proof. At one end of the motor shaft

is the pinion meshing with the gear, which also serves as

a crank disc. Two connecting rods extend from the gear

AUSTRIAN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

to the wheels, and in this way both axles are driven from

one motor. The wheel base is less than 5 ft. and no diflS-

culty is encountered in rounding curves.

The arrangement of the trolley stand and pole is peculiai,

being placed on a bracket at one side of the cab. This was
necessary, as the railroad passed through tunnels but 9J4
ft. above the rails, and the top of the cab is only 6 in. lower

than that. The trolley wire is to one side of the caD and

slightly above it. A rheostatic control is used and hand

brakes. Very steep grades are encountered, so that the

brakes, sand boxes and all the braking mechanism are care-

fully inspected to avoid accidents. Two seats, back to back,

are provided in the cab for a few passengers who may de-

sire transportation.

The voltage is kept at 500 on the trolley line. The cur-

rent consumption is small, as the motor is generally effi-

ciently loaded in hauling two or three small freight cars up

grade. The driving wheels are 27J/2 in. in diameter, and

with a motor speed of 290 r. p. m. the speed is only 6]-i

miles per hour.

The Oneida (N. Y.) Railway Company has won in the

suit brought against it by the village of Oneida for street

paving.

The policy of the New England states in restricting inter-

urban electric roads to carrying passengers only unless leg-

islative permission be secured, is found to inconvenience the

patrons far more than the companies themselves. At each

session of the several legislatures there are numerous peti-

tions for the privilege of carrying parcels or freight, and

the wonder is that a general law has not been passed ere

this.
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MOTOR CABS IN LONDON.

'J"hc electric cab service, inaugurated by the London Elec-

trical Cab Company about seven months ago, contrary to the

prediction? of some engineers, is still in operation. Ordi-

nary cabmen are trained as drivers. The cabs have been care-

fully designed, especial attention being given to as light a

construction as consistent with safety. The storage cells

weigh 1,400 lbs. while the total weight of cab including two

passengers and the cabbie is only 3,000 lbs. This compares

quite favorably \Vith battery cars which weigh about 26,000

lbs. and the cells about 5,000 lbs. In the cabs there are 40

cells with a capacity of 170 ampere-hours and a discharge

rate of 30 amperes. The Electrical Power Storage Com-

pany has contracted to make all repairs and renewals at the

rate of to per cent per year of the initial cost of the bat-

teries, which was about $250 per set. As may be seen iu

Fig. I the cells are beneath the body of the cab, thus giving

the vehicle great stability. A 3-h. p. Lundell motor is geared

to a countershaft, the reduction being 25 to I, and from this

the rear axle is driven by means of a chain. The motor has

double wound armature and fields, two commutators and

four poles, so that for controlling purposes it is equivalent

to two machines. There are ball bearings throughout. The

FIG. I.—ELECTRIC CAB.

series-parallel controller is similar to that on a trolley car.

The first step in starting connects the two armature wind-

ings and the two field windings in series with a small start-

ing resistance to the batteries. This is not a running speed,

but is only intended to start the motor. On the second step

the windings are still in series, with the resistance cut out.

With this arrangement the cab runs at a speed of about

three miles an hour. The third step places the armatures In

parallel, but leaves the fields in series, and the cab runs at

seven miles an hour. The fourth step places the field wind-

ings in parallel, and the speed is nine miles an hour. Thus

three normal running speeds allow the full energy of the

current to be utilized in the motor without any loss by re-

sistance. In the reverse direction from the top position, the

series-parallel controller on the first step short-circuits the

motor through the starting resistance, thereby braking the

cab. On the second step backwards the motor is com-

FIG. 2.—CHARGING STATION.

pletely short-circuited, bringing the cab to a dead stop, and

the third step backwards reverses the connections between

the armatures and fields, all being in series, to enable the

cab to be moved at the slowest speed backwards. One
charge will propel the cab about 50 miles at a stated cost for

power of 1.5 cents per mile. Fig. 2 represents the charging

gallery with the transfer table for conveying the cells from

the dynamo circuits to the cabs.

A NOVEL DAMAGE CASE.

The Brooklyn trolley lines have been accused of all kinds

of crimes but it remained for a recent damage suit to pro-

voke the assertion that the home of a law-abiding citizen

would be invaded and the household effects destroyed. A
woman, whose house is on the 8th street line of the Nassau

Electric Railroad Company, served a complaint upon the

claim department, alleging that on June 4, 1897, her furni-

ture was damaged to the extent of $500 due to the current

from the trolley wires.

It is claimed that the trolley line in front of her residence

fell to the street, was picked up by an inspector and tied to

a lamp post. The current was transmitted by the gas pipe

into the house and melted a lead water pipe which was in

contact with the gas pipe. The water flooded the floors,

damaging the furniture and carpets. Although this is al-

leged to have occurred in June, 1897, it is only at a recent

date that the action has been brought. It is needless to

say that the company is not worried about this suit, but it

shows how versatile the accident lawyers of Brooklyn have

become.

NO LIEN FOR MATERIALS IN BALTIMORE.

The mechanic's lien laws of the several states have in gen-

eral placed mechanics and "material men" on the same foot-

ing in providing that they shall have a lien on property lor

labor or materials furnished, and the action of the last

Maryland legislature in amending the lien law is worthy of

note. The amendment applies in the city of Baltimore only

and strikes out the words "and material furnished" after the

words "work done" in the old law so that now manufactur-

ers, dealers, contractors, etc., have no lien in Baltimore for

materials furnished.

The Tanesville (Wis.) Street Railwav Company is to try

a 3!/2-cent fare, selling 28 tickets for $1, the same to be used

within 20 days.
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RECENT STREET RAILWAY DECISIONS.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Motorman Cannot be Called as if on Cross-Examination.

The motorman being neither a party to nor a person hav-

ing legal interest in, a suit brought to recover from a street

railway company for the killing of a child, the supreme cuuit

of Pennsylvania holds, in Gallery against Easion Transit

Company, March 21, 1898, 39 Atlantic Reporter, 813, that

the parties suing the company have no right to call the mo-

torman as if on cross-examination.

Need Not Have Intelligence of Grown Person.

A boy has such appreciation of the danger of crossing

street car tracks as to render him subject to the conse-

quences for a failure to use his reason and senses in an ef-

fort to avoid it, the supreme court of Michigan holds, in

Henderson against the Detroit Citizens' Street Railway

Company, March 22, 1898, 74 Northwestern Reporter, 525,

if the boy has sufficient intelligence to appreciate the dan-

ger, and has in mind the necessity of taking precautions, it

not being necessary that he have the intelligence of an aduii

or grown person fully.

Territorial Limit to Right to Use Invention of Employe.

Under an agreement with an employe whereby if he in-

vents anything of sufficient novelty to be patentable a pat-

ent is to be procured in his name at the expense of a street

railway company and an assignment made to the company

of the rights to use such patent or patents without payment

of any royalty, the United States circuit court holds, in

Earll against the Metropolitan Street Railway Company,

February 19, 1898, 85 Federal Reporter, 214, that the license

to the company to use the invention covered by such patent

or patents would not extend without the limits of that com-

pany, as determined by its franchise at the time oi the agree-

ment to other roads afterwards acquired from other coriw-

rations, or by new extensions.

Employment by Another Company Does Not Disqualify Juror.

The mere fact that a juror in a personal injury case against

a street railway company was in the employ of another street

railway company, without a showing as to what that em-

ployment was, affords no reason, on its face, the supreme

court of Wisconsin holds, March 22, 1898, for excusing the

juror for cause. The disqualification, it further declares,

Kohler against the West Side Street Railroad Company, of

Milwaukee, 74 Northwestern Reporter, 568, could only

arise upon some showing of fact from which a fair infer-

ence could be drawn that his duty as a juror in the case

would clash with his duty to the company, or that his re-

lalions to the company were such as to be likely to bias his

judgment.

Duty of Motorman in Fog,

A motorman was injured by a collision with a truck

loaded with a "merry-go-around." He sued the company

that owned the truck, and recovered a judgment for dam-
ages. The testimony tended to show that there was some
fog that morning, and the motorman testified that the head-

light did not throw a light more than 20 ft. ahead of the

car, so that he did not see the vehicle until within 20 ft. of

it, while it required 25 ft. to stop the car. Under these cir-

cumstances, the supreme court of Michigan holds. La Pont-

ney against Shedden Company, March 29, 1898, 74 North-
western Reporter, 712, that the motorman was guilty of

such contributory negligence as precluded recovery of dam-
ages and required it to reverse the judgment of the lower
court. It says that the motorman knew it was entirely

proper for drivers of vehicles less easy to be discovered than

that with which he collided to be traveling the highway
ahead of him, and that he owed a duty to such occupants

oi the street, as well as to himself, to use care to avoid a col-

lision. It was the motorman's duty, declares the supreme
court, to have the car under such control as to admit of its

being stopped after he became able to discern objects on

the track, and before a collision with such objects should

occur.

Legitimate Use of the Highway.

The rule is stated by the court of appeals of Kentucky
to be that a street railway may be placed and operated upon
any part of a public street of a municipal corporation which
is used by vehicles without increasing the burden of the ser-

vitude, as the right to use the land for street purposes is

called, and the owner of the fee, or ultimate title, is not

entitled to compensation because of such use of the street

upon which his property abuts merely because he is affected

by the proximity of the tracks to his property, without proof

of special damage resulting therefrom.

Applying this doctrine to the appealed case of the Ash-
land & Catlettsburg Street Railway Company against Faulk-

ner, the court holds, March 26, 1898, 45 Southwestern Re-
porter, 235, that there was nothing which would authorize

a recovery of damages from the company so long as it built

its railway upon the turnpike road, the track having been
laid down at grade on the road, the only elevation being the

height of the rails, 2 in. or 3 in., the road between the rails

being ballasted with gravel and a crossing of 3-in. plank

being put on each side of the track. 12 or 15 ft. long, though
the east rail was but about 7 ft. from the complainant's

building, v/h;ch was used for saloon purposes, with the space

in front formerly utilized for teams to stop on.

If the diminution in the value of this man's property arose

solely by reason of the location of the road in front of his

property, the court insists that this of itself furnished no
ground of complaint, as the whole trend of modern author-

ities is to the effect that the operation of a street railway is a

legitimate use of the highway, and an exercise of the public

right of travel.

Justice Guffy most vigorously dissents, contending that,

in reversing a judgment for $665 damages, the majority de-

cision was not sustained by the law and constituted an in-

vasion of the province of the jury as to the finding of facts,
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and would be far-reaching in its effects upon the rights of

property holders.

Not Inclined to Relax Care Required at Crossings.

Pedestrians have the right to cross over streets and ave-

nues, and it is obligatory upon railway companies in using

tl;e streets not to interfere with such right. This duty of

looking out for passers-by is greater when cars are ap-

proaching a crossing, because at those points people in fact

are more likely to be met with, and it is incumbent upon

those in charge of the cars to have them under such control,

and to run them at such a rate of speed, as to enable those

who are crossing prudently to do so, with complete safety.

After laying down these general principles, the first appel-

late division of the supreme court of New York goes on to

say, March ii, 1898, that it is not inclined to relax the rule

as to the degree of care required of those managing street

cars, as now propelled by new methods, and which in the

crowded streets and at the crossings are a menace and a

danger to passers-by.

But, while the responsibility and vigilance exacted of those

managing the cars is increased, the court declares that it is

powerless, without disturbing a long line of well-settled

authorities, to absolve passers-by from observing some

slight care and caution so as to avoid being injured.

It was unanimously agreed by the members of the court

that there was proof given by the party suing which made

it proper to submit the question of the railway company's

negligence to the jury, because it appeared that the grip-

man in the management of his car, instead of performing

his duty by observing objects aliead of him upon the track,

had his attention diverted by looking at some women who

were on the sidewalk.

On the other hand, the court, with two members dissent-

ing, holds fatal to a judgment for the party suing, Martin

against the Third Avenue Railroad Company, 50 New York

Supplement, 284, the fact that there was no evidence from

which the jury could have been justified in inferring that

the man killed did anything, either in the way of increasing

his speed or using his eyes and ears, thus manifesting that

he was on the lookout for or conscious of an approaching

car, or that while crossing the tracks he did aught to avoid

the situation from which his injuries flowed.

No-Fender and Motorman Risks Assumed by Employes.

An employe of an electric railway company was run down

and killed by one of its cars while he was engaged in the

work of clearing away the dirt and refuse which had col-

lected upon the company's track. When the company was

sued for damages, for the benefit of his estate, negligence of

the company was imputed to its failure to provide suitable

fenders or guards for its cars, thereby rendering them un-

necessarily dangerous to those of the company's employes

who worked upon the track, and also in knowingly employ-

ing an unskillful and incompetent workman to operate the

car which ran down this particular employe.

So far, however, as the negligence of the company in fail-

ing to provide its cars with fenders or guards was concerned,

the supreme court of New Jersey thinks it enough to say

that, even if it be conceded that such omission rendered the
cars more dangerous to employes working upon the tracks

than otherwise they would have been, no liability can be

predicted upon such negligence.

It is entirely settled both in the courts of this country and
of England, says the court, that if an employe chooses to en-

ter into an employment involving danger of personal injury,

which the employer might have avoided, the employe takes

upon himself the risk of all the hazards incident to the em-
ployment, the existence of which are known to him, or which

are plain and obvious, and which he has no reason to expect

will be counteracted or removed, and that no action will iie

against the employer for injuries to the employe resultmg

from such dangers. Upon this principle, inasmuch as the

fact that the cars of the company referred to were operated

without fenders or guards was perfectly obvious, the court

holds that if the operation of the railway was thereby made
more dangerous, the risk of injury from such danger was as-

sumed as one of the risks of his emplovment by the employe,

as above stated.

As to the duty which an employer owes to its employes

in the selection of their fellow servants, the supreme court

says, Chandler against Atlantic Coast Electric Railway

Company, 39 Atlantic Reporter, 674, that it is to use rea-

sonable care and prudence therein; and. if it knowingly em-

ploys or retains in its service an unskillful or incompetent

workman, it is responsible for injuries received by an em-

ploye through the unskillfulness or incompetency of such

workman. This is given as the measure of duty of the com-

pany with regard to the employment and retention in its

service of the motorman in question, so far as concerned

other employes.

General Incompetency of Motorman and Private Rules Disregarded.

For evidence of the general incompetency of a motorman,

based on tlie observations of witnesses wlio had seen him

operate his car on prior occasions, to be admitted in the

trial of an action brought to recover damages for injuries

sustained by a stranger, a traveler on a public street, by be-

ing run into, the supreme court of Minnesota holds was

error. It says that if the motorman was negligent on this

occasion, the company was liable, no matter how competent

he was or how habitually careful he had been on other oc-

casions. On the other hand, if he was not negligent on

this occasion, the company was not liable, notwithstanding

that he may have been incompetent or habitually careless on

former occasions.

The sole issue (aside from that as to contributory negli-

gence on the part of the party suing), it further explains,

was whether or not the motorman was guilty of negligence

at the time of the accident. When the act or omission was

proved, whether it was actionable negligence was to be de-

termined by the character of the act or omission itself, and

not by the character of prior acts of the party committing it.

Were evidence of general incompetency admissible, with

equal propriety could evidence of the general carelessness

of the party suing be proved, upon the issue of contributory

negligence.

Moreover, while there are a few cases which maintain

that rules such as those of a street railway company intended

only for the guidance of its own employes in the operation
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of its cars may be introduced in evidence to show what duty

the company owes to the pubhc in the operation of its cars,

the supreme court of Minnesota takes the position that the

private rules of a company, intended only for the guidance

of its employes, and not known to the person suing it, are

not admissible in evidence for anv such purpose. It de-

clares, Fonda against the St. Paul City Railway Company,
February, 1898, 74 Northwestern Reporter, 166, that a com-

pany can not, by the adoption of private rules, fix the stand-

ard of its duty to others, and that it may, out of abundant

caution, adopt rules requiring of its employes a much higher

degree of care than the law imposes,—a practice which

ought to be encouraged, and not discouraged.

Finally, it holds that the company having omitted to call

its motorman as a witness, although within reach and avail-

able, the trial judge was, under the circumstances, justified

in instructing the jury that in weighing the effect of the

evidence actually introduced, they were at liberty to pre-

sume that the testimony of the motorman, if introduced,

would not have been favorable to the cause of the com-

pany.

Negligence Does Not Excuse from Use of Care.

Although the person suing to recover damages for per-

sonal injuries may be guilty of negligence, the company

sued cannot thereby excuse itself if, bv the exercise of due

care, its agent could have avoided the accident, after dis-

covering the negligent party in his perilous position. This

rule, which has been adopted as an exception to or modifica-

tion of the general doctrine that a person suing who is guilty

of contributory negligence cannot recover damages, the

court of appeals of Maryland says is a very just one, as the

law will not permit the loss of life, limb, or even property,

to be deliberately and carelessly inflicted, when it could by

reasonable care and caution be avoided, merely because the

injured person was negligent. However, it adds, the rule

should not be extended too far, but should be kept within

proper bounds.

When it is clear that the person suing was guilty of neg-

ligence, there must be evidence from which the jury can

fairly and reasonably find the company liable for violation

of duty after the person suing has thus negligently placed

himself in danger, in order to avoid the legal effect of his

own negligence.

To illustrate: the court holds, in the appealed case of Bal-

timore City Passenger Railway Company against Cooney,

March, 1898, 39 Atlantic Reporter. 8s9, that if a boy 11

years of age, of whom there was no evidence that he was

deficient in liis mental faculties, did stand for three or four

minutes in the center of the track with his back towards

the direction from which the car approached, he was clearly

guilty of negligence, but that would not justify the motor-

man in running over him.

On the other hand, if, in point of fact, the boy was not

on the track, and not in the way of the car, the court says

that there was no reason, so far as he was concerned, to

sound the gong. If he intentionally got on the track just

as the car reached that point, without first looking to see if

a car was coming, he was guilty of contributory negligence;

and, if he got on by stumbling and falling on the track too

late for the motorman to see him or to prevent running over

him, the company was not liable.

The court further holds that it was error to refuse to per-

mit the company to ask its master mechanic whether a boy
could "steal a ride" on tlie car that ran over the one suing

by hanging on the ledge on the side of the car, and putting

his feet on the truck or bar between the truck and wheel

guard, when its theory of defense was that he was injured in

that way, though questions could not be iJropounded with

reference to other cars.

Liability in Maintaining Pleasure Grounds.

A Massachusetts statute of 1895 authorizes street railway

companies to acquire, hold, equip, and maintain real estate

to be used for purposes of recreation and for pleasure re-

sorts, the admission being free.

By virtue of this statute the Lowell, Lawrence & Haver-
hill Street Railway Company maintained such a place on
the line of its railway, which contained a large platform or
stage for exhibitions. The company entered into a written

contract with a manager, under which the latter furnished
and managed various entertainments there, and, among
them, an exhibition of markmanship by a man born with-

out hands. It paid for advertising these exhibitions, and
carried posters on its cars.

A man by the name of Thompson, having seen an ad-
vertisement, was a spectator at an exhibition of markman-
ship, going to the place on one of the company's cars. Im-
mediately after a shot had been fired, something struck him
in the eye. There was no suggestion that he was not in the
exercise of due care, or that he was not in the place provided
for spectators.

All the apppliances were furnished bv the manager or the
performer, and nobody in the company's employ exercised
any supervision or control over the performance. A butt
was provided to receive the bullets, and on the evidence the
jury might find that the man was struck in the eye by a small
fragment of a bullet or other metallic substance which flew
from the impact when the bullet hit the butt, though it was
not made plain just how the accident occurred.

Thompson obtained a verdict for $5,045 against the street

railway company. This, the supreme judicial court of Mass-
achusetts refuses to disturb, April, 1898, 49 Northeastern
Reporter, 913.

It holds that the jury were properlv instructed that the

company was not responsible unless the exhibition was in

its nature such that it would necessarily or probably cause
injury to some person present under its invitation, unless

guarded against, and the comany failed to exercise due care
to prevent harm. The fact that the exhibition was provider!

and conducted by an independent contractor, it says, would
not wholly relieve the company from responsibility, provided

it was of sucli a kind that it Vv'ould probably cause iniury to

a spectator, unless due precautions were taken to guard
against harm.

The court holds that the case was rightfully submitted to

the jury, and that the evidence would sustain a finding that

the accident happened from a cause that ought to have been
foreseen and guarded against by the street railway company.
Nor does it consider that the spectator assumed the risk.

It says that he might well rely on those who provided the

exhibition, and invited him to attend, to take due care to

make it safe from such an injury as he received.
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Power to Prescribe Frequency of Running Cars.

The supreme court of Michigan holds, in People against

the Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Company, March 15,

1898, that the common council of the city of Detroit had

the power to adopt an ordinance, in February, 1897, re-

quiring the street railway company to "provide sufficient

cars upon Gratiot avenue so that a 6-minute service shall

be given upon said avenue between Mack and Sheridan

avenues between the hours of 5:30 a. m. and 10 p. m." In

reaching this conclusion, it maintains that the ordinance of

1897 involved was given and accepted with the understand-

ing of all parties to it that the provision in section 4 "that

the cars on all lines subject to this ordinance shall be oper-

ated as the public convenience may require and the com-

mon council order" should control, rather than that that or-

dinance should be so taken as an extension of the 30-year

ordinance of 1862 that its provisions not requiring more

than three cars an hour during the day should govern.

If, under the contract relations existing between the city

and the company, the former had the right to pass the or-

dinance of 1897 referred to, the supreme court further holds

that the common council had a right to provide a penalty

for its violation.

It was said, in substance, that if the power to determme

with what frequency the cars should be run was lodged with

the common council, the chances were that the public inter-

ests would not be subserved, but private spites and hatreds

gratified, and that a corrupt council might sap the life

blood of industries in cities unless the corporations should

"see" the members of the council. But the answer of the su-

preme court to that is, 74 Northwestern Reporter, 520, that

it cannot presume that members of a common council are

actuated by improper motives, or that their actions towards

corporations are actuated by improper motives.

Conceding, however, the above contention to be true,

the court says that there would be two remedies. First: The

aid of the criminal law should be invoked to punish alike

the members of the council whose official acts are influenced

by corrupt means, and the corporation which makes use of

the corrupt methods to improperly influence official action.

Ihe second remedy is for the people to elect honest mem-

bers to the common council.

The common council acts as the public and municipal

agent, and, in the passage of an ordinance affecting subjects

of municipal administration, it should and will be presumed

that the council acted in the exercise of a judgment upon the

facts, and their judgment must control until it has been

shown that it has been improperly exercised.

Yet, if it was clearly made to appear that the action of

the council was capricious and arbitrary, or that the public

convenience did not require the provisions contained in the

ordinance, the supreme court suggests that, without doubt,

the courts might intervene.

But, without trial, it thinks, no one could say that the pro-

visions of the ordinance were unreasonable.

Right to Leave Car Unblocked on Side Track.

the wheels to prevent the car's being rolled, according to

some of the testimony, although the conductor testified that

he blocked the wheels with a stone and a stick, which could

be removed, however, by the kick of a small boy, if he hit

it hard.

A little girl, nearly seven years of age, coming from school

saw eight or ten children playing with the car, pushing it a

short distance west, and then returning it east, some riding

and the others pushing. She climbed upon one end of the

platform to ride, and, without having got into the box,

cither slipped or was pushed in the play from the car, falling

in front of the wheels, one of the wheels running over her

leg, and causing injuries to recover damages for which the

street railway company was sued.

This brings out an interesting decision by the supreme

court of Michigan, wherein it reverses a judgment entered

against the company and denies a new trial. It says, Kau-

meier against City Electric Railway Company, March 15,

1898, 74 Northwestern Reporter, 481, that the car in ques-

tion was not dangerous in its construction, which it consid-

ers takes the case out of the rule adopted by the supreme

court of the United States and the great majority of the

state courts relative to leaving a turnable or other like dan-

gerous machinery, likely to attract children, unsecured.

True, the car stood upon a track where it might be moved
by several children applying their united strength. So

might several children, in the same way, move a wagon or

carriage left beside the highway. But the court says that

it apprehends that no claim of negligence could be sustained

against the owner of such a vehicle if one of the children

climbing upon it should fall off, and be run over, even if the

wheels were left without blocking. Therefore, assuming

that the company left the car without sufficient blocking, the

supreme court says that it must be held that this suit could

not be maintained against it, for the reason that there was

nothing in the case showing or tending to show any negli-

gence on the part of the street railway company.

The court does not think it necessary to say that the little

girl was a trespasser in going upon the track there, which

was laid along the highway. But it does declare it proper

to say that she was a trespasser in any attempt to use the

car.

The street railway company had just as much right, is the

final assertion of the court, to leave the car where it did as

would a farmer have to leave his wagon or carriage upon

his own side of the highway, and no one would have the

right to move it, except upon the claim that it impeded pub-

lic travel. The car being rightfully left where it was upon

the track, and not being a dangerous thing in itself, the

trial court should have directed a verdict in favor of the

street railway company.

As to Liability for Malicious Prosecution by Conductor.

A small flat car weighing from 1,500 to 1,800 lbs. was de-

tached from the motor car and left on a side track, in a pub-

lic highway, at Port Huron, Mich. The car had no brake,

and there were no blocks or anything put under or beside

Assume, for the sake of argument, that a person entitled

to ride on a street car without paying additional fare is not

only wrongfully ejected therefrom by the conductor for re-

fusing to pay additional fare, but is arrested and prosecuted

at the instance of the conductor for violating a city ordinance

making it a misdemeanor for any person to ride on a street

car without paying his fare, and that from the conductor's

acts in relation thereto malice on his part may be inferred,
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will the street railway company be liable for the acts of its

employe, the conductor, in this regard? The supreme court

of Arkansas makes these assumptions, in order to squarely

decide the question stated, in the appealed case of the Little

Rock Traction & Electric Company against Walker, March

19, 1898, 45 Southwestern Reporter, 57.

There was no proof here of an express authority from the

company to the street car conductor to prosecute a pas-

senger for refusing to pay his fare. Moreover, the court de-

clares that there was no connection whatever between his

authority to put a delinquent passenger off his car (given

expressly under the rules of the company), and thus prevent

a further imposition on the part of the passenger, and the

authority to arrest him and prosecute him for a violation of

the criminal laws in attempting to ride on the car without

paying his fare.

But, to prevent this case being set down as an unlikely one

of repetition, it is important to notice that the conductor, ac-

cording to his own testimony, only directed the policeman

lie called to put the passenger off. while the latter testified

that he was directed to arrest him and take him off, and the

court thmks that in all probability the conductor never in-

tended to do more than put the passenger off the car, never

having the idea of prosecution, malicious or otherwise.

And the court holds that the limited authority of a car

conductor from the company to put a delinquent passenger

off cannot be enlarged by his calling to his aid a policeman,

whose general powers as sucfi are to make arrests and prose-

cute for violation of the municipal law. Nothing else being

said, in such a case the policeman is called in to aid the con-

ductor in the execution of the conductor's powers, and not

those belonging to his office generally.

Of course, continues the court, the conductor could have

independently, and on his own responsibility, caused the

arrest to be made, and could have prosecuted ; but its de-

cision is that he could not do so as conductor of the street

car, and bind his company, without express authority being

shown.

For these reasons, the supreme court reverses a judgment

rendered against the company. Justice Wood dissenting.

The contention of the dissenting opinion is that, in order

to maintain a suit of this kind against the corporation, it is

not necessary to show that its agent, who instigated the ma-

licious prosecution, or at whose instance it was brought

about, had any express authority from the corporation to

do the act complained of, but that such authority may be

and will be implied if the agent in doing the act is acting

within the scope of his real or apparent authority.

Electric Railways in Country Highways.

One of the most important legal questions of today, and

one that is becoming more and more pressing every day, is

whether passenger railways operated by mechanical power

can be laid over country highways without consent of, or

compensation paid to, the adjoining landowner; or, in tech-

nical language, are they additional burdens to the fee?

It is well settled that a horse railway upon a city street,

built upon grade, and for the carriage of passengers only,

is not an additional burden. So, too, the drift and weight

of authority seem to be that the operation of the road by

electricity or other mechanical power does not change the

nature of the road in this respect, although it is held by

some courts that, if permanent erection? in the street in-

terfering with the right of access are necessary for the op-
eration of the road, these may constitute an additional bur-

den.

But that there are many and marked differences between
the uses to which a city street is put and the uses to which a

country highway is put cannot be denied ; nor can it be de-

nied that the uses contemplated when the land is taken for

electric railway purposes vary widelv, except that both are

intended for purposes of travel.

The street railway in its inception is a purely urban in-

stitution. It is intended to facilitate travel in and about
the city, from one part of the municipality to another, and
thus relieve the sidewalks of foot passengers and the road-

way of vehicles. It is thus an aid to the exercise of the

easement or right of passage; strictly, a city convenience, for

use in the city, by people living or stopping therein, and fully

under the control of municipal authorities, who have been
endowed with ample power for that purpose.

This strictly urban character of the street railways re-

mained practically unchanged for many years, and during

these years the long line of decisions grew up recognizing

the street railway as merely an improved method of using

the street, and rather as a help to the street than as burden

thereon.

Time, however, has made changes in conditions. New
motive power has been discovered, and it is found that by

its use an enlarged city street car may profitably run long

distances, and compete to some extent with the steam rail-

way. It is proposed to convert the city railways into hnes

of passenger transportation, covering long distances, and
connecting widely separated cities and villages, by using

the country highways, and operating long and heavy

coaches, sometimes made up into trains of several cars.

Thus, the urban railway has developed into the interurban

railway, and threatens soon to develop into the interstate

railway. The small car which took up passengers at one

corner, and dropped them at another, has become a large

coach, approximating the ordinary railway coach in size,

and has become a part, perhaps, of a train which sweeps

across the country from one city to another, bearing its load

of passengers ticketed through, with an occasional passen-

ger picked up on the highway. The purely city purpose

which the urban railway subserved has developed into or

been supplanted by an entirely different purpose, namely,

the transportation of passengers from city to city over long

stretches of intervening country.

When this train or car, with its load of through passen-

gers, is passing througii a country town, it is clearly serv-

ing no township purpose, save in the most limited sense.

This through travel is unquestionablv composed of people

who otherwise would travel oti the ordinary steam railway,

and would not use the highway at all. Thus, the operation

of this newly-developed street railwav (so called) upon ihe

country road is precisely opposite to the operation of the

urban railway upon the city street. It burdens the road with

travel which would otherwise not be there, instead of reliev-

ing it by the substitution of one vehicle for many.

These considerations, pointed out bv the supreme court

of Wisconsin, in the case of Zehren against the Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Company, 74 Northwestern Re-

porter, 538, wherein it handed down its opinion March 22,

1898, lead the court to hold that an interurban electric rail-
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way, running upon the highways through country towns,

is an additional burden upon the highway- However it may

regard this development of the urban into the interurban

railway, it says that it seems to it utterly impossible and il-

logical to say that it is essentially the same in its purpose or

effects as the mere street railway which it early decided was

not an additional burden on the fee. The difference between

the two, it explains, is not so much in the change of motive

power, as in the entirely different character of the use. Sup-

pose a steam railway corporation were organized to carry

passengers only from city to city, and should attempt to lay

its track upon the country roads without compensation; is

there any doubt, the court asks, but that it would be held

that it could not do so? Tt thinks not.

Even granting all this, it was further argued, in this case,

that a distinction should be drawn between a highway in

close proximity to a city, or running between the city and a

neighboring suburb, and the ordinarv country road through

a farming district. The suggestion, the court admits, is

not without weight, as there is much difference between the

practical uses to which the two highways are generally put,

the suburban highway very frequentlv approximating closely

to the city street. But while the difficulty in drawing any

clear line of demarkation between the two is very great, the

court says that if a line be drawn in one case upon the facts

of that case, depending upon mere proximity, or upon the

manner of use, or the density of population, or the prospect

of rapid settlement, or upon all of these circumstances to-

gether, it cannot apply to anv other case; and the question

will always be one of doubt and embarrassment, leading to

different conclusions in different courts, whereas, if the Ime

be fixed at the limits of the corporation, it will at least have

the great merit of certainty, and be capable of unerring ap-

plication. Presumably the city limits include the entire ur-

ban area, and the court says that it feels, under all the cir-

cumstances, that it is the true and proper line.

Furthermore, conceding for the moment that the highway

in question should, although outside of the city limits, be

treated as a city street, the court holds that the grade can-

not be changed by. and primarily for the sole benefit of, a

street railway company, and, more particularly, that the

latter cannot cut down the highway, sav, 8 ft., so that an

abutting owner's right of access to his property will be seri-

ously impaired, without the latter's consent and without pay-

ment of compensation to him.

FOREIGN ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

FIRE AT NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

On April 9, about 9 p. m., fire broke out in the planing

mill of the Newburyport Car Company, and quickly spread

to the machine shop, dry house and other near-by buildings,

which were destroyed notwithstanding the efforts of the fire

department. The paint shop was saved, but a new buildmg
in process of erection was badly damaged. The loss to the

company and lessor was about $30,000, covered by insur-

ance. It is charged that the fire was of incendiarv origin.

Some boys strung a piece of barbed wire across the track

of the Pawtucket Street Railway Company at the village of

Lonsdale, thinking to have some fun, and nearly succeeded

in decapitating the motorman of the car that struck it.

The Sheffield letter to the "Hardware Trade Journal," an

English publication, details the experiences of an English

merchant who wanted goods in a hurry. He cabled to

America for a considerable quantity of material, and within

nine days it was at Liverpool ; on another occasion he cabled

for 60 electrical specialties, and though they were not kept

ill stock, they were promised in 14 days. The correspondent

stated that a manufacturer in Sheffield had complained of

his inability to secure malleable castings of satisfactory

quality or in sufficient quantities without importing them

from the United States. .Another surprise was the prefer-

ence expressed by the men in this shop for American-made

files, which were used in large quantities.

THE ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS IN ROME.

Following the example of Milan, the Eternal City per-

mits the use of the overhead trolley and does not hesitate

at the invasion of the Capitol itself. About a year ago

three miles of track were laid down, and recent additions

bring the total length up to 14.25 miles. Electricity is

generated by water power at Tivoli, 18 miles from Rome,

and transmitted at an initial pressure of 5,000 volts, the

total drop being about 20 per cent. At Rome the current

is first reduced to 2,000 volts and then transformed to a

continuous current at 500 volts in rotary transformers.

These transformers are three in number, each of 80 k. w.

capacity. A storage battery of Tudor cells is used in con-

CROSSING THE KUINS OF THE CAflTOL.
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nection with the transformers and provides for the fluctua-

tions in the load; during two or three hours in the evening

the turbines at the water plant are shut down and the road

operated by the battery alone.

The grades on the line are many and some of them are

k iaaaaM»ai''rTwwi itrirwnTmMiignrraM
PIAZZA VENEZIO-SAN PAOLO LINE.

as steep as 8 per cent; the curves vary in radius from 66

to y-j ft. The track is laid with Phoenix rails of girder

section weighing 67 lbs. The rails are bonded with double

copper bonds; at intervals of 150 ft. there are cross bonds,

and every 500 ft. the four rails of the two tracks are cross

Ijonded.

There are 43 motor cars with capacity for 16 first-class

JUNCTION OF VIA BONNELLA AND VIA CAVOUR.

passengers and six second-class, and standing places for

eight more on the rear platform. The car equipment is

Thomson-Houston.

The illustrations are reproduced from the Railway

World, from which the data here given were taken.

The Lake Street Elevated has changed the signal lamp?

on its line to conform to those used by the Union Loop and

Metropolitan Elevated, and will soon be followed in this oy

the South Side Company. The colors are now red for dan-

ger and gfreen for clear.

A BLUE PRINT WINDOW.

A writer in "Engineering News" describes a very con-

venient arrangement for a blue printing frame which is in

use at the Edge Moor
Bridge Works. In the blue

print room are special win-

dows the glass in which

serves as a part of the frame

and the labor and annoy-

ance of pushing the frame

outside of the window is

saved, to say nothing of the

exposure to which the or-

dinary apparatus exposes

the mani|nilator in windy

weather.

The window A, B, C, D,

projecting from the side of

tlie building, contains the

fixed glass E, and the mov-
able frame F, counter-

weighted by the arm and
weight G. The frame F is covered by a bed of cotton wool
held in place by a square of ordinary carpeting, and closes

up tight against the glass E. The sensitive paper and trac-

ing are simply placed in the proper position on the frame,

which is closed up against the glass for printing and low-
ered for inserting and removing the paper and prints. As
all drawings are made upon sheets 26^^x35 '2 ins., the frame
F is made just large enough to hold these sheets.

MAY PAY FOR STREET IMPROVEMENTS IN
INSTALLMENTS.

March 31, the circuit court of Vanderburgh county, Ind.,

rendered a decision in the case of the Evansville Street Rail-

way Company against the city of Evansville, the mayor and
the common council asking for an order to compel the pass-

ing of an ordinance giving the street railway company the

right to pay for its street improvements in 10 annual in-

stallments, as authorized by the law passed in 1897. Tlie

city in its defense had claimed that the old ordinance pro-

viding for a single payment by the company was a contract

which tlic legislature might not impair and denied the con-

stitutionality of the law of 1897.

The court held that the company might pay in 10 install-

ments.

It will be remembered that the Terre Haute Street Rail-

way was thrown into a receiver's hands because the mayor
vetoed such an ordinance as the Evansville council was

asked to pass.

The success with which the interurban line between Mil-

waukee and Kenosha has met during the 15 months of its

operation has no doubt had a great deal to do with stimu-

lating the project for an electric line from Chicago to Mil-

waukee. With the completion of a road now building north

of Chicago, four-fifths of the distance between the two cities

will be covered and that interval can not be expected to be

left open long.
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PLEASURE RESORTS IN 1898.

What the Street Railways Will Provide for the Coming Season at Their Parks-The Storage Battery Pleasure Boat-The Expedi-

ency of Offering Inducements to Societies and Organized Bodies -Experience of the Schenectady

Railway Company—New Parks.

With the approach of summer the question of, What shall

we do with our parks or pleasure resorts? confronts the man-

agers of those street railways which have these features as

an incentive to travel. In making the decision there are a

few fortunate ones who need not consider the item of ex-

pense and are limited in choosing attractions only by what

the experience, of themselves or of others similarly situated,

has shown to be successful in providing recreation and

amusement for pleasure seekers. Others must economize

and will be most interested in learning what may be home-

made at small expense, and yet prove attractive features at a

resort.

What will prove a success in one city does not always do

so in another; the public is fickle in its tastes, but may to a

considerable extent be persuaded to like a thing, and here

the ingenuity of the promoter has full play. In the succeed-

ing pages will be found some information as to what has

been found good, and what poor attractions, some points on

what can be made by the company, and what are the plans

for the coming summer.

A most attractive feature of a pleasure resort near a body

of water, would be mechanically propelled boats. Electric

launches would be better suited than any other kind, as the

current for charging storage batteries could be convenientK

taken from the trolley circuit. The electric launches on the

lakes in Jackson Park during the World's Fair were im-

mensely popular and profitable in spite of the great initial

cost and the still greater cost of maintenance.

There are few street railway resorts whose patronage

would justify the investment of $1,500 for an electric launch.
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BOATQWITH ELECTRIC PROPELLER.

Rather than incur such an expense the boats could be

equipped with the batteries, motors and propellers in the

repair shop of the company. However, it is not the party

boat holding from a dozen to a score of persons that will

receive the most patronage but the smaller ones about the

size of an ordinary row boat with seats for two or four per-

sons. The number of couples who would ride on the water

would be many times the number of parties, and the expense

of such service must be within the means of the average

patron of a popular resort.

An equipment has been perfected in Minneapolis by S. N.

Smith and T. B. Hatch, of the Monitor Electric Company,

by which such boats can be run by an electric motor and

propeller, as shown in the illustration. This apparatus is

composed of two parts; the propeller and motor hung on

the outside at the stern, and the battery placed anywhere

in the bottom of the boat. The former can be attached to

any boat in a few minutes.

. The batteries may be either of two kinds, storage or pri-

mary, either of which will run a large-sized row boat four

to five miles an hour. The storage battery is in two parts,

together weighing about 80 lbs., and will run five hours

continuously or seven intermittently. The primary battery

is somewhat heavier and will do the same work for four

hours continuously, or six hours on intermittent runs sucli

as a pleasure seeker would make on a day's outing, which

may, however, be increased to two hours more by a slight

additional charge to the o'd solution. The primary baUery

costs from 50 to 75 cents per charge, according to the quan-

tity of chemicals purchased and the locality of the purchaser.

The charging is very easily accomplished by any one, using

water and dry salts or powders.

The propeller and motor are in one part and weigh com-

plete about 20 lbs. The whole is nickel-plated and presents

a fine appearance. A fast and slow speed switch is con-

veniently placed on the cover, which latter hinges back and

exposes to view all of the mechanism that requires inspec-

tion. The oiling is all done through a single oil-hole which

lubricates the whole machine.

Steering is efifecte.1 by means of a hand wheel surround-

ing the motor case, the turning of which steers a boat much

more readily than a rudder. The boat may be made to turn

completely around upon its heel. Reversing is instantly ac-

complished by turning the wheel half a revolution, thu^

causing the boat to immediately back up without stopping

the motor. The mechanical and electrical details have been

very carefully worked out and perfected. The extremely

light weight and the power and efificiency are its features

Tt is practically noiseless, and emits no fumes or vapors.

The price of these outfits range from $100 to $125, comp'e e

for each boat. One of the illustrations shows a boat so

equipped going at full speed through the water.

Toledo.

The Toledo Traction Company has as a pleasure resort

the Lake Erie Park and Casino, which it advertises exten-

sively throughout the state by means of large colored litho-

graphs, so that a stranger in search of amusement need

not remain ignorant of where to go. Music is a never fail-

ing attraction and a band of 20 pieces gives two concerts

daily. The attractions comprise a theater, a merry-go-

round, a scenic railway, boating, pony track, mystic maze,

swings, etc., and this season a zoological garden, palm gar-
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den, aquarium, bowling alley and bicycle track are to be

added; of these the zoological garden, aquarium and the-

ater were built by the cotnpany. Admission to the park is

free to passengers on the railway and a fee of 5 cents is

charged for others. All the concessions except the cafe are

rented out. The company endeavors to induce excursions

of secret, military and business organizations coming to To-

ledo to hold meetings at the park.

The general manager, Thomas H. McLean, states the

experience of the company to be that high-class vaudeville

entertainments take best and dramatic companies are fail-

ures. He thus tells how to make a summer resort a suc-

SHOWING THE l-KUl'ELLIiK.

cess: "Cater to ladies and children; give only clean, moral

entertainments; maintain good order: uniform all attaches;

give two performances and band concerts daily; look after

the comfort and safety of your patrons; work in conjunc-

tion with the steam railroads for excursion business."

Cleveland.

At Cleveland what is called the Park System of the

Akron, Bedford & Cleveland and the Cleveland, Paines-

ville & Eastern Railroad Companies is managed by C. F.

Bates, who writes as follows: "We will, this year, operate

two parks; one on the line of the Akrpn, Bedford & Cleve-

land Railroad, situated 30 miles from Cleveland and five

miles from Akron; and another on the Cleveland, Paines-

ville & Eastern Railroad, 16 miles from Cleveland. You

will readily see that the long haul from the city makes our

condition very dififerent from almost all street railway parks,

and consequently our work this year will be entirely ex-

perimental. Our equipment will enable us to reach these

parks very quickly and we will unquestionably have 'a very

great amount of Sunday school traffic, but we hope that

the great natural beauty of our parks, with their especially

good bathing facilities, will give us a large amount of tran-

sient traffic."

Duluth, Minn.

The Duluth (Minn.) Street Railway Company has no

amusement place on its line other than a pavilion located

at the head of its incline railway, the second floor of which

is fitted up as a summer theater, the lower floor being used

as a restaurant and promenade with balconies looking out

upon the lake. The company has not completed arrange-

ments for the coming season, but will probably have op-

eratic, dramatic and vaudeville entertainments as in the past

two or three seasons.

Philadelphia.

John B. Parsons, vice-president and general manager of

the Union Traction Company, Philadelphia, states the com-
pany has contracted with T. P. Brooks to liave his Chicago

Marine Band g^ve concerts during the summer at Willow
Grove Park, and expects to continue to conduct the park

this season, keeping to the same high standard as has pre-

vailed for the past tw^o seasons; no material changes will

he made in the matter of attractions.

Marinette, Wis.

President H. C. Higgins, of the Marinette (Wis.) Gas,

Electric Light, Street Railway & Power Company, has had

some experience with pleasure resorts, and in his address

before the Northwestern Electrical Association recently

said; "Do not lay any extra line in order to establish a

park, unless you can establish it on the edge of a body of

water and a town of not less than 30,000 people to draw
from. Do not lay out much money on animals for your

park. Do not run vaudeville or other shows unless you

are so situated that their transportation will cost you but

little. I believe that parks should be enclosed and no one

admitted unless he pays car fare." The company's park is

conducted along these lines; an admission fee of 10 cents

is charged for others than passengers. Al the park are a

hotel, band stand, dock, bath houses and a fleet of boats,

all of which were built by the company. These concessions

are rented as a whole. As stated, Marinette proved to be

too far from the base of supplies to make vaudeville a suc-

cess and such shows were abandoned. Now the principal,

attractions of that nature are band concerts given each

Sundav, and base ball games.

Schenectady, N. Y.

The park of the Schenectady (N. Y.) Railway Company

is known as Brandywine Park and is situated on a high and

sandy bluff on the edge of Brandywine Lake, 13 minutes"

ride from the New York Central Passenger Depot, on the

line of the electric street railway, whose tracks run into the

park and up to the steps of the main buildings.

The park has been well and securely fenced so that no

entrance can be obtained except at the proper gate, at which

a ticket office has been erected. The banks of the lake

are well shaded with large trees, and have been drained,

terraced and sodded: cinder paths have been laid out and

plentv of seats and a boat-landing built. The body of the

park is laid out with fine cinder walks around the buildings,

additional shade trees have been planted and all the surface

except that taken up by the buildings, walks and flower

beds, made into a beautiful glassy lawn where tennis, cro-

quet, lacrosse or other games may be played.

The main buildings comprise:

.\ large covered Casino, with stage, dressing rooms and a

fine dancing floor 50 ft. by 60 ft. The dancing floor has

seats around it, and if it is desired to use the building as an

auditorium, chairs and settees to comfortably seat 600 peo-
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pic liave been provided. Tlie floor is raised 6 ft. above the

g^round, and with the high sides and projecting eaves danc-

ing or any entertainment can be continued during the heav-

iest rain, while its steep roof and open sides render it cool

and pleasant during the hottest weather. At night it is

lighted with arc lamps and several lumdred incandescents.

Closely adjacent, a handsome covered refreshment pavil-

ion, with tables, chairs, refreshment counter, ice-box and a

separate kitchen or serving room, with stove, tables, sink,

etc.

For societies desiring to use or sell beer, a Tivoli or cov-

ered beer hall has been erected in a shady portion of the

park and surrounded with a lattice fence large enough to

allow the use of tables outside the serving counter.

A large, raised open stage with railing, for use of wrest-

ling, boxing or any open air contest, show or entertainment.

Ample toilet facilities have been provided.

Good, strong safe boat-swings have been provided for the

free use of the children.

There are two fine running springs on the lake bank, two

(leej) drive wells have been sunk and the company has also

installed an electric pump by which the lake water is piped

all over the grounds for sprinkling or toilet use.

At night the grounds are brilliantly lighted with both arc

and incandescent lamps from the company's own power

plant, and attendants are at all times on the grounds to

enforce order or prevent the entrance of drunken, disor-

derly or disreputable persons.

The street cars run to and from the park every 15 minutes

fr<]ni 6 a. m. to 10 p. m., and on holidays, days of picnics,

etc., they run every /'/> minutes until the picnic, etc., is

over.

H. S. Cooper, secretary of the Schenectady Railway Com-
pany, has very kindly written us at some length regarding

the experience of that company in the management of the

park. He says:

"This city has many secret societies, labor organizations,

religious, philanthropic, and benevolent associations, and

])leasure clubs, besides the churches, Sunday school and

church societies. We have found our best revenue to come
from the annual gatherings of these bodies at our park, and

we have therefore fitted it up specially for the accommoda-

tion of them. We rent them the park complete with all the

privileges, for a sum that will cover the fixed charges, main-

tenance and operating expenses and depend for our profit

on the traffic that such events create. We advertise these

events (free) in the cars for some weeks in advance, and on

the day that it occurs we advertise it by streamers on the

outside of the cars. A special form of contract is used.

"Once or twice a week—on dates when we have no event

booked—we give an evening dance from 8 to 11 p. m.,

furnishing good music, brilliant illumination and a fine

dancing floor. On these occasions we make a charge of

10 cents each for the men—the ladies we admit free as an

attraction! We insist on perfect order and decent behavior

at these, and the past year they w'ere very well attended.

The gate receipts about pay the expense of the music and

the necessary extra attendants, the profit comes from the

hauling to and fro, and the extra traffic comes at a time

when other traffic is slack and when it can be handled with-

out extra cars. In addition to these regular dances we give,

a few times during the season, 'prize dances,' at which prizes

(such as umbrellas, pocket-books, small toilet accessories.

etc.) are given to the best dancers, the award being made

either by a committee chosen by the contestants themselves,

or by a vote of the spectators, the 'ballot' being the admis-

sion ticket for the evening. These prize dances are only

given at intervals, as an advertisement and to keep the

events from becoming monotonous.

"On every fine Sunday afternoon from 3 to 5 p. m. we
give a free concert in one of the buildings. These concerts

are either band, orchestral, vocal or a combination of all; in

all cases comprising good music by good performers. This

has not as yet paid us directly, as the religious element of

the town being against it at the start, the attendance has

been small: the concerts, however, have proved themselves

so unobjectionable—both in matter and in the behavior of

those attending—that this opposition is dying out and we
will continue them this summer, believing that not only will

the attendance increase but that it will be an advertisement

for the park, and that it will teach the people to use the

cars on Sundays to a greater extent.

"On all other occasions than those noted the park is free

to the general public for basket picnics, informal dances,

private parties, etc. We tried, during one season, the ex-

periment of making 'non-riders' on the cars pay an admis-

sion of 5 cents to the park, but the income from this source

was so small, the expense of keeping an entrance-man to

collect the admission was so out of proportion to the re-

ceipts, and finally, the dissatisfaction at the arrangement was

so great that we gave it up, and the only requisite for admis-

sion that we require now, is that the person shall be sober

and not a disreputable character. We have, this year, under

consideration the advisability of charging an admission of

5 cents for bicycles. The facilities for reaching the park

on a wheel are so good, and the number of them in use in

the city is getting to be so large, that if we do not take

some such action, the traffic on the cars—at least the extra

traffic caused by the use of the park—will not pay. Of

course this would mean that facilities for the safe and shel-

tered storage of the bicycles must lie provided in the park,

and this can be done very easily and cheaply in our case,

as the buildings are in such shape that bicycle racks may
be easily attached to the sides.

"We have provided one end of the dancing hall with a

permanent raised platfomi about 3 ft. high. 12 ft. deep and

the full width of the Ijuilding. This stage has a sheltered

outside stairway which leads to some dressing rooms under-

neath the stage. A few curtains of awning cloth stretched

between the pillars at the back and sides and a few light

wooden screens, transform this platform into an enclosed

stage, and a few home-made footlights and a sliding curtain

make it ready for any performance that we or the lessees

wash to give. For seats we purchased strong, cheap chairs

and settees to seat about 500 persons; these are put on and

taken off in a short time through doors in the front of the

stage, they being kept under the dancing floor when not

in use.

"On days when the park is not leased, light refreshments,

soft drinks, ice cream, cigars and fruit are sold in one of

the buildings. The privilege is let to an outside party on a

commission on profits basis and is fairlv profitable in a good

season. As in other matters, we insist that everything fur-

nished shall be the best of its kind and sold at the same

prices as in the city. This is no hardship to the party
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selling, as we furnish free transportation to them and their

goods and they are virtually rent-free.

"We have a number of good, strong, safe boats, which
we hire at reasonable rates, and in hot weather these are

good money producers, but the proximity of a very beau-
tiful river to the heart of the city militates against the free

use of the boats, as they are not an 'attraction.'

"We have not yet put in a merry-go-round; principally

because we have not had the money to spare; but from our
experience with the traveling ones that have been here we
think that they are about the best attraction that there is,

and shall certainly put one in as soon as we are able to.

"In stage attractions, fireworks, balloon ascensions, water-

shows, etc., we have not had a very large experience, and

that which we have had has not been favorable to our re-

ceipts. Until the usual style of 'attraction' is made more
suitable to the purse and the patrons of the average small

street railway park, or until we are able to form that

'Amusement League' among ourselves, this company will do

little in this line of the so-called 'attractions."

"From an extended trip among towns of this size, from

conversations and correspondence with other superintend-

ents, the writer is of the opinion that it is an easy matter

to overdo the amusement business in small parks. The

conditions in the larger cities with their congested centers,

large floating population, more rapid life and competing

attractions, are entirely different, and can be no criterion

for the smaller towns, and every manager of a small park

that tries to emulate them seems to have come out at the

small end of the cash account. We believe that in the

smaller towns and cities the best paying park is the one

that caters to the social and 'organized bodies' elements, and

to the women and children. Such parks do not need to be

of very great size; they can be made attractive and kept so

at small expense; the capital invested need not be great, and

the expense of running should be small. If possible, it

should be at a distance from the town—not too far, unless

an extra fare for the increased distance can be collected

—

but so far out that it is not within an easy walking distance

from the town. If the town has no river or other body of

water within easy reaching distance, the location of the park

on such a body of water or the formation of such will be

the first and best attraction.

"Our park is not large enough to allow of any athletic

grounds or bicycle track, so we concluded to treat it and

run it more as an 'assembly grounds," and to this end have

made it as comfortable as possible by good shade, clean,

dry, dustless walks, plenty of seats and benches, good toilet

facilities and plenty of shelter. We have made it neat and

pretty by tasteful buildings, good lawns and plenty of shrub-

bery and flowers. We take pride in keeping it nice, and

find that it pays to do so and that the public appreciates it

and aids us in doing so. We allow the fullest and freest

use of it in every way and portion, but do not allow it

abused. We keep it respectable and find that it pays—and

we have just as much of the 'world, flesh and devil' as any

town of the same size.

"In our traffic, in the park and the attractions thereat, we

have found that it is not wise to be too 'advanced.' The pub-

lic, as a rule, appreciates more and longer the things that

it has reasonably demanded or shown a wish for, and which

have been cheerfully and promptly given in response to that

wish. They are, after all, only human beings like the rest

of us, and may be spoilt by stuffing as well as starving! By
pursuing a policy l)ased on this belief, we have been alilc

to make a success where the other course would have made
a failure, we have been enabled to avail ourselves of the
experience—both profitable and unprofitable—of our more
radical brethren in the amusement lines, and have still sev-
eral more cards 'up our sleeve' and an unsatiated public on
which to play them."

Paducah, Ky.

At Paducah, Ky., the street railway has a park with a

theater, boats, bathing facilities, chutes for "shooting,"" etc.,

all of which were built by the company: none of these are
rented. The admission price to the entertainments is 15
cents, though, the entrance to the park is free. Orchestra
concerts are given every night. Stock companies with spe-

cialty teams have been the most successful, though the com-
pany has been fortunate in not having any entertainments

which proved failures. There is no attempt made to have
organized bodies make use of the park.

Holyoke, Mass.

In our issue of July last we described the incline railway
running from Mountain Park, near Holyoke, Mass., to the

sunmiit of Mt, Tom. The Mt. Tom Railroad, which is

leased to the Holyoke Street Railway Company, has proved

MT. TO.M PAVILION IN WINTER.

to be a success in every way; last vear more than 60,000

people were taken up the incline without an accident of anv
kind. At the summit is a pavilion 76x92 ft. and two stories
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liigli with a cupola 25x31 ft. The first floor has parlors,

dining room, kitchen, etc. ; on the second floor is a hall with

stage, which will accommodate 500 guests. The cupola is

used as an observatory, and from it is to be had one of the

most beautiful views to be found anywhere. Mountain Park

VIEW OF MOUNTAIN PARK.

is free to passengers, the fare being 5 cents from Holyoke,

and from here the round trip to the summit is 25 cents. At

Mountain Park are a gravity railroad, merry-go-round, pho-

nographs, photograph gallery, amusement stage, view tow-

ers, etc.; all of these were built by the company and are

operated by it, only concessions to caterers being rented.

Shows of various kinds have been given: minstrels, educated

horses, Japanese troupes, vaudeville entertainments ant'

concerts have proved to be the most attractive. One of the

illustrations shows a view of the stage, zoo, pavilion, grav-

ity railway, etc., and another is the summit of Mt. Tom in

winter.

St. Paul, Minn.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Company, of Minneapolis

and St. Paul, has had considerable experience with pleasure

resorts and the amusement manager, George R. Folds,

writes of the company's plans for the coming season and

tells of past years. He says:

"For several seasons we have operated two pleasure re-

sorts; one at Lake Harriet, in Minneapolis, and the oiher

at Como Park, in St. Paul. The former place has a large

pavilion, amphitheater and floating stage, which we erected

on the edge of the lake on property belonging to our public

park board. We have had a great many attractions at this

place, including such novelties as Gilmore's Band, South

Sea Islanders, all kinds of vaudeville artists, comic opera,

etc. We have tried free entertainments and at other times

have charged admission. Last season we presented 10

weeks of comic opera for which we charged admission of

10, 15 and 25 cents. This, I think, was quite successful;

but we have decided to present no attractions at this park

this year but will concentrate our efforts at Como Park,

St. Paul.

"Como Park Ues between the Twin Citi&s, or nearly so,

and it is the purpose of this company to have a new inter-

urban line constructed before July I . which will pass di-

rectly through the grounds so that each city will be a

feeder for it. At present, we plan to give free band con-

certs every evening and probably every afternoon during

the summer. We may use local bands part of the time

and quite likely shall engage some large foreign band for

a period. We are also now considering introducing certain

soloists and presenting other novel features to create inter-

est in our program. No admission to the park is charged.

"Como Park is controlled by the St. Paul Park Board

and has a good many acres of ground which are kept in

very fine shape. It has a large, irregularly shaped lake,

upon the shores of which we now have a pavilion to which

we are now building a large open air amphitheater. Min-

nehaha Falls is now in control of the Park Board of this

city and several refreshment pavilions are now maintained

just outside the park grounds. We have, occasionally, fur-

nished some entertainment there to attract the public, but

we find it a very popular resort without spending much
energy to make it so.

"In St. Paul, we connect with a suburban electric road

which runs out to White Bear Lake, where many picnics go.

The company operating this suburban road has quite a

park at the lake where it has built a roller coaster, bath

houses, a pavilion and a dancing hall, and where it has also

laid out athletic fields and made many other attractive im-

provements. This suburban company advertises and op-

erates this park itself and we get a revenue from all its pas-

sengers. I might also add that in both cities we are fortu-

nate in having the base ball parks situated on our lines and

some distance from town."

Urbana, 111.

How to jirovide meritorious theatrical attractions at a

reasonable price is a problem which managers have in some

instances endeavored to solve by forming amusement cir-

cuits, whereby better terms could be made with the "teams."

B. F. Harris, Jr., president and geenral manager of the

Urbana & Champaign Railway, Gas & Electric Company,

is trying to form such a circuit in Illinois and writes us as

follows: "A few days since I addressed a letter to about

10 of the roads in the central part of the state suggesting that

we get up a little theatrical circuit and employ a theatrical

agent in Chicago to get small vaudeville companies for us,

so that by giving each company 10 weeks engagement and

having the stand one week in each street railway town, we
would be relieved of the trouble of getting companies and

they would be much cheaper than for single week's engage-

ments. Our idea is to advertise free shows at our amuse-

ment park and make the rear half of our theater seats free

and reserve the front half for sale at 10 cents each."

Zanesville, O.

All parks have not been successful; General Manager

Westcott, of the Zanesville Railway & Electric Company,

writes us that it has abandoned the "Gant Park Theater"

for this season. The company is now in the hands of Will

Christy, receiver.

Ashland, Ky.

The pleasure resort of the Ashland & Catlettsburg Street

Railway Company, Ashland, Ky., is attractive in both sum-

mer and winter, being very popular as a skating resort in

winter. The park is known as Clyflfeside and admission is

free to passengers on the street railway only, 10 cents being
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ence of such large concourses of spectators and pleasure

seekers as will throng the grounds each day. The bicycle

track and ball grounds will be placed in the best of condi-

tion at as early a date as possible, and even now workmen
are engaged in clearing the grounds and fixing up the

shrubbery.

It is expected to open the resorts to the public about May
30, and to inaugiuate the entertainment season of free at-

tractions on Monday. June 20. The daily band concerts

will be commenced June i, and there has already been

secured for the respective resorts a large number of high-

class vaudeville acts and sensational novelties. The attrac-

tions are always selected with great care, as the company

caters almost exclusively to ladies and children.

New Haven, Conn.

Bitmingham, Ala.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Railway & Electric Company is

offering special inducements to churches, Sunday schools,

societies and clubs in the matter of picnics and excursions.

Tlie general manager, J. B. McClary, has sent us a circular

letter from which we take the following data regarding the

attractions offered to such bodies:

For picnics there are Hawkins Springs, on the Bessemer

division; Avondale, at the terminus of the Avondale &
Fountain Heights electric line; Ensley Bridge, on the Ens-

ley division, and East Lake. Hawkins Spring Park is seven

miles from Birmingham and six miles from Bessemer. The

spring is the largest and deepest in the county. The com-

pany has just completed a pavilion, to afford shelter in case

of rain and to accommodate clubs wishing to dance. In

addition to the points mentioned another park, Pleasant

Valley Park, on the Powderly line, can be had on applica-

tion to the owner.

For the accommodation of trolley parties and excursions

the company has the "Royal Red" illuminated car and the

"Electra," an open car of especially large capacity. The

rates are as follows: For Sunday schools, societies and

clubs, the rate to Hawkins Springs and Ensley Bridge is 10

cents for the round trip; East Lake and .A.vondale can be

reached, if as many as 50 or more go in a body, for 5 cents

round trip. These rates are from Birmingham. Satisfac-

tory rates are named from East Lake, Pratt City or other

suburban cities upon application. The trolley cars, "Royal

Red" and "Electra," can be had for $15 for three hours. A
reduction is made in the price of these cars where churches

rent them in order to raise funds.

New Bedford, Mass.

The Dartmouth & Westport Street Railway owns and

operates Lincoln Park, located between the cities of New
Bedford and Fall River, Mass., at which are a theater and

casino, merry-go-round, toboggan slide and Ferris wheel;

the theater and casino were built by the company. Admis-

sion is free to all persons and band concerts on afternoons

and Sunday evenings, with free dancing afternoons and

evenings, are the chief attractions. The management states

that vaudeville shows are the most successful. Concessions

are sold to various parties, such as the catering, merry-go-

round, toboggan slide and Ferris wheel. The public ap-

pears never to tire of dancing and music.

The Winchester Avenue Railroad, of New Haven, Conn.,

has at West Haven a park where a merry-go-round, danc-

ing pavilion, maze, bowling alleys, swings, shooting gal-

leries and a number of smaller affairs are among the attrac-

tions; all these are let to one person who sub-lets to others.

The company has erected an electric fountain and gives ex-

hibitions of fire works once a week. For music an orchestra

of 12 pieces is provided which gives concerts of 2^ hours

in the afternoon and 3 hours in the evening. Efforts are

made to have the annual gatherings of organized bodies held

at the park. As to what the experience of the company has

been, General Manager Kelsey says that first-class, clean

vaudeville shows have proved to be the best (at these the

only charge is 5 cents for a seat) and large band concerts

and big hippodrome shows have been failures: he makes the

following suggestions: "Make people think they are get-

ting something for nothing; have nothing but what is clean

and the best of its kind; evening attractions such as illumin-

ations and fire works draw best; give people plenty of out-

door seats and good music, and keep everything neat and

clean."

Nonrich, Conn.

At the park of the Norwich (Conn.) Street Railway Com-
pany there are a theater, bicycle track, bowling alley and

merry-go-round; the theater was built by the company.

This year music for dancing in the afternoons and evenings,

and band concerts on Wednesday and Sunday nights are

among the principal attractions. Five cents is charged for

non-passengers. The concessions for catering are sold to

different parties ; liquors are not permitted, however. Varie-

ty shows lasting about 1J/2 hours have been found to be the

most successful ; any shows that do not last more than one

hour have proved failures. Superintendent Adams states

that arrangements are made for the annual outings of or-

ganized bodies and that the company usually has the G. A.

R. gatherings, church and Sunday school picnics and the

Labor Day meetings.

Westfield, Mass.

Tlie Woronco Street Railway Company, at Westfield,

Mass., has a park where concessions for a trotting park,

photograph gallery, phonographs, etc., are rented to various

parties. In fitting up the park the company itself built

cages for small animals, seats, swings, etc., and the theater.

Admission is free to all. Band and orchestra concerts are

given on Thursdays and Sundays. Superintendent Town-

send writes that one of the best features was the amateur

night once a week, when the best amateur was given a cheap

watch, three judges being chosen by the spectators to award

the prize. In arranging the variety programs an effort was

made to get the largest variety of talent that could be found,

but not more than $75 or $100 per week was spent for this.

Musical teams were secured for Sundays. The experience

of the company has been that the proper advertising of

the park is extremely important and must be carefully

looked after to make the enterprise a success.
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Hot Springs, Ark.

At Hot Springs, Ark., the conditions are different from

those at most places, tlie population being largely made up

from visitors from all parts of the world; these visitors must

be entertained and for them it is necessary to have first-class

and varied amusements. Whittington Park is the prop.rtx

of the Hot Springs Sti eet Railroad Company, and is a tract

of 40 acres located in a spur of the Ozark Mountains some

two miles out from the city. It is beautifully located and

improved; there is a lake fed by springs and stocked wuh
game fish; on the lake are pleasure boats and bathing

booths. There is a quarter-mile bicycle track and a base

ball field where the league clubs train during the winter and

spring. In one of the views of the park is shown Corbett's

which requires that an admission fee be charged; the attrac-

tions on Sundays are colored baptizing. Salvation Army
meetings, revivals, etc., which draw large crowils. Also for

church entertainments and Sundav school picnics the use

of the park is given free. No H(iuor is sold on the grounds
but there is a good club house directly across the road so

that none need go thirsty. The general manager of the road,

C. G. Convers, to whom we are indebted for the illustrations

showing the park, states that the park has been a source of

large revenue to the company as well as a convenience

greatly appreciated by the public, and is of the opinion thai

any street railway company that neglects to have such a

place of amusement at its terminal is missing a good thing

One of the illustrations shows "Sinkiller" Jones baptizing

some of the faithful at the park.

SCENES AT WHITTINGTON I'ARK, HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

ring where it was expected that he would meet Filzsimmons.

Though the fight was not pulled off there the ring remains

and is still used; the last fight was in March when Kid

McCoy knocked P.urky out in the third round. The park i-^

supported by the commissions or gate receipts; the refresh-

ment privileges are leased. The fo'.!owing is an example of

one of the week-day entertainments

:

1. One-fourth mile donlsey race.

2. 300-yard running, hurdle race.

3. Half-mile bicycle race.

4. Quarter-mile bicycle race, boys under 10.

.5. Pie-eating contest by the Jolly Ooons.

G. Climbing greasy pole.

7. Diving in flour pans by the .Tolly Coon.s.

8. Oue-fourth mile running race, open to .all.

Suitalile present will be given foi- each event.

Dive from 100-ft. tower into 36 in, of water, by IVIasterKaymond.

Admission, 25 cents.

On Sunday it is endeavored to have nothing at the park

Los Angeles, Cal.

The Los Angeles Railway Companv has no park of its

own but provides band concerts at the public park upon its

lines every Sunday, and also such attractions as balloon

ascensions, high dives, etc., occasionally. The greatest fete

in this city is a carnival of a week's duration called "La

Festa di Los Angeles," which is always a week of pros-

perity.

Kankakee, III.

The Kankakee (111.) Electric Railway Company has a

park where a theater, dancing pavilion, merry-go-round,

and swimming and boating facilities are the attractions; all

of these were built by the company. Tire theater and the
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refreshment concessions are rented. Vaudeville shows have

proved the best attractions at the theater.

Davenport, la.

At Davenport, la., the street railway pleasure resort is

let, all the attractions going to the lessee with the park

;

admission is free to all. The company has built the follow-

ing: "Chutes," dancing pavilion, rifle range, summer the-

ater, museum, bowling alley and electric fountain. This

year new features are to be added, including band concerts,

summer opera, cinematrograph, etc. A brass band of 15

pieces renders concerts in the afternoon and evening, three

days per week, Sunday, Tuesday and Friday. A merry-go-

round is also one of the attractions. As to the best shows.

General Manager Lardener reports that band concerts draw

best on week days and sensational shows attract large num-
bers of the working people on Sunday. The bowling alley

has proved a failure; it is too hot work when there is no

beer. Also the expensive theatrical companies are too costly

for small towns; cheaper attractions given free pay the best.

There are to be a number of annual gatherings of organized

bodies which will be held at this park ; among the most

important of these are the "National Saengerfest" in July

and the Union Veterans' meeting in August.

Tampa, Fla.

The Consumers" Electric Light & Street Railroad Com-
pany and Tampa Suburban Railroad Company, of Tampa,

Fla., have two resorts, one of which is leased by the year,

at which are pavilions, halls, boat houses, bicycle track,

etc. Admission to the parks is free and concerts are among
the best attractions. F'or this season the foot cycle is under

consideration as a new feature. General Manager Munsing

in speaking of the park amusements says: "The greater

part of our population being Cubans and .Spaniards, we are

compelled to cater to them to a certain extent, and therefore

we have a variety of sports beside the regulation ones. We
also have a pavilion for colored people, located on the Hills-

borough river near our water power plant."

Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Consolidated Street Railway Company, of Grand

Rapids, Mich., has maintained a pavilion at Reed's Lake,

about four miles from town, for 10 or 12 years. At the

beginning the only attraction, aside from groves, swings,

the lake and the boats, consisted of a military brass band.
'1 his was considered sufficient until the last few seasons,

when, to draw more people, the company commenced to

give small auxiliary entertainments such as a special cor-

nctist or a sketch team, making one short performance in

the afternoon and another in the evening.

The demands of the public had outgrown all these, how-
ever, as well as the various pavilion buildings erected from
time to time, and accordingly last year, when the old pavil-

ion was destroyed by fire, the company constructed a new
one. having an available floor space for guests of 30,000

sq. ft., with stage, dressing rooms, orchestra pit and other

theatrical adjuncts.

Up to this time the music and specialties had been paid

for out of the increased number of car fares, but it is now

"ramona" pavilion.

LAKESIDE CLUB, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

believed there is a better way to botl; satisfy the public as

to more elaborate entertainments and to save a large pro-

portion, if not all, of the cost of the entertainment, by pro-

viding opera chairs, and charging a small fee for reserving

them for patrons. With this in view several hundred chairs

have been placed in the center of the pavilion and directly

in front of the stage. The seating is arranged on an incline

plane and the chairs are so placed as to leave room for the

waiters of the privilege man to pass through the audience,

during intermissions, and supply the people with soda water,

confections and other refreshments.

Frank Burt, a practical theatrical man and manager of

the Lake Erie Park Casino, of Toledo, has booked several

companies of players for the Grand Rapids pavilion. Here-

after, instead of short entertainments and long intermis-

sions, there will be longer entertainments and shorter inter-

missions. A large amount of scenery has been secured and

provision made for attractive stage settings. Outside the

pavilion a good many other attractions are being secured.

Enough tent shows and booths have already been contracted

for to make a respectable "Midway."

One of the illustrations is a view of "The Ramona" pavil-

ion, showing the front and side of the building, and anothei

is a view of the "Lakeside Club" house. The latter building

is the property of the street railway company, but is leased

to a private club having about 900 members. This arrange-

ment is found to make the resort very popular with all
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classes of people and materially adds to the company's re-

ceipts.

G. S. Johnson, president and general manager of the Con-

solidated Company, is a firm believer in summer resorts

as a source of income, and the increased popularity which

each succeeding year has brought proves the success of his

policy.

Lake Geneva, N. Y.

No part of the world has been more favored by nature

than New York, and for beautiful scenery the central-west-

ern lake region holds its own with any other portion of the

state. Through this beautiful region runs the Geneva, Wat-

erloo, Seneca Falls & Cayuga Lake line, connecting the

towns of Cayuga and Geneva at the northern ends of the

lakes of those names. Lake Cayuga Park is the pleasuie

resort of the company and comprises 50 acres, to which ad-

mission is free. A theater, bath houses, boats, merry-go-

rounds, swings and a pier running into the lake for 600 ft.

are among the attractions to furnish amusement. The cater-

ing and carousal privileges are rented. .\t this park the

paying features have been balloon ascensions, fireworks,

illuminations and out-door attractions, and the theater has

proved a failure, though W.C.Gray, general manager, writes

us that all kinds of shows have been tried. He states that

the best drawing card last year was what they called a

"Night in Japan," when the grove was decorated with some

3,000 lanterns.

Bangor, Me.

The Bangor, Hampden & Winterport Railway Company

at a recent meeting decided to establish a park on the river

shore just north of the Gen. Butler homestead, four miles

from town. The park will have 800 ft. of water front and

be known as Riverside; the attractions will include a the^

ater, tennis and ball grounds, golf links, etc.

Saginaw, Mich.

.\t Saginaw, Mich., the Union Street Railway Company
Mas enclosed a portion of Riverside Park and will operate

it as a pleasure resort. The remainder of the park will be

free to the public. New buildings are to he erected, a loop

put in whereby passengers will be dropped on one side and
taken up on the other, and a first-class vaudeville show will

be conducted on the grounds every afternoon and evening
during the season.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Nas.sau Electric Railroad, of Brooklyn, is making
elaborate preparations for the coming season. A cycle track
and base ball grounds are being built near the West End
depot, Coney Island. The tracks will be moved to the west
about 300 ft. so that a clear space 750 by 400 ft. will be ob-
tained. In addition to this an arcade is to be constructed

from the deport to Surf avenue, a distance of 200 ft. It will

afford thousands of visitors shelter from rain and storm,

and privileges will be rented out on each side.

Charleston, S. C.

The City Railway Company, of Charleston, S. C, has
leased all the privileges at its Chicora Park; a restaurant

has been built and a number of pleasure boats put on the

river. The shooting gallery, bowling alley, pool and billiard

rooms, ice cream booths, are all open for the summer, and
every effort will be made to make Chicora a leading pleasure

resort for the city folk.

Portland, Me.

Exeter, N. H.

Tlie Portland (Me.) & Cape Elizabeth Railway Company,
of which H. R. McLeod is general manager, will have a

pleasure resort this year of unusual beauty and attractive-

ness. The company has purchased the Cape Cottage hotel

The Exeter (N. H.) Street Railway Company is planning

for a commodious and very attractive casino at its Hamp-
ton Beach terminus which will contain a theater with a

seating capacity for 1,000 persons, a large dining room,

nearly 100 bath dressing rooms, bowling alleys, billiard hall,

etc., which promises to make the Beach increasingly popu-

lar as a summer resort.

Oshkosh, Wis.

The Citizens' Traction Company, of Oshkosh, Wis., has

invested between $3,500 and $4,000 in a 20-acre tract a lew

miles from the city where a summer park will be estab-

lished.

Muskegon, Mich,

The Muskegon (Mich.) Railway Company is another

which contemplates engaging in the theatrical business this

summer, and will build a large summer theater on the lake

front at Lake Michigan Park. One pavilion at the park is

to be reserved for dancing. The company has ordered four

open cars of Jackson & Sharp to help care for the summer
traffic.
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CAPE COTTAGE^CASINO.

property comprising 15 acres. It is on a high and rocky

bluff overlooking the entrance to the main channel to Port-

land harbor and is famous as being one of the most pic-

turesque spots on the New England coast. The large ca-

sino, now nearing completion, will afford every facility for

the comfort and entertainment of the patrons of the road.

The refreshment hall and the balconies, enclosed with glass,

have a seating capacity of 400. Over the balconies is a

promenade, which affords a fine view of the numerous islands

in Casco bay. On the top floor is a large hall for entertain-

ments and dancing, while the billiard room is in the base-
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ment. The kitchen is also in the basement The flight of

steps, which may be seen in the cut, leads down to a lower

terrace which slopes to the sea beach, a few hundred feet

away.

La Fayette, Ind.

The street railway at LaFayette, Ind., was a horse road

from the Public Square to the northwestern part of the city

with branches to tjie railroad stations, and was built in 1884.

In 1887 the motive power was changed to electricity and

an extension of a mile and a half to Purdue University m
West LaFayette, on the west side of the Wabash river, built.

In 1891 the company was reorganized and extensive addi-

tions made to the rolling stock and power house equipment

;

new tracks were laid forming loops, one on the west side of

the river circling the campus of Purdue University, and one

in the southeastern part of the city. The new lines fur-

nished ready transportation to these districts and made them

very desirable for residences, greatly appreciating the value

of the property. A trip around the two loops also proved

to be a most agreeable one in hot weather and pleasure rid-

ing became a feature of the Sunday and evening traffic.

The most recent extension to the line was completed in

1897 and is a line along the river bluff and through a pictur-

esque valley known as Happy Hollow to the Soldiers' Home
and Tecumseh Trail, some five miles north of the city.

Tecumseh Trail is as romantic a spot as is to be found

in the Hoosier state. The name is particularly applied to

a heavily timbered tract of about 20 acres, lying on the

blufif, which at this point is at the river's edge. Along the

river is yet to be plainly discerned the beaten path along

which Indians for generations made their way. Not far

above the Trail is Prophet's Rock, from which the Prophet,

the wise and wary brother of Tecumseh, chief of the Shaw-

nees, predicted success for them in that campaign which

ended in the battle of Tippecanoe in 181 1: the battle field

is just beyond Prophet's Rock.

Back of Tecumseh Trail on the higher ground is the

Soldiers' Home, where are domiciled, according to the sea-

son, from 500 to 1,000 veterans of the rebellion. The Trail

was the discovery, so to speak, of Col. Richard P. De Hart,

who some twelve years ago made his summer home there

and improved the place by building rustic bridges, wigwams

and log cabins, which last he filled with relics of the Indians

and of his own military career. The latch string was al-

ways out and many were the parties which partook of the

colonel's hospitality, he always proving a most desirable

addition at any merry making. When the Home was lo-

cated. Col. De Hart made a gift to it of a strip 1,000 ft. wide

ofif the southern end of the Trail for an entrance way to the

river, and disposed of the remaining tract to the LaFayette

Street Railway Company.

The company last summer built a pavilion 40x60 ft. and

has now just completed a hotel and theater building which

is 50x75 ft., two stories high, with broad balconies on three

sides. This building has been leased to George L. Malcus,

who will provide the theatrical and musical entertainments.

Bathing, boating and fishing are also among the attractions

offered.

The superintendent of the company. E. B. Gunn, has

thoroughly overhauled the old equipment and purchased

some new cars in preparation for the summer trafific.

Aurora, 111.

The Aurora & Geneva Railway Company has made ar-

rangements for a park of 50 acres, to be known as the Mill

Creek Park, comprising some of the most picturesque coun-

try in the Fox river valley. A pavilion is to be erected, golf

links, ball grounds, etc., provided, and it is hoped to have

the park open to the public by June first. This jjark is about

half-way between Aurora and Batavia.

Waverly, N. Y.

The Waverly, Sayre & Athens Traction Company, of

which A. N. Broadhead is president, has a trolley-party car

which, among its other attractions, has an orchestrian, thus

always having nuisic at hand. This idea is one which might

be widely copied with great success.

A NEW FENDER TESTED.

The accompanying cut shows a fender recently patented

by T. H. Campbell and subjected to a number of tests. On
the back of the fender is a transverse shaft resting on two

hangers secured to the underside of the platform. In front

of the fender is a rotating buffer padded with rubber and

having two sprocket wheels, one at each end. Endless

chains connect these two sprockets on the shaft at the rear

CAMPBELL FENDER.

of the fender. The power is derived from the car axle. On
the platform is a tripping device consisting of a dog and

plate which is connected to a rod passing back under the

car to sliding bearings. When the motorman presses this

plate with his foot the fender drops within an an inch of the

track and the bufifer begins to revolve. The fender is ordi-

narily carried about 6 inches from the track, but can be

lifted up against the dash. Dummies have been placed on

the track and the fender has picked them up when the car

was going 12 miles an hour.
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MINORITY OF PROPERTY OWNERS CAN
NOT ENJOIN.

In the Review for April we briefly noted the decision in

the case of Shafif and others against the Cleveland, Me-
dina & Southern Electric Railway Company, wherein the

plaintiffs, a minority of the abutting owners, sought to pre-

vent the building of the road. Since that issue we have re-

ceived the text of the opinions in the Court of Common
Pleas and in the Circuit Court, where it was taken on ap-

peal; thoug'h these are inferior courts the discussion of the

principles upon which the decisions are based is of inter-

est to those engaged in building interurhan lines.

IN THE COURT OF COMMON PI.EAS.

The cnse of Michael Schaff and 21 other plaintiffs against the

Cleveland, Medina & SouMiern Electric Railway Company and

Joseph Davis, is an actin brought to enjoin the defendant railway

company from constructing an electric railway along what is com-

monly known as the Wooster Pike, a public highway dedicated to

public use, and running southeasterly through this county to

Medina and Wooster.

It suthciently appears that the defendant company is duly in-

corporated and engaged in constructing an electric street rail-

way, along the road I have named, passing through the county

districts, the townships and villages between Cleveland and

Wooster. It appears also that the county commissioners have

granted to this company, so far as they have power to grant, the

right-of-way over this highway. It appears, too, that consents

have been olitaiued from a majority of the abutting property

owners along this highway; so tiiat so far as the company is con-

cerned, it appears to have taken the necessary steps to entitle it co

construct and operate the railroad.

The plaintiffs upon filing their petition obtained a restraining

order of this court, and in their petition they allege that in the

construction of this railroad they would be injured in their right

of ingress and egress of the property abutting along said highway;
that the style of construction proposed would seriously interfere

with their property rights; that, it is, in effect, the taking of their

property under such conditions that this company ought to be re-

quired to make appropriation before taking possession of the

highway, and constructing its tracks along the same.

The complaint whdch is made, while it varies a Uttle in the affldii-

vits of the different properly owners, in the main is not essentially

different ; they say that the erecl ion of this line on the westerly side

of this street would be to seriously affect the value of the prop-

erty abutting thereon; that it interferes with the hitching of

teams in front of their respective properties, that the noise inci-

dent to the operation of the cars, and the dust created by the cars

running over the line will seriously affect the value of the prop-

erty. These in the main are the things whiich they say will

cause their damage.

Some general propositions have been announced in a street rail-

way case that I think are applicable in this case. The mere erec-

tion of poles for the purpose of an electric street railway, does
not, in the judgment of the courts of Ohio, and has not in any
case of which I have knowledge, been regarde<l as constituting an
additional burden on the street. For it is the holding of the

courts that the operating of a street railway along a public high-

way is a right consistent with the general uses for which the

street is dedicated. The application of electricity as a motive in

the operation of cars is regarded as a power properly applicable

to street cars over a public highway.
When this case was presented to me I was interested in exam-

ining the question with a view of considering whether there was
any difference in principal between the use of a country road and
a city street. The fee of the land of a country road is in the abut-

ting property owners; the fee of the land in the cities is in the

city. Now is there any difference when it comes to the question
as to how the street may be used. I think .Tudge Ranney has
made that reasonably clear in the Cumminsville case reported in

the 14 Ohio State Reports at page 524; after speaking of the uses

to which a street may be put, he says: "But while our decisions
have been thus liberal, in allowing the general assembly the
largest discretion in the management and control of easements ac-

quired for public highways, we have been very careful to say, in

the case to which reference has been made, as well as upon other
occasions, that they would not be diverted to other purposes than
those for which they were acquired; nor enlarged so as to accu-
mulate additional burdens upon the land, or destroy or impair the
incidental rights of the owner, appurtenant to his land located
upon the street or highway. The distinction lies between those
things which fairly belong to the grant, and those which are re-

served to the owner, or by law, attach as incidents to his proper-
ty. For this purpose, there is no occasion to distinguish between
lands acquired for ordinary highways, leaving the fee in the
owner, and lands dedicated for streets in town, where the fee
vests in the municipal corporation in trust to answer the purposes
of the use. In either case, the interest acquired and used by the
public at large, is an easement, of a definite character and held
for the attainment of objects known; and in either case, 'distinct

from the right of the public to use the street, is the right and in-

terest of the owners of lots adjacent.' "

It would seem from the quotation that the judge sees no dis-

tinction between a country road and a city street when we come
to consider the uses to which it may t>e put.

I have looked over the affidavits in this case and I conclude
from the general character of the statements made by the abut-
ting property owners that the matters of which they complain
are not of such character as would justify the court in believing
that the construction of this road in a general way. under the
authorities I have examined, would constitute an additional bur-
den on the street. In other words, I do not think there is a show-
ing here that would justify the court in granting an injunction or
in holding that the construction of this road along this street will

interfere at all with the reasonable and ordinary use of the street.

The road is to be constructed along the westerly side of the street,

not in the center of the street and I doubt not there may be spe-
cial instances where there may arise sonot little inconvenience to

ai)utting property owners in the use of the street. This road is to

be laid along near the gutter on the westerly side of the street,

with its east rail 16 ft. west of the west side of the Ijrick pave-
ment; that leaves a sidewalk space of about 8 ft. between the
westerly rail of the said line and the west side line of the street
for the use of pedestrians. The only difficulty that might arise

is in certain instances where possibly some business may be
carried on, for instance a blacksmith shop where the farmers
are accustomed to hitch their teams along the side of the street

it would in some manner interfere with them in that regard,

but that would be exceptional rather than general. And many
of these complaints or at least some of them to which objeeUou
is made as constituting an injury—contemplated injury, I think
it is plain that in a measan-e tlle.^ are fanciful and imaginary
rather than real, such as the flying of dust, the blowing of a

whistle or the ringing of a bell.

There may be individual cases where the grading of the street

may affect injuriously an abutting land owner, and interfere

with the ingress and egress to his premises, no such ca.se is

made here, and where such a case arises, he will have an
adequate remedy at law. It seems to the court from the facts
before us that we would not be justified in granting an injunc-
tion preventing the construction of this road. The injunction is

refused and the petition dismissed.

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT.

We have been examining this case up to within a very few
minutes and have formulated no opinion and shall deliver none,
liut simply announce the conclusion which we have reached.
The rights of a street railroad to occupy a portion of a high-

way—whether a street or a public highway, in the country, is

quite definitely settled by the Cumminsville case, and it seems
to be thoroughly settled everywhere, that a street railroad lo-

cated in a highway, in a public highway, is but one mode of

travel or transportation upon that highway and if that is all

that appears, it imposes no additional burden upon the lot-

owner for he is entitled to compensation whether he owns the

fee to the center of the street or whether the title of the high-
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way or the street is in tlie public either, and if the occupancy

of the street is a lawful one, then the lot-owner must bear any

incidental burden incident to that lawful occupancy of the

street. The running of a line of omnibuses upon the street or

highway might be some inconvenience to the lot-owner, but he

would not thereby be entitled to an injunction to prevent the use

in that way. But when the location of the street railroad upon

the highway appropriates any substantial property rights of the

lot-owner, then the lot-owner is entitled to an injunction to pre-

vent the appropriation of the property right until it has been

appropriated in the manner |)ointed out by the constitution and

the statutes.

And it comes to a question of fact, whether the case before us,

under the proof, under the testimony upon which the case has

been submittetl, establishes with such certainty the facts that

property rights have been invaded here, as will entitle the plaintiff

to an injunction; and we have examined, with a view of solving

this pi-oposition. a number of cases that I will read from or com-

uient upon other than to say we have examined the following

cases:

35 Minnesota, 112.

27 Wisconsin, 194. Tliat is a case in which the complaint was
that the track of the street railroad was so laid as to interfere

with the occupancy of a store, by allowing drays to be backed up

t'> the door, and the court held in substance, that the occupancy of

a street is not one of easement the lot-owner is entitled to.

50 New York, 206. If we blot out the distinction that is there

made in New York between the rights of the lot owner who owns
to the center of the street and those only who own the margin

of the street, then that ease is quite pointed in sustaining the

rights of the company. In that case, road property was in-

terfered with. It was alleged that the railroad track ran so near

the lot—the owner's lot, as to prevent his driving his carriage up

to his sidewalk to a curb, and the court there held that as the

title of the street was in the public, the petition with those alle-

gations made no cause of action for an injunction. And so far

as we have been able to find. Xew York is the only state that

draws the line between the lot owners—the easement which the

iot owner has in the street where he owns to the center or to

the margin.

35 California. 325.

3 rhiladelphia, 2.59.

125 Massachusetts, 515.

79 Maine, 363.

91 New Ym-k, 145.

All have more or less bearing upon this question, and in none

of them under the facts of those cases was it held that the com-

plnintant was entitled to an injunction.

We have reached the conclusion that the facts established by

the affldavit upon which the case has been siibmitted. do not so

clearly estal>lish the fact that property ri,ghts have been invaded

here as to entitle the parties to an injunction. We would not

hold if it clearly appeared that property rights were being in-

vaded and appropriated here that were protected imder the con-

stitution, that an injunction wotild' not lie because the party had

a complete remed.y at law. Clearly it would be, under these facts,

entitled to an injun<'tlon. And we refrain from commenting upon

the facts, because the ultimate rights of thes'e parties must be

settled in a claim for damages. The road, of course, going

through, an injunction would, be only a temporary expedient to

stop it until settlements were made. The ultimate rights of the

parties are to be settled in nione.v compensation; the road is to be

Iniilt, and if these parties are entitled to compensation, they must

get it in the way of damages.

And, in view of the doubt we have under proof, we simply say

that we think the injunction should be dissolved and leave the

parties to any other remedy that they may have; and tiiat will

be the order.

•-•-

The North Chicago Street Railroad Company has decided

to issue stock to the extent of $1,320,000, which is 20 per

cent of the stock now outstanding; the proceeds are to be

used to take up bonds and pay the floating debt incurred

by building new track and changing the motive power.

PARIS TRAMWAY PLANS.

The city of Paris is about to undertake the construction

of a system of tramways, the development being along the

second of the lines pointed out by the Massachusetts com-
mittee, viz., municipal ownership of the tracks and private

operation. The law authorizing the undertaking has been

promulgated and the terms of the agreement made last year

with General Traction Company made public. This com-
pany undertakes to form a special company to operate the

lines when constructed, with a capital of not less than

25,000,000 francs ($5,000,000). The total length of the sys-

tem is 40 miles, but only 25 miles is at present contemplated,

and this the city only undertakes to construct in eight years,

which would appear to be ample time.

Some of the details of the agreement with the city are

given below. The amount of the loan to be raised for the

execution of the first portion of the lines is 165,000,000

francs ($33,000,000). The company which has obtained the

working concession undertakes to employ only Frenchmen,

and to have all its plant and rolling stock made in France.

The board of directors of the working company mtist be ex-

clusively French; the company will be permitted to have

its depots and works outside the city, but it must pay

the octroi duties on the materials employed, as if the build-

ings were within the city walls; the names of th^ stations

nuist be of a uniform color, and must be so placed that they

may not be confounded with advertisements; the mini-

mum wages or salary to be paid to any of the company's

servants or employes will be 150 francs per month, or for

workmen engaged temporarily 5 francs per day; the wages

must be paid in full during the period of military instruc-

tion; the day's employment must not exceed 10 hours, with

a whole day or two half days rest weekly, and 10 days' holi-

day annually without deduction of wages; in case of sick-

ness wages must be paid in full for at least a year; in ca.-.e

of accident, until complete recovery, without prejudice to the

indemnity to be paid if permanently disabled, wholly or par-

tially.

The fares are fixed at 25 centimes (5 cents") first class and

15 centimes (3 cents) second class for any distance. Pas-

sengers before 9 in the morning may have for 20 centimes

(4 cents) a return ticket, available at any hour in the day.

"Children of the municipal schools are to pay a fare of 5

centimes (I cent) only when traveling collectively, accom-

panied by a master. The working company will pay to the

city for the use of the lines 10 centimes (2 cents) per first-

class passenger, and 5 centimes (i cent) second class, in-

creased progressively should the number of passengers car-

ried during the year exceed 140,000,000. Children travel-

ing for 5 centimes are not to be taken into account for the

payment or the number. The stations and means of access

to the platforms to be at the charge of the company, but

the platforms are comprised in the work executed by the

nuinicipality. The concession is for 35 years, but the city re-

serves a right of purchase from the year 1910.

*—*

An attempt was recently made to Vi'reck a Cleveland

suburban car by four men who rolled a section of cast iron

water pipe between the rails about 2 a. m., at which hour

the cars run at a high speed; a resident of the neighbor-

hood, seeing what they were doing, forced them to remove

the pipe.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Montreal Street Railway Company.

Montreal, April 29, 1898.

Editor Street Railway Review:

I notice in 3'our issue of April 15, under the heading ol

"Tea-pot fare collections unpopular," an attack on the fare

box system of collecting fares. The article i= evidently

written by one who is not familiar with his subject and the

same can be said of the article in the Saginaw paper. The

system is neither cumbersome nor undignified, nor is it re-

pugnant to any one except dishonest conductors, who like

to feel the jingle of the coin in their pocket, as they know a

good percentage of the fares will remain there at the end of

the day.

Your statement that it is a good opportunity to work off

bad money is too absurd to dwell on, except a road employs

conductors that are "blind in one eye and can't see out of

the other." It might be well before writing articles of this

sort to secure a box from us and see how it is worked, or

give intelligent investigation to the subject.

The fare box is the only business like way of collecting

fares there is at the present time, and they are used on a

great many more roads than you are evidently aware of, and

I defy you to find any intelligent manager in the country

who has studied the fare box who will not back this state-

ment up.

My time is too limited to discuss the disadvantages of the

fare registers as compared with the boxes, but I have yet

to meet the man who has studied the question who will say

that the registers are better than the boxes. As for the

public objecting to putting fares in the boxes, I cannot un-

derstand this, as it is only a question of putting a fare into a

clean box or into a (very often) dirty hand. According to

Saginaw ideas the kickers had better put their church col-

lection into the elder's pockets and not on the plate the next

time they go to church, in case they mistake the elder for the

monkey attachment to the church organ.

W. G. Ross, Comptroller.

Editor Review: With reference to your letter of the

24th of March, offering to send a copy of your book "Street

Railway Law," I have to inform you that I already have a

copy, but will be pleased if you will send me another for the

use of our lawyer, for which I enclose herewith $1

.

With reference to this book, I might inform you that we

had a case a short time since in which a cart driver a little

ahead of one of our cars looked behind him and then delib-

erately drove across the track in front of the car. with rather

surprising results to himself and vehicle. We defended his

action and cited five or six similar cases from your book

where judgments have been in favor of the company, and

two similar cases in England. The judge, however, decided

that he was not going to be guided either by American or

English law and gave judgment against us; unfortunately

we cannot appeal the case, the amount claimed being too

small.

Circuit court cases in this country are not reported and

consequently it is impossible to refer to previous decisions

with reference to actions of this description.

Edward A. Evans,

Manager Quebec District Tramway.

In response to the request for a reliable safety brake
for long grades, published in our last issue, Patrick Flood,
of the mechanical department of the Albany Raihyay Com-
pany, writes us concerning the emergency brake of his in-

vention, with which 75 cars on that road are eciuipped; he
also states that he has recently closed a contract for equip-

ping all the cars of the Cohoes City Electric Railway.

The Kingsland Manufacturing Company, of St. Louis,

writes concerning the same matter and states that it is about
to place on the market a brake designed for severe seryice

in which it is claimed: There are no shoes on the wheel.

There is no slack in the chain, so commonly provided lor

curves. There are no equalizers or brake beams. The mo-
torman need exert but one pound pressure to control the car

where he now exerts four. Friction is put upon the axle,

and controlled by a lever instead of the staff and crank or

wheel. The lever occupies yery little room on the platform

and is readily changed from one end to the other. There is

no chain to wind up and the car does not have to be in

motion to set the brakes.

A HOME MADE SAND BLAST.

A sand blast can be used for effective service in the rail-

way shop in cleaning slag and corrosive matter from parts.

The fine, sharp particles of sand cut like diamonds and will

remove rust, gummed oil spots, surface irregularities, nicks

and the like from metal. Initial letters can be cut on plate

glass bv covering that part of the glass not desired to reach

by thick, hard paper or gelatine board. Name plates can be

cut the same way. Stencil letters will he required, the sand

blast cutting the exposed parts

Of the various types of sand blasts, the writer has ob-

tained mo.st effective service from the one illustrated, which

is unpatented, and which can he made by almost any ma-

chinist In this device, a hose is connected with the au"

supply and the air blast governed by a check valve. The
sand is in the retort, and the grains fall through the outlet at

the liottom, meeting the blast of air at B and are sent to the

nozzle D. with great force. The retort is tin and the pipes

and connections can be bought at any dealers. A common
brass or copper nozzle, about 5^-in. inlet, is used.

Crushed quartz makes the Iiest sand. The air blast is ob-

tained from a blower or from a compressed air chamber

which is connected to the pipe C. F.
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POWER STATION OF THE SOUTH SIDE
ELEVATED RAILROAD.

The adoption of the Sprague multi-unit system by the

South Side Elevated Railroad Company, of Chicago, ex-

cited much interest among those connected with electric

railways, and it has been generally recognized as a step in

advance. The reputation of the men back of the plan and

the acceptance of it by President Carter and General Man-

ager Hopkins, men of wide experience in railway afifairs,

lead many to have much faith in the system. After a consid-

ing engineers for the company, and is a model of conveni-

ence, embodying the latest engineering improvements. The

location of the station is at the corner of State and 40th

streets, alongside the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railroad. Besides having excellent coal faciUties the station

is situated near the center of current distribution. Fig. i

shows an electric train passing around the curve from 40th

street, the power station being to the right in the picture.

The station is divided lengthwise into two large rooms

as shown in the plan and section. The building is 200 ft.

long; the engine room is 59 ft., and the boiler room 48 ft.

FIG. I.—A MULTI-UNIT TRAIN.

FIG. 3.—FAN MOTORS AND SWITCHIiOARD.

FIG. 2.—ENGINE AND GENERATOR ROOM.

FIG. 4.—MAIN SWITCHBOARD.

erable delay, most of it being occasioned by the power sta-

tion, electrically equipped trains are now running and the

practical operation will soon demonstrate the success of the

project, or develop its defects.

On April 20 seven trains were put in operation, alter-

nating with the trains drawn by locomotives, but a portion

of these had to be withdrawn to remedy some faults devel-

oped in their operation. More cars have been prepared for

service and now 36 are running regularly. This number

will be gradually increased until the 120 cars so equipped

will entirely supplant the steam-driven trains.

As will be noted in the views of the interior the finishing

touches have yet to be put to the station, but all four of the

i,20O-h. p. units are in readiness, together with all the auxil-

iary apparatus.

The station was planned by Sargent & Lundy, consult-

wide. In the engine room. Fig. 2, there are four cross com-

pound, condensing Allis-Corliss engines with cylinders 26

and 54x48 in. ; speed 80 r. p. m. Each engine will develop

normally 1,200 h. p., but will carry a 66 per cent overload.

The direct connected Westinghouse generators are of 800-

k. w. capacity, giving 1,280 amperes at 625 v^olts, although

the generators are capable of running under temporary

overloads of 100 per cent. A Reynolds condenser receives

the exhaust steam from each engine. They tak& water from

a lank under the cooling tower outside the station and dis-

charge the water into the top of the tower through a 20-in.

pipe. In Fig. 3 are seen four of the five motors which

drive the 10 fans of the cooling tower, and the switchboard

for these motors. These motors are 6-pole, 600-volt and run

at 150 r. p. m. A 30-ton electric crane spans the engine

room and is equipped with General Electric motors. Pip-
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ing from the compressed air system extends to each gener-

ator for cleaning the armatures, etc., the air being furnished

from a Westinghouse air pump. Oil is suppHed by a grav-

ity system, pipes running to all the beanngs from a tank-

placed near the roof of the station. After being used the

oil is filtered and two pumps return it to the tank.

The white marble switchboard is shown in Fig. 4 and is

unusually compact for so large a station. The four panels

to the left in the picture are each for a generator. Each

panel has a General Electric circuit breaker and switches,

a 2,500-ampere Weston ammeter and field rheostat control-

ler, the resistance of which is under the floor. The next

panel to the right receives the entire current of the station

and is designed to carry 8,000 amperes. It has a 750-volt

voltmeter and an 8,000-ampere ammeter, a General Electric

wattmeter, and a Bristol recording voltmeter The next

panel supplies current to the station. This goes to the five

There are eight water tube boilers tested for a pressure of

300 lbs., the pressure of the station being only 160 lbs. All

the high pressure steam valves were furnished by the Crane
Company. Two vertical oscillating engines drive the chaui

grates, the exposed furnace surface of each being 7 ft. 6 in.

by 8 ft. 6 in.

The boiler feed water is pumped by three Blake com-
pound feed pumps, 10 and 7x12 in., from either the city

mains or the condenser discharge. Each boiler has a hot

water meter attached and two meters register the water

which is supplied to the station from the city water mains.

The steel plate stack is 200 ft. high and 13 ft. 8 in. internal

diameter at the top. The plates are 5^-in. at the bottom and

J-^-in. at the top, with a fire brick lining from g in. to 4"/^ in.

built up in the interior. There are two flues extending from

the boilers to the stack, one containing two Green fuel econ-

omizers, the hot gases being drawn into this one from a

FIG. 5.—COOLING TOWER. FIG. 6.—BOILER ROOM. FIG. 7.—COOLING TOWER.

cooling tower motors, the two motors running the coal

handling machinery, the crane motors, 200 incandescent

lamps and 20 enclosed arc lamps. A recording wattmeter

keeps a record of all the energy so used. The four panels

to the right are for the eight feeders running out of the

station. Each panel has two single pole switches, two circuit

breakers with the two ammeters between them.

The five motors mounted in the engine room are connect-

ed by shafting to the lo-ft. fans of the Barnard cooling

tower, which is notable for its great size. The tower, made

by the Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Company, is 64

ft. long, i6}4 ft. wide and 34 ft. high, and beneath it is a

tank 6 ft. deep. The arrangement of the 20-in. discharge

pipe and connections to the tower is plainly shown in Figs.

3 and 7. From each of the five lo-in. branch pipes the hot

water is discharged into a header, from which it is sprayed

over wire nets which are hung vertically in the tower. The

air is drawn in by the 10 large fans and by contact with this

air and by evaporation, the water is cooled by the time it

reaches the tank in the bottom.

In Fig. 6 may be seen the fronts of the boilers, the me-

chanical stokers, and the coal tanks in the boiler rooms.

point near the middle of the bank of boilers. This flue is

closed when the economizers are not in use.

The station has a complete equipment of coal and ash

handling machinery. The coal is delivered from the cars

into a hopper and passes through a motor driven crusher.

It is delivered by a McCaslin conveyor, made by the John
A. Mead Company, New York, to a second conveyor and is

carried to the coal bins and tanks above the boiler room.

Tlie coal is delivered from the tanks to the mechanical stok-

ers as shown in the interior view of the boiler room. Every

pound of coal which passes through the chutes is weighed

automatically by a Clark scale. This is the first installation

of this apparatus in a street railway power station, but it

has been tested in the Edison lighting station in Brooklyn.

Every 224 lbs. of coal passing from the hopper into the

bucket of the scale act against a weight and lever closing a

door to the hopper and the bucket drops down a few inches

depositing its contents into the stoker through the chute,

at the same time making a record of the load. The bucket

is held mechanically until the fireman sees that more coal is

needed, and then by means of a rod the catch is tripped

and another bucket full deposited. The ashes are collected
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CROSS-SECTION OF STATION.

in the same conveyor which handles the coal. They drop

into the ash pit beneath the boiler and are dampened be-

fore removing. A hopper ninnino; on a rail above the con-

veyor buckets is rolled to the ash pit door and the door

opened. The ashes pass into the buckets to be carried to

the ash bin.

There are three feeders extending north of the station,

two of 1,000,000 c. m. cross section and one of 500,000 c. in.

To the south there are two of 1,500,000 c. m., two of 1,000,-

000 c. m. and one of 500,000 c. m., cross section

All power station, track and feeder arrangements being

practically completed the operation of the full equipment of

PLAN OF POWER STATION, SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED RAILROAD, CHICAGO.
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cars is awaited with much interest and anxiety for its suc-

cess. The trains now in operation run very smoothly, which

is a great relief from the jerky movements of the locomotives

and the acceleration is much better. However, some alter-

ations have been necessary in the electrical equipment.

Among others is a change in the form of the contact box

which now resembles in appearance a diminutive controller

case and top instead of the cylindrical form described in the

Review of December, 1897. Some changes should be made

in the throttle board for the current consumption per tram

in accelerating when the motors are thrown in multiple is

excessive and will prove a severe tax on the power station.

It was hardly to be expected that there would not be some

imperfections in the first installations.

President Carter is rapidly bringing the road out of its

financial difihculties and the steadily increasing earnings

give promise of it once more becoming a dividend paying

property.

OBITUARY.

At a reeeut meeting of the direetoiT of the Columbia Railway

Company, of Washington, D. C, a miuiite concerning the late- K.

F. Baker was ordered recorded, from which we take the following

extract: "Mr. Baker was elected treasurer of the company in

July, 1889, and served in that capacity until xVugust, 1S93, when

he was elected president of the company, and held that office

until the day of his lamented death. When he assumed the office

of treasurer in 1889, the business of the company was limited,

and for several years no dividends had been paid. The success

of the company, and its constantly increasing prosperity during

all the period of his official connection with it, plainly show the

ability with which he directed the policy and plans of the com-

pany, and the skill and energy with which he managed its

affairs."

-•-•

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The Electric Storage Battery Company, of I'hiladelphia, pub-

lishes circulars at intervals of about two weeks giving current

information in reference to the installation of storage battery

plants for lighting and street railway purposes. The pamphlets
are fully illustrated from photographs and diagrams.

A hand book entitled "Electricians' Sheet Insulation Manual,"

has been published by the Mica Insulator Company, of New York
and Chicago. The book contains leaves of the insulating cloths

and papers made by the company with a description of the prop-

erties and purposes of each sample. The M. I. C. compound is

described and two testimonials from leading manufacturers of

electrical apparatus are given. The book should be of interest to

elech'icians and will be sent upon request.

"Wonderland, '98," is the appropriate title of the annual pub-
lication of the passenger department of the Northern Pacific

Railroad, devoted to illustrations and descriptions of Nature's
freaks and wonders which abound along the entire length of the

road. Notwithstanding the beauty and excellence of past years'

"Wonderlands," the issue of this year surpasses them all. and
constitutes an ornament which in attractiveness and information
makes it an addition to any library table. A copy can be secured
on inclosing the amount of postage—6 cents—to Chas. S. Fee, G.
P. A., St. Paul, Minn.

Laird & Lee, of Chicago, have just issued in their collection of
technical reference books, a "Machinists' and Engineers' Pocket
Manual," edited by D. B. Dixon, which is a complete as well as
compact work. It includes a compilation of rules and solved
problems pertaining to steam engines, boilers, pumps, etc., baseil
on plain arithmetic, together with necessary tables, and data of
highly practical value. It embraces also a dictionary of terms used

in steam engineering and electricity. This illustrated volume of

371 pages, printed on excellent paper and bound in leather, in

Iiockot form, is sure to meet with wide and immediale recognition.

Leather, with rubber band, and pocket; Jfl.OO.

PERSONAL.

C. E. Flynn, manager of the Carbondale (Pa.) lines was in

Chicago last week.

John Carson, chief engineer of the Duluth (Minn.) Street Rail-

way, was married to Miss Mary M. Fee on April 20.

H. H. Ililborn has been appointed manager of the Berlin &
Waterloo Street Railway Company, of Waterloo, (Jutario.

C. S. Bidwell, superintendent of the TruiulniU Electric Railroad,

Warren, O., has tendered his resignation to take effect June 1.

W. M. Jones, electrician of the Oil City (Pa.) Street Railway
Company, was on April 7, married to Miss Ayres, of Jamestown.

Charles H. Stoll, president of the Passenger & Belt Railway
Company. Lexington, Ky., has resigned that position and will re-

move to New York to reside.

C. T. Gage, formerly electrical salesman for the Washburn &
Mocn Manufacturing Company, in Chicago, has taken charge of

the St. Paul office of that company.

Russell Harrison, president of the Terre Haute Electric Rail-

way Company, is to be appointed a major in the engineer corps of
I lie volunteer army.

I. Fuyluka, president of the Tokio Electric Railway Company,
and formerly professor of electrical engineering in the Imperial
University at Tokio, is making a tour of the United States.

C. P. Coleman, formerly general storekeeper of the Lehigh Val-

ley Railroad Company, has resigned to accept the position of pur-

chasing agent of the Bethlehem Iron Company. South Bethle-

hem, Pa.

G. H. Chapman, superintendent of the City Railway Company,
connecting Lasalle and Peru, 111., resigned when the receiver took

charge, and the latter is conducting the operation as well as the

finances of the road.

T. M. Steger has resigned the presidency of the Nashville Street

Railway and is succeeded in that office by L. D. Tyson, former
vice-president of the company, who for some time past has prac-

tically been the president.

G. R. Scrugham, of the Creaghead Engineering Company, was a
Review caller when in Chicago, recently. Mr. Schrugham. it will

be remembered, was for 17 years with Seimens Bros., of London,
who are the largest dealers in electrical appliances in the world.

John M. Anderson, of the well known firm of Albeit & J. M.
Anderson, Boston, was a Chicago and Review visitor last week.
The firm has long enjoyed a large business in the west, and the
"war .scare" has had no effect whatever, the factories continuing
to run at full capacity.

R. E. Sheldon, for some time past the second vice-president of
the Columbus Street Railway Company, has been chosen presi-

dent to succeed Emerson McMillin, who resigned in order to "un-
load responsibilities of corporations." Mr. McMillin retains his
interest in the company.

John McFaydeu, general manager of the Chester (Pa.) Traction
Company, was recently given a complimentary banquet by a
uumlier of his Masonic friends in Media and vicinity, in apprecia-
tion of the many courtesies extended by him since assuming the
management of the road.
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ELECTRIC POWER COMPANIES AND THEIR
RELATION TO MUNICIPALITIES.

Abstract of an address by Albion E. Lang, President of the American Street

Railway Association, delivered at Purdue University.

Consideration of the relation on the part of an electric

power company to the station producing the current, on the

one hand, and to the community consuming it on the other,

opens a field of thought and discussion quite beyond the pos-

sible limits of a single paper, and I must, therefore, touch but

briefly the outlines of this field, with the hope of thereby sug-

gesting questions that will bring out an interchange of view

along practical lines.

There is a two-fold object which must be accomplished

;

first, that investment of capital must be made profitable to

the investors, and, second, the community must be served

in the best possible manner at a minimum cost

No new or improved electrical equipment of either street

railway or light company makes it appearance, that the com-

munity does not demand, and the enterprising manager

desire to supply. If the company does not respond, the

community then demands that it give way to some other

company which will do so. Failing in this the cry goes up

for municipal ownership. The community gives little thought

to the financial condition of electric or even other quasi pub-

lic corporations, but is ever demanding more—more. This

is American, but we are put on our mettle to meet these

conditions. How shall they be met?

It was only about lo years ago that electricity was found

to be a practical means of propelling street cars, and it has

developed so rapidly in this line, that it has been quite

difficult to secure men familiar with the work. Indeed the

demand at one time was so great that men were hurried

through the shops of the electrical works having acquired

but a little practical knowledge, soon to blossom out full-

fledged electricians—but in name only. As a result of this

hasty and insufficient preparation, these so-called electricians

in many instances made mistakes, which were costly indeed,

but, nothing daunted, they forged ahead, and succeeded in

constructing and equipping many miles of electrical railway

all over the country. The insufficient knowledge of elec-

tricians was not only evident in the construction and equip-

ment of the railways, but also at the power stations, and at

the factories where the apparatus was manufactured. But

notwithstanding the crudity of many things in the electrical

line and the lack of knowledge in relation thereto, the public

was bound to have it, and so property was purchased at

enormous prices, a so-called electrical engineer was placed

in charge, and the work carried on regardless of expense,

and I was about to say—of consequence.

I venture the statement, however, that could some of the

owners of street railways using horse power, or some of the

capitalists who ventured investment in the earlier electric

tight plants, have foreseen the almost fabulous sums oi

money required to convert or construct the same, and the

long time they would have to wait—and may still wait, for

profits—there would have been much more caution, and

much less progress. Once entered upon, there was no con-

venient stopping place, and in many and many an instance

none has yet appeared. But we may say this is American

—truly American.

What has been said applying specifically to the street rail-

way plant, is equally applicable to electric lighting plants, so

far as the power house, repair shop, and overhead lines are

concerned. Each furnishes power useful to the citizen, and

each should be made profitable to its owners. As before

stated, they are each closely related to the municipality, and

the community expects and demands the best possible ser-

vice at the minimum cost.

How can this be accomplished ? It must be borne in mind

that many existing power companies, meaning of course

street railway and electric lighting companies, have passed

through very costly experimets growing out of crude ma-

chinery and apparatus they were forced to buy, and inexperi-

enced and incompetent persons employed to install and put

the same into operation. Finding that expenses were ex-

ceeding revenues, and grasping at every promising improve-

ment offering greater economy, change after change has

been made, and is still making, to reach better results, all of

which has required increasing capital stock, and the issu-

ing of bonds. There was no other way to avert failure, and

avoid the sheriff, and thus many companies have gone for-

ward, piling up debt upon which interest must be paid, and

still the end is not yet. Every new plant installed possesses

some new features that offer better service, with greater

economy, and this forces existing plants to again remodel

and change, and create more debt, and consequent increased

interest charges.

It is thus plain to be seen, that the cost to the consumer

must remain largely unchanged, except in the few com-

munities where the above mentioned conditions have not

so largely prevailed. A condition such as this is, of course,

unfortunate, both for the community and for the company,

and no doubt leads to much discussion of the question of

municipal ownership of these properties. Vainly believing

that the cost of such service can be materially reduced, and

profits proportionately increased, municipalities desire to

reap supposed harvest. This I believe to be erroneous un-

der present forms of society and government. I do not be-

lieve that municipal ownership of such properties is wise in

any sense nor that much will be done in this direction, es-

pecially not if private corporations keep pace with the best

methods of service and offer reasonable rates. T am one

who believes that the community will deal with these cor-

porations fairly, if the corporation will be equallv fair with

the community. Some corporations are too exacting—too

much inclined to reap a harvest of quick return by way of

dividends, and provide a rapidly accumulating sinking fund

to wipe out original investment.

This method though Yankee-like, and generally called

business-like, is not the prudent or wise way of handling

corporations, depending on the public for their existence.

A better way, it seems to me, is to take the public into your

confidence, deal fairly and even generously with it, give the

best possible service at the smallest profit consistent with a

fair return, on the investment, and reasonable provision for

meeting outstanding obligations and future depreciation, in

which event the community will deal fairly with you. Cit-

izens should be made acquainted with all the conditions gov-

erning properties of this kind, should be informed of the

reason for incurring the debts which generally exist, and of

the annual and contingent burdens we assume. Fulfilling

these conditions fair prices will usually be allowed for trans-

porting passengers upon our railways, and power and light

supplied. Where the company is left free to fix its own
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prices, no advantage should be taken, but a reasonable and
just charge should be made as above indicated The ten-

dency of the present age is toward lower prices for labor,

as well as for the product of farm and factory, and lower in-

terest on money; and electric power companies must meet it.

To do this, no better method can be found than by con-

solidating under one roof all electric power companies

where conditions are favorable. Re-equip with the latest

and best types of machinery for generating current, re-ar-

range circuits for better power distribution, introduce better

lamps, repair and keep in good order all the apparatus apper-

taining to the street railway and light plant. Give the best

of service.

There is frequently no other way this can be done but

through consolidation, and this can be accomplished with-

out criticism or objection on the part of the community, if

followed by reduced cost to the consumer, with first-class

service rendered. Corporations, like individuals, sometimes

make mistakes, and through miscalculations the expense of

construction and operation, or in the eagerness to secure

grants, or for various other reasons, they assume these con-

tracts, upon terms, and at rates and prices too cheap to per-

mit giving the best of service, with the result that great dis-

satisfaction is expressed by patrons and citizens generally,

and the warfare between the city and company begins. Fur-

thermore, when such corporations have reasonably profit-

able contracts, they are sometimes mismanaged by their av-

aricious owners, scanty service is rendered their patrons,

and the result is the same. Again, municipalities, in some

instances, through the prejudice or political aspiration of

their governing boards, seeking advantage by every method

known to their oflicials, harass corporations, and thus force

them to retaliate by giving poor service.

Now, gentlemen, do you perceive the call for your labor

and efforts? It is here where your skill is in demand, here

where it is your power to work out the problems which will

aid in putting this class of property into more profitable op-

eration, satisfactory to owners and the community. The

power house, repair shop, cars, track, and lines are the divi-

pend producers, when skillfully and intelligently constructed

and operated, and you are needed to carry on this work,

needed now—perhaps more than ever before, to pilot safely

to a dividend basis, plants of companies already existing.

Needed also to wisely inaugurate other enterprises of a sim-

ilar nature, and thus extend still further the u.'ies and ad-

vantages of this wonderful power.

The first consideration of every person as he enters the

market to sell his labor, or to invest his money in commer-

cial pursuits, is, how large a return can I obtain, either from

labor alone or from labor combined with the investment of

capital? Either field is legitimate and proper, but by far the

wider is that opened for the sale of labor; and its reward (if

the labor be of a higher order), is abundant and certain. In-

vestment of capital with hope of great returns, is speculative

and uncertain. If returns are steady they are generally mod-

erate. To rise above mediocre in the sale of labor, one must

be either a born genius (which most of us are not), or he

must have an ardent love for his profession, and be fully

equipped for its practice.

I know of no field more promising than the electrical. In

it young men of energy, perseverance and devotion can

make a good living, and perhaps acquire a competency. I

have briefly indicated some of the problems which will con-

front you when you have entered into active service. It is

needless to say that you cannot be too well prepared to meet
them. Your ability and education, hovyever, are not the only

qualifications necessary to possess in order to succeed. With-
out an honest, and faithful and constant devotion to the in-

terest of your employer, no permanent success will be at-

tained. You are now acquiring scientific, and as far as pos-

sible, practical information in electrical engineering. Some
of you will be called to manage electrical properties, to

nuance them, to look after municipal, county, or state leg-

islation. The broader your information concerning the sub-

ject—the higher degree of usefulness you will attain. There
is to the student every incentive for faithful, industrious

work. The possibilities are unlimited and the reward ample.

OFF FOR THE WAR.

On Sunday, May i, when the 42nd Separate Company,
New York National Guard, of Niagara Falls, was ordered

to Homestead Plains, L. I., the citizens gave the company a

royal send-ofif. In order that both ends of the city might
have opportunity to see the men in line before their depart-

ure for the front. Superintendent John C. Brewster ofifered

the service of the Niagara Falls & Suspension Bridge Rail-

way to transport the company and veterans to the north end

of the city, where the line was formed. Our illustration

OFF FOR THE W.AR.

shows the scene in front of the armory just as the company
came out to board the trolley cars. An immense crowd

was present, the majority of people in it being hid by the

cars. No doubt but there were many similar scenes in New
York on May i, when the troops started for camp, all dis-

playing the patriotism of street railway companies and their

efiforts to further the cause of the country. One of the

notable features of the Niagara parade was the presence in

line of two Canadian fire companies headed by the Union
Jack and a Canadian band.

In order to make the Brooklyn bridge self-supporting,

a large portion of the revenue having been cut off by rea-

son of the reduced travel on the bridge railroad, an effort

is being made to raise the tolls on trolley cars from 5 cents

to 10 cents. The 5-cent rate was fixed by the bridge com-
missioners who now wish to raise it
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and

experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

Removing a Broken Shaft.

The statement of Lord Chesterfield, "to have a thuig well

done you must do it yourself," still has its application, some-

times in the street railway business and under circumstances

when it might be least expected. That which calls it to

mind is the experience of General Manager H. M. Sloan in

replacing the i6-in. shaft of a 500-k. w. direct connected

unit in the power house of the Calumet Electric Street

Railway, it being necessary to take out the original shaft and

substitute a larger one. The shaft was broken about the

first of the current year, the break occurring in the wheel ht

of the governor wheel. Feeling some hesitation in under-

taking the work, for which he had not the proper tools, and

knowing it would be a difficult matter to handle the shaft,

which weighed 14,610 lbs., he thought it would be cheaper

to hire a professional, and accordingly let the contract for
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than tlie length of the nut, and thus provided a resting place

for the nut, always in position to be tried, and permitted the

chuck to grasp the bolt end. The convenience of this

arrangement for an 8o-lb. nut is easily appreciated.

Then the bolts and yokes were again put in place over the

new shaft end and armature and the nuts set up. In putting

in this new shaft a battering-ram of timber, 12 in. x 12 in. x

18 ft, was used against the end, which was put in place in

one day and a half, and five hours for getting the material

into place, making the time spent on the two shafts 6 days,

the delay 2 days, or a total of 8 days. When against this is

placed the time spent by the firm having the contract at first,

which, including delays, was 3 months, without accomplish-

ing anything, the story is told.

* *
*

Cost of Niagara Power in Buffalo.

The Cataract Power & Conduit Company, of Buffalo, has

determined upon a schedule of charges for the power traus-

niitted to that city from Niagara Falls after a thorough in-

vestigation by competent engineers as to the cost of power

under varying conditions. It was thought unfair to charge

strictly by meter or at a lump sum of so much per year, as

some power users Vi/ould take the amount contracted for

during the entire day and others would use it intermittently.

It was decided that the assessment should be in two items,

viz., a charge for service and a charge for power. The

charge for service is at the rate of $1 per kilowatt per month,

this charge depending directly upon the amount of power

that the company is required to keep available for the les-

see. The monthly charge for power will be in proportion to

the actual amount used, as determined by the standard me-

ters installed on the premises of the consumer.

The unit of power is the kilowatt-hour and the charge for

power will be determined by the record of the meter and by

calculation from the following schedule:

For use not exceeding 1,000 uuits, tbe rate shall be - cents per

unit-

For use exceeding 1,000 units, but not exceeding 2.0OO units, tlie

rate shall be: For 1,000 imits 2 cents per unit, and for tlie ex-

cess 1.5 cents per unit.

For use exceeding 2,000 units, but not exceeding 3,000 units,

the rate shall be: For 2,000 units 1.5 cents per unit, and for the

excess 1.2 cents per unit.

For use exceeding 3,000 units, but not exceeding 5,000 units,

the rate shall be: For 3,000 uuits 1.2 ceats per unit, and for the

excess 1 cent per unit.

For use exceeding 5,000 units, but not exceeding 10,000 units,

the rate shall be: For 5.00O units 1 cent per unit, and for the ex-

cess .8 cent per unit.

B'or use exceeding 10,000 units, but not exceeding 20,000 units,

the rate sliall be: For 10,000 units .8 cent per unit, and for the

excess .75 cent per unit.

For use exceeding 20,000 units, but not exceeding 40,000 units.

tbe rate shall be: For 20,000 units .75 cent per unit, and for the

excess .70 cent per unit.

For use exceeding 40,000 units, but not exceeding SO.OOO units.

the rate shall be: For 40,000 units .70 cent per unit, and for the

excess .66 cent per unit.

For use exceeding 80,000 units, the rate shall be: For SO.Otxj

units .66 cent per unit, and for the excess .64 cent per unit.

These rates are for a three ]5hase alternating current as de-

livered from the three substations. A few calculations will

perhaps put these rates in shape for comparison. If a smail

consumer used power continuously for 10 hours a day and
on an average of 25 days in the month, it will be necessary to

reserve at least 4 k. w., or to allow a margin of 20 per cent, 5
k. w. For these 1,000 units he pays $20 per month and $5
for charges for service. The cost will be $300 per year or

$75 per k. w. used or about $56 per h. p. per year. This
does not seem to be especially low but as the electric motor
dispenses with the dirt, help and floor space otiierwisc oc-
cupied, the electric power is preferable.

A comparison of these rates with the cost of power to

some of the street railway companies will show whether the

rates are entirely fair to the large consumers. Referring to

the table on the cost of power on another page, we may
take as an example station No. 3. Tlie output of 275,380
k. w. h. would cost at the lowest figure given in the rate

sheet, .64 cent per unit, $1,762. At the very least it would
be necessary to reserve 1,000 k. w. for the service. It will

be readily seen that the reserve would not necessarily be as

great as the present capacity of the station which makes al-

lowances for sudden overioads, repairs, etc. The charge for

service would be $1,000, making a total of 82,762 as com-
pared with the present expense of $1,994. If now we as-

sume the efficiency of the rotary converters to be 90 per
rent, the cost of the rented power becomes about 1. 1 cent

per k. w. h. as against .724 per k. w. h for station No. 3.

Whether it would be cheaper to rent power at this rate de-
pends upon the relation the fixed charges bear to the oper-
ating expenses; as a rough estimate we should say that the
fixed charges would be less than half as much with the

rented power. Also there is but little doubt that even a

smaller rate would be made to such large consumers.

Brazed Copper Steam Pipes.

A very interesting article on this subject appeared in a

recent issue of London "Engineering," in which the use
and failures of copper pipes were discussed. In order to

avoid expansion joints in pipes connecting engines and
boilers they must have curves or bends in them. As cop-

per takes "punishment" easily shorter sections of curved
pipe could be used if made of that luetal, and the extensive

use of copper steam pipes on board ships, where space must
always be economized, was a natural result. It is stated that

of the failures of copper pipe investigated by the Board of

Trade, by far the larger number proved to be due to faulty

design, the thickness of the pipe being increased to carry

higher pressures, without considering that the pipe was
thereby made stiflfer and needed, therefore, to be longer.

An accident on board the steamship Prodano in 1891 de-

veloped another cause of failure, deterioration of the braz-

ing. The pipe in question had been inspected when new by

Lloyd's and nine months later burst, killing four persons.

The Board of Trade found that the brazing was defective

at the outset, a conclusion combatted by Lloyd's, and pieces

of the broken pipe, samples of incrustation scraped from the

inside, samples of oil and of an anti-corrosive fluid used in

the boilers, of the brazing solder used, and portions of the

main steam pipe of another vessel were submitted to a

chemist, Professor Arnold, for examination. An examina-

tion of the brazed seams of the Prodano's pipe showed a

change to have occurred in a large proportion of the solder,

large areas showing up as a finely-granulated copperv-look-

ing mass. There was not a sufficient amount of the solder

from the Prodano's pipe available for a chemical analysis
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COST OF POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.
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The Benton valve reseating machine here illustrated, is

handled by Wendell & MacDuffie, of New York and Boston,

and can be attached to all valves regardless of the size of the

thread or of the opening in the valve hood. The valve seat

is cut with reversible self-cleaning tools, which may be

ground when dull.

The attaching device consists of a block-chuck with gibs

placed between the two blocks and tiie bar to take up the

slack. Upon the under side of the blocks is a series of par-

allel segment-shaped steps, the curved face of each step be-

ing threaded to correspond with the threads of valve casings

BENTON VALVE RESEATING MACHINES.

with which the steps are designed to engage. The screw

rod opens or closes the chuck jaws.

The outfit also comprises a disc dressing device, the cut-

ters for which are on the inner opposite edges of a V-shaped

l>ar. These cutters or blades are attached to this bar by

means of screws that pass through slots in the bar, and thus

permit of a rigid angular adjustment of the cutters. It is to

be noted that the cutters or blades, by being located on the

sides of said bar, have their cutting edges presented on lines

tangential and not radial to the valve being ground; hence

they do not unduly bite into the valve, and objectionable

chattering is avoided.

BUFFALO & LOCKPORT INTERURBAN.

One of the largest recent railroad deals has just been per-

fected in New York, where the Bufifalo & Lockport Rail-

way Company has been incorporated to operate a street

surface railroad between Bufifalo, in Erie county, and Lock-

port, in Niagara county, by way of the Tonawandas. The

capital stock of the new company is $1,000,000 in 10,000

shares of $100 each. The men named as directors for the

first year are as follows: W. Caryl Ely, Frank A. Dudley,

of Niagara Falls; John A. Merritt, Frank M. Ashley and S.

Curt Lewis, of Lockport; H. J. Pierce, Robert L. Fryer, G.

H. Dunbar, Burt Van Horn, of Bufifalo. Mr. Ely is presi-

dent of the new company, Henry J. Pierce, of Bufifalo, is

vice-president, and Burt Van Hom is to be secretary, treas-

urer and general manager. Mr. Ely is president of the Buf-

falo & Niagara Falls Electric Railway Company and is also

first vice-president of the American Street Railway Associ-

ation. Mr. Van Horn is the general manager of the Buffalo

& Niagara Falls Electric Railway. One of the very interest-

ing features of the company's plans is that it has secured a

lease of the Tonawanda-Lockport branch of the Erie Rail-

road, and will operate electric cars over it. The company's
line commences at the center line of Hertel and Virgil ave-

nues in Bufifalo, runs along Hertel avenue to Kenmore ave-

nue, to Delaware street, Tonawanda, to Young street, to

Delaware street, crosses the Ellicott creek, Erie canal, Ton-
awanda creek, to Main street, to Sweeney street, to the Erie

Railroad, Lockport branch, thence to the junction of Main
and Transit streets, in Lockport, where the line will join the

tracks of the Lock City road, wliich road the Buffalo &
Lockport Company will operate, it is understood. The
company may also build from the junction of the Erie

tracks and Sweeney street in North Tonawanda to the Elm-
wood avenue and Tonawanda Electric Company, better

known as the Kenmore line. Mention is made of extending
the present line in Lockport along Hawley street to Glen-
wood avenue.

The total length of the line is given in the papers of in-

corporation as 293 2 miles. The length of the Erie branch
of which the company has secured control, is 13 miles.

It runs through Martinsville, Hofifman, Pendleton Center.

Hodgeville. Pendleton Center is named as the location ot

the principal ofifices of the company. The company e.xpect.-;

to get the line in operation during the summer, possibly by
July I.

The Tonawanda-Lockport branch of the Erie has always
had a pretty fair patronage, and it is expected that the new
road will enjoy a heavy travel. From the composition of

the new company it is fair to suppose that connection will

be made at North Tonawanda with the tracks of the Buffalo

& Niagara Falls road, so that cars may be nm from Niagara
Falls to Lockport, or from Lockport to the Falls. It is also

intimated that the new company will build a line from Lock-
port to Olcott on Lake Ontario, something Lockport peo-

ple have wished for many years, as Olcott is their popular
short vacation point.

Hon. W. Caryl Ely, who was the chief promotor of the

line, in company with Hon. Frank A. Dudley and Burt Van
Horn, is recognized as one of the very brightest street rail-

way men in the country. He is admired for the manner in

which he maps out his line of action, and the successful way
in which he puts through his projects.

The certificate of extension placed on tile in the office of

the secretary of state states that the extension to Olcott is

to commence at Market street, corner of Mill and Exchange
streets in Lockport, and run east along Market street to

Lake avenue, north to the northerly limits of the city, along

the lake road to a point of intersection with the boundary
line between towns of Lockport and Newfane. thence north-

erly to the village of Olcott and within the village of Olcott

in an easterly and westerly direction, along the highway,

running parallel with the south shore of Lake Ontario, a

distance of one-half mile in each direction.

Work on the Detroit, Lake Shore & Mt. Clemens road,

which is to connect with the Citizens' at Jefferson avenue,

Detroit, and run to McSweeney's club house, a distance of

15 miles along the shore of Lake St. Clair, was begun on

April 28. President M. B. Mills drove the first spike at the

northern terminus, and the party invited to witness the cere-

mony then adjourned to a dinner at the club house.
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STATIONS FOR THE BOSTON ELEVATED.

The people of Boston are celebrated far and wide for their

culture and even the railway companies cater to their good

taste. In order to get designs for elevated stations that

would possess architectural symmetry with utility the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Company offered a prize of $i,ooo for

the best plans. The engineers of the company, after con-

sultation with J. A. L. Waddell, of Chicago, and other en-

gineers experienced in elevated railway construction, pre-

pared plans for tlic structure and a typical island station

which combined strength, convenience and security and

then referred them to 1 1 prominent firms of architects m
Eioston.

Each competitor was to ofTer one design with three draw-

ings showing the side and front elevations and a sheet of

details. The cost of construction was not to exceed $i5,(X>o.

The company then called in consultation W. E. Baker, gen-

eral manager of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Rail-

road Company, of Chicago, W. T. Goundie, general man-

ager of the King's County Elevated, Theodore Hooper, of

New York, and Prof. W. R. Ware, of the architectural de-

partment of Columbia College. The drawings were all sub-

mitted under designations which did not indicate the de-

signer and the names were in sealed envelopes.

After a careful review of all the points the committee se-

lected the plans of W. A. Longfellow. The stations are to

be built in the early French Renaissance style, a side eleva-

tion and a perspective being shown in the cuts. In the leg-

islative act the approval of the mavor of Boston was re-

quired for all plans showing the form and method of con-

struction and architectural appearance of the elevated sta-

tions.

Each station is to be 12^2x40 ft. and connecting with a

covered platform 160 ft. long. It will be 18 ft. in height

from the tracks to the ridgepole and will be reached by a

.'Stairway of 38 steps, broken l)y two landings. The stair-

way starts from the curbing beside the posts of the struct-

BOSTON ELEVATED STATION.

lire and after rising 10 ft. turns to the right. The passenger

enters the station at a lobby, goes past the ticket window

and into a waiting room and then to the covered platform

to take the train.

The passengers leaving the train on the opposite side of

the platform pass directly to a stairwav which runs beneath

the building. The stairways will obstruct the street as little

as possible and yet afford room for the passengers who take

the same stairway for either the north or south-bound trains.

The plans embody the latest and most approved ideas tor

MAP SHOWING BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY.

elevated traffic, giving the impression of lightness, sym-

metry and beauty to the structure.

The location of the 11 stations is shown in the map taken

from the "Engineering News." The length of the lines to

lie built at present time is 5-}4 miles and the distances be-

tween the stations vary from .2 to T.08 miles. The dotted

portion on the map represents the route of the elevated

trains through the subway, two of the subway tracks being

reserved exclusively for elevated trains. Between the sub-

way and the elevated structure there will be an incline with

a grade of 5 per cent.

At the terminal stations the surface cars will pass up in-

clines to the level of the elevated trains. These stations

will be very spacious, the Roxbury terminal being 125x700

ft. The running time between the terminals is to be 22 min-

utes, with stops of 10 seconds at each station. The cars will

be similar to those in Chicago, about 47 ft. long and will

weigh 33,000 lbs.

Boston is the only city in the world where both the sur-

face and elevated systems are under the control of the same

company. Free transfers are given between the surface and

elevated cars so that the elevated lines are designed to carry

the express traffic between the center of the city and the out-

lying districts. The South Boston, East Boston and the

Cambridge lines will be constructed at a later date. It

will require a year for the construction of the work already

planned.

INCREASED EARNINGS FOR 1898.

In the Review for April, page 220, by a typographical

error the earnings of the Schuylkill Valley Traction Com-

pany for the first quarter of l8<)8 were stated to be 12.5

per cent in excess of those for the first quarter of 1897. The

actual increase in earnings for the quarter was 15.5 per cent.

The directory of the Albany, Helderburg & Schoharie

Electric Railway, which has had an existence on paper for

four years, at the last meeting deposed the president, John

W. Van Valkenburgh. It is alleged that he unduly delayed

the taking of any steps towards building the road.
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A PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE TRUCK.

An audacious experiment in electrical railroad work is be-

ing tried in France which, in many respects, is more in har-

mony with American than French engineerino;. The idea is

to construct an electric passenger locomotive which shall

not only haul a train but shall carry passengers as well.

This idea is not exactly novel to American street railway

men, but it is to be cairied out upon a scale and in a man-

ner which has never been attempted in this country, an or-

dinary electric car hauling a trailer is the limit of American

work in this line.

The French proposition is to build a moderate sized

double truck passenger coach weighing complete 96,000

lbs., and provide it with sufficient motive power to utilize

the adhesion obtained by this weight. This locomotive is

to haul the train and carry passengers. The line is some

200 miles in length and express speed is to be maintained.

The car body for this machine was built in France and

To meet the requirements of the locomotive alone the

trucks are built in the most substantial manner. The side

frames which also form the jaws for the journal boxes are

massive forgings nearly as large as the bars of a locomotive

frame. They are deeper but not as thick. The end pieces

of the frame are T-irons carried by palms worked upon the

side pieces. The seats in these palms are finished and the

holes are reamed for taper bolts. Locomotive practice is

followed in constructing these trucks and wherever bolts are

used they are made taper and the holes are reamed. The

swing bolster is held between a pair of angle iron transoms

which are bolted to the side frames of the truck. The ends

of the angle are cut out and bent so as to form brackets for

the purpose. The wheels are of unusual size, being 45 in.

in diameter. They are of cast iron and are mounted upon

very large axles. These are 7 ft. 6 in. long, and 5 in. in

diameter at the wheel fit.

The journals are 4% by 8 in. Each truck is furnished with

a pair of 150-h. p. motors thus giving the car 600 h. p. The

trucks weigh 11,080 lbs. each, the motors 10,000 lbs. per

BRILL locomotive; truck.

only a few details are at hand in regard to it. The floor

frame is of channel bars. It is 36 ft. 9 in. long and 6 ft. 9 in.

wide. The channels are apparently about 10 in. deep. There

are six crossings spaced so that the outer ones are 5 ft. 10 in.

from the end of the car. No details whatever are given m
regard to the body which is carried by a pair of the J. G.

Brill Company's No. 27 ("perfect") trucks of the type es-

pecially designed to meet the requirements of steam pas-

senger cars. These trucks are quite as great a departure

from the common order as the scheme for the car itself. One

of them is shown in the illustration.

Under the conditions here presented, these trucks have

two verv distinct functions. The first is that of the locomo-

tive carrying the propelling machinery, keeping it in align-

ment and transmitting its pull to cars, etc. The trucks must

perform all the essential work of a locomotive engine. Their

second function is that of a railway carriage. The car and

the machinery must be carried without shocks or disturb-

ance, curA'es must be passed smoothly and without danger

and the load must not exert a destructive action upon the

roadbed.

pair and the car body 24,000 lbs., bringing the weight with-

out passengers up to a little more than 66,000 pounds. Lead

or iron ballast will be used to get the required load of 96,000

pounds.

So far as the constructive features are concerned, loco-

motive practice has been followed because it is the best for

the purpose. Strength to carry the load, stiffness to resist

strains, and weight to secure adhesion, have been provided.

In the ordinary electric locomotive, these requirements met,

builders appear satisfied and give no consideration to other

matters of equal importance. An entirely new departure

has been made in the locomotive truck for the French car.

Ease of riding was considered of the utmost importance and

it was determined to make it ride as smoothlv as a carriage

should, while at the same time it possessed all the necessary-

features of strength, stiffness and durability.

In these trucks there are springs over the journal boxes,

and the heavy equalizers are carried on links in which are

springs of the same capacity as those over the boxes. The

equalizing bar is a part of the swing motion and is firmly

attached at its center to the spring plank. On the spring
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plan1< are two sets of triple elliptics; quadniple springs would

have been preferable but in this case the contract limited the

wheel base to 6 ft. and there was only room for triple springs.

Tlie spring links carrying the equalizer are hung to the

wheel piece a short distance from the centers of the journal

boxes; at the lower end is a spring seat and at the upper end

the post has a square head under which a hemisphere is

finished which, with a cup in the solid frame, forms a ball

and socket joint.

The boxes are M. C. B. standard. The brake rigging is

nearly the same as that used on heavy steam car trucks; it

should be noted, however, that the double brake rod is a

feature introduced for clearing the motors which come up

very high; this double rod is of pipe and quite light.

MOTORS FOR THE BROOKLYN ELEVATED.

The Walker Company, of Cleveland, O., has a contract

to deliver 50 80-h. p. motors for elevated cars to the Brook-

lyn Elevated Railroad Company before June i. Further

deliveries will be made sufficient to equip 75 motor cars. On

that of a generator, with the windings in deep slots. In

every detail it is built to withstand the heavy strains which

come upon it in elevated railway service. The motors are

mounted on McGuire trucks and the manner of suspension

may be noted from the cut.

OTTUMWA ROAD SOLD.

The Ottumwa fla.) Electric Railway was sold April 28

by order of the United States court for $190,000, and passes

into the hands of the Ottumwa bondholders. The plant cost

about $400,000, and by this action the stockholders lose

every dollar of their investment. In addition to operating

the street railway, this company has heretofore done all of

the municipal, commercial and residence electric lighting

business in Ottumwa, but we learn it is soon to have a com-

petitor in the light and power business. This part of the

business of the old company, it is understood, has been

profitable, but their equipment is far from being up-to-date

and cannot be operated as economically as that of the newer

types. The new company, to be known as the Consumers'

WALKER 80-H. p. MOTOR FOR BROOKLYN ELEVATED.

account of the fluctuating traffic in the morning and evening

on the Brooklyn lines the company has decided to use the

Sprague "multiple unit" system and the Walker 20 L motor.

This type of motor has been designed and tested by Prof.

S. H. Short, vice-president and engineer of the Walker

Company. They were subjected to the severest tests in

service on the Lake Street Elevated Railroad in Chicago,

and the Brooklyn motors will embody all the advanced ideas

gained by those experiments. The cars equipped with two

of these motors will have a scheduled speed of 16 miles an

hour, including stops.

Tn appearance and in design the motors resemble gener-

ators. The magnet frame is circular, with the four lami-

nated steel pole pieces and pole shoes bolted on the interior.

The bearings are all of hard bronze, 10 in. long and 4 in.

in diameter. The oil boxes on each side or end of the shaft

are filled with oil and contain waste which oils and wipes

the bearings, using the same oil over and over again. The

oil is absolutely restrained from spilling or dripping and

from getting into the interior of the motor.

There is no wire about this motor and all the insulation

is mica and asbestos. All the windings on the fields and

armature are of bar copper and the armature is built up like

Electric Light & Power Company, expects to put in a com-

plete modern plant, materially reduce the rates to the public

generally, besides making special concessions to its stock-

holders. They also expect to compete for the street lighting

business when the present contract with the city expires in

about 18 months.

We understand that one of the largest electric companies

m the country is interested in the new project and that it

also has other strong financial backing, but as the name indi-

cates, it is to be composed largely of consumers of electric

light and power. Many of the largest consumers have al-

ready subscribed for stock, and we leam that, some 300

shares of stock ($100 each) have already been subscribed.

LTp to this time the work has been carried on quietly, but it

is the intention to push it vigorously in the near future.

A resolution has been introduced in the Buffalo council

looking to the adoption of an ordinance providing for 3-cent

fares for workingmen between the hours of 5 and 8, both

morning and evening. If the council has not power to com-

pel this reduction, a campaign will be conducted in the next

legislature to secure a special law authorizing it.
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BARNEY & SMITH ELECTRIC MOTOR TRUCKS.
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The accompanying illustrations show the Barney &
Smith Company's standard electric motor trucks. Fig. I

is the Class G, which is the standard for single truck city

cars. The truck is designed especially for simplicity,

strength and durability. The truck frame is entirely of

wrought steel, the side frames being composed of two plates

of steel securely bolted together with distance castings be-

tween the malleable iron pedestal castings which bolt to

plates. This half-elliptic spring is provided on the inside

end with a hook bolt which passes down through the truck

corner plate with a nut on the under side, by means of

which the ends of the car body can be adjusted to a level

position should the body from any cause become lower at

one end than the other, and by means of this same spring

the rocking and pitching to which- most cars are addicted

are entirely overcome.

r^jDAYXOHiOHF"

FIG. I.—CLASS G MOTOR TRUCK.

these side frames at, or over the journal boxes, the pedestal

castings being free to move on the journal box by the ac-

tion of the spring. A half-elliptic spring rests on the top of

each journal box. In each end of this half-elliptic spring

is a slot through which passes a bolt with a "T" head, which

Ijolt passes through the coil pedestal springs to the under-

side of the spring seat in the pedestal casting; on the lower

end of these bolts are the nuts for adjustment.

On the top of the coil pedestal springs rest the spring

castings which are fastened to the body spring plate, and

upon which the car body rests. The car body is also sup-

ported at the end of the truck by a half-elliptic spring, which

has its bearing at the extreme end of the truck side frame,

on a casting which is securely fastened to the truck frame

The especial features of this truck are the unusually long

side truck frame—the length of the spring base against the

car body and the half-elliptic adjusting spring at the end

of the truck frame just referred to above. Another feature

which will be of interest to the railway manager is the small

distance at which the car body is carried from the ground,

being enabled with this truck to bring the under side of

the car body down to 28 in. from the rail with a 33-in.

wheel.

One of the great causes of annoyance in the past has

been the inability of truck builders to perfect a brake that

would work satisfactorily under all conditions. This ob-

ject has been attained with the greatest degree of success

in this truck; the brake is perfect, the braking power being

FIG. 2.—CLASS H DOUBLE MOTOR TRUCK.
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equally divided on each wheel, and the brake shoes are in-

terchangeable and easily removed.

The ease and simplicity with which the wheels and axles

can be removed is a point not to be overlooked. To a.;-

complish this, it is necessary only to remove the lug at the

bottom of the pedestal jaw beneath the oil box, the removal

of the wheel and axle being accomplished without disturb-

ing any of the springs in the truck. The truck is com-

pactly built and has very few parts to get out of repair and

consequently is maintained at a minimum cost for repairs.

Fig. 2 is tjie standard Class H pivotal truck, designed

especially for suburban and city service where double truck

cars are used. The idea in the design of this truck is the

height. It is so constructed that the car body is carried

very low, and avoids the great height from the rail to the

car body, which is made necessary by many of the pivotal

trucks in use.

The side plates of the frame are made of one solid piece

of soft steel without welds of any kind, and the two plates

on each side frame are securely bolted together with dis-

tance castings between ; over each journal box and between

the side plates of the frame is a coil spring so arranged as to

carry the weight of the truck frame. On each side of the

side frame at the center are the side bearings, which are

securely fastened to the ends of the truck transom, which

is made of 8-in. wrought iron, and to which are fastened the

center plates. The weight of the truck transom and side

bearings upon which rests the body bolster of the car is

carried by an arrangement of springs, as is clearlv shown

in the illustration.

This combination of springs gives an easy and uniform

movement to the body of the car. These trucks are so

arranged with proper connection to the body bolster of the

car as to allow the trucks to swivel freely and pass the

shortest of curves without difficulty. At the center of the

truck are two cross bars to which are fastened the motor

supports, and which can be adapted to any kind of motor

used.

The same remarks made above in the description of the

Class G trucks are equally applicable to the Class H truck;

the brakes on these are very simple, and easily kept in re-

pair. Braking power being equally distributed on all

wheels, the trucks are able to swivel freely when the brake

is set. The wheels and axles can be removed from this

truck with the same ease as mentioned above for the Class

G truck. The truck is compactly built and is made entirely

of soft steel and malleable castings.

The manufacturer of this truck has large numbers of each

of these classes in use in different parts of the country, and

is receiving expressions of the highest praise.

NEW ATTRACTIONS FOR PLEASURE
RESORTS.

Without doubt moving war views are the most popular

attractions at the present time, and among the steadiest

running of the moving picture machines on the market is

the "Critereoscope," manufactured by J. B. Colt & Co. One

of the most important features about the "Critereoscope"

is that it may be disconnected from the lantern in a few sec-

onds and regular lantern slides substituted for the "living"

films, so that for a moderate outlay an exceedingly attrac-

tive entertainment can be presented. This firm has just

moved to greatly enlarged quarters in the new Bancroft

building, 3 to 7 West 29th street. New York, and carries an

extensive line of pleasure park attractions. A visit to their

salesrooms would impress any one with the fact that they

are leaders in their line. Among the goods they offer are

some of especial interest to street railways controlling pleas-

ure parks, such as the "Critereoscope" and acetylene searcn

lights, which are admirably adapted to illuminating out-door

j^erformances and theater stage lighting. The search lights

Uist referred to are also suitable for furnishing light at night

lor repairing tracks or wherever a strong light is required,

being portable, convenient and economical. Further infor-

mation will be furnished on application.

CREOSOTED WOOD CONDUITS.

Tt is a fact long known that wood which is kept contin-

uously wet or dry will last for centuries, but when alternate-

ly damp and dry it soon decays. Perhaps the most success-

ful preservative that has yet been used is the dead oil of coal

tar with which Bethell experimented as early as 1838. This

creosote oil is a distillate of coal tar and is thick, gummy and

insoluble, filling the pores of the wood and protecting it

from moisture. The Michigan Pipe Company, of Bay City,

Mich., is the manufacturer of creosoted wood conduits.

poles, etc. The accompanying illustrations show the

ends of sections when ready to be joined. These conduits

need no concrete foundation, but only a creosoted plank

above and below them, and they are not only cheap and

easy of construction but protect the lines in the most effec-

tive way. Creosoted poles, cross arms and ties are also man-

ufactured. A wooden casing for steam pipes has proved to

effect a great saving in power stations and on steam lines.

THE PATTON MOTOR AT CEDAR FALLS.

Our correspondent at Cedar Falls, Iowa, under date of

May 7, writes that the Patton motor operating on the line

in that city is running regularly and doing good work, in

spite of miserable condition of the track, which is very

rough. This is the machine which, on March 20 and 21,

was run with its own power from Chicago to Cedar Falls

over the track of the Chicago Great Western road.

Work on the Chicago, Detroit & Toledo Electric Railway

was commenced May i and its completion is set for Oc-

tober I. The contract for the roadbed has been let and 400

men are now at work at Monroe.

A conductor and motorman of the Chicago General Rail-

way were held up by two highwaymen and robbed of $33

and watch. This is the second robbery of train crews near

the same point.
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CONDUCTIVITY OF A CAST-WELDED RAIL
JOINT AFTER TWO AND ONE-HALF

YEARS OF SERVICE.

In the Ri-:\'iE\v of January last were piiljlislicd tlic results

of a conductivity test made on a new cast-wel(k-cl rail joi.it

ami comparisons made with a bonded joint. J. R. Chap-

man, cliicf of the electrical department of the North and

West Chicago Street Railroad companies, has watched for

an opportunity to test a joint that has been in service for

some time. A portion of the joints of the Cicero & Proviso

Street Railway Company, Chicago, were cast-welded by

the Falk Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee, in No-

FALK JOINT TWO AND ONE-HALF YEARS OLD.

vember, 1895. Recently some of this track had to be relaid

and Mr. Chapman made a promiscuous selection of a worn-

out rail with a cast-welded joint and the results of the tests

are given below. One illustration shows a cross section of

the joint which was cut as soon as the test was completed.

In the other illustration may be seen the rail, about 15 ft. in

length, with the connections which were attached to the

dvnamo terminals at the switchboard.

Editor Review:

On December 17, 1897, some experiments were made at

the California avenue power house of the Chicago Electric

Transit Company on the conductivity of cast-welded joints

uhich had not seen service. With the view of ascertaining

whether service, and the action of the elements, would have

any effect upon a joint of this character, one was selected

from the scrap pile and subjected to a test under the same

conditions as that named above.

The rail used was a ^y'l-m. 56-lb. girder section. The joint

was made in the track in 1895 on the Cicero & Proviso

Street Railway, several miles of double track street having

been repaired in this way at that time. The rail is now badly

worn and pieces are occasionally brought into the yard as

scrap.

Readings were taken at five-second intervals for one and

one-half minutes, the flow of current through the rail being

read by one observer and the drop in potential through 5 ft.

of the rail was read simultaneously by another observer. The
sample tested was of sufificient length so that one section of

5 ft. carried the joint and the other section of 5 ft. was the

continuous rail. The same voltmeter leads were used in both

cases and were of such large wire that a correction would be

trifling.

The result of the experiment as tabulated below indicates

that the joint had practically the same conductivity as the

rail.

Teat No.
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REPORT OF MASSACHUSETTS STREET
RAILWAYS.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners' report giv-

ing- the returns for 1897 shows that 93 companies reported

—

10 more than in 1896. At the end of the year, 75 of these

93 companies were operating their railways; the lines of 11

companies were operated by other companies under lease or

contract; six companies had organized and paid in a portion

of their capital stock, but had not begun to build; and one

company had been consolidated with another during the

year.

During the year 122.66 miles of main line, 14.26 miles of

second main track, and 11.47 miles of side track, making

148.39 miles reckoned as single track, have been added to

the street railway mileage reported; all but 2.70 miles of this

was newly built. This is an increase of nearly 11 per cent

over 1896 and makes the total mileage 1,516.64 miles; all of

this except 19.91 miles, which are in Rhode Island, are in

Massachusetts. Of the total, 13.15 miles were operated by

horse and cable, and 11.95 by horse power only. The dia-

gram illustrates graphically the growth of the street rail-

ways from 89 miles in i860 to 1,414 miles of main track

/OOP
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MASSACHUSETTS STREET RAILWAY MILEAGE.

in 1897; the dotted line is total miles of main track and the

full line the miles operated by electricity. In the same

period the number of companies has increased from 20

to 93.

The average cost per mile of main track (including cost

but not length of side track) is shown by the books of the

companies to be $22,755 for construction, $9,374 for equip-

ment, and $12,329 for lands, buildings (including power

plants) and other permanent property—making the total

$44,458 per mile of main track. These figures furnish but

little clue to the cost of any particular railway, which ranges

from $10,000 in a country town to $97,000 in Boston.

The average capital investment per mile in 1897 was $44,-

683; the average for the last 10 years is $43,804. For the 10

companies that carry over 4,000,000 passengers a year, the

average capital investment is $52,381 per mile; of these the

lowest is $29,399 fo"" the Holyoke company, and the highest

$100,553 for the West End of Boston.

The gross assets were $67,509,916 and the gross liabilities

$66,483,144, leaving for surplus and special funds $1,080,-

030, which is a decrease in the surplus of $71,063 as com-

pared with 1896. The surplus for 1897 was 3.14 per cent of

the capital ; the average for 10 years is 3.41 per cent of the

capital.

The gross earnings were $15,898,839, and the expense of

operation $10,904,040; other expenditures were $4,366,895,

leaving $627,904 for the surplus accounts.

The total amount of cash dividends declared the last year

was $1,965,243, an increase of $162,396.50 over the previous

year. One company paid 10 per cent; two paid 9 per cent;

ten paid 8 per cent; one paid 8 per cent on preferred and 7.5

per cent on common stock; three paid "7 per cent; fourteen

paid 6 per cent; one paid 5.5 per cent; four paid 5 per cent;

one paid 4.5 per cent; three paid 4 per cent; one paid 3.75

per cent; one paid 3.5 per cent; three paid 3 per cent; one

paid 2.5 per cent; four paid 2 per cent; and 43 companies,

new and old, paid no dividends.

Capital Stock, Net Income and Dividends, 1888-1897.

YEAHS.
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ment over the previous three years, but is below the average

for the decade.

The total number of passengers carried during the year

ending September 30, 1897, was 308.684,224, an increase of

5.6 per cent over the previous year; the car-miles run were

61,577,917, an increase of 15 per cent; the round trips were

6,557,183, an increase of 9.2 per cent: the average pas-

sengers per round trip were 47 as against 49 the previous

year. Of the 10 large roads the Union, of New Bedford,

had the lowest number of passengers per round trip, 26;

and the West End road the highest, 58; the average for

the ten roads was 50.

The tables give interesting data as to the percentage of

operating expenses to gross earnings for the last ten years,

the operating expenses and net earnings of the ten large

companies for 1897, and the gross and net earnings per mile

of main track owned, per round trip, per car-mile, and per

passenger.

In analyzing the efifect of the density of traffic upon the

earning capacity, shown in the table, the roads are divided

into three classes and compared with the Metropolitan Com-
pany, the most important of ihe merged predecessors of the

West End. These three classes omit the fifteen companies

which had been in operation for less than a year, and include

the West End (including the Somerville), which constitutes

a class by itself; the second class comprises the 48 other com-

panies which paid dividends; the third class comprises the

28 companies which did not pay dividends.

Gross and Net Earnings from Operation per Mile of Main Track

Owned and per Hound Trip Run, 1888-1897.
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At the Electric Exhibition, Madison Square Garden, one of the

exhibits is the Engineering Picture Gallery, which Is a new fea-

ture of great Interest. It comprises a series of eight illustrative

and historical wax taljleau, prepared by Dr. Park Benjamin,

Prof. F. B. Crocker and T. C. Martin, executed and arranged by
the Eden Musee Company. The series includes the First Recog-
nition of an Electric Effect, when the Syrian woman wonderingly
perceived light objects flying to her amber spindle; the Mariner's

Compass, ascribed to the Chinese and Italians, but probably to be
credited to the Finns, in the 11th century; the Earth a Great
Magnet, William Gilbert explaining the Terella to Queen Eliza-

beth, 1600; the First Conductors or Circuits; Stephen Gray, a
Charter-House pensioner in London (1720), experimenting on the
conduction of electricity; The Leyden Jar, showing the bottling of
electricity and the terrible shock to Dean Von Kleist, Canon of
the Cathedral in Cumin, In Pomerania, 1746; The Identity of
Lightning and Electricity—when Benjamin Franklin drew down
the lightning from the skies, 1752; The Beginnings of the Modern
Primary Battery or Voltaic Cell, with Galvani's famous frog ex-
perimert, 1791; and the Beginnings of Modern Dynamo-Electric
Maehinevy, showing Michael Faraday's famous experiment, 1831.
Among the notable exhibits are several pertaining to the street

railway field.

This display is neatly arranged in a show case in a conspicuous

place and attracts much attention.

At the exhibit of the Peckham Truck Company are shown one
14-B short wheel base swivel truck and one of the 14-D swing
bolster maximum traction tracks. A Metropolitan special high
speed single truck car is displayed. The truck is notable for its

long spring base which prevents oscillation, and its rigid center
brace which removes the strain of keeping the truck square with
the car body. The John Stephenson Company made the car body,
and in addition to this it has an exhibit of a model car one-quarter
size, which shows all the operations of the conduit system of the
Metropolitan Street Railway Company. The Peckham Truck
Company also has a 7-B-X excelsior truck in the exhibit of the
Walker Company. This truck shows a different arrangement of
the cantilever side frame design, a characteristic feature of the
single trucks of this company.

In the exhibition of the Walker Company there are two of the
new No. 20 L motors mounted; one of the same type dismantled
to show construction; two No. 4-A street car motors mounted;
type "S" controllers, assembled and dismantled; a street railway
switchboard with generator and feeder panels; the new Walker
recording wattmeter; a section of the conduit system with a
Broadway car in operation; a 50-k. w. belted alternator, and a
50-k. w. lighting generator direct connected to an Armiiigton &
Sims engine.

H. B. Coho & Co., of New York, have a fine exhibit of switch-
boards, panel boards, etc., a 75-k. w. alternator operated by a
direct current motor and generating current at 100 and 1,100 volts
In addition the firm represents the American Rheostat Company
the Warren Electric Manufacturing Company, the Eddy Electric
Manufacturing Company, the Crown Woven Wire Brash Com-
pany, the Otis Electric Company, the Pennsylvania Electric
Company and others.

The exhibit of the American Ball Engine Company consists of
one of the company's engines direct connected to a 25-k. w. dy-
namo, which furnished current for an elaborate lighting exhibit
and for a multipolar motor, being a complete generating and
distributing plant, with applications of current for 11-ht and
power.

"

The Samson Cordage Works have sample coils of the "Samson
Spot" waterproof cord for trolley, bell and arc lamp purposes.

The Fuel Economizer Company, of Matteawan, N. Y., exhibits

a complete economizer set up with sectional asbestos covers, and
scrapers for removing soot as though it were in actual service

with a 150-h. p. boiler. There are also sections of pipes and head-

ers showing various methods of making joints, and a complete

working model with prints and photographs showing installations

in several power stations in New York and Brooklyn.

Elmer P. Morris has a display of railway supplies, car coup-

lings, rail bonds, iron and wooden poles, lightning arresters, gears
and pinions. A large number of companies is represented, in-

cluding the Garton-Daiilels Electric Company, Keystone Elec-

trical Instrument Company, Simonds Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg Steel Trolley Pole Company and others.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company makes an exhibit of
Providence fenders on a standard car for the electrical conduit
system of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company. This type
is the standard of the Metropolitan company and is being placed
on all the electric cars.

One of the Metropolitan cars at the Exhibition has been fitted

with registers, brakes, sand boxes, etc., by the Sterling Supply
& Manufacturing Company, of New York.

The Keystone Electrical Instrument Company, of Philadelphia,
has a complete exhibition of both switchboard and portable in-

struments at the Exposition. It includes a slate switchboard on
which are mounted a full set of the various switchtward types
suitable for use in central stations, street railway power houses
and in isolated plants. The exhibit also includes a line of ground
detectors and instraments designed for series arc light service.
Portable testing instraments are also shown. In connection with
this exhibit, is a pair of the type "R" instraments mounted on a
panel board, showing them in practical service on a working gen-
erator circuit. The exhibit is in charge of Elmer P. Morris, 15
Cortlandt street, New York. President J. F. Stevens, of the
Keystone Company, was present at the opening of the Exposition
and will spend considerable time at the exhibit during the con-
tinuance of the Exposition.

Electric street railway systems, recently completed at CapeTown and Port Elizabeth, South Africa, are largely equipped with
maehmery of American make. In the power station at CapeTown there are three verticle compound engines direct connected
to 300-h. p. Westinghouse generators, and one Mcintosh & Sey-
mour tandem compound engine direct connected to a General

fnlT^"
^^'^- '^- S'^""'''"''- The steaming plant consists of four

dOO-h. p. Heine boilers. The crane and the piping of the station
was also furnished by American firms. At Port Elizabeth the
station equipment consists of three Mcintosh & Seymour com-
pound condensing engines direct connected to lOO-k w General
Electric generators, water tube boilers, condensers and pumpsan of American manufacture. All trolley and feed wire wasfrom the factory of the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Com-
pany. The cars were furnished by the J. G. Brill Company All
these contracts were taken in the face of sharp competition andas a result of the prices quoted and the excellent workmanship.

James Partridge, of the Partridge Carbon Company, representshat firm at the Electrical Exhibition and display^ th selfTubrieating motor and generator brashes made by the company.

Forge Bain, consulting engineer and registered solicitor of pat-ents, has prepared a small vest pocket manual of "Useful Infer-
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Illation for Practical People," copies of wliich he lias sent to his

friends. A limited number of extra copies will be sent postpaid

on receipt of five 2-cent stamps.

The International Construction Company, of Detroit, Mich., has

lately sent out a neat little booklet entitled "Questions and An-

swers," giving much valuable information on the cost and ma-

terial for electric railways. Many convenient and useful tables

may also be found.

The New Yorli Electrical Works on May 1 removed to 515-521

Kent avenue, Brooklyn, where, with facilities largely increased

they will continue to manufacture standard and special types of

trolley fittings. The new shops are equipped throughout with

new machinery.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pittsburg, has

received a rush order for $50,000 worth of insulated cable to be

used for coast war operations.

The Lorain Steel Company, of Lorain, O., has contracted for

10,500 h. p. of water tube boilers of the Cahall make for its new
extensions; 2,500 h. p. of these boilers will be equipped with the

Cahall chain grate stoker.

The Peckham Motor T'ruck & Wheel Company reports that its

business this spring is larger than ever before and that to fill

orders it has been necessary to put on a regular night crew. The

company is making shipments to the following points: Middle-

boro, Bradford, Coventry and Plymouth, Eng.; Buenos Ayres;

Cork and Dublin, Ireland; Zurich, Switzerland; Cleveland, Day-

ton, Cincinnati and Jewett, 0.; New York City, Auburn and New
Platz, N. Y. ; Natick, BridgeT\ater, Haverhill, Quincy, Hyde Park,

Salem, Fall River and Attleboro, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Council

Bluffs, la.; St. Louis and Webb City, Mo.; Jersey City and Ho-

boken, N. J.; Indianapolis; Oakland, Cal.; Newport, B. I.; Mil-

waukee; Bradford, Pa.; Joliet, 111.; Pensacola, Pla.; Pueblo, Cal.;

Meriden, Conn.; Lewiston, Me.

The General Electric Company has just published a very hand-

somely illustrated pamphlet describing the various types of direct

and alternating current lightning arresters.

The Chicago Fuse Wire & Manufacturing Company has en-

tirely re-equipped its factory which was destroyed by fire January

28, and is in better condition than ever before for filling orders

for tested fuse wire and liniks. All fuse wire sent out after May
1 will be packed on trade mark spools and these placed in tin

boxes to protect the wire from abrasion. The company carries a

full stock of all sizes of wire, strip and links, and shipments are

made from the factory in Chicago or from the eastern office, 853

Broadway, New York. W. R. Goodman, manager of the company,
says that the great consideration shown the company by its

friends in the trade during a few weeks of enforced suspension

of business after the fire, is highly appreciated.

W. D. Ray, recently manager of the Everett- (Wash.) Electric

Railway, has accepted the position of traveling sales agent for

Littlefield & Meysenburg, western agents of the Johnson Com-
pany. Mr. Ray will handle Steel motors, Dupont trucks and other

street railway supplies manufactured by the Johnson company.

Some figures in connection wilh the new edition of the Elec-

tric Light Supply Catalog recently issued by the Western Electric

Company may be interesting. The edition weighs 20,000 lbs.; if

the catalogs were piled on top of each other they would make a
column 1,000 ft. high; and if placed upon the ground end to end
they would form a line 6,666 ft. long. The edition is complete
containing every well-known device that is used in electric light

construction and is so carefully indexed that articles can be
found under several headings. Copies will be furnished to the
trade upon application.

nearer his clients and have more space for increased business.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of Kansas City,

Mo., has awarded contracts to the American Construction Com-
pany, of Chicago, for one mile of double track and for the weld-

ing of 6,000 rail joints. The rails weigh 103 lbs. each and will be
welded together.

Kohler Brothers, sales agents for electrical machinery and ap-

pliances, in April took the agency for the Northern Electrical

Manufacturing Company, of Madison, Wis., for the states of

Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Indiana, Nebraska, Kansas, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland.

Delaware and District of Columbia; and are now prepared to

figure on all kinds of direct current electrical apparatus up to

250 k. w.

The Murray Iron Works Company, of Burlington, la., has just

published a circular showing half-tone engravings of five dome-
less, high pressure, tubular boilers adapted to different settings.

Attention is called to the necessity of good workmanship on boil-

ers and to the superior facilities possessed by this company.

We have received the sixth annual report of the General Elec-

tric Company, showing the business for the year ending January
31, 1898, and including the reports of the executive officers to the

stockholders as presented at the annual meeting held May 10.

Tlie gross earnings were $12,524,938; expenses, $10,727,692; net

earnings and net income from securities owned, $1,853,702. After

deducting losses, amounts written off, and .$2.50,000 reserve for

extensions, amounting to $621,849, there was left $1,231,852 to ap-

ply on the deficit of previous years. In the railway department
the money value of the orders for railway apparatus received

showed an increase of one-third over 1896. The orders for rail-

way generators aggregated over 60,000 k. w. The average size

of the railway motor has increased to 34.7 h. p., while the aver-

age railway generator for 1897 was 484.3 h. p. as against 356.3 h.

p. in 1896. Among the important railway contracts secured dur-

ing the year were those for the equipment of the Metropolitan, of

New York; the large motor order for the Boston Elevated; and
the contract for the substitution of electric traction for cable

traction on the lines of the Capital Ti-action Company, Wash-
ington.

The Boppes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, O., well

known as the manufacturers of the Hoppes live steam feed water
purifier and the Hoppes exhaust steam feed water heater, has

placed upon the market a new separator, having some new points

of interest, a description of which will be found on another page
in this issue. This company also manufactures separators and
receivers of large dimensions built on the same plan of the sep-

arator, and oil eliminators and grease extractors for exhaust
steam. A new illustrated catalog is in press and will soon be
ready for distribution.

The center of geographical interest is now in the West Indies

and the Sargent Company, of Chicago, has aptly taken advantage
of this by issuing a set of maps showing the Island of Cuba, the

group of islands and the world. The maps are printed in sev-

eral colors and will prove to be a timely addition to any office.

They will be sent to railway men on application.

Albert B. Herrick. consulting engineer, has changed his ofllces

from 150 Nassau street to 120 Liberty street, where he will be

The shafts for the great lUgiLus to be installed in the power
station of the Metropolitan Traction Company, of New York, are

to be built by the Bethlehem Iron Company. Each shaft will be
37 in. in diameter, 27 ft. 4 in. long with a 16-in. hole through the

center. They are to be made of fluid compressed, open hearth

steel, annealed and hydraulicaliy forged on a mandrel. This com-
pany is the only one in the country which has forges equipped for

turning out work of this character and magnitude. The com-
pany has very large contracts with the government for guns and
gun-can-iages and many orders are coming in from private con-

cerns for shafting of all descriptions, both solid and hollow, plain

steel and nickel steel. The foreign business has been very ex-

tensive, contracts for armor plate for the Russian government
are being filled, and prices have been asked on shafting for Jap-

anese war vessels.
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The F-ake Miuro it MicUigau Soulhem Railway Compauy has

just issued au iilustrated pamphlet ou "The Union Elevated

Loop in Chicago;" also a specially prepared map giving a bird's

eye view of the Loop and all the elevated railway systems in the

city. Every car of all the elevated lines stops iu front of the

l.ake Shore station on Van Buren street, thus affording un-

equalled facilities for passengers to pass directly from the steam

cars to the elevated trains for any part of the city. This station

is the Chicago terminus of the "Lake Shore Limited," the most

beautiful traiu iu the country, making the run daily to New York

iu 24 hours.

The motormen, conductors and gripmen of the North Chicago

Street Railroad Company are being fitted with new uniforms

which are more than usually attractive. The uniform is made of

blue cloth from the Warreutovvn Wooleu Compauy and the coat

has a velvet collar with the monogram of the company worked

iu gold braid uear one corner. The company is having gilt service

stripes sewed to the sleeves of each employe who has been with

the company five years or more. C. F. Orr & Co., 130 La Salle

street, Chicago, are making the suits. This same firm is also

making uniforms for the West Chicago Street Railroad Company

and the Chicago City Railway Company. The latter company

will have its employes provide summer as well as winter suits,

and these will be made of much lighter material.

Alonzo G. Collins, of Milwaukee, consulting, mechanical and

architectural engineer, has removed his office from No. G08 Pabst

building to No. 1301 the same building. Mr. Collins makes a

specialty of electric light and railway power houses and also of

ice-making and cold storage machinery.

On May 1, Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co., removed their principal

office to the new Washington Life building, 141 Broadway, New
York, and hereafter their entire stock will be carried at their

Newark factory and repair shop, 35-37 New Jersey Railroad Ave-

nue. Facilities have been added which enable them to display

a large and very attractive stock of electrical machinery.

The Bradford Belting Company, Cincinnati, O., has received

from Elmer P. Morris, its New York agent, 15 Cortlandt street,

an order for a belt 160 ft. long, 6 ft. S in. wide, three hides thick

for the enlargement of the Jersey City plant of the People's Light

& Power Company. This is the second belt of this size supplied

by the Bradford company to the Jersey City plant, and the two
are probably the largest belts running under one roof anywhere
the world over. The Bradford company is also just equipping

the enlarged plant at Norfolk, Va., and has belts 6 ft. wide and
over running in many places.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Compauy is to

supply the electrical apparatus for the new plant of the Detroit,

Ypsilanti & Ann Arbor Railroad Company, consisting of four

300-h. p. generators, three boosters, switchboards, and 10 car

equipments, including 40 50-h. p. motors.

Eugene Munsell & Company, and the Mica Insulator Com-
pany, of New York and Chicago, have completed arrangements
with the George Worthington Company, of Cleveland, to become
distributors of "mica" and "micanite." The territory includes the
city of Cleveland and adjoining counties. A large stock of India
and amber "mica," iu the sheet and segments for railway motors,
as well as "micanite" plate, segments, rings, cloth, paper, etc.,

will be caiTied to supply the electrical trade in that section.

Some large orders have been received lately, one for 800 lbs. of

mica segments having been received from one railway company.

Wendell, F^y & Co., of New York, have received an order from
the Postal Telegraph Cable Company for supplying uniform cloth
for the latter company's entire force. Wendell, Fay & Co. have
for a number of years supplied all the uniforms for the Postal
Telegraph Cable Company, and this order speaks well for the
satisfaction which this cloth has given. The color which has
hitherto been used for the uniforms of the Postal Telegraph
Cable Company has been cadet grey, but the new uniforms will
be a sky blue. Large orders for Middlesex cloth have been filled

for the use of the United States government.

The Consolidated Street Railway Company, of Grand Rapids,

has adopted the Providence fender as a standard after investigat-

ing nearly every other make and trying many models on its cars.

The Consolidated Car Fender Company will soon complete the de-

livery of the Grand Rapids order which was for 140 fenders.

The firm of Hill & Howard has been formed to do a general cou-

sulting engineering business, and is now located at 35 Manufac-

turers' Record Building, Baltimore. The firm will furnish plans,

specifications, reports, estimates, tests, etc., for water works sys-

tems, electrical subways, electric light and power plants and for

the transmission of power. Nicholas S. Hill., Jr., is a graduate

of the Stevens Institute of Technology, was mechanical eugiueer

of the South Side Elevated Railroad, of Chicago, engineer-secre-

tary of the Sewerage Commission of Baltimore, and chief en-

gineer of the water department. The latter position he has just

resigned to take up his new line of work. B. C. Howard is a

graduate of Johns Hopkins University in the electrical engineer-

ing department, and became secretary and treasurer of the Mc-

Cay-Howard Engineering Company, general contractor for elec-

trical work.

The Hansen Spring Company has been increasing its business

so rapidly it is forced, a second time in two years, to seek larger

quarters, and has removed its works and geueral office from New-
ark to Ambler, Pa., a suburb of Philadelphia. It is already run-

ning in all departments in the new location and full of orders.

Two western agencies have been established: J. G. Carry, 1301
Fisher building, Chicago, and L. Scofield, 116 Spruce street, De-
troit.

The W. R. Garton Company, of Chicago, reports that business
is opening up in splendid shape and that it has closed several
yearly contracts. The company is the agent for the Central
Union Brass Company, the Keystone Electrical Instrument Com-
pany, the Grouse-Hinds Electric Company, the Duquesne Forge
Compauy, the Pittsburg Steel Hollow-Ware Company, the Massa-
chusetts Chemical Company, the Billings & Spencer Company,
C. S. Knowles, the United Electric Improvement Company, Wil-
liam E. Kline & Co., Garton lightning arresters, Raster carbon
rheostats. Bound Brook trolley bushings, Pittsburg trolley poles,
and Morrcll's commutator bars, and thus fully prepared to meet
the wants of street railways. Some large orders for Keystone in-

struments and Raster rheostats have been closed, and many
street railways are adopting "Armalac" and "Enamelac" as stan
dard insulating paints.

The employes of the Patterson (N. J.) Street Railway, of
which Vice-President Hobart is the president, decorated
the cars with flags and red, white and blue btinting in cele-
bration of Dewey's victory.

The Pennsylvania Traction Company, of Lancaster, Pa.,
IS inaking some extensive improvements at Conestoga Park
which will add to its attractiveness for the coming season.
Brook's Chicago Marine Band gave two concerts at this
park on the afternoon and evening of May 12.

The Springfield (Mass.) Street Railway Company has re-
cently moved into new quarters opposite those formerly oc-
cupied. When the old offices were fitted up 15 years ago,
many of the stockholders thought the management had been
extravagant and built on too large lines but thev have been
happily disappointed.

The Baltimore City Passenger Railway Company has
completed the overhead construction on its "Red" and
"White" cable lines, and ordered the car equipments,
Westinghouse No. 49. As soon as the power house is com-^
pleted these lines will be operated electrically and the cable
will be a thing of the past in Baltimore.
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MAYER & ENQLUND,
10 SOUTH TENTH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Railway Material and Supplies
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We carry a Large and Complete Stock of Everything needed for the Construction,
Equvpnient and Maintenance of Electric Railroads.

HIGHEST CLASS MATER5AL AT LOWEST PRICES.

NUTTALL GEARS, PINIONS AND BEARINGS.
UNION STANDARD TROLLEYS AND PARTS.

PARTRIDGE SELF-LUBRICATING CARBONS.
INTERNATIONAL REGISTERS AND REGISTER FITTINGS.

VAN WAGONER & WILLIAMS CO. COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
COMMUTATORS REFILLED. ASSEMBLED BARS AND MICA.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS. ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS.
MOTOR AND CONTROLLER REPAIRS, ALL KINDS.

ST?.A.n>ffr>-A.mD O^VESRHES-A-ID HilLAJr-ElFLLAJI^.

Prompt Shipments from Stock. Send for Catalogues.

The property owners of Union county, N. J., who object

to the construction of a trolley line between Elizabeth and

Plainfield along North avenue, have organized themselves

into the "Union County League." They propose to fight

the provision of the Squire electric railway law w^hich stip-

ulates that the franchises shall be sold by the Board of

Freeholders.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad Com-
pany has just distributed folders giving some popular in-

formation in reference to the road. This was the pioneer

among electric elevated railroads and no expense has been

spared in substantial construction and in equipment to in-

sure the safety and comfort of passengers. Statistics show

that but one passenger in 7,374,790 is injured, which makes

such travel 43 times safer than street railways and 215 times

safer than on steam roads. A map is given of the city

showing the route of the four branches of the company.

On the reverse side is a map of the heart of Chicago, the

principal hotels, railroad stations, office buildings, depart-

ment stores and places of amusements, being indicated in

diflferent colors. General Manager Baker is to be congrat-

ulated on the taste and usefulness of this publication.

OPEN CARS WANTED
G. B. Kerper, general manager and purchasing agent of

the Peoples' Railway Company, Dayton, Ohio, advises us

that he wishes to buy eight 7-bench or S-bench open cars of

standard gage suitable for trailers.

IN HER ELEMENT.

The trolley gun-boat "McKinley," which attracted so

much attention during the 1896 campaign, and was illus-

trated in the Review, December, 1896, now rides at anchor

in the lake at Whalom Park, the magnificent pleasure resort

owned and operated by the Fitchburg & Leominster (Mass.)

THE M KINLEY.

Street Railway Company. The illustration showing the

"McKinley" is redrawn from one of the views in a hand-

somely illustrated pamphlet descriptive of the park which

was sent us by the superintendent, W. W. Sargent.

Joseph Church, the first superintendent of the People's

Street Railway in Scranton, Pa., died in Providence, a

suburb of Scranton, at the advanced age of 71 years.
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DEVICE FOR PRELIMINARY SURVEYS.

The accompanying illustrations show an instrument for

delineating topographical peculiarities and measuring and

recording distances, invented by John Riddell, of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. This device is

for making the preliminary surveys of military, civil and

railroad engineers, and doing the work quickly and at small

cost; the instrument makes its own record and a profile is

obtained by merely traversing the ground. This device may

be attached to any wheeled vehicle, however propelled; the

illustration shows it mounted on the horizontal upper bar

of a bicycle frame.

It consists, briefly, of a vertical revolving cylinder carry-

ing the record, and a marker moved upwards and down-

wards by the inclination upwards or downwards of the up-

per bicycle bar. The metal cyclinder carrying the paper for

the record is provided at the lower end with a worm wheel

engaging with a worm on a shaft running toward the rear

of the bicycle and driven by a lace belt from a pulley on

the crank shaft. Movement of the bicvcle produces, there-

fore, revolution of the record cylinder, which, as it revolves,

unwinds the paper for the record from a small drum. The

marker is mounted on a nut on a threaded vertical rod,

movement of which raises or depresses the nut and the

marking point. The lower end of the rod is fastened to a

horizontal disc free to move clockwise or the reverse. Be-

neath the disc, and just clearing it on each side, are two

small discs, at each end of a toothed sleeve, and revolving

vertically. Through the sleeve passes the disc shaft provided

with a gear wheel meshing into a small gear on the main

shaft driven from the crank axle.

Suspended beneath the bar of the bicycle, and conse-

(|ucntly beneath the entire machine, is a pendulum having

at its upper end a toothed quadrant, meshing into the teeth

of the sleeve on the shaft carrying the vertical discs. As the

small discs revolve in the same direction, one in contact

with the large horizontal disc revolve."; it clockwise and

causes the marker to ascend, the other counter clockwise

depressing the marker. The nearer the center of the large

disc, the small disc comes, the faster the former moves and

the sharper the angle described by the marker. It will be

seen that the pendulum hangs vertically whatever be the

angle of inclination of the bicycle. If the machine is as-

cending, the horizontal bar assumes an obtuse angular posi-

tion to the pendulum, the rear vertical disc is brought be-

neath the horizontal disc and the marker moves upward;

if a declivity is descended the angle of the bar and the

pendulum becomes acute, the forward disc comes into play

and the marker moves downward. On the level both verti-

cal discs are out of contact with the horizontal disc and

the marker records a plain horizontal straight line.

A part of a record is shown in Fig. 2. The number of feet

above the level are shown by the horizontal line, the dis-

tance travelled by the length of the record. It is part

of a record made on a wheel ridden from the gates of the

General Electric Company's factory to the main street of

Schenectady.
< » »

500 CAR WHEELS A DAY.

The Penns3'lvania Car Wheel Company was chartered on

January 14 and in less than 90 days finished car wheels

were turned out from the company's plant. Within that

time five acres of land were secured in Allegheny on the

banks of the Ohio river and adjoining the tracks of the

Pennsylvania and the Pittsburg & Western railroads. The

main building, 70x277 ft., was erected: also buildings ad-

jacent for store rooms, pattern shop, power house and

offices. The preparations were so well made that in the

first run of 20 wheels no defective ones appeared. High

grade cast iron wheels both for street railways and rail-

roads are made. At present 200 men are employed and

500 wheels are cast a day. The officers of the company are:

President, Joshua W. Rhodes; vice president, W. L. El-

kins; secretary and treasurer, C. V. Slocum; superintend-

ent, A. W. Slocum; sales agent, Pittsburg district, J. D.

Rhodes; Philadelphia district, J. H. Yardley. The first five

were the incorporators of the company. Mr. Rhodes, for-

merly of the Pittsburg Car Wheel Company, was' the prime

mover in the organization of the new concern. In his wide

experience in selling wheels within 500 miles of Pittsburg,

he found it one of the largest fields for the use of car wheels

in the country. It seemed to him that Pittsburg should ex-

port not import wheels. He acted on the thought, and the

result is the splendid plant of the Pennsylvania Car Wheel
Company, which will undoubtedly secure a large share of

the business in Pennsylvania and New York.

STREET RAILWAYS IN HAWAII.

The question of rapid transit is agitsting the city of Plon-

clulu, and advices indicate that the Hawaiian Government
will press the subject. There is now before the House a bill

extending the franchise of the Honolulu Tramway Com-
pany and also one relating to a new company which it is

proposed to organize The government wishes to make a

number of amendments to the bill and has asked that its

consideration be postponed.

William Brophy, formerly head inspector of the Staten

Island Electric Railroad Company, will soon leave for

Mexico to take charge of an electric railway project.
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We have at various times commented upon the advan-

tages of electric traction for handling the trains of steam

roads at the terminals in large cities, and pointed out that

this is probably the most promising field for the application

of electricity on such roads. The plans of the Orleans Rail-

road, of France, for a line connecting its present Paris ter-

minal with a station in a more central part of the city con-

template its operation by electricity; and this is the most

recent instance of the appreciation of this motive power for

such purposes. This undertaking involves an expenditure

of eight million dollars.

For several years the Sunday issues of the daily papers

of our large cities have had as a feature an article or a

number of articles on scientific subjects, and almost without

exception in them accuracy is sacrificed to sensationalism.

In many instances the reader knows that the whole thing

is a "pipe story'' and no harm is done, but sometimes the

writer goes so far as to cite authorities, and then the man
quoted must come to the front with a denial in order to

prevent himself from being the laughing stock of those

who know something of the subject. A recent example

of such a sensational story is that on the destruction of steel

in building foundations by electrolysis, which was pub-

lished by a Chicago daily. Gen. Win. Sooy Smith was

quoted, and by reason of his prominence in the engineering

profession the article excited much apprehension in the

minds of those whose property would be threatened, were
the danger real; General Smith has received a number of

inquiries from parties owning buildings in Chicago, who
had tlius had their fears needlessly aroused, and has been
much mortified because of the position in which he has
been placed. The card from him on another page explains

itself.

The daily press of Chicago is now waging war on the

street railway interests, and it is quite probable that the arti-

cle in question was published with a view to arousing an-

tagonism to the street railways on the part of that portion

of the public which takes its science from the Sunday paper.

Investors are looking with increasing favor on street rail-

way and interurban securities, and the history of the past

year has been such as to warrant this confidence. Much
better judgment is being displayed by promoters in project-

ing new lines than was the case a few years ago when they

kiled the goose by ofifering properties which were built long
in advance of a supporting demand. Interurbans especially

are attracting attention, and will continue to do so as their

need and possibilities are better understood. With the

freight carrying feature such roads can and actually do

create a large business which is impossible to duplicate on

urban lines, where the earning capabilities are necessarily

limited to the population. Interurbans, on the contrary,

are able to create a demand for freight products of which
there previously was neither a supply nor demand.

We often hear the manager of a railway or the superin-

tendent of its shop say, when asked as to what make of such

and such a thing he uses, "We make them all ourselves,

as we find we can make them cheaper."' The patent argu-

ment in favor of this claim is plausible; by making its own
supplies the company saves the cost of putting them on the

market and selling them, a large item. But, on the other

hand, the manufacturer has a larger plant, and a subdi-

vision of labor as complete as possible, giving the greatest

efficiency; he purchases in large quantities; he has great

skill and experience (if he is successful); and these things

in the aggregate should enable him to save more in the

making that he must spend in the selling of his goods.

When the manager says that "he can make it cheaper,"

he believes himself to be stating the truth, yet that may
or may not be the case. It all depends on wdiether he keeps

his shop costs correctly.

We know a company that by its books showed a consid-

erable saving, but when the figures were analyzed it was

found that the savingwas due to using scrap altogether while

specifying new material in the purchased article (th^|^anu-

facturer would gladly have used scrap, had he xfttn al-

lowed), and moreover that very scrap was charged in at 25

per cent less than the manufacturer would have agreed to

pay for it. This effectually wiped out the saving, and in

fact left a considerable loss.

The foregoing is merely an instance showing the neces-

sity of keeping shop costs in a manner which will show
the whole truth if accurate deductions are to be made from

them for the benefit of the company. There is probably no

difference of opinion as to such a method being desirable,

but there is in practice the w-idest variation as to methods,

and as to the value of the results obtained bv them.
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A visiting Briton recently facetiously remarked "In my

country if one person a year is killed at a grade crossing,

the Board of Trade talk of revoking the company's charter:

while here you keep ambulances to gather up the dead."

Without any intention to make light of a serious question,

there is no denying the fact that in England the regulations

are most radically stringent, and it is an act of trespass to

walk upon the right of way of a steam railroad and the of-

fense is promptly punished with arrest and heavy fine. Un-

doubtedly in many instances we are much too careless and

would do well to exercise more caution. In this connection,

however, it is extremely interesting to watch the progress

which electric railways are making in Great Britain in over-

coming the popular prejudice which raged so bitterly

against trolley systems. We note that only a few weeks ago

the new electric line between Kidderminster and Stourport,

which crosses the Great Western Railway, was permitted to

make the crossing at grade.

The opening address of President Insull at the meeting

of the National Electric Light Association deals with topics

which interest street railway men as well as electric light

men. The question of standard as opposed to special ma-

chinery is an important one from the points of view of both

the user and the maker, and is a question which if late has

led to much discussion as to the relations which should ex-

ist between the manufacturer, the customer and the en-

gineer.

On the question of compensation for franchises he takes

the position that it is matter of indifiference to the electric

light company because such compensation is merely a tax

which must be paid, eventually, by the consumer, however

wrong in principle sucli methods of collecting the tax may

be. The same point was made by the Railroad Commis-

sioners of Massachusetts, i. e., that a franchise tax for street

railways merely increases the cost of transportation which

the passenger must pay. The case, however, it not a parallel

one as between electric light service and street railway ser-

vice; for while in the former instance prices can be raised,

the street railway is tied liard and fast with a maximum rate

of fare, and the infliction of say a percentage tax of 5 per

cent could not in any particular be recovered from the pa-

trons of the street railway, unless it was at the expense of a

less efficient and comfortable service, and this is a retrogres-

sion which companies and public alike wish to avoid. It is

obviously policy and wisdom for all concerned that the

roads be allowed to collect such a fare as will enable them

to steadily improve the service rendered, both in the quality

of rolling stock and the frequency of service.

The operating street railways of the country are generally

enjoying a good business, and the summer riding is now
well under way. The efifect of war has thus far not been un-

favorable, while in some cities—those in which troops were

or are mobilized and where government contracts are being

filled—a marked increase in receipts has resulted. While

the inability to place securities on the many projected roads

has deprived the supply concerns of several million dollars'

worth of promised orders, the regular business for renewals

and improvements in existing roads has been good and

steadily increasing. If the war could reach its termination

by the first of July there would still be time for many of the

contemplated new lines to build partly or wholly this sea-

son, although few interurbans like to make their start at the

end of a summer after the bulk of the pleasure riding is over.

The rapidity with w'hich many of these projected lines could

move,would, however, be surprising, as in most cases the es-

timating and selection has already been made, and the pro-

moters only wait the word that the money is forthcoming to

close contracts for practically all needed supplies within 24

hours.

We believe that when the barrier is removed or<lers will

pour in with the inevitable result that manufacturers will he

snowed under and annoying delays will result in getting

shipment on material.

Capitalists are already beginning to realize that the war

will neither have any panicky effect on the country, nor will

the opportunity to make big profits on quick turns in the

money market occur, and they are each day becoming more
convinced that it was a mistake to lock up money which

might just as well have been drawing good interest during

the past four or five months. Many operators, however,

have already secured extensions of time, and will let their

.work go over to next spring, which will mean a whole year's

loss of interest that would have been payable on bonds

placed this season.

In these days scarcely a ripple is seen where a few months

ago the daily press lashed the waters into foam, as the edi-

torial forces blindly hurled themselves into a denunciation

of the universal 5-cent fare. The public press is powerful

and eventually victorious only when it works on premises

which are right and just; and as the 3-cent and 4-cent fare

was neither possible on the part of the companies, or de-

manded by the public, the agitation turned out a grffat

fiasco.

In a few cities politician aldennen, thinking to make a

grand-stand play, endeavored to force low fares. Milwau-

kee was one of tlrese, but the company promptly defended

its rights, and Judge Seaman, of the federal court, has

rendered an important decision. The leaders of this agita-

tion are either demagogs who seek personal popularitv and

place, or men of a single idea who are blind to all argu-

ments which do not lead to the conclusions they wish to

reach. Were this not the case it would be incomprehensible

how cities could advocate such legislation in the face of the

many demonstrations, that the street railways cannot pos-

sibly furnish the service they are now giving if their receipts

were reduced 20 or 40 per cent

In this case the court finds the testimony "uncontra-

dicted and conclusive" that the service received to the pub-

lic of Milwaukee is well worth the present fare; that the com-

pany has not received earnings in excess of an equitable

allowance to the investors for the means necessarily invested

in furnishing such service, and that the proposed reduction

would deprive the complainants of property rights by pre-

venting reasonable compensation for service. Confiscatory

rates are repugnant to the constitution, and any rate in-

compatible with income sufficient to meet expenses and

yield a fair return on investment is confiscatory.

Calculating the value of the company's property, "based

solely on the cost of reproduction," as shown by the expert

testimony submitted, and making the most liberal estimates

(adverse to the company) the profits amount to but 7.2 per

cent on the "fair" value of the property. This is a very

strong showing of the weakness of the 4-cent position, be-

cause the "cost of reproduction" is not an equitable basis

for estimating the value of the property, inasmuch as it

does not include die cost of experiments nor the capital

necessarily lost when old apparatus is replaced by new.
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DEATH OF JULIUS S. GRINNELL. ELECTROLYSIS IN A NEW PLACE.
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Julius S. Grinncll, who since 1891 has been general coun-

sel for the Chicago City Railway, died suddenly of heart

failure on June 8. Mr. Grinnell had gone to the Illinois

Trust & Savings Bank for a business consultation and here

his death occurred.

Julius S. Grinncll was born in Masscna, St. Lawrence

county, N. Y., in 1842. His father was Dr. A. H. Grinnell

and his motlier Alvira (Williamson) Grinnell, both natives

of Vermont. Julius was pre-

pared for college in Potsdam

(N. Y.) Academy, and was

graduated with honors from

Middlebury (Vt.) College in

1866. He studied law with Wil-

liam C. Brown in Ogdensburg,

N. Y., and was admitted to the

bar in 1868. He practiced law

two years, and then became

principal of the Ogdensburg

Academy.

In 1870 he came to Chicago

and resumed the practice of his

profession. In 1879 he was e ecl-

ed city attorney, he being a

democrat and the city administration republican. He was

renominated in 1881 and elected by a large majority. Three

years later he was nominated by the democrats for state's

attorney, and was the only democrat elected in the county.

While state's attorney he prosecuted the "ballot box"

cases, the "boodling" cases and the "anarchist" cases.

In 1887 he was elected judge of the superior court and

served until i8gi, when he resigned to become general coun-

sel for the Chicago City Railway Company.

Mr. Grinnell left a widow and a son and daughter. He
was a lawyer held in liig'h esteem by the members of his pro-

fession ; and was generous, warm-hearted and made friends

wherever he went.

HO.N. J. S. GRINNELL.

RUSSELL SAGE ON THE NEW YORK
RAPID TRANSIT.

Russell Sage has given out the following statement of the

situation : "The action of the Rapid Transit Commissioners

in appointing Mayor Van Wyck and Comptroller Coler

with Mr. Orr upon a compensation committee to agree upon

the amount Manhattan should pay for the West Street fran-

chise is an attempt to throw the responsibility of a reason-

able rate upon the mayor and comptroller, and is unwar-

ranted. The ta.xpayers of this city have been treated shame-

fully by the commission, which has spent $450,000 of the

people's money and has accomplished nothing. It has

dilly-dallied its time away at unnecessary expense, and, in-

stead of making the mayor and comptroller scapegoats for

what the conmiission must know is to come, it should treat

the matter in a businesslike manner. A "hole in the ground'

is not feasible, on account of lack of funds, and the only

other remedy is for Manhattan to increase its facilities upon

a reasonable basis. We are now the largest single taxpayer

in New York, and are willing to make furtlier large invest-

ments, but for transportation purposes only, and not to re-

generate dead real-estate deals."

Several years ago when the electric railway was in its

infancy the subject of electrolysis caused a good deal of

anxiety, and the daily press devoted a great many columns
under the scariest kind of scare heads to telling what enor-

mous damage was to result from the return currents of the

railways. The principal suflferers in those days were to be
gas and water companies having pipes in streets where the

tracks were laid, but recently a new "danger"' has been ex-

ploited; this time it is building foundations, the steel work
in which, it is alleged, is being rapidly destroyed.

The following letter explains itself:

Editor Street Railw.w Review:
In the "Chicago Tribune" of Sunday, April 10, 1898. there

appeared an article on the efifect of electrolysis on the steel

used in the foundations of buildings, in which it was stated

that I had made investigations of the foundations of certain

buildings in Chicago, and had found that the steel in them
was injured and in danger of ultimate destruction by elec-

trolysis.

I have never made any such investigations, and when
interviewed by a young man representing himself to be a

reporter I refused to express an opinion as to any effect

that electrical currents might have on steel used in foun-

dations. All that part of the "Tribune's'' arfc'e that referred

to me was fabrication pure and simple.

The day after its publication I asked the insertion of a card

making the proper denial, which the "Tribune" published.

One of its editors promised that an article should be pre-

pared and published in the next Sunday's paper making
the correction. This was not done, and it is probable that

few of the readers of the "Tribune'' have seen mv card.

As earth saturated with water is a first-rate conductor

of electricity, it is only barely possible that a subterranean

current might pass through a piece of Iniried steel under
such circumstances as to produce electrolysis, just as there

is always a possibility during a thunder storm that a per-

son may be struck with lightning. Further than this I do
not believe that the steel in foundations is exposed to the

slightest danger from any injurious effects of electricity.

I will feel greatly obliged to you if you will publish this

statement, as undue prominence has been given to the false

statement of my opinion, and it is doing a great deal of

Iiarm. Wm. Sooy Smith.

THE MAIL CAR IN PITTSBURG.

Street car mail service was inaugurated in Pittsburg, Pa.,

June I, and became popular with all citizens at once. An
average of from 5,200 to 5.600 letters were collected on each

trip. Tlie first car to run on Uncle Sam's business was in

charge of Assistant Postmaster George W. Wilson and Jo-

seph F. Gufifey, superintendent of city delivery.

The system worked without a hitch. The big boxes were

unlocked and an empty bag substituted for a full one. The
amount of mail handled was enormous, and every emplove

in the service was kept rushed with business. The Consol-

idated Traction Company has placed another car at the dis-

posal of the government for the mail service.

The contract for the erection of a new power house

60x150 ft. was on May 11 let by the Omaha & Council

Bluflfs Railway & Bridge Company to Wickham Bros.
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FIRST ANNUAL MEETING, ILLINOIS STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

A Successful and Enthusiastic Gathering-Association Firmly Established-Discussion and Study of Power Plants Occupy a Large

Part of the Time—Next Meeting September 20 of This Year.

The Illinois Street Railway Association, while the young-

est of the state organizations, is by no means the least active

and vigorous, and breaks the record by recording an or-

ganization, its first annual meeting, and the date set for

a third, a special meeting, all in one year. To President

Patterson, Secretary Minary and Superintendent Brennan

of the Chicago General Railway is largely due the success

achieved in getting the Association on its feet and starting

it on a promising road of usefulness and long life.

The wisdom of choosing a date co-incident with that of

the National Electric Light Association, also meeting in

Chicago, was demonstrated in the frequent visits to the

state meetings of delegates to the Light Association and

the cordial expressions of good will which they brought.

The convention occupied two days, the meeting on June 7

being devoted to routine business, an executive session,

and visits of inspection to some of the interesting power

plants in the city In the evening General Manager Hop-

kins of the Alley L, tendered the members a special train

over his road to afiford an opportunity to witness the opera-

tion of the new system of multiple control and to visit the

company's new and extensive pow'er station.

The morning session of the second day was called prompt-

ly to order in one of the banquet rooms of the Great North-

ern Hotel, and the reading of papers was taken up. The

reports elicited much interest and discussion, and the several

writers were given a vote of thanks. At this session Presi-

dent A. E. Lang of the Toledo Traction Company, and

president also of the American Street Railway Association,

was present, and while not expecting to speak, did when

called on deliver an extremely interesting and suggestive

address full of valuable experiences and useful suggestions.

The figures he showed of the economical working of his

large station plant, made possible by a wise arrangement of

the latest machinery, was a positive surprise and shows

what can be done in the way of cheap power production.

The supplymen of Chicago were largely in attendance and

received a cordial welcome.

The following ofificers were elected for the ensuing year:

President—W. H. Patterson, Bloomington.

Vice President—D. B. Sherwood, Elgin.

Secretary and Treasurer—C. K. Minary, Springfield.

Executive Committee—W. H. Patterson, Bloomington;

D. B. Sherwood, Elgin; C. K. Minary, Springfield; Walter

Barker, Peoria; W. P. Cannon, Danville; D. F. Harris, Jr.,

Champaign, and D. A. Belden, Aurora.

A special meeting of the association is called to meet at

Aurora, on September 20, 1898.

The badges with which the local roads decorated their

visitors were extremely pretty, being in the form of a button

with a car in gold on a black background and the date and

initials of the association above and below.

Among the visitors were two ex-presidents of the Ohio

State Association, Mr. Lang and Mr. Stewart.

Aside from the direct value of the sessions, papers and

discussions, the opportunity for tlie various managers of the

state, who have so many interests in common from an oper-

ating standpoint, to become better acquainted is of the

greatest importance; and the delegates return to their roads

with new ideas as to improvements and with the solution of

many a vexed question which some more fortunate mana-

ger has succeeded in solving. The membership is steadily

growing and the Illinois Street Railway Association may

be expected to be heard from in future and to make a strong

place for itself among the several sister state organizations.

Collection of Fares and Checking Employes.

BV W. L. FERGUSON, DECATUR.

The subject which has been assigned to me to write upon is

tickets, transfers and checking conductors. This is a very ex-

tensive subject and one that is very important in the successful

operation of a street car line. I do not expect to advance any

new ideas as it is an old subject, and one that every manager is

more or less familiar with, and he also has his own ideas and

plans for this part of his work.

In regard to tickets, I believe that tickets sold at a small re-

duction will increase riding and that is wh.at we, as street car

men, want. If a man has some tickets in his pockets, he is pretty

sure to use them, but if he has to pay out the cash every time,

he is not so likely to ride, especially if he is going a short dis-

tance. Then again, they often have no small change at the time,

and will not break a bill just for a ride. Another reason is, that

if a mother has some tickets she will give them to her children to

use, when she will not give them the money; and then they are

so convenient. I have known patrons of the line to buy tickets,

saying they like to use them as they then never need to bother

with change, making it more convenient to them and the conduc-

tor as well. It also saves time and that is quite an item to many

people. Then again, in selling 12 tickets for 50 cents, they make

two rides, which is quite a saving to people who ride a great

deal. You all know people will save a street car fare whenever

they can. Merchants also often buy tickets to give to their cus-

tomers, claiming it is a good advertisement. I think a school

ticket sold at about two and a half cents, or $2.50 per 100, will

induce parents to allow their children to ride to and from school.

I found it increased our business, but you must limit these books

not selling to children over 15 or 16 years oki, and make them

not transferable, that only the persons to whom the book is

issued can use the tickets.

The subject of transfers has given me a great deal of trouble

as I am running a line which has seven different brauches start-

iBg from one place, called the Transfer Station, and a great deal

of our business is transfers. My first plan was to have one man
issue all transfers. This man's duty was to be at the transfer

station and give transfers to parties who wanted them as they

came in on the different cars. I soon found this would not do, as

when business was at all heavy people would come and ask for

transfers that had not been on any cars, consequently we were

carrying people and getting nothing for their ride. I then aban-

doned the transfer man and had the conductors issue them. This

went along nicely for a while but I soon found we were getting a

great many transfers and could see no real cause for it. I com-

menced to investigate; in a few days I found we had men who
were working us for from 50 cents to one dollar per day; they did

it in several ways. First, they would date the transfers to suit

and give them to their families or friends, this would be done

while they were being relieved for their meals or at home. Sec-

ond, they would get together and exchange transfers. For in-

stance, two conductors would meet at meal time, each punching

say five or ten transfers at different hours through the day, then

take the same number of cash fares from their receipts for the

day and then turn in the transfers instead of the cash. We, of

course, could not stand that kind of business. I then tried the

plan I am now using, and find it very satisfactory. I now use a
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traustVi-, hiiviiig theui prlutcd so tlic ouuductor has ouly two

puiiclios to make aud they can bo luailo quickly. They are num-

bered consecutively in books of one bundred. I charge every con-

ductor with a book iu the nioruiug when he starts out lor the

day, ho returns what he has left on his last trip. He must issue

them in rotation, the conductor who takes them up turns them iu

at the transfer station upon his arrival there, putting them in an

envelope, marking his badge number and the time he took up the

transfers on the back of the envelope. The clerk in the office

takes the envelope, opens it, examines the transfers to see -they

are punched correctly and time not expired. The clerk then

places them on file to the credit of the conductor who issued

them, so when the day's business is over we have every transfer

that lias been issued during the day on file, charged to the man
that issued them, and then in order to see they are not dated

ahead, the clerk runs them over in rotation and examines the

date. In order to prevent the exchange of transfers, I have the

conductor collect fare aud give transfer before collecting another

fare, and no transfers are issued off the cars. This plan gives the

men to understand you are watching them, and if a mistake is

made \ve know it aud who made it. After I adopted this plan it

was surprising how our transfer business dropped off. Tliis sys-

tem is not expensive, it takes ouly one clerk. I have a laily clerk

and in addition to looking after the transfers she makes change

for the men, receives aud counts the daily receipts and dues other

work aljout the offlee. In addition to this, I use the envelope the

conductor turns in, as a trip sheet, having him i)ut down the

number of passengers carried each way. I have all transfers

rung up the same as cash. If you don't ring transfers you can-

not check your line.

Checking of conductors can be done in a great many ways. I

think no person should ride without paying a fare of some kind.

Never allow your officers or directors to ride without paying

something for their ride. I would advocate a pass book and have

a ticket taken out by the conductor aud registered. You must
have something for every ride if you want to cheek your line

satisfactory and have every fare registered whether it be pass,

ticket, transfer or cash. I know some lines do not register their

transfers. You cannot watch men too close. It is a great temp-

tation for men to take all they can get from a street car com-
pany, thinking they are working long hours and are not getting

enough pay for their services, and again the public feel consid-

erably the same way. I know of cases where passengers have
said to the conductor, "Don't ring them all up, I will not give

you away." I consider the stationary register the best, as every

one can see if their fare is registered. The register should al-

ways be set back at zero at the end of the line.

Operation of Street Railways in Small Cities.

BY E. X. LESEUItE, GENERAL MANAGER DANVILLE GAS, ELECTRIC

LIGHT AND STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.

When our secretary first sent me the notice that I would be

expected to prepare and read a paper before this association, on
the "Operation of Street Railways in Small Cities," I immediately
wrote him that I would be unaljle to attend the meeting, and
suggested that it would be proper and fitting to invite some one
else who would be better iiualified for the task.

He very politely informed me that when a member of this as-

sociation was invited to prepare a paper, the only excuse that

would he accepted would be death. I believe you will agree that

the alternative presented was too severe for me to spare you.

Let me say that the operation of a street railw.ay in a small
city, viewed from any standpoint, is beset with many petty an-

noyances and difficulties, aud that consequently a paper on the

subject cannot be expected to be entertaining, and also that dif-

ferent conditions existing in different small cities render theo-

retical operation from a general stand-point out of the question.

I will therefore confine myself largely to the operation of one
street railway in one small city, namely the one with which 1

am connected, in Danville, Illinois. Perhaps it would be proper
at this time to state that Danville is a city of about 18,000 inhab-

itants, rather compactly buiit up, aud that we have about eight

miles of track.

Coming therefore to the question before us we will take for

granted that the conditions are as follows:

That the road has been laid out to take advantage of any local

conditions that may exist.

That the roadbed is the best tliat hiljur can make it, and tliat

the construction is of the best.

That the equipment is sutlicient, and also the best that money

can buy. I do not mean that money should be lavishly spent on

handsome finishings, but that no money should be spared on the

serviceable parts of the equipment.

In no place more than in a small city is the rule true, that the

"best is the cheapest." We cannot afford to spend one cent un-

necessarily on repairs. It is the matter of repairs and renewals

that hurts the small roads. Most any of us can scrape togetlier

eiicHigh money to pay running expenses, aud perhaps euougli to

pa.v interest on the investment. To reiterate, the only way I B(*»

for a street railway iu a small city to be successfully operated, is

to buy the best, aud take care of it afterwards.

As to the question of power, it must again be the local condi-

tions that govern the matter. I believe that when a street rail-

way company does no liglitiug or power business that an ar-

rangement sliould be made with the local lighting company for

power. Such an arrangement should be made whereby a small

saving would be made to the street railway company, and also

allow a small profit- to the lighting company.

In our own case, owning the lighting company as wefi as the

street railway, we simply allow to the electric light department

a fair price for power, and charge same to the operation of the

street railway.

Now comes the question, how many cars shall be run and how
shall they be operated. As to the number of cars my answer
would be to run as many as possible where distances are short.

We have one line on which we find a 20 minute seiTice ample, the

people who ride at all being so far from the center of the city

that they are glad to wait rather than walk. We have another

line running through a part of the city more thiekl.v populated,

on which we find a car everj' 10 minutes is none too frequent.

We have tried on this line both 10 and 20-minute service, with

the results showing that the more frequent service is the more
profitable; people not being inclined to wait long for a.car where
distances are short as they are apt to be in a small city.

We have another line on which I think one car a week would
be sufficient, but as we are compelled under our franchise to run
a car every hour, I am unable to give you any data on the sub-

ject. Fortunately for us the line is a short one and inexpensive

to operate. In a small city we must never lose sight of the fact

that distances are such, that the people are not obliged to ride,

and consequently we must give them every possible opportunity.

In regard to operating these cars, I would say that I am a firm

believer iu the system of passing up the nickel. First, on account
of the expense of conductors; and in the second place, to main-

tain discipline, men must be kept busy, and with a conductor
and a motorman, with now and then a passenger, it is a hard
problem. A good motorman can get practically all the fares,

aud I think in most instances, if good service is maintained, that

the people will not complain at the small inconvenience of put-

ting their fares iu the box. On big days, of course conductors

will be necessary, but by a little care, good men may be found
for these occasions, who are ambitious to blow a whistle and
say "Fare."

In our own road we operate eleven cars, and in the operation

of same employ seventeen men; the superintendent, 11 motormen,
one car-barn man, two car men, a teamster, and a track man.
The car-barn man is the first man down, and he sees that all

the cars get out all right, cleans up the barn, and helps relieve.

Any spare time he may have, he puts in working on repairs to

cars, etc. The two car men go to work in the morning in time

to relieve for noon, and during the afternoon work at repairs.

These tliree men therefore do all the relieving for meals.

After the supper relief, the two car men take the cars as they

come in, put them over the pits, aud go over them thoroughly,

to see that they are in good shape. Any car that is not in per-
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feet ropaii-. is not allowed to go out the next morning, but an-

other ear suljstituted. We are particular iu having this rule en-

turccil, always with the view to keeping down repairs and re-

newals.

Tlie uiotonueu run last in, first out, work about twelve aud

oiie-lialf hours, and are paid l)y the day. Our teamster is at the

same time our lineman, and does all the work on the line, al-

though we arrange to have the car-barn man also a line-man, so

that in case of emergency he can take tliis work. The track

man goes over the track day after day cleaning the curves and

crossings. We use a T rail aud I am quite sure he saves his

wages in the wear and tear on cars, besides the saving iu power.

We go over the line every spriug taking up low joints, aud we
en<1eavor to keep them in as good shape as possible. We try to

do all our car repairing aud armature winding with our own
men; l>y that I mean that we do not keep any skilled workmen
for xKis work.

We do all our own painting of cars, by borrowing a good ear

painter from the railroad shops, and he with two cheaper men,

does our work. We go over our cars every spring, toucliiug them

up and giving them a coat of varnish, repainting them thoroughly

wheii they first begin to show need of it.

In case of heavy snows we open the track with snow plows,

and endeavor to get the best paying lines open as quickly as

possible, leaving the others until the last, hoping that nature

will come to our aid, and bring us a thaw.

The selection and discipline of men connected with a road in

a small city is a very important matter, and in our case is left

entirely to our siiperiuteudent, and upon his ,1udgment depends

lar.gely the question of tlie successful t)peratiou of the street rail-

way. His uieu must be selected, not so much for their ability to

do one thing, but for their aljility to do a variety of things. A
n.an Uiight lie a careful motorman and able to run a oar eco-

nomically aud safely, and at the same time be totally uufit for a

motorman in a small city where no conductors are used.

Our motormen must be able to run their cars, make change,

winch is furnished them in packages in amounts from ten cents

to one dollar, answer questions, look out for passengers getting

on and off, see that he gets all his fares, keep order in the car,

and make himself generally useful aud agreeable. If he ha&
any time at the end of the line he is expected to sweep out his

car and get it clean for his return tri|i.

TIk- motormen must be firm in enforcing rules and regulations

and at the same time be politic euough not to give offense.

Ill a large city, where everything is bustle and hurry, people

expect to have rules enforced; they realize that business could

not otherwise be carried on. In a small city we are obliged to

have the same rules and di.scipliue. but people are inclined to

take advan'age of the fact, that at times, some of the rules seem
nnni'cessaiy, and try to impose on the motormen. Our super-

intendent however maintains a severe discipline; quite as severe,

I presume, as ou many larger roads, and I think it is a great
advantage to us in dealing with the public. The public soon
learns to respect your rules, if it knows that you enforce the
same with your employes as well as with the public.

The manager of a street railway in a small town comes in

contact with his patrons every day, learns to know them, and'

considers them his customers, and has to treat them much in

the same manner as a merchant in a small city treats his cus-
toitcrs.

In regard to the matter of providing some sort of attractions at
th(; end of the line, in the hope of increasing travel. I would
say it is a matter which has been tried in several small cities

with varying success. We have tried it wherever we could
without going to any great expense, and have managed to in-

crease our revenue a little, but generally speaking I doubt
whether the plan is feasilile. I remember on one occasion we
gave a concert at one of our city parks, aud in point of attend-
ance it was a success. I think we must have had three thou-
sand people, and my recollection is tliat we carried but three
hundred people each way, or about one-tentli of the people in
atteniiiuice.

I could go on indefinitely relating the trials and triliulations
of the manager of a street railway in a small city, but I know

that each man has "troubles of his own" witliout lieiug asked to

listen to lliose of another.

In conclusion let me say that I Ijelicve from personal experi-

ence, that a street railway can be successfully operated in a

small city. l>ut only by giving the same careful attention to de-

tail, as is applied ou the larger roads.

The Rights of Street Railway Companies Under the Con-

stitution.

BY CUARLES L. BONNEV, VICE-PRESIDENT CHICAGO GEiNiiRAL

KAILWAV.

Constitutions are adopted for the protection of tlie weak and

the poor. The strong aud the ricli do not need constitutions.

They have other forces for their protection; therefore coustitu-

tious are adopted to establish a political eiiuality for all persons.

Judicial tribunals are created iu the constitutions, having

power to decide upon the reasonableness of all acts of the ex-

ecutive and legislative departments; therefore we should look

to the judicial department as the most potent of the three. If

the constitutional rights of the poor and weak are violated by

a legislature or a city council, an appeal for protectiou may be

successfully made to the courts. Persons have certain rights

which a legislative body cau not take away, injure or delegate.

Legislative bodies may be classed among the strong, because of

the power to pass harassing and unreasonairie legislation.

The street railway companies of Illinois outside of Cook county

have an average of only ten miles of road and are therefore in-

dividually weak. Collectively these companies represent less

than one-third of the street railway mileage of the state. The

independent cross town companies of Cliicago represent less than

15 per cent of the state mileage, so that the outside aud cross

town companies, if combined, represent less than halt of the

state mileage, leaving the three old Chicago companies in con-

trol of more than half the state mileage and with probably 10

times the financial resources and political influences. In Illinois,

the three old Chicago companies may be classed among the

strong and all other companies in the state among the weak.

That is, three companies in the state are stroug euough to look

to themselves while all other compauies must look to tlie con-

stitution.

The street railway legislatiou which was vetoed by Gov. Alt-

geld, the Humphrey bills aud the Allen law did not originate

from any of the weak companies. Their necessities were not

consulted, Ijut it was proposed to appropriate a Large percentage

of the annual gross receipts of every company in Illinois. Tliere

are some companies in the state whicli liave not earned a divi-

dend for years. Such legislation, as to such compauies, is un-

constitutional, as held by the Supreme Court of the United

States in the Nebraslca Rate case.

In Chicago we have a mass of oppressive onlinauces wliiili

are such a rank violation of constitutional rights that their ap-

pearance suggests their existence as clubs to frighteu the weak
aud oppress the poor. Ministerial hirelings are vested with ju-

dicial discretion and are authorized to arbitrarily execute their

own conclusion without trial by jury or any other constitutional

formality. Our duty as law-abiding citizens requires us to break
up this vile practice. It is short-sighted folly for tlie companies
to endure such oppression when submission to the courts is all

that is necessary. Stand firmly on the constitution, rely on the

federal courts and defy all unreasonalile legislatiou of the state

or the municipality. The more oppressive the legislation the

greater the chances of victory in the courts. Public officials

who act under illegal laws should in all cases l)e sued individu-

ally for damages, and if possible sliould be placed under bonds
to keep the peace. Such a process of educating pul)lic ofBcials

is certain in the end t« prove beneficial to the companies as well

as to the public at large and is promotive of law and order.

The constitution of the United States declares itself to be the
supreme law of the laud and it guarantees to every one of us,

weak or strong, the equality of the laws, the security of con-
tracts and due process of law. Every public official—federal,
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state aud municipal—has taken an oath to support this consti-

tution. Under it and through the federal court a lowly individual

may defy a governor and the legislature, or a mayor and city

council, and this national court has never hesitated to set aside

legislative acts or city ordinances where rights under this con-

stitution were interfered with. This court has established that

a corporation is a person within the meaning of the constitution.

It may be noted that the strong corporations very seldom raise

any constitutional questions. They have other means of securing

protection and it therefore remains for the members of this as-

sociation to flaunt constitutional deUance to legislatures and

cit.v councils.

Under the constitution there are certain things which can l)e

umjuestionably required of the companies at all times. iMunic-

ipal ownership nuiy l)e obtained by condemnation. The cities

or the state can pass reasonable police regulations. That does

not imply any serious injury to I lie property or to the right to

continue in the occupation.

This power is so simple that it does not furnish the politicians

with material for entertaining speeches. Its general scope has

been so well defined that inventive minds of newspapers and

civic federations turn rather to untried flelds. I'oliticians and

newspaper editors have boomed a new fad—"percentage of gross

receipts in consideration of franchises." This implies an an-

nual examination of books—a most uncertain and unreasonable

contingency, even from the public standpoint, and a scheme of

doubtful legality, unless the state constitution be flrst amended

for that liurpose. There are a number of metliods under whicli

that percentage plan, it enacted, may be avoided, but it is not

wise to go into that at this time. The city of Chicago tried the

mileage tax fad. It is now in the Supreme Court of Illinois, en

route to Washington for tinal disposition.

All the courts of the country have sustained a geographical

classiflcatoin as legal—that is, the basis should be territorial and

not individual. The courts have also sustained the power to col-

lect a hcense by a general law, uniform on the class within the

prescribed territory. If tlie newspapers and politicians had no

other puilJose to serve than to promote the collection of a rea-

sonable amount from the companies, aud were not too particular

about fostering some untried manner of the collection, the plan

of territorial license for each car can be recommended as both

legal and simple. If, however, this new percentage fad is forced,

let it be with notice that not one cent of tribute will be paid

until the cities secure the approval of the Supreme Court of the

United States as to the validity of the law.

A great political hubub is now being created over a proposed

repeal of the Allen law. The candidate who did not vote for

the bill should, of course, vilify the man who did. If he can,

he should get elected any way, regardless of truth or merits.

That is the depraved condition of our politics. Give these polit-

ical falsifiers who mislead the people to understand that so long

as the street railway business is a constitutional occupation we
will continue at the old stand as long as the federal courts are

open, even if the Allen law and every act in the statute book is

repealed. The legislature and the council art as powerless to

murder our occupation as they are to murder our children: both

are sacred under the constitution, and are carefully nursed by the

federal courts.

On .January 17 last, the writer submitted the following bill

to your executive committee: (The words in italics are from the

constitution.)

A BILL FOR AN ACT CONCEKNING RAILROADS.

Sec. 1. Be it cnactiil hii Ihr I'ld/ih' nf the iS'fufc uf Illiiiuis rep-

rrsrntrd in General Asfiemblii:

Whereas, The General Assembly of 1870 passed a general

"law requiring the consent of the local authorities having control of

streets or highways," prior to the location and construction of

railroads in such streets and highways, and the occupancy there-

of, for railroad purposes. And in pursuance thereof such "local

authorities" have heretofore and ina.v hereafter "ennscnt" to the

location, "construction" and "nreupirneg" of certain streets and

higliways heretofore or hereafter "iirnposed to he occupied hg such

railroails." And in pursuance of such "consent" certain railroads

have been and may be located and constructed in certain "streets

and highways" and may now or hereafter "occupy" the same.

Tlierefore, in consideration of the coniinued operali(/n ol such
railroads "under such re.asoitablc regulations us may l>c pnscnbid
hg law," tile location, "occupancy" and use of any. all and e\ery

sucli "slnd and highway" as may have Ijeen or may hereafter be

gi\en liy llie "local authorities haling control of the street or high-

uiiys" .-.o used and occupied, is lierebj- fixed at a jieriod of U'J

.years.

Sec. 'J. Every railroad company heretofore construcri d or

tiiat may liereafter be constructed in any such street or higliu'ay

shall i)e subject to all general police ivguhitions of "the Hoard of

I'ounlii Ciriiiuiissiouers'' or Hoard of Supervisors as tlu' case

may he.

Since that time tlie writer has had occasion to carefully e.\-

aiuine the old horse and dummy act, as applied to certain Clii-

cago ordinances but as the conclusions rearlicd apply equally

to nearly all the companies of the state, tlie same are liere re-

productd.

The city council, on July 30, 1888, passed an (U-dinance extend-

ing the tlmi! named for the operation of the railways opera (ed

by the Chicago City Railway Company, the Xortli Chicago Cily

Railroad Company and the Chicago West Division Railway Cum-
pany for the period of 20 years.

An opinion is requested as to the power of the city over tliese

railway lines at the expiration of the 20 year term, in case no

further extension of time shall be consented to by tlie city.

Also as to the effect on existing lines of railway in case of a re-

peal of the so-called Allen law.

1. These railway companies are the creatures of the state,

not of the city, and the city is also the creature of the state.

Both derive their powers from the same source, aud both are

limited in their powers. The companies may acquire vested

rights as against the state, the city can not. If the state desires

to take the franchise of a railway company it must do so by
condemnation, in which the trial by jury is guaranteed, but if

the state desires to repeal the charter of a city, there is no con-

demnation, no compensation and no trial by jury.

2. The Supreme Court of Illinois has so repeatedly licld lliat

the railway "franchise" comes from the state and that the con-

sent of the city is "a mere license" that the proposition can no

longer be questioned. (152 111. 185.)

3. Prior to the passage of this 1883 ordinance, the state had

issued various franchises to these companies and their succes-

sors, for the construction and operation of certain railways, the

term of the franchises varying from 50 to 99 years. The only

prerequisite in the constitution to the construction aud opera-

tion of the railway authorized in such franchise then being the

"consent" of the local authorities, which consent was properly

exercised in the passage of such ordinance in 1SS3, and prior

ordinances.

4. At the time of the passage of this 1883 ordinance lln' power
of the city in this respect was limited to its own character and

to the provisions of the horse and dummy act of 1874. The
subject of the former act, as expressed in its title, is the city

and not the company, while the reverse is true as to the latter

act.

5. An analysis of these legislative acts shows a very pro-

nounced distinction between the "location aud con.structiou" of

the tracks, and tlie "operation" of the vehicle used. The 20-year

limitation is mentioned twice in the state laws, once in paragraph

24. section 03 of the city charter, and again in section 3 of the

Horse and Dummy Act. In the former, such limitation relates

exclusively to the "locating, constructing or laying a track,"

without one word relating to "operating" cars. In the latter,

section 3 relates exclusively to the right to "locate or construct,"

all reference "to operating" cars being omitted. In both cases

such limitation relates to the consenting powers of the city as

to the phj-sical and geographical considerations and not to the

franchise power of the company to continue in the authorized

occupation. Section 3 sa.vs "such consent" Ihat is., consent

of the location and the construction, is linuted lo 20 years.

Again, "such consent" is granted on the petition of tlic c<iiiipMiiy,

not the voluntary act of the city. But the company need not

petition. Its tracks are already "located," and are alread.v "con-

structed." Again, "such consent" can not be granted except on

10 daj-s' published notice of the time of presenting "such peti-
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tion." If there is do petition there can l)e no notice, thus the

conditions precedent do not exist and the council is without

jurisdiction to act. Therefore the city has no power to enact

new "terms and conditions." The city, however, can Bud com-

fort in paragraph 25, section G3, of its charter, for the legislature

has there authorized tlie city to "change the k)catiou. grade and

crossings of any railroad."

6. The state laws relating to the "operation" of cars are all

distinct and independent of tlie sections relating to the "location

and construction" of tracks. The state constitution declares that

railways shall be "under such reynlat'wns as may be prescribed

by law." "Regulations" has a well defined meaning. The peti-

tion of the company,- the 10 days' notice and the acceptance of

the law are not necessary to the validity of "regulations." Par-

agraph 42, section 03, City Charter, gives the city power to "li-

cense and regulate", all common carriers, which includes street

cars. Again, section 4 of the Horse and Dummy Act. gives the

city power "to malie all necessary police regulations concerning

the management and opcnitwn of such railroad."

7. No provision can be found in either City Charter or the

Horse and Dummy act which directly or indirectly requires any

renewal or extension of the city's "consent." No power is granted

to the city to impose any new "terms and conditions;" it must

confine itself to "regulations." The act does not pretend to pro-

hibit the use of the street and the operation of cars after the

lapse of 2U years. It does not impose any penalty on the rail-

road for continuing such use and operation. It does not give the

city any remedy against the railroad for such continued use and

operation. A railroad is permitted on the ground of public ne-

cessity, and so long as that necessity exists the city could not

arbitrarily terminate such use of the street. It may regulate

but not destroy.

The writer is therefore of opinion that the wording of the leg-

islative acts mentioned, indicates that the relative position of

the state, the city and the railway companies, as to the right to

wontinue in business at and after the expiration of the 1893 or-

dinance, will be, for all practical purposes, the same as it exists

today, subject then, as now, to the power of "regulation." In

which case it necessarily follows that a repeal of the Allen

law is immaterial as to the power of the companies to pursue the

franchise rights already acquired from the state.

All public discussion of the street railway situation proceeds

upon the theory of what the law should be and not of the law

as it is, and that the companies are unfortunate orphans, antic-

ipating early annihilation unless some charitable Civic Federa-

tion or generous imblic otticial (of course without political am-

bitions), should sustain the breath of life at the annual rate of

10 to 20 per cent of the gross receipts.

In order to facilitate the sale of long time bonds, legislation

is unquestionably desiral)le, but Civic Federations, newspapers

and politicians are mistaken in the expressed view that legis-

lation is a legal necessity. The companies are in excellent po-

sition to patiently ask the municipalities "what are you going

to do about it?"

Under present legislation new companies may be formed under

the jiteam railroad act, and as such are authorized to lease any

of the old lines built under the Horse and Dummy Act; and, as

such, are also authorized to convey persons and property by

"animals or by any mechanical power." Such companies can

then connect with other companies by lease or operating con-

tract, can extend across county or state boundaries, and can

organize an interstate and United States mail business. It is

certain that as such lines extend outside of the municipal limits

they become outside of the municipal control. Such companies

would then pass under the jurisdiction of the state and federal

railroad commissioners. These advantages are now at the ex-

clusive option of the companies and can not be interfered with

by the municipalities. The provision of the Illinois constitution

requiring the "consent" of the municipality, is expressly limited

to a "street" railway, and not a railway in the street, there-

fore it may not possibly applj' to general railroads. If a steam
railway company may operate its road with "animals or any
mechanical power," why should we not prefer to become gen-

eral railroads operated by trolley, r-ather than "street" railways

operated by trolley? Whatever the judicial distinction may be,

it may worry the cities, but not the companies. We will adopt

our choice, and let the other fellow do the walking.

The attitude of the present city administration towards street

railways is so entirely political and oppressive, and so devoid of

all recognition of now existing rights, or of financial encourage-

ment for the future, that the writer predicts, that within a year

every street railway of Chicago will be federalized and the help-

less insignificance of municipal arrogance completely demon-

strated.

Among those in attendance were the following:

C. F. Nagle, superintendent, Chicago City Railway.

D. A. Belden, general manager, Aurora Street Railway.

J. I'". Porter, president, Alton Railway & Illuminating Company.

J. A. Day, president, Belleville Electric Railway.

W. li. I'atterson, Bloomington Electric Railway.

B. F. Harris, Jr., president, Urbana & Champaign Railway.

E. X. LeSeure, general manager, Danville Street Railway.

Ay. L. Ferguson, director, Decatur City Electric Railway.

D. B. Sherwood, Elgin City Railway.

W. P.. JIcKinley, general m.mager, Jollet Railway Coujpauy.

C. H. Cobb, general manager, Kankakee Electric RiiP.vay.

W. Patterson, president, Lincoln Electric Railway.

Walter Barker, president. Central Railway, I'eori.i.

K. N. Baylies, president, Rockford City Railway.

J. F. Ijardener, general manager, Tri-City Railway. Da\ euport,

Iowa.

C. K. Minary, general manager. Si>ringfleld Consolidated Rail-

way.

F. O. Rustling, Bluff City Electric Railway. Waukegan.

E. D. DuBois Richmond, Ind.

C. D. Bonney. vice-president, Chicago General Railway.

H. M. Sloan, general manager, Calumet Electiic Railway, Chi-

cago.

James R. Burrows, of the City Electric Railway, La Salle.

A. E. Lang, president, Toledo (O.) Traction Company.

F. E. Smith, auditor, Lynn iS: Boston Railroad.

SALE AT LOCKPORT, N. Y.

The Lock City Electric Railway was sold at public

auction in the lobby of the Niagara county cotirt house

June 8 at II a. ni., under foreclosure proceedings brought

by the Mercantile Trust Company, of New York. The

mortgage under which the proceedings are instituted was

given in September, 1893, and default on interest was made

on March i, 1S95.

END OF DETROIT CASE.

May 23 the United States Supreme Court rendered its de-

cision in the case of the Detroit Citizens' Street Railway

Company against the Detroit Electric Railway and the city

of Detroit, and aflfirnied the decision of the state court. The

case involved the right of the council to grant an exclusive

franchise to lay street railway tracks in the city. In 1862 an

ordinance was passed giving to the Detroit City Railway

Company, of which the Detroit Citizens' Company is the

successor, the right to lay railways in streets voted by the

council to the exclusion of all other companies. In 1879 this

right was extended for thirty years. In 1894 the council

passed an ordinance giving the Detroit railway the right to

lay tracks on the same streets already occupied by the lines

of the other company. The old company then brought suit

to restrain the new organization, on the ground that this or-

dinance impaired the validity of its contract with the city.
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THE EFFECT OF THE WAR.

So far but few of the operating street railways of the coun-
try 'have felt the etifects of the war, either to their advantage
or to their disadvantage. It is true that projected roads which

the war brings an era of prosperity. .Aside from those in

the manufacturing centers where there is an unwonted ac-

tivity because of the heavy demands of the government for

supplies, the roads feeling the effect of the war arc those
near the camps where the troops have been concentrated.

SCENES AT CAMP BUSHNELL AND IN COLUMBUS, O.

had reached the stage where their promoters were ready to

put securities on the market are effectually tied up, and they
will probably remain so until peace is declared. Among
the roads in operation tliere are not many so situated that

Many of these camps were temporary only, particularly

those at the state capitals, the men remaining there only
long enough to be mustered into the United States service,

and then leaving for the larger camps at the south.
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A year ago the regular army of tlie United States com-

prised a total of only 27,532 officers and men, and the total

authorized strength of the militia of the several states was

but 116,000. In April the regular army was increased to

HEADQUARTERS, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

60,000 men, and two calls for volunteers made, the first for

125,000 and the second for 75,000 men. The work of organ-

izing this army is being carried forward as rapidly as possi-

ble, though it is necessarily somewhat slow. The men also

must be held in camp until they can be properly equipped,

and though the factories are working day and night on gov-

ernment orders the delays will be long in some instances.

The public is again learning, what military men have always

tried to teach, that no matter how capable a people may be,

an army can not be organized and equipped in a day.

In the meantime some few fortunate roads are finding a

gratifying increase in their traffic, because when our friends

set out upon a journey, especially when it is a dangerous

one, we wish to assist them with their preparations and bid

them farewell, and we all wish to see the trappings and pomp
of war and listen to the inspiring strains of martial music.

Also, a number of steam roads have made a point of run-

ning excursions from neigihboring towns.

After the president's first call, 10,000 men were concen-

trated at Camp Bushnell, Columbus, O., all of wham were

soon sent to Chickamauga and Washington when the regu-

lars mobilized at those points were moved farther south. W.
F. Kelly, manager of the Columbus Street Railway Com-
pany, has kindly sent us a number of photographs showing

views of the camp and the crowds which the presence of the

troops called out. The increase of the traffic on this road

amounted to fully 20 per cent, the increase being probably

equally divided among the three classes from which it might

be expected to come, that is, the soldiers, visitors in the

town, and the citizens. This company found the increase

in traffic to be greatest in the afternoons and on Sundays.

Thirty-five extra cars were found necessary. None of the

employes of this company have expressed any desire to en-

list, so that no "war orders" have been issued.

The illustrations show a number of scenes at Camp Bush-

nell and in Columbus.

Thirty-five hundred volunteers were encamped near Des

Moines, la., and their presence caused a marked increase

in the traffic of the Des Moines City Railway, the increase

being from citizens as well as from strangers in town. The

traffic was heaviest in the afternoons.

At Jacksonville, Fla., there is a large camp, and the riding

of the soldiers has caused an increase in the receipts of the

company of the Main Street Railroad of over 400 per cent;

SCENES IN THE CAIII' AT JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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the camp is located on this road, and if the war continues

for any length of time the company will tie in the market for

more cars. By the courtesy of S. B. Hubbard, president of

the company, we have received the views of the Jackson-

ville camp which are reproduced here.

The Illinois volunteers were concentrated at Camp Tan-

ner, Springfield, 111. ; there were 9,000 assembled at that

point. While these men were in camp the local street rail-

way had from 9 to 25 extra cars in service, the travel de-

pending on the number of excursionists in town; Sundays

there since the relief expeditions were decided upon. The
street railways have enjoyeil some increase in traffic, but the

city being a large one the percentage is not marked. The
increase in traffic is greatest on Sundays and holidays, but

extends over nearly all hours of the day when the weather

is pleasant.

Thirteen hundred troops were in camp at Denver, Col.,

and the Denver Consolidated Tramway Company finds it.s

receipts increased $150 per day by reason of the extra traffic.

This increase in receipts is due to the riding of citizens who

SCENES IN THE CAMP AND PARADE IN DENVER. lTO3a«

were the big days. Tlie traffic was steady throughout the

day when there were strangers in town, and nearly all the

increase was from this class. All the troops were ordered

away on May 30, but the second call brought others to the

camp.

Since shortly after the declaration of war there have been

between 8,000 and 10,000 troops stationed at Mobile, Ala.,

though several regiments have been withdrawn since the

first of the month. The increase in the receipts of the Mo-
bile Light & Railway Company was nearly 60 per cent, the

heaviest riding being between 3 and 6 in the afternoons.

San Francisco being the point of embarkation for the

Philippines, there have been about 10,000 troops stationed

visit the camp, as on April 25 Superintendent Durbin issued

an order that members of the Colorado National Guard

should be carried free when in uniform.

The accompanying illustrations show scenes in the camp
at Denver and were reproduced from photographs taken

by W. C. Daniels of that city.

Tampa, Fla., is the starting point for the invasion of Cuba
and up to a week ago there were from 20,000 to 30,000

troops in camp at that point. By reason of this the traffic

on the street railways owned by the Consumers' Electric

Light & Railroad and the Tampa Suburban Railroad Com-
panies has been doubkxl. The traffic here is heaviest be-

tween 6 and 7 p. m.
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On July 4, 1898, this nation will be 122 years old and not

in many years have events been so propitious for an old-

time celebration of the day. The fact that the country is

engaged in war, leads our thoug'hts to turn to past wars, the

victories of our fleets fire the popular heart, and the orator

of the day should find his task an easy one. But it may be

that the "old time" celebration is not what people want; in

fact the plans which have been made in many cities and

towns indicate that such is the case.

We often hear regret expressed that in these latter days of

the Republic, National holidays are not so fittingly observed

as formerly, and the pessimist is prone to say that patriot-

ism is waning. Events show, however, that our citizens are

as willing as ever to respond to the country's call and we

must look for another cause for the changes in the manner

of observing the national anniversary.

The rapid growtli and material deve'.opinent of the coun-

try have brought to pass many changes in habits, manners

and thought. Being driven at a higher rale, and working

under higher pressure now than formerly, the tendency is

marked for men to seek amusement when a holiday brings

enforced absence from business. Instead of listening to a

speaker who can arouse the strongest emotions to which

man is susceptible, and play upon them, the preference now

is for rest or amusement. The reason is the same that has

caused the vaudeville performance to become so popular an

entertainment—the mental strain is less. About all that

now remains of the old 4th of July is the noise that the small

boy makes, and that remains because boys always have and

always will delig'ht in noise.

The Toledo Traction Company will have a balloon ascen-

sion in the afternoon and an exhibition of fireworks in the

evening at its Lake Erie Park.

At Marinette, Wis., the street railway company contem-

plates devoting the day to a series of games of various kinds,

including boat racing and aquatic sports, and will conclude

the entertainment with a balloon ascension, and in the even-

ing give an exhibition of fireworks.

The Norwich (Conn.) Street Railway Company will have

bicycle races, concerts, vaudeville performances and danc-

ing, and end the day with fireworks.

At Tampa, Fla., the Consumers' Company will have bicy-

cle races, a ball game, etc., and in the afternoon a sham

battle.

The Winchester Avenue Railroad Company, of West Ha-

ven, Conn., will have base ball, band concerts, vaudeville

shows, electric fountain display and fireworks for special at-

tractions, though this road scarcely need provide anything

out of the ordinary in order to ensure a good traffic on the

4th as Savin Rock on the beach of the Long Island Sound

is the great attraction for New Haven and the street rail-

way has all the passengers it can handle on holidays.

In former years the Aurora (111.) Street Railway Company
has had ball gaines, balloon ascensions and races, and in the

e.vening fireworks as 4th of July attractions, the entertain-

ments being given at an enclosed driving park and a small

admission fee charged. This year the Illinois State Bicycle

Meet is to be held at Aurora on July 2, 3 and 4, and the

street railway company will not oflfer any other inducements

to stimuate traffic

The Woronoco Street Railway will have cycle races in the

afternoon, including exhibitions of fancy and trick riding,

and in the evening fireworks and a band concert. As com-

pared with the attractions provided in previous years, the

events will not be so numerous, but will be the best of their

kind. It has been the experience of this company that good

advertising pays, and it will spend considerable money in

giving its plans for the 4th publicity.

The Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia, will have

fireworks and special musical features, and in all probability

some civic assemblage will meet at Willow Grove Park, the

company's pleasure resort, in which event other attractions

may be added to those at present contemplated.

At Birmingham, Ala., J. B. McClary, manager of the

Birming<ham Railway & Electric Company, has provided a

program which covers the entire afternoon and evening. It

includes a band concert from i to 6 p. m., a balloon ascen-

-,sion at 6:30, a concert later, an exhibition of fireworks at lo

p. m. and a ball at the pavilion after the fireworks. There

will be 100 cars in service that day. Excursion rates will be

given on the interurban "lines where the fare is 10 cents or

more, but no reduction will be made on lines where the rate

is 5 cents.

The Duluth (Minn.) Street Railway which has a pa-

vilion at the head of its incline railway with the lower floor

fitted up as a summer theater, w^ill have a band concert and

patriotic addresses by popular speakers in the morning, and

in the afternoon and evening special bills at the pavilion

theater, probably followed by a fireworks exhibition. The

management may also arrange for some games in the vicin-

ity of the pavilion but this has not been fully decided upon.

At Binghamton, N. Y., the Binghamton Railroad Com-
pany has two summer resorts, Ross Park and the Casino;

at the former the Okabe troupe of Japanese, 1 1 in number,

will be the principal attraction, and in addition there will be

band concerts and fireworks in the evening; at the Casino

there will be a special vaudeville bill, concerts, fireworks and

dancing in the evening.

The Keokuk (Ta.) Electric Street Railway for special 4th

of July attractions has a Western Association ball game in
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the afternoon and in the evening Pain's fireworks spectacle,

entitled "The Battle of Manila."

The Bellaire, Bridgeport & Martin's Ferry Street Rail-

way, of Bridgeport, O., is quite fortunate in that it need pro-

vide nothing special for the 4th but is already sure of all the

traffic that it can handle on that day because Buffalo Bill

will be there.

At Harrisburg. Pa., there are three parks lying in differ-

ent directions from tlic center of the city with different at-

tractions at each so that the travel should be heavy on all

lines of the street railway on that day. At Paxtang Park

will be Kane's Opera Company; at West End Park, a fire-

men's picnic and dancing; at the City Reservoir Park, fire-

works and band music.

The Brockton, Bridgewater & Taunton Street Railway

Company, of Bridgewater, Mass., has arranged for a week's

engagement of the Columbia Pantomime Company at Pil-

grim's Park, Lake Nippenickit, the week commencing

July 4.

The Camden & Suburban Railway Company, Camden,

N. J., in addition to its regular attractions, comprising a

pleasure cable railway, carousel, swings, steam launch, row

boats and the usual row of midway features, will have

fireworks, a sensational aerial novelty and Edison's latest

kinetoscope with animated pictures.

The Home Electric Railway, of Baton Rouge, La., cele-

brates the day by decorating its cars. A program is usually

arranged in which the school children take part, but when

the legislature is in session the public 4th of July celebration

is arranged by it. The legislature sits from the middle of

May until the middle of July in alternate years, 1898 being

one, however.

At Danville, 111., the street railway company is not mak-

ing any effort for the 4th of July; the local lodge of Elks is

preparing for a public celebration.

At Albany, N. Y., the city arranges a celebration and the

street railway has all it can do to carry the people who wish

to ride without making it necessary to provide special attrac-

tions.

The Mahoning Valley Railway Company, of Youngs-

town, O., has a number of resorts along its lines which are

conducted by other parties, and at all of these picnics or en-

tertainments will be given so that the railway will have all

the business that it can handle without being obliged to un-

dertake the responsibility of the entertainments.

The Omaha Street Railway Company needs not to pro-

vide special attractions for the 4th, because there is in that

city the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition.

This the people of Omaha say is the greatest show on earth:

we would not for a moment presume to dispute this and the

street railway may consider itself quite fortunate in hav-

ing so large and so attractive a special feature in the city

during this summer of war and hardship.

The Geneva, Waterloo, Seneca Falls & Cayuga Lake

Traction Company will have a balloon ascension, boat rac-

ing, band concerts and fire works at its Lake Cayuga Park.

The Ithaca (N. Y.) Street Railway Company has provided

the following program at its park for the 4th: Balloon as-

cension, parachute drop, live turkey drop
—

"catch the tur-

key and he is yours," vrar pictures, vaudeville performance,

band concert, fireworks—Dewey at Manila, etc. And after

enumerating these as the events which he knows he will

have. Manager Belcher adds, "and we hope, a dry day and
plenty of fares."

General Manager Nicholl, of the Rochester (N. Y.) Rail-

way Company, states that the company has nothing special

except such entertainments as will be furnished by the pro-

prietors of the resorts at Ontario Beach, Windsor Beach,

Sea Breeze and Glen Haven. The city has not as yet done

anything in the way of preparing for a celebration.

At Sedalia, Mo., the Electric Railway, Light & Power
Company, has for special attractions boating, "chutes," new
bathing pavilions, log cabin restaurant where fish dinners

are served, band concerts and an open air theater.

At Michigan City, Ind., the Lake Cities Electric Railway
looks to the ball game which will be at the ball park at the

end of its line to provide passengers for it.

At Piqua, O., the Midway Park is run in connection with

the Miami Valley Railway, and it has arranged for the 4th:

base ball game, bicycle races, the best vaudeville talent ob-

tainable for the theater, a naval sham battle on the artificial

lake, besides the usual features of bowling alley, boating and
merry-go-round. The charge is 15 cents for car fare for the

round trip, admission to the grounds and seat in the theater

It has been the experience of Bert St. John, the manager,

that the best of attractions, low prices and prompt street

car service will bring the traffic without fail.

The Columbus, O., Street Railway has no definite plans

for celebrating the 4th. After the first call for volunteers.

Camp Bushnell v\'ith its 10,000 troops proved the great

feature of the city, and after these were ordered south the

second call brought out 5,000 more early in June; should

these men remain in camp over the 4th of July there will

doubtless be more visitors than ever on that day and an old

fashioned patriotic celebration.

The Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Railway, of New-
buryport, Mass., is to have a large bonfire and concerts by a

military band for its special attractions.

At Charleston, S. C, the Charleston City Railway Com-
pany will have a vaudeville entertainment at its suburban

park (Chicora) for its w'hite patrons and at Tuxedo Park

(the colored resort) a mammoth colored picnic; in addition

there will be a ball game at the base ball park. The 4th is

a great day for the colored brethern and they all turn out for

parades, picnics, etc., and liberally patronize the street cars.

The Holyoke (Mass.) Street Railway Company will have

a special entertainment at Mountain Park, the street railway

park at the foot of Mt. Tom, in which fireworks will be a

prominent feature. The great summer attraction for the

patrons of this road is the Mt. Tom mountain railway which

is sufficient in itself.

The Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Com-
pany will have no special attractions this year because of the

Trans-Mississippi Exposition. General Manager Dimmock
makes mention of one feature which his experience demon-
strates is a good attraction, one of the best in fact, at all

times, and that is good music. Such music, he states, never

fails to draw a crowd, but if the concert is poor the public

is the first to realize it and remain at home next time.

E. E. ^^'inters, superintendent of the Macon (Ga.) Con-

solidated Street Railroad, writes that the only extra effort

that will be put forth by that company will be to give a

matinee at the park theater in addition to the regular per-

formance in the evening. The same course was pursued
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last year with very satisfactory results. Where a company

has made theatrical entertainments so successful a feature

at its park resorts as has this one for the past three years,

it is evident that the public appreciate it, and it is a good

idea to stick to a good thing. The expense of such an

extra performance is comparatively small since the troupe

is already on the ground. The Macon Company went to a

great deal of expense this spring in enlarging its theater and

improving the facilities for 'handling such attractions.

The Pennsylvania Traction Company, operating between

Lancaster, Columbia, Lititz, Marietta, Millersville, and the

smaller intermediate towns will have opera at Conestoga

Park, a dance at Chickies Park, fireworks, a dance and a

variety show at Rocky Springs Park, and races at Mc-

Grann's Park during the day and by electric light at night.

The Tri-City Railway Company, Davenport, la., con-

template a program which includes: brass band concerts

all day and evening, free dancing both afternoon and even-

ing, a day fireworks display, balloon ascension and para-

chute leap, big free aerial act, vaudeville performances after-

noon and evening and an exhibition of fireworks at night.

At New Orleans, the New Orleans City & Lake Rail-

road, of whicJh C. D. Wyman is general manager, will have

special patriotic demonstrations at its "West End" resort,

features of which will be a grand concert by the Bellstedt

American Band, of Cincinnati, patriotic songs by eminent

soloists assisted by a large chorus, and a vaudeville enter-

tainment. There will also be a series of vitascope pic-

tures, including portraits of the prominent generals of the

Revolution and of the present war, views of the warships of

the American navy, the battle of Manila, and scenes in

Cuba, Porto Rico and Spain; and a grand display of fire-

works with portraits of presidents of the United States, etc.

In the parks of the city special concerts will be provided by

the company, together with other entertainments.

The Austin (Tex.) Rapid Transit Company will have an

extensive musical program and a ball in connection vi'ith the

Austin Fire Department. During the day there will be a

picnic at the company's park. This is known as Hyde Park

and is a beautiful enclosure of six acres with a fine grove

in the midst of which is a small lake; here the company has

built a pavilion which will seat 1,500 people and which has

one of the best dancing floors in the state. During the sum-

mer this company gives free entertainments at the theater

allowing the troupes a percentage of the car receipts. This

arrangement has been found to pay very well.

Tlie Celoron Amusement Company, which has the same

manager as the Jamestown (N. Y.) Street Railway, will have

among other attractions for the 4th, a league base ball game,

an exhibition of fireworks, a balloon ascension and high

dives.

The Sacramento (Cal.) Electric, Gas & Railway Company
will have bicycle races as the drawing card.

The Norway & Paris Street Railway Company, of South

Paris, Me., will have ball games, a picnic dinner at the park,

with vaudeville performances during the dinner hour and in

the evening; after this there will be dancing and fireworks.

A. W. Lawton, manager of the Colorado Springs Rapid

Transit Railway, writes as follows: "We are especially fa-

vored by nature, surrounding circumstances and conditions

being such that they give us all we can do upon all public

holidays. A live corporation owning a fine race course and

grounds at the end of one of our lines as well as fine ball

park, which is conducted by the students of Colorado Col-

lege, both draw good crowds of people at races, ball games
and various other sports. At the end of our Cheyenne

Cafion line, a company is successfully building up a summer
resort, having built a fine casino and a good summer hotel

at this point. It has a first-class band which plays in the

afternoon and evening in the Casino, the program dififering

from day to day for concerts; some specialties have also been

introduced and sacred music is played Sunday afternoon

and evening. Nature lias done the rest, there being here

two of the most beautiful canons in the Rocky mountains

which attract large numbers of people during the summer
season. At the end of our Manitou line is situated the fa-

mous Manitou Resort with its numerous soda, iron and sul-

pher springs, fine hotels, the Ute Pass mountain road run-

ning to Pike's Peak, and numerous other attractions which

draw large crowds not only from our own city but also ex-

cursions from Denver, Pueblo and other places. At the end

of our Cheyenne Cafion and Manitou lines there are dances

and other entertainments given throughout the week to

which we contribute to a certain extent. On the 4th of July

it will be unnecessary for us to put forth extna exertions to

secure traflfic."

The Meriden (Conn.) Electric Railroad Company will

have band concerts, a balloon ascension, and fireworks

among its special attractions.

The Los Angeles (Cal.) Railway Company makes a point

of joining the Citizens' Committee which takes charge of all

the general celebrations in that city and this year its plans

have not yet been decided upon.

At Portland, Ore., the city has undertaken to celebrate

the day on a large scale, and the City & Suburban Railway

Company has made a liberal subscription to the cause. Its

success seems assured and the company expects all the busi-

ness it can handle without making any extra efforts for that

day.

At Salem, Ore., a celebration to be held at the Fair

Grounds under other auspices is expected to be of consider-

able advantage to the street railways, and makes other at-

tractions for them unnecessary.

At San Francisco nothing is done by the street railways

in providing 4th of July attractions for the reason that the

climate is much against such outside attractions at this sea-

son of the year and also from the fact that every one who
can do so leaves the city on such days.

The Concord (N. H.) Street Railway will have vaudeville

entertainments and dancing both afternoon and evening at

its park, which is called Contoocook River Park. Com-
mencing with June 20 there are entertainments every week-

day afternoon and evening, and on Sundays concerts, until

September 12. There are no liquors sold on the premises

and the entertainments draw the best people in the city.

Everything is free to patrons of the street railway.

Manager Ed. E. Coombs, of the Leavenworth (Kan.)

Electric Railroad Company, writes as follows: "We have

permanent attractions in the Soldiers' Home and Fort Leav-

enworth; the State Prison is also close by. while the Federal

Prison is at Fort Leavenworth. We utilize these attractions

by running excursions to Leavenworth, on all the railroads

entering here, numbering seven in all. We can almost de-

pend on 5000 strangers and with the program arranged

at the Soldiers' Home and the fort, we not only catch the

strangers but the citizens as weil. We also have large pic-
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nics and tlancinp; at the park, together with program con-

sisting of races, ball game, athletic sports, etc., with a fire-

works display at night and an electric fountain, which in it-

self is quite a drawing card."

The Houston (Tex.) Electric Street Railway will offer no

attractions of its own as there will be a number of picnics

under the auspices of local societies.

The Pottstown(Pa.) Passenger Railway has a superb sum-

mer resort, Sanatoga Park, and has spared no expense to

make it the most delightful excursion and picnic resort in

the Schuylkill valley. There are s'hady walks, rustic cot-

tages, base ball and croquet grounds, lawn tennis courts,

swings, see-saws, toboggan, merry-go-round. There is a

lake 2800 ft. long and 400 ft. wide on which is a number of

naptha laiuiches. Overlooking the lake is a large pavilion,

with stage, large dancing floor, a smaller dancing floor for

New York, which has for many years made a specialty of

the manufacture of fireworks has more recently undertaken

to ])rovi(le exhibitions especially adapted for street railway

parks and pleasure resorts and has designed many varieties

of such entertainments, ranging from a few candles and

flower pots to very elaborate fire pictures, and each of them
is an ample return for tine cost. This company made a wide

reputation by its exhibitions made at Manhattan Picach.

"The Last Days of Pompeii," "The Siege of Sebastopol,"'

"The Capture of Vera Cruz," "The Carnival of Venice,"

"Japan and China," "The Siege of Vicksburg" and a new
spectacle called "Cuba" are among the productions specially

well known.

ff the pleasure resort is near a body of water a night of

water fireworks always proves a success. These displays

may be given with the fireworks alone or with the intro-

A FOURTH OF JULY DISPLAY.

private parties, broad balconies and promenades; an elec-

tric fountain is an additional attraction. On the 4th of July

the Good Will Fire Company, of Pottstown,will have an out-

ing, and a brass band and an orchestra have been engaged.

At 2 p. m. there will be a water battle on the lake; in the

evening a boat carnival and a display of fireworks are the

principal features.

The Exeter (N. H.) Street Railway at Hampton Beach

will have trotting races, bicycle races, band concerts, swim-

ming matches and fireworks.

At La Fayette, Iml, there will be horse racing and bicy-

cle racing at the Fair Grounds, which are at the extremity of

one of street railway company's lines, and at its park, the

company has arranged for music, swinnuing races, fire-

works on the river and dancing.

As the reader of the foregoing has remarked, the great

majority of managers appreciate the fact that for out-door

entertainments and particularly for the 4th of July a first-

class exhibition of fireworks is an attraction that can be re-

lied upon. The Pain's Fireworks Company, of Chicago and

duction of a water pantomime which is highly amusing to

the young people. .'\nd at the present time an evening of

set pieces dealing with military and naval subjects is very

appropriate. Almost any subject of the day can be given.

Piattles both on land and on water can be displayed with a

wonderful degree of accuracy, and the ships of the Ameri-

can navy or portraits of leading men can be reproduced with

absolute faithfulness as to detail. The American flag float-

ing in the air is one of Pain's patents.

It is interesting to note in this connection that over a mil-

lion people witnessed the water parade during the iSgfj cam-

paign in New York, and that the railway companies carried

over 90 per cent of them; that over 100,000 persons went to

Niagara to see the fireworks at the opening of the bridge

there; that the Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia,

IkkI an enormous increase in its traffic during the exhibi-

tions of fireworks at its Willow Grove Park, and that the

street railways have been the beneficiaries at all of Pain's

spectacles.

After considerable experimenting the Pain Company rec-

ommends for street railway parks an exhibition lasting
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about 50 minutes. It should have its proper proportion of

batteries of colored stars, spreaders, showers, floating stars,

rockets of various kinds, bombs, packet fires, shells, etc., and

set pieces. The latter are made according to the wishes of

the purchaser, but a good display may be had for a reason-

able cost.

ANOTHER "COMPOSITE" CAR.

In the January Review the "composite" car now in serv-

ice on one of the branch lines of the New England Rail-

road Company was' described, and in our March issue ap-

peared a description of a car similar in design now running

on the tracks of the C, H. & D. Traction Company. Con-

sidering the short time they have been in service these

motor cars have attracted much attention and have grown

in popularity. The Schenectady Locomotive Works have

built another car, almost a duplicate of tlie New England

car, for the Erie Railroad Company.

The illustration, from the "Railway Age," shows the ar-

COMI'OSITE CAR FOR N. J. A N. Y. R. R.

rangement, there being three compartments—for the en-

gineer, baggage and passengers. The truck, engines and

boiler are identical with those described in January. The

water supplied is carried in the twin tanks underneath the

car body, 1,400 gals, being the capacity. The fuel carried

in the boiler magazine is anthracite coal. Westinghouse

air brakes are used. The total weight of the car is 114,800

lbs., with 74,900 lbs. on the drivers.

The car is now operating between Jersey City and Haver-

straw, N. Y., on the line known as the New Jersey & New
York Railroad, which consists of 47.9 miles of road. There

is seating capacity for 40 passengers. The operation of the

car so far has given perfect satisfaction and seems to carry

out the purpose of the designers. It is probable that this

type of car will become popular for small feeder lines of

the railroads, and it will doubtless come into favor where

the steam lines have sharp competition with the trolley

roads.

STREET OR PARK?

Immediately after the Chicago City Railway had received

permission from the city council to erect overhead wires for

the temporary operation of electric cars over the down-town

cable lines, a bill was filed praying that the company be en-

joincil from placing wires in Michigan avenue from Madi-

son to Randolph streets, that being the east side of the Wa-
bash cable loop. The contention of the complainant was

that Micliigan avenue was dedicated, with the rest of the

lake front property, for park purposes, and that the erection

of poles and wires would be a violation of the purpose for

which the street was dedicated. A temporary injunction

was granted, and since the electric cars have been brought

down town it has been necessary to depend on the cable cars

to haul them these two blocks.

This injunction was dissolved on May 26, the appellate

court holding that the complainant did not show whethc-r

Michigan avenue is legally a park or a street, a showing ma-

terial to the case. The court added that it docs not neces-

sarily follow that land dedicated as public ground must be

used as a park.

An amended bill was filed and the case is still pending.

EARNINGS ON A SILVER BASIS.

The Mexican Central Railroad receives its income in sil-

ver and pays its fixed charges in gold; a large portion of its

supplies are also purchased in the United States on a gold

basis. The earnings (in Mexican currency) for the last six

years show a steady increase, from $4,146 per mile in i8j2 to

$6,552 in 1897, an increase of 57 per cent. W^len this is re-

duced to a gold basis the figures are quite different and show

a steady decrease from 1891 to 1894, since which time there

has been an increase; but the earnings for 1897, in gold,

were but $3,129, as against $3,236 in 1S91.

AN ILLINOIS INTERURBAN ROAD.

The -St. Louis, Belleville & Suburban Railway Company
commenced operations May i and the fact that its capacity

has been severely taxed since that time is a guarantee of

its success. The road extends from St. Louis 14 miles

southeast to Belleville, 111. The rails are 60 lbs. to the yard

and of T section. The trolley wire is No. 000 figure 8 and

the current carrying capacity is further increased by four

No. 0000 feeders.

In the power station two 50O^h. p. Russel engines are

connected to two 300-k. w. W^alker generators. The boilers

have a steaming capacity of 1,200 h. p. The power house

is a fire proof structure with steel frame work and tile roof.

The cars are 41 ft. long and each is equipped with two

50-h. p. Walker motors. They are double vestibuled and

have cross seats which hold 48 passengers. The cars were

built for speed and comfort and are from the works of the

Jewett Car Company, of Jewett, O. Record runs have been

made of a mile in 70 seconds and 14 miles in 28 minutes,

including stops. The rate of fare is 10 cents. The steam

roads have cut their rates but on account of the fast schedule

tbe electric cars get the trafific. The road was promoted,

financed and built and is now owned and operated by Town-

send, Reed & Co., of Chicago. The officers are Fred F.

Espenschied, president; George Townsend, secretary, and

W. S. Reed, treasurer.

On June 5, Electric Park at the blufls on the line of this

road was opened, free concerts by Knuple's military band

and vaudeville entertainments being the chief attractions.

The park was brilliantly illuminated, and thousands of pas-

sengers were carried that day.

In Leipsig, Germany, but few signs arc displayed in street

cars and those are all placed on the ceiling.
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SQUIRE LAW TO BE CONTESTED. WIRING FOR DECORATIVE CAR LIGHTING.

The New Jersey law approved March 31, variously known
as the "Squire law," the "Bergen scheme," and the "trolley

law," has aroused considerable opposition. As stated in the

Review for April, this law provides that the boards of

chosen freeholders of t!ie several counties may bond the

county for the improvement of the highways and then, after

proper advertisement, grant franchises over the roads to

electric railways for terms not longer than 75 years. The

company applying for a location must submit a proposition

specifying what the construction will be, the rate of fare, the

motive power, the contribution which it will make towards

improving the road, etc.

W. A. KAKDINIi, M. -\I. CAI-UMET EI,ECTRC RAILWAY.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway, of Chicago, having

to snjjply a very large demand for special cars and trains

for trolley parties and picnics, the management has found

it necessary to devise methods by which the lamps and

bunting, used in decorating the cars, may be quickly put

in place and as cjuickly removed.

In the Street Railway Review, of August, 1897, there

was published an article descriptive of the methods in use

at that time; some minor changes shown by experience to

be desirable have since been made, and the system of wir-

ing reduced as nearly as possible to a standard, so that a

CALUMET MOTOR CAR DECORATED.

The most strenuous opposition is in Union county, where

the board of freeholders is now trying to widen Westfield

avenue, contrary to the wishes of the abutting owners. One

of the local papers states that as passed by the legislature the

act had a provision making it necessary to secure the con-

sent of abutting owners before any action could be taken,

and that when approved it was found that this section had

been omitted by reason of the blunder of a clerk. For this

reason the validity of the law may be contested in the courts.

•—^

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Citizens"

Street Railroad Company, of Indianapolis, was held on May

10, and the following gentlemen, all of Philadelphia, chosen

directors: William Jay Turner, W. W. Kurtz, R. H. Rush-

ton, J. Levering Jones, Joseph S. Nefif, B. M. Gaskell and

W. C. Houston.

more extended description of the present methods of wir-

ing and connections, and of the arrangements for quickly

fitting up and dismantling the cars will probably prove to

be of interest to the managers of other roads having to

cater to a similar demand.

The cars used by the Calumet are of a special design, hav-

ing short cross seats with an aisle down the center, very

large platforms with an open and unobstructed front dash,

and screens permanently fastened on each side; this ar-

rangement does away with the long running foot-board,

leaving a short step at each end only. There are 15 of

these cars which are in service on regular runs, but are

called in when needed for trolley parties.

Each of these cars is wired as shown in Eig. i, which is

a plan of the roof. Down the center is run a No. 6 B. & .S.

wire, connected to the trolley base through a heavy fuse and
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plug connection. At three points on this wire, at the center

and near tlie ends at the hood, are fuse cut-outs; from these

are run the several No. 14 B. & S. wires as shown in the

diagraiii and terminating in the 12 contact brackets marked

plus (+). Wires of the same size run from the 12 brackets

marked minus (—) to the ground wires.

The brass brackets. Fig. 2, have a base ix3xj^ in. with

a pin projecting, on which is cut a ^^^n. thread for a thumb

nut; they are fastened to the car in the- positions shown in

Fig. I by two screws.

For the tops of the cars the lamps are screwed into sock-

ets, 10 of which are -fastened to boards 3 in. wide and ^ in.

thick. The lamps on each board are wired on two separate

circuits as shown in Fig. 3, and staggered so that in the

event of a lamp failing only one-half of them will be ex-

tinguished. The terminals in the boards are brass plates

with holes in the center which make electrical contact when

slipped over the brass pins of the brackets on the car.

For the side lights the distance between the positive and

negative brackets is 6 ft., and for the end lights, 4 ft. The

side strips are all of the same length, and the end strips also,

the holes being laid out with a template, so that it is easily

car. On a few cars there are also rows of lights under the

hoods.

The large emblems, shields, etc., are hung on the front of

the car with brackets. Fig. 5, just as the ordinary oil head-

light is hung. Each of the special pieces has plug connec-

tions which fit in terminals under the platform and connect •

to the car circuit. Occasionally, for special cars, a row of

lights is placed along the main sill of the car. All of these

extra lights are attached to the main trolley party wire on

the top of the car. On the party trains two oil headlights

are carried, one on each side of the front dash.

When the main cut-out and plug at the base of the trol-

ley stand is opened all the wires, lamps, etc., are dead, leav-

ing only the 10 lamps inside the car which can be used.

To dismantle these cars it is simply necessary to unscrew

the thumb nuts and lift of¥ the strips with the lamps and

emblems. When removed from the cars the strips, etc., are

hung on special racks at the rear of the barn, the lamps

rerhaining in the sockets ready for use again when re-

quired.

In addition to the motor cars there are 30 trailers, which

are similarly wired. These cars have a seating capacity for

^
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FIG. I—PLAN OF CAR WIRING.
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seen that a very short time is required to slip the strips over

the bracket terminals, fasten them down with the thumb

nuts, and then by closing plug at the trolley base light up

the entire car.

Inside the cars the center oil lamps have been removed

and 10 lamps placed on each side. Five on each side are

connected to a combination switch and cut-out inside the

car, and these lights only are used at night when the car

is in regular service. The other 10 lamps are connected to

the main trolley party wiring and cut-outs on top of the

'*
Fig 4-
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DETAILS OF DECORATIONS.

40 persons, and have running boards on the trailers.

A party train usually comprises one motor car and two

trailers. For making the connections between the motor

car and trailers there are plug connections of No. 6 B. & S.

wire about 5 ft. long, which can safely carry from 50 to 100

amperes. These trailer connections are not left on the cars

when not in use but are cared for by the conductors in

charge. The ordinary trailer light circuit, of No. 14 B. & S.

wire, is left intact.

Eight double curtains of the three national colors, made

of woolen bunting, which will wash (this material has been

found to be the cheapest in the end, though more costly to

purchase) are threaded on a long J^"'"- rope as shown in

Fig. 6. To attach these to the car the rope is firmly tied

to eyelets at each end of the car and slipped over hooks at

each post. The divided curtains of two colors are then

draped and tied at each post. For inside decorations the

common cotton bunting is used. The floors of the large

motor cars are covered with carpets, which are in thiee

sections cut to fit around the seat legs, and can be laid very

quickly.

A motor car and two trailers have been fully decorated

with lights and bunting in ten minutes in order to fill a

rush order; this included putting in place six sets of out-
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side curtains and six sets of inside curtains, laying the car-

pet and fastening on 36 strips of 10 lights each, and a large

emblem at the front and rear of the train, with headlights

on either side.

PARTY TRAIN READY TO GO OUT.

A single trolley pole is quite sufficient to carry the extra

current. The cars do not require as much extra current

as might be thought; for instance, on one occasion when

55 cars, 20 motor cars and 35 trailers, were out, the highest

reading at the power house, including the extra lamps

(about 3,000), was only 800 or 1,000 amperes above the

ordinary load, and when the cars got spread out over the

system, sometimes fell to only 400 amperes extra. Thus

the extra load varied from 20 to 50 amperes per train.

The largest party on the Calumet was that of the Cook
County Cyclists' Association, held on September ig, 1896,

when there were 20 trains of one motor car and two trailers

each. The Knights of Pythias on one occasion ordered

125 cars, but the night being very cold they could

use only 1 1 trains or 33 cars. The Royal League ordered

64 cars for its party but used only 55.

The company is making every preparation for a large

business during the coming season, as the location of the

road makes it especially suited for such parties. It is a

beautiful sight to look up a long stretch of straight track

and see these illuminated trains following each other close-

ly as far as you can see, with the surrounding country

lighted up as if it were day.

NEW ROADS IN CONNECTICUT.

In the Review for May, 1897, there v/ere given some ex-

tracts from a then late decision of Connecticut Supreme

Court as to the status of electric railways in the highways.

The ruling of the court (three against two) was that an elec-

tric street railway is not an additional servitude on the abut-

ting property. Another case is now before the court, and

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad opposes

a franchise to the Fair Haven & Westville Trolley Company
and pleads an additional servitude. Since the decision ren-

dered last year one of the three judges constituting the ma-

jority has died, and another one has declined to sit in the

case because he is a stockholder in the trolley company; a

substitute has been appointed and thus with two new judges
who have not expressed opinions on this subject it is quite

possible that the court may reverse itself.

Up until a year ago the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford road has successfully fought all trolley schemes in the

legislature or in the courts, but realizing that this situation

could not continue it undertook to develop the third rail as

a rival. The official record from May 24, 1897, to Novem-
ber I, shows that the daily average between New Britain and
Hartford on the electric cars was 2,587 passengers per day,

or $258.70. Prior to the inauguration of the electric service

the steam trains had carried 750 passengers per day, the in-

come being $135 per day. The fare was reduced from 18

cents to 10 cents on the electric cars. This period includes

the first few weeks when the third rail was a novelty, but it is

quite evident that the third rail system has resulted in a de-

cided gain for the passenger service.

At the present time there are more than 50 miles of trolley

roads, including extensions, either under construction of

with the right of way purchased, and it is rumored that a

third rail is to be laid on the steam line from New Haven to

Derby, nine miles.

CONEY ISLAND LINE OPENED.

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company on May 20,

formally opened its new route to Coney Island over the

Sea Beach Railroad. The details of this consolidation have

been given in previous issues of the Review.
At 10:30 o'clock the bufTet parlor cars Columbia and

Ampere, having on board President Clinton L. Rossister,

General Passenger Agent H. W. Kennedy, Chief Engineer
Brackenridge, several directors of the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad Company, William Berri and various representa-

tives of the press, left the Manhattan end of the Bridge and
were run over the structure to the city hall, where a stop

was made for some late comers. When all were finally

aboard, the cars were run down Court street to Bush
"street, to Third avenue, to 65th street, where the cars were

run down the incline to the Sea Beach tracks.

The actual running time from Manhattan to Coney I-v

land was 51 minutes. Upon arrival there the terminal, with

its double track loops and separate tracks to Sun avenue,

was inspected, and then the guests were let loose on Coney
Island." A stroll along the "Bowery'' was leisurely taken,

during which the most salient features of that thoroughfare

were noticed. As some of the guests evinced a desire to

try the steeple chase, the chutes and the other what-nots of

the place, they afforded fun for the others, who looked on.

After a walk along the beach the party adjourned to "In-

dia," where a theatrical exhibition was specially given. Af-

ter this the gentlemen returned to the cars, where a sub-

stantial luncheon was served.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE ASSOCIATION.

The date for the regular meeting of the Pennsylvania

Street Railway Association is the first Wednesday in Sep-

tember, but inasmuch as the .American .\ssociation meets

September 6 to 9 inclusive, the date for the Pennsylvania

meeting has been changed to October 19 and 20, in order

to avoid a conflict of dates.
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THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE PUR-
CHASER, THE ENGINEER AND

THE MANUFACTURER.

A Paper by William H. Bryan, read before the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers.

When an cnsineoring structure of magnitude is to Ije erected,

wliat general ivlaii of iirocednrc sliould be followed, in order to

insure that the finished work shall be best adapted for the in-

tended puiTOse, and shall involve the minimum investment of

capital consistent with proper construction, and the minimum

cost of operation and maintenance?

In the erection of buildings, the precedent of placing the work

in the hands of a skilled architect, has long since become well

established. In civil engineering, the construction of railways,

bridges, and roofs, is universall.v intrusted to engineers. In the

newer branches of mechanical and electrical engineering, how-

ever, it has only recently become the practice in this country to

engage consulting engineers. The principal reason for this has

been that there have been heretofore but few specialists who

have devoted their attention exclusively to this class of work.

The few well-trained men in these fields early connected them-

selves with manufacturing or contracting companies, or en-

tered imto these branches of work on their own responsibility.

The natural disinclination of the purchaser to ask for expert

advice from an engineer—however competent and experienced—

who is known to be interested in the manufacture or sale of

some specialty, and whose opinion is not unnaturally open to

the suspicion of bias, left him no course but to proceed on his

own respon-sibility, with results which were often as unsatis-

factory to the manufacturer as fo himself.

This situation has, however, in a large degree changed, owing

to the large number of excellent engineering schools, and the

very thorough courses of theoretical and practical training

which are there given. These, coupled with the large number

of trained and experienced men who have been connected with

prominent manufacturing and constructing companies, and with

the installation and operation of large plants, have now ren-

dered available the services of many men of thorough technical

training, supplemented by years of practical experience in actual

construction. Many of these have no connection with the manu-

facturing, selling and contracting interests, and their judgment

is not, therefore, open to the suspicion of bias in favor of or

against any special manufacturer.

It is becoming more and more the custom, therefore, to place

the same confidence in the considting mechanical and electrical

engineer which has long been reposed in the architect and civil

engineer. He is called in at the earliest stages of the develop-

ment of the enterprise, for advice as to the general outline and

arrangement of the scheme, its probable cost, the expense of

operation and maintenance, and the returns which may be ex-

pected from the investment. He makes a preliminary reconnais-

sance and report, giving these data. If these are approved, he

then makes a more detailed study of "the problem, mapping out

the general scheme more definitely, selecting the particular sys-

tem or type of apparatus best suited to the local conditions of

service, and preparing general plans and specifications. These

he accompanies with more derailed estimates of cost. When
these are approved by his principals, proposals are asked for, and

when received, the engineer assists the purchaser in canvassing

and comparing them, and in selecting that proposal—not neces-

sarily the lowest—which seems best to meet the requirements of

the work in hand.

The engineer then assists his clients in drawing up the final

contracts, supervises the work during construction, and makes
such final inspections and tesfs at completion as are necessary

to determine whether the specifications have been complied with.

This has long been the accepted custom in England, where the

same difficulty of securing competent and unbiased engineers

has not been encountered. No trouble has been met with in

that country in applying the same rules to these branches of

engineering which are universally followed in other fields.

As might be expected in any new department of engineering,

however, the relations between the purchaser, the engineer, and

contractor have not always been harmonious. The manufacturer

frequently feels that he has been imposed upon; the engineer is

often hampered by inciimpetent or unscrupulous contractors,

and between the two, the purchaser himself is sometimes at a

loss for a proper solution of the difficulty. While it is true that

most contracts of this character are carried through satisfac-

torily, it must be admitted that misundersitandings are more

frequent than they should be.

The discussion of these differences has recently taken tangilile

form both in this country and England. In the latter countr.v,

the manufacturers and engineers recently met, and succeeded in

agreeing upon a number of standard clauses for specifications,

which removed many of the objections and criticisms from both

points of view. It has been suggested that this work of pre-

paring standard specifications w-ould come properly within the

pi'ovince of the national engineering societies, but if these bodies

do not take the matter up, something might be accomplished by

the engineers and manufacturers getting together for mutual

exchange of views, as was done in England.

The present misunderstandings may be traced to a few serious

causes: In the first place, the mechanical and electrical fields

of work have, unfortunately, been embarrassed by too great a

number of incompetent and inexperienced manufacturers and

contractors, poorly equipped for good work, and with but lim-

ited intelligence and skill. To these have been added a more

than ordinarily large percentage of contractors, who are not

altogether scrupulous as to their methods, and whose object is

to finish (he work in almost any sort of shape which will pass

muster. These incompetent, inexperienced, and unscrupulous

contractors—though relatively few in number—have detracted

from the good reputation of work of this character, and have

forced upon the consulting engineer the necessity of inserting

in his specificntions the most rigid requirements as to the char-

acter of workmanship and material, inspections and tesls, which

would be unnecessary, if it were certain that the work would

be awarded to contractors of established reputation, ability and

skill.

Furthermore, it has been found that some manufacturers are

slow to adapt their designs and patterns to advanced and im-

proved practice. Experience having shown the clear and de-

cided superiority of certain designs, tlie engineer is justified in

embodying them in his specifications, in spite of the fact that

some manufacturers will attempt to force the continued use of

antiquated forms.

Again, the manufacturers are ofteu careless in making guar-

antees. Siome of them do not hesitate to meet any desired

figures, if a competitor does so. Often they will oblige them-

selves to do what is impossible with the type of machinery they

offer, and trust to luck, or careless inspection or testing, to get

the work acceiited and paid for.

The grievances of the manufacturers have recently taken

shape in papers and discussions in the electrieal press, and may
be briefly summarized as follows:

First.—That the engineer appears unwilling to receive sugges-

tions or advice from the manufacturers, as such action might

detract from the "dignity" of his position, and that specifica-

tions, therefore, often contain many annoying and expensive

provisions, sometimes impossible of fulfillment.

Second.—That the engineer does not always familiarize himself

with the facilities and standards of the manufacturer, and thus

sometimes calls for special designs which can only be made, it

at all, at greatly increased expense; whereas standard apparatus

would frequently answer the purpose equally well.

Third.—That if the manufacturer is required to guarantee

results, he should not be hampered as to details of design or

construction. In other words, the consulting engineer should

not tell the manufacturer how he should build his machine, but

simply hold him responsible for results.

To these it may be answered, that no harm can be done by
full and free consultations between the manufacturer and the

engineer. They have a common object in view, namely, the

securing of the best results. It is natural that the engineer

should reserve unto hlm.soIf a due degree of dignity, but he

should not let this characteristic stand in the way of the best

service in the interest of his clients.

The demand for special machinery, however, presents greater

difficulties. It should be remembered that electrical develop-

ments have been so rapid in recent years—and with them the
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constructiou of special stoam engines and appliances—tliat a

large percentage of the worli lias necessarily been special.

Furthermore, this condition must continue, for the reason that

the methods of generating and distributing electricity on a

large scale, over wide areas, for endless varierties of purposes,

have by no means reached uniformity of practice or system,

and are not likely to very soon. The necessity for special

machinery will, therefore, remain with us iudelinitely, and will

continue to cover a large percentage of our work. We must
not lose sight of the fact that to attempt to carry the idea of

standards too far, will surely result in hindering improvements

and stilling progress.

I do not desire to be understood, of course, as decrying the

use of standard apparatus for that large and increasing per-

centage of cases for which it is eminently well adapted. The
manufacturers deserve great credit for reducing their machines

for different classes of service to standards, and the engineering

profession is under many obligations to them for doing so, in

so thorough and excellent a manner. The reduced cost of

standard apparatus—the fact that in using it, one follows prec-

edent— t'.iat repairs can be more quickly and more cheaply

obtained, and that when secured, the different parts are actually

interchangeable, and will fit, and the further fact that standard

machines can usually be secured in less time, being frequently

carried in stock—all these are points of tangible advantage

which no conscientious engineer can afford to overlook. Stand-

ard apparatus, howevei', is only possible when permanency of

type and a reasonably constant demand iu large quantities is

assured. While it will frequently pay the engineer to modify

his plans so as to use standard apparatus, there is a point

I)eyoud «liich he cannot go. In such cases he must use special

apparatus more closely adapted to his particular needs. All

these points must be given the most thorough consideration, and

before requiring special woi'k, the engineer must satisfy him-

self, beyond doubt, that his principal's needs can better be sup-

plied in this manner, even at the increased cost, and in spite

of the greater risks which always accompany the use of new
and ttntried apparatus.

The contention that when a manufacturer guarantt>es results

he should be allowed to design and build the machine iu his

own way, may be granted, in so far as the guarantee can be

made to cover every possible valuable feature. When a rea-

sonable number of manufacturers, however, have adopted cer-

tain designs and processes of unquestioned superiority, and

where these have an important bearing on the life and relia-

bility of the machine, its freedom frt>m annoying interruptions

and which reduce or avoid the necessity for close and continual

attention, is it proper to write the specifications so as to limit

competition to machines of this advanced tyi'e?

Contractors frequently object to speciflcitions which include

a deduction for delay in completing the work, but which allow

no extra compensation for finislliing the work earlier than the

date specified. Wheu it is possible for the purchaser to make
use of the plant at the earlier date, this criticism is well founded.

It Is usually the case, however, that the earlier completion in

no way benefits the ow-ner, because other equally important con-

tracts may not be finished, or because the date of leases or con-

tracts for service from the plant cannot be brought forward.

The delay of any one contractor, however, might readily cause

the purchaser serious loss.

Another objection made by the manufacturer—and one which

is not wholly without justification-is the unnecessarily exact-

ing requirements of some specifications, and the annoyance to

which they are subjected by the engineers. It is unfortunately

true that our profession has been no more fortunate than others

in keeping out of its ranlcs the incompetent and the un.scrup-

ulous. These men have brought disgrace upon the profession.

and the objection of the manufacturers to being handicappec'

by them Is well founded. There is, however, no reason now

why the purchaser—even though absolutely unfamiliar witli

work in this field—should make a mistake in .selecting an en-

gineer, as a very little investigation will enable him to a.scertain

the character, ability, and cxperionce of the man under con-

sideration.

The engineer stands Itetween the purchaser and the contractor,

and while he may someitimes insist upon his client's rights to an

extent which may appear unjust, he nevertheless recognizes the

purchaser's obligations as well, and will see that his end of the

contract is equally well maintained. In this way unreasonable
requirements may be avoided, prompt payments secured, and
the acceptance and settlement made at the proper time and along

reasonable lines.

Uuf'ortuuately there are some manufacturers who think the

consulting engineer unnecessary, and that the business could be
better transacted directly between the manufacturer and pur-

chaser. This would be true if the purchaser were always com-
petent to judge of the relative merits of the different systems of

apparatus. Unfortunately the agent of the manufacturer can-

not always be trusted implicitly as to recommendations, for two
reasons: First, he has not the time to give to the detailed

study of the problem which the consulting engineer must give
iu order to make a proper selection; second, his recommenda-
tions are too often biased by a desire to sell standard apparatus,

or some specialty of his own, which could be used for the work,
although less advantageously than something else.

It is here that the engineer serves his client best, iu seeing

that the proper apparatus is selected, and that it is bought at

reasonable figures. The days wheu the salesman with the glib-

besit tongue did the most business, are fortunately passing away,
and the small manufacturer has as good a show to do business

with the engineer as one of longer standing, providing his ap-

paratus is clearly the best for the work.

The engineer compares machines on as nearly the same basis

as possible. So far as the character of the machine will permit,

he requires all proposals to be on the same apparatus. When
this is impracticable he specifies capacities, results, and general

typo or constructiou, leaving the manufacturers to vary the

details in accordance with their own designs and practice. Such
proposals, however, should be accompanied by ample data, so

that the points of agreement and dift'erence may be clearly

brought out. With these data before him the engineer is pre-

pared to analyze the bids, and to make a recommendation based
upon merit alone, irrespective of the name-plate which may be

attached to the machine.

It is not meant by this that no weight whatever is to be given

to long experience and established reputation, as there are many
details which cannot be inquired into, and must be left to the

manufacturers' judgment. No conscientious engineer, however,

will let the mere reputation of a manufacturer carry undue
weight.

Early in my own practice I learned, that while elaborate and
detailed specifications embodying all sorts of unusual and pe-

culiar requirements, migiit impress the non-technical reader,

and might even gratify the purchaser, they invariably limited

competition, and led to excessive prices and annoying delays,

and that by purchasng machines as nearly sitandard as possible,

and by modif.ving the contract to a reasonable extent, to suit

the manufacturer in unimportant details, much better terms

could be made, without increased trouble to either the purchaser

or the engineer.

The contract forms submitted by many manufacturing com-

panies are unfair to the purchaser, in that they are wholly one-

sided, and are intended to protect the seller in every way pos-

sible, while the rights of the purchaser are given but little con-

sideration. Such contract forms are far too common, and for

the credit of the profession, it is hoped that these may be mod-

ified, and In'ought to a more equitable basis.

The ordinary proposals submitted by many companies are

equally unfair. Perhaps the most flagrant instance of this is

the statement in many bids that they are not effective until ap-

proved by an executive officer. Such proposals are not worth

the paper they are written on, and should not be considered for

a moment by any self-respecting engineer, as they in no way
bind the bidders, and their acceptance simply ties up the pur-

chaser. Instances are not lacking where manufacturers have

taken advantage of this clause to repudiate bids apparently made
in good faith. So common is this practice that it has become
necessary to incorporate a clause in the "Notice to Bidders," to

the effect that proposals which are not made in good faith will

not be considered.

Another unfortunate practice is that which many manufac-

turers have of asking the return of their proposals and accom-
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paii.viug data as soon as the award is made. Tlicse papers are

uocessary to the purchaser and the cngiuecr, to make a com-

plete record of the transaction, and should be retained by them.

On the other hand, it must be admitted that some engineers'

specifications are unfair to the manufacturer. The points on

which these complaints are based have been given due consid-

eration, and in my own practice have led to the following rules:

First.—When it is desired to permit the bidder some elasticity,

and not to require him to adhere ingidly to the speciUcatious, the

"Notice to Bidders" contains a clause reserving the right to waive

informalities.

Second.—The engineer is made the arbitrator of all disputes,

but apiieal is always permitted to a referee or referees. If the

contractor thinks he is being treated unfairly he may avail him-

self of tJiis privilege.

Third.—A clause is frequently inserted to the effect that where

a special make or type of apparatus is mentioned in the specilica-

tious, it is not intended to mean the exclusion of all others, but

simply as establishing a standard of excellence. The bidder

may substitxite other apparatus in his proposal, the engineer re-

serving the right to judge as to whether the article oCfered is

equivalent to that specified.

Fourth.—Where the work is such that it is impossible to go

into details very fully, and where the apparatus is of such a

character that different builders olTer different types of con-

struction, which accomplish substanilially the same results; or

where it is desired to secure the benefit of the most recent im-

provements, a general clause like the following is sometimes

iu-serted:

"While it is believed that the following specifications prop-

erly cover the needs of the purchaser at this time, they are not

necessarily final. Bidders are invited to submit alternative

propositions embodying any other types of apparatus, or other

details of construction, which in their judgment may seem as

well, or better, adapted to the purchaser's needs."

It is to be hoped that this presentation of the matter may
result in a better understanding among all parties interested, as

to mutual obligations and responsibilities. I believe I may say

tor the engineers that they will meet the manufacturers fully

half way in an effort to reach a more satisfactory basis of coop-

eration, and to bring about a higher standard of design, work-
manship, and effleieney, and a more uniform and equitable defi-

nition of contract relations.

* «

»

CO-OPERATION OF STREET RAILWAYS
IN CHARITIES.

The Review has frequently had occasion to note in-

stances where a street railway has turned its road over to

a social or charitable society for a day, donating the larger

portion or all of the receipts as its contribution to the cause.

Such action as this has usually had the effect of making
the relations of the company and the public more cordial,

and has proved a financial success as viewed from the

standpoint of the society.

Several applications have been made to the Oshkosh
(Wis.) Street Railroad Company for it to co-operate with

church societies, and have a trolley day. Mr. Downs, the

local manager of the company, has had considerable ex-

perience with such features, and in a recent interview gave
the following data as to the arrangement usually made by
the company. He said: The custom has been for the so-

ciety that is to operate the road on a certain day to draw
up an agreement with the railway company, wherein it is

provided that a certain per cent of the gross receipts of the

day, 30, 40 or 50 per cent, as the case may be, shall go to the

electric company, the balance going to the society. Of course

the ladies do not operate the machinery at the power house
nor do they serve as motormen. but they serve in the capac-

ity of conductors and han^e all the cash. A dozen or two of

the prettiest young women of the city usually act as conduc-

tors and from 6 o'clock in the morning until 1 1 o'clock at

night, all passengers will enjoy the pi esence of the fair ones.

It will be giving away one of the secrets of the ladies, but

the men should be warned that the lady conductors are not

expected to know how to make change and the quarters,

halves and dollars that fall into their hands will be quite apt

to stay there.

-»*

A RECORDING VOLTMETER.

Recording electrical instruments are in common use but

in the ammeters and voltmeters it is necessary to renew the

chart each day, for which a record is kept. The figure shows

a voltmeter which will keep a continuous record for seven

davs on one chart. The instrument ip the design of John

RECORDING VOLTMETER.

H. Barker, of Cambridge, England, and has been in service

for some time. The chart is suitably plotted for time and

volts and placed around a drum which rotates at a prede-

termined rate. I'.y an arrangement of cams the drum is

shifted each day and a record is made parallel to the pre-

ceding. A pencil is held at the end of a lever arm which

is part of the link work operated from an electro-magnet.

The attorneys who brought the foreclosure suit against

the I^'t. Wayne (Ind.) Consolidated Electric Railway have

asked the court to allow them fees amounting to $62,500.

This allowance was contested and a number of witnesses

examined in an endeavor to show what would be a rea-

sonable fee.
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RECENT STREET RAILWAY DECISIONS.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Using Brake Instead of Electrical Apparatus to Stop Car.

Stabeneau v. Atlantic Avenue Railroad Coinpany of Brooklyn

(N. v.), 30 N. E. Rep. 2-/T. April 19, 1S98.

Where a little girl, seven years of age, tried to cross a

track, with some companions, on a crossing, when a trolley

car was less than 100 ft. away, and approaching at the rate

of speed usual in rural districts, and she caught her foot

or tripped, and fell, and as soon as she was seen to fall the

power was shut ofif and the brake applied upon the car, the

court of appeals of New York holds that no negligence

could be predicated upon the use by the niotorman of the

brake, instead of the particular appliance used to govern

the electrical motive power. In the emergency, one of two

courses was open to him, and the court considers it impos-

sible to say that the one adopted was not as effectual as the

other, under the circumstances, particularly as it appeared

by the evidence that a sudden reversal of the electric power

sometimes operates, as a witness said, "to blow out the

fuse," in which case the power to control is lost. Whether

the one or the other means provided for stopping the car

should have been adopted was a matter for the exercise of

the motorman's judgment, and, though newly employed, the

motorman who chose the brake was not shown to be in-

competent, and the court maintains that if he erred in the

exercise of his judgment, the company could not be held

responsible; neither would a failure to have exercised the

best judgment have been evidence of negligence.

Unauthorized Connection with Elevated Road a Legal Nuisance.

Eldert v. Long Island Electric Raihvay Company {N. I'.j, 3/

N. Y. Supp., 186. April 19, 1898.

The second appellate division of the supreme court of

New York has affirmed a judgment enjoining a street-sur-

face railway company from erecting, constructing or main-

taining, and directing it, within 30 days, to remove, from the

center of an avenue 60 ft. wide, a connection made with an

elevated road, consisting of a solid emijankment or wall of

masonry, about 8 ft. in width and 200 ft. long, rising by a

gradual slope to a maximum height of 10 ft. above grade,

from which point there was an iron structure, supported

by iron girders, that connected with the elevated road.

This structure was erected with the consent of the high

way commissioners of the town. But the court says that it

finds no power resident in the highway commissioners to

permit the erection of such a structure, their power, in re-

spect to a street-surface railway company, being limited to

granting it permission to extend its surface road or some

branch thereof, still on the surface.

It is also of the opinion that a connection between a

street-surface railway and an elevated railroad, by an in-

clined plane, is not a joining or union, in the sense of sec-

tion 4 of the railroad law, giving every railroad corpora-

tion power to "join or unite" its railroad with any railroad

before constructed. It therefore holds that the structure in

question was unlawfully built, and was a purprestnre and a

nuisance.

Finally, the court insists that the consent of the property

owners being but to a surface road, was no consent to an

elevation above the grade of the highway, and that a con-

sent to the latter must be obtained from the abutting own-

ers, though property owners abutting the road just before

the structure was reached might maintain such an action as

tills, if specially injured by such a structure, illegally built.

Not Resorts for Business Negotiations or Social Converse.

Atzcood v. Bangor, Orono & Old Toivn Raihvay Company

(Me.), 40 Atl. Rep., d/. March i, 1898.

Highways are constructed and maintained for the accom-

modation of travelers, and not as places of resort for busi-

ness negotiations or social converse. And, since highways

have been subjected to a new mode of use by the introduc-

tion of street railways, a still higher degree of attention, vigi-

lance, and prudence is requisite to fill the measure of ordin-

ary care demanded of the traveler. Travelers with teams

and proprietors of street cars still have concurrent riglits and

mutual obligations; but as the cars must run on a fixed

track, and rapidly acquire a greater momentum, they must

to a reasonable extent be allowed the right of way.

These remarks are made by the supreme judicial court of

Maine immediately following the declaration that it was im-

possible to resist the conclusion that a man was not in the

exercise of reasonable and ordinary care and caution who
stopped with his team about 6 in. from a street railway track

to talk a few minutes with an acquaintance- he met coming

from the opposite direction.

But the court overruled a motion to set aside a verdict

against the street railway company for damages resulting

from a collision on the old ground that the motorman might

with ordinary care have prevented the collision, and that a

person may recover damages for an injury caused by the

negligence of a street railway company, although the per-

son's own negligence first exposed him to the risk of injury,

if such injury was proximately caused by the company's

negligent act, committed after it had become aware of his

danger. In other words, if one discovers another to be neg-

ligent, he must take precautions accordingly, omitting

which he is liable to the other for the damages which flow

from such new want of care.

No Injunction for Stockholder to Help Rival Corporation.

Jenkins v. Auburn City Raihcay Company (N. Y.). 50 N. Y.

Supp, 852. March 26, 189S.

Two days after taking an assignment of two shares of

stock, of the par value of $25 each, in the Auburn Gity Rail-

way Company, the new stockholder verified a complaint that

was filed praying for an injunction restraining the company

from executing a lease of its entire property to the Auburn

& Western Railway Company during the term of its corpor-

ate existence, in furtherance of a plan to parallel the New-

York Central & Hudson River Railroad with a street sur-

face railroad from the city of Auburn to the city of Geneva,

a distance of some 20 miles. The injunction was issued.

But the fourth appellate division of the supreme court of

New York, by a divided bench of three to two, now reverses

an order denying a motion to vacate the injunction, holding

that it should be vacated on account of tlie well-settled rule
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that an injunction will not be granted or sustained against a

private corporation in a suit brought by an individual in the

interest of a rival corporation. It is pointed out, in the ma-

jority opinion, that the stockholder in question nowhere de-

nied the charge that he purchased the certificate, at the in-

stance of the attorneys of the New York Central & Hudson

River Railroad Company, for the purpose, solely, of pre-

venting any proceedings that the Auburn City Railway

Company and the Geneva, etc.. Traction Company might

take for their own advantage and benefit. Under this state

of the proof, it deems it evident that the action was not

brought in good faith by the stockholder, for the protection

of his own rights, but was brought by him at the instance of

the railroad company, the line of which is parallel with the

proposed line of the Auburn City Railway Company, and

must be treated accordingly; while the two dissenting mem-

bers of the court declare that the motive which induced him

to purchase his stock and to bring his action in nowise af-

fected his right to an injunction to prevent the corporation

from leasing its property and franchises to another com-

pany, which they contend had no legal existence because

the railroad commissioners refused it permission to con-

struct its proposed line.

Care Required at Temporary Curves.

Dillon V. Forty-second Street, Manhattanvillc & St. Nicholas

Avenue Railroad Company (N. Y.), 31 N. Y. Siipp. 145.

April 22, i8q8.

Damages were claimed in this case for injuries alleged to

have been sustained by a man who was standing smoking

upon the front platform of a street car being thrown into the

street by the car striking with violence a temporary turnout,

which was afterwards shown to have been necessitated by

the construction of a sewer under the regular track.

The trial judge told the jury that the allegation of negli-

gence upon which the alleged cause of action was based was

the rapidity with which the car went around this temporary

curve, and he left it to the jury to say whether the injured

man had met the burden of proof that rested upon him to

establish that the driver of the car drove unskillfully and

too rapidly at the curve, and whether it was by means of that

alleged careless and reckless driving that he was thrown

from the platform and was injured. That, the first appellate

division of the supreme court of New York holds, was a

proper submission to the jury.

But it does not stop there. The man swore that he was

ignorant of the existence of the unusual condition of the

track referred to. The driver must have been aware of it.

Standing upon the front platform, as the passenger was, he

was exposed to a danger of being thrown ofif by the sudden

striking of a rapidly moving car against the curved line of

the track. That was a situation, the court holds, which re-

quired the driver to exercise care for the safety of the pas-

senger.

The absence of contributory negligence, it says, could be

shown from facts and circumstances, as well as by direci

testimony of a witness.

That the passenger was standing upon the front platform

of the car, and being, as he said, in ignorance of the situa-

tion of the ^rack, his position on the car was not evidence of

itself of negligence on his part.

Nor could the manner in which he was standing on the

platform, being in the act of turning, or having just turned

around, be said to establish negligence on his part, if he was

responding to a call of the conductor [or his fare, and his a:-

tention was occupied by that.

Holder of Transfer Ticket Entiiled to Wait for Car With Seat.

Jenkins r. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company {N. Y.), 31

N. Y. Snpp.. 316. April 26, 1898.

Transfers must be given, upon demand, and without ex-

tra charge, by certain street railway companies, to "any pas-

senger desiring to make one continuous trip," under section

104, chapter 676, of New York Laws of 1892. And the sec-

ond appellate division of the supreme court of that state

holds that it is not compatible with the provisions of this

statute for a street railway company to make the transfer it

gives depend for its operation upon the individual taking a

car within 10 minutes, regardless of the condition of the car

which it offers for such service.

A regulation that the passenger should take the first car

which afforded him a seat or suitable accommodation, the

court says, would meet all the requirements of the law, as it

would evidence the good faith of the individual in his desire

to make a continuous trip; but an arbitrary time limit, ap-

plying equally to the feeble and infirm, and which is only

sufificient to allow a very narrow choice of cars, it declares,

cannot be said to be- such a reasonable regulation as the

company is justified in making under the law.

The individual may waive his rights, and may submit to

the annoyance and discomfort incident to travel in over-

crowded conveyances; but the fact that thousands of persons

do waive their rights each day does not justify a railway

company in establishing a rule compelling people to do so,

or to forfeit their rights under the law of the state.

Because the passenger could not change the contract, but

was bound to accept the transfer ticket tendered, or none at

all, he could not, therefore, be deemed to have given any

assent to the conditions imposed, and which limited the

right guaranteed by the statute.

In estimating the damages which the passenger may have

suffered by being wrongfully ejected from the car, the court

suggests that, if he was arrested upon the order of the con-

ductor, and the arrest constituted a part of the act of eject-

ment, it would be proper that the jury should be allowed to

pass upon the facts, and to have the evidence before them.

Care Required of Street Railway Companies as Common
Carriers.

Lincoln Street Railzvay Company v. McClellan {Neb.), /4 N. IV.

Rep., 10/ 4. April 21, i8p8.

The supreme court of Nebraska says that it is settled in

its jurisdiction that street railway companies are common
carriers of passengers. As such they are bound to exercise

for the safety of their patrons more than ordinary care. They
are required to exercise the utmost skill, diligence, and fore-

sight consistent with the business in which they are en-

gaged, and are liable for the slightest negligence. This is

the liability imposed by the common law on all carriers of

passengers for hire.

Moreover, the law presumes that one injured while being

transported by a common carrier was injured in conse-

quence of the latter's negligence, and to escape liability it

must show that it has discharged the full measure of its legal

duty, and was in no wise to blame for the accident. It need
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not, however, under the rules of the conmion law, acquit

itself of all blame, and, in addition thereto, convict the per-

son suing it of gross contributory negligence.

One cannot recover for an injury received while a passen-

ger on a s-treet railway if the accident from which the injury

resulted was due in part to his own want of ordinary care.

And in an action to recover damages in such case, an in-

struction which informs the jury that, the injury being

shown, the carrier, to escape liability, must prove that the

passenger was guilty of gross contributory negligence, is

erroneous.

The supreme court further holds that section 3 of chapter

72 of the Compiled Statutes of Nebraska of 1897, providing

that "every railroad company, as aforesaid, shall be liable

for all damages inflicted upon the person of passengers while

being transported over its road, except in cases where the

injury done arises from the criminal negligence of the per-

son injured," etc., has no application to street railways.

Because it has none, the liability of a railroad company

in Nebraska is that of an insurer, while a street railway

company is only answerable for the failure to exercise the

highest degree of care.

In the common understanding, the court says, too, a rail-

road and street railway have always been separate and dis-

tinct things.

Liability in Laying Tracks on Official Grade.

Bancroft v. City of San Diego (Cal.), 52 Pac. Rep., 712.

March 25, i8p8.

Here was an action brought against a city to recover for

damages suffered from a change in the grade of a street up-

on which abutted the property of the party suing. In re-

versing a judgment obtained by the latter, the supreme

court of California says that no liability on the part of the

city is created by an ordinance establishing a grade. Or-

dinarily, the grade must be established at the same time

over many streets, in order that they may be so related to

each other as to permit drainage. A system must be estab-

lished throughout a district. However, it does not follow

that all the streets must be actually graded at once, and the

municipality does not thereby undertake that they ever will

be actually graded.

When, therefore, a street railway company, for its own

pecuniary advantage, lays its track upon streets which the

city is not prepared to grade, and perhaps will never have

occasion to construct, the court declares that it is but just

that the railway company should assume the liability for

such work.

Continuing, the court says that it sees no reason for hold-

ing that the railway company is in any sense the agent of

the city in the work. The grant of the franchise does not

impose upon the company the duty of cutting down or fill-

ing up a street. It may do so or not, as its interests prompt.

And, when it changes the grade for its own purposes, it must

necessarily be at a point where the city has not found it nec-

essary to construct the street or actually change the grade,

and has not in the statutory mode declared its intention of

doing the work.

In this case, the railway company did not construct a

street, but, on the contrary, in constructing a roadbed 23 ft.

wide on the new grade established by the city, it ruined the

street which had already been made.

For these reasons, the court maintains that, notwithstand-

ing the street railway company had a franchise from the city

granting it the right to construct and operate its street rail-

way, and requiring it to place all its tracks on the official

grade, it took the privile'ge yoked with the liability, and was

therefore liable for the damages, if any, caused by the work

which it did.

What is Required at Deep Grades Leading to Railroad

Crossings.

Phiirnoy v. Shrevcport Belt Raihi'ay Company (La.), 23 So.

Rep., 465. April 4, i8p8.

Persons manning and operating street cars are expected

to be careful at the crossings. The company must exercise

reasonable care to provide men enough to properly control

a train consisting of a motor car and a trailer.

At deep grades leading to railroad crossings, there should

be a motorman and conductor aboard the train, and in

charge. There was only a motorman, in this case, and the

supreme court of Louisiana, which makes these statements,

holds that the injuries occasioned by the collision between

the street cars and the passing train at the crossing were in-

juries for which the street railway company must be held re-

sponsible to damages. The loss of control of this trail,

consisting of two cars, a motor car and a trailer, and its glid-

ing down the rails and colliding with a passing railroad

train, the court says, were manifestly Qwing to the inexperi-

ence of the motorman, or the absence of an additional man
to assist in properly applying the back brakes, and in either

case the company was responsible for the injuries received.

Some further light on the same subject is furnished by tli

case of Russel against the Shreveport Belt Railway Com-
pany, decided by the same court, the same day; 23 Southern

Reporter, 466. It shows that there had been a conductor on

these cars, but he had got off a short time before—some dis-

tance from the place of the accident—leaving the cars in

charge of the motorman alone, who had only had a few days"

experience as motorman, and lost control of the cars so that

he could not stop or check their sliding down the incline to

the railroad crossing.

The court declares that the ordinary care due passengers

was wanting.

That a lad who was a passenger on the trail car jumped

to the back brake, and tried to help the motorman by apply-

ing that, it holds did not have the effect of relieving the

company from responsibility.

Nor does it permit it to change its decision against the

company that the person suing in this second case jumped

off just before the collision and fell on his shoulders, par-

tially dislocating one of them and bruising an arm, while

some of the passengers who remained in their seats escaped

without any injury.

As abstract law, the court also here says that street car

companies must exercise reasonable care to provide a suf-

ficient number of men to properly move and operate their

cars.

No Suit in Name of Attorney General for Private Ends.

People e.v rel. Moloney, Atty. Gen., v. General Electric Raihvay

Company (III.). 50 A^. E. Rep.. 138. April 21, 1898.

Notwithstanding the elaborate pleadings and numerous

points raised in this case, which was commenced by a bill

or information in the name of the people of the state, on the
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relation of M. T. Moloney, attorney general, filed in the cir-

cuit court of Cook county, March 9, 1896, asking for an in-

junction against the General Electric Ivailway Company to

prevent it from constructing its railway on certain streets in

the city of Chicago, and to restrain the city and its officers

from granting a permit, as well as praying that the ordin-

ance involved might be declared null and void, the supreme

court finds it unnecessary to enter into a discussion of any

other point than whether it was error in the chancellor to

dismiss this bill before final hearing, if it was not prosecuted

solely in behalf of^ and for the interests of, the public, but

in the interests of rival companies.

If the information in this proceeding was invoked by rival

corporations to prevent the construction of this road, the

supreme court says that it was an indirect method of pro-

curing an injunction, such as it has held could not be pro-

cured by a private individual, when deciding that an abut-

ting lot owner has no right to invoke the aid of a court of

equity to prevent the construction of a street railway.

Where injuries are consequential, merely, it holds that a

court of equity is not the proper jurisdiction to enforce a

remedy, as a court of law is the proper tribunal for the de-

termination of such questions between individuals and cor-

porations, or between corporations; and that, what cannot

be done directly cannot be done by indirection. On princi-

ple, it declares, it cannot be held that, where a private indi-

vidual cannot maintain a bill for injunction in his own

name, he may do so in the name of the attorney general, on

an information in equity.

And the supreme court further holds that, to determine

whether the proceeding is improperly invoked, a court of

equity may go behind the parties on the face of the record,

to see who are the real parties prosecuting the proceedings,

and that this may be done even where the proceeding is in

the name of the attorney general; and, if the proceeding is

prosecuted and carried on for the exclusive benefit of an in-

dividual, or corporation, then the court may order an infor-

mation in such cases to be dismissed.

Therefore, being convinced, as it says, by the evidence in

the record in this case that the inception of this information,

its progress in the court below, and what had been done in

the supreme court, were in the interest of rival companies,

and that, if sustained, it would be preventive of a healthy

competition in the interest of the people resident in the ter-

ritory where the road was proposed to be constructed, the

supreme court holds that the chancellor who heard this case

properly dismissed the information.

Rule Laid Down as to Contributory Negligence in Going on

Track.

Austin Dam & Suburban Railway Company v. Goldstein (Tex.

Civ. A [>[>.), 45 S. W.'Rcp., 600. May 4, i8gS.

There was some evidence in this case which had a ten-

dency to show negligence upon the part of both parties: up-

on the street railway company in running the cars at a high

rate of speed, and failing to keep the proper lookout for per-

sons on the track, and in failing to apply the brakes and stop

the car to prevent running down the party suing; and, up-

on his part, in undertaking to cross the track in his buggy

under such circumstances as the jury might consider as

tending to show contributory negligence.

But the court of civil appeals of Texas says that it has nut

been able to find any case reported in that state where the

identical question of law raised in this case has been passed

on as applied to the operation of street railways. Yet, up-

on principle, it thinks that, by analogy, that class of cases

that lays down the rule upon the question of contributory

negligence as to injuries sustained by a person when upon

a steam railroad track, is applicable.

It holds that what is required in this as in other cases of

this class is the exercise of ordinary care; and, when it is

once ascertained that one entering upon the track of a

street railway is lacking in caution and diligence, he should

be held to the same responsibility as exists in other cases

where the party suing may be guilty of contributory negli-

gence.

The fact that the party suing was privileged to use the

street, and that, in the exercise of this right, he was not re-

quired to observe the same degree of care and watchfulness

that would be required in a case where he was entering upon

the track of a railroad operated by steam, the court insists,

would not lessen the degree of responsibility that attaches

to his negligent conduct in exposing himself to danger, if it

is clear that he was guilty of such conduct.

Consequently, the court holds that it was error to instruct

the jury that the party suing would be excused from the

effect of his contributory negligence, in placing himself in a

position of danger, if the servants of the street railway com-

pany operating the car could have, by the exercise of dili-

gence, discovered his peril in time to prevent running him

down, although, in fact, there was no actual discovery, be-

fore the collision, of his perilous situation.

To make the case still plainer, the court says that the fail-

ure to discover his peril by those operating the car, when by

the exercise of diligence it could have been discovered, was

conduct which clearly constituted negligence; but this negli-

gence did not excuse that of the party suing, whose own

negligent conduct it was that exposed him to peril; the court

adding that no recovery can be had in such a case unless a

new act of negligence arises upon the part of those operat-

ing the train or car, which must consist in the actual discov-

ery of the danger in time to prevent the injury.

Liability of Purchaser of Track for Continued Defects.

Schacfer v. City of Fond dii Lac [Wis.), 14 N. W . Rep., Sio.

April 12, i8p8.

The Fond du Lac Light, Power & Railway Company so

constructed and maintained its railway track on one of the

streets of the city as to render the street defective and dan-

gerous for public travel. While such condition existed,

Elihu Colman, with knowledge of the facts, it is said, pur-

chased the railway track and left the same in the possession

of the railway company, under an option to it to purchase

the property from him, but without any agreement binding

the railway company to remedy the defective condition of the

street. After this, while things continued in that condition,

a man standing on a high load of lumber, and endeavoring

to drive his team across the track, at the point of danger

stated, was compelled, by the sudden jerking of his wagon,

to take hold of a stake, that he had fixed in a position where

he could use it to steady himself, but which broke, he sus-

taining injuries by being precipitated to the ground, it is

judicially stated, without fault on his part, his injury being

attributable to the condition stated.
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Uiuler these circumstances, the circuit court decided, as

a matter of law, that Cohiian was not Hable for tlie injur}-

complained of, because the defects in the street were not

caused by, nor did they arise from, or were they produced

by, him. But the supreme court of Wisconsin says that this

reasoning hardly meets the facts of this case fully, leaving

out, as it does, the element that Colman continued the de-

fective condition of the street by allowing the railway com-

pany to hold vmder him without any covenant on its part to

remedy such condition.

The supreme court says that the law is firmly established

by the great weight of authority, that as between the owner

of leased property and a mere stranger, the owner is liable

for any injury to the latter, caused by a dangerous defect in

the property existing at the time of the lease, unless pro-

tected by a covenant binding the lessee to remedy such de-

fects; and that there is much authority that he is liable any-

way, that is, that he cannot shift the liability for known ex-

isting dangers onto the lessee by a covenant to repair.

On these grounds, the court holds that Colman and the

railway company as well, were primarily liatile to the one

who had been injured, and that the exhaustion of all legal

remedies as to both was a condition precedent to the right

of the latter to proceed against the city under the charter

thereof, which provides that in all such cases the city shall

not be liable till all legal remedies shall have been exhausted

to collect the damages from the person or corporation

whose wrong or neglect produced or caused the defective

condition of the street.

The rule of law particularly established by this decision

may be said to be, as stated by one of the judges, that if

property, when in such defective condition as to be danger-

ous to persons lawfully in the vicinity thereof, be purchased

by a person with knowledge of the defects, who leases it to

another, especially if the lease does not contain a clause re-

quiring the lessee to remedy the defects, and a person so

lawfully in the vicinity of such danger, but having no con-

nection whatever with such lessee, be injured thereby, such

lessor is liable to such injured party; and he cannot escape

liability from the mere fact of the lease to, or possession by,

such other person.

Right to Make Crossings of Overhead Trolley. Street Railways.

Consolidated Traction Company r. South Orange & Maplc-

zvood Traction Company (N. J.), 40 Atl. Rep., 75. March

I, 1898.

An injunction to prevent one street railway company op-

erating the overhead trolley system from constructing a

crossing over the tracks of another, against its consent, and

without any ofifer of compensation for damages by reason

thereof, was sought in the above case.

But the court of chancery of New Jersey holds, first of all,

that a preliminary injunction cannot be granted upon the

ground that the company sought to be enjoined has no right

to make its extension across the street because its construc-

tion in that locality is unauthorized by law. The only

ground upon which one company's right to equitable relief

based upon the illegal construction and operation of an-

other's railway can be granted, the court says, is the inter-

ference with the authorized business of the company, by

competition carried on without authority of law Such un-

authorized competition with the business operated under a

legal franchise is a recognized ground of equitable as well

as legal relief.

The only other legal injury which the complaining com-

pany could sustain by reason of an illegal extension of tlie

other company's road beyond its authorized limits, the courl

explains, would be an injury common to the public or to all

other owners of property; and such common injury afifords

no basis for equitable interference on behalf of the individ-

ual or property owner, to enjoin the illegal exercise of a

public franchise In such cases, jurisdiction for the purpose

of deciding upon such illegal use is to be exercised only up-

on proper proceedings at law or in equity by or on behalf of

the state.

Moreover, if a preliminary injunction against illegal in-

terference with business to which a company has a right is

sought, the court insists that the application therefor nnist

be made promptly, which it does not consider is done by

waiting in the neighborhood of two months after the other

road is in operation, before the bill of complaint is filed.

Nor does the court endorse the second and principal

ground upon which the right to a preliminary injunction

was based, namely, that the construction by another com-
pany of a street railway across the complainant's tracks, and

the operation of the former by the trolley system, would
necessarily invade the complainant's property rights, as

owner of the track and trolley system, and interfere with

its franchise of operating its road

So far as relates to the mere interruption of the operation

of a street railway during the period of the construction of

a crossing, the court holds that there can be no basis for

compensation, for the first company's right to the use of the

street must be subject to the right of the public to cross its

tracks therein, and to the right of the public authorities to

provide for crossing the tracks by any carriages or vehicles

which have the right to use the street for travel, and to in-

terrupt the company's operation in such reasonable manner
as may be necessary to provide for the construction of the

crossing, when the right to cross exists.

As to the permanent changes made necessary in tracks

and wires by a crossing, the precise question involved for

settlement is said to be new in New Jersey, while even the

right to compensation for the taking or use of a street rail-

way company's property such as is purely and necessarily

incidental to the crossing of its tracks by street cars, moved
either by horse or electric power, in the safest and most ap-

proved method, has not been expressly recognized. But

there are New Jersey cases which settle that electric street

railways, operated by the overhead trolley system with its

poles and wires, are not additional burdens upon the soil of

the highwav, and that these structures may be placed in the

public streets without compensation to the owner of the soil,

subject to the right of the public of passage and other ordi-

nary uses of a highway. They also settle that a steam rail-

road lawfully constructed across a public street cannot ex-

clude the public from crossing its tracks by street cars op-

erated by either horses or trolley, except to the extent that

interference may be necessary to permit the lawful operation

of the steam railroad at the point of crossing, and that with-

out consent, and without compensation.

These principles, the court thinks, control the right of

trolley companies fwhose tracks are laid longitudinally in

the public street) to prevent the crossing of their tracks, and

it holds that they can only prevent this crossing so far as
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the crossing interferes with or prevents the operation of

their roads or the exercise of their franchises.

The right of one street railway to cross another street

railway already constructed is the same legitimate use of

the highway as the construction and operation of the origi-

nal road; and the original right to construct and operate a

road in the public streets is necessarily subject to all legiti-

mate purposes of crossing.

Nor does the court consider that the fact that the cross-

ing, as proposed, necessitates some actual interference with

the tracks and wires as constructed, and to some extent

changes thereafter the exclusive use by the complainant

company at the crossing, will prevent the crossing by a

similar street railway company,without compensation, if made

under the proper legislative authority; for these changes

are the necessary result of the development of the method

of operating electric roads at their points of crossing, and

especially when they are such as are made necessary, as the

best and safest methods now attainable for the safety and

convenience of the public in the operation of both roads at

the point of crossing. They are therefore changes and bur-

dens in the use of its tracks and trolley system to which the

original right to lay and construct them is necessarily sub-

ject, and, in a legal point of view, are different only in de-

gree, and not in character, from the changes in the property

and control of its tracks made in the ordinary horse car

crossing.

And inasmuch as the complainant company's tracks and

wires were originally laid anil constructed subject to the

right of tihe proper authorities to disturb them for the pur-

pose of legitimate public travel in the public street across its

tracks, and the changes and disturbances are necessarily in-

cident to such crossing, the court holds that these are not

the subject of compensation.

Jurisdiction to control the construction of such a cross-

ing, if the parties cannot agree, the court further states, can,

undoubtedly, be exercised by a court of equity; and, where

the right to construct a crossing exists, it says, a court of

equity will, if necessary, and on application of either party,

interfere to control the construction. And such equitable

jurisdiction relating to the joint use of the public highway

would probably extend to the settlement of all questions re-

lating to the construction, operation, and maintenance of

the crossing in case the parties did not agree.

Finally, the court declares that the company seeking to

make the crossing, of course, has no right arbitrarily to se-

lect its own time of erecting the crossing, but is bound, if

no agreement is made, to give due notice, both of the time

and manner in which the crossing is proposed to be made.

Thus did the court reach the conclusion that, on the mer-

its of the case, the complainant company was not entitled to

compensation for damages to its property by the proper

construction of the crossing under consideration ; and as the

crossing, when properly erected, would not interfere with

the exercise of its franchises, the application for preliminary

injunction on the ground of right to compensation must be

refused. And this conclusion, it maintains, agrees with the

decisions of the courts of other states, in cases involving the

rights of crossing in public streets, so far as it had been

referred to them.

MOTOR CAR FOR DETROIT & LIMA
NORTHERN.

We have previously made mention of the intention of the

Detroit & Lima Northern Railroad to place some dummy
cars in service in order to increase the number of trips and

prepare for trolley competition. The Baldwin Locomotive

Works are now building a motor car for tliis road which is

in some respects similar to that built for the Cincinnati,

P/pn of Graf e

BOILER FOR DUMMY CAR.

Hamilton & Dayton Traction Company and described in

the Review for March. The cylinders are compound 9J/2

and 16x18 in.; no condenser is provided. The boiler is ver-

tical and self-firing, and is carried on the driving truck

forming the center pin of the car. The boiler which is

shown in section and plan in the accompanying illustration

is 60 in. in diameter and has 630 sq. ft. of heating surface.

The fuel is anthracite coal.

INCREASED POSTAL SERVICE.

Early in May underground conduit cars were placed in

operation on the 8th avenue line in New York.

The Postal Department at Washington is contemplating

a change in the street railway postal service, Chicago, about

July I, which will result in greatly extending it. At the

present time there are in this city four street railway po.stal

car routes, all established in November, 1895, and all on

cable lines, each with two cars; this service is in charge of

the superintendent of the railway postal department. The

cost of the service is about $11,000 per year, which does not

nearly pay the expense incurred by the railways in handling

the cars.

It is proposed to transfer these cars to the department of

collection, and put postal cars on the cross-town electric

lines, and connect with the present trunk lines. The esti-

mated cost of the increased service is $50,000 per year.
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A CONVENIENT CONSTRUCTION WAGON.

nie construction wagon here illustrated has just been

completed in the repair shops of the Chicago City Ixailway

Company. The company does all the overhead construc-

tion, and line work and this department is under the direc-

tion of J. C. Baker, the designer of the wagon. The wagon

consists of the adjustable tower, and three compartments

for the linemen's tools. The platform rail lowered is il ft.

5 in. from the ground, but can be raised to a height of 21 ft.

A wire rope is attached to the frame of the wagon and

passes under two pulleys beneath the platform and around

a windlass underneath the wagon body. A shaft extends

from the windlass to the rear of the wagon and the platform

is raised or lowered by a crank handle which can be re-

moved.

Under the seat there is a compartment for solder, acid

and a fire pot outfit. In the front compartment are kept

coils of rope, block and tackle, with hooks for curve and

the work by standing over the hole. As she seemed deter-

mined to remain there the workmen started another hole a

few feet away. She left her post and stood over the second

hole. The workmen left it and went to work again on the

first hole. Mrs. Gunn went back and interrupted as before.

The work went on in a similar manner during the morning

hours, the woman playing tag with the railroad company's

workmen, much to the amusement of the crowd who gath-

ered around and watched the fun."

THEATRICAL ENGAGEMENTS.

Managers operating parks and using attractions have

found that in dealing with theatrical artists it is wise to have

a very distinct understanding of the obligations on each

side. Manager Wyman, of the New Orleans Traction Com-
pany, anticipates differences by printing on his resort letter-

heads on which amusement contracts are written the follow-

ing conditions:

CONSTRUCTION WAGON OF THE CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.

trolley wire. The doors open at the sides of the wagon.

Access to the rear compartment is had by a door at the

back. Partitions are arranged along the sides of this com-

partment for bolts, nuts, washers, hangers, insulators, ears,

tools, etc. These compartments are water tight and the

tools and line material are in good condition and free from

rust. The step in the rear can be folded up. The under-

running gear enables the wagon to be turned around in a

very small space. A ratchet brake is provided, so that the

wheels of the wagon can be set and remain so during the

progress of the work. The design is such that the platform,

as well as the top of the wagon, which is also used, is thor-

oughly insulated. The wagon with all accessories weighs

3,750 lbs.

"Artists engaged at the West End agree not to appear at

any other place of amusement in the city previous to, or In

two weeks after, this engagement unless by permission of

party of the first part or his authorized agent.

"Incompetency, drunkenness or misconduct will be con-

sidered sufficient reason for annulling a contract without

notice.

"All billing matter, photos, property and scene plat, time

of act, must be sent 10 days in advance of beguming of

engagement.

"Artists accepting engagement consent to be governed
by the rules adopted by the management for the resort."

OBSTRUCTING THE WHEELS OF PRO-
GRESS.

WIRE STOLEN IN BROOKLYN.

The Syracuse (N. Y.) & Suburban Railroad has met with

considerable opposition in the construction of one of its e.K-

tensions and the experience of a gang in digging a post hole

where it was not wanted is thus described in a local paper:

"It had not progressed far when a woman, who was said

to be Mrs. May Gunn, came out of the house and stopped

May 14 Joseph Blumenstock, 18 years old, with no perma-
nent home, was arrested with a quantity of copper wire in

his possession and two days later was remanded for trial,

charged with having stolen it from the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad Company. According to the story he told the po-
lice Blumenstock is the member of a gang who have been
stealing from the company for a considerable period.
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and
experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

The accident at a central ligliting station, at Palmer,

Mass., which resulted in the destruction of the station by

fire, calls attention to a new danger, or at least one but lit-

tle appreciated heretofore. The plant was operated by

water power and the governor consisted of an apparatus

in which oil was circulated under a pressure in excess of

200 lbs. While the superintendent and an assistant were

making some adjustments, some part of the governor burst

and the oil thrown out was ignited by a stove in the room.

The two men were badly burned and the building de-

stroyed.

The Monongahela Water Company, of Pittsburg, is now
engaged in building an elevated track some 30 ft. above

the street and 500 ft. long for the purpose of transferring

its coal from the railroads to the power house in cars. The

elevation is sufficient to permit the coal being dumped into

the bins at the boiler house by gravity, and thus it does

away with the triple handling of the coal heretofore neces-

sary when it has been stored in the yards. It appears to us

that there are many street railway power stations which are

large enough to make it economical for the companies to

build similar structures.

Robert Hammond in a paper read at the last meeting of

the English Institute of Electrical Engineers, gave a great

deal of information concerning the cost of electrical energy

in the lighting stations of the United Kingdom. A num-

ber of stations show great reductions in cost, the reductions

being effected by reason of better systems of working. The

figures for the cost per kilowatt-hour in cents are;

Edinburgh, 2.26; Manchester, 2.90; Nelson, 3.34; Ports-

mouth, 3.42; Leeds, 3.46; Whitehaven, 3.50; Liverpool,

3.54; Bradford, 3.62; Glasgow, 3.84; Preston, 3.88; twenty-

six Stations, including four in London, range from 4 to 6;

twenty-nine lie between 6 and 8; ten lie between 8 and 10;

eight lie between 10 and 24. These costs include fuel, oil,

waste, water, wages, management, rates, rents and taxes.

It is predicted that when the output at Leeds reaches 5,000,-

000 k. w. h. per annum, the cost per unit will be reduced

to 3 cents.

# *
#

A 48-hour test of the new electric power plant of the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway, at Harvard square, Cambridge, was

recently conducted by the students of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, over 100 being employed in the

work. This plant represents the latest development in

power station practice and comprises three compound con-

densing engines of 1,800 h. p. each. In the boiler room,

electric inotors are used for driving the feed-pumps.

Economizers are used for heating the feed. The steam pip-

ing is similar to that at the Sullivan square station of the

company, the steain being brought to the high-pressure

cylinder through a separator, and the piping being beneath

the engine, and arranged so that either cylinder may be

run at high pressure. The air pumps are of the jet con-

densing type, run by a separate engine. The test was made
as complete as possible and included the auxiliary ap-

paratus.

The accompanying cut illustrates an electrical steam gage

alarm which was described in a recent issue of the "Amer-

ican Machinist." The object sought is to have the ringing

of bell announce when the steam pressure falls below or

rises above the desired limits. A curved slotted plate is

permanently fixed to the face of the gage, and an inwardly

])rojecting T piece is adjustably fastened to it by a bolt and

thumb nut. The bell and battery being provided, and both

the T piece and the gage

pointer being properly

insulated from the body

of the gage, one wire

is connected to the

former and the other to

the latter. When the

gage pointer comes in

contact with the T piece

the circuit is completed

and the bell rings. If

it is desired to have a

low pressure as well as

a high pressure alarm a

se:ond T piece is placed

at the proper point; two circuits wit'i lells cf different tones

cotild be used to advantage for the two alarms.

Some time since we called attention to the fact that many
engineers in preparing specifications for boilers insist that

bidders rate their boilers upon the area of the heating sur-

face, and that such a requirement is an injustice to the

boiler manufacturers. A boiler should be rated according

to its steam making capacity, and the steam making capaci-

ty of a square foot of heating surface varies greatly accord-

ing to its position in the boiler. For instance that portion

of the heating surface in the firebox of a locomotive is vast-

ly more efificient than the tube surface (i sq. ft. of firebox

surface has been placed as equal to 10 sq. ft. of tube sur-

face), and the rear ends of the tubes more efficient than

the forward ends. It also varies with the type of boiler.

If this rule of basing the rating on the area of the heating

surface be insisted upon, and the recommendation of the

American Society for measuring the tube surface be fol-
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COST OF POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.
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"The second sub-division of the second section, that relating to

pumping engines, would present the special data in regard to the

work of the water end of the engine, such as the quautity of

water pumped, the number of feet lifted, and all the special data

which are given in the report of the duty trial committee in Vol.

xii. of the 'Ti-ansactions.' In this section would appear the re-

sults expressed in terms of 'duty;' including the standard based

on one million heat units.

"In the third sub-division of the second section, viz., that re-

lating to locomotives, there would be two parts; one pertaining to

shop tests and the other to road tests; and in both of these, there

would be the special data pertaining to the work of the locomo-

tive, as formulated by the report of the committee on locomotive

tests in Vol. xiv. of the 'Transactions.' including the standard of

efficiency therein determined, viz., the quantity of so-called

'standard coal' used per dynamometer horse-power per hour.

"In the fourth sub-division of the second section, that relating

to engines for driving electric generators, data would be given eni-

liracing the quantity and intensity of the current generated, the

electrical horse-power developed, and the efficiency of the gene-

rator. In the case of railway engines, this would also include the

current delivered to the motors on the line, and expression of effi-

ciency based on car mileage.

"The fifth sub-dJvision of the second part, that relating to

marine engines, would present such data as pertain specially to

marine work, such as the quantity of coal consumed and the re-

sults bearing upon it, the speed of the vessel, the slip of the

screw, and the tonnage moved a given distance per unit of power.

"The above is an outline giving the main features of one meth-

od of formulating the tabular reports so as to secure the objects

in view.

"Returning now to the methods of obtaining the data, one of

the most important elements of data required is the quantity of

work wnich the steam performs. The work done by the steam in

an engine cylinder has in the past been ascertained, and prob-

ably will continue to be ascertained, by the use of the steam en-

gine indicator. The reliability of this instrument is the founda-

tion upon which a correct determination of the engine's efficiency

rests. How the indicator should be applie<l, how it should be ope-

rated, how Its springs should he calibrated and how the dia-

grams which it produces should be read and investigated, are

questions which should be settled by the proposed standard

method of engine testing; and to tlie.se questions little attention

has been given and little required at the hands of previous com-

mittees. It may not be out of place to recall the fact that there is

no accep>ted method amongst engineers of calibrating indicator

springs; and it seems to me tliat in the work suggested, investiga-

lion and recommendation should be made as to the best mode of

dealing with this important subjeet.

"If the suggested arrangement of the tabular reports be fol-

lowed, they would be i)reccded by a similar arrangement of the

methods laid down for determining the various data. In the first

place, direction.s would be given for ascertaining the data of tlie

first section, or that applying to all engines, whatever their type;

and the.se would cover the ground with that completeness which
characterizes previous reports. Much of the material applicable

to engines in general, given in the reports of the duty trial and
locomotive test committees would appear in this section, and
would there be dealt with once for all. The second section would
similarly be divided into the sub-divisions named, and in each of
the various sub-divisions complete directions would be given for

obtaining the special data applying to the individual case. In the
matter of duty trials and locomotive tests, the sub-divisions would
deal with all the dii-eetions laid down in the previous reports."

Mr. Donkin points out the good work done in formula-
ting the boiler, pumping engine, and locomotive codes, and
recommends similar standards for marine engines, factory

engines, rotary engines and gas and oil motors.
In an appendix Mr. Donkin gives the preliminary report

of a committee of the London Institute of Civil Engineers,
which has reached the following conclusions:

"1. That the .statement of the economy of a steam engine in

terms of pounds of feed-water per indicated horse-power per hour,

is undesirable.

"2. That for all purposes, except those of a scientific nature, it

is desirable to state the economy of a steam engine in terms of

the thermal units required per indicated horse-power per hour (or

per minute), and that if possible the thermal units required per

brake horse-powei' should also be given.

"3. That for scientific purposes the thermal units that would

be required by a perfect steam engine, working under the same

conditions as the actual engine, should also be stated.

"The proposed method of statement is applicable to engines us-

ing superheated steam as well as to those using saturated steam,

and the objection to the use of the number of pounds of feed-

wa'iei-, which contain more or less thermal units according to con-

ditions, is obviated, while there is no more practical difficulty in

obtaining the thermal units per indicated horse-power per hour

tlian there is in arriving at the pounds of feed-water.

"For scientific purposes the difference in the thermal units per

indicated hoi-se-power, required by the perfect steam engine and

by the actual engine, shows the loss due to imperfections in the

actual engine.

'.'A further great advantage of the proposal i.s that the ambig-

uous 'efficiency' is not required."

Mr. Donkin adds in a second appendix a numlser of sug-

gestions as follows:

"1. Percentage of Water in Cylinders.—The best way of repre-

senting graphically the percentage of water in the cylinder of any-

steam engine after cut-off is a subject well worth considering. If

possible, it should be on the same base line as the indicator dia-

gram.
"2. 'Cards.'—The word 'cards' should, in the writer's opinion,

be abandoned in all future reports and discussions on this sub-

ject, and the words 'indicator diagrauis' always substituted for

it. In taking diagrams from steam engines, no 'cards' are or

ever have been used.

"3. Steam Engine Indicators, also Gas and Oil Engine Indica-

tors.—The public should know the opinion of this society as to the

best types to be used in view of the various speeds (from fifty to

five hundred revolutions per minute), and the temperatures of

saturated or superheated -steam or gas in these motors.

"4. Indicator Springs.—A standard method of testing indica-

tor springs hot in their indicators. Should such be recommended
by the committee?

"5. Position of Indicators on Cylinders of Motors.—Attention

and advice should be given on the question of placing an indica-

tor, whether on a vertical or a horizontal cylinder. The two ends

of a cylinder should never be joined up by pipes. Each end of

each cylinder should have its own indicator, and each pipe fixed

with as few l)enfls and made as short as possible.

"0. Smoke Scales for CWiservation of the Degree of Smoke
every two minutes during a ten hour test.—As the question of

smoke and its prevention is likely to come with increasing prom-
sniokc- liy smoke scales, and standardizmg the observations made
on it, sliould. the writer thinks, be dealt with by a committee. The
best metliod hitherto proposed is probably that suggested by Pro-

fessor Ringelmann with five standard smoke scales, and pub-
lished in November last in the 'Engineering News.'

"7. Power Required for Driving the Engines Themselves.—
When engines are tested, whether using steam, gas or oil, they
sliould. whenever possible, be Indicated when driving themselves
«nly, and this information should be added in all tests.

"8. Leakage.—Pistons and valves should be tested for leakage
of steam or steam and water, wherever possible.

"9. Temperature of Cylinder Walls.—The temperature of the

cast iron cylinder and cover walls should be more often taken in

scientific tests, with the best electrical in.struments now availalile.

inence before municipal authorities, the best way of representing
The paper by Professors Callander and Nicholson (read before
London Institute Civil Engineers this winter) can be referred to

as the best on this subject. The temperature of cylinder walls is

of great importance as having a large influence on the conden-
sation of steam.

"10. Steam Jackets.—Whenever any parts of cylinders or re-

ceivers are jacketed with steam, a small pressure gauge, pre-
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vinnsly clipckcd. sliniild ho fixed ou each jiu-ki'l. to dotcniiine tlio

:iitii:il iircssiirc iil' stc.-uii, A snmll ti'll-talc (Uiarlcr-iiicli ciick,

openins into tlie I'lifiiiic-lioiisp. should also l>i' pi-Dvlded on the

same gajto fittings to enable the engineer to see whethci- air.

steam or water comes out wlien the cock is turned on. In im-

portant tests such cocks should lie Hxed at the lowest and highest

jitirts of each steam jacket."

HOSE BRIDGES FOR CHICAGO FIRES.

Wlien a fire occurs in the down town district, in Cliicag-Q,

on one of the surface loops all the lines of the company us-

inS' that loop are m danger of bein.tj tied up for a long

period. Crossover switches are placed on the trunk lines

before they come to the loops but this provision is inade-

quate for the lar^e numlier of cars. The street car tracks

FIG. I.—HOSE BRIDGE FOR ELECTRIC LINES.

are more often blockaded by the liose lines than from the

burning building or any other cause.

The hose bridge used by the North Chicago Street

Railroad Company for the trolley tracks resembles the

bridges which are in service in many other cities. It is

shown in Fig. i, and consists of a 2-in. oak plank on either

side bound with 3-16-in. strap iron. Four semi-circular holes

are cut to accommodate four lines of hose. Tie rods are

spaced at intervals to hold the bridge to the proper gage.

The bridge is about 18 ft. over all and the inclines are such

as to permit the cars to pass over it easily.

It has been a much more difficult problem to design a

suitable bridge for the cable tracks. The latest one, which
has been perfected by Superintendent F. L. Fuller, is

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The legs of the tripods are 21 ft.

lines of hose, any number less than nine, are placed in the

bridge and a tripod set on each side of the tracks. A block
and tackle is attached to an eye bolt in the ape.\ of each
tripod and the bridge with its load of hose is drawn up to

the proper height. This whole operation can be performed
by three men in less than eight minutes. The particular ad-

vantage of this bridge is that the lines of hose when filled

with water can be lifted into place, which would be a very

difficult thing to do with almost any other form.

Two of these bridges are kept in the barn at the rear of

the general offices. In the office is located a city fire alarm

:

and as soon as the gong sounds the location of the fire is

determined. If the fire is a serious one the wrecking
wagon is sent to the barn and the bridges, which are sus-

pended overhead, are let down into the wagon and cpiickly

dispatched to the proper point. Although designed es-

pecially for cable cars the trolley cars pass under it by
drawing down the trolley pole. As one fire is liable to
blpckade nearly all the cars of a system this bridge will save
its cost many times over during one emer.gency.

OPENING FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN
CUBA.

Wilfrid Skaife, discussing the "Future Industrial Oppor-
tunities in Cuba" in the current number of the "Engineer-
ing Magazine" says: "No electric roads exist in Cuba at

the present time, but their immediate institution may be
looked for. It is a singular fact that the travel on the vari-

ous coasting steamers, on the vessels running up the small

rivers, on the railroads, and on the few 'busses' that run
to the suburbs of the larger towns, is very much larger than

one would expect from the apparent nature of the people

and their means. The writer has constantly been surprised

at the over-crowding of these means of travel, and under-

stands, on the best of authority, that the business is a verv

paying one indeed. The rates charged arc usually ex-

orbitant, but the travel goes on even when the possibility of

being dynamited en route adds to the general discomfort.

FIG. 2.—HOSE BRIDGE, NORTH CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD.—FIG. 3.

in length and consist of tubing into the interior of which is

driven a wooden pole. The bridge proper is divided into

two parts each 12 ft. long. The floor is of Js-\n. plank and

the rest of the bridge is constructed of light angle iron. The
two halves fit together and are held in place l)v two long

pins.

The bridge ready to be sent to the fire is shown in Fig. 2.

As soon as it is taken to the scene of operation the two

halves are laid across the tracks and pinned together. The

"The writer traveled last winter on a train with pilot en-

gines in front, an armored car behind, and amid the liveliest

rumors of trouble on the road, and though there were few

first-class passengers, the other cars were filled with people

traveling. God knows why! The extension and improve-

ment of steam railways, opening up the country and givin,g

better service, is sure to be a very paving business in the

future, while there are a number of towns in which electric

roads could be run to advantage, besides Havana itself.'"
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THE KIDDERMINSTER & STOURPORT
TRAMWAY.

The latest electric railway in England to be put in opera-

tion is the interurban line running between Kidderminster

and Stourport, two cities of about 25,CK}0 and 4,000 in-

habitants. In reference to this road the "Electrical Re-

view/' of London, says:

The Kidderminster and Stourport line is not an extensive one,

liut it is of special interest and importance at the present mo-

ment, because, since the American invasion, it may be eonsid-

ere<l the first line erected by British manufacturers. The steam

plant,- generators, cars, motors, overhead wire and material all

have been made in this counitry and Iho Brush Electrical En-

sineering Company, the principal contractor, is to be congratu-

lated, not only upon the successful completion of the line, but

also because it had the good sense to copy some of the best

features of American practice.

The British Electric Traction Company, the largest street

*---
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power station, one of 78,000 c. m. and one of 305,000 c. m.

cross section. They consist of stranded cables, lead cover-

ed and armored and buried in the ground to a depth of 18

in. The feeder boxes, shown in Fig. 4, are 4 ft. 8 in. high

and are placed on tiie posts supporting the section insula-

tors. Each contains two main knife switches in connection

with a bus bar, from whicli there are two cut-out fuses

which feed bofh ways on the double trolley wire. The feed-

er switches each have a capacity of 400 amperes and each

of the four section switches can carry 50 amperes.

The power house is located between the Stour river and

the Worcestershire canal, being about a mile from the Kid-

derminster terminus and ^y2 miles from Stourport. In the

boiler room there are two water tube boilers, each having

1,218 sq. ft, of heating surface. A Green fuel economizer

of 120 tubes has been installed. Two vertical compound

engines, Fig. 5, are direct connected to six-pole 550-volt

generators, each having a normal output of loO k. w. but

capable of easily carrying an overload of one-third. The

engines are the "Universal'" side crank type. having cylinders

of 20 and 30 in. in diameter and 12 in, stroke. The engines
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DECISION ON DYNAMO REGULATION.

Victory for Siemads-Halske Company.

An ini]«)rt;int decision has been given by the Uniteil

States Circuit Court, of the northern district of New York,

in the action lirought by the Edison Electric Light Com-

pany against the E. G. Bernard Company and others. Bas-

ing its action on the Edison patent, of September 19, 1882,

the General Electric Company maintained that the claims

covered the regulation of dynamos by compound windings.

The suit was defended by the Siemens & Halske Company,

whose many valuable patents would have been put in

jeopardy by an adverse decision. The defense was based on

the Brush patent for an improvement in dynamo-electric

machines, granted July 22, 1879. The suit has been a very

long and expensive one, having been commenced, Decem-

ber 23, 1893, argued February 9, 1898, and finally submitted

to this court, March 9, 1898.

The decision of the court in part was:

Altlioiijili this record ha.s liecii cxpnudc^l Ih'.voikI ronson .nnd

prpcedent, it will be noted that the real issue is one of the

simplest that can arise in a patent cause, viz., whether the pat-

ent is invalidated by a single prior patent?

The best evidence of what the patent covers is (lie patent

itself. It states that it is for "a new and useful improvement

in regulating the generative capacity of dynamo-electric ma-

chines." The claims are tor the dynamo in combination with

translating devices in multiple arc; but as this arrangement

of translators has been well known since 1ST."), invention can-

not be predicated of this element of the combination; indeed

there is no pretense that it can be. If invention can be found at

all it must, therefore, be -'n the dynaipo.

The combination of the first claim contains the following ele-

ments: 1 8mo
1. A dynamo. 2. Transl.ating devices arranged in nuUtiple

arc. .3. Field circuit of constant resist;ince for primarily en-

ergizing the field nmgnet. 4. Another lield circuit whose re-

sistence is varied by the addition and removal of translating

devices.

The elements of the other claims are substantially similar, and

in view of the conclusion reached it is unnecessary to consider

them in detail. Claim 3 differs from the other two, in that the

shunt circuit must be supplied from the main condnctors.

It will be seen that the first claim is not for a dynamo of the

Edison type or for the system of electric lighting ado^ited liy

him, but, on the contrary, that it is broad enough to cover, and

does cover, any dynamo having the described characteristics in

combination with any translators in multiple arc.

The Brush patent relied upon by the defendants was applied

for 17 months before, and was granted one month before, the

earliest date fixed for the alleged Edison invention.

The Brush patent i.s for an improvement in dynamo-electric

machines and has for its ob.ieet the maintenance in such ma-

chines of a magnetic field while the machine is running, whether

the external circuit is closed or open.

Without analyzing the patent in detail, sufiice it to say that

the description is .specific, carefully drawn and clenrly illustrated

by diagrams. The dynamo of the patent is a compound-wound

dynamo having a shtmt and series coil, the former of nigh re-

sistance and the latter of low resistance. In some of the figtires

the series coil is wound over the shunt coil; in others the shunt

is wound over the series, and in another figure the two coils arc

wound on oi)posite ends of the same core. The dynamo is de-

signed to generate and maintain a sufficiently constant electro-

motive force and produce an amount of cnn-ent always corre-

sponding to the amount needed by the devices in the worldng

circuit. Mr. Brush shows his machine in combination with elec-

troplating in multiple arc, and Mr. Edison shows his in combina-

tion with electric lighting in multiple arc. This is the princip.il

distinction Ix-tween the two. If the one multiple-arc circuit be

the equivalent of the other, then it cannot l>e denie<l that every

element of the patent in suit is found .singly and in analogous

congeries in the Brush patent and that they are described there

so as to be more readily understood, at lea.st to the uneducated

lay mind, than in the Edison patent.

Not only is this clear from the Brush patent, but the proof

shows that a number of machines were built pursuant to its di-

rections and were commercially used more than two years prior

to the date of the application for the Edison patent. These ma-

chines exist at the present day. and what is quite remarliable

and almost unique in patent litigation is the fact tliat. in an art

which has progres.se<l with giant strides, machines made nearly

21) years ago are not onl.y oiH'rative, but practically as succK'ssful

as when first built. Two of these working dynamos have been

introduced in evidence, one by the complainant and one by the

defendants. Each is capable of doing tlie .same work ncjw as in

ISSO.

Thf complainant's iiroposition, if sustained, would lead to the

conclusion that Mr. Brush, after having obtained his patent in

which tlie dynamo is described as suitable for an electroidatiug

circuit, could have attached the same dynamo to a well-known

lamp circuit and have obtained another patent for that, and so

on, as often as he changed the character of the translators.

Even though this work recjuired enlargement, ad.justment and

some change in the winding, it would still be a question of de-

gree within the realm of the skilled mechanic.

To restrict the Brush patent to electroplating would be as un-

fair as to restrict Edison's to electric lighting. The one illustrates

his dynamo in connection with the first-named translating de-

vices, and the other with the second-named devices.

But even were there more doubt as to the correctness of the

conclusion reached, the court should still hesitate to enforce ."i

patent in the sixteenth year of its age, and tlius lay the entire

art uiuler tribute, when the public has had a right to a.ssume

tliat such a system as the defendants are using would not lie mo-
lested.

Tlie bill is dismissed.

NOTES FROM ROCHESTER, N. Y.

In the case of the Rochester Railway Company against

the assessors of that city, the referee has rendered a decision

in favor of the railway company. The railway company
raised strenuous objections to having the capital stock of

the company assessed, asserting that as a matter of fact

the stock had no actual value at the time, and should not

have been put upon the rolls at all. The referee found

that the company is entitled to have the assessment upon

its capital stock wholly stricken from the rolls.

Beginning May 15 the Rochester Railway Company re-

sumed the sale of tickets at 5 cents straight instead of six

for 25 cents, as has been its custom for the past year. Rea-

son for the change is given that the increased usage of the

bicycle made an inroad on the compan)''s receipts.

The Rochester Railway Compatiy has perfected a lease

of the Irondequoit Company's Sunimerville line for a period

of 10 years from April 15 last, the agreement being dated

May ID. Tlie Rochester company will pay the lessor $S,ooo

in four installments of $2,000 each. If the earnings exceed

$20,000 a year the lessor will get 50 per cent.

A verdict of $300 has been recovered against the Met-

ropolitan Street Railway, of Kansas City, by an employe

who was injured by over-exerting himself pulling the

"gipsy." The suit was for $10,000.
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A FINE PIECE OF SPECIAL WORK. A SHYSTER DISBARRED.

The New York Switch & Crossing Company, of Hoboken.
N. J., has recently put in place at the new h'ranklin avenue

car house of the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Com-
pany one of the largest pieces of special work ever built.

There are l6 curves leading to the car house tracks, but

as will be seen from the illustration the main track is prac-

tically continuous, there being only one switch tapping it.

This switch leads to auxiliary rails parallel to the main track

rails and 5'4 in., gage to gage, from them, and from the

GENERAL VIEW.

auxiliary track the curves branch off, as shown in the illus-

tration. The main and auxiliary rails are firmlv bolted

together at intervals of 4 ft. with cast iron spacing blocks.

This piece of work is all of 9-in. girder rails with chrome

steel centers bound together with cast iron. In order to

keep the main track unbroken the frogs crossing it are

elevated on the curves so that the wheels can clear the main

rail. It is the intention of the company to extend this sys-

tem of curves by the addition of six more, and provision for

The "I'hiladelphia Evening Telegraph"' published in full

the opinion of the Court of Common Pleas, No. 4, in the

proceeding to disbar Samuel Evans Maires, brought i)y the

censors of the Law Association of Philadelphia, and wc
take from it a few short extracts.

Maires was the attorney of Hesta V. Cook in a damage
suit against the People's Traction Company and the Phila-

delphia Traction Company, in which a verdict for $S,coo was

secured against the latter company. In some proceedings in

the Orphan's Court between the mother of Mrs. Cook (the

plaintiff having died) and the administrator of her estate,

an agreement between Mrs. Henning (the mother of Mrs.

Cook) and Maires was made public, under which Maires

would get $7,000 of the $8,000 when collected.

This a,greement amazed the agent of the Philadelphia

Traction Company, and he investigated several other claims

against the compan)', where the claimants had been repre-

sented by Maires. In one case it was found that Maires had

collected $400, lied to his client and settled with him for $75.

In another one, he collected $500 from the company, told

his client he got but $250 and settled with him for $125.

In another the company paid $200 and the client got $50.

In another he collected $100 and paid the client $20. In

one of two other cases where the company paid $250 the

client got $75, and in tlie other $100. In another Maires

got $75 and the client $25. In all of these the settlement with

the client was secured by telling that the company would

only pay a much smaller amount than he had collected.

The court says in part:

Mr. Miilrp.s' eoustnit-tion of the agreement in .ill these eases is

best given in his own cross-examination. He said that under

the irrevooalile iwwer of attorney he had an equitable assigru-

ment of tlie claim, of so much of the fund as might be obtained;

that he had an interest which under the power of attorney and

agreement gave him the right to sa.v whether the case .should

be settled or not: that wheu his clients wanted to make a set-

tlement he considered it a breach of the agreement with him;

CROSSING, FROGS AND SWITCHES, NEW YORK SWITCH .S- CROSSING CO.

this extension was made by the builders so that the new
curves may be put down without disturbing any of the work

now in place. The illustration shows the type of double

frog for crossing the main and auxiliary tracks, the switches,

etc., used in this work.

in fact that he was a part owner and liad a right lo I'onlnil the

disposition of the case. *****
If we take Mr. Maires' eonslrnetiiin of his agreemenls to be

corrcc-t, and that he had an interest in the various claims en-

trusted to him, then he was a partner with the plaiuliffs, and in

his subsequent dealings with them has been guilty of the modern
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statutory offense of friiudulon+ly coiiverliug pfli-tuoi-ship money.

Either way vre look upon his dealing, as a ehampertor, barretor,

or dishonest partner, we find no mitigation whatever, no excuse

for his conduct.

The cases brought to our attention have given positive proof

of that which is frequently heard in ordinary conversation, that

there are lawyers who make it a business to hunt up litigation

and take cases upon speculation, with the usual result, quarrels

with their clients based upon a dishonest and unfair division of

the moneys recovered. No lawyer with a proper sense of the

dignity of the profession, as well as his own self-respect as a

man, will stoop to such practices as have been laid bare in the

present proceeding. 'Not even death can keep these ghouls of

society at bay; their emissaries invade the house of mourning;

they eniter the hospitals; no place is sacred from their intrusion.

If any more such exist, it is hoped that the board of censors of

the Law Association will continue their laudable efforts until

the offender shall be discovered and driven out of the profession.

The assistant or runner who hunts up these cases is a nuisance

which should be abated. He participates in the spoils, his share

being covered up in the items for investigating, woi'king up cases,

and doing detective work. Perhaps these runners manufacture

testimony, for in at least one of the cases exposed before us

the charge for witness fees is greater than the amount paid to

the only witnesses known to the plaintiff. From the number
of cases of this kind in which Mr. Maires appears we are led

to believe that much of his business was obtained in this ini

proper way.

Some criticism was made upon the action of the Philadelphia

Traction Company, Mr. Brown, the counsel for Mrs. Hcnniug,

and the censors of the Law Association. In reply thereto it

should be said, as it is due to them to say, that their action in

this matter has been highly commendable, although exceedingly

disagreeable and wearisome. The censors of the I^aw A.ssocia-

tion occupied many mouths in the preliminary inquiry before

applying for the present rule. They gave Mr. Maires notice of

their meetings, so that he was present, by himself and counsel,

and knew everything which was being testitied. He was not

taken unawares nor by surprise. Nor was anything alleged

against him here in court of which he did not have previous

and full notice so that he could be prepared to meet the charges.

Upon the facts as developed before us, we are constrained to

say that Mr. Maires is unfit to be continued longer as a mem-
ber of the bar of this court, and that an order will be made strik-

ing his name from the roll thereof. A certified copy of this

order will be sent to the Courts of Common Pleas, the Orphans'

Court, and the Court of Oyer and Terminer and Quarter Ses-

sions of this county.

RAIL BENDING MACHINE.

The rail bending machine shown in the half tone is in

successful operation in the repair shops of the Chicago City

Railway Company. It is the design of C. E. Moore and

was built entirely in the shops. There are three standard

sizes of rails in service and no part of the repair or con-

struction work was more tedious and laborious than bend-

ing rails for curves, but this machine has made it a very easy

and simple operation.

In the line drawing the jack shaft, gearing and foundation

of the machine are represented. The two outer of the three

pulleys to the left are loose, but the middle pulley is keyed

to the shaft. Two belts run from the shop shafting, one

straight and the other twisted so that by the use of the belt

shifters the inachine c^n be run either forward or back.

The small bevel gear at the end of the pulley shaft meshes

with the gear on the vertical shaft which reduces the speed

to one third. Upon the upper end of the vertical shaft is

the driving roll of the iriachine.

The machine as a whole is quite simple and consists of

few parts. The frame is a box shaped casting weighing

7,200 lbs. and has bearings for three rolls. The driving

roll has already been mentioned and the other two are

idlers, and the three are located with reference to each

other at the angles of an isosceles triangle. The driving

roll is keyed to the vertical shaft, the upper bearing of which

is in a- cap which is bolted to the frame of the machine.

When the rolls are to be changed the nuts are removed, the

cap lifted ofif and the roll taken from the shaft and another

SECTION OF PORTION UNDER FLOOR.

keyed on. The two idler rolls have bearings in two jaws

which are moved horizontally in guides with the frame.

For the adjustment of each of the jaws there are two 3-in.

square threaded screws. Each screw turns in a large

brass nut which is a bushing through the frame casting.

Any desired curve can be obtained by adjusting the posi-

tion of these two idle rolls with reference to the driver or

fixed roll. The shaft for each idle roll has only a half bear-

ing and can be easily removed by pushing the jaw to the

inner end of the guide and removing a pin.

With the jaws fixed in one position the rail will pass

through and be an arc of a true circle, but by adjusting and

running the rail forward and back any desired curve can be

obtained. A compound curve cannot be made without the

substitution of another set of rolls, but there is no occasion

for such a curve in track work. The two rolls at the right

in the picture are for a different sized rail from those in the

RAIL BENDING ROLLS.

machine. The rolls are made of cast iron and are turned

up to fit the outline of the rail. The whole machine is

pivoted on the vertical or driving shaft as this was made

necessary to avoid the posts supporting the second floor of

the shop when 60-ft. rails are being rolled. A rail which Is

being rolled makes a speed of 40 ft. a minute. The whole

machine complete weighs about five tons.

To support the rail while it is passing through the rolls,

trucks, each having a single pivoted wheel, will be clamped

to each end of the rail.
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WATER POWER PLANT AT KIOTO, JAPAN.

Japan was opened to western influence very largely

through the treaty with the United States which was negoti-

ated by Commodore Perry in 1854. Since that time, and

jjarticularly in the last 30 years, the country has developed

in a manner which is without parallel in history. Two years

ago she engaged in a war and it was conducted upon princi-

ples imbibed from European intercourse; in this war she

was victorius and there is as a result a new power in the

Pacific which in the future must be reckoned with. This

is not true in a military and naval sense only, but in the

ci-)nmiercial field also are the western peoples beginning

to feel the results of that foresighted policy which has for

the last quarter of a century sent the young men of the

country to England and America to be educated.

Among the many excellent things which the island coun-

try has adopted, by no means the least is electricity. The

earliest electric lighting plant, an Edison plant, was in-

stalled in 1888 in the palace of the Mikado at Tokio. It

is by means of electricity that the value of one of the most

remarkable feats of modern engineering was measurably

enlianccd, and the inhabitants of Kioto, the former sacred

city of the Mikado, now read their daily newspapers, by

the light of the incandescent and arc lamps and ride throiTgh

its streets on trolley cars.

The operation of a system of electric street railways in

Kioto, is the culmination of the great engineering work

just referred to—the utilization of the waters of Lake Biwa.

This work has excited the interest of engineers the world

over.

Lake Biwa, with a superficial area of 500 square miles in

the shape of the Japanese harp—"Biwa"— lies some 6 miles

from Kioto, beyond two ranges of hills, the larger known

as the Nagarayama, the smaller as Hi-no-oka-ama. Through

Kioto runs a water way, known as the Kaniogawa, by which

boats can pass through the city to tide water at Osaka bay.

Lake Biwa lies 150 ft. above Kamogawa and the junction

of the two seemed so naturally destined that so far back

as the twelfth century projects for bringing the upper waters

to the lower were presented; but not until the conservatism

of old Japan with its duplicate emperors and its feudal sys-

tem were abolished could the project receive that con-

sideration which the necessity of assimilating European

ideas compelled.

In 1882, II years only after the abolition of feudalism,

S. Tanabe, a student in the engineering section of the Im-

perial University, selected as the subject of his graduating

tliesis the construction of canals joining Lake Biwa to

Kioto. The subject was very thoroughly treated—the depth

of the canal was laid out sufficient to float the boats on Biwa

and fall sufficient to allow of the utilization of the water at

Kiota for power, as well as for irrigation, fire and sanitary

purposes. Tliis thesis excited the attention of the Govern-

ment. The proposal came at a very opportune moment,

and the work was undertaken in 1885 and carried out on

the lines laid down by Mr. Tanabe. It was concluded in

1890.

The canal has a total length of 678 miles and is divided

into two sections. The longer is 5J/4 miles long, and car-

ries the waters of Biwa through the hills to the suburbs of

the town. The shorter one connects the suburbs to the

center of the city where it connects with the Kamogawa
waterway.

The first part of the canal runs from the Lake to the

Nagarayama hills, a distance of 600 yds. Through these it

passes in a tunnel 12,680 yds. long, and continues in the

open another 4,837 yds. to the Hi-no-oka-ania. Through
this range it passes in tunnels 137 yds. and 934 yds., respect-

ively, tmtil it reaches the head of the incline.

The constant flow in the canal, available for power and

irrigation is 300 cu. ft. of water per second, of which 250

cu. ft. is devoted to power purposes, while the remainder is

diverted into another canal for irrigation purposes.

Between the canals is a dilTerence in level of 150 ft. As
first laid out locks were to be employed, but this plan was

changed and an inclined plane railroad substituted. This

is 1,800 ft. long with a gradient of I in 15. This railroad

is operated by means of a cable having a cradle car at each

end. When a boat is to be sent down from Biwa to Kamo-

ELECTRIC CAR IN KIOTO, JAPAN.

gawa, it is slid on the cradle and dropped down to the lower

canal. Here it is poled of? and the cradle car is then ready

to receive another boat for elevation to the upper canal

and the waters of the lake. When the cars are started, i.e.,

one from the lower canal and the other up the short reverse

incline at the top, the 50 h. p. motor operating the cable is

fully loaded but when the car reaches the main incline the

boats are balanced and the load on the motor reduced to

5 h. p.

At the time the canal was projected the possibility of

utilizing the power which the diiiference in level would give,

was confined to the employment of water wheels. Before

the conclusion of the work, however, the experiments in

power transmission by electricity made in America and

Europe had aroused attention in Japan, and the use of elec-

tricity was decided upon if the reports of Messrs. Tanabe

and Takagi, who were sent over to study the question,

should turn out satisfactory. The report proving favorable,

very complete electrical equipment was ordered from

America. This water power electrical transmission com-

pleted in 1891, was not only the first in Japan, but also one

of the first of the notable ones in the world.
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The ])ii)L' line consists of three pipes each 35J/2 in. i"

diameter and 1,376 ft. long. The power house is not placed

at tiie foot of the incline, but some 400 ft. from the bottom,

in a large pit excavated for the purpose. The water wheels

are of Peltoii manufacture, and there are now 20 in the

station, placed in rows on each side of the tail race, which

runs through tlie center. These wheels are of 120 h. p. each

under a head of 100 ft., and are 8 ft. in diameter. They are

controlled by ball governors and deflecting Pelton nozzles.

In addition to the 2,400 h. p. in the Pelton wheels, 600 h. p.

more is available in the length of Kamogawa. This has five

locks at eac'h of which a 120-h. p. turbine will be located,

when the demand for power warrants the extension.

The station is built in steps, the wheels occupying the

lowermost, the countershafts the intermediate ones and the

dynamos the top. The wheels are belled to the counter-

shafts and these in turn are belted to the generators.

The electrical equipment, first started in July 1891, with

two Edison 80-k. w., 500-volt machines, now consists of a

number of generators giving current as follows: 435 k. w.

direct current at 500 volts. 250 k. w. single-phase alternat-

ing current at 1,000 and 2,000 volts. 240 k. w. two-phase al-

ternating current at 2,000 volts. 240 k. w. three-phase al-

ternating current at 2,000 volts.

The Kioto Canal Power Company, or the Sui-Ri-Jini-

usho, operates the power transmission and distribution.

Previous to the completion of the work the Kioto Electric

Liglit Company had started a three wire electric lighting

installation, with four Edison dynamos. The authorities

have decided that the Power Company should control the

distribution of the current for power purposes, and the

Electric Light Company that for lighting purposes, the for-

mer arranged to install the single phase alternators in its

station.

The canal Power Company is now furnishing current to

1,000 h. p. in motors operating cotton mills, etc., and is en-

gaged on the installation of some 700 h. p. additional. Its

latest development is the establishment of an electric street

railway system in Kioto. This is a trolley system on purely

American lines. The service is carried out by 26 cars, each

equipped with two G. E. 800 motors, and K2 controllers.

The overhead system is carried in places on span wires, in

others on brackets. The rails are of American manufacture

bonded with Chicago rail bonds.

IMPROVED PORTLAND CEMENT.

At a recent meeting of the Western Society of Engineers,

John W. Dickinson read a paper upon "Improved Port-

land Cement," of which the following is a short abstract.

A perfect Portland cement is a product consisting of an

intimate mixture of lime and clay-bearing materials, witli

the elements in exact and perfect proportions and free from

any deleterious or even adulterating substances, all burned

to a perfect clinker and the clinker ground to an absolute

flour. Should the raw materials, even if of perfect com-
position, not be in a finely divided state or not intimately

mixed, the chemical union of the diflferent elements which

should be accomplished by heat, is impossible, and the re-

sulting product is simply calcined clay or calcined lime and
not unground Portland cement as it should be, and it would

be immaterial how finely such so-called clinker was ground,

it could never be Portland cement.

Marked improvement has been made in the last few years

in the preparation of the raw materials. Instead of going

to the kilns in a coarse, unmixed condition and with the

different elements varying from 3 to 5 per cent as was the

former practice, and unfortunately is today in many mills,

such precision is used in the best mills, that the raw ma-

terials are brought to a condition approaching impalpabili-

ty, then thoroughly mi.xed and by the use of improved

methods and competent supervision, the proportion of the

chemical elements, viz.: lime, silica and alumina, are so con-

trolled that the variation never exceeds J/2 of I per cent.

Great advance has also been made in burning. Bear in

mind that the lime and silica in a Portland cement must

all be chemically combined by heat, and to effect this com-

bination, a great heat is necessary when the fluxing ele-

ments, alumina and iron, are kept at their proper minimum,

and no product of the kilns that has not been thoroughly

cindered and consequently chemically combined should be

used with the clinker making the finished cement, and it is

safe to state that owing to the improved process of burning

adopted in the past few years, the proportion of underburnt

material coming from the kilns has been reduced from 25

per cent to 30 per cent, to less than 5 per cent, and in some

cases the product of the kilns is invariably perfect clinker.

The higher the percentage of combined lime the stronger

the cement, and owing to the improved methods employed

both in preparation of raw material and in burning, the

lime has been increased from about 55 per cent of the total

to an average of 60 per cent, and in a few cases the entire

process is so perfect that 65 per cent of lime is successfully

incorporated.

But it is probably in the matter of grinding that the great-

est advance has been made. Perfect clinker is sufficiently

hard to scratch glass, and it is evident to anyone that will

take two pieces of clinker, say the size of large diamonds,

and wet the surfaces, that on putting them together no bond

will result. Now, if we break up one of these pieces and

attempt to cement together even the smaller particles, wl
find that these are no more cement than the larger pieces.

By taking the residue on the 50—100 and 200 sieve, it will

be fotuid that the so-called cement represented by such resi-

due is equally inert. Some investigators have reported

slight strengths from the residue obtained by taking the in-

termediate of the 150 and 200 sieve, but I am positive that

the strength thus obtained was wholly owing to the cement

flour that adhered as dust to Ihe coarse particles.

By improved grinding machinery 85 per cent of flour is

secured, instead of only 60 per cent, as was the case 10 years

ago. As adobe was superceded by lime, lime by natural

cement, natural cement by Portland, so have the coarsely

ground bicalcic-silicate Portlands of 10 years ago been

practically supplanted by the fine-ground tricalcic-silicate

cements.

Cement work suiifers more from careless and mischievous

attacks during the first month than in any future twelve,

so the quicker a cement sidewalk, floor, or foundation is

hard and out of danger of attack from any source, the bet-

ter, and it has been the aim of the American manufacturer

to produce a cement that will get its maximum strength in

the shortest possible time.
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Data were submitted showing tlie relative strength of an

American and of imported Portland cements as determined

by several engineers, and they showed in every case the

marked superiority of the former.

In the lines of improvement mentioned, viz.:

1. Better preparation and more accurate mixing of the

raw materials.

2. Uniform and complete incinderation.

3. By fine grinding.

This country has taken the foremost position, equalling

at least in the first jiarticular any other country and in the

second and third easily leading the world.

In the discussion a number of points were brought out.

The boiling test is the most accurate in determining

soundness and stability. Any cement that will remain in-

tact in boiling water for eight or ten hours is permanent,

and there is not the slightest possibility of any cement

standing this test ever showing any but the fluctuations in

test due to climatic and other conditions, even as natural

rock, which must be presumed to have attained the maxi-

mum strength, varies at different times.

In the present specifications, of architects at least, the

requirements are based upon the kind of cement used 10 or

20 years ago, when concrete made of. say, one part cement,

three parts sand, and three of crushed stone was satisfac-

tory. With the better grades of German and American

Portlands, it is believed that one part cement and four or

five parts sand, and four or five parts of crushed stone to

one of mortar is sufficient.

Reference was made to the slag cements and some in-

stances of their use in foundation and wall work under try-

ing conditions and with satisfactory results.

TUNNEL EXCAVATING MACHINE.

The work of constructing the tunnels of the London Cen-

tral Railway, which are now nearing completion, has been

materially advanced by the use of an excavating machine,

especially designed for the purpose. The rotary cutters

failed in hard clay soils containing chalk and large stones,

and a new cutter was constructed by the contractors, Wal-

ter Scott & Co., and described in "Engineering" of London.

It was essential that the machine be able to excavate

can be withdrawn so that hand work can at once be resumed

whenever conditions demand it; and it must be so construct-

ed that the direction of the shield can be controlled and the

lines and bevels conveniently checked.

A side view of the machine is here given. It runs on a

track 6 ft. 3 in. gage with an opening beneath it 5 ft. 8 in.

high, sufficiently large to admit the small cars used in con-

veying the earth to the surface. A 25-h. p. motor is mounted
at the back end of tlie carriage and connected to the shaft-

ing by a worm and gear, driving the endless chain, raising

and lowering the cutters and propelling the carriage. As
the excavating buckets run at a comparatively high rate of

speed, especial care has to be given to the feed. All the lev-

ers and wheels for the control of the machine are within

easy reach of the operator, who stands on a small platform

at the side of the machine. The bucket ladder is fitted with

a screw extension device for tightening up the bucket chain.

The buckets are really scrapers and each has four or five

teeth, placed alternately, chisel-shaped and fitting into re-

cesses cast in the back of the buckets. Cast steel was first

used in these buckets, but as one or two were broken, gun-

metal has since been employed with better results.

In operation, the excavator is brought up to the face and

scrapes out all that it can reach in a space i8to24 in. beyond

the front of the shield; the area covered being shown in the

accompanying diagram. The machine is then run back 10

or 12 ft. clear of the face and the shield is pumped forward,

the cutting-edge bringing down the earth not touched by

the excavator. This insures a clean cut and no cavities.

The iron lining is next erected and bolted up and the ex-

cavator is again set to work. While the machine is not as

large or heavy as experience shows would be desirable, the

only stoppages have been due to the breaking of buckets.

As it is, the saving over hand-labor is very considerable, and

an average advance of three 2oin. rings is made in 10 hours,

with eight men at the face, including the machine operator.

A PECULIAR ACCIDENT.

May 26 a workman on the South Side Elevated, Chicago,

dropped a tool which made electrical connection between

the third rail and a large gas pipe carried on the structure.

A hole was burned in the pipe and the gas ignited. The fire

department was called out and traffic between the down-

town terminus and 33d street was blocked for over two

TUNNEL EXCAVATING MACHINE, LONDON CENTRAL RAILWAY.

through beds of hard clay, chalk formation and not be dam-

aged by large boulders; the earth must be delivered at a

height sufficient to drop it into cars; it must not form an

obstacle to any other tunneling processes, and such that it

hours. The wiring in several cars was burned out and the

cars set on fire. A few days previous to this another one of

the cars was set on fire by arcing in a portion of the electri-

cal equipment.
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Chairman C. N. Duffy, of the permanent committee of

the Accountants' Association on "A Standard System of

Accounts," together with his associate members are steadily

working on their big undertaking. In order to secure ad-

ditional data to work on and guide the committee, the fol-

lowing letter is issued which deserves not only the care-

ful study of every manager and accountant, but a prompt

and full response. The deluge of demands upon the 'time

and attention of officials often leads them to neglect ap-

peals of this kind, with which they fully intended to com-

ply, and it is urged that the importance of this work de-

serves an immediate and special recognition. The com-

mittee is exceptionally strong and well qualified for the

task they have consented to assume, and were it simply

a matter of personal compensation we know no one of them

would undertake it for anything short of a very large

amount. As a matter of fact the street railway interests

of the country could well afford to pay $io,oqo rather than

not have this work done. The several gentlemen, however,

are freely giving their time and labor and experience with-

out any hope of personal remuneration, and purely for the

general good to all. Hence we repeat, the appeal of the

committee, not for money, but for a little information, de-

serves the unqualified assistance of every road, for every

company in the country will be benefitted by the results.

The letter referred to is as follows:

St. Louis, May 20, i8y8.

Dear Sir: The permanent committee of the Street Rail-

way Accountants' Association of America, on "A Stand-

ard System of Accounts" begs leave to acknowledge the

receipt of your reply to the circular postal card of W. B.

Brockway, secretary, sent out Jan. 15, 1898, relative to the

adoption of the standard system of accounting, as recom-

mended by the association at the convention held in Niagara

Falls, N. Y., October 19-22, 1897, which reply was for-

warded to the committee by Secretary Brockway for the

use of the committee.

From the 31 replies received by Secretary Brockway, it

would appear that the standard system as reconmiended by

the Niagara convention is, in the main, satisfactory, and

in its general features very closely conforms to the system

used by the different street railway companies, which are

members of the Accountants' Association. This, together

with the fact that a number of street railway companies,

some of them the largest in the country, put the standanl

system as recommended by the Accountants' Association

into practical operation, on January i, 1898, and have found

it practical, and in the main satisfactory, although there

is room for improvement in many of the minor details, may
be regarded as a cause for congratulation by the Account-

ants' Association, and is the first practical step taken to

have a standard system of street railway accounting adopted

and used.

Some of the members were good enough to point out

objections to the standard system, giving their objections

in detail and their reasons for the same, together with some

ideas and suggestions of their own. This is the kind of

criticism and assistance that the committee stands most

in need of. With that end in view, we call upon you 10

co-operate with the committee and give us the benefit ol

your ideas and experience, with svich criticism as you may
see fit to make, as it is our ambition to do all in our power

to perfect the standard system recommended by the Ac-

countants' Association, secure its adoption and use by every

member of the association, and have it endorsed and ap-

proved by the officials of every state in the United States

who exercise any supervision over the books and accounts

of street railway companies in their respective states.

Will you kindly assist the committee by replying to the

following questions, so that we may have your reply on or

before July i, 1898:

1. Has your company adopted the standard system of

accounts?

2. Has your company found the standard system practi-

cal and satisfactory?

3. Has your company found objections to the standard

system; if so, please state them in detail.

4. What suggestions can you offer or what criticisms

can you make to perfect the standard system?

5. On what date did your company put the standard sys-

tem into operation?

6. On what date does the fiscal year of your compan\

close?

7. Do the state officials of your state exercise any super-

vision over the books and accounts of your company?

8. If your company has not adopted the standard system,

has the matter been considered at all?

Your prompt reply will be gratefully appreciated by the

committee and will materially aid it in the work.

Very respectfully,

C. N. Duffy,

Wm. F. Ham,

J. F. Calderwood,

H. L. Wilson,

H. J. D.wn-s,

Conmiittee.

Please address all communications to C. N. Duffy, 3820

Easton avenue, St. Louis.

Mr. Duffy advises us further that Henry F. Billings, chief

clerk to the Railroad Commissioners of Connecticut, has

signified to Elmer H. White, of -the Hartford Street Rail-

way, that he will be present at the next meeting of the Com-

mittee.
-•-

Two verdicts, one for $5,000 and one for $8,000, were

recently recovered against the South Covington & Cincin-

nati Street Railway Company in one week.

A Brooklyn motorman fainted when he ran his car over

what he thought was a man on the track, which proved to

be a duni'nv of strav/.
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THE LARGEST STORAGE BATTERY
INSTALLATION.

The conditions governing the installation of a storage

ba:ttery in a central station are similar whether the current

be used for lighting, power or street railway purposes. The

functions of the battery are tliat it shall be a voltage regu-

lator and act as a reservoir giving an economic load for the

generating machinery and returning the energy to the cir-

cuit when most needed. A problem presented itself to the

Chicago Edison Company, which has demanded the atten-

tion of many street railway managers, viz., at a certain time

in the day there was a peak in the load requiring more cur-

rent than could be efificiently generated at the stations. The

alternative lay between the addition of more engines and

dynamos or a storage battery. >.

In the winter time the peak of the load comes on about

4:45 p. ni. lasting from J4 to ij4 hours and being I2,0Cxd

amperes above the normal load. This maximum in the down

town district increased from 36,000 amperes in 1896 to

44,000 amperes in 1897 and will reach 55,000 amperes this

coming winter. The arrangement of the stations and the

distributing system was very favorable to the installation

of a battery, both financially and from the standpoint of its

effectiveness. The battery installed is the largest in the

world, and has a capacity of 22,400 ampere-hours at an 8

hour rate and will be able to discharge 11,000 amperes for

about 1 54 hours. It consists of 166 cells, 60 of which are

end cells, 83 on each side of the three wire system. This

large number of end cells is required to meet the wide con-

ditions of pressure. The battery is called upon to deliver

140 volts on each side at the end of discharge and in case

of an emergency to deliver current at the maximum of 120

volts on each side when fully charged. Each cell contains

END CELLS IN BATTERY ROOM.

87 plates, type "H" made by the Electric Storage Battery

Company, of Philadelphia. The positive plates are of the

standard Manchester type and are 15 "4 by 32 in. Each

tank is 21J/2 in. wide by ygji in. long by 43^ in. high and

weighs 6,200 lbs. The total weight of the battery exclusive

of conductors is 1,029,200 lbs. The tanks are constructed

of 2 in. ash lined with 5-lb. sheet lead. Each tank is sup-

ported on 10 double petticoat insulators resting on tiles

laid on the acid proof floor.

The current is carried from the Harrison street station

to 139 Adams street, the site of the original plant, over a

trunk line 3,500 ft. in length and then distributed. The
old Adams street site was therefore a very favorable point

for a battery installation, since a large trunk line investment

REAR PORTION OF BATTERY ROOM.

was avoided. Moreover, the center of load of tjie system
has been gradually moving farther away from 139 Adams
street, so that for good regulation at time of maximum load

in winter with feeders varying from 800 to 3,000 ft. in

length, either a booster system or a large outlay in cop-

per had to be considered.' The battery is k.cated in the base-

ment of the office building of the company at 139 Adams
street. Precautions were taken to see if the footings of

the columns supporting the floors above would be sufficient

to sustain the weight of a duplicate installation in the future.

New footings were necessary and the building temporarily

was shored up. The question of permanency in every de-

tail was the first consideration as the size of the installation

and the limited area and head room made alterations in the

future out of the question.

The matter of sub-drainage, surface drainage, supports
for the cells, as the building is not piled and is on soft

ground, the floor and protection of the columns and iron

beams supporting the upper floors of the building and the

ventilation, were most carefully investigated. A sub-drain-

age system of 3-in. tile pipes laid in concrete was installed

and surface drainage lead pipe laid in sand draining several

lead lined sumps and both draining into a large sump at the

extreme south end of the room, which is emptied by a lead

lined centrifugal pump and discharged to the sewer.

To prevent settling five 4-in. I beams were laid cross-

wise under the cells, the space between being filled with

concrete. Over this a few courses of tarred felt were laid.

The floor is of vitrified shale tile, 10x11x2 in. laid in a

mixture of 70 per cent of asphalt and 30 per cent of coal

tar. The bottoms of the columns are encased in lead. The
columns were carefully cleaned, then treated with a galvanic

varnish and afterwards encased in wire lathing and covered

with an alkaline cement plaster and then covered with a
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coating of aiiti-aciil iiaint. All uf the walls and i-cilings are

treated with the same plaster and are rendered impervious

to acid fumes.

For ventilation two ducts on opposite sides were run the

entire length of the room, one for blowing in fresh air, the

mmumim

VENTILATING DUCTS IN BATTERY ROOM.

other for exhausting. This affords several cioss currents of

air and effectually removes the gases which are conveyed to

the roof and blown to the outer air.

The end cells are connected to the end cell switches by

lead covered copper bars 6xj4 in., supported by insulators

resting on iron girders strung between the columns of the

building. The main connection of the battery consists of

two copper conductors .giving a sectional area of 6 sq. in.

The lead coating of the copper is a special feature which

FEEDER AND STORAGE BATTERY SWITCHBOARDS.

renders the copper impervious to the action of the acid and

gases.

There are three end cell switches on each side of the sys-

tem. These switches have 30 points and are capable of

carrying 2,750 amperes each. The connection between the

30 contacts and the bus bar of the switch is made by a

laminated copper brush travelling on a screw operated by

a yi-h. p. series motor. These motors are put into operation

liy push buttons on the controlling switchboard, but are

stopped automatically when the brush reaches the mid point

on the contact block by an automatic device which breaks

the motor circuit and short circuits the armature. The

method insures the positive action of the end cell switch

without Tequiring attention of the sri'itchboard operator.

These switches are provided with a hand wheel for hand

operation if desired. The gear wheels are provided so that

the three switches can be geared together and operated as

one switch, thus giving a capacity of 8,250 amperes on each

side of tlie system.

The controlling board is connected to the bus bars of the

end cell switches by 12 cables of 1,500,000 c. m. each. On
the controlling board there are three single pole switches for

each end cell switch enabling it to be connected to either

the main, auxiliary or charging buses. Each end cell switch

has an indicator on the controlling panel operated me-

chanically by light shafting and gearing which shows the

operator the exact position of the traveling brush on the

end cell switch at all times. On each panel of the board

there is a 30 point voltmeter switch connected to a low

reading voltmeter, which enables the operator to take the

voltage of the end cell switches.

One of the important features in connection with the bat-

tery installation is the method of charging without the use

of boosters, which are ordinarily employed. The method

of charging this battery is to operate a pair of 200-k. w. ma-

chines in the Harrison street station at about 180 volts,

which is the voltage required for charging, and send the cur-

rent over a portion of the trunk line to the battery station.

The voltage regulation of the dynamos being effected by an

automatic control of the field resistance by means of small

motors, which are, controlled by the operator in the battery

station at Adams street, small lead covered cables being run

from Adams to Harrison street connecting with the motors

controlling the field boxes. These generators which are

used for charging are not generators specially made for

the purpose, but are the same ones which at otlTer periods

of the day are used to feed into the main bus bar of the

station, thus saving an investment of about $15,000 in

boosters as well as providing a system of charging, which

is very much more economical than the one in which

boosters are employed.

The battery will be kept in circuit at all times during the

day time in summer, keeping the engines at the central

station working at the most economical point, the battery

being ready at any time to take care of any sudden in-

crease in load which may occur in the system, as well as

taking care of the peak in winter time, for which purpose it

was primarily purchased. By maintaining the battery on

the circuit continuously the necessity for regulation of pres-

sure at the central station is very much lessened.

In a paper before the National Electric Light Association

on "General Distribution from Central Stations by Direct

Currents," L. A. Ferguson, general superintendent of the

Chicago Edison Company, has this to say on the subject of

storage batteries:

One of the advantages to be derived from the use of direct

current distribution as distinct from alternating current dis-
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tribiition, is the enii>loyuienf of stnrafjo batteries. They may be

ailoptei! for use in various ways, in siili-stations in outlying dis-

tricts wliere the load faetor of the district is very small, in the

central stations themselves to deliver the entire output during

period of minimum load, at the centers of distribution for dis-

charging during the peak, as auxiliaries in rotary transformer

sub-.statious for discharge use at the time of the maximum
load m the main central station. In addition to any one of the

various ways which the l)attery may be employed, it always

acts as a reserve, guaranteeing the consumer good service, in

much the same manner as a liank surplus is a guaranty to the

depositors in eases of tinancial emergene.v,

Slorage liatteries when installed in central stations or centers

of distribution are usually connected to the main bus and al-

lowed to float on the system taking a charging current from the

Inis or discharging into the bus according to the load on the

syst<'ni, the generating units being worked at such load as will

insure the best etticiency of th(> entire system.

liatteries are economically valuable in connection with the

distrilnUion of direct current in systems whose load curve has

an average peak width of not more than two horn's, since the

investment required for storage batteries to carry the peak hav-

ing an average width of less than two lioiu's in less than the in-

vestment required in steam and electrical machinery to do the

same work. The storage battery also has the same value that

exists in the ease of moving machinery as a reserve in meeting

sudden increases of load, provided such increase of load does not

continue for a sufficient period to wholly discharge tlie battery

and insufficient time remain for recharging before the ordinary

4K0O0

1\
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A NEW UNDERGROUND ROAD IN PARIS.

The Orleans Railroad operates about 4,300 miles of track

in the west and southwest parts of France and has its Paris

terminal in the extreme eastern part of the city at the Place

Valhubert. Inasmuch as the travelling population lives in

the opposite part of the city the company wishes to prolong

its line some 2}^ miles to the Quai d' Orsay as indicated by

the heavy line on the accompanying map. This involves an

expenditure of about $8,000,000.

The new road will have two tracks and will drop from

the Valhubert station on a grade of i.i per cent towards the

Seine. Here the river banks are in two stories, an upper

quay or roadway, and a lower quay used as a dock or wharf

for canal boats. A belt 9 meters wide has been secured on

this lower quay, and the line will follow this in the open for

650 meters. It will be an underground road beneath the

upper quay for the remainder of the distance until it reaches

the terminus under the Cour des Comptes. Openings in the

wall side of the quay facing the river will aflford light and

MAP OF PARIS SHOWING EXTENSION.

ventilation. The rail level is about that of the normal height

of the water; any seepage water in times of flood will be ga-

thered in a sump and drained out.

The road follows the line of the Quai's St. Bernard de la

Tournelle, de Montebello, St. Michael, des Grands Augus-

tibs, de Conti, Malaquais and Voltaire to the Quai d' Orsay,

passing the bridges, Austerlitz, Sully, de la Tournelle, de

1' Archeveche, au Double St. Michel, Neuf, des Arts, du

Carrousel, Royal, and Solderino. From the Pont Sully to

the Petit Pont the underground construction will be a ma-

sonry arch nine meters span for a length of about 900 me-

ters. From this point, for another 500 meters, the upper

roadway will be carried by a metallic arch and for the bal-

ance of the distance the masonry arch construction will be

resumed with a span of about 8 meters.

About half way between the Place Valhubert and the

Quai d' Orsay, between the Petit Pont and the Pont St.

Michel a station will be built, known as the station du Pont

St. Michel. The Quai d' Orsay station—the terminal sta-

tion, will lie between the buildings of the Caisse des Depots

et Consignations and the Palais de la Legion d' Honneur

and between Pont Royal and the Pont de Solferino. It has

been designed by M. Sabouret, chief engineer of the Central

Service. The Orsay station will have fifteen tracks, any one

of which can be used for arriving or departing trains. Ac-

cording to the present plans, the three tracks nearest the

river will be used for side tracks, the next four tracks for the

long distance departing trains, the next two for arriving and

departing suburban trains, the next two for arriving long

distance trains, the next two for arriving and departing su-

burban trains and the last two for station service.

It is possilsle that at a future date the Western Railroad

of France and the Belt Railroad of Paris may bring their

terminals to the proposed new station and thus unite the

three systems.

The present plans are for the operation of this under-

ground road by electricity, making the generating station

(which will be at Valhubert station) of sufficient capacity to

move four 200-ton trains.

In order to investigate heavy electric traction as practiced

in this country, M. E. Solacroup, assistant chief engineer of

material and traction, M. Sabouret, chief engineer of the

central service, and Messrs. Liberty, Fermenville and Wal-

ton, made a tour of inspection, visiting New York, Chicago,

Baltimore, Cleveland, Niagara Falls, Bufifalo, Boston,

Schenectady and other cities. At Schenectady the General

Electric Company arranged a special test on its experi-

mental track. A motor car of the Nantasket Beach pattern,

equipped with four G. E. 55-175-h p. motors hauling a train

which with the motor car wei.g'hed 320 tons was used.

The question of rendering the third rail innocuous after

the passage of the train having been brought up, the General

Electric Company arranged an exhibition of its method of

efife'cting this result. A section of the third rail was meas-

ured ofif and divided into sections in lengths varying from

30 ft. to 500 ft. Connections were made between these and

a system of automatic switches, and the conditions of the

General Electric system of surface contact, almost exactly

reproduced. By this system, the arrangement of circuits is

such that the sections into which the rail is divided may be

of any length from that of a few feet to any number of miles,

that is any section of the conductor rail will be alive only

when the train itself is running over that section. Pilot

lamps were used as a visual means of indicating which sec

tions were alive.

Before the French engineers left New York a banquet

was tendered tlicm at Dclmonico's.

DECORATION DAY IN ITHACA, N. Y.

On Decoration Day the Ithaca Street Railway Company
provided an elaborate and varied entertainment at its Ren-

wick Beach Park on Lake Cayuga, which proved to be ,i

great success. The program included

:

1 1 a. m.—Cornell crew in practice.

2 p. m.—Variety performance in pavilion.

3 p. m.—Balloon ascension; thrilling paracluite drop of

one mile.

4 p. m.—Great war pictures; comedy; music.

4 p. m.—Base ball game on Percy Field; Cornell vs.

Columbia.

7:30 p. m.—Ithaca Band, selected music.

8 p. m.—Performance, war pictures, etc.

8:30 p. m.—Fireworks; elaborate display, special set

pieces, etc.
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AN INTERESTING SOUVENIR. TEA-POT FARE COLLECTORS AGAIN.

Benjamin J. Weeks, superintendent of the Quincy & Ros-

ton Street Railway Company, lias sent to the REvriiw a

polished granite disk some 2y2 in. in diameter and ^ in.

thick which was cut from a sleeper used in the construction

of the first railway built in America, completed October 7,

1826, leading from the granite quarries of Quincy to the

Neponset river. At the meeting of the Massachusetts Street

Railway Association, held in Quincy in July last, the

Quincy & Boston road presented similar blocks tf> t!ie

delegates.

EXCELSIOR SELF-OILING TROLLEY HARP.

We show in the accompanying illustration an improve-

ment in trolley harps. The manufacturers state that this

harp has been adopted by the Rapid Railway Company, the

Mt. Clemens Fast Line, and the Sandwich, Windsor & Am-
herstburg Railway after a trial of 30 days. The former com-

pany states that "it was used on one of the fast cars having

two 75-h. p. motors geared to 50 miles per hour, and that it

ran 7,652 miles with one oiling and showed no wear of any

parts." The latter company states that "after 30 days there

was enough oil left for another 30 days, that there was a

great saving of oil and labor, and no leakage on top of cars."

SELF-OILING TROLLEY HARP.

It would seem from this that this trolley harp would supply

a long felt want.

The company also states that it believes, with oil of proper

consistency, and with axles ^4 in. to % in. in diameter, they

will run 60 days with one oiling; it considers the axle at

present used, yi in. in diameter for a 6-in. wheel, too small

for the best results. It is prepared to make quotations on

harp, wheels and bushings, complete or separately, also to

supply harps with larger axles and bushings.

Referring .to tlie cut, each side of harp holds one ounce of

oil. C is the main reservoir; A the auxiliary reservoir; D,

filler plug; E, feed to axle; H, felt to prevent rapid flow of

oil; B, passageway through which oil passes to auxiliary res-

ervoir when trolley is reversed at the end of a trip. After

long use the harp can be blown out with steam and cleaned,

by simply taking apart and blowing a jet of steam through

the filler plug, D. Any further information will be cheer-

fully given by the maker, the International Specialty Com-
pany, 1 13 7tih street, Detroit, Mich.

The Union Street Railway Company, of Saginaw, Mich..
George B. Morley and Homer Loring, receivers, has found
the "tea-pot" system of collecting fares a source of trouble.

On April i the receivers adopted the Mehling fare box
system, the operation of which requires the passenger to
deposit his own fare in a metal safe carried by the conduc-
tor. Some objections were made by passengers to the use
of these safes and a number of them refused to deposit the
fare in the safe, but tendered it to the conductor. There-
upon the receivers had posted in the cars notices forbidding
the conductors to receive fares, and informing passengers
that they must deposit their fares in the safe or be ejected
from the cars. The refusal of M. C. L. Kitchen to deposit
his fare led to his ejectment, and he applied to Circuit

Judge Wilber, one of the judges of Saginaw county, for
leave to sue the receivers for damages.
The petition for such leave alleged that the fare boxes

or safes were an unreasonable regulation and that their use
ought to be prohibited by the court. After a full hearing.

Judge Wilber made an order sustaining the receivers' right

to use the fare boxes, holding that they were a reasonable
and proper regulation, and dismissed the petition.

The conductors objected to the safes on the ground that

they were a reflection upon their honesty, and so distaste-

ful were they to some of them that they persistently refused
to collect the fares with them and to ring the numfeer on
the register. Conductor John C. Smith, during the time
he used the box, persistently refused to register the fares

collected, there being an average of 12 per cent diflference

between the fares in the box and the number registered.

He was warned by the receivers that unless he complied
with their requirements and operated the box properly he
would be discharged. Notwithstanding this warning Smith
continued to refuse to ring the fares properly, and the re-

sult was that he was laid ofif for one week without pay.

Smith presented a petition to Judge Snow, the other cir-

cuit judge for the county, asking that he be allowed pay
for the week he was laid ofif, and also that the court make
an order compelling the receivers to stop the use of the

Mehling system and to return to the old overhead register

system. Both of these orders were made by the court on
May 2, the receivers being directed to return to the over-

head register system of collecting fares within 10 days.

The case was taken to the supreme court, it granting an
order directing Judge Snow to show cause why his order
should not be set aside, and suspending its operation tem-
porarily.

The case is both unique and important, and the decision

of the court will determine to what extent the employes
and patrons of a street railway company may dictate its

management. In this respect it is of interest wherever a

street railway system is in operation.

The Wilkesbarre (Pa.) & Wyoming Valley Traction

Company has discontinued the sale of books of 100 tickets

for $4, and will hereafter sell lOO loose tickets for $4.25.

It is stated that Louis Enricht and Paul E. Hirsch, of

Chicago, will sue the Canon City & Cripple Creek Electric

Railway for $200,000 damages, because of their arrest by

parties connected with the road.
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RECENT ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENT
DECISIONS.

Two patent cases of importance were decided in May, one

was the series-parallel controller case decided May 19 in the

United States Circuit Court for the district of Connecticut,

and the other the railway motor suspension case decided in

the United States Circuit Court oi Appeals, second circuit.

May 17

The first of these promises to be far-reaching in its effects.

In the early development of ele<rtric railroading, it was found

advantageous to employ at least two motors upon a car.

Various plans of regulation were adopted, some dependmg

upon varying the amount of field magnet winding included

in the circuit or changing the mutual relations of a plurality

of coils on one field magnet or the relations of two motors

bodily others relying upon the varying of a dead resistance

inclr.dcd in the motor circuits. This latter, known as the

rheo^tatic method of control, was very wasteful, since all the

cnergv which was converted into heat in the rheostat was in

realiry lost and this loss was practically perpetual and also

represented a considerable percentage of the total energy of

the motor circuit. The method of varying the internal re-

sistance uf the motor by varying the connections of the coils

avoided in a large measure this waste of energy, but notwith-

standing its economical advantages it was not generally

adopted because the practical disadvantages involved in fre-

ouemlv changing the relations of the coils during active

work more than counterbalanced its economies. Mr.

SiT.-igue probably did as much work as any one upon that

principle, confining his changes, however, to the field coils;

but he finally abandoned it and went back to the old rheo-

static method because it was found that changing the con-

nections of the field coils was accompanied by the produc-

tion of such high induced electro-motive forces and inrushes

of current as to break down the insulation of the field-coils

and the armature. The cause of this difficulty was not ap-

parent at first and it took some time to find it out. The

same high inductive voltage also produced excessive sparks

at the brushes and caused other damage to the armature and

the switch. Theoretically the advantage of the series paral-

lel method is available only where two motors are used and

the controller can take care of the armatures as well as of

the field magnets and so effect a change of the motors bodily

from series to multiple. Hopkinson in 1881 and Curtis and

Crocker in 1882 had proposed to utilize the series parallel

principle by connecting the circuits of a motor so as to vary

the internal resistance, but so far as known never reduced

their ideas to actual operation. Condict supplied the rem-
edv and this may be stated briefly to be the provision that

at the time of changing the circuit connections the control-

ling switch shall act to automatically introduce into the cir-

cuit a "dead"' auxiliary resistance, and then when the new
connection has been efifected, shall gradually and automatic-

ally cut the resistance out. The function of this resistance

is to reduce the current flowing so that at the time of making
a change in the motor connections, the cunent is small com-
pared with what it would be if these resistances' were not in-

serted. This resistance is then gradually cut out of circuit.

The fields may be changed from a position in series with

eacii other, or in parallel, as a whole, or two coils on each

field may have changeable connections of a similar charac-

ter, and the motors as a whole (both fields and armatures),

may also be arranged as entireties, either in series or in par-

allel.

For variations in speed of less extent than are involved in

the greater changes of circuit connections, the auxiliary dead

resistances may be utilized, and these more delicate grada-

tions of speed may be effected by intermediate movements

of the controller handle.

Condict pointed out two uses of combined "live" and

"dead"' resistances as his invention; (i) the temporary use of

artificial resistances as a means of protecting the circuit and

the apparatus at the time of shifting circuit connections, in

making or breaking contact; and (2) the temporary use of

supplementary resistances, at times when circuit changes are

not necessarily in progress, for producing variations of re-

sistance and consequent variations of speed of the motor,

which could not be conveniently made by circuit changes

.only.

Since the introduction of the Condict method of series-

parallel control it has superseded all other methods, and it is

safe to say that practically every street car controller to-day

employs it. The decision, therefore, rendered by Judge

Townsend sustaining the claims relating to this method of

control goes far towards placing the practical control of the

electric railway business in the hands of the General Electric

and Westinghouse Companies, who control the patent.

The decision on the spring suspension of the motors is

also an important factor entering into the future of railroad-

ing. All manufacturers of electric railway motors have thus

far found it necessary to flexibly support one end of the mo-

tor and to sleeve the other end upon the axle of the car.

There is no olsvious way of avoiding the patent. This de-

cision, in connection with the decision on the controller pat-

ent, promises to be of great value to the General Electric and

Westinghouse Companies to which the rights of both pat-

ents belong. It has been remarked that it was possible by

a sufficient expenditure of time and money for litigation, to

ultimately defeat any important patent, and the more im-

portant and valuable the invention, the more difficult it has

been found to secure to the inventor his just reward. The

encouragement afforded therefore to inventors generally.

and to those engaged in the development of the electrical

arts, liy these two decisions will be considerable.

PICTURES OF NAVAL BATTLES.

One of the features which attracts the most attention

at the New York Electrical Exhibition is the Edison pro-

jectoscope, by means of which what may be termed picture

reports of the war are reproduced. A film taken at Havana

shows the "Funeral of Nine of the Maine Victims"; it com-

prises over 2,500 pictures. F. Z. Maguire. who is repre-

senting the projectoscope at the Exhibition, states that one

of the company's representatives will be among the first to

land in Cuba, and that as one of its men was at Hong Kong
when Dewey sailed for the Philippines it is the natural sup-

position that we shall soon have a realistic picture of the

battle of Manila. It is needless to say how such a scene

would thrill the beholder at this time. As a pleasure resort

feature it is one of the best.
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Interesting Bits of Information from all Parts of the Conntry,

Boiled Down for Busy Readers.

The New Jersey Electric Railway has won in a $10,000

personal injury suit recently brought against it.

The Citizens' Street Railway Company, of Muncie, Intl.,

has granted a substantial increase in wages to its motornien

and conductors.

The Joliet (III.) Railway Company is making a number

of changes at its power house and adding new generators,

engines and boilers.

An experimental train equipped with dynamos for ligiit-

ing driven from the car axle is now in operation on the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

The contract to construct the Cattctin & Myersville

(Md.) electric railway has been awarded to F. S. Douglas,

who expects to complete the work by August i.

The plan proposed in the city council of Buffalo for a

lower fare will have to wait till the legislature meets, as the

street railway has an agreement with the city for a 5-cenl

fare.

B. F. Stewart, of Chicago, sued J. A. Henry, formerly

the president of tlie Joliet Railway Company, for his com-

mission in negotiating the sale of the road, and was

awarded $8,850.

The common council of Niagara Falls has, after about a

year's consideration, denied a franchise to the Tonawanda
Street Railway Company to lay tracks through certain

streets in that city.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners have recently

issued a special report upon the plans for providing better

street railway terminal and transfer facilities at Harvard

square, Cambridge.

The Decoration Day crowd at Oshkosh, Wis., was very

large but the transportation facilities proved ample. Man-
ager E. E. Downs, of the Citizens' Traction Company, so

arranged the schedule that excellent service was rendered.

G. D. Chapman and M. J. Meyers have been appointed

receivers for the Syracuse & East Side Railway Company as

a result of foreclosure proceedings instituted by the bond

holders on account of the non-payment of interest. The

property will be sold.

One Bramwell, alias Clark, who tried to pass himself off

at Ouincv. 111., as a Pinkerton detective, was taken to Kan-

sas City, Mo., where he was wanted on the charge of steal-

ing $2,000 worth of copper wire from the Metropolitan

Street Railway.

The Red Bank (N. J.) & Long Branch Electric Railway

Company has passed into the hands of a receiver. .\t the

lecjuest of President Greenburg, J. E. Degnam was ap-

pointed receiver. The road has been losing money con-

stantly, the opposition to its construction and its great

initial cost doomed it to failure. It will likely pass into the

hands of some of the large trolley companies.

The directors of the Palmer & Monson (Mass.) Street

Railway have bought the Forest Lake projierty, about 5

miles north of Palmer, and if the consent of the Railroad

Commissioners can be obtained will transfer it to the com-

pany for a pleasure resort.

The Fox River Valley Electric Railway Company, of

Appleton, Wis., is experiencing some difificulty in keeping

the embankment, which carries its road over the slough, in

repair. Muskrats dig holes in the clay, which are enlarged

bv the rise and fall of the water in the lake.

It is reported that the Metropolitan Company, of New
York, had made a contract for the equipment of the 28th and

29th street line with the Hoadley-Knight motor. Twenty

cars are to be put on, to be supplied with power from a •

newly erected station in West 23d street.

The Manhattan Elevated, of New York, must soon raise

over two million dollars by a sale of bonds. The floating

debt has in two years increased to $1,136,729; and in addi-

tion it has to pay land damages. There are now in litiga-

tion taxes to the amount of over $914,000.

The Monongahela Street Railway Company, on May 20,

let the contract for the construction of the Homestead and

Duquesne boulevard, including tracks between Homestead

and Munhall. One fare will be charged from Pittsburg to

Braddock and Homestead and two fares to McKeesport.

The Consolidated Street Car Company, of Fort Wayne,

Ind., invited the children of the orphan asylums in the city

to take a ride over the company's lines and see all the at-

tractions at Roljinson Park, including a theatrical perform-

ance especially prepared for them. On the succeeding day

a like treat was given the newsboys of the city.

By reason of some dispute between the Toledo Traction

Company and the Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont Rail-

way Company, as to the terms of the contract under which

the latter operates cars over the tracks of the former, there

was a lively war for a few days last month. It was attempted

to keep the Bowling Green cars ofT the city tracks.

George J. Gould, president of the Manhattan Elevated

Railway Company, New York, has accepted six of the

seven franchises offered to the company by the rapid transit

commissioners at the rental of >^ of l per cent of the gross

passenger receipts. The company refuses to accept the

Amsterdam avenue underground line at any price.

Announcements for the summer quarter, giving an out-

line of the course of study at West Virginia University,

Morgantown, W. Va., have been sent to those interested.

W. S. Aldrich, professor of mechanical engineering, calls

attention to the fact that the university carries on its edu-

cational and scientific work throughout the year without

interruption.
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The San Francisco & San Mateo Electric Railway Com-

pany recently awarded the prizes in its semi-annual merit

contest; five conductors received medals and $5, and five

motormen received medals and $10.

Attorney-General Hancock, of Xew York, granted per-

mission to the minority stockholders of the Kings County

Traction Company, of Brooklyn, to begin suit for tlieap-

pointment of a receiver to dissolve the company.

It is again reported that the Third Avenue Railroad

Company, New York, will substitute the electric conduit

for horse car traction. Plans are being prepared and tiie

work will doubtless be completed within the year.

Tlie inventory of the personal estate of the late George

Handy Smith, ex-state senator, of Philadelphia, shows as-

sets of over $235,000, consisting for the most part of street

railway stocks of Philadelphia, Pittsburg and Baltimore

companies.

Willow Grove Park, the pleasure resort of the Union

Traction Company, of Philadelphia, was opened for the sea-

son on May 28. The company has issued an attractive sou-

venir, a handsomely illustrated brochure, containing a fund

of interesting information about the park and environments.

The Central Trust Company, of New York, has secured

a iudgment in the Federal Court for $22,750 damages

against John C. Hubinger, the principal owner of the Keo-

kuk (la.) Electric Railway & Power Company; the litiga-

tion grew out of the purchase of the road, which was sold

under an order of a state court and purchased by Mr.

Hubinger.

The gross earnings of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-

pany for the month of ]May have shown a gratifying in-

crease over the corresponding time in 1897 and 1896. The

receipts were $528,324, which is more than $40,000 above

those of a year ago. For the 11 months, ending May 31,

the earnings were $5,095,189, being $272,000 more than

last year and $440,000 more than in 1896.

A Cincinnati street car struck John Benson, a man 64

years of age, and carried him for 100 ft. on the fender. He
was taken to the hospital with bruised arms and knees but

he was very cheerful and had great confidence in his vital-

ity. He said, "It was partly my fault but they can't kill old

fellows like me so easily." He then combed his hair,

brushed his clothes and returned to his home.

There are manv articles lost on street cars and never

claimed, and the companies usuallj' have large quantities of

such articles packed away in a store room. Instead of ac-

cumulating them the Metropolitan West Side Elevated

Railroad Coman}', of Chicago, holds them for 90 days after

the end of the month during which they are found and then

returns them to the conductors or guards who sent them

to the office.

Two of the g^duates at Vassar, this year, came from fam-

ilies well known to the street railway fraternity. Miss Ro-

berta McCulloch, daughter of Capt. Robert McCulloch,

general manager of the National Railway System, St. Louis;

and Miss Bean, daughter of W. Worth Bean, president of

the St. Joe & Benton Harbor road. Both young ladies

ranked high and graduated with honors. The graduation

was attended bv Mr. and Mrs. Bean and Mrs. McCulloch.

General Manager Hippee states that only two employes

of the Des Moines City Railway enlisted on the first call,

though the second call will probably take a number of

others. The company issued the following bulletin

:

"Any employe of this company who desires to serve the

Government in military or naval organizations can, upon

his proper release from such dutv, and his return, have the

position he now occupies with this company, or an equiva-

lent one without any change in his standing."

CAR REPLACER.

The car rcplacer. which is here illustrated, is one lately de-

signed by L. W. Olmstead. which is said to operate very

satisfactorily and greatly facilitate the work of getting a de-

railed car back onto the track.The block is of well-seasoned

hardwood, 26 in. long, 9 in. wide, and of a thickness to suit

the height of the rail; it is beveled for 13 in. at one end, and

4 in. at the other, leaving a level surface 9.X9 in. on top. The

CAR REPLACER.

block is covered with boiler plate, held in place by counter-

sunk bolts, which pass through the block and through nuts

at the back, and terminate in spiked points. On the flat

surface is a conical-shaped spool of chilled cast iron, held in

place bv a pin, but free to turn. In using the replacer it is

so set that the flange of the wheel or the outer edge of the

tread, as the case may be, will strike the spool slightly to one

side of the center, and cause the latter to turn, throwing the

wheel onto the rail.

OHIO STATE ASSOCIATION MEETS.

The Ohio Street Railway .\ssociation held its annual

meeting at Columbus, on June 9th. The attendance was

good, but the reading of papers was this year displaced by

discussions on practical questions without the preparation of

the usual reports. A change has been made in the consti-

tution by which the membership, heretofore limited to the

executive officers of roads, is now extended to include super-

intendents and electricians. Wnh this departure it is ex-

pected by next year to very greatly stimulate the work and

ilncrease the membership roll.

The local street railway officers made the visitors wel-

come, and entertained with a dinner and rides in special cars.
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Officers elected are: President, S. L. Nelson, Springfield:

vice-president, John S. Flood, Steubenville; secretary and

treasurer, Charles Currie, Lima; the executive committee, in

addition to tlie above officers. Judge W. A. Lynch, Canton;

Thomas H. McLean, Toledo, and A. A. Anderson, Youngs-

town.

Next year's meeting will be held at Springfield, on Jinie

14, 1899.

MAIL CARS RECOMMENDED FOR KANSAS
CITY.

A recommendation will be made to the postoffice depart-

ment at Washington for the annexation of the old territory

of Westport to the Kansas City postoffice for free delivery

purposes. The department will be advised that the present

Westport office should be made a sub-station, that more

carriers should be employed, that additional clerks should

be engaged to expedite the business, and that contracts

should be entered into at once with the street railway com-

panies for the carrying of mail from the postoffice to the

sub-stations of the city during the day.

PARK FIRE IN CINCINNATI.

A fire, which started during the afternoon of June 7 in the

grotto building in the northeast corner of Chester Park in

Cincinnati, caused a loss of $20,000 and threatened for a

time to destroy all the buildings in that beautiful resort.

From the grotto building the fire spread to the merry-go-

round, to the Edison Wargraph building, to a part of the

amusement building and to the coral reefs. The car barn of

the Cincinnati Street Railway Company adjoins this part of

the park. The building is of stone and resisted the heat of

the flames but the clock tower with the clock was destroyed

as may be seen in the illustration. Other buildings, includ-

ing the theater and scenic railway tower, were seriously

damaged and but for the strenuous efforts of the fire depart-

ment the flames would have been communicated to other

buildings. The managers of the resort state that arrange-

ments have been made to continue the performances in tem-

porary structures and the buildings destroyed will be recon-

structed at once.

DEATH OF M. W. HALL.

Our readers, and particularly those who are members of

the .Accountants' Association, will learn with deep regret of

the death of M. W. Hall, secre-

tary of tlie Camden & Suburban

Railway; Camden, N. J. Mr.

Hall has not been able to attend

his office for several months on

account of a long and serious ill-

ness, lie will Ije remembered

most pleas.'intly by the happy

.ind iin])artial manner in which

he |)resided at the organization

meeting of the Accountants'As-

sociation, in Cleveland, w^here he

endeared himself to all by a gen-

tle courtesy and earnestness that

had much to do with the success of that meeting.

AN INTERNATIONAL STREET RAILWAY.

The Niagara Falls & Clifton Suspension Bridge Com-
panies have leased the electric road privileges of the upper

steel arch bridge across the Niagara gorge to the Niagara

Falls Park & River Railway Company, of Canada. It will

be recalled that the arch is to have double tracks, and the

railway company will erect a station on the New York
State end. This road runs along the top of the high bank

on the Canadian side from Slater's Point above Chippewa

to Oueenston, opposite Lewiston. By means of the new
connection it will be in close touch with the great crowds

in both of the free parks at Niagara, the New York State

Reservation on the one side and Queen Victoria Park on

the other. The privilege thus secured is a most important

one, and it would seem that the Niagara Falls Park & River

Railway Company will catch the cream of all Niagara travel.

The tracks on the bridge are expected to be ready by July I,

and about that time the cars will begin to run across the

gorge, tinis making an international line.

A package containing what are thought to bt dynamite

bombs was recently found in a New York elevated car.

L_

FIRE AT CHESTER PARK, CINCINNATI.
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NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-first Annual Convention ~ A Number of Papers of Interest to Street Railway Men Alternating Current Distribution-

Standard and Special Machines—Public Control and Private Operation.

The 2ist convention of the National Eectric Light Asso-

ciation was held in Chicago June 7, 8 and 9. The beautiful

banquet hall of the Auditorium Hotel was the place of the

meetings, which were all well attended. No less than 230

delegates and visitors were present and many of these took

part in t'he interesting discussions which accompanied the

papers.

The president of the association is Samuel Insull, presi-

dent of the Chicago Edison Company. The other officers

are: First vice-president, A. M. Young, Waterbttry, Conn.;

second vice-president, George R. Stetson, New Bedford,

Mass. ; secretary and treasurer, George F. Porter, New
York; master of transportation, C. O. Baker, Jr., Newark;

executive committee: W. R. Gardener, G. A. Redman, H.

A. Wagner, John A. Seely, A. J. DeCamp, E. H. Stevens,

F. A. Gilbert, W. W. Bean and W. McLea Walbank.

Some of the papers contained information regarding the

generation and distribution of electric current, which is as

pertinent to street railways as to lighting. Such extracts of

the papers we reprint. The subject of alternating currents

excited much more interest and discussion than any other

topic before the convention. Tliis is also a matter of im-

portance to street railway men, for alternating currents are

coming into use as a means of power transmission. The
engineers who are planning the new interurban lines are

all considering the advisability of building but one power

station and using alternating current transmission. One
of the interurbans out of Chicago which is nearing comple-

tion has an alternating current transmission with rotarv

transformers at suitable points for conversion to direct cur-

rent to be distributed and used in the car motors.

The trend of the discussion in the convention seemed to

be that it was best to use a direct current for distribution,

but a great saving could be effected by alternating current

transmission over considerable distances. The lack of a

suitable motor was a serious barrier to the application of

alternating current for power purposes. While it would

hardly pay to change the macliinery in the large central sta-

tions now furnishing current the stations in the future will

have alternating current generators and the current will be

transmitted to the vicinity to be used and there converted to

direct current for local distribution.

There were no facilities provided for exhibits, but several

of the electrical companies had headquarters at the hotel.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
elaborately decorated its rooms on the parlor floor with

flags and national colors and exhibited pictures and pam-
phlets describing the apparatus manufactured. The Gen-
eral Electric Company and the Electric Storage Battery

Company also had attractive rooms, where representatives

welcomed friends and visitors.

The social features of the convention included a banquet,

tallyho parties for the ladies during the day, inspection of

electric plants in the city, theater parties, carriage drives,
etc.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows: A.

M. Young, W'aterbury, Conn., president; E. H. Rollins,

Denver, Col, first vice-president; F. A. Gilbert, Boston,

Mass., second vice-president; George F. Porter, secretary

and treasurer; C. O. Baker, Jr., master of transportation;

Samuel Insull, Samuel Scovil, E. H. Atkinson, F. A. Cope-

land, John A. Seely, A. J. De Camp, E. H. Stevens, W. W.
Bean and W. McLea Walbank, members of executive coni-

mittee.

The Northwestern Electrical Association has usually held

its meetings at a convenient summer resort, so that mem-
bers might combine their summer outings with tlhe business

of attending the convention. This year this association

planned a lake trip from Chicago to Duluth, holding the

convention en route, and the steamer "Northwest" left June

10, the day after the National Electric Light Association

held its last meeting, and many of this latter association

took advantage of the opportunity offered to go on the ex-

cursion.

President Insull's Address.

After a brief introduction Mr. Insull proceeded to discuss

a number of the questions which are of great importance to

the electrical industries, street railway as well as lighting.

He said in part:

STANDARD VS. SPECIAL MACHINERY.

A matter which has oalU'd forth during tho last year consid-

erable discussion is the question of the use of standard apparatus

and the tendency towards the specification of special machinery

on the part of electrical engineers. This course is not by any

means confined to large work, but is followed by some engineers

whether they are designing a small isolated plaut or are pro-

jecting a large modern central station. It would seem to me to

be of i)aramount importance to the manufacturer and user

that both should co-operate in elimiuating as far as possible from

the business the necessity of building and using special types

of machinery. This can only be done by the adoption of standard

specifications for various standard types of apparatus. A com-

mittee of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers has

already talien this subject under consideration, and I believe that

we will be serving alike the interests of tho manufacturers and

users of electrical apparatus If we will take some action with a

view to co-operating with the Institute and other bodies in this

matter. In drawing attention to this subject I speak with an

appreciation of the position of both manufacturer and user, hav-

ing had more or less connection with the manufacture of elec-

tric apparatus and the manufacture of electric current. Constant

duplication of parts resulting in constant duplication of a given

piece of machinery means, as any manufacturer will tell .you,

constant reduction in cost. Variation from a given tn>e means

increased cost and even the wiping out of an apparent profit. In

the last year or so there has been a great deal of discussion in

England prompted by the success of American manufacturers

in obtaining l.aVge contracts for electric traction work in Great

Britain, and the inquiry has often been m.ade, how is it possible

for American electrical manufacturers, with high wages against

them, to compete with English builders, whose scale of pay to

their workmen is on a very much lower l)asls. If you will ex-

amine into the amount of electric traction machinery manufac-

tured in this country under a system of constant duplication and
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the use of special tools, and then visit the electrical establish-

ments on the other side of the water and note the tendency there

towards specializing each particular Job, you will soon recognize

that the reason for low cost and consequently low selling price

on this side of the ocean, is brought about by the fact that In

Anieri'-a this class of work is largely designed by the manu-
facturer, and as a natural result Is the duplicate of something al-

ready produced, whilst on the other side of the Atlantic the

builder of the machinery works from the plans of the electrical

engineer, which necessitates his producing something different

to fill each different contract. In one case the machinery is really

manufactured; in the other case the builder runs a Jobbing shop.

Unfortunately during the last few years American users of elec-

trical apparatus have somewhat departed from the pursuance of

what is really a fundamental principle of American manufacture,
namely, the use of existing types which are turned out In large

quantities with special tools with a view to the lowest possible

cost of production. The electrical engineer for the purchaser has

been permitted to draw up specificntious which have tended

towards the specializing of apparatus, necessarily Interfering

with rapid manufacture and low cost of the product. The dis-

advantage to the manufacturer is apparent. It Is turning our

larg(? elecincal works from manufacturing establlshmenta Into

Jobbing shops, cutting down their capacity. Increasing their labor

cost and Icnghtening the time that it takes to produce a given

article. Looking at it, therefore, from the point of view of the

manufacturer, the capacity of his plant Is reduced and conse-

quently his Interest and general expense cost Is higher; his labor

cost is increased; and if he finds himself unable to Increase his

selling price, his shop must be run at a loss Instead of at a
profit.

The user Is necessarily Interested In low cost of production

on the part of the manufacturer, as he cannot expect to pur-

chase apparatus except at prices which yield a return to the

maker. From this point of view alone it would seem to me to

the interest of the user that he should co-operate with the man-
ufacturer with a view to standardizing apparatus, eliminating

unnecessary variations from a given type and providing specifica-

tions for machinery calling for a given capacity at a given effl-

clency. Such a course would lead to low cost of manufacture

and consequently low selling price, coupled with rapid produc-

tion.

Another objection to special apparatus Is the expense and de-

lay in obtaining duplicate parts In case of breaic-down. TM fear

of delay under sucli circumstances often necessitates the user

carr.ylng the duplication of his plant to a point entirely unnec-

essary when standard apparatus is used. Capital Investment

and consequently interest cost is thus Increased, not only by the

purchase of apparatus which of Itself is expensive to build, but

also by tlie duplication of investment which I have pointed out

must of necessity follow.

A further point which should be borne In mind In connection

with the lack of standard specifications Is the opportunity that

it gives to the unprincipled manufacturer to dispose of his sec-

ond-rate apparatus to the uninitiated. We talk of a machine
having a given capacity; but under what conditions should it

operate to develop this capacity and how often does It occur that

a dynamo machine is rated entirely too high and at the cost of

Its efficiency? How much miscellaneous material used In con-

nection with the Industry Is absolutely unfitted for the purposes

for which it is sold? Surely all of us, manufacturers and users,

are Interested in maintaining the highest possible standard of

work and eliminating alike from our central station systems and
the Installations for our customers worthless appliances whose
only recommendation Is their apparent cheapness, whereas, as a
matter of fact, they are really the most expensive that can be
bought, because they are unfitted for the purposes for which
they are Intended. • • » •

I do not want my remarks on this subject to be taken as In

any way censuring the many electrical engineers who liave by
their special training and natural ability done so much to de-

velop the Industry with which we are connected. From my ex-

perience I am satisfied, however, that from the point of view of

the user, the designing engineer who adapts his requirements to

the standard apparatus of a first-class manufacturer. Is able to

produce a plant of more satisfactory character and more eco-

nomical to operate than that designed by those engineers whom
I regret to say are sometimes influenced by the desire to use
machinery which they can claim as th<'Ir own handiwork rather
than use something that would be quite as satisfactory and has
the advantage of being the regular product of an established

manufacturer. • • • •

PUBLIC CONTROL AND TKITATE OPEBATION.
A subject of growing importance to a number of our mem-

bers is the question of the public ownership and operation of
the undertakings now operated by electric lighting companies.
The agitation In connection with this subject has called forth

a great deal of discussion, partly by those interested in It simply
with a view to extending the Influence of political parties, and
partly by serious disinterested thinkers who believe that the
best Interests of the greatest number are to be obtained by the
creation of a municipal socialism, which, if carried to its logical

conclusion, must ultimately result in municipalities performing,
with others, such public service work as we are engaged in,

and also In producing the food we eat and the clothes we wear.
To those occupied In the management of electric lighting prop-

erties it does not seem possible that the movement in favor
of municipal operation of electric lighting plants, based upon
the assumption that a municipality can produce electricity

cheaper than, or even as cheap, as a private corporation is well

founded. We all realize, from the close attention we have to

give to our own affairs, that self-interest and the necessity of

getting a return on our Investment are the first essentials to the
economical administration of large enterprises. While I do not
pretend to claim that electric lighting companies are beyond
reproach, I wish to point out that many of the evils com-
plained of as pertaining to corporate management are the di-

rect results of the enforcement of unwise conditions through
legislative action. Ill-advised efl:'orts are often made by legis-

lative bodies to secure advantages in the direction of control

which cannot be obtained without giving an equivalent in pro-

tection to the Industry. This causes the Investor to feel that
Ills property Is being attacked and compels him to resist such
legislation. The result Is a feverish agitation, crimination and
recrimination, between the would-be improvers of municipal
government and the owners of corporate properties without
reaching a conclusion satisfactory to either. The fallacy of the

so-called reformer's theory results from looking only a,t what
ho calls the injurious efl'ects of corporate management without
taking into account Its indisputable benefits. He does not seek
for the cause of the trouble. If reformers will take accurate

account of all the points In the prol)lem they will discover that

the evils complained of result from errors In legislation designed
to determine Uie relations between municipal bodies and elec-

tric lighting companies. It seems to me that the claim that

municipal operation is the universal cure for all diseases for

which electric lighting companies are supposed to be responsible,

merely proposes the substitution of political in the place of in-

dustrial management. This raises the question: Is the admin-
istration of municipal affairs in the various cities throughout
this country so economical as compared with the management
of private Industries and the class of service rendered so effi-

cient as to Justify the increasing of the burdens alre.idy Im-

posed upon municipal government? It appears to me that a

correct division of power and responsibility requires political

government to control private Industrial management. Where
political government and industrial management are merged into

one interest, the power of control is seriously Impaired, since a
political administration cannot be reformed without overturning
the party In power.

I cannot bring myself to the belief that the citizens of this

great country are in fact opposed to large aggregations of capi-

tal in corporate form, as sucli aggregations are absolutely neces-

sary to the operation of all great undertakings by private enter-

prise. It Is as impossible to operate such vast affairs with in-

dividual capital, as a personally owned business, as It Is for us

to live without municipal, state and national governments. The
misunderstandings which from time to time occur between com-
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munitics and the managers of electric lighting companies will, to

my mind, disappear entirely If the relations between the two are

correctly founded on the basis of public control with correspond

ing protection to the corporations operating this industry. It

would seem to me to be a very proper function for this associa-

tion to address itself to educating the public to a definite legisla-

tive policy which will be fair to the municipalities, securing to

the puli'ic the best service at the lowest possible price, and pro-

tect corporations by giving them franchises, which, while con-

serving municipal control, will insure to the investor the perma-

nency of the undertaking.

COMPETITION IS NOT THE TRUK REGULATIVE FOllCE.

It is supposed by many who discuss municipal affairs that the

granting of competitive franchises for public service work is the

true means of obtaining for users the lowest possible price for

till! service rendered, whereas, as a matter of fact, the e.\act op

posite is the ultimate result. This is proved by results in all

large cities where the most severe competition has taken place.

Acute competition necessarily frightens the investor, and compels

corporations to pay a very high price for capital. The compet-

ing companies invariably come together, and the interest cost on

their product (which is by far the most important part of their

cost) is rendered abnormally high, partly owing to duplication

of investment and partly to the high price paid for money bor-

rowed during the period of competition. The selling price of a

service should be based on its cost, and in any business such as

public work, where the investment is large and the annual turn-

over is comparatively small, if the item of interest be unneces-

sarily augmented, it must be reflected in the price paid by public

and private users.

While it is not supposed to be popular to speak of exclusive

franchises, it should be recognized that the best service at the

lowest possible price can only be obtained, certainly in connection

with the industry with which we are identified, by exclusive con-

trol of a given territory being placeil in the hands of one under-

taking. In most European countries public service operations en-

joy exclusive franchises, under proper control, and are able to

obtain capital tor their undertakings at the lowest commercial

rates, thus materially affecting the cost of their product, of which

interest, as I have already stated, is necessarily so great a part.

In order to protect the public, exclusive franchises should be

coupled with the condition of public control requiring all chaiges

for services fixed by public bodies, to be based on cost, plus a

reasonable profit. It will be found that this cost will be reduced

in direct proportion to the protection afforded the industr.v. The
more certain this protection is made the lower the rate of inter-

est and the lower the total cost of operation will be, and conse-

quently, the lower the price of the service to public and private

users. If the conditions of our particular branch of public ser-

vice are studied in places where there is a definite control,

whether by commission or otherwise, it will lie found that the

industry is in an extremely healthy condition, and tliat users and
taxpayers are correspondingly well served.

COMPENSATION FOR FRANCHISES.

When prices for services are based on cost it matters not

whether in the establishment of a system of legislative control

provision is made for paying a portion of the receipts direct to

the municipality. If the public demands a percentage, surely we
can afford to pay it, as it would simply be added as an item of

expense on which our selling price would be figured. If the pub-
lic does not demand a percentage, this selling price would be pro-

portionately less. It is simply a question as to whether our mu-
nicipal bodies prefer to raise a portion of their income by taxing
their citizens through the agency of public service corporations,

or whether they prefer to raise that portion of their income by
collecting it direct from citizens themselves. Revenue raised by
a percentage on gross receipts of the electric lighting business
would, at the present time, however, seem to be somewliat un-

fairly obtained in cases where the selling price is subject to leg-

islative control and based on cost of service, as the result would
be that a small minority of citizens using electricity would be
forced to contribute largely to the public revenue, whereas the
benefits enjoyed therefrom would be to the advantage of the
whole community.

TAKING PRIVATE PROPERTY FOR PUBLIC USE.

Another point that should be included in a projier scheme of

public control is a condition under which the municipality would

have the right to purchase the undertaking. Such a right should

include a direct obligation on the part of the municipality to pur-

chase the property at a fair price whenever it is thought desirable

that the industry should be operated by the municipality. The
possiliility of the exercise of the right of purchase by the rannlci-

pality would of itself make it to the Interest of the owners of the

property to do their full duty in their relations to the public. On
the other hand, if a community licenses a corporation to perform

a certain public service, and it that corporation invests its money
and develops its business, surely it is unfair for that community

to go into the same line of public service work itself without fir.st

purchasing the existing plant. If this is not done the value of

private ijroperty will be destroyed without just compensation be-

ing made therefor in an attempt to secure a public benefit. I do

not believe that the people as a whole are so unfair as to de-

mand that such a course shall be taken.

My recommendations on the subject, which I have just pre-

sented, are by no means original. Most public service corpora-

tions in Great Britain are run on practically the bases indicated,

and in more than one state in the union corporate legislation has

taken the same direction.

I would summarize the position which I think we should take

on this subject in just two sentences.

First—Franchises granted to public service corporations should

secure them the same degree of protection in their rights to their

property as is enjoyed by other investments.

Second—Public control of charge for service based on cost plus

a reasonable profit, and eliminating the factor of competition, is

the proper safeguard for the interests of users, taxpayers and in-

vestors.

General Distribution from Central Stations by Alternating

Currents.

BY HERBERT A. WAONER.

Ever since the installation of the first few pioneer alternating

current central stations, just ten years ago, we h.ave heard it pre-

dicted with persistent reiteration that for tlie distribution of cur-

rent for lighting from central stations direct current was a thing

of the past and that in a few years the alternating current trans-

former sysicm would hold the field without a competitor.

To many, this i>rediction may seem to have been fulfilled, con-

sidering the 1 noruious number of alternating current plants, com-

pared witli direct current, that have been installed, and the re-

markable impetus given to electrical industries by the develop-

ment o!" iiliernaling currents.

The great success achieved in the transmission of power by
polyphase aliernatiug currents in the last three years, has but

strengthened this general belief, and left fewer champions to ad-

here to the direct current cause.

These great achievements, I say, have led the enthusiast to

think all progress confined to alternating systems of distribution.

Deeper investigation, however, shows that while in point of

number the alternating current stations, reaching into the thou-

sands, completely overshadow those of direct current, there are

few really large stations, outside of water-power plants, that are

today employing alternating currents for distribution, and that

while enormous Investments have been made in direct current
stations In our larger cities, comparatively small amounts have
been invested in alternating current work.

The alternating s.vstem was heralded as providing a means of

distribution with a great reduction in first cost of plant, and for

years the development of the system has been made with this

the principal end in view. On the other hand, direct current dis-

tribution in the form of the Edison three-wire system, has been
steadily and intelligently developed to the highest standard of

economy of operation, simplicity and permanence. In the same
city, alternating current stations have not, as a rule, been suc-

cessful in competition with three-wire stations; their service lins

not been as good, and their profits have been smaller.
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I may startle many by stating frankly the discouraging fact,

which has been barely whispered at times, that, judgtd by the

standards of the magnificent Edison properties in many of our

larger cities, few alternating current central stations in the

United States have been a success. Do not imagine that this dam-
aging admission, however, is an indication of any loss of faitli

on the part of one who has been identified witli alternating cur

rent work since its debut, as it were. Far from it. The fault

lies, not with tlie alternating current itself, but with its applica-

tion. Its few apparently inherent deficiencies, such as the diffi-

culties of oper.ating motors and arc lamps, li.ave been shown to

iiave t)een only awaiting discovery and development, and were at

our disposal almost as soon as these important divisions of cen-

tral-station service were operated with success from the Edison

three-wire system. These can, therefore, hardly be held respons-

iljle for the difference in tlie commercial results olitained witli

tlie two systems.

As I have said, the ends in view in the development of the

two systems have been radically different. The one was to pro-

duce a given amount of light for the minimum of investment;

the other was to provide a permanent investment that would

render tlie maximum of profit. These standpoints in general

mark the difference between the manufacturer and the user, and

we find these two systems developed in this way—one almost en-

tirely by the manufacturer, and the other by the combined efforts

of the various users. The results are the natural effects of pro-

gression along these lines.

Few opportunities have we had of comparing the two systems

from the same standpoint and under like conditions. The pur-

pose of tills paper is to sliow the alternating current applied from

the same standpoint, compelled to fulfill the same conditions, and

tlien to compare the results with the best produced witli direct

current.

To better contrast the different methods of distriliution, we
will review briefly those in general use before describing tlie

most recent developments.

The early alternating current stations were installed on the

principle that the drop in lines with distribution at 1,000 volts

was so small that it was practically negligible. Two wires were

accordingly run out from the station, passing along those streets

where light was to be furnished, and lights were connected at

any desired points between the station and the farthest end,

without reference to such trifling considerations as ditt'erence in

potentlaL Distriliution was attemiited in this way for years, and

in many places is still in operation. Lines are even being con-

structed today without any notion of a system of feeders and

mains, although an almost perfect system for the maintenance

of uniform pressure was in operation in many Edison stations lie-

fore the first alternating station was in existence. Fortunately

for tiie operators of such models of snmiilicity, the current de-

livered has usually been so small in quantity tliat with the pro-

vi'rbial No. G wire, which seemed to possess virtues not aft'ected

by distances, the difference of pressure between neighboring cus-

tomers rarely exceeded 10 per cent.

A few more enlightened experts—plants were always installed

by experts in the early days—eventually conceived the novel idea

that if the drop, a little of which they had discovered by that

time, could be confined to a greater extent to those portions of the

lines wliere there were no lights, some might be spared from tlie

ligiiting districts. A few feeder lines were therefore stuck in

here and there to boost up the pressure where it was lowest.

The regulation was all effected by means of tiie dynamo field

rheostat, and the pressure indicated by a voltmeter on tlie sec-

ondary of a transformer wliose primary was connected to the

bus bars on the switchboard. A few lamps were also often ope-

rated by the same transformer to light the switchboard or other

parts of the station. The station attendant w.as, of cour.se, in ab-

solute ignorance of the pressure at any point on the lines where
lamps were used. The pressure was therefore usually run high

enough to be on the safe side. The attendant was sometimes in-

structed to let his voltmeter needle follow gently the manoeuvres
of his ammeter, as there was tliought to be a more or less in-

timate connection between volts and amperes and the volts ought
not to lie allowed to get too far liehind.

If any one ever breathed a suggestion of pressure wires, it

was probably his last breath. At any rate, he was never heard
of again. What! pressure wires with alternating current? Pre-
posterous idea. Alternating and progression were considered al-
most synonymous terms. Antiquated ideas must be abandoned.
This faintly whispered need miglit, however, be heard again,

so, to meet the emergency, a compensating voltmeter was pro-
duced that could be adjusted for any drop in the lines. It was
ingeniously arranged so tliat a small series transformer in the
main line would send currents opposing those operating llie volt-
meter, thereby making the needle or index drop back approxi-
mately proportionately to the current in the line. This device was
a great help, and caused the drop in lines to jump into prom-
inence at once. It would be quite perfect if the drop in alter-
nating current lines were proportional to the current, but it is
not. The power factor of ordinary alternating current systems is
usually quite low at light loads, and, except witli very small wire,
an ampere may therefore produce much more drop proportion-
ately at light load than at heavy load.

In Europe it is, to some extent, tue practice to use transformer
sul>statious with low potential distribution from these points.
Transformers are cut in and out at these sub-stations by atten-
dants according to the demand for current. It is doubtful if, af-
ter paying interest on the investment in property and housing for
these transformer stations, together with the investment in in-
struments and switches required, and the attendants' wages,
there is very much saving effected. * « « *

Comparing the cost of individual transformers and high-poten-
tial distributing mains with the three-wire system of aiains at
low potential, we do not find a great difference in first cost in
favor of the alternating. We do find, however, tliat the Edison
feeders for the same distance cost about 31 times as much as for
alternating current at 1,100 volts, 125 times as much at 2,200
volts, or 500 times as much at 1,400 volts. It would then appear
that if we could apply alternating current to the feeders at high
potential and transform down for the mains, we might reach the
lower first cost of the ordinary alternating current system and
possibly retain all the best features of the direct current. To ac-
complish the former, the transformers must be provided at a
small proportion of the cost of the alternating-current feeder,
and to do the latter, they must not increase tlie average losses in

the sj-stem. It is obvious that we could with alternating cur-
rent move our station to any reasonable distance from our centre
of distribution, and at comparatively small additional cost for
feeders. The whole problem then seems to come down to trans-

former efficiency and means of regulation.

To consider the matter of regulation first. We see at a glance
that we cannot use the direct current method of regulation by
supplementary bus bars, but we can use the booster method, and
can, moreover, apply a static booster to each feeder to regulate
within any desired limits and with as small gradations as neces-
sary. In fact, the booster method of regulation was first applied
to alternating current distribution, and operates with much less

average consumption of energy than either the supplementary
bus or direct current liooster method. In tliis important consid-

eration we can therefore improve on and simplify direct current
methods.

The means of regulation having been in this way provided for

the feeders, it remains to be considered what we shall do to elim-

inate the effects of transformer drop. As we have determined
on a secondary low potential, three-wire distributing system of

mains, we can altogether dispense with high potential mains and
limit the high potential to the feeders. If we do this, we can
conveniently have the transformers of the same unit capacity

as the feeders, and arrange each with its primary connected to

its independent feeder, and its secondary feeding into the three-

wire mains. We know that the effects of our feeder drop are

eliminated if we regulate by pressure wires from the feeder ends.

In the same way the eft'ect of our transformer drop maj- be elin-.-

inated by bringing pressure wires from the secondary terminals.

The feeder drop and transformer drop therefore become one, and
are cared for in tiie same way. We can even secure better gen-

eral regulation tlian witli the direct current system, as we have a

better form of feeder regulator and have idiminated the effects

of transformer drop.
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Now, to return to the transformer itself and its efficiency. It

is evident tliMt, witli tliis system, the transformer capacity need

be no greater than that required for maximum station load, in-

stead of more than twice that amount or nearly equal to that

re(iuired for the total number of lamps connected. This at once

doubles the average load on our transformers, and raises the

average efficiency. It also incidentally reduces the first cost of

transformers in still greater proportion. We also linow, how-

ever, that transformer efficiency at light loads is dependent on

the iron loss, and that this is interdependent with the regulation

or drop. If we can increase the drop, we can increase the iron

loss, and thereby greatly increase the average efficiency. Hav-

ing proviiled nsainst any interference with the regulation of the

system l>y the transformer drop, we can afford to increase that

to the heating limit of the copper. In this way, a lOO-li, w.

transformer can be built with an average efficiency of over OS

per cent. The entire transformer loss can, moreover, be more

than made i:p by the less loss in feeders, which we would nat-

urally have with alternating current.

We have thus eliminated the two features in which the or-

dinary alternating current system of distribution has been in-

ferior t.i the direct current, and have provided means for ob-

taining better regulation and higher efficiency at a very niuch

less cost of installation than with the direct current system.

This system was conceived several years ago, and It has since

been my good fortune to have an opportunity to install a system

PercenV of maximum load.

CURVES OF DISTRIBUTION EFFICIENCY.

of this kind on a large scale, which is now in very satisfactory

operation. It Is laid out exactly as a three-wire Edison system
would be. except that there are no subfeeders. A network of

mains is planned as if for use with direct current. The feeders

are all designed for 110-k. w. maximum load at 1,100 volts, and
at each feeder end Is placed a 110-k, w. transformer feeding

into the three-wire network in the same manner and at the

same points as with the direct current system. The transformers

are located in manholes of suitable design. From the secondary

terminals of each transformer, pressure wires are run back to the

station. Each feeder has an Independent regulator by which
the pressure can be raised or lowered. There are no primary

mains, nor any connection whatever between the primary feed-

ers. The regulators perform two functions. Tliey are used to

maintain the proper pressure as indicated by the voltmeters and
also to divide the load between transformers in any way desired

as indicated by the feeder ammeters. It is possible to shift the

entire load from one transformer and feeder to an adjacent

transtoi-mcr in this way without sensibly affecting the pressure

on the system, and an equal division of load betweeu trans-

formers can be readily maintained at all times if desired. This

is a very important consideration wlien very heavy loads or

overloads are to be carried. The distril)ution of load on any

large system is constantly changing as new customers are con-

nected, and in large Edison stations certain feeders often be-

come so overloaded tliat it is found necessary for their safety

to put resistance in series with them to force some of the cur-

rent to other feeders. The possibility of overloading any in-

dividual feeder beyond its share is aljsolutely provided against

in the system described.

In the figure are shown four curves of station distribution

efficiency. No. 1 is that of a representative Edison three-wire,

direct current station. No. 2 is the new alternating current sys-

tem described. No, 3 is the usual alteruatiug current system

emplo.ving separate transformers for each customer or for ad-

jacent customers, the best modern transformers being used. No.

4 shows the same system, but with the average transformers

found on the lines of most existing stations. These curves were

plotted from the following data oljlaincd from actual practice.

No, 1, No, 2, No. 3. No. 4.

Per Per Per Per

cent. cent. cent. cent.

Feeder loss L!4 8 10 10

Main loss 2 2 2 2

House wiring loss 1 1 1 1

Transformer loss, iron .23 C 12

Transformer loss, copper 2.7 1 .5

Total loss at maximum station

load 27 13.93 20 25.5

Efficiency at maximum station

load 78.7 87.9 83.3 79.6

The efficiencies of distriluition at assumed average loads are

shown to lie as follows:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Per Per Per Per

Per cent. cent. cent. cent. cent.

Load, 25 94.1 95.8 78.4 66.6

Load, 20 94.8 96.2 75.3 61.4

Load, 15 96.1 96.5 70.3 54.3

Load, 10 97.3 96.4 01.9 45.1

At maximum load it will be noticed that the efficiency of al-

ternating current No. 2 is 10 per cent higher than No 1, the

direct current. This means that the same energy can be de-

livered with 10 per cent less capacity in generators, engines

and boilers, or a difference of 10 per cent in the first cost of

generating plant. It is pertinent to remark here that alternating

current generators also have a much greater margin for over-

load for short periods than direct current generators. The effi-

ciency at average load, or the all-day efficiency of the No. 2

alternating current system, is also shown to be appreciably

higher than the direct current. In large central stations the

average load is generally found In practice to vary from about

15 to 20 per cent of the maximum, and it will be noted that from

12 per cent average load up. No, 2 curve for the special system

of alternating current distribution shows a higher efficiency

than the direct current, • * » • •

Several large three-wire, direct current Edison stations are be-

ginning to employ alternating current to extend their lighting

territory beyond that possible or profitable with low tension cur-

rent. This is a recognition of alternating current which would
not have been considered for a moment a few years ago. They
now propose to use alternating current to transmit their energy

at high poteutial to a distant substation, where it will be trans-

formed to a lower pressure and then again transformed by means
of rotary transformers to direct current, which is in turn dis-

tributed over the three-wire Edison system as if generated in

the ordinary way. This is a very beautiful and instructive ap-

plication of alternating currents, and ingeniously designed ma-
chinery. It gives the manufacturers a chance to sell additional

machiner.v, swells the company's real estate investment and gives

work to the unemployed to operate the substations.

The loss in the conversion to alternating current and back
is about 15 per cent in addition to the loss in static transformers

and lines. This distribution miglit be accomplished without the

additional machinery.
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A much higher efficiency of distribution, and better regulation,

could be secured by using Ihe alternating current system as it is,

without transformation to direct current, and everything could

be controlled from the main station without enr.ploying labor or

apparatus at substations. Why do they not use it so? They say

that many things cannot be accompUshed as well with alter-

nating current. If that is a challenge, we will accept it and try

conclusions with them. Let us then anticipate these various

objections and see what they amount to.

We have already seen how a properly designed system of dis-

tribution for alternating currents may be made to exceed the

direct current system in efficiency, taking the latter under its

most favorable conditions. If we then add to the usual losses

in the direct current system the losses in double rotary trans-

formation and in static transformers, the very great difference in

favor of the alternating current is still more marijed.

It has been shown how very simple and reliable regulators

can be provided for each alternating current feeder, which will

secure the closest possible regulation over any range desired,

and this can be effected at a loss of less than one per cent.

Such close regulation can only be secured with direct current by

the use of a number of generators connected to auxiliary bus

bars, or by connecting the feeder ends to adjustable resistance

connected between the busses of two or more generators. The

first cannot be realized in a rotary transformer station, and the

last is quite wasteful of energy. Regulators placed on the al-

ternating current feeders of the rotary transformers control

alike the pressure on each rotary, and all the direct current

feeders supplied by the same, in exactly the same way as field

regulation does on a direct current generator. Such regulation

can only be effectual with a number of small rotaries not op-

erated in multiple. The best regulation can, therefore, undoubt-

edly be secured with the alternating current system. « • • •

The greatest argument used against alternating current used

to be that it would not run a motor. It has long ago proved

that it can, and that without a commutator. This subject now
brings us to multiphase systems. There are two of these systems

in general use, the two phase and the three phase. Other sys-

tems are but modifications of these and will be mentioned as

such. Motors can be operated with equal facility and efficiency

on either system and have many distinct advantages over direct

current motors.

For long distance power transmission the three-phase system

shows an economy in copper; but for lighting, or for lighting

and power combined, it is not at all well suited. I might say

that where lighting is a distinct feature, and first class service

is to be rendered from a large station, the three phase system

cannot be used successfully. On even the best generators, the

windings are so entirely interdependent that a change of load

on one phase will affect the pressure on the other two; but a

defect even worse is the impossibility of regulating the phases

independently for drop in the feeders if the load happens to

vary on any two. Any regulator placed in circuit with one

phase will effect about the same change of pressure in the ad-

jacent phase within the usual limits of regulation. Regulation

is then a question of the best possible averages, and at best Is

but guesswork. With the feeder and transformer drops found
economical in practice, it would be practically Impossible to

keep the pressure sufficiently constant for high efficiency lamps.

The complication of wiring is also very serious, especially if the

Edison three-wire system is used for distriljution, as six wires

would then be required, forming six circuits that must be kept
balanced.

The two phase system Is subject to the same objections unless
the two phases are used separately for lighting, in which case
we have the complication equivalent to twice the number of

generators and feeders.

For good regulation and simplicity, the single phase system
cannot be equaled by any multiphase systein.

The so-called monocyclic system is a modified two-phase system
in which current is distributed for lighting on a single phase
circuit only, and a third wire carries current in quadra-
ture to the first, which, in connection with the first, is

transformed to a three phase relation wherever it is desired to

operate motors. The regulation of this system can be made al-

most as good for lighting as the single phase, and can be as

simply effected. The third wire adds complication, but no bai-

aucing is required, as all the lighting is done from single phase

on two wires. If low tension, three-wire distribution is at-

tempted with this system, a fourth wire must be used for power

distribution. • • • « •

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Here we come to the direct-current advocate's last and great-

est stronghold. To this he retreats with great confidence of

safety. We may ask first whether storage batteries have yet

been proved to be a valuable adjunct to the central station, cost

and maintenance considered. It is true they are being tried by

several large stations, and we watch eagerly for the results.

They equalize the station load to a greater or less degree, and

cut down the generator capacity for the peak. Are they, how-

ever, cheaper than generators, engines and boilers of the same

capacity? Are the losses in transformation less than the cost of

a few more attendants? Is their maintenance less expensive

than that of generating apparatus? These questions can not

as yet be answered in the affirmative. But if the battery man's

most sanguine hopes be realized, what then? If rotary trans-

formers are good enough for the direct current man to use to

change the direct current to alternating current, transmit a good

proportion of his load to a distance and transform ag.ain to di-

rect current, why should not the alternating current man use

them to charge his batteries and then to transform their output

back to his pet form of current? Loss in transformation, do

we hear some one say? Not any more than with our contem-

poraries' long distance transmission system, and, in this instance,

they are small and unimportant, we are told. There is at least

one station in the country where storage batteries are being

used In this way, and I believe with success, as storage bat-

teries go. * » » » »

In summing up, we find the following marked features in

which the alternating current, properly installed, has been shown
to have pronounced superiority over the direct current:

Highest possible efficiency of distribution and operation.

Best regulation.

Largest territory desired readily supplied from one station.

Comparatively small cost of feeders, effecting enormous saving
In investment.

Least cost of real estate.

Cost of installing and operating sub stations entirely avoided.

The only system in which all classes of service can be sup-

plied from one type of generator.

Greatest flexibility.

Lachine Rapids Plant and the Cost of Producing Power for

Generating Electricity Therefrom.

BY W. MCLEA WALBANK, MANAGING DIRECTOR.

In order to allow of a fair comparison with other plants, of the

cost of producing power for generating electricity from the La-
chine Rapids plant, the writer considers it desirable to give a
brief outline of the hydraulic as well as the electrical equipment
of these works.

The world renowned Lachine Rapids, as you are all doubtless
aware, are situated on the St. Lawrence river, a short distance

from the city of Montreal. The idea of converting the wasted
energies of these turbulent waters and harnessing them for the
use and convenience of man, was not new. As far back as
1866, a company was formed, whose object was to erect dams
and construct large hydraulic works, about a mile lower down
the river, than the site of the present power house; the object be-

ing to induce factories to establish their works at the rapids, for

at that date, the possibilities of electric transmission had not
been demonstrated. The scheme, however, never materialized,
and since then various projects have from time to time been
talked of, but never matured.

In the fall of 1895 the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic & Land Com-
pany, L'td., commenced its operations. The directors com-
menced work, only after having fully satisfied themselves upon
the difficulties to be encountered and overcome, and carefully
studying the question of back water, frazil and anchor ice, and
went In with a determination to succeed.
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The oompany was honestly formed without "ground floors" or

"suUcellars." with a bona fide capital, on which every share rep-

resents $100 cash. This, the writer considers, lias direct bear-

ing on the cost of producing electricity, because a company,

handicapped by what is called watered stock, or exorbitant pro-

motor salaries, has to pay interest on money it never had the

use of. Having therefore formed a company on a solid an<l firm

financial basis, the property fronting on the Lacliine Rapids and

coni rolling tlie waterpower privileges was secured, and opera-

tions for the development of the water power commenced.

HYDKAUI.IC DEVELOPMENT.

The hydraulic plant consists of a main dam and power liouse.

l.OtRl ft. long, and a wing dam and guard pier, .'),0tlO ft. long,

forming a head race or basin, with an average depth of 12 ft. in

low water. To secure this it was necessary to divert the waters

of the St. Lawrence and lay bare the bed of the river for a dis-

tance of over a mile and remove over 41X1,000 cu. yds. of rock.

The main dam which is constructed of a series of isolated cut

stone piers, with head" gates and stop logs, furnishing in all

36 flumes and three waste weirs, at the same time, forming foun-

dations for the pow-er house and turbine sheds.

The total development will, when completed, consist of 72

vertical turbine wheels and 12 generators. The wheels are con-

speed of 76% r. p. m., discharging 235.33 cu. ft. of water per

second they developed 300.&i h. p.. showing an efficiency of 81.32

per cent, which would make the total possible output of the

power house about 10,000 k. w.

COST.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to a fair comparison of electric

current produced by water power, as against the same current

produced by steam, is the first cost. In the former case, es-

pecially if a large water power is to be developed, the expense

of the whole installation, such as dams, head and tail races,

etc., has usually been made at the commencement, while perhaps

only a fraction of the power thus obtainable is at once used,

therefore making a very much larger capital cost per unit, than

with a steam plant, which need only install the power necessary

for immediate demand and continue increasing or adding thereto,

as the demand therefor offers.

In this case it was necessary to spend about one million dol-

lars in hydraulic development. This million dollars is able to

furnish over 20.000 h. p., whereas it will be some time before

we will be able to convince the public of the advantages to be

derived from the tise of electricity, which is no easy task, as

anyone familiar with the subject will testify.

The .5,000 b. p. from a commercial point of view, will have for

^
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DIVISIONS 3 AND 4 OF MAIN DAM SHOWING POWER HOUSE AND TURBINE SETTINGS.

nected in series of six, by gearing, to a horizontal shaft, at the

end of which a generator is directly connected. The completed

power house will contain 12 such sets. The arrangement is

show^n in the accompanying illustration.

Of the total installation, 48 wheels are already in place, and

the power house, head race, tail race, and dams are completed.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPlfENT.

Each dynamo house will contain four three-phase General

Electric alternators, wound for 4,400 volts at full load, and two

direct current exciters at 120 volts. There will be in the total

installation three such dynamo houses, containing in all 12 dy-

namos and six exciters, each exciter being capable of e.xciting

four machines. Each dynamo house will have its own switch-

board, of blue Vermont marble, of the very latest design, so ar-

ranged that each circuit may be operated from the switchboard

of eitlier power house. The floors are of slate and the building

of solid brick. The current is generated at 4,400 volts, avoidmg
the use of step-up transformers, is transmitted over bare copper

wire strvnig on iron poles to the city of Montreal, a distance

of about five miles, to the sub-stations, where the pressure will be

lowered to 2.300 volts, and l)y means of sub-st.ation switchboards,

subdivided into the desired units and distributed partly through

underground conduits, and partly by overhead construction,

throughout the city of Montreal, and its suburbs, where there

is a population of over 300,000 people, offering a fine market for

light and power. Of the total equipment, one-third is already

installed.

TOTAL POWEE.

The wheels were tested at the Holyoke testing flume, on April

IC and 17, 1897, and developed at full gate, as follows: With a

the present at least, to be charged with all the expense of the

hydraulic development of over 20,(KiO h. p.

In estimating the cost of producing power from the Lachine

Rapids, the writer does not take into consideration the cost of

distriltuting power, for this would be the same in either case,

whether the prime mover was a water wheel or a steam engine.

He will therefore confine himself to the cost of developing water

power and delivering that power on the bus bar at the sub-

station, exclusive of the generator. He will add the cost of the

tr.ansmission line from the source of power to the sub-station in

the city, because this is directly attributable to water power
plants, as it would not be necessary in the case of a steam plant,

unless it were for transmitting power from a coal mine to a

cit.v or following the practice laid down by the Brooklyn Edi-

son Company, in locating its power house at a point convenient

for obtaining coal and water at reduced' prices, using high ten-

sion transmission and converting by rotary converters, at variotis

substations. There will also be included, the step-down trans-

formers to reduce the pressure to that required for local distri-

bution, about 2,000 volts. He will also charge the water power
with the drop or loss in power from the rapids to the sub-station.

The writer therefore considers, in justice to the Lachine
Rapids plant, it would be necessary to give, first, the cost per
kilowatt per year, for the portion of the plant at present installed

and connected to generators ready for operation, and second,

what the cost will be per kilowatt per year, when the whole
water power development is in operation.

1. The total cost of water rights, dams, hj-draulic machinery,
power house, transmission line, step-down transformers, etc., is

$957,200.

The power developed is 4,000 k. w. at the generator. Allow-
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lug 10 per cent loss, there will be delivered at the sub-station

bus liar, 3,600 k. w., which is equivalent to $2(i3.83 per kilowatt,

capital cost. This at G per cent would be equivalent to ifl.^.95

per k. w.

Depreciation on $300,000 wliich will more than cover the cost

of that portion of tlie plaut subject to depreciatiou. rated at 5

per cent and spread over 3,(i00 kilowatts would be equivalent to

$4.17 per k. w.

Operating expenses, including labor, repairs, insurance, etc.,

amount to $10,275 per annum, which is equivalent to $2.So per

k. w.

This makes a total cost on a 24-hour day basis $22.07 per k.

w. per year.

2. The total cost per kilowatt with the whole water power

plant in operation. Before giving these figures, the writer would

like to explain that the figures herewith quoted, are reliable for

the cost of the completed plant, inasmuch as the same is at pres-

ent under contract with reputable firms, the Laehine Rapids

Hydraulic & Land Company, having a limited time, in which to

or<ler the works completed.

The total capital cost with 72 wheels installed will be $1,113.-

273. The power developed, after deducting all losses will be

13,50t) k. w. at the sub-station bus bar, equivalent to $82.46 per

k. w. capital cost, which at G per cent represents $4.95 per k. w.

per annum.
Depreciation per kilowatt will equal $1.68 per k. w.

Operating expenses, including labor, repairs, oil and waste

and insurance, if taken upon the same basis as already exist-

ing, will amount to $20,453, equivalent to $1.51 per k. w.

This makes a total for a 24-hour day $8.14 per k. w. per annum.

It will be noticed that the operating expenses, as well as the

depreciation, per k. w. in the latter case is very much reduced

and it is a remarkalile feature, how constant the operating ex-

penses are, even at present, being practically the same with full

load as with no load.

In connection with these figures, it might be stated that coal

used in Montreal and vicinity, is what is known as Nova Scotia

coal and costs $3.50 per ton for run of mine.

The writer would also draw your attention to the fact that the

capital cost cited in each of the foregoing cases, includes money
paid for real estate, of wliich the company owns over some

eight million feet fronting on the Rapids, intended at some future

date to form the site of a suburban town and which it is hoped

and expected, will return the money expended in developing the

water power above referred to.

CONCLUSIONS.

From the foregoing, the writer trusts that he has shown that

where reliable water power can be obtained within reasonaljle

distance from power centers, it can be made to produce cheap

electric current to say nothing of the great advantages the city

must derive therefrom, not only commercially, but viewed from

a sanitary standpoint as well, as the use of electric power thus

generated, is the best smoke consumer yet invented.

Analysis of the Cost of the Generation and Distribution of a

Unit of Electricity.

BY CALVIN W. KICE.

It is the intent of the paper to show what has been done, what
is being done, and what is therefore possible, rather than to give

theoretical tables. It is the intent also to sliow the advantage of

watching each one of the various items which go to make up the

total cost, and, by pointing out the proportions of each to the

whole, to aid one in the discovery as to which particular items

are disproportionately large in his plant.

Before taking up the consideration of the cost of operation of

a plant we should first consider the plant itself.

In America the variation in the investment per kilowatt is

$200 to .$750 per kilowatt capacity installed. In a few cases the

figure is below $200, and in a few as liigh as $1,000; but in the
great majority of cases the cost is below $400.

In this respect American practice is ahead of that of Great
Britain and the Continent, where the majority of plants have a
total Investment of over $500 per kilowatt Installed.

The figures on some railway plants in Chicago give the cost to

be less than $75 per kilowatt. I think these figures refer to

stations alone, whereas the corresponding values for lighting

plants include distributing systems also.

The importance of keeiiing down the investment per kilowatt
need not be emphasined.

The principal items tliat go to make up tlie total investment
are real estate, steam or water power plant, electric plant distrib-

uting system and minor details.

In the first item we naturally find a great variation in tlie

dififerent plants. In country towns it runs as low as .$25 per kilo-

watt, and in cities as high as $1.50 and over. In other words,
there are some plants where the investment in real estate alone
is greater per kilowatt than the entire investment is in others.

The investment in steam plant varies from .$2<l to $(HJ, with
figures on the electric plant slightly greater.

It is needless to say that the location of the plant ought to be
considered with reference to all influences, each considered sep-
arately and reduced to a common method of comparison, i. e.,

the dollars and cents value per year of each consideration.

For instance, in a large city which I visited a couple of weeks
ago I observed a new station being erected not over 1.{XH) feet

from a river, yet five or six 1,000-h. p. non-condensing engines
were being installed. It is reasonable to assume tliat the con-
venience of thjit site to the main street of the city had a greater
dollars and cents value than the consideration of condensing
plus the difference in value of the land, as the company had the
option to sell the present power site to the government and to
buy a river site for less money.
In buying the steam and electric plant, liowever. it is essential

to consider reliability aliove every other consideration. In em-
phasizing this point to make it the end sought while considering
the merits of boilers, engines, water wheels or generators, it

should be viewed in its broadest sense. It is of assistance in ex-
amining bids on electrical apparatus or engines, to compare the
prices per pound, and weight in pounds per kilowatt or horse
power, and In considering boilers, heating surfact and pounds
per horse power, as well as price per pound.
The various methods of rating apparatus and of stating ability

to stand overloads are very confusing to the purchaser, and com-
parisons by pounds develops features not otherwise noticed, but
worth considering carefully.

Having decided whether or not it is economical to use simple
compound or condensing engines, decision as to the boiler pres-
sure will follow as a matter of necessity, and will in turn decide
In part whether return tubular or water-tube boilers will be ad-
visable. The price per horse power of boilers is now not widely
diflferent.

The advantage of direct connecting over belt or rope drive is

now recognized, so very little need be said. The amount of sav-
ing has been very carefully sought by Mr. Crompton, and in 23
of the largest English works the results have been tabulatiMl as
follows:

COMPARISON OF FUEL USED.
CONVERTED ALTERNATING CURRENT SYSTEM.
Cost Of fuel

per unit B. T. IT. In
Works. sold. fuel tier ICtliclency of Il.T U. per

„ ., , „, Cents. unit. dislribiuton. unit cen. Decent of nlanLNewcastle ADlst.. A 1,60 310 70 l<I8 stcaiturbj"Leeds K 3.46 300 ei; 20O llfr Rn n?Bonnlemouth C 3.62 232 69 iS '^ .. .? ',^-

House to house ...D 3.86 26."> 66 175
NewcasUe-on-Tyne E 1.28 262 68 173
Hetropolllao F 3.60 232 66 1.S3 Mixed STslcm

i?e\'er.":^;.-;-;.vg 1-^ ,Tv ^ 'g '^?"?°"
Averageof B.C.D.AF 245 ]6I

MIXED SVSTF.M.
CItyofLondon I 2,18 172 82 HI Mlveil <,7c Hr
Chelmsford J 1.92 l<6 76 ir "'^'"' ^?'

''r;

Average I .t J 159 |._.q

CONVERTED COXTINUOUS.
Chelsea K 2 22 l« Dvns driv lilrO*'"'" „„I. HO 88 5 62 .W ^" Rp DrAverage KiL 115 72 »p. ur,

DIRECT SYSTEM. Dvnm'sdrlv dlr.

r"'"""-;
M 5M 315 93 2.i.S by dbl-eail ensLiverpool N l,eo 1S6 75 1S3 SliiElc acr ••

Birmingham O 1,76 ira 7S in
="".?":»"•

..

Charing cross and
Strand P 2,26 117 90 132

Hove Q 2S2 H7 82 120
St. James and Pall

„";'' - R 1 '< 116 r,H 110Bradford s IK 119 88 7 110Brighton T 181 117 80 91
Kensington D 1,71 116 86 5 100
Westminster V 1,56 104 88 9« ..

Knlghtsbrldgo....W 1.26 84 91.5 ts
Average N to W 133 11a
Ideal Works 0,54 3fi^ 90 s-y g

r„„
"The table shows that thecosl of fuel averages 41T, higher where the dynamos arerope-driven than where the dynamos are direct-driven by high-speed engines.
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Great stress Is nowadays put upon high efficiency, and while

this is Important, reliability should be the principal feature.

In the present day of good design there is at best little to be

gained in absolute efficiency but the cost of energy, and the pop-

ularity of electric light and power will be very much affected,

according as it is reliable.

Good regulation in the station is more important than high

efficiency. Good regulation in the station means ability to use

high efficiency lamps.

The use of 50-watt instead of 58-watt lamps means a saving of

14 per cent directly in the lamps and in the copper losses. Rel-

atively this Increase in efficiency is much greater than is possible

In any of the various types of boilers, engines or generators.

Therefore the governing of the engine from no load to full load,

and the regulation of the generators with load tlirown off and

on, should be carefully determined.

The value of accessories in the reliability of the plant and the

reduction of labor and attendance is important. These acces-

sories are as follows;

I. Feed-water appliances:

(a) injectors.

(b) steam pumpe.

(c) electric pumps.

II. Boiler appliances (steam or electric):

(a) forced draught.

(b) mechanical stokers.

(c) super-heaters.

(d) coal handling and storage.

(e) ash conveyors.

III. Cranes:

Mechanical or electrical.

IV. Auxiliary electrical apparatus:

(a) boosters.

(b) station motors.

It Is not ever advisable to drive the exciters from a motor

taking current from the main generators on account of fluctua-

tions being multiplied.

But under certain conditions the feed pumps, coal and ash

handlers, overhead cranes and stokers may be driven with suc-

cess and economy by either alternating or direct current electric

motors.

Electricity as delivered at the switchboard Is generated with

economy and can be used more advantageously than steam. « » •

The price charged per unit is made up bt cost and profit

The cost may be subdivided as to

I. Generation and distribution; II. Maintenance; and III,

Management.
It may again be divided Into (a) material and (b) labor; (a)

representing (1) fuel, (2) water and (3) supplies; (b) representing

(4) wages and (5) superintendence.

II. Maintenance is made up of (6) material, (7) wages and

(8) superintendence, and

III. Management, may be subdivided as to (9) directors, (10)

salaries and (11) expenses.

As we compared total cost of plant per kilowatt and found It

on the average to be under $400, calculations as to cost of op-

eration of plant per unit output per year gives that figure to be,

on the average, under 50 cents. That is, on the average. It re-

quires 50 cents worth of plant to generate and distribute one

kilowatt per year. • • • • •

There is another point to be learned, namely, the percentage of

units generated which are unaccounted for. This percentage is

even greater in gas companies, and it is interesting to watch the

reports from year to year and to see the Improvement In this

matter. The Massachusetts report of all the gas companies of

that state gives the exact number of feet unaccounted for in

each company. These Items, added together. In 1897 amounted
to 285 million feet. One gas company lost 30 per cent of its out-

put, and quite a number over 20 per cent.

The largest percentage of unaccounted-for units in the English

electric stations generating over a million units appears to be 12%
per cent. Quite a number having an output of 500,000 units have

83 per cent. One station loses 47 per cent.

These figures with respect to electric lighting are not com-
parable with gas, for the reason that we allow the larger portion

of the loss as necessary to the distribution. I have no doubt

but that a great saving may be made in our stations if attention

is brought to this feature. • * • •

In comparing street railway with lighting stations we find

that the average efficiency of the lighting Is less than half the

railway companies', also that the average of these railway sta-

tions Is above the highest efficiency of the 1890 report, but was
equaled in 1895 in the report of one lighting station only.

NO FOUR-CENT FARE FOR MILWAUKEE.

May 31 Judge Seaman in the federal court rendered a de-

cision holding invalid the ordinance of the city of Milwau-

kee compelling the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Company to sell six tickets for 25 cents. The court does not

go into the question of the power of the city to prescribe

reasonable regulations as to rates of fare; this is assumed

for the purpose of deciding this case, and the ordinance held

invalid because the rate of fare fixed is unreasonable.

The court found that the enforcement of the 4-cent fare

would operate to materially reduce the net revenues of the

company, and reduce them below the point fixed by equita-

ble and constitutional considerations.

The proposed reduction would deprive the company of

property rigihts by preventing reasonable compensation for

service. Confiscatory rates are repugnant to the constitu-

tion, and any compulsory rate which will not give an in-

come large enough to meet expenses and yield a fair profit

is confiscatory.

YERKES ON FRANCHISE EXTENSIONS.

A rather unusual meeting was held at the Palmer House,

in Chicago, June 9, under the auspices of the Civic Federa-

tion, a self-constituted body to protect the public interests

of the city. The attitude of this body has been decidedly

antagonistic to the street railway companies. An invitation

was extended to C. T. Yerkes, president of the North and

West Chicago Street Railroad Companies, to present the

street railway side of the argument in reference to franchise

extensions. N. A. Partridge first spoke to the audience ac-

cusing the companies of corruption in dealing with legisla-

tive bodies, stock speculation and false reports by manipu-

lating the book keeping. He favored monopoly and con-

solidation of all the companies in one city and private own-

ership and operation of the railways. Mr. Yerkes won the

attention and sympathy of the audience by his plea for fair

play and investigation. He explained many of the points

raised by Mr. Partridge and pointed out the error in many
public fallacies. He said that his companies had spent $8.-

000,000 in the last four years having faith that the people of

Chicago would not call for any legislation that would mean
confiscation of this property. Mr. Yerkes was given close

attention and generously applauded.

It is rumored that all the suiface street railways in New
York are to be consolidated and preparations are being

made with that in view. The Third Avenue Railroad Com-
pany has received permission to change some of its lines to

the underground system and the Metropolitan Traction

Company is about to apply for a permit to operate all its

remaining lines by the conduit system. It is thought there

would be economy in operation to generate the power for

all these systems at one station and have the entire man-

agement under one head.
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FARE COLLECTION AND ACCOUNTING SYS-
TEM OF THE CAPITAL TRACTION
COMPANY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

BY C. M. KOONES, SECRETARY AND TREASURER.

The Capital Traction Company has three hnes of roads

in the city and one in the country on which it transfers from

one to another without charge, except about 1J/2 miles of

road beyond the District of Columbia in the state of Mary-

land; on this last an extra fare is charged. To the people

along this line commutation books of 100 tickets are sold

for $2, the ticket being good on that portion of the line only.

Strips of four double tickets, one good on the company's

line and one on a connecting road, are also sold for 25

cents. Transfers are exchanged with two roads for which

a charge of 2 cents is made. Aside from this the regular

fare is 5 cents, six tickets being sold for 25 cents.

On each of the company's lines there is a superintendent

from whom the conductors get their blanks and transfers

when they begin work. At the end of each line are two

clerks called receivers, one being on duty during the day

and the other at night.

Form No. I is used by the conductor to keep his account.

The first line begins with the date; the number of the train

(one motor car and one trailer) follows; after this the let-

ters "D. N. E." (day, night, extra), and the name of the

line. If the conductor has a day train he scratches oflE the

letters "N." and "E."; similarly if he has a night train or

an extra.

The next line gives the names and badge numbers of the

conductor and motorman. The next four lines are for data

concerning the registers. The conductor begins by writing

the number of each register, there is one for cash fares

and one for tickets, in the columns marked "C' and "T..''

and when he turns his car in he writes over the numbers be-

fore written the numbers then on the registers, and then

places the differences in the proper space.

Tlie lower portion of this form is for the record of fares

by trips, there being space for 14 round trips. "Out"' means

the half-trip from the depot, and "In" the half-trip return-

ing. The motor number is the number of the motor car

of the train; if there is a trailer attached, the number of

the car is entered muler "coach'' or "open,'' according as

the car is a closed or an open one. "Time"' means the time

when the conductor leaves the office, going, under "out,"

ror/n /
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and returning, under "in." "Transfers Received" includes

all transfers, those that are free as well as those for which

a charge is made. The transfers are assorted and examined

at the ofifice of the treasurer. "Free" means the number of

free riders, such as policemen and firemen on each half trip.

"Tickets Received" represents the amount in tickets, count-

ing them at 4 cents each; the sixth of a cent is settled at

the ofifice. "Cash" needs no explanation. "Total" repre-

sents the amount o' ti'-Uets and cash and "Total Passen-

gers" represents all the passengers on the half-trip, whicli

when compared with the inspector's report gives a check

on the conductor. Passes and employes" transportation are

coupon tickets which are treated as transfers.

On the back of Form No. 1, which is a sheet 6}i in.

wide and Syi in. long, is the record of the number of trans-

fers issued, and a ruled form for entering the names and

TRANSFER, CAPITAL TRACTION COMPANY.

badge numbers of the policemen ^nd firemen who ride free,

and the time of day when they ride. These are entered each

half-trip by the conductor

At the end of each half-trip the conductor puts his trans-

fers in an envelope, 5 in. by 3 in., on the back of which is

a printed form with blanks for entering the train and trip

numbers, the time and the number of transfers, the name

and number of the conductor. These envelopes are turned

in to the receivers at the end of each half-trip; the receiver

has a case of pigeon holes (one for each conductor) in which

he files the envelojies until the end of the day when he puts

a rubber band around them and sends them to the treasur-

er's ofilice.

Every trip the conductor makes his returns to the re-

ceiver, who enters them in a large book, on each page of

which are printed duplicates of the conductor's book, and

at the close of the day the conductor fills up a card, Form
No. 2, and called a "total card." The total cards are given

to the superintendent who sends them to the treasurer's

office. The superintendent has a case of pigeon holes in

which he keeps the transfers and punch to be issued to each

conductor. He also keeps a book in which he registers the

number of the transfers given to each conductor at the be-

ginning and returned at the close of his day's work, and

from this book an improperly issued transfer can be traced

to the conductor who issued it.

Form No. 3 is 5 in. by 9 in. with 28 lines, and is used by

the superintendent in his daily returns for transfers that are

sold for 2 cents each. Form No. 4 is 7J4 in. by 12J/2 in.,

on which the superintendent keeps his record of the free

transfers issued to the conductors in the morning and the

number returned at the end of the run.

Form No. 5 is 14 in. wide by 12 in. long, on which each

receiver makes a daily report to the principal receiver, send-

ing him the conductors' books (Form No. i), money and

tickets.

The principal receiver adds the returns from the different

ofifices together and makes his report to the treasurer, on

Form No. 6, which is 4 in. by 5^4 in., entering his money
on a bank deposit ticket which is turned in with the report.

The treasurer has in his ofifice a book in which the total

cards previously mentioned as being filled out by the con-

ductors are entered and the receiver's report must agree

with this.

The accounts in the treasurer's ofifice are kept according

lo the method recommended by the committee of the Street

Railway Accountants' Association.

THE ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY OF
BOILER WATERS.

A Paper Read by Henry Leffmann before the Engineers' Clnb of Philadelphia.

Pure water is an artificial produrt of the laboratory, and is so

difficult to prepiire and preserve that its properties can hardly

have uny i)rn<?ticnl imiwrtauce. Natural waters always contain

substances in solution and suspension, varying from mere traces

to very large ainount.s. The effects and uses of water are depend-

I'lit upon the character and amount of the materials present.

Wlien the wholesomeness or physiologic effects are to be deter-

luintHl, the important points are the nature and amount of the

mineraJ ingredients and the character of the organic life; but

when the applieability of a water to steam-making purposes is

to be determined, the action of the dissolved gases becomes im-

portant, while the organic matter, living or dt-ad, has no practical

importance unless the amount be unusually large or it be excep-

tional In character. Many other technical uses for water, except

that of steam-making, may come under the supervision of the

chemist, but they are of less practical moment.
For the study of natural waters it is convenient to arrange

them into groups, and although this classihcation is for use in

the determination of the wholesomeness, it will not be amiss to

note it. The groups are four—viz.:
ifdirt-ioater.—Water precipitated from the atmosphere under any

conditions, and, therefore, including dew, frost, snow, an<l hail.

Surface-water.—All collections of water in free contact with the

atmosphere, whether in motion or at rest.

.S'Mtooi7-!oa<er.—Waters not in free contact with the atmos-

|)here, but percolating or flowing through soil or rock at a moder-

ate distance below the surface, derived in targe part, if not whol-

ly, from the rain or surface-water of the district.

Deep-water (artesian-water).—Water accumulated at considera-

ble depth below tihe surface, from which the subsoil water of the

district is separated by one or more difficultly-permeable s-trnta.

Rain-water collected in the open country is usually nearly pure,

but in cities it may contain much objectionable matter.

Surface-water is usually well adapted for boiler purposes, ex-

cept for its liability to turbidity. It usually contains only a

small amount of dissolved solids and but little carbonic acid.

Sul>soil-water, which is that obtained from springs and ordi-

nary wells, is usually clear, and contains notable amounts of

solid matter.

Deep-water is variable in character, even with a limited area;

and approximately the same depth waters of markedly different

characters will be found. Deep-waters are apt to be rich in das-

solved solids, but there are many exceptions to this. Iron com-

pounds and sodium chloride are often present in considerable

quantity, sometimes so great as to unfit the water for any house-

hold or technical use.

The suitability of water for boiler purposes must be considered

with reference to the two properties of corroding and scale-form-

ing. These are, to some extent, antagonistic, since the deposit

of material on the iron will, of course, protect it. Experience

shows that waters of very high purity are by no means always
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the best for boiler use. In general, it m;iy be said that the cor-

rosive qualities are due to the water molecule itself or to the

oxygeu and carbouie acid present in solution. More rarely, we
have organic or mineral acids, and these, especially the latter,

are highly objectionable. Organic acids of somewhat iiidctinite

character result from oxidation of vegetable matters, e»i)ecially

the cellulose and lignin of wood-tiber; hence, waters collected from

swampy regions, in which there is necessarily much decaying

vegetable fiber, may contain organic matter in a corrosive form,

practically acid, although perhaps not corresponding exactly to

the strict delinition of that term in modem chemistry.

The water suirplied to Shettiehl, England, is derived from peaty

moorlands, and sometimes has a strong action on iron. In one

stage of the flow the acidity is equal to about % of a gmin of

sulphuric acid to the gallon. As these acid-like substances are

often not volatile, the concentration of the water in the boiler

greatly increases the coiTosive action. Even when the organic

substances are not capable of acting as direct corrosive agents,

they may indirectly determine the oxidation of the iron. The
laboratory affords us more than one instance of the formation of

a body being promoted by conditions favorable to its combina-

tion when formed, and it seems possible that any organic matter

which is residily converted into acids by moderate oxidation

would be capable, under the joint action of free oxygen and a

distinctly positive Ijody. such as iron, of forming a soluble iron

salt, although neither the oxygen nor the iron alone would ac-

complish the action.

An important commercial process may be cited as an example

of this: Finely divided vegetable matter, such as sawdust, is

readily converted into potassium oxalate by heating with caustic

potash; and from this product oxalic acid, one of the strongest

acids known, may be obtained. Vegetable matter is not con-

verted into oxalic acid by the action of air alone or mild oxidizing

agents.

Some years ago, when studying the Anderson process of purify-

ing water, I had occasion to note an action which seemed to be

explicable on this theory. A sample of water was received from

the neighborhood of Norfolk, Va. It was deeply colored with

organic matter. On agitating it with iron-turnings in a partially-

filled l>ottle for a few minutes, a bulky preciiiitate was formed,

and on filtration a colorless water was obtained, tests of which

showed that 97 per cent of the oxidizable organic matter had

been I'emoved. It seems probable that somewhat similar action

would occur in a boiler, and that a material corrosion of the iron

would ensue, foi- in the experiment noted above a notable amount
of the Iron was converted into ferric oxide.

It is hardly necessary here to speak of tlie injurious action of

mine-waters. In most cases they owe their acidity to sulphuric

acid derived from the oxidation of pyrites, and exercise a power-

ful and constant cori-osive effect on iron, even in the cold.

I have lately had occasion to examine two waters which have

marked corrosive qualities, although they do not show excess of

organic matter or marked acidity. They are of somewhat differ-

ent composition. One contains about six grains of solid matter

to the gallon, the other about nine. Their corrosive etfect is

exei'ted on other metals than iron; indeed, with regard to both

samples, the most serious complaint is that the soldered joints

in the lead-lining of the flush-tanks are destroyed. One of the

samples was sent with the information that everything was cor-

roded except the copjK^r portion of the ball on the valve-rod.

This statement led me to suspect the presence of a copper salt,

but none was found. Copper and lead salts will prove very cor-

rosive to iron. The (piantitative examination of these waters

h.as shown that in botli the amount of magnesium and chlorine is

high in proportion to the other solids. This suggests the view

that the corrosive action is due to magnesium chloride, as noted

below.

The con'osive action of the soluble rhlnrides on common metals

is well known. Pi'aclically only sodium chloride and magnesium
chloride come into consideration. Sodium chloride is present in

almost every sample of water, but in surface and subsoil-water.

unipoUuted with sewage, the quantity is usually less than one

grain per gallon. In deep-waters the amount is often quite large.

Thus, in the well (over 400 ft. deep) on Black's Island, just below
the mouth of the Schuylkill river, the sodium chloride exceeds

50 grains per gallon. Such a water would be expected to exert

a decideflly corrosive action.

Magnesium chloride is generally considered a highly objection-

able ingredient by reason of its liability to a reaction with water,

by which hydrochloric acid is formed. It is known that mag-
nesium chloride can not be obtained pure by evaporating its

solution in water; the residue will contain some magnesium ox-

ide, wiiile hydrochloric acid escjipes. The water takes part in

the reaction.

Mg01,-f2il,0=MgH20,+2HCl.
Some experiments that I have made imlicale, however, that

this reaction does not occur until the solution becomes concen-

trated. Howevei-, we must bear in mind here the principle that

has been stated in connection with the effect of organic matter,

n.unely, that the presence of iron may promote the reaction by
offering an opportunity for the action of the dldoriue. The exjjeri-

ments of evaporating magnejiium chloride in glass, i>orcelain, or

platinum vessels do not represent the conditions in practice, and
the reaction

MgCIj+Fe+2H,0=MgII,0,-l-FeCl,+H,

might occur under con<litions wiiich would not bring about the

former reaction.

To be on the safe side, some chemists have advised that the

magnesium and chlorine determined in the analysis should be so

expressed as to show the maximum amount of magnesium chlo-

ride that could 1k^ produced from the water, and thus determine

the upper limit of a corroding effect from this sourc-e.

Even supposing we have no substance-s in the water capable of

acting directly on iron, it is not likely that any Ivoiler will esc.ipe

some corrosion, for commercial forms of metals are not usually

homogeneous, and the contact of water containing appreciable

amounts of mineral solids will establish a polarization which one
portion of the iron will become the positive plate in a voltaic

couple and suffer corrosion in consequence.

The gases dissolved in water are usually nitrogen, oxygen, and
carbon dioxide: the lavSt is assumed to exist as carbonic acid.

Nitrogen is regarded as without effect, but the others are impor-

tant. Spring-water of high cla.ss—that is, containing very little

dissolved solids—often produces marked corrosion. Some years

ago one of the large trunk-line railroads had much troulde from
boiler-corrosion on a division which was supposed to furnish ex-

cellent water. The road liad a well-ecjuipped laboratory, but the

chief of that department assumed that the corrosion was due to

free acid. He held to this view stubbornly, and in defense of it

had numerous analyses made and considerable volumes of the

water evai>orated in order to concentrate the acid which was not

there. The examination showed that the corrosion was due to

the dissolved oxygen, probably assisted by the carbonic acid.

The water contained so little scale-forming material that no pro-

tecting film was formed on the iron, and hence it was exjiosed to

the direct corrosive action of the water and the contained gases.

The solubility of ox.vgen in water is gi'eatly diminished by heat,

while chemie activity is increased. Hence, the cold water charged

with oxygen entering the boiler has this oxygen released from
solution and it attaclce the iron. The corrosion is, therefore, apt

to be most marked at the point at which the feed-water entere.

The presence of the free oxygen and its increased activity proba-

bly also assists the corrosive action of the carbonic acid. The
reaction

Fe+Hv,C0a=FeC03+Hi
is unlikely, but

Fe+0+H,CO:,=FeC503+H,0
is not improbable; indeed, it is supposed to occur in some cases

in the Anderson process for purifying water.

When the amount of scale-forming ingredients is sullicieut to

produce a film on the iron, it is protected from such immediate
corrosion, and we are remiiuled of the conditions which occur

in the human mouth—the decay of the teeth and the deposit of

tartar are antagonistic conditions and do not occur at the same
spot.

Two other Influences toward corrosion may be mentione<l:

I'npollntetl waters usually contain but small amounts of ni-

trates, but waters drawn from shallow wells in populated dis-

tricts generally contain notable quantities, probably in the form

of calcium and magnesium nitrates. These are corrosive salts,
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and, as the determination of the uitrogeu existing as nitrates Is

easily made tiy modern methods, it should not be omitted by the

analyst. If the proportion exceeds a few parts per million it

should be given consideration.

Tihe fatty oils may lead to the production of corrosive sub-

stances. These often contain free acid, and the proportion may
be increased in the boiler since high steam decomposes the fats

and oils, producing a fatty acid and glycerol. The mineral oils

are hydrocarbons and are not subject to such decomposition, and

hence are not likely to form acids. In fact they exert rather a

reducing action and might restrain corrosion.

Turbid waters should be filtered before being used in boilere.

If filters using alum are applied, care should be taken that an

excess of alum Cor aluminum sulphate) be not used, as decided

c<jrrosion might be produced.

The scale-forming ingredients in water are principally the com-

pounds of calcium and magnesium. Usually the amounts of silica

and iron are not sufficient to produce marked deposits. Calcium

and magnesium exist in natural waters principally in the form

of sulphate, carbonate, or chloride, and the amount and charac-

ter of the scale will depend, to a great extent, upon the form of

combination. Magnesium and calcium carbonates are but slightly

soluble in pure water, but are rendered much more soluble by

the presence of free carbonic acid. This is usually expressed by

saying that the sutetances form soluble bicarbonates, but the

term is little more than a form of words. Whatever be the con-

dition, it is well understood that it is disturbed by the removal

or neutralization of the free carbonic acid, when all but the

small quantity of the carbonate, soluble in the pure water, is

precipitated. In the ordinary use of water, the removal of the

carbonic acid is brought about by the heating, and deposits of

the carbonates promptly take place. The amount of such de-

posit is, therefore, independent of the concentration which the

water suffers.

Magnesium sulphate is freely solul)le in water under all ordi-

nary conditions and need not be further considered. Calcium

sulphate is one of the most objectionable ingredients in boiler-

water. Although often described as an insoluble salt, it is solu-

ble in cold water to the extent of over 100 grains to the gallon.

At the boiling-point it is somewhat less soluble, and at temper-

atures decidedly above this, say 300° F., which corresponds to

about 60 lbs. pressure, it is nearly insoluble. Now, it is a well-

known principle that insolubility controls chemie interaction.

Hence, water coataimng calcium compounds and sulphates would

be expected to form a precipitate of calcium sulphate in such

amount as to exhaust one of the ingredients that are needed to

form it—that is, until either the Ca or the SO, is used up. Possi-

bly the presence of considerable amounts of chlorides or potas-

sium or sodium carbonate would mitigate this condition, but in

most instances, I think, it will be safe to apply the same rule

that is given for the estimation of magnesium chloride, namely-

base the judgment on the maximum amount of calcium sulphate

that the water could yield under any condition.

In response to an inquiry, Dr. Dudley has kindly given me an

outline of the method used in the Pennsylvania Railroad labora-

tory at Ailtoona for the approximate determination of scale-form-

ing Ingredients. The total solids are determined in the usual

way, the residue is treated with dilute alcohol (50 per cent) and

the undissolved matter is designated scale-forming material. The

meithod is found to be satisfactory in its application.

Any condition that promotes the insolubility of the calcium sul-

phate will, in some measure, represi'ut the effect of heat, and

hence the amount of precipitation obtained by adding alcohol to

the concentrated water will be of value in determining its in-

crusting tendency.

Although the various materials which deposit in boilers are

often collectively designated as "scale-forming," yet as is well

known the different material differs much in the character of

the material deposited. The carbonates produce a soft scale,

calcium sulphate a hard .scale.

B. F. Smith has called my attention to the fact that some

manufacturers at Manayunk, Philadelphia, have been obliged to

abandon filters requiring alum on account of the marked increase

of hard scale which is brought about. This is easily explained:

the alum introduces a notable amount of sulphate into the water.

Probably aluminum chloride could be substituted with advan-

tage in these filters.

In that portion of the deposit in direct contact with the hot

iron, the precipitated magnesium carbonate becomes converted

by the combined influence of the heat and water into magnesium

hydroxide and carbonic acid.

Mg0O3-f2Hj0=MgH.Oa-l-H,CO,.

Hence many boiler-scales show notable amounts of magnesium

hydroxide without necessarily indicating that it is due to the

decomposition of magnesium chloride.

Perhaps, at the end of this exposition of chemie principles, you

may be inclined to say with the Mikado, "All this is very inter-

esting, but we come upon an entirely different matter." Engi-

neers can not control the laws of nature, and often have no choice

of water. The question is then -what may be done to remedy

the objectionable conditions. Turbidity may be easily remedied

by filtration. In the technical uses of water a mere straining

effect is needed; the removal of bacteria and the mere opalescent

suspended matter is not necessary, hence less care is required in

the operation of the filtering apparatus than when sanitary ques-

tions are involved. I have already called attention, however, to

the danger of the too free use of aluminum salts.

When corrosion is due to free acid it may be easily overcome

by the use of alkaline substances, among which caustic soda and

soda-ash would be most generally applicable. The corrosion due

to the decomposition of tlie magnesium salt would be benefited

by almost any of the methods adopted to prevent scale, which

will be considered later. The coi'rosion due to dissolved oxygen

will be materially reduced by heating the feed-water, and also by

arrangements for not allowing the water to come directly in con-

tact with any highly heated spot.

The prevention of scale is secured in various ways. The mag-

nesium and calcium carbonates that may be held in solution by

carbonic acid are all precipitated by the removal or neutraliza-

tion of that acid. The former may be accomplished by the heat-

ing of the water, or even by exposing it in thin layers to the

action of air; the neutralization can be brought about by the

addition of some basic substance. One of the oldest methods is

the addition of slaked lime, calcium hydroxide, which, by con-

verting the carbonic acid into an Insoluble carbonate, precipitates

both itself and the carbonates in solution. Caustic soda will also

accomplish this.

The precipitation of calcium sulphate can not be so easily ac-

complished. It is soluble In water to the extent of over 100 grains

to the gallon. It does not owe this solubility to any other sub-

stance, and it is not much less soluble at the boiling-point. If

the precipitation is to be accomplished by heat alone, it must

be under decided pressure, as exhaust steam will not produce

the same effect as it will with dissolved carbonates. Calcium

sulphate being a most objectionable ingredient, much attention

has been given to the methods of removing it or preventing it

forming hard scale. The older remedies mostly involved the use

of organic matters which acted by interfering with the crystal-

lization of the sulphate, and thus rendered the de^iosit pulverulent

or at least friable. Much organic matter, however, in a boiler

may cause corrosion or priming, and we find a tendency at the

present day to the use of direct precipitating agents, among
which may be mentioned trisodium phosphate and sodium fluor-

ide. Both these substances convert all calcium and magnesium

compounds into insoluble floceulent precipitates, yielding also

highly soluble and non-corrosive sodium salts. They seem to

meet the practical issues very well, and are in extensive use.

< « »

AWARDED TO THE ALBANY CONSTRUC-
TION COMPANY.

The contract for the construction of the Albany, Helder-

berg & Schoharie electric railway was awarded, Jttne 2, to

the Albany Construction Company. The latter company
has agreed to build the 40 miles of railway through the

state of New York, at $10,000 per mile, and to begin the

work June 13. The road is a highly desirable one, and the

route, through the heart of the state, is likely to be a profit-

able one.
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DUQUESNE FORGED GEARS.

The Duquesne Forge Company, of Rankine Station, Pa.,

has just placed on the market a complete line of forged

steel gears and pinions which are unique in their construc-

tion. The method of construction is quite different from

anything else on the market
I'^T'n^^

1 and is well shown in the

accompanying illustration.

The blanks for the rims are

first rolled as any structural

shape would be, cut into

proper length, bent to the

desired curvature, and fas-

tened to the cast steel cen-

ters by two pins at each end

as indicated in the cut. The

two halves are then faced,

bolted together and the teeth cut. So made the gears are

much lighter than the ordinary gear and are free from blow

holes. The Duquesne Forge Company will furnish blanks

to street railway companies which desire to cut their own
gears.

The bolts are readily accessible and a gear can be re-

moved from an axle with any common wrench without dif-

ficulty. This type of gear is meeting with favor and the

repeated orders from the same customers prove the sub-

stantial claims of the makers. The Duquesne Company
is represented in Chicago by the W. R. Carton Company.

SERVICE TEST OF STREET RAILWAY
BRAKE SHOES.

The Sargent Company advises us as follows regarding
tests made by the Chicago City Railway of the Sargent
"Diamond S" and Congdon brake shoes. One car was
equipped with two "Diamond S" and two Congdon shoes,
the former averaging 20 lbs. and the latter 19 lbs. when
new. These were applied on December 10, 1897. O" April

28, 1898, the "Diamond S" shoes were removed, averao-ing
in weight i^yi lbs.; average loss per shoe 6>4 lbs. On
the same date the third pair of Congdon shoes was removed

:

average loss in lbs. per wheel 20^. Average weight o(

Congdon shoes removed 12 lbs.; average loss per shoe 7 lbs.

The "Diamond S" wore out three sets of Congdon shoes
showing a ratio of wear in weight in favor of the former of

3.21 to I.

On the second car four "Diamond S" sho€S were applied
and ran from December 10 to May 6, showing an average
loss by wear per shoe of 6>^ lbs. for nearly five months ser-

vice. The "Diamond S" also gave the better result in stop-

ping the car quickly and smoothlv.

MALLEABLE IRON JAW FOR BRAKE RODS.

B. Haskell, superintendent of motive power of the Chi-

cago & West Michigan Railway, has designed malleable

iron jaws for certain parts of the brake rigging on freight

cars, whereby a considerable saving in blacksmith work

UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.

Whenever the street railways are called upon to lay feed-

ers underground it is necessary to select a conduit which has

high insulating properties, is durable, and will not cause

abrasion to the cables, is proof against frost, heat, water and

acids, and can be easily and quickly laid. The Standard

SALT-GLAZED CONDUITS.

Fire-Proofing Company, of Perth Amboy, N. J., offers such

in its salt glazed conduits. They are manufactured of the

finest quality of fire clay, properly dried, thoroughly and

uniformly burnt and heavily glazed inside and out. As may

be seen in the cut the ends of the sections are provided with

holes for the use of iron dowel pins, which assist in the

alignment and strengthen the joint.

The Warren, Brookfield & Spencer Street Railway Com-

pany, of Brookfield, Mass., is now building a new power

station and car house.

' ' JT '
:

.; .i
I-- 5

BtxSh^
JAW FOK BRAKE RODS.

is eflfected. This jaw was described in a recent issue of the

"Railroad Gazette." The end of the rod is first put through

the cored hole A in the jaw, and is then heated in the forge

and bent so that it can be drawn back through the opening

B. The end of the rod is turned down to prevent the jaw

from slipping on the rod. In this way brake rods can be

fitted up quickly and no skilled labor is required.

AN ARMY AND NAVY

Memorandum boott Is what you have been wanting. The North-

ern Pacific has it. It eontains cut of the Maine, Map of Cuba,

List of United States and Spanish Naval Vessels. Interior Draw-

ings of a Battle Ship. Illustrations of United St.ates and Spanish

Ships, Glossary of Navy and Army Words. Table of Distances.

Connnanders of United States Ships and Army Corps, List of

Uniled States Regiments and Their Commanders and other in-

formation very useful and valuable at this time.

Tlie book fits the vest pocket and is up to date.

Send Chas. S. Fee, General Passenger -Agent, N. P. R., St.

Paul, Minn., ten cents and the book is yours.
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PERSONAL.

rnul Sccvers, suporintendent of the Muscatiup (la.) Electric

R;iilwiiy Company, resigned June 1.

R. I.. Rand lias l)eeu appointed to succeed William Fisher as

superintendent of the Brunswick (N. J.) Traction Company.

K. Kessler, yvncral manager of the Richmond Traction Com-

pany, of Richmond. Ind., called on the Revikw when in Chicago

recently.

Thomas II. Mn-Lean, general manager of the Toledo Traction

Compan.v. was a caller at the Review office when in Chicago the

early jiart of the month.

I, R, Nelson has resigned his position as superiiilendent of the

Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Electric Railway. His successor

is .lohn Hlott, of Cleveland.

A controlling interest in the Citizens' Street Railway, of Matte-

awan, N. Y., has hcen purchased by .Tohn T, Smitli, S. K. I'liillips,

E. Ij. Tomiikins and W. J. Coukliu.

D. A, Belden, general manager of the Aurora (111,) Street Rail-

way Company, is quartermaster of the 3rd lirigade, Illinois Na-

tiimal «;uard, with the rank of major.

A. C. Woodworth, president of the Consolidated Car Fender

Conii)an.\, rrovideuce, spent a few days in Cliicago the early

li-ul oi Ihis month, while making an extended wcsiern trip.

Capt. Frank S. De Ronde has been given leave of absence from

the Standard Paint Company, and has enlisted for the war. He
is now in command of a company in camp at Sea Girt, N. J.

E. W. Rocka fellow, of the Western Electric Company, who
was stationed at (jamp Townsend as 1st lieutenant in the 47th

New York, has been promoted and is captain of Company M in

that regiment.

Ernest X, I^e Seure, general manager of the Danville (III.) Gas,

Electric lyight & Street Railway Company, was a Review caller

wlien in Chicago last month, and reported that his company is

making extensive improvements ami building a line to the new
Soldiers' Home.

L. O. Williams, who has for a long time been paymaster for

the treasurer of the Lynn & Boston road, has left street railway

service to become treasurer of the Ft. Worth & Rio (Jrande

Railroad, with office at Ft. Worth, Tex.

(jharles N, Wilcoxon has left Mnncie, Ind., and assumed the

general management of the Citizens Electric Railway, Decatur.

Ill,, on June 1, The citizens of Decatur will find Mr. Wilcoxon

a progressive officer and pleasant gentleman.

F. C Armstrong, representing Dick. Kerr & Co.. of England,

is on a tour of inspection through the United States and stopped

for several days in Chicago. On his return home Mr. Armstrong
will be the I^ondon representative of the company.

George B. Kerper, general manager of the People's Line, Day-

ton. O., accompanied by Mrs. Kei-per. called on the Review while

in the city. They also spent some time at Lake Geneva, the

guests of Chicago friends, having a fine summer residence at the

lake.

At the annual meeting of the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana
Electric Railwa.v the following officers were elected; Pres-

ident, Col. Fred. Colburn. Charleston, W. Va.; vice-president. J.

S. Ilarshman. Enon; secretary and treasurer, John G. Webb,
Springfield

W. J. Hart, who li;is been connected for eight years with the

street railways of Saginaw, Mich., as manager of the Union and

later manager of the Interurban. has resigned and will be the

manager of tlie new Detroit, Lake Shore & Mt. Clemens Electric

Railway with headquarters in Detroit.

A. A. Anderson general manager of the Mahoning Valhy Rail-

way Company, Youngstown, O.. has been chosen manager the

Trumbull Electric Railroad connecting Niles and Warren. The

proposed consolidation of these lines will not be effected. (lioui,'h

they will henceforth be under the same management.

F. II. Talbot, who was in charge of the mechanical and elec-

trical departments of the shops of the Lake Street Railroad Com-

pany, of Chicago, has accepted a position with the Walker Com-

pany. He is an erecting engineer, and is now overseeing the

equipment of the new motor cars of the Metropolitan WesI Side

Elevated Railroad Company.

F, E. Smith, who, as auditor of the Lynn & Boston Railroad,

ranks among the foremost street railway accountants in the

country, stopped in Chicago on his return from an extended

trip in Texas. He was in attendance upon the sessions of the

Illinois Street Railway Association, where he was warmly wel-

comed ,and also visited the meetings of the National Electric

Light Association.

Albion E. Lang, president of the American Street Railway As-

sociation, and of the Toledo Traction Company, has returned

from an eastern trip of inspection during which time he spent

several days at Old Point Comfort, It is not expected that the

war will have any effect on the time or place of the annual con-

vention which meets in Boston early in September. Mr. I^ang

says all the indications point to the largest and best convention

in the history of the Association.

W. L. Ferguson, who has been closely connected with the street

railway interests of Decatur, III., for the last 1.5 years and man-
ager of the consolidated s.vstem since 1802. resigned on June 1,

to become general manager of the Richmond & Eaton Traction

Company, which is to build an electric line from Richmond, Ind.,

to Eaton. O. The employes of the City Electric Railw.ay Com-
pany, where Jlr. Ferguson has been for so long, presented him
with a handsoni(> cane as evidence of their good wishes and
kindly feelings. At the recent meeting of the Illinois Street

Railway Association. Mr. Ferguson read a paper on "Collection

of Fares and Cheeking Employes."

R. C. Brown resigned his position as superintendent of the Hal-
ifax Electric Tramway to become assistant chief engineer of the
Metropolitan Traction Company, of New Y'ork, and has been suc-

ceeded by Fred A. Huntress, who was his assistant. When Mr.
Brown's resignation was accepted the directors adopted a reso-

lution reciting that his management had "resulted in the installa-

tion of .a system of electric lighting and tramway service in the
lii.i;hest degree efficient, which efficiency is due in a very Large
measure to the ability and competency of Mr. Brown," and the
president and secretary were appointed a committee to present
him with a testimonial on behalf of the company.

OBITUARY.

irles B. Pratt, president of the Worcester (Mass.) Consoli-

Str<>et Railway Company, and ex-mayor of Worcester, died
4 home on Mav 10. Mr. Pratt was nromiiiont in Unni.-!nfr

Cha

dated

at his home on May 10.

and insurance circles.

Mr. Pratt was prominent in banking

John J. Shipherd, a well known Ohio street railway operator,

died suddenly at his home in Cleveland, June 1, of stomach
troulile and bronchitis followed by heart failure. At one time
ilr. Shipiierd was interested in roads at Columbus, Ft. Wayne,
Ind.; the Cleveland City and several others, and was understood
to be worth a million dollars. All his property, however, was
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lost during the recent fluancial dcpressious, and left him hope-

lessly in debt. His business reverses have weighed heavily upon

him, and probably are chiefly responsible for his failing health

and death.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

A supplement of essential inform.Tlion concerning the United

States Navy has been published under tlie nfluie of the Scientitic

American Special Navy Supplement. l>y Munn & Co., 3G1 Broad

way, New York. A historical sketch is given of the birth and

growth of the new navy, from iss:i to 1808, together with !t(l

illustrations of our ships, all of which are accurately classified

and described. Many of the pictures are half tones and wood
cuts. The supplement is handsomely bound, and may be pur-

chased, by mail, for 25 cents.

"Coal Catechism" is the title of a recent work liy William

Jasper NichoUs, M. Am. Soc. C. B., published by the J. B. Lip-

pincott Company, riiiladelpliia. It comprises 218 pages, with

index; 12-rao. Price ^l.-lfl. The author states in the preface

that the book is intended "for tliat great number of intelligent

riaders who have no teclcnical training, and yet who prefer to

seek knowledge by reading special subject.^ rather than Action."

In justiflcation of the c.itechetical form use<l he says no better

method has been devised for imparting a Ihorongli knowledge of

a subject, especailly to tliose .vomig students in our schools and

colleges who desire special instruction, or to those who have not

received the necessary training for systematic study. In all

there are 20 chapters dealing witli the origin, geology, history,

geograph.v, iiroduction, classificatoin. development, preparation.

transi>iirtatiou. properties, etc., of I'oal. and.tlie whole constitutes

an elementary but comprehensive handbook of the subject. The
t.v pographical work is good and the book is attractive in appear-

ance.
-•-•

BUFFALO TRACTION COMPANY TRANS-
FERRED.

The Buffalo Traction Company has changed control, it

Iieing claimed by some that the Buffalo Railway Company
either directly or through some of its heavy stockholders as

individual purchasers of Traction stock now holds the helm.

General Manager Littell in the local papers positively denies

that his company is the purchaser, and states that with

the 4-cent fare hung around the neck of the Traction, his

company could do nothing with the property. If the two

properties could be united under the management of the

old company, it would be a most desirable thing both for

the roads and the public, for transfer privileges would un-

doubtedly be granted if the city council will raise the Trac-

tion's 4-cent fare to 5 cents, which it should be very glad

to do.

WILL ENTER WASHINGTON.

The Chesapeake Beach Railway is now all but completed

from the District of Columbia's line to Chesapeake Beach,

and will gain an entrance into Washington througih an ar-

rangement made with the Capital Traction Company. The

Chesapeake Company has leased the Alexandria branch of

the Baltimore & Ohio road, and lias arranged to run its

cars over the tracks of the Capital Company to the navy

yard gate. President Otto Mears, of Denver, Colo., has

announced that the third rail system will be used for the

passenger line. A power house will be built at Patuxent,

and $1,500,000 expended on improvements at the beach to

make it one of the finest resorts on the Atlantic coast.

NEW CONTACT SHOE FOR CONDUIT
ROADS.

In the operation of the electric conduit railways in Wash-

ington it was found that some alterations could be made m
the traveling contact or current collector to insure better

operation. G. B. Coleman, general manager of the Met-

ropolitan Railroad Company, and T. W. Duggan designed

and patented the form of contact shoe here shown. It was

found that if the lead wires were inclosed in fiber strips the

insulation became affected by dampness and a short circuit

was liable to occur. In the new shoe the insulated wires

are exposed so that the insulation will quickly dry out. A
special feature is that there is a duplicate set of main leads

CONTACT SHOE FOR CONDUIT ROADS.

which can easily and quickly be connected sliould the first

pair be burnt out or damaged from any cause.

The figures show the front and end elevations of the con-

tact. The main leads extend down the vertical bars and are

held firndy in place by insulated tubes which are secured to

the frame by U-shaped clamps. The attachments on the

upper end of the wires are for connection to the car cables.

The lower ends pass through recesses in the contact blocks

and are fastened by binding posts, counter-sunk in the con-

tact blocks. The contact blocks or shoes arc fastened to

fiber blocks and these are pivoted to two oppositely dis-

posed arms and held in position by springs.

The present plans of the New York Cit> street railway

companies contemplate the banishment of the horse within

the next two^ years.

Tlie New Castle (Pa.) Traction Company has let the

contracts for building an extension to its car barns. HIght

new summer cars have just been purchased from Jackson &
Sharp.
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FOREIGN FACTS.

Between Haspe and Gevelsburg a light electric railway will be

built by the Hagener Slrassenbahii Aktien Gesellschaft of Hageu,

Germany.

George While, managing director of the Bristol, Tramway &
Carriage Company, was recently elected president of (he Bristol

(Eng.) Stock exchange.

Ad electric (rannvay will be built in Cognac, France. Manu-
facturers .should address M. Jules Rrisson, Maire de la ViUe de

Cognac, Charente, France.

Barcelona, Spain, hopes to have the electric cars in operation

by the coming summer, rerniission to equii) the Ensanche line

with electricity Is also sought by the Barcelona Tramways Com-
pany, of Loudon, Eng.

A light electric railway will be built at Dortmund, Germany,
to operate in conitpction with the street railway. The line will

carry passengers between Dorstfeld and Lutgcndortmund. Plans
have been prepared by the Allgemeine Lokal & Strassenbahn
Gesellschaft.

Twenty American electric street cars were recently delivered In

Berlin and 100 more have been ordered. They are required im-

mediately and the order was therefore placed with an American
firm that was able to deliver them in Berlin at the same price and
in about one-fourth of the time required by German manufac-
turers.

The street railways of Marseilles will soon be extended till the
city shall have 84 miles of track, and all tlie roads are to be
equipped with electricity. A power statimi, for the generating of

an 8.000 h. p. force may be erected, and otlier improvenienls made
to place Marseilles on an equality with Taris in point of rapid
transit.

The electric tramways now under construction in Cork. Ireland,
are due to be in service July 1. The power plant includes three
Babcock & Wilcox boilers and three Mcintosh & Seymour side

crank tandem compound engines. There are to be IS double-
decker cars each to be fitted with double motor equipments and
series parallel controllers.

The rapid building of railroads in China is creating a demand
for all sorts of railroad equipments, and .\merioan firms are gel-

ting a majority of the orders. A firm in New York recently

shipped over $5,000 worth of machinery (o Shanghai. The Can-
ada Manufacturing Company has shipped to Slianghai one pair

of car wheels as samples.

The Mexican Electric Tramways Company. Limited, has been
registered In London with a capital stock of £.500,000, for the pur-

pose of building and main'.iining rail, tram and otlier roads, tele-

graphs and telephones. Two of tlie stockholders are W. Martin.

Avondale Manor Road, Richmond, and II. W. Brown, 79 Highland
street, Beckenham, near London.

The city of Mainz. Germany, will operate electric railways, en-

tirely abandoning the horse car system. T\vo new systems are

to be installed, on one line the storage and on the other the over-

head trolley. The South German Railroad Company is arranging
with the state authorities to extend its line. This company will

establish a road connecting Mainz with Wiesbaden, and another
from Mainz to Bltville.

Theophilus Liefeld, United States' consul at Freilnirg, Baden,
Germany, writes that an electric railroad system and central

power station for electric light and locomotive power will proba
bly be built immediately in that progressive city of .W.OOO inhabi-

tants. The chances of American manufacturers in the field, lie

says he beieve to be unusually good. Bids should be addressed to

the committee on underground structure. Freiburg, and delivered

before .Tulv 1.

It is predicted by Hugo Donzelmann. United States consul to

Bohemia, that that most productive state in the Austrian Empire
will soon be modernized b.v systems of electric railways to com-
prise many city and iuterurban lines. The horse car line in

Prague is to be equipped with electricity and extended, and the

city of Pilscn is to be furnished with an electric railway. The
consul aftirms that the new field will be one of profit to Amer-
ican nmnufacturers

The Compagnie Geuerale des Omnibus, in Paris, Prance, will

meet the overpowering competition of the new electric railway

systems of Paris, by the establishment of mcch.iniial traction on

a first installment of 15 tramway lines, so selected that the total

expense will not exceed 25.000.000 francs r.$.'),000.000). It is fur-

ther offered to apply mechanical traction to a second installment

of 10 lines if the city of Paris will pay the principal of an issue

of bonds to the extent of $3,000,000.

Three electric railways are projected in the vicinity of Hiogo

(Kobe). A line will be built from Kobe to Am.iga.sakl, 15 miles

distant by a company with .$240,000 capital. Another I'ne is to

be built between Amagasaki and Osaka, and will l>e five miles

long, supported by a capital $149,900. Address Mr. Shiu.vemon

Konlshi. of Inmicho. Kawabe-gun. Japan. The third line is to

run from Kobe to Armina, 15 miles. The comp/iny has a .^apital

of about $1.50,000. Address Mr. Ki-ichiro Naka, of Aiino-mur.i.

Arima-gun J: pan.

At a recent meeting of the Channel Bridge Company, In Paris,

M. Thevenet le Boul, chief engineer of the Ponts et Chaussees, ex-

plained a new method proposed for crossing the channel between

Frjince and England. The plan consists in rolUng on a bridge

submerged to the depth of 15 metres below low-water mark, an

immense platform emerging above the water. It is to be pro-

pelled by electricity and capable of carrying four railway trains.

The Compagnie de Fives-Lille has made a careful study of the

project and has expressed a belief in its practicability.

American manufacturers feared, at first, that the existing war
between the United States and Spain would have a disastrous

effect as regarded certain large foreign investments in which
considerable capitiil was Involved. The danger threjitenetl the

manufacturers of electrical railway materials more than it threat-

ened others. The steamer Etrnria recently brought satisfactory

reports concerning England's confidence in the United States, .and

the danger of war as affecting the American market is averted.

It is expected that more English contracts are soon to be awai-d-

ed for execution in America.

The Dublin United Tramways Company will accomplish the

substitution of electricity- for horse traction upon many of the

tramways in Dublin, and the rebuilding and extension of the

lines that adhere to the old system. The Clontarf line, which is

already run by electricity, will be extended. Horses are being
displaced by the electric system on the line from Haddington
rond to Nelson's Pillar, and thus an electric tram service is being
established from Dalkey to Dollymount, a distance of 14 miles.

This work will be finished within two months, as will the line

through Pembroke Township. It Is estimated that these Improve-
ments will cost $360,121.

American manufacturers will equip a new storage-battery trac-
tion system in Ostend. Belgium. This city is a residence of tin

king, and a fashionable resort, but has never had a street railway
s.vstem. The generating plan of the projected railway will cori

sist of a 60 h. p. compound high pressure engine, connected with
a Westlnghouse multipolar dynamo of 38 k. w. capacity, making
600 revolutions a minute and producing a current of 280 volts.
Storage batteries will equip the cars, and a run of 40 miles can
be made before recharging Is necessary. It will require two
hours to recharge the batteries. A complete Westlnghouse sys-
tem, with switch boards, will be placed in the generating sta-
tion. The cars will run at a speed of from 10 to 12 miles an hour
In town, and from twenty fv thirty miles an hour in the country.
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NEW ELECTRIC PASSENGER COACH
TRUCK.

W. A. McGuire, president of the McGiiire Manufacluring

Company, Chicago, and John W. Cloud, iiave patented a

pressed steel truck for steam and electric passenger service.

The McGuire Company controls its manufacture and sale

for street railways.

The truck throug'hout is of steel, excepting the brake

shoes. The sides and bolster are made from heavy boiler

plate flanged steel. The swinging bolster is of low carbon

bit of room between the axles and the transoms, hO that there

is not an unoccupied space of two inches in any part of the

interior of the truck. In the case of the Alley Elevated and

Brooklyn Bridge all the springs are carried upon the out-

side of the frame, on or under tlie equalizers, while in the

Cloud truck it should be noted all the springs are carried on

the inside of the frame, with the exception of those shown

in the cut, over the journal boxes, and no equalizers are

used.

The truck has gone into use very rapidly in steam railway

service, several thousand having been put into use last year.

It is claimed for them that they are fhe strongest trucks in

SIDE ELEVATION OF MCGUIRE-CLOUD TRUCK.

cast steel, and the truck is specially designed to meet the

heaviest requirements of modern service. The patented

points cover the method of mounting the springs over the

journal box outside and inside the frame. The rocker hous-

ing, which carries the elliptic springs and serves the same

purpose as a swing bolster, or, rather, permits the bolster to

rock laterally with a motion that is claimed to be easier than

the old swing hanger style. The elastic brake hanger also

use, and, while they are only 5 ft. 6 in. wheel base, they ride

as easily as a six-wheel sleeper coach truck.

This truck is well adapted to meet the requirements of

steam railroads that propose introducing electricity into

their suburban service. The long experience of Mr. Cloud

and the McGuire Manufacturing Company well fits them

for designing a truck of this kind, and their latest production

should find a ready place in the market.

HALF-SECTION AND HALF END ELEVATION.

combines the release spring and is an absolute jireventive of

kicking brakes, which is so objectionable in a passenger

coach. It will be noticed that the position of the elliptic

springs is quite unique in this, that the support upon whicli

they rest is suspended from the transom and takes up all the

space between the wheels on either side of the truck, this be-

ing necessary in electric railway practice to make room for

the motors. The trucks built by the McGuire Manufactur-

ing Company for the Alley Elevated and Brooklyn Bridge

are of the same wheel base, and the motors take up every

OFFICERS OF THE NORTH JERSEY.

At the regular meeting of the North Jersey Street Rail-

way Company, which, as noted in our April issue, has leased

the properties controlled by the Consolidated Traction

Company, of Jersey City, the following officers were

chosen: President, E. F. C. Young; vice-president, David

Young; secretary, Wilbur F. Johnston; treasurer, E. N.

-Hill; auditor, E. D. Hibbs. The Consolidated Traction

Company turned over its property on June I.
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The John Stepheiisou CoiniKiuy has received au ordei- fi-om the

Brooklyn Heights Kailroad for 70 closed cars for fall delivery.

The Baltimore Consolidated Railway Company has purchased

20 new cars of the Brownell Car Company, which are being

fitted with trucks' built by 'the Baltimore C-ar Wheel Company.

.lames H. Harris, Chicago agent of the Heine Boiler Co^mpany.

has sold to the Toledo Traction Company two boilers of 374 h. p.

each, for addition to its plant; boilers to be delivered by Au-

gust 1.

The Cramp-Hoadley Company. New York, agent for the

Green-Wheelook engine, has issued a descriptive catalog show-

ing the valve gear in detail and a number of large installations,

including street railway plants.

The Toledo Traction Company has ordered 17 closed ears, with

20^ft. bodies and vestlbuled on one end which will make a hand-

some addition to the equipment. These cars will be mounted on

the trucks designed by C. E. Moore, master mechanic of the Chi-

cago City Railway.

The Standard Paint Company, of New York, is doing a good

business in its P. & B. compounds, tape, varnish and ruberoid

motor cloth. These are widely used by the manufacturers of

street railway apparatus and in the repair shops of many street

railway companies with entire satisfaction.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, sent out

its monthly calendar for June calling attention to the merits

of Dixon's silica graphite paint which is recommended as equally

useful tor metal and woodwork, trolley poles, bridges, stacks,

boiler fronts, and iron construction work in buildings.

The tirm of Waterlow & Sous, London, has been incorpor.ated

with .$750,0<X) capital for the manufacture of street cars au<l roll-

ing stock of all kinds for electric steam, gias, oil and horse rail-

wa,vs. The work will be loca.ted at Preston and in future tram-

wa.v work great efforts will be made to secure home orders.

The Wheeler Reflector Compan.v, 18 to 2-1 Washington street,

Boston, advises us that it is meeting with much success in sell-

ing the dash headlights which liave been described in recent

issues of the Review, many orders, both new and repeat, hav-

ing been received from street railways in various parts of the

country.

The Augusta Electric & Construction Company lias recently

been organized to carry on an electrical supply business at Au-
gusta, Ga, Mr. McDonald, formerly the manager of the local

lel<>phone exchange, is general manager, and B. R. Mitchell, who
has long been in the supply business, is superintendent of con-

struction.

The ClhriS'ten.sen Engiiuiring Ci uipany, of Milwaukee, has

completed arrangements w ith R. W. Blackwell, 39 Victoria street,

Westminster, London. S. W.. to act as agent for the company in

the Unitetl Kingdom. The Christerusen air brakes have a world-

wide reputation and wMh the activity in tramway matters in the

British Isles a good business is anticipated.

The American Electrical Works, of Providence. R. I., which
may always be replied upon to conceive something appropriate,

as a souvenir of Memorial Day sent to its friends a fine steel

plate portrait of Abraham Lincoln, and as a most appropriate

sentiment of the day the immortal address delivered by him at

the dedication of the National Cemetery at Gettysburg.

A party including Messrs. Lockwood and Smith of the .-Vna-

eostia road, Washington, D. 0.; B. R. Stare, Sherman, Texas; E.

D. Du Bois, Chicago, aud a Review representative, inspected

the new Patton motor which has since been shipped to Chatta-

nooga. A successful and satisfactory run of about ten miles was
made, and two loaded freight cars switched to demonstrate the

power.

In an attractive pamphlet from the R. Woodman Manufactur-

ing & Supply Company, of Boston, are described the Bates num-

bering and line dating machines. The numbers run from 1 to

99,999 and there are four different styles of type. The liue dat-

ing machine gives the month, day and year for nine years. The
machines are attractive in appearance, durable and convenient

to operate.

E. R. Richards, first lieutenant First infantry. National (iuard

of Missouri, the representative of the J. A. Fay & Egan Com-

pany in St. Louis having been called out with his regiment. John

B. Temple has been sent from Cincinnati to take the place vacat-

ed by Mr. Richards in St. Louis, and Phillip J. Fraker has been

called from Buffalo to Cincinnati to take the place vacated by

Mr. Temple.

The new South Bend Street Railway Company just tmrchased

the South Bend Street Railway and the South Bend & Misha-

waka Railway, which is to be the nucleus of a very large system,

aud it has decided to use the McGuire standard solid steel frame

truck on all lines, and has placed the order with that company
for the first installment. The competition for this part of the

equipment was very strong.

The Electric Storage Battery Company is issuing about twice

a month circulars describing installations of chloride accumu-

lators in central stations tor trolley regulation, in isolated plants,

etc. These circulars give minute details of the method of in-

stalling and operating the batteries, and of the results being

obtained from them. The circulars may be obtained upon ap-

plication to any of the offices of the company.

The Simonds Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburg, reports

an excellent spring trade aud that the shop has lieen running

overtime for many weeks; in addition to the regular work on

gears, pinion, bearings, and other railway sup]>lies the com-
pany has been doing much special work of large design. It has

built a number of wheel grinding machines and is now build-

ing some special work for several large orders.

A circular has been received from the J. G. Brill Company de-

scribing and illustrating sprinkling cars for street railways. For

the standard a tank of 2.500 gallons capacit.visused substantially

mounted on a four-wheel truck. An 1.800-gal. tank or a 5,0(K>-

gal. tank can be furnished although the latter must be mounted
on a pair of trucks. For suburban use a motor driven rotary

pump is mounted on the platform so that the tank can be filled

at any point where a supply of water is convenient.

The Michigan Manufacturing Company, of Ypsilanti, has is-

sued a novel circular descriptive of the Sweet rail drill made by
it. It is in the shape of a hand with the index finger extended

to impress the reader with a few facts concerning the drill which

has a remarkable record for speed. A ^A-in. hole has been put

through a %-in. web in fi4 seconds, and on a road recently built

one man drilled 6,.50O 13-32-in. holes in the webs of 65-lb. Trail

in nine days. A ball thrust-bearing is a feature of the drill.

"Fatigue of Metal in Wrought Iron and Steel Porgings," by H.
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MAYER & ENQLUND,
10 SOUTH TENTH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Railway Material and Supplies
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

IVe carry a Large and Complete Stock of Everythiiuj needed for the Construction,
Equiptnent and Maintenance of Electric Railroads.

HIGHEST CLASS MATERIAL AT LOWEST PRICES.

NUTTALL GEARS, PINIONS AND BEARINGS.
UNION STANDARD TROLLEYS AND PARTS.

PARTRIDGE SELF-LUBRICATING CARBONS.
INTERNATIONAL REGISTERS AND REGISTER FITTINGS.

VAN WAGONER & WILLIAMS CO. COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
COMMUTATORS REFILLED. ASSEMBLED BARS AND MICA.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS. ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS.
MOTOR AND CONTROLLER REPAIRS, ALL KINDS.

S1"-A.n>a"I3-A.n.ID <3-VESn.HE3-A.a3 AOI.A.I-ESFLI.A.Xji.

Prompt Shipments from Stocic. Send for Catalogues.

p. J. Porlpr, of thf li<'tblcliem Iron r(inii)iiuy, Soutli BotliU'hein.

Pa., is .in illustratiHl paiiiphlet of 55 pages (a reprint from the

Journal of tlae Fraulilin Institute) treating of this subject and the

manufaeture of hollow steel forgiugs. The author has long been

eonuected with one of the largest forges of the country, and is

thoroughly familiar with his subject, which is treated in a very

interesting manner. Copies may be obtained of the company.

The Pautasote Company, New York, has received some large

orders lately. The Metropulitjiu Tracition Company, ol New YorU.

has ordered Pautasote car curtaius for 325 open cars, the Nassau

Electric Railway Company, of Broolilyn, for 70 open cars. The
Brooklyn Heights Itailroad Compauy for 100 cars, and 100 en-

closed cars. Kings County Elevated Railroad for 41 cars, the

iliiwauki'c Electric Railway & Light Compauy for 30 closed

cars and in addition curtains are to be furnished for 50U steam

cars.

The Butfalo Foot Cycle Company has sent out a. price list and

<liscount sheet, also showing the two styles of foot cycle, the

Buffalo model and the W. S. Cleveland model. Tlie comp.any

has recently received an order for 500 pairs of foot cycles through

its agent, A. L. Cunnard, Melbourne, Australia. Tlicre are al-

ready several foot c.vcle academies in .Mell>ourue and Sidney,

aud it is said that "His Excellency" Lord Brassy, governor of

Victoria, has pronounced toot cycling the most healthful and
life giving of all in-door exercises.

The Pawtucket Brass Foundry, of Pawtucket, R. I., Vulcan
Foundry Company, proprietor, has closed a contract with P. P.

Crafts of 100 Congress street, Boston, for all the line m.aterial

to be used in the coustruction of the Lewiston. Brunswick &
Bath Street Railway of Brunswick, Maine. This road will be

30 miles long, and the pipe liod.v brackets are specially designed

to suspend two trolley wires 5 in. apart. Much interest is at-

tached to the building of this road, as its construction will em-
body many new features in electric railway equipment.

The molur cars for drawing tlie Brooklyn elevated trains across

Brooklyn Bridge are now building in Chicago, and are being

equipped with Christensen air brakes. The system is similar to

that on the South Side Elevated, except that a vacuum instead

of a pressure is maintained to operate the brakes. The vacuum

Ijump connected to a 500-volt motor is encased under the ear. X
vacuum of 26 in. is maintained in six cylinders and this Is auto-

matically regulated through the agency of pressure diaphragms.

A test was receutly made of the pump, cylinders, etc., on one of

the ears under consitructiou and proved satisfactory in every way.

Norman & Evans shippi'd to Geo. P. Kretz a steam switch-

back merry-go-round to be placed in Schenly Park, Pittsburg. It

reached the city in time for Decoration Day but it was late in

the afternoon before operation began. It attracted much atten-

tion, being visited Ijy thou.sands, many goiug away without be-

ing able to take a ride. It was a success in every way and the

receipts amounted to nearly $700. The company reports a good

foreign trade, one galloping madnne having been sent to South

,\merica and one to tlie Frencli West Indies. The war is inter-

fering somewhat with domestic trade, but it is still Ijetter than

last year.

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield. O.. has

just publislied a new catalog of its live steam feed water pin-i-

liers. exhaust steam feed water heaters and steam separators.

The catah>g full.v illustrates and describes these pieces of ap-

paratus and gives full directions for their installation and proper

care. A feature that will command the serious consideration

of steam users who have not equipped their plants with Hoppes

apparatus is tlie list of those using it. Refereuces are given to

290 users of the live steam feed water purifiers with an ag-

gregate capacity of over 138,000 h. p.. and to 430 users of the

exhaust steam feed water heaters with an aggregate of over

180,000 h. p.

The Dorner Truck & Manufacturing Compauy. of Cleveland
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O., is now building its new types of trucks: "Criterion No. 11"

single, and •Criteriou No. 15" pivotal swing bolster. Within

the last CO days this company has built trucks for the follow-

ing roads: Citizeus' Street Railway, Fort Scott, Kas.; Dunkirk

& Fredonia Railroad, Dunkirk, N. Y.; Owosso & Corunna Street

Railway, Owosso, Mich.; Schuylkill Electric Railway, Pottsville.

Pa.t Springflekl Railway, Springfield. O.; Cleveland Electric Rail-

way, Cleveland City Railway, Cleveland, O.; Akron Street Rail-

way & Illuminating Company, Akron. O.; Phoenix City Railway.

Phoenix, Arizona. A number of orders for foreign shipment are

also on hand.

The Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Company has ex-

pended $250,000 in the elaboraite equipment of two new trains,

for the "Pioneer Limited" service between Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul and llinneapolis. The trains were built by the Barney

& Smith Car Company of Dayton, O., and are of extraordinary

splendor. Each train consists of mail, express and baggage cars,

standard and compartment sleepers, dining and parlor cars, day

coaches and reclining chair cars. The cars are superbly fur-

nished in thu empire fashion, are lighted by electricity and fitted

with buffet and smoking compartments of new designs and cost-

liest de<-orations. The Pioneer Limited service went into com-

mission May 22.

The Allen & Morrison Brake Shoe Company, of Chicago, ad-

vises us that the Chicago City Railway has just completed a

test of the Allen-Morrison composite brake shoe and reports its

life in that service to be from four to five mouths, with a saving

of one-half in tire wear and increase of 50 per cent in braking

power, the test showing all and more than the makers claimed

for the shoe. The company is sending out test shoes all the

time. The company has been in existence little over three

months and as the test shoes wear so much longer than it

claimed there is but little to report. On street railroads and

elevated there has not been a complaint and the fact of the

various roads ordering goods is proof of their superiority. A
new steam surface road shoe will soon be out.

The W. R. Carton Company, of Chicago, has moved to new

quarters in the Ashland block, where it can give better atten-

tion to its patrons. This concern has been in a position to solicit

orders for a short time only and is particularly gratified at the

success which it has met. For the last GO days the factory mak-

ing Raster carbon rheostats has been busy with orders from

the Garton Company. The comiiany has also placed orders for

Billings & Spencer drop-forged commutator bars, Keystone in-

struments, Garton lightning arresters, Pittsburg trolley poles.

Columbia covered wire and street car gongs, made by the Pitts-

burg Hollow Ware Company. The business in Grouse-Hinds

switches and Bound Brook graphite bushings is very satisfac-

tory, and a number of large orders for the Ohio Brass Company's

goods have been promised.

Among the new articles being produced for street railways

must be taken into consideration the new line of badges that the

well-known firm of Childs & Co., of Chicago, is making. These

badges have alreadybeen adopted bythe largeWest End corpora-

tion of Boston, the Union Depot of St. Louis, the Memphis Street

Railway, the Chicago City Railway, and the Lindell Rail-

road. The badge they are making is something entirely different

from the ordinary conductor and motorman's badge. Instead of

bCTUg a common piece of German silver nickel-plated, on which

the conductor can erase the number at will, the badge is com-

posed of fiber and metal so made that the number of the con-

ductor or motorman is as prominent as a felon on the thumb.

They have just issued a very handsome catalogue illustrating

these badges, and if readers will address Badge Deijartment. S.

D. Childs & Co.. of Chicago, that concern will gladly send a line

of samples and full particulars.

Company, New York, is equipping its entire system with the

Providence fender, and finds its operation entirely satisfactory.

One president who tried several fenders before adopting the

"Providence," writes the manufacturers: "It is the only fender,

and is a positive necessity, not a luxury." One or two of the

sometimes several serious accidents most roads experience in

the course of a year cost quite as much as an entire fender equip-

ment, while the interest charges on the expense of fenders is

only a fraction of the damage account saved. As purely a bus-

iness investment the money put into fenders cannot be spent to

as good advantage in any other way, says President Woodward,
and he shows scores of letters from managers using his fenders,

in proof of his assertion.

The Consolidated Car-Heallng Company, of Albany, N. Y., ad-

vises us as follows:

"Judge Lacombe, of the United States Circuit Court tor the

southern dlistrict of New York, on May 26 granted to the Cousoli-

dated Car-Heating Company a preliminary injunction against

the Gold Car Heating Company and Gold Street Car Heating

Company, restraining the latter companies from manufacturing

or selling their new style electric heater. The injimction is sus-

pended until November 1, but in the meantime the defendants are

put under heavy bontls and the suspension does not prejudice in

any way any future action which the Consolidated Car-Heating

Company wishi^ to take to enjoin purchasers of the infringing

apparatus. The sweeping decisions obtained last summer in the

United States Circuit Court and Circuit Court of Appeals, in

which the Consolidated Car-Heating Clompany's psitents were

broadly sustained, were used as a basis for the motion for an in-

junction. This decision still further strengthens the electric heat-

ing patents of the Consolidated Car-Heating Company."

The American Brake Shoe Company of Chicago lias recently

been incorporated and has acquired the "Diamond S." brake shoe

patents; Wiilliam D. Sargent, of the Sargent Company, is presi-

dent. The company has been orgianized to maintain a careful in-

spection of the product of all the licensees manufacturing under

these patents, and thus secure to the railroad companies using the

shoes a continuance of the good results obtained from the

"Diamond S." shoes as made by the Sargent Company. It is also

intended to provide inspection of brake shoes in service, giving

railroads the benefit of the services of experts. Many inquiries

have been received for these shoes from parts of the country re-

mote from Chicago, and the following licensees are now prepared

to fill orders, and the American Brake Shoe Company to guar-

antee their produc-t: The Sargent Company. Old Colony build-

ing, Chicago; Security building, St. Ixiuis; Endicott Arcade, St.

Paul; 537 Mission street, San Francisco. The Ramapo Iron

Works, Hillburn, N. Y., and Havemeyer building. New York

City. Parker & Topping, Endicott Arcade, St Paul and All.ina

Foundry Pui'tland. Ore., Central Brake Shoe Compauy, Ellicoll

Square, Buffalo, and Havemeyer building. New York City,

The Consolidated Car Fender Company, of Providence, R. I.,

reports the steadily growing favor of its fenders by the many
companies alread.v using them, and a gratifying increase in the

number of roads adopting fenders. The Metropolitan Traction

The interest which managers of foreign lines take in our roads

and in American street railway supplies is illustrated in the fol-

lowing letter from the superintendent of the tramway at Syd-

ney, N. S. W. The plant is a part of the "New South Wales

Government Railway and Tramways." C. F. Orr & Co., Chi-

cago, to whom the inquiry is addressed, are probably the largest

manufacturers of street railway uniforms in the world, their

Chicago contracts alone calling for nearly 10.000 suits yearly:

"Gentlemen: On page 96 of the Street Railway Review, for

February, I observe your advertisement with regard to uniforms

for street railway men. Could .vou kindly let me have any illus-

trated catalogues or pamphlets of your goods?

"I would inform you that we are operating about 100 miles of

tramways in and about the city of Sydney, a great proportion of

which is dealt with by steam motors, some GM: miles are worked

by electrical traction, whilst at an early date it is contemplated

to convert the whole of the present steam service to electricity.

During last year we lifted upwards of 72 millions of people.

"Both the Railways and Tramways are controlled by three

Commissioners, on behalf of the Govemmeut. Our staff consists

of about 1,500 men."
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Among till' ri'ui'iit orders received by the Walker Company
may be mentioned the following: One 25tMi. w. belted railway

generator and fonr double 4-A-S-l(X)0 railway equipments, for

the Holland (Mich.) & Lalie Jliehigan Kailway Company. One

50-k. w. direct connected lighting generator tor Russell & Co.,

Pittsburg, I'a., to be shipped to Sewiekly, Pa. One 250-k. w.

belted generator for Norton & 'J'auuton (Mass.) Street Kailway

Company. One 30-k. w., d. c. generator ordered by S. M. Pisolier,

Chicago, for the Patton Motor Company. One 30-k. w. generator

for W. A. Johnson Electric I'ompany, Toronto. One 200-k. w.,

d. e. generator for Lewiston Electric Light Company, Lewiston,

Idaho. T"wo 225-k. w. belted railway generators for the Wheel-

ing & Elm Grove Electric Railway Company, Wheeling, W. Va.

United States Ordnance Department six 10-in. disappearing gun

carriages for coast tortiticatious. The following orders for for-

eign shipment have been received: Edgar C. Mo.xham & Co.,

New York City, for Manaos Railway Company, Brazil, three

130-k. w., d. c. railway generators. Through agents in Japan,

Bagnall & Hilles, Yokohama: One 75-k. w. railway generator

and switchboard apparatus and two double railway motor equip-

ments, of 3-S-SOO motors. Through London Agency: Fifteen

double equipments of 33-S-S(XI motors and type SL controllers.

Two 120-k. w. railway generators with switchboard apparatus.

Five doublB railway motor equipments of 3-N-S(J0 motors.

Paiu"s Fireworks Company has received the warmest testi-

monials from the street railway and casino companies which

have had it give fireworks at their resorts. An officer of the

Atlantic Coast Electric Railway writes as follows: "The dis-

plays of Pain's Fireworks Company at Pleasure Bay, N. J., dur-

ing the past season were eminently satisfactory both to our

company and to the thousands who enjoyed them." Speaking of

the value of the fireworks to auMhattan Beach in a letter to

the value of the fireworks to the Manhattan Beach in a letter to

Mr. Pain, Austin Corbin, one of the owners, said: "In closing

with you your contract for the coming season, I take pleasure

in assuring you of the satisfaction we all feel in the continuance

of your connection with Manhattan Beach. During the past 2ii

years you have constantly raised the standard of your pyrotech-

nic displays to meet the advancing requirements of the public;

and in making our arrangements with you from year to year,

we have never troubled ourselves as to what you had decided

to pi'oduce, or how you intended to produce it, so certain did

we feel that your efforts would be directed to attain the higli-

est degree of artistic merit. The best evidence that the popu-

larity of 'fireworks' has not diminished, and that you command
as hearty a welcome as ever from the American public, appears

in the result of last summer, when, although tlie country had

not yet recovered from its recent financial depression, your re-

ceipts exceeded those of any previous year." Vice-president Ho-
bart, after the great marine parade in New York harbor wrote

to "applaud the skill and inventive genius" which the pyrotechnic

display evidenced. The western office and branch works are at

17-19 River street, Chicago, H. B. Thearle, manager.

Our own correspondent in Brussels sends us the following:

Young and active gentleman, agent of several important Amer-
ican firms, would like the agency of a firm making electrical spe-

cialties for street railway purposes. Address Victor Dourin, 28

rue de la -Montague, Brussels, Belgium.

John Graham, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., who still retains his con-

nection with the Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley Traction Com-
pany, on June 1, became the controlling spirit in the Blooming-
ton (111.) City Railway, and has reorganized the management as

follows: President, A. E. Demange, Bloomington; vice-presideni,

John Graham. Wilkesbarre; secretary, William E. Gray; trea-

surer, J. F. E>vans; and general manager, ex-Postmaster John
EMdy, of Bloomington.

The 12 miles of track and the plant will be Improved by the

expenditure of $.50,(KI0 in additions to rolling stock, power bouse,

and new track work.

The energy and success which Mr. Graham has displayed in

titi
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previous operations is indicative of wlmt the city of Hl.ioniiiit;-

ton may expect of liim in bis latest undertaldng. Tlic city slioiild

and undouljtediy will gladly co-operate in extending Ubcial and

broadgaged assistance in the new worli and operation c,f tlic mad.

A general assignment of A.Weston & Co., of I'ainted I'esI, N. V..

was made on .lune (i, and with it was tiled a deed of the Weston

Engine Company, to A. Weston, of all its property. The assignee

states tliat (lie iirm will pay dollar for d<dlar. Mr. Weston, tlie

sciiiiir partner <lic(l on .lime 2.

George E. I'ratt has taken a line of street railway si>eeialties

and gone into business for himself, witli office in the Betz build-

ing, I'lnladelphia. Mr. I'ratl's long connection and large ac-

quaintance in railway worli and supplies will undoubtedly put

him in command of a line business from the start. Among ins

specialties is a line of trolley wiieels, liarps, bonds, etc.. whicli

are being brought out by the well known Ajax Company, who.se

famous metal is used on the Empire Express of the New York

Central.

IF YOU LEAVE HOME

tor the sumuicr. go wiiere you will Hud, almost literally, a new

world. Such a spot is Yellowstone I'ark. There is no place like

it In the South, nor elsewhere. You will be astonished at what

you see and learn there. A month's outing in those mountains,

7,000 feet above the sea level, in an atmosphere pure and invig-

orating, would add years to your life. There are four modern

hotels, good roads— maintained by the U. S. Government—for

riding, driving or cycling; ridiug horses and pack trains. Gey-

sers, canyons, mud springs, lakes, calaraets and cascades in large

number, are crowded into a space ri4 by 02 miles in size. It you

can afford it, you wrong yourself by not going there. If you

cannot afford it, then go to beautiful Leech Lake in Minnesota,

a new and popular resort. New liolels, tine fishing and hunting,

and good boating at reasonable rates. Send Chas. S. Fee of

Northern I'acitic Railway. St. Paul, Miim., six cents for Won-

derland '08 that describes by pen and picture both resorts. Men-

tion where advertisement was seen.

The president of tiie ciiy of Warsaw, I'oland, desires lii<ls for

tlie supply of current for railways and electric lighting.

The council committee on tramways and the borough engineer

of Hastings, after examining the tramway systems of (Jlasgow,

Sheffield and several cities on the continent, reported that the trol-

ley system was tlie best adapted to Hastings and recommende<I

tlie construction of two lines aggregating -tVL' miles in length.

Niort, France, iiroposes to have electric railways and lights.

Imiuiries sliould lie addressed to Monsieur le Maire de la Ville de

Niort, Deux-Sevres. Consul Jackson of Cognac also reports that

a movement is on foot to connect La Uochelle with La I'allice by

an electric railway "2.5 miles long. Address 1'. W. Morch, Chamber
de Commerce, La Ituchelle.

The Britisli Electric Traction Company has completed the

plans and placed contracts for the conversion of the line of the

Dudley & Stourbridge Company between Hart's Hill and Stour-

bridge into an electric system. A site has been purchased and
arrangements made for a power station to supply current to

IhlK line.

An electric tramway system is proposed from Rome to Gen-
zauo with a branch to Roca di Pajia, 2(> miles long in all. The
generating .station will be located in the center of the system
and will consist of Ave 120-h. p. gas engines connected to 1,200,-

volt direct cuiTent dynamos. The scarcity of water is the cause
of the adoption of the gas engines. Each motor car is to be
equipped with two 35-h. p. motors and will have one or two
trailers, as the necessity demands. The speed of the cars will

be 9 to 18 miles an hour, the steepest grade being 9 per cent.

NEWS NOTES.

AKKON, O.—The lines of the Akron Street Railway Company

will be purchased by General Sam Tliomas. of New York city.

\V. 1). Chapman, general manager.

ALBANY, N. Y.—The Albany Hay Line Steamboat Company

has surveyors at work upon its proijosed electric line to the Cats-

kill mountains.

ANDERSON. IND.—The Union Traction Company has al>

sorbed the Clodfi'lter inter-urban line, for the price of .flOll.tKKi,

the latter road liaving been the property of the Indiana Traction

Clompany. liotli companies were building trolley lines between

.Vnderson and Marion, but the line begun by the Indiana Company

will now be abandoned, and that of the Union Company com-

pleted. Charles L. Henry, general manager Union Traction Com-

pany, Anderson.

ALLENTOWN, PA.—The construction of the AUeutown &
Kutztown Electric Railway will be commenced as soon as bids

can be advertised and the contract awarded. The road is esti-

mated to cost $1S0,(X)0; its officers are H. J. Schmiek, president,

and George Misch, secretary, both of Philadelphia. The line will

connect Allentown and Kutztown.

.•VNNISTON, ALA.— It is reporled that the Anniston Electric

Company will sell its road and plant or increase llie capital stock

and reorganize with the purpose of enlarging and iiiqiroving tlie

[ilant. The road was purchased by its present owners, in ISOIJ.

from Howard W. Sexton, trustee, and a portion of it wa.s elianged

to trolley, Mr. Sexton is president of the conlrulliug company.

ARGOS, IND.—It is proiiosed to build au electric line between

Argos ami Danville, 111., to connect Bourbon, Lake M.-ixiukuckce.

and Wiuainac. Dr. Sears, of Plymouth, Iud„ is chii'f promoter of

the road.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—It is reiiorted that a company of Phil-

adelphia and Atlantic City capitalists will be incorporated with a

.•apital of $2.00O,CK30, to build an electric line between the two
cities. T'he line is estimated to be 57 miles long. Officers, tempo-

rarily elected, are Senator J. J. Patterson of Philadelphia, presi-

dent; A. C. Welhous. of Lancaster, Pa., secretary.

AUBURN, N. Y'.—The plan to connect Auburn and Seneca Falls

by an electric railway is revived. A year ago the Auburn City

road, the Auburn & Western, and the Geneva, Waterloo, Seneca
Falls & Cayuga Lake Traction companies, after consolidation, ap
plied to the state railroad commissioners for a franchise for a

road iK'tween Auburn and Seneca Falls. The project was de-

feated by an injunction obtained by the New Y'ork Central. The
injunction has recently been dissolved, and the road may now be
constructed.

BALTIMORE. MD.—The City Passenger Railway Company and
the Central Railway Company will solidify their traction systems,
by connecting the roads in a number of places. Bids are being re-

ceived for the necessary construction. Waller S. Fr.iiiUIiu is pres-

ident of the City Passenger Company.

BALTIMORE. MD.—The Consolidated Railway Company's car
barns were consumed by fire. May 20. and 130 box cars were de-

stroyed, causing the company a loss of $2."i0.000, which is fully

covered by insurance. Presumably the road will be in the market
for rolling stock, and ready to award contracts for the erection of

a new car house, at once. W'illiam A. House, general manager.

BALTIMORE, MD.—The Maryland Electric Railway Company
has been granted the right to lay tracks on the Philadelphia
road. The railway, which is projected to go to Belair, will be re-

quired to provide its own bridges, and its rights are shared by the
Baltimore & Gunpowder Company, the two companies using the
same tracks.
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The article on "Guards for Open Cars" on another page,

will have increased interest because of the recent Georgia

decision, also reported in this issue, affirming a judgment

for $1,000 and costs in favor of a passenger who was in-

jured by a car on a parallel track, he having alighted on the

wrong side.

We were impressed the other day while riding several

miles on a street car, with the uniform courtesy and strict

attention to their work of the car crew. Old people were as-

sisted on and off, strangers were politely and intelligently

informed as to where and how their destinations could be

reached, and even the old woman on the front seat who sav-

agely shook her umbrella at the conductor as a notice to

stop was recognized by a polite bow, and she was given

plenty of time to get clear of the car before the two bells.

Whatever may be the good intentions of the management

as to the right treatment of its patrons, the fact remains that

fine cars, the best machinery that money can buy and all

the advantages which make toward comfort and safety can-

not compensate for carelessness, indifference and want of

politeness on the part of these employes who come in actual

contact with the public, and who therefore to a large extent

are regarded by the patrons of the road as its representatives.

We do know that no position can be more trying to a man's

temper, than falls to the lot of the conductor. During the

day he must come in contact with from four to seven hun-

dred people, and inevitably of this number are always some

ill-natured persons. When a man meets several such in

rapid succession it requires considerable poise to escape the

contagion. But this is part of the conductor's business—

-

to retain a gentlemanly bearing where others fail to do so,

just as the good soldier must carry a cool head under the

most trying circumstances. We believe as a rule the street

railway employes of the country are a credit to themselves

and their companies, but an occasional reminder from the

manager, of the great importance of a courteous bearing

cannot come amiss, in encouraging the men to maintain a

high standard of conduct in the discharge of their trying

duties.

"Our road has created a new coming and going, and has

not had to depend for its business upon the traffic formerly

handled by the steam railroads." These are the words of the

manager of an interurban line, and his terse phrase of "a new
coming and going" is the essence of the evolution going on

throughout the country. It is a business which previously

had no existence; the people lacked the facilities, hence tliey

remained at home: because they remained at home acquaint-

ance was limited; because acquaintance was limited

the value of an interchange of ideas and experiences

was neither understood nor appreciated. And so

one might go on weaving a long chain of conditions which

the electric car severs with its first trip, instilling a new life

and impulse into the community. And this electrifying of

whole counties is most aptly defined when we say it is the

"new coming and going."

According to a statement in one of our foreign exchanges

the electric railways of Europe in 1898 have an aggregate

length of 1,422 miles. Of this Germany, France, Switzer-

land, Great Britain and Italy have 1,210 miles; Germany has

almost one-half of the grand total, having 707 miles; France

is second with 247 miles; Switzerland third, with 91 miles,

and Great Britain and Italy have each a trifle over 80 miles.

The total increase in electric railway mileage over that in

1897 is 516 miles, and for the five countries named is 449

miles. The percentages of increase in these countries are:

Germany, yy; France, 42; Switzerland, 86; Great Britain, 23,

and Italy, 14 per cent.

There are in operation on all electric roads 4.514 cars as

against 3,095 in 1897. Of these Germany has 2,493; France,

664; Switzerland, 237; Great Britain, 220; Italy, 311.

We have once or twice reminded managers that they can-

not make a better investment than to bind the complete vol-

umes of the Review, each year, and place them on a con-

venient shelf for reference. It is a complete history of the

experiments, achievements, successes and failures of all im-

portant matters pertaining to the street railway interests.

Our special attention is called to this the day on which these

lines are written. The manager of a large road in New
England during a call expressed the value which cannot be

reckoned in dollars alone, of his files of the Review which

date back to the first issue. Time and again, he remarked,

has he had occasion to seek data on questions which re-

quired immediate knowledge, and for which he desired to

show a good authority on the subject, and in such emer-

gencies his files have rarely ever failed him.

The same day we received three letters, one from Ohio,
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one from New York and one from England, each writer in

need of information on entirely different matters, and in

each instance we were able to refer to numerous articles

which completely covered the case. Scarcely a day passes

but we have one or more such requests for information;

sometimes from persons who are new in the work, but usu-

ally from managers and others who have been long connect-

ed with railway operation. The telegraph also brings sim.i-

lar demands, and where the sender has his file at hand it is

"quick work to refer him to what he needs. On the other

hand where no file is available, and the back numbers long

since exhausted valuable time is lost in making a copy of

the article, and even then, it lacks the force and influence

which always pertains to the printed page.

We repeat, those of our readers who fail to preserve and

bind their numbers are depriving themselves of a source of

help which when the time of necessity comes, would be

worth more than the cost of binding an hundred volumes.

The Massachusetts General Street Railway bill, which be-

came a law the latter part of June, is in many respects as

important as it is unique: for it marks a radical departure.

While some of the provisions seem severe to operators of

western roads which have a much less densely settled popu-

lation, many eastern managers appear to approve the meas-

ure. It will, at least, have the effect of definitely settling sev-

eral vexatious and constantly recurring, mooted questions,

and there is always a grim satisfaction in knowing the worst.

The provision which enables the Board to "grant a location"

where one town opposes a line desired by two or more other

towns is a most excellent one. We publish a full synopsis

of the act in this issue.

"The * * * company would increase its business and

please the public if it would improve its service in this respect."

These are the closing words of an article in a local paper

in a city of about 60,000, in which is set forth in courteous

terms the great necessity of improving the destination signs

on the cars. There evidently was no disposition on the part

of the paper to "roast" anybody: it was not apparently try-

ing to find fault or belittle the excellent service rendered,

but its editor recognized the need of an improvement in the

direction noted. It calls attention to the fact that the day

signs are small and of the same color as the car body, and

that at night no colored lights are used.

The manager undoubtedly will now take the matter up

and if he is as good a manager as we think he is, will

lose no time in correcting existing conditions. What im-

presses us is, not the local instance cited, but the importance

of being so closely in touch with the reasonable wants of our

patrons, as to anticipate such requirements, and disarm criti-

cism by affording the least possible occasion for it. We be-

lieve, also, that some managers are inclined to do too little

riding on their own cars, leaving that duty to assistants.

However occupied the business hours, that manager who
fails to frequently travel his own lines in his own cars, and in

that way literally getting close to the public even though he

does not enter into any conversation, deprives himself of a

vast amount of valuable information he ought to possess.

Many of the demands of the daily press are either unreason-

able or absurd, but as a rule the public is reasonable and

appreciative to a larger degree than is currently supposed.

Hence we say, it is the duty of every manager to do his best

to furnish as efficient a service, and as pleasing accommoda-

tions as the earnings of his road will justify, and to antici-

pate those improvements which are bound to come in time,

rather than to wait until the very last minute of grace and re-

luctantly be forced.

A well fed lion is not apt to bite.

The "Electrical Engineer,'' of London, in connuenting

editorially on an article "How to Protect Trolley and Feeder

Lines" from the Review, concludes in this manner:
These seem to us to be preventives, but we wonder where

the police spend their nights if such bulky stuff as trolley wire

can be freely talcen away.

It is evident from this that our contemporary does not com-

prehend the conditions in American cities nor the extent of

the electric railways. It is no reflection on the police de-

partments of our cities that precautions have to be taken to

prevent certain sections of line and trolley from being stolen.

The thickly settled portions of our cities and towns have

long since enjoyed the benefits of electric traction. The city

limits are by no means the bulwarks beyond which the elec-

tric lines cannot extend. It is safe to say that the greater

portion of the mileage of new electric railways built during

the past year or two and which will be built in the future

will be entirely beyond city boundaries. There are hun-

dreds of miles of electric railways entirely outside the pro-

tection of municipal authoritiesand passingthrough sections

where the uniform of a policeman is never seen. In nearly

every city the street railway company has one or more
pleasure resorts usually located in some picturesque place

on a river or lake or in the rural districts. With the exception

of the summer season tliese lines often stand idle and in

unfrequented localities may easily fall a prey to wire thieves.

The progressive spirit of the railway companies which

causes them to construct lines into sparsely settled districts

and operate cars at a loss has contributed more than any

other factor to the territorial expansion of our cities. It is

not necessary for the inhabitants to be cooped up in tene-

ment houses as they are in London, Liverpool and Glas-

gow, for cheaper rent, fresh air and comfort can be secured

in the outlying districts tapped by the trolley lines.

Chicago ofifers an example of what transportation facili-

ties will do for a city. There are over 1,000 miles of street

railways, all except 88 miles being operated by electricity.

The 1,900,000 inhabitants are scattered over an area of 188

square miles Which is one and one-half as great as the area

of London with its four and one-half millions of people.

Every independent company in Chicago has extended its

lines beyond the profitable area and the passenger receipts

of some cars barely pay for their operation without includ-

ing interest charges, office expenses, etc. At first thought

this mig'ht appear to be poor business policy but from sev-

eral years' experience the companies have found that houses

are soon built in the wake of a trolley line and traffic grows

with great rapidity. One of the small electric railway com-
panies whose lines run through the suburbs, reports an in-

crease of 270 per cent in traffic during the past year. Routes

that did not pay expenses two or three years ago are paying

dividends now. Of these lines many are outside police

jurisdiction and cannot be protected as is city property.

Considering the parsimonious franchises authorizing the

construction of 20 or 30 miles of street railways to serve an

English city of 500,000 it is not difficult to understand why
our contemporary does not grasp the extent and develop-

ment of electric railwavs in American cities.
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On another page will be found the text of Judge Seaman's

opinion in the Milwaukee 4-cent fare case to which brief ref-

erence was made last month. The counsel for the city made
the stock argument of the advocates of ruinously low rates

of fares, i. e., the lower rate will so increase the traflfic as to

make the business profitable, and presumably placed the

matter in as strong a light as possible. It was ill-received,

however, the court saying of the effort, "No reliable basis is

furnished and the argument is too speculative for accept-

ance." In summing up the testimony as to the value of the

property. Judge Seaman says: "I am satisfied that the prop-

erty of the complainant (the street railway) represents a

value, based solely upon cost of reproduction, exceeding five

million dollars. And I am further satisfied that this amount

is not the true measure of the value of the investment in the

enterprise. It leaves out of consideration any allowance for

necessary and reasonable investment in purchase of the old

lines and equipments, which were indispensable to the con-

templated improvement, but of which a large part was of

such a nature that it does not count in the final inventory.

No allowance enters in for the large investment arising out

of the then comparatively new state of the art of electric rail-

ways for a large system, having reference to electrical equip-

ment, weight of rails, character of cars and the like—of

which striking instance appears in the fact that the electric

motor which then cost about $2,500 can now be obtained

for $800; so that work of this class was in the experimental

stage in many respects, and the expenditures by the pioneer

in the undertaking may not fairly be gaged by the present

cost of reproduction."

The "Indianapolis News" of June 18, 1898, contained the

following editorial

:

"There promises to be a most curious ending to the fight in

Milwauliee between the street railway company and the people.

The Milwaukee council enacted an ordinance requiring the com-

pany to sell 25 tickets for $1. The company carried the matter

to the courts. It claimed that a 4-cent fare was unremunera-

tiye, and introduced evidence to sustain its contention. Judge

Seaman, of the United States district court, agreed with the

street car company on its showing; declared the ordinance null

and void, and gave as a reason for his decision tlie ground taken

by the United States supreme court in the Nebraska maximum
rate case, that railway corporations are entitled to a fair return

on the value of their property. The city of Milwaukee appealed

the case to the higher Federal courts, and now the street r."ul-

way company has voluntarily conceded a 4-cent fare, on condi-

tion that the city withdraw its appeal. Thus the company tacitly

admits that its contentions before the Unied States district court

were not true, and incidentally the company places Judge Sea-

man in a rather awkward position. When the case was in court,

the company announced its annual maximum net earning ca-

pacity was $269,000. The judge placed the valuation of the com-
pany at $5,000,000, and then found that the earnings would not
justify a reduction of fare. The general impression in Milwau-
kee is that the road is not worth anything like $5,000,000, and
only recently the corporation protested againsta local assessment
on its property of $2,800,000 for taxation purposes. The Finan-
cial Chronicle's street railway supplement for 1895 shows that
the Milwaukee Company reported gross earnings of $1,315,9(>J

and net earnings of $487,375, or nearly double the maximum net
earning capacity asserted to the court. The voluntary action ot
the company would seem to prove that the court had made a
mistake or had been deceived, but we imagine that the people
of Milwaukee are not sorry at the outcome of the litigation."

While we believed the foregoing to be a rank falsehood
we submitted it to Messrs. Sullivan & Cromwell, the general
counsel for the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Com-

pany, and were favored with the following reply, under date

of June 27:

"It is not true that 'the street railway company has vol-

untarily conceded a 4-cent fare, on condition that the city

withdraw its appeal.' No such overtures ha\e been made to

the city.''

Tlie statement of the "Indianapolis News" that the com-
pany reported its net railway earnings for 1895 as $487,375
is literally true, but as used it is well calculated to mislead the

lay reader. The amount given is merely the difference be-

tween the "gross earnings from operation" and the "operat-

ing expenses" and is the amount known as "net earnings

from operation," not all of which is necessarily available for

interest and dividends, as any business man will readily ap-

preciate.

There is much that might be said upon the text set forth,

but as it is all so obvious there is no need for the comment.
It is the spirit illustrated in it, that has so greatly diminished

the influence of the daily press.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.

The sixteenth annual convention of the New York State

Street Railway Association wifl be held at the Hotel St.

George, Brooklyn, on September 13 and 14. G. Tracy
Rogers, president of the Binghamton Railroad, is president

of the association; he was elected to this oflfice in 1894 and
has been re-elected each year since then.

Among the subjects covered by the papers to be present-

ed at the coming meeting are:

Points on the care of dynamos.
The use and abuse of transfers.

How can we increase our receipts?

LoTV joints; how to prevent them.

The power station from an economic standpoint.

The office; suggestions for records, reports, etc.

Track bonding; how can we obtain the best results?

Street railroad versus the state; the relation to each system tor
single track roads.

General tracE construction; the most approved method of
freight and express service on suburban and interurban lines.

Are air and power brakes on electric ears practicable?
The most approved plan of long distance power transmission.
The best method of preventing accidents.

Pleasure resorts as a means of stimulating travel; are they
profitable?

The effect upon street railroads of the application of electricity
to steam; possibilities and advantages from an up-to-date street
car service and why the rate of fare should not be reduced.
Daily inspection of car equipment and how can we accomplish

the best results?

Receipts from other sources.

How to obtain best results from sale of advertising privileges,
power, etc.

The Paris (Tex.) Gas & Electric Light Company has been
sold to D. H. Scott, who will make improvements and build
an electric railway.

The Third Avenue Railroad Company, of New York, is

now at work on the plans to change the Dry Dock, East
Broadway & Battery Railroad and the Forty-second Street,

Manhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue Railway systems to
the electric conduit. The advisability of converting the
Third avenue cable line to electric conduit during this sum-
mer is also being considered.

^V;
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GUARDS FOR OPEN CARS.

Since the open cars were put in service it has been found

desirable in some cities to place some kind of a guard on

the side of the car next to the parallel track. Passengers

are very careless in alighting from cars, seldom looking

ahead or behind to see if there is danger from any ap-

proaching vehicle. If this were otherwise it would be much

more convenient to leave both sides of the car free for the

ingress and egress of the passengers as. is done on single

track lines. On double track lines having a loop or a Y

Lcngifuanalbar'

FIG. I—CHAIN OR BAR ON PHILADELPHIA CARS.

at the termini it is easy to' place some fixed screen or bar

along one side. Where there is only a switch and it is

deemed necessary to close first one side and then another

of the car a suitable and convenient device is more difficult

to obtain.

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

On many lines it is the practice to hang the wire screens

or gates on hooks and at the end of the line they are re-

moved, carried around to the other side of the car and

put in place. This occasions serious delay when traffic is

heavy and a large number of cars are running. Frequently

if an extra pair of gates were placed beside the track at

the terminus the conductor from each car could remove

the gates from his car, lay them on the ground and hang

the extra pair on the hooks of the car, thus avoiding the

necessity of carrying them around the end of the car. The
gates can more readily be carried across the track after the

car has pulled out.

Some simple and inexpensive devices are in service on a

number of systems. The Union Traction Company, of

Philadelphia, employs two kinds, a chain and a horizontal

bar. In Fig. i both the bar and chain are shown. At

each end of the bar is a loop of band iron that passes around

the rod which supports the roof above the platform. The

cb-

FIG. 4.—BAR ON BALTIMORE CARS.

bar slides up and down inside the standards of the car.

The chains are placed between each standard and are fas-

tened to a casting, as shown in Fig. 2, by hooks.

The Cleveland City Railway Company has either a loop

or a Y at the end of each line and has removed the inside

step altogether. A 2-in. pipe has been placed in sockets at-

tached to each post and also fastened to the dash board at

each end of the car at about the height of an armrest.

At Montreal the cars are nearly all single ended and

FIG. 5. FIG. 6.

turn on loops or Y's. A wire screen is fixed on the inner

side. The Boston Elevated Railway Company does not

consider it advisable or desirable to close the .sides of open

cars under the condition existing in Boston. Several de-

vices have been experimented upon in the shops and it has

been decided that any guard to be effective must either

screen the running board or provide for its being turned up

so that persons cannot ride on the inner side of the car.

The Mahoning Valley Railway Company, of Youngs-

town, O., closes tlie inner side of its open cars with a long

wooden guard rail, about -)4 in. thick and 3 in. wide which

rests in castings on the inner side of each post. Fig. 3.

These guard rails extend the whole length of the car and

are changed from one side to the other at each end of the
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line by lifting the rail across the car. By placing them on

the inner side of the car standards the change is very easily

and quickly made. The rails are carried about the height

of the backs of the seats. Occasionally a passenger will

dodge out beneath them but the company feels that anyone

so doing takes upon himself the responsibility for injury.

On the city lines of the Capital Traction Company, of

Washington, operated by the conduit electric system, no

attempt is made to close the cars on the inner side. For

from getting on and off the wrong side of the car it is

hardly satisfactory.

On the cars of the Baltimore Consolidated Railway

Company guard rails are placed as shown in Fig. 4. The

position of the rail in service is indicated by the full lines

and by the dotted lines when raised to offer no obstruction.

Fig. 5 is from a detailed drawing showing the method of

holding the rail in place when raised. A is the brass spring

which holds the rail, B is a brass casting to keep the rail in

FIG. 7.—OPEN CAR OF METROPOLirAN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, NEW YORK.

the cars on the trolley lines in the suburbs a small bar is

run through the brass handles on the inner side and it is

changed with little difficulty at the termini.

Most of the lines of the Union Railroad Company, of

Providence, are single track and no provision is made for

closing the inner side. The Cincinnati Street Railway Com-

pany makes no provision for closing the inner side of its

electric cars, but on the cable cars there are no running

boards on the inner side and the platforms are guarded by

several brass rods parallel to the floor. Tlie Market Street

Railway Company, of San Francisco, does not attempt to

close the inner side of open cars or to prevent the pas-

sengers from getting on or off on either side. In New Or-

leans the side step cars meet with little favor and the New
Orleans Traction Company is gradually changing its open

cars by cutting an isle through the center, closing both sides

FIG. 8.—STEPHENSON GUARD RAIL.

with an ornamental wire screen about 4 ft. high, enlarging

both platforms and putting on platform steps. This style

of car receives general approval and the weather is so mild

all through the year that a car of this type can be used

both winter and summer. The Nashville Street Railway

uses a rope run through the grab handles on the inner side.

While this is a cheap method and prevents the passengers

place, C is the wooden guard rail, D is the brass grab handle

holder and E is a rubber cushion attached to the lower side

of guard rail and rests on the lower grab handle sockets

when the rail is down. There are four of these rubber

cushions for each rail. The car steps are also hinged so

that the inner one can be lifted as shown in the dotted

lines of Fig 6. The step is held up by flat iron hooks 54

in. thick and J's in- vvide.

Fig. 7 is taken from a photograph of an open car used

by the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New
York. The front platform is guarded by iron gates but the

entrance guard consists of an ash rod extending from cor-

ner post to corner post and sleeved at each end around the

post grab handles. The post grab handles are e.xtended to

the height of the water table for the purpose of accommo-

dating these entrance guards and allowing sufficient head

room for the egress and ingress of passengers. The rod is

held in position at the top by gravity catches let into the

post. The step irons are hinged allowing the step board

FIG. 9.—BAR ON NORTH CHICAGO CARS.

to be folded against the vertical portion of the step iron.

These open cars together with this device were built by the

J. G. Brill Company. The cars on the Broadway cable road

have also been equipped wifh this device.

When so ordered by the street railway companies the

John Stephenson Company makes a very simple device for

preventing passengers from getting on or oflf an open car
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on the wrong side. It consists of a long rail which slides

up and down between tlie grab handles and side posts of the

car. One of these rails is on each side. The car shown in

Fig. 8 is going in the direction of from riglht to left of the

picture, and the rail on the left hand side of the car is shown

"up" so the passengers can get ofif on that side. This rail

is held in place by small brackets which are set into the

side posts and held up by springs; by compressing the

FIG. 10.—WEST CHICAGO OPEN CAR.

springs the rail is pushed above them and they snap out and

hold the rails in place. The photograph shows the rail on

the other side "down." It is held in place by resting on the

lower attachment of the grab handles.

The means taken by the North Chicago Street Railroad

Company for preventing passengers getting on and ofif the

wrong side of the car are very simple and efifective. The

hand bar on each post extends from the middle of the seat

to the roof with rounded corners top and bottom. A round

wooden bar, the length being the distance between the two

outer posts, has a brass casting at each end and two at in-

termediate points with eyes large enough to be passed over

the corners of the handle bars. The bar when not in service

is slipped up and over the top horizontal support of the

handle bar and remains under the eaves of the roof. When

in use it is let down and rests on the lower horizontal sup-

port of the handle bar, making it difficult for anyone to get

into or out of the car. A detail of the brass casting and bar

is shown in Fig. 9.

The guard adopted by the West Chicago Street Railroad

Company is sihown in Fig. 10. An ash strip j4 in- thick and

3 in. wide slides up and down on the inner side of the grab

handles. A gravity catch at each end post holds the strip

up in place. When the guard is down the step is raised as

may be seen in the picture and is held in position by two

flat iron hooks.

The open cars of the La Fayette (Ind.) Street Railway

Comipany have eight posts on a side and a wooden bar is cut

ciif the exact length between the end posts. A slide is made

for this bar on the inside of the posts by bolting angle irons

on the end posts and two pieces of strap iron, ^x}i in., at

two intermediate posts. At the lower ends the iron bands

ai e turned and bolted so as to hold the bar about the level of

the backs of the seats. When the side of the car is to be

opened the bar is raised up just beneath the roof and held

in place by an iron pin inserted in a hole in each endpost.

A novel form of guard is in service on the open cars of

the Troy City Railway Company. A net (Fig. 11) 60 in.

wide and the length of the car is stretched along the inner

side of the car and held in place by hooks at the top and bot-

tom which fasten into eyes on the end and center posts.

This form of guard is easily handled for the conductor ga-

thers it into his arms as he unfastens the hooks and carries

it to the other side of the car, unfolding it as he puts the

hooks in the eyes.

The Laclede Car Company, of St. Louis, has two types of

sliding guard rails which it places on open cars when so or-

dered. The rail is made of wood, about 1x3 in., and ex-

FIG. 13.

tends from corner post to corner post, one on each side of

car, and slides up and down between the posts and grab

handles. It is held in place under the water table, when

not in use, by automatic springs. To accomplish this it is

necessary to make the grab handles extra long and place

the upper bracket above the water table, as shown in Fig. 12.

The rail is secured to the grab handles by loose brackets

which slide on the tubes of the handles, one of these brack-

ets being placed on each corner post and two on interme-

diate side posts. When not in use the guard rail is held in

place under the water table by automatic springs, two on

each side of the car.
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.Another guard rail used is made of i-in. bronze tubing,

secured to the posts with suitable brackets, and made in two

sections so as to be drawn out from the ends, and provided

with pins to prevent tube from coming out. This style of

guard rail is shown in Fig. 13 with the tube partly drawn out

on one end. Brackets are placed on each post on both sides

of the car so that the tube can be used on either side.

Folding steps are also used in addition to the guard rails,

arranged so that step can be folded up and fastened in that

position to prevent passengers from getting on.

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL STREET
RAILWAY BILL.

DEATH OF DR. EVERETT.

Dr. A. Everett, of Cleveland, died at his home on June 17

from a complication of organic diseases. Dr. Everett was

born in Liberty township, Trum-

bull county, Ohio, November 24,

1821, and was therefore in his 77th

year at the time of his death.

In i860. Dr. Everett became in-

terested in street railway matters

and foreseeing the growth of

Cleveland acquired a controlling

interest in the East Cleveland road,

which began operations in that

year with two miles of track on un-

improved streets and four small

bobtailed cars. Under his management extensions

and additions were soon made and system grew

until in 1892 it comprised over 50 miles of track and 200

cars. The change from horse to electric traction was begun

in 1888. Dr. Everett remained closely identified with this

company and was its president when it was consolidated

with three other companies to form the Cleveland Electric

Railway Company, which was organized in 1893.

DR. A. EVERETT.

EUROPEAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

The following table showing the aggregate mileage and

number of cars of the electric street railways of Europe is

taken from the "Industrie Electrique," the lengths being re-

duced to miles instead of kilometers:

Country.

Germany
France
Switzerland
Great Britain

Italy

Austria-Hungary. .

.

Belgium
Spain
Russia
Sweden and Norway
Ireland
Servia
Bosnia
Roumania
Holland
Portugal

Total

Mileage.

1897. 1S98,

399-2

'73.5

48.9
68.0

71.9

52.1

21.7

2g.2

9.2

4-7
11,2

6.2

3-5

3-5

2.0

1-7

906.5

707,0

246.5

90.8

83.5
82,4

66.2

42.9

37-9
I9.1

14.9

14.2

6.2

3-5

3-5

2.0

1-7

Cars.

1897.

1,422.3

1,631

432
129

163

289
"94

73
40
48

'5

32
II

6

15

14

3

3.095

2,493
664
237
220
311

243
107

50
65

43
32
II

6
15

14

Three Kinds of Tax—Corporation, Franchise aud Excise Tax-
Corporation Tax Prorated on Mileage Basis — Snow

Question Deilaitely Fixed— Important Pro-

vision for "Grant of Location."

4.5 '4

The General Street Railway bill passed by the Massachu-

setts legislature of 1898 is regarded by conservative men as

one of the best of its acts. The relations between street rail-

ways and the communities were growing more strained, and

numerous bills were introduced, and very valuable time of

the legislature taken up every year as the result of such

strained relations. In 1897 -Senator Irwin, chairman of the

committee of street railways, concluded, after many months

of effort, that no committee of the legislature could properly

investigate the subject and prepare a proper bill, the result

was a bill introduced by him, "To provide for the appoint-

ment of a committee to investigate the subject of the rela-

tions between street railways and municipal corporations."

The governor appointed Hon. Charles Francis Adams,

Hon. W. W. Crapo and Hon, E, B, Hayes of Lynn, as the

committee, and it was universally recognized as a strong

board.

Mr, Adams investigated the subject abroad, and Mr.

Crapo and Mr. Hayes investigated it in the principal cities

of the United States and Canada. Later the committee gave

extended hearings at the State House, at which appeared

the public, mayors, city solicitors and selectmen of the dif-

ferent cities and towns, and representatives of the street rail-

way companies, and all of them had the fullest opportunity

to be heard. (See argument of Mr. Burdett, Street Rail-

way Review, January, 1898, p. 5). As a result of the inves-

tigation the committee presented a report (See Review,

February, p. 117) and a bill to the legislature which is the

first official report upon the subject made by the govern-

ment of any state or country. The report is a model of its

kind and together with its valuable appendices (See Re-

view, April, p. 263; May, p, 294.) is a volume of reference

which should be in every library in the country. The report

and bill were referred to the street railway committee, and

the latter committee also gave extended hearings at which

the governor's committee appeared and testified. After the

hearings were closed, a sub-committee from the street rail-

way committee, the governor's committee and a committee

from the street railways met and went carefully over every

section of the bill. As a result of all the labors. Senator Ir-

win drew up the bill which is, substantially, now the law.

The provisions of the bill do not seem to be clearly un-

derstood, notwithstanding the publicity which it received,

therefore, a summary of its principal features may be in or-

der. There are three kinds of taxes referred to in the bill:

a corporation tax, a franchise tax and an excise or commuta-

tion tax. The first changes the present method of distribut-

ing corporation taxes in so far as they apply to street rail-

ways.

At the present time corporations pay taxes to the state

treasury and such taxes are distributed to the several cities

and towns of the commonwealth where the stockholders re-

side. So much of the tax as is assessed upon shares of stock

held by stockholders who reside outside the commonwealth

is retained by the state treasury. Under the new law such
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taxes are levied and collected in the same manner as hither-

to, but they are distributed to the cities and towns wherein

each company is operated in the proportion which the tracks

operated in each city and town bear to the whole system of

each company. To illustrate: If a street railway company

operated 20 miles of tracks, 10 miles in one city or town, and

5 miles in each of two other cities or towns, and it paid $4,-

000 in state taxes, the first would receive $2,000 from the

state treasurer and each of the two others $1,000. This will

be of great benefit to cities like Lynn, Fall River, Taunton

and Worcester, inasmuch as the stock of the companies of

the above cities is owned principally outside the state.

The franchise tax is rated according to the dividends paid

by the companies over and above 8 per cent. For such

amounts of dividends as the companies pay over 8 per cent.

as tracks are usually upon the sides of highways and snow

is not removed by teams. Substantially, then, the cities

have placed upon them the expense of teaming snow av/ay

or making the streets safe for public travel. In the debates,

some seemed to think that all expenses for repairs of tracks

and for removal of snow and ice were to be taken from the

street railways and placed upon the cities. The repairs of

streets and removal of snow in teams will be only nominal,

while in the cities, that care of streets at such times as they

may get out of order when the street railway companies are

doing no work in connection with the same.

To meet the expenses of the items of repairs and snow, a

commutation tax is imposed upon the companies of substan-

tially 2 per cent on the gross receipts of the city roads, and

of I per cent of the gross receipts of the smaller companies.

LOADING TRANSPORTS AT TAMPA.

they will be required to pay a similar amount into the state

treasury. This money will be retained by the state treasury

and will not be distributed according to mileage.

The third or commutation tax is the one which appears

least understood. The governor's committee recommended

that the opportunities for friction between the municipalities

and the street railway companies should be removed so far

as possible, and with that in mind, recommended that the

dual responsibility for the maintenance and care of streets

should be discontinued. To accomplish that the act pro-

vides that the surface of the streets shall be cared for in con-

dition and materials, by the local authorities. When the

companies build or rebuild tracks, or make any changes in

tracks, all work in connection therewith shall be borne by

the companies and shall be performed to the satisfaction of

the local authorities. The local authorities also take care of

snow and ice after its removal from the tracks by the com-

panies. This expense to the towns is only nominal inasmuch

Inasmuch as such payments are not intended to be an addi-

tional burden upon the companies, but only in lieu of ex-

penses borne by the cities and towns which were previously

borne by the companies, the percentage figures are

estimated. It is provided, however, that if the actual facts

show that the percentage is too high or too low, the munici-

palities or the companies may petition the Board of Railroad

Commissioners for a hearing at any time after three years,

for a new rate, and such rate will remain fixed for another

period of three years. If, however, any city or town in

which a street railway is operated by a company which oper-

ates in several cities and towns should feel that it were not

getting a proper proportion of such commutation tax, it can,

at any time, petition the Board of Railroad Commissioners

for a hearing and adjustment. The commutation tax is also

distributed in each city and town in proportion to miles of

track operated in such city or town bears to the whole track

operated by the company. The street railway companies
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claim that the 2 per cent tax is from I to 13-4 per cent

greater than tlie actual expense placed upon municipalities,

and the governor's committee stated that their own figures

were in excess of actual expense.

In addition to the foregoing general taxation features,

there are other features of the act possessing more or less in-

terest. One is, that in case the local authorities may revoke

locations, such revocation shall not go into effect until ap-

proved by the Board of Railroad Commissioners. The sec-

ond is where a location has been granted, if a majority in

value of property owners along said location, or at least 10

persons should object, they may petition the Board of Rail-

THE BUSY SEASON AT TAMPA.

Tampa is situated at the head of Hillsborough Bay, an

arm of Tampa Bay on the western coast of Florida, and is

some 200 miles north of the southern extremity of the penin-

."ula. It has a population of about 20,000, having had a

rapid growth since 1890. While Tampa has long been a

popular winter resort, the magnificent Tampa Bay Hotel

being a short distance from the city, it had never before so

large an addition to its population as was caused by making
it the principal point of embarkation for the military expedi-

tions sent against Cuba and Puerto Rico.

SCENES AT TAMPA, FLA.

road Commissioners, and the location thus granted cannot

be built upon until after approved by said Board. The third

is, if the authorities of an intervening town should refuse a

grant of location and thereby prevent two or more towns

from being connected by street railway service, the Board of

Railroad Commissioners may grant a location.

The Boston Elevated Railway is excluded from the act,

and is a class by itself under its amended charter of 1897,

except with respect to the distribution of state taxes. In

that respect the state tax is distributed to the cities and

towns according to length of track.

All in all the act is considered a step in the right direc-

tion, and one which inaugurates principles entirely new in

dealing with street railway properties.

Up to June I, more than 20,000 troops had been concen-

trated at Tampa and as many more have been added since

then. Sixteen thousand of these were sent to Santiago under

General Shatter about the middle of June and the later ex-

peditions further reduced the number. But Tampa will no

doubt remain one of the most important camps until the war

is over.

Considerable delay in embarking troops at first resulted

because there were not sufficient facilities for storing the pro-

visions and other supplies, which had to be transferred from

the railroad cars directly to the transports. The govern-

ment, however, engaged all the store rooms and warehouses

that were available and the congested condition of the rail-

road yards was much improved.
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The street railway system of Tampa comprises the Con-

sumers Electric Light & Street Railroad Company and the

Tampa Siiburban Railroad Company which is closely con-

^ x̂anMmar^Oom

MAP OF TAMPA STREET RAILWAY LINES.

nected with it, both companies being at present so unfor-

tunate as to be in the hands of a receiver. For the last three

months, however, the traffic has been more than doubled

and we trust that this prosperity may continue long enough

for the receiver, Chester W. Chapin, to resume the use of his

old title of president.

Notwithstanding the popular impression that Florida is

a low, flat country, the Consumers Company makes use of

water power, having built a dam across the Hillsborough

river at a point indicated in the accompanying map. This

map shows the location of the street railway lines which ag-

gregate 30 miles, all operated by electricity. The equipment

comprises 27 motor and 3 trail cars, which have been severe-

ly taxed to carry the traffic, especially in evenings, between

5 and 8 p. m.

By the courtesy of George D. Munsing, superintendent of

the street railway companies, we have received the photo-

graphs of the camp scenes and tiie map which are reproduced

here. The map shows the location of the troops which it

will be seen are encamped in all parts of the city. One of

CUBAN VOLUNTEERS—TAMPA.

the most interesting of these pictures is that showing a com-

pany in one of the regiments of Cuban volunteers organized

in Tampa. The others are scenes in camp showing the brave

soldier boy at home and, an equally important member of

military society, his faithful though at times obstinate ally,

the army mule. Two of the views show the Inie of trans-

ports tied up at the wharf and troops en route to take ship for

what are at this writing (thougli we hope not for long) for-

eign ports.

CONSOLIDATION AT TRENTON, N. J.

It is announced that the Trenton Passenger Railway

Company is about to consolidate with the Ewing Passenger

Railway Company, the Mulberry Street Railway Company
and the Pennington Avenue Passenger Railway Company.

The new company will be called the Trenton Street Railway

Company.

These separate companies were organized to prevent an

injunction stopping the work of extending the Trenton Pas-

senger Railway; the dififerences with S. K. Wilson, one of

the stockholders of the company who objected to the exten-

sions, have been adjusted and the consoUdation will result.

TRANSPORTS BOUND FOR CUBA.
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DECISION IN THE MILWAUKEE 4-CENT FARE CASE.

The Milwaukee Ele<?tric Hailway & Light Compauy aod the

L'uutral Trust Oomi>any oC New Yolk, as ttusteo of the railway

company's mortgagt, flle<] bills iu the Circuit Court of the United

States for the Eastern District of Wiscousin, for the purpose

of determining the validity of the so-called 4-cent fare ordinance

of the city of Milwaukee, and praying for an injunction against

the enforcement of the provisions of said ordinance on the

ground that the ordinance was unreasonable, in that it would

deprive the railway company of the riglit to charge 5 cents per

passenger for a continuous ride upon its cars, and also upon the

ground, as more particularly set forth in the bill of the trust

company, that the city of Milwaukee did not have the power

under its charter 10 pass an ordinance regulating the fares of

street rail^vays in the city of Milwaukee.

A preliminary injunction was obtained upon the filing of the

bills, which was continued during the pendency of the action.

'Testimony was taken and the cause submitted on final hearing

in April, 1893.

Messrs. Sullivan & Cromw;ell, of New York City, represented

the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, and a.sso-

ciate<l with them were Messrs. Miller, Noyes, Miller & Walil, of

Milwaukee. Messrs. Butler, Notman, Joline & Mynderse, of

New York, and James G. Flanders, Esq., of Messrs. Winkler,

Flanders, Smith, Bottum & Vilas, of Milwaukee, represented

the trust company.

The cause was submitted after argument on final hearing to

Hon. William H. Seaman, United States district judge for the

eastern district of Wisconsin, sitting at circuit, who rendered

the following opinion:

The main controversy in each of these actions is whether the

ordinance of June 11, 1896, uni-easonably fixes rates of fare which

would deprive the complainant of its property without due pro-

cess of law, and thus violates the fourteenth amendment to the

constitution of the United States. A further question is raised

by the bill filed on behalf of the bondholders, and is pressed

by argument in support of both bills, whether tlie municipality

had power to regulate rates beyond the provisions containeil iu

the several franchises which are vested iu the complainant street

car company limiting only to a 5-cent fare. Both contentions

are of serious import, involving on the one hand consideration of

the rights of the community in respect of a great public utility

aud interference with acts of municipal control, which are pre-

sumptively inviolable, and on the other hand affecting the preser-

vation of private rights of property where investment has been

madie in a great undertaking of public nature on the faith of

existing and probable conditions, and where. b.v reason of its

nature, there can be no withholding of operation by the com-

pany, even if unremunerative (Ames v. U. P. E. R. Co., 64 Fed.

Rep., 165, 177; Wright v. Milwaukee Electric R. & L. Co., 95

Wis., 29, 36).

Further investigation has confirmed the impressions stated at

the hearing that the constitutional question was so clearly pre-

sented by the pleadings and testimony, and was so distinctly

of federal cognizance, that it should be first considered. Cer-

tain riUes to interpret and apply the limitations of the consti-

tution in this class of cases are well settled by decisions of the

supreme court. If the state of facts shown by the evidence

clearly establishes a case of impairment witiiin these rules, it

will be unnecessary to pass upon the complicated question of gen-

eral power, as one of first instance, calling for the interpretation

of various statutes and ordinances.

The ordinance under consideration provides that tickets shall

be sold, good for one fare, including one transfer, "in packages

of six for 25 cents, and 25 for the sum of one dollar," thus mak-
ing a reduction of the regular 5-cent rate to all who .«o purchase

tickets. Assuming, therefore, without so deciding, that the gen-

eral power to fix and regulate the terms and rates to be charged

subsists in the municipality— namely, that by delegation it be-

came vested with, and sitill retains, the full extent of legislative

power undioubtedly possessed by the state—there can be no

Inquiry here as to the wisdom or good policy of exercising the

power so delegated, that being a matter of municipal discretion,

over which the courts have no right of supervision or review.

Nor is it open to inquiry in this case whether there is a public

demand or need for the enactment, or whether it is just and

reasonable in all its provisions, except for the single purpose
of ascertaining its infringement of rights which are guaranteed

to the complainant by the constitution.

Upon tbis record it must be taken as true that enforcement

of the ordinance woidd operate to reduce materially the net

revenues of the street car company. There is effort on the

part of the defendant to show that the probable increase of pas-

sengers through the method of commuta/tiou tickets would make
up for the rediuction in rate, but no relialjle basis is furnishe<l

aud the argument is too specuUitive for accei)tauce; whUst oh

the part of the complainant the testimony is founded upon prac-

tical and varied experience, and clearly shows it to be improb-

able that any increase in travel woidd yield receipts over and

above the additional expense necessarily entailed to offset the

decrease in gross receipts appearing prima facie from the reduc-

tions in fares. The claims are that a loss of income would re-

sult of "somewhere between 10 and 15 per cent of the gross

earnings," and estimates are presented by several witnesses of

a net loss ranging from $87,000 to $140,000 per annum. It is suf-

ficient for the present consideration that the ordinance must be

regarded as a measure which reduces the rates of fare materially

and consequently woidd impair materially the net revenue pro-

duced by the property, and no analysis of the testimony upon
that point is necessary; nor is any attempt required to state,

even approximately, the amount of loss.

The law which must govern when the facts are determined
is concisely and pertinently stated in the opinion by Mr. Justice

Harlan, speaking for the supreme court in Smyth v. Ames, 18

Sup. Ct., 418, 426, as follows:

"In view of the adjudications these principles must be re-

garded as settled;

"1. A railroad corporation is a person within the meaning ot

,
the fourteenith amendment, declaring that no state shall deprive

any person of property viithout due process of law, nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the

laws.

"2. A state enactmeujt, or regulations made under the author-

ity of a state enactment, establishing rates for the transporta-

tion of persons or property by railroad that will not admit of tlfe

carrier earning such compensation as, under all the circum-

stances, is just to it and to the public, would deprive such car-

rier of its property without due process of law, and deny to it

the equal protection of the laws, and would, therefore, be repug-

nant to the fourteenth amendment of the constitution of the

United States.

"3. While rates for the transportation of persons and prop-

erty within the limits of a state are primarily for its determina-
tion the question whether they are so um-easonably low as to

deprive the earner of its property without such compensation
as the constitution secures, and, therefore without due process
of law, cannot be so conclusively determined by the legislature

of the state, or by regulations adopted under its authority that

the matter may not become the subject of judicial inquiry."

And this opinion reviews the line of decisions upon the sub-

ject and clearly approves the application of the same doctrine

to legislative regulation of charges, over toll-roads, in Covington,
etc.. Turnpike Co. v. Sandford, 104 U. S., 578, 594. Therefore
it must be regarded as established beyond question that the power
to regulate the rates of fare, which is here assumed to rest in

the municipality, is subject to these limitations: (1) That there is

reasonable need on the' part of the public, considering the nature
and extent of the service, of lower rates and better terms than
those existing. (2) That the rates and terms fixed by tlie ordi-

nance are not clearly unreasonable iu view of all the condi-

tions. Neither of these considerations is independent of the

other, and, although the public Interest is of the first Importance,

the teat Is not what is desirable ujwn the part of either, but
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wliat is reasonable in respeet of the rights o£ both. As stated

in Smyth v. Ames, supra; "What the company is entitled to

ask is a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for

the public convenience. On the other hand, what the public is

entitled to de^mand is that no more be exact<>d from it for the

use of the public highways than the service rendered by it is

reasonably worth." So in Covington, etc., Turnpike Co. v. Sand-

ford, supra, it is eleaa-ly held, in the same view of mutual con-

sideration, that it is neither the right of the cotTporation to subject

the public "to unreasonable rates in order simply that stock-

holders may earn dividends," nor of the public to have the uso

of the conveniences thus furnished, except "upon payment ol

such tolls as in view of- the nature and value of the service

rendered by the company are reasonable;" but that "ench case

must depend upon its special facts;" and the reasonableness o(

rates must be measured by all the conditions, including, of course,

the reasonable cost of opei-ation and of maintenance "in good

condition for public use, and the amount which may have been

really and necessarily invested in the enterprise."

The difficulties presented in this case do not therefore rest

in any doubt as to the general principles which must be observed,

nor in ascertaining the actual facts disclosed by the testimony

as a whole, so far as material to this controversy. Although

the testimony on the part of complainant makes a volume of

1,445 printed pages, and that of the defendant 103 pages, the

only substantial contentions of fact relate to items of expendi-

ture and claims of credit, by way of depreciation presented on

behalf of the complainant, as entering into the showing of net

revenue, and to the present or reproduction value of the plant.

And it may be remarked in passing that this testimony is so well

classiified and indexed -with such fair summaries in the briefs

tliat the task of examination has been materially lightened.

But the sole embarrassment in the inquiry arises from the wide

divergence which appears between the actual and undisputed

amount of the cash investment in tlie undertaking and the esti-

mates on either hand of the amounts for which the entire plant

could now be reproduced, in the view that the line of authorities

referred to do not attempt to define or specify an exact measure

or state of valuation, and leave it within tlie principles stated,

that "each case must depend upon its special facts." Therefore,

the two-fold inquiries of reasonableness above indicated are ot

mixed law and fact and start with the presumption in favor of

the ordinance (1) that the prevailing rates exacted too much from

the public, and (2) that those prescribed' are reasonable.

1. Are the terms and rates fixed by the company excessive

demands upon the public in view of the service rendered ? The

Milwaukee Street Railway Company, of which the complainant

is the successor in interest, was organized in December, 1800, for

the purpose of establisliing an electric street railway system

wliich should cover the entire field for the city of Milwaukee.

There were then in operation five distinct lines, owned separately,

operated mainly by horse or mule power, each charging separate

fares and having no system of transfers. It is conceded that the

service w^as slow and antiquated, was not well arranged for

the wants of the city, and was generally inadequate and unsat-

isfactory. As the old lines occupied the principal thorough-

fares, and the public interest prevented the allowance of double

lines in such streets.-the improvement could not be made effective

unless those lines were purchased or in some manner brought

into the proposed system. They were gradually acquired, at

prices wliich may appear excessive when measured by results,

i.ud during the ensuing period of al>out three years the work of

installing the new system was carried on, involving an entire

reconstruction and rearrangement of the old lines and extensions,

hew and improved equipments throughout, at an expenditure of

over $3,000,000, aside from the cost of the old lines. As a resuU,

at the time the ordinance was adopted, the mileage of tracks

had increased from the previous aggregate of 110 miles to 142.89

miles, reaching every section of the city with shorter and better

routes, and furni.shing 38 transfer points, with a universal trans-

fer system—a feature of special value to the public, as a single

fare of 5 cents gives a maximum length of ride more than double

the old arrangement; the service was improved in speed and regu-

larity 50 per cent or more, with better cars and less inconven-

ience, and it appears beyond question that it was generally more

satisfactory and economical from the standpoint of the public.

In other words, the service was materially enhanced in its value

to the public, without any increase in either normal or maximum
charges, affording rides for 5 cents which had previously cost

two, and even three, fares; and against all these advantages

there appears only a single benefit extended by three out of the

five constituent companies which is not given under the new
arrangement—namely, in the sale of commutation tickets—an

omission for which there seems to be plausible excuse and offset

In the universal system of transfers, aside from the other ad-

vantages. Surely, therefore, no imposition upon the public ap-

pears through any comparison between the old and the new
service and rates. Nor does it find any countenance in compari-

son with eitJier service or rates which prevail in other cities,

for it is shown in this record, and is undisputed, that the 5-cent

rate is almost universal; that commutations are exceptional in

cities of like class, and arise out of exceptional conditions whicli

are not fairly applicable here; and that instances of lower rates

are so clearly exceptional that they cannot have force for any

affirmative showing of reasonableness in the instant case. Never-

theless, witii the burden of proof on the defendant, these con!5i(t

orations are not controlling, unless it further appears that the

earnings of the company are insufficient, in view of the amount
which may justly be I'egarded as the investment in the undertak-

ing to warrant the making of rates and terms which are moro
advantageous to the public. Tlie interests of the public in its

highw-ays are paramount, and, if the service can reasonably be

afforded more cheaply in Milwaukee than in other cities of like

class, the community is entitled to the just benefit of any possible

conditions which may tend to that result. The issue in that

regard must be met under the second branch of inquiry, but I am
clearly satisfied that this first question must be answered in

favor of the complainant, if the evidence sustains its claim

that lower rates would be confiscatory, and not compensatory.

2. Are tJie earnings of the property insufficient, in view of all

the conditions, to justify this reduction in the rates of fare?

Solution of this inquiry depends upon the showing (1) of earning

capacity at existing rates and (2) of the "amount really and neces-

sarily invested in the enterprise," and uixin the conclusion (3)

whether the ratio of return upon the investment is excessive.

In the statements which are referred to both parties have adopted

a ratio, so far as necessary, to separate the electric-lighting plant

owned by the complainant, so that the statements which follow

relate exclusively to the sti'eet-railway plant, except where other-

wise mentioned.

(1) The question of earning capacity is confined by the testi-

mony to the results of three years' operation, being after the

system was fairly installed and inclusive of the year in which
the ordinance was adopted—namely, 1894, 1895 and 1896. It is

suggested on behalf of the defendant that these years were
exceptional, for one cause and another, and are not a fair cri-

terion for future earnings under more favorable ciiVnmstanccs,

but the suggestion is without force in this case, because the

ordinance operates upon these very c-ouditions, and must, ol

com-se, be predicated upon them—upon existing facts and not

upon mere future possibilities—and so determined the instant

ease, cannot affect rights under new conditions.

The proofs on the part of the complainant furnish in detail

from the books of account the gross earnings, the rarioue items

of expense and of charges for which deduction is claimed, ex-

cluding any payments of, or allowance for, interest on the bonded
indebtedness, and state tlie net earnings as follows:

In 1894 $ G4,8G8.77

In 1895 2G9.202.30

In 1896 100,028.81

For this showing, it appears that deduction of $247,324.88 is

made in 1894 for "depreciaWon," being the amount apportioned
in that year to meet the alleged armual loss by physical de-

preciation of the plant, to keep the capital intact. No such de-

duction is made in 1895 and 1890. Ijecause not shown in tlie

liooks, although it is insisted that like crediit is due in each year
for the purposes of this case.

The defendant concedes the correctness of the showing as to
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the gross earaiugs, but disputos certain large Hems, for which

deducations are made in the above statement, correols some items

and denies that any allowance should be made for depreciation.

Aside from the fact that report and statements of financial con-

dition made from time to time by the company omit many of the

dtdiictions here asserted, these contentions on the part of the de-

fendant rest solely upon the books of account kept by the eom-

par.y, and the testimony of Mr. DeGrasse, stating his conclusions

as an expert accountant from examination of such books, with

the following result as to net earnings:

In 1894 $387,074.70

In 1805 479,621.11

In 189G G0,.520.99

But this total for 1S9G erroneously lincludes an allowance of

.$160,550 paid for interest on bonds, which should he excUuleil

on the basis assumed, and would make the net earnings for that

year, on nis computation, $227,070.99. In this statement, the

allowance for depreciation in 1894 is excluded by Mr. DeGrasse,

because that item was, in tact, charged off upon change in the

system of bookkeeping. He also excludes large amounts of un-

doubted expenditures, upon the hypothesis that they belong to

"construction account;" as covering permanent improvements,

and not to "expense of maintenance," as stated; rejects certain

payments as accruing on account of previous years; and certain

sums apportioned and charged oft to meet damage claims; and

makes correction as to taxes, for which the book entries were

made in advance upon estimates by way of apportioning the

expenses of the year, pending litigation and other causes. How-
ever valuable this testimony is for analysis of the bookkeeping

methods and for correction of certain charges, it is clearly in-

sufficient, without other support, to contradict the undisputed

testimony, both positive and exipert, on the part of complainant,

which verifies substantially its contention upon the disputed sub-

jects of deduction; namely, that the expenditures so charged

were largely, if not wholly, of such nature as to justify deduction

for "maintenance;" and that depreciation is a well-recognized

fact in all such plants, for which allowance must be made to save

the capital from impairment, without regard to any question of

its entry upon the books.

Making allowances for maintenance alone in accordance with

the analysis presented by the expert witnesses Goodspeed, Coffin,

McAdoo and Beggs. taking in each instance the estimate most

favorable to the defendant, I am satisfied that the defendant's

claim of net earnings must be materially reduced, and that the

largest amounts which can be assumed upon its theory excluding

any allowance for depreciation, except that for 1894 the "main-

tenance" allowance is increased as indicated by all the witnesses,

was necessary, would be approximately:

In 1894 $230,000

In 1895 340,000

In 1896 115,000

$685,000

making the average earnings per year, say, $228,333.

In reference to the element of depreciation, the witness Beggs

gives the following lucid explanation: "I think experience has

demonstrated that the utmost life that can be expected from
the best roadbed that can be laid today would be, at the outside,

10 to 12 years, when it would have to be almost entirely renewed.

The Milwauke company is in that condition today, which, be-

cause of the different periods that the track went down, and
due to the fact that it was not all put down at one time, that

it could now commerce—must of necessity commence—to lay

about 12 miles of track annually, being about one-twelfth of its

total mileage, and will be required, whether it wishes

to or not, to lay that amount annually hereafter, and
will thereby be keeping the tracks fairly up to the standard.

The same applies, I might say. to the equipment; in my estimate

I have calculated that the Milwaukee company must do this year,

which, as a matter of fact it is doing, what it did last year, in

other words, put on not less than 20 of the most modern, best-

constructed equipments, thereby keeping its standard up to the

minimum it has now, of 240 equipments; because I think it is

fair to assume that the average life of the double equipment

taken as a whole will not exceed 12 years; the life of the motor

being somewhat less than that, and that of the car we hope

may exceed it possibly several years; I mean the car bodies, l)ul

tliat, in the main, we hope that we will get an average life of

twelve years out of them; so, taking 20 equipments annually,

you would keep to your standard of 240 equipments, which is

absolutely necessary to maintain, to operate the Milwaukee

Street Kail-way; I mean, cars complete with motors and com-

plete electrical equipment."

For the causes thus stated, within general rules which are

well known, it is manifest that this element must be taken into

account before it can be determined that earnings derived from

a plant are excessive; and in the same line there is much force

in the argument of counsel that consideration should also be

given to the factor of depreciation by amortization of franchises,

as all the franchises in question termin.ate in the year 1924. The

latter, if allowed, would be a matter of simple computation, but

a just measure, of physical depreciation seems, to some ex-

tent, although only partially, involved in provisions for main-

tenance; and, whilst the testimony is very full and instructive

upon this subject, it does not save from serious difliculties in

the way of stating a definite ratio or sum for such allowance.

I am, however, clearly of the opinion that neither of these ele-

ments is essential to the determination of this case, upon any

aspect presente<l by the testimony, and leave it so far open that

it may serve as an important factor of safety in either view.

(2) As to valuation: For purposes of the company the value

of property, including both railway and lighting plants, appears

to have been placed at $14,250,000, represented by the issue

of bonds for $7,250,000; preferred stock, $3,500,000, and com-

mon stoek, $3,500,000; but this aggregate was clearly excessive,

after excluding the electric lighting department, and on no view

can it be taken as the basis for the present consideration. The
statements of the actual cost of the constituent street-railway

properties, including the cash investment for improvements, are

necessarily complicated from the fact that payments were partly

made in stocks and bonds, and the aggregate amount varies ac-

cording to the ratio of valuation placed upon the bonds alone,

in two statements, on which the stock is excluded, and in one

statement, which values both stock and bonds—the minimum be-

ing $9,024,107.85, and the maximum $11,313,829.84. The former

amount was subsequently modified (p. 465, Complainant's Proof),

making the statement of cost $8,885,644.17. and as this excludes

any valuation of stock, and places the value of the bonds at the

discount which was agreed upon between the parties, and which
also seems fair, it may justly be taken as representing the true

amount invested. But adoption of this purchase amount does

not meet the issue, as it is the value of the investment, and not

the amount paid, which must control. On the other hand, both

parties introduce testimony placing valuations upon the various

items of the plant as it exists in fact, upon the basis of its repro-

duction value. This amount, as stated by the witnesses for com-

plainant, aggregates $5,153,287.76; whilst on the face of defend-

ant's proofs the value of the tracks and equipment is placed at

$2,358,799, the real estate and buildings being valued separatel.v,

and the highest valuation of the real estate being $236,949, and

of the buildings $208,449, making the aggregate $2,804,197. It

appears, however, that these estimates on behalf of the defend-

ant omit 27 miles of track, many parcels of real estate, and other

items so that counsel for defendant concedes that tliis aggregate

should be increased to $3,679,631. The wide difference in these

amounts is mainly due to divergence in the estimates upon tracks

and equipment, as the amounts on real estate and buildings, after

allowance for the omissions, would appear higher on the valua-

tion submitted by the defendant than those of the other side. For

the valuation of tracks and equipment the defendant relics upon

the estimate made by Mr. Partenheimer, a witness of apparent

ability and experience as a street-railway contractor engaged

in business at Chicago, but his examination of the plant was
cursory, being made within three days, and could not give the

detailed Information upon which a just estimate for this inquiry

must be based, and it is conceded that he left out of considei'ation

many important items (aside from the error in mileage), whicli

should enter in and would greatly increase his amount. Both
upon its face and by reference to other sources of information
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this estimate is far below any fair valuation for tbe purpose iu

view, either at the sum stated by the witness, or with the ad-

ditions conceded on behalf of defendant, the former amount be-

ing in fact $320,000 short of the actual cash expenditures by the

company for construction and equipment. Opposed to this the

estimate for complainant is made by Mr. Clark, an e.\pert of

distinction in this line, who gave weeks to the examination, with

the aid of a corps of assistants, and presents the results in de-

tailed statements, so that his testimony and estimates impress

me as well founded; and they are supplemented and supported

by the testimony of Mr. Coffin, Mr. Payne and other witnesses,

and by comparative showing of mileage valuations in Massa-

chusetts which appar in .the noteworthy system of reports pub-

lished by that state. I am satisfied that the property of com-

plainant represents a value, based solely upon the cost of re-

production, exceeding five million dollars. And I am further

satisfied that this amount is not the true measure of the value

of the investment in the enterprise. It leaves out of considera-

tion any allowance for necessary and reasonable investment in

purchase of the old lines and equipments, which were indispens-

able to the contemplated improvement, but of which a large part

was of such a nature that it does not count in the final inventory.

No allowance enters in for the large investment arising out of

of the then comparatively new state of the art of electric rail-

ways for a large system, having reference to electrical equip-

ment, weight of rails, character of cars and the like—of which

striking instance appears in the fact that the electric motor

which then cost about $2,500 can now be obtained for $800; so

that work of this class was in the experimental stage iu many

respects, and the expenditures by the pioneer iu the undertaking

may not fairly be gauged by the present cost of reproduction.

Of the five million dollars and over paid for the acquisition of

the old lines it would be diflicult, if not impossible, from the

testimony, to arrive at any fair approximation of the share or

amount of tangible property which enters into the valuation in

this inventory. It does appear that the roadways required re-

construction with new rails and paving; and that the amount

stated was actually paid by the investors is undisputed, making

their investment nearly nine million dollars. How much of this

may be defined or apportioned as the amount which was both

"really and necessarily" invested in the enterprise" (vide Coving-

ton, etc.. Turnpike Co. vs. Sanford, supra) I have not attempted

to ascertain, except to this extent, that I am clearly of opinion

that at least two million dollars of these preliminary expendi-

tures are entitled to equitable consideration, as so invested be-

yond the reproduction value, if the valuation of the investment

is not otherwise found sufficient for all the purposes of this case;

but no opinion is expressed in reference to the I'emaining $1,-

885,644.

(3) The final inquiry whether the net earnings shown are in

excess of or equal to a just return upon the investment, pre-

sents no serious difficulty- under the premises above stated.

Assuming five million dollars as the basis pf investment the

ratio of earnings would be as follows: (1) At the extreme com-

putations of defendant the yearly average would be $304,000,

which would yield 7.2 per cent; (2) at the complainant's figures,

after adding the corrections for taxes, the return would be 3.3

per cent; (3) at the amounts which are above stated as my
deductions from the testimony, the yearly average being $22.8,333,

would make 4.5 per cent.

Assuming seven million dollars as the basis, the ratio of earn-

ings would be upon each of said version as follows; For the

first, 5.2 per cent; for the second, 2.3 per cent; for the third, 3.2

per cent.

The interest rate fixed in the bonds issued by the company is

5 per cent; the rate which prevails in this market, as shown liy

the uncontroverted testimony, is 6 per cent for real estate mort-

gages and like securities. If the five million basis be adopted,

surely a better rate must be afforded for the risks of investment

than can be obtained on securities of this class, in which there

Is no risk. Upon the basis of seven million, which is more
logical and just, the 5 per cent named in the bonds is clearly

not excessive, and should be accepted by a court of equity as

the minimum of allowance; and even upon the defendant's

partial showing the return would be less than one-quarter per

cent above that, with the large margin for depreciation left out

of account.

I am of opinion that the testimony is not only convincing in

support of the material allegations of the bill, but is uncon-

tradicted and conclusive that the improved service received by

the public, with the universal system of transfers, is well worth

the 5 cent rate charged therefor; that the company has not re-

ceived earnings in excess of an equitable allowance to the in-

vestors for the means necessarily invested in furnishing such

service; that enforcement of the ordinance would deprive com-

plainants of property rights by preventing reasonable compensa-

tion for its service; and that, therefore, the ordinance clearly

violates the constitution of the United States and is invalid.

Decree must enter accordingly, and for an injunction as prayed

in the bill.

-•-

UNION STREET RAILWAY STATION IN

WASHINGTON.

When the Captial Traction Company, of Washington, D.

C, extended its line in M street, about i8 months ago, to

the north end of the Aqueduct Bridge, which connects with

Virginia, and affords the only convenient means of access to

Fort Meyer (the government cavalry station) and contigu-

ous territory, one of the conditions was that the station

building at the tenninus of the line should be such as to ad-

mit of its use by other lines for car storage and for a pas-

senger depot. The most available site for this union sta-

tion was the west half of the block bounded by Prospect

avenue, 35th, M, and 36th streets; this is on a steep hill di-

rectly north of M street, the rise being 60 ft. in the block

which is only 250 ft. long.

To give as much room as possible for the storage of cars,

the Building Department permitted the retaining wall along

Prospect avenue to be built under the sidewalk as an "area

wall," and the wall of the building is on the property line.

After some discussion between the company's architect and

the city Building Department as to dimensions it was de-

cided to build the retaining walls of concrete, 13 ft. thick at

the base, with brick pilasters 4 ft. x 4 ft. at intervals of from

13 to 20 ft. As an additional precaution box girders were

used on the second and third floors abutting against the

east and west walls, thus bracing them against each other.

Tliese girders were figured both as columns and as girders

to resist, besides the strains from floor loads, a thrust of 200

lbs. per sq. ft. of wall surface. Girders and I-beams were

built into the pilasters parallel to the walls upon which the

curtain walls were built to form the exterior of the building.

In this way "areas" were left between the curtain and re-

taining walls which serve the double function of ventilating

shafts and lig'ht wells. The inclined wall forming the foot

of 36th street, and that portion along the stairway were built

of squared rubble (Blue Gneiss) for appearance sake. WitTi

the exception of this street wall the walls were all built in

trenches; that is, the proper location of the walls being

staked out three trenches, intersecting at right angles, were

started and carried down to about 3 ft. below the level of

the finished first floor. The rock in the trenches was solid

and almost without seams and had to be loosened by blast-

ing, and this was true of the entire mass over the whole site

except for a few feet of surface soil and rotten rock on top.

Against the interior face of the trench walls wooden forms

were placed and concrete was filled in, the pilasters, already

mentioned, being built at the same time of hard cherry brick

laid in 2 to I Portland cement mortar. The actual rock face

formed the other side, and all irregularities and cavities
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made during excavation were filled in solid with concrete.

As the fiUing-in progressed numerous "weepers" of 2-in.

wrought-iron pipe were placed in the wall. After the re-

moval of the framing the east wall, which was to be exposed

to view from the interior of the building, was given a coat

of cement plaster. After the completion of the walls the

excavation of the interior portion was begun. In this work

some 90,000 cu. yds. of material, nearly all rock, was drilled,

blasted and hauled in wagons across the river and dumped
upon the south approach of the Aqueduct Bridge. The ex-

cavation measured from outside of west wall to outside of

east wall about 194 ft., and was about 24;*; ft. the other way.

The building proper is three stories high, 242 ft. deep, and

has a front of 180 ft. It is built of brown mottled brick.

with white stone trimming and steep-pitched red tile roofs.

The tower,which contains passenger elevators, is 140 ft. high,

and is capped with a steep red tile roof. The fiat roof of

the portion used for car storage is on the level of Prospect

street in the rear, and was designed with an idea of its pos-

sible future use as a summer roof garden. In the center is

a covered passageway leading from the Metropolitan rail-

way on Prospect street to the elevators in the tower. That

portion of the building facing on M street is devoted to ter-

minal offices of the various railways, and waiting and toilet

rooms for passengers making transfers. These rooms are

handsomely finished in red oak wainscoting, delicately-tinted

walls, panelled ceilings of stucco with rich corners and dec-

orations, granata floors, ornate black iron grills and stair
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railings. The entire lower floor is occupied by the terminal

arrangements of the Capital Traction Company.

Directly in the rear of the waiting rooms, on all three

floors, are long corridors, 25 ft. wide, with si)ace for two

car tracks and necessary switches for the use of foreign cars

which may enter the building. These will be brought in on

steel trestles, those from the lower level onto the second

floor, and those from the higher level onto the third floor,

the lay of the land in the vicinity being such as to make this

possible. As most of the suburban lines during the hours

of slack traffic run their, cars at comparatively long intervals,

it is believed that the Union Station will prove a great con-

venience. In the rear of the waiting rooms and track space

already mentioned are located the car storage portions. This

space is the full width of the building and 177 ft. long, and

except for a central light shaft, 19 ft, 7 in. wide, the space

from ground to roof is occupied by the storage tracks, 12

in number, on each floor. Transfer tables across the entire

width at either end and car elevators are also provided. The

floors in the car storage portion are somewhat novel In

this work 7-in. 85-lb. grooved girder steel rails are used,

spaced 4 ft. 10 in. c. to c, resting upon I-beams. Between

the rails the Ransome system of concrete fireproof flooring

was built. This floor weighs 28 lbs. per sq. ft., and was cal-

culated to stand a safe load of 175 lbs. per sq. ft. Previous

to its adoption a test was made to determine its strength; it

failed under a load of 12,160 lbs. resting upon a block which

has an area of I sq. ft. The final failure of the test floor re-

sulted from excessive deflection.

The entire work of design and construction was under the

direction of D. S. Carll, chief engineer and superintendent

of the Capital Traction Company, and Waddy B. Wood,

architect. The foregoing data and the illustrations were

taken from the description of the station published in a re-

cent number of "Engineering News."

OPENING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
STREET RAILWAY.

The first international electric railroad between the United

States and the Dominion of Canada has been opened across

the Niagara river at Niagara Falls on the new upper steel

arch bridge, the tracks being controlled by the Niagara

Falls Park & River Railway of Canada. This, railway is des-

tined to be another tie in the bond of union and friendship

which has grown to such magnificent proportions between

the peoples of the United States and Dominion during the

present year.

The first electric car to cross the Niagara chasm on its

own wheels and by its ow'n power was car No. 19 of the Ni-

agara Falls Park & River Railway on the evening of Thurs-

day, June 30; the hour was about 7:15 p. m. Few people

were aware that the important event was to occur, and so the

passage of this first car was witnessed by but a small num-
ber of persons. The conductor in charge was John Barker,

and the motorman was R. W. Murray. The car was decor-

ated with the Stars and Stripes and the Union Jack. About

7 p. m. the car ran through the switch from the main track

of the road on the Canadian side, and onto the one complet-

ed bridge track. It was boarded by J. C. Rothery, superin-

tendent of the road; Manager Phillips, Superintendent Dill

and Treasurer Bostwick of the bridge company, John Bost-

wick, Engineer R. S. Buck, S. J.
Smythe, president

of the bridge company, John Houp, foreman of the

bridge work, and representatives of the press. The

new track on the bridge was found to be very smooth

and all the ofificials were delighted. The car was placed in

regular service that evening, and on Dominion Day, July 1,

and on July 4th,carried a very large number of people. It

is evident that the regular patronage of the car will be heavy.

THE NEW NIAGARA BRIDGE.

At present a stranger's ticket to cross the bridge will entitle

him to a ride across the bridge in the car without paying

extra fare, but citizens will be forced to pay an additional 5

cents, owing to the fact that residents cross the bridge at a

cheaper fare than strangers. The opening of the bridge

road is another link in the proposed belt line around the

gorge.

SUNDAY CARS IN CANADA.

At Toronto, June 15, County Judge McDougall quashed

the indictment against the Toronto & Mimico Electric Rail-

way Company for running cars on Simdays. The decision

is due to the finding that the indictment was faulty in two

particulars. It was based on a section which is an amend-

ment to tJhe Lord's Day Act, and then asks for a penalty as

provided under the criminal code, which, the judge holds,

cannot be consistent, as the breach of the statute should be

punished in accordance with the provisions of the Lord's

Day Act, but as there is a difficulty in bringing up a cor-

poration amder the latter act, according to the holding of

Judge McDougall, the point will probably be carried to the

court of appeal for adjustment. It was also found that the

prosecution was delayed beyond the statutory limit.

The common council of Salinas, Cal., has passed a resolu-

tion declaring its intention to grant a 20-year franchise to

the .Salinas Railway Company, allowing the use of the steam

motor.

The conductors employed by the Cincinnati & Miami
Valley Traction Company have petitioned General Manager
Wagenhals to establish white duck suits as the regular uni-

forms during the hot summer months.
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A MARYLAND INTERURBAN.

The I'^-ederick, Tluirniont & Northern Railway Coin[)any

is the name of a projected electric interurban which is to run

from Frederick. Md., 30 miles north through Thurmont to

a point on the Pennsylvania line near by the famous Gettys-

burg battlefields. The road is to be a connecting link be-

tween this historic place and Washington, D. C. It will

pass through the richest and most beautiful sections of Fred-

erick county and connects two towns of 1,200 inhabitants

each. The power station w'ill be located at Thurmont, and

the construction work will be pushed with vigor. The of-

ficers are as follows: Col. L. V. Baughman, president,

Frederick; Isaac S. Annan, first vice president, Emmitsburg:

Alex. Ramsburg, second vice president, Lewistown; Charles

C. Waters, secretary, Frederick; Dr. F. B. .Smith, treasurer,

Frederick; R. A. Rager, engineer, Frederick, and Wm. H.

Tlinks, counsel, Frederick.

STREET RAILWAY NOTES FROM THE
ANTIPODES.

From Our Own Correspondent.

The death of William Don, the workshops manager for

the Melbourne Tramway Company, occurred on March 8,

1898, after a rather prolonged illness. The deceased was

born at Brechin, Scotland. In 1866 Mr. Don emigrated to

the United States, where he was engaged for 18 years in

street railway work. After filling many important positions

in American street railway workings he came to Australia

in 1884 under contract to the Melbourne Tramway Com-
pany,, for which concern he superintended the erection of

the present car and machine shops and also the making of

the cable cars and dummies that are now in general use in

this city.

Mr. Don was thoroughly respected by all in the company

STREET RAILWAY TRAIN IN BENDIGO, VICTORIA.

NEW QUARTERS FOR BOSTON ELEVATED.

The company has moved its offices from the cramped and

narrow rooms in which a portion of the business of the West

End Company has been carried on for more than ten years

to the spacious quarters in the Converse building at the cor-

ner of Milk and Pearl streets. The company occupies eight

of the ten stories in the building, thus affording ample room

for the immense work which the company will have to carry

on and allowing it to concentrate its entire force, which was

scattered around in no less than five buildings all over the

city, into one building. The new building is considered an

excellent location for the offices of the company. The rooms

are all well lighted, airy and cheerful, and equipped with ail

modern appliances of the most approvel character.

The Montpelier (Vt.) & Barre Electric Railway was

opened on June 28.

and well liked by all the employes at the works, and as a

mark of true respect and good feeling in which he was held

by all with whom the deceased had business and other con-

nections there were fully 350 persons in attendance at the

funerat.

In Adelaide, South Australia, the horse car is the only

street railway conveyance at present. There are several pri-

vate companies but the lines are old and worn out and are

equipped with antiquated rolling stock. I hear on authority

that the Government of South Australia intends to take over

the street railways and equip them for mechanical traction,

probably for electricity, though this has not as yet been

decided. So there is hope yet that the third important capi-

tal in Australia will "get into line" and be worthy of its name

and have a creditable street railway system. At present the

firm of Duncan & Fraser, of Adelaide, does all in the car

building and repairing line for the various companies, for
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whom in the first place they built the cars. An Adelaide

car is shown in the accompanying illustration. This firm is

a large importer of American woodwork and ironmongery

Some of the grades of roads immediately out of the "city

center" of Hobart are very steep, and a grade of i in 1 6 is

not unusual around the Tasmanian capital and first port";

this is evidence that the actual working part of the system

is thorough and complete in detail. While outside Hobart

one day I watched one of these cars mount a i in i6 grade

having from 50 to 80 passengers aboard; the progress was

rather slow with the electric car, but it was certainly what

many horses only could have accomplished with severe

strain and at a walk. A remarkable fact is that during all

the time the company has been running its cars no acci-

dents or stoppages have occurred.

The total population of Tasmania was on December 31,

1896, estimated at over 166,000; Hobart, the capital, had 24,-

000, and Launceston, second city and port of the colony,

17,200.

Launceston is the only city in Australia that has water

power available for lighting and power purposes and the

lighting plant there is so driven. It is said that there is suf-

CAR IN ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

for the construction of all kinds of vehicles for light and

heavy draught.

During a brief visit made recently by your correspondent

to the island colony of Tasmania (long known under the

name of Van Dieman's Land) a call was made at the depot

of the Hobart Electric Tramway Company for the purpose

of inspecting the plant. These privileges were readily granted

to me by the genial gentleman, A. C. Parker, who is the

general manager for the company. After looking over the

power station and grounds I was supplied with photographs

of what I had seen and some notes upon the line in gen-

eral.

The Hobart Electric Tramway Company, Ltd., is now

nearly six years running; the Siemens overhead electrical

contact system is employed. The generators are coupled to

Willan's central valve engines. There are four Marshall

boilers of the multitubular type; only two of these are used

at the one time, thus allowing for the cleaning of two while

the others are in use.

The total length of single track laid over the three sections

up to the present is 9 miles. There are 20 cars used in the

service; each car is capable of seating 48 passengers, but

at times the cars are taxed with as many as no persons in

and on each car.

INTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE, HOBART, TASMANIA.

IN FRONT OF POWER STATION, HOBART.

ficient power at the local falls, known as the Cascade Falls,

for driving machinery to work a street car system, which at

present is entirely lacking, the residents having only dirty

cabs or wagonettes as public street conveyances to go from

the city to the suburbs and for use in the city itself.

Hobart has only gas for its illuminant, but I find soon

there will be an electric lighting plant installed (the machin-

ery from England and America is now out on the road) by

the local gas company, which had, I noticed at time of my
visit to the Tasmanian capital, in course of erection a brick

power house and necessary buildings for the new undertak-

ing and which were being prepared to place the machinery

directly it arrived.

The work of putting down the new electric line in George

street, Sydney, N. S. W., is being done at a snail-pace, and

it is as clear as daylight that the contractors (who should

have had all completed by end of 1898) will not have finished

laying down the new system till within about a year after

their contract time.

Bendigo, Victoria, is the only city or town outside Mel-

bourne that has a mechanically worked street railway in that

colony. The city in question is the first one of importance

in Victoria with respect to gold output ever since that field

was opened.

The Bendigo Tramways Company, Ltd., is purely a local

concern of local capital and enterprise. Much of the car ma-

terial used by the company is from the United States. There
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are five steam motors built by tbe Baldwin Locomotive

Works, of Philadelphia; three other steam motors' engaged

on the line are from the Phoenix Foundry, Ballarat, Vic-

toria. There are 14 passenger cars, most of them being on

SCENE ON THE HOBART ELECTRIC TRAMWAY.

double trucks; they were constructed originally for an elec-

tric accumulator system, which was tried first in Bendigo,

but was found to work unsatisfactorily, owing chiefly to the

very heavy grades (over i in 16) on some parts of the road

traversed. The cars can carry 60 passengers each, but are

seldom taxed to that capacity, as Bendigo, like the whole

colony of Victoria, sufifers for want of an industrial "work-

while-you-can" population. The fuel used by this company
is coke, which is found to be clean and not more expensive

than coal. F. W. N. King.

APPLICATION BLANKS.

Application for the position of motorman on the cars of

the Chester (Pa.) Traction Company is made by filling out

the blank, the items of which are given below. A similar

blank is used for conductors. The questions cover every im-

portant point of information about an employe which it is

desirable for the officials of the company to keep on file.

Each applicant must be vouched for by two citizens of Ches-

ter, to each of whom the company sends one of the sec-

ond blanks. These forms have been recently adopted by

John MacFayden, superintendent of the Chester Traction

Company. On the blanks there is ample room after each

question for an answer in writing.

Chester, Pa 189. .

Chester Tkaction Company.

Sir:—I, the undersigned, respectfully aslj to be appointed Mofor-

man, and, therefore, state as follows:

1. My full name is

2. I was born at •

I was years old on the day of , 18. .

.

I now reside at , and have lived there

My last previous residence was and I lived there. . .

.

I have resided in Chester since

7. I am a single—married—man, and have to support myself,

wife and children, and

8. Do you use intoxicating liquors?

9. My trade and occupation is

10. I was employed last by

11. Is it your intention, if appointed Motorman, to continue

permanently in the service of the Company, and to discharge all

duties faithfully and honorably?

3.

4.

5.

12. Are you a citizen of the United States?

13. I refer for recomnundatinn of my character to the follow-

ing persons:

NAME. ADDRESS.

14. I have had the following experience in railroading:

My reasons for leaving my la.st position were:

•The undersigned, each for himself, certifies, on his honor, that
he h.as Ijnown the above named

for years last past ; that he knows him to le
the same person who executed the foregoing stateminl; that he is

well acquainted with his haltits of life; linows liis present place
of residence; believes the aforesaid statement signed by him to be
strictly true and correct, and vouches for and endorses him as
honest, sober, steady and industrious.

*To be signed liy two citizens of the City of Chester, with their
occupation and place of residence.

General Appearance. Weight. Height. Complexion. Hair. Eyes.
Remarks:

N. B.—ThJs application must be returned to the company's of-

fice within one week from date, or it will be canceled.

Chester Traction Company.
General Superintendent's Office. Strictly Confidentl .1.

Clie>tir, P.i 189. .

Mr

Dear Sir:—Mr has made application to me for

the position of on this Company's lii-es, and as we
understand that you know of him and his halMts, we talce this

means of requesting your opinion as to his responsibility, by an-

swering the questions found below. The men employed by this

Company in the moving of their cars will have entrusted to them
the comfoil and safety of our patrons, and we wish to employ
only sober, honest and trustworthy men. We ask your a.ssistance

to tliis end, and assure you that your replies to these questions

will be treated as a personal matter and will not be made known
to applicant. Thanking you in advance for the favor I am

Respectfully yours,

Gen'l Supt.

How long have you known this man. and under what circum-

stances?

Can you vouch for his honesty and trulhfulntss?

Does he giimble. or associate with loose women?
What is his reputation in the community? Is he industrious

and reliable?

Does he use intoxicants? Has he over attended Ixar?

Is he loud-mouthed or profane?

Have you any knowledge of his lieing discharged from a for-

mer position? Give full particulars.

Is he, to your knowledge, afflicted with any physical disability

or Incurable disease?

Has he ever been placed under arrest? If so. give full p.ir-

ticulars.

What do you know of his associates?

Can you recommend him as worthy of the confidence of this

Company, and one to whom the care and welfare of their patrons

may be safely entrusted?

(Signed; Name
Date 189. . Address

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, Brooklyn, N.

Y., was robbed of $1,000 at the Halsey street depot, June 2.

When the strong box, in which the depot receipts are kept,

reached the bank and was opened it was found to contain

nothing but old brass. One of the employes of the road is

,=itppected of the theft.
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THE ZERMATT-GORNERGRAT
RAILWAY.

MOUNTAIN

One of the most interesting and instructive railway un-

dertakings of the year is the Zermatt-Gornergrat mountain

railway operated from a three-phase alternating current cir-

cuit. Zermatt is a small village of 500 inhabitants in the

Canton of Vallais, near the southern boundary of Switzer-

land and on a branch of the Jura-Simplon railroad. It is

at the base of the Gornergrat and is a favorite resort for

tourists. This project was conceived shortly after the Jung-

frau railway, both of which have excited world-wide in-

terest.

The question of power was of primary interest, but the

numerous waterfalls made the application of electricity desir-

able. After the engineers had studied the problem it was

decided that polyphase alternating currents would prove

most economical in transmission and the use of three-phase

motors on the locomotives was advocated. Brown,

Boveri & Co. had made the plans for the street railway sys-

tem in Lugano and were satisfied with the operation of the

alternating current motors on the cars. A test was then

conducted on a portion of the new Gornergrat railway which

fully justified the adoption of the motors on the new line.

The objection to two trolley wires over each track is not

a serious one with the mountain road, as the speed of the

cars does not exceed 5 miles an hour, and the road passes

through no thickly settled places.

Fig. I is a map of the line and a profile of the roadbed.

Beginning at Zermatt it extends 5.7 miles to the summit of

Gornergrat, which is 10.791 ft. above sea level The first

1,000 ft. of track is level; it then crosses the Visp on a

bridge of 98 ft. span. From the bridge there is a grade of

12 per cent for nearly a mile and the road crosses over the

Findelbach. About 300 ft. below this bridge is the power

station, as shown in Fig. 2. After crossing this bridge is a
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tion through the gearing is 12 to i. Above the motors is

arranged a resistance common to both and the speed is

controlled by cutting this in and out of the rotor circuit.

Above the rheostat is a switch for opening the car circuit.

There is a double set of current collectors on top of the car

to provide for the heavy currents taken at times. The mo-
tors are mounted on the truck, as shown in Fig. 3 (one

motor is not in place), with pinions at either end of the

shaft which engage with the two large gears, which in turn

drive the gear on the axle. There are two driving axles

and each motor works separately upon an axle.

Owing to the excessive grades extreme precautions had

to be taken with the brakes and two independent sets are

provided. The first system is operated by hand and each

can be applied by hand upon the two driving axles inde-

pendently of each other. The friction band brakes applied

to wheels on the motor shafts, see Fig. 3, are operated by

one of three different ways: by hand; automatically, so soon

as the car exceeds a certain speed; and whenever the cur-

rent is interrupted from any cause. This is accomplished

by means of a solenoid which, so long as the current is

passing through it, loosens the brake but throws it on the

instant the current stops. The motors also have a powerful

braking effect.

In going down grade the motors can be controlled in

two different ways. They may be connected in the same

manner as going up grade with the resistance inserted in

the rotors or the rotor windings may be short circuited.

The train has the same speed going down hill as going up;

they have to keep in step or in synchronism with the alter-

nators. The motors act as generators going down hill and

return current to the circuit. It was necessary to make pro-

vision for this at the power station, for if all the trains on

the line were descending the locomotive motors would gen-

erate so much current that the alternators at the station

would run as motors from the line currents. A load resist-

ance is automatically inserted in the circuit when the alter-

nators exceed a certain speed.

The fact that the motors will return energy to the line

FIG. 3.—TRUCK.

was demonstrated by experiments last November on a com-

pleted portion of the line a mile in length. During the tests

a fully loaded train w-as run down hill with the motors con-

nected as generators and the train maintained the same

speed as in going up grade without any application of the

brakes. The excess current was absorbed at the power sta-

tion by a water rheostat. The test also showed that a loco-

motive hauled a fully loaded train over every grade evenly

and smoothly, and when the rotor resistance was out of

circuit the speed was independent of the grade or load.

The cars, station, buildings, etc., are all lighted by elec-

tricity, there being small transformers at the stations to

FIG. 4.—LOCO.MOTIVE.

reduce the transmission voltage to 540 volts. The lamps
on the cars are connected three in series. This important
work will be completed by July i and wall be the first elec-

tric rack railway driven by three-phase alternating currents.

However, this will be followed in a short time by several

similar roads, such as the Jungfrau and the Stansstadt-

Engelberg. The successful operation of the Lugano street

railways and the preliminary tests on the Gomergrat indicate

that multi-phase alternating currents can be employed both
in the operation of mountain roads and ordinary street rail-

ways, and there may be important developments in the

future along this line.

CLEANING CAR GATES.

Previous to the building of a large bani this spring many
of the cars of the Calumet Electric Street Railway Com-
pany, of Chicago, were constantly exposed to the weather.

In preparing for the summer traffic no less than 175 cars

were to be overhauled and painted. The gates on these cars

were covered with rust which proved very difficult to re-

move. A rattler was designed by the master mechanic, W.
A. Harding, and made in the repair shop. It is 30 in. square

and 22 ft. long with bearings at each end and a disk support

in the center. The rattler is constructed of 2-in. planks rein-

forced by wrought iron bands. The bearing at each end

consists of a short piece of pipe secured to the end of the

box and bearing in old motor brasses. An old W. P. 30

motor with double reduction gears furnishes power to rotate

the rattler. One side of the box is removed and 13 gates

inserted, each separated by a wooden strip. A ton of gravel

is in the box. The side is bolted on and the motor started

operating the rattler at 12 r. p. m. The rattler is run all

day with one charge of gates, and when they are removed

every trace of rust is gone. The actual cost of the machine

was less than $30 and it will easily save its cost in labor.

It is again reported that plans are brewing for the con-

solidation and sale of all the street railways in Seattle,

Wash., but no definite announcements have as yet been

made.
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SOME GRAPHICAL DIAGRAMS USED IN THE OPERATING AND ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENTS.

The manager of a business must be familiar with the de-

tails of all departments and with the effect which a change

in the details will have upon general results, \\^-lstes and

useless expenditure occur in the details; a comparison of

general results may show their existence because in the ag-

gregate they amount to a large sum, but to tell just where

they lie and how to curtail them the details themselves must

be examined. All results in operation or accounting aj)-

pear at one time or another as figures, and when called up-

on to analyze a mass of figures and from the many facts

thus expressed draw inferences and formulate rules for fu-

ture guidance a man needs all the labor saving devices that

can possibly be brought to his aid. Mere numbers cannoi,

especially if they be of considerable magnitude and there are

many of them, convey their full meaning to the average

mind. The most effective way of showing relative magni-

tudes is by plotting them to scale and if they follow or do

not follow a regular law of variation the fact is readily made

apparent when the locus is drawn.

The value of graphical diagrams in all experimental sci-

entific work is too well known and too highly appreciated

to require any demonstration. With the scales of the rec-

tangular co-ordinates aptly chosen the resulting diagram

speaks volumes; it serves to check the work and to show

where lie the critical points which may with profit be further

investigated.

In the power house the readings taken from the volt, am-

pere, and watt meters at frequent intervals during the day

give a sheet full of figures which require time and much

mental arithmetic to appreciate. When these same figures

are plotted, showing the changing value of these quantities

as the time varies, the eye takes in the result at a glance.

Continuous graphical records of these quantities and also

of the engine speed are quite commonly taken and in many

instances duplicate recording instruments are upon the desk

of the manager as well as upon the switchboard.

Generators and motors have their "characteristics" and

engines their efficiency curves, which are the graphical

expressions of the physical laws in accordance with which

they act, the result of experience, thus shown because more

convenient to apply than when shown in tabular form, or

the curve expressed by an equation.

To show the receipts, the various expenditures, etc., for

a given year and compare them with similar items for pre-

vious years nothing serves bettc than curves.

Above all the use of diagrams permits a condensation

that can be obtained in not other way, and the results from

operation for a period of lo or 20 years may be shown on

single sheet where they are readily accessible and easily

comprehended.

Tn what has preceded reference has been made to only

the most common form of diagrams; i. e., those in which

two variables are taken as co-ordinates and a line drawti

through the several points when located, the form and po-

sition of the line showing the relation that successive values

of the quantity plotted have to each other, as well as their

absolute values. But colors as well as forms appeal to the

eye and there are many diagrams in which use is made of

them. These are rather to make a convenient record of

facts, than for comparison. Thus in keeping permanent

records of car repairs different colors may represent light

repairs, heavy repairs, varnishing, repainting, etc. ; each in-

dividual car having a line to itself designated by its number,

the other dimension of the paper is available for a record of

time.

Closely akin to diagrams is the car board where by means

of numbered holes and colored pegs or tags, or of colored

and numbered blocks, a record, temporary m character,

however, is kept of the rolling stock.

Such schemes for exhibiting the condition, earning ca-

pacity, cost of operation, etc., and the general history of the

motive power and car equipments have been used on nearly

all steam roads, each road generally working out its own
system. These records to be of value must be kept up to

date and the weak point in the system has usually been that

the clerk had other duties also, and the record must wait

unii! there was nothing else to be done and was generally a

month or more behind. Also when the earnings fall off and

it is necessary to decrease the office force, the record clerk

is among the first to go and among the last to return when

business improves.

It may in some instances be urged that the time spent by

the head of the department in referring to the original rec-

ords and which might be saved by the use of graphical di-

gests is not more valuable than the time of the clerk who
makes the diagrams. In other words a $200 man might

spend one-fourth of his time hunting through original rec-

ords and the company be no worse off, if the services of a

$50 man could thereby be dispensed with. But this argu-

ment we do not believe is a serious one

In a paper read before the Northwest Railway Club some
time since by Tracy Lyon, master mechanic of the Chicago

Great Western Railway, treated of the application of graphi-

cal charts to railway records as developed by that road.

Each department carries a series of running charts covering

the figures in which it is most interested. One is the month-

ly sheet, so called, covering in its width 10 spaces, each

lepresenting a year and subdivided into months, on a scale

of one year to i^ in., and with 30 horizontal lines to the

inch, each fifth and twenty-fifth line being heavier for con-

venience in counting. The other is the daily sheet, which

differs only in that its width covers one year instead of 10

and there are vertical lines for each day, with heavier lines

each fifth day and at the beginning of each month. Upon
these sheets are plotted all sorts of things, and they are val-

uable for reference and furnish an ideal index for a great

deal of matter that is usually not to be got at.

For the pay roll data some 40 monthly sheets are bound

together and on the first page is plotted the total amount

of the pay rolls of the department for each month since 1890.

On the next page, month by month, are plotted in groups

three general subdivisions of this total, covering the pay

roll of the principal shops, division stations and smaller sta-

tions respectively. On the following pages are shown still

further subdivisions, including the total pay rolls of each de-

partment in the shops and each station by itself. Each one

of these is carried out again by showing, grouped together

on succeeding pages, the amount paid to each class of men
in each department of the shops and at each station. This

makes quite a book, but imagine the relief in having such
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a map of present and past events to turn to when some

question is brought up involving the amount of money
which it IS justifiable to spend at a certain point. The alter-

native of a pile of dusty old pav rolls, anywhere up to a fo'Jt

higli, is not pleasant to contemplate and somewhat hopeless.

The diagrams, on the contrary, show at a glance just how
n.any hostlers or car cleaners, for instance, there have been

at a given station at any time for years back and just what

wages they have received.

There are six different things that the master mechanic

wishes to know about his locomotives: i. When turned
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Total expenses.

There are three cable power houses and different colored

inks are used to distinguisli them, as all three are placed

on the same sheet. For different years different styles of

lines (full, dotted, etc.) are used.

Set "D" exhibits the cost of electrical power on a kilo-

watt-hour basis, the items being the same as for set "C."

Different colors of ink are used to distinguish the two elec-

trical power houses

Set "E" shows the car house expenses, five colors of ink

being used for the five car houses. The items shown are:

Number of cars operated.

Car-miles operated.

Cars repaired at car houses.

Total cost of material.

Cost of material per car-mile.

Pay rolls.

Labor per car-mile.

Material and labor per car-mile.

These various forms were worked out and arranged by

President Bowen.

The Boston Elevated Railway does not make use of

graphical diagrams in the accounting department, but a

brief reference is here made to some of its blanks and

forms, which we have received by the courtesy of H. L.

Wilson, auditor of the company, because they suggested

a simple diagram which would enable the data to be con-

veniently exhibited for purposes of comparisons extend-

ing over a long period.

The "schedule of operating expenses" furnishes an in-

dex to the accounts. A comparison of the operating ex-

penses is kept in a large book and by an examination of it

one can tell the amount of each account for any month or

combination of months, and any extraordinary expense will

at once attract attention.

For exhibiting the business to the directors the auditor

makes a monthly report. This is a six page form, each page

being Syi in. wide by 14 in. long, but only the four in-

side pages are used for the accounts. Two pages show
summaries of the earnings and operating expenses under

appropriate headings, and opposite each of the items are

entered four amounts: i. For the current month. 2. For
the same month of the previous year. 3. For the number
of months of the fiscal year which have expired. 4. For

the same months of the previous year.

The other two pages show a condensed balance sheet

having opposite each item three amounts: i. To October i.

2. For — months. 3. Total.

For the operating department, which comprises nine

separate divisions, the car earnings per mile run are ab-

stracted twice a month, giving those in charge of the de-

partment a thorough knowledge of what each line is do-

ing and whether the facilities are sufficient. This abstract

for each division is made on a sheet 16 in. by 21 in. folded

down the middle, and gives the round trips, miles run, re-

ceipts, and average receipts per mile, and per passenger

for each route in the division.

These totals from the nine division abstracts are recapitu-

lated on a separate sheet, which shows the earnings for the

horse and electric lines by divisions, under the same head-

ings as the single sheets.

For comparison with the previous year tiie division totals

are arranged on a sheet 103-^ in. by 16 in.

The pay rolls are compared week by w^ek on a blank,

which shows the number of men and the amount of the

pay roll. The pay roll is itemized so as to separate the

station and car service, maintenance of electrical equipment,

and road department, of each division; the operation of

the several power houses; emergency crews, shops.yardmen,

watchmen, harness department, electric linemen, etc., and

the general offices.

These forms suggest to us a simple form of diagram,

which could be applied to the accounts and would show
comparisons for any desired period in small compass and

give two things one usually wishes to know, how the totals

WEST END STREET RAILWAY.
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compare, and how the percentages of the total compare for

several items.

For a record by months covering a period of several

years a scale of 3 in. to the year is probably sufficiently

large; this would allow J4 "i. between the vertical lines,

each of which would represent one month. For the vertical

scale ID lines to the inch would probably be suitable for

most purposes. To facilitate counting each 12th vertical

line and each loth horizontal line would be made heavier

than the others.

Fig. 5 will serve to illustrate the idea. Suppose that the

expense to be analyzed falls naturally into six items. The

ratios which these items bear to each other or to the total

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr Mat^ June Ju/i^ Aug. iept. Oct /^o^ Dec

A SIMPLE POSITIVE BLUE PRINT PROCESS.

FIG. 5.

will in most cases vary from month to month, and a com-

parison of these ratios would show if any of the items have

grown unduly, and direct attention to the special points

which look as if further investigation might be desirable.

To effect this comparison readily lay off two heavy hori-

zontal lines (10 in. apart with the scales we have assumed)

so that there will be 100 small divisions between them.

Then express the six items in percentages of the total and

plat each of them, using the lower heavy line for the datum

line for Item i, this line for the datum line for Item 2, etc.

This will result in a diagram similar to Fig. 5. The relative

magnitude of each item is the height of its portion of the

diagram. Any change in this relative magnitude shows

in the convergence or divergence of the two bounding

lines.

The total of the account would be plotted on the same
sheet, making the vertical scale dollars instead of percent-

ages.

To apply this to say, the "schedule of operating expenses,'

it would be convenient to have a book of these sheets. On
the first sheet would be the grand total shown by a line

the several points on which are entered from month to

month and the relative proportions of the totals of the four

grand divisions shown below it.

The next four sheets would show absolutely the totals for

the grand division, and relatively the sub-heads under

them.

Succeeding sheets would continue the sub-division, giv-

ing the sub-heads absolutely and the items relatively. This

could be carried as far as it was found desirable or profitable

to go.

The Helena (Mont.) Power & Light Company has leased

property of the Montana Central Railway Company to be

used for a base ball park.

In a letter to "Engineering News," John D. Isaacs, of

the Southern Pacific Railway Company, San Francisco, de-

scribes a simple and practical process for making positive

blue prints, that is, prints having blue lines upon a white

ground, which is used in the draughting rooms of that com-

]jany. Such prints are very desirable where plotting or col-

oring is to be added.

The process is thus described; The tracings are made
with strong black lines using Higgins' "American White

Label" India ink. A paper negative is first made on ordi-

nary photographic silver printing out paper, such as Solio,

or Kloro paper. The paper used is the "Victor Special"

brand, which can be had in rolls 25 in. by 30 ft., and is not

expensive. To make the negative, cut the paper one-half

inch larger each way than the tracing; place the tracing in

an ordinary blue-printing frame, face up—that is, with the

side drawn upon away from the glass; on this place the pa-

per face down, so that the inked lines and the sensitized

surface are in contact ; then print in the sun to a dark coffee

color. The print is soaked in water until drippings from it

are no longer milky. It is then placed in a fixing bath made

up about as follows (exactness is not important); Hypo-

sulphite of soda, I ounce; water, 25 ounces.

The print will change in this bath to a uniformly light ma-

hogany color or dark buff. After becoming uniform in tint,

it is left in the bath five or ten minutes longer. It is then

removed and washed for half an hour; then allowed to dry

thoroughly, after which it will be much darker. When thor-

oughly dry the back of the negative should be given three

good coats of the following varnish; Canada balsam, i part

by volume; spirits of turpentine, 3 parts by volume; alcohol,

2 parts by volume. Apply quickly with a sponge. Let each

coat dry before applying another. Work in a warm room.

The result is a fairly transparent negative (reading back-

wards) of a non-actinic color, with clean white lines and

figures, from which the positive blue prints are made on or-

dinary blue-print paper. Printing takes about twice as long

as in the case of those ordinarily made, from a tracing, but

several negatives can be made from one tracing if maiT\

prints are required. When through printing we file the

negatives with the tracings, for future use.

The best method of getting the time of exposure for mak-

ing the negative is to try one or two scraps of the paper

first under the tracing and note the time giving the best

negative; after which, uniform results can be had without

difficulty. At this season of the year (May) the printing re-

quires three and a half minutes in the sun in the middle of

the day, under a clean tracing. If here and there a line or

figure in the negative is indistinct from bad contact in the

printing frame, it may be easily "doctored" by scratching

with a pin-point or other sharp point through the gelatine

surface of the paper after the negative is otherwise finished.

A fresh fixing bath should be used for each batch of nega-

tives made. Before making the positive blue prints, test a

small scrap of the blue print paper by washing before ex-

posure to the light. It should wash clean, leaving no bluish

cast to the paper. Soaking and washing the paper negative*;,

as above, may be done in the blue-print washing tray in

which blue prints are being washed, as the two processes do

not affect each other.
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NOTES FROM DENVER.

A new park has been opened in Denver, called Chutes

Park, by a company closely allied to the Denver Consoli-

dated Tramway Company, and it is the intention to make
it one of the finest pleasure resorts in the west. At pres-

ent there are two chutes, two roller coasters, amphitheater,

race track and bicycle track; a large lake is an additional

attraction. There are also numerous fruit stands, candy

booths, etc. A theater, restaurant and zoo are soon to be

added. "Shooting the chutes" is new in Denver and at

first the people were afraid to venture the trip; now, how-

ever, they can't be held back.

Prior to opening this park the street railway route on

which it is located could never be made to pay operating

expenses, but the park business has made it a paying line.

On Sundays, holidays and pleasant evenings the traffic has

been so heavy that it was necessary to run cars on a head-

way of one and one-half minutes. The Tramway Company
has advertised the park extensively and is now reaping its

reward.

The Tramway Company has relaid all of its 15th street

line, both Upper and Lower 15th streets, and is now en-

gaged in relaying the Colfax avenue line with 60-ft., 75-lb.

rails. Colfa.x avenue was formerly a cable line, and when
flectric traction was adopted it was soon found that the

track was too light for the heavier cars.

The illustration is from a photograph of a curve in the

loop at 15th and Arapahoe streets, taken when the work

SPECIAL WORK, DENVER.

was put together for inspection. This loop was described

in the Revikw for February last. The 15th street, Colfax

avenue and Broadway track is of the same construction, and
it will be used in all new work.

The accompanying picture shows "Tramway Billy," who
is the company's pet. He is 10 years old and one of the

smartest dogs that ever was; he has been with the com-
pany ever since the first cable was started on Broadway,
and now lives near the South Denver loop, the terminus of

the Broadway short line.

Originally there were four cable lines; Broadway cars

were painted orange; Colfax avenue, white; l8th avenue,

blue, and 22nd avenue, green. In the old days "Billy"

would take regular trips over the various lines, visiting the

different barns; he changed cars at the t)oints he found
most convenient and never failed to get the car he wanted,
knowing it by the color. On the grip cars there were short
.^eats running lengthwise at the front end beside the gnp-
man, and "Billy" usually occupied a seat there when aboard.
Of course all the oiificers and men knew "Billy."

When waiting for a car he always stands on the right

TRAMWAY BILL, OF DENVER.

corner, like any other passenger, and makes it a point not:

to become mixed up in street fights. Now he is getting old
and the cars bother him to some extent, as there are 24 lines

and the cars are all of one color. The four old lines never
trouble him, as he remembers them, but the cars on the

other 20 lines disconcert him. Whenever a niotorman or
conductor sees "Billy" waiting in the street he calls the
line and "Billy" waits till he hears the line he wants. Re-
cently the writer was standing at the loop, watching "Billy"

waiting for a car; several passed but he made no move
imtil a motorman called "40th street, Billy," when he wagged
his tail and climbed aboard.

He wears a nickel-plated collar with the name "1 ani-

way Bill" and is known to half the people of Denver.

AN ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN ALGIERS.

Some of the colonies of the European powers possess
a more progressive spirit in railway affairs than the mother
country, this being especially true of England and street

railway extensions are much hampered in the Erench cities.

The first electric railway in Algiers has been built by the
French Thomson-Houston Company and is 4.7 miles in

length. There are 18 motor cars in service each equipped
with two G. E. motors specially designed to suit the 3 ft.

5J^ in. gage. A partition divides the car into two compart-
ments for two classes of service. There is seating capacity

for 20 passengers and standing room for 20 more. The
power station contains Corliss engines belted to three 200-

k. w. dynamos. The system is operated at a voltage of 500
to 550.

The La Fayette (Ind.) Street Railway Company has just

placed on its Soldiers' Home and Tecumseh Trail line two
lo-bench open cars made by the Brill Company.
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STORAGE BATTERIES.

The history of storage batteries down to a recent date has

been an ahnost unbroken record of faihires. The progress

lias been slow compared with the advancement made in the

facilities for generating, transmitting and applying electrici-

ty. The storage battery has been known for 40 years and its

utility has long been recognized. It has been applied in

many ways but in service has invariably developed inherent

defects. Nevertheless this branch of the science has been

given careful attention- by many able electricians and their

efforts are now beginning to show in a practical way.

Although storage batteries is the name in common usage

in this country they are also known as accumulators or sec-

ondary cells. The latter name was first applied to make a

distinction from the primary cells. In speaking of the elec-

tric storage battery it is not intended to convey the idea that

the electricity is actually stored, but rather by the passage

of an electric current chemical changes result in the plates

and this reaction can be reversed, discharging an electric

current. As far as the chemical properties, the connections

and the current and electromotive force per unit area of

plates are concerned the storage batteries are similar to pri-

mary batteries, but the great point of advantage is that after

discharge the materials are brought back almost to their

original state.

The parts of a cell consist of the positive and negative

plates, the electrolyte or fluid and a containing jar or box.

The electrolyte is generally a dilute solution of sulphuric

acid, and lead has been found the only suitable metal for the

plates. The positive plate consists of a lead support called a

grid or frame on the surface of which is a coating of peroxide

of lead, and the negative plate is of pure lead in spongy

form. The lead pero.xide at the positive electrode and the

lead at the negative electrode form the so-called active ma-

terial and undergo the chemical changes. The grids not

only serve as a backing to the active material, but also act

as conductors of the current. The lead plates are connected

in parallel in two sets, one positive and the other negative,

the positive and negative plates alternating. The general ar-

rangement of the parts of a cell may be noted in Fig. i.

The lead and sulphuric acid batteries are divided into two

classes; those with plates of the pasted or Faure type and

those of the electrolytic or Plante type, both of which are

largely represented in commercial work and will be des-

cribed later. There are the lead-copper cells with the posi-

tive plates coated with lead oxide and the copper negative

electrodes immersed in a solution of copper sulphate. An-

other kind has the same positive plate, but with a negative

zinc electrode and a sulphate of zinc electrolyte. The alka-

line cell has a positive plate of porous copper, negative plate

of iron gauze and the battery liquid is sodium or potassium

zincate. These batteries each have their strong points and

have been employed in practical work more or less in Eu-

rope, but in this country the lead-sulphuric acid cell is the

only one in common use.

In the lead batteries the positive plate is the source of

weakness and has been the center of attention of inventors.

As a rule these are one of three general forms. The active

material is held in undivided masses supported by a surround-

ing grid, the active material being first molded to the desired

form and the grid afterwards cast about it. The second class

includes those plates whose surface is covered with a thin

layer of active material deposited by electrolysis. The third

class consists of those plates in which the active material is

thinly spread over the surface of a number of independent

metal pieces which are held together by a supporting frame.

The efficiency of a storage battery depends very largely

upon the rates of charge and discharge and in most cases is

about inversely as the time. The losses in the cells are due

to the formation of chemical compounds in charging that re-

turn no energy in discharging; some energy is dissipated in

heat, and in producing oxygen, hydrogen, ozone and hydro-

gen peroxide. There are also losses from local action in

the active material and between the grids and the active ma-

terial. Under the most favorable conditions these losses

amount to 10 per cent and greatly increase with rapid dis-

charge rates. At the Edison station in New York an average

daily efficiency of 85 per cent is attained, and in a battery

plant in Hanover, Germany, the efficiency is 78.4 per cent.

These are lighting stations and not subject to the sudden and

extreme fluctuations of a street railway station.

When electric traction was being introduced it was pro-

claimed that the storage battery would prove the solution of

the problem. In theory it did present many ideal conditions.

It provided a self-contained motor car with no outside ac-

cessories as trolley lines, feeders and bonds for the transmis-

sion of the current. The electric current could be generated

in a station free from overloads and troublesome peaks at

certain times of the day, and thus the station need only be

of minimum capacity for the work required. Ingenious ap-

paratus was devised for removing and replacing the batteries

in the cars. As early as 1880 experiments along this line

were made in London and their partial success encouraged

further tests in Paris, Brussels, Birmingham and Hamburg.

Similar work was also carried on in New York, New Orleans,

Washington and Dubuque, but the short life of the batteries

and the enormous expense of renewing the positive plates

resulted in failure. So long as the storage battery car re-

ceived the direct attention of experts in that line they were

moderately successful, but the batteries quickly deteriorated

under the care of the ordinary railvray employes.
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Still these experiments were carried on in a desultoiy

manner while the trolley was meeting with great success an(!

general acceptation. The last and by far the most successtul

effort has been that of the Chicago Electric Traction Com-
pany. This system has been in operation for more than a

year and the officials have been compiling data and making

comparisons. The entire plant, which is in every way suited

for its work, has been fully described in these columns. The

operation has demonstrated the effectiveness of every detail

except the batteries and these have so far made a good

record for themselves. On July i one set of batteries had

made 20,515 car-miles, and most of the other sets of the 50

Elevatorman's Daily Report.

Name - On Irom

BATTERIES IN CHARGE.

M to M Dale

BATTERIES SENT OUT.

No
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lbs. loaded. With the battery on this car it makes lo round

trips a day, covering 96 miles. The average speed is 9.3

miles an hour, but 14.25 miles per hour is the best perform-

ance. During one month the car made a mileage of 2,883.

The average consumption of energy v^fas 27.6 watthours per

ton-mile, or nearly three-quarters of a horse power per car-

mile.

In connection with tests of storage batteries on cars and

elsewhere the General Electric Company has recently intro-

duced an instrument. Fig. 4, for this purpose, which will

greatly facilitate the collection of accurate data. It is a re-

cording storage battery meter, which is simply an adaptation

of the Thonifon wattmeter to such service, the mechanism

being very similar. Ihe meter is provided with a single

indicating dial needle moving over a horizontal semi-cir-

cular dial, which shows at a glance the amount of energy

available in the battery. The accuracy and durability of the

instrument have been maintained from its prototype with

GRAY AIR BRAKE.

FIG. 4.

additional precaution against iniurv from shock and vibra-

tion.

Tlie armature will rotate in either direction and give ac-

curate readings, thus the instrument indicates the amount of

energy which passes into the battery while being charged

and the energy withdrawn is subtracted. To compensate

for the loss in the battery the meter runs slow in charging

and indicates the amount of energy available so that when
the battery is discharged the needle points to zero. Such an

instrument would be of value attached to any kind of con-

veyance with storage batteries, for the operators can tell

at any time the energy in the batteries and the proper time

for re-charging can be ascertained with accuracy. These

instruments are made for any size to order; the standard

size reads for a current of 50 amperes.

Although it is certain that the application of storage bat-

teries to street cars and vehicles will not meet with failure as

in the past, yet they still remain bulky and heavy for such

work. Their great field of usefulness now seems to be in the

power station as an auxiliary to the generating machinery,

and this phase of the question will be discussed in a succeed-

ing number.

C. A. Gray has patented an air brake for street cars which

is shown in the accompanying sketch, together with ar-

rangement of the compressor which is driven by an eccentric

from the axle. The brake cylinder and valve chest are

shown in section and their operation will be readily under-

stood. When in the position shown, air from the reservoir

GKAV AIR BKAK?;.

is admitted to both ends of the brake cylinder; to apply the

brakes the valve (which is connected to levers at both ends

of the car) is thrown to the right and opens the left hand end

of the brake cylinder to the atmosphere, when the unbal-

anced pressure in the other end throws the piston. The re-

lease is efifected by throwing the valve over and exhausting

the other end of the brake cylinder. Of course the applica-

tion is gradual or sudden according to tlie quantity of air

that is permitted to escape.

NEW MEMBERS OF THE ACCOUNTANTS'
ASSOCIATION.

W. B. Brockway, secretary of the Street Railway Ac-

countants' Association of America, advises us that since the

list of new members was published in the Review for Feb-

ruary the following companies have joined the Association:

The Market Street Railway Company, San Francisco.

The Oakland Transit Company, Oakland, Cal.

The Compania Ferrocarriles, Mexico, Mex.

The Haverhill & Amesbury Street Railway Company,

Haverhill, Mass.

These are all important companies and the fact that they

have become members of the Association is a gratifying in-

dication that its work is appreciated, and gives further as-

surance of its continued growth and prosperity, and brings

the membership up to nearly seventy.

EUROPEAN INTERNATIONAL TRAMWAY
CONVENTION.

The secretary of the Permanent International Union of

Tramways, F. Nonnenberg, advises us that the next meeting

of the Union will be held at Geneva- on August 25, 26 and

27. The list of the topics which will be discussed was sent to

members over a year ago and a translation was published in

the Review for May, 1897. Among the excursions which

have been arranged for the delegates is a trip on the lake, in-

cluding a visit to the Tramway de Montreux and ascension

of Glion by the cable railway; another excursion is the as-

cent of Mt. Saleve, near Geneva.
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STANDARD GEARED AIR BRAKE.

The accompanying illustrations show the improved axle-

driven air brake for street cars upon which the Standard

Air Brake Company has been working for some time past.

It is specially designed to meet the requirements of high

speed interurban service, one of which is that for durability

the compressor must be used only when it is needed; the

capacity of the pump is ample to supply air for all the many

stops when the car is in city service.

In fitting a car it is preferable to place the pump, reser-

voir and brake cylinder as close together as possible and thus

reduce the pipe required to a minimum. Installations have

been made with only 7 ft. of pipe under pressure, exclusive

of the gage pipe.

The driving mechanism consists of a split gear fastened

are also one casting, and in the center is attached a shipping

lever for operating the clutch. Above, and bolted to the

larger cylinder, is the valve chamber of the governor proper,

which controls the air to the large cylinder of the operator.

Within the valve chamber is a brass slide valve attached to

a hollow valve stem, one end of which is a piston against

which the air pressure in the chamber acts in overcoming

the pressure of the spring within the hollow valve stem.

The air pressure is always in the smaller cylinder, which

holds the clutch in contact, and is also at all times in valve

chamber, acting on piston against the spring. When the

air pressure reaches a predetermined maximum pressure, it

overcomes the resistance of the spring and moves the hollow

valve stem, which draws with it the slide valve, opening a

port which permits the air from the valve chamber to enter

the larger cylinder, which, being twice the area of the

FIG. I.—SECTION AND SIDE ELEVATION OF PUMP. FIG. 2.—GOVERNOR.

to the car axle and meshing with another gear running free

on the pump shaft and forming one member of a friction

clutch. The friction clutch comprises a number of plates,

half of them free on the pump shaft and half of them fixed

to it; when pressure is applied the plates are forced together

and the pump shaft is rotated, but without starting shock.

The necessary pressure is applied by the governor through

a shipper, yoke and collar on the shaft.

The case is dust proof and contains all the driving parts

e.xcept the pump and governor, which are bolted rigidly to it.

Inside the pump and case is about one gallon of oil, which

gives thorough lubrication of the working parts.

The pump is double acting, having a piston cast hollow

and in one piece,within which are the crank, crank brass and

ways. The bearings, subject to the thrust of the piston, are

inside and quite beyond the reach of dust. The suction and

discharge valves are in the cylinder body and are provided

with movable seats to facilitate repairs. The suction and

discharge ports are cored to one inlet and one outlet respec-

tively, and the heads of the pump are not encumbered with

any valves or piping. This construction renders the pump
easy of access, and no pipe connections have to be disturbed

in examining or cleaning. Under the suction valves are

means for lifting them by exhaust air just before the operat-

ing mechanism throws the clutch into engagement, thus

relieving the latter at that instant of any load.

The governor consists of two cylinders of different diam-

eter, in one casting, fitted with two pistons correspondingly,

which consititute the operator, the larger portion and cylin-

der being twice the area of the smaller. The two pistons

smaller one, forces the shipping lever in the opposite direc-

tion, consequently disengaging the friction clutch, and the

pump remains at rest. When the air pressure drops to a

predetermined minimum pressure, the air in the valve cham-

ber of the governor has not pressure enough on the piston on

the hollow valve stem to resist the force of the spring, con-

sequently moves back in the opposite direction, drawing

the slide valve with it until it opens the port from the larger

cylinder to the exhaust. The air pressure which held the

FIG. 3.—OPERATING VALVE.

clutch out of engagement is released, and, since the air

pressure is always on the smaller cylinder, this throws the

clutch into engagement again, through the shipper lever,

and the pump recharges the reservoir to maximum pres-

sure.
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The reservoir is of the cold weld type and absolutely

air tight. The brake cylinder is the ordinary hollow spindle

type, attached to the floating lever.
'

The operating valve is bolted to the brake cylinder head,

obviating pipe connections, and all danger of leaks, which

v;ere a common source of trouble when operating valves

v^ere placed one on each platform with a double line of pipe

the entire length of the car. The valve has a cast iron body,

in which is the brass valve operated by means of a steel

spiniUe. The reservoir pressure is- in this chamber at all

times and holds the slide valve in the "off" position.

There are three ports under the slide valve, a small port

for service stops; a large port for emergency application

cf the brakes, and an exhaust port. The lap of the slide

valve is long enough to cover both the service and emer-

gency ports at the same time. The exhaust passes from

the emergency port under the hollow slide valve to the ex-

haust port and is carried by piping to the chamber of the

governor spring and also under the suction valves in the

arc of 1
80° and the movement is conveyed to the operating

valves by means of a rod, chains and bell crank lever under

the floor of the car. By a movement of 90° the service port

is opened; 170°.gives the emergency stop. The instant the

handle is released the air pressure on the piston in the op-

erating valve opens the exhaust port. The handle is removed

upon changing ends and the staff' remains locked in the

release position. By putting the handle in emergency posi-

tion and withdrawing it as far as possible the brake can be

left applied.
•—~»-

ELECTRICITY FOR SWITCHING.

Electric locomotives for switching and yard hauling have

been put in service at the Arlington Mills, Lawrence, Mass.,

superseding the steam locomotive formerly in use.

The electrical installation consists of a small generating

plant and two electric locomotives, one of the box type and

the other a platform car. The generating plant consists of

ELECTRIC SWITCHING, ARLINGTON MILLS.

pump; and from there it passes by the suction valve "lifts."

and out to the atmosphere through the inlet for the suction.

The exhaust from the brake cylinder, therefore, performs

two functions. It lifts the suction valves of the pump so

that there is no load when the friction clutch makes its

contact, and also, in going to the chamber of the governor

spring, acts with the latter, and, partially equalizing the air

pressure on both sides of the piston, the spring forces the

hollow valve stem over and with it the brass slide valve,

so that the air in the large cylinder of the governor exhausts,

and the clutch is thrown into engagement, and the pump
restores to the reservoir the air that was used in making the

previous stop, the car having run about 40 ft.

A feature of this apparatus is the short periods for which

the compressor is in operation. In Jersey City and Brook-

lyn it is running less than one-fourth the time, and between

Jersey City and Newark, where there is a long stretch with

few s-tops, the compressor is in operation for not over 400 ft.

in 25,000 ft.

The platform equipments consists of a j4->n- cold rolled

iron stafif within a piece of i-in. iron pipe supported by the

dash-rail. On top is a pressure gage, and immediately under

it is the handle. This handle moves altogether through an

a standard G. E. 75-k. w. 500-volt railway generator belt

driven by an Armington & Sims high speed engine.

The box car locomotive used for hauling material about

the yards is equipped with two G. E. 800, 27-h. p. motors

and series parallel controllers. The platform locomotive

is used to haul trains of loaded cars from the yards to the

main line, and empties from the line to the mill tracks, and

to do all the drilling in the yards. The equipment of this

locomotive consists of two 50-h. p. G. E. 1,200 motors with

the necessary series parallel controllers. In hauling heavy

trains it is assisted by the box car locomotive. Together

they are able to handle trains of 30 to 40 empties, or 12 to 14

loaded cars, with comparative ease and celerity. To give the

necessary adhesion to the more powerful locomotive to en-

able it to handle heavy loads six tons e.xtra weight is placed

on the platform.

The entire cost of the electric plant is stated to be but

little in excess of the yearly rental heretofore paid for the

steam locomotive.

Fredonia, N. Y., has had a siege of smallpox, and during

a short time trolley connections between that village and

Dunkirk were discontinued.
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A FLORIDA COMBINATION CAR.

The question of keeping ;i summer and winter equip-

ment of cars is not the same in the southern cities as it is in

the north, (^pen cars are suitable and desirable for service

lor tlie greater part of the year, but (hiring the rainy season.

INTERIOR OF CAR.

when a storm une-xpectecUy blows up, the rain comes down
in torrents. The open cars witli curtains afford inadequate

protection from the weather under such concUtions. Geo.

D. Munsing, general manager of tiie Consumers' Electric

Light & Street Railway Company, of Tampa, Fla.. has de-

signed and built several cars to fulfill the requiremenrs.

ends of the car. There are three doors on each side and

side steps are provided. .-\ special hanger has been designed

ior the storm doors which enables them to be moved noise-

lessly and without diflkulty, and the doors will stay wher-

ever placed. The cars arc mounted on Ilrill trucks and

equipped with General Electric motors.

The cars were built at Ybor City and are constructed

entirely of Florida woods. The frame is of heart pine, and

the interior is handsomely finished in native ash and cy-

press. When the troops concentrated at Tampa these cars

were put to a severe test. As many as 150 passengers were

carried at one time on one of these 26-ft. cars. The opera-

lion of the cars has been so satisfactorv in every particular

tliat Mr. Munsing has received several inquiries from dii«

ftreiit parts of the country, with the result that cars will be

built for a number of roads in southern cities.

CONVICTED OF PERJURY.

In the Review for April, page 270, were given the de-

tails of a conspiracy against the Chicago City Railway which

had for its object the prosecution of a personal injury suit

against the company. The plaintiff, Mrs. Jennie Reynolds,

and one of her witnesses, Milton H. Fountain, were indicted

for perjury, yirs. Reynolds forfeited her bonds and is now
in Canada. Fountain was convicted June 16 and sentenced

to the penitentiary.

NEW LINE AT BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

Early in June the nirmingham (Ala.) Railway & Electric

Cinipany began running its cars to Powderlv, superceding

the ^leanl (hmunv service. ( )n the occasion of the official

COMBINATIO.N OPEN AND CLOSED CAR, TAMPA, FLA.

They are already in service, and now that the rainy season

has set in they have had a practical test and have proved

in eveiy way superior to .the ordinary open cars. When all

the end windows and the doors are open the car is cool and

airy, but these can be quickU shut, making it practically a

closed car.

The car contains eight seats so arranged to atf<.)rd accom-

modation for 40 passengers, two of these seats being at the

opening two special cars containing the officers of the com-

pany and over 100 invited guests were taken over the line.

Refreshments were served and on their return the party

w as photographed. Resolutions of thanks to the company
and to J. B. McClary, the general manager, for the part

taken in developing the street railway system, and of con-

gratulation upon the successful completion of this line were

uiianiniou'^lv adopted.
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and
experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

The reason why it .pays to heat the feed water by hve

steam taken directly from the boiler has lately been the

subject of discussion in England. That there is an econ-

omy in using live steam heaters has been shown experi-

mentally and generally admitted, thfiugh fhe reason why

taking a given number of thermal units from the boiler

in the steam and restoring a necessarily smaller

number of thermal units in the feed should result in

an economy of lo or 20 per cent was far from evident.

Mr. Kilkardy found a gain of 10 per cent from the use of

his heater, and in the 10 years since that time the use of

live stean; heaters has enormously increased.

At the 36th meeting of the Institute of Naval Architects

(English), M. Normand presented a paper in which was

shown an economy of 20 per cent by a method of heating

the feed devised by him. He took the steam from the low-

pressure cylinder of a compound engine about mid-stroke,

and attributes the gain to two causes: I. The use of steam

which has already done work, which saving may amount

to from 10 to 14 per cent. 2. The circulation in the boiler

is improved and the passage of the water over the plates

more rapid. It is the second gain which is due to the hot-

ter feed such as we have with live steam heaters. In dis-

cussing this paper McFarland Gray, as reported by "The

Engineer/' said; "The reason why the Belleville econ-

omizer was so efficient was that the boilers proper had noth-

ing to do but to make steam. As much as two hundred

years age Captain Savan,- had patented an invention which

went to the root of the whole matter. He used two boilers:

he heated his feed water to boiling point in one, and made
his steam in the other. Some little tir.ie ago Druitt Hal-

pin was surprised to find that an ecrnomy of 16 per cent

was realized by the use of one of his heaters at an electric

light station. Steam, when the load was light, was blown

in!o a great tank of water under pressure, and the heat

wai stored and utilized subsequently when the load was

heavy. There was no apparent theoretical reason why an

eooncmy of fuel should be effected, but, as he said, 16 per

cent was obtained. Lest there should be a mistake. Pro-

fessor Unwin was called in and made a trial at Margate,

and found a saving of 19 per cent. There was actually a

great economy efifected by taking live steam out of a boiler

to heat the feed, and for some time this was inexplicable.

.At last he found the solution, which was that when water

at the boiling teinperature was brought into contact with

lieating surface it was much more efficient in taking up

heat than was cold water. At Margate they found that the

chimney temperature was reduced by very hot feed, other

things being the same. There should be no heat given

to the water in the boiler but latent heat. Much the same
thing had, he believed, been said by Professor Elliott some
years ago."

In an editorial commenting on this, "Power" points out

that such substances as ether, which boils at or below the

temperature of the body or of the surrounding atmosphere,

produce in evaporating the sense and effect of cold by with-

drawing heat from the surrounding bodies. When the wa-

ter in a boiler is already at the temperature due the steam

pressure it is in a state similar to ether when held in the

hand, and capable of absorbing heat much more rapidly

than if its temperature were only raised, and it is said: "The

effect appears then to be diue to an improvement in the effi-

ciency of the heating surface by the use against it of a flui3

capable of absorbing heat at a more rapid rate than does

w ater below the boiling point, in much the same way that an

improvement in efficiency by the use of enforced circulation

ii; due to the more rapid carrying awav of heat from the

plates by the circulating water."

* o **

Double-Acting Automatic Stop Valve.

The accompanying illustration shows a stop valve for

steam boilers which will close automatically whenever the

boiler pressure falls below that in the steam main, and also

when the pressure in the inain falls considerably below that

in the boiler. The valve is made by a Glasgow firm, McFar-

land & Co., and was described in "The Engineer," of Lon-

don, from which we take the illustration.

These valves are fitted and worked like the ordinary stop

valves now in use.

..S.
There is on the

outlet branch an

ordinary screw-

down val-ve operat-

ed by the hand-

wheel. Above this,

and mounted on
an outer spindle,

or sleeve, is a

loose, movable pis-

ton, having two
surfaces, an upper

and lower, on
which the pressure

of the steam acts.

This piston, which
is an easy fit in the

chest, is provided,

as shown, with

Ramsbottom rings.

In the bottom of the piston valve ports are formed, and on
the inner ledge of the bottom of the piston sits a loose

disk valve, which forms a steam-tight face over the ports

in the piston. The outer sleeve or spindle is attached to

a testing lever, so that by working the lever the piston is

movefi. and its good working conditions insured.
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COST OF POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.
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snu!; iiinkr llic steel ear, the ordinary mason work being

sufficiently level for these plates. All the rest will take care

of itself. Where two or more boilers set in one battery, the

aforesaid ears lap by one another on the same sole plate and

are bolted together to afiford a maximum resistance for the

furnace buck stay anchorage. These ears are riveted or

bolted in between heavy steel angle irons, which are riveted

to the shell, when the boiler is erected, but are shipped

separate from the shell.

Fourth.—The set of buck stays shown alongside of the

furnace wall are anchored at the bottom in the usual man-

ner, but at the top their anchor bolts hook on to the ears

of the shell, thus avoiding a long rod over the top of the

shell (long rods not yielding to the "breathing" of the boil-

er when heated up and cooled down), and always preserving

a tight hold of the brickwork, keeping it snug up to the

boiler under all cunditions of expansion and contraction of

on Fig. 3 at A and A'. Over the short leg of this beam laps

(ine leg of an angle iron which is riveted to the rear head

of the boiler. This angle iron is cut just the length required

between the side walls of the combustion chamber; the ver-

tical leg near the extreme ends is cut to a pattern, and these

ends turned down flat with the horizontal leg; this turned

down ]iortion tils round the curve of the boiler head, thus

altogether forming a tight joint. The long leg of the cast

iron beam forms a buttress over against which the back arch

is sprung, thus forming an arch not only laid in the proper

ilirection, but provides liberal head room on the sides as well

as in the middle of the boiler. The first engineer to use this

style of arch beam was, I think, L \'. Holmes, but it is im-

proved by having a series of depressions on the long face

as shown. With these depressions the brick arch gets a bet-

ter anchorage, not only to stand its own weight and the sand

filling above, but the occasional weight of the workman who

xnc:

FIG. I.—HANGING AND SETTING FOR HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER.—FIG.

the shell, for brickwork is quite capable of accommodating

itself if you will only give it a chance.

h'ifth.—After providing perfect means for the movement

ol the shell, fore and aft, it would avail us nothing if we arc

to brick the shell in solid in the usual way (but we are not),

for every rivet head and lap serves to anchor the shell in

ll;e brickwork as mentioned before, resulting in cracking and

general dilapidation of the walls. To overcome this I rivet

a heavy 3-in. Z bar to the shell on each side. The outer face

of this bar is straight and smooth, and up against it I bring

the inside face of the furnace wall, and over the top of this

Z bar carry two courses of brick to within an inch or two

of the shell of the boiler, thus closing the joints as plainly

shown on the drawing. Bearing in mind that the rear point

of suspension exerts no influence to crowd the boiler side-

ways, it is logical to assume that its movement, fore and aft,

will be perfectly free from the brickwork on the sides.

Sixth.—With the above arrangement alone we will not

yet be free of all brickwork, for a rear cross wall must be

considered. Therefore we provide a heavy V-shaped cast

iron beam placed across the back chamber, securely

masoned in at each end. This beam is placed away from the

boiler head about ij4 inches. This is shown in large scale

liuds it necessary to stand upon it. Back of this arch, on

the outside of the rear cross wall, is placed a buck stay, an-

chored by bolts extending through to the upright steel sup-

ports. This takes the thrust of the arch, which will then

last indefinitely.

The foregoing completes a combination of iron and brick-

work for hanging and inclosing a boiler of any size and even

any number of them, leaving them free to take such position

as heat and cold demand without straining any part or

crowding the brickwork out of shape, and furthermore per-

mits the removing of the fire brick lining without disturbing

the main setting, and if for any cause the entire brickwork

is required to be removed it can be done without interfering

with the position of the boiler, for the rear suspension with

the two-thirds load takes care of itself, while it is simply

necessary to suspend temporarily the forward light load by

catching the steel ears through the buck-stay bolt holes,

thus leaving full clearance to work below-.

The following are accessories which 1 have found to pos-

sess practical merit. Fig. 3:

First.—Where a blow-ofif pipe is preferably located at the

rear, I use a fire-clay sleeve, wdiich can now be readily pro-

cured in the market, being made of diiiferent sizes and pro-
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vided with male and female ends. Simply slip on a few of

these over the blow-off pipe, first placing in a little fire-clay

paste between the ends, forcing them together and holding

them there by a collar and set screw.

These sleeves will preserve the pipe, located as it is in the

hot gases, for a great length of time, doubtless as long as

the boiler will last. It is shown on Fig. 3, and is marked

Band IT.

Second.—The cleaning out door and frame is simple and

cheap, but perfectly air-tight. This is show'n in detail on

Fig. 2, and is marked C and C.

There is an annular recess on the face of the frame about

I'.J in. wide and y-i6 in. deep, into which is filled fire-clay

m
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left of the tank to the sewer. While washing, the sand is

from time to time stirred with a hoe or paddle. For taking

samples of the effluent, while the filters are running, the

three ,'4-in. angle valves, Ci, C2 and C3, are provided.

These valves control y^-in. pipe lines tapped into the outlet

pipes inside the filters and terminating at their outer ends

just below and behind the effluent pipe line. To take a

sample from Filter No. i, for instance, the 2-in. outlet valve.

Ei, is closed, and the >4-in- angle valve, Ci. is opened, and

the water flowing from the quarter-inch pipe is caught in a

bottle or other suitable vessel. The tank is supported on a

framework of oak resting on concrete foundation. A steel

ladder gives easy access to the board platform from which

the upper parts of the tank can be readily reached.

Before this filter was put into service, and during the

period in which we were trying to use as much condensed

SAND FILTER FOR CONDENSED STEAM.

Steam as possible instead of fresh water, the oil in our boil-

ers was giving constant and very serious trouble. The low-

est row of tubes in each boiler buckled up from 4 to 7 ins.,

and leaked almost without exception. It was necessary to

shut down at least once a week and swage up, and frequent-

ly to renew the tubes in this row. There was little or no

scale in the boiler, but a brown gummy or viscous coating

was found, especially near the bottom of the rear water leg

and in the lower tubes. Since Aug. 29, 1897, the record is

very different. There has never been a shut down to repair

a boiler, and no new tubes have leaked. Boilers are kept

under steam constantly day and night from two to four

months, and when opened s;how only a soft scale of a maxi-

mum thickness a little greater than that of blotting paper.

Below follows a detailed statement of the conditions under

which the filters and boilers were operated:

Period covered, August 29, 1897. to May 31, ISyS, 270 d:iy.>i.

.Actual time pumps and filters weiv ninning, 4,695 hours.

Approximate total evaporation of feed water by Imllers, as,-

383,000 lbs.

Approximate total fresh water, 3,518,000 lbs.

Approximate total coudensed steam, 34,865,000 lbs.

Percentage of fresh water in total feed water, 9.2 per cent.

Percentage of condensed steam in total feed water, 90.8 per

cent.

Analysis of Fresh Water, Grains l>er (lallou.

Nitrate of potassium 0.617

Nitrate of sodium 0.294

Chloride of sodium 2.bi)ii

Sulphate of sodium 2.407

Sulphate of magnesium 3.213

Carbonate of magnesium 0.205

Carbonate of calcium 15.917

days.

Time consumed in washing as follows: Water is allowed to

run slowly from the city mains with a little steam if necessary

for about IVt hours. The sand is .*irred at intervals for a tew

Oxides of iron and aluminum 0.046

Silicic acid 0.810

Total 26.187

Water is remai-kably clear and contains nothing in mechanical

suspension. Hardness of fresh water, 20° by Clarke's scale.

Kind of oil used in cylinders, Kellogg's opaque anti-corrosive

cylinder oil.

Total cylinder oil fed into mai n engines, 48 gallons = 192 qts.

—
- 0.7 qt. per day.

All of this oil went into the engine cylindiers aud pa.ssed thence

through the condensers to the filters, except sueh oil as m;iy

have been caught by the condensers.

Total cylinder oil fed into auxiliaries, 46 gallons = 184 quarts

=0.67 quarts per day.

An unknown proportion of this oil was removed by tlie Ausleu

separator on exhaust pipe line from auxiliaries to hot well and

did not get into the boilers.

Average temperature of ctondiensed steam euteriuir the filiters

from the air pumps, 56° F. This low temperature is due to the

low temperature of the condens-iug water (50° F.) and to the

large area of condensing surface. The water generally leaves the

filters several degrees warmer than it enters.

Number of washings of filters in 276 days: Falter No. 1, 11

washings; No. 2, 9; No. 3, 11.

Average number of days each filter ran without washiug. 26.7

days.

Time consumed in washing as follows: TVater is allowed to

run slowly from the city mains with a little steam if necessary

for about 1% hours. The sand is stirred at intervals for a few
minutes at a time. The washing is done by the regular fireman

on duty at the time.

Area of each filter, 12.25 sq. ft.

Depth of sand or quartz, 3% ft.

Rate of filtration: In lbs. per hour, 7,426; in gallons per hour.

S9.5; in cubic feet per hour, 11.88; in gallons per acre per 21

liours, 2,546,024; in vertical inches per hour, 3.87.

Cost of filter for concrete foundation, oak frame, steel

tank, screened sand, criushetl quartz and such pipes, valves

and fittings as were not in stock $135.00

Estimated value of material used from stock S.'i.Od

Total ¥190.(HJ

Host of the pipe tilting was done by the regular pumping sta-

tion crew; ail other lal)or is included in the first item.
' Repairs to boilers since filters have been in service, none.

Repairs to filters, none.

Annual saving in Iwiler compoimd, $175.

Estimated annual saving in coal, due to absence of oil and
scale, 10 per cent of coal bill, .?400.

There is also a large annual saving in repairs to boilers and
in l)oiler cleaning, but tlie actual amount of this is difHeult to

ostamate.

Observations of the working of the filter show that at

first, after cleaning, the filtration is not as thorough is after

the filter has been ruiming a few hours. This is doubtless

tlue partly to the fact that the sand is loosened up by the

washing and requires time to settle again and close the
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voids, and partly to the fact that the fihii of oil formed over

the top of the sand after the filter has been running a short

while, materially aids the filtration. It was difficult to tell

whether the sand or the quartz was the more efficient filter-

ing medium, but it is believed that the best results under

equal rates of filtration were obtained from the quartz. In

every instance, however, it was noted that slower filtration

increased the efficiency of the filter. Before making the fil-

ter several prominent filter men were consulted and they

stated that no patents would be infringed by its construc-

tion.

A HIGH SPEED MOTOR FOR SUBURBAN
SERVICE.

The different kinds of service rendered by the city, subur-

ban and elevated lines of the electric railways require the

development of motors suited with respect to power and speed

for each grade. The motors on the Nantasket Beach and

the Hartford, New Britain & Berlin lines of the N. Y., N.

H. & H. R. R. Co. and those for the electric locomotives in

FRONT OF MOTOR—CASE CLOSED.

the Baltimore & Ohio tunnel are very heavy and powerful.

The motors on the Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railway

and the Lorain & Cleveland Railway are not so large but

operate the cars at a very high rate of speed. These, to-

gether with many other railway motors which have replaced

steam locomotives on elevated and surface roads, are the

product of the General Electric Company, and have invari-

ably given satisfactory speed, greater capacity and better sat-

isfaction than the locomotives.

Exhaustive tests on motor cars and locomotives have been

made to obtain reliable data for determining the best form

of construction necessary to meet the different requirements.

The data secured from these experiments and from the oper-

ation of the various roads formed the basis for the develop-

ment of a new motor especially adapted for medium heavy

railway work, as required for suburban and elevated rail-

ways. It will be known as the G. E. 51-B and will have a

rated capacity of 80 h. p. A double equipment of these mo-

tors with a gear ratio of 2.27 will propel a 20-ton car at a

maximum speed of 26 miles an hour on a level track.

The frame of the motor is of cast steel made in two bowl-

shaped halves boHed together, being dust and water proof.

In the upper casing there is a large opening, which has a

dust proof cover held in place by a cam locking device, for

the inspection of the commutator and brush holders and for

replacing the brushes. A hand hole in the lower frame at

the commutator end |)ermits the reuKjval of any foreign sub-

MOTOR WITH ARMATURE DROPPED FOR REMOVAL.

stance in the bottom of the motor. The upper support of

the linings for the armature bearing is part of the upper half

of the motor frame; the lower support is a cap bolted to the

upper support. The armature can be held in the upper half

while the lower part of the frame is dropped but it may I)c

.MOTOR WITH L0\\ 1 IF CASE DROPPED.

removed with the lower half. The cored recess between the

inner ends of the lining and the motor frame is occupied by

a combination .thrust collar and oil guard, an open space

being left at the bottom for an outlet for oil, thus prevent-

ing any grease from working into the motor windings. Felt

wicks extend through the lining and convey a continuous

supply of oil to the shaft. The armature bearing is 3x6^4 in.

at the commutator end and S'A'S.g'j.-i in. at the pinion end.
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The axle- Ijearing's arc y in. long ami a diameter to corre-

spond to the shaft.

The motor has four laminated pole pieces with projections

supporting the coils which are slipped over them. They

are secured by bolts passing through the frame and fastened

with nuts on the outside. The field coils are of copper rib-

bon wound on metal spools and insulated between turns

with asbestos.

The armature is of the iron-clad, hollow core type i(> in.

in diameter and loyi in. long. The core is built up of wen

annealed laminations provided with ventilating ducts, the

laminations being assembled directly on the shaft. The

core has 37 slots, each slot containing three insulated coils

giving the armature 37 sets of coils with 1 1 1 leads, corre-

sponding to the number of bars in the commutator. Each

armature is subjected to a test with alternating currents at

2.500 volts. The pinion is made of cast steel with machine

cut teeth, and bored for a taper fit on the armature shaft.

COMBINATION CARS IN NEW YORK.

The comljination car, shown in the illustration, is an in-

novation on the lines of the Third .\venne Railroad Com-

pany, of New York. The car was built in the shops of the

company and is intended to take the place of the trailers,

one small open and a small closed car, such as are run on

the lines in the summer time. It is also intended in this way

to comply with the rule of the board of health which re-

quires that a certain number of closed cars shall be run on

each line, even during warm weather.

The car is made up of a i6-ft. body of a closed trailer car

and a small open grip car. It is 25 ft. between truck centers

ami 4! ft. over the bimipers. The grip truck which is imder

the closed portion has a 4-ft. wheel base, and the rear truck

a wheel base of 3 ft. 9 in. with inside bearings. Outside

lu'i.iings could not be used on the rear truck on account of

ilic jwing of the truck which interfered with the side steps.

COMBINATION CAR HUILT FROM OLD CAR BODIES.

ISoth gears and piniotis are from the General Electric Com-
pany's gear plant at Lynn.

The commutator is ii->^ in. in diameter with 11 1 segments

built up and securely clamped on a malleable iron shell. The
segments are of the best hard drawn copper 6'4. in. long

with a wearing depth of i in. To insure perfect insulation

every conmiutator is tested with 500 volts direct current be-

tween adjacent segments, and 5,000 volts alternating cur-

rent between the segments and the shell.

The brush holders are of cast brass and each is arranged

to hold two carbon brushes which slide in finished ways and

are pressed against the commutator by independent pres-

sure fingers giving a uniform pressure throughout the whole

working length of the brushes. The brush-holders are ofif-

set J4 in. to prevent the wearing of grooves in the commu-
tator and are clamped to a well seasoned hard wood yoke

filled with moisture proof compoimd bolted to the top mag-

net frame and easily removable through the opening over

the commutator.

Mounted on 33-in. wheels the clearance between the Ijol-

tom of the frame and rails is 3 in.: that lietween the bottom

of the gear case and rail is 4 in.

The closed portion of the car has a seating capacity for

20 passengers and the open part for 25. The combination

car is a very comfortably riding one and is welcomed as a

substitute for the trail cars as it obviates the jerking and

buiT'ping together of the cars in starting and stopping.

*-•

TROLLEY CARTAGE IN CHICAGO.

The Chicago General Railway, which has some 30 miles

of track so located that it intersects no less than 17 of the

steam railroads entering the city, and with a line to the

Stock Yards, has under consideration the organization of a

department to conduct a trolley line cartage business from

the many factories along its lines to the depots of the rail-

road;>. It is proposed to construct switch tracks into all

such factories and along the steam tracks of the railroads,

and use flat cars of from 10 to 15 tons capacit\- in conduct-

mg the cartage business.

The Rochester Railway Company has adopted the porta-

ble fare box on the Universitv and Lvall avenue cars.
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RECENT STREET RAILWAY DECISIONS.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Remedy of Judgment Creditor is to Levy upon Franchise.

li'illiiiius f. East JVareluiiii, Onset Bay & Point lndcl<cndcncc.

Street Railzvay Company (Mass.), 50 A^. E. Rep., 646. May
18, 1898.

The supreme judicial court of Massachusetts holds

that the remedy of a judgment creditor of a street

railway company is not, under the law of that state,

to have a receiver appointed, hut is to levy his ex-

ecution upon the franchise of the company, and the

rights and privileges thereunder, "so far as [they]

relate to the receiving of toll," and upon "all other corporate

property real and personal." and a sale thereof, pursuant to

section 31, and following sections, of chapter 105, of tlie

public statutes of that state. It takes this position, because it

thinks that a street railway company is a corporation author-

ized to receive toll, within the meaning: of sections 30-35 of

said chapter 105, in which respect it says that it cannot dis-

tinguish it from a railroad corporation.

Rushing Across Track in Rear of Passing Car.

Greengan! v. St. Paul Cit\ Raih^'av Coni[<anv iMiun.). 75 .V.

ir. Rep.. JJi. May 9, 189S.

The evidence here made a case of an adult, in the full pos-

session of all his faculties, with knowledge of the situation

and the attendant risks, with ample opportunities to ascer-

tain the approach of cars, with nothing to distract his at-

tention, and without any necessity or even occasion for tak-

ing chances, rushing hastily across one track, at a point not

a street crossing, in the immediate rear of a passing car,

without knowing, or taking any reasonable means to ascer-

tain, whether a car was approaching from the opposite direc-

tion on the other track. This, the supreme court of Minne-

sota holds, so conclusively showed contributory negligence

on his part that a judgment entered in his favor must be

reversed and one entered for the company, regardless of the

verdict of the jury in his favor. Nor does it consider that

the fact that the car coming up on the second track may not

have given any signal of its approach at the street crossing

over half a block away at all tended to excuse the man's

conduct.

Lien for Engines but Not for Construction of Electric Road.

Prick Company ;. Xorfolk & Ocean J'iezi' Railroad Company

iU. S.}, 86 Fed. Rep.. 72fi. March 16. 1898.

The United States circuit court of appeals holds that a

mechanic's lien law, such as that of N'irginia. giving a prior

lien to all persons furnishing "engines . . , necessary to the

operation of any railway, canal, or other transportation

company," includes engines furnished for the purpose of

generating electricity for the propelling power on an electric

railway, and that such engines are not a part of the perma-

nent construction of the railway so as to be embraced within

a supply lien law.

It also holds that where a railway company furnishes all

the materials, a person who furnishes the work and labor

necessarv for grading the roadbed, la\dng tracks, and erect-

ing trolley poles and wires, at so nuich per lineal fool or [)L-r

mile of track, using his own tools for tlie work, is a "con-
tractor" with the railway company, and not a "laborer,"
within the meaning of statute giving a prior lien to "labor-
ers." and, likewise, not entitled to a lien under a sup])lv Hen
law.

Agents Can Diclcer Away in Settling Claims.

kaiie r. Chester Traction Coinpaiiv (Pa.), 40 .-ill. Rep., j 'o
.l/<;y 16. 1898.

After negotiations for a settlement had been carried on
over a period of several weeks, if not months, where $1,000
had at first been demanded, and $100 had been offered, to
settle a claim for personal injuries, a compromise was at last
effected, a formal release under seal being exe-
cuted. But dissatisfaction grew upon the claimant, owing to
a belief that she ought to have got more, and that her^'in-
juries were greater than she had thought. She then went in-
to court, and endeavored to have the release set aside on the
ground that it had been obtained from her by fraudulent rep-
resentations made by the agent who settled the claim with
her—assented to. if not actively jiarticipated in, by a sup-
posed friend of hers, whom she had brought in as adviser—
tliat if she went to law she would get nothing, etc. Refer-
rmg to this, the supreme court of Pennsylvania says that il

is quite probable that the agent was not over nice in his
mode of urging the delays and disadvantages of a lawsuit,
and the small amount the claimant might actually receive,
even out of a substantial verdict. His methods may have
been overzealous, but, the court says, they were not shown
to have amounted to fraud. If the claimant had been a mer-
chant selling goods, and the company a purchaser depreciat-
ing their value in the dicker, the court goes on to state that
it could not say that the latter had exceeded the license al-

lowed by the standard of commercial honesty, and that there
was no reason to hold these parties to any stricter rule.

Duty in Regard to Inspecting Harness.

.UcKnight c'. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company (X. Y.), 5/
.V. 1'. Sitpp., js8. May, 1898.

Judge Gaynor holds, at a trial term of the supreme court
of New York, in Kings county, that, in view^ of the fact that
it is common knowledge that there are certain defects from
wear and tear in the straps, buckles and fastenings of a har-

ness which may not be discovered with the exercise of rea-

sonable care when it is upon a horse, especially by a cursory
or limited examination, a street railway company owes to its

drivers the duty of reasonable care in the inspection of har-

ness in the stable: and that the employment of competent
jjersons to make such inspection does not fulfill its dutv. It

remains responsible for the actual making of such inspec-

tion, and liable to the drivers for any negligence of its in-

spectors in the making of the inspection.

Nor can exemption from this liability be attained, he fur-

tlier holds, by pronnilgating a rule requiring drivers to ex-
amine the harness before starting out. How much of an ex-
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animation can be made by them is a question ot fact. They

are not by such a rule made responsible for the consequences

to themselves of all defects in the harness, but only of such

defects as the rule contemplates, viz., such as can with rea-

sonable care be found by such an examination as they are

given opportunity to make. The employer cannot shift up-

on its employes its responsibility for injuries to them from

defects in appliances from wear and tear, by devolving on

them the duty of inspection, without giving them time and

opportunity to make such inspection as will reveal the de-

fects.

Duty Owed to Passenger Permitted to Stand on Step.

Scliacfcr v. Union Railway Company (N . Y.), 5/ iV. Y. Supp.

431. May 6, iSp8.

Whether it was contributory negligence for a man who

had boarded a crowded car and could not maintain a posi-

tion on the platform to take one upon the step, the first ap-

pellate division of the supreme court of New York holds,

was clearly a question for the jury to determine, under all

the circumstances of the case. On the other hand, it de-

clares that the company, having received him as a passenger

and permitted him to stand upon the step, owed a duty to

take reasonable care that he was not exposed to unnecessary

danger. And, upon the fact that the car was permitted to

go down an incline at a very high rate of speed; that it was

crowded with passengers, inside and out; that while going at

that rate of speed it struck a curve; that the passengers had

no warning of the approach of the curve; and that the car

lurched so that several passengers besides the one suing

were thrown down, it says the jury might well have predi-

cated negligence on the part of the company. No evidence

was given in this case by the company except the testimony

of its claim agent to the effect that the conductor and motor-

man were required to make reports of anything and every-

thing which occurred during their trips, but that in this par-

ticular case they neglected their duty, and he never heard

anything about it. This, the court suggests, may have been

important as explaining the reason why tlie company gave

no proof about the accident, but otherwise it was of no con-

sequence in the case, which, under the circumstances, must

stand upon the evidence presented by the party suing.

Consent of Property Owner Does Not Cover After-Acquired

Property.

Taylor v. Erie Passenger Raihvay Company {Pa.). 40 All. Rep..

316. May p, i8p8.

Certain owners of property fronting on a certain ruad

granted to the Erie City Passenger Railway Company and

its lessees the right to occupy and extend their line of rail-

way, with the necessary turnouts, and to operate "the same

through and along said road "in front of our respective

properties, to Trinity Cemetery," the company being re-

leased from all claims for damages for the occupation of

said road, or so much thereof as might be necessary for the

right of way for tracks, and from any and all other damages

such property owners might sustain by the construction of

said railway and its operation which might be unavoidable

by its construction and operation. But this permission, the

supreme court of Pennsylvania holds, was effective only as

to the respective properties owned, by the parties who gave

it, at the time it was given; and that a person who had

signed it, on subsequently buying other property on the road,

would have all the right to object to the extension of the

railway in front of the latter property that his vendor would

have if still the owner of the same, and to make his objection

effectual with an injunction.

It also holds that, although the fact that the company had

constructed its railway in front of certain property in 1889

and had used and operated it since vnthout objection gave It

the right to there continue its railway as so constructed, and

the right to continue the use and operation of the same, this

did not give it any right to construct an additional switch, or

to remove and enlarge one previously constructed in front

of said property, so as to increase the damages thereto, with-

out the consent of the owner.

Municipalities Have No Inherent Power to Confer Exclusive

Privileges.

Detroit Citizens^ Street Railway v. Detroit Raihvay (U. S.).

18 S. C. Rep., 732. May 23, 1898.

The supreme court of the United States holds that the

common council of Detroit had no inherent power to con-

fer upon the Detroit City Railway Company, by an ordi-

nance passed in 1862, the exclusive authority to construct

and operate railways on and through the city streets and

avenues for a period of 30 years, which an ordinance of

1879 purported to extend for 30 years from that date.

Nor does the supreme court consider that such power

was derived from the tram-railway act under which the com-

pany named was organized, and which provided that all

companies or corporations formed under it for the purpose

of constructing and operating railways in and through the

streets of any town or city in the state "shall have the ex-

clusive right to use and operate any street railways con-

structed, owned or held by them: provided, that no such

company or corporation shall be authorized to construct a

railway . . . without the consent of the municipal au-

thorities, . . . and under such regulations and upon

such terms and conditions as said authorities may from

time to time prescribe." It maintains that to confer the

power on a municipality to grant an exclusive privilege to

occupy its streets for railway purposes such power must be

given in language explicit and express, or necessarily to be

implied from other powers, which was not done in this

case.

To conclude with, the supreme court says that easements

in the public streets for a limited time are dififerent, and have

difTerent consequences, from those given in perpetuity.

Those reserved from monopoly are dififerent, and have dif-

ferent consequences, from those fixed in monopoly. Con-

sequently those given in perpetuity and in monopoly must

have, for their authority, explicit permission, or, if inferred

from other powers, it is not enough that the authority is

convenient to them, but it must be indispensable to them.

Must Pay for Injuries Caused by Flames Frightening Passenger

into Jumping From Car.

Poulscn V. Nassau Electric Railroad Company (N. Y.), 57

N. Y. Supp., 933. May 24. i8p8.

Linanimously does the second appellate division of the bu-

prcme court of New York affirm a judgment for $7,500 dam-
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ages for injuries sustained by a woman who jumped from

an electric car while it was still in motion because of flames

flashing high up out of the controller box at the front end

of an open trolley car.

In defense, the company undertook to establish that the

controller was a standard appliance, in use, and properly so,

throughout the United States; that no system of inspection

can prevent flashes escaping from the box containing the

controller; that even new controllers of this standard type

will produce these flashes; and that, in the ordinary use and

management of such controllers, particles of dust or grease

collected therein will cause such flashes.

But the court thinks that this explanation "did not ex-

plain." After making all due allowances, it emphasizes the

fact that it was not shown that there was any inspection of

the car in question at any time during the day before the

hour of the accident, let alone any before it left the depot

on the trip in question, while the controller itself was out of

order, as w as easily discoverable, and was discovered right

after the accident.

It also considers it a significant fact that the motorman

was not called as a witness, and that no explanation of his

absence was off^ered—a fact which the jury were entitled to

consider in judging of the cause and character of the flash-

ing or flaming which alarmed the passenger.

And it suggests that another ground upon which negli-

gence may have been imputed to the company arose out of

the fact that, after the flashing or flaming began, the motor-

man permitted the car to continue its course without stop-

ping to ascertain the cause of the flame, until a new element

of apprehension was introduced, namely, the burning out of

the fuse.

The court says that the jury were entitled to take this last

matter into consideration in passing upon the company's

negligence ; so that whether the accident was caused by fail-

ure of inspection and the consequent use of a car of which

the controller was not in good order, or whether it resulted

from the continuing motion of the car after its dangerous

condition might have been and w'as discovered, the jury

were justified in assuming the company's negligence.

Nor does the court consider that the fact that other pas-

sengers remained in the car conclusively established con-

tributory negligence on the part of this one in jumping.

Where Trolley Poles May and May Not be Placed.

Snyder v. Ft. Madison Street Railway Company (la.), 75 A^.

IV. Rep., ijg. May 10, 1898.

The supreme court of Iowa takes the position that streets

are designed for public uses, among which are the construc-

tion and operation of street railways; and if they are so

constructed and operated as not to affect prejudicially the

rights of the public, nor to interfere with the proper use of

the street by others, no burden not contemplated by dedi-

cation of the street is placed upon it. In such cases the kind

of power used in operating the railway, it considers, is

wholly immaterial.

That trolley poles and wires might be so erected and ar-

ranged as to have the effect of being a permanent obstruc-

tion of the street for the benefit of the street railway that

would necessarily interfere with the proper use of the street

by others, it says, is undoubtedly true, but the mere fact

that the spaces they occupy cannot be used for other pur-

poses, it insists, does not show an improper use of the street.

They are designed to aid in the rapid, convenient, and

economical transportation of persons from place to place,

and thus to facilitate the use of the street by the public for

whom it w'as intended.

It follows, the court holds, that an abutting lot owner haN

no sufficient ground to complain of the erection and main-

tenance of street railway poles in the street in front of his

premises if they are properly placed, and this is true whether

he owns what is technically termed the fee of the street or

not.

On the other hand, it holds that a petition stated a good
cause of action which alleged that a pole was placed in front

of certain property without necessity therefor, to annoy the

owners, and to injure and depreciate the value of the prop-

erty, which it had done, causing great damage to them, and

would continue to do, if not removed, obstructing the enjoy-

ment by them of their property, for which they had not been

compensated. And if these averments could be proved, it

says, they might recover damages for the injuries sustained;

but they were not compelled to resort to that remedy, as

they might have recourse to an action for the removal of the

pole, if its location was not only injurious, but unnecessary-

Still, the court does not want to be understood as holding

that a property owner may dictate the location of poles in

front of his premises, nor that he may recover damages,

however trivial, which may be caused by their location. It

says that the railway company has the right to so place its

poles as to secure the best results for its railway, provided

that it so places them as not to cause any unnecessary in-

jury. The injurious consequences which it must guard

against are those of a substantial character.

The placing of poles in front of property, it goes on to

say, is seldom desired by the property owner, and may in

some slight degree interfere with the use of his property, as

by obstructing the view from it; but for such injury alone

he would rarely, if ever, be entitled to relief. The placing

of a pole in a walk or roadway, however, or in front of and

near to an important window, if the pole could as well be

placed elsewhere, might afford ground for relief.

And, after all, the court says it cannot undertake to lay

down general rules which would govern all cases. Each

case, of necessity, must be decided according to its own

facts.

Liability for Negligent Killing of Dogs on Track

Citizens' Rapid Transit Company v. Dci^' {Tenn.), 45 5". IV.

Rep., 7po. Feb. p, i8p8.

In the earlier law books it was said that "'dog law"' was as

hard to define as was ''dog Latin," but the supreme court

of Tennessee declares that day has passed, and that dogs

have now a distinct and well-established status in the eyes

of the law-. Giving vent to a bit of sentiment, it says, they

are the negro's associates, and often his only property, the

poor man's friend, and the rich man's companion, and the

protection of women and children, hearthstones, and hen-

roosts.

Holding this view, it will readily be understood that it

would affirm a judgment holding a street railway company

liable for the killing of a dog when it was convinced that the

company was guilty of negligence in the killing of the dog.

or in fatally injuring it so that it was an act of humajiity

for the owner to kill it.
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It holds that it was not error in the trial judge to charge

that the street car company must have sufficient employes on

its cars to operate them in a careful manner, so as to pre-

vent damages or injuries to persons and animals that might

go uiKMi the track, and was liable for a failure to do so; the

question of what number would be sufficient being left to the

jury, under all the circumstances. And this charge, it says,

was called for by the fact that the motorman had stated that

the reason he did not see the dog sooner was because he

was looking around at the passengers to see if any desired to

get ofif, the conductor having left the car after it passed from

the more crowded portion of the track nearer the cit\', the

motorman being at the time the only employe on the car,

which was being run on a track laid on a turnpike which

was a public thoroughfare much used.

Nor does the court consider that it was error to charge

that, iasniuch as the street car was laid on the roadway

and on the same level with it, the dog w'as not a trespasser

if he went upon the track, inasmuch as the dog w^as not im-

properly on the highway. Additional scope would seem to

be given to this point because, while the dog was running

along 150 or 200 yards in front of its master, it had stopped

in the center of the track to "'point'" some birds.

And although the jury might unquestionably take into

consideration common knowledge and observation about the

habits and qualities of dogs, the court insists that it was

going too far to say that the motorman might rely upon

the quickness and celerity of the dog, and thus absolve him-

self from all duty and care to prevent the accident.

Upon the question of value, the court holds that it was

competent to admit evidence of the dog"s pedigree and of

the qualities and performances of its ancestors. And it

finds no fault with evidence that was introduced showing

that the dog had had the distemper and that this added to

its value 100 per cent.

The amount of the judgment against the company, which

the supreme court affirms with costs, was $250. And had

the jury found that the dog ought not to have been killed,

the court says its ow'ner would still have been entitled to

damages for his injuries, the action being for both the negli-

gent injuring and killing of the dog.

Liability to Passenger Struck "While Alighting from "Wrong

Side of Car.

Atlanta Consolidated Street Raili^'ay Conif^any v. Bates (Ga.),

JO 5". E. Rep., 41. Jan. 21, i8q8.

There is some apparent conflict in the authorities as to

whether the relation of common carrier and passenger ex-

ists after the passenger has alighted from the car, and be-

fore he has had opportunity of passing over and beyond a

parallel track of the company's line. But the supreme court

of Georgia holds that the relation certainly exists while the

passenger is in the act of alighting. It maintains the doc-

trine fhat the relation of common carrier and passenger ex-

ists between a street railway company and a passenger un-

til he has reached his destination, and has had a reasonable

opportunity to alight safely from the car; and that the car-

rier, (luring this period, is under a legal obligation to use

extraordinary diligence, on behalf of itself and its agents, id

protect the life and person of the passenger.

This doctrine of extraordinary diligence, it goes on to

state, is not only applicable to the agents of the carrier on

the car on which the passenger is traveling, but also to its

agents having control of another car, approaching on a

parallel track, after the latter have discovered that the former

car was about to stop for the purpose of discharging pas-

sengers, who might alight dangerously near such parallel

track.

To the ordinary traveler upon foot, the court holds, the

motorman on the approaching car is bound to exercise only

ordinary care and diligence, while to the company's pas-

sengers he is boimd to use extraordinary care and diligence,

at a street crossing. Especially is this the case when the

motorman knows, or has reason to believe, that passengers

are about to alight from the car that has stopped, and that

they might alight dangerously near the track upon w'hich

he is running.

The habit or practice of tlie passenger suing the company
as to his manner of departing from street cars on other oc-

casions, either before or after the injury complained of, the

court holds, cannot be legitimately considered by the jury

as throwing any light upon fiis conduct at the time he was

injured.

It having been alleged that one element of negligence

which resulted in the passenger's injuries was that the street

railway company knew it was dangerous to allow passengers

to alight from a car on the side next to its parallel track,

yet took no steps to prevent it, the court holds that it was

not error to admit testimony showing that the company had

placed no ropes, guards or other protection to prevent pas-

sengers from incurring this danger; the question as to

whether such omission amounted to negligence being left

entirely to the jury.

.\ rule of the company requiring its motormen to keep

their cars under full control on approaching all street cross-

ings, and, when there is a car standing at a crossing, taking

on or letting off passengers, or if they see that they are

about to meet a car on a street crossing, to slow up and see

that the track is clear before attempting to pass, the court

also holds, is admissible in evidence, as tending to show that

the company regarded such a point on its line, when being

approached by one of its cars, as more or less dangerous to

passengers and others.

On the other hand, it holds that where it appeared from

the testimony that the hearing of the passenger suing the

company was impaired, and it was inferable that for this

reason he did not hear the approaching car that struck him,

it was not error for the trial judge to instruct the jury that

"the fact that he was partially deaf, if such was the fact,

would not affect or lessen the degree of care required of

him: that care being the degree of care which every prudent

man would exercise under the same or similar circum-

stances," which would not imply that he was required to

exercise only that care which a prudent man who could hear

would use, but which a prudent man in the same condition

as to the impairment of his hearing would exercise.

Judgment for $1,000 and costs, against the company, af-

firmed. •

Adoption of Box System of Collecting Fares a Proper Safeguard.

Morley v. Snoiv (Mieli.). jfi N- IV. Rep.. 466. May 24. 1898.

The receivers of the Union Street Railway Company of

Saginaw, Mich., have been granted, by the supreme court

of Michigan, a mandamus requiring the circuit judge to va-
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ca-te an order requiring the discontinnance of liie use of the

MehHng box system of collecting car fares from passengers.

This box is a metal safe, of convenient size, carried by

the conductor, into wdiich the passenger is required to de-

posit his fare, at w^hich time the conductor presses a button

which rings a bell and registers the fare. At the end of

the day the box, with the transfer tickets, is handed by the

conductor into the office, and becomes his settlement with

the company.

To one conductor, it was so distasteful to use the box, that

he applied to the circuit court for relief, not only upon the

ground that it reflected upon his character, but that it gave

rise to controversies with passengers and was objected to

by t'hem, as well as that it was beyond the power of receivers

to require. And the circuit court granted his prayer, main-

taining that to require the use of the box was not a proper

regulation, as it was not a thing to be used in the manner

in which it was used, and tliat its use tended to ostracize

from society the employes who had to use it, by branding

them as not to be trusted.

But the supreme court thinks that the conclusion reached

by the circuit judge was wholly unwarranted by the facts.

It says that conductors of street cars deal with a great num-

ber of persons, some of whom are entering and leaving the

cars frequently. It often happens that change must be

made, and there are opportunities for mistakes. It is not

unreasonable to assume that, like persons in all callings,

some of the employes of street car companies will yield to

temptation, when presented. Every one at all familiar with

business upon a large scale knows that it is desirable to have

it so systematized that mistakes or fraud in its conduct shall

not occur. Officials, both of the state and nation, and all

officers charged with the management of banks, railroads,

and other corporations, are surrounded by checks and safe-

guards calculated to do away with the possibilities of frauds

or mistakes. Tlie cash register is to be found in most places

of business. Up)on the elevated roads, in the large cities,

the passenger pavs his fare before he enters upon the plat-

form, over which he must pass to get admission to his train.

Every one recognizes the checks and safeguards, as proper

to be used, and no one has a rig'ht to regard them as an im-

putation upon the honesty of any individual using them.

Their use is simply a recognition of vvhat all know to be a

fae-t, with humanity constituted as it is—that, in the conduct

of a large business by many persons, there is a liability to

make mistakes, and a possibility of the commission of

frauds. The Great Teacher, in that prayer which is the

model of all prayers, prayed, "Lead us not into temptation,

but deliver us from evil." It can readily be seen how the

unintelligent or dishonest might object to these checks and

safeguards, but it is difficult to understand how the honest

and intelligent should object to any practical method which

would reduce the probability of mistakes, or the opportuni

ties for the commission of fraud, to the minimum.

The supreme court also holds that an active receiver, who

is required to manage a going concern like a system of

street railways or a railroad, must be clothed with consider-

able discretion, and that he may do such things, in the ordi-

nary course of business, as to him, in good faith, seem neces-

sary to render the business of the road profitable and suc-

cessful. He is not only the arm of the court, but he repre-

sents, in a sense, the creditors and the stockholders of the

road. Nor does it consider that but very feiv courts, if they

had the time to do so, possess the necessary knowledge to

enable them to successfully manage a system of street rail-

ways.

.Kpplving these principles to the case in hand, the su-

preme court holds that the receivers in question had acted

onlv within the scope of their authority, on a point with re-

gard to which the court should not interfere, and tliat if

the\- were not competent to deal with such a detail, they

should be removed, and some one competent api>ointed.

REWINDING RAILWAY GENERATOR
ARMATURES.

The illustration was taken from a photograjih of the in-

terior of the Cedar avenue power station of the Cleveland

Electric Railway Company. The armature is from a 500-

k. w. generator and was being rewound by the W. H. Elliott

Electric Company, this being the third one repaired for the

same company this year. Exceptional facilities are pos-

5Ou.lv. \\ . K.\ 1 I W .A i Ut-..N •K.^luR ARMATURE KEWOUNB.

sessed bv this company for doing general repair and heavy

electrical work. .\ specialty is made of rewinding arma-

tures, fields and transformers, refilling and making comnni-

tators and building apparatus for experimental work. The

president, Mr. Cartwright, was the pioneer in this line of

work, having established a repair shop for electrical appara-

tus in Cleveland in June, 1887. The secretary and treasurer.

\lr. Hankey, has charge of the chemical department, and al-

though a new man in the electrical field is rapidly extend-

ing his acquaintance. The business of the company is very

extensive, orders coming from every part of the country.

Two large armatures have been shipped to the Salem Con-

solidated Company, Salem, Ore.; an order from Jackson-

ville, Fla., has been filled, and an armature has been shipped

to the New York & Ohio Company, Warren. O. The works

are now operated by both day and night shifts and it will

require six weeks to fill the orders on hand.
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AN IMPROVED ELEVATED CAR TRUCK.

The adoption of heavier motors under the cars of the

Lake Street Elevated Railway Company, of Chicago, neces-

sitated alterations in the trucks or the substitution of a new

one. Frank Hedley, general superintendent, has given the

i-ubject his attention for spme time and has designed a new

truck and brake rigging. The trucks were built at the works

of the Siemens & Halske Company and have given entire

satisfaction in operation.

The frame is of cast-steel. The transom, which consists

of two pieces of steel plate, is riveted to the frame. Four

2i-in. links support the swing bolster and their length

gives the car an easy motion. The tie-bar at the end is

bent downward to give room for the draw-bar. Each wheel

has to sustain about 7,000 lbs. The boxes are designed to

carry two helical springs which give great flexibility and

easy motion to the car body. The wheels are 33 in. I'li

diameter and the wheel base is 6 ft. The truck is not only

simple in construction and accessible but a large amount of

loom is provided for the motors. This is an essential fea-

ture for the two G. E. 55 motors, each of 175 h. p., require

all the space. The motor casing clears the ties by 3 in.

For this truck it was desirable that the brake rigging

have no cross bars, for they would interfere with the repair

and inspection of the motors, and prevent an equal pres-

sure being exerted by each brake shoe. One-half of the

brake is hung independently on each side of the truck, a

bracket being riveted on the frame in front of each wheel

and the brake shoe is suspended by a link, as may be seen

in the illustrations. The two levers are connected by two

adopted as standard on the Lake Street Elevated cars, as

it has been proven to be suited in every way to the arduous

service and requires practically no attention.

Each motor car has but one driving truck, and so the

entire tractive effort for the whole train comes from one

truck. If the rails are clean and dry no trouble is experi-
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LEACH SANDER.

enced from the wheels slipping, but with snow or ice on

the track or on a damp day the use of sand would be an

advantage. One of the motor cars has been equipped with

a sanding device and tested. A sand box is placed over the

driving truck and four pipes lead down from it beneath the

TRUCK. AND liRAKE FOR LAKE bTREET ELEVATEIJ RAILWAY.

rods, one on either side of the wheel. The outer end of

each of these rods is ifat and has the holes for adjusting the

brake shoes as they wear.

The kick spring is long and flexible and offers little re-

sistance to the action of the air brake, but is strong enough

to quickly release the shoes. This brake rigging has been

car body. At the end of each pipe is a Leach sander, such

as is commonly employed on locomotives, and shown in the

cut.

A pipe is connected to the air brake system near the

engineers valve in the motorman's cab and extends to each

of the Sanders. From the sanders four 3/>-in. pipes run to
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the pivot of the truck and each is connected to a pipe, which

delivers sand to the wheels, by a hose 14 in. long, which

allows for the motion of the truck and car body.

When sand is to be used the motorman opens an alarm

valve and the air passes to the sander, where the film of

sand is broken and then blown into the delivery pipe. It

acts on the same principle as an injector. The pipe in front

of the sander has an upward turn which prevents the sand

from clogging at that point. The sand passes out of the

delivery pipe and is blown directly on the rails under the

wheels.

The results in using sand have been gratifying. Without

the sand a train of cars was accelerated to a speed of 24

miles an hour in 32 seconds. Under the same conditions

with the use of the sand the same speed was attained in 16

seconds.

NEW HOLLOW-CHISEL MORTISING
MACHINE.

JOHN'S ELECTRIC HEATERS.

Some recent improvements have been made in the "H.

W. J." electric heaters. These heaters have been on- the

market for a number of years and are at the present time ex-

tensively used by street railway companies, both here and

PANEL HEATER.

abroad. The illustrations show the panel heater and the

switch in their latest forms. The principal advantage

clamed for these heaters is that they have a very large radi-

ating surface for the heat generated and hence avoid very

hot or overheated wires or surfaces and dangerous tempera-

tures. All the heaters are in operation at the same time and

give a very efifective and economical distribution of the heat.

The heaters are attached to

the faces of the seat panels by

screws and special separating

washers of waterproof as-

bestos are furnished to pro-

vide an open ventilating space

^''s-in. wide between the panel

face and back of heater. Con-

nections are readily made with

the heater terminals by leading

wires through small holes

bored in the panels and all wiring is concealed back of the

panels under the seats. No cutting of the woodwork is

necessary.

The "H. W. J." switch provides three degrees of regula-

tion. It is a double break knife switch specially designed

with reference to simplicity, high insulation and durability.

Its action is positive in all cases. Closing the knife blade

locks the switch in position preventing any movement of the

regulating handle. The regulation in the "H. W. J." system

is efifected by reducing the heating surface equally in all

heaters.

SWITCH.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the most

powerful and reliable machines of its kind ever placed upon

the market. It is made by J. A.' Fay & Co., of Cincinnati,

and known as their No. 4 vertical hollow-chisel car mor-

tising machine. Great care has been exercised in the design

to make a machine strong, simple and efficient, and one

that produces its results without the necessity of laying out

the work or cleaning the mortises.

The frame is massive and made in a cored form with a wide

base. The housing is gibbed to the frame, with provision

for taking up wear, and has a lateral movement, actuated

by a lever, for moving the chisel to its required position

The Baltimore Consolidated Railway Company has pur-

chased the uncompleted line to Ellicott City from the Co-

lumbia & Maryland Company.

FAY HOLLOW-CHISEL MORTISING MACHINE.

above the timber. The chisel-ram is gibbed to the housing

and carries the boring spindle that prepares the material for

the chisel thrust; the proper tension is kept on the belt driv-

ing the boring spindle by a self-adjusting binder. Stops are

provided to regulate the vertical travel of the ram for the

depth of mortise and the lateral movement for its width

;

the maximum vertical movement is 16 in. and the lateral,

14 in.

The table for suppoiting the material is 4 ft. 6 in. long;

it is operated by a hand wheel, rack and pinion, and pro-

vided with stops to regulate the length of the mortise; there

is also a vertical adjustment. The chisel-ram has a recip-

rocating motion produced by reversing friction and gearing.

The auxiliary boring attachments are placed one on each

side of the frame at such distances from the chisel as will

permit of adjusting them to an angle of 30° in either direc-

tion.

* « »

The Milwaukee-Waukesha line is now in operation on a

half-hour headway; the fare is 33 cents, round trip 50 cents.
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PARK SCENES FROM ALABAMA.

In llic article on street railway parks and pleasure resorts

in tile Rkview for May mention was made of the attractive

parks of the Birming.ham (Ala.) Railway & Electric Com-

pany. J. R. McClary, general manager of the company,

has very kindly sent to the editor of the Review three large

and handsomely framed groups of photographs which now

adorn our ofifices, showing scenes along the lines of the

company and at the parks. With them Mr. McClary sent

the following letter: .

"You have done a great work for the street railways by

encouraging them to build parks and run sunnncr theaters.

QUICK CONSTRUCTION WORK.

( )n June 13, judge l!all in tlie superior court refused to

enjoin the Chicago City Railway from stringing temporary

trolley wires in Micliigan avenue from Madison street to

Randolph street, this being the final outcome of the suit in-

stituted by Montgomery Ward.

The fact was telephoned to the offices of the company at

2020 State street, and within i hour and 30 minutes from the

time the message reached Sujierintendent Nagle the electric

cars were operating amund the loop thus completed. The

work done comprised the placing of wires for the two blocks

in Micfliigan avenue and at the two curves.

SCENES IN THE PARKS OF THE BIR.MINGHAM RAILWAY & ELECTRIC COMPANY.

We have profited by your suggestions and desire tu show

our appreciation, in a measure, by presenting you with a lot

of views of our parks, framed, suitable for your office. If

you will honor these pictures with space on your walls the

writer will be highly gratified."

The accompanying engraving is reproduced from one of

the groups. Four of the views were taken in Avondale

Park, the terminus of the Avondale & Fountain Heights

electric line; three others show scenes at Hawkins Spring on

the Bessemer division; the last two pictures are of the danc-

ing pavilion and the lake at East Lake Park.

CONNECTICUT GRADE CROSSING CASE.

The supreme court of Connecticut on June 17 rendered

its decision in the case of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad against the Fairhaven & Westville Rail-

road (electric) which sought to cross the former at grade.

The court allows the claim of the steam road for damages

for crossing its tracks at grade, and the case is distinguished

from that decided a year or more ago in which it was held

that an electric railway in general is not an additional biu'-

den on abutting property.
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IMPORTANT MEETING OF COMMITTEE
ON STANDARDIZATION.

The permanent connnittee on a standard system of ac-

counts, working under the Street Railway Accountants' As-

sociation of America, and which is doing a large amount of

hard work in anticipation of the September convention in

Boston, has been called to meet at the Manhattan Reach

hotel. New York, on July i8. In addition to Chairman

C. N. Dufify, the committee includes W. F. Ham, Brooklyn;

J. F. Calderwood, Minneapolis; H. L. Wilson, Boston; H. J.

Davies, Cleveland; W. B. Brockway, secretary of the asso-

ciation, will also attend. A full attendance is promised and

a thorough consideration will be given to the data collected

by the several members.

The railroad commissioners of the various states also have

an association, and at its meeting last year appointed the

following committee to prepare a proper classification of

constructing and operating expenses of street railways, sim-

ilar, so far as possible to the classification of the same ac-

counts of steam railroads. This connnittee consists of the

following: Wm. O. Seymour, railroad commissioner of

Connecticut; Ashley W. Cole, Albany; R. S. Cauler, Colum-

bus, O.; H. M. Kochersperger, president railway account-

ing association. New Haven; M. Riebenach, assistant comp-

troller Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia; H. D. Bulklcy.

comptroller B. & O., Baltimore, and N. H. Heft, N. Y., N.

H. & H. R. R, New Haven

The Accountants' committee has invited the railroad com-

missioners' committee to meet with them, and the invitation

has been most courteously received and several of the gen-

tlemen have signified their intention to be present, and their

satisfaction at the opportunity of this joint conference with

men prominent in the active and actual work of street rail-

way accounting. The suggestions from both sides and the

joint conference cannot fail to be of very great advantage to

every street railway in states where the commission has to

do with both steam and street railways

The interest taken bv the commissioners" committee in the

work of the Street Railway Accountants' Association and

especially in the work of the Committee on Standardization,

is very gratifying, and the gentlemen pronounce the prog-

ress already made and the plans which are being worked

out, as highly creditable and praiseworthy.

The meeting will be called to order promptly at 9 a. m.

Monday, by Chairman Dufify and the work will probably

occupy several days.

SHOOTING THE RAPIDS.

So far as exciting attractions are concerned, it is probable

that the Gorge Road at Niagara Falls has the call on all the

electric roads in the country. Its route lies along the wild-

est part of the lower Niagara and the very nature of the

locality tempts the daring of people. Those who like ex-

citement can find it there in plenty. Within the past month

Mr. Evans, of the Youngstown & Lewiston road, has at-

tempted to establish a canoe route between the Devil's Hole

on the Gorge Road and the quaint old village of Lewiston,

the terminus of the two roads mentioned. In order to get

expert men at the paddles, Mr. Evans secured the services

of Chief Flying Cloud and Chief Cherry, and the picture

herewith shows them in the act of shooting the rapids be-

low the Devil's Hole in their canoe. These Indians came

from Sault Ste. Marie, where they had had extended experi-

ence. At this writing the route has not proved to be one of

any great attraction for Niagara tourists, but as it is very

new as yet, it will have time to grow on the people. That

part of the river below the Devil's Hole is cjuite wild in

places, and the waves toss high, while the many currents add

to the excitement and wicrdness of sweeping through the

gorge in a canoe.

Still another incident that has drawn travel to the Gorge

Road during the past month was the two trips that Robert

Leach made through the rapids in a barrel, fjn Leach's

first trip be used a wooden barrel, and this time he was taken

SHOOTING THE RAPIDS.

from the water in an eddy just above the whirlpool on thir

Canadian side. His barrel was lost after he had landed

During the week he had a barrel constructed of steel, and on

the Sunday following his first trip he again started out to

con((uer the wild waters of the gorge. This trip was a great

success. He was soon hurried through the rapids to the

whirlpool, his barrel standing the waves nobly. He passed

four times around the current in the pool, and was finally

towed ashore on the north side and on the Canadian shore

by four men who swam out to the barrel. Leach was in

good condition. He had stood the trip well. His barrel

had wooden heads, and was well ballasted. In making the

trip he was swung in a hammock on the inside. The length

of this barrel is 7 ft. Its diameter at the ends is 3 ft. 6 in.,

and in the center 3 ft. 9 in. The steel of which it is made is

3-16 in. thick. His first trip through the rapids was made

June 12 and the second on June 19.

REORGANIZATION OF THE NASSAU
COMPANY.

All the Brooklyn street railway companies, whose lines

were leased by Nassau Electric Railroad Company, have

been consolidated and the reorganization will result in a sav-

ing of $200,000 a year. Application has been made to the

state railroad commission for permission to increase the cap-

ital stock to $15,000,000, a million and a half of which will

be reserved for improvements in the eastern districts.
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STORAGE BATTERY RAILROADING.

BY E. R. GILBERT, GENERAL MANAGER CHICAGO ELECTRIC

TRACTION COMPANY.

The storage battery plant and equipment of the Chicago

Electric Traction Company, or as it was formerly, and per-

haps better known, the Englewood & Chicago Electric

Street Railway Company, has been fully described in the

Review and in this article it will not be my intention to de-

scribe it again in technical detail, but rather to touch upon

its advantages and disadvantages in comparison with street

railways using other systems of propulsion. It is now the

only storage battery road in successful operation in the

United States, and, on that account, my experience as its

manager will doubtless be of interest to street railway men.

The road was designed and constructed by G. Herbert

Condict, to whom the largest part of its mechanical success

is due; but as is usual in all new developments, experience

brings to light many points for improvement. Some

changes have already been made and others are in contem-

plation, which will undoubtedly reduce the operating ex-

penses per car-mile below the figures given in this article.

Moreover, the plant was designed for the operation of 50

cars but for commercial reasons it is found advisable to run

but eight regular cars on week days, although on Sundays

and holidays as many as 40 are used, including trailers, so

that it is not operating at its maximum efficiency.

Owing to the weight of the cars, which is about 15 tons,

they cannot be started and stopped as quickly as a trolley

car which weighs but eight or nine tons, and at first thought

it would seem that the liability to accidents (the "bugaboo"

of all managers) would be increased. My experience shows

however, that this is not the case for the last year

our accident account is only two-thirds of one per cent

of the gross receipts. This is extremely low, the

usual rate for a suburban trolley line being about

2 per cent. I account for this rather surprising figure

on the theory that, as the motormen are fully

aware of their inability to stop quickly, they are more on

their guard to avoid accidents, always passing vehicles with

the power shut off, giving them a better opportunity to use

the brakes. The weight of the cars shows to good advan-

tage on account of their being able to coast faster and far-

ther than would otherwise be the case.

In connection with this point, we have found that an en-

tirely different training is necessary for a storage battery

motorman than for one who operates a trolley car, and we
prefer to break in green men rather than employ those who
have been used to an overhead system. The principal point

we have to drill into them is to coast as much as possible.

As a record of the condition of each battery is kept when ft

leaves the barn and when it returns, an accurate report can

be made out of the amount of energy each motorman has

used on his trip and such a report is posted every day in the

trainmen's room, with the best man at the top of the list.

This system excites considerable rivalry in the men and pro-

duces excellent results.

Contrary to all expectations, we met with excellent suc-

cess in handling snow storms last winter. We have but one

plow and one sweeper for 26 miles of track, but not in a sin-

gle instance were we unable to have our road clear before

the other suburlinn lines got through. Until we had a little

experience with out snow machines, we had some trouble, as

we could only tell by trying, how much work they were ca-

pable of doing with one charging of the batteries, and there-

fore had one two "push-ins," as we call them, but after the

men became accustomed to their use, they were able to get

more work out of them than I have ever seen accomplished

with machines operated by trolley. On account of their

great weight—the plow weighing 22 and the sweeper 26 tons

—there is little danger of their leaving the track, so that it is

safe to "buck" drifts with the plow, a thing which is rather

risky with a lighter machine. In one case, we cut through

a drift 7 ft. high and several hundred feet long in this way.

Our longest round trip is 22 miles. With a good rail,

this is easily accomplished without a change of batteries; in

fact, we have had cars run as far as 40 miles with one charge,

but the conditions for such a long run are so often unfavora-

ble that it has been found advisable to change batteries ev-

ery half trip or II miles, the power plant being located in the

center of the system. By doing this all danger of a "push-

in" is avoided and the cars are able to carry trailers and

make the trip under all conditions. Passengers do not seem

to mind in the least, the slight delay caused by changing

batteries. The average length of time required for changing

is ij4 minutes.

It is a popular belief that a storage battery car cannot

operate successfully on grades. This may be true if they

are frequent and steep. Our roadbed is nearly level the en-

tire length of the system with the exception of one hill about

300 ft. long with a grade of 9>4 per cent. The cars easily

climb this without assistance, with a dry rail. In one in-

stance, two loaded trailers were hauled but in order to pre-

vent the danger of accidents and slipping, a counterweight

system is provided. It is found to be unnecessary to use this

except with a slippery rail. I hope to be able to cut this

grade down to about 7 per cent. Then the counterweight

will become superfluous.

Our cars average over 200 miles per day each, at an aver-

age speed of 12 miles per hour. Passengers, one and all,

agree that riding on them is much more pleasant than on

any other system, as the cars ride very smoothly, owing to

their weight without the unpleasant noise of the trolley or

the jerking of the cable system. The advertising resulting

from these conditions is worth considering.

An element of importance is the fact that the whole line

cannot be shut down at once, as all cars are independent of

each other. There is no necessity for a wrecking wagon,

as a wrecking car can always be sent out, as on a steam road.

The steam plant is also more independent than on a trolley

road, as it can be shut down two or three hours without in-

terfering with the service in the least. Current for lights in

the office, barn, and power house is taken direct from the

batteries; therefore, there is no necessity to run the plant all

night. It is closed down at 11 p. m., although the last car

does not reach the barn until nearly 1 130 a. m. The load on

the engines and dynamos is always constant.

I now come to the points of disadvantage. On account

of the fact that every car must come to the barn for a fresh

battery after every few miles of travel, branch lines cannot

be operated economically. On this road we have a branch

line which could be operated with one-half the number of

cars if they did not have to come to the barn after every

trip. If the branch were large enough to warrant the ex-

pense a subcharging station could be put in, but it is not in

this case.
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E. R. Gilbert, general manager of tlie Chicago Electric Trac-

tion Company, lias been identified almost continuously with street

railway operations ever since he started in practical work. He was
born and received his educa-

tion in Hartford, Conn., leav-

ing there to work in the fac-

tory of the Eddy Electric

Manufacturing Company at

AVindsor. Starting at the bot-

tom of the ladder as a shop

hand he linally became mana-

ger of the Boston office before

he left the employ of the com-

pany. The Hartford Street

Railway Company secured his

services as purchasing agent

and from there he went to

riiiladclphia to take up the

iluties of general manager of

the Holmesburg, Tacony &
Frankford Electric Street Rail-

E. R. GILBERT. Way Company. Thus far his

experience had been with trol-

ley roads, but when Mr. Condict resigned as manager of the

Englewood & Chicago Electric Railway Company, Mr. Gilbert

was called to Chicago to fill the place. Under his management
the road has had a period of prosperity such as it has never ex-

perienced before.

Wear and tear on trucks, wheels, roadbed and special

work is very much heavier than on a trolley system because

of the great weight of the cars. We use an 8o-lb. girder

rail and all crossings, etc., are made extra heavy, but even

then the cost of maintenance is very great.

Acid fumes from charging batteries is one of our greatest

enemies. The barn is so arranged that the cars stand direct-

ly over the batteries. This is so that any car may be

"loaded" while in the barn. The fumes have a most dam-

aging effect upon nearly all material. Insulation is contin-

ually eaten off the cables; brass work corrodes faster than it

can be cleaned; car curtains have to be renewed every year;

paint and varnish do not last long, and even the woodwork

itself shows signs of being affected. This could all be avoid-

ed by storing cars in a building separate from the batteries;

but of course the advantage of being able to put in batteries

in the barn, would then be lost and much time consumed in

moving cars about by pushing and pulling them with a mo-

tor car.

A few figures from our records for the year ending July i,

1898, will perhaps be of interest. In obtaining figures on

trolley systems for comparison, I have taken advice from

several trolley managers to whom I am indebted, and have

also used figures which I obtained myself when in charge of

a trolley road similar in length and car service to this one.

The depreciation of the baitteries is 2 cents per car-mile.

The depreciation of the batteries takes the place of the de-

preciation of overhead work and railbonding on a trolley

road. This latter item on a road similar in length to this

one would amount to about $4,325 per year.

The men required to operate the batteries take the place

of a line gang. Our total operating expenses average 8 2-3

cents per car-mile, ranging from 7 cents in summer to 10

cents during the most severe winter weather.

Operating expenses will undoubtedly be cut down as the

service required grows toward the capacity for which the

plant was built, and compares very favorably even now, with

those of a trolley system. I see no reason why a storage

battery system under fair conditions cannot be operated

fully as cheaply as a trolley line.

In reference to first cost, the storage batteries and their

equipment together with the extra heavy roadbed are

matched against the overhead construction and rail-

bonding. Figuring on a basis of $4,750 per mile for

line construction and railbonding, the difference in cost on

this particular road would be only about $25,000 in favor of

the trolley system. This estimate is made on a service of

20 cars, with the same length of line that we now have.

To offset the slightly greater expense in the construction

of a storage battery road, is the unquestionable advantage

of having no overhead work of any kind to mar the appear-

ance of the streets through which the road runs.

A WELDED RAIL BOND.

Tiie bond shown in the illustration is manufactured by the

Payne Welded Bond Company, of New York, and has a

number of characteristics which strongly recommend it. Be-

ing welded to the rails there is excellent mechanical and elec-

trical contact and it can be placed on the web under the

fish plate, the base or below the head of the rail. The bond
has been subjected to careful tests and demonstrated that

there is practically no drop through the contracts.

The bond was also tested in connection with one of the

best known mechancically attached bonds; 750 amperes were

passed through the rails in each case, and

the loss in volts read at the joints by the

voltmeter as follows :

Mechanical bond, No. 0000 wire,

loss 090 volts.

Two feet of rail 006 volts.

Welded bond and two feet of

rail 014 volts.

Welded bond 008 volts.

Although the Payne bond contained

but 8 oz. of copper to 38 oz. in the me-
|''i!**»- -""^Sl^fc. chanical bond' the former had but 8.8 per

I

cent of the resistance of the latter. The

Payne bond has also passed satisfactorily

through the test of service, having

been used for two years on the 100 miles of trolley road of

the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, on the Brooklyn,

Queens County & Suburban Railroad and on the Brooklyn

Bridge. The bond in use in Brooklyn consists of 10 pieces

of No. 34 copper, 2.X5 in. with a contact area of 1x2 in.

Judge Holcomb, of the circuit court of the United States

for the eastern district of New York, in a suit brought by the

Paynes for infringement, upheld the patents, and a decree

was entered to that effect, so that the company's patents are

well established.
'

« « »

A PROPOSED MAINE INTERURBAN.

A corporation has been formed to construct an electric

road from Fairfield to Benton Falls, Me. Freight as well

as passenger business will be conducted as there is a large

pulp mill at Benton Falls without railroad connection.

Freight cars will be hauled direct from the Maine Central

Railroad to the mill. J. T. Richards, of Gardiner, and C. D.

Brown, of Portland, and others are interested.
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SOME PHASES OF THE RAPID TRANSIT
PROBLEM.

Read before the American Institute o! Electrical Engineers by Albert H. Arm-

strong, June 28, i8g8.

The rapid trnnsit prolilem, in congested districts, luis to deal

with the transpoTtatnon of passengers at n liigli average speed

with frequent stops, and even in suburban traffic where the stops

are less frequent, the schedule speeds have been so increased by

the ability of tlie electric motor to accelerate rapidly, that trains

hardly reach full speed- before it is necessary to apply the brakes.

As running at a constant speed docs not occur in rapid transit

service where stops are at all frequent, it becomes of the greatest

importance to carefully investigate the subject of train accelera-

tion in order to determine the method of running a train from

station to station with the least expenditure of energy.

Problems in train acceleration may be divided into two broad

classes: 1.—Where the road is level and

2.—Where grades exist or where an artificial profile is made

in order to take advantage of down grades at starting.

Modern passenger cars demand a dead weight of approximately

550 lbs. for each passenger carried, or, in other words, only 2(t

per cent of the total weight of a loaded motor car is a paying

load. When dt is considered that in rapid transit service with

frequent stops, over 80 per cent of the total energy output of

the motive power on level roads is required to accelerate the

train, it is evident that in this class of service the rolling stock

requires the greatest attention.

To avoid undue complication, the follomng discussion has as-

sumed th.at train friction is a constant quantity at all speeds, as

at the low maximum speeds—20 to 30 miles per hour—reached

in practice with frequent stops of two or more per mile, the

error introduced by assuming a constant friction rate will be

small and will not at all alter the conclusions arrived at.

The following constants have been assumed as representing

average operating conditions:

Leiigtli of run, 2,000 ft.

Length of time train is in motion, 75 seconds.

Schedule speed, 1G.05 miles per hour, Including lOsecoiid stops,

or 85 seconds total time.

Tractive effort, 100 lbs. per ton total, to be maintained uniform

during aecelerjition of the train.

Braking effort, 150 lbs. per ton constant throughout llie period

of braking.

The train friction being 15 lbs. per ton, reduces Ihe effective

accelerating force from 100 to 85 lbs. per ton, corresp(niding to

a rate of .027 miles per hour per second.

With this data a simple acceleration curve, as in Fig. 1, may
tie calculated, the tivain reaching a maximum speed of 28 miles

per hour in 30 seconds, when power is shut off and the train

allowed to coast with a retard.ation due to friction of .1035 miles

per hour per second for 31 seconds to the braking line, when it

is retarded at a uniform rate of 1.G35 miles per hour per second

and comes to rest in 75 seconds from time of starting.

Owing to the greater efficiency of the run. the train is allowed

to coast after reaching its maximum speed rather than to allow

it to continue at a uniform speed with just sufficient power sup-

plied to overcome the train friction loss.

It is obvious that the train could be accelerated at a differeut

rate than that corresponding to 70 lbs. per ton and still make the

sa;me length of run in the same time, the length of time occupied

in coasting depending upon the rate of acceleration, being a

maximum w^ith an infinite rate, that is, with the train starting

with a certain initial velocity. A minimum r.ate of accelertLtiu:;

is reached when no time is left for coasting, that is, when brakes

are .applied as soon as power is shut oft.

In Fig. 2 such a set of curves has been prepared shoeing a

train coveiing a distance of 2000 ft. in 75 seconds, as before,

but accelerating at various rates from that corresponding to 62.8

lbs. per ton as a minimum up to an infinite rate, or starting with

an initial velocity of 25.2 miles per hour.

As the area enclosed by time as ateclssse and speed as or-

dinates represents the distance covered, this will be a const.ant

quantity for the fixed distance of 2000 ft. assumed, and curves

of Fig. 2 are thus constructed with the same enclosed area for

each rate of acceleration. The fact is plainly brought out that

with .a low rate of acceleration a much higher maxifuum speed

is demanded than would be the case if the rate had been in-

creased, and a curve may be plotted by joining the maxiiuum
speeds reached for different accelerating rates, as sliown.

A friction of 15 lbs. per ton has been chosen as being tli:it of

an average train cotuposed of a motor car and three or four trail-

ers and weighing about 120 tons. With heavier and longer trains

this rate may be reduced to as low as 7 or 8 lbs. per ton, while

for a motor car alone, the rate may be as high as 30 lUis. per ton,

due to friction of motors and gearing. The braking effort of 150

lbs. per ton is also chosen .as representing what can be done on

an average by a train equipped with air lirakc s .iml operating

at half the slipping coefficient of the wheels.

It is advisable In rapid transit service to keep llii> m.-iximum

speed reached by the ti\iins as low as possible, as this class of

work generall.v calls for a short time-inteiwal between trains

where the utmost precautions are necessary to keep the trains

a safe distance apart. In fact, the maximum speed required

for a given run practically determines the time-interval between

trains, as the train headway should be at least five or six times

the length of time required to bring a train to rest from iJs max-
imum speed with luirmal braking force applied.

A second reason for higlier r.ates of acceler.ation lies in '.he fact

that with rates of acceleration approaching the minimum no

margin is left for errors of judgment of the motortnan, as little

or no time is left for coasting, and the iMte of acceleration per

ampere input is continually varying with the changing passenger

load and hence with an overload it becomes difficult to maintain

schedule speed.

A third and most important objection to the use of a low rsite

of acceleration lies in the saving of energy for the run by the use

of a higher rate.

Neglecting F R and core losses of the motors, a set of energy

input curves per ton weight of train may be plotted as in Fig. 2,

assuming for simplicity that motors are series wound, operate all

in multiple and are so geared that starting resistance is entirely

cut out at the various maximum speeds reached in the various

runs, that is, that no accelerating is done on the motor curve. A
constant impressed e. m. f. is assumed, and starting resistance is

supposed to be cut out proportional to the motor speed, thereby

keeping the current and torque constant.

Thus it is seen tlint accelerating .a train with tlie minimum rate

calls for the liighest maximum speed, demands ue;irly the least

current input and also demands the greatest waste of energy in

the bralces, as the speed is .a maximum when brakes are applied.

The areas enclosed b.v the various energy time curves repre-

sent the comparative amounts of energy required for the run for

the different rates of acceleration and these are plotted in Fig. 2,

which compares the energy input and the average energy ch)U-

sumption for the run of 2,C00 ft. in 75 seconds for all rates of

acceleration from the minimum corresponding to 02.S lbs. p;'r

ton up to infinity.

For convenieiK'e the average energy rates are plDtteil in terms

cf watt-hours, and the curve shows that while thi' minimum rate

of acceleration corresponding to G2.S lbs. per ton calls for an

expenditure of 83.5 watt-hours per ton weight of train, this is re-

duced to 5G.5 watt-hours by accelerating with a rate correspoiul-

iijg to 70 lbs. per ton, to 42.7 watt-hours with 1U(I lbs., and finally

reaches a minimum value of 32.5 waft hours if flie neeeler:iting

rate is pushed to infinity.

Thus the energy required for the inn of 2.HI10 U. in 75 sec-

onds may vary from S3.5 to 32.5 watt-hours jur ton of ti-:iiii

weight, a decrease of over GO per cent, dependin.g u|iimi Ihi' rale of

accelei>ation used.

The curves in Fig. 2 are worthy of careful study, and similar

curves afford a means of determining the proper rate of accelera-

tion and hence motor equipment, gearing, etc., to use for a given

set of conditions. The limiting factor in the more rapid rate of

acceleration of a train is the current input required. Thus, if

the rate of acceleration be carried to abnormally high values,

the local demand for current becomes so great that either the

loss in the feeders more tlian offsets the reduction in energy

consumption at the train, or else the interest on the increased

feeder investment is not offset by this energy reduction.
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There are other limiting factors governing the rate of ac-

celeration in the size and weight of motors, whicli are limited

in the current they can carry without undue sparliing and
heating. Thus it will be found that the rate at which a train

accelerates, largely determines the cost of feeders, size of motors

and generators, both in regard to current and thermal capacity,

and also fixes the sate headway between trains.

The error made in accelerating at or near the minimum rate

is clearly brought out. For example, the current consumption

per ton is the same for 62.S Itos. per ton or 85 lbs. per ton; as.

although 85 lbs. calls for the greater tractive effort, the torque

per ampere is so increased by the lesser maximum speed de-

manded that the current input is the same in each ease, hence

the feeder considerations are the same in both cases, while the

energy consumption shows a reduction from 83.5 watt-hours per

ton with 62.8 lbs. to 47.5 watt-hours, or about half, with 85 lbs.

per ton.

Referring again to Fig. 2, it is obvious that a similar set of

curves may be plotted for a run of 2,000 ft. for any other length

of time than 75 seconds, and Fig. 3 gives such a set of curves

plotte<l for lengths of time ranging from 41 seconds, as a mini-

mum possible, up to 210 seconds. The minimum time in whicli

with no coasting, is thus the curve of maximum input for a
run of 2,000 ft. for any length of time. Also the curve c-D,

being the locus of the various coasting lines, th.at is, of no brali-

Ing effort, is thus the curve representing the minimum possible

input.

To compare the amounts of energy required for rates of ac-

celeration other than the maximum and minimum, a set of

curves has been prepared in Fig. 4 giving the energy consump-
tion for a run of 2,000 ft. on a level track for any rate of accele-

ration and for any length of running time, the constants being

15 lbs. per ton friction rate and 1,50 lbs. per ton braliing effort.

For convenience iu comparison, the energy of consumption is re-

duced to watt-hours per-ton mile, and speed is expressed as

average speed In miles per hour while train is in motion or

equaling schedule speed if the train loses no tune in stopping.

The dotted curve a—b is the maximum energy curve correspond-

ing to the curve A

—

b of minimum rates of acceleration in Fig. 3,

and the curve c

—

d represents the minimum amount of energy

possible for the different speeds and is described by an infinite

rate of acceleration.

The curves of maximum and minimum energy consumption ap-

proach each other and coincide at a speed of 33.3 miles per hour,

-5-
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be modified somewhat, the starting resistance being cut out before

the maximum speed is reached, and the latter part of the accele-

ration carried on at a constantly decreasing rate upon the motor

curve. -, • - • • ,••
J

Another method would be to accelerate at a constant rate until

maximum speed is reached, then continue this speed constant by

supplying motors with just sufficient power to overcome train

friction. This latter method of train acceleration, however, de-

mands such a considerable increase in the amount of energy

required for the run that it has not hitherto been considered.

The three methods of acceleration are illustrated in Fig. 5.

showing the three forms of speed curves, a—a accelerating at a

constant rate and coasting after maximum speed is reached until

bralies are applied, 6—6 accelerating at a constant rate and con-

tinuing at full maximum speed until brakes are applied, and c—c

accelerating at a constant rate until starting resistance is cut out

and further acceleration allowed to continue at a constantly de-

creasing rate with constant full line potential at motor terminals

until maximum speed is reached, when train coasts until brakes

are applied.

value of 30 watt-hours per ton-mile, that is, the minimum energy

expressed in watt-hours per ton-mile expended for a given run

will be double the friction rate. The actual factor is 1.98 and

forms a very convenient method of determining the net energy

consumption for any speed and train weight if the friction rate be

known. Thus, assuming the light load efficiency of a railway

motor, including gear loss, to be 75 per cent, a friction rate of

15 lbs. per ton would demand an input of 40 watt-hours per ton

mile, corresponding to an input of 1,200 watts \>ev ton weight of

train at, say, a constant speed of 30 miles per hour.

A number of interesting conclusions may be made from the

foregoing investigation of the operation of trains upon a level

track.

1st. The rate of acceleration determines the energy consump-

tion for a given run, and since this energy consumption decreases

with increased rate of acceleration, the train should be brought

up to speed as quickly as possible and allowed to coast to secure

the minimum energy input.

2nd. The maximum current input during acceleration increases

with the rate of acceleration, and hence limits the rate at which a
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and generators of an electric traction system, it will be appreci-

ated that the present method of transportation, with its efficiency

of a fraction of one per cent, opens a wide field for improvement.

This applies with greater force to rapid transit service using

steam locomotives as a motive power, as the dead weight carried

per passenger is greater with a steam locomotive than with a

motor car, and the efficiency from the coaJ pile is much less.

Hence some means of reducing the large loss, due to accelerating

the train is desirable, and this is found in the adoption of an arti-

ficial profile, as followed out in a large underground road now
building, using down-grades in starting, and up-grades to retard

the train when stopping.

The ideal profile would provide for a down-grade at starting

sufticient to do the work of acceleration and with an up-grade to

do the entire braking required, thus leaving only the friction en-

ergy to be supplied by the motive power. Such a road would

operate at 100 per cent efficiency, neglecting the dead weight of

train carried and considering total friction work as useful work.

Reduced to practice, this ideal grade must be modified con-

siderably. The per cent grade used is limited partly by the

rapidity of acceleration that may be imparted to the train with-

out discomfort to the passengers and partly by the available

tractive effort of the motive power, w'hich must be sufll..'ient to

haul the train up the grade in case of necessity.

A seeond modification occurs in the necessity of having stations

placed on a level track, and since a train has an appreciable

length, it must travel its own length before the last car is off the

level and the full effect of the grade is felt. Thus, during the

first period of acceleration the rate is comparatively small and

must be furnished by the motors, resulting in a material reduc-

tion in the energy gain in the theoretically ideal profile. An arti-

ficial profile can only be secured on elevated or underground

roads, and a double track road necessitates two separate over-

head structures and the underground road must consist of two
separate tunnels with unlike profiles.

Assuming two stations to be on the same level, there are two

forms of profile that may be assumed with a given maximum
difference in levels, as shown in Fig. 6. Profile a consists o£ a

down-grade with a level track at each terminus equal to the

length of train operating over the road, while profile b consists

of a down-grade and up-grade equal in length and percentage

with a level track connecting them, and also a level track at each

station equal to a train length.

In practice a perfectly symmetrical profile, as in b, will not be

possible, as the level tract connecting grades must be replaced by

a slight grade to provide for drainage in tunnel roads, this grade

preferably opposing the direction of movement of the train.

In order to ascertain the behavior of a train upon the two

forms of profiles and to determine the most efficient form of

grade, a series of curves have been plotted upon the following

assumptions.

Length of run total, 2,000 ft.

Train friction. 15 lbs. per ton constant.

Braking effort, 150 lbs. per ton during time brakes are set.

Running time, 75 seconds.

Length of train. 200 ft., corresponding to an average train of

four to five cars.

Tractive effort, as supplied by motors, 100 lbs. per ton. (This

effort being supplied irrespective of added effort due to grades.)

No running is assumed to take place on the motor curve, and

train is supposed to coast after reaching maximum speed.

Motors are controlled by the ordinary series-parallel method,

starting with two motors in series and t-hrowing them into multi-

ple, the starting resistance being supposed to be cut out uniform-

ly so that 100 lbs. per ton motor effort is maintained constant

while current is on.

Due regard is paid to the fact that the tractive effort due to

grade depends upon the proportional length of train off the level

track at the stations, and hence is a constantly increasing quan-

tity until the entire train is on grade.

A grade of four per cent has been chosen for the down-grade

in A, and for both down and up grades in b; and energy consump-

tion plotted in Fig. 6 for different lengths of grade.

Thus for a run of 2.000 ft. in 75 seconds, the energy input

with series parallel control is 40.75 watt-hours per ton for a level

track, which is reduced to 27.S watt-hours in curve a with a

length of 500 ft., 4 per cent grade and 22.6 watt-hours per ton

in c, with the same length of 4 per cent grade, that is, with the

same vertical fall.

A length of 500 ft. of 4 per cent grade calls for a vertical fall of

20 ft. which is not excessive in practice, hence by the use of a
profile similar to b. Fig. 6, the energy consumption for a given

run may be reduced as much as 40 to 50 per c-ent from that re-

quired on a level track.

With proper proportioning of the gear ratio of the motor allow-

ing some acceleration on the motor curve, this saving in energy
consumption could even be exceeded, so that a rapid transit road,

especially a tunnel road, properly laid out with an artificial pro-

file, could operate with a very much less energy consumption than
an existing surface road.

In conclusion it may be pointed out that the electric motor is

eminently adapted to rapid transit service, owing to its ability to

accelerate rapidly; and for tunnel work especially, it has no rival,

adding to its high efficiency of operation its perfect immunity
from smoke and gases.

HEROIC EXAMPLE FOR RAILWAY MEN.

The portraits are here given of the conductor and motor-
man in the employ of the Chicago General Railway Com-
pany who heroically repelled the attack of three highway-
men. On the io:io p. m. trip, June 22, east bound on Laflin

street, the car.was approached by three men and the speed

was slackened for them to get aboard. As the third man
stepped on the platform he caught the door-pull and stag-

gering as if falliug closed the door. Conductor E. L. Stick-

ney caught him to prevent his falling but quickly realized his

mistake when the supposed passenger covered him with a

revolver and ordered "Hands up quick and make no noise."

E. L. STtCKNEY. TIMOTHY MCAULIFFE.

The conductor pushed the revolver aside and seizing the

man threw him oflf the car. The two other robbers came
to the assistance of their fallen comrade with revolvers ready

for service. The conductor boldly attacked the second one

and forced him off the car while it was going at a high rate

of speed. The third man snapped his revolver but for-

tunately for the brave conductor the cartridge failed to ex-

plode and then the robber dealt him a blow on the head with

his revolver, inflicting a slight scalp wound. The motor-

man, Timothy McAuliffe, and a passenger came to the con-

ductor's assistance in his unequal fight and threw the third

highwayman from the car. The conductor stepped to the

lower step of the car, revolver in hand, and was shot at by

one of the robbers. He returned the tire four times, two of

the bullets striking one of the men, very seriously woimding

him. The police captured all three of the bandits and they

are bound over to the grand jury. This successful resist-

ance will likely put a stop to hold-ups on the Chicago Gen-

eral Railway whose lines run through some outlying dis-

tricts.
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LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.

An Address before the Northwestern Electrical Association, on board S. S.

Northwest, by A. J. Wurts.

My attention has been recently called to the numerous in-

quiries which are being made for information regarding the

protection of electrical apparatus against lightning. At the re-

cent electrical congress held in Geneva, a special effort was

made to collect reliable data from the central stations seatterefl

over Europe. A Uttle more than a year ago the ElelJtrotechni-

Bche Verein, of- Berlin, offered a considerable prize in money for

the best paper among its members on the subject of lightning

arresters. Not long ago the president of a large power trans-

mission plant in the west wrote to me, asliing whether in my
Judgment I thought it feasible to operate a power transmission

plant through thunder storms, adding that prospective stock-

holders and customers were expressing considerable doubt regard-

ing the possibility of continued service in a section of the coun-

try where thunder storms were frequent. My answer was in

the affirmative, and I jKiinted to the successful operation of

power plants in variouB parts of the west, more particularly to

the plant of the Telluride Power Transmission Company, which

has now been operating for many years without any interfer-

DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS.

ence whatever from lightning, and now, although I have writ-

ten quite a number of articles bearing upon this subject, I am
once more asked for my views, which it is needless for me to

say are always gladly given.

The subject is long when treated from beginning to end, and

as our time is limited I will confine my remarks more especial-

ly to the testing of lightning arresters, with the idea of giving

central station men the benefit of my experiments and leaving

them finally to draw their own conclusions. I have been led to

dwell on this particular part of the general subject of lightning

arresters by reason of some experiments which I have made on

a. lightning arrester, recently placed on the market, and which

has been called a "short gap" lightning arrester; and as this

particular instrument has but one air gap, although placed In

series with what has been termed by the manufacturers of the

arrester a "low resistance," and as the Westinghouse arrester

for the same kind of service has three gaps, the inference is

that the latter is comparatively speaking a "long gap" arrester.

Inasmuch as it has always been generally accepted that light-

ning arresters should have good copper connections between line

and ground, with soldered joints and a thoroughly good ground

plate, it seemed to me at the outset rather strange and Incon-

sistent that one should deliberately place in the lightning ar-

rester itself, a resistance, which, compared to the lightning ar-

rester connectiions, was not a "low resistance" but a very high

resistance. Furthermore, it was claimed for the short gap
lightning arrester that it would break down at a much lower

e. m. f. than other devices having more than one spark gap.

This statement although true is very misleading; for the break-

ing down e. m. f. of a spark gap is in no wise dependent upon

the resistance which may be in series with that spark gap. For

instance, the lightning arrester in question has 60 ohms in series

with its spark gap, but the breaking down e. m. f. of this gap

would be just the same if the resis-tance in series were a thous-

and or a million ohms. What has the breaking down e. m. f.

of a lightning arrester to do with this subject? In my judg-

ment, none whatever. It seems to me that dynamo e. m. f. and

dynamo current are absolutely foreign to the primary function

of a lightning arrester which is to carry oft disruptive dis-

charges with the least possible resistance. We might put the

question this way: Does the breaking down e. m. f. of a spark

gap lightning arrester, bear any relation to the resistance whlcli

that lightning arrester may offer to the passage of disruptive

discharges? My experiments indicate that it does not, at least

as far as permanent resistances are concerned. By perman-

ent resistances I mean resistances which conduct disruptive dis-

charges, such as German silver wire or a choke coil, in distinc-

tion from resistances which may be broken doimi by tlie passage

of disruptive discharges, such as air and other insulating fluids.

I think it will be obvious to anybody who has given this mat-

ter the slightest consideration that a disruptive discharge might

easily break down a single spark gap of % in., or a

number of spark gaps aggregating the same distance, which

would have a very high breaking down e. m. f. Whereas, it

is also quite obvious that a very small spark gap connected in

series with one thousand or several thousand ohms might have

a very low breaking down e. m. f., but such a device would

offer a relatively higher resistance to the passage of disruptive

discharges. I now invite yoitr attention to the following experi-

ments.

In determining the resistance of a lightning arrester or the

strength of insulating material with reference to lightning by

u.sing the disruptive discharge itself, I have placed in shunt to the

object whose resistance is desired a secondary or shunt path whose
resistance may be easily adjusted and made to balance any

resistance placed in shunt with it. For example, refer-

ring to the diagram representing a static machine, a battery of

Leyden jars and a circuit which may be established through an

initial spark gap B and through a lightning arrester or other de-

vice, in shunt with which a variable spark gap A is connected.

The length of the variable spark gap A is to be the measure of the

resistance which the lightning arrester or other device will offer

to the passage of disruptive discharges under the conditions of

the test. In making this experiment the apparatus is connected

as shown and the A g.ip is at first closed, then as the sparks be-

gin to pass the A gap is gradually increased until a balance is

established between the path through the arrester and the path

through the A g.ip, such that the sparks will pass indifferently

through one or the other. The length of the A gap may then be

said to be a measure of the resistance which the lightning arres-

ter offers to the passage of disruptive discharges.

In making these measurements with a double pole, "snort

gap" lightning arrester, shown connected in the diagram, and

which has 120 ohms in series with two spark gaps, I have found

the value of A to be 9-32 in.; whereas, when a similar test is made
with a Westinghouse double pole lightning arrester, which has

six gaps in series, the value of A was found to be only 3-32 in.

Thus, the resistance which the "short gap" lighting arrester of-

fers to the passage of disruptive discharges is three times greater

than that offered by au arrester having three times as many g.'ips.

Furthermore, it was noticed that the sparks which passed

through the "short gap" lightning arrester were very small, com-
pared with those which would pass through a gap or series of

gaps without resistance, and the sound which was emitted by
the spark over the short gap arrester w.ts also insignificant, in-

dicating that the amount of discharge which passed was relatively

small and that the path must necessarily be restricted in some
way; and this conclusion was verified in the following manner:

Referring to the diagram, the A gap was removed, the static

machine was driven at a constant speed and the number of dis-

charges which passed through the "short gap" lightning arrester

in a given time was counted. The "short gap" arrester was then

replaced by the Westinghouse arrester and the same test re-

peated, with results as follows:
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Tets No. 1.

No. of Duration Bate per

Discharges. Miuiites. JMiuute.

Westinghouse 50

"Short Gap" 02

Test No. 2.

Westinghouse 40

"Short Gap" 55

10.0

12.4

8.0

11.0

It will be noticed from the above that the rate of discharge for

the "short gap" arrester is greater than that for the Westinghouse

arrester, and in my judgment this difference is due to the pres-

ence of a high ohmic resistance in the "short gap" arrester, and

the reason of this high rate is that the "short gap" arrester owing

to its high resistance cannot completely discharge the battery of

I^eydeu jars, consequently it requires less time to recharge and

the discharges occm- more frequently, bait the quantity of the

Static charge which passes through the arrester is relatively

small. In service this feaiture is liable to cause a splitting of the

discharge, causing one part to pass through the arrester and the

other through the insulation of the system.

Now, to further show that the method of using a variable shunt

gap to measure the resistance which a lightning arrester offers to

the passage of disruptive discharges is reliable, I attempted to

verify the results already obtained, in which the resistance of the

"short gap" arrester was found to be three times that of the

Westinghouse, by placing three Westinghouse arresters In series

and then connected tliis series in shunt to one short gap arrester.

Upon the passage of dlsruirtive discharges I found that the ihree

Westinghouse arresters in series just balanced the smgle "short

gap" arrester, thereby verifying the previous results and again

demonstrating that the resistance of this particular lightning ar-

rester was three times as great as the WestJinghouse, and in geu

eral, that an ohmic resistance such as here used provides a rela'

tively poor path for the passage of disruptive discharges.

These results are not altogether in accordance with some of the

popular ideas regarding lightning arresters and discuptive dis-

charges, the prevailing idea being that if a spark, can jump
through even a very short distance of air, a few ohms connected

in the circuit could not materially increase the resistance of the

path for the discharge. It is generally granted that disruptive

discharges are oscillatory and that coils offer a very high resis-

tance to the passage of such discharges, but that a few ohms re-

sistance should considerably impede the passage of the discharge

may he somewhat new to central station men, and I desire to of-

fer the following explanation of this phenomenon.

Let us bear the following points in mind. Air is easily moved
out of the way. An ohmic resistance such as we have been talk-

ing about is fixed as far as the current flow is concerned, and the

discharge is oscillatory, at least, it is generally accepted as soich.

Now, when a disruptive discharge passes over a spark gap with-

out resistance in series, the work which the discharge has to d«

is simply to remove the air of the spark gap which obstructs its

passage, and this being done by the first oscillation, the air Is

perforated as it were and the path is then free for further oscilla-

tions to complete the discharge; whereas, when aa ohmic resist-

ance is connected in series with such spark gap, although the

spark gap itself may be broken down as before, still the ohmic
resistance remains in the circuit and each oscillation has to take

plate through It, thereby enormously increasing the actual work
which must be performed before complete discharge can take

place. I would call the simide spark gap arrester a "free path"

arrester and the arrester having a resistance in series^ a "restrict-

ed path" arrester.

Perhaps the following illustration w'ill make this idea a little

more clear: Let us imagine two empty water pipes, one having

in it a thin glass diaphragm, the other a thin glass diaphragm, in

front of which is a strong steel diaphragm with a small hole in it.

Now with a sudden rush of water through the flrst pipe the glass

diaphragm is instantly shattered and the path is free for the fur-

ther and complete dis-charge of the water which may follow; but

vlth the second pipe, although the glass diaphragm may be shat-

tered by the first on-rush of water, still the steel diaphragm re-

mains as a permanent resistance for all the water which may fol-

low.

Having placed these ideas before you, I will leave them thai

you may draw your own conclusions.

Finally, I wish to call your attention to some remarks which 1

have noticed recently in our technical literature. In one instance

it is stated thajt the high insulation which we are now using in-

creases the danger from lightning, that some years ago, when a
poorer quality of insulation was used, the lightning had a better

chance to leak to ground through this weak and otherwise de-

fective insulation. 1 take exception to any such statement as

this, tor the simple reason that experience does not warrant it. I

am sure that many of you will remember how that our shellace<l

cotton insulation on smooth body armatures was in constant
danger from burnouts during thunder storms; whereas with our
modern apparatus and higher grade of insulation the trouble from
lightning is comparatively rare. If there could be any such thing

as a leak of the static discharge to earth, certainly this leak

would take place fixjm our trolley wires through the many lamp
circuits as well as the copper circuits through motors and arma-
tures to earth.

In another instance the bold statement is made that "at the

present day the most satisfactory and effective method of protect-

ing is that one in which a grounded wire Is strung in proximity
with the line wires." It seems to me very curious that this

method is not universally adopted if so satisfactory and effective.

The statement hardly requires further comment.
Referring now to the rules and requirements of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters on lightning arresters, I will read
the following: "Must be connected with a thoroughly good and
permanent ground connection by metallic strips or wires having
a conductivity not less than that of a No. (5 B. & S. copper wire,

which must be run as nearly in a straight line as possible from
the arresters to the earth connection." It seems to me that this

rule which provides for thoroughly good and low resistance con-
nections, to be consistent and to have real value should also in-

clude some specification regarding the resistance which the light-

ning arrester may offer to the passage of disruptive discharges.

On another page of these rules I found as follows: "In no case
should the ground wire from a lightning arrester be put into iron

pipes, as these would tend to impede the discharge." Personally,

I am very curious to know whether this last statement is based
on theory or actual test. As I had made many other tests indi-

cating that such an iron pipe would not impede the passage but
really assist it, I determined to make this particular test, and
found as had been anticipated, that the presence of the iron pipe
actually helped the discharge, that is, lowered the resistance of
the wire passing through it. I think the reason for this is, that
the iron pipe acts as a short-circuited secondary.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Our April issue contained a description and illustration of

the liandsoniely decorated cars which the boys in New Or-
leans fitted out on the occasion of their annual celebration.

The article called out the following courteous expression:

New Orleans, May 31.

Editor Street Railway Review^:

In behalf of the Board of Managers of the New Orleans
Traction Company Employes Aid Association, I desire to

transmit to you their united tJianks for the very flattering

words contained in your issue of April 15.

With best wishes of our association, I remain,

Yours respectfully,

C. E. HiNGLE, Secretary.

An attachment of $50,000 levied upon the franchises of

the East Oakland (Cal.) Street Railway, has been dissolved.
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ELECTRIC TRACTION FROM AN ENGLISH
POINT OF VIEW.

At the third annual convention of the Munifipal Electrical As-

sociation held in London on June 10, the subject of Elec-tric Trac-

tion was treated in separate papers by R. C. Quin, borough elec-

trical engineer of Blackpool, and J. B. Stewart, borough electrical

engineer of Derby. Mr. Stewart, in his paper, advocates the

•adoption of the trolley system, the combination of the lighting and

traction generating stations, and the municipal ownersliip of

both. The following is an extract from Mr. Quin's paper on

"Electric Traction":

It goes without saying that the subject of Electric Traction Is

so important and extensive that it is impossible to deal with it

comprehensively in a paper of this discriptiou. The author pro-

poses, therefore, to set forth as briefly as possible the salient

points of the subject.

Road.—In the author's opinion the road, or permanent way, is

one of the chief factors which determine the success or failure of

any electric traction undertaking, inasmuch as its condition will

have a much greater effect upon the maintenance costs, and con-

sequently, the financial result, than would probably be the case

with any other system of traction.

Considerable difference of opinion seems to exist as to how this

track should be constructed—whether the rails should be 43 lbs.

per yard as upon the Giant's Causeway line, or 92 lbs. per yard

as upon the Blackpool line—whether the gage would be 3 ft. or

standard gage. The weight of the rail must of course be propor-

tioned to the weight of the cars running thereon, and to the soil

upon which the rails are laid; but it would appear to the author

that the present practice errs too much on the side of lightness.

It will be admitted on all hands that smooth running is essential

to the longevity of the rolling stock; and that this cannot be at-

tained without rigidity of construction, smoothness of running

surface, and accuracy of gage.

In order to insure these desirable ends It Is essential, in the

first place, that the track should be well laid on a good solid

foundation, accurately gaged, and substantially cross-tied. The

usual cross-tie for tramways purposes is i/jxlVj in. strap ham-

mered round at each end, and threaded and bolted tlirough the

web of the rails; but at Hamburg—at which place it has been the

author's privilege to investigate the permanent way construction

—things are done on a decidedly better plan. Here, the rails,

which weigh IOC lbs. per yard, are cross-tied by an I-shaped gir-

der, 4 in. deep, which passes under the bottom flanges of both

rails, and is secured at each end by two substantial and adjust-

able chairs. These ties are placed about G ft. apart.

The rails also are not butt jointed, but have a half and half

lap Joint, with a longitudinal cut through the web about 10 in. in

length. The fish plates securing these are 2 ft. 10 in. long fas-

tened by six % in bolts. The flsh plate on the tread side of the

rail passes under the bottom flange as far as the web. This class

of rail joint is one which, in the author's opinion, very nearly ap-

proaches the ideal. It has unbroken running surface, is rigidly

constructed, and has a large rail to rail contact. The cross-over

roads at Hamburg are also of unique construction. At these

points the groove of the rail is gradually shallowed until at the

actual crossing point it is % in. as against 1>4 in- at other parts of

the rail. The flange of the wheel projects one inch; hence at these

points continuity ot running surface is attained by riding on the

flange of the wheel.

Generator.—Shall it be high speed, slow speed, direct coupled,

belt, or rope driven:—if with the latter shall the fly-wheel be

placed upon the engine or the dynamo? On the question of fly-

wheels, the author begs to state Ms opinion that the fly-wheel

should be left at the factory, as there is quite suflicient fly-wheel

effect in a tram ear. The author further ventures to suggest that

what is required is not so much uniform speed of the engine, or

uniform e. m. f. of the line, as uniform motion of the tram cars,

and in his experience neither of the former are absolutely essen-

tial to the attainment of the latter.

Slow speed engines, direct coupled and belt driven alike, are

doing good service in traction work both in this country and on

the Continent. But of these, so far as regards modern plant, he

cannot speak from personal experience. He has within his charge

for lighting purposes, however, engines varying in speed from 80

to 5,000 r. p. m. The traction plant is of the latter order, 1. e.

direct coupled. Parson's steam turbines, electrically governed.

Thsse turbines have been working since June, 1897, to the present

time and seem well adapted for the purpose. Their efficiency is

extremely good; the atention and cost of maintenance at present

extremely small; while the automatic regulation is everything

that could be desirtil.

The extent to which this range of regulation is called upon

depends of course in a very large measure upon the weight of the

cars, the number of starts per hour, the gradients, and finally, the

starting gear.

Motors.—The motors for traction purposes should certainly be

of the enclosed type, as far as possible watertight; and their ca-

pacity such as to enable them on an emergency to develop, for

short periods, at least three times their normal power. The truck,

carrying the motor or motors, should be rigid in construction;—

flexibility being given solely to the supports of the car body and

of the motor. The efficiency ot a traction motor, though of course

an important point, is not of such great moment as with station-

ary motors. The question of weight as well as efficiency has to

be considered; and the question, after all, amounts solely to how
much power it will require to move the total weight of car, equip-

ment and passengers, a given distance at a given speed, on a

given length of track. The efficiency, again, should be greatest

at certainly not morj than three-quarters of the maximum power

of the motor, or preferably at its usual working load.

The arrangements for oiling should be such that while giving

efliciont lubrication, oil should not be able to obtaia access to the

inner portion of the case. Certain makers of traction motors now
cover the bottom coil of the field magnet with sheet lead. This

is a good preventive of failure due to the access ot moisture, dirt

or oil; but it would be better if these could be entirely excluded.

In the author's experience, the weakest point in a tractiou ar-

mature is at the junction of the winding and the commutator.

There seems ai present to be no settled practice as to the num-

ber of motors to be fixed upon a car. The author considers, how-

ever, that two motors should always l>e installed-either of which

should be sufficiently powerful to take the car home in ease the

other breaks down. Further, that the starting arrangements

should be such that the two motors are placed in series with a

resistance and with one another at starting, and that under nor-

mal working conditions they should be in parallel; series wound
motors of course being used.

The tram cars in the author's charge are at present all driven

by worm gear. The worms are steel, 4% pitch, having three par-

allel threads. The worm wheels are gun metal. The whole is

contained in an oil case; the worm is fitted with end thrust ball

bearings. Worm, gearing, if well fitted, is efficient; but the wear

and tear are great so that It does not long remain in an efficient

condition. The worm gear is now being replaced by single reduc-

tion gear.

The nature of the controlling gear has an important bearing

upon the economic working ot a traction system. It has not only

an immediate effect upon the revenue account but affects also the

life of the motors and of the generators, not to speak of the com-

fort of the passengers. Moreover, with good controlling starting

gear, the maximum current taken momentarily by the car is con-

siderably reduced, and with many cars working, and therefore

many cars starting simultaneously, the amount of generating

plant is most appreciably affected.

Within the author's experience, cases have arisen under work-

ing conditions of the maximum current being eight times greater

than the normal; this of course being with crude starting gear.

If this maximum were not to exceed the normal by, say, 50 per

cent—and it certainly need not—the necessary .imount of gene-

rating plant would be very considerably reduced.

As bearing upon the question of the effect of controlling gear

upon the life of motors, an incident which happened not very long

ago may perhaps point a moral. A certain car, fitted with a

series resistance and multiple contact switch as starting gear,

stood upon a heavy gradient. The engineer in charge ventured to

start the car, the immediate effect of which was to burn out a

motor armature. On a second occasion under similar circum-

stances he again attempted to start, but this time burnt out the

armature of one of the generators. But not to be beaten he re-

peated the operation under somewhat different conditions. Th(

car was now equipped with a series par.allel controller—the m»-
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tors being the same. On this occasion he was successful, as on all

subsequent occasions when this experiment was tried.

Cars.—Double deck cars are almost invariably used in England
for urban tramway purposes. The practice, however, on the Con-

tinent is just the reverse. With the exception of Paris, single

deck cars seem to be the rule. Tlie correct size of a car and the

number of passengers it should carry, are questions which cannot

be settled until the conditions of traffic are known. If the line is

double throughout a large number of cars can be conveniently

worked. If it is a single line and loops, the workable number of

cars becomes limited, and their capacity therefore must be pro-

portioned to the requirements of the traffic.

If the amount of traffic varies within wide limits during cer-

tain portions of the day, or at certain seasons of the year, it would
appear to the author advisable to attach trailers to the motor cars

at those times, rather than to carry a heavy dead load of car

weight the whole time. While on this point the author would

suggest that some better unit of efficiency working might be es-

tablished than the cost per "car-mile." What is a car-mile? Is it

a trailer car carrying 15 passengers and weighing three to four

tons; a motor car carrying 30 passengers and weighing seven to

eight tons; or a motor car carrying SO to 90 passengers and weigh-

ing anything up to 23 tons? He would suggest "ton-mile" as a

better unit.

System of Feed.—The preceding remarks apply with equal force

to all methods of electric traction, but the most debatable feature

in the question is the means to be adopted of conveying the en-

ergy from the generator to the motor. The trend of technical as

also of public opinion in this country appears to be in favor of

overhead. It is, the author believes, admitted by all that it is the

cheapest method, but some have qualms as to its sightliness and

safety. These points it is obvious with a little skill and fore-

thought, can be easily provided for. Strong posts of ornamental

construction are now obtainable, and when used tor the joint

purpose of lighting the street and supporting the overhead con-

ductor cannot be objected to by the most critical. The overhead

line must always be in evidence, but it is remarka.ble how accus-

tomed one can become to it, so much so as not even to notice its

presence. The best means of ensuring safety is good work—flrst-

class materials, and sound construction. The gage of the trolley

line should not be less than No. 000 S. W. G., although No. B.

& S., appears to be the general thing on the Continent. Two
overhead conductors should be provided even for single line and

loops, being, the author considers, cheaper in the end than spring

frogs and other expedients. Section blocks should not. under any

circumstances be placed in curves, also they should be provided

(when trolleys are used) with guard cheeks to prevent the trolley

wheel jumping the line when passing.

The span wire system of support appears best suited to high

rates of speed, and is convenient in narrow streets where supports

can be attached to the houses, but it necessitates a great number
of straining wires at curves which are not sightly. The life of

the overhead line is greatly affected by the class of contact mak-

ing aparatus which is employed. Certainly, the life appears

longer with the rolling wheel than with the sliding bar. Whether

the advantage which the bar has at curves and junctions suffi-

ciently compensates for this, the author cannot say.

With a troUey line well erected and fitted with guard cheeks at

cross-overs and junction frogs, there should be little risk of the

trolley wheel jumping the line, but nevertheless such a contin-

gency must be provided for. In the first place, the trolley head

when free from the line should not be able to rise to any great

extent from its working position. In the second place should it

happen that the trolley jumps the line when the car is proceed-

ing at high speed and the head of the trolley locks against one

of the supports (either barcket arm, or span wire) something must

give way. What will prove to be the weakest link cannot of

course be given for certainty, but, should it happen to be the

trolley standard, accidents are likely to occur. The author sug-

gests that it would be best to provide the weakest link in the

shape of a loose trolley head, and that this trolley head should be

anchored by an insulated cord to the trolley arm, say three feet

from the top end. The only result then of the locking of the trol-

ley head would be its dropping free from the arm.

It is necessary with telephone or telegraph wires crossing the

overhead conductor to provide some means for preventing these

wires, in the event of their falling, from making contact with the

overhead conductor. There are two ways of doing this: the first

is to fix an insulator such as a wood or other moulding, on the

top of the conductor at those points; the second to suspend above
the trolley line one or more guard wires. Those latter seem to

be preferable, as in practice the wood moulding works loose and
makes considerable noise by vibration when the cars are passing.

The guard wires should be stranded and capable of withstanding
as great a stress as the trolley line itself. They should, the au-

thor also considers, be efficiently connected to earth. If this is

so, a telephone wire coming in contact with the overhead line and
the guard wire causes a short circuit and a cut at the generat-

ing station.

With overhead system a rail return is almost invariably used,

and therefore the question of bonding and of the earth circuit

should be considered at this point. For all practical purposes the

conduction from rail to rail by flsh plates and bolts must be neg-

lected, and it becomes necessary to provide electrical bonds across

these rail joints of the same equivalent area as the rail. The
rails the author is now using have an area equivalent to 1 sq. in.

of copper. The bonds consequently should have this section.

Under these circumstances it is preferable to use two bonds, as

1 sq. in. section would be inconvenient.

The heads of the bonds should have a contact area of at least

2Vi sq. in. and should be of such construction as not to lender

them liable to work slack. It is a good thing in calculating the

fall of potential upon a given line to allow 20 per cent tov in-

creased resistance due to the slackening of the bonds. Even with

this bonding, unless the disposition of the gas and water mains

has been carefully considered, the Board of Tr.ide limit of stray

earth current is likely to be exceeded.

If a gas or water main crosses tbe track or approaches the

vicinity thereof, and from that point takes a shorter route to the

neighborhood of the station earth than do the tramway rails; or

has along that line of route a less resistance than the correspond-

ing tramway return it will take a greater proportion of the cur-

rent than is allowable; then, parallel to that gas or water main,

an insulated conductor should be laid from the point of the tnun-

way rails above-mentioned to the negative terminal of the dyna-

mo.

Accumulators.—The accumulator system of traction certainly

possesses very great advantages^he principal of which is that

the service of cars is not dependent on the maintenance of one

system of feed, each car being entirely independent; but we have

carefully to consider at what cost this independence is obtained.

The crux of the whole question is the cost of carrying a useful

load of passengers a certain distance, and for this purpose it is as

well to see how the question is affected by the adoption of storage

cells. There are three heads under which additional expenditure

is entailed—first, the interest upon the additional capital required

for the installation of the cells and also their depreciation—second,

the cost of propelling the additional dead load—third, the ineffi-

ciency of the cells.

With cars running all day with one charge, the weight and cost

of cells are both very great as a comparison of the cars used in

Dresden for overhead line only, and of the cars at Charloiten-

burg for accumulators, will testify. Dresden cars carrymg 40

passengers weigh eight tons: Charlottenburg cars carrying 42

passengers weigh 23 tons. In both cases the useful load of pas-

sengers is approximately three tons. The cost of the .iccumula-

tors used on the latter cars is about £750 per car.

The cost of traction accumulators varies from £75 tc £125 per

ton, the former figure being for rapid charging and discharging

short-distance cells.

The author was much interested in the statements made by

Mr. Epstein in his Institution paper (on the authority he believes

of the Hanover Tramway Company) that the cost of the accum-

ulator system of working there was only .4 cent per car-mile

greater than the overhead system; and he must confess when

making his recent visit to Hanover, he did so with the intention

of ascertaining how that .4 cent was arrived at. To a certain

extent he was unsuccessful, the cost of the maintenance of the

cells not being obtainable: but he believes that the figures which

he has obtained are sufficient to effectually disprove that state-

ment.

There is in Hanover one line of rather less than 10 miles,

worked entirely by accumulators—the cars working that line be-

ing ah;o equipped for the overhead, so that they are interchange-

able -n-ith cars working on the combined system. They weigh

llli tons and carry 36 passengers. The time occupied in running
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this jouiuey exclusive of cliarging and stoppages is 45 minutes.

The cells are charged at two stations en route, at one of which

eight minutes charge is given at constant potential, and at the

other 25 minutes. The accumulators are placed under the seats,

each car being fitted with 2US cells of Tudor type, and there are

three plates in each cell. The weight of these colls is approxi-

mately two tons, and -the installation cost of each ear ifl.OOO. The

energy taken per car-mile on this track was 1.5 k. w. hours. Al-

though the maiuteuauce cost of the cells was not obtainable the

average life of the cells was given at about 18 months, and, more-

over, additional cars have to be provided on the accumulator line

as several cars are always occupied charging.

There is also another lilie at Hanover worked un tlie overhead

system. Here the cars carry 32 passengers and weigh six tons.

The energy taken per car-mile of these latter cars was .(18 k. w.

hours. On the combined overhead and accumulator system, witli

cars similar to those in use on the accumulator line, the energy

taken per car mile was 1.37 k. w. hours. Leaving the initial cost

of the aecumulatur.s out of the question, there is the eefe<-t on the

revenue account to be considered.

With rapid-charging low-capacity cells (which are really the

only ones worth considering), tlie weight of cells for a five miles'

Journey with one charge is about one ton for every 3% tons of car

and passengers. Therefore with a car and passenger load of 13

tons we must have four tons of accumulators. As every ton-mile

on a given road requires the same expenditure of energy, it fol-

lows that the energy given to the motors to propel this car will

have to be increased approximately 30 per cent.

Opinions differ as to the efficiency of these cells, but generally

the users of them consider that the watt-hour efflciency is about

GO per cent and the author does not think the Bgure is far wrong.

Therefore the energy of charging these celis has to be Increased

117 per cent owing to their inefficiency and weight. Further, the

wear and tear of the road ami cars is increased l)y the adilitiniial

weight.

The life of the plates of the cells is variously given by the users

as from one to tn-o years, by the representatives of the makers as

from two to three years; but the majority of the users do not find

much difference between the life of positive and negative plates.

The cost of the maintenance of cells is giveu by the various Tram-

way Companies using them at from 1% cents to GVi ceuts per car-

mile, and the author thinks a fair average may be taken at 3

cents. Assuming the cost of current to be 1% cents per k. w. hour

and .7 of a unit to be taken without cells, figures the author does

not think advocates of accumulators will cavil at, the cost of en-

ergy with the overhead sy.stem would amount to 1.05 cents, and

with accumulators to 2.28 cents, or an additional cost of 1.24

cents.

Tills added to 3 cents for the maintenance of the cells per car-

mile gives us the additional cost of 4.24 cents, neglecting the extra

wear and tear of the cars and road.

Now consider the capital cost. The overhead system per mile

of double track costs complete, including bonding of the rails,

steel posts (on .span wire or bracket system) about .$8,000. If

these posts are used for street lighting purposes, the cost of the

posts should be divided equally under the two heads reducing the

overhead cost to .$4,870 per mile of double track, with a 21/2 min-

ute service and cars travelling eight miles per hour there will be

six cars on the mile section, and, with the weight of the accumu-

lators given, each car would cost $1,500 to equip, or $9,000 per

mile of double track.

Again, if charging stations were adopted with say 15 minutes

charge, six additional cars would be required at an additional

cost per mile of $2,800, making altogether a sum of $ll,8(«i per

mile.

With a slow service of cars the initial cost of the accumulators

would probably be less than the overhead, but the additional co.st

of 4.24 cents per oar-mile (with only 20,000 miles per car per an-

num) capitalized, is equivalent to the sum of $17.7.50 bearing

5 per cent for each car running.

The conclusions arrived at by the author all tend to the opinion

that in the present state of electric traction engineering there is

but one good and reliable, and cheap system, and that is, the over-

head. Where a combination is necessary and conditions are fa-

vorable, overhead and conduit combined comes next in order of

merit. That as at present constructed accumulators are not,

from a commercial point of view, a satisfactory solution of the

traction problem.

WOMEN AS CONDUCTORS.

A press dispatch from Chillicothe, O., tinder date of June

13, thus announces the inauguration of a system that is as

yet a novelty in this country:

The electric street car line of this city adoi>ted a new method of

conducting business today by placing lady conductors on all its

ears. Heretofore the cars had been in charge of the motorman

and the fare deposited in boxes. Xow the passengers will have

their wants attended to by handsome young women, as only those

of tine personal appearance have any chance of getting a job.

Each lady is comiielled to wear a ribbon on lier hat with the word

"Conductor" inscribed on it.

In reply to an inquiry the general manager of the Chilli-

cothe Electric Railroad, Light & Power Company, J. P.

Myers, confirms this report and states that the result has

been a clean service and largely increased receipts. Prior

to employing women no conductors were used on the cars

except on such days as there were large crowds, and then

the company would take such pick-ups as it could get, who
always lacked experience and gave very unsatisfactory ser-

vice.

Young women could be secured at a price that the com-

pany could afford to pay, and accordingly were hired. They

work 10 hours a day with every seventh day off. When on

duty they wear uniforms comprising blue skirts, shirt waists

and sailor hats with the badges to designate their positions.

At first there was some little criticism of the company but

this has been overcome and the women as conductors have

come to stay. They were carefully chosen and the success

of the experiment is attributed largely to their good be-

havior.
'*~*~^

INDIANAPOLIS THREE-CENT FARE CASE.

July I, the supreme court of Indiana overruled a petition

for a rehearing in the case of the city of Indianapolis against

John N. Navin. This is the test case brought by the city

against Navin because he refused to pay a 5-cent fare on the

Citizens' Street Railroad, thus violating a city ordinance.

This was the method taken to bring the merits of the 3-cent

fare controversy before the state courts without putting the

city in contempt of the federal court. (See Review for

June, 1897, p. 384, and p. 417.) In July, 1897, Judge Sho-

walter, in the United States circuit court, refused to vacate

the injunction issued in April restraining the enforcement of

the 3-cent fare act because he held it unconstitutional. (See

Review for August, 1897, p. 513. )

In its late decision the Indiana supreme court says:

"We are constrained to adhere to our original opinion that the

act in question, even it local and special, is not in contravention of

any of the provisions of the constitution of this state as contended

by the appellant. As to questions arising under the constitution

of the United States, we should be constrained to follow the adju-

dications of the supreme court of the United States without in

any wise considering whether such a construction should or

should not commend Itself to our independent judgment, but upon

the requirements of the constitution of the state we are not at

liberty to set aside or discard our own views, because of the fact

that they do not meet with the concurrence or approbation of any

other court however high, or any judge however eminent."

The result is that Mr. Navin will not be punished under

the city ordinance, but he will nevertheless pay 5 cents when

he rides, at least until the United States supreme court ren-

ders its decision on the appeal from Judge Showalter.

« »

In a rear end collision of trolley cars on the Nostrand ave-

nue line in Brooklyn five passengers suffered injuries.
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THE BUFFALO RAILWAY STORAGE
BATTERY.

The Buffalo Railway Company has been using its new-

storage battery for some time, and is well pleased with the

results. The battery was installed by the Electric Storage

Battery Company, of Pliiladelphia. It occupies the ground

floor of a new brick building especially constructed for it,

the size of which is 40x90 ft. at the foundation. It is a one-

story, fireproof structure, and stands at the south end of the

company's power house on Niagara street. The battery

room has a concrete floor and the tanks i est on double petti-

coated porcelain insulators, which stand on frames, the

frames resting on insulating brick laid on the floor.

The capacity of the battery is 1,200 h. [i.-hours. It con-

sists of 270 cells, all in series, with 41 plates in each cell.

The size of the plates is 15x15]/ in. The positive plates

weigh 24 lbs. each, and the negative plates 16 lbs. The out-

side dimensions of the tanks are 5g%x2i^x24.)4 in. The

tanks are not filled with plates, sufficient room being left so

that the capacity of the battery can be increased two-thirds

without new tanks being installed. There are venti-

lators in the ceiling by which the gases are carried from the

battery room. A current of fresh air enters the battery

room near the floor, and by this means the ventilation of tht

room is made most perfect.

The battery is operated in connection with the steam plant

from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m.) and in connection with the converters

during the night hours until it is fully charged. The con-

verters are used in connection with the transmitted Niagara

power, of which the Buffalo Railway Company now takes

2,000 h. p.

During the first few hours of the night the battery and

converters take the load. From about 9 p. m. to I a. m. the

was made by the Western Electric Company and was fur-

nished by the Electric Storage Battery Company. It has a

capacity of 3,000 amperes at 70 volts, and performs the du-

ties of regulating, charging and distributing the current of

BOOSTER FOR BATTERY.

the battery. It has two commutators in parallel, and the

density of the current under the brushes under full load is

under 20 amperes per sq. in. The booster is direct con-

nected to a six-pole, 220-k. w. Western Electric motor. The
diameter of the armature is 30 in.; the diameter of the com-

mutator is 24 in. and its length 10 in. The booster proper is

also a si.x-pole machine, the commutators being 29 in. in di-

ameter by 21 in. long. The outside dimensions of the whole

unit are 12 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 7 in. x 7 ft. in height; the total

weight is about 45,000 lbs.

The ends of the battery are connected by leaded copper

MAIN SWlTCHIiOARD. BOOSTER SWITCHBOARD. BATTERY ROOM.

converters are charging the battery from the Falls line. It

will be seen that it acts as a regulator on the steam plant

during the day. The greatest demand for power comes

about 6 p. m. each day and this demand the battery assists in

meeting.

In connection with the battery a booster is used, which

bus bars to cables just inside the battery room walls, and

the cables run to the switchboard. The switchboard stands

on the gallery in the main room of the power house. It is

made of black marble and is equipped with differential am-

meters to show whether the battery is charging or discharg-

ing. .\lso with differential voltmeters for the purpose of
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throwing the battery in parallel with dynamos or converters.

A reversing switch connects with the shiuit field of the

booster for the purpose of changing the polarity of the boos-

ter to facilitate the charging and discharging of the battery.

There are two double pole switches, one for throwing the

battery in parallel with the dynamo or converters, the sec-

ond for throwing the battery through the booster or direct

to earth, as circumstances may arise.

The power house of the Buffalo Railway Company is a

model of neatness, and the care displayed in all parts is

much to the credit of the superintendent, Thomas Henning.

Mr. Henning is very much pleased with the new battery and

its work.

CENTER OPENING CAR FOR LIVERPOOL.

One of the greatest novelties, especially to American eyes,

for street railway use is the center opening car recently de-

signed and built bythe J. G. Brill Company for the Liverpool

ing seat in it with reversible back so that the seating capac-

ity is only diminished by two, this seat occupies the side op-

posite entrance. The open compartment is 13 ft. 10 in. and

the closed compartment is 12 ft. 8 in. long; the width over

the posts is 6 ft. 10 in. Both the platforms are provided with

electric headlights; the dashers are 40 in. high and are co

tinuous. The entrance to the platform is through a door in

the V-shaped bulkhead, which forms the end of the car.

Tlie constructive feature in which the builder will be most

interested is that found in the vestibule where the side sills

have to be entirely cut ofT, the support being a very

strong iron frame work; this i« shown under the lower step.

The space between the two trucks beneath the step is cov-

ered by a screen in order to prevent people from slipping

under the car between the trucks. The car is interesting be-

cause it is specially designed to meet the requirements of the

service where a great many difficulties were encountered; the

width and length were both limited by city ordinance, and in

spite of this the seating capacity has been made 36. The

CENTER Oi'ENlNG CAR FOR LIVERPOOL ELECTRIC TKA.MWAYS.

Electric Tramways Company. It is 33 ft. over the dashers

with end platforms only 21 in. long, the ends of the car

being recessed so as to give the motorman room. The idea

in its construction was to make a car which should take the

place of the ordinary double deck horse car used in that city.

It was desired for the sake of speed to have all the passen-

gers on one deck and at the same time it was necessary to

keep the car within the length of the ordinary horse car and

its team. It might therefore be called a double deck car run

tandem; the open compartment being placed on the same

level as the closed, and the entrance made between the two.

The windows of the open part are closed by curtains in the

usual way, no sash or blinds being employed. The closed

compartment does not differ materially from the ordinary

street car used in this country. The inside finish of the

open part is quite plain, slat seats without coverings being

used, and in the roof the carlines are exposed. The closed

compartment has a bird's eye maple ceiling of three ply

veneer and the seats and backs are covered with Wilton

carpet; the trimmings throughout are of solid bronze. The
sash in this compartment are arranged to raise 4 in., a plan

which is finding considerable favor abroad.

The open platform orvestibule between the two has a slid-

standing room is of course small from the American stand-

point.

This type of car was really made possible by the use of

the "Eureka" maximum traction trucks; these give a very

short wheel base which is very necessary in England be-

cause the percentage of curves to tangents is much larger

than in this country, and hence a short wheel base is a great

saving of power. The important feature however is bring-

ing the body low and so using a single step. The speed in

English cities is so limited that the double deck car, though

much liked, cuts the average daily mileage down to a point

where only a small profit remains; this car, so low that only

a single step is needed, brings the mileage up as high as is

possible with the limitations.

The of^cials of the new electric railway between Meriden,

Conn., and Southington have proposed to the Meriden

Electric Railroad Company that a connection be made be-

tween the two roads. President Heft has the matter under
consideration. The rates of fare would be higher if the two
railways operate independently but with an agreement be-

tween them it will be a great convenience to their patrons

and encourage traflfic.
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THE NEW DORNER TRUCKS.

The accompanying illustration shows the improved motor

truck, "Criterion No. ii," made by the Dorner Truck &
Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland, O. This truck has

a wheel base of 7 ft. 6 in. and a spring base of 16 ft. whicli

can, however, be changed to suit. There are half-elliptic

springs over each journal box; on each side of the box are

helical springs held in place by a frame suspended from the

side bars; at the ends are four elliptic springs to prevent the

car from oscillating.

The side bars go over the top of the journal boxes, a

stronger construction than when they are bent around the

boxes, and one that permits the removal of the wheels and

axles in a few minutes, as when the side bars are beneath

the journal it is necessary to take out all the bolts from the

sill plate to remove the axles. The spring posts are so held

as to give just enough side motion to take curves easily at

high speed.

way company to prevent the enforcement of the ordinance.

The case was heard in the United States circuit court and

the injunction granted in June, 1897. An appeal was taken

and on May 31, 1898, the United States circuit court of ap-

peals for the fifth circuit, afifirmed the ruling of the lower

court.

The city claimed the power to pass the ordinance from

four sources. The claims were all disallowed, the court

holding:

"1. Under the charter of the city of Atlant.a there is no power
given the general council and the mayor to pass and enforce the

said transfer ordinance.

"2. The charters of the Atlanta Street Railway Company and

the West End & Atlanta Street Railroad Company of which

companies the Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company has

l)ecome the purchaser and successor, do not make the rates of

fare on the -Atlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company's lines

subject to the initial control of the mayor and general council of

the city of Atlanta.

"3. The statute of the state of Georgia (Georgia Laws, 189n-91,

Vol. 1. page 169) ratifying and confirming the incorporation of

"CRITERION NO. Il" TRUCK, DOKNER TRUCK * MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

The method of holding the helical springs is such that in

case of breakage, they can be replaced by detaching the

spring frame from the side bars; this is a new feature, and

such repairs do not demand a pit or elevator.

To detach the truck from the car the spring posts are re-

leased from the brackets, which are riveted to the sill plate,

and it is unnecessary to take out the bolts in the sill plate.

The truck is simple in design; malleable iron is used in

place of cast iron; the brake is powerful, pulling on all four

wheels alike. The boxes can be used either for grease ot

oil and a new dust guard which is very efficient is used.

NO FREE TRANSFERS FOR ATLANTA.

Two years ago the city campaign in Atlanta, Ga., was

fought on the issue of "free transfers on the street railways''

and the advocates of free transfers elected their candidates.

Accordingly the council passed an ordinance to the effect

that after May i, 1897, no street railway should charge more

than 5 cents for a ride between any two points on its system,

and should give free transfers. The Atlanta Consolidated

Street Railway Company had opposed the ordinance, and

after its passage the Old Colony Trust Company as trustee

for the bondholders of the railway and one of the bond-

holders asked for an injunction against the city and the rail-

street and .suburban railroad companies, or any other acts of like

nnture. to which our attention has l>een called, do not give the

right of regulating and fixing fares and transfer of street rail-

ways in the city of Atlanta.

"4. Under the constitution of the state of Georgia, which pro-

hibits any street railway company from building upon the streets

of a city, without its consent, and under the reservations made by

the city of .\tlanta in its ordinances granting such consent to the

,\tlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company, the power is not

reserved to the city of .\tlauta to pass any ordinance which it

sees fit to compelling the Atlanta Ctinsolidated Street Railway

Company to give transfers and issue transfer tickets between

the several lines of said company. These conclusions, and the

reasons for which are found in the opinions of the circuit court

on the demurrage disposes of this appeal. The decree of the cir-

cuit court appealed from is afiirined."

OF INTEREST TO TRUST COMPANIES.

The supreme court of Illinois has affirmed the decision of

the lo'.ver court in the case of the Lake Street Elevated Rail-

road, of Chicago, against the Farmers' Loan & Trust Com-

pany, of New York. This suit was brought to enjoin the

latter company from foreclosing a mortgage for $7,475,000.

The holding is that the Farmers' Loan & Trust Company

was not competent to serve as trustee because it failed to de-

posit ?200,ooo with the state auditor of Illinois as required

by law. This ruling is one which may affect all foreign trust

companies doing business in this state.
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PERSONAL.

Jool Hui-t, of Atlanta, is a candidate for alderman iu Lis ward.

.T. 'P. Funk on Julj- 1 entered upon his duties as superintendent

Lif llie Louisville Street Railway.

('. \\'. Smith, president of the Los Angeles & Pa.sadena Electric

Kailwa.v. has lately returned from an extended eastern trip.

II. U. Gowdy. recently of the Suburban, Unionville, Conn., is

now ihief engineer of the Meridan & Southingtou intei-urban.

William Ginnavan, for 15 years with one of the Baltimore lines,

has lieoome superintendent of the Red Banlj (N. .1.) electric rail-

w.ay.

.Tuhn C. Ilolph, of New York, eastern agent for the Forest City

Electric Company, was married .Tune S, to Miss Rena Dickerson,

of Brooklyn.

r. T. Corliss has been elected secretary of the Camden & Subur-

ban Railway Company, Camden, to fill the vacancy caused by the

death of Mr. Hail.

A. O. Kittredge, editor of "Accountics," Now York, favored us

with a call. He came to Chicago to deliver an address before a

local association of accountants.

Charles S. Butts has charge of a surveyiug party on steam road

work, and has headquarters at Ishpemiiii;, Mich. Ho will return

to street railway work in the fall.

W. E. Case, of Binghamton, N. Y., has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Wnverly Electric Light & Power Company iu the

place of G. N. Tidd, who has resigned.

George C. Ewing. who has been iu tlie street railway supply

business with otflces at S Oliver street, Boston, is a sergeant in

Company F, First Volunteer Engineer, U. S. A.

William E. Ham. secretary of the Nassau Electric Railroad.

Brooklyn, recently entertained a party of 50 friends with a spe-

cial trolley car ride, and at the Knickerbocker Field Club.

Edwin Warner, of Nashville, on .lune 2,">, succeeded Bilwanl

Lilly as secretary of the Chattanoiiga Electric Railway. Mr.

Lilly resigned to become auditor of the Chattanoega Rai)id Tran-

sit Ccinipauy.

A. Langstaff .Johnston, the well known consulting electrical en-

gineer, of Richuiend. Va.. who is now- completing the construc-

tion work at Meadvil'.e. I'a.. was a Review calhr during liis visit

to Chicago last weik.

William S. Bra.vleii. of the New York cftlce of the General Elec-

tric Company, was married on May 3. last, to Miss Alice Wait, of

Ithaca, N. Y. Mr. Brayton is a Cornell man and passed through

the Schenectady works before entering tile New Yorlc ottice.

Henry C. Benaugh has been appointed superintendent of the

Savannah (Ga.). Thunderbolt & Isle of Hope Railway. On leav-

ing the Nashville Street Raihvay, wliere he has been for ten

years, Mr. Benaugh was presented with a gold watch and chain

by the employes.

B. L. Dickinson, superintendent of the Worcester (M.iss.) &
Marlborough Street Railway, was recently called out of bed to

attend to a breakdown at the power house; when he arrived he

found the employes of the company, who presented him with a

wate'T and charm.

Wm. O. Hands, recently superintenden-t, and C. W. Mills, elec-

trician of the Northeast Street Railway, Kansas City, have re-

signed to take Ohio .and eastern states territory for a newly in-

vented gasoline lamp specially suited for park illumination. They
called on the Review while en route to Cleveland.

George F. Chapman has been made general superintendent of

North Jersey Street Railway Company. Mr. Chapman was form-

erly superintendent of the Elizabeth branch of the Consolidated

Traction Company, of Jersey City, now leased b.v the North Jer-

sey, and is succeeded in that office by James Smith, of Orange.

John J. Fitzpatrick. whc for the p.TSt seven years was connected

with the late Judge Grinrell, general counsel for the Chicago City

Railway, has resigned to engage iu the practice of law on his own
account, a step he has contemplated for some time. His many
friends will wish for him, and e.'cpeet, a successful and brilliant

career.

Oapt. J. T. Jones and family, of Buffalo, have gone to Ger-

many for a four months' visit. Captain Jones is president of the

Niagara Falls & Suspension Bridge Street Railway Company.
Last year he sought relief in Europe for heart trouble, and was so

I)enefited th.at he has returned for continued treatment. His num-

erous friends will wish him a. full realization of all his hopes.

J. O. Haddox has resigned his position as superintendent of the

Ivouisville Railway Company, of Louisville, Ky. Mr. Haddox has

been connected with the above company for the past sixteen

years, rising from the position of office boy to that of general

superintendent. He is a young man of marked ability in street

railway management, having a practical knowledge of all' its dif-

ferent branches, and it is only a matter of a short time until he is

identified with some one of the large street railway systems of

the country.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The June issue of the "Canadian Electrical News." of Toronto,

was a special number, attention being given to the electrical fea-

tures of Montreal where the eighth annual convention of the

Canadian Electrical Association was held June 28, 30 and 30.

The Cataract Power Company's works were illustrated and de-

scribed, a map showing the lines and offices of the Bell Telephone

Company in Canada was given, portraits were shown of promi-

nent electrical men including two street railway managers, which

together with the other contents illustrated the rapid develop-

ments of electricitv in Canada.

The street railway guide to Eastern Massachusetts and Rhoile

Island, pulilished by Robert H. Derrah who has been connected

with the West End Street Railwa.v Company for the past nine

years.is the most complete of any like publication which comes to

our notice. It contains a map showing 1.308 miles of electric

railway and in addition gives complete tables of routes, rates of

fare, distances, etc. The edition for '!)8 has IfiO pages of read-

ing matter describing all the princip.al points of interest along the

lines of the railways, illustrated by 90 half-tone cuts. For any-

one desiring to talie business or pleasure trips though the many
cities and towns in this section the guide will be a great help.

Price 15 cents.

Wc have received "American Street Raihvay Investments." the

financial supplement of the "Street Railway Journal," and com-

monly known as the "Street Railway Red Book" for 1808. This

is fully up to the high standard of previous years and gives the

data for 1S07; most of the reports bear the date of April, 1898.

On pages 1 and 2 are tabulated the gross receipts of 175 of the

principal companies for the last two years; the companies are in

five groups according to their gross earnings. From these tables

it appears that the street railways of the country have Just about

held their own in 1897. The operating statistics and balance

sheets are presented in tabul.ir foi-m and the returns for pre-

vious years given so that reference to previous additions are not

necessary to make comparisons.

The eartiings of the Montreal Street Raihvay Company
show a very creditable increase over those of a correspond-

ing time last year. For eight months preceding June i the

receipts were $go2,ooo or $8o,6So more than eight months

of the preceding year.
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THE UNCONSCIOUS OWNERSHIP OF AN
IMPORTANT KEY.

A Plea for the Introduction of Goods Traffic on Our Suburban

Tramways.

Abstract of a Paper read before the Canadian Electrical .Association, by

W. T. Bonner, Montreal.

Tlie first con.sifleratiou in exploiting an.v new sulmrljaii ti-aiii-

way is tlie possiljle or available passenger traffic. That being

found inadeqnale to guarantee a fair return on the cost of in-

stallation and maintenance, the project is usually al)andoned fur

the reason that only passenger traffic can be considered, owing to

the high cost of handling goods traffic at the terminals. While a

motortnan and conductor are sufficient to handle a two or three-

oar electric train for passenger traflic. with very little expenditure

of time or assistance for loading and unloading, all railways un-

der present systems require a large additional force to conduct

the hundreds of details attending tlie reception, checking, loading,

transferring, unloading and proper delivery, in good order, of

either car lot or package freight.

It is not the railway investors alone who suffer the effects of this

handicap, but the property owners also, since the latter have no

recourse, while the capitalist has but to seek other more protilalile

fields for investment.

It may therefore be conceded that the whole subject presents

two phases of commercial economy, viz.:

(a) From the standpoint of the agriculturalist and land owner;

how best to provide a means for increasing the value of remote

but otherwise valuable agricultural lands, and at the same time

retain present value of adjacent property by converting it from

market gardens into residence and manufacturing sites.

(b) From the standpoint of the capitalist and manager of rail-

way properties; how best to increase the earning capacity of ex-

isting or proposed suburban lines.

With the ever increasing centralization of population and com-

merce, inaccessible property becomes less valuable; all land,

whether barren or fertile, suffering alike, according to its distance

from the centre of demand for fartn products, which we call mar-

kets. Such distance is not always measured in actual miles, but

rather in accessibility, since in our day we find frequent examples

of the paradoxical long and short haul rates. The Minnesota and
Manitoba fartuers will deliver their wheat at the seaboard at a

lower cost per bushel than the farmer who may live a hundred
tniles oft the coast. The eastern farmer may have just as fertile

land as his western competitor, but he is handicapped by having

to haul his wheat 40 or .">0 miles over poor wagon roads to reach

the nearest railroad.

In either case, the terminal charges, including the cost of load-

ing the produce at the fartn, is appro.ximately the same, but the

difference in cost of haulage per ton-mile liy railroad and wagon
road is so tremendously in favor of the former tliat without such
facilities the farmer may as well retire from business. It has

been stated as a fact that to transport a ton of coal from Buffalo

to Chicago costs no more than to move the same quantity of coal

across the sidewalk in either city.

While railroads have changed the character of suliurban pass-

enger traffic, they can never etitirely supersede the common road

for freight, since every ton carried by them must be delivered

over a highway at one or both terminals.

The following table shows the results of actual observations on

the cost of moving a load of one ton a distance of one mile on
level roadways, with different pavements and under average con-

ditions:

Iron Rails 1.28 cents per ton-mile

Asphalt 2.70 cents per tou-mile

Stone, paving, dry and in good order ,5..33 cents per tou-mile

Stone, paving, ordinary condition 12.00 cents per tou-mile

Stone, paving, covered with mud 21.30 cents per ton-tnile

Broken Stone, dry and in good order.... 8.00 cents per ton-mile

Broken Stone, moist and in good order. .. 10.30 cents per ton-mile

Broken Stone, ordinary condition 11.90 cents per ton-mile

Broken Stone, covered with mud 14.30 cents per ton-mile

Broken Stone, ruts and mud 26.00 cents per ton-tnile

Earth, dry and hard 18.(X) cents per ton-mile

Earth, ruts and tiiud .^9.00 cents per ton-mile

Oravel, loose 51.60 cents per ton-mile

(Jravel, compacted 12.80 cents per ton-mile

l'laid<, good condition 8.80 cents per ton-mile

Sand, wet .32.60 cents per ton-mile

Sand, dry i'A.W cents per ton-mile

On rough roads the load a horse can draw is mucli diminished

—it is estimated that wldle a horse can pull C.2T0 Ilis. on a level

track, on a 10 per cent grade he can draw but 1,030 llis.

From the table and statistics gathered by official bureaus it is

calculated that the average cost of transportation by anim.il

power is 25 cents per ton-mile and where sucli a higli rati' exists,

land must diminish in value. A forcilili' illustration is tlie fai-t

that a Long Island farmer. .50 miles from New York city, where
potatoes were jobbing at SO cents to one dollar per bushel, was
recently oliliged to sacrifice his entire crop, because it woubl not

pay to haul it to market.

Tlie measure of benefit wliicli any iiiipiovi'iiiciil in productiijii

in one community bears to anotlier communit.v, depends entirely

upon the transportation facilities between the two places. Re-
cently a customer came into our office from one of the interior

mining districts. W^e estimated the plant he required would cost

.$1.2.5."). To help him out all we could, we eliminated every pos-

iible item not absolutely essential to the proper working of the

plant, and allowing also for erector not being required, we found

we could reduce our price 10 per cent, making tlie net total $1,130.

But how insignificant our discount appeared when we learned

the freight from Montreal to the mine would cost .f 1.248, notwith-

FIG, 1.—BONNER KAIL WAGGON.

Standing no part of the route required mule-liack transportation.

Although farther distant from Montreal, the same pl.-int could be

transported to Vancouver for less than $2.50.

Concentration of population and production reipiires for the

better equalization of supply, and price of materials and provi-

sions, that such centres must be provided with commercial veins

and arteries which shall quickly and cheaply transport or ex-

change urban and suburlian passengers and commodities. While
long haul rates of transportation b.v railroads and steamships

have been wouderfull.v cheapened, there still remains a space of

fifteen to twent.v-five or even forty or fift.v miles surrounding

ever.v commercial centre, which has never been covered b.v any
cheap method of transportation. Such distances are beyond the

possibility of cheap or efficient service by animal power, and the

terminal charges and bulky plant required, preclude an.v possi-

liility of much reduction in railroad tariffs, ^^"liat we reipiire.

therefore, is a new- system of transportation which ^^hall lie alike

available for freight and passengers.

In 1894 the writer promoted a scheme for uniting one of the

large commercial centres on Lake Erie with several surrounding
counties by a system of electric railways which would combine
lioth freight and passenger traffic. The arrangement was such
that the farmers anywhere along the line would secure the im-

mediate benefit of the higher city market rates for their produce,

as well as competitive selection and prices for supplies. Local

and sub-stations were to be established at frequent points along
the line where the farmers could deposit their produce to be for-

warded by next train to a central clearing house in the city from
whence it could be delivered at once to the consumer. The scheme
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was to lie co-oporativo in a incasurp, the suliseriboi-s to receive tlie

first benefits. Telephone eonnectiou was to be established between

the city ami farm residenees through the company's local sta-

tions, and direct orders for goads from the city merchant could

be received by wire and dospat<'hed by next train out. Only

.samples, or a very limited supply of staple goods, were to be kept

at the local stations, the principal stock to be maintained ai the

central clearing house, and by the various city merchants who be-

longed to the syndicate. Electric current for light and power

was also to be supplied to consumers along the line. In short it

was proposed to so unite city and country by wire and rail that all

would enjoy efiual facilities for obtaining supplies.

Unfortunately the financial depression of that year so handi-

capped our efforts that we were unable to carry out the ))ro.iect,

but those who gave the subject most careful consideration at the

time still expect to see some such system as the above in general

use.

The latest development in the line of providing for goods traffic

on electric tramways came to the writer's notice some months ago

in the shape of a combination vehicle, so constructed as to be

readily convertible for use upon any ordinary roadway or upon a

railroad track. It can be shifted from one to the other at will,

without the necessity of reloading or rehandling the contents be-

tween points of shipment and destination. The idea is not alto-

gether new, but the application will no doubt impress you all as

novel in the extreme.

Notwithstanding the similarity of names the writer begs to dis-

claim any connection with the introduction of this scheme, but

FIG. 2.

nevertheless the principle involved certainly commands attention.

The Bonner Rail Wagon Company, organized about a year ago,

states in its prospectus that it will build rail wagons and operate

them through leases or franchises granted to iuterurban electric

railroads. It is proposed that such roads shall be equipped with

any stipulated number of rail wagons, thus enaliling them to sup-

ply patrons at any point along their lines, or at the terminal sta-

tions.

Figure 1 illustrates the integral parts of the combination ve-

hicle. The wagon proper is patterned after the ordinary im-

proved road wagon, modified, of course, for the special nature of

the service contemplated. The running gears and springs are of

standard construction, having a carrying capacity of from three

to seven tons, depending upon the class of freight to be carried.

The rail truck is not materially different from the car truck In

general u.se upon our electric railways, except that it is provided

with special attachments for automatically gripping and support-

ing the wagon proper. The truck is exceedingly simple in design

and very light in proportion to its strengtli, being constructed en-

tirely of wrought iron and cast steel.

Figure 2 illustrates a train of five wagons drawn by a familiar-

looking electric locomotive en route across the country.

Such a system as this would at once render accessible endless

acres of fertile interior lands, and open them up to the systematic

energy of the thrifty market gardener, the dairyman and the

fruit grower. Improved conditions would residt to the truck far-

mer, who would no longer be obliged to spend his night in long

weary drives in order to reach the early market. Instead, his

day's harvest wotdd be transporte<l to town during the night by

electric rail wagon while man and horse refresh themselves in

sleep.

Thus would we increase the market value of distant agricul-

tural lands, and at the same time retain present values of nearby

property. With the increase of land values and production, must

also come increased traffle for existing or proposed suburban rail-

Trays.

WIND STORM AT CINCINNATI.

On June 24, a severe wind storm swept over the Ohio

valley doing mnch damage in Cincinnati and the vicinity.
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CAR BARN DAMAGED BY WIND STORM.

Among the buildings damaged was the car barn oE the Cin-

cinnati, Newport & Covington Street Railway, a portion of

the roof being carried away as shown in the accompanying

illustration.
-•-

THE DUPLEX CAR.

One of the interesting exhibits at the cotning conven-

tion at Boston will be a car so made as to allow the sections

to slide into the roof much the same as a roll top desk. It

romibines a perfect winter and summer car in one and can

be opened and closed at will to suit all conditions or sud-

den changes of weather. The Duplex Car Company, which

has its offices in the Postal Telegraph Building, New York,

has been perfecting this type and now has manufacturing ar-

rangements which ensure prompt deliveries. Such cars

iri taking the place of two equipments, efifect a great saving

in first cost, maintenance of car bodies, motors, trucks and

appliances as well as simplifying the question of storage

and insurance. Such a car when placed on the track would

be suitable for service the year around. While it is an ad-

vantage to the company it also adds to the comfort and
convenience of the passengers who can raise and lower the

panels at will.

During the past year or two the cars have been put

through some severe tests on several New York and New
England roads with entire success. The strength and du-

rability of the car can not be doubted as these have stood

the service as well as the other cars. This type can be made
even more substantial than the standard car. The i>osts are

in one piece cur^'ed from sill to sill, thus dispensing with

the joint at the roof.

FENDERS FOR CHICAGO AND WASH-
INGTON.

The Chicago city council which a few months ago passed
a fender ordinance which failed to stick, has again tried its

hand and passed an order for the equipment of all cars with
basket fenders by September i.

In Washington, D. C, the District Commissioners have
changed the police regulations and inaking a ten dollar fine

the penalty of any motorman or conductor running a fen-

derless car.
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OBITUARY. SPECIAL LAKE SHORE TRAIN TO
CONVENTION.

M. W. Sqiiiei's, who was one of the pioneers of Chicago ami
siiperintendcut of the North Chicago Street Railroatl Company
early in its history, die<l in tliis city .Tnne 20. He was (iii yenrs

old anil leaves a widow, two dauglitcrs and three sons.

Captain .Inhn A. Williamson, one of the pioneer street railway

men in Cincinnati and the Kentnclsy cities across the river, died

at his residence on July 8, in Xewiiort. wlicre lie lias lived since

1833. He was born at Portsmonlli, (>., .luly !l. ]S2(!, and was a

pilot on the river when a young num. lie was afterwards the

owner of the Cincinnati and Newport ferry and was president of

the corapan.y which constructed the Newport bridge. He operated

tile horse car lines between Cincinnati and Newport for twenty
years and negotiated the consolidation of all the lines on tlie Ken-
titcky side of the river.

NEW LINE BETWEEN MINNEAPOLIS AND
ST. PAUL.

The first trip on the Conio iiitcruibau Hne was made ott

July I by Thomas Lowry, president of the Twin City Rapid

Transit Company, Vice-president C. G. Goodrich, General

Manager W. J. Hield and a party of 20 which started from

Minneapolis in a special car. Leaving Como Park station

the line skirts the south end of the park and theti passes di-

rectly through it and on Langford avenue to the fair

grounds. Frotn this point until the olti county road is

reached Langford avenue is followed. The line passes with-

in a short distance of the experimental station, through St.

Anthony Park and then on the county road until it reaches

and connects with the line in Minneapolis known as the

Como and Kenwood. The scenery along the line is pic-

turesque and it is expected that the attractions at Como
Park will draw large nutiibers of visitors.

FREIGHT ON TROLLEY CARS IN
PITTSBURG.

The cotntnittee on corporations of the Pittsburg council

has reported favorable on ordinances granting to the Pitts-

burg, Oakland & East Liberty, the Citizens' Passenger Rail-

way and the Central Traction companies, all leased roads

operated by the Consolidated Traction Company, the right

to carry packages, produce and freight. No more than 50

freight cars can be operated on each line and no car can be

stopped at one point longer than five minutes. The char-

ters of these three companies are the oldest in the city and

are the only ones which provide for such privileges. The

scheme if carried out will be a boon to many business houses

and those living in outlying districts and will in no way in-

terfere with the rapid transit of passengers.

« • »

PRIVATE RIGHT OF WAY FOR WISCONSIN
ROAD.

The promotors of the electric line to be built connecting

Oshkosh, Omro and Berlin, Wis., have asked for franchises

from the towns of Algoma, Omro, Rushford, Nepeuskun

and Berlin and are trying to secure from the farmers a strip

of land 15 ft. wide through their property. It is believed

that this will be readily granted as the electric line will

greatly enhance the value of property besides furnishing

splendid transportation facilities to that locality.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railwav proposes

to run a special train frotn Chicago to Boston to accommo-
date western delegates to the Street Railway Convention,

which opens Tuesday morning, .September 6, and lasts four

days. The leaving time is set for 10.20 a. m. Sunday, .Sep-

tember 24, which will bring the train into Boston early

Monday afternoon, in ample time to get settled at lioteis

before evening. The train service for this trip will be the

finest sleeping, dining and buffet cars, and every possilile

comfort will be provided for. Delegates from Ohio and
southern points will join the party at Cleveland, and others

at Buffalo and .Mbany. The route vidll be over those famous
lines, the Lake Shore, Kew York Central, and Boston &
Albany, than which there are no finer in the world.

Passengers coming over the Big Four will have then-

through sleepers attached at Cleveland. The parly prom-
ises to be a large one, and special pains will be taken to

make the trip a highly enjoyable one. The full details will

be announced in the August Review, and in circulars which
will be sent out by the Lake Shore officials in a few davs.

CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY'S BIG CAR ORDER.

President Bovven, of the Chicago City Railway, lias given

an order to D. W. Pugh, representing the Stephenson Com-
pany, for 100 closed cars 20 ft. body. The interior finish

will be cherry. Both ends will be vestibuled, with doors.

The McGuire truck will be placed under 65 cars, and the

remainder mounted on the new truck invented by Master
Mechanic Moore. The motor equipment will be Westing-
house, the order having been secured by Maurice Coster.

Chicago manager. Columbian heaters will be placed m
each car.

ELECTRICITY ON THE CONSOLIDATED.

It is stated that President Clark, of the Consolidated Rail-

road, has given orders that the plans and work on the War-
ren and Bristol branch for operating it by electricity be
pushed as rapidly as possible. Future competition froiu

trolley lines brought about the change. E.xperience from
the two electric lines now operated by the Consolidated Rail-

road will be of great value in preparing the plans. The
power station will be located at Warren, R. I., and the line

will extend southeast on the peninsula to Bristol and north-

west to East Providence where connection will be made with

the Union Railroad Company, of Providence.

AN ARMY AND NAVY

Memorandum book is what you have been wanting. The North-

ern Pacific has it. It contains cut of the Maine, Map of Cuba,

List of United States and Spanish Naval Vessels, Interior Draw-

ings of a Battle Sliip. Illustrations of United States and Spanish

Ships, Glossary of Navy and Army Words, Table of Distances,

Commanders of United States Ships and Army Corps, List of

United States Regiments and Their Commanders and other in-

formation very useful and valuable at this time.

The book fits the vest pocket and is up to date.

Send Chas. S. Fee, General Passenger Agent, N. P. IJ., St.

Paul, Minn,, ten cents and the book is yours.
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Kinetic Mdior Comiiany.

Tlic Okonito Company, New York, is sendins to its friends an

artistic pictnro handsomely framed.

II. II. I.owi>. of Cliutou, JIass., has the contract for the new-

car house of the AVorcester & Clinton street railway.

J. M. Atkinson has been ou a trip to New York and the east and

has closed several good order.s for his flexible horse slioe rail

bonds.

H. N. Ransom, the New York agent of the Consolidated Car

Heating Company, is taking a well earned vacation of tliree

weeks.

The Western Gear Company, Milwaukee, is extremely busy and

operating its works day and night, with a large number of orders

in hand.

Orders recently received for "Chicago" bonds, made by Wash-

burn & Moen Manufacturing Company, are quite large and come

from all parts of the world.

A. C. Vosburg, of the New Process Rawhide Company, Syra-

cuse, reports a highly satisfactory condition of Inisiness in stead-

ily increasing orders for rawhide pinions.

The Pennsylvania & Ohio R. R. Co. has been granted a fran-

chise by the commi.'^sioners of Lake county, to build an electric

railway from Painesville to Conneaut. in Ohio.

Reports come to us that numerous street railway companies, in

all parts of the country, are finding that foot cycle "academics"

are higldy profitable attractions for suiumer resorts.

The Westinghouse Electrical & Manufacturing Company has

sold 76 double equipments of motors to the C?leveland Electric

Street Railway Company; they are of type 49, 35 h. p.

The C. W. Hunt Company, New York, has issued two hand-

somely illustrated catalogs describing the Hunt cable and the

Hunt automatic railway for handling coal, merchandise, etc.

The Duplex Car Company formerly at 147 Franklin street,

Boston, has opened an office at 253 Broadway, New York, which

is in charge of W. B. Crittenden, vice-president of the company.

Frank A. Lapham, general sales agent of the Cleveland Frog &
Crossing Company, was in New Y'ork during the last week in

June and was successful in getting a very large order for .siiecial

work.

Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia, have been appointed agents

for the American Rail .Joint Company in the territory comprising

New Jersey, Pennsylvania. Maryland. Virginia and the District of

Columbia.

J. A. Hanna, of Chicago, western agent for the Peckhara Com-
pany, spent several days in New Y'ork recently. From the sales

made it is evident the Peekham trucks are as popular in the west

as in the east.

The American Rail Joint and Manufacturing Company, of

Cleveland, O.. has appointed WendeU & Macdnffie. 20 Cortlandt

street, New Y'ork, and .53 State street, Boston, its agents for New
York and New England.

J. W. Gardner, recently connected with the Stirling Boiler

C'oinpauy, and for a long time western manager for Manning,

Maxwell & Moore, has accepted a position with the sales depart-

ment of the Sargent Company.

Elmer P. Morris, 15 Cortlandt street. New York, reports an in-

crease in both home and foreign tade. The extension of the for-

eign business necessitated the services of a correspondent who is

familiar with several languages.

John High, selling agent for the Pantasote C-ompany, spent two

weeks at Saratoga where the conventions of the Master Mechan-

ics' and the Master Car Builders' Associations were held, and

secured several large curtain orders.

W. D. Sargent, president of the American Brake Shoe Com-
pany, sailed on the Brittanic, July 6, for Europe, to make ar-

rangements for the manufacture of the "Diamond S" brake shoes

in several European countries, including Russia.

A. S. Littlefield, president of the North American Railway
Construction Company, Chicago, reports closing contracts with

the Metropolitan Railway, of Kansas City, for the cousiractiou

of one mile of double track, and G.txjo cast welded rail joints.

By reason of the extreme rush of business John .V. Brill, of the

J. G. Brill Company, is so closely confined that he is unable to

serve as a director of the General Electrical Automobile Coiu-

pany, as was generally given out at the starting of that organiza-

tion.

The Sargent Company announces the largest month's business

in patented brake shoes in the history of the compan.v. for .June,

ISOS. It is extremely Inisy in the steel department and running

to the full capacity, with prospects of heavy business throughout

the year.

The latest catalog from the Walker Company is one entitled

"Some Lighting Plants," describing briefly and illustrating by half

tones some of the fine isolated lighting installations of that com-
pany in hotels and office buildings in New Y'ork, Cleveland and
elsewhere.

An extremely interesting and attractive booldet is "Electrical

Expertism." by an expert. Foree Bain, Monadnock building, Chi-

cago, is the expert and in this book he points out a few of the

reasons why one about to install an electric plant should consult

an engineer.

The General Electric Company will have an exhibit at the

Twentieth Triennial Exhibition of the Massachusetts Charitable

Mechanic Association in October. This, it will be remembered, is

to be in the hall where the American Street Railway Association

holds its conventions.

The Patton Motor Company, 340 Dearborn street,, Chicago, has
issued an illustrated catalog describing the application of the Pat-

ton electric motor system to suburban and interurban railways.

Some interesting data are given, taken from severe tests and with
the motors in service.

In abstracting the proceedings of the Municipal Electrical As-
sociation (England) the "Electrical Review." London, says: "The
nearest approach to a satisfactory rail joint is the Falk joint, and
it does not seem improbable that a cast joint of this type will,

sooner or later, come into general use in England."

Business is very brisk with the Sterling Supply & Manufac-
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MAYER & ENGLUND,
10 SOUTH TENTH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Railway Material and Supplies
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We carry a Large and Complete Stock of Everythitnj needed for the Construction^
JSquipment and Maintenatice of Electric Railroads.

HIGHEST CLASS MATER5AL AT LOWEST PRICES.

NUTTALL GEARS, PINIONS AND BEARINGS.
UNION STANDARD TROLLEYS AND PARTS.

PARTRIDGE SELF-LUBRICATING CARBONS.
INTERNATIONAL REGISTERS AND REGISTER FITTINGS.

VAN WAGONER & WILLIAMS CO. COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
COMMUTATORS REFILLED. ASSEMBLED BARS AND MICA.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS. ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS.
MOTOR AND CONTROLLER REPAIRS, ALL KINDS.

S1'-A.Kra3-A.n.3D O^^E3rtIIE!-A.13 afl:-A.T7E3HI-A.3L..

Prompt Shipments from Stock. Send for Catalogues.

turing Company, several large consignments of registers having

been made, and orders are booked for oyerhead material. Tlie

secretary, Mr. Tiffany, and two of the otflce force, have eulisited

in the army, which throws a great deal of work on Mr. Carson.

The Jack.son & Sharp Company, AAiilmingtou. Del., is comylet-

iug an order of nincjbench open motor cars for the New Castle

(Pa.) Traction Company, and an order of double truck closed cars

for the Sea View Railway Company at Narragansett Pier, R. I.

Twenty double-deck cars liave recently been shipped to South

America.

The Peckham new "extra heavy doulile trucks" liave recently

gone Into service on the following roads: Cleveland, Berea, Elyria

& Oljerlin Street Railway, Cleveland; Dayton & Western Traction

Company; St. Ixiuis & Belleville Sulnirban; and Omaha & Council

Bluffs. From each of these roads reports come of excellent ser-

vice and i>erfect satisfaction.

The Baltimore Consolidated Raihvay Company, on June 23. or-

dered l.'iO cars to replace those burned in the fire at Irvington.

The contract for 75 convertible cars went to the J. G. Brill Com-
pany, Philadi'lphia. The BrowneU Car Company, of St. Louis, is

to build 75 closed cars. The Baltimore Car Wheel Company fur-

nishes all the wheels, and the Westinghouse Company the motors.

The Toledo Traction Company has recently ordered of the Bar-

ney & Smith Car Company 14 closed cars for September delivery;

they have 20-ft. bodies. vestil)uled at the front end and with rear

platforms 4 ft. 6 in. long. They will be fitted with Columbia

stoves. The company has also ordered 10 trucks of the McGuire

Manufacturing Company and IG fare registers of the Sterling Sup-

ply & Manufacturing Company.

G. E. Pratt has been appointed representative of the Ajax Metal

Company. Pliiladelphia. manufacturer of journal bearings, trolley

wheels, harps and electric metal supplies, and has taken in con-

nection therewith the agencies of the Forsyth Brothers Company,
of Chicago, maker of car curtains and fixtures, and the .lackson &
Sharp Company. Wilmington. Del. Mr. Pratt's otflce is room
1103, Betz building, Philadelphia.

The Ball Engine Company, Erie, Pa., has issued a new catalog

(H) descriptive of its automatic cut-off engines for electric light-

ing, electric railway and general manufacturing plants, which

comprise simple and tandem and cross compound horizontal en-

gines and simple and compound vertical engines. Both direct-

connected and belt driven units are shown. The pamphlet has

40 pages and is typogniphically perfect.

The Crane Company, of Cliicago. through G. A. Ilurd. lias late-

ly closed contracts for piping and valves from the Bluff City

Electric Railway Company, Chicago, and the Indianapolis Elec-

tric Light & Power Company; it also has orders from the North

American Chemical Company, Bay City, Mich.; the Imperial Elec-

tric Light Company, St. Louis; the Deering Harvester Company,

Chicago; Hegeler Zinc Company, La Salle. 111., and others.

W. S. Cleveland, manager of "W. S. Cleveland's Greater M;is-

sive Minstrelsy" and "George Wilson's Model Minstrels of the

World," wias ol>lige<l to refuse a very flattering offer for a

month's engagement of these two shows (the latter half of .Tuly

and the first half of August) at the Willow Grove Park of the

Union Traction Company, Philadelphia, because his season does

not open until August 1. and the August contracts are all closed.

The Walker Company, on account of rush of work and conse-

quent need of additional space, has found it necessary to add to

the large machine shops it already possesses at the Cleveland

works. These machine shops alone consist of three bays each 400

ft. long and the addilion will consist of a fourth bay. Work is be-

ing r.apidly pushed and the new bay will be shortly completed and

ready to receive the large machine tools which are to l>o placed

there.
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l'>Uf;ciic MiiiiscU A; Co., ul' 117-11'.) bnkc- street. Cliii-ago, in-e

sending to tlieii' western oiistomers ii ver.v neiit l>lotter, on

wlik'li are eml)osseil the Ciitan and American flags, under wliieh

are the word.<i. "Vietorious on Sea and Uind." The printed mat-

ter benealh tliese words ref«'rs to the raiiid development of a

greait business in a. great oit.v and tliat tlu\v don't in>ed any better

advertiseuM'nt as to the superiority of their "Miea" or service

rendered.

The Babcoclv & Wilcox Company reports sales for tlie tirst si.K

months of 1898 as greatly in excess of lirst 10 months of 1897. A
notable order which it is now fllling is that for the 9Gth street

power station of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, New
Yorlv. Tills (U'der for 15.000 h. p. of wrought steel type boilers is

tlie largest stationary Ijoiler order ever placed. Previous sales to

the Metropolitan Company amount to 7,500 h. p. Sales to electri-

cal industries in 1808 to this date aggregate 37,511 h. p.

weight of single segment, tlie eliord for 1 in. railius are printed on

eaeli cut. The catalog is complete and will lie of value to every

street railwa.v electrician.

The Calumet Electric Street Roilway Company of Chicago, is

replacing the 11 Detroit dynamos in its power station with four

250-li. w. Wallver generators. These will be belted to four cross

compound condensing Bnclveyc engines which have been driving

tlie old dynamos. The new machines, together with the General

Electric 800-k. w. direct connected unit, will give ample power for

the heavy summer tratlic. Tlie switchboard will be reconstructed

and a General Electric 5,000-a'iiipere recording wattmeter will be

placed on the station ijanel.

The Charles Munson Belting Company has taken the entire

ground floor at 22 to 3G Canal street, Chicago, in addition to tlie

upper floors, which it has occupied for a number of years. The
Chicago house is under the management of the secretary, A. E.

Groetzinger. The electrical and railway departments are in charge

of Col. J. H. Shay, who has a very extensive acquaintance among
the trade. Among recent sales are two GC>-in. belts to the United

Electric Company of Washington, D. C, and one GO-in. belt to the

street railway at Danville, 111.

The Goubert Manuftictnring Company, 14 and 10 Church street,

New York, has secured from the M<»tropolitan Street Railway
Company, of that city, the contract for feed water heaters for

the mammoth power station being erected at 9Gth street and East

river. The first installment consists of 30,000 h. p. in six heaters,

horizontal type, and rated at 5,000 h, p. each. They are to be

placed between the low pressure cylinders and the condensers.

This is said to be the largest single order for feed water heaters

ever placed in this or any other country.

Frank C. Randall, eastern selling agent for the Christcnsen

Engineering Company, has obtained some very good orders for

air brakes. Among others may be mentioned one from the Lo-

well, Lawrence & Haverhill Street Railway Company, the brakes

to be used on the suburban cars running between Lowell and
Lawrence and Lowell and Haverhill; one for the equipment of the

suliurban cars of the Brockton & Taunton Street Railway Com-
pany, and additional orders for the electric cars on the three divi-

sions of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad,

Tliere has been a growing demand among belt users for a more
conveni«>nt form of belt dressing than the paste. The Joseph
Di.xon Crui'ible Company. .Jersey Clt.v, N. J., is now placing on
the market a solid belt dressing in round bars, about 8 in. long

and 2 in. in diameter. It makes a package convenient to the

hand, and easy to apply even to fast running belts. The company
does not claim that tlie solid dressing is as good a preservative of

the life and elasticity of the leather as the Dixon paste, but it is

ipiick to apply and quick to act, and that is what is wanted by the

general run of belt users.

The Billings & Spencer Compan.v, of Hartford, Conn., has pub-
lished a new list of drop-forged lake copper commutator segments
for all standard sizes of street railway motors, Full sized cuts

representing the form and dimensions of all the standard com-
mutator segments for T. H. Edison. General Electric, Westing-
house, Walker, Steel, Short, Rae and Ganz street railway motors
are givvn. The number of divisions, the angle of segment, the

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Siemens &.

Halske Electric Company of America was held on June IG at its

oHices, Monadnock block, Chicago. Nearly the entire capital

of the company was represented at the meeting and the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected directoi-s of the company: Chas. T.

Yerkes. Martin Maloney, John R. Bartlett, R. Suydam Grant,

Charles E. Y'erkes, E. A'. Moore, B. W. Grist, Howland Coit, W.
L. Elkins, Jr. The new board of directors was organized and the

following gentlemen were elected officers of the company: Chas.

E. Yerkes, president; W. T. Block, secretary and treasurer; C. F.

Mai'low, assistant seci'«?tary and assistant treasurer; B. W. Grist,

general manager; Martin Maloney, Chas. E. Yerkes, J. R. Bart-

lett, executive committee.

In the "Series-l'arallel Controller Case." decided in favor of

the General Electric and Westinghouse Companies in the United

States circuit court for the district of Connecticut, Judge Town-
send, on June 13, denied a motion for a relieariug, and on June IG

entered a decree for an injunction to prevent further infringe-

ment of certain of the claims, and an order for an accounting: as

to certain other claims, not infringed, the bill was dismissed. In

the "Electric Railway Motor Suspension Case," an injunction

against the Nassau Electric Railroad was ordered June 20, in the

United States circuit count for the eastern district of New York,

the opinion in favor of the General Electric and Wostinghouse
companies having been handed down in the court of appeals.

May 17.

The directors of the General Electric Company, at their recent

meeting, voted to recommend to the stockholders a reduction in

the share capital of the company, both common and preferred, of

40 per cent. This settlement, wliile satisfactory to the common
stockholders, is regaixled as particularly favorable to the pre-

ferred shareholders, inasmuch as it will render unnecessary the

taking of any steps for the liquidation of the company, in which
event the preferred stockholders would receive only the same
amount as the common stockholders, and no back dividends. The
plan now adopted contemplates the payment from the surplus

earnings of the company as the,y are hereafter made, of the ac-

crued dividends in the preferred stock.

On the new basis $1,275,000 will be required annually to pay 7

per cent upon the preferred and 6 per cent upon the common
stock. The stockholders' meeting will be held at Schenectady,

August 10, at noon.

IF YOU LEAVE HOME

tor the summer, go where you will find, almost literally, a new
world. Such a spot is Yellowstone Park. There is no place like

it in the South, nor elsewhere. You will be astonished at what
you see and learn there. A month's outing in those mountains,

7,000 feet above the sea level, in an atmosphere pure and invig-

orating, would add years to your life. There are four modern
hotels, good roads—maintained by the U. S. Government—for
riding, driving or cycling; riding horses and pack trains. Gey-
sers, canyons, mud springs, lakes, cataracts and cascades in large

number, are crowded into a space 54 by 62 miles in size. If you
can afford it, you wrong yourself by not going there. If you
cannot afford it, then go to beautiful Leech Lake in Minnesota,
a new and popular resort. New hotels, fine fishing and hunting,

and good boating at reasonable rates. Send Chas. S. Fee of

Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul, Minn., six cents for Won-
derland '98 that describes by pen and picture both resorts. Men-
tion where advertisement was seen.

A serion.s collision occurred between two trolley cars on
thesinjjlc line of tlic intenirban between Coraopolis and Car-
negie, Pa., due to the failure of a signal lamp to work. The
niotornian of one of the cars was severely though not fatal-

ly injured and five of the passengers were more or less hurt.
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Interesting Bits of Information from all Parts of the Country,

Boiled Down for Busy Readers.

A new ordinance to give the Milwaukee, Racine & Kcn.v

sha Electric Railway a franchise is now pending in the

Kenosha council.

The Wheelini;- (W. \'a.) & Elm Grove Railroad Company

has nearly completed its line from the eastern limits of tl;e

city to Wheeling park.

The Janesville (Wis.) Street Railway reports that the re-

ceipts for June exceeded those of any previous June under

the present management.

In the appeal of the Toronto Railway Company, the su-

preme court decided that the rails, wires and poles are im-

movable property and taxable.

The rate payers of Hamilton, Ont. will vote July 27 on the

question of whether the city purchase the street railway or

extend the franchise for 15 years.

A St. Louis hook and ladder truck dashed into a trail

car of the Broadway cable seriously injuring one passenger,

injuring five firemen and damaging the car and truck.

July 5, Judge Grosscup of the Uniter States circuit court

refused to enjoin the city from cutting the wires of the Chi

cago General Railway supplying motive power to customers.

The Union Traction Company, Philadelphia, has elabor-

ately decorated one of its cars with red, white and blue

lamps; this car is a special run on Saturday and Sunday
evenings. i

The Syracuse, Skaneateles & Moravia Electric Railway

Company has petitioned the trustees of the village of Solvay

for a franchise to construct the line through the village on a

private right of way.

The Sidney-Franklin, N. Y., electric road was sold by the

receiver to Robert Cartwright for $225, the property being

subject to a judgment of $202, a mortgage of $1,000 and

several mechanics' liens.

A car on the branch line of the Akron (O.) Street Rail-

way & Illuminating Company running to Silver lakv.

jumped the track at a curve and went over an embankmen'
severely injuring six passengers.

The Lincoln (111.) Street Railway Com])any will put in a

dynamo at the power plant for the exclusive purpose of run-

ning fans as it is said that insurance companies object to fans

being run by the trolley current.

The receivers of the Union Street Railway, Saginaw,

Mich., have petitioned the court for permission to issue $15,-

000 worth of receiver's certificates for the purpose of re-

building and extending the tracks.

Compound Lever Jacks

Solid Main Frame.
Patent Adjustable Levers.

Quick Trip Action.

THEY ARE Sltr^

FOR ALL

PURPOSES.

19....

DIFFERENT

SIZES.

Send for Complete List, Sizes, Weights, Capacity, Prices, Etc.

Self-Feeding Rail Drill

Will Bore 7=8 in. Hole in Less than One Minute.
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The Tonavvanda Electric Railroad Company lias made an-

other application to the common council of Nia^^ara h'alls

for a franchise to run through various streets in that city.

'I'lie matter will he considered on July 25.

( )ne of the conductors of the Atwood street line of the

Consolidated Traction Company, of Pittsburg, while lean-

ing out of the side of his car was struck on the head by a

car passing in the opposite direction and fatally injured.

The Tarrytown, White Plains & Mamaroneck electric rail-

way, connecting these towns on Long Island Sound and the

Hudson river is completed and in operation. The franchise

])ermits the company to carry both fre'ght and pa'sengers.

The new line of the Ouincy & Boston Street Railway to

Weymouth Landing was formally opened to the public,

June II. and the occasion was duly celebrated by the rail-

way and nuuiicipal officials and the residents along the line.

President Henry Fisher, of the Southern California Power

Company, has purchased a controlling interest in the Red-

lands Street Railway Company and it is expected that the

road will Ije extended and equipped with the electric system.

The interurban road between Newport, R. I., and l-'all

River, Mass., is now in operation. It required two hours

for the first car to run between the two cities on June 19, but

the regular schedule time will be 30 minutes less than that.

The stockhoklers of the Northern Traction Company
have elected J. W. Lovett, of Anderson, Ind., president and

W. W. Huffman, manager. The electric line will be built

from Michigan City, Tnd., to Laport. The capital stock is

$150,000.

President John L. Heins. of the Coney Island & I'rooklyii

Railroad Company, has purchased for $60,000 the property

of the V'anderveer estate in Conev Island, and a handsome
terminal for the compan_\"s cars will be erected immediately

on this site.

A dangerous-looking article, believed to be a dynamite

bomb, was left on a car seat of one of the Capital Traction

Company's cars, in Washington, D. C, oy a mysterious

stranger. No damage resulted, and the thing was delivered

to the police.

I'ostmaster Hutchins. of Cleveiand, is in Washington,

urging the postal authorities to establish street railway mail

service in Cleveland. It is said that mail cars will soon be

running on the street car lines of that city if the wish of the

ciiizens be regarded.

The initial trip on the Fox River Valley Interurban line

between Neenah and Appleton was made June 19 and the

line is already doing a good business. The cars are large

double truck, interior finish in oak, and were built by Bar-
nev & Smith, Dayton.

July 4 and 5 were very heavy days for the Exeter (N. H.)

Street Railway, and Supeiintendent McReel has received

hearty congratulations upon the way in which the traffic

was handled. Nearly 18,000 fares were registered each

day, and in addition the baggage cars were placed at the

disposal of the doctors and used to bring to Exeter those

killed and wounded in the severe storm.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Railway & Electric Company is-

sues an eight-page vest-pocket folder, giving the time tables

of the various street railway lines of the company and lists

of the public buildings, churches and places of interest that

may be reached bv each.

On application of Thomas Lowry, one of the stockhold-

ers of the Duluth (Minn.) Street Railway Company, Presi-

dent L. Mendenhall was appointed receiver. This action

was taken as a step in the reorganization made necessary by

excessive capitalization.

After a spectacular performance at Clear Lake, la., three

trains of the Mason City & Clear Lake Traction Company
were returning home heavily loaded. There was a rear end

collision and about 20 passengers slightly injured. The

cars were badly damaged.

The Middletown (Conn.) Street Railway Company

opened its Lakeview Park, at Crystal Lake, July 4. There

are 15 acres in the park; the company will build a theater

and all arrangements have been completed for the enter-

tainment of visiting crowds.

The Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Railway Company

has added some improvements to Piper's grove which is

naturally a beautiful tract of land just north of Berryvile.

It is expected that many picnics and excursions will go there

this summer, especially from Racine.

One of the Brooklyn trolley cars met with an unique ac-

cident a few days ago. While passing beneath the elevated

railway structure the trolley jumped the wire and caught in

the trough and the entire top of the car was pulled off much

to the surprise and alarm of the passengers.

The gross earnings of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-

pany's system for June, 1898, show an increase of $85,033

over June, 1897, and $107,520 over June, 1895; the earnings

from operation for the year ending June 30. show- an in-

crease of $352,984 over 1897, and $541,594 over 1896.

It is practically assured that during the coming fall, the

trolley line on the West Chester (Pa.) turnpike will be ex-

tended from Newtown Square, its present terminus, to West
Chester, a distance of 10 miles. This will give continuous

trolley connection between Philadelphia and W^est Chester.

The Charleroi, Bellevernon & Fayette Electric Railway

Company has leased from the New York & Cleveland Gas

Coal Company a 60-acre tract of land a half mile from

Speers, Pa., for a pleasure resort. The railway line was ex-

tended to the park to accommodate the 4th of July traffic.

A broken chain was the cause of a serious accident near

St. Elizabeth's government asylum for the insane, Wash-
ington, D. C. on July 10. .^n electric car on the Congress

Heights road collided with a horse car on the Anacostia

line; one man was killed and between 25 and 30 f>ersons in-

jured.
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The American Street Railway Association Will Meet September 6th to 9th—Seventeenth Annual Gathering-

Association Returns to the City of Its Birth—Fine Programs Prepared of Papers, Discussions and

Entertainments—The Exhibits Will Be More Numerous and Displayed Under Better Con-

ditions Than Ever Before—A Large Attendance from All Parts of the Country

Assured—Attracted by the Opportunity to Study the Model Street Railway

System of Boston, and Incidentally Combine Recreation with Work

—

Great Preparations Made to Entertain the Ladies.

It is especially pleasing that the convention this year should meet in Boston, for here it was, seventeen years ago,

that the American Street Railway Association was organized. Great and undreamed of changes have come to both the

city and the street railways during these years, until, in the present advanced developments, neither could scarcely recog-

nize the other. Then, animal was practically the only motive power; and even the most progressive ones groped blindly

in the dark for some steam power to supplant the faithful horse. A multitude of strange devices have come and gone

;

Q even the cable, once the object of great expectations, has had its day and is already

in its decadence. Instead of barns, and watering troughs, and feed cutters, we will

see and study some of the finest electrical installations in the world.

The official home of the convention is always a center for gatherings outside of

the regular meeting hours, and this will be found at the Brunswick Hotel. The offi-

cers of the Association, and a large number of delegates, will stop here and at the

Hotel Vendome, adjoining, which is under the same management. Rates at the

various hotels will be found in another column.

Program of papers to be read at the sessions of the A. S. R. A. is also

published in full on another page, and the subjects for reports and discussions are

practical and timely topics. The opening session will be on Tuesday morning,

September 6, in Paul Revere Hall, in the Convention building.

The meeting of the Street Railway Accountants' Association of America is its

second annual gathering, and a large attendance is promised. The program includes

papers on subjects of direct interest to accountants, and the important work of stand-

ardization of accounts so ably begun will be still further continued and perfected

at this meeting. The members will also share in the entertainments and

excursions provided for the American Association.

The local committees, realizing what a lively interest will be taken by

visitors in the sights peculiar to Boston, and especially those points of his-

torical renown, have provided a series of trips and entertainments that will

occupy every spare minute outside of the routine duties and work of the con-

vention, and which will give the guests a very satisfactory idea of Boston.

Among the good things provided is a trip to Lexington, and on another day,

an old fashioned clam bake, something the Association has never had ; the

nearest approach being the southern barbecue in Atlanta.

The railroads have made the usual concessions of a fare and a third

for the round trip, subject to the established rules of the traffic associations.

In purchasing tickets be sure to ask for the rate made the American Street

Railway Association, not forgetting to have your tickets properly counter-

signed at Convention Hall before returning. The hour and place for doing

this will be duly announced by Secretary Penington, and bulletined at the Hall.

The largest possible attendance of ladies is urged, and for their comfort

and entertainment the local committees have made great preparations, so that

while the gentlemen are engaged in the work of the convention the visiting ladies

will enjoy numerous trips and rides. A shopping tour is also one of the features.

The ladies will, of course, participate in all the excursions taken by the delegates.

The facilities for displaying the various appliances were never as good as this

year, and the supplymen have accepted the opportunity in an effort to outdo all pre-

vious exhiliitions. The space available permits of commodious aisles and passage-

ways, and there will be no difficulty in geting near enough to exhibits to inspect them

satisfactorily.
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The old to-n-n of BostoH was built on a peninsula some 7S0 acres

in ai'ea, lying between the fharlos river an<l tliat arm of Massa-

chusetts Bay known now-as Boston harbor. The Indian name of

this peninsula was "Shawmut," meaning living- fountains. The

early Norse navigators are credited with having explored the

Bay, and also the Dutch; Capt. John Smith visited Boston har-

bor and made a very creditable map of it; in 1621 Miles Stand-

ish and a party from the nigrim settlement at Plymouth ex-

plored the harbor, and while they were favorably impressed witli

the locality they made no effort to secure it. The first English

settler was the Rev. William Blackstone, an Anglican clergy-

man who came in 1623 and laid out a farm and orchard on the

site of the future city. Three other men settled on land now

actually part of the city; these were David Thomson, "Gent.,"

who located on an island in the harbor; Samuel Maverick, a

.voung man of property and education, who built him a house and

fort on Noodle's or Maverick Island, now East Boston; and

Thomas Walford, a blacksmith, who lived on the peninsula where

Charlestown gi'ew up.

In June, 1630, a fleet of ships landed at Salem (armed with a

royal charter for the Colony of Massachusetts Bay) and the 700

colonists under the leadership of John Winthrop proceeded to

settle on the site of Charlestown, Salem not proving to their lik-

ing; the water on the Charlestown peninsula not being good, thf

colony soon removed to Shawmnt, known to the adjoining Eng-

lish settlers as Trimountain.

This name is the origin of the modern Tremont. It came
from the three hills. Beacon, Copp's and Fort, which commanded
the waters of the harbor and the surrounding hills also.

On September 17, 1630, at a meeting of the Court of Assistants

it was officially ordained that the name of the settlement should

be Boston, after Boston in England, which was the native place

of some of the most prominent of the colonists. From this date

the municipal life of Boston begins.

Your Puritan is an excellent thing in the way of ancestors, but

it would seem that he made a bad neighbor; at any rate Black-

stone, who at first welcomed the new settlers, disliked their stern

manners and severe discipline and soon removed to Rhode Island.

His rights as first occupant were recognized by the newcomers,

and in 1034 Edmund Qulncy, Samuel Wildbore, and others, were

authorized to levy a tax of £30, which was paid to Mr. Blackstone

for his interests.

John AVinthrop was the first governor of the colony and served

ns such for 12 of the 19 years that elapsed between the settlement

of Boston and his death. Of him Josiah Quincy said: "Had
Boston, like Rome, a consecrated calendar, there is no name bet-

ter entitled than that of Winthrop to be registered as its patron

saint."

. Boston grew rapidly and trade relations were opened with tlie

other colonies and with foreign ports, but the cause of education

was not neglected and in 1642 the first commencement was held

at Harvard College when "nine young men of good hope per-

formed their acts so as to give good proof of their proficiency in

the tongues and arts."

The political history of Boston, from the middle of the 17th to

the middle of the 18th century, is largely that of Massachusetts;

it tells of the unsuccessful effort to found a commonwealth
wherein an established church would be the strong ally of the

state; and of the struggle waged with the royal governors for the

vindication of the principles of local self-government, and no

taxation without representation.

The part that Boston took in the Revolutionary War is too well

known to reqtiire comment; the stories of the Boston Massacre,

and of the Boston Tea-Party are as familiar to Americans as the

Declaration of Independence. The investment of the city by Wash-
ington, resulting in its evacuation by Gage and the departure of

Howe, March 17, 1776, ended the fighting so far as Boston itself

was concerned, but it was a dismal looking place, having borne

the brunt of the first fierce struggle.

At the close of King Philip's war Boston had 6,000 inhabitants.

By 1760 the city had grown to 25(i00 and was probably the larg-

est and certainly the most important town on the continent. This

importance was due to its foreign commerce, its trade and in-

dustry, its accumulated capital, and the fact that it was the cen-

tral point of the most compact population to be found on the

eastern seaboard. The return of peace in 1783 found the city

shorn of many of the attributes which had made her the foremost

town of .America. The population of 2.5,000 had sunk at the time

of the siege to 10,000, and when peace came had risen to only

12,000. Military occupation, sickness, and the withdrawal of the

FANEUIL HALL (QUINCV) MARKET.
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Tory party wore tho causes. Commerce, wliich was the main
support of the inhabitants, had suffered most severely and the

young men had been drawn away to serve in the continental

armies. It took ten years after peace was declared for the city

to recover its population, and in the decade there were many
severe wrenches in adjusting the new social, financial and polit-

ical relations.

At the outbreak of the Kevolution. as seen from the harbur.

Boston was formed of an amphitheater of houses rising gradually

one above another from the water's edge and covering the peniu-

The material achievements have shown remark.ible vigor. The
tirst bank in America was established in Boston in Ki.'Sii. and the

second in 1714, and at the present time there are more banks in

the Massachusetts metropolis than in any other city in the coun-

try; the clearing house transactions amounted to .$4,!t.'jl),lPiii).lHiip

last year, this being second only to New York, The assessed

value of real and personal property in the city is $080,(11 in,Dim

and the debt of the city is .$49,993,000,

Once Boston was the chief commercial city of the continent,

and while it has been outstripped and is no longer first, its im-

n
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sula, and up to a half century ago the territorial area and aspect

of the city had changed but little. It was then a pear-shaped

peninsula, in extreme length less than two miles, and its greatest

breadth a little more than on,?. The connection with the main

land was but a slender neck a mile in length, which was often

submerged. Now the original area has been more than doubled,

being increased to o\er 1,800 acres; the broad, oozy salt-marshes,

the estuaries, coverts, and bays, which stretched to the north and

soutli, have been reclaimed and where once it was narrowest it is

now the widest. The three hills which gave it the name of Tri-

mountain have been cut down, one of them. Fort Hill, being en-

tirely removed, and the whole face of the city, save only the three

old burial grounds and a few buildings, entirely changed.

Soon after the Revolution a bridge was built over the River

Charles to Charlestown, and later to Cambridge; a causeway was
built to Brookline in 1821. The city received its municipal char-

ter in February, 1S22. Its territorial growth has been by annexa-

tion, as well as by reclaiming the submerged flats, Roxbury, Dor-

chester, Charlestown, Brighton, and West Roxbury being an-

nexed. The present area is now nearly 43 square miles.

portance has ever increased. Massachusetts ranks third among
the states of the Union in the value of manufactured products,

producing annually over $l,OOO.OtK;i,000 worth of goods. Boston

being the center of industry and of the railway systems of New
England is the natural outlet for all New England as well as

Massachusetts and most of the foreign trade passes through this

port. The commerce with the West Indies, Brazil, Argentine

Republic and other South American countries is of great impor-

tance, the manufactured products of New England being ex-

changed for coffee, sugar, hides and fruits of the south. Through

the Allen, Anchor, Cunard and Peabody lines of steamers, Boston

is in direct communication with England, Northern Europe, Aus-

tralia and South Africa. Boston is the largest wool market in

the United States and is one of the most important distributing

centers for the boot and shoe, clothing and printing business. It

is the second port of the country with regard to European trade.

The present mayor of Boston is Josiah Quincy who was first

elected in Pecember, 1895, and re-elected in 1897. Mr. Quincy is

a Democrat, but does not believe in free silver, and was opposed

by that wing of his party.
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Visitors to Boston for the first time find themselves with hun-

dreds of other tourists anxious to visit the interesting historical

places which surround the "Hub," for every year there are Ihou-

sands of persons who come here to study the romantic history of

the ruritans from the day of their landing at Plymouth up to the

more modern times. Then there are treasured landmarks of the

Revolution.

Here were born many of our noted men, such as Samuel Ad-

ams, John Hancock, Chief Justice Sewall, Cotton Mather; Boston

has been the home of the artists Copley, Stuart, Allston, Hunt;

and of poets here were born and lived within an hour's ride,

Longfellow, Lowell and Whittier. Here, too, was the birthplace

of Julian Hawthorne and of Edward Everett; the home of Pres-

cott, the historian; of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Phillips Brooks,

Gilljert Haven, George Ticknor and many others. A walk about

the city from any point will soon bring one to some place of

which history speaks. A i-ide into the country, either to the

north, south or west will take the pilgrim in a very few minutes

to other fields, the scenes of heroic deeds of our forefathers.

Among more modern buildings that interest the visitor there

are Boston's Public Library, the most complete of its kind in this

country, the State Capitol and the new Court House. Then there

are the active navy yard at Charlestown and Harvard University

in Cambridge.

One of Boston's present historians says that one should at least

spend three days in Boston proper to gain the personal knowl-

edge of the historical riches to be found there. Even then one

will be able to spend only a very few minutes at any one place.

First of all there is Faneuil Hall, the "Cradle of Liberty," of

which everyone who ever glanced inside of a school history has

learned something. It can be reached easily from all parts of the

city as all lines of cars make a common center within five min-

iites walk of it. It is situated in the market place just oK the

lower part of "R'ashington street, and it is from here that the

tourist is advised to start.

Faneuil Hall was built in 1742, by Peter Faneuil. the rich Hu-
guenot merchant, and presented to Boston for a market and town-
hall. Smibert, the pioneer portrait-painter, served as architect.

After burning, in 1761. it was rebuilt, partly by lottery funds, and
dedicated by James Otis, the patriot oratoi-. Here is Healy's
great painting of Webster in the Senate, answering Hayne; and
fine oil-portraits of Faneuil, Samuel Adams, Andrews, John
Quincy Adams, Wilson, Washington, Everett, Hancock, Phillips,

Burlingame. Preble, Strong, Choate. Sumner, Paine. Knox, War-
ren, Lincoln, and Rear Admiral Winslow; and busts of John and
Samuel Adams aud Daniel Webster. The handsome clock was
presented by the school children, in 1850.

Faneuil Hall early won the title of "The Cradle of Liberty,"
for here the patriot orators of the province denounced the Brit-

ish tyranny before great assemblages of citizens. In retaliation

the Fourteenth British Regiment was quartered here, in 17CS;

and in 1775-76 the Royalist garrison estabUshed a theatre here.

Here occurred the state dinners to Washington, the Coimt
d'Estaing, Lafayette, Jerome Bonaparte, Kossuth, the Prince de

Joinville, Lord Elgin, Lord Ashburton, Talleyrand. King Louis

Philippe, and other magnates; the receptions to Andrew Jackson

and George B. McClellan; the lying-in-state of Anson Burlin-

game, and many public meetings, addressed by Wendell I'hillips,

Sumner, Everett, Channlng, Otis, Webster, Hillard, Garrison,

Beecher, Jefferson Davis, Evai-ts, Long, Reed, and other illustri-

ous tribunes of the people. Every patriot, and every student of

history will find a profound interest in this venerable Temple of

Freedom.

The old state house in the middle of State street, at Washing-

ton street, with its pitched roof and quaint belfry, nestles

quaintly low aud dark amid the gigantic ten-story buildings

which surround it, making a most effective contrast. Here was
the site of the colonial market-stead; and from 1657 to 1711 it

was occupied by a wooden Town House aud Provincial Capitol,

erected from the bequest of the eccentric Captain Keayne, with

an open-sided market on the ground floor and the court and coun-

cil rooms above, supported on Doric columns. The Town House
burned in 1711, and was replaced in 1713 by the present building,

whose inner parts, however, were ravaged by fire in 1747. On this

.spot presided Endicott, Leverett, Bradstreet. Sir Edmund An-

dres. Sir William Phips, Lord Bellamont, Dudley, Bui'net, Shir-

ley, Pownall, Bernard, and other ro.val governors; and here the

loyal Provincial Legislature obeyed the Crown. The accession of

the British sovereigns and the Provincial governors were pro-

claimed from the east balcony, "with Beat of Drum and Blast of

Trumpet;" and the cupola was illuminated on rejoicing days. The
lion and unicorn of England still adorn the gable overhead; but

the sim-dial has been replaced by a clock. For half a century the

Honorable Provincial Council, and its successor, the State Sen-

ate, met in the eastern hall, amid the royal portraits and insig-

nia, and the House of Representatives occupied the western hail.

Here, John Adams said, "the child Independence was born," when
for 14 years the fiery eloquence of Otis and Quincy. Warren and
Gushing. Hancock and Samuel Adams, was directed against

British rule. The stamp act was publicly burned here; in 176S a
British regiment was quartered in the building, with cannon
pointed at the doors. In 1770 the Boston massacre took place be-

neath the windows; and the British soldiers engaged thcreiu

were tried in the building. Here Generals Gage, Howe and Clin-

ton held their councils of war.

From these portals Washington reviewed the triumphal entry
of the Continental army; on July 18, 1776. the Declaration of In-

dependence was read from the east window; and the proclama-
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tion of peace in 1783. Here the State Coustilution was planned;

Hancock, the first governor elected by the people, inaugurated;

and the Count d'Estaing and the officers of the French allied

fleet received.

The legislature met here until 1798, when it marched in pro-

cession to the new State House on Beacon Hill. In 1835 William

Lloyd Garrison was hidden here from the mob which had broken

up an anti-slavery meeting, and was seeking to slay him. Here
was opened the first public town library iu American, in 1057.

The first Episcoi^al services in Boston were held on this site, for

half a year, in 1G86; and the old South Church worshipped here

for an equal period. From 1820 to 1830 the Grand Lodge of Ma-
sons of Massachusetts occupied most of the building, and here

moval of the British regiments, after the massacre, Warren here

spoke to a packed house, including crowds of royal officers in

uniform; and when one of these held up a handful of bullets, as

an answer to the orator, Warren replied only by dropping his

handkerchief upon the leaden threats.

In 1775 the pews were removed, and the church became a rid-

ing hall for the Queen's Light Dragoons, with gravelled floor,

leaping bars, a sutler's shop in the gallery, and reserved galleries

for admiring spectators. "Strange that the British, who so ven-

erate their own churches, should thus have desecrated ours," said

Washington, standing in the cast gallery, after the redcoats had
After two centuries of occupancy of this site, it grew too noisy

and too remote for religious services, and the Old South Society

moved to Copley square, and the building became the city post-

oflice, from 1872 to 1875. In order to prevent the destruction of

the church for business purposes, a committee of 25 women paid

.$430,000 for it, to be preserved as an historic monument; of this

sum, Mrs. Hemenway gave $100,000. The Old South Work cen-

ters here, and is a very successful plan to encoiu'age the study of

American history, by lectures, leaflets, discussions and prizes.

they entertained Lafayette. From ISSO to 1839 the city govern-

ment occupied the building. In 18S1 it was reclaimed from com-

mercial uses, and carefully reconstructed as "hallowed by the

memories of the Revolution." It was then placed in the care of

the Bostouian Society, a thousand men of local pride, to be kept

open for public homage, and to receive a museum of Provincial

antiquities. The museum includes thousands of articles, and is

the most important and interesting of its kind in America.

The Old South Meeting House, at Washington and Milk streets,

belonged to the Third Congregational Society, which in 1670

erected here, on the site of Governor Winthrop's garden, a cedar

church. Here Sir Edmund Andros installed the unwelcome
Church of England; here Chief Justice Sewall on Fast Day
begged God and man to pardon him tor his evil share in the

witchcraft trials; and here Benjamin Franklin was baptized, on
the day of his birth across the street.

In 1730 the present brick edifice was built, wherein occurred tlie

dramatic event commemorated in Longfellow's Ballad of the

French Fleet. In perilous times, sentries on the tower watched
the harbor and sea for the sailing in of hostile fleets. Whitefleld's

consecrated eloquence full often resounded in this great hall, and
for 150 years the Election Sermons were preached here.

In time the meeting house became "the Nursery and Sanctuary

of Freedom," when the revolutionary town meetings overflowed

Faneuil Hall, and adjourned to this much larger auditorium, and
were addressed by Otis. Warren, Hancock, and other patriot ora-

tors. Thus many thousands assembled here to order the royal

frigate Romney from the harbor. In 1768. Demanding the re-

The church is open daily (25 cents fee) and its interior archi-

tecture, the galleries where Washington walked, the window
where Warren entered, tlie sounding-board, and the otlier fine

bits of Provincial work, are of great interest. Here alsc are col-

lections of curiosities and antiquities, the old Spanish cannon in

the entrance, the colonial tire-place and equipments, personal

relics and autographs, portraits and engravings, old papers and
books, chairs, cradles, clocks, spinnets, spinning wheels, um-
brellas, fire-backs, foot-stoves, wool-combs, lanterns, warming
pans, kettles, embroidery, samplers, spoons, china, muskets,

swords, tomahawks, canteens, powder-horns, pistols, calashes,

chapeaus, and shoes.

The church is partly clad with English ivy, and the tower-clock

attracts more glances than any other in New England, rising as
it does from the very heart of the Puritan City.

King's Chapel is another antique edifice that is worth visiting.

The heavy portico was built in 17S9 from funds partly raised by
an oratorio in the Chapel at which George Washington attended.

The interior is singularly old-English, even to the reading desk
below the quaint, lofty pulpit (older than the church). The or-

gan was brought from England In 1756 and bears a golden crown
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mill mitres. Here the pews occupied b}' Charles Sumner, Oliver

Wendell Holmes and others are still pointed out to visitors. Tlie

liigh square pews are upholstered iu red and half of them are

facing away from the minister. The singular embrasured win-

dows on School street gave point to Mather Bjies" quip. "I've

heard of the canons of the church, but I never saw its portholes

before."

Richard Grant White says: "It is the perfect model of a New
England meeting house of the highest style. It delights the eye

by its firm, symmetrical proportions; and its octagonal spire,

springing from an airy eight-arched loggia, is one of the finest of

its kind, not only in this country, but in the world. Nothing more

light, elegant, or graceful could be found."

The Ijiberty Tree stood near the southeast corner of Essex and

Washington streets, where a large carving representing it may be

seen high up on the front of 630 Washington street. The ground

about and under the great elm. Liberty Tree, was called Liberty

Hall, and here the 300 Sons of Liberty held their public meetings

and festivities and organized revolution, during the last years of

British rule. Their signal flag floating from the staff extending

through the branches summoned the patriot bands; and many a

fiery speech was heard here, many an effigy of a hated Royalist

' W.^SHINGTON ELM —CAMBRIDGE.

hung from the branches; the British garrison had the tree cut

down in 1775. The Liberty Tavern long occupied the site. Here

now stands the office of "The Pilot."

The site of the Boston massacre is marked by a wLeel-shaped

arrangement of the paving-stones in State street, where Ex-

change street crosses. Here, the British main guard, provoked

by missiles and epithets, fired upon the people, and killed and

wounded nine persons. A bronze tablet on the Merchants' Na-

tional Bank says: "Opposite this spot was shed the first blood of

the American Revolution, March 5, 1770." Boston Common has a

monument to this event.

W'est street leads westward, by various music, candy, flower

and other shops, and the Universalist Publishing house, at No.

30, to Boston Common, at the ancient site of the whipping -post

and pillory. At 13 West street, Hawthorne for years courted

Sophia Peabody, to v. hom he was married here in 1S12, by Jai^ies

Freeman Clarke, who in 1SG4 officiated at his funeral: Shreve's

great jewelry store occtipies the entire building at West and Tre-

mont streets.

The Boston Tea Party is commemorated liy a large bronze tab

let about six feet above the sidewalk, on the Atlantic avenue
front of Luce & Manning's wool warehouse, at the corner of

Pearl steet. It bears an animated relief of the attack on the lea-

ship, and borders of tea-leaves, with the inscription: "Here for

merly stood Griffin's Wharf, at which lay moored on Dec. 10, 1773,

three British ships with cargoes of tea. To defeat King George's

trivial but tyrannical tax of three pence a pound, about ninety cit-

izens of Boston, partly disguised as Indians, boarded the ships,

threw the cargoes, 342 chests in all, into the sea. and made the

world ring with the patriotic exploit of the Boston Tea Party."

'No, ne'er was mingled such a draught

In palace, liall or arbor,

As patriots brewed and tyrants quaffed

That night in Boston harbor."

The Province House long since yielded to the ravages of time,

and but little remains to it except the massive north wall, three

stories high, with deep arches. Its masonr.v is partly covered l)y

a sheathing of wood. This fragment may be reached by descend-

ing to the end of the first rubbish-laden alley, four or five feet

wide, diverging from Province street, south of School street, or

it may be seen, close at hand, and with more ease and decency,

from the rear window of the store at No. 321 W'ashington street.

The Province House was built in 1679, and served as the official

residence of the Provincial Governors from 1716 to about 1790.

It was a gambrel-roofed brick house, with a cupola crowned by a

copper statue of an Indian with glass eyes, a balcony whence the

governor's speeches and proclamations were delivered, and a fine

reception hall. In front extended a broad lawn, with oak trees.

The house was built by Peter Sergeant, a rich Loudon merchant,

and bought by the Province in 1716. In ISll the building was
granted to the Massachusetts General Hospital, which leased it

in 1816 to David Greenough for 99 years. For many years it was
a playhouse for negro minstrels, until its woodwork was burned
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out in 18G4. Hawthorne's Legends of the Province House is inter-

esting reading. Near this locality is the lofty Boston Tavern, for

men.

Down on Salem street stands Christ church, of which much h;is

been written, as it was prominent in the early history of the state

From the window of the fine spire the old sexton displayed the

famous signal lanterns. April IS. ITT."?, which told that a raiding

expedition was leaving Boston headed Ijy the British general, and
Paul Revere, waiting on the Charlestown shore, spurred his horse

onward, alarming the sleeping countryside. In the vaults of tiie

church rests ]\Ia.ior Pitcairn with other British officers killed at

Bunlier Hill.

Longfellow's house, on terraces in broad and pleasant groiuids,

was built in 1759, by the Tory Colonel Vassall, of brick covered

witli wood. It was occupied by Wasliington during the eiglit

mondis of the siege of Boston, and liy Longfellow from 1S3T to

1S82. His family dwells there now. The general's office and
the poet's study were in the first-floor room, toward the college.

"Hj-perion" and "Voices of the Night." were written in the cham-
lier overhead, the sleeping-room of ^yasIlington and Longfellow.
Across the street is the Longfellow Memorial Park, to keep open
tlie view to Charles River. Lowell's house. Elmwood, farther out

on Brattle street (the ancient "Tory Row"), was built in 17G0, and
occupied by Lowell for many years. He died here in 1891. Some
of his best poems and essays came from the third-floor room.

.Tust back of Phillips', on Exeter Place, dwelt Theodore Par-
ker, the famous Unitarian devine and reformer. Gilbert Stuart's

liouse and studio were at the southeast corner of Essex and Edin-

lioro streets (at No. 59 Essex street).

Wendell Phillips' home stood at the corner of Harrison avenue
and Essex street, where a tablet on a tall yellow building bears .

tliis inscription: "Here Wendell Phillips resided during 40 years
devoted by him to efforts to secure abolition of African slavery iD

tliis country. The charms of home, the enjoyment of wealth and
learning, even the kindly recognition of his fellow citizens, were
liy liim accounted as naught, compared with duty. He lived to

see justice triumphant, freedom universal, and to receive the

tardy praises of his former opponents. The blessings of the

poor and friendless, and the oppressed, enriched him. In Boston
he was liorn. Nov. 29, ISll, and died Feb. 2, 1884. This tablet was
erected in 1894, by the order of the City Council of Boston."
Samuel Adams' home was a two-story wooden house with a

garden, at Winter street and Winter place. Its site is marked by
a tablet on Shepard, Norwell & Co's. dry goods store, thus in-

scribed: "On this site once stood the home of Samuel Adams,
who bou.gIit it in October 2, 1803. In grateful memory of the

Father of the Revolution, this tablet is placed by the Massachu-
setts Society of Sons of the Revolution. 1893."

Franklin's Itirthplace. at No. 17 Milk street, is marked by a
bust of the great philosopher. No. 19 Milk street is the home of

the Massachusetts Commandery Military Order of the Loyal Le-

THE OLD BELFRY—LEXINGTON.

gion. and of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
.lohn Winthrop's home was near the present 28G Washington

street, where a bronze talilet marks tiie site, where also dwelt
,Iohn Norton and Samuel Willard. Winthrop's house was iorn
down for fuel, by the British garrison, in 1775.

The Old Corner Book Store, at Washington and School streets,

on the site of the house of the strong-minded heretic, Anne Hutcli-

iuson (a relative of Dryden, the poet), was Ijuilt in 1712, anil

contained an apothecary's shop from 1712 to 179G, Thayer's dry
goods store from 1796 to 1816, and then a pharmacy run by James
Freeman Clarke's father. Since 1828 it has been a book store,

^^•here Ticknor & Fields held sway from 1,833 to 1865, wlien tiie

place was the favorite resort of Hawthorne, Hillard, Emerson.
Agassiz, Sumner, Lowell, Longfellow, Whittier, Holmes, Whip-
ple, Thoreau, Howells, and other literary men. Here Dickens and
Thackeray used to browse among books, when in Boston. Oliver
Ditson began his career at a little music counter here in 1833. The
shop is still frequented by the local writers and readers.

The birthplace of the Republican party in Massachusetts was

i^ A
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in the room over No. 40 School street, where Sumner, Wilson,

Bird, and other radicals assembled the leaders of the anti-slavery

wing of the broken Whig party. Farther up School street appear

the City Hall, King's Chapel, and the Parker House. As Wash-

ington street approaches the Old State House, in the region of

railway and steamship ticket offices, obscure alleys diverge, very

familiar to the Bostoniaus, but mysterious enough to strangers

within the gates. On the left they lead to Court square, between

the City Ilall and the old Court House. Young's is nearly hidden

behind the Roger's building, which stands on the site of the First

Meeting House from 1G40 to 1808.

The Bell-in-Hand is a curious old tavern-sign projecting into

the crowded and noisy Williams Court (which Rufus Choate pro-

nounced "ignominious but convenient"), back of the Herald build-

ing. It marked the ale-house of the town-crier, on Congress

square, until 1854, when it was brought hither, with other pic-

tures and paraphernalia. Here the visitor may see the sanded

floors, pewter tankards, and quaint old iiictures of the Provincial

era.

King's Chapel Burial Ground lies between the Chapel, the City

Hall, and the Historical Society; bronze tablets on the gates bear

Interesting inscriptions. The keys may be obtained at the Board

of Health office, in the Old Court House. The cemetery dates

from 1G30, when Captain Welden was "buried here as a souldier.

With three volleys of shott." In the north part is the toml) of

John Wlnthrop, the founder of Massachusetts, and his son and
grandson, both governors of Connecticut; also, of the Olivers;

Lady Andros; Governor Leverett, who died in lG79;Thomas Brat-

tle, the richest merchant in New England; Jacob Sheaf, and his

widow's second husband. Rev. T. Thatcher, and the four pastors

3f the First Church, Cotton, Davenport, Oxenbridge, and Bridge,

[n the northeast, near the old charnel-house vault, is the tomb
narked: "Hear . sleaps . that . blessed . one . whose . life. God .

aelp . us . all . to . live . that . so . when . Time . shall . be . that .

we . this . world . must . leave . we . ever . may . be . happy .

svith . blessed . William . Paddy." The cemetery has the graves

of Judger Adams and Wait Still Winthrop, Oliver Wendell and
Thomas Dawes. Capt. Roger Clap, died in 1690, longtime gov-

ernor of the Castle; Maj. Thomas Savage, in 1G82, "the titer of

Indians;" John Winslow and his wife, the Mary Chilton who was
the tirst woman of the Mayflower company to set foot in Massa-
chusetts; and Charles Bultinch, the architect. There are 18 coats-

ofarms carved on these gravestones, and many strange inscrip-

tions appear on the hundred tombs. The closing scenes of "The
Scarlet Letter" occurred here, where Hester and Dimmesdale
were buried.

The Granary Burial Ground was opened IGGO. on a part of Bos-

ton Common; jilanted with trees in 1830; enwalled witli iron and

ivy-clad portal in 1810; and provided with bronze memorial tab-

lets on the gates in 1882. More illustrious dead are there than

in any other Boston cemetery; among them .John Hancock. Sam-
uel Adams, and Robert Treat Paine, signers of the Declaration of

Independence; eight governors, including Bellingham, Dummer,-
Sumner, Sullivan, and Gore; Lieutenant Governor Gushing, Chief-

Justice Sewall, Mint Mflsfer Hull, Paul Revere, Peter Faneuil;

Jeremy Belknap and other divines; Mayor John Phillips, and

Uriah Cotting. Franklin erected here a monument to his parents,

which was replaced in 1827 by the high gray pyramid in the cen-

ter. .John Hancock's grave is marked by a tall marble monu-
ment, set up by the Commonwealth in 1895, and bearing his me-
dallion portrait; it is near the church. His was the first and bold-

est name signed on the Declaration of Independence. Toward the

Tremont l)uilding were buried the victims of the Boston massacre

and also many Huguenots.

Copp's Hill Burial Ground, on Hull street, is opened from 8 to

12 ana 1 to G:30 daily, and visitors can buy a descriptive pamphlet

and be guided by the vendor. It overlooks the Charles river and

contains many trees, and the tombs of the Sigourneys, Green-

woods, Snellings, Lorings, Hntchinsons, Grays. Eliots, Mount-

forts and other great families, besides many a grave whose flut-

tering flag tells of a hero of the War of the Rebellion. Every one

goes to see the grave and monument of Cotton Mather, the illus-

trious Puritan divine, and the author of "Magnalia Christ! Amer-
icana." It is a slab of brownstone on a vault of lirick, in the

southeast corner.

The Central Burying Ground, near Boylston street, on ti.e Com-

mon, dates from 1750. Gilbert Stuart, the portait painter of

King George III.. King Louis XVI., and President Washington, is

the most illustrious of those buried here; his tomb is No. 01.

Many British soldiers were buried in trenches in and around this

'?i«'^>-
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cemetery, whose venerable and forgotten tombs art overarched

by trees.

Mount Auburn, the first garden-cemetery in the world, dates

from 1S31, and covers 136 acres of beautiful hills, dales, flower

beds and ponds. In this cemetery are buried 32,000 persons,

among them .\gassiz, Spurzhelm. Bowditch, Asa (ira.v, Ticknor,

Sparks, Felton, Fields, Talfrey, Willis, Tierpont. Quincy, R. C.

Winthrop, Burlingame. Channing, Rufus Choate, T. W. Parsons,

Dorothea Dix. Fanny Fern. Dr. Howe, and the Universalist apos-

tles, John Murray and IIo.sea Ballon; Phillips Brooks is near the

Kearsarge which sunk the Alabama; (iovernors Rice and Gas-
ton, Col. Joseph Williams, Martin Millmore. the sculptor; Linus
Childs, the eminent lawj-er, and Kev. A. A. Miner.
Bunker Hill monument, in Charlestown, built in 1825-42, of

Quincy granite, is 30 ft. square at the base, and 221 ft. high. The
top is r('a<'h(Ml Ijy 294 steps, and superl)ly overlooks the city and
the sea, and the far mountains. Wachusett and Monadnoek. Here
are two quaint Provincial cannons. Dexter's statue of Warren is

in the lodge and Story's noble bronze statue of Colonel Prescott

.stands in the main path. On a June night of 1775 Prescott led his

old chapel; Lowell to the left of the gateway; Longfellow and
Parkman, on Indian Ridge; Holmes, on Lime avenue; and Sum-
ner, Everett, Edwin Booth and Charlotte Cushman. near the far-

viewing tower on the hill.

Forest Hills Cemetery contains over 204 acres and asleep thei'e

are many noted men. A fine bronze tablet marks the grave, on

Eliot path, of Gen. William Heath who issued the first general

order of the Revolution, and also tlie last general order at the

disbandment of the Revolutionary army. On the summit of

Mt. Warren in a lot in the shape of a half moon, the ashes of the

famous General Warren with other members of his family have
been re-interred. Among the others buried there are Major Gen-

oral Dearborn, Admiral John ,\. Winslow who commanded the

1..500 New England volunteers here and fortified; and at moruing
was attacked by 4,00i> royal troops, whom he and Putnam re-

pulsed twice; and then they stormed his redoubt. The British lost

1,154; the Americans 441. Charlestown was burned during the

fight. Massachusetts sent more troops into the armies of tiie Rev-

olution than did all the southern colonies united.

In Charlestown, which is a part of Boston, is the Charlestown
Navy Yard which ranks well up with the navy yards of the coun-

try. There are always between 300 and 3.000 men at work mak-
ing repairs to some of our warships. In the very near future this

is to be the largest torpedo-boat station in the world. Then there
is to be a tremendous stone dry dock of sufficient size to take in

the largest warship. In the yard there are many relics of the
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past war and tbe commandant at this station is, in times of poiuo.

always pleased to have visitors call at the yard so long as tln-y

do not interfere with the workmen there.

The Boston mhlic Library, situated on the west side of Cop-

ley square, is tlie most costly and artistic library buildin;; in

the world, and is l)y far the largest library in the wdrld for free

circulation. It was opened in 1852, largely by the efforts of Ever-

ett and Ticknor, and the building was finished in 1895, having

cost over .$2,5(10,000. It was designed in the pure, stately and ele-

gant style of the Italian Renaissance. It is of pinkish-grey Mil-

ford granite, and faces on three streets, with a conspicuous roof

of brown Spanish tiles, and a cloistered court.yard inside contain-

ing a lawn and fo\intaiii. The building covers V/u acres. The

WITCH HOUSE—CAMBRIDGE.

grand stairway with colossal marble lions commemorating the

dead of the 2d and 22d Massachusetts Regiments in 1801-65, leads

to Bates Hall, an immense reading room occupying all the Cop-

ley square front with a barrel vault ceiling and rich furnishings.

The library has very rich special collections about costumes,

Spanish literature, music, mathematics, patents, architecture.

New England history, Shakespeare, etc., each in a special hall. It

contains about 680,000 volumes.

Trinity Chnrch. on Copley square, is the most artistic and im-

pressive church in New England. Phillips Brooks was its rec-

tor from 1869 to 1891. The society dates from 1728; the present

ilnirch from ISTT. It was designed by H. H. Richardson, in the

Romanesque architecture of Southern France and Spain. The
chief external features are the outlying chapel; the quaint clois-

ters, containing the ancient stone tracery from a window of St.

Bothol's Church, in English Boston; the rich Galilee porch, built

in 1894-95, and the vast and impressive central tower, suggested

by one at Salamanca, and rising to a height of 211 ft., with a

width of 46 ft. The ivy-clad walls are of yellowish Dedhain gran-

ite and brown sandstone, and the huge tower-roof is of red Ak-

ron tiles. The interior is marvelously rich, with a chancel 57x53

ft., and many English. Parisian and Tiffany stained-glass memo-

rial windows, and the famous Biblical frescoes by John LaFarge,

including Jesus and the Woman of Samaria. This majestic

building cost over .$800,000, and is all paid for. The services are

"low." E. W. Donald is rector. The north cloister doors are

opened daily, from 8 to 4 (Saturdays, 8 to 12), to admit visitors.

The State House occupies the terniced crest of Beacon Hill,

facing the Common. It was built in Samuel Adams' governor-

ship, in 1795-98, on John Hancock's cow-pasture (bought for

$4,000), with Bulflnch as architect. Crowning the highest of Old

Boston, it is a very noble landmark from distant points on sea

and land. The high dome was covered in 1874 with pure gold-

leaf (renewed since), and may thus be recognized, shining bright-

ly, from leagues away in the coast and rural counties. The new
State House Extension, much larger than the original building,

and of finer materials, but similar architecture, stretches north-

ward. It was built 1890-95, at a cost (with land) of ,$.5,000,000, with
fine marble colonnades, and a central courtyard. The chief fea-

ture is the Representatives' Hall, in Italian Renaissance archi-

tecture, elliptical, with mahogany finish, Corinthian columns, a
domed ceiling of glass, frescoes by Frank Hill Smith, and the

famous wooden codfish, 5 ft. long, hung up in 1784, in the place of

one placed in the Representatives' Hall before 17;W. The fish is

(mblematic of one of the chief sources of the wealth of Massa-

chusctts. The State Library, of 90,000 volumes, has a spacious

reading room, whose balcony overlooks the crowded northern

suburbs.

This was the first State library in America. The bookshelves

are of steel. Here may be seen nearly 300 flags of the Massa-

chusetts troops in the Rebellion, very sacredly guarded; Sir Fran-

cis Chantrey's esteemed statue of Washington, set up in 1S2S;

Ball's excellent portrait-statue of John A. Andrew, the War Gov-

ernor, erected in 1871, at a cost of $10,000; busts of Washington,

Lincoln, Sumner, and Vice-President Wilson; the venerable por-

traits of dignitaries, and the handsome old-fashioned Senate

Chamber; weapons and trophies from Lexington and Bennington,

and other interesting pictures and antiquities. On the outside ter-

race stands Powers' statue of Webster given by popular suli-

scriptiou in 1860, and Emma Stebbins' statue of Horace Mann,

the educator, given by the school-children in 1869.

The peculiar front of Tremont Temple, on Tremont near School

street, attracts the eye of the passer-by, for a building of its

height is seldom seen with a plain, windowless front wall, and

the odd Venetian effect of this blank surface also lends much to

its beauty. Built primarily for religious purposes it houses lic-

neath its roof the main auditorium with a seating capacit.v of

2..500 and five other halls of various sizes, with a large number of

committee rooms, parlors, etc.

Being a church of the people the income to carry on its grand
work is raised by different methods; an important source of rev-

enue is the rental of nearly 100 business offices and stores which
are located within its walls. The present Temple is the fourth
which has stood on this same spot, the three others having been
destroyed by fire. Tremont Temple was dedicated in 1896 and
cost $500,000. It is absolutely fire-proof in construction. Its

foundations are laid .30 ft. below the sidewalk and it is built on
the modern steel frame plan. It has an electric plant of its own,
is heated by steam throughout, and with its two elevators, tele-

phone system, restaurant and other features is one of the most
convenient office buildings in the city.

The Suffolk County Court House is in Pemberton square, for-

merly an aristocratic residence-quarter (opened in 18.35), a few
rods from SchoIl.v square up Beacon Hill. It is an immense gran-

ite building, erected in 1887-94, in CJerman Renaissance architec-

ture, at a cost (including the land) of $3,828,000. There are four

open court-yards and a great number of spacious court rooms,

with durable, simide, and dignified furnishings. A handsome ves-

ESSEX STREET AND INDIA HALL—SALEM.

tibule of yellow Tunis marble leads to the great hall, a really

noble apartment, with Indiana limestone pillars and rich decora-

tions. Here are 16 strong and impressive limestone statues, by

Domingo Mora, of Spain, representing Legislation, Religion, Rea-
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son, Wisdom, and other attribntes. The great hall is paved willi

black and white marble, and wainscoted with polished Maine

granite, a beantitul stone.

White Ionic columns support (he third gallery, above wliieh

bends the arched celling of yellow and gold, with armorial fres-

coes. Elevators run to the upper tloors, and the probate, supe-

rior, municipal, criminal, and supreme courts; and to the Social

Law Library (founded in 1804), a fine hall 180 ft. long, with .30.-

ono books, and portraits of eminent Jurists.

The City Hall, on the north side of School street, east of King's

Chapel, is a substantial and fireproof Renaissance building, of

white Concord granite, erected in 18fi2-65, at a cost of $500,000,

and filled with commodious rooms for the many and costly munic-

ipal departments. Ou the lawn in front stands Ball's bronze

statue (erected in 1879) of Josiah Quincy, the great mayor (in

1823-28), also a congressman (1805-13) and President of Harv.ard

(1829-45). The drapery is heavy, but the portrait is good. Here,

also, stands R. S. Greenough's fine bronze statue of Franklin,

erected in 1856. from a popular contribution of $'20,000. and dedi-

cated by R. C. Winthrop. The verd antique marble base has four

interesting bronze reliefs: ou the south the boy Franklin. lear\iin.«

to print; east, signing the Declaration of Indpendence; north,

drawing electricity from the clouds; and west, signing the Treaty

of Paris, in 1782. ensuring American independence.

The postoffice, covering more than an acre, between Milk. De-

vonshire and Water streets, was erected in ]8(i9-85, of Cape Ann
granite, at a cost of $(5,000,000. The eastern front is crowned by

two fine and highly commended groups of colossal statuary, in

Vermont marble, by D. C. French. The right-hand group shows

Science controlling Electricity and Steam (a crouching slave); and

the left-hand group shows Labor protecting the Fine Arts (a vase

bearer), and the Family (a woman and child). The time ball on

the eastern dome drops every noon by telegraphic signal from the

Harvard Observatory.

The Sub-Treasury, on the second floor, sometimes contains over

.flO,000,000. The Pension, Internal Revenue, Treasury Agents,

Naval Pay, and other offices are in this building.

Steinert Hall, at 102 Boylston street, is situated entirely below

the surface of the ground; it is elliptical in shape with the stage

at one end. The architectural treatment of the hall is carried out

in the style of the Italian Renaissance. The decorations of the

architectural surfaces, cornices, pilasters, mouldings, etc., are

very chaste and delicate in treatment. The pilasters are sur-

mounted by handsome Corinthian capitals. The frieze of the cor-

nice has a handsome festooned sign of conventional fruit alter-

nating with flowers. The color scheme is very artistic and re-

fined, in ipiiet taste, the predominating tone being a delicate ivory

contrasted with a very delicate color on the walls of sufficient

depth to relieve the ivory and give warmth to the whole. The
ornamental portions are brought out by a moderate use of gold

leaf. As there are no windows in the hall the light is entirely ar-

tificial, but so cunningly arranged that all parts of the hall are as

bright as day, yet all suggestion of glare is removed. This ef-

fect is produced by concealing incandescent bulbs in recesses of

the frieze and stage arch, whereby an equal radiance of soft, mel-

low light, devoid of any shadows, is diffused throughout the atidi-

torium. The acoustic properties of the hall are as perfect as it is

possible to have them, and the same may be said of the ventila-

tion and heating. The seating capacity of the hall is (iOO. It is

absolutely fire-proof, and. from its unique location, underground,

completely sound-proof.

Quincy Market (the official title is "Faneuil Hall Market"), is

a two-story granite building .5,35 ft. long, with a dome and Doric

porticos, crowded and surrounded with stalls rich in all varieties

of delicious food, meats and game, fruits and vegetal)les, and (at

the east end) a great diversity of fish and other sea-food. Long-
fellow came here, and of it said: "The mingled and delicious

odors of the vegetables, and the sight thereof, transported me
straightway to France." There is a peculiar guild pride among the

sturdy and stalwart marketmen. and when they march in polit-

ical or other processions, in long, white frocks, squadron ifler

squadron of hoTse, and company after company of foot, the sight

is an impressive one.

"The theater district extends a block northward on the narrow
and picturesque Washington street, including tliree famous play-

houses, with two more on its edge. This is one of the most crowd-
ed and busy thoroughfares in the world, with its narrow and
huddled sidewalks, and a roadway traversed by thousands of ve-

hicles. The sharp curves and bends reveal singular and pi(iuant

architectural effects, in the many varying colors and styles which
I'haracterize the adjacent buildings. The scene is especially bril-

liant .iust as (he theaters are out. and the playgoers llirong the

way,

Chinatown in Boston is a cleanly and interesting district, in-
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habited by an industrious and frugal people. In going up Beach

or Essex street we pass along the edge of the Chinese quarter,

where Oxford street and place are crowded with Mongolian

homes, the central point of the 3,000 Asiatic Bostonians. They

have on Harrison avenue a score or more of stores—for tea, Celes-

tial groceries, china, dress fabrics, incense, teak articles, books,

firecrackers, and other Asiatic wares. Here are restaurants

where chop-sooy, chow-mein, and Chinese teas and wines, and

rice whisky are served over teakwood furniture; a joss-house and

Christian mission, and a very large Masonic lodge; besides, hid-

den fan-tan and opium joints, often raided by the police.

Out in Cambridge is Harvard University, the illustrious crown

of American education and which was founded in 1036 by the leg-

islature. It has 4.000 students, with medical, dental and veteri-

nary schools in Boston, and academic, law, divinity and scientific

scliools here. Its property equals $12,000,000. The yard covers

22 acres and there are 22 buildings. The handsome $10,000 gate-

way gives entrance between Harvard Hall, built in 17G5, and the

ivy-clad Massachusetts Hall, built in 1720, which was once a bar-

rack for Revolutionary soldiers. Out on Cambridge Common,
where the students gather for pleasure, stands a noble elm facing

the entrance of the Shepard church. It was under this elm that

Washington took command of the army. And here are many of

the spoils of war.

The Clark family noted as the famous lens makers are dead,

but their names and lenses will live forever. Over in Cambridge-

port off Brookline street the Clark factory, a low building, is still

in operation. Every astronomer iu the world knows this family,

and the world was greatly advanced in this art by this illustrious

firm of Alvan Clark & Sons. Alvan Clark died in 1887 and one

son, George, had died several years before. Alvan Clark, Jr., died

June 9, 1897.

The senior member of this firm began lens making by accident.

He was a portrait painter and a good mathematician. When 40

years of age an optician asked him to figure out the proper curves

for a lens and he did so. Finding that opticians knew very little

about lens he began experimenting. His first venture was a .^i-

in. refracting lens with which he could see the rings of Saturn.

The first big glass turned out was an 18-in. object glass for the

Michigan University in 1800, which finally went to Chicago. The
second, In 1870, was a big lens for the Naval Observatory at

Washington; the third, a 30-iu. glass for the Pulkova Observa-

tory in Russia; the fourth a 36-ln. glass for the Lick ObservatoiT

in California.

Mr. Yerkes wanted a 45-in. glass, but Mr. Clark satisfied him

with one measuring 41% in. Twelve years ago the block of glass

was taken from the furnace of M. Mantois, Paris. It weighed

GOO pounds and cost $800. Mr. Clark began work on it in 1892.

For two years it was ground by emery powder which was re-

duced in fineness as the operation proceeded. For another year

it was polished with jeweller's rouge and beeswax until the lens

was considered finished.

Mr. Clark, Jr., was himself a practical astronomer and made

several discoveries.

In the near vicinity of Boston there are many historical pl.aces

of which New Englanders are exceedingly proud to speak, and

show to visitors. Lexington and Concord are easily reached by

trains, and even street cars. In Lexington there is a boulder that

marks the line of the minute-men; then there is the house in

which were Hancock and Adams asleep when Paul Revere came

dashing into the town and aroused them from their slumbers to

take up arms.

There are tablets showing where the British rallied on the

Concord road. The six mile road to Concord has many more lab-

lets showing where the Americans harassed the British on their

advance to Concord. In Concord there is the old North Bridge

which was the scene of the Concord fight, when 4CX) Middlesex

men drove away three companies of British light infantry. On

one side are the graves of the British and the old monument, and

on the other the picturesque bronze statue of the Minute-man.

In the Sleepy Hollow Cemetery are the rmains of Hawthorne
and Emerson.

Out in Watertown is the U. S. Arsenal, where the government

is making the largest kind of gun-carriages which are used in the

defences of our coast at the present time.

A trip to Plymouth is considered a necessity, as here was laid

the corner stone of the Republic. I'lymouth rock is on the shore

of the town and the upper part of the canopy which covers it con-

tains some of the remains of the Pilgrims who died during the

first winter. Burial Hill, the site of the fort built in 1621, con-

tains the graves of the great Pilgrim leaders. On the way down
on the steamer one passes Brant Rock, where Daniel Webster
lived and is burled.
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BY LILLIAN WHITING.

The story of Boston is a spiritual romance. It is a tale of as-

piration regarding all that makes for the higher life-whieh is

llic essential life-and privation regarding all conditions of self-

indulgence and ease. No one can read, unmoved, the records of

the founding, of the development, and of the growth of Boston.

It is the most marvelous commentary on all the significance of

life; and tracing it backvrard no one need wonder that this city

has always stood for intellectual vigor and moral greatness.

It might well seem, indeed, that the Lord had given his angels

charge concerning this city of the Puritans. Yet the story also

reveals to us how subject to error are the judgments of men, and

somewhat peculiar civilization that Boston has developed? For

it cannot be denied tliat, as a city, it has a certain unique quality

of individuality which inspires a special interest.

The story of Boston really begins in London, on July 2S, lOliO.

when a group, including John Winthrop, Thomas Dudley and

Richard Saltonstall pledged themselves "to cross the seas under

tiod's protection," and "continue to inhabit there;"—a resolution

ratified the next month before the court at Cambridge, and soon

afterward fulfilled—John Winthrop being chosen as the leader

and governor. So they set forth.

It was on September 17. 1630, that Governor Winthrop looked

GATEWAY ENTRANCE TO HARVARD UNIVERSITY—CAMBRIDGE.

that there are pages in her history-those on which are recorded

the dragging of Garrison through the streets—that one would fain

efface from her records. Morality is, however, a progressive

science, and the descendants of the men who mobbed Garrison

have placed a statue of the great agitator in the heart of the

choicest residence district of Boston.

Looking backward to the summer of 1629 one sees that Boston

has had her definite periods of history. She was planted in

prayer and devotion; she was developed amid early hardships

which invigorated her moral power; her general lite, even when

she was a primitive Puritan town, had always a certain stateli-

ness as was befitting the people of "quality and eminent parts."

The aristocracy of character has always prevailed.

The story of Boston is crescendo in interest and her develop-

ment has proceeded at an always accelerating rate. The past

decade has concentrated the progress of the preceding fifty

years, and the half century before held in solution the progress of

the entire century, and more, that had passed since her found-

ing. Shall we glance briefly at the determining causes of the

across the Mystic river and declared "that Triniontaiue sliould

be called Boston" in memory of the English town where the Kev.

John Cotton pi-eached. To this date Boston traces its birthday.

In the present Tremont street is retained the old name of Tri-

niontaiue, from the three hills more prominent in those days than

now.

In the midst of all their hardships and privations, John Win-

throp wrote to his wife: "We are in Paradise where we enjoy

God and Jesus Christ. Is this not enough?"

In 1637 there arrived in Charlestown. the Kev. John Harvard,

who died one year later, but whose brief residence produced far-

reaching results, for it was he who founded Harvard College,

making a gift of fSOO (.$4.(K10i. which laid the foundation of the

present great university which has grown from this small begin-

ning. It is a curiously impressive event in our history to see this

yonng clergyman—for he was only thirty years of age—come to a

new country, give the money to found a college in the wilderness,

and die the next year—as if his work were then finished, as it

was, so far as this part of life goes.
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eoveuaut which was drawn up on October 10, 1633. The coming

of Rev. John Cotton led to his being followed by one of his most

devoted parishioners, a woman whose strong individuality im-

pressed Itself on the life of the colony. This was Mistress Anne
Hutchinson, the Mary Livermore of her day. Governor Win-

throp characterized her as "a godly woman and of special parts,

who had lost her understanding by occasion of her giving herself

wholly to reading and writing; whereas, if she had attended to

her household affairs and such things as belong to women and

had not gone out of her way and calling to meddle in such things

as are proper for men, whose minds are stronger, she had kept

her wits, and might have improved them usefully and honorably

in the place God set her."

Mistress Hutchinson was as irrepressible as I^ucy Stone or

Susan B. Anthony, and she brought to bear a strong and deter-

mining influence. She was essentially a modern woman, three

centuries in advance of her times. She had the same wonderful

power to attract, to impress, to influence people and events that

is so peculiarly held by Mrs. Livermore. Anne Hutchinson was a

born mystic, a transcendcntalist, and a holder of a belief not un-

like that now springing up under many phases and names, every-

where recognized as that of the highest interpretation of spirit-

uality. She believed in the direct intercourse between the indi-

vidual and the Divine spirit, which the Turitan clergy held to be a

sacrilege and a heresy. They regarded the doctrine of "inner

light" as a peculiarly objectionable heresy, and when Jlistress

Hutchinson "claimed to have evolved a knowledge of the Divine

will from her inner consciousness" they denounced it as blas-

phemy. She was a born social leader, and as the only life of that

day was the religious—there being no newspaper, no dances, par-

ties, threatres, concerts, or libraries—nothing but the Sabbath ser-

vices followed Ij.v the church meetings and the Tiiursday U-clun's.

Mistress Anne called together her woman friends ("females," in

the quaint phraseology of the day), and preached to them, giving

them an enthusiastic version of the Rev. John Cotton's latest ser-

mon, with sundry original additions of her own. She became the

fashion, the craze, the fad of her day. But the stern and narrow
Puritan spirit rejected her: has not the world always stoned its

proiihets?—and after her banishment she betook herself with her

family to the mouth of the Hudson river, in which region she was
killed by the Indians, as is well known. Her home in Boston was
on the site where the Old Corner Bookstore now stands.

The eighteenth century was a very important determining pe-

riod in Boston life. Benjamin Franklin was born in January of

1706, on Milk street, his father's home being on the site now oc-

cupied by the otBce of the Boston Post. Cotton Mather, who had
become a minister ot the Second Church in 1G84, died in 1T2S,

but his influence permeated the entire century and it is, indeed,

in the air today. In this great divine were united the names and
the characteristics ot the Mathers and the Cottons. His father

was Dr. Increase Mather, pastor of the North Church and, later,

president of Harvard. His mother was Maria Cotton,a daughter

of the Rev. John Cotton. Cotton Mather was born in Boston in

1063, and, in the quaint phraseology of his biography, "when he

was half a year short of nineteen he proceeded master of arts,

and received his degree at the hand of his father who was then

president." His tomb at Copp's Hill is the most noted one in the

grounds, and the heavy slab ot stone covering the vault where
lie the bodies of the Rev. Drs. Increase, Cotton and Samuel
Mather, bears simple inscriptions of names and dates. During
this century Peter Faneuil gave to the city the hall now bearing

his name; the first newspaper was founded; and the settlement

presented the appearance of an active trading town. The cows
were still pastured on the Common; but the social life held its

rigid traditions of etiquette, and the ladies went their rounds in

a chaise with one horse, attended by a colored servant, and in the

early evening, after tea, for all Boston dined at mid-day, they

walked on the Mall; and "those not disposed to the evening lec-

ture" adjourned to one another's houses. Great regard was paid

to what they termed "gentility." Their ideas of entertainment

are typified by a record in Judge Sewall's diary, which runs:

"I went today to look at my vault. It was an awful but pleas-

ing treat. Having said 'the Lord knows who shall be lirought

hither next' I came away."
Social rivalries were not unknown in these times. That sturdy

patriot, Samuel Adams, said of John Hancock, whose display of

wealth he indignantly denounced; "John Hancock appears in pub-

lic in the state and pageantry of an Oriental prince. He rides in

an elegant chariot attended by four servants in livery."

The Boston of Revolutionary days is so familiar in all history

that it may here be passed with little reference. During those

years the story of Boston was identical with the story of the na-

tion. It was a vital part of the national progress and has become

as familiar as the alphabet. The local patriotism was strong and

fervent; and at the close of the war there set in a new era of

progress whose trend became distinctively that of intellectual and

literary culture.

In the early years of the nineteenth century there was born in

Boston a group of the most remarkable men and women. The

period of their activities is well named the "golden age" of Bos-

ton. Nor, indeed, can their names or influence be held in any lo-

cal restriction. They belong to their country and to the world.

William Lloyd Garrison, who was destined to play so potent a

part in national pro.gress, was born in Boston on December 10.

1805. In his earliest youth he became conscious of that work to

which he was divinely commissioned, not only that of the en-

franchisement of the colored race, but of freeing his country from

that "sum of all villianies," human slavery. The wealth, influ-

ence and social prestige of his native city were against him. Lit-

tle did he consider it. for is not one with God a majority? In an

obscure room up many flights of stairs this youth of nineteen

set up the type of his paper, "The Liberator." He called meet-

ings and proclaimed his message. The story of those days when

Garrison, and Wendell Phillips, Lydia Maria Child, and the little

band of brave reformers who gathered around them held their

meetings in Boston—entering by back doors, leaving by circuitous

routes, and literally taking their lives in their hands—is a subject

for the tragic muse.
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Meantime newspapers were established; a railroad was built

from Boston to Worcester and anotlier projected southward to

run through Dorchester, which brought out vigorous demonstra-

tions of remonstrance. The residents of Dorchester declared that

a railroad would be the ruin of business. Lucy Stone, when talk-

ing of the opposition to woman suffrage, nsed often to relate

with glee the indignant alarm felt by the people at the prospect

of a railroad. "The cattle and the sheep grazing on the plains

would be frightened to death," they said, "and the milk would be

ruined." This curiously conservative element has always persist-

ed in Boston, from the time of the remonstrance against a steam

railway to that of the present season against a ten-story building

on Copley siiunre. There was a vigorous remonstrance against

the slightest encroachment on the Common for the purpose of a

needed thoroughfare in the rapidly growing city; there was a

remonstrance against granting a charter to Radcliffe College

(which, happily, did not prevent its being done); and remon-

strance meetings of women, protesting against political duties,

consume, apparently, more time and energy than all the political

duties they could undertake in a lifetime.

erty transfigured by qualities of intellect and spirit; the other

that of inherited wealth and its attendant refinement of external

environment. The majority of men whose names are the glory

of New England have lielongcd to the former. Dr. Edward Ev-

erett Hale says that his boyhood belonged to the time when a

gentleman could do anything, and there was no task he might not

ennoble. Emerson cut wood during his college life to assist his

progress. Plain living and high thinking was a badge of culture.

.\gain, there were those who were born in the purple—sons of in-

lierited wealth, and among these were Wendell Phillips and Rob-

ert C. Winthrop, Independent of any necessity of earning a liv-

ing, Mr, Winthrop had all his time to devote to the culture of

his scholarly tastes. He belonged to a family whose name was
one of the illustrious group of Bradford, Endicott, Winslow and
Winthrop. His ancestry includes many eminent names. Robert

Charles Winthrop was born in Boston on May 12, 1800, and grad-

uated from Harvard in the famous class of '29. The achieve-

ments of his life were purely those of statesmanship, which dif-

fers very widely from politics—and as a statesman it is perhaps

critically true that he barely missed greatness, or, at least, the
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all over it in ten minutes." The great literary era was opening.

It will be remembered that a remarkable group of men and
women were born within the first quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Edward Everett was liorn in 1794; Amos Bronson Alcott

in 1799; Robert C. Winthrop in 1809; and within the next decade

Hawthorne, Lydia Maria Child, Theodore Parker, Emerson, Mar-

garet Fuller, Longfellow, ^\'hittier, JIary Livermore, James Free-

man Clarke. Dr. Holmes, Sumner, Dr. Benjamin Pierce, Wendell

Phillips and other notable persons were born, and before

1825 Lowell, 'RTiippie, Motley, Lucy Stone, Julia Ward Howe, Ed-

ward Everett Hale, Col. Higginson, James T, Fields, Abbe Mor-

ton Diaz, and, in the late years of the decade, 1830-40, were born

Phillips Brooks, Louise Chandler Moulton, Louisa Alcott and T.

B. Aldrich.

Not all these were born within the city limits of Boston, but

all are, practically, Boston people, as this city was the general

scene of their activities; but all, save Mrs, Howe, were of New
England birth, and she is so identified with Boston as to be a

part of its life.

.\ remarkable character among this unparalleled group was Hon.

Robert C. Winthrop. He was almost the last of a distinguished

type of New England life. There have been two distinctive and

contrasting types of life here, each of which has contributed to

the fruition of latter-day culture. The one that of material pov-

MESBURY.
Perhaps his

f in any one

. All the lat-

of Massachu-

ed him. Yet

Clay, Webster and SSumner nave fame more purely national. Mr.

Winthrop was all his life a conservative; with faultless taste,

with intellectual power, with eloquence and elegance of address,

with great charm of manner; but the one grain of magnetism—
or of madness perhaps—that is required for greatness was lack-

ing in his symmetrical character. Whatever the impediments,

however, in his natui'e and temperament to the bringing a de-

cisive influence to bear on the country at large, Mr. Winthrop

was an ideal private citizen. His life was marked by scholarly

pursuits in classic study, in historic research, and in literary en-

joyment and appreciation; b.v a fine religious sense, by moral

dignity, and by social grace. His home was a center of exquisite

courtesy and gracious hospitality. On Washington's birthday,

each year, it was his custom to receive every person, man,

woman or child, who cared to come to his house. It was an oc-

casion so unique as to live forever in the social history of Bos-

ton. The manner of Mr. Winthrop suggested the French no-

blesse. A nobleman of the Faubourg St. Germain might have

received all Paris as Mr. Winthrop did all who in his own city

came to greet him. He had two homes, a town house in Marl-

borough street and a beautiful estate in Brookline. They are

both historic homes in which are gathered associations from the

days of John Winthrop, his ancestor, and they abound in books,

art and beauty in all forms.
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Mr. Wiuthrop was » comimmicaut of Tiiuily Church and he

was a warm and devoted friend of Phillips Brooks, who for over

twenty years was his rector. He had been married three times.

When the last Mrs. \^'inthrop died, some ten years ago. Dr.

Brooks was in New York on the eve of sailing for Europe; but

lie returned and conducted the funeral services, sailing a week

later. Little would anyone have then dreamed that Mr. Win-

throp, who was already in his eighty-second year, would outlive

his rector, who was some thirty years his junior.

Mrs. Julia \\'ard Howe, who, though a native of New York

city, became a Bostonian by adoption, and one of the most im-

"These two gentlemen, Dana and Allston, were very intimate,

and Mr. Uana had much to say concerning Allston's pictures,

which he considered as far above the work of any painter of

his time."

"It was Mr. Dana of whom Margaret Fuller said that 'he

had the charms and defects of one whose object in life had been

to preserve his individuality unprofaned,' was it not, Mrs.

Howe?"
"A'ery likely," she returned. "The remark is applicable."

"Do you regard his estimate of Mr. Allston as one altogether

merited, Mrs. Howe?"

por

of

littl

que
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Ho'
and Orthodox t'oiii;ii'u;i( imi.-il fcniii (if rdicioii prrv.Tilerl. TIic-

Kpiscop.ilian was scarcely prouiinent. Margaret KuUer was

holding her 'conversations;' Emerson giving his early courses ot

lectures; some sort of musical society performed a Beethoven

symphony.

"In the delightful general tone of society there was a decided

flavor of culture. In fact, Boston had already won elsewhere a

reputation for pedantic learning and biue-stockingism that it did

not desire, nor deserve. Latin had formed part of the school

education in good private schools, and Prof. Bach's residence

here had introduced a good deal ot Italian literature, so that

the young ladies whom one met were often students of Virgil

and Dante.
" 'Modern' languages were less spoken than in New York, in

which place the possession of several languages had been con-

sidered a desideratum in education. People were studying Cier-

man, but not very generally. Margaret Fuller and her pupils

gave to it much attention.

"The social influence of Cambridge was more appreciable than

now. Unless I am much mistaken, the society people in both

places met more frequently than is now the case. The elder

Dana, the poet, was living, and it was thought a privilge to meet

and discourse with him.

"Mr. Allston was entombed—yes. I think entombed is the proper

word," continued Mrs. Howe, smilingly, "in his studio in Cam-
bridgeport, where only Mr. Franklin Dana, a man of emment
learning, possibly a few other intimates, knew the secret of

entrance. People talked a great deal of his great picture, 'Bel-

shazzar.' I remember that the fact of his unrolling it after many
years was learned with deep interest. Ho began this great pic-

ture and left it unfinished. No doubt he did some work on it in

his last years.

_ . ^ th' in

his art, liijl < luded that the prophets and sibyls are for the

.Michael Angelos, the beautiful in Mr. Allston's domiuion.''

"Did you visit this exhibition, Mrs. Howe?"
"Yes, I remember we came over from New York to study its

most important woiks. I think Emerson, in the portion of the

life of Margaret Fuller written by him, describes how she saw
what she desired to see, and made others read her own meaning

into it."

"Had Theodore Parker begun to make his impress on the

thought of the age during this period?"

"Yes, it was about this time that he preached that memorable
discourse on 'The Transient and the Permanent in Christianity.'

wliich was so very generally disapproved in the religious worl<l."

"Did the social life differ essentially from that of the present,

Mrs. Howe?"
"There was a certain reserve which characterized its hospital-

ities and general intercourse. In the Boston of that time the gen-

tlemen of business did not go far from the city in the summer,

and there were a number of very beautiful country seats in tlie

neighborhood. Strangers coming to the city with proper introduc-

tions were invited to visit families at their country residences, on

which occasions they were generally entertained with fruit and

wine, the afternoon tea being then undreamed of.

"Nahant was the favorite seaside residence. The atmosphere
of the city was quite distinctly recognized, it seems to me. as a

little apart from the high road of business and fashion. The cli-

mate, perhaps, stimulated the nervo\is system, and generated an

over-activity, which reacted on itself, not yet having found a vent

lieyond the narrow limits ot old scenes and belongings.

"I first knew the city as a stranger—this quiet, formal, self-re-

straining Boston, but a little later, penetrating further into the

spirit of the place, I found the fiery enthusiasms for art and let-
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ters and reforms, out of whose development the best part of the

modern Boston has come."

"You have certainly seen and studied the process of evolution

that has resulted in the Boston of today, have you not, Mrs.

Howe? Indeed, of it you might well say, 'all of which I saw, and
part of which I was.' "

'I have lived, certainly," she replied, "to see a time in whicii

rejected stones hewn and polished by God's hand, have come tn

be recognized as corner-stones in the practical religious buildings

of the age. I remember when it was a discredit to hear Theodore

Parker, and now how happy are they esteemed who have heard

him. Brook Farm was once looked upon as a most amusing car-

icature. But when the world learned something about Haw-
thorne, George Ripley, William Henry Chanuing, John Dwiglit,

and George William Curtis, the public heart bowed with remorse-

ful homage before tlie ruined threshold of what, with all its short-

comings, was a blameless temple to ideal humanity."

Nothing could photograiJh more vividly the Boston of the period

lying between 1840-70, than these reminiscences of Mrs. Howe.
There is nothing in all the city more typically Bostonian than

the Athenpeum, the library belonging to a private corporation of

the stockholders, wliich is gathered in a classic brown stone build-

ing (erected in 1837) in Beacon street near Tremont. In it the

portraits of dead and gone Bostonians look down from the walls

and their busts stand on pedestals around three sides of the long

gallery upstairs. The Athenaeum is the surviving representative

of the transcendental period, and holds in its atmosphere untold

traditions and pictures of the great and gifted, whose special re-

sort it was.

Henry James has laughed at the entluisiasm of the early Bos-

tonians over the "attenuated outlines" of Flaxman who first rep-

resented foreign art to them; and the visitor of today cannot but

snule to remember the serious devotion with which Margaret Ful-

ler sat down day after day. before the few casts of sculpture and
the paintings of Allston which were then in the Athenivum, to re-

cord her "impressions" of them in diary form. The Bostonians of

tlie transcendental period took tliemselves very seriously. Chron-

ologically, that period in its especial sense lay between 1830 and
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1850; and the death of Margaret Fuller iu July of 1850 marked a

definite close to its activities, while its spirit permeates the air

today

Transcendentalism was a spiritual impulse greatly stimulated

by the German study and reading tliat took such liold on .Mar-

garet Fuller, Janu'S Freemen Clarke, Frederic Henry Hedge,
George Ripley, Elizabeth Peabody and others in the decade of
1830-40. In the latter year "The Dial" was started; and there lies

before me now, as I write, an autograph letter from Emerson to

Elizabeth Peabody, without date, but necessarily written between
1840 and 1843 (as the Dial only lived three years), which runs:

"Can Miss Peabody oblige the Dial (just ready for extreme unc-
tion), so far as to send the first of these two proofs directly to the
printers? On page 480 occurs the phrase, 'a dead leveller.' Is tlie

phrase a considered one? I don't like the sound of it very well
but it may be right."

Channing's influence was a potent one, reaching from the early

years of the century; Theodore Parker also began to be felt as a

great power about 1840; he was the Savonarola of his day. Tho-
reau and Bronson Alcott were unique personalities and a laA^

unto themselves. "The acorn-eating Alcott," wrote Emerson of

him to Carlyle, yet no one ever more fully appreciated another
tlian did Emerson his Soeratic neighbor. About 1840 the famous
"Brook Farm" experiment was inaugurated, and its constitution

stated its aim to be "to promote more effectually the great objects

of human culture," and "to establish the external relations of life

on a basis of wisdom and purity."

In 1841 Hawthorne wrote from Brook Farm to a friend:

"I have milked a cow. The herd has rebelled against the usur-

pation of Miss Fuller's heifer and whenever they arc turned out

of the barn she is compelled to take refuge with me. She is not

an amiable cow, but has an intelligent face and a reflective cast

of character."

Margaret Fuller was not so much, merely or even mostly, the

literary woman, as she was a great force iu life. Some one re-

cently, in writing of her, asserts that she was not only the great-

est woman of letters in America, but the only one who has ever

produced work of any consequence. This had led, not unnatural-

i.v. to contradiction, and the scale has been dipped even more ex-

travagantly the other side bj- writers who seem to be devoid of

any true recognition of her real greatness. A close student of

Ijrofound original power, of a wide and exquisite culture, a thor-

oughly trained and philosophic mind, and a gift that can, per-

haps, be descriljed only as divination, made Margaret Fuller a

suiireme iiower in the forces of progress. But to point to her pub-

consisting of tile "Summer on the Lakes."

I the Drama." "Woman in the Nineteenth

lOUt and Life Within," and "At Home and

those books alone and claim that they siir-

other woman of our country, is a claim that

;antiated. There is in her writings the qual-

3 is a power of spiritual insight; a deptli and
lought for which, indeed, too high apprecia-

laimed. Yet, on the other hand, she lacked

expression; and, in short, the true view of

perhaps be that she was one of the greatest.

;t exalted spirits ever sent into this world,

! is a constant conflict with conditions, but

opportunity gave her adequate scope for the

itial self. Her literary work, too, is the work
i just after her fortieth birthday, and whose
thirty was almost entirely occupied in teach-

Aievement, 'The History of Italy," was lost

ch swallowed up her life and tliat of her hus-

garet Fuller was born in Cambridge on May
a shipwreck off Fire Island, New York, July

. of the intellectual c\dt of that iieriod, were

outward life. It is authentically recorded

le, having bought a broom, carried it home
g across the Common, and that Julia Ward
tfotley, walked home from a ball. Mrs. Ed-

niii r. .»i..i,ijic »^..J a pretty story of a visit of herself and her

husband to the Hawthornes in the red house at Lenox, when Mr.

Hawthorne and Mr. Whipple went out to the garden and picked

currants for tea, and Mrs. Hawthorne made biscuit, while Mrs.

Whipple laid the table. But were not currants and biscuit and
tea a feast for the gods when the Hawthornes and the AN'hipples

sat down to this nectar and ambrosia?

The poet Longfellow had married the daughter of a wealthy
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house—Miss Frances Appleton—who was of the more foi-mal

social caste; although there were not then, any more than now,

any very definite lines separating cults and cliques in Boston.

There has always been great intersection among the social circles

l)i'cause the intellectual .aristocracy is a recognized one. and dur-

ing the past twenty years it is that which has held tlie greater

social prestige. Still, the prestige of wealth and caste counted for

sonietliing and the young and then unknown iioet owed some-

what of widening horizon to his having married into a prominent

famil.y, although later they owed to him the larger claim for

social prestige as his fame became world-wide. Mrs. Longfellow

was a woman of great charm and of special literary culture, and

the old "Craigie House" which they occupied added another to

the literary homes for which Boston was the most noted city, at

that time, in the entire country. Social life grew more elaborate

in its entertainments in the Boston of 1850-00, and the anti-slav-

was called after her return from Europe, who Introduced into

Boston a much freer and fuller social life, giving her Thursday
evening and Saturday afternoon receptions, serving tea and cake

only—an innovation on the more formal customs that had pre-

vailed in the city.

The Otis house was the center of brilliant social life and to

Mme. Otis strangers of rank and distinction invarial)ly brought

letters. It is to Mme. Otis that is due the making Washington's

l)irthday a legal holiday. For years on that day she opened her

house for a public reception. The spacious rooms were decorated

with the national colors; filled with flowers sent bj' friends, and

all day long the throng of citizens, high and low, rich and poor,

poured through its portals, each welcomed with that high-bred

grace which so distinguished her.

With the exception of the great M.-iry Livermore and of Kate

Field, no woman of this country was ever, perhaps, so ardent a

LONGFELLOW S HOME—CAMBRIDGE.

cry excitement flamed, and to a great degree dominated other

interests.

And then the Civil War came on, and there arose a remarkable

woman. A grande dame of society came to the front, Mrs. Harri-

son Gray Otis, who took entire charge of the work of the sanitary

commission in Boston. Mrs. Otis wa.s the daughter of a wealtliy

China merchant—the species of mercantile activity in which the

great fortunes of Boston were largely made—and she had re-

ceived the most extended education and exquisite culture that the

best masters and opportunities for travel and society could give.

While still a young girl she made a brilliant marriage, the Otis

I'amily standing among the highest in the land. Her husband died

in their early married life, and she took her four yoimg sous to

Europe for their better education in art and languages. She was
herself an admirable linguist, speaking four or five languages,

and she had been presented at half the courts in Europe, and had
a social distinction which she took naturally-she had been born

to it—and she was withal, the most ardent patriot.

The Otis mansion was on the corner of Joy and Mt. Vernon
streets, and Is now extended by several stories Into the air, and
known as the "Gray Chambers." It was Madame Otis, as she

patriot as Mme. Otis. She assumed charge of all the goods and
money for the sanitary work in Boston, and for three years she

never missed a single day of being at her post in the large build-

ing on Tremont street, from ten to three, save on Sundays and

holidays. She established a "Bank of Faith" for voluntary con-

tributions, and over one million dollars, not one penny of which

was solicited, flowed in. While her work had not the marveloiis

scope which characterized Mrs. Livermore's during the Civil War,
as Mrs. Livermore's was national and that of Mme. Otis re-

stricted to the New England states, it was of the same generous

and noble quality which so signally immortalized that of Mary
Livermore.

The literary homes of Boston were a signal feature of the

city. The home of Prof. George Tickuor, the Spanish historian,

stood on the corner of Park and Beacon streets, and there for

forty years a splendid and gracious hospitality prevailed. After

fifteen years at Harvard, Prof. Tioknor was succeeded by the

poet Longfellow, and in 1835 he went abroad with his family,

remaining four years and sh.aring the soci.al life of courts and
nobility. It was at the Ticknor house that Lafayette was en-

tertained when in Boston, at a little Sunday night supper which
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rrof. aud Mrs. Tickuor gave for him, and which is still famous

in Boston annals. It included among other guests, President

and Mrs. Quincy, of Harvard, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Webster, and

Mr. Prescott. Previous to 1840, very few Bostonians left their

liomes for the summer; but the Ticknors always went to Nahant

or Portland to visit the Prescotts at their country house at Pep-

erell; and later the custom of having a summer home became
more general. Mr. Longfellow had a cottage at Nahant; Mrs.

Juli.a Ward Howe a country house near Newport, where one day,

when Tennyson's poem, "In Memoriam," first appeared, George

William Curtis and Charles Sumner journeyed to Newport to

Mrs. Howe's home to read, with her, the wonderful new poem
that moved a nation.

Fashion never enthroned herself in Boston to the degree in

which most cities have given her tribute. The genius loci was
unalterably polarized toward other aspirations than those rep-

resented by chiffons. An amusing and typical instance of this

spirit was recently related with glee by the victim of the joke.

With the moral zeal of the true Bostonian, a lady remarked one

da.v to her maid that external adornment was of very little

value and that she herself did not rely at all upon her clothes.

It is difficult now to even faintly Imagine the excitement that

lUis parody on Poe produced on its appearance in an evening
paper.

One of the charming features of the literary Boston of the

scarcely vanished past, was that of the Sunday evenings at the

Whipples' during the lifetime of the gifted critic. Here was
something more like the salon than is often seen in these days.

Mrs. Whipple's exquisite tact, as well as her fastidious taste,

drew a circle at once electic and exclusive—guests drawn to-

gether by the only true law, that of spiritual gravitation. In

the golden age of Boston it was Lowell and Longfellow and
Greene and Pierce and Emerson; Dr. and Mrs. Howe; the

Aleotts; Mr. and Mrs. Fields; the Hawthornes; Ole Bull and his

graceful wife; Edwin Booth, and the witty Autocrat; Dr. Bartol,

the gentle mystic; .Tames Freeman Clarke, serene and spiritual;

Miss Anne Whitney, of an almost classic majesty of presence;

the winning and gracious Louise Chandler Moulton, whose poems
charm a multitude of readers; Miss Lucretia P. Hale, and in still

earlier days, Sumner and Governor Andrew.
Wendell Phillips wont little into society. There was no house

but that would have felt itself honored l)y his presence, but he

LONGFELLOW'S STUDY
"And what
was inimital

In the de(
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lectual galaxy that America has ever seen. Here assembled

Emerson. Longfellow, Lowell, Whipple, Alcott, Dr. Hedge, John
Weiss, Thomas Starr King, Whittier, Mrs. Livermore, Julia Ward
Howe, Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Lucy Stone, Mrs. Moulton, and
many others of the lights of the day. Sherwood Bonner (Mrs.

Katherine McDowell) being invited to one of its meetings, quite

tr.anscended the privileges of a guest by writing a parody on

"The Raven," but at a quarter of a century's lapse of time one

is disposed to look leniently on the discourtesy, because of the

ivit. It opened thus:

'Dear friends, I crave attention to some facts that I should mention
About a club called 'Radical' .you haven't heard before;

Got up to teach the Nation, was this new-light federation.

To teach the Nation how to think, to live, aud to adore;
To teach It of the beighths and depths that all men should explore.

Only this and nothing more.*'

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe was thus characterized by this auda-
cious rhyme:

"Then a ladv fair and faded, with n care-worn look and Jaded,

As though she saw the glory of the coming Lord no more,
Crushed the British lion's roaring by a reverent outpouring
Of a faith forever soaring unto heaven's golden door;

She was listened to Intently by each member on the tioor,

For her genlns they adore."

cial work for human-
ide a certain sacrifice

! light of duty.

lipple's, and his most

was written from a
ipple by Sumner.

A poet of rarest gifts; a student wliose rewards were rich and
noble in the directions he pursued; a man of fine and exquisite

tastes, of delicate sensibilities was Dr. Parsons. As a literary

man he ranks among the few of our greater authors; he found

his peers with Lowell, Whipple and Longfellow. As a scholar,

with Prof. Charles Eliot Norton. His translation of Dante is

one with genuine claim to perpetuation in literature. His poems,

comparatively few in numlier, hold sacred fire. On his altar

burned the living coal.

In his chair of Belles-Lettres at Harvard. Prof. Norton has
impressed upon successive classes of students an understanding

and a reverence for the fine arts and for poetr.v and the higher

literature. To attend his lectures was in itself considered by
Harvard students as a liberal education. His distinction of man-
ner, his charm and graciousness, and his sincere and unaffected

interest In the individual welfare and progress of the students

won their entire confidence and commanded their admiration,

and his recent retirement is greatly regretted.

The eminently conservative character of Lowell's mind is indi-

cated by a remark made in a letter to Mrs. Howe more than

thirty years ago. It was during his editorship of the Atlantic,

and she had sent him a poem, which he declined with the asser-
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liou tluit uo woman could write a poem, and that Mrs. Browu-

lag's efforts were a conspicuous illustration of hor failure to be

a poet. Mr. Lowell added in this note to Mrs. Ilowe that he

would ghuly accept a prose article from her. There is no

(luestion but that Mr. Lowell was alwa.vs und<M- the old order

of things, believing that the woman was subservient to the man.

Mr. Lowell had the ethical radicalism of the moral enthusiast

and the social conservatism of his age and generation.

In August, 1860, Lowell wrote to Hawthorne a letter intro-

ducing Mr. Howells, and here is the picture he drew of the

great novelist thirty-eight years ago.

"He wants to look at you, which will do you no harm, and do

him a great deal of good. His name is Howells, and he is a flue

young fellow, and has written several poems in the Atlantic,

which of course you have never read because you don't do such

things yourself and are old enough to know better."

Mr, Lowell will be remembered as the poet and man of letters

who became a citizen of tlie world. Wherever literature is loved.

life, were his, and its vitality was shed upon thousands of other

lives of those who yet never cla.sped his han<l or looked upon

that keen, joyous, thoughtful and spirituelle countenance. Fame
crowned him at many of her portals, and honor, troops of friends

and showers of good wishes brought their tribute. He built him

yet "more statel.v mansions" as the swift seasons rolled, and he

represents to us all that is noblest, most generous and harmo-

nious in the literary history of America. His home "on tlie

water side" of Beacon street was a hospitable one. His library

was on the second floor looking out on the Charles river, and

here, in the closing years of his life, he received his fiieuds sit-

ting enthroned among his books. In the drawing room down
stairs hnng the famous portrait of "Dorothy Q" with the British

officer's sword thrust through the canvas. Both Dr. Holmes and

Mr. Lowell led very ideal literary lives when one comes to think

of it. The conditions into which both were born were the best

possible for literary development of a high order, and each was

fortunate in what was withheld as well as in what was given.

THE OLD MANSE—CONCORD.

wherever patriotism is held as a pious virtue, wherever human
progress is seen as an individual and national ideal, the name

of .lames Russell Lowell will be enshrined.

Other phrases are needed to characterize Dr. Holmes. He had

the most electric personality, recognizing with the lightning swift-

ness of Intuition the keynote to any scale of elective affinities.

He was not so much magnetic, as magnetism impersonated. He
was so much more alive than other people. The term "old age"

was a misnomer to associate with the genial, brilliant Autocrat.

The waters of Helicon were to him the fabled spring for which

Ponce de Leon sought in vain, and it miglit have been said of

him in his last days, as truly as when Lowell wrote the lines

fifty years ago:

'His aro just the fine hands, too, to weave you a lyric

Full of fancy, fun, feeling, or spiced wltli satiric.

In a measure so kindly you doubt if the toes

That are trodden upon are yours or the foes.'

Poet, wit, scholar, romancer, critic and scientist, surely nature

was in a bountiful mood when she crowned with all her gifts

his beaming and benignant life. The sunshine of all the sun^-

mers since that auspicious 29th of August, 1809, sifted into his

.Mr. Lowell always reverted with love to his early home, one

of pure and lofty ideals with modest competence and inspiring

associations. Rev. Dr. Charles Lowell, his father, was a typical

early New England divine, in whom great and genuine goodness

was a distinct and positive genius. Jlrs. Edwin P. Whipple has

related how Dr. Lowell was often seen at night with his lantern,

traversing the muddy and crooked paths of the poorer parts of

his parish, seeking out those in need of a word, or of material

aid. Rev. Dr. Bartol, the venerable transcendentalist, who, at

the age of nearly ninety, is still in fairly serene health and activ-

ity, was the junior colleague of Dr. Lowell in the pastorate of

the Old West Church.

The mother of James Russell Lowell was a woman of sensitive

and poetic nature, and of imaginative power. A student curious

in tracing heredity would perhaps ascribe her son's poetic gift

to the strain of romance in her, coming as she did, from a familj'

in Orkney, with the wild picturesqueness of its life in her tem-

perament. Elmwood, the home of the Lowells at Cambridge, is

well known to all students of our literary history. It is a pleas-

ant, unpretentious house, with elms in front, looking over the

east side of Mount Auburn cemetery at the back. Two drawing-
rooms— if so stately a name could be applied to them—are on
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one side of the ball, with doorways on either side the fireplace,

connecting thera. Mr. Lowell's library was the front room on

the second floor—a library rich in classics and rare volnmos. Tlir

estate is still in possession of members of bis family.

Tlie home of the poet Longfellow on Brattle street, In Cam-
iM'idge, is always a shrine of pilgrimage. The old "Craigle House"
it is still called, and there Miss Longfellow, tlie eldest and the

only unmarried daughter, lives, while on either side the two
married sisters, Mrs. Dana and Mrs. Thorpe, have built their

pretty houses—all on the same lawn. Mrs. Thorpe (Annie Long-

fellow) married a brother of Mrs. Ole Bull, and Mrs. Bull, who
for so many years occupied Mr. Lowell's house—Blmwood—has
now built a house of her own on Brattle street, very near the

Longfellow estate, and a house that is one of the most luxurious

and elaborate in modern New England architecture.

Boston is especially fortunate in her neighboring towns easy

of access, beautiful ;o linow, and of all these Concord is the one

most enshrined in (he cl.Tssic associations. The spirit of the

town in Ijeeping green the memory of its world-famed citizens is

admirable. The Fitthburg road (the route to some of the most
charming and picturesque scenery in all New England) has such

admiralile train service to Concord that one finds it easier to go

than to stay at home. Trains convey one from Boston to Con-

cord at almost any hour of the day in from tliirty to fifty min-

utes, and reaching the little station the first thing that meets

the eye is Thoreau street. Instantly one feels in the atmosphere

of classic association. The beautiful town library, its interior

lined with the busts of "Concord authors"—Emerson, Haw-
thorne, Thoreau, and the Alcotts— with others of fame, is a grate-

ful expression of the enthusiastic devotion with which the vil-

lage cherishes Its great and its good. A little walli past an old

graveyard, whose moss-grown stones bear dates of two cen-

turies ago. brings one to the public square wherein the soldiers'

monument stands, and from which two roads branch, one on

which stands the home of Emerson, and still farther on the

•Orchard House," and "The Wayside," and another from which
one approaches "Sleepy Hollow" cemetery. It is here tliat one

nialies his pilgrimage. Here is the spot that is as much a

classic in the world's history as the famous region of the lake

poets in England, or the heath where the witches appeared to

Macbeth, or the spot in Florence whereon stood the house in

LOWELL S STUDY.

which Dante lived. For the name of Emerson is second lu

no other in the entire history of the world, and his grave will

be forever a shrine of sacred pilgrimage.

In the calm beauty of a golden summer afternoon, climb the

sloping heights of "Sleepy Hollow". Approached from the main
thoroughfare (on the south) the roads and paths wind upward
over varied slopes.

Emerson's grave on the crest of the highest hill in Sleepy Hol-

low cemetery, is only twenty minutes' walk from the station.

If one chooses he may drive; but in that he misses the pleasure

of sauntering through the town, with its wealth of hisloric asso-
ciations. One may like to walk leisurely past the liouse wliere for

some years Mr. Alcott lived with the family of his married dangii-
Icr, Mrs. Pratt. The home of .Tudge Hoar and tlie old graveyard
are on the main street of the village. The home of the well-

known author, lecturer and political economist, F. H. Sanborn, is

at the west end of the town, on the river. Mr. Sanborn went to

''oncord the year that he graduated from Harvard, and here he
has lived, the neighbor .•.nd friend of Emerson and of Alcott.

dui'ing their lives, and he has always been actively engaged in

the life of literature and reform. Aside from Mr. Sanborn's home
the chief interest of Concord is at the east end of thi' town. From

CUSTOM HOUSE—SALEM.
(Where Hawtiiorne Wrote the .Scarlet Letter).

Monument square three roads fork, branching in different direc-

tions; on one of these is the "Old Manse" which was built in

1765, for Rev. William Emerson, the grandfather of Kalph Waldo
Emerson. Mr. Emerson married Phoebe Bliss, the daughter of a

clergyman, and died a few years afterward. His widow became
the wife of Rev. Dr. Ezra Ripley, who, in 1778. planted the apple

orchard that still stands, extending back from the house to the

river. Almost all the old ministers of New England have been
entertained under the roof of this ancient house. The small,

square stud.v, where so many sermons have been written, and
where the traditional ghost used to appear, is still kept as it was
a hundred years ago, and it is said that still, late at night, the

door-latch is lifted and the door opened by an unseen hand. In

the rooms above the dining-room Emerson wrote his "Niiture"

and Hawthorne his "Mosses from the Old Manse". In another

chamber (called the "Saints' Rest") the walls bear written in-

scriptions from many of the aged priests who have slept there.

The home of Emerson, n modest white house with great chest-

nut trees guarding the gate, is now that of his daughter. Ellen,

who has never married, and who is a household saint in Concord.

Emerson's library is kept as he left it, and in the dining-room

hangs a classic engraving which was Carl.vle's wedding gift to

Mrs. Emerson.

The grave of the great mystic and poet, in Sleepy Hollow ceme-

tery, is marked by an immense boulder of rose quartz. A bronze

(.•iblet bears tlie inscription:

I!.\L1'H W.\LDO EMKUSON
Boru in Boston. Mny 25. 1803

Died in Concord, April 27, 1882.

"Tlie passive mother lent liis hand

To the vast soni I hat o'er him planned.''

By his side lies his wife, and the grave of the little son, WaMn.
in whose memory he wrote the "Threnody," is next his own.

Almost adjoining are the lots wherein lie Hawthorne: tlie Al-

cotts. father and mother and four daughters: Thoreau and Emer-

son. Three generations of the Emersons are buried here, and the

various inscriptions recall curious bits of local history and tra-

dition.

Another name which was a vital part of Boston, Boyle O'Reilly,

can now be read only in the hearts of the people, and on the

beautiful sculptural memorial by French, placed at the head of

Boylston street in the Back Bay Park. Mr. O'Reilly was pecu-

liarly and pre-eminently a man of large relatedness. if one may so
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C'Jill it, to life. Not only in his natural and inevitable relations

to a large and complicated business, to his family and nearer

friends, and to general society, but to all humanity. No person

could 'be so obscure, or so degraded, or so utterly outside the

pale of what might seem some use in life, as to be outside tlie

WHITTIER S HOME—DANVERS.

head of the table. In those gatherings where President Eliot,

Dr. Hale, Mrs. Howe, Dean Hodges, Dr. John Fiske, Prof. Josiah

Royce, Mrs. Whipple, Mrs. Agassiz, and others of representative

people who stand for something—in those g.atlierings where they

are to Ije met, is there not "society", and the best of it? Why
must social life par excellence be regarded as a matter of spec-
+„„.,!„- ¥„„*!„!*:„„ TTTi._

jg jj^^ ^ quiet dinner, or reception,

'. more thoughtful or gifted order of

s a Bradley-Martin ball? "Society

1 of humanity," well said Kate Field;

se days it will be." Not only should

his fair prophecy, but also assist at

;tly admit that "society" is merely a
ife of representation—in dining and
iwer the standard of life.

;, wealth in Boston does not seem to

ons. There are as beautiful dinners

ask; there are beautiful toilets, there

id charm—what you will—but those

as a rule, to be least enslaved to it.

re not used by it. There still lingers

t it is not to be mistaken for provin-

ial standard in Boston is that of an
grity. It is an ideal carried to what
.e; it is sometimes insisted upon to

er within the gates calls narrowness

is standard is held high and so abso-

:ance to all social relations,

luences that Boston has ever known
Hips Brooks, who was for more than

'rinity and for fifteen months liishop

3g put into modern and current cir-

aught by Jesus. He impressed, he

led to a great degree, the municipal

lental truth that the only reality is

active sympathies of Boyle O'Reilly. If one were in need, that

was all the passport required to his sympathy, his counsel and

liis assistance. He left the deserts to be judged by the All-

Seeing, and asked no credential of those whom his goodness

benefited.

Although there is a new Boston, a greater Boston, indeed, a

new Boston of modei-n architecture and taste, yet there still

abound the old-fashioned liouses whose exterior suggests to the

passer-by nothing of the beauty within. Of these are the houses

of Robert Treat Paine, ex-Governor Claflin, Mrs. Whipple, Mrs.

Fields, Rev. Dr. Bartol, and the late Mrs. Hemenway. With

all her vast wealth she lived in a house on Mount Vernon street,

of which the only particular impression the passer-by would gain

would be that it must be a "roomy" mansion. Ten chances to

one, indeed, if the casual pedestrian even noticed it at all. Yet

within it was a home fit for culture and high taste. That is what

one would have said on entering it. One would not have thought:

"This is a fitting home for a woman of fine tastes and high life"—

high life in Boston not meaning precisely what it does when the

term is used in Punch. Noble works of art, paintings, sculptures,

books, adorned Mrs. Ilemenway's spacious and beautiful house

where extensive and charming hospitalities prevailed, and where

all that could minister to the finer tlavors of life were gathered

for comfort, for use, but in no sense for display.

A French visitor in Boston solaced himself by writing a book

about the social life of the modern Athens in which the quality of

frankness, at least, cannot be said to be lacking. He found Bos-

ton society provincial and said so. He alleged that most inter-

esting and impoi-tant people are not "in society," and that the

alleged "smart set" comprise a few families who entertain eacli

other, and marry each other continually, and whose companion-

ship is as devoid of inspiration as possiljle. The arraignment is

a formidable one, and it is, at the worst, very cleverly made. The

question is, is it true? When the assertion is made that the most

interesting and important people are not "in society", one cannot

but recall the old truism that where MacGregor sits there is the

_ . ^ J square, is open every day and is

always a place visited by the tourist and stranger. The Museum
of Fine Arts and the Public Library, together with Trinity and
the "Old South" Church, comliine to make f'ople.y square the

architectural I'epreseutalive of Boston. Trinit.v has I)een most
fortunate in securing for its rector—the immediate successor of

Phillips Brooks—the Rev. Dr. E. Wiuchester Donald, a man not

less remarkal)le tlian his celebrated predecessor. His philosophic

WHITTIER S STUDY—DANVERS.
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breadth of thought, his noble culture, his sympathetic and win-

ning personality, render Dr. Donald one of the salient forces in

the life of the Boston of today.

Any attempt to portray Boston that did not include the name
of Rev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale would be, indeed, the play of

"Hamlet" with Hamlet left out. As a great divine, an eminent

man of affairs, a noted counsellor in all municipal interests; the

friend, the citizen; no less, also, one of the most widely read of

the Boston authors. Dr. Hale's personality and influence are un-

bounded.

The Public Library in both its intellectual and artistic aspects

is more and more the center of interest. Its mural paintings

rival in interest the galleries of the Museum of Fine Arts; its

stately and noble reading-rooms, Bates Hall, the periodical room,

the newspaper room, the fine arts room and other departments

and specialties; its active hospitality, its beauty, glow and charm,

are simply magnetic. Too much could hardly be said of the

unvarying courtesy, the helpful kindness of Mr. Knapp, curator

of Bates Hall, and of the heads of the other departments in the

delivery room, the periodical and newspaper rooms. Yet with

every recognition of the very rare quality of Mr. Putnam's staff,

in their various responsible positions; with every recognition of

the spacious, splendid buildings—a dream of beauty without and
within—one must come Ijack to the center of it all; to him whose
firm touch upon the mainspring holds its elaborate mechanism
true to its course—the Librarian, Herbert W. Putnam. The
splendid building, with all its treasure of literature and art, might

almost relapse into a mere literary mausoleum were it not for

the spirit that informs it with life and light and irresistible en-

ergy.

The Lowell Institute is another important institution of learn-

ing in Boston, being, indeed, a "People's College". John Lowell,

a son of the man for whom the city of Lowell was named, died

in Bombay in 1836, at the early age of thirty-nine, and he left half

of his fortune (.$237,000) to found a course of annual lectures on

natural and moral science, political economy and literature, to

which, after putting aside ten per cent of the income of this fund,

each year, the remainder of the income should be devoted. Mr.

Lowell wisely provided that no part of this fund should be de-

voted to building purposes. Not the external appliances, but the

inner significance, was his aim. The Lowell Institute (whose

lectures are given in Huntington Hall of the Institute of Technol-

ogy) was opened by Edward Everett on December 1, 1839, and

during the sixty years of their course the lecturers who have

appeared on this platform have represented the most eminent

men of various nations, in science, ethics, political and social

economy.

The traditionally crooked and intricate ways of Boston are only

objectionable to the un-Bostonian mind. It is the barbarian who
dwells afar from the Frog-pond and out of sight of the Gilded

Dome who demands unerring rectangles in his thoroughfares. (If

the Gilded Dome were within his range of vision, he wouldn't be

an outer barbarian, of course.) The Mayflower-landed, colonially-

descended intellect regards a blind alley with the respect that

Mark Twain's guide gave to "Ze great Christopher Colombo".

No wandering minstrel from afar need ever feel that Boston has

really taken him to her heart—oh! no, her mind—until he is initi-

ated into the mysteries of the alley, whose holes and escapes, so

to speak, are the joy of the Bostonian heart, and the delight of

the Bostonian feet that skip nimbly through them after the

native custom of jugglery.

Now, to the outer barbarian that all but invisible passage from

Washington street to the locality ambitiously termed "City Hall

avenue," via Young's Hotel, is a "route obscure and lonely." (No,

there is no intention of adding the succeeding line that Foe

added). But the native modern Athenian rejoices in this byway.

He darts through it at the rate of a mile a minute, and dodges his

fellow Athenians on the way with the celerity and an agility that

is no less admirable than it is startling.

Again, does the initiate wish to go from the middle of School

street to the middle of West street? The stranger within the

gates would take the long and decorous route on either Tremont

or Washington; but the man to the manner born sagaciously be-

takes himself through the alley by the Parker House, emerging

at Bosworth street; nimbly skips down the stone steps back of

Horticultural Hall, Into another truly Bostonian passageway,
crosses Bromfield street, hies him into Bromfield court—an Italian

settlement dropped into the hear^ of Boston—makes a thorough-

fare of a business house opening on !>oth streets, and arrives at

his destination in a hop, skip ai d jump fashion that is highly

edifying. It is a picturesque mysttiy dear to tlie Bostonian heart,

and on no consideration would he exchange it for prosaic rect-

angles.

Boston, like Paris, has her Quartier Latin, where the most
interesting things happen. There is a semi-Bohemian region in

which are located several studio buildings and other artistic or

semi-literary headquarters, which is a part of the city that is

very much alive. On the new land, the buildings all new, it is

yet adjacent to and adjoining the old part of the city. It is not

far distant, geographically, from the fashionable portion; it is

within a half dozen blocks of Commonwealth avenue, of Beacon

BATES HALL.—PUBLIC LIBRARY.

Street; but while these thoroughfares are monotonously quiet, with

the decorous rows of private residences, broken now and tlitn by

an apartment hotel that vies witli palaces in luxurious fittiug-up,

this artistic Latin-like quarter abounds in students who pour out

of its clubrooms or restaurants in great numbers; with artists,

men and women, who perhaps live in their studios, make their

matutinal coffee over a gas stove, and dine at the students' res-

taurant; in lecturers; in the followers and practitioners of occult

science, and mental healing; in spiritual mediums—what you

will. Y'ou wilU perhaps be accosted on the sidewalk by a neatly

dressed woman with refined courtesy of manner, who offers you

a card bearing the legend, "Divine Science Home." You may
be favored with a gratuitous copy of "The Prophetic Star-

Gazer;" you may be gently entreated to attend a lecture on the

"Science of Creation from the Standpoint of Vibration;" or in-

vited to a course on "Psycho-Physics;" you may be asked if you

understand "mental chemistry;" you may be informed of the

private lectures given by Siddi Mohammed Tabier; you may be

privileged to enter into the mystic atmosphere of the "Oriental

Circle," where you listen to discourses on the "Gods of Egypt

and the Book of the Dead;" "The Mahabhrata and the Ram-

ayana," or "Reincarnation of the Vedas." Lecturers in this quar-

ter discuss such topics as "Primal Force," "The Bondage of

Mortal Sense," and "What is Death?" A daintily gowned young
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woman sitting in a club parlor in this region was asked if she

believed in thought-transference. "O, I am far beyond that,"

she replied airily; "I am in the sphere of intense vibration."

There is one house wher its fair mistress proclaims herself

"Daughter of the Druids," ;.lJ where she gathers a circle of

the faithful about her on afternoons and lectures to them on

"Symbolism." She has a room fitted up with maps and charts

of the most extraordinary description. The signs of the zodiac;

the supposed aspect of the universe at different periods of cre-

ation; representations of the stages of evolution in man, and

other strange signs and designs of which it is ditfleult, alas, to

grasp the meaning.

All this is the picturesque region of Boston. It is very much
alive and is, indeed, "an atmosphere of intense vibrations."

Here congregate artists to whose mind views on Impressionism

and Realism constitute a legitimte causus belli over which they

limitations of space. The hall was crowded with eager listeners,

and the power of Mrs. Eddy revived the memories of Anne
Hutchinson and made itself a part of the apostolic succession of

fervent idealism which is Inseparable from Boston life and which

is its dominant characteristic.

A remarkable factor in the development and progress of Bos-

ton has been the work done in the Institute of Technology. This

institution, which General Walker well insisted should rank with

Harvard University in educational importance, has made itself

.a centralizing force in scientific progress and intellectual ad-

vancement in every direction. Huntington Hall is used for the

Lowell Institute lectures as well as for the special work done

in the Institute of Technology, and the great audiences that

gather every season at the Lowell Institute courses are the most

visible link between the old and tlie new periods in the history

of Boston.

HAWTHORNE S HOUSE—CONCORD.

wrangle as the elder theologians of New England did over "orig-

inal sin" and "foreordination."

An unique feature in Boston is that of tlio "First Cliurcli of

Christ, Scientist," in the Back Bay; the first church in the world

to be erected by the sect of that name, and which holds as pas-

tor the Bev. Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of the sect which
had its origin in Boston. The auditorium seats some fittcL'U

hundred.

The rise and progress of this sect has been a curious feature

in Boston life; its inception being the Sunday afternoon meet-
ings of al)out a dozen people held in a parlor, in 1877-78, when
Mrs. Eddy first entered on her work here. Three or four years
later she founded her "Metaphysical College," where she g.ave

morning lectures to an audience, often numbering three hundred
—at the rate of one hundred dollars for twel^ lectures, and
many were turned away or obliged to wait on account of the

The new Boston, architecturally and geographically, is as im-

pres.sive on one side as is the new thought, customs and general

life on the other. All that part of the city lying west of Charles

street has been literally "made" by filling in the land, within

the memory of men still living. Indeed, in the year 18S0 Dart-

mouth street was the western extremity of the city, and it is

almost incredible that the miles of noble and beautiful architect-

ure beyond and the spacious splendor of the Baclv Bay Park,

with its chain of thirty miles of driveway, the most splendid

park system of America, is the growth of the past eighteen years.

"Sweet records, promises as sweet," are words that recall them-

selves to one in contemplating the story of Boston; the city

founded in prayer and nurtured in faith and aspiration; the city

of ideas and ideals; the growing center from which radiates that

energy and power which well entitles it to ho called the Athens

of America.
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Of the many attractions of the city of Boston, the "suburbs"

are povhaps the chiefest. Hardly any city in the United States is

so fortunately situated. The man of business can with ease leave

his ofHce in the center of the city and within 15 to 30 minutes be

at his home in a place surrounded by trees, by the seashore, or

in the midst of farming land, where it is hard to realize that a

great city is within so short a distance. Nothing has had more
to do with bringing about this possibility of suburban homes than

the system of street railways, which is one of the finest in the

country.

When one considers the geographical situation of Boston this

statement seems surprising, for there is hardly a city in the

K''<

Cambridge there was a regular line of omnibusscs running every

half hour during the busy part of the day, but at other times Ihe

service was uncertain and irregular, the vehicles often becoming
stalled in the muddy streets. The service between Boston and
other suburban towns was no better. It is difllcult to realize

that within the comparatively brief period of 42 years such a

complete revolution has taken place. It is not too much to say

that the street railway has been a great factor in completely

changing the habits, conditions and civilization of the commun-
ity. It is the street railway that has made suburban Boston
possible.

The Cambridge Railroad was the first street railway to be

operated in Boston. At the time that the first car ran, March 26,

18.50, the company had under construction 10 miles of single

track. When the line was opened for tratflc five miles were o.ner-

ated. The rail used at that time weighed about GO lbs. to Ihe

yard and was of the groove head pattern. The gage was the

standard. The car equipment consisted of 10 box cars with
lli-ft. bodies, built by Eaton, Gilbert & Co., of Troy. N. Y. The
company owned 105 horses when tlie line was opened. These
were purchased from the C(mipany which operated tlie omnibus
line, it having sold out its entire business to the street railway

compan.v. The cars ran from the corner of Pearl and .Main

streets, Cambridgeport. to Cambridge street. Boston, a distance

of about two and one-half miles. The hours were from six in the

morning until eleven at night. Tlie fare was S cents, .\bout the

last of April, 1856, the line was opened to Harvard square, Cam-
liridge, increasing the length of the line three and one-half miles

and the fare was increased to 10 cents. For its first year's wnrk
llie company carried over 1.000.000 paying passengers.

In September, 1850, the Metropolitan Railroa<l Company opened

a line from Boston to Roxburv and in its first .year carried s.dOd.-

000 paying passengers. It immediately became apparent that

WILLIAM A. GASTON,
President.

I'ailed States where the street railway business is conducted

with moi'e difficulty. Boston streets are proverbially narrow and
crooked, and there are very few main thoroughfares. The ordi-

nary winters are most severe. Supplies cost more than in other

cities and the rate of wages is higher. The public expects and
demands a higher grade of service than is given in most places.

But in the face of all this Boston has, with one exception, the

largest street railway under one management in the country.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company controls all the street

railway lines in Boston and 10 other cities and towns in its sub-

urban district. These cities and towns have a population of

782,845. The mileage of surface lines is 305, all of which are

operated by electricity, except 2.8 miles. To operate this vast

system seven power houses for generating the electric current

are required. There are 2.648 cars and 5.100 employes. Last

year 196,332.239 passengers were carried, of which 172.554,513

were revenue passengers and 23.777.720 were free transfer pas-

sengers. The passenger earnings were .$8,536,285.83 and the oper-

ating expenses were .$6,213.70S.!56.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company took possession of the

property of the West End Street Railway Company October 1.

1897. under a lease for 25 years, and is making prepanjtion;-, to

build elevated lines on plans now under way and to be completed

at an early date.

The history of street railroading in Boston dates back to IST.G.

Previous to that time all the bridges leading into Boston were
toll bridges and many of the roads leading into the city were
turnpikes on which tolls were charged. Between Boston and OFFICE BUILDING OF THE BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY CO.
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there was a demand for local transportation facilities larger than

anyone had supposed. The success of the Cambridge and the

Metropolitan Railroads led to the construction of new lines by

them and the extension of the lines already in operation. Other

corporations were formed and opened territory adjacent to those

in operation, and others were established as competing lines. At

one time there were no less than 18 different companies, each

operated separately. There seemed to be an epidemic on the sub-

ject, and the value of a street railway franchise was greatly ex-

aggerated. Numerous charters were obtained which were never

used and many small roads were built long in advance of any

sufficient demand to justify their cost.

After a time, howevei-, consolidation brought the number down

to five. These were the Metropolitan, the South Boston, the

Cambridge, the Higland, the Middlesex and the Lynn & Boston

companies.

The Metropolitan Railroad was the largest and carried the

greatest number of passengers. The Highland was of the great-

est benefit to the community. Its management introduced a

much better style of car than had ever before been used in Bos-

I .!

SAMUEL LITTLE,
President West End Street Railway.

ton. Great care was exercised in selecting polite and competent

employes and they were the first to appear in uniforms. Many

of its lines paralleled those of the Metropolitan Railroad and in

some cases its cars ran over the tracks of the same road. The

cars were always kept clean and neat, inside and outside, and

when one could get to his destination as well by one route as an-

other the Highland was the one chosen.

A large share of the credit for Boston's famous park system is

due to the Highland Street Railway. The first link in the chain

of the great park system was West Roxbury Park, later Frank-

iMi Park and now Franklin Field. That portion of tue park was

near the end of the Highland Railway's line at Grove Hall, Dor-

chester. The company extended its line to what is now the

entrance to the park near Oakland Garden, and by influence

brought to bear upon the city authorities, aided by public opin-

ion, was instrumental in the purchasing of the land by the city.

The Highland Railway was consolidated with the Middlesex

Railroad under the title of the Boston Consolidated Street Rail-

road.

In 188G two street railway companies were chartered under

the general laws, the incorporators being the same men. These

roads were known as the West End and the Suburban. The orig-

inal incorporators started as a land company,with the idea of unit-

ing Beacon street (Brookline), and Beacon street (Boston). In

Brookline the intention was to widen that part of Beacon street

into a boulevard and in this way increase the value of the land.

It was also planned to have street railway tracks in the center

of the boulevard which would run into Boston over Beacon street

and connect there with the rails of the Metropolitan Railroad

Company. This road was known as the Suburban.

The general consolidation of the street railways of Boston took

place November 11, 1887. The originator and leader in the mat-

ter was Henry M. Whitney and he became the president of the

West End Street Railway Company, the result of the consolid.a-

tion. It was mainly through him that Beacon street was wid-

ened and that the controlling interest in each of the Boston

street railways (except the Lynn & Boston Railroad) was pur-

chased. As soon as the consolidation was completed it was seen

that some new system of motive power must be adopted.

There were at this time 1,584 cars, 7,500 horses and 224.048

miles of single track. The directors saw that with the ordinary

increase in trafllc, etc., it would be impossible to operate the con-

solidated roads with horses in years to come. That they were

right is shown by the fact that with the present business if

horse power were used exclusively it would take 18,000 horses.

With a knowledge of Boston's streets it will at once be seen that

were horses used today the present business could not possibly

be handled.

Careful investigation was made of the cable system. The diffi-

culties of using that system in Boston were very serious, owing

to the crookedness of the streets and the large number of draw-

bridges; and when petitioned for the right to use it, the several

city governments were very reluctant to consent. While this

question was under general discussion, it was reported that the

overhead electric system had been proved a success in Richmond,

Va.: and on investigation the report was so far substantiated

that the West End Company determined to try that system on its

new line on Beacon street. It was a street admirably adapted

for the purpose. Considerable opposition to the granting of the

right to use overhead wires was made, but was finally overcome

by an agreement to use the underground system on the Back

Bay. The conduit proved a failure; but the overhead system

gave so much satisfaction that a general right to use it in Boston

was granted in 1889.

OFFICERS.

Colonel William Alexander Gaston, the president, is a son of

ex-Governor William Gaston and Louise (Beecher) Gaston, and

was born in Roxbury, Mass., May 1, 1857. His early education

was obtained in private schools and in the Roxbury Latin School.

He graduated from Harvard in the class of 1880, and subsequent-

ly from the Harvard Law School. After admission to the bar

he began practice with his father and Charles L. B. Whitney,

entering into partnership with them October 1, 1883. His present

partner is Frederic E. Snow, under the firm name of Gaston &
Snow, and they have a very large practice. He is regarded as

one of the ablest members of the Suffolk bar and has given much
attention to corporation law.

Mr. Gaston is a director of the Manufacturer's National Bank
and a trustee of the Proprietors of the Forest Hills Cemetery; he

is a member of a number of clubs—the Somerset, the Puritan and

the Athletic Club of Boston, the Country Club of Brookline, the

Commodore Club of Maine, and other associations. He was a

member of the staff of ex-Gov. William E. Russell. When the

Boston Elevated Railway Company was organized he was elect-

ed its president, which position he now holds, and the successful

organization of the company is conceded to be due to him more
than any other man.

General William Amos Bancroft, the vice-president, was born

April 26, 1855, in Groton, Mass., and is the son of Charles and
Lydia Emeline (Spaulding) Bancroft. He comes from the old

colonial stock, the Bancroft and the Spaulding families both be-

ing descended from English immigrants who landed in Massa-
chusetts about 1640. In farm work and in country sports young
Bancroft laid the foundation of a vigorous constitution. He at-

tended the public schools and the Lawrence Academy in his na-

tive town, and afterwards Phillips Exeter Academy, New Hamp-
shire, from which he graduated in 1874. He matriculated at

Harvard College In 1878, and graduated from the Law School.

He was admitted to the Suffolk bar in 1881. When in college he
become noted for his athletic prowess, and was captain and
stroke oarsman in the victorious Harvard University crews of

1877, 1878 and 1879, the victories being largely due to his ener-

getic management. Later, for about five years, he was the

"coach" of various Harvard crews. When a college freshman
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lie eulisti-d as a private in llic Cambridge Company of tlie Fiftli

Regimeul ol" tlie State Militia, and after being promoted tlirougli

tlie several grades became company commander in 1879, and

commanding officer of the regiment in 1SS2. For several years

he was the senior colonel in the militia and was made brigadier

general and commander of the Second Brigade in July, 1897. Un-

der his command company, regiment and brigade have reached a

high standard of efHeieucy. In 1889 the Fifth Regiment was de-

tailed, on accoimt of its high standing, as escort to the state dele-

gation on the centennial anniversity of Washington's inaugura-

tion in New York.

Thirteen years ago General Bancroft started in the street rail-

way business as superintendent of the Cambridge Railroad. It

was a horse railway and was in competition with the Charles

River Street Railway. About 15 months later he became super-

tendeut of the two companies which were united under the

name of the Cambridge Railroad. During this time he had good

success in the operation of the two companies and a number of

changes were made for the advantage of the public, of the coin-

panle-j ond of the employes.

In the winter of 1887 occurred a strike of about ()00

employes who went out between lights leaving the company wilh

1.800 horses on its hands, and six men, a woman and a boy in

the stable lo look after the horses, and a few repair shop hands

at which ex-Goveruor Grecnhalge was first nominated. In 1804,

he was elected president of the New England Alumni of rhillips

Exeter Academy. He was also president of the Mayor's Club of

Massachusetts, the Cambridge Club and the First Volunteers

Citizens Association, of Cambridge.

John T. Burnett, secretary of the company, was boru iu South-

boro, Worcester county, Mass., April 23, 1868, and is a son of

the late Joseph Burnett, of Southboro. He was educated at

St. Mark's School, Southboro, and was a member of the class

of 189], Harvard University. He was a member of the Dickey

and Hasty Pudding Clubs, played on the freshman football team

that beat Yale, and was manager of the University baseball nine

of 1890. For three years he was with the Old Colony Trust Com-

pany after leaving college, was appointed assistant postmaster

of Boston July 1, 1893, and acting postmaster upon the death

of the postmaster, Colonel Coveney. He was elected secretary

of the Boston Elevated Railway Company in January, 1897.

William Hooper, treasurer of the company, was born in Boston

iu 1855. He graduated from Harvard in the class of 1880. For

three years he was associated with the Amoskeag Manufactur-

ing Company, leaving it to go with the Tacific Mills. He was
treasurer of the Fiskdale Mills, treasurer of the Atlantic Cot-

ton Mills and auditor of the Calumet & Hecla Mining Company.

He assumed his present position January. IS'.IS, wliicli is the

P.lENTIbS CU.M.Ml.SGS,

Advisory Counsel.
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Civil Eogineer.
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G. A. Kl.MBALL,

Bureau Elevated l.ines.

besides. He kept the cars running except for three days. The

cars commenced running on a Saturday, stopped running the fol-

lowing day, Sunday, commenced running again Monday morning

and have been running ever since. The men with whom he dealt

at the time, those who went out on the strike, afterwards

talked with him personally and all save a very few admitted that

they had made a mistake in striking.

After the West End Street Railway Company absorbed all the

street railways General Bancroft was appointed roadmaster of

the entire system, superintending the first construction of the

electric lines of the West End Company. As a street railway

superintendent his administration was eminently successful, and
energy, firmness and tact, together with his manner of handling

the great strike in 1887 brought him into prominent notice. In

1890 he left the street railway service with the good will of its

employes and returned to the practice of law. In the fall of 1881

he was elected a common councilman and the following year was
elected a representative to the legislature and was re-elected in

18S3, and again in 1884. In the fall of 1890 he was elected an
alderman of Cambridge and the following year re-elected. Mo
served as president of the Board and chairman of the Finance
Committee during both years. Elected mayor iu 1892, he served

for four successive years as chief executive. In 1893. while
mayor, he was made an overseer of Harvard University and in

the same year presided over the Republican State Convention

only official position he now holds in any company. From
November, 1893, to January, 1898, Mr. Hooper was a director and
member of the executive committee of the West End Street Rail-

way Company.

Charles Spencer Sergeant, second vice-president, was boru in

Northampton, Mass., in 1852, the sou of George and Lydia (Clark)

Sergeant. His father was born iu Stockbridge, Mass., which has

been the family home since the settlement there iu 1735 of his

great-great-grandfather as a missionary to the Stockbridge In-

dians.

He was educated in the public schools of Northampton and
graduated from the high school in 186S; in that year began his

business career in the employment of the First National Bank
of Easthampton. Iu 1872 he entered the steam railroad busi-

ness as paymaster and cashier of the Marquette, Houghton &
Ontonagon Railroad Company, and was also associated with
various iron companies and engaged in the iron smelting busi-

ness.

In 1876 he came to Boston to take the position of chief clerk

of the Eastern Railroad Company, subsequently being appointed
general auditor. In December, 1887, when the West End Street

Railway Company came into possession of the several street

railways centering in Boston, he was offered and accepted the

position of general auditor of the company, subsequently being

made second vice-president, and in November, 1892. being ap-
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poiuted general manager, ^vhieh position be held until the lease

to the Boston Klevated Railway Company.

Julius Erastus Rugg. superintendent of transportation, comes

of sterling old New Hampshire stock, being the s«n of Capt.

William S. Rugg, of Rindge, N. H. At eighteen years of age

he became a country school teacher, like many other New Hamp-

shire men who have risen to positions of trust. Coming to Bos-

ton tour years later, he became a conductor on the Chelsea and

Boston cars, and after a year's faithful service, was put m as

receiTer in the street railroad office in Chelsea square, where he

remained for three years, leaving the position to become super-

FRANK T. LEWIS,

General Storekeeper.

RICHARD T. LAFFIN,

Supt. of Employment.

mtendent of the I.yun & Boston Railroad. After four years

with this corporation, he left to become superintendent ot the

Hi-hland Street Railway Company in Roxbury, where he re-

mained for 14 years in charge of what was known at that time

as the most progressive street railway in the country. Upon the

erganization of the Boston Consolidated Street Railway he be-

came its general superintendent, holding tlie position two years.

Mr. Rugg then went to Minneapolis as general manager of the

Minneapolis Street Railway Company, but after a year in the

west he received a call, as the ministers say, to become general

manager of the Citizens Traction Cable & Electric Company, of
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Mr. Woods was purchasing agent of the West End Street Rail-

way Company for 10 years and holds the same position with

the Boston Elevated.

H. L. Wilson, auditor of the Boston Elevated Railway Com-

pany and president of the Street Railway Accountants' Associa-

tion, was born in Boston in 1S62 and received his education in

the public schools of that city. From the time he was 16 years

old until 1887 he was connected with several mercantile and

importing houses. His progress in the business world was not

such as to satisfy the young man, so he concluded to seek his

fortune in the west. Accordingly he went to Kansas City and

joined the auditor's force in the ofHce of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company, where he obtained his first experience in rail-

way accounting. In 1888 Mr. Wilson was offered and accepted

the position of head of one of the departments in the auditor's

office of the West End Street Railway Company, of Boston, and

in 1891 he was elected auditor which position he held until the

lease to the Boston Elevated when he became auditor of this

company.

EOtLING STOCK.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company operates about 1,200

closed cars and 1,200 open cars; these cars are from the shops

of several makers, among them the Barney & Smith Car Com-
pany, the J. G. Brill Company, the Brownell Car Company, J. M.

Jones' Sons and the Stephenson Company. Twenty-flve-foot

bodies are now the standard in closed and nine benches on open

cars; the former seat 8-1 passengers, and the latter five on a

bench. All platforms on box cars are open, no vestibules being

used, but the platforms are each guarded by two gates; open

a

1
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The WL'iglit of the mil used is llio saint.' tlirciuyhout the city,

about 95 lbs. per yard, furnished in ISOf by the Johnson Com-

pany, and in 1898 by Wni. Wharton. Jr., & Co. Where the track

runs through park reservations and not on the highway, a 7-in.

T rail is used. This is set on a 1-in. tie plate so as to give 8-in.

depth of loam for a width of 25 ft. which the company main-

tains. The best known type of special work, 10-in. construction,

that can be found on the market is used by the company. This

work was nearly all built by the Johnson Company and Wm.
Wharton, Jr., & Co.

In snow cleaning, sleds are used lo carry off snow plowed in

the congested parts of the city while in the suburbs levellers are

Eagle street, near t'helsea creek, East Boston; the "Charlestown"

on Hamblen street, near the Mystic river and .Maiden Bridge,

Charlestown; the "Dorchester" on Ereeport street and Dorches-

ter Bay, Dorchester; and the "Harvard" on Boylstou street, Cam-

bridge, near the Charles river.

These stations supply current to lines as follows:

AUston: Brighton, part of Brookline and into Newton.

Central: The city proper, South Boslou and iiarts of Brook-

line. Roxbury and Jamaica Plain.

East Cambridge: Parts of Cambridge, Charlestown, Somer-

viUe, Medford, and at times, part of (he city proper.

East Boston: East Boston and Chelsea.

used. The track cleaners used are those made by the Van Doru

& Dutton Company.

POWER STATIONS.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company operates seven power

stations in the Metropolitan district, the lines being with three

exceiilions within a radius of six miles from the City Hall. It

is about 13 miles by the company's lines from the end of one of

the north-westerly to the end of one of the south-easterly lines

fed by these stations. The extreme distance apart of these sta-

tions is about six miles.

The names and location are the "AUstou" on Bralntree street,

AUston, near Cambridge street and the Boston & Albany Rail-

road; the "Central" on Albany street, near the South Bay and

Waltham street, Boston; the "East Cambridge" on North street,

and near Millers river, East Cambridge; the "East Boston" on

Charlestown: Parts of Charlestown, Medford, SomerviUe,

Maiden and Everett.

Dorchester: Dorchester and part of Roxbury.

Harvard: Cambridge, Watertown, Arlington and into Newton,

Brighton and Brookline.

The aggregate nominal capacity of the present engine equip-

ment of all stations is about 30,9.''i0 h. p. Some of the stations

are large enough for additional units in both engine and boilers

and others are equipped to their full capacity.

There is quite a variety of engines of different makes. Boilers

iu all but two stations are of the Babcock & Wilcox make. All

stations but one are located on tide water.

The following is a detailed description of each station in the

order of its erection:

The AUston power station was designed and built in 1SS8-9,

and stands today as originally equipped except that one genera-
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tor liiis been added to each of the four ougiues and the coal

handling facilities have been improved.

There are now four Armiugton & Sims high speed, simple,

non-condensing engines of 200 h. p., each belted to two bi-

polar 75-k. w. and one bi-polar C2-k. w. generator. Si.x boilers of

150 h. p. with the necessary feed water heaters, feed pumps,

steam and exhaust piping, complete the mechanical equipment.

Coal is brought by the company's electric coal cars can-ying

eight 1%-tou automatic, self-dumping boxes, which upon arrival

are either dumped into the coal shed or taken into the boiler

i-oom and there dumped in front of the furnaces; in either case

this is done by transferring the boxes with a swinging crane

This station is used only in the winter season to help out dur-

ing the period of excessive loads, which always taxes the ca-

pacity of the stations in this region. This is due to the use of

lieavier cars in winter with a larger motor equipment than that

used in summer to can-y the same number of passengers, also

to the use of electric heaters and snow plows.

The Central power station was designed and built in 1889-90-91

under the direction of F. S. Pearson, chief engineer, and William

O. Preston, architect. The chimney, foundations for machinery

and all the interior equipment up to 1895 were planned and

built under the direction of F. S. I'earsou, L. J. Ilirt, assistant

engineer, and H. P. Quick, chief draughtsman. As originally de-

to an overhead trolley track running through the shod and boiler

room. Coal is hauled from the Central power station wharf

several times daily. This station is shut down completely during

a large portion of the year and its load taken by the Central and

Harvard stations.

In 1889 a small station was installed at the Hinkley Locomo-

tive Works on Harrison avenue to furnish power while the larger

and main Central station was building. Five Mcintosh & Sey-

mour 200-h. p. tandem compound engines were installed with

two 62-k. w. generators each, and boiler capacity to correspond.

Later the boilers were removed when the main station boilers

were erected, larger fly-wheels were put on the engines and two
more generators belted to the same wheels. Still later five more
Mcintosh & Se.vmour engines which had .also been used as

temporary equipment in the main Ijoiler house were reinstalled

here with four generators each. In this shape the station now
stands, having a total capacity of 10 engines and 40 generators

or about 2.000 h. p.

signed there were to be six triple-expansion engines belted

through counter shafting to IS multi-polar 500-k. w. generators.

These were eventually put in, but while waiting for them to

be designed, tested and perfected, there being nothing of the

kind in existence, there was installed a temporary equipment of

48 multi-polar 80-k. w. machines, the largest then on the market.

When the station was completed as originally designed, there

was wonderful elasticity and provision for emergencies in the

arrangement, but its complications and waste of power, brought

out so prominently by the developement of the multi-polar direct

connected generator, led to a change in 1895 and 1896. Under

the direction of C. F. Baker, master mechanic, the six triple-

expansion engines were enlarged and attached to generators of

suitable capacit.v. The shafting, belt tighteners and old genera-

tors were removed and cross-compound engines of large power
installed in their place, largely increasing the capacity of the

station without adding to the structure. The boiler plant, how-

ever, was enlarged, the pumps and piping systems re-organized
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and simplified, so tliat tlie station as it stands is thoroughly mod-

ern and as economical to operate as any of the later stations.

The station has an ultimate nominal capacity of perhaps 20,-

000 h. p., although at present, machinery of only about 13,000

h. p. is installed in the engine room. There are six Reynolds-

Corliss 1,600-h. p. triple-expansion, liorizontal, condensing eu-

giUi'S, making al:)OUt 80 r. p. m. The cylinders are 23, 36 and

52x4S-in. stroke. The fly-wheel is 24 ft. in diameter. There are

independent air and circulating pumps of the Reynolds-Corliss

vertical pattern, all working under 180 Ihs. initial pressure, and

surface condensers. There are two Reynolds-Corliss 2,000-h. p.

cross-compound, horizontal, condensing engines with cylinders 32

pumps and boilers in the order named. All water of condensa-

tion except that from the condensers is returned to the boilers.

Two oil pumps for filling the gravity tanks, an air compressor,

blower, motors and shafting for the pumps and economizers com-

plete the outfit of the engine room. A feature worthy of note

Is that one motor with countershaft furnishes power for (he

six geared pumps, the blower, air compressor and two sets of

economizer tube scrapers cleaning 2,080 tubes.

All the electrical controlling apparatus is grouped at the front

end of the station on a gallery commanding a view of the whole

engine room. Both underground and overhead feeders lead from

the feeder gallery where are 15 vertical panels and 15 table

and 62x60-in. stroke with 24-ft. fly-wheels making 75 r. p. m.;

also independent circulating pump and jet condenser of the verti-

cal pattern. The latter two engines have feed water heaters,

Stratton separators, built by the Goubert Manufacturing Com
pany, and independent steam connections to each side so that

either side can be operated under high pressure with the other

disconnected.

All engines have practically indestructible plate fly-wheels

weighing 60 to 70 tons. All have intermediate re-heating re-

ceivers, free exhaust, and circulating condensing water connec-

tions. The latter is taken from South Bay by 36-in. cast iron

pipes having the necessary fish traps, check valves and screens,

and connections are made direct with all condensers.

The feed water is handled by a series of six electrically-oper-

ated gang pumps of the four-pluuger pattern, piped to heaters,

economizers and boilers and connected with city water pipes by
the usual methods. Water goes through the heaters, economizers,

panels, the latter of the Westinghouse pattern. In a separate

building near the station is a complete set of testing apparatus

for underground cables.

Next to the engine room and on either side are Green econo-

mizers, one set for each bank of boilers. Over them are the oil

tanks, filters, etc.

The boiler house contains 24 Babcock & Wilcox 250-h. p. boil-

ers connected in pairs and six Babcock & Wilcox 500-h. p. double

decked boilers, similarly coupled. They are connected by iron

flues and uptakes with the economizers and chimney.

The coal handling facilities at this point are unique and eco-

nomical. Stokers are not used. Coal is delivered at the wharf

on Albany street by schooners and barges and is hauled from the

whai'f into the boiler room by an electric mining locomotive with

two automatic Hunt side dumping cars attached. The haulage

is about 950 ft. at the farthermost on a narrow gage track.

Coal Is taken from tunnels under the coal pile on the wharf
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and after crossing Albany street, at grade, the cars cross the

scale platform at the gate house where all the coal is weighed.

Then the train rises on a gentle grade to the boiler house, pass-

ing down through the center on a trestle 21/2 ft. high, and delivers

On the wharf the methods of handling coal are no less interest-

ing. A traveling bridge crane with a span of 150 ft. between

tracks, does all the handling of coal between the vessel and the

cars. In the cab at the water end of the crane is a motor with

\ -'<'

coal at any point required, no trimming being done at all. Ashes

are taken out by the same cars and dumped on either side of a

spur track. From here, at a profit to the company, they are

carted away for filling.

friction drums, gearing, etc., which controls all the movements

of the bucket, dropping it into the barge, picking up the coal and

dumping it at any point under the crane, generally over the

tunnels through which the coal passes by chutes to the cars.
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Coal can also be picked up on the wharf and transferred to any

part of it by the same mechanism. The lateral movement of the

bridge crane is for convenience in unloading from any part of

a vessel and is controlled by a separate motor. From the wharf

also coal is hauled by cars to different car houses in the system

and to the AUston and Harvard power stations.

The smoke stack at this station is the largest and highest in

the vicinity of Boston, being 252 ft. from the yard to tht top and

13 ft. 8 in. inside diameter of flue. It is well protected by

lightning rods and there are no facilities for reaching the top.

The East Cambridge power station was designed and erected

at the same time as the Central station, under the direction of

Mr. rearson, and although originally there were installed 20

muti-polar 80-k. w. generators belted to the engines, there are

now 7 multipolar .'iOO-k. w. belted in the same manner to two
1,400-h. p. and one COO-h. p. Reynolds-Corliss triple-expansion en-

far as feeder connections go. It was designed by F. r. Sheldon,

mill engineer, of Providence, R. I., and has a nominal capacity

of about 750 h. p. The equipment consists of three 250-h. p. tan-

dem, compound, horizontal engines direct connected to three 200-

k. w. generators. This is the first direct connected plant installed

by the company. There are four vertical 250-ij. p. boilers with

flues direct to an iron stack. There are no economizers. Two
Deane circulating pumps and independent jet condensers, a feed-

water heater and two steam feed pumps form the principal

auxiliary apparatus. Water is taken from the river for condensing

purposes. Coal is delivered by teams from neighboring yards and
handled in the usual manner for such small plants. Feeder and
machine panels with the usual devices for measuring the current

are installed here as in all the stations of the company.

The Charlestown power station was designed under the super-

vision of C. F. Baker, master mechanic, and 11. P. Quick, chief

/S^^^^^^^^H
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and inspirators. The station has a complete oil system com-

prising pnmp, storage, filter and service tanks. Coal is dis-

charged at the end of the pier several hnndred feet out in the

river, being hoisted by steam, in tubs, and discharged direct into

Hunt automatic side-dumping cars which run by gravity to the

station yard and dumps, returning by the action of a counter

weight. From the coal pile, it is wheeled in, weighed and dis-

cliarged in front of the furnaces.

The station is of briclj with Guastavino tile arched roof and

has a 7-ton traveling crane. The machine and feeder panels are

on the main floor in front of the engines. The fly-wheels have

"indestriietible" rims of wrought iron plates with cast iron spokes

and centers.

The Dorchester power station was designed by C. F. Baker

and H. P. Quick, and built in 1806 on the shores of Dorchester

Bay. The station is of brick and may be called the company's

standard design. The boiler and engine rooms are under sepa-

rate i-oofs, although the two rooms adjoin, being separated only

liy a brick partition. The roofs are of the Guastavino type, made
of fire proof tile arches of large span, from 2 in. to 4 in. thick

Coal is delivered by vessels at the end of a long pier and is

discharged by the buckets first into a push cart which in turn

dumps into a Hunt automatic side-dumping car on a lower level

This runs by gravity to the boiler house and there dumps, where

it is wheeled in by hand. The electrical instruments are located

with the office on a gallery giving a clear view of the engine room.

Below are the toilet, locker and test rooms, all built of steel and

fire proof construction.

The Harvard power station was designed by the company's en-

gineers and built in 1897. This station although similar in general

design and equipment to the Dorchester and Charlestown stations

emliodies some novel features and requirements made necessary

partly by its location on one of the principal streets and park-

ways of the city of Cambridge, and partly b.y its distance from
the sea. It is built for an ultimate capacity of 7,200 k. w. Space

is provided in the present structure for four of the six 1,200-k. w.

units, but only three are installed at present. The engines are

of the Reynolds-Corliss make, cross compound, condensing, of

1,800 h. p. capacity, having cylinders 28 and .5()xG0-in. and run-

ning GO r. p. m.
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covered with asphalt and paper and supported by light steel

trusses. The chimney is of brick, circular in section with 10 ft.

flue and a heiglit of 200 ft., surmounted by a cast iron cap and

well protected with lightning rods.

The equipment of the station consists of two cross-compound,

liorizontal condensing engines of 1,500 h. p. each, direct connected

to 1,000-k. w. generators. The station has a capacity of three

units in both engines and boiler room. The engines are 26 and

50x60-in. and have fly-wheels of special indestructible design.

Condensers, feed-water heaters and Stratton separators are used.

Independent steam and exhaust connections are supplied to each

c.ylinder so that either side can be used sei>arately. Salt water

is taken from the bay in a manner similar to the Charlestown

station. A novel feature is the return of the salt condensing

water through an open channel under the furnace ash pits carry-

ing the ashes out of the station and depositing them within the

timber bulkhead enclosure for filling.

In the boiler room, there are four Babcock & Wilcox 500-h. p.

boilers connected b.y a brick flue to a Green economizer with by-

pass underneath and thence to the cliimney tlirough a connecting

flue of brick. Three sets of dampers are provided, those in the

chimney being connected with the damper regulator.

Feed water is handled with a power pump belted to a coun-

ter shaft and this in turn to a 15-h. p. motor. The economizer
scraper mechanism is operated by a separate motor of the rail-

way type.

Vertical condensers of the jet type are used and all the other

auxiliary apparatus is similar to the Dorchester power station

except that gang feed pumps of different make are used, oper-

ated by the same motor that runs the economizer scrairers. The
boilers are six in number of the Babcock & Wilcox 500-h. p.

double-deck type with extension furnaces and combustion cham-
bers, a requirement adopted in viey of the well known objection

to the smoke nuisance in residence districts. Green economizers
are used and so placed that they will be exactly in the center
of the boiler plant when the ultimate capacity is installed.

City water is used in the boilers here as well as in all stations.

Condensing water is taken from the river and discharged there
also. The two pipes are arranged with cross connectiovs and
valves so placed in a gate house that below these valves they
are interchangeable as intake and outlet. The scouring action
of the overflow from both of these pipes enables the company to

dispense with the usual crib and screens at the pier line, no
structure being allowed in the river at this point. The coal
handling facilities here have been designed to meet especial con-
ditions not previously met. Although coal could be brought up
the river, it was found clieaper to haul it by electric car from the
Central power station dock. Objections to the unsightliness of
a coal pile also determined the method of storing the coal so
brought. Consequently an elevated inclined track spiral in form
was built, starting at the street and ending over a timber coal
pocket. Into this, coal is dumped from the hopper cars. From
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the pocket it runs by chutes into Hunt cars which are pushed

by hand into the boiler house, weighed, and then placed in front

of any boiler. Ashes are removed by the same cars and used

for filling around the coal pocket.

The electrical installation is on a gallery at one end of the

station. It is noticeable that no wires are visible leading from

the station, they being underground, a precaution against fire

which removes an unsightly object from the street. Under-

ground conduits carry the Cambridge feeders for a long distance

from the station, but the feeders which connect this station with

AUston are overhead.

A description of the stations such as the foregoing would not

be complete without a few words on the general method of tying

the stations together. All the stations except the East Boston

have inter-station feeder connections. Switches are so placed

and feeders so arranged that lines in certain districts can be oper-

ated by any one of the nearest stations, or those stations can

be connected up in multiple with the lines and they are frequent-

ly run in this manner.

Trolley wires are divided up into a large number of sections

insulated from each other, each controlled by switches in pole

boxes, near by, so that in case of trouble on any section, the

others may be operated. Of course, in case of fire, feeders might

have to be cut rendering it difficult if not impossible to operate

all other sections except that affected, but this has been well

provided for in the construction of underground conduit for feed-

ers through some of the closely built residential districts or fire

hazardous districts where a large number of wires would be a

menace. There are conduits from the Central station down

town, from the Dorchester station intercepting some main lines,

from the Harvard station to Harvard square and vicinity, and

from Craigie Bridge through some of the narrow sti'eets of the

West End.

In case of the inability of one station to hold the load on A

feeder, the matter can often be arranged by ordering the same

feeder switches in another station closed, the two together hold-

ing the load until the trouble is located or the load decreases.

If some of the smaller stations were sliut down, the load might

be held for a short time by the surplus power of the larger sta-

tions, but if the reverse should happen it would be necessary

to pull off cars or send gangs out to shut off certain sections

of wire which might be the cause of trouble.

At night, as the load gets rapidly lighter, all stations except

the Central are gradually shut down and the most distant lines

are then fed through the several station bus bars by means of

the inter-station connections to the same.

The operation of all stations, the shifting of loads, and the

troubles of all kinds interfering with the fixed running order of

the stations are in charge of the superintendent of power sta-

tions.

CAB HOUSES.

The company has 37 electric car houses built for the most part

on the same general lines so far as conditions allow. Variations

in the size of lots, in the position of streets and track approaches,

in the city or town requirements where situated always affect the

design more or less. The car houses are located in Boston,

Brookline, Cambridge, Arlington, Somerville, Medford, Everett

and Chelsea.

The buildings are arranged in nine divisions, each under the

control of a superintendent who is responsible to a superintendent

of transportation.

The structures are mostly of wood, or wood and brick com-

bined, the rules being to have all inflammable material enclosed

with brick walls, fire doors and shutters.

There are however nine all-brick buildings. The largest single

structure is the Grove Hall car house which is 23 tracks wide and
10 cars deep with two transfer ways and two pit rooms, and a

storage capacity of 192 25-ft. cars all on one floor. The North

Point car house at South Boston has however with its two story

house and several buildings and yard tracks in one group cover-

ing nearly three acres, a total storage capacity of 337 cars. Next
in size is the Bartlett street group with 168 cars capacity in-

cluding the company's paint shop of 58 cars capacity. On a
25-ft. car basis the Lenox street house holds 133 cars, the Salem

street (Medford), Armory street (Boston), and North Cambridge
houses, 125 each; the Forest Hills, 120; Dorchester, 103; Oak
square, 100; Park street, 97; Reservoir (Brookiiue), Charles-

town Neck, Neponset and Jamaica Plain, each 92. There is one

house holding between 70 and 80, six between 60 and 70, one

between 50 and 60, three between 40 and 50, four between 30

and 40. six between 20 and 30, making a total capacity of 2,980.

while contemplated additions will bring the total well over the

3,000 mark. In fact while this capacity for the most part is

figured on a basis of all 25-ft. cars, there are about 1,500 shorter

cars in use, so that the actual capacity with mixed cars is about

3,500.

Many of the car houses were built by the various street I'ail-

way companies of which the present system is a consolidation,

and these have been altered to suit the condition of electric

traffic and would not in most cases be pointed out by the company
as models of their kind. Some of the best and latest have been

mentioned.

The basis on wliich the more modern houses are laid out is

upon the following requirements. A large operating space in the

front part with waiting room, lobbies, offices, etc. at one side,

and a wash room for two cars on the other side or in the center.

Between this and the pit room a transfer way; back of this way
a pit room with shops at one side such as stock, blacksmith and

boiler rooms; a building provided with fire partition walls, heavy

plank floors throughout, cross monitors for light and ventilation

and plenty of doors and windows for light and fire exits, and if

possible entrance to all the tracks from the street so as to avoid

transferring cars inside the house.

Each house is in general provided with a waiting room, offices

for foreman and starter, separate lobbies for conductors and

motormen, stock room, blacksmith shop, boiler room, oil house

and space for sand, salt and coal. Each house is heated by

steam, lighted by electricity, and has ample water supply, drain-

age and fire service systems. The latter usually consists of

several lines of hose on both floors and roof, supplemented by

pails of water and hand extinguishers. Five of the largest

houses. Grove Hall. Park street. North Point, Chariestown Neck

and Lenox street, are equipped with an elal)orate dry pipe sprink-

ler system comprising, besides the sprinklers covering every

square foot of area, a system of roof hydrants, a wooden storage

tank of 40,000 gallons capacity heated i)y steam and a pump
house equipped with a motor-driven rotary pump, automatic

valves and all necessary connection to city service and tank.

In addition to the foregoing equipment there are installed in

each house an electric flush transfer table, a boiler of 60 h. p.,

a forge and several cranes and hoists. Coal and stock are now
handled by the company's cars. Each house is surmounted by a

handsome clock and the company endeavors to make the build-

ings attractive and free from any nuisance as many of them are

in the residential districts.

EMPLOYES.

In Massachusetts a state law limits the hours of laloor of con-

ductors and motormen to 10 hours of actual work, to be done
within 12 hours. For a day's work the regular rate of payment
is $2.25 with an extra amount per hour for work done over

time.

Violations of rules are punished by reprimand, suspension or

discharge. All promotions are made according to seniority of

service and fitness for the position. No prizes of any kind are

offered.

The visiting manager cannot fail to be impressed with the high
standard of discipline in force, and the excellent quality of the

men selected to serve as conductors and motormen. And this

favorable impression is not the result of any special admoifition

to be on good behavior during the few days the passengers with
buttons are in the city and riding upon the cars. On the con-

trary what our readers will see is the regulation day in and day
out performance of duty, and how this very desirable result

has been achieved is perhaps best told in a circular letter Issued

by the company. Applications are so constant and numerous it

was found necessary to have a general statement which would
serve to answer all. Here it Is:
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The excellence of the conductors and motormen employed by

the Boston Elevated Railway Company is frequently a subiet-t

of favorable comment by visitors to our city, but the public

generally do not know what pains are taken by the company to

secure suitable men.

In the first place, the wages paid are of the highest and the

hours of the best, 10 in 12. established by law. In the next place,

the time ha.s gone by when even the president of the company or

any of its directors undertake "to put a man to work." upon re-

quest.

Some years ago an Employment Department was established

with a superintendent and clerk who give their entire time to

luring men. The process is of the most searching character.

The requirements are that both conductors and motormen shall

not be less than 21 or more than 45 years of age; that their eye-

sight and hearing should be perfect; that their height should be

not less than 5 ft. 4 in., for conductors, and 5 ft. 6 in. for motor-

men; that they should not have lost any of their fingers or thumbs,

and in the case of the conductors that they should possess a com-

mon school education and should furnish a bond with two real

estate owners as sureties, each in the amount of $3iMi.

Motormen must be able to read and write the Englisli lan-

guage.

When applicants enter the Employment Department the super-

intendent selects those whose general appearance as to cleanli-

ness and deportment is favoral)le. and who in manner, in address,

in con\ersation and in apparent honesty of purpose in applying

for the position, commend themselves to his .ludgment as being

worthy of further examination.

Their eyesight and hearing are then tested and the names of

those to whom they refer are taken, together with the time and

length of employment by each person or concern given as a ref-

erence.

These references must cover a considerable period previous to

the date of application and must be prinui facie satisfactory.

.\n application blank is then filled in, signed and sworn to.

This application contains the representations of the applicant

as to various matters deemed pertinent by the superintendent.

The persons or concerns referred to by the applicant are then

written to and if satisfactory replies are received as to the ap-

plicant's antecedents and as to his character, he is accepted.

He is then assigned to a division where he is instructed by one

man until he is considered by his instructor competent to per-

form his duties. lie then goes on one or two trips on each route

in the division. This period of instruction takes aliout a week

for a conductor and about nine days for a motorman. He is then

sent to the Employment Office again for examination. The ex-

amination for a conductor is a written one and consists of ques-

tions upon the rules prescribed for running cars and is supple-

mented by oral questions on special points relating to the en-

forcement of rules and the sale and reception of checks, etc.

The examination for a motorman is upon the rules for running

cars and also the proper way to use the rheostat, controller and

brake; also upon cutting out motors and upon slight repairs that

could be made on the street without delaying traffic. The appli-

cant must demonstrate how not to abuse the apparatus of a car

and how not to waste power.

If unable to pass the examination, he is sometimes given a

second trial, but if he finally fails he is rejected. If. however,

lie passes the examination satisfactorily he is given employment

on probation for three weeks.

I luring this period he is watched by the foreman of his station,

liy the inspectors and starters, who are furnished «-ith blanks

giving his name, numbei', date of appointment, date of examina-

tion and when his proliation period expires, with instructions

to ascertain where the man is at work each day and to note his

conduct and ability to perform the duties required of him.

If the reports are favorable and the division superintendent

considers him a suitable person to be employed, he is finally

1
1 U'ed.

.Ml this nil.Ills that only pretty good men can get on the cars

as conductors or motormen, and should deter hundreds from ap-

- plyiu.g. because they do not possess the necessary mental, moral

or physical requirements.

The system, however, does result as a rule in the selection of

intelligent, competent and urbane employes, the best of whom in

time are sure to be advanced, for a trained street railway ninn

commands a good compensation.

In the operation of cars division superintendents have charge

in tlieir several divisions. They also have an oversight of track

repairs, overhead line work, care of cars, etc. The car house work
is divided and thei'e are two sets of men. One attends to pit

work and the other to floor work. Both are under the same fore-

man. Pit work includes all the mechanical work such as re-

pairs of cars, motors, controllers, brakes, etc. Floor work con-

sists of cleaning cars, operating transfer tables ahd keeping the

car houses clean. The watchmen and boilermen are included

in the floor work division. There are 184 men employed in the

pits and 171 on the floors.

Each car house has a "starter" who has charge of the running

out of the cars on schedule time. A force of "inspectors" are

stationed along the different routes covering the entire city

whose duties are to keep the cars properly spaced and see that

the men observe the proper rules. In case of blockades, lireak

downs or the like these inspectors take charge.

FEEDER SYSTEM.

The work of maintenance and construction on all overhead

lines is performed by the company througli the following or-

ganization: In the department of wires and conduits under the

general supervision of a. superintendent of wires, the work is

carried on subdivided into seven emergenc.v crews and a central

construction and maintenance crew. The railway systeiu is

divided into seven districts in which emergency crews are sta-

tioned, acting imder the supervision of the superintendent of the

division In which the crew may be located. The crews number-

ing from four to seven men each are in charge of foremen whose

duty it is to direct the work, account for all material used, keep

all records of calls and labor and see that the rules of the com-

jian.v are f.'i'thfully observed. The quarters of the crew are

connected by telephone with all the otiices, power stations and
street boxes belonging to the compan.y, and also with the fire

alarm system of the city or town in which the crew is located.

It is the duty of the emergency crews to keep the trolley lines

in their respective district in good repair, answer all emergency
and Are alarm calls, and when not out <m calls or maintenance

duty, they must hold themselves in readiness for calls at any licnir

of the day or night. Comfortaljle quarters are furnished the

men where they are supposed to remain on duty, each putting in

six days out of seven.

The crew is furnished with a plan showing all the feeder and

trolley lines upon which they may have occasion to be called.

Trolley sections are shown giving the switch boxes by wliich

the.v are controlled, and ever.v detail showing the relation of

feeders and trolley wires, and of the different power stations,

which may be feeding into the district. Each crew has at its

command an emergency wagon, a folding tower wagon, and a

pair of horses.

Besides the emergenc.v crews there is the main construction

force, made up of from 60 to 80 men. All new construction work

and heavy maintenance work is performed by this force. This

crew, made up of inspectors, linemen, groundmen and laborers,

is divided into three gangs, one whose duty it is to work on feed

wires and poles, another on trolley wires, and the third on under-

ground conduit and cable work. The scope of the department

of wires and conduits embraces the supervision and maintenance

of over 13.000 poles, nearly 300 miles of trolley wire, over 42ri

miles of feeder and return wires, and about 10 miles of under-

ground cimduits. aggregating nearly 1.30 miles of duct and carry-

ing some 2.30 miles of feeder caliles ;ind return.

Heavy cylindrical three joint poles in sizes ranging from No.

1 to extra heav.v No. 4 are used throughout the system, except-

ing where joint ownership exists with an electric lighting or

telephone comiiany, and here square hard pine poles are used.

The trolley wire used throngoiit the system is No. liard drawn

copper of a conductivity averaging about 07 to 98 jier cent. For

overhead feeder lines a flexilile .500.0(X)-c. m. wire is now used

almost entirely in the la.yout of new lines.

In span wire construction a No. 4 galvanized iron wire is used
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in preference to the old constniption with three-ply No. 11 wire.

All trolley line materials such as hangers, ears, puU-offs. frogs,

crossovers, etc., are of composition metal and mostl.y of design

based upon the experience of tlic id.nl. The Aetna type of

insulator, made by the Albert & .1. M. Anderson Company, is

generally used.

Each division has a wrecking wagon to move on immediate

notice of a break-down or other accident to a car on the track.

For general repairs of track each division has its own set of

men. New construction and extensive repairs are done under

(lie direction of the superintendent of tracks.

The superintendent of car shops has charge of the repair shops

which are situated at Koxliury on Washington street, near Bart-

lett street.

Time tables and routes are arranged and approved by the su-

jierintendent of transportation.

Division superintendents make daily, weekly and monthly re-

ports to the superintendent of transportation and all complaints

amount of pleasure travel. The odicers are: President. A. F.

Breed; vice-president and clerk of corporation, E. Francis Oli-

ver; treasnrer, Charles Williams; auditor, Fred F. Smith; gen-

eral counsel, I'roctor M. Warren; general manager, K. C. Foster.

Second to be joined with the Boston street railway system, and
second in point of importance, is the system of the Qnincy &
Boston Street Railway Company, which operates cars through

the city of Qnincy, and the towns of Weymouth and Milton, The
road is interesting as having part of its roadbed on the route of

llie tirst steam railway I'un in America. The total mileage of

I lie Qnincy & Boston Street Railway is 27.3!) miles of singh'

track. Through its connections, with which the operation of

lliruugh routes is possible, ears are run from the Boston boun-

dary line, at Xeponset, to Nantasket and other summer resorts

on the south shore, a large revenue being derived in summer
from the operation of these through routes. The principal olflce

of the company is at Qnincy, Mass., from which the lines of the

street railway radiate in every direction. The officers of this

are referred to and investigated by liini. Applications for extra

or special cars are made to the same otHcial.

SUBURBAN CONNECTIONS WITH THE BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY

SURFACE LINES.

With the development of population in the suburbs of Boston

and the surrounding cities, it was only natural that other lines

should be connected with the surface lines of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Company. The first of these was the Lynn &
Boston Railroad, which connects with the tracks of this com-

pany in four places, and is the only system running its street

ears into the heart of the city over tlie tracks of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Company. The Lynn & ^Boston Railroad Com-

pany operates some 1G3 miles of single track, the center of the

system being in Lynn, where the general offices are located, at

333 Tnion street. Lines of cars are run in the cities of Lynn.

Boston. Chelsea. Everett, Maiden, Salem and Woburn and the

towns of Hamilton, Beverly, Danvers, Marblehead, Melrose, Pea-

body. Revere. Saugus. Stoneham. Weiiham and Swarapscott. con-

nections being made with the Boston surface lines in Boston,

Chelsea. Everett and Maiden. The territory covered by the

Lynn & Boston Railroad includes, in addition to the thriving and

populous cities and towns named, nuiny of the famous summer

resorts on the north shore of Massachusetts Bay, places of his-

toric interest, and Lynn W^oods, an important part of the Mas-

sachusetts State Park system, which is reached by lines of street

railway on both sides. The company .en.ioys an especially large

company are: John R. Graham, president; Fred H. Smith, treas-

urer and clerk of corporation; Roger H. Wilde, auditor; B. .1.

Weeks, superintendent.

One of the more recent lines to be connected with the surface

lines of the Boston Elevated Railway Company is that of the

Commonwealth .* venue Street Railway Company, which oper-

ates some 11 miles of single track, connection being made at the

boundary line between Boston and Newton. The line runs

through a reservation boulevard for about five miles, to Xorum-

bega Park. This is a large park and pleasure resort owned and

controlled by those interested in the street railway company. It

is on the Charles river, and while its establishment, some yeai'S

ago, was looked upon with some doubt, as an experiment, it has

been a great success, the travel to this resort on Sundays and

holidays being very large. The officers of the company are:

Adams D. Clafiin. president; Leonard D. Ahl. treasurer; William

H. Coolidge, clerk of corporation and general counsel; L. H. Mc-

Lain. superintendent. The offices of the company are at Xewtou-

ville.

The district to the scmtli of Boston has recently been brought

into connection with the city by establishment of two electric

lines, connection being made with the Boston Elevated Railway

Company by both lines at Forest Hills. The West Roxbury &
Roslindale Street Railway Company operates cars in that portion

of the city of Boston south of Forest Hills, commonly known as

the "West Roxburydistrict."andalso in the town of Dedham. This

company lias about ten miles of single track, and owns and
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operates a public park, kuovrn as Westwood Park, whicli has re-

cently been opened. The cars of the company run past the Stony

r.rook Reservation, which is a part of the State Park system

The general offlces are at Roslindale, Mass. The officers are:

Thomas T. Robinson, president; Frederick H. Terrell, treasurer

and clerk of corporation; George W. Rounds, superintendent.

The other line from Forest Hills is the Norfolk Suburban Street

Railway Company, which also makes connection with the Bos-

ton system at Milton Lower Mills. This company operates about

11% miles of track in the city of Boston, Hyde Park and Ded-

ham, with offices at H.vde Park. Like the other line, it runs near

the Stony Brook Reservation, wliich it crosses, .iust before en-

tering Dedham. The officers are: James D. McAvoy, president:

Galen L. Stone, treasurer and clerk of corporation; Thomas F.

Faimee, auditor: Charles F. .Jenney, general counsel.

At Medford connections are made liy the Boston Elevated

Railway Company with the North Woburn Street Railway Com-

pany running through the towns of Winchester and Woburn.

This street railway has 7% miles of track, and offices at North

Woburn. The officers are: A. F. Breed, president: David H.

Sweetser, treasurer and clerk of corporation; John S. Brackett,

superintendent.

The Arlington & Winchester Street Railway Company oper-

ates .3 1-3 miles of track through the towns of Arlington and

Winchester, connecting with the tracks of the Boston system at

Arlington, It has general offices at Wakefield, Mass. The offi-

cers are: Charles F. Woodward, president; George A. Butman.

treasurer and clerk of corporation; Charles F. Heath, superin-

tendent.

In the district lying to flie west of Boston is the city of New-

ton and many populous towns, the city of Newton emliracing a

dozen pretty villages, generally spoken of collectively as "The

Newtons." All these are connected with Boston by means of the

surface lines of the Newton Street Railway Company, the New-

ton & Boston Street Railway Company, and the Wellesley &

Boston Street Railway Company, lines being operated by these

corporations in the cities of Newton and Waltham, and the towns

of Watertown and Needham. Connections with the Boston sys-

tem are made at Newton and Watertown.

THE ELEVATED LINES.

The street railway conditions in Boston are peculiar to that

city and from some standpoints they will soon be the most per-

fect of any large city in the world. The elevated road, the suli-

way and practically all the surface lines in Boston will be under

the one management. The surface lines radiate from the busi-

ness center fo all resident districts in the city and suburbs. To

relieve the congested traffic concentrated in a small area the sub-

way was constructed, and in order to further improve transporta-

tion facilities the elevated lines are to be built through the center

of the city.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company was incorporated in

1S94 and last year additional powers were granted by the Massa-

chusetts Legislature in an amendment to the original act. The

company was authorized to construct an elevated railway, lease

the subway for 20 years and lease and operate the lines of the

West End Street Railway Company. At each station free trans-

fers must be given and connection made between the surface and

elevated cars. At the terminal stations the surface cars will

ascend an incline, having a grade of 5 per cent, to the elevated

structure, and throughout almost the entire length of the elevated

road it will be paralleled liy surface lines beneath the structure.

The present plans, which have been approved by the Massa-

chusetts Board of Railroad Commissioners, include the immediate

construction of seven miles of elevated road which, with the 11

stations to be built, will involve an expenditure of $5,000,000.

Contracts have already been let for structure, about 1,800 ft. in

length, on the new Charlestown bridge. The third rail system of

electric traction will be tised in operating the elevated cars, which

in construction and equipment will closely resemble those now in

service in Chicago. Two general forms of structure will be

adopted. For narrow streets a double row of posts set at the

curb lines will support longitudinal and transverse half-lattice

girders. In broad streets the columns will be placed .iust far

enough apart to permit the surface cars to run between them.
It is expected that all these comprehensive plans will be car-

ried out within the coming year. The operation of the elevated
road with over 300 miles of surface lines will be with one excep-

tion the largest street railway undertaking in the world. The
same success with which the West End Company has been man-
aged may confidently be anticipated for the newer and greater

company.

OFFICIALS OF THE BOSTON ELEVATED R.\ILWAY COMl'.^NV.

William A. Gaston, President.

Willlairi A. Bancroft, Vlce-rrnsident.

John T. Burnett, Secretary.

William Hooper, Treasurer.

E. G. Ware, Receiver.

Gaston & Snow, General Solicitors.

H.vde & Baxter, Managers Claim Department.
J. H. Goodspeed. Comptroller.

Prentiss Cummings, Advisory Counsel.

Henry F. Woods, Purchasing Agent.

J. H. Studley, Jr., Assistant to Purchasing Agent
G. A. Klmbui:, Bureau of Elevated Lines.

D. L. Prendersast, Bureau of Heal Estate.

H. L. Wilson, .\uditor.

J. T. Dwyer, Chief Clork, Bureau of Audit.

J. H. Nenl, Chief Clerk, Branch Bureau of Audit.

BUREAU OF SURFACE LINES

S. Sergeant, Second Vice-President.

Howard F. Grant, Secretary to Second Vice-President,

Julius E. Rugg, Superintendent of Trnnsportatlf-n.

J. H. Hildreth, Supervisor of Time Tables

Joseph W. Moore. Superintendent Division 1

Joseph M. Gould, Superlnlodent Division 2.

George W. Hendry, Superintendent Division 3.

E. J. McClench, Superintendent Division 4

George R. Tripp, Superintendent Division 5.

Jidin H. Studley, Superintendent Division G.

Joseph Deo. Suiterintenrtent Division 7

Charles W. Hawes, Superintendent Division 8.

H. A. Pasho, Superintendent Division 9.

Charles F. Baker, Superintendent of Motive Power ami Macliiner>.

Thomas W. Bevan, Superintendent of Power Stations.

John L. Mitchell. Superlntendeut of Machine Shops.

H. M. Ballard, Superintendent Car Eqnipnieut Shops.

H. L. Lihby. Superintendent Car Shops.

H. P. Quick, Chief Meciianicnl Draughtsman.
William S. Collins. Inspector of Motor Car Repairs

Charles H. Hile. Superintendent of Wires-

Richard Hapgood, Superintendent of Tracks.

A. L. Plimpton. Civil Engineer.

Roger W. Conant, Electrical Engineer.

Benjamin W. Shippee, Superintendent of Buildings.

Richard T. Lnlfin, Superintendent of Employment.

C. E. Learned, Superintendent of Inspection.

Frank T. Lewis. General Storekeeper.

H. W. Peters. Inspector of Stables.

H. W. ilrace, Trackinaster, Division 1

Solomon D. Grimes, Tr.ackniaster, Division 2.

George R. Archibald. Trackmaster, Division 3.

Owen Doherty, Trackmaster, Division 6.

George E. Bridges, Trackmaster, Division 7.

George K. Draper, Trackmaster, Central Division

Harry E. Trevor, Trackmaster, Division 9.

SOUVENIR PHOTOGRAPHS OF BOSTON.

The largest and best collection of photographs of places of

local and historical interest in and around Boston will be found

at the studio of Charles Pollock, 10 Hamilton place. He fur-

nished many of the views for the illustrations in this issue of

the RrviEW and has made a specialty of gathering a large line

of file old historic scenes in eastern Massachusetts.

BOSTON, l600.
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THE BOSTON SUBWAY,

The Boskin subwii.v is far-tauiwl tor Ihr boldness of its concep-

tion, tlie engineering ditiiculties. and its ultimate success, both

in construction and operation. Tlie subway is a tuuuel or under-

ground passageway 9.498 ft. long, under several of the principal

streets, built by the city and leased for a term of 20 years to tlie

West End Street Railway Company. It is by far the largest lui-

derground passageway for railways in the world, the foiu'-track

portion having a cross-sectional area of 707 sq. ft.

After the introduction of electric traction the cars from all

parts of Boston and its suburbs centered in one downtown dis-

trict, one-quarter mile broad and about one mile long. The two

main thoroughfares between the northern aud southern portions

of the city were Tremont street and Washington street, narrow

and tortuous highways. No more serious difficulty ever presented

itself to the street railway aud municipal ofBeials than the enig-

ma of relieving the congested traffic in this small area. The

Boston Transit Commission finally decided that a subway system

would be the best solution. An appropriation of $7,000,000 was
made for the work, but the cost has been .$1,500,000 less. Tlic

West End Railway Company, or its lessee, pays yearly 4% per

cent of the net cost of the subway, eipiips the subway with tracks

and apparatus, furnishes all power used therein, and bears rlie

expense of repairs and maintenance. The city sold 3% and 4 per

cent bonds and the surplus goes into the sinking fund. From the

pa.ssage of the Subway Act by the legislature and its acceptance

b.v the city in a special election in July, 1894. to the completion

of the work there was a stubborn opposition to the project on sen-

timental, as well as financial groiuids, for it was considered an

encroachment on the historic Common. The first spadeful of

earth was removed in the presence of (iovernor Greenhalge. on

March 28, 1895, and after 29 months of continuous and unremit-

ting labor its completion was witnessed.

It was essential that the subway be close to the surface aud not

low-level tunuel, as it passes through the great shopping dis-

trict ready means of Ingress and egress must be provided without

obstructing the streets already u.irrow and crowded. Work had

to be carried on without undue interference with the network of

sewers, electric conduits, water and gas pipes under the streets

and with the ordinary street traffic. Great care was exercised

not to undermine or weaken the foundations of the valuable

buildings along the route.

For convenience in construction the subway is divided Into 12

sections. Sections 1, 2 and 3 consist of a two-track subway com-

mencing at the incline at the Public Garden west of Charles street

and extending to the intersection of Boylstou and Tremont
streets. The four-track subway begins at this point and runs un-
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del- the Tremout street mall to Temple place, where the trac-ks

seiiaratf to form Ihe Park street statii.ii. In tins part of the tun-

nel the root is flat, supported by briek arches turned between I-

beams with diagonal struts connecting the vertical and horizontal

beams across the corners. The two-track subway is 24 ft. wide;

the four-track is 48 ft. across, the roof being supported in the

middle by a row of steel columns.

Sections 4 and 5 consists of two two-track inclines, and a length

of two-track subway which finally runs into two separate single-

track subways; one, for the south-bound cars, is 39 ft. below the

surface and the other, for the north-bound cars, is 17 ft. above it,

but the two converge into a double barrel subway, both being

brought to the same level before reaching Eliot street. Tremont

street, being but 32 ft. between curbs and a very busy thorough-

fare. It was deemed best to tunnel 1,0S5 ft. of section (i, and this

was done, the shield being from 6% ft. to 13% ft. below the sur-

face. The open inclines are lined with retaining walls on cement

foundations. The maximum grade in the subway Is 8 per cent

and there are several others of 5 per cent.

The 5.3 miles of single track are laid with 85-lb. T-rai!s which

are bonded with two No. 0000 wires and cross connected to 500,-

000-c. m. cables returning to the station. To avert any danger of

derailment a 43-lb. steel guard is bolted to the inside of each rail.

The foundation is of broken stone ballast, 12 to 20 in. deep, upon

which chestnut ties are laid. Figure 8 trolley wire, with a cross

section of 360,000 c. m., is carried in an inverted trough of cy-

press wood which is fastened to the iron worl; of the roof and
insulated with sheet rubber. Hangers of special design are

spaced 12 ft. apart. Drains are provided beneath the tracks

which carry the water into dry-wells, from which it is removed

to the sewers by means of rotary pumps operated by G. E. mo-

tors, automatically started and stopped. To insure perfect ven-

tilation 8-ft. fans, run by 500-volt motors, exhaust the air from
the subway and deliver it to eight ventilating chambers leading to

the exterior. The whole underground construction is of stone,

brick and iron.

Entrance to the subway is through handsome granite, glass-

roofed structures, located two or three blocks apart, and down a

flight of 30 steps. Tickets are sold at three different offices at

each station and collected by the conductors before the cars

emerge from the subway. The platforms are smooth, artificial

stone and between the tracks is a barrier of netting to prevent
passage back and forth across the tracks. The stations are lined

with white enameled brick which reflect the light from the arc

lamps, making it as light as day. The subway is lighted by GOO
incandescent lamps, connected in series of five and spaced at

equal intervals on three circuits, and by 75 arc lamps of the con-

stant potential type, five in series on a 500-volt circuit. The elec-

tric heaters are located in the ticket offices. An electric block
signal system is also installed. All the stations are connected
with the other parts of the railway system by telephone.

For ordinary traffic about 5,500 car-trips are made each way in

the subway each day, and on the first day after the opening over

200,000 passengers were carried through it.

G. G. Crocker, chairman of the Boston Transit Commissioners,
and il. A. Carson, chief engineer, were ably assisted in this great

work by C. S. Sergeant, general manager, and C. F. Baker, masier
mechanic, of the West End Street Railway Company.
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THE ASSOCIATION AND ITS WORK.

The AmiM-ican Street Railway Association liaviiifi. al'tiT 17

years, returned to Boston, it is fitting to devote a few wonis to

tliat first meeting and to the work which the Association has ac-

complished in the meantime.

Though nominally the American Street Railway Associaliou

this year meets in Boston for the second time it is really tht first

convention there, as the meeting at Young's Hotel in 1882 was

only to effect an organization.

Under the date, November 8, 1882, H. H. Littell, then superin-

tendent of the Louisville City Railway Company, issued a circu-

A. E. LANG,
President.

lar Icitcr to the street railway companies of the Tniled Slati'S

and Canada, retiuesting them to send representatives to a conven-

tion to be held in Boston, on December 12, 1882.

It was the original intention of Mr. Littell to have the otticers

of 10 other companies join him in issuing the call, but he yielded

to the suggestions of the others that a circular signed by a limited

number of companies might engender prejudice amongst those

others which had not been asked to join, and signed the call-

alone.

As a preliminary to the National Association of street railways.

it was thought that an Ohio State Association would be highly

desirable and November 12, 1882. a call for a meeting was issued-

by R. B. Hopple, vice-president of the Cincinnati Street Railway

Company, in behalf of the Cincinnati companies. The proposed

meeting was held at Cincinnati, November 22. 1882. and delegates

from the companies at Cincinnati. Cleveland. Columbus, Dayton

and Toledo nnited to form the Ohio State Tramway Association,

delegates from which attended the Boston meeting.

On the appointed date Mr. Littell called the meeting to order

at Young's Hotel in Boston.

Moody Merrill, president of the Highland Street Railway Com-
pany, of Boston, was chosen chairman of the meeting, at which
there were present 56 delegates representing 55 roads. A com-

mittee was appointed to draw up constitution and by-laws, and a

committee on nominations. After the convention had adopted the

reports of these committees the convention adjourned and a meet-

ing of the Association immediately called, there being 35 com-

panies which had joined the Association. The Association rati-

fied the organization and adjourned. After the meeting the dele-

gates were entertained by the street railways of Boston at a ban-

quet, and at all subsequent meetings the banquet has been one of

the most pleasant features.

A complete list of the cities where the conventions have been

held and the presiding officer is as follows:

Boston Moody Merrill 1S82

Chicago n. H. Littell IStvi

New Yoili Willl.am H. Hazzaid Isst

St. Louis •Calvin S. Richards ISS.'.

Cincinnati Julius S. Walsh I856

Philadelphia 'Thomas W. Aekley 18-<7

Washington Charles B. Holmes ISSS

Minneapolis Oeorge B. Kerper 188U

Buffalo Thomas Lowry 189)

Pittsburg Henry M. Watsou 1831

Cleveland .lohn G. Holmes ISO!

Milwaukee D. F, Longstreet 1S9{

Atlanta Henry C. Payne 1 9t

Montreal Joel Hurt l-9r>

St. Louis H. M. Littell IS^Xi

Niagara Falls Robert McCulIoch 18.7

Be ston Albion B. Lang lsi»8

Deceased.

Each of the annual (-onv<-utious has been the occasion of the

presentation and discussion of technical papers oji subjects in

which the street railway men were interested, and these papers

have been preserved in the published "Reports" now 16 in num-

T. C. PENINGTON,
Secretary.

ber. Many of the topics of vital interest then are now obsolete,

but others, for instance, "The Use of Salt," are almost as much
alive today as in the time of animal traction.

In 1883 and 1884 the papers presented at the conventions were

reports of committees of three men each; in 1885 the committees

comprised but two men; and ever since (save in a few instances)

but one man has constituted the committee, though his paper is

still officially known as a "report."
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OFFICERS A. S. R. A.

\V. C. ELY.

E. G. CONNETTE.

C. D. WYMAN.

The oftiooi's of the Association are:

Presideut, Albion E. Lang, president Toledo Traction t'ompany,

Toledo, O.

First Vice-President, W. Caryl Ely, presidout Buffalo &

Niagara Falls Electric Railway Company.

Second Vice-President, Jolin A. Kigg. president United Traction

Company, Reading, Pa.

Third Vice-President, Edward (i. Counette, general manager

Nashville Street Railway, Nashville, Teuu.

Secretary and Treasurer, T. C. Pcnington. treasurer Cliicag<j

City Railway, Chicago, 111.

The Executive Committee comprises tlie iiresident, vice-presi-

dents and—

Robert McCuUoch, vice-president and general manager Citizens'

Railway. Cass Avenue & Fair (irounds Railway and St. Louis

Railroad Companies, St. Louis. Mo.

C. Densmore Wyman, general manager New Orleans Tracliuii

Company, New Orleans, La.

Henry C. Moore, president Trenton Passenger Railway Com-

pany, Consolidated. Trenton, N. .1.

Jolin M. Roach, vice-president and general manager Noilh Clii-

cago Street Railroad Company, Chicago, 111.

Roliert S. Goff. president and general manager Globe Street

Railway Company, Fall River, Mass.

What has been done at these previous meetings will be found

of great interest to the modern manager, especially if he wisli to

look up the history of a subject, and to enable him to find these

data we have compiled a classified index. This comprises titles

of papers, and discussions, with some abstracts of the sub-heads,

compiled from tlie reports, and constitutes an epitome of the lf>

separate tables of contents (aggregating nearly 50 pages), ar-

ranged alphabetically with a few of tlie most important cross-

references, and will repa.v the time spent in its perusal.

In March. 18S4. the Association undertook the publication of

tlie most important legal decisions wliiih altected street railways,

and these were published for several years at the rate of one

each month. They are now published three or four times each

year.

The membership statistics of the Association show .an interest-

ing pliase of the development of the industry, illustrating tlie

tendency to centralization found everywhere in this countr.v at

the close of the century. The Association left Boston 1(> years

ago with .35 members, and the number steadily increased to J(I5

in 1.'^!I2, when the high-water mark was reached. From 1S!»2. rnp

nuinlier of member companies has decreased, the decrease being

due almost entirely to the consolidation of companies, the inter-

ests represented by them having vastly increased, and in 1897 the

membership was 161—just what it w-as in 1S59.

The figures are as follows:

JOHN A. RIGG.

ROBERT MCCULLOCH.

HENRY C. MOORE.

Year.
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PROGRAM.

TUESDAY, SEPTESIBER 6,

10 a. lu. Meeting called to order by Tresidcnt I.aii},'.

Itoll call.

Invitation extended to join the .Vssooiatiou.

Address of the President.

Heport of the Executive Committee.

Report of the Secretary and Ti-easurer.

Paper—"The Comparative Earnings and Economy ot i )iit.iatiipii

l)etween Single and Double Truck Cars for City Use." Uichard
McCuUoch, electrical engineer Cass Avenue and Citizens' Kail-
way Companies, St. Louis, Mo.
Paper—"Municipal Ownership of Street Railways."
Afternoon. Trip to Concord and Lexington.

Evening. Reception at the Elall.

WEDNESDAY. SErXEMBEK 7.

9:30 a. m. Paper—"Maintenance and Equipment of Electric

Cars for Railways." M. S. Hoskins. electrician Columlnis Street

Railway Company, Columbus, O.

Paper—"The Carrying of United States Mail Matter on Street

Kailw.ays." W. S. Dimmock, general superintendent Omaha &
Council Blutfs Railway & Bridge Company, Council Bluffs, la.

Appointment of Committee on Nomination of Officers and Next
Place of Meeting.

While the convention is in session the Tisitiug ladies will lie

laken to the various points of local and historic interest.

.\fternoou. Excursion down the harbor with clambake at Nan-
tasket Beach.

TUURSDAY. SEl'TEMBEK S.

9:30 a. ni. Paper-"To What Extent ShouM Railway Com-
panies Engage in the Amusement Business?" W. II. Holmes, gen-
eral manager Metropolitan Street Railway Company, Kansas
City, Mo.

Paper—"Inspection and Testing of .Motors and Car Equipment
by Street Railway Companies." Frederick B. Perkins, electrical

engineer Toledo Traction Company, Toledo, O.

Election of Officers.

Drive through the park for the ladies.

Afternoon. Trip to Plymouth.

7 p. m. Annual Banquet at the Hotel Brunswick.

FEIDAY, SEPTEMEER 9.

9:30 a. m. Paper—"Cost of Electric Power for Street Railways
at Switchlioard; Both Steam and Water." R. W. Conant, electri:

cal engineer Boston Elevated Railway Company, Boston, Mass.
Report of Committee on Standing Rules for Government of

Conductors and Motormen.

Uniinished Business.

Installation of Officers.

Adjournment.

Shopping trip for the ladies.

Afternoon. Trolley excursion to Norumbega Park.

COMMITTEES.

GENERAL.
C. S. Sergeant, 101 Milk street, Boston, Chairman.
E. C. Foster, 333 Union street, Lynn.
.T. E. Rugg, 101 Milk street, Boston.

C. S. Clark, 8 Oliver street, Boston.

A. A. Glasier, 104 Ames building, Boston.

C. Q. Richmond, North Adams.
.lohu R. Graham, 280 Washington street, Boston.
Robert S. Goff, Fall River.

P. L. Saltonstall, 28 Exchange building, Boston.

E. 1'. Shaw, 31G Exchange building, Boston.
F. H. Dewey, Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Com-

pany, Worcester.

ON ENTERTAINMENT.
P. L. Saltonstall. Boston. Chairman.
H. F. Eldredge. Portsmouth.

A. B. Bruce, Lawrence.

C. C. Pierce, Boston,

C. E. Barnes, Boston.

C. W. Wilson, Boston.

J. F. Shaw, Boston.

J. H. Goodspeed, Boston.

.T. H. Cunningham, Boston.

B. J. Weeks, Quincy.

W. W. Sargent, Fitchburg.

ON HALLS, HOTELS AND RIailSTRA'IloN.

E. C. Foster, 333 Union strict. Lynn, CliairmaiL
John F. Morrill, Quincy.

J. N. .\karman, Worcester.

.T. H. Studley, Jr., Boston.

J. E. Rugg, Boston.

W. F. Pope, Boston.

R. N. Wallis, Fitchburg.

H. B. Parker, Boston.

A. E. Smith, Springfield.

George F. Seibel, Taunton.

ON EXniBlTS.

W. F. Pope, 104 Ames building, Boston, Acting CliairuiaiL
II. F. Woods, Boston.

E. C. Foster, Lynn.

C. F. Baker, Boston.

E. P. Shaw, Jr., Boston.

Franklin Woodman, Haverhill.

R. S. Goff, Fall River.

J. H. Studley, Jr., Boston.

Maurice Hoojies, Lynn.

.\. C. Gardner, New Be<lford.

Edwin S. Welister, Boston.

Charles S. Clark.

ON TRANSrOKTATION AND 1NFOH5I ATION.

Julius E. Rugg, Chairman.

N. H. Heft, Boston.

H. B. Rogers, Brockton.

J. F. Wattles, Boston.

Fred H. Smith, Quincy.

A. E. Gordon, Boston.

N. E. Morton, Lawrence.

C. E. Woodward, Wakelield.

Winthrop Coffin. Boston.

II. H. Reed, lall River.

H. F. Grant, Boston.

BANIJUET.

.\. A. Glasier, Chairman.

W. .\, Bancroft, Boston.

Prentiss Cummings, Boston.

C. S. Clark, Boston.

E. P. Shaw, Boston.

E. C. Foster, Lynn.

S. M. Thomas, Taunton.

HOTEL RATES.

Leading Boston hotels have made the following rates to attend-

ants upon the convention. The first five hotels are all within five

minutes' walk; the others are reached by cars which pass the

entrance to the hall:

Brunswick, American plan, .$4 per day ami up.

Vendome, .\merican plan, $4 per day and up,

Thorndyke, European plan, .'i;2 per day and up.

Nottingham, European plan. .$2 per day and up.

Victoria, European plan, $2 per day and up.

Turaine, European plan, $2 per day and up.

Parker, European plan. .$2 per day and up.

Young's, European plan. $2 per day and up.

Copley Square, European plan. .$2 per day and up.

The Brunswick is headquarters, and the Veiidcmu', under tlic

same management, is near by.

REVIEW HEADQUARTERS.
The office of the Review at the convention will bo in spioe

No. 232, Convention Hall, which will be found next to the Bu-
reau of Information, and directly opposite the main stairway
leading to the Association meeting rooms on the second floor.

We shall be glad to have our friends drop in, occupy the easy
chairs and make themselves generally at home.
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INDEX TO A. S. R. A. REPORTS.

Atoident, Cable, at Cincinnati—1887, p. 119. Letter from G. B.

Kerper.

Accidents and Complaints, Best Jlethod of Treating—1894, p. 04.

B.v P. M. Dyer. Discussion.

Accidents, Cause, Prevention, and Settlement of—ISSU, p. 31. By
Calvin A. Richards. General discussion.

Accidents, The Prevention of, etc.—1897, p. 1(JS. By W. J. llielil.

Accounts. See Standards.

Accounts, Uniform System of—1884, p. 153. Report by E. K.

Stewart, H. R. Harding and J. C. Dessalet. System of tlic

Louisville City Railway Company.
Accounts, Uniform System of Street Railway—1894, p. (io. By H.

I. Bettis. Discussion.

Air-Brake, Present Status of the—1895, p. 34. By E. J. Wessels.

Discussion.

Booster on Electric Railway Circuits, The tise of the—1894. ix

195. Special paper by J. H. Vail and S. H. AVynkoop.

Brakes for Steep Grades—1888, p. 122. Brief discussion. Also.

pp. 125-127.

Brakes, Power v. Hand—1894, p. 181. Special paper by K. .J.

Wessels.

Brake Shoes—1894, p. 152. Special paper by D. F. Henry and

Powell Evans.

Buildings—1883, p. 51. Report by A. W. Wright, J. B. Slawson

and H. M. Watson. Necessity of good hygienic conditions in

stables; l)est arrangements for stables; examples of stable con-

struction.

Cable Motive Power, Progress of—1880. p. 45. By B. J. Lawless.

Data regarding cable roads in San Francisco. Los Angeles, St.

Louis, Kansas City, and elsewhere. General discussion.

Cable Motive Power, A Year's Progress in—1891, p. 77. By J. C.

Robinson. History; data on cost of construction, operation,

etc.

Cable Power, Conditions Necessary to the Fiuvucial Success of

—

1888, p. 40. By W. D. Henry. Volume of business, engineering

and mechanical construction, machinery, engine performance,

carrying pulleys, csbles. grips aud conduit. General discussion.

Cable System of Motive Power—1884. p. 145. Report by C. B.

Holmes, J. H. Bonn, aud Charles Whitten. Review of the prog-

ress made in cable traction.

Cable Motive Power. A Year's Progress in—1890, p. 55. Letter

from J. C. Robinson.

Cable System of Motive Power, Progress of—1885, p. 98. Report

by G. B. Kerper and A. D. Whitten. Data as to cost of cable

construction in Chicago and Cincinnati.

Car-House and Stables, Location and Construction of--lS88, p. G3.

By C. D. Wyman. Light, ventilation, manure pit, drainage,

location, construction, disinfection, protection against Are,

rooms for employes.

Cars, Eight-Wheel—1887, p. 84. Remarks by Mr. Humphrey; dis-

cussion.

City and Suburban Electric Railways—1894, p. 97. By E. C.

Foster.

Conductors' Deposits—1886, p. 72. General discussion.

Construction. A Model Electric Railway Roadbed and Under-

ground Wiring—1892, p. 73. By G. W. Baumhoff. Survey,

excavation, ties, rails, chairs, joint supports, paving, under-

ground w'iring. Discussion.

Construction. Overhead Electric, A Perfect—1892, p. 121. By
Charles H. Smith.

Construction, Overhead Electric, Modern—1890. p. 128. By Ben-

.iamiu Willard.

Construction of New Road, Completed—1884, p. 103. Report by
AVilliam Wharton. Jr., W. C. Lange and J. H. Anderson. Rails,

ties, curves, methods of construction and paving. Animated
general discussion.

Construction, Railway—1887, p. 71. By Calvin A. Richards. The
stringer and girder systems. General discussion.

Corporations, Public and State Treatment of—1889, p. 113. By
6. H. Scribner.

" —1890. p. 93. By G. H. Scribner.

—1891, p. 119. By G. H. Scribner.

Cost of Motive Power for Street Railways, Relative-1890, p. 7ii.

By R. J. McCarty.

Cost of Operation of Horse, Cable and Electric Roads, Relative—

1892, p. 140. Report by William Ramsey, Frank R. Greene and

John L. Heins. Discussion.

Crossings with Steam Roads, Grade—1892, p. 102. Communica-
tion from Massachusetts Street Railway Association.

Curves, Transition, for Street Railways Operated by Mechanical

Motors—1890, p. 138. By E. L. WooUey.

Damage Cases, Best Method of Settling, etc.—1897, p. KiS. Ky
W. J. Hleld.

Development of Street Railways. Novel Schemes for the—1890,

p. 81. By B. F. Owen. Various kinds of tickets, parks, park

attractions, etc.

Diseases—See Horses.

Discipline of Employes-1897, p. 139. By George XL Davis.

Electricity as a Motive Power—1884, p. 131. Report by E. C.

Peters, H. M. Watson and B. F. Lesher. Letter from W. A.

Knight, relative to the conduit road in Cleveland. Discussion

as to the possibilities of the electric motor.

Electricity as a Motive Power—1887, p. 30. By William Wliarton,

Jr. Animated general discussion. Also, pp. 99-109; 121-130.

Electricity as a Motive Power—1890, p. 104. Representatives of

different electric companies present data at tlie request of the

Association. Discussion.

Electricity as a Motive Power. Conditions .Necess.-uy to (he Fi-

nancial Success of—1889, p. 62. By Thomas C. Barr. Dis-

cussion.

Electricity as a Motive Power, The Progress of—1885, p. OS. Re-

port by A. W. Wriglit and James A. Chase. Resume of experi-

ments in electric traction. Letter from Bentley-Knight Elec-

tric Railway Company. Discussiou, pp. 85-98.

Electricity to Railroads Now Operated by Steam. Application of

—1897, p. 150. By N. H. Heft. Discussion.

Electric Motive Power—1888, p. 85. Discussion, storage, battery

system. Love underground conduit, electric railways and mo-
tors, data as to cost of construction and operation, consents of

property owners.

Electric Motive Power, Dependent (Overhead or Underground)
System of—1891, p. 103. By G. W. Mansfield. Discussion.

Electric Motive Power, Independent (Storage or Primary Bat-

tery) System of—1891, p. 130. By Knight Neftel. Discussion.

Electric Motive Power, Progress of—1886, p. 77. By T. C. Rob-
bins. Resume of electric traction experiments and descriptions

of various motors. General discussion.

Electric Motive Power Technically Considered—1890, p. 58. By
W. L. Allen. Central station, transmission line, motors; cost

of renewals and repairs.

Electric Motor. A Perfect—1891, p. 56. By H. A. Everett. Dis-

cussion.

Electric Street Railways, Some of the Difficulties Existing in the

Construction and Operation of—1897, p. 64. By G. W. Knox.
Employes, Discipline of—1897, p. 1.39. By George H. Davis.

Employes' Mutual Benefit Society. Street Railway—1889. p. 44.

By Henry Hurt. Plan' of organization of Washington &
Georgetown Employes' Association; forms and blanks. Dis-

cussion.

Employes, Selection and Management of—1S9G. p. 145. By W. F.

Kelly. Discussion.

Engines and Dynamos, Proportions between Rated Capacity
of—1893, p. 72. By O. T. Crosby.

Engines, Power Hous(^1893, p. 53. Report by E. G. Connette,
L. H. Mclntire and F. S. Pearson. Discussion.

Entertainments for the Public. Free Music and Other-1895. p.

218. Discussion.

Express. See Mail.

Fares. Collection of—1883. p. 100. Report by S. S. Spaulding.
Frank DeH. Robison and C. B. Clegg. Various types of fare

registers considered. Discussion on registers aud punches.
Feeders for Electric Railways, Some Practical Points on the
Construction of Underground—1893, p. 163. Special paper by
D. 0. Jackson.
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Fires, ObstnicUou of Tracks by-lSSG, p. 71. Sbort discussion.

Fire. See Switchboard.

Freiglit. See Mail.

Fuses, Destructive Arcing of 500-A'olt-lS94, p. 148. Spcriul v.i-

per by W. K. Harrington.

Cenerators, Direct-Driven-lSOS, p. 139. By C. J. Field.

Heating and Ligliting-1883, p. 80. General discussion as to

stoves and heaters and the advisability of their use.

Heating and Liglitiug Street Railway Cars—1893, p. 79. By G.

F. Greenwood. Data as to cost and maintenance.

Heating, Car—1895, p. 220. Special paper by J. F. McEIroy.

History of the Events Leading up to the Formation of the Amer-

ican Street Railway Association—1892, p. I!U. By D. F. Long-

street.

Horse, A Perfect Street Railway-1890, p. 53. By Charles Odell.

Horses, Diseases Common to Car, and Their Treatment—1885.

p. 48. Report by C. B. Thurston and James K. LaUe.

Horses, Food and Care of-1889, p. 104. By G. G. Mulhern. Dis-

cussion.

"Horse-shoeing-lSeS, p. 71. Report by L. Brayton, Jolui .lulm-

son and Henry Sprately. Animated general discussion.

Horses, Stables and Care of—1884, p. 70. Report by J. K. Rugg.

J. E. Brown, T. H. Robillard. General discussion.

Horse Traction, Cost of-1888, p. 129. Remarlis by William

Bracken.

Horses, Work of New—1890, p. 57. Discussion.

Ice. See Snow.

Insurance—1894, p. 121. Discussion.

Insurance, Street Railway Mutual Firi^l887. p. 87. By .Inlin

Maguire.

_1S88, p. 83. Report by C. C. Woodworth. C. D. Wy-

man and R. Dudley Frayser. Brief discussion.

" —1880, p. 41. Discussion of report of committee.

Joints. See Track.

Labor and Graduated System of Compensation—1SS4. ii. Wl
Report by J. S. Walsh, Jacob Rehm and Harvey N. Rowe.

General discussion as to methods of collecting fares and llie

moral sense of street car patrons.

Labor and Wages—1883, p. 57. Report by C. C. Woodworth,

Moody Merrill and W. R. Merriam.

Legal Decisions—1887. p. 112. Discussion.

Lighting—See Heating.

License—See Taxation.

Love Undei-ground Conduit in Practice—1893, p. 1-5S. Remaiks

l)y Herbert Claude and M. D. Law.

Magnetic Cut-Outs for Street Railways—1893, p. 151. Special

paper by W. E. Harrington.

Mail, Express and Freight Service on Street Railway Cars-

1894, p. 135. By Richard McCulloch.

Mail on Street Cars, Carrying U. S.—1897, p. 130. Discussion.

Motors Other Than Animal, Cable and Electric—1889, p. 92.

By H. H, Windsor. Steam, gas, compressed air, and chem-

ical motors.

Motors Other Than Cable or Electric—1887, p. 08. By D. At-

wood. Data as to various motors.

Municipal Ownership of Street Railways—1897, p. 48. By P. F.

Sullivan.

Parks. See Development.

Patents—1895, p. 162. Report by F. R. Greene and J. W. Mc-

Namara.
Pavement. Wood—1888, p. 72. Discussion.

Poles, Ties and—1895, p. 153. By N. W. L. Brown.
Power Distribution and the Use of Multiphase Current Trans-

mission for Ordinary Street Railways—1897, p. 102. By Mau-
rice Hoopes. Discussion.

Power House, The Modern—1890, p. 80. By Richard McCulloch.

Discussion.

Power, Propelling-1883, p. 80. Report by Tom L. Johuson. Wil-

liam Richardson and J. P. Helfenstein. Horse, mule, steam

and cable traction considered. Discussion of "car starters"

and cable practice.

Rails, Continuous, Experiments on the Expansion of—1892, p.

195. Special paper by A. J. Moxham.
Rail in Cities. Use of T—1893. p. 84. Discussion.

Rail, T, Construction at Terre Haute, Ind.—1894, p. 105. By Rus-

sell B. Harrison. Discussion.

Rail, T, in Cities; Can It Bo Satisfactorily Used?—1894, p. 85.

By Strathearn Hendrie.

Registers—See Fares.

Revenues of Street Railways Be Increased? How Can—1890, p.

99. By C. D. Wyman. Discussion.

Rules and Regulations for the Installation of Wiring and .Vp-

paratus for Electric Light, Heat and Power—1897, p. 128. Re-

port by Frank R. Ford, delegate.

Rules Governing Conductors and Drivers—1885, p. 125. Reiiort

by D. F. Longstreet and H. H. Littell. Discussion of this and

allied subjects, pp. 1.52-170.

Salt and Sand on Tracks, Use of—1895, p. 210. Report by D. G.

Hamilton and Robert McCulloch.

Salt—See Snow.

Sanding Rails—1888, p. 123. Discussion.

Sanitary Condition of Street Cars—1886, p. 90. By E. Luslier.

Shops, Machine, for Electric Railways, Economy of—1892, p. 125.

By J. H. Bickford. Discussion.

Snow and Ice, Removing—1883, p. 59. Letter from Robert Bell

describing early forms of snow plows. Animated discussion

as to the use of salt and its effect on the health of horses.

Snow and Ice, Track Cleaning and Removing-1884. p. 35. Re-

port by A. B. Whitney, Joab Mulvane and William Hagens-

weiler. The use of salt; report of Committee on Puljlic Health

of Brooklyn: letters from physicians and chemists as to llie

effect upon tlie public health of the use of salt.

Staljles—See Horses, Car House.

Standards for Electric Street Railways—1892, p. 104. Report by

O. T. Crosby, H. I. Belt is, E. E. Higgins, C. W. Wason and
J. E. Rugg. Nomenclature, ratings, dimensions, accounuiig.

Sub-committee I'eport on standard system of accounts.

Standards in Electric Street Railway Practice—1891, p. l(i(.l. By
O. T. Crosby. Ratings, nomenclature, dimensions, accounts.

Discussion.

Standard Rail-head Possible? Is a—1892, p. 210. Special paper
by J. F. Ostrom.

Standard Rules for Electrical Construction-1895, p. 149. Res-

olution. Remarks.

Storage Batteries in Connection witli Central Stations for T'tili/.-

ing Surplus Energy for Lighting or Power—1893, p. 101. By
C. O. Mailloux. Discussion.

Storage Battery to Electric Traction, Application of the— 1,S!)7, p.

73. By Charles Hewntt. Discussion.

Supplymen, Admission of—1888, p. 131. Discussion as to asso-

ciate membership in tlie Association.

Supplymen, Admission of—189-5, p. 173. Discussion.

Switchboard Fires—1890, p. 09. Letter from D. F. Henry. Dis-

cussion.

Taxation—1888, p. 74. By Winfield Smith. Discussion.

Taxation—1894, p. 203. Special paper by Allen R. Foote.

Taxation and License—1884, p. 15,8. No report; letter from chair-

man of committee.

Ties and Poles—189.5, p. 153. By N. W. L. Brown.
Track and Track Joints—1896, p. 46. By M. K. Bowen. Discus-

sion.

Track Construction—1883, p. 23. Report by Charles Hathaw ay, \'.

C. Turner and J. J. Franklin. General discussion ensued as to

cost and life of rails, ties, stringers, variotis kinds of paving,

metliods of construction, proper location of joints, etc. .Mr.

Kreismann, of Berlin, spoke on the practice in that city. A. J.

Moxliam. of the Johnson Steel Street Rail Company, discussed

girder rails.

Track Construction—1886, p. 97. General di.scussion.

Track, Repairs of—1885. p. 77. Report by A. J. Moxham and

Thomas Dowry. Rails, stringers, joints, spread of track, and

cross-ties. Discussion, pp. 113-125.

Track—See Construction.

Transfers—1895, p. 55. By G. W. Baumhott. Discussion.

Transfers on Street Railways—1894, p. 143. By J. N. Beckley.

Trucks, Street Railway—1896, p. 73. By J. N. Akarman
Trucks, Street Railway, Traction and—1893, p. 129. Special pa-

per by E. A. Sperry.
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Ventilation, Ligliting and Care of Cars—1885, p. 145. Discussion

of tills subject, also advertising, care of cars, care of horses.

Ventilation, Ligliting and Care of Cars—ISSfi, p. fiO. B.v Waller

A. Jones.

Wages—See Labor.

CONVENTION BUILDING.

The Association has never been quartered as nicely as It will

be this year; indeed, the question of a suitable place and .ido-

quate space for exhllilts lias become so much of a problem that it

is one of the requisites In selecting the convention city. Tlie

earlier date this year—early September instead of late October.

termed, as It Is practically all above the street level and well

lighted by windows. The freight entrance is 17 ft. wide by 11

ft. 6 in. high.

There is an abundance of electric power at han<l. plenty of

light by day and night, and such exhibitors as are obliged to

work all night installing will have no difficulty in doing so. As
tlie building will be ready one week In advance of the opening

day of the convention, there will be no excuse for delay in get-

ting exhibits set up. The tracks of the Boston & .Albany road i x-

tend to the building, which will greatly facilitate shipping In and
out and save the usual loss of time and expense In cartage.

A new feature which will be highly appreciated will be the

Bureau of Information on the main floor, where mail may be

received and sent and telephone service found. A telegraph

THE CONVENTION BUILDING.

as heretofore—will insure delightful weather, and exhibitors

will not feel the necessity of taking out extra life Insurance be-

fore starting to install their displays.

The building selected is admirably adapted to the requirements,

having been erected expressly for the annual industrial exposition

of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, where
each October a notable exhibit lasting several weeks Is made of

tlie leading industrial products of New England. The building,

which Is at 99 to 149 Huntington avenue. Is within walking dis-

tance of the Brunswick and Vendome and other hotels, and is

reached by cars from all parts of the city.

The business sessions of both the American and Accountants'

.Associations will be on the second floor, reached by passing

through the Exhibit Hall. The .\merlcan Association will occupy

the beautiful and commodious Paul Revere Hall, and the -Ac-

countants' Association will hold forth In the banquet room.

Exhibits will be better and more numerous than ever, and over

0.0.000 sq. ft. of space has been taken. When it is remembered

that 40.000 sq. ft. was the most available heretofore, the magni-

tude of the display will be better realised. A classification has iieen

made under which all cars, trucks and machinery In operation

will go Into the basement, which, however, should hardly be so

offlce win Ik' in operation day and night; this Is also on the main

floor.

W. F. Pope is acting chairman for the Committee on Exhibits,

Mr. Clark having gone abroad on account of ill-liealth.

WHO WOULDN'T BE A SALESMAN?

"No. sir." exclaimed the irate manager, as a man entered tue

office with a queer looking model under his arm. '".vou can't sell

this road a patent duplex, doulile back action, self dumping feud

er. We have experimented with 34.2.^0 different fare registering

contraptions, and have bought brakes enough to break the com-
pany. Of heating dingusses, why. good Lord, man, we have

stoves that heat the Arctic region in the prospectuses, and
freeze out everybody but the bondholders In practical use. Once
for all, sir, we are not in the market, not even for a device that

will light, coHect fares, throw off drunken men, and keep flies

off the motorman's nose." The Irate manager then drew a lops^

breath, slammed down his desk, and departed In high dddgcon.
leaving the poor fender man speechless with astonishment.
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The Street Railway Accountants' Association of America meets

on the same dates and under the same root as the American

Street Railway Association, and with this gathering writes Vol.

II. in the records of its interesting history. The business ses-

sions will occur in the banquet hall of the Mechanic Association

building, on the same floor and convenient to the meeting place

of the American. Delegates are entitled to travel on the special

railroad rates made the parent association, which are one and

one-third regular fares for the round trip. Oflicial headquarters

will be at the Brunswick hotel near by.

The business sessions have been planned to conform as

nearly as possible to those of the American Association, to en-

able members to join in the various trips of inspection of power

plants, etc., and the entertainments, for which purpose the

badges of the American Association will be furnished and worn.

Accountants are urged to bring their ladies, for whom the local

committee has provided a delightful program of entertainment.

The Association, which was organized in Cleveland, March 2.3

and 24, 1897. with 25 members, is growing rapidly in strength

and influence and now numbers 67 members, including five in

Canada and Mexico. Lil^e the American, membership is vested

in the companies, not individuals, although any member company

may send as many representatives as it desires, and any com-

pany not a member is invited to send duly accredited representa-

tives, who will be gladly welcomed. The scope and purpose of

this Association is much better understood today than it was a

year ago and is receiving the encouragement and hearty ap-

proval of the best managers and presidents in the country. The

business-like and methodical manner in which the Association

works, the energy and ability it displays, and the greatly to be

desired results it is achieving make it deserving of the encourage-

ment and support of every road in the land.

The officers, particularly the seci-etary, and the Permanent

Committee, of which C. N. Dufty of St. Louis is chairman, have

done a vast amount of hard work and have earned the thanks of

every company and manager.

During the year the Association has lost by death three repre-

sentatives:

Morris W. Hall, secretary of the Camden & Suburban road,

Camden. N. J. Mr. Hall died after a prolonged illness. He was
chairman of the organization meeting at Cleveland.

.lames A. Stratton, secretary and treasurer of the Birmingham
Railway & Electric Company, Birminghnm. .Ma., died in Febru-

ary of this year.

Charles Blair Reavis, auditor and treasurer of the Augusta
Railway & Electric Light Company, Augusta, Ga., died very

suddenl.v on August 2, of Briglit's disease. He took an active

part in both the Cleveland and Niagara Falls meetings and was
third vice-president last year.

The papers to bf read will In- excellent and the discussions

following of interest and value; the two features, however, this

year will be the exhibit of forms and blanks, and the report of

the Permanent Committee on a Standard System of Accounts.

The splendid work of the committee last year has been further

supplemented and continued since last convention. The several

members have devoted a great amount of personal time and
effort to the pei-fection of what was so auspiciously inaugurated,

and have spent an entire week in session in New York, begin-

ning .Tuly ]8. As a result of this work the committee will report

in favor of changing the four general headings to three—Main-
tenance, Transportation and General. The accounts (39) under
each general heading remain unchanged.

Accounts 8 and 9 were consolidated into one account. The

cost of depreciation and renewals of horses was transferred from

Account 8, "Renewals of Horse and Vehicle Equipment", to Ac-

count 31. "Stable Expenses". "Renewals of Vehicle Equipment"

was consolidated with Account 9, "Maintenance of Miscellane-

ous Equipment", and in the consolidation of the two accounts

Account 9 became Account 8. An account is provided for Legal

Expenses in connection with damages and another account for

other legal expenses, as recommended by the Niagara Conven-

tion. "Taxes" Account 39 is classed as an Operating Expense

Account, so that Operating Expenses would mean all expenses

except Interest.

The analysis of each accomit was carefully gone over and

much improved, the aim of the committee being to make the

analysis as plain and comprehensive as possible, and yet brief.

An alphabetical index of items with the number of the account

to which each should be charged has been prepared.

The form of Annual or Monthly Report was changed to con-

form with the new arrangement of "Taxes" as an Operating

Expense, when it was formerly classed as a "Deduction from

Income", the same as "Interest on Funded Debt", or "Rentals

of Leased Lines", otherwise the form of Annual and Monthly

Report was not changed, as the committee felt satisfied that it

could not be improved upon.

The Executive Committee will hold its annual meeting in tlie

Hotel Brunswick on Monday, Septemljer 5, at 7:30 p. m. The

program for the rest of the week is as follows;

Tuesday, September 6.

10 a. m. (Mechanic Association Banquet Hall.)

Opening Business Session—Reports of officers. Appointment

of committees, etc.

Paper—"Statistics; Their Use and Abuse," B. D. Hilibs. auditor

North Jersey Street Railway Company. .Jersey City, N. J.

Wednesday, September 7.

10 a. m. (Mechanic Association Banquet Hall.)

Paper—"Car Mileage; How Arrived At and Its Use." A. H.

Ford, secretary and treasurer, New Orleans Traction Company,
New Orleans, La.

Report of the Permanent Committee on "A Standard System

of Street Railway Accounting, Covering the Classification of

Operating Expenses, Classification of Construction and Equip-

ment Accounts and Form of Annual Report."

Chairman— C. N. Duffy, secretary Citizens Railway Company,

St. Louis. Mo. H. L. Wilson, auditor Boston Elevated Railway

Company, Boston, Mass. Wm. F. Ham, secretary Nassau Elec-

tric Railroad Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. J. P. Calderwood,

auditor Twin City Rapid Transit Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

H. J. Davies, assistant secretary Cleveland Electric Railway

Company, Cleveland, O.

Thursday, September 8.

10 a. m. (Mechanic Association Banquet Hall.)

Report of the Permanent Committee on "A Standard System of

Street Railway Accounting" -Continued.

Friday, September 9.

10 a. m. (Mechanic Association Banquet Hall.)

Informal discussion of questions relating to Street Railway

Accounting. Leader—R. Lancaster 'WilliamK. treasurer Kii-liniond

Traction Company, Richmond, Va.

Closing Business Session—Report of Convenlion rommittees.

Election of officers for :S9.<<- 1,890.

All papers find reports are suli.icd to the ftillest discussion and

ample time is allowed.

The Exhibition of Blanks and Forms will lie in charge of the,

following committee:
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E. 13. HIBBS.

P. V. BURINGTON.

:.3
A. H. FORD.

Chairman—F. E. Smith, auditor Lynn & Boston Railroad,

Lynn, Mass. G. B. Tripp, treasurer Lowell, Lawrence & Haver-

hill Street Railway, Lawrence, Mass. R. N. Wallis, treasurer

Fitchljurg & Leominster Street Railway, Fitehliurg, Mass.

OFFICERS.

President—H. li. Wilson, auditor Boston Klevated Railway

Company, Boston, Mass.

First Vice-President—E. D. Hlbbs, auditor Xorlh Jersey Street

Railway Company, Jersey City, N. J.

H. L. WILSON.

Second Vice-President—P. V. Burington, secretary and auditor

Columbus Street Railway Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Third Vice-President—A. 11. Ford, secretary New Orleans 'I'rac-

tion Company, Ltd., New Orleans, La.

Secretary and Treasurer—W. B. Brockway. auditor Toledo,

Bowling Green & Fremont Railway Company, Toledo, Ohio.

Tlie Executive Committee includes the olTicers and
William F. Ham, secretary Nassau Electric Railroad Com-

pany, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. J. Davies, assistant secretary Cleveland Electric Railway
Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

P. R. Greene, secretary Chicago City Railway Company, Chi-

cago, 111.

J. M. Smith, comptroller Toronto Railway Company, Toronto,

Ontario.

SECRETARY BROCKWAY.

J. M. SMITH,

W. B. Brockway. who has so acceptably filled the laborious

position of secretary of the Street Railway Accountant's Asso-

ciation since its organization, was born In Coldwater, Mich., Init

was reared in the east. He has had experience in all branches

of railroading, having been engaged in such work for 13 years,

11 years of which were with steam roads and two with electric

lines. He is now assistant secretary and auditor of the Toledo,

Bowling Green & Fremont Railway. Mr. Brockway was married

to Miss Elizabeth Priest in Toledo, October 10, 1894, and has

one daughter.
•-•-

The Concord (N. H.) Street Railway has joined the Account-

ants' Association, and Secretary Brockway has received promises

from several other roads which will become members at the Bos-

ton meeting. The Association is gratuitously doing for its mem-
liers a work which would cost any one road by itself several

thousand dollars, and the very reasonable dues (only $10 per

year) give larger returns for the amount invested than any road

can possibly obtain in any other way. While the papers will

give a very complete report of the meeting, there is a great <leal

in the discussions which the Association reserves from general

pulilication. All this, however. Is printed in its annual report

in book form, and these are numbered aud registered and cannot

he furnished to any but accredited members. Hence every road

should Join.

W. K, HKOCKWAV.

W. F. HAM.

H. J. DAVIES.

FRANK R. GREENE.
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VINTAGE OF '98.

"We had an amusing experience years ago, in the old 'horse car

days'," remarked a superintendent who has seen more than a

quarter of a century of active street rail-

THE MAJORITY way service. "It was 'way back in the

RULE. 70's. We had a sale of worn-out horses,

which brought from $5 to $20 a head,

and one of the fellows who bought a five-dollar steed after-

ward repented and claimed it had been misrepresented to

liini. As a matter of fact, there had been no representations of

any kind. The horses were tagged with their selling price and
turned into a pen for buyers to select from. The amount in-

volved was too small to bother over and we would have refunded

his money but for the abusive language in which he couclied his

demand.

"Well, lie went away off to the farther end of town and en-

tered suit in .a little .iustice shop with the call set for 7:00 a. m.

At the appointed time I was there and, as it happened, took three

witnesses along, which, with myself, made four. He had two
of his friends, neither of whom had been near the sale.

"The justice called 'time' and we went at it. The court didn't

have a case very often and was bound to make the most of it.

You would have thought five thousand dollars were involved in-

stead of five; and the dignity of that court—well he belonged on

the supreme bench, that's certain. One, two, three hours passed

and we had used up more time than several such horses were
worth. Oui' side said one thing and the other fellows as persist-

ently and unanimously said it wasn't so. Finally the little old

judge closed the arguments, summed np each side for us, and

while gravely declaring that there evidently were at least three

liars before him, and maybe four, whom properly he should fine

for contempt of court and dissimulation, he concluded to decide

in our favor as our witnesses were in the majority. .\nd so the

costs were a horse on the other fellow."

Tile superintiMident of an S-mile mad, who moreover was track

foreman, fie iiisiiector, cliief and staff of overhead repairs, head

armature winder and entire clerical force.

A HOME had a weary look as he dropped into a

VACATION. cliair after a hard day's work in handling

the circus da.v crowd. He had the ap-

pearance of a man wlio was in doubt as to whetlier life was
worth living or not.

"You are all jilayed out;" we remarked, "what .von sliould do

is to take a rest; go on a vacation, and sta.v awa.v a month."

"Vacation! rest!! a month!!! Say. you don't seem to be ac-

quainted around here. Been working this line for eiglit years,

da.y in and day ont, with nights anil .Sundays, until my children

have grown up and hardly know me when we pass on the street.

Last year I did think it was time to make a break, so I went to

the president, who runs a bank, and suggested, as I had not had

a day in seven years, and needed a change of air, that the com-

pany ought to give me a vacation."

" 'How long a vacation do you think you would require?'

"The way he said it induced me to reduce tlie request from the

two weeks I had intended to ask for, to one. He thought it all

over for a few minutes and then reluctantly said:

" 'Well, I guess you can have .a week, but you better stay

around where we can call you hand}'."

This superintendent had another of those hard-prO|)osition

small roads, where the directors are well up in farming and hard-

ware and paper hanging, but what they

PROMOTED have yet to learn about railroading would
HIM TO G. M. make several years' copy for the Review.

The superintendent was a progressive,

hard-working man well deserving a larger field of usefulness

and who was making herculean efforts to keep the cars going
and the road out of a receiver's hands. He was the whole execu-

tive and had it all to do. At last, by the closest economy and
personal missionary work, he had reduced the expenses to a point

beyond which it was impossible to go, and had increased the

earnings until the second dividend was actually paid. Then he
concluded it was time to do something for himself, and at the
annual meeting requested a small increase in his brief salary.

The proposition was shocking to the astute board which there-

upon went into executive session for two liours. At the end of

that time the president gravely announced that in the judgment
of the board the increase was not advisable but they had con-

cluded to promote him and that his title thereafter would be

"general manager."

"Y'es. I've heard numerous stories about obstinate property

owners who tried to stop the wheels of progress by threats, in-

junctions and standing in the trolley pcde

THE DYNAMITE holes," said a determined-looking superiu-

ARGUMENT. tendent, "but did you ever try lilowing

them up with dynamite'.' Well, I did.

and it works fine."

"You didn't actually kill tliem, did you?" asked one of llic

party.

"No, but we came within two inches of it. You see the line-

it was a road down in New England—was surveyed for some two
miles of the route along the lieach road. On one side was the

lieach and on the other handsome residences and pretty lawns.

Most of the people wanted the road and we had no troulile tintil

we came in front of a place owned by a very wealthy and in-

fluential man. He said the road sliould never pass liis door, and
backed up his assertion with 200 pounds of Y'ankee determina-

tion. We said little but kept on until one day we reached liini.

and, as luck would have it. one of our heaviest blasts came riglit

in front of his house. We managed to get tlie hole drilled and

while we were ramming in the charge he rushed into the house

and brouglit out a chair wliicli he placed directly over the fuse.

He declared we should never fire the charge witiiout lilowing

him up too. and relied upon his well liiiown social position lo

protect him. Tlie boys looked scared, but there was no help for

us so I gave tlie order and one of the men touched off the fuse.

Tlien we all withdrew to a safe place and left him sitting there,

liare-headed, in the hot sun. The perspiration began to ooze

as he ordered us to come and put the fuse out. But we didn't,

and as it slowly grew shorter and shorter I began calling out

tlie numlier of minutes she still liad to liurn. The situation grew

decidedly strained, neither side lieing willing to give in, liut

finally he looked down at the remaining two inclies which began

to sputter, and he suddenly changed his mind and, leaving the

chair, made a wild rush. He just got out of range when ilie

charge exploded, blowing the chair to bits and hurling rocks in

all directions. That settled it and we won the day."

"That reminds me," said the man from Jersey, "of a somewhat

similar case down our way a year ago. We were building an iii-

terurlian and struck a tough propositiiui

A DEAD-SHOT in the shape of an old Jersey farmer.

FARMER. who threatened to kill the whole con-

struction gang before a single tie went

ilown. He mounted guard from daylight to dark in his front yard

and marched back and forth with a shot-gun whicli looked as liig

to us as a rapid fire gun on a man-of-war. We concluded to leave

a gap there and went on and finished all the track but 200 feet.

Then we came back and the old man was ready for us. The men
refused to get in range, for tlie old fellow would draw a bead

with both barrels cocked and moving his gun first one side and

then the other, kept the road covered, .\fter a consultation the

foreman and I fixed it up for one of us to go in and engage the

old man in conversation while the other made a detour and crept

up in the rear. So we braced ourselves and under a white h.ind-

kerchief as a flag of truce, and with no little trepidation I worked

my way toward him. He kept pointing the gun at me and

threatening to shoot if I came another step nearer, but the men

were all looking on and I couldn't very well back out, much as I

wanted to. I got up within 10 feet and finally engaged the old

man in an argument, but he kept an eagle eye on the force and

every time one moved he would take a bead on him. The fore-

man was all this time crawling up behind, and, after a few min-

utes which seemed like hours to me, suddenly jumped upon the
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enemy and threw his arms armiml him. At the same instant I

sprang forward and gral)liing the liarrel. pulled it from the stock.

The old man saw the game was up and with a merry twinkle in

his eyes said, 'Well, I'm beat, Ijut I was mighty fearful it might

go off and kill some on ye.' When we examined the gun both

barrels were empty and it was so old and rickety it would have

been as much as any one's life was worth to attempt to fire it."

Some one had mentioned pleasure resorts anil tiig Sunday rid-

ing, when a superintc

HOW HE
KEPT SUNDAY.

udent from an eastfru state smiled, and

burned his thumb witn a lighted match

while he related an instance in his own
experience. "It was several years ago,"

said he, "when the resort craze first

struck the roads, and we had for president one of our big stock-

holders, a man who was a great stickler for proprieties. In fact

it was about all he could stand to see the cars run on Sunday at

all, though he eased his conscience by riding on the line twice a

day to church, although he lived only three blocks and the head-

way was so long he could have walked in one-fourth the time.

When we talked park he took at once to the scheme, as a fine

place for Sunday School picnics, and a sort of philanthropic

breathing place for the man of daily toil. After the park was
open he discovered that while the Sunday School picnics—what

few there were—went on week days, the aforesaid man of daily

toil and his numerous family persisted in stayiug away during

the week, but turned out en masse Sunday, coming early in the

morning, and bringing a luncli, and with the kids rolling on the

grass under the trees until evening. The result was the line car-

ried a big business Sundays and taxed our equipment to the

limit. This was a poser. We covddn't abandon the line or the

park either, for that matter; and the old man was full of grief at

this desecration of the day. But when I made a deal with tVe

city to furnish a free sacred concert every Svmday afternoon with

a full brass band, the case became desperate. He called me in

and wanted the concerts declared off, but I explained we couldn't

very well back out, as the agi'eemenr was made in good faith,

and besides the mayor, whose pet scheme the band concert was,

did not love us any too well, anyway.

"Well, the president 'mulled' it over an the week and finally,

at 5 p. m. Saturday, he came in smiling. He had got out of

Egypt to the promised land, and announced he had brought in

his resignation, which was neatly written out and duly filed with

the secretary. And what do you think? Well, bright and early

Monday morning he came in and withdrew his resignation. He
kept this up for several weeks, resigning ever.v Saturday night

and withdrawing it early Mondays, so he managed to get over

the Sabbath with a pretty clean conscience, while his wicked

superintendent and the boys were working nish trips all day
long.

"After a while one of the diriM-tnrs who diiln't like the old man
any too well, got on to his scheme, and they called a director's

meeting for 11 p. m. Saturday night. The president was ovtt

spending the evening and came home tired, and retired without

reading his notice of the meeting. In fact he uuslaid it without

opening the envelope and foi-got all about it. So \\hen he sailed

in Monday a. m. as usual and asked the secretary for his resig-

nation, which by this time had become pretty nearly worn out,

he was pleasantly informed the board had accepted it and he

wasn't in it. Well he tried to make a row, but the story leaked

out and his friends made so much fun of him he concluded In

take a trip, and when he returned informed the board he guessed

he liad more work than was good for lilm and so resigned from

the directory and stepped out."

LAKE SHORE TRAIN SERVICE TO BOSTON.

Those of our western readers who have ever journeyed over
the famous Lake Shore and New York Central, will be likely

to follow the same route in going to the Boston convention this

year. These two systems, now practically one, are probably
the best railroads in the world, and for delegates to Boston
special provisions and concessions are made.
The rate of one and a third tare for the round trip has been

secured, and these tickets will be good going on the "Limited"
as well as other trains. Special sleepers have been reserved for

the street railway people and will run through without any
change from Chicago to Boston. The train carries all the mod-
ern conveniences of dining, observation and buffet, library and
smoking cars. It leaves Chicago at 5:30 p. m. daily, and those
leaving Sunday evening will be in Boston at 9 p. m. Monday
evenim.'.

A large delegation, however, will go on the "Boston Special,"
which leaves Chicago at 10:30 Sunday morning, reaching Bos-
ton at 3 p. m. Monda.v. This train will attach, at Cleveland, cars
from St. Louis, and receive further additions from Ohio and
Indiana points, Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester and Albany. It

will give a flue opportunity for renewing acquaintances and
nothing will be wanting to make the trip en.jo.vable.

Resei'vations or further information can be had of F. M. Byron.
General Western Agent, or H. J. Rhein, City Passenger Agent,
ISO Clark street, Chicago.

-•-

QUINCY, ILL., ROAD SOLD.

The Quincy Horse Railway & Carrying Company, now ojier-

ated electrically, has been sold to a party of capitalists from
Portland. Me., who will soon elect a new board of directors and
re-organize the company. Improvements will be made, and al-

re.idy an order has been placed for 12 double (No. 49 Westing-
house'* motor equi|pments.

-•-*

Knoxville. Tenn.. is to tender a public reception to the Balti-

more capitalists who recently organized the Knoxville Traction

Company and consolidated the railway, electric light and power
interests in that city.
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A PROMINENT STREET RAILWAY MAN.

Hon. Eflwani T. Shaw, treasurer and receiver-general i>t

Massacliusetts, lias long been an entlinslastic advocate of eke

trie interurban railways, and it is largely through his efforts

that recent progress in this line in Eastern Massachusetts is

due. The present development of electric railway interests in

Xew England exceeds the most sanguine expectations of most

men, but it is only the fulfillment of the predictions of .Mr.

Shaw.
Mr. Shaw has been and is now interested in a large number of

interurban roads, and through the firm of J. V. Shaw & Co.. of

which he is a member, has helped to build many of them. Dur-

ing the past year this firm built the road connecting Fall River,

Mass., and Newport, R. I.; that from Taynton, Mass., to Provi-

dence, and connecting with tlu- Krockton. Kridgewater & Taun

ton, giving a 3S-mile ride without change of ears; the Salem

& Wakefield line, connecting Salem with Wakefield, for Lowell.

Nashua, Boston, etc.; and the Southbridge. Marlborough and

Franunghani road, connecting at Marlborough witli the Worces-

ter & Marlborough Ibuilt last year) and making a Ihr.pugh line

from Framingham to Worcester.

At the present time one may take electric cars at Newbury-

port, Mass., and ride to Nashua, N. H., Boston. Brockton. Taun-

ton, or to Providence, Fall River, Newport. R. I., New Bedford.

or Nantasket Beach. In fact, one can ride a whole day on tlie

electric cars in Massachusetts making but few changes.

Mr. Shaw says of the industry: "T know of nothing that gives

anywhere near as much for the money spent as the electric

railway gives its patrons."

STERLING SUPPLY & MANUFACTURING
COMPANY.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing roiiipany. New York, of

which J. H. Carson is the progressive head, has continued <lur-

ing the past year the same expansion in its business which

made for it so notable a record in '97. In the various lines of

registers, brakes, fenders, sand boxes and over-head material

fully twice the amount of business has been done this year,

that was done last season; and last year's business was a record

breaker. The company's large and excellent manufacturing fa-

cilities and the high standard maintained in all of its products

have held old customers for large renewal orders and secured

many new ones.

Street railway and supplymen have been watching with inter-

est and jiride the gallant conduct of William Tiffany, secretary

of the Sterling Company, in his experiences as a member of the

Rough Riders. It has been a surprise to other countries that

young men of wealth and high social distinction like Mr. Tiffany.

should exchange the pleasures and comfort of home and society

for the dangers and privations of the soldier's life. Mr. Tiff.-iiiy

has been ill with fever and while at one time dangerously low

with the fever, at this wiiting is making rapid progress towaril

recover}', for the early attainment of which all his many friends

are hopefid.

THE THORNDYKE, BOSTON: POPULAR
EUROPEAN HOTEL.

There are always a large nundjer of attendants upon the con-

vention who find it much more convenient to use a European

plan hotel, owing to the irregular hours and distant points at

which they are obliged to dine. Those in charge of exhibits es-

pecially find difticulty in reaching their hotels during the us\ial

meal hours, and the result has been they are compelled to pay

twice for each meal. For those who desire the European plan

Tlie Thorndyke. conducted by fi. A. and J. L. Damon, will lie

found to meet their wants admirably, (icuid rooms for one or

two persons range from $1..50 to if2.(l(l per day up. The location

IS- opposite the Park street depot of the Old CoUiny ro:id. and

within very ccnvenient w.alkiiig distance of the conveufi(in hali.

Rese:'val'ons lor rooms may be m:iile Ity letter or wire.

QUICK CONSTRUCTION IN NEW YORK.

In reconstructing the lines of the Metropolitan Street Railway

Company, of New York, for electric traction it has been the

policy of the company to obstruct the streets for as short a

time as possible. President Vreeland jilaced horse cars on the

completed sections tintil the whole line was ready for the motor

cars. As an example of rapid work the fcdlowing results were

accomplished after 13 days Avork on the Sixtli and Eighth avenue

sections: 10.2 miles of old track. 21.0(11) ties. 3,.W0 rails, and
3,<i0l).00l> cu. ft. of earth removed; (i.5,noo ft. of pipe and conduc-

tors replaced and ITO.OlKf ft. of feeder <luct lai<l. This was ac-

coniplislied by il.'J: i men with 4(10 carts and .TOO horses.

NEW SOUTHERN UNION STATION FOR
BOSTON.

The Boston Terminal Company, under authority of an act

liassed by the Massachusetts legislature two years ago. is lupw

btiihling what v ill be the largest railway station ever cim-

structed. The station has fronts on Dorchester avenue. Summer
street .:].<! Cove street. It is ti> be used by all the roads enter-

ing the eil.v from the soiith :ni(l southwest and also by a few

branches found north of an east and west liiu' through the

city.

Together with the train shed the station will ln' 7o(i ft. long

and G50 ft. wide, with 28 tracks. There will be. in addition to

these, undergrotind tracks for the suburban service.

BUCKLING OF TRUSSES ON BROOKLYN
BRIDGE.

On the evening of Jtdy 20. when traffic on llie New York &
Brooklyn Bridge was (piite heavy a sick horse caused a blockade

of the trolley line and a great many of the electric cars wen^
brought to a stop on the bridge, and it is stated that the regula-

tion as to a distance of 102 ft. between cars was entirely disre-

garded. Before the cars commenced running the four main
trusses buckled .slightly, without causing serious injury to the

bridge, however, or making it danger(ms for the cars.

It is believed that the stress imposed by reason of expaiisicui

because of the excessive heat had as nnirli to do with the

liuckling of the trusses as the heav.v U)adin.u.

The Camden (N. .T.) & Suburban Railway Company is vigor-

ously opposing the paving of six of the principal streets of Cam-
den with sheet asphalt, and has so far been successful.
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BOSTON HUBLETS.

Whon it was proimsi'il, ;i fi'W years ago, to lay a track across

the sacred commou. Ruftis Clioate tluiiMlered forth in tlie fol-

lowing words, now famous:

"Here you may go, when vernal breezes blow ami drink in .all

the charms of reawakiug nature, but grant the prayer of the

petitioners and what will you have? The roar of the railroad

train, the rattle of machinery. Vesuvius, Stromboli, Cotopaxi,

hell itself, gentlemen.''

The opening of the subway was felt b.v merchants on the

street where formerly the cars travelled on the surface. Fewer

I lie ferble e(dony :ilready stretching up tin- hill side

tile jilains."

and over

Church and state were evidently on an liarmnnimis l'ooii[ig

in ITSl. for in that .year one of the chureht'S borrowe<l tin- tub
from the fire engine and brought it into the sanctuary to adnun-
ister !i,-i!i!isni b.v immersion.

The tirst jirinting press in America was set uj) at Candiridge
in KinS) having Ijeen brought over from England and it was uiidi'r

the charge of the president for many years. The lirst thing

jirinted upon it was the Freeman's Oath.

people on the street; less trade. On rainy days the subway is

less patronized; the explanation being that people avoid walking
in the wet to the entrances.

A local historian many years ago in recounting the trans-

formation of the cit.v in its early days writes:

"Twenty years after its settlement Wonderful changes had
occurred; tangled thickets had given place to pleasant streets,

dark forests to smiling gardens, and barren wastes to fruitful

fields. Log cabins and tents of cU)th had been exchanged for

large dwellings and convenient stores, some even of brick and
tile and stone. Wharves stretched into the harbor, and ships

of various nations rode at anchor in the bay. The little cluster

of buildings closely nestled between the three hills covered with

forts and batteries of cannon, like overtopping towers guarded

The first newspaper ever published on the American continent.

"The Boston Xews Letter." issued on April 24, 1704, was printed

at Harvard College.

The authorities of Denver, Colo., have abandoned all effort to

force the street railway companies to obey a fender ordinance

passed last fall, as the.v believe that it is unconstitutional.

"Trips liy Trolley and A-Wheel .\round Hartford" is the title

(if a booklet published by E. M. White and H. O. Warner. .\ map
sliowing tlie system of the Hartford Street Railway Company and
its connections is inserted. A histoi-ical sketch of the cit.v is

given and all the interesting points in and about the Connecticut

capital are described and finely illustrated.
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When the 56 ofBcials who organized the American Street Rail-

way Association met in Boston on December 12, 1882, the street

railway business of that city, and all others in the country with

the exception of one, was conducted with animal power or steam
dummies. San Francisco liad its calile system, and Chicago had
set the date for the inauguration of its first cable line. Two-
horse cars had found their way into the larger cities, but for tlie

most part the monotonous tinlile of the bob tail car kept time to

the jingle of the nickel as it wig-wagged down the several

inclines to the bottom of the fare box. At each end of the car

the tin lamps dropped oil upon the patient public which literally

sat in darkness, and in the winter a cheap quality of hay formed

a sort of moss.y bog through which the passenger stumbled to a

seat. About three miles an hour was the speed, and there was
ample time to wait for the old lady a block away, and for good-

byes and courteous salutations on boarding and leaving the car.

Little wonder that in those days people had time to live to a

good old age, enjoying the living, and departing with the satisfac-

tion of a life well spent.
* * •

In those days there were numerous competing lines in every

large city, and the rivalr.v for business and extensions was very

active and in not a few instances quite bitter. One of the prob-

lems which confronted the proposed association was how to mix
these antagonistic elements without an explosion. But it w.as

done, and one of the features of the American Association, in

which we all take great pride, is the unbroken harmony of feel-

ing and action which has prevailed all through the years. Now
and then a breeze has ruffled the waters, and once or twice the

weather looked squally; but in every case the storm passed
around, and the convention closed with a bright sunset and a
rainbow on the disappearing clouds.

Few fully realize or appreciate the magnitude to which, from
its modest Ijeginning, tlie Association li.'is attained. Its conven-

tions rank among the few largest in the country, and its exposi-

tion of apiiliances far siu'passes tliem all, and puts the Amei'ican

in first place. The expenditure in time and money on tlie part

of exhibitors each .year, easily represents tlie pnitits on over a

quarter of a million dollars of sales, and has reached a iioint

where no longer the street railway press need urge attendance

and inspection by the visitors. Without this exhilnt the annual

gathering would be—well, to say tlie least, a very tame affair.

* * *

The study of the Boston lines will aft'<ird an unusually fine

opportunity, as the conditions of operation are in many respects

to be found in no other cit.v on this continent. The business

streets, which were originally cow paths and short cuts, are

both extremely narrow and tortuous in their wanderings. Indeed

it is said a stranger has to exercise great care or he will meet
liimself coming around some one of the numerous contortions

called thoroughfares. But with all the improvenu'iits Bostcniians

and all who love the dear old city—and who does not?—could

wish, there is very much others might copy to advantage. The
street railway problem has been one of the most difficult to solve,

and could never have Iieen satisfactorily worked out under the

old condition of many companies. Consolidation of lines in Bos-

ton lias been everything to the public, and has brought nothing

but good results and improveniput. The same is also true wiier-

ever consolidations have been effected.

* =!! *

It does not seem possible that the transformation from the old

horse car regime to the inflnitely better in every way electric

service could have been brought about in so short a time; and it

at once reflects the enterprising character of the .\nierican man-

ager to whom failure is an unknown quantity, and the inventive

and engineering ability of those who have h,ad to devise and

build and suiiidy. Both are typically characteristic of the genu-

ine American spirit, and we may all take a just pride in the in-

dustry which enlists our thought and effort, and wliich calls us

together once 1 acli year.
* =1: *

The dozens of suburban lines which feed into the city and nave

thrown a veritable spider web of tracks over eastern Massachu-

setts will constitute one of the valuable subjects for study and

inspection. The densely settled character of the country, with

hundreds of villages and towns, each a link in the chain of

industry connecting the larger cities, has made possible the

successful operation of so many lines. The business of these

towns is largel.v interdependent, and the thousands of workers

in the factories who .also use the trolley car when they ride on

pleasure, constitute .a patronage both large and steady and form
a basis for the enormous business haiKlled liy these interurban

roads. One may not only cover the larger part of eastern Mas-
sachusetts in an electric car, but cross the borders into Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Vermont. And new
lines are being constantly added,

* # *

We anticipate a large attendance from the west. Some have
thought the distance would prevent a few from going, luit I lie

indications are that large delegations will attend. As a matter

of fact he who misses one of these conventions has lost some-

thing he can never regain.

* * *

Secretary Penington has wisely followed the precedent set

last year, and held the program of papers down to seven reports.

This gives abundant time for discussion which is even more
valuable than the report itself as it gives the experiences of so

many individuals. This discussion can also be further improved
if delegates will make some prcjiaration before leaving home in

the way of looking up the actual figures, and come prepared to

give their views in the fewest possible words. In this way a

much larger number of speakers could be heard, and there would
be less aimless wandering from tlie subject than has occurred at

some meetings. As a rule the convention can learn more in a

discussion where five men are heard in 10 minutes than where
one occupies the same amount of time.
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The two subjects which will probably enlist the most attention

are the paper on single and double truck cars for city work, and

that on pleasure resorts. The first is decidedly a mooted ques-

tion, and a great diversity of opinion exists. Many excellent

managers have thus far been really unable to make a satisfac-

tory decision. As to pleasure resorts, some roads have made a

flue success, while others have as miserably failed. It would

seem that we now have spent sufflcient time and made enough

experiments to be able to recognize those conditions which war-

rant the operation of a resort, and the forms of amusements

which can be successfully used. In other words, what is good

in one instance has failed in another; and it is evident that tlie

widely varying local conditions must form tlie basis of decision.

At the same time we ought now to be able to make an intelligent

diagnosis of each case and to C(inipo\in(l the jiroper remedy.

Will the time ever come when women conductors and mutur-

women will be employed to any general extent? A year or two ago

there would have been no uncertain sound in the negative reply

which would have been given. The very fact that there is any

doubt as to the future in this respect, is an evidence that it yet

may be. We have all heard for years of the young lady conduc-

tors and their acceptable work, on the street cars in Chili, and

other South American lines; and we surely dare not entertain

the thought that American girls are in any way inferior to their

sisters of the far south. The range of woman's work, or rather

the work performed by women, has broadened so greatly and

rapidly during the past 10 years that the doors of few educa-

tional Institutions are longer closed to her, and she has estab-

lished a place for herself in almost every avenue of business,

trade and industry. Witli all her ability, and with every motive

of generous recognition of ability she has already earned or may
deserve, we cannot but feel that woman's greatest work is, or

shoidd be found in the home, and not in supplanting those who

are the natural providers and heads of families. Two small

roads in Ohio have already placed women on the rear platform,

and the experiment of teaching another to handle the controller

and brake on an eastern road a few months ago demonstrated, at

least in her individual case, the requisite ability and physical

strength to perform the task equally as well as is being done by

men.

It would seem that the future decision will rest largely upon

the male employes themselves, and if the change is brought

about it will probably be through their own acts of conduct and

in attempts to do the work for which the company has already

hired a manager.

The war is ended, and the country, proud of the unparalled

work of its navy and of the splendid achievements of the land

forces, will now devote Itself witli undistracted vigor to the vari-

ous occupations of peace.

If we except the loss of life, for which no gain can ever com-

pensate, the results of the conflict cannot but be in the highest

degree beneflcial to the nation. The world has had the scales

removed from its eyes, and Americans, and American shipping,

and American products will be recognized every where as be-

longing to the flrst class. Our navy will, it is hoped, speedily be

increased so that in point of size it will be in keeping with its

quality, and with the magnitude and dignity of the country; our

standing army will probably not be less than 100,000 men; and

we shall be better prepared for action, which is ever the great-

est safeguard against international difficulties.

The performance of American built vessels, and all the mani-

fold machinery necessary to their successful manipulation has

so clearly demonstrated the quality of American engineering

products, that the markets of the world will welcome our in-

dustrial products of every kind, witli the same high regard with

which they have long accepted our meat and grain. As never

before, it can be said. "The world is ours." Already American

money and brains are putting in motion the wheels of foreign

trade of which they little dreamed six months ago, and in pro-

portion as we push our manufactured products to the attention

and adoption of new marki'ls will uur prosperity iu-oaden and

increase.

A few months ago, it was an honest question as to whether
Boston wouhi be a suitable place for our convention. (This was
in ante-IU'wey days.) Now we gather with the clouds of war
disappearing, and with all the bright prospects of peace and
such a renewal of industrial activity in sight as has not been

ours in .several years. Capital which was still timid at the close

iif the years of depression, and again driven into hiding by the

war, has seen it come and go without an opportunity to make
fortunes in a day, and will now soon be competing with itself

for choice lines of investment; and with an abundant offering

of money as is sure to be, interest rates will fall, and new enter-

Iirises will be able to secure funds and come into actual exist-

rnce. Among such will be a large number of street railway

operations, and every indication now points to such a deluge

of orders as will fill up the street railway supply concerns to

the limit. We predict delay in securing cars and all the con-

struction accessories for those who are forced to wait and place

their orders after the flrst of the year.

The events which have occurred since our last gathering are

written on the brightest pages of the history of our country or

the world; and those deeds of valor have quickened the whole

nation and make us proud as never before to claim that title,

greater than any royalty can boast, "I am an American."

On another page will be found a letter from President W. B.

Itockwell, of the Staten Island Midland Railroad Company, giv-

ing the details of an attempt to defraud his road by August
Krause, alias John Schaeffer, and stating that by reason of hav-

ing seen the man's portrait in the Review he was enabled to

detect the fraud. The method pursued by Krause is to loosen the

screws fastening one of the grab handles to a car and then make
it pull loose when he attempts to leave the car, thereby causing

alleged severe injuries to himself. He has now been detected

in this four times: September 28, 1895, in St. Paul, Minn., as

John Cramer; March 25, 1897, in Canton, O., as John Miller; Aug-

ust, 1897, at Joliet, 111., as August Krause; July, 1898, on Staten

Island, N. Y., as John Schaeffer.

Quite recently three other swindlers who have successfully

defrauded insurance and transportation companies have been

detected, and the details of their methods will also be found iu

this issue. There is a lesson for all companies to be found in

the history of Rice, the last of this trio. His method was to pre-

sent claims « henever possible but withdraw them it he could not

effect settlements promptly. The natural disposition of the

average manager is to let a case of this kind drop if his own com-

pany is saved from loss, instead of investigating it and bring-

ing the culprit to justice. By reason of this too lenient policy

Rice has been enabled to attempt the same scheme no less than

40 times.

The description of the generating machinery and the distribu-

tion lines of the Chicago & Jlilwaukee Electric Railway will be

of interest to electricians and street railway men iu general. It

represents a radical departure in interurban practice, and, if as

successful as expected, will be the prototype of many other lines.

The transmission of alternating currents at 5,500 volts effects

an enormous saving in copper. In the absence of the many large

feeder lines the exterior of this power station presents a peculiar

view. Three wires about the size of those on telegraph lines con-

duct the current for the sub-stations. The installation of stor-

age batteries at the substations gives an economic load for the

rotary converters which is highly desirable in alternating current

operation. The arrangement for having transformers and a ro-

tary converter mounted on a truck to be substituted for any in-

jured substation apparatus renders unnecessary the duplication

of the machines. .Although there are a number of electric rail-

ways receiving power from high voltage alternating current

transmission this is the pioneer road for which the current for

transmission is generated in a central steam plant and carried

at a high voltage to sub-stations placed at suitable points along

the route. Much credit is due the promoters and engineers of the

company for carrying out this bold plan which if successful will

be of inestimable value in furnishing data for projected in-

terurbans of great length.
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THE CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC
RAILWAY.

On July 1 a portion of the Chicago & Jlilwauliee Klectric Rail-

way was i)Ut in operation. Although this line is not yet com-

plete ami is now being operated by means of a temporary elec-

trical equipment in the power house, it is thought that the plans

for the complete installation, which have been developed by

Biou J. Arnold, the consulting engineer for the company, repre-

sent such a radical departure from ordinary electric railway

engiiit'crin;; practice as to justify a lirief descrii>tiou at tliis

time.

Tlie line may be called an interurliau road. It runs through

the chain of Chicago's most beautiful suburban districts lying

along the shore of Lake Michigan between Evanstou and Wau-
kegau, east of the tracks of the Chicago & Xorthwestern Rail-

way Company. When the road is completed it will l)e hard to

imagine a more delightful ride than it will offer. Beautiful

suburban and country homes are scattered all along the way.

The southern portion of the road, which is not yet completed

is to unite the subnriian towus of Evanstou, North Evanstou,

Wilmette, Kenilworth, Winnetka, Lakeside, Glencoe, Ravinia

and Highland Lark. The road is now completed and hi operation

from the northern limits of Waukegan to tlu' southern limits of

Highlanil Park, a distance of 18 miles. The government reserva-

tion at Foil Slieridan, the university at Lake Forest, the camp-

ing grounds at Lake Bluff, the manufacturing districts at North

Chicago and Waukegan, and the beautiful Iduffs and ravines all

along the route lend interest to this portion of the road. The
route is thirty miles in length an<l parallels for the entire dis-

tance the Chicago & Nortliwestern Railway. The name of the

road would seem to indicate tli;\t it miglit ev(>ntually connect

Chicago with Milwaukee.

In the building of this line the engineer was confronted with

the same problems that are usually connected witli the iastal-

latioii and operation of a high-speed, long-distance suliurliau elec-

tric road. The burdensome investment in copper feeders which

would have been necessar.v to operate the road b.v means of one

direct current station situated at the center of the line made
this system iji'oliibitive. The inefflcienc.v in operatiuu of two power

stations for a road of this size or of a booster system operated

from one power house was recognized. What was wanted was
a system of generation and distribution which would represent

a iiiinimum amount of first investment, which would be capalile

of being added to as the h)ad increases in a manner consistent

with the original installation, wliich would operate with a fair

degree of econiuny from the start, and at the same time be cap-

alile of the higlii'St oiici-alivc ctHi-icncy wiieii I'Vi'iilu.'illy ccjiu-

pleted.

M.4IN POWER STATIJN C. A M. RY., SHOWING TEMPORARY INSTALLATION OF TRANSFORMERS AND ROTARY CONVERTERS.
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The jilan wliioli wns adopted and which was thought to com-

liiiii' all thcsi! advantagi'S cousists of a comhination direct cui'-

reut and three-phase alternating current distribution system

Willi a generating station placed at the center of the line. The
sections of the road adjacent to the power station are supplied

with direct current from the power house itself. Sections of the

line at a distance from the power house get their supply of

current from suli-stations. These sul)-stations each contain a

rotar.v converter, consisting of a three-phase alternating current

motor and a direct current generator combined in one machine.

The sub-stalion motors are supplied with power over a high

tension transmission line consisting of three small copper wires

extending back to the power house. The direct current from

each .sub-station is distributed to the troUe.y by means of the

usual system of feeders extending in lioth directions. The loca-

tion of these suli-stations and their distance apart is goverui'd

b.v tiie conditions of traftic and somewhat by the nature of the

grades along the line. There is no reason why a road 100 miles

in length sho\dd not lip operated by this scheme from one power
house localed eitlier at the center of the gravit.v of the s.vslem or

upon a sile p(iss<'ssing iicculiar advantages of rail and waler

The line is at present operated as a single track road, except

in Highland I'ark where a double track is laid and a block sig-

nal system has been adopted to insure safety in operation. Of
the 14 cars now operated, ten are new 32-ft. cars, and four regu-

l.ir city railway cars built by the J, G. Brill Company, of Phila-

deljiliia. Two line standard interurbau railway passenger

coaches, and two <-ombination passenger and baggage coaches

each 44 ft. long, with two .^0-h. p. motor equipmeuts mounteil

on the I'eckham double standard railw.ay truck are now Imild-

ing.

Tliese cars are expe<'led to maintain an average speed of 25

miles an hour. The fares charged are about one-half the rates

upon the Chicago & Norlhwestern for the same distances.

The iihin of the power station is shown in the illustration.

The boilers are of the Cahall-Habcock & Wilcox type, made by

Aullman & Taylor. Each boiler has a rated capacity of 2."iO h. p.,

and they are set in batteries of two each in such a manner as to

be entirely independent of the brickwork. The boilers are thus

free to contract or expand, and the brickwork ma.v be entirely

removed and replaced if required without disturliiug the boilers

or connections.
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MAI> OF LINE AND PLAN OF MAIN POWER STATION.

facilities. The small investment required for copper will appeal

to the investor, while the possibilities of economies of fuel anil

labor due to the coucentration of the power generating appara-

tus into one station makes the proposition an equally promising

one to the engineer. The development of this road and the eco-

nomic results of its opt'i-ation will therefore be awaited with

considerable interest.

As shown upon the map, the power station is located at High-

wood and the sub-station for the operation of the northern por-

tion of the road is situated near the southern limits of North

Chicago. Connecting the power house with the sub-station is an
eight mile, 5.500 volt, three-phase transmission line of three No.

8 wires. From the sub-station the No. 00 trolle.y wire is re-

inforced by a No. 0000 feeder extending four miles south and
a No. 000 feeder extending 3% miles north. The subway, near

the sub-station by means of which the electric ears pass under

the Northwestern tracks, is an interesting piece of engineering

not yet completed.

In the construction of the track (W-lb. T-rail and 7o-lli. girder

.Tohnson rails all in 60-ft. lengths are used. The overhead work
is of the side pole method of construction in the outlying dis-

tricts, with center iron poles through the Inisiness district of

each suburb. The high voltage line wires are supported on glass

insulators carried on wooden cross-arms on the side poles. Each
pole is painted, wliile those carrying the alternating current lines

have a danger notice stenciled upon them.

A steel stack of sufficient capacity to handle the escaping gases
from eight boilers is to be placed so as to be tlanked on either

side by four boilers. Three of these boilers are now installed.

Fuel eccuomizers will be placed at the back of each liattery of

boilers, with the by-pass Hue beneatli. Streator slack coal is used
and is delivered in front of the boilers directly from the cars.

The furnaces are of the down-draft t.vpe. The supply of feed

water is taken at present from the city mains, and is fed to the

boilers by means of the Q & C system of Irailer feeding.

The engines of the plant are of the horizontal tandem com-
pound Corliss type, and run at 125 r. p. m. The cylinder dimen-
sions of the one at present installed are 17 and 30 by 30 in. This

engine was made by the Filer & Stowell Company of Milwaukee,
and is rated at 400 h, p. The fly-wheel weighs 40,0lXl lbs, and
is 14 ft. in diameter. The governor of the engine is of the

Proven inverted type and is fitted with automatic safety stops

to prevent the engine running away. This stop blocks the

governor balls up except in the event of the governor belt break-

ing. The device is arranged so as not to need handling at the

starting or stopping of the engine.

The present engine is of the side crank type. Future additions

of engine units will be of the center crank typf and will also

be of double the rated power of the first unit. Each engine is

also designed in all its parts so as to be capable of standing an
overload of 100 per cent. This provision is made for emergency
service, when the engines can lie made to develop a power great-
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ly in excess of tlieii- rating by ndmitting liish pi'cssure steam

into the receiver tlirougli a rcdncing valve.

Tlie uni(Hie feature of tlie power station, liowever, is tlie elec-

trical equiimient. Two different types of generators are em-

ployed: Generator No. 1. wliieli is installed next to the engine

No. I, is an alternating three-phase G. E. machine. It has a ca-

pacity of 250 k. w. at 125 r. p. m. This generator has 24 poles, and.

tliercfore, delivprs a three-phase current of 25 cycles per second.

BOILER ROOM, C. * M. RV.

This current is generated at a potential of 5,500 volts, ready to

be delivered directly to the transmission lines without the use

of transformers. Generator No. 2 is a comliination generator.

It is also of 250 k. w. capacity, and runs at 125 r, p. m. It can

deliver its out-put either as direct or as three-phase current. It

has but one armature, but llu> windings of this armature are

connected on one side to a commutator and on the other side

to collector rings. The potential of the direct current end is

(iOO volts while the three-phase current is delivered at a voltage

of 3S0. The generator can deliver an out-put up to its rated

capacity of 250 k. w. from either the commutator or the col-

lector rings. It can thus be used to supply current directly

to the trolley passing in front of the power station, or can be

used to operate the motors in the sub-stations, or for both pur-

poses at the same time, dividing the load in proportion to the

demand. It will be noticed that generator No. 2 is of consider-

able lower voltage than generator No. 1. When the three-phase

current from this generator is transmitted to the substation it

is necessary to raise its potential from 380 volts to 5,500 volts.

This is accomplished by means of static transformers placed in

the basement as shown. These transformers are cooled by a

blast fan operated by a 1-h. p. induction motor. Generator No.

3 is to be a duplicate of generator No. 1.

The engines and generators are connected by means of the

"Arnold system," which has been adopted by so many power

stations that the details of the connections it involves have be-

come familiar. Each generator is mounted on a quill or hollow

shaft; suitable couplings connect this solid shaft with either the

engine shafts or the generator quills in such a manner that each

generator can be operated by mow. than one engine. Thus, en-

gine No. 1 can nni cither or both generators No. 1 and No. 2,

while engine No. 2 can be used to drive four generators when they

are eventually installed. In case of a break-down of any en-

gine, the othiT I'licioes in thi' plant can be made to carry an in-

crease of load by the method already described. This system,

then, insures the same relialiility that is usually secured by in-

vesting in a reserve unit, but by means of a much less original

investment. This system is also particularly adapted to a sta-

tion of this character, containing, as it does, two different types

of generators, ^^"hen the load is light the road may be operated

from one alternating direct current generator, and lliis is al-

ways avjiilable from two engines.

As the demand for the current varies tlic lo.-id may l)e trans-

ferred from one engine to another, or all engines may be oper-

ated in unison, which is important when working alternating

generators in parallel. As each generator is mounted on inde-

pendent bearings, it is possible, if occasion should arise, to oper-

ate generator No. 2 as a rotary converter, or even to connect

generators No. 1 and 2 so tliat tlicy i-onld he used in tlie same

manner.

In case of a break-down of one engine this generator may
be connected to the other engine. To secure tliis same reliability

with the ordinary direct connected independent unit station,

another engine and generator unit would have been necessary,

as in such a plant an acci<leut to an engine cripples the entire

unit.

The plan for the suli-stations is shown in one of the illustra-

tions. These sub-stations are to contain the static step-down

transformers, the rotary converter and a storage battery. It will

be noticed that the electrical equipment of the substation is

not in duplicate. This has been considered unnecessary as it

is imi'iided to mount the machinery needed for a sub-station,

static step-down transformers and one rotary converter, upon

a truck fitted with motors. In case of break-down at any sub-

station the battery can be relied on to stipply current for several

hours, during which time the portable reserve sub-station eipiip-

meut can be taken to the crippled station and be connected ready

to opeiate until the repairs have been made.

The storage battery in a sub-station of this character has many
advantages. It supplies all the sudden and excessive demands

for current, due to the fluctuating load, peculiar to a road of

this kind, operating few and heavy trains. The rotai'y converter

can be made to carry a fairly average load, and in turn the

generating machinery at the power house can be operated under

constant conditions. This feature of steady load cannot fail to

contribute to the fuel economy of the generating .station. As

the station is relieved of the necessity of supplying the occasion-

al maximum load by the ability of the sub-station batteries to

respond for short periods to an excessive demand, machinery

of iiue-h less capacity is required in the power house than if the

batteries were not used. A correspondingly reduced investment

is required in transmission lines and rotary converters. To these

PLAN OF SUB-STATION.

advantagfs may be added one more, which is peculiar to the

alternating-direct current system of distribution. The effect of

the self induction of the alternating current motors in the sub-

stations compels consideration of "leading" and "lagging" cur-

rents, which may become extremely troublesome. The best con-

dition for operation is when the power factor of the circuit is

unity; that is when the apparent energy is equal to the real

energy. The strength of the motor field can be adjusted at any

given load so as to neutralize the inductance of the line, and

leave the current nearly in phase witl) tlir r. m. f. If the motor

can operate at or near this given lo.-ul. the power factor will

not depart far from unity, and the circuit will act like a con-

tinuous current line. If the load varies, however, to any great
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extent, the resulting "false current" may compel the transmis-

sion over the lines of a cvirrent greater than that really requirerl

to operate the motor. The storage battery, liy furnishing a re-

servoir to flhich energy may be given or from which energy may

be taken as the load varies, enables the rotary converter to car-

ry a practically steady load, and thus the accumulator con-

tributes much toward maintaining an electrical balance in tlie

alternating current circuits. As the road is extended and the

traffic becomes heavier, the cunditinns of the service will proli-

ably make the installation of a battery at the main power house

a desirable investment.

The original projectors of tliis line were C. E. Loss & Co. who

were also the contractors and builders. The Chicago & Milwau-

kee Electric Railway Company was organized to purchase and

operate this property. The ofticers are as follows: G. A. Ball,

president; A. C. Frost, vice-president and treasurer; Geo. il.

Seward, secretary and auililcr. •iiid K. S. Ives, general superin-

tendent.

ELECTRICITY ON THE MIAMI & OHIO
CANAL.

A WORD ABOUT BRAKE SHOES.

A safe, quick acting and effective braking apparatus is an abso-

lute necessity for urban street cars because they operate in

crowded streets where inability to stop quickly will often be

followed by a number of damage suits. It is equally a necessity

on interurban electric lines, though there may be less danger of

collision, because the higher speed demands a better brake. Every

element of the braking mechanism is important and the last ele-

ment, the brake shoe, is just as important as the others, though

it has been to a great extent overlooked. If the shoes wear

quickly, the cost of shoes is high; if they are hard they cut the

wheel, and wheels cost more to replace than brake shoes; if tlic

wheel is locked it makes a fiat spot and must go to the shop fo

be reground.

An ideal brake shoe would flierefore have a higli coelticient of

friction to give a quick stop; must not cut the wheel; should not

wear rapidly, to keep down the cost; it must not block the

wheels; and, above all, it should be safe. The .American Brake

Shoe Company is now introducing to the street railway trade the

"Diamond S" brake shoe, which has these desirable qualities. It

is made by pouring cast iron about a bundle of expanded soft

steel strips, which combination gives a shoe eminently strong

and safe. The questions of friction and wheel locking appear to

be settled by the tests of these shoes made on the JI. C. B. lirake

shoe testing machine by the engineer who made a majority of

the M. C. B. tests. The accompaning diagram is from his

report and compares a cast iron shoe (No. 7l with a "Diamond S''

^^2oAi'tr/f

In accordance with an act passed at the last session of llie

Ohio legislature, AY. G. Wagenhals. who wiis iiufil very reci'ntly

general manager of Cin<'iimati & j;ianii

Valley Traction Comiiany, oi)erating an

electric line between Dayton and Hamil-

ton, has been granted the privilege of ex-

perimenting with electric fraction on the

Miann & Erie Canal. If the exiieriments

are .successful, Mr. Wagenhals is to receive

the exclusive right to op.erate boats b.v

electric power for 2."i .vears.

Mr. Wagenhals saw the opport unity to

make this application of electric power
when he went to Dayton, two years ago.

and made some preliminary trials whidi

convinced him of the practicability of the

plan. An ordinary motor car towed two
boats loaded with S<J tons each at a speed

of 10 miles per hour, with an e.xpendifm'e

of 20 amperes. This proved to be too high

a speed as a wave 3 ft. high was thrown

ahead of the boats and forced the water

over the banks. Six miles per hour was
entirely practicable, however.

The canal is 250 miles long, connecting I.ake Erie with the

Ohio, and was built at a cost to the state of $8.n()2.().S(l; if is 00 ft.

wide and 4 ft. deep. The map shows the cities and towns winch

it connects. This work has been falling into decay, because the

towing by mules is too slow and costl.v; efforts to use steam have

I'ailed because the propellers did not give safisfai-fion in such

shallow water.

The illustration shoAvs the latest design of iiii>t(u- for tin.-; work;

it is to weigh 20 tons and is G ft. over all. Where the tow-path

GRAPHICAL COMPARISON OF STOPS. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR CANAL TRACTION.

shoe (No. 6) under similar conditions. It will be remarked that

the "Diamond S" shoe gave a stop 18 per cent shorter, and what

is most important, the pressure fending to lock the wheel (shown

by the height of the diagram) is no greater towards the end of

the stop than for the plain cast iron shoe.

As to the wearing qualities, we are advisid by the (I'hicago

General Railway Company that the average life of a plain cast

iron shoe under its cars is 17 days and that of the "Diamond S"

75 days.
<-

The "Buffalo Courier" reports a collision between a bicycle and

an electric car moving at high speed. Both the rider and wheel

were picked up by tlie fender; the wheel was knocked off after

40 or 50 feet, but the ridi'r who was carried imfil the car stopped

was uninjured.

runs under lift bridges the current will liave fo be taken from a

conduit as there is not head room for .a trolley line.

Mr. Wagenhals presents these figures regarding the invest-

ment: "Taking 1S8G as an ordinary year the state statistics

show gross earnings of over $19lt,000 between Dayton and Cin-

cinnati alone. With electric power it can be operated for one-

half this amount, leaving .19.5,000 for the interest on an incest-

inent of $850.0(10 which it would require to equip the canal be-

tween Dayton and Cincinnati. If this amotmt was earned with

mule power and a small number of boats, good service and good

management will surely greatly increase the business."

The success which attended Mr. Wagenhals' administration of

the roads with which he has been connected, is a guar.-intee that

this enterprise will also succeed.
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FORGED STEEL SPLIT AXLE GEARS. NEW ROAD FROM BUFFALO TO THE
FALLS.

The DuQiicsno Foi'ge Company, of Pittsbiirg. Pa., is now mak-

ing nnder patents a I'orgcd split axle gear, illnstrated herewitli.

in niii<-li tlie tire or flange is a rolled steel ehannel section. The

channels are rolled from large ingots which makes a homoge-

neous, well-^^•ovked product free from blow-holes and imiii'rlcc-

tions. It is stated that these wheels conipde in price with the

best steel castings.

Fig. 1 shows a cross section of the steel channel bar and one

of the channels as it comes from the dies bent to the desired

curvature. Fig. 2 shows the steel cross arms; attention is called

to the cut showing the arm bent under the hammer. Such a test

is convincing that any possibility of breaking arms which will

submit to such a test has been removed. Fig. 3 shows the com-

bination of tire and cross arm. These cross arms are placed in

position after the tiro comes from the dies. They are forced into

position and permanently set at the hammer: when the forging

cools these cross arms are practically iron and iron .at the .ioints

and held so tightly in position that they can only lie removed by

reheating the tires. These sections are next taken to mai'hines

and faced off. after which they are placed in speei.al machines

where each section is bored anil ciiuntersunk, after which bars

of % in. cold rolled steel :nc driven through them and headed

up as .shown; the .ioint llnis secured first by shrinking the cross

Tlie Buffalo, Tonawanda & Niagara Falls Electric Railroad

Company on Saturday, July HX opened for traffic a new extension

of its lines. This new line begins at the corner of Tonawanda
and O'Neil streets on the northerly limits of the city of BulTalo

and follows O'Xeil street to Niagara street, thence along Niagara

street al)out one mile to .a ferry on Niagar.a river, which runs be-

tween the terminal of this new extetision and various resorts on

Grand Island. This line will be farther extended along Niagara

street to the village of Tonawanda and will prove to be a very

popular eleciric line between Buffalo and Niagar.a Falls, as it fol-

lows the high banks of the Niagara river the entire distance in

full view of the beautiful scenery of that river and (irand Island.

Henry R Smith, of Biiy City, Mieh., is I lie prhiiipal sloi-kln.ldcr

in this compan.v.
•-•-

COMMUTATOR BUILDING.

One of the many new industries to which electricity has given

birth is that of commutator building. The many thousands of

electric motor cars in use together with the still greater number

of |:nblic and lu'ivate lighting and power jilants have made <\{'

FtG. I—STEEL CHANNEL llAR. FtG. 2—STEEL CHOSS ARMS. FIG. 3—CROSS ARM AND TIRE. FIG. 4—WHEEL COMPLETE.

arms into the tires and second b.v these finished rivets driven

cold with a strong driving fit. makes a joint which is solid be-

.vond question and which cannot be disturbed in service. These

Joints have been submitted to the most severe tests under heavy

hammers without disturbing them and wheels which have been

in operation for 15 months are as tight as when first put on tlie

car. Fig. 4 shows the wheel complete and I'cady for service.

The manufacturers of these wheels claim many advantages fur

them, the chief of which are the following:

The wheels are stronger and l.'i to 20 per cent lighter tlian

corresponding cast wheels. Owing to the manner in which fhey

are made it is impossible to have defects in the tires whicn :iie

uiMform in quality whether furnished in large or small lots .iiid

will wear evenly. The absence of the two extra spokes, iirescnt

in all cast wheels, is more than compensated for in the adilitional

strength gained in this wheel by its depth of flanges in II11'

tire section. The absence of the spokes allows greater freedum

in use of the wrench in ad.iusting the wheels on the axles.

The first wheels put in service, after more than a year's steady

running, show scarcel.v any wear and tear; the manufacturers

confidently expect that the wearing qualities will prove supe-

rior to the best easting that can be made on account of the ability

to secure the same uniform quality of nniterial in the t<>elh at

all times.

« »

Huntington, L. I., exhibited its appreciatiun nf llie inlroduction

of the trolley car by a parade and demonstration, and the elec-

tric cars were operated free of charge all the first day. The trol-

ley line suiiersedes a horse car road and charges a fare of ^ cents

to the Long Island depot instead of 15 cents, the rate on I he

horse < rii's.

commutator buihling and reiiairing an important industry. One

of the oldest establislied and widely known firms in this tiehl is

V. E. Homer & Co., Cleveland, O.

Their care in construction, and the use of only tlie best raw

materials has earned for the firm a most enviable reputafjon.

'I'heir customers are widely distributed and numerous. au<I tlicy

liave many testimonials to the wearing qualities of their com-

mutators. They report prospects as lieing good for a brisk fall

business, and the number of orders booked for new commutators

S(i far, as being far in excess of any previous record for the

same month.

CENTRAL UNION BRASS MATERIALS.

The Central Union Brass Company, of St. I.ouis, has met with

most gratifying success in the sale of its goods for electric rail-

ways. The '"Gem" line material made by it has jiroved to lie

ver.v pojiular, as is not surprising, since it was designed b.v the

company's electrical engineer wlio designed the emergency trol-

Ic.v clamp, adopted by many roads as standard. Wood's lightning

arrester is one of its new products now being put on flie market;

it is simple in construction and has successlully stciod tlic most

severe tests applied to it.

The company desires all interested in its goods to have its latest

catalogs and will be gljid to send them on application. The W. R.

tiarton Company is tlie Chicago agent for the Central rniiiii

Brass Company.

The "West End Traction Company, riftsburg, has completed its

new power station at the Point: there are two l.OOli-h. p. Wcst-

inghonse generators.
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DEATH OF ADOLPH SUTRO. THE WABASH TO CONVENTION.

Ailolph Sutro, ox-mayor of Sau Franeisfo mikI priuripal stock-

holtU-r of tlie Sutro Railroafl Company, died on August S. at the

age of CS years. His life lias been a most eventful and pic-

turesque one. His father's wealth being destroyed in the Ger-

man revolution of 1848, the young man left his home to seek a

fortmie in the new world. He «-as educated for an engineer

and went to California to engage in mining. For nine years his

laliors brought little return, but after he planned the famous

Sutro tunnel for the Comstock lode in Nevada and carried it to

Tlie Wabash railroad offlcials have for several years past taken

sucli special jiains to look after the comfort of street railway

delegates, botli individually and collectively, that the road may

fairly be said to have secured a large number of them as "regu-

lar customers'". Assistant General Passenger Agent I'almer ;ind

.N. C. Keeran, the Chicago city passenger agent, each year give

tlie convention trains tlieir personal attention, and the result has

Iieen a delightful trip, with little left for the passenger but to

enjoy his ride to the utmost.

This year the announcements of the W'aliash include a copy of

the new brochure "The Continental Limited", which is one of

the neatest and most attractive pieces of railroad advertising

ever issued by any compan.\-. The Wabash train for Boston,

which delegates going that route will take, is scheduled to

leave Chicago at 12:02 noon, Sunday, Septemlier 4. reaching

Detroit at 8:30 the .same evening; Buffalo at .% ;i. iii.. Mimday.

and destination at Boston at 5:.50 Monday afteriinon, iu ample

time for dinner.

Special sleepers will be reserved on tliis train for llic e.xi-lusive

use of tlie street railway party, including a special car for ladies,

and all meals will be served en route on the new Wal)asli dining

cars. The route is via Niagara Falls. For those who cannot

leave Sunday noon, through sleepers are attached to the train

leaving Chicago at 11:30 p. m., which arrives at Boston at 10:20

Tuesday morning, in time for the opening session. Ueturning

trains leave Boston at 9:30 a. m. and 7 p. m. daily, departing

fnuii tile Fitcliburg depot. Further details or reservations may
1)e liad liy calling on or addressing N. ('. Krer.-iii, Cily Tassciiger

Agent. 07 Adams street, Chicago.

TRACKS BENT BY HEAT.

By the courtesy of Henry M. Williams, of Fort Wayne. Ind..

we liave received photograplis, two of which are here reproduced,

sliowing the tracks of the Fort Wayne Consolidated Electric Rail-

nay as bent by the heat on July 8, last. It was necessary to

ADOLPH SUTRO.

a successful completion he became immensely rich. Much of his

wi'alth was invested in propertj- in San Francisco and he lie-

came the greatest laud owner in the city. He was iiliilanthropist

liy instinct and many benefactions staii<l as inonumeuts to his

generosity. The Cliff House, the Sutro liatlis. the finest in tlie

\\orld, the children's play grounds near (Joldeu Gate Park and

tlie Sutro Historical Lilu-ary have all been given to the city by

him. In 18P4 he was chosen mayor on the populist ticket. In

order to provide additional transportation facilities to the Sutro

Heights lie built and operated the Sutro Railroad.

REMARKABLE EXPANSION OF THE
PINTSCH LIGHTING SYSTEM.

The Pintsch system of car lighting lias made wonderful pro-

gress, especially during the past 10 years, during which time

the number of cars so liglited has treliled; so that in 1S98 there

are 85,G0O cars equipped with this light. While the steam cars

greatly exceed the street cars using the Pintsch light, the total

of cable and electric cars so lighteil runs into several thousand.

The diagram is a graphical illustration of the progress made in

the application of the Pintsch ligliting sysiem mi the railroads

of the world.

YEAR. CAfla.

1833-11,422-

1835-17,600-

1887 -26,100-

1889-35,096-

1891-45,300-

1893-54,175-

1895—64,800-

1898-85,600-

Sl'KEET RAILWAY TRACKS litNT BV HEAT.

cliange tlie graile of the street, and as soon as tliey were uncov-

ered the heat of the sun so expanded them as to kink tliem as

shown.

THE FLAG WON THE DAY.

A contractor from tlie Keystone state relalecl liis experience

la.st June in erecting a pole line along tlie Pennsylvania railroad,

where the railroad otticials with a force of 2.") section hands at-

tempted to prevent the work. There was one curve pole whidi

was especially neeissary, and the light centered here. After

considerable fighting the pole was raised, but the rub was to

keep it there. Finally one of the trolley road men managed to

climb the pole and drawing an American flag from unilcr liis

coat nailed it to the "mast" and the day was won. Tlie other

crowd did not dare pull the pole down.
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IN THE PHILIPPINES.

The "Philadelpliia Record" speaks of the street railway system

of Manila as follows: "If Manila falls without a bombardment,

and the city preserves to any degree its public works there will be

a home-like influence felt by the invading army, particularly the

Pennsylvania volunteers, when they ride through the streets of

Manila in street oars, which were built in the city of Philadel-

phia. The total street car eiiuipmeut of the 'Trauvais de Filip-

inas' was built by the J. G. Brill Company, Manila being one of

the numerous foreign cities equipped with Brill cars. Cuts are

shown illustrating both styles in use, the closed cars being 12 ft.

length of body, are about the same length as the one-horse cars

wliich but recently have disappeared from Filbert street. Their

weight complete and in running order is less than 2.700 lbs. each,

and they are drawn by the Philippine horses (each about the size

of a Newfoundland dog). The grades on the line being numerous
and the pulling capacity of the horses very slight, the ingenuity

of the Brill officials was taxed to its utmost to furnish rolling

stock to meet the requirements of the service. Tlie open cars are

13 ft. 6 in. long over dashers and have a seating capacity for 20

passengers. The cars are marvels of strength and extreme light-

ness of weight."

FLAG RAISING AT NEW ORLEANS.
On July 12 there was a flag raising at Audulion Park, New

Orleans, under the auspices of the Crescent City Railroad Com-
pany; this company's lines are operated by the New Orleans
Traction Company, of which C. Densmore Wyman is general
manager. Tlie flag, a national ensign 18 ft. by 30 ft., and the pole,

110 ft. high, were the gifts of the street railway to tlie Audubon
Park Commissioners.

The flag was raised in the presence of 7,000 persons, and on the

platform were several hundred school children. Mr. Wyman
made the presentation speech, being called upon at the last mo-
ment to take the place of ,Tudge Lawrence O'Donnoll, who was
unexpectedly called away. In the course of a very lia|ipy .-iddress

Mr. Wyman said:

"We love this glorious flag not only because it is in itself beau-

tiful, not only because it waves over a land la.agnificeut in its

reaches and glorious in its future, not only because it tells the

story of struggle and endeavor on the tented field, but we love it

because it sings far and beyond a song of human freedom. We
love it because it means that every man under its folds is a free

man, able to work out his own birtliright, descended not accord-

ing to any human progeniture, but from the God who made us."

BlULL CARS AT MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

OIL FOR ROADBEDS.

A uumlier of railroads are making the experiment of spraying

their roadbeds with oil to keep down dust also incidentally

preserving the ties and preventing the growth of vegetation in the

ballast. It is possible that the interurban electric roads, espe-

cially those miming over a private right of way, may find it ad-

vantageous to make this use of oil.

The method was invented by J. II. Nichol, assistant engineer of

the West Jersey & Seashore division of the Pennsylvania, and it

was first used on that line in April, 1S97. It has also been used

on the Long Island Railroad, tlie Philadelphia, Wilmington & Bal-

timore and the Boston & Albany.

The oil-spraying train consists of a sprinkling car, a tank car of

oil and a locomotive which makes a speed of about four miles per

hour and supplies compressed air or steam to aid in ejecting the

oil. In the sprinkler-car, built by the Long Island Railroad, a

4-in. pipe runs the length of the car and may be connected to the

tank car at either end; the sprinklers are three lengths of 2-in.

pipe, perforated with slits 1-lfl in. by 3 in. One of these pipes is

8 ft. long and suspended across the car near the center 5 in. above
the rails; the other two, projecting on either side, are 7 ft. long

and hung so that they may be given any desired angle with the

vertical. There are also hand sprinklers to reach otherwise in-

accessible portions of the roadbed. The rails are protected from
the oil by shields 20 in. long placed under the sprinklers.

On the Long Island about 2,000 gals, of oil is used per mile. C.

L. Addison, general roadmaster, states that one application pene-
trates the ballast to from 1 to 2 in., it being expected that one
spraying per year for four years will thorouglily saturate the bal-

last. The oil used is non-combustible and when first applied has
a slight odor, not offensive, which is lost ;ifter a few days.

J. W. Gurley, president of the Park Commissioners, accepted

the gift, and was followed by the orator of the day, Charles F.

Buck, who commenced his speech with these words:

"The significance of that flag has already been so well expound-

ed to you that I can do no better than to introduce myself to you

with a sentiment taken from the American poet, George T. Mor-

ris, a song to our banner:

'The union of lakes and the union of lends,

The union of States none can sever;

The union of hearts and the union of liands.

And the flag of our Union forever.'
"

Music was a feature of the afternoon, and in the evening also

there was a concert; the stand was brilliantly illuminated by elec-

tricity. At 9 o'clock there was an elaborate e.xhibilion of fire-

works provided by the company.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES AT THE TAMPA
CAMPS.

George D. Munsiug, general manager of the Consumers' Eh^c-

tric Light & Street Railroad Company, of Tampa, Fla., advises lis

that his company has handled several hundred cars for the gov-

ernment at the Tampa camps, using one of the motor cars for a

locomotive; the street railway connects with the railroads. The
motor cars have been used for handling the trains loaded with

siege guns; one of these cars equipped with two G. E. 1,000

motors has hauled trains of 25 empty cars and five loaded cars

over grades that stalled a 30-ton steam locomotive.

The post ofiice department has aiinoiiiic-i'd ilial I lie embargo
is raised and mail will be riii-w.-ifdrd to S|ianish points.
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RECENT STREET RAILWAY DECISIONS.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT L\W, CHICAGO.

Burde.T on Objector to Prove that Requisite Consents Have Not

Been Obtained.

O'Hiicn r. Buffalo Tiaction Compann (TV. 1'.), 53 N. Y. tSupp. i-li.

June 18, 1898.

The fourth appellate division of the supi'eme court of New York

holds that in an action brought to restrain the construction of a

street railway along a certain street on the ground that the re'lui-

site amount of consents hare not been obtained that the burden

is on the plaintiff to prove on the trial that fact.

Courts Cannot Review Official Action About Locating Street

Railways.

tiilsby V. LyJe (Mich.), 75 iV. W. Rep. 8S6. June IS, 1898.

The Michigan statute provides that street railway companies

may extend their roads through townsliips by the consent of

the supervisor and highway commissioner, and the statute con-

fers upon them the power to consent to regulations in reference

to the construction, location, and operation of the portion of the

road in the township. In this case. Silsby and another applied

to the supreme court of the state for a writ of certiorari, as it is

called, to review the action of the circuit court denying a writ of

mandamus to compel Lyle, the commissioner of highways of

the township of Bridgeport, to consent to the proposed route of

a road through that township, the reason given for his refusing

his consent being his nonapproval of the route through the town-

ship. But the supreme court denies the writ, on the ground that

the power to locate the road is by the statute lodged in these

township officials, and courts have not the power to review their

action.

Half Interest in Judgment Can be Assigned to Attorneys in

Ohio.

Pittihurtj. Cincinvnti, Chicago £ St. Lomn RiiUirmj Compann r. Vol-

krrt (0.), 50 N. E. Rep. 92.',. April 19. 1S9S.

The supreme court of Ohio holds that legal services rendered

hy an attorney in the prosecution of a suit to judgment in the

court of common pleas, and a promise to perform further ser-

vices if error proceedings should be instituted in the circuit or

siipreme court, constitute a valid consideration for an assign-

ment of one-half of such judgment, and the contract is not

champertous.

Such assignment will convey to the assignee a property right in

the judgment. This right is not enforceable in a suit at law at

the instance of the assignee against the judgment debtor only,

hut niay be enforced in equity.

It is not in the power of the Judgment debtor, after knowledge
of such assignment, therefore, further holds the court, to com-
promise the debt with the assignor alone and thus defeat the

claim of the assignee to recover one-half of the proceeds of the

judgment.

Negligence of Driver Not Imputable to Guest in Case of Collision.

Berfiold v. Nassau Electric Rathcay Company (N. Y.), 52 N. Y. Siipp.

11. May 2/,, 1898.

The second appellate division of the supreme court of New
York holds that it was reversible error to charge the jury that

the plaintiff in this case was chargeable with the negligence of

the man driving the horse attached to the buggy in which she

was struck by an electric street car, as she undertook to direct

his movements, in telling him to slow up in approaching the car

track. The court says, in explanation, that the law contemplates

that a person, to be chargeable with the conduct of another, must
have the power or authority to control, and such power or au-

thority cannot be assumed in the case of a woman who accepts

:in invitation to ride with a gi'ntlcnian in liis own vehicle, where
he assumes to act as driver and to control the horse; and that the

mere fact that this woman was on her guard, and uttered words
of caution to the driver, did not constitute such direction and
control of his actions as the law contemplates, to charge her with
the responsibility for his negligence. The rule is different where
the driver is the .servant or agent of the person injured, or where
both parties are engaged in a common employment.

Docs Not Depend on Statute to Hold Transfer Passenger
Entitled to Wait for Seat.

Jeniivs v. BronJclyn: Heights Railroad Company (.V. T.), 51 N. 7.

f^upp. 868. May 7, 1898.

A supplemental opinion to tliat reported on page 378 of the

Street Railway Review of .Jvme 15 has been called forth from
the second appellate division of the supreme court of New York,
by a motion for reargument, based upon the assumption by the

member of the court who n rote the original opinion that section

104 of the railroad law of the state of New York applied to the

facts of the case. But the court denies both the motion, and that

it resied its determination on that assumption. It says it thinks
that the contract between the passenger and the company, aris-

ing out of the payment of his fare, and the subsequent voluntary
delivery to him of a transfer ticket, it being assumed that the

compan.v owned or operated the line on which fare was paid and
the car on which the transfer was presented, it being its agent
who gave the transfer ticket and its conductor to whom it was
presented, entitled the passenger to passage upon the first car of

the company which came along on the street to which the trans-

fer was given, in which he could find a seat: and this wholly irre-

spective of the provisions of section 104 of the railroad law.

Commissioners Cannot Review Their Own Determinations.

People r. Board of Railroad Commissioners (N. Y.). 51 N. Y. ISiipp.

781. May i. 1898.

t'nder a statutory provision such as that of section 100 of the
railroad law of the state of New York, which authorizes a change
of motive power for any street surface railroad upon the ap-
proval of the state board of railroad commissioners and the con-

sent of the owners of one-half of the abutting property, the third

appellate division of the supreme court of New York holds that,

the conditions of the law having been complied with and the
board having once approved of a change of motive power, it can-
not thereafter, in the absence of express statutory authority, re-

open and reconsider or review the case.

One reason given for this is that it is the general rule that
officers of special jurisdiction cannot sit in review of their own
orders, or vacate or annul them. It might be that the railroad

commissioners ought to have the power to reconsider or review
their action, says the court, but that is a question for the legisla-

ture. Nor does it pretend to discuss whether the state might not,

•-•y appropriate legislation or judicial proceeding, intervene.

Kut the court says that the general rule is that where there is

a grant to a corporation from the state, or in pursuance of au-
thority given by the st.ate, of a franchise or privilege in the na-
ture of property, and the grant is accepted, it cannot thereafter
be revoked against the consent of the corporation, unless there is

a right reserved sufficientl.v broad to accomplish the purpose,

-ind it holds that, in this particular instance, the Forty-Second
Street. JIanhattanville & St. Nicholas .Vvenue Railway Company,
when it obtained the consents of the property holders, as re-

quired by the statute, and the approval of the board to change its

motive power from horse power to an underground electric sys-

tem, on acceptance acquired a privilege in the nature of a fran-

chise, entitled to protection under the rule applicable to such
cases.
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Early Municipal Resolutions Do Not Obligate to Surrender

of Roads.

Potter V. CoUlns, Commissioner of Pnblic Worka (N. Y.), 50 N. E.

Rep. m. Mail 10, 1S98.

The court of appeals of Xew York has answerod in the nega-

tive the question certifled to it by the first appellate divisiou of

the supreme court of the state as to whether, indepeudently of

and without giving any effect to chapter 478 of the Xew York

Laws of 1874, the Eighth Avenue Railroad Company is under

obligation to surrender, convey, and transfer to the corporation

of the city of New York, whenever required so to do, the rail-

roads built on the routes described in resolutions of the common

coiuicil approved July 30, 1851, and adopted December 13, 1852,

respectively, the first of which resolutions reiiuired the execution

of an agreement to do it, upon payment of its cost and 10 per

cent, in addition; and it denies that, independently of said chap-

ter 478, the city has any legal right to rc<iuire the surrender, con-

veyance or transfer to it of said roads, or either of tlicm.

Of more or less general interest, it may be noted that the court

Iidlcls that the resolution of 1851 was void because it undertook

t(p authorize the laying of railroad tracks in tlie city streets and

avenues, or attempted to grant a right to an exclusive interest in

the stn'cts, while all that the municipal corporation could do,

williiii the provisions of the general railroad act of IS.W. was to

ass<'nt to the construction of a railroad. What it tried to do. the

court says, the legislature, possessing a supreme authority over

the imlilic territory, within constitutional limitations, could, of

ciiinsc. do; hut to attribute such a power to the municipal cor-

]ioration would be foreign to the concept of such .an administra-

tive agency of government. Nor could such municipal action lie

defended upon the ground that it constituted a license. .\s well

say that the creature could create as to assert tliat sucli cori)ora-

tioDS, in the guise of a license, could endow an association of per-

sons with rights and powers whicli would enalile it to use the

public streets for private gain, to the same extent and witli like

effect as if possessing the franchise or privilege whicli tlie sov-

eri'ign power aloiic cindd grant.

sion stumliled througli .'i failure to e.xereise that higli degri'o ol'

care required of liim. M. any rate, it holds, to preclude the Jury

from drawing such an inference, the company should have been

called on to ex|ilain the true cause of lhi> occurrence.

Liability for Conductor Stumbling and Throwing Passenger
Off Running Board.

Uliiihii r. C'diisiiriiliititl Traction ('iimpanij lY. ./.). .)o .\H. ffc/i. ()).;.

time 20, ISm.

The jiarty wiio brought this action to recover damages testified

Ih.il. while a passenger standing upon the running board of .a

ci'owded trolley ear, the conductor, who had passed Iiy him sev-

eral times collecting fares, somehow stumbled, tliough he did not

know how. and caught hold of him by the shoulder, in trying to

catch *^hc upright, and threw him off the car.

On this state of the case, the court of errors and appeals of

New Tersey proiumnces a nonsuit erroneous.

The court says that by taking his stand upon the outside run-

ning board of the ear, the passenger assumed the risk of such
dangers as were obviou.sly incident to that position, while the

company, by accepting him there as a passenger, owed to him
the duty arising out of that relation. Consequently, while one of

the obvious dangers of his position was that resulting from the

use of the board by the conductor, the court insists, it would
nevertheless be competent for the passenger to show that in the
manner of using it the conductor had been guilty of a breach of

the compan.v's duty towards him, which woidd lie in a lack of
due care on the part of the conductor as he passed along the
board, which wou'd, >mder the circumstances, be the only breach
of duty chargeable against the company.
When a passenger in charge of a common carrier shows that

lie was injured through some defect in the appliances of the car-

rier, or through some act or omission of the carriers' servant,
which might have been prevented by a high degree of care, the
jury have the right to infer negligence attributable to the carrier,
unless the carrier proves that due care was exercised. And tlie

court thinks that it is certainly not irrational to Infer that the
conductor, who had passed so often over the same place under
apparently the same conditions without stumbling, on this oeca-

Not an Unlawful Construction on the Highway.

Miller v. Letmnon & Annville Street Railicaii Company (Pa.). )(/ All.

Rep. J,13. May 16, 1S!)S.

Recovery of damages for the death of a child killed in some
unexplained manner, after stopping at least o ft. away to let an

electric car pass, was sought on tiie ground that the company had

placed on the highway an unlawful and dangerous construction,

which caused the death of the child. At the place where the acci-

dent happened, the tracks were laid b.v direction of tlie townsliip

supervisors in a trench, so that the tracks were 8 in. lower than

the surface of the road, because it had apparently been their in-

tention to change the grade of the road at that place, and they

desired the tracks laid so that they would be level with the sur-

face of the road when the change was made.

The theory advanced at the trial was that the company had no

authority, even if directed by the supervisors, to make the treiicli

in which its tracks were laid; that tiie sloping side of the trench

nearest the roadway, in connection with a mound of earth formed

b.v passing wagons by dis]ilacing and throwing up the dirt lie-

tween the traveled part of the road and the car tracks, iiicre.asi'd

the danger to any one who might fall on the highway near tlie

tracks: that, if the trench and mound had not been there, the

child, when she fell, would have remained on the surface of the

road, and not have rolled down under the wheels of the car.

But the supreme court of rennsylvania holds that, in following

the direction of tlie supervisors, there was no violation by the

company of its duty to conform to the grade of the road in laying

its tracks. 'J'liis was wiial il was attempting to do. It would
have been folly to have laid the tracks to conform to a surfaei'

which was to be changed the next day or the next week.

The difficulty of proving how the accident happened, tin ml
further holds, did not relieve the parties suing of the bnnlen of

proving that it was caused by the negligence of the eoiiii'iny.

which they failed to do. .Vnd il alHrins a .judgment in f.-ivor of

the company.

Care Required in Attempting to Switch Cars from One Track
to Another.

Stierle r. Union Riiilinni Cniiipany (.V. Y.), 'M ,A'. E. Rrp. 'iVJ. May
10, 1898.

The obligation of carriers of passengers to exercise the liighest

degree of care which human prmlence and foresight can suggest,

the court of appeals of New York holds, exists only with respect

to those results which are natnrall.v to be apprehended from un-

safe roadbeds, defective machinery. Imperfect cars, and other

conditions endangering the success of the undertaking.

In every case the degree of care to be exercised is dependent
upon the circumstances, and, if the accident is attributable to

the existence of defects in the road, or in the mechanical appli-

ances availed of for the operation of the road, by reason of which
there was a possibility of loss of life or limb to the traveling

public, the strict rule re<iuiring the highest degree of human skill

would be applical)le.

The common carrier is not an insurer of the safety of its pas-

sengers, but it is. and properly should be. bound to use its utmcst

skill and vigilance to guard against the possibility of accideutB

from the condition of its road and of the machinery used in the

transportation of passengers.

Applying these principles to the case before it, in which the

part.e suing alleged that he was injured because of the negligent

manner in which the driver of the street car on which he was a

passenger attempted to move or switch the car from one track

to the other in order to cross a bridge that was being repaired,

permitting the use of only one track, the court holds that the

company was liable only for the failure of the driver to use that

skill and care which would be required of an ordinarily careful

and prudent man.
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Justices O'Brien and Vann dissent on the ground tliat tlie rea-

son wliich requires the exercise of tlie higliest degree of care by a

cnrrier of passengers witli reference to roadbed and machinery ex-

tends with equal force to tlie use of the roadbed and machinery

in the operation of cars, and that there should not be a higlu'r

degree of care required in providing appliances than in using

them.

Individual Liability in Wrongfully Changing Grade of

Streets.

Bcrkson v. Kansas Citii Cafitr I'liiUrnii ('iiiiiiuniii (.l/o.). -).5 .S'. IT. AV;).

lll'J. May i'l, ISaS.

This Avas an action begun to recover damages to abutting pri-

vate property, charged to have resulted from a change of grade

of a street: the Kansas City Calile Railway Company, the Kansas

City it Independence Railway Company, and James Lillis. being

nnide defendants. The jury found against the cable-car cim-

pany. assessing the damages at .$3..''prH5. In aecordance with which

.iudgment was entered against that company, and in favor of the

other two defendants, from whieh judgment all of llie defen-

dants appeah'd.

This leads the supreme court of Missouri, division No. 1. to say

that if the iur.v found that the cable car company was guilty of a

tort, in the nature of a trespass, in entering upon and changing

the gradi> of the street in front of the plaintiff's property, it was
liable for the entire amount of damages caused by its act. willi-

out reference to the question as to who else or how many others

partlcip.ated in the same wrong, because between joint wrong-

doers no right of contribution exists, so that one cannot be hean'.

to eonqilain that all guilty of the wrong have not bi'en included

in the same action, or included in onc^ eonnnon judgment as llie

result of Its prosecution.

The court further justlHes tlie rendition of the judgment

against the cable car compan.y alone, on the ground that the jury

could hardl.y have resisted the conclusion, from the evidence,

that the Kansas Cit.v & Independence Railwa.v Company was a

mere substani'eless corporate creation, used to conceal from view

the real operator, the cable car company.

Against Walking on Track Longitudinally.

fiitiiifirtiii }'. Lifflffinninti YaUrii h'aphl-Traitsit i'titiijitnn il*a.). 'I't

All. Hrp. .(,.'.'. Mdit Hi. ISUS.

Whlli' city passenger railway eonqiauies have not an exclusive

right to the use of the parts of the streets occupied by their

tracks, the supreme court of Pennsylvania says that they have a

right of way and a right to an unobstructed track for the passage

of their cars. In the use of their tracks their rights are superior

to those of the public. The convenience of the individual in the

use of the part of tlie street to which the cars are confined must

give v,-ay to the convenience of the public who use the cars.

The use of electricity as a motive power by street railway

companies has greatly increased the danger to those who drive or

walk on city streets. Many uses of streets which were formerly

comparatively safe are now extremely dangerous. Of the in-

creased danger all persons who use the streets must take notice,

and a high degree of watchfulness and care is required of them.

With these principles in mind, the court reverses a judgment
for personal injuries rendered against a street railway company
in a case that was tried for the claimant on the theory that she

had a right to walk on the track longitudinally, and that if she

was vigilant in watching for the approach of a car she luid done

her whole duty, a view adopted liy the trial judge. The track

was a single one. with turnouts, in a cit.v street. She lived on the

street, and was returning home at night, choosing to walk on the

track because the surface there was lianl and smooth while the

carriage-way was dust.v and the sidewalks uneven in places.

The motorman did not see her until she was struck—from be-

hind—and he stopped the car within its length. It also appeared
that the headlight was not burning, and that the gong was defec-

tive, and did not always ring.

But the supreme lourt says that a reasonably prudent person

would not have liccn nn tlie irac'li. under ilii' circumstauces, espe-

<lally knowing that a car was connng biOiind. and that It could

not be heard on acfcouut of other noises In the neighborhood; and
tliat she was guilty of negligence in being there. Her right to use

the track was subordinate to that of the conqiany.

DEATH OF CHARLES B. REAVIS.

Charles Blair Reavis. ex-vice president of the Street Railway
Accountants' Association, one of its organizers and always a

most earnest and enthusiastic

worker; and auditor of the Augus-
ta (Ga.) Railway & Electrical

Company, died suddenly at the

Augusta city hospital on August
:;. of Bright's disease. His death
will bring sadness to every mem-
ber, as it has to the city of his

home, where he had a very large

circle of friends. His Illness last-

cil only a few days :uid was not

ihnuf;ht to be critical until the last

few hours. Ills wife was visiting

her jiarents in Kansas City at the
time and did not reach .\ugnsta
until after his death. Mr. Reavis
was only 34 years of age. Hi-

\\ as born at Warrensb\irg, Mo., in
IStU and was associated with Col. Dyer in Kansas City for a
number of .years, afterwards accompanying him to Augusta to
take the position which he held up to the time of his ileath. He
was married two years ago to Miss M'ary Wells of Kansas City,
and both were present at the convention last year. Ho will lie

greatly missed by the Accountants' Association, where his opin-
ions were highly regarded, ami his genial disposition made every-
one lys friend.

C. B. UIiAVlS.

DECISION AS TO ADVERTISING RACK
PATENT.

.Miout a year ago the Newton (Mass.) Street Railway Company
« as enjoined from using certain advertising racks in its cars, the
r. S. circuit judge holding them to infringe upon IT. S. letters-
patent No. 380.(100, granted in l.S'8S to I. II. Randall, and con-
trolled by the American Street Car Advertising Company.
An appeal was taken to the circuit court of appeals, where a

decision was rendered July 19. l.SilS. in which the court said:
•\^'hile we entertain doubts where the complainant's <levice in-

volves invention or patentability, .vet admitting that both were
found in it. the patent must be held so close and narrow that it is
not infrin.ged Iiy a structure that cannot be described in the Ian-
gua.ge of the patent as an article complete in itself adapted to be
ri'adily attached to the car at the place spccifled. or in the Ian-
gtia.ge impressed upon the patent office, a rack 'complete and in
condition to receive the cards when not fastened to the car.' We
are clear, therefore, that the respondent's structure does not in-

fringe."

This is probably the last that will be heard of litigation about
advertising mouldings in cars.

TAKING UP TRACKS.

The Helena (Jlont.) Power & Light Company succeeded to a
street railway franchise granted in I.S91. and continued to ope-
rate the road until recently, when it desired to stop the service
Into the addition to the city known as Lenox, and remove the
track.

Two citizens of Lenox- sought to enjoin this action but have
been defeated in the lower court, the judge holding the fran-

chise grant to be permissive, and not b.v its terms imposing .any

obligation to continue the car service for the whole term of the

.grant.
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THE SWEET TRACK DRILL. PROVIDENCE FENDERS ON 5,000 CARS.

The nr-conipaii.viiif; illustrations show tlie Swept track drill

made by the Michigan Manuf;icturing Company, of Ypsilanti.

Mich. First is a view of

the drill which is capable

of drilling holes up to 1 in.

in diameter. The records

for speed are three Vi-in.

holes in a %-in. rail web in

CA seconds, and CiMO 13-

r.2-holes for bond wires in

fi.5-lb. rails in nine da.vs,

one man only working the

drill. The wheels may be

r.si'd as a truck to move
till' machine, a ver.v con-

venient arrangement.

Below is a section of the

improved end bearing

«hich has been applied to

this drill; it was adopted

tmly after the tnost careful

trial of many other de-

vices and detnonstrated it

to be the best for the pur-

pose. The band lever is

provided with a sh)t iti which works the pivot. 5. This pivot is

held in place by a set screw in the tear end of the link, (', which

in turn is attached to the backward extending part of the socket

at 1; 2-2 is the cup or socket, in which the oval steel piece. .1.

is firmly fastened. A-A is the end of the drill shaft, also steel.

B is an elliptical shaped piece of steel and turns freely between
the two points of contact, thus effectively dividing the friction;

.7-.3 are pins attached to 2-2, which work freely in a groove cut

on the drill shaft, and are merely to keep the sliaft in position

as the lever is moved forward or back. As the lever is so moved
the end of rod with the link C, raises or lowers, thus preventing

binding of the cnp on the end of the shaft.

-<-

SAND BOXES FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

The iUustration shows a sectional view of a sand bo.\ made by
the Ham Sand Box Company, of Troy, N. Y.. and known as the

Ham sand box, style 4. In this de-

sign the box is placed inside the car

and thus is overcome the only ob-

.iection urged against style 3, that

is, that being under the car.lt might
draw moisture. The spout and lever

prii.iect through one bole in the floor

and connections to the lever can be

easily made. The points of superi-

ority claimed for this device are: It

has no valve or worm gear; it will

not leak; it has few parts; w^ater can not be driven up the spout
to wet the sand.

The operation is readily understood; the lever pulls the hoe
forward and a spring throws it back; by alternately pressing and
releasing the lever a fine stream of sand is delivered.

Of eastern roads using the Ham boxes may be mentioned the
Newport Street Railway; the Commonwealth Avenue, Boston;
the Union Street Railway, New Bedford; the Bristol and Plain-

ville. They are also in use on the Richmond (Va.) Traction Com-
pany's cars, and the cars of the Glasgow Corporation road, Glas-
gow, Scotland, have recently been equipped. The 100 cars now
building by the Stephenson Company for the Chicago City Rail-

way are to be fitted with the style 3 box; this selection was made
after a thorough trial. H. A. Whitman, 200 Lake street, Chicago,
represents this company in the west.

The Providence fender and wheel guard is now installed and

in actual daily operation on more than 5,(i00 electi'ic and cable

cars, a number which is several times that of all other types of

fender combined. The fact that no road which has one? adopted

the Providence has ever been known to take them off or change,

and that all are constantly increasing the number as new cars

are put on, effectively tell the story of their efficiency and

practicability. General Manager Woodward informed our r,'|irc

sentative, when in Providence a few days ago, that he is now
equipping cars in five cities and that the works have been

crowded right up to the full capacity for several months past,

and additional manufacturing facilities will certainly be neces-

sar.v in the near future if only a part of the promised orders

are received. Mr. Woodward says: '•Our fender is not quite as

cheap in first cost as some, but it is the best; gives no trouble in

getting out of order; can always be absolutely depended on to

do its work; and in the end is really the cheapest."

A complete exhibit will be made .at the Boston convention.

THE MOTOR SUSPENSION CASES.

The Walker Company, Cleveland, 0.. sends us under date of

July 13, the following:

"We beg to call attention to a letter recently mailed tv) you by

the General Electric Company, d.ated Schenectady, N. Y.. .Tune 1,

1S9S, and signed C. A. Coflin, President.

"This letter concerns .a decision made by the U. S. Circuit Court

of Appeals of the Second Circuit, upon a patent issued to Frank

J. Sprague for an improvement in electric railway motors.

"The statements made in this letter we believe to be willfully

misleading, and we feel it necessary in justice to ourselves and

to the many users of street railway apparatus to correct the false

impression so widely circulated.

"The motor suspension now used by the Walker Compan.v is

not the suspension that came to trial, and the statement made in

the letter that 'practically every form of motor suspension now
in use' is an infringement of patents controlled by the General

Electric Company, is erroneous. We present for your considera-

tion the enclosed statement of the situation, believing that it v. ill

be of sufficient interest to command your attention.

S. H. Short, Vice-President."

The illustrations are t.aken from the circular accompanying the

foregoing and show two suspensions. The circular in part is as

follows: By referring to the specifications of the Sprague p.atem

itself it will be seen that the motor was .iournaled to the axle

rigidly and supported at its nose, or at that side of the motor

On August 17 the General Electric Company, at a meeting of

stockholders in Schenectady reduced its capital stock to .^•20,S'i7,-

000—a decrease of about one-half.

farthest from the axle, by spiral springs attached to a cross bar
resting on the side bar of the truck. We give a diagram of this

suspension which will be seen conforms with the description

given in the patent. The Walker suspension now in general use
is not the suspension which was in question in the case referred

to in the letter. It is entirely different from the Sprague suspen-

sion and is a great improvement over it in that the motor itself is

not journaled to the axle, but has its weight supported directly

over the axle through spiral springs. These springs take up all

of the jar and hammer blow exactly at the point where it will do
the most good. The nose of the Walker motor at that side of the
motor farthest from the axle is supported rigidly upon a cross bar
which is attached to the side bar of the truck. This rigid suspen-
sion is of great value, as it keeps the motor from rapidly oscillat-

ing up and down during the acceleration and braking of the car.

One of the main objects of this method of suspension is to pre-

vent this oscillation which so often breaks and wears out the
cables passing from the car body to the motor.
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THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY FIELD IN

SOUTH AMERICA.

Prepared Expressly lor the Street Railway Review by the Philadelphia

Commercial Mtiseum.

The progress of electricity has attained to a remarlcable vigor

in Buenos Aires and tlie Argentine generally within a. recent

period, and it is promised that within the next four years the

power wire will have completely displaced the horse as the source

of propulsion througliout the whole of the street car lines. There

are now nine liorse ••tramway" companies operating over 2Mil

miles of streets. Tlii-sc lines employ almut .").0<i(l men and nearly

1(1.(1(11) hor.ses.

Early in .fune last a representative of I.a iletropolitana Tram-

way rompany proposed to the municipality to change the tract-,

ive power from horses to the trolley system. He promised that

tlie feeder cables should be under ground, divided into sections

of one kilometer. The power would lie furuislied from a plant

now lieing constructed by the Berlin Electrical Company. The

latter company has organized a subsidiary company for the spe-

cial purpose of extending the transmission of power, by elec-

tricity, throughout .Argentina. The company is known as tlie

German Transatlantic Electric t'om|iany. and has the backing of

the Oennan Transatlantic Bank at Buenos .\ires, wliich praiti-

cally organized it. The (Jerman Electric Company, it should have

been stated, recently purchased the property of the La Metro-

politana line, obtaining the company's equiptiient and the right

of way of over 21 miles of streets through a busy part of the

cit.v, for what is considered the low price of 1,400,000 pesos

(about .$;100.(IOO).

Witliin tile last three months petitions for concessions for elec-

tric roads have been presented to the municipality by quite a

niunber of people. The applications embraced both the trolley,

underground and accumidator systems. A Mr. lliiiler asked

for permission to establish a system to be worked by accumu-

lators between the new slaughter yards and Elores Palermo and

the southern part of the city. The River Plate Electric Light &
Traction Company presented four or Ave petitions for the use of

the overhead system in different sections.

A petition by one Victor Nicolutti, for the construction and

working of a line for freight and passengers by steam or elec-

tricity between the new Mata Deros and the termination of the

.\nglo .\rgentine Tramway Company in Floresta. has been favor-

ably reported by the Public Wtn^ks Department of the municipal-

ity. The conditions upon which the department will grant tlie

concession are: That the land required by the line shall be pur-

chased b,v the concessionaires and converted into public streets;

that the line shall be doubled, and road guards placed at ever.v

crossing. The concession would run for 20 years, after which

the material and land would revert to the municipality without

payment.

Among other iiroposals for the application of the electric sys-

tem presented, was one from T. R. Betzell for a road to run from

Plaza llayo through the streets of Victoria. Martin (Jarcia. Iriala.

California, and Vieytas to Paseo Colon and as far as Barracas

Bridge. The applicants offered to adopt the electric system, to

water the streets during the summer, to begin work within four

months after the contract is signed, and flnish witliin a year,

and to deposit .$10,0(Xl as a guarantee. They ask for 00 years

concession and place the fare at 10 cents.

.\nother applicant for the construction of an electric line is

E. Rodrigtiez. who has applied for concessions for about all the

streets in the city. A petition by A. Parens & Co. for the (Con-

struction of an electric s.ystem has been denied, the petitioners

having furnished neither plans nor data. James fi. Kille.v is one
of a number of applicants who want permission to go through
the Paseo de .Tuilo. one of the principal thoroughfares of the

city. His proposition is to build two underground lines, one to

run from the Plaza de Mayo through B(divar and Caseros streets

to the Constitucion Depot, and the otlier from the Plaza de Mayo
through Reconquista and Paseo de .Tuilo streets to the Retiro.

Among the work which is now being prosecuted is the con-

structi(ui of a section of the Buenos -Vires Electric Tramwa.v
from Calle Montevideo to the Recoleta. The line will run through

Retiro Station and its present terminus will be at Plaza de Mayo.

It is expected that by the end of the .year the line will reach

Belgrano.

Some time ago the A. Heyiiiciiann Company obtained .a con-

cession for a system of elevated ••tramways". For some reason

or other not stated in the latest advices, the concessionaires

have been nnable to execute their pro.iect and the concession has

been declared lapsed.

The people of Buenos Aires are very much exercised just now
regarding a report made by Dr. Bahia favoring the use of a bare

copper wire for the neutral three-wire system liy the (Jerman

Electric Light ("ompany. The director of public lighting lias

cmpliatically ob.iected to the use of a naked wire and petitions

have poured into the Intendente and the City C(nuicil from the

.gas and electric light companies protesting against the use of

the bare wire. Acting upon the report of Dr. Bahia the Inten-

dente gave the German Company permission to use the bare wire

and the local electricians have split into two camps on the

question.

The report of the director of the Anglo-.Argentine Tramways
for l.Slvr shows receipts for the year of .$1,OG3.00.T against ^l.O.'JO,-

.540 in l.sno, and working expenses of $7T8,.S40 in 1897 against

.$708,170 in ISOfi. The increase in the working expenses was due

to a. rise in the price of horse feed. Tlie lines paid a dividend of

7.5 cents per share for the year.

The sharehohlers of the City of Buenos .Vires Tramway Com-

pany at their general meeting discussed the matter of substitut-

ing electrical for horse traction. The conclusions arrived at will

be regarded as rather antiquated by .Americans. These were

that the "principal or onl,y reconimendation of electric traction

is its increased speed; that this was rendered impossible on most

of the company's lines by the hi^avy and slow trafflc which en-

cumbers the streets: that there was danger from the electi^ic

train in a narrow street on account of its greater length and the

sharpness of the curves, and electric traction will be found to

have advantages in suburban trafflc oul.v."

A corresiiondent writing aliout the traction system of Rosario,

a city of 55,000 people up the I'late from Buenos Aires, says;

"The days of tramways worked by horses in great cities are

drawing to a close, and soon tlie miserable tram horse will be

seen no more. The time is fast approaching when tliey will all

be worked b.v electric power, to the great comfort and con-

venience not of passengers only, but also of the non-traveling

public. .All the dirt and most of the noise will be done away
with and the cost after the first will be less. We may. perhaps,

some day, possilily before long, see all the tram lines of Rosario

united into one compan.v, under one management and worked by
electricity."

In view of the progress being made in electrical and mechan-
ical works in .\rgentina a number of gentlemen connected with
those operations have agreed that the time is opportune for the

establishment of an Insiitution for Mechanical and Electrical

Engineers. At the present time there is no place in which for-

eign engineers can meet and discuss questions of the day. The
only "center" is that known as the •'Centre de Ingenieros Xacion-
ales", whose doors are opened only to those who holil an .\rgen-

tine TTniversity diploma. Tlie formation of a new institution is

.1 foregone con(.-lusion. Electricity is making rapid strides in the

country and there are a number of engineers connected with the

electric light companies, of which there are about ten in the

country, the telephone, the electric traction, and telegraph eom-
l>anies, and the different steam railroads.

There is a possibility that in the future the magniflcent water
power derived from the strongl.v flowing rivers tliat rise in the

.\ndes will be utilized for tlu' generatiim of electricity for use of

many light railroad systems throughout -Vrgentina. Something
has bi^en said about exchanging (>Icctricity for steam power on
one of the steam roads, but nothing definite on the matter ap-

pears to be known.

• • »

The court at Duluth. Minn., has directed its receiver in charge
of the street railway to withdraw the order requiring its men
to be ill miiform if they wish to ride free, a badge being deemed
sufflcicnt identification; he uphidds an order that the men shall

not eat lunches in the cars.
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FANEUIL HALL—THE CRADLE OF LIBERTY.

INTERESTING SERVICE OF THE FALK
CAST-WELDED RAIL JOINT.

The raising of the net-work of steam railroad tracks at Clark

and lOtli streets, this city, involves one of the most diflicult en-

gineering problems encountered by any road. The Clark street

line of the Chicago City Railway which formerly crossed these

steam tracks at grade, has been shut down already several

weets, and will not get into operation for some time to come.

When it does the car tracks will use the street grade and the

steam roads will pass overhead and underneath.

As the Clark street line has become one of the main arteries of

tlie City Railway since the adoption of electricity, and will carry

upwards of 20O cars per hour a good portion of the day, the

company has taken advantage of the enforced Ijlockade to relay

ils tracks, which otherwise would not have been renewed for

three years to come. This track being taken up is of 52-lb.

.lohnson girder, 4% in. high, and was laid nearly 10 years ago,

when the service was exclusively by horse cars. When elec-

trics went on the joints quickly went down, and the wear of the

entire track was greatly aggravated by the hundreds of teams
loaded with the heaviest kind of freight for the numerous freight

liouses along Clark street. Three years ago it was about decided

io take \ii> this track and relay with new rail when the Palk Com-
pany proposed to extend the life of the track by cast-welding

the joints. This was done being among the Urst of old rail to lie

so jointed. The result has been in every way satisfactory, and
were it not for the importance of the line and the objection to

shutting it down when the time comes to renew, the present

track would have answered for probably three or four years
more. But it will be taken up now and a heavy 7-in. section put
down. The question what to do with the old rail taken up
which is too good to scrap, has been solved in a very unique
manner. Every alternate joint will be sawed out, leaving a rail

about 58 ft. long with one cast-welded joint midway. This rail

will be laid on a line of lighter travel, and the new rail ends made
by the sawing will be cast welded and when so laid will be good
for several years' use. It will readily be seen what the saving to

the company will be by this means.
The new 35th street line of the same company has been cast-

welded, without the addition of any rail bonds, Klectrician Knox
having become satisfied that the conductivity of (he Fallj joint is

more than ample. Our readers will recall our published test of

the conductivity of these joints made a few months ago by Chief

Electrician Chapman, of the Yerkes system. He took up some
old joints from track, and tests showed a surprisingly high de-

gree of conductivity, sufficient for all ordinary purposes. The
joints he then tested had been made by the earlier method of

cleaning the rail ends before welding, wliich is far inferior to the

system now employed by the Falk people, which is to dean the

rail end by means of portable sand blast just prior to the weld-

ing and which cuts away evei-y foreign substance and leaves a

bright and clean surface to join and weld. The 35th street line

just mentioned was prepared with this sand blast and the rosidts

are higldy satisfactory.

The Falk Company is now working on a large contract for the

Metropolitan in Kansas City, wliere the joint is in great favor, as

indeed it proves to be wherever it is tried. The foreign work

this season has been large, and the joint is rapidly growing in

favor aliroad.

*-»~»

WATER AND OIL CHEMISTRY.

Two enemies of economy in the power station are li.-id I'l'i'd

water and poor lubricating oils. It is quite obvious tiiat no

single compound can Ije made which will prove efficacious in

removing boiler incrustation or in preventing the formation of

scale or corrosive action, because such formations and corrosive

actions result from the use of waters different from eacii other.

The mineral salts have different physical and chemical proper-

ties, and the percentage of injurious ingredients varies in differ-

ent waters. Surely such conditions require to be intelligenlly

investigated liefore .a remedy is applied, and each case shcmld lie

diagnosed separately before prescriliing for it.

The I>earliorn Drug & Chemical Works, of Chicago, are nianu-

LABORATOKY OK THK DEARBORN DRUG AND CHEMICAL WUKKS.

facturing and analytical chemists, and have proceeded along

such lines as these, meeting with great success. They have an
extensive laboratory and when called upon to treat a bad boiler

water, first analyze the water, and write a prescription. The
prescription is sent to the works, recorded and numbered, and
the compound made; it can be readily refilled wlien wanted. The
compounds made are of purely vegetable composition, analytic-

ally prepared to meet the requirements of the minei-al ingredi-

ents and other objectionable constituents of the water, the per-

centage of each mineral salt governing the percentage of the

antidotal ingredient of the compound. By these methods there
is no excess or deficiency of any part of the compound, every
pound being utilized in the reaction taking place; there is no
mechanical, unknown or unlooked for result obtained from the
use of these goods.

The oil question is also handled in an intelligent m.anner. This
company makes the Dearborn oils, each one named for a fort, and
the qualities of the different oils adapt them for different uses.

The Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works are oil chemists and
inspectors to the consumer, and prepare special formulas to suit

the requirements that may be presented in each individual case.

Unless boiler compounds and lubricating oils are carefully

chosen for the work to be done it is idle to expect satisfactory

results.
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STREET RAILWAY MEN WHO HAVE DIED
SINCE LAST CONVENTION.

CHRISTENSEN ENGINEERING COMPANY'S
SUCCESSFUL AIR BRAKE.

Each i-oourriiig convention, marking as it does another mile

post in the path of time, brings witli it the feeling of regret and

sorrow for friends whose familiar faces we shall see no more.

The following is a list of those in active street railway work,

or intimately connected with it, whose death has occurred since

the last convention meeting:

Lemuel Ammerman, president, Lackawanna Valley Traction

Company, October 8, 1897.

Dwight S. Smith, Jackson (Mich.) Street liailway, November

11, 1897.

John Savage, superintendent, Detroit & Oakland road, Decem-

ber 1, 1897.

Ross Mackenzie, Nelson, B. C.

David W. Dickson, president, I'liiladeliihia Traction Company,

Decenib(>r 13, 1897.

J. Willis Kettlestrings, purchasing agent. North Chicago Street

Railroad Company, December 29, 1897.

O. B. Shallenberger, consulting electrician, Westiughouse Klec-

tric & Manufacturing Company, January 23. 1898.

John S. Pugh, of the John Stephenson Company.
Burr K. Field, vice-president, Berlin Iron Bridge Company.

H. W. Johns, president, H. W. Johns Company, February S,

1898.

James H. Rhotehamel, Columbia Lamp Company, St, Louis,

February 17, 1898.

AA'illiam J. Ashmead, .\jax Metal Company, February 20, 1898.

James A. Stratton. secretary and treasurer, Birmingham Rail-

way & Electric Company, February 28, 1S9S.

Denis Doren, general superintendent of construction. Western

Fnion Telegraph Company.
Frederick Krutz, former president New Orleans Street Rail-

wav Company.
Lt. Col. H. C. S. Dyer, president, Colorado & Cripple Creek

Electric Short Line Railway.

J. K. Waterman, manager. Cape Electric Railways, Cape Town.

R. F. Baker, president, Columbia Railway Company, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Charles B. Pratt, president, Worcester (Mass.) Consolidated

Street Railway Company, May 10, 1898.

John J. Shipherd, Cleveland, June 1, 1898.

Julius S. Grinnell, general counsel, Chicago City Railway, June

S, 1898.

Morris W. Hall, secretary, Camden & Suburban Railway Com-

pany, Camden, N. J.

Dr. .\zariah Everett, former president. East Cleveland Railway

Company, June 17, 1898.

E. H. Bennet, president, Babcock & Wilco.x Company, June 27,

1898.

M. W. Squiers, former superintendent. North Chicago Street

Railroad Company, June 20, 1898.

Charles O. Richardson, treasurer, Worcester Construction Com-
pany, Worcester, Mass., July 0. 1898.

Capt. John A. Williamson, former superintendent, Cincinnati,

Newport & Covington Railway Company, July 8, 1898.

J. H. Rafferty, secretary, Waterloo (la.) & Cedar Falls Rapid

Transit Company, July 20, 1898.

Charles B. Reavis. auditor, Augusta (Cia.) Railway Company,
August 2, 1898.

.\dolph Sutro, San Francisco, Cal., .August 8, 1898.

William H. Blood, division superintendent, Brookl.vn Heights

Railroac! Company.

SANDUSKY, O , ROAD SOLD.

The Sandusky (O.) Street Railway was sold on July 9. by the

receiver, to Judge Bentley, of Cleveland, the legal representative

of Thomas Wood's Cleveland and Norwalk syndicate, which has

in view building a line to Lorain. The bid was $60,024, exactly

two-thirds of the appraised value; no other bids were made as

Judge Bentley's principals had secured provisional control of 90

per cent of the stock and bonds.

When it is remembered that this company made its introduc-

tion of air l)raking apparatus at the Niagara Falls convention,

less than one year ago, the number of installations which have

been made and their uniformly successful operation constitutes

WHERE WE RODE LAST YEAR.

a record quite remarkable. It is a strong testimonial to the

fact that experimentation has been done cjuietly and in advance

of putting on the market, instead of rushing into sales and cor-

recting the mistakes later. While the Christensen Company very

honestly admits it does not claim absolute perfection, it does

guarantee what it believes to be by far the best air brake for

street railway work in existence, and the improvements which

time brings to all machinery will doubtless be of minor charac-

ter, for the brake has proved its efficiency in that final and only

absolute test—hard dally service.

METROPOLITAN TRAIN—CHICAGO.
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Our readers avIio alteiiilert the Niagara Falls convention will

never forget the tlirillinj: ride down the Gorge—the finest ride in

the world, and our illustratiou will recall afresh the pleasures

of the trip. Incidentall.v the cut will also show one of the cars

equipped with the Christensen air brake. If there ever was a

place where absolute safety is essential it is here. In this case

an axle compressor is used.

Another and entirely different class of service is illustrated

in the train of cars on the Metropolitan Elevated in Chicago, a

road entitled in its construction and operation to take first rank

as the model elevated road in the world. General Manager

Baker is not much given to writing testimonials, but speaks in

very high terms of the excellent work of these brakes on his

road.

The reader would at first thought scarcely look to the mouut-

MILWAUKEE CAR WITH CHKISTENSEN EIJUIP.MENT.

ains of Colorado for the most advanced type of equipment, wlieu

so many roads in "the states" are still operating under the time

honored system of the hand brake. Our illustration of two of the

cars on the Cripple Creek District Railway shows the type of

heavy car used and also indicates the steep character of grade

which prevails from one end of the line to the other. In additi<ni

high speed is required, which makes an air brake, not a matter

of choice, but necessity. The operation of an air brake is ren-

dered more difficult by reason of the high altitude, yet these

liU-ton iiassenger cars, and the heavy freight cars loaded with

ore are handled with the utmost ease and certainty, and the gen-

eral manager of the road. L. D. Ross, writes: "The question of

liraking the cars as they descend the mountains was one where-

in some railway engineers apprehended we would meet with

trouble, but so far uot the slightest difficulty has occurred. With
the Christensen air brake we are able to make whatever speed

we desire."

Nor is the brake one of those prophets without honor in its

own country. Milwaukee, the place of its manufacture, has in

equipments on the recently comjileted ^^'aukesha line. These

are independent motor equipments and are working beautifully.

Twenty sets are also working on the Suburban Railroad. Chi-

cago, one of the Yerkes lines, which runs from the terminus of

the Lake Street "L" to La Grange. Some other installations on

AT CRIPPLE CREEK.

well kuDwn lines are: 4 on the Fox River Valley, Appleton, Wis.;

10 on the Clevelaud-Berea road; 3 on the Akron, Bedford &
Cleveland; 4 on the Union Traction, Anderson, lud.; 11 on the

Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill; 9 on the Taunton & Brockton; 5

on New Taltz cS: Walkill Aalley, Pa.; (i on Brooklyn Elevated

and (! on the N. Y., N. H. & II., under direction of Col. N. H. Heft.

Also one compressor on a Belt Line locomotive of the B. & O.

The largest installation to date, however, is the equipment of

the 120 cars on the South Side Elevated, Chicago, known as the

"Alley L". under whose cars are placed Cliristensen No. 1 com-

pressors, making each car complete within itself.

Starting with an empty reservoir, 90 lbs. of air is pumped into

the reservoir in two minutes and thirty seconds. It requires

al>o>it an 8 lb. reduction on train line fc" a good stop when the

lirakes are properly ad.justed, which means a reduction of I'/j to

2 lbs. on a storage line.

The capacity of each compressor is 'J cu. ft. of free air pi'r

T. A B. STANDARD CAR.

minute; 85 to 90 lbs. of air is carried in storage reservoir, and
the maximum pressure on train line is 70 lbs.

By means of an automatic electric switch controller, uniform,

maximum or minimmn in-essures are controlled. The Christen-

sen IJompany's engineers' valves are used througliout the system.

The exhibit at Boston will be one of the most important of

the exposition, and will offer much to study and inspect.

It was a Boston newsi aprr luan out of whose fertile brain the

following emanated: "The relation between electric power and
the house Hy nuisance does not seem apparent, but it is claimed,

nevertheless, that the most hopeful sign of the abatement of flies

in cities is to be found in the substitution of electricity for horses

on the street railways, rractically all Hies are bred in stables,

it is said, and therefore the fewer stables the fewer flies."
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A NEW FARE REGISTER.

A very interesting little inaeliiue ami one whieli is sure to at-

tract mueli attention at tlie Boston eoiLveution, is a new fare reg-

ister, the invention of George V. Roolie. of I'eoria, 111. It wonid

seem as if all tUe possible new iileas ami variations in fare reg-

isters luul been long ago exhausted, but the device which Mr.

Kooke has brought out is both simple and in some principal feat-

ures entirely different from anything yet produced.

It consists of a small, portable, automatic register, carried in

llie hand of the conductor. When not in use it is conveniently

suspended on a bracket attached to a strap, made to go around

the neck of the conductor.

In collecting fares the conductor passes the register in front of

tiie passenger, who inserts his fare in the opening at the toii. 'llie

insertion releases the mechanism, which automatically takes tlie

fare through a slot and deposits it in tlie palm of the hand that

holds the register. The passage of tlie fare tlirongh the register

automatically records it, and sounds an alarm, and it is impossi-

ble to pass a fare throngh the chute witiiout registration and
ringing the bell. As the fare passes through instantly the con-

ductor has it in his possession at once, in fact as speedily as if

the fare had been placed in liis liand, and gives him the same
opportunity to examine it to guard against bad coin. He then

transfers it to his proper change pocket .iust as he would do with

a stationary or tlie usual portable I'egister.

When collecting, tlie device is carried in llie liiind. having a

chute running lliroiigli from top to Ijottom. It fits eomfortalii.v

i^\
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THE KOOKE FARE REGISTER.

into tlie hand, so tliat the lower end of the chute rests on the

palm of the hand. In the opening at the top each passenger

deposits his fare. While the entrance is open, and when the fare

is entered, the releasing mechanism is operated by the coin, by
which the entrance of the coin passage is closed, and by the

same action the lower end of the chute is opened to allow the

coin to fall into the same hand by which the register is held.

The operation also causes the recording of the fare and the ring-

ing of a bell. The coin once entered cannot be taken out, but

must pass through into the conductor's hand. The closing of the

entrance of the coin passage, or chute, after the receipt of each

coin, pi'events anotlier coin entering until the mechanism is reset

iiy tlie conductor. The resetting of tlie device, after the passage

of each fare, wliich is very simply done by the conductor pressing

the index finger, puts the register in position for recording each

succeeding fare, and at the same time opens the entrance ready

for the receipt of the next fare. The machine is so constructed

that it cannot be tampered with in any manner without detec-

tion, liaving a seal attached to the inner eonstruction. the record

tlius kept liy two independent counti'rs being e.K;ii't. and correctly

representing tlie fares collected. These counters are fastened

directly to the mechanism, the figures showing through the

openings on eitlier side of the case, same being covered by heavy

cr.vstals. They are positivel.v interlocking witli the mechanisni

in sueli a wa.v tliat tin* register cannot be iiseil withmit turning

REGISTER IN OPERATION.

tlie counters, tlie connections not deiiendiiig on any springs or

ratchets, but being positive in tlieir action.

The machine is not only much smaller than llie present iiort-

allies, lint correspondingly ligliter to carry, and can be used

equally well with either hand, as most convenient. The extreme

simplicity of the internal mechanism reduces wear and conse-

ipient repairs to a minimum; and continuous and severe tests

demonstrate an exceedingly long life for these registers. Tiie.\-

will not be sold outriglit, but leased on reasonable terms.

A strong company lias been incorporated to inanufaclure ilic

macliines, and includes some of the 1)est liusiness men in I'eoria.

C. A. Jamison is president; Arthur Keithley. vice-president; L.

Seltzer, secretary; and C. V. Uooke. treasurer and general man-

ager.

Mr. Rooke will have the macliines in operation in Exliibit Hall

and invites the most critical inspection.

STRIKE AT SYRACUSE.

At noon on August 5 the employes of the Syracuse (N. Y.)

Rapid Transit Company quit work, effectually tying up the road.

The strike resulted because the men demanded the recognition

of the National Association of Amalgamated Street Railway Em-

ployes, which the company would not concede, and because of

dissatisfaction with a recent order requiring a deposit of .$L'"). a

physical examination and tliat conductors carry .$.5 worth of

Lakeside Railroad tickets (this is a connecting suburban liuei for

which they must pay. There was also complahil made aboul

the uniform regulations.

The road was tied up for two days and a lialf, work being

resumed on August S. The men waived their demand for tiu'

recognition of the union, on the company agreeing to receive a

committee of the employes; the .$25 deposit rule was rescinded

so far as present employes are concerned; the other rules in dis-

pute continue in force.

Robert Pearson, a farm laborer, while driving a hay rack collid-

ed with a car on the Metropolilan Street Railway, near Toronto.

Ont.; the motorman of the car was badly injured and Pearson

was arrested on the charge of "causing grievous bodily injury by

wilful misconduct and neglect."
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THE TURNER SAFETY WATER TUBE
BOILERS,

SECTIONAL VIEW.

The accompanying illustrations show the Turner safety water

tube boiler, made by the Turner Engineering Company, of Bucy-

rus, Ohio. This boiler was designed with the view of getting

the highest general efficiency that is possible, having due regard

to cost of attend-

ance, repairs and de-

preciation, as well as

the cost of fuel; and,

moreover, to do this

in any plant without

requiring additional

investments forecou-

omizing plants and

other aids to efficien-

cy. The heating sur-

face is liberal, that

is, the boiler rating

is on a basis that

leaves a large mar-

gin for increase of

steam production

without the efficien-

cy falling off; tests

made when the boiler was working 50 per cent above its rating

show a drop of only 2% per cent under the efficiency at rated

load.

The sectional view shows the arrangement of (he drums.

risers, water return,

feed heater, etc., as

well as the furnace

arches and the path of

the hot gases. The

height and the length

of the boiler are the

same for all capacities,

only the width varying;

the drums being of the

same diameter, and the

tubes and fittings of

the same length and di-

ameter, greatly simpli-

fies the building and

maintenance.

The upper drums are

40 in. in diameter, with

the normal water level

a few Inches below the

center. This gives a

large storage capacity

for the steam and a

large area for the liber-

ation of the steam,

which, together with

the fact that the escap-

ing steam has to rise through only a shallow body of water, eu-

FUK CLEANING TUBES.

large supply of water which the lower drums give this boiler

as compared with header types makes it more capable of respond-

ing quickly to sudden increased demands for steam.

The improved circulation is one of the most important features

resulting from the design. The upper drums arc connected, but

the lower ones are not, so that the steam formed in each bank of

SIDE DOOR.

tubes is part of a separate circulation. At the back of the set-

ting is placed a bank of horizontal tubes through which the feed

water is forced on its May to the rear lower drum; this heats the

feed and reduces the temperature of the flue gases.

As the feed is introduced into the rear one of tlie lower drums
only, the greatest deposit of sediment occurs there and that

drum will need to be blown out much more frequently than the

forward one. This greatly protects the front bank of tubes,

which are exposed to the greater heat, thus keeping their effi-

ciency up over a very long period. Each is provided with a sep-

arate blow-off. The drums are all provided with man-holes, so

that an attendant may readily get at the tubes to clean them.
There are special castings in the side of the setting with holes

for introducing a steam pipe for blowing soot from the outside

of the tubes.

The good design, high grade material and careful workman-
ship insure a safe boiler.

•—~*-

H. W. JOHNS' EXHIBIT AT THE CON-
VENTION.

END OF LOWEK DKUSIS.

sures drier steam than is to be had with many types. The upper

surface of the drums also provides large super-heating areas. The

The H. W, .Johns Manufacturing Company, New York, will

have an interesting e.\hibit of its electrical materials in a space
situated near the main entrance to the exhibition room. The
company has added new designs to its list of electric car heaters
for next season, which will attract the attention of visitors.

Other novelties will appear among the samples to be shown of

the well-known molded mica insulated trolley line devices and
the more recent shapes of "Vulcabeston" repair parts for motoi'S

and controllers. The collection of Vulcabeston samples of com-
mutator rings, brush holder bushings and controller ijarts will

afford an excellent opportunity for those interested to note the

dissimilarity in the shapes and sizes of these insulating pieces

designed by the various manufacturers of electrical apparatus
for similar purposes.

During the past year the company has been very successful in

selling its all-steel trolley bracket for wood or iron poles and has

recently adopted a simple method of providing a certain amount
of elasticity or flexibility in the arm for the purpose of counter-

acting the injurious effects and wear on the ear and wire when
subjected to tlie blow dealt by the passing trolley wheel. This

will also be on exhibition.

The following representatives of the .Tolins Company are ex-

pected to attend the convention: H. A. Reeves, Chicago; H. C.

Spalding. Boston; Messrs. Berry, Crane, S. G. and J. E. Meek,
from the New York office, and J. W. Perry, and possibly D.

T. Dickson. Philadelphia. There is also a stroug probability that

Messrs. Hatch and Lucomb, respectively the president and secre-

tary of the Johns-Pratt Company. Hartford, Conn., will be found
inside and outside of the company's space, as heretofore.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF "THE SYNDICATE."

The annual meeting of "The Syndicate," an organization of

street railway officers and supplymen, was held at Reading, Pa.,

on Saturday, July 16.

The members and candidates for admission arrived early and
were met at the train and escorted to the offices of the railway

company. It is stated that a conspiracy was on foot to waylay
the treasurer, A. W. Ash, but this was frustrated and Mr. Ash
was escorted by a special guard—two of Reading's police force.

The Ringgold band was on hand to furnish music.

At noon "The Syndicate" paraded through the principal streets,

after which they were entertained at lunch by President Rigg, of

the United Traction Company. President Charles Bragg presid-

ed as toast master. Harry Carson. William Heuliugs, Col. Giles

Allison. ex-Judge Wylie. of Lebanon, Jacob Wendell, and H. J.

Kenfield, of the Review, responded to toasts.

After lunch special cars took the party to Carsonia Park, where
they attended the theater. This was followed by a ride about the

Hill & Norristown Railway; R. M. Douglass, general manager
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company, Norristown; William Hen-
lings, of the J. G. Brill Company; John H. Yardley, Pennsylvania
Car Wheel Company; C. J. Harrington, representing Elmer P.

Morris, New York; Robert Randolph, Sterling Arch Light Com-
pany, New York; H. J. Kenfield, of the Review.
The newly elected officers are: C. A. Bragg, president; John

Graham, Wilkesbarre, vice president; J. A. Rigg, secretary; K.

W. Ash, treasurer, and Alvan Markle of Hazleton, chairman of

the executive committee.

EXHIBIT OF FARE REGISTERS.

Among the enterprising manufacturers whose exhibits have
in recent years been a feature of the annual conventions of the

American Street Railway Association is the New H.aven Car
Register Company, New Haven, Conn., whose famous "New
Haven" fare registers are so widely and favorably known

"THE SYNDICATE," READING, PA., JULY l6, iS

city and at 6 p. m. the visitors began to leave for home, all ex-

pressing themselves as having had a most enjoyable outing.

The list of those in attendance is as follows: Ralph Moore, of

the General Electric Company, Philadelphia; Clifford L. Pullen,

of the Philadelphia Car Wheel Works; J. Wendell, of Wendell &
MacDuffie, New York; Giles Allison, of the Hildreth Varnish

Company, New York; John Graham, Wilkesbarre; Alvin Markle,

Hazleton; B. W. Ash, Girardville; Charles Bragg, of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia; Louis S.

Kite, of the Trenton Malleable Iron Company; A. V. Arrow-
smith, Reading Electrical Construction Company; G. M. Keim,
and F. K. Flood of the Reading & Southwestern Street Railway;
John Rigg, president United Traction Company, Reading; S. P.

Light and F. E. Meily, Lebanon & Annville Street Railway, Leb-
anon; C. C. Long, S. E. Riggs and M. C. Aulenbach of the Metro-
politan Electric Company, Reading; J. B. Price, Lehigh Traction
Company, Hazleton; E. H. Davis, general manager Williamsport
Passenger Railway Company, Williamsport; J. W. Perry and Wil-
liam Chapman, of the H. W. Johns Company; J. H. Carson, gen-
eral manager of the Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Company,
New York; J. C. Lugar, general manager Roxborough, Cliestnut

throughout the United States and foreign countries. This com-
pany advises us that it intends making a complete exhibit of the
various styles of single, double and triple registers, embracing all

the latest features, at the Boston convention and will exhibit
especially a double register intended to check dishonest conduc-
tors from turning in transfers instead of the cash fares collected;

and also a double register intended for use on cars running over
two connecting, but independent lines. Each side of this register

is complete and perfectly independent of the other side; each
road having its own side of the register which its conductor se-

curely locks upon leaving the car. These registers will undoubt-
edly attract much attention at the convention as they evidently

will meet the needs of a large number of roads throughout the

country. The New Haven Car Register Company has been very
successful with its machines which have been .adopted by a
very large number of leading roads and the registers will be
found on a large number of roads in the vicinity of Boston and
on over 70 per cent of the roads throughout New England, whicii

is certainly a very fine showing. We congratulate the company
upon the success it has achieved and extend to it our best wishes
for continued prosperity.
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INSPECTION CAR WITH PORTABLE TURN
TABLE.

FORT WAYNE DECISION.

The Detroit Electric Railway Compauy being ilesigned as a

competitor of the Detroit Citizens Street Railway Company with

an indepenilent system of tracks covering the same territory as

the former, there are many points where the tracks of the two

systems cross and no connecting curves are provided. After the

Citizens Company commenced operating both systems these cross-

ings proved to be quite an annoyance to the manager, Mr. du

Pont, as he made his frequent inspection trips in a special car

and could not pass readily from one line to anotlier.

To overcome the difticulty, Mr. du Tont decided to fit his pri-

valc car witli its own turn table, and accordingly seciu-ely fast-

ened a hydiaiilic lack in the center of the truck (a du Tout truck)

between the motors. The plunger is S in. in iliainctcr and ID in.

The "Fort Wayne (Ind.) Sentinel" of July 13. gives a lengthy

abstract of the opinion rendered by the Allen county circuit court

in the Fort Wayne Consolidated Electric Railway ease, from

which we take the following:

Judge O'Ronrke completely exonerated Frank Iiellaas Roiiison

and severly arraigniMl John J. Shipherd and the Cleveland bank-

ers for alleged fraudulent misappropriation of bonds and money.

Some $990,000 of bonds now held by the Guardian Trust Com-

Ijany, of New York, and Cleveland banks are ordered held in

trust for the railway company. The road is to be sold, but the

sale will l)e delayed as the banks will continue the legal light.

Sfr. Robison has long sought to Iniy the Fort Wayne Consoli-

dated by paying the actual indebtedness owed, and if this decision

is affirmed he will have the opportunity.

INSl'ECTIO.N CAK CJl- 1. 1..M-. It A 1. MANAGER A. B. DU PONT, DETKlUT.

long and has a bell-shaped base 20 in. in diameter. The plunger

is held up by a lever, hooked under the side bar of tlie truck, and

close beside the .lack is a reservoir capable of holding about

seven gallons of oil or water. At the side of the truck and con-

venient for the operator is a pump 2 in. in diameter by 3 in.

stroke. With this pump one man using a 6-ft. lever can easily

lift the car in a few strokes. For convenience in carrying, tliis

lever is made up of two 3-ft. pieces which telescope and fit into

a socket on the pump. When it is desired to turn the car at an

intersection, where the curves do not suit, the car is placed with

the plunger in the center of the intersection, the hook holding the

plunger is released, and the pump operated till the car is lifted

so that all the wheels are clear. The car may then be swung on

the plunger as a pivot. When the wheels are over the rails it is

desired to run on. the car is lowered by opening a valve between

the plunger and the reservoir. The plunger is then lifted and

liooked in position and the car is ready to be started. The whole

operation requires only about a minute, so that regular cars need

not \)c held.

The'illustnilion sliows the car as lifted for swinging.

BIG FIRE IN PITTSBURG.

The Citizens' Traction Company, of Oshkosh, Wis., has been

adding new- attractions to its park at I^ake Winnel)ago. Music

has lieen provided on Sundays, a new bath house has been opened

and a ntmiber of hot air balloons have been sent up with several

dollars worth of street car tickets attached.

Tlie large car barns, on Franktown avenue, of the Consolidated

Traction Company, in Pittsburg, were entirely destroyed by fire

in tlie morning of July 24. There were 35 cars burned, involving

a loss of .$.50,000, and the value of the building and equipment oe-

stroyed amounted to $80,000 in addition to the cars. All the dam-

age is covered by insurance. The lire probably started in the

paint shop, on the second floor. Very little delay in traffic was
occasioned, as there were plenty of cars in stock and tlie Home-

wood barn just completed was immediately occupied.

NEW ELECTRIC LINE AT NEW ORLEANS.

July 10, the first regular electric car was run over the New Or-

leans City & Lake Railroad (which is operated by the New Or-

leans Traction Comiiany) to West End on I-,ake Pontcliarfrain,

the line having previously been operated by steam dummies.

Eight double-truck cars, 28-ft. body and 39 ft. over all. made liy

the Barney & Smith Car Company, were put in service.

The initial trip was made with a car load of prominent citizens

who were entertained at luncheon by the company at West Fiid.

Nearly all the gentlemen present made short speeches and were

unstinted in their praise of the enterprise of General Manager
Wyman.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

"Electricity for Machine Driving" is the title of an interesting

pamphlet by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany, in which are given some of the reasons why electricity

should replace belts for machine shop (listril>uti<on.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company has just issued the thirtietli

edition of its book "Steam". This book has been for years one

of the standard works on water tulie steam Ijoilers and on boiler

practice generally. The present edition contains much new mat-

ter. It is beautifully printed and illustrated and substantially

bound, and is sent free to anyone in any way interested in the

generation of steam.

"Through the fiarden of Canada" is I lie title of a publication

by the Hamilton. Grimsby & Beainsville Electric Railway Com-

pany, and the views of the beautiful vineyards and orchards in

Ontario near which the interurlian road runs certainly justify

such a heading. Photographs are shown of the cars, power

house and line of the company. The cars are especially note-

worthy for their large size, comfort and finish. A. J. Nelles is

the manager of this prosperous system.

The 21st edition of r>uncan's Manual of Tramways, Omnibuses

& Electric Railwa.vs has been received. This is a volume of -WO

pages containing abstracts of the accounts of 13C home (United

Kingdom) and 37 foreign companies in which English investors

are largely interested. In addition is a directory of the directors,

officials, firms and individuals connected with these companies:

extracts from the Tramways Act and B.v-Laws are also given.

Published by T. .1. Whiting & Sons, Ltd., 7a South place, London,

E. C. Price, 3s. 6d.

We have received from the publishers, Bjiudry & Co., Paris,

"La Traction Electrique," by Andre Blondel, professor of elec-

tricity in the School of Bridges and Roads, and F. Paul-Dubois

of the Paris Municipal Service, and shall publish an extended

notice of it in a future issue. This is the most complete treatise

on the subject that has come under our observation; it com-

prises two volumes, large octavo, and contains over 1,700 pages

with 1,014 illustrations. Price: 50 francs (.$10).

A catah)g. illustrating and describing the "American" fuel

economizei-, has been issued by Broomell, Schmidt & Co. It

is very complete and clearly sets forth the advantages of the econ-

omizer, with particular reference to the Broomell and Burpee

patents which are used in the manufacture of this economizer.

It is claimed that by heating the water from the waste gases,

purifying the water, and preventing scale from forming in tlie

boiler tubes a saving of from 10 to 20 per cent can be effected in

the coal pile. A complete system of fans and engines for pro-

ducing mechanical induced draft is also manufactured by this

company.

The annual "Souvenir of Binghamton", published by the Bing-

hamton Railroad Company in the interest of the city and inci-

dentally to stimulate street railway traffic, is more pretentious

this year than anything attempted before. Half-tone views are

given of the principal public and private buildings, churches,

residences, and of the various interesting features of the railway

system. One plate gives an excellent likeness of Presid 'Ut

Rogers, Treasurer Rogers and General Manager J. P. E. Clark,

to whom much credit is due for the fine street railway service

of the city. The souvenir is a model of its kind and the work-

manship is of the best.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company has issued

an attractive pamphlet entitlod "Scenic Trolley Rides" whicli is

full of interesting information concerning Milwaukee and towns
and cities connected by electric railway to the metropolis. Views
of many of the details of electric railway operation, the business

districts, public buildings, large manufacturing plants, resi-

dences, pleasure grounds and parks are interspfrsed among read-

ing matter in a very artistic manner. A large insert gives a

tiewEngldnd Blocji^house

bird's eye view of Milwaukee and the lake region of southeastern

Wisconsin. The contents were compiled liy O. M. Ran. elec-

trician of the company.

An extremely valuable and instructive work for .\mericans

and .Japanese who are interested in both languages is the new
and second edition of the Standard Verbalist, edited and pub-

lished by W. Araki, Osaka, Japan. The work comprises two
volumes, one devoted to commercial, the other to conversational

terms, giving all the words, phrases and sentences most com-
monly used. The two volumes comprise some 300 pages and
contain several thousand terms and idioms. The Japanese equiva-

lents are printed opposite the American expressions. Jlr. Ara-
ki, who is a personal friend of the editor of this publication, is

a young man of great promise, and a fine linguist. lie has
served his government most acceptably In various commissions,
iiicUiding interpretation during the making of the peace treaty

between his government and China, and afterward on a mission
to this country collecting data and mechanical exhibits for the

National Museum at Tokio. He is highly qualified for the work
he has undertaken, and has rendered a signal service in liis

new book.

It is expected that the Easton, Palmer & Bethlehem electric

railway, 12 nules in length and connecting the cities of Bethle-

hem, Pa., and Easton. will lie in operation by Seiitember l.^.

The government has granted a right of way across the Piki^'s

Peak reservation to the Colorado Springs-Cripple Creek Electric

Railway Company. The work on the electric road which will

connect the two cities will be pushed to completiim.

The Alliany. Ilelderberg & Schoharie Railw:iy Cumpaiiy lias

lieen reorganized, and the following officers elected: President.

W. II. Burgett, of Boston, in place of .Tohn W. Van Valkcnburgli;

directors, R. Schernierhorn, of Brooklyn, in place of Jacob Kelch,

of Gallupville; C. E. Bibber, of Boston, in place of Mr. Loucks,

of Bethlehem; Herbert Smith, of Boston, in place of F. C. Iluyck;

Charles F. Perkins, of Boston, in place of Harrison Finkle, of

Rensselaer.

Very peculiar metheds are sometimes employed to obstruct

the construction of trolley lines, and the North Jersey Street Rail-

way Conqiany had a recent experience. A grocer in Montclair

objected to a trolley pole being planted in front of his store.

A\'lien the liole was dug he hired a man to jump into it and paid

liim ,a dollar an hour to stay there. The construction boss coa.xed

and threatened him to no avail and finally paid him .$10 to get

out, and tlie pole was set.

The Connecticut farmers in the vicinity of Hartford appreci-

ate what it means to have a trolley line service. As it has been

difficult to olitaiu a franchise along the country roads many of

the farmers are offering rights of way across their fields to the

traction companies. These shrewd Yankees understand that the

tr«lley car means not only a cheap, quick and frequent passenger

service to the city but also facilities for sending eggs, butter,

milk and vegetables to market.
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PERSONAL.

J. M. Blalt. of Clevelautl, bas been aiipoiiited sui)ciiiili'iuUnil

of tlie Milwaukee, Kaoiue & Kenosba Electric Railway.

J. D. R. Baldwin, of New York, bas been cbosen presideut of

tbe General Klectric Railway Company, Cbicago.

Robert .Jordan, a nepbew of Mr. Sntro, bas been appointed

sui)erintendent of tbe Sntro Railroad. San Francisco.

.Tames Rutler bas been made general sniierintendeut of tbe

Bridgeport (Conn.) Traction Company.

Robert Miller, superintendent of tbe Springfield (Mass.) Street

Railway Comijany, bas resigned because of ill bealtb.

Robert T. Lee, of Newport, R. I., bas assumed his duties ?s

superintendent of tbe Springfield (Mass.) Street Railway Com-
pany.

Charles F. Uebelacker. engineer and assistant manager of tbe

rcckbam Motor Truck & Wheel Company, was a Review caller

last month.

Thomas II. JIcLean, general manager of the Toledo Traction

Company, called on tbe Review a few days ago while in Cbicago

on business.

.T. C. Hale has been appointed assistant superintendent of tbe

Milford (M.-iss.). IloUiston & Framingbam Street Railway to suc-

ceed II. E. Reed.

(i. A. l.oring bas been appointed superintendent of tbe San

Francisco & San Mateo Electric Railway, to succeed S. B. Mc-

Lenegan, resigned.

A. R. Ilallowell bas resigned as superintendent of the Glouces-

ter (Mass.) Street Railway Company; bis successor is Mr. Reed,

formerly of AUstone.

W. H. Foss. until recently an inspector for tbe Biddefcu'd &
Saco electric line, bas been appointed superintendent of tbe new-

road at Webster, Mass.

Eugene Klapp, for some years of the engineering department

of the Alley L, Chicago, is second lieutenant in the second volun-

teer infantry, now at Fort Sheridan.

E. E. Downs, manager of the Oshkosh (Wis.) Street Railroad

Company, and Harry I. Weed, attorney for the company, called

on the Review when in Cbicago recently.

Charles Laluicr bas been appointed assistant suiierinlendeiit

of the Chippewa Klectric Railway Company. Eau Claire. Wis.;

he has been with tbe company for 11 years.

E. F. Hebard. formerly connected with the Consolidated Trac-

tion Company, of .lersey City, bas been cbosen general manager

of the Dayton & Miami Valley Traction Company.

W, W. Annable, superintendent of tbe street railway inacbme

shops at Grand Rapids, Mich., is tbe inventor of a cbainless bi-

cycle now being made by a Grand Rapids firm for the season of

1899.

G. r. Paul, manager of the Ottawa (111.) Street Railway Com-
pany, bas resigned his office to accept a position in St. T,onis.

He bas done much for Ibe railway system ;in<l servii-e in that

city.

W. A. Clayton, secretary of tbe San Francisco & San Mateo
Electric Railway, has been made the chief executive olHcer under

tbe supervision of the vico-presidcnt and general manager, J. A.

Buck.

Fresident Dyer, of tbe Augusta, Ga., road, bad started for

Cuba at tbe time of tbe death of bis auditor and assistant, Mr.

Reavis, but turned back .lust as be was about to sail from New
York.

Isaac N. Thomas, of Wilkesbarre. Pa., bas been chosen presi-

dent of tbe fJeneva, Waterloo. Seneca Falls & Ca.vuga Lake Trac-

tion Company, to succeed W. S. Grant, Jr., who resigned re-

cently.

.1. R. Carrier, of Boston, has been appointed superintendent of

transportation of tbe S.vracuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit Railway
Compan.v. This is a new office made necessary by the increase

in traffic.

Chester P. Wilson, who has been general manager of tbe

Sioux City Traction Company for several years, resigned on July

9. He returned to tbe east and it is stated will soon go to Eu
rope to engage in business.

N. B. Kellogg, formerly chief engineer of the power station of

tbe S.vracuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit Company, resigned last

month; before leaving be was presented with a scarfpin and
watch charm by bis associates.

W. M. Tuoby, of Butte, Mont., bas been appointed general

manager of the Electric Railway, Light & Power Comp.any, of

.\naconda, succeeding .Tobn S. McGroarty. This property is con-

trolled by tbe Anaconda Copper Mining Company.

E. F. Chapman, superintendent of the Zanesville (O.) Railway

& Electric Company, bas resigned to engage in telephone work

in Cleveland. C. W. Foote, general manager of tbe Citizens'

Traction Comiiany, San Diego, Cal.. will succeed Mr. Chapman.

W. G. Wagenbals resigned as general manager of tbe Cincin-

nati & Miami Valley Traction Company on .August 3, and will

devote liimself to a number of personal enterprises, among them

that of developing electric traction on the Miami & Erie canal.

.\. L. Stone has resigned as secretary of the Oakland, San I.e-

andro & Haywards Railway Company and tbe directors have

chosen S. B. McLenegan. formerly superintendent of the San

Francisco & San Mateo Electric Railway Company, to fill the

vacancy.

Mnrcellus Ilojikins. general manager of tbe South Side Ele-

vated. Cbicago. was in.iured on July 2S. while inspecting the

tracks. He was caught between passing trains on a curve and

buffeted between them, receiving a severe s<'alp wound and sev-

eral bruises.

Tcbisuke Fu.iioka. consulting engineer of Ibe ToUio Electric

Railway Company and several other electri<'al companies in

Jajian, sailed on tbe Campania. July Ifi. Mr. Fu.iioka has been

in .\merica several months and will spend some time in Europe

before returning home.

ntficers of the Orange & Passaic Valley Railroad Compan.v,

the new owner of the Suburban Traction Company. Orange. N.

.1., h.ave been cbosen as follows: President, Col. Charles A. Ster-

ling: vice-president, William Scberrer; secretary and treasurer,

.John H. Ely. Mr. Ely will also be general manager.
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R. M. Douglass, gpupral managoi- (if Uio Si'lmylkill Traction

Company, had his hand lacerated hi an accident at Non-istown,

Pa., July 25. While taking a construction car loaded with jioles

down a steep grade the brakes on the motor c.-ir failed to hold,

and a runaway resulted; the cars left the track and struck a

wagon and team. One of the men in addition to Mr. Douglass

was severely injured.

PLOWING UP MACADAM PAVEMENT.

Frank M. Byron, for several years past city passenger agent

of the Lake Shore road in Chicago, has been appointed general

western passenger agent to fill the vacancy caused by the death

of Cyrus K. Wilber. Mr. Byron has a large acquaintance among

street railway ofBeials in the west, who remember him most

pleasantly in connection w-ith their trips to conventions, and will

be gratified at this recognition of his ability.

OBITUARY.

William II. Blood, division superintendent of the Brooklyn

Heights Railroad Company, died at his home in Brooklyn after

suffering from diabetes. He has long been engaged in railroad

and railway work.

J. H. Rafferty, secretary of the Waterloo & Cedar Falls Rapid

Transit Company, died at Waterloo. la., on July 20, after a brief

illness. He was prominent in the business affairs of that sec-

tion of the state, and at the time of his death he was promoting

an electric railway from Manchester to Colesburg.

C. O. Richardson, the pioneer street railway builder in Worces-

ter, Mass., died from a stroke of apoplexy at the age of 6.5 years.

He was a man of large business interests and had accumulated

a comfortable fortune as a street railway builder and a paving

contractor. Mr. Richardson belonged to many religious, social

and benevolent organizations and was very charitable.

SHORTEST TROLLEY LINE ON RECORD.

The Snn Francisco & San Mateo Electric Radway Compiniy

w.TS asked to build a branch line from its road to Mount Olivet

Cemetery, but declined to do so. Tlie directors of the Cemetery

Asscciaiion +hen dtcided to organize a railway company. The
work en the line, which is to be 2,5(10 ft. in length, has com-

menced and will be completed in four weeks. One car will be

sufficient to carry the trafflc and it will run between 8 a. m. <iud

C ].. m. A transfer system has In-en arranged with the Sae
Mateo .( ouipauy.

A GOOD ANNUAL REPORT.

The yearly meeting of the directors of tlie I'ittsliurg & Bir-

mingham Traction Company was held in Pittsburg ou August
0. The report compiled by Secretary Rogers showed that dur-

ing the year 8.612,027 passengers were carried, and the operating

expenses were 39.56 per cent of gross receipts, or 9.31 cents per

car-mile; $30,000 was paid out in dividends and a surplus of

$23,634 was left from the year's operation. The old officers

were re-elected.

SPEED IN BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

July 19 the common council of Binghamlon, X. Y., passed an
ordinance fixing the maximum speed of electric cars in the city

at six mUes per hour on bridges, nine miles in the central portion
of the city, and 12 miles elsewhere. The preamble stated that
the old ordinance, in force since 1.894, "has been demonstrated by
experience to be impracticable and unworkable, not meeting the
requirements of the traveling public and not consistent with the
demand for reasonable and safe rapid transit."

On JiUy 30, 200 members of the Third Avenue Railway Em-
ployes' Mutual Relief .Association had a bicycle parade; the pro-
cession was led by a squad of bicycle police and a band.

lintil a few weeks ago 35th street between Michigan avenue

and Grand boulevard, .a distance a trifle more than one-quarter

of a mile, was a part of the South Park system of Chicago, and

the Chicago Cit.v Railway was therefore prevented from liaving

ii through cross line on this street. Satisfactory arrangements
were made, however, and the South Park Board vacated 35th

street and accepted 33rd street for the connecting link between
tlie two boulevards.

Tlie railway company at once proceeded to lay its tracks, quick
work lieing desiraliie because some opposition was developed
among the owners of the abutting property. The contract was

PAVEMENT PLOW.

let to Clift Wise, who pushed the work rapidly, em[iloyiiig a force

of 200 men.

The old roadlicd consisted of 14 in. of blast-furnace slag, on
whicli ^\as Joliet gravel with a top dressing of broken stone,

making the whole 20 in. deep; having been in service for several

years it was very hard. This had to be taken out to a depth of

14 in. for the width of double tracks, and for this work four pave-

ment plows, or, as the.y are called by the men, "go-devils." wei'e

used, thereby reducing the force needed by several hundred men.

The "go-devil" is a pointed plow, as shown in the illustration; on
the beam is .a shoe which, sliding on the ground, sets a limit to

tlie depth of the cut. Ou this work eight horses were used to

each plow, four abreast at the plow and two teams tandem in

front of these four. A crew of 10 men is required, three at the
handles, three to hold down the beam, and four drivers.

The tracks were laid with 90-lb. grooved girder rail.

HIS REPORT.

The following is from a motorman's report, as sent Id his

supiiintendent. in explanation of an accident. It is a good sam-
ple of many such: "I was running my car down First street at

a fair rate of speed and had the car in good control, when the

man rushed out from the sidewalk and jambed his head into my
car."

MAMMOTH FOREIGN ORDER FOR WALKER
COMPANY.

The Walker Company has an order from its Paris agents, "Ex-
ploitation des Procedes Electriques Walker," for 500 electric

street car equipments. 1,000 motors, 1,000 controllers. 500 trolleys,

and details. It amounts to over $500,000 and is one of the largest

single orders ever received; the apparatus will go to various
parts of Europe.
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THREE-PHASE TRAMWAYS IN ENGLAND.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

franklin's birthplace, boston, 1706.

WESTINGHOUSE FOREIGN ORDERS.

A shipnipnt of engines and generators is being made to the

Metropolitan Supply Company, of London, by the Westinghouse

Machine Company, and the Westinghouse Electric & Mauutac-

tui-ing Company. Each of the three engines has a capacity of

2,.50O h. p. and is of the vertical compound marine type and

weighs 210 tons. Direct connected to each engine T\-ill lie a two

phase alternator delivering current at 500 volts. The efficiency

at full load is calculated to be 95 per cent. .\t the end of each

WESTINGHOUSE 2,500-H. I'. ENGINE FOR LONDON.

engine shaft will be a direct connected direct current multipolar

exciter to furnish current for the fields.

The Westinghouse Machine Company is doing a large gas en-

gine business and the engines, ranging from 10 to 200 h. p., .are

giving great satisfaction. An engine of 700 h. p. which is the

largest in the world has recently been completed. The engine in

tests has developed a brake horse power on 11 cu. ft. of natural
gas.

This company has .also made arrangements for the manufac-
ture of the Parsons steam turbine. One has been built and is

operating a 200-h. p. alternator at the company's plant.

w 9 w
Frank Riedle, of Chicago, one of the promoters of the Michigan

City (Ind.) electric line has failed and the Chicago Title and
Trust Company was appointed receiver. Mr. Riedle is a real es-

tate dealer and is said to be worth 5575,000.

The greatest interest is being taken in this country iu an

extensive system of electric tramways which has just been

opened to the public. The line connects three very important

districts in the North of England, and the plant that has been

erected possesses more than usual interest because it constitutes

the first system iu which three-phase generators, with rotary

converters, have been adopted in this country. It is true that

the Dublin & Clontarf lines have been for some time operated

on the three-phase system, but in this case motor generators

were employed, and to English engineers that purely .American

product, the rotary converter, is entirely new. The line is not

more than 6% miles in length, and the track is double for the

greater part of Its length.

There is a very special reason why three-phase apparatus has

been adopted: the Board of Trade insists that the fall in poten-

tial in the return shall not exceed 7 volts, and it is obvious that

with .a considerable number of cars working on a line this would

be greatly exceeded if special arrangements were not made to

overcome it. Near one end of the line, therefore, a three-phase

generating plant has been erected and a high pressure current

of 2,5(X> volts is conveyed by separate mains to two sub-stations

in which rotary converters feed into the line at a voltage of 300.

From beginning to end the whole of the plant is American, the

central power house is occupied by three three-phase alternators,

each "f 300 k. w. capacity, running at a frequency of 25 cycles

of 04 revolutions per minute. The engines are of the Reynolds-

Corliss horizontal cross-compound condensing type, of 400 h. p..

made by E. P. .Vllis & Co.. of Milwaukee, and the generators

have been supplied by the British Thomson-Houston Company,
and made in .America by the General Electric Company. The
fields of the alternators are excited from the 500-volt bus bars.

To supply light to the engine room and to start work in the

morning a battery of the Tudor type has been supplied, consist-

ing of 2G0 cells. For charging the accumulators a booster is

connected in series with the .500-yolt bus bars.

In addition to enabling the s.vstem to conform to the Board of

Trade regulations, the three-phase distri1)Utiou has enabled the

promoters to avail themselves of a suitalile site where water

and fuel were easily obtainable.

The feeder cable which transmits the three-phase current from

the central power house to the sub-station consists of two con-

centric cables, in each of which are three conductors of cop)ier,

suitably iu.sulated. each copper conductor having an area of TiO

s(i. mm., or .0775 sq. in. The current at the sub-station is reduced

by step-down transf(a-mers of 80 k. w. capacity to o20 volts, and
this current is then passed into the alternating current side of

a rotary convertor from which a direct current of 500 volts is

drawn to feed that portion of the line supplied from the sul)-

station. That sertion of the line contiguous to the main gen-

erating station is supplied by two four-pole rotar,\- convert er.s

of 200 k. w. capacity, running at 750 r. p. m. A novel feature of

the main station equipment, as far as English luactice is con-

ceriu'd, is a combination of the static and rotary transfor\iii>rs

for charging the batteries. The charging current is passed
through the rotary and the voltage raised from the line average,

500 volt.«. to a mnximum of G.'iO volts for ciiarging.

There being no direct current primary generator in the sta-

tion, it became a problem how to charge the liatteries for sup-

plying exciting current for the high tension three-phase genera-
tors. This was solved in the following manner: ,\ rotary con-
verter Avas designed to supply the dift'erence between the line

voltage and the variable \oltage required for charging, and com-
bined with this is a static transformer having a ratio of trans-

mission of 330 to 80 volts. The transformer was designed with
a large amount of leakage between the primar.v and secondary
conductors, the leakage being ad.1usted so that by changing the

phase of the armature current by a variation of the field current
of the booster the transformer ratio is varied, and consequently
the voltage on the collector rings. In this way it is possible to

vary the voltage on the continuous side of the rotary from -!(i

volts to 150, the charging current being 60 amperes.
The steam raising plant in the main power house consists of
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three Babcock & Wilcox watcr-Uibo boilers and these are

equipped with a mecliauical stoker worked by an electric motor.

The power house being erected close to the river Tees, coal is

taken direct from the barges by electric hoists provided with an

automatic grab and is discharged into a receiving hopper where

it is weighed, being then taken by a conveyor and carried to

the storage bunkers inside the station. The most interesting

feature to English engineers in the construction of the system

has been the rapidity with which the outside work has been

carried on and it will no doubt have a very marked effect upon

new systems. It must be interesting even to Americau engi-

neers, who are remarkable for the rapidity with which they equip

lines for electric working. The Royal assent to the construc-

tion of the Middleborough lines was given on the 5th of August,

last year, ground was broken for the new line at the Norton

terminus on September 1, last, but so rapidly was the work car-

ried on that the entire i)erraanent way of 15 miles of track was
completed in less than six months. This reduced the interrup-

tion of the general traffic on the streets to a minimum and act-

ually within IS months of the completion of the negotiations

with the local authorities the lines have been opened in full

working order. It need hardly be pointed out that matters as a

rule move so slowly in this country that the period between con-

sulting the local authorities and finishing the system is usually

three years.

The tracks are laid on a gage of 3 ft. 6 in., and are paved with

Winstone and granite in some parts of the system, and with

scoria blocks in the town of Middleborough.

The progress of the work was viewed with the greatest inter-

est by the community, and as six gangs, of 70 to 100 men were
working at one time on the line, the scene was generally an

animated one. The first process was to remove the old tramway
line and to clear out to the required depth of 14 in. the breadth

of roadway to be used. Following in every case the excavating

squad, came the concretcrs. who laid down a solid foundation

6 in. deep of Portland concrete. Concrete laid to level was then

ready for the platelayers, who proceeded to the actual track

laying.

The steel rails in 30-ft. lengths are H-in. girders of 921^ lbs. to

the yai'd. At every 10 ft. the rails are tied to gage by steel bars;

the joints are secured by speciall.v designed fishplates. The
bondiug throughout is done by means of Columbia bonds and

at intervals of 120 ft. the tracks are further cross-connected by

copper.

The gradients generally are easy, but one or two sections are

fairly severe, one portion being 1 in IS. In the towns the over-

head wire is suspended by center polos, the remainder of the

route being fitted on the side pole and bracket system. The
overhead wire is of 000 gage, divided by the usual section insu-

lators. Half-mile section pillars are arranged and in these are

placed switches so it is possible to cut out a section of trolley

line or feeder as may be desired without interfering with other

parts of the line.

The cars have been specially designed iu America for this

service, and are each capable of seating 60 passengers. They

are mounted on four-wheeled bogey trucks and each truck car-

ries a G. E. 800 motor, and at each end of the car is a K2 scries

parallel controller.

The whole of the system has been designed by H. F. Parshall,

of the British Thomson-Houston Company. The system is

owned by the Imperial Tramways Company, the managing direc-

tor of which is J. Clifton Robinson, whose pioneering work in

electric traction I have referred to on former occasions. This

gentleman has not only been responsible for importing the best

electrical plants from America, but he has brought over from

the United States methods which cannot help but have the

greatest effect upon the successful initiation of electric tramway
enterprise in this country. It is claimed, apparently with reason,

that this tramway system is the most complete that has been

erected in this country and it will serve as a model for future

lines.

THE GRAB-HANDLE MAN AGAIN.

The Staten Island Midland Railroad Co.

Stai'Leton, Staten Island, N. Y., July 15, 1808.

Editor Street Railway Review:

Thinking you will be Interested in knowing when you arc d
service to your subscribers, I write to inform you of a fake case

of damages tried on us only yesterday.

The man making the claim had his arm done up in a sling, and

had it bandaged so tight that it was purple. One leg was also

bandaged up in the same way. He claimed that in alighting

from one of our cars the grip handle pulled off, and was the

cause of his falling off the car with such force as to result iu

these injuries.

The face of the man seemed familiar; we kept studying it, try-

ing to make up our minds where we had seen it, and finally re-

membered a similar grip handle accident case, which was ex-

posed in one of your issues; and, upon referring to the back num-
bers of the Review, we found, in the September issue of 1.S07.

on page 559, the picture of the man. We thus identified him and
were kept from being imposed upon.

august krause, alias john Cramer, alias john miller,

alias JOHN schaeffer.

We started out to get a police officer to put the man under ar-

rest, but before we could get hold of one the man had taken to

his heels and run.

John seems to be a favorite name of his, as I notice that he

nearly always gives his first name as John; this time he gave it

as John Schaeffer. It would seem that this man would stop try-

ing this same kind of blackmail, having been caught now four

times. Yours truly, W. B. Rockwell, President.

(As this man is still pursuing his swindle we feel justified in

again publishing his portrait, which appeared in the Review for

September, 1897.—Ed.)

CORRESPONDENCE.

A correspondent advises us that lor weeks past the Ameriwin

flag and the Union .Tack have been floating side by side on the

power house of the new electric railway at Thornaby-on-Tees,

England.

Chester Traction Co.

Chester, Pa.. July 30, 1898.

Editor Review:
Regarding the application blanks used by our company, and

published in the July Review, I desire to state that I do not wish

to claim any credit whatever for originating these very efficient

blanks.

I understand that they were got up by Robert F. Fox for use

by the Scranton Railway Company, of which he was at that time

the general superintendent, but has since become general man-
ager of the Wilmington and Chester Railway and Traction Com-
panies. John MacFatden, Superintendent.
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS AT THE BOSTON
CONVENTION.

BASEMENT.

Space No. Name. Sq. Ft.

102 McCardell, West & Co 220

103 Rochester Car Wheel Works GOO

104 New York Car Wheel Works JOO

105 Tauinou Locomotive Mfg. Co 1450

106 Laconia Car Company 819

107 Pcckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co 1500

108 Barney & Smith Car Co 429

110 Briggs Carriage Co SCO

111 James L. Kimball 108

112 Graham Equipment Co 100

113 Wells & French Co 414

117 McGuire Mfg. Co 920

118 J. G. Brill Co 124S

121 Walker Co 1450

122 Taylor Electric Truck Co 853

124 Pennsylvania Car Wheel Co 420

126 Hampden Corundum Wheel Co 41G

127 Springfield Mfg. Co .300

131 Baltimore Car Wheel Co 140

132 Walker Co
133 The Johnson Co 1155

135 The Johnson Co 480

FIRST FLOOR.

203 Sampson Cordage Works 100

204 Ohio Brass Co 300

205 New Haven Car Register Co 22.5+50

20G Corning Brake Shoe Co 100

207 Ashton Valve Co 100

208A Ham Sand Bo.x Co 100

208B Wadsworth, Howland & Co 100

20SC American Safety Tread Co 100

208D C. W. Trainer Mfg. Co 100

209 Creaghead Engineering Co 200

210A A. O. Norton liiO

210B Forsyth Bros. Co Kio

211 American Railwa.v Supply Co lOU

212 Adam Cook's Sons 100

213 Pantasote Company 2(i4

214 Thayer & Co., Incorp 350

215 Albert & J. M. Anderson Mfg. Co 240

216 H. W. Johns Mfg. Co 300

217 Westlnghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co 1024

218 Bureau of Information 280

219 Harold P. Brown 200

220 F. H. Newcomb 100

221 W. T. Tan Doru Co 100

222 Falk Manufacturing Co 150

223 Frederick C. McLewis 110

224 Beverly Machine Works 100

225 Boardman Tucker Co 100

226 Stanley & Miles 100

227 J. T. McRoy 100

228 Standard Underground Cable Co 100

229 Pearson Jack Co 100

230 The Wagner Electric Mfg. Co 100

231A B. F. Dewitt & Co 100

232 Street Railway Review 300

233 Street Railway Journal 300

234 Railway World 120

235 Electrical Review Publishing Co 120

236 Ornamite Veneer Co 550

237 Pennsylvania Steel Co 336

238 Weber Railway Joint Mfg. Co 120

239 The Adams Westlake Co 350

240 Bibber-White Co 1S2

241 C. F. Orr & Co 100

243 William P. Ellis 200

244 Pettingell, Andrews & Co 402

245 General Electric Co 1653

246

247

248

249

250

251

252

253

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

2fi5A

265B

265C
206

2G8

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

277

278

280

281

Consolidated Car Fender Co 497
Christensen Engineering Co 263
Barbour, Stockwell Co 318
Billings & Spencer Co 200
Sherburne & Co 530
Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc 503
See 250.

See 250.

Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co 800
Cambria Iron Co ]oo
American Rail Joint & Mfg. Co Km
Van Wagnoner & Williams Hardware Co 218
International Register Co 218
Frank Ridlon Co 218
R. D. Nuttall Company 218
John Stephenson Co., Ltd 100
Consolidated Car Heating Co 200

Heyward Bros. & Wakefield Co 200
Boston Artificial Leather Co 200

Burdett & Johnson ]80

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co 100

R. Woodman Mfg. & Supply Co 100

Columljia Machine Works 100

Charles Scott Spring Co 210

Pratt & Letchworth Co 210

E. T. Burrowes Co 150

Elmer Morris 1080

Meaker Mfg. Co 200
Sterling Supply & Mfg. Co 400

William Tauss Rail Joint 100

John F. Ohmer 100

J. A. Lakin & Co 100

THE BUREAU OF INFORMATION.

One of the important departments of the Convention will be

tlie Bureau of Infcirmation, arranged for by the Commiiteo 011

Transportation and Information.

This will be in charge of Robert
H. Derrah, of the Boston Elevated

Railway Company, whose knowl-
edge gained in preparing the I'er-

rah's Street Railway Guide to

Eastern Massachusetts, will be
found especially useful. A space

containing some 240 sq. ft. has
been reserved for the information

booth, and this will be handsome-
ly fitted up with rugs and furni-

ture, with writing materials, etc.,

for the use of delegates and street

railway men. In the booth will

be a library of guide books, not

only of Boston, but of Concord.

Lexington, Plymouth and other

places which many of the dele-

gates will wish to visit. There
will also be a case containing folders of all the railroad compa-
nies, with maps of Boston and surrounding cities. A special tele-

phone will be put in this booth, in addition to that in the main
building, so that if any delegate wishes information which cannot

l)e furnished by those in the booth, they will soon be able to sup-

ply the want. This is the first time in the history of the Associa-

tion that anything of the kind has been provided, and it is be-

lieved that the Bureau of Information will prove one of the valu-

able features of the Boston Convention.

R. H. DERRAH.

Another road which star;cd 01, t full of promises and ambition

to achieve success with a 4-cent fare is filled with sorrow and
regret, and is imploring the city council for relief from condi-

tions which it voluntarily assumed. For each 5-cent fare a cheek

was given the passenger, and five of these checks were ex-

changeable for another ride. Now when transfers and improved

service are desirable and demanded, the company finds itself un-

able to comply.
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BOSTON TRADE NOTES.

Meaker fare registers Tvill be noticed in the cars of tlie I.yuu

& Boston road.

The Barney & Smith Car Company has 90 of its closed motor

car bodies and 48 of its class G trucks on the Boston' road.

McCardell, West & Co., Treuton, N. J., have one of their

Trenton trolley wagons in service on the West End road.

The Crane Company, of Chicago, has a large number of its

valves in the different power houses of the Boston Elevated.

S. D. Childs & Co., of 14U-142 Jiouroe street, Chicago, furnish

all the badges used by the West End Street Railway Com-

pany.

The Mica Insulator Company advises that its products have

been furnished to the Boston roads and have given the best of

satisfaction in every instance.

All the winter cars of all the roads in and around Boston have

been equipped with the "Reliable" track cleaner, made by the

Xan Dorn &. Dutton Company, Cleveland.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pittsburg, Las

furnished a very considerable portion of the 230 miles of the

feeder cables laid by the Boston Elevated.

An order for plastic rail bunds, made by Harold V. Brown,

has been filled for the Boston Elevated Railway Company after

the bonds had been subjected to a careful test.

The Dayton Manufacturing Company, Dayton, O., furnished

all of the" brass trimmings in 00 of the West End cars which

were built by the Barney & Smith Car Company.

The Boston Elevated has 13 of the Taunton double track snow

plows; and the Lowell & Suburban five. - Taunton plows will

also be found on the Wakefield & Stoneham road.

The Boston Elevated has a large number of the Q & C port-

able rail-sawing machines in use, and also some of the large

power machines for rail cutting in the repair shops.

The Lynn & Boston Railway Company has adopted the Peck-

ham "extra long" truck as the standard and has about 200 in

operation. The West End also has Peckham trucks under some

of its cars.

In the various power stations of the West End system there

are Green fuel economizers aggregating over 0,000 h. p.; those

in the Harvard station are fitted with the latest improved circu-

lating valves.

Both the Boston Elevated and the Commonwealth Avenue

companies have been extensive customers of the R. I). Nuttall

Company, and have a large number of its trolleys, gears and

pinions in use.

The Siemens & Ilalske Electric Company has manufactured

dynamos and motors for the Boston Public Library, City Hospi-

tal, Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association and other

private corporations in the city.

Almost withotit exception the electrical apparatus in the power

houses of the Boston Elevated Railway Company was mad.> by

the General Electric Company. There are also a large number

of General Electric motors on the Boston cars.

Tlie Partri'dge Carbon Company will be represented at the con-

vention by its secretary, J. S. Speer, who will exhibit a line-of

self lubricating motor and generator brushes and will gladly ex-

plain their many virtues to the visiting street railway men.

The Michigan Pipe Company has filled large orders for

creosoted wood conduit to the New England Telephone & Tele-

graph Company for the underground cables in Boston.

A. G. Hathaway, of Cleveland, O., has furnished the West

End road. Boston, with 27 single and two double Hathaway

patented transfer tables; the Lynn & Boston and the Quincy &
Boston have each two single tables and the Newton & Boston

one.

Over 3,000 transfer ticket punches have been furuislied to the

Boston Elevated Railway Company by the R. Woodman Manu-

facturing & Supply Company. Large orders for these punches

have been filled for the I^yiin & Boston and other street railways

about the city.

The John Stephenson Company has built cars for the street

railways in Boston from the earliest horse car days to the

present time. During this last spring an order for 30 standard

25-ft. closed cars was filled by this company for the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Company.

The Crouse-Hinds Electric Company, of Syracuse. N. Y., has

its "Syracuse" changeable electric headlight in service on several

of the roads running out of and near Beston. This light is re-

liable, neat in appearance, efficient, costs nothing for mainte-

nance and is very convenient to handle.

Elmer Chickering, who is the official photographer for the Me-

chanics' Fair, will have headquarters in the Mechanics' Building

during the Street Railway Convention. He is one of the best

photographers in Boston and will be glad to do the photographic

work for the street railway men and exhibitors.

Two of the new geared axle-driven air brake equipments of

the Standard Air Brake Company are in use on cars of the

Commonwealth Avenue Street Railway Company. The Stand-

ard Company is represented in New England by Edward E. Pet-

tee and John J. McCutchan, room lOOS, No. GO State street,

Boston.

The R. D. Nuttall Company a few weeks ago sent to its friends

and customers copies of R. H. Derrah's "Street Railway Guide"

for eastern Massachusetts. This book embodies in convenient

form the Information that visitors at the convention will wish

to know and should prove to be one of the best souvenirs that

could be devised.

The Wheeler Reflector Company, with headquarters at 21

Washington street, has its electric headlights an the cars of

the Commonwealth Avenue, Quincy & Boston. I-owell. Law-

rence & Haverhill, Worcester & Suburban, Newton & Boston.

AVellesley & Boston and a large number of other street railways

in eastern Massachusetts.

The Christensen Engineering Company, Milwaukee, has its

air brake apparatus on a number of Massachusetts roads; among
them there are eight straight air equipments on the Brockto?i

Street Railway, and 11 on the Lowell, Lawrence' & Haverhill,

all with independent motor compressors. On the New York, New
Haven & Hartford electric lines are six equipments with No. 2

compressors.

In the power station ot the iioston & Newton Street Rail-

way Company, which operates a series of suburban' roads con-

necting with the Boston Elevated system, there are four 200-

h. p. Westinghouse compound engines. The Westingheuse Ma-

chine Company also fiu-uished the steam loop system for drain-

ing the piping and automatically returning the water of con-

densation and entrainment to the boilers.

The Westinghouse Electric & JIanufacturing Company has

filled orders for the Boston Elevated Railway Company for 201

No. 3. 25-h. p. street car motors, 1C5 special 25-h. p. motors, 514

No. 12.\. "()-h. p. car motors and switchboard apparatus. For
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the Newton & Boston Railway, two 12A, 25-h. p. car motors, and

two 200-k. w. belt driven generators. For the Commonwealth

Avenue Railway, 82 No. 12A, 30-h. p. car motors and two No.

38B, 50-h. p. motors.

George A. Tarmenter will e.xhiliit at the convention several of

his patent automatic fenders and wheel guards. A special fea-

ture of the Parmenter fender is a mechanism l)y which it can be

moved back under the car some S iu. when in danger of being

damaged. Over 2.000 of these fenders are already in successful

operation. The company's general office and works are at Cam-

bridgeport, Mass.

Among the exhibits will be loiind one of the Duplex Car Com-

pany's new cars made by the Briggs Carriage Company, of Ames-

bury, Mass. This is a summer car and a winter car in one, the

windows and flexible sides slide into the roof and can be lowered

or raised to suit the weather; thus it will be seen it takes the

place of a double equipment. Cars are now being turned out

for a number of roads.

The Skeen Electric Switch .Sc Signal Company, of St. Louis,

last month equipped the Taunton & Brockton Street Railway

with its automatic block signal system. This is an interurban

line, single track with turn-outs, and as the cars make quick time

a reliable signal system is highly important. Mr. Rogers, the

general manager of the road, has expressed himself as much
pleased with the working of the Skeen system.

The E. T. Burrowes Company advises us that its curtains have

been adopted as standard for the open and closed cars of the

West End Street Railway Company. Curtain No. 41 is used on

the box cars and No. 482 on the open cars, there being in all

400 cars equipped. All the suburban railways about Boston, in-

cluding the Lynn & Boston, the Commonwealth Avenue, the

Quincy & Boston and Newton roads use car curtains manu-

factured by the B. T. Burrowes Company.

The Walker Company's exhibit at the Boston convention will

comprise: Section of Walker underground conduit system with

car in operation; Walker No. 15 L railway motor iu operation;

Walker No. 15 L motor open to show construction; Walker No. 33

S motor mounted; Walker No. 33 S motor open; set of 33 S arma-

tures in various stages of construction; set of 33 S motor parts;

Walker standard trolley; Walker standard railway switchboard

panels with wattmeter; "S" controllers in operation; solenoid par-

titions, open and in operation.

The "Monarc" enclosed arc lamp is being manufactured and in-

troduced to the trade by the Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufac-

turing Company, of Boston. The lamp

is simple and substantial in construc-

tion and but 22 in. over all. Although

occupying a small space, ample insula-

tion and large radiating surfaces have

been provided. The carbons are % in.

diameter and 12 in. long, with good con-

tact surfaces in the lamp. The arc Is

so enclosed that the combustion of car-

bon is reduced to a minimum and the

lamp will burn for 150 hours without

rctrimming, which is easily and quick-

ly done. Every part of the lamps can

be readily removed and replaced. The
class B lamps are for multiple series

lighting on trolley circuits and have a resistance of 6%
ohms to each lamp. Clear outer globes and alabaster Inner

globes are furnished with the lamps. The well-known high

stam'ard of the Anderson products is a guarantee as to the ex-

cellence of the "Monarc."

The Bemis Car Box Company, Springfield, Mass., is still doing

business, and plenty of it, at the old stand, which has made it a

familiar name to all street railway men. In addilion to the

Bemis patent journal box, the specialties include gongs, tar coup-

lers and the Bemis journal oil. Its new double trucks are giving

excellent satisfaction, and are running under some of the cars of

the Newton & Boston. The officers of this road recently wrote

Mr. Bemis that many patrons of the road wait for these cars on

account of the easy riding qualities of the Bemis trucks.

The Pear.son car replacing jack, made in Boston, is in ser-

vice on more than 200 electric railways in the country. 27 of

which are in Massachusetts, among them being the Boston Ele-

vated, the Commonwealth Avenue, the Lowell & Suburban and

the Quincy & Boston. The Pearson Jack Company has received

a number of testimonials from street railway managers indicat-

ing that the jacks give good satisfaction. The Athol & Orange

Street Railway Company writes April 22, 1898: "Your favor of

the 21 inst., at hand^ we have six of your jacks in use and find

them of great value to us in replacing our cars on the tracks,

saving us time and trouble." The Leominster & Clinton Street

Railway Company writes April 16, 1898: "In reply to yours of the

14, would say that we have your replacing jack on this road,

and we would not be without them, as we consider them the

best jack there is in the market."

The "Monarch" track cleaner has completed its first year and it

is remarkable that only one feature required changing, and that

a very unimportant one. The cleaner

has great merit, and the most prac-

tical superintendents have found it

to be all that the manufacturers

claim for it. Its adaptability to all

styles of cars and platforms is a very

strong argument In its favor, but

more than this is the fact that it is

so constructed that it combines both

strength and lightness, so that the

most unreasonable abuse has failed

to weaken or break it. The motorman
has absolute control over the action of the cleaner: The appa-

ratus is made by the Monarch Stove & Manufacturing Company.

Mansfield, O., and will be on exhibition at the convention, in

charge of Charles N. Wood, who has had a very nice business

from its sale in the New England territory. This exhiliit will

be well worth the attention of managers and car builders who
wish to solve the snow problem, where a rotary plow is not a

necessity.

The American Rail Joint & Manufacturing Company. Cleve-

land, has planned a very interesting display of joints, which will

include 25 samples of full sized joints and short rails. The
rapidity with which these joints can be laid is shown in a letter

from Van De Mark & Hill, the constructing engineers of the new
Detroit, Lake Shore & Mt. Clemens line, a road connecting the

two cities with about 20 miles of track. They report that with
only three men on joints, working 10 hours a day, they averaged
between 000 and 700 joints daily, and add: "We would further

state that our track is laid on a very soft, clay ground, and ow-
ing to the difficulty in securing gravel for ballast, we have been
compelled to run our heavy construction train over this track
without ballast or tamping of any kind for over two months.
We consider that this has given your joints about as severe a

test as they could be put to. and as yet we have to find the first

joint that is broken or has become loose. Our constrliction train

consists of a 20-tou locomotive, and from S to 10 standard size Hat

ears. This train has been run over the track at the rate of from
15 to 50 miles an hour, four to five times a day.

"We consider these joints a success, and that they are doing
everything that was claimed for them, if not a little more."

Col. W. E. Ludlow, general manager, will have charge of the

Boston exhibit of his company.

The Cumberland Valley Railroad Company, which is controlled

by the Pennsylvania Railroad, obtained a controlling interest in

the Harrisburg & Mechanicsburg Electric Railwa.v. and it is an-

nounced that the line to New Cumberland from Ffarrisburg will

be completed at once.
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LOOK OUT FOR THE FAKE ACCIDENT FRAUDS.

Exposure of Three Daring and Clever Schemes—Two Have Broken Ribs and Work the "Loose Screw?" Game—The Other Sprains

His Ankle to Order—How It Is Done.

Through the courtesy of O. B. Stuart, of the Chicago office of

the Uniou Casualty & Surety Company of St. Louis, we are en-

abled to present some data as to the methods of three swindlers

who have been successfully imposing upon various transporta-

tion companies as well as insurance companies.

Two of these men work what might be called the ''loose screw"

game, and so far as we know have only attempted it on steam

roads, though one might think that the street cars would offer

an equally good field. The method is for the two men to enter

a train at a terminal station as soon as the gates are opened,

and loosen one of the screws fastening the iron plate sunk in

the floor at the point where cock for cutting of the steam sup-

ply is located. The screw is loosened until it projects half an

inch or so. When the conductor comes to take up the tickets

the men tell him that one of them stumbled over the screw

and falling against a seat hurt his side, and also sprained his

ankle, but express the belief that the matter will not prove

serious. A few days later word is sent to the company and a

visit from its surgeon is requested. The surgeon arrives and

finds a badly swollen ankle and a fractured rib; and on his re-

port a settlement is generally made by the company.

These two men have usually given the names of It. H. Daven-

port and Gilbert J. Moffett, and claimed to be artistic salt decor-

ators (they decorate windows with magnesium sulphate and

beer); sometimes one is injured and sometimes the other; the

one who is not injured always serves as witness.

Davenport has a claim against the Union Casualty & Surety

Company. Mr. Stuart had learned from another insurance cmu-

pany that about a month previous tlie same man had met with

anotlier accident, on a railroad train between South Chicago

and Chicago. He investigated the matter and found tliat the

Illinois Central Railroad had paid R. H. Davenport .$11)0 for

injuries received in stumbling over a screw in one of its cars on

May 23, 1898, and that the Chicago, Rock Island & I'aciHc had

paid the same man $200 for injuries received in sttunlding over

a screw November 20, 1897. Also the Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul had paid Gilbert J. Moffett $150 for injuries received

by stumbling over a screw in a car at Racine, Wis., in .\pril,

1898; Davenport was the claimant's witness.

It has been discovered that each of these men has an un-united

fracture of one rib, so that the examining surgeon always finds

a broken rib. The swollen ankle is probably produced to order

by bandaging the leg or by injecting croton oil into the joint;

this latter method is the one followed by one Pascoe who served

a term in the New York penitentiary, having been convicted of

defrauding transportation companies.

The third man referred to is known as Edward Lanse. C. F.

Powers, Robert P. Smith, Charles Rice, C. F. Rice, Frank Kra-

mer, Thomas Wright, Harry Bidwell, being at present in jail

at Saginaw, Mich., under the name of Rice. His method is to

secure accident policies and then sprain his ankle on alighting

from a street car, or by stumbling in the gangway of a steam

boat. When injured he makes a claim against the insurance

company and also against the transportation company; if the

company asks too many questions the claim is usually droi)iic'<l

and he gets another sprain somewhere else.

Rice rents no less than five postofflce boxes in Saginaw, two

under the name of Powers, the others as Rice, Smith and Stan-

ley; in addition to these it is known that he has at least six

others, one each at Lansing, Mich.; Bridgeport, Mich.; Colima.

Mexico; Centerville, I<a., and Paine's Station, Mich. He is

thus enabled to give various addresses, the mail being forwarded

from one office to another.

Rice meets with his accident and at once goes home and wraps

a rubber bandage some 3 in. wide and 3 ft. long around his leg

above the ankle, leaving it in place for 24 hours or as long as he

can stand the pain and then sends for the company's surgeon.

When the surgeon arrives he finds a foot so badly swollen that

really no thorough examination can be made, but it looks bad,

and the case is passed.

Rices' witnesses are liis wife, whom he claims is his sister,

and her brother. Her maiden name was Scherping and hor

first husband was named Stanley; both she and her brother

are used as witnesses twice, once as Scherjiing and again as

Stanley.

In January, 1898, Rice secured $713 from an insurance com-

pany, on March 2.5. 1898, he got $1.50 from anotiier. anil .Inly 19,

1898, $100 from a third, all for sprains. His wife states that

she believes he has successfully defrauded about 40 Insurance,

street railway and steamboat companies. Among the street rail-

way accidents mentioned in a memorandum found among his

papers and evidently made to refresh his memory as they give

the date, town, name and age claimed on each occasion, are the

following:

Apr., 1897, C. Rice, Saginaw, Mich 3(i yrs.

May, 1897, Frank Kramer, Ottumwa. la 34 yrs.

July, 1897 Thomas Wriglit, Rock Island. Ill 39 yrs.

Nov., 18tl7, (name illegible), Cincinnati. 30 yrs.

Mar., 1898, C. Rice, Lansing, Mich 38 yrs.

Mr. Stuart did some very pretty detective work in connection

with the Rice case. He went to Saginaw to investigate the

claim made against his company by "Edward Lanse," when his

man was known in Saginaw only as Rice. Arriving at noon,

he had by 3 o'clock located Rice's house, interviewed his wife,

searched the premises, found his private papers buried under

the barn, and located the man in the county jail where Rice is

now held for assaulting liis wife. Rice has confessed the last

fraud.

-•-

SMITH'S NEW FIVE-LAMP HEADLIGHT.

Smith of New York, ho who has a world-wide reputation for all

kinds of railway illumination, not only keeps on making the !aige

variety of excellent lamps enumerated in his big catalog, but

constantly brings out new things. His latest is a .5-lamp head-

light, in which the cluster is mounted on a swinging standard

for adjustment as desired. The cut readily explains the plan.

These headlights are meeting with satisfaction, particularly on

interurban and suburban lines, where high speed and the abspnce

of street lights require a strong light. They are also found ad-

mirably adapted to construction work, being so easily carried and

connected up and throwing a powerful light.
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Alonzo G. Collins, M. E., Pabst building, Milw.iulice, is making

plans for remodeling the steam plant of the B. J. Johnson Soap

Company, Milwaukee, which will include a 100-h. p. boiler and

an addition to the boiler house.

The American Improved Rail Joint Company, Monadnock build-

ing, Chicago, has the contract for east-welding the ISth street

and the Leavitt street lines of the West Chicago Street Railroad;

the company is also working on the Kansas City, Mo., lines, hav-

ing two outfits there.

The Corning Brake Shoe Company has Ijeen doing an excellent

business of late, orders for no less than li,(JOO brake shoes being

booked during July from New York city alone. The Joshua

Ilendy Machine Works, of San Francisco, will be the representa-

tives of the company on the Pacific coast.

The American Rail Joint Company, Cleveland, has appointed

Julian L. Yale & Co., Rookery building, Chicago, agents for the

west and northwest. The Chicago office has recently closed a

large order with the West Chicago Street Railroad, which is

the fo'irth order received from that road.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company has issued a new edition

of "Graphite as a Lubricant," revised and enlarged. It contains

many valuable suggestions to engineers on the subject of lubri-

cation of nearly every form of machinery. A summary of tests

is given which shows the efficacy of graphite for lubrication.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company and the
Baldwin Locomotive Works are co-operating in the manufacture
of electric mine locomotives. The locomotives are made in sizes

from 20 to 150 h. p. and are equipped with Westinghouse motors,
rheostat controllers, fuses, lightning arresters, electric head-
lights, etc.

George A. Cragin, general southern agent of Washburn &
Moen, has been sending out from Galveston, to his many friends,

one of the neatest and most unique desk souvenirs we have seen
in a long time. It is one of the few which are sure to find a per-

manent place upon the deck, and every time we look at "hor' we
remember him.

The J. G. Brill Company has delivered to the Chattanooga
(Tenn.) Rapid Transit Company three new cars for suburban ser-

vice. These cars are of large size and liandsomely finished. The
trucks are built so that electric motors can be mounted, but It is

now proposed to use the Patton motor cars on these lines and
have the new cars for trailers.

George D. Munsing, manager of the Tampa, Fla., road is now
building some of his combination cars, described in the July
Review, page 459, for double equipments. They are to be 34 ft.

long, seating over 50 passengers; they will be mounted on du Pont
trucks, equipped with electric brakes. Tliey are designed for a
speed of 25 miles per hour on suburban lines.

Merchant & Co., Incorporated, Philadelphia, are makers of
high grade roofing plates, bright plates, solders, babbitt and
mixed metal, "Gothic" shingles, "Spanish" tiles, etc., and have re-

cently issued their 1898 illustrated catalog and price list which
will be found very interesting by those in the market for metal
roofing, lathing, etc., or the machines for working the same.

services to foreign buyers of American electrical apparatus in

purchasing, inspecting, shipping, etc. A small commission is

cli.'irged for this service, and foreign customers will get the ben-

efit of the low-est net prices and all rebates which the makers

offer.

The Baltimore Car Wheel Company is to furnish tln' trucks

and wheels for 150 cars recently ordered by the Baltimore Con-

solidated Railway Company. This is tlic third order received by

the company from this road since its organization in June, IS'.JT.

when the Baltimore Traction Company and the City it Suburban
Railway Company were consolidated; tlie tlirce orders aggregate

230 trucks.

We have had several re(juests for information as to the where-

abouts of R. Graham-Woodward, who came from San Francisco

and opened an office at 26 Cortlandt street. New York. There
are quite a few people, including the landlord, who would like to

renew his acquaintance. He attended the last convention with a

bicycle holder for street cars, and appeared to be a gentleman.

He turns out to be a beat.

The performance of the U. S. S. Oregon in making a voyage

14,.5n0 nautical miles (10,700 statute miles) in 80 days, and then

reporting at once for active service has excited the admiration of

nil engineers, and shows the excellence of her machinery. The
crank shafts, line shaft, thrust shaft and propeller shaft are all

htdlow forgings, with a 6-in. hole through them; they were made
by the Bethlehem Iron Company, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Tile lirilliant successes of American arms in Culia will be fol-

hiuid by commercial achievements equally as gratifying so soon
as peace shall be arranged. Even now there are straws visible

indicating the wind of commerce; one of these is an order loi a
100-h. p. plant, comprising Westinghouse engine and generator,
boiler, pump, piping, etc., received by the Westinghouse Machine
Company. The plant is to be installed at Santiago de Cuba.

Wo are in receipt of a letter from the J. G. Brill Company, ad-
vising us that it is about to bring suit against tlie Peckham Com-
pany, as it has in the past against others, for infringement of the
patents on the Brill maximum-traction truck, which was first in-

troduced by the Brill Company in 1888. With the rapid increase

in large cars there has grown up during the past two years a
large demand for the Brill "Eureka" maximum-traction trucks,

which are giving great satisfaction and already are standard on

a large number of roads.

Elmer P. Morris, 15 Cortlandt street, New Y'ork, as announced
some time since, has added a foreign department and offers liis

Tht,' W:ilker Company lias the contracts to furnish forty 500-

h. p. alternators to the Union Carbide Company, of Chicago. An
order lor 20 of these machines was first received, which is stated

to be the largest single order for alteinating machinery ever

placed: and a few days later Jlr. Short, vice-president of the

Walker Company, visited Chicago and <losed the contract for a
duplicaf" order.

The General Omnibus Company of Paris has decided upon the

erection of two power houses; one for cempressed air at Billan-

conrt, and one for electricity at Vincennes. The latter will fur-

nish current at 500 volts for charging the accumulators used on
some of the company's cars. Babcock & Wilcox boilers will be
installed in both plants. The Omnibus Company, no.w has tram
cars operated by the Rowan and the SerpoUet steam motors and
by compressed air, and will install overhead, underground rmd
surface contact electric systems.
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There is by far more creosoted wood conduit used in carrying

the street railway feeders and oalile in Philadelphia than any

other form of conduit, aud this has been furnished by the IVlich-

igan Pipe Company. This form of conduit has been extensively

used for electric lighting, telephone and telegraph wires service

and for a'! the wires owned by that city. The company reports

that it has sold large quantities of creosoted wood conduit to the

New England Telephone & Telegraph Company for the under-

ground cables in Boston and other cities in New England.

The Hingham (Mass.) Street Railway Company wrote to Har-

old P. Brown that the plastic rail bonds, which have been in use

for the past two years and a half, are as good as new, and that

tests have shown that the bonds give practically an electrically

continuous rail. The mauager of the Bennington & Hoosic Falls

reports that one mechanic with three laborers put plastic bonds

on from CO to 70 rail joints a day. This bond has been adopted

for the new lines of the Union Railroad in Providence, the inter-

nrban roads around New Bedford. Framingliam and elsewhere.

The following table shows the results of tests of rail bonds made

February 15 to 17, 1898, at the power station of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Company by the electrical engineer, Roger W.
Conant:

90-lb. rail joint witli rlaslic rail

bondB nnder both angle plates,

12 in. between centerB.
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THE PECKHAM NO. 15 TRUCK.

The accompanying illustrations show the Pcckham No. 15

swivel truck and one of the iuterurban cars mounted on them.

This truck is designed for heavy and high speed iuterurban and

elevated railway service and is built heavier throughout than the

standard No. 14 and No. 14 A types. The two sets of bars form-

ing the middle of the side frame, are placed farther apart to per-

mit the swinging of a nest of half elliptic springs between tlu-m.

The bolster is built up in truss form of two fiat bars of a thick-

ness and width suitable for the car bodies to be carried, and these

bars are carried by ad.iustal)Ie posts. Secured to the top bar of

meriting in this direction the action of the yoke springs located

directly over the journal boxes. The motors are supported upon
the transoms which are rigidly secured to the side frames of the

truck which in turn are provided with corner brackets or braces

to keep the truck in alinement. The brakes used on this truck
are the double lever style and are very powerful; the journal

boxes are the M. C. B. standard.

These trucks are used on a number of iuterurban roads among
which may be mentioned the Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha and
the Cleveland, Berea. Elyria & Olierlin. The car shown is one

on the latter road; the body was built by G. C Kuhlmau & Co.;

it is equipped with the Christcnscn air-brake.

INTERURBAN CAR MOUNTED ON PECKHAM NO. IJ SWIVEL TRUCKS.

the bolster are "King" side bearing springs to provide for a slight

rocking motion of the car body. The bolster is supported at each

end on one or more half elliptic springs, depending on the weight

of the car body to be carried and the ends of these springs are

carried in universal M. C. B. links, which permit of motions both

longitudinal and transverse, thus permitting the span of the

springs to increase as the load comes on them, and at the same
time acting as links providing for the transverse swinging of the

truck bolster. These links are supported upon the side frames

by coil springs makin.g three separate sets of supporting springs,

the bolster half-elliptic, the bolster link coils, and the journal box

coil springs, between the car body and rail.

The top bolster is guided between the upper bars to prevent

The substitution of electricity for steam on the railroads of

Switzerland is receiving consideration and an important exiieri-

ment in this line is now being carried out. Water power is

abundant, affording a cheap supply of electricity while only coal

of poor quality can be obtained and that at a high price. A water

power is being developed near Thun and the current will be

transmitted to the railroad over which electric cars will be oper-

ated.

F. H. Treat was in July re-elected president of the Wilmington

& New Castle (Del.) Railway Company. The treasurer's report

for 11 months showed receipts of .?40.000 and expenses of $20,000,

a very gratifying statement for a 6-mile road.

PECKHAM NO. 15 SWIVEL TRUCK.

iniilinn in a direction longitudinal with the car body. These

guides serve to transfer the draft of the motors from the trucks

to the car body. The location of the half-elliptic springs between

the bars of the side frames permits the drawing down of the

bolster to the narrowest permissible width, thus shortening the

wheel base of the truck. This location of the elliptic springs also

imparts to them the properties of an equalizer, permitting any

of the wheels to rise independently of the car body and supple-

G. J. Smith, master mechanic of the South Covington & Cin-

cinnati Street Railway, Covington, Ky., \\as a caller on the Re-

view when in Chicago recentl.v.

Col. W. E. I.udlow, president of the -i.mericau Rail Joint & Man-

ufacturing Company, Cleveland, was a caller at our office last

week. He reports the outlook for new business excellent.
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NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION. ELECTRIC SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

Tlie. IGth annual metting of the Street Railway Assoclatiou of

the State of New York will be held at the Hotel St. George iu

Krooldyn. on September 13 and 14, 1S98. It is the custom of this

association to submit a list of topics for discussion to the various

companies with. a request that representatives choose a topic

and prepai'o a paper on it. .

The list of snb.1ects.is printed below, but at the time of going

to press we have not a complete list of the assignments.

Storage Bnttor.v ...
Tlip licpnh- Sbni)

••The Thinl U.lll."

Munieip.ii Owner-Sliip

The Care of Dynamos.
-The Metallic Circuit."

General Traek Construetion

The Standardiz.Ttlon of Tracks.

The Use and Abuse ef Transfers

Points on Financial Organization

Pointers on Store Koom Accounts.

Ties; Their Life and Prp,=.ervation.

Dail.v Inspection of Car Equipment.

Loug Distance Power Transmission,

Suggestions for Car Mileage Uecords.

Signal S.vstenl for .*^ingle Track Road.

Pleasure Uesortf:: Are They l*rofitable':

"By Products at Power Station." T. J. Niehyll, Uochester

The Organization of Street Railroad Employes.

Fenders: Their Advantages and DisadA"antages

How Can We Increase the Efficiency of Employes.

The Use of Air and Power Brakes for Electric Cars

Track Bonding—How du We Obtain the Best Results:

Freight and Express Service* on Interurbnn Electric Lines.

Possibilities and Advantages of Interurban Electric Roads.

LoTv Joints—How to Remedy Them ; How to Prevent Them.
Accident Insurance; the Best Form; Can We Insure Ourselves*;

Municipalities vs. Street Railroads; Their Relation to Each Other.

The Use of Individual Fare Boxes; Are They Practicable? M. M. Fen-

ner, Fredonia.

Removal of Snow and Ice; From a Practical and Economic Standpoint.

The Prevention of Accidents; the Best Meaus of Accomplishing This

End
Rails—Thedr Construction from a Scientific Standpoint. Results of

Chemical Analysis. A. J. Moxhnm, Johnstown, Pa
"Reeeipts From Other Sources.'* How to Obtain Best Results From

Sale of Advertising Privileges, Power, Etc.

The Baltimore street railway companies report tlieir park tax,

9 per cent of the gross earnings, for the quarter ending June 30,

1898, as follows: City Passenger Railway, .$2.5,951.09; Consoli-

dated, $30,951.09; Central Railway, $4,695.

Tlie Baltimore City Passenger Railwa.v Company is to issue

.$2,000,000 more stock. The proceeds will be used to pay for

the Central Railway Company's lines, electrifying the Red and
n'hite lines, installing new power house machinery, and to con-

stitute a reserve for future improvements.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company is building two electric

switching locomotives for the General Electric Company, one to

be used by the New York Sugar Reflning Company, New York
City, and the other to be used by the Hoboken Railroad, Ware-
house & Steamship Couuectitig Company, Hoboken, \. J. They

MCGUIRE ELECTRIC LOCO.MOTIVE.

are to be equipped with G. E. 51 motors inside the wheel base,

equal to 200 h. p.; the wheel base is 5 ft. in. and the wheels

are 36 in. iu diameter. The total weight is 28,000 lbs. Each loco-

motive is to be equipped with Westinghouse air brakes, locomo-

tive bell and .a 5-in. air whistle.

A CATALOG ON MICA.

A neat and interesting catalog has been published by the Mica

Insulator Company. For an introduction is a short pictorial

history of mica, showing how this important insulator is mined,

sorted and trimmed by the Hindoos of India. A description is

then given of the manner of splitting and re-asseinljling the raw
laminati(ms of the mica crysttiis resulting in a liomogeneous ma-

terial, niic.iuite. Useful tables are also given including resist-

ances, break-down voltages, etc., of a number of insulators.

Some instructive articles are printed on "Physical Properties of

an Insulator" and "Field Spools." Micanite plate, cloth, paper,

commutators, segments, rings, and other specialties of the com-

pany are described. One striking feature showing the extent of

the street railway business of the country is a list of commuta-

tor insulators for 51 types of railway motors.

11.U ?:;||; t-;-ii r
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A STANDARD BOSTON CAR. RAILWAYS OF SAGINAW TO BE SOLD.

The aecompauyiug illustration shows one of the 9-beuch open

electric motor cars of the Boston Elevated Railway Company.
This is one of 75 such cars recently built by the J. G. Brill Com-
pany, following the Boston standard drawings and speciflcatious.

It has the Brill patent malleable iron seat end Ijeuches and is

mounted on the Brill No. 21 B truck, better shown in the other

engraving. Within the last IS months this road has purchased

upwards of 400 of these trucks.

In connection with Boston and the Brill Company it is interest-

ing to recall that John A, Brill sold to the General Electric Com-
pany a truck'which was one of the first independent motor trucks

ever built. It was put in operation on the Boston & Revere Rail-

road and was in successful operation for many years; it is be-

lieved to be in operation today.

The gross earnings of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company
for July were $572,116, an increase of $82,053 over the correspond-

ing month last year.

W. H. Holmes, vice-president and general manager of the

Metropolitan Street Railway Company, Kansas City, Mo., has of-

fered to give .$500 and raise $500 more among his friends far an

ice fund to furnish ice to the poor.

A new company, the Quebec, Montmorency & Charlevoix Rail-

way Company, has taken over the entire system of tho Queiiec

District Railway Company. Bonds amounting to $1..500,000 have

been sold to Hanson Bros., of Queliec; some $350,000 will be ex-

pended in improvements and extensions.

In the case of the Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Company
against the Union and Consolidated street railway companies of

Saginaw, Mich., an order was filed August 13 authorizing the sale

of the property of the Consolidated Street Railway Conip,niy.

The court also authorized the sale of the Union Street Railway

after Xovemljer 20. The bondholders of the two companies are

trying to come to some agreement in order to consolidate the two

systems.

TEAPOT COLLECTORS DISCONTINUED.

After the decision of the supreme court of Michigan (Review,

July, p. 470), the announcement of the receiver of the Union
Street Railway Company, of Saginaw, that the teapot fare boxes

would be dispensed with during the summer season of heavy
traffic, is in the nature of a surprise. The reason given is that the

conductors would be exposed to danger In so collecting fares on
the foot boards of crowded cars.

Tlie Delaware (O.) Electric Street Railway on August 4 gave
tile first of a series of evening pleasure excursions over the sev-

eral lines of the road; it proved popular and there will be two ex-

cursions each week so long as the traffic justifies them.

On July 4, the Cleveland roads carried 282,S0<> passengers; of

these the Big Consolidated had about 1.50.000; tlie Little Consoli-

dated, 111,000; the A., B. & C 9,0(X1; the Cleveland & Paines-

ville, 6,000; the Lorain & Cleveland, 4.000; the Chagrin Falls,

2,350; the Cleveland, Elyria & Obcrlin, 5,000.
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A SPLENDID RUN.

John I. Boggs, goiieral manager of the Milwaukee railway anil

light systems, is making some notable improvements iu hts lines,

nearly a million dollars having been recently expended. Recently

he opened 4he new line to Waukesha, 2G miles long, connecting

that city with Milwaukee. A few days later, and long before the

track construction men were through, he made a run. starting

from Kenosha and reaching Waukesha by way of Milwaukee,

covering the distance of 61 miles in two hours and 25 minutes.

In view of stops for railroad crossings, slower speed through sev-

eral cities and towns, and a considerable portion of unsurfaced

track, Jlr. Bcggs has good reason to consider his run a record

breaker.

Keceiver R. B. Baer, of the Galveston Cit.v Railway Company,
reports a balance of $7,388 from the June operations. This gives

a total surplus of $39,579 on hand.

The Patterson (N. J.) Railway Company paid $10,72(i.28 in si.t-

tlement of a judgment given three years ago on account of a

trolley car cutting off the leg of a five year old boy.

The postmaster at Kansas City has been conferring with the

officers of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company in reference

to mail cars which are much needed as the facilities for handling

mail are inadequate at present.

L. R. Cummings, a conductor on the Cicero & I'rc viso elec

trie line, Chicago, was killed while collecting fares on a crowded

car July 17; he swung out on the rear step and was struck on the

head by a trolley pole in the middle of the street.

July 21, the street car service of Sacramento, Cal., was inter-

rupted by reason of low water in the American river at Folsom,

20 miles awa.v, where the power is generated. Arrangements

w'ere made to use the steam power so long as the low water con-

tinues.

C. Townsend Blake, riiiladelphia, who makes a specialty of

handling railroad bonds, has recently sold an issue of .'i!l(X),000 of

first mortgage (! per cent bonds of the Mason City & Clear Lake

Traction Company of Mason City, la. These bonds were sold iu

Boston.
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lo South Tenth Street,

...PHILADELPHIA...

1 street, v^ /%
Electric Railway Material and Supplies

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We are EiclDsive Territorial Represeiilatives of tie Followim ProiniiieDt Mannfacturers of Railway Materials:

R. D. NUTTALL COHPANY, . . . = .

Gears, Pinions, Bearings, Trolleys, Etc.

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO ,

Single and Double Fare Registers.

VAN WAGONER & WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.,

Drop Forged Commutator Segments.

PARTRIDGE CARBON CO., = . . . .

Self' Lubricating Motor and Generator Carbons.

J. M. ATKINSON & CO., . . . . =

Flexible Horse Shoe Rail Bonds.

W. T. C. MACALLEN CO., = . . . =

Standard Overhead Insulation.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC HEATING CORPORATION,
Electric Car Heaters of Every Design.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

STERLING VARNISH CO.

D. & W. FUSE CO.,

Monarch" Insulating Paint.

'Extra" Insulating Varnish.

Non-Arcing Inclosed Fuses.

ALBERT & J. n. ANDERSON MFG. CO.,

Knife Switches and Switchboard Work.

AHERICAN RAIL=JOINT & MFG. CO.,

" Boltless " American Rail Joint.

ALLEGHENY, PA.

CHICAGO, ILL.

CLEVELAND, O.

SANDUSKY, O.

CHICAGO, ILL.

BOSTON, MASS.

BOSTON, MASS.

CINCINNATI, O.

PITTSBURG, PA.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

BOSTON, MASS.

CLEVELAND, O.
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A MONSTER GENERATOR FOR BOSTON.

The cominn(ator ilhistraled is for Uw l:ir.i;cst jji'iu'rutnr ever

desigiiPtl. wliicli wiU siuiii furnish ciiri-iMir fur the lines ijf the

WALKER MAMMOTH COMMUTATOR.

Boston Eli'vatt'd Kailway Company. Tliis mac liim-. wliidi is now
in the process of construction at tlic wmks nf tin- Wallirr :cini

Iiany iu Clevelauil. lias a rated capacity of 2.700 k. \v.. or ap-

proximately 4,000 h. p.. Ijut will be capable of carryiuj^ an over-

load np to 5,000 h. p.

1'here are alternating current generators which are rated as

high as 5,000 h. p., but it should be remembered that these

are high speed machines and oi)erated by ^vater turbines, whik
the Boston dynamo will run at 75 r. p. m., thus necessitating a

greater size and weight than any other generator ever con-

structed.

The total weight of the Boston generator will he about oOii,-

r(0 lbs.; the armature alone weighing ll."),(0O lbs. and is 15 ft.

(5 in. in diameter. The shaft on which tliis mass of copper and

iron is to revolve is 3 ft. in diameter. There will be 2-1 poles.

The outside diameter of the commutator is S ft. !1 in.; the out-

side dimensions of the w hole machine on the foundation will

lie 25 ft. At normal load tlie generator will give an output of

4.5C0 amperes at G(X) volts, this being sutticient to operate ;500

leaded street cars.

The field magnet is 21 ft. S in. in diameter. In tliis field mag-

net lies the chief difference between this generator and tlie

smaller ones of this type. Instead of being of cast iron the lield

frame is of steel, cast hollow and provided with hand-holes, one

tor each pole. The poles are of laminated wrought iron as in

.ill Walker railway generators but they are bolted into this fra.ne

irstead of being cast into it. The hand holes referred to give

I'asy access to the bolts holding the poles in place.

The Walker Company has many railway generators of l,60o-

k. w. capacity in successful operation: among them being those

iu the Kent avenue power station, Brooklyn; in the power stations

of the Union Railway Company, New York; and the Metropoli-

tan Hallway Company, Kansas City; but Boston will have the

disline;-on of having the Titan of them all.

The Hazard ilanufacturiug Compan.v. Wilke.s-Barre, I'a., has

commenced running its new machinery for making t;t't and hard

drawn copper wire, and will slmrfly be producers of insulated coj!-

per wire of all kinds.
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TROUBLE IN MARKET STREET, SAN
FRANCISCO.

Market street, the main business artery of San Francisco, has

lieen occupied l).v four parallel street railway tracks, the two in

the center of the street being cable tracks and the others horsr

tracks. Since the Market Street Railway Company succeeded lo

the companies that formerly occupied this street it has made bui

little use of the two horse car lines, cars only being run to satisfy

the conditions of tlie ordinance so as to liol<l the fninchise ami
kec]) out competitors from this street.

.Tilly 25, l.^O.S, the Board of Supervisors of the City and County
of San Franci.sco passed a resolution reciting that the Market

_^^p":,is;;i i

.M.\UKI-.T STREET, SAN FKA.NClsCO.

Street Railway Company was maintaining two of its four tracks

without legal authority, and ordering their removal, the superin-

tendent of streets being directed to take them up if the company
did not do so by August G. The company, under date of July 2!l,

protested against this action and notified the Board, tlie members
thereof, the mayor and the superintendent of streets, that it

would hold them jointly and severally liable for any damages
that it may sustain by reason of the removal of the tracks. The
company states that it operates the tracks in question strictly

according to the terms of its franchise.

The inference is that this protest is to fix the liability upon the

city and its officers, if the company should be damaged by reason

of a competing line making use of the portion of the street now
vacated.

Another point of difference between the city and the company
is in regard to the paving of the space occupied l)y the tracks.

The company by direction of the city put down basalt block

pavement when the street was improved, and this being in good

repair, it declines to tear it up and substitute bitumen on a con

Crete base.

« « »

.\ large power plant is being erected near tlie coal deposit.-^ of

Canon City, Colo., cun'ent being transmitted to Cripple Creek for

railway and mining purposes.

The stockholders of the Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont Rail-

way Compan.v at the regular meeting accepted Ihc resi.gnatioi!

of F. J. Hoag. as president, and elected Edwin Jacoby to fill the

vacancy. The matter of extension was also considered, as the

franchise provides that the line shall be extended live miles by

December 30,

In December, lSfl4, after competitive trial lasting 15 months,

E. F. DeWitt & Co., of Lansingburgh, N, Y., equipped 175 cars

for the West End road with "common sense" sand boxes, which
.ire reported as in good condition at tlie present time. Tills

lirm lias also had 14 equipments in service on the Gloucester

Essex & Beverly Street Railwav for llircf years.
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NEW CARS OF INTERESTING TYPES.

The Clevelani, PninesviUo & Eastern Railroad is just pvlttin^'

in service some interesting open cars of large size and ratlier

unnsnal construction. They are intended for high speed (45 to 50

miles per hourt. and are constrncted in an unusually substantial

weight. In all parts of the car care has been taken to reduce

the •weight as far as possible without sacrificing strength. The
car side up to the level of tlie window openings is of the usual

steam car style somewhat modified because there is much less

than the usual depth.

Tile dimensions are as follows: Length of the body, 42 ft.:

CI.liVKLAND, PAIXESVILLE & EAJ.TERN CAR.

manner. One of these cars is slio-,\ u in the accomiianying engrav-

ing. In appearance there is a cm-ious blending of steam .-ind

street car features. The roof and hoods for example are of tlie

street car type. The platforms combine the features of steam car

steps with the street car dasher and headlight. But the steps

are fitted upon one side only of the car and the platforms are

intended to be occupied by passengers. For this reason the door

is placed at one side of the center next the steps and on the other

side of the platform a seat is placed. The platform of course has

but a single opening. The construction is unusual and very

strong. It was designed by the J. G. Brill Company of Pliila-

delphia who Imilt the cars.

All the floor timbers run tlinmgli to Ihe crow ii piijces except tlie

sill next the step. This brings the platform level with the car

floor and produces an exceedingly solid structure with a minimum

widtli at the widest points. S ft. 5 in.; lenglli over tile liuffers is

51 ft. 8 in.; length of platforms. 4 ft. Tliere are two steps with

l.S'i-in. risers; the lower one is IS in. from the head of the rail,

mailing the total height to the platform 45 in. The luitTi'rs are

of the Brill continuous angle iron pattern.

Tlie cars are mounted on "Perfect" truclis (Brill No. 27); tliey

liave fl3-in. wheels with a (J-ft. wheel base.

There are 26 cross seats with stationary baclis. The seats are

iarge iind comfortable, and are spaced 2 ft. 8 in. The car will

seat ."4 persons including the platform seats. There are 12 win-

dows or openings on each side which may l)e closed by spring

roller curtains. Teleplione Ixixes and annunciators are provided,

tlie road lacing operated on telephone orders.

The Metropolitan Street Kailway. of Xew York city, is now
putting in service a numlier of cars built by the J. G. Brill Com-

COMHINATION CAK— .U ETROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAY, NEW YORK.
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7"/^zV is one of the oldest and jnost competent motormen

on the Commonwealth Avenue Street Railway Line. . .
.

Ue states that he is ahvays '•''thankful that his car's

are equipped zvith WHEELER HEADLIGHTS " That

they are the " brightest
.^

the lightest , and that they light

ahead farther tha^i any other''

And that he feels '•'•perfectly safe on the darkest nights

ivith these headlights.'''

See them on hundreds of subiL7'ban cars., at the exhibit

hall, or at our office, 2^ Washington St., Boston.

WHEELER REFLECTOR CO.
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pMi'.v \\l''ili lire of a novel type. 'I'licii- iiitr(.(liictiiiii iipdii :i vcmI

liiU'iUii K such ji heavy traffic will be watihcil with interest. Tlie

l)Hneii:aI reason for the adoption of the combination type, a mctl-

ified California car, is the order of the board of health wliieli pro-

vides that one car in every four shall be closed.

The general type is shown in the engravinj;. 'I'lu' closed body

is of the same style as the standard closed car ol' llie road but

shorter. The open portion is of the same cliaracler as the open

cars which the company is using.

The new combination cars are 35 ft. 11 in. over the crown

pieces. The widtli over all is 7 ft. 2'/i in. The rear platform is

3 ft. fi in. long, the forward platform, that on tlie open end, 3 ft.

.s in. There are live reversible seats and two stationary, one of

the latter being outside tlie bulkhead. There are folding steps

on each side like those on the ordinary open cars but contrary

to the usual practice these are carried the full length of the car,

and give the conductor means of reaching the open portion from

the platform at the opposite end without passing through tile

closed body, a hand rail being provided on tlie bod.v for the con-

ductor to take hold on. The top of the sill is 33 in. from the head

of the rail Avhich gives a rise of IS in. to the first step and 15 in.

from this step to the floor of the car. The step is but 3% in.

higher than the stop of a closed car, and the door of the car is

carried VA in. lower than that of the ordinary cars.

The dosed compartment is 11 ft. 2 in. over the corner posts and

has longitudinal seats covered with Wilton carpet. There is space

on the seats for 14 persons. The open portion of the car seats

.">5 making the total seating capacity 49. White ash slat seats

and backs are used iji the open part. The finish in the closed

compartment in ivory ash with wavy mai)lc hcadlinings.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

TJEUI
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Iron, Steel and

Galvanized Wire Rope
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wilkes-rarre: pa^

Soft and Hard Drawn Copper lire.
General Office and Works:

WILKES-BARRE, PA.

New York Office :

SO DEY STREET.

RAILWAY FEEDER

CABLES AND WIRES.
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Till' cars arc iiiniiiili d upon "Kureka" maximum traction trucks

with 30-iii. driving and lid-in. pony wlieels. The total wheel base

of the car is 37 ft. d in., ami lliat nf the trucks 4 ft. There ar<'

two G. E. 1000 motors.

Outside the cars are tinishid in the standard cri am and orange

of the road. The iirnamiiils and lettering are of aluminum leaf.

The open poitiuii of tlic car roof is provided with a gutter which

has a dip at each end and in the center, the water coining down
through the grab handles and being carried away below the run-

ning board by an extension pipe.

It is thought that these cars can be run the year round and

thereby accommodate smokers in the winter. Several roads have

deemed this idea practicable and have ordered sample cars for

the purpose of testing it.

IMPROVED EXCELSIOR SELF-OILING
HARP.

The International Specialty Company, of Detroit, Mich., within

the past few months has been introducing on many of the large

electric railways of the country a self-oiling trolley harp, which

has been described in the Review.

Owing to the many different conditions in wiring and switches

which have been met, the form as originally made was not

practical under all conditions. A change has been made in tlie

form, overcoming every ob.icction that has presented itself, f.nd

the harp, as shown in llic accnmi allying illustration, is a tl or-

oughly practical device.

The form is almost ideiilic.al wilh llic harps now in use. The

wheel is so protected tliat

the motormau cannot in

any way get the wbei;l on

top of the wire; and un-

der the lowest bridges,

the overhead wire cannot

rub on any part of the

harp. The chief claim

made by the manufactur-

ers are that there is a

large saving of oil; the

axle lieing constantly oiled prcscrvis the standard grfiphite bush-

ings now in use; there being little wear and licnci no vibration,

the %\ heels will last much longer.

The oil will not fly off the hub from centrifugal motion, proper

tlanges protecting the same. The principal trial has been on the

Rapid Railway of Detroit, which has cars with double 75-h. p.

motors geared for a speed of 50 miles per hour, and the report of

this road after a 80 days' trial was that with one oiling they made
a run of 7,052 miles without refilling cups and with no indication

of wear on any of the parts of the trolley harp.

This harp will be on exhibition at the Boston convention and

can be seen at the exhibit of Charles N. Wood. The company will

be glad to give fuiihcr inl'iirniatioii and send circulars to tliose

desiring them.

The American Imimlsc-Wheol Company, of 1.20 Liberty street.

New York, has published a very attractive catalog, illustrating

and concisely describing tlie Caziu impulse-wheel of the type com-

monly known as "hurdy-gurdy." I'igures are given for different

styles of turbines and water motors. The Lombard governor, for

regulating tlie speed of the water wheels and the one recommend-
ed for the larger sizes, is also shown. This company is prepared

to furnish not only water wheels, but pipe, belting, valves and

other accessories for large water power plants furnishing current

for large transmissirn and railwaj' purposes.

CABLES.
'^ WeitiagUouse Baildin^, PITrSBaRS, PA. 1225 Belz Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

18 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK. 542 TUe Rookery, CHICAGO.
507 Security Building, ST. LOniS, MO.
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Prior to this year tlie Association was bound by an iron-clad

by-law which designated the time of its regular meetings as the

third Tuesday in October, which the same it always religiously

obeyed and in consequence gave the delegates and supplymen

some bad days on several occasions when the weather man sent

.'in early winter, and no means were available for efficiently

heating the convention and exhibit halls. After agitjxting the

matter of so amending the by-laws as to permit the time of meet-

ing to be chosen earlier or later, according to the latitude and

climate of the convention city, the Association at the Niagara

Falls meeting amended Article VII so as to read "between Sep-

tember 15 and December 15 of each year," instead of "the third

Tuesday in October."

Everyone applauded the change because for the last three years

October has been uncomfortably cold—an even stronger word

would be more applicable to iVIontreal. It was not anticipated,

however, that, after being given so much latitude in selecting the

date, the Executive Committee would be obliged to execute a

"coup" and hold the meeting 10 diiys earlier than the limit. But

such was the case, the early date being obligatory because a suit-

able hall could not be secured in Boston at the time wished. The
convention was not "legally" the regular meeting but by a unan-

imous vote the convention decided to consider it so, as will be

noted in the proceedings.

The weather, after the morning of the second day, could not

have been more perfect, and had the meeting been held a month

later we feel sure that the sea breezes would have been found

to detract from the pleasure of the excursions, rather than add

to it, as was the case.

We heartily approve of giving the Executive Committee fuU

power in choosing the meeting time, and think that this year's

experience shows th.at a mistake was made in imposings the con-

ditions, which it has been found necessary to violate.

The supplymen were better housed Ihan, ever before, and for

the first time everyone got all the space he asked. The result

of this was that the exhibits were not crowded together, as at

previous conventions, and greater opportunity was aflCored for

the artistic arrangement of the apparatus and goods shown. The

exhibitors took advantage of this and gave us a display that we
believe has never before been equaled at our conventions.

Does it pay the supplyman to place an exhibit at the conven-

tion? Everyone of them with whom we talked at Boston said

that it does pay in one way or another. In several instances

nearly all of the apparatus shown was sold before the convention

closed, and we were advised of several large orders taken,

though exhibitors do not, as a rule, expect to get many orders at

the conventions. As one gentleman expressed It: "We don't do

any business here, but I shall hear of enough new business to

keep my salesmen busy for the next six months; and it is the

exhibit which brings me in cont.act with these men who are to

be in the market in the near future."

The topics discussed at the Boston meeting were all timely,

as evidenced by the discussions.

In Mr. McCulloch's paper on single and double trucks were

presented data on the very points which the manager about to

invest in new rolling stock for use under conditions where he

has a choice of either kind, is anxious to know. In discussing

this paper Mr. McCormack, of Brooklyn, said: "The double

truck cars Increase the patronage to such an extent that we

liave had to shorten the headway." This statement was made

as apropos to the claim made for double truck cars that their use

enabled the headway to be lengthened. If all managers conld

be assured that they would have the same experience as Mr.

JlcCormack, the double truck would be the one to use.

Mr. Dimmock's paper on street railway mail service and the

animated and interesting discussion which followed make it

evident that the Association here has a splendid field to do some

work of great benefit to the street railway interests. We be-

lieve that Mr. Sergeant reached the moat of the mail compensa-

tion question when he said that Congress needed enlightenment,

and did not fully comprehend the possibilities of the street rail-

way mail service. The able committee appointed to consider

this question will, no doubt, accomplish results of value.

Mr. Hopkins' paper is one which will receive the careful atten-

tion of those having to do with the care and repair of electric

cars.

In treating of pleasure resorts. Mr. Holmes gave his experi-

ence in Kansas City, and laid before the convention the details

as to one set of the "local conditions" which, to so great an extent,

determine what a street railway shall do in the amusement

line. Mr. Holmes quoted Gen. Hancock's statement of the tariff

question as applicable to this subject, and from the remarks of

some of the gentlemen who discussed the paper, we infer that

they regard Gen. Sherman's definition of war as also applicable.

Mr. Perkins presented an able paper on the inspection and

testing of electrical car equipments, and it is to be regretted that

the lateness of the hour prevented a general discussion, as it

is one which greatly interests the practical man and doubtless

valuable data would have been thus placed on record.

We believe that a more valuable paper than that of Mr. Conant

has never been presented before the Association. It Is a paper

so full of meat .and so technical that it was Idle to think of

submitting any discussion of it at the meeting after merely

hearing it read. It is a cause of regret that the policy of the

Association does not permit the technical papers, at least, to be
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printed and sent to the members in advance of the meeting, for

in that event opportunity would be given to submit discussions

of them which could not fail to be of interest.

At no prefvious convention have the entertainments and excur-

sions provided for the visiting delegates been better managed or

proved more enjoyable. The hosts at Boston were the members

of the Massachusetts Street Railway Association, and under the

management of the committee on entertainment, ably directed by

its chairman, P. L. Saltonstall, of Boston, they arranged a num-

ber of excursions which wiU henceforth constitute a standard,

and, we fear, a hard one to surpass.

Only three delegates were present at the Boston meeting who

were participants in the organization meeting, seventeen years

ago. The new faces each year testify to the constant change

In attendance, and comparatively few are left of the "happy

family" of old horse car days, when the same ones could be

confidently counted on each year. With the change to electricity

the gathering has become just as distinctively one of young

men, as the gray heads predominated up to that time.

, We notice each year a steadily increasing attendance on the

part of heads of departments, such as chief engineers, master

mechanics and head electricians. Time was when the conven-

tions were for executive officers and held little of interest for

the other departments. That is rapidly changing and we are

confident that no company will fail to get large returns on the

money spent In sending its men to the Boston meeting. These

gatherings are fairly bristling with ideas and experiences and

many of the best of them are never heard on the platform or

published in the reports.

The mayor of Denver, who vetoed an ordinance for a line

which the people wanted, has had the satisfaction of seeing it

passed over his head with scarcely a dissenting vote. His posi-

tion was unjust and untenable and unpopular and the rebuke

will probably set him to thinking. The time had expired on a

suburban line which has never paid, but had made heavy losses.

Hundreds of workingmen had bought little homes on this line

because the land was cheap. One of the big companies offered

to accept the road and run it if the franchise was extended.

The mayor tried to hold up the road and would have seen the

tracks removed and several hundred families lose their all,

rather than yield.

Next year Chicago. We have no Lexington, or Concord,

Bunker Hill, or in fact any hill at all, but we have a great big

hearty welcome waiting, and it will not diminish in size as the

mouths go by. The Chicago delegation had scarcely returned

from Boston before the selection of committees was discussed,

and by the time this reaches our readers a convention organi-

zation will be well under way. Chicago is central; its railroad

facilities are the best in the world; we have plenty of good hotels,

and hope to see not less than two thousand at the '99 convention.

The convention of the Accountants' Association was success-

ful in every way, and the sessions well attended, notwithstand-

ing the date was an unfortunate one for eastern men, with

many of whojn the fiscal year closes October 1. Tlie member-
ship is growing rapidly, and interest in the work constantly in-

creasing. The committee on standardization have performed a
most laborious work, in a highly creditable manner. A perma-
nent collection of forms and blanks has been started, with a

librarian in charge, and this will be made a valuable feature,

accessible to all members.

The department devoted to law, under the head "Recent Street

Railway Decisions," we have been compelled to omit from this

issue of the Review by reason of the reports of the three con-

ventions, the A. S. R. A., the Accountants', and the New York
State, taking so much space. The same is true of the Power
House Department. Next month we shall endeavor to make
up for this temporary deficiency.

State of New York, which was held at Manhattan Beach, Septem-

ber 13 and 14. This organization is the most powerful and in-

fluential of the state associations and is but one year younger

than the National. Its meetings are always well attended and

papers of value to the industry are to be counted upon with cer-

tainty. This year was no exception, and we print in this issue

several interesting papers read before the New York Associa-

tion.

« « »

THE BOSTON SUBWAY.

The $5,000,1X10 subway interested strangers more than any

other one thing, and well it might. Many visitors took the ride

simply for pleasure. The through service from end to end was

inaugurated only three days before the meeting, but no one

would guess it had not been in operation for months. Indeed,

so perfect were the arrangements that out of the 6,000 cars

^hich passed through the subway on September 3, only one car

was switched to the wrong track. Only those of our readers who

have "done" the subway can realize what this statement means.

At the Park street station from 5;3U to 6:30 p. m. the sight is

wonderfully interesting. Cars on four tracks follow one another

in a solid train, while the station platforms contain several

hundred people. Four and five cars are loading on each track

simultaneously and notwithstaudiug the army which pours down

the broad entrances there Is no confusion, though a great deal

of bustle and hurry. It is the one place iu Boston where the

pedestrian forgets the dignity of his daily walk and participates

in a real, genuine, western rush. "This subway is a mystery,"

remarked an elderly Bostouian, as she was directed how to

transfer, and "mystery" is quite expressive to the stranger,

though it is simple enough when one knows how. All the arrange-

ments are perfect and the force of ticket sellers and starters is

ample, and all the men are thoroughly qualified. The total

length of subway is 1 2-3 miles, with 5 miles of track. Cars

travel at a speed of 30 miles an hour. It was commenced March

28, 1895, and completely opened September 3, 1898. It is owned

by the city and rented to the company.

-•-
i

PENNSYLVANIA STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION.

Following closely upon the convention of the A. S. R. A. came
the 16th annual meeting of the Street Railway Association of the

The seveuth annual convention of the Pennsylvania Street

Railway Association will be held in Scranton October 19 and 20.

The association will convene in the Board of Trade rooms on

Weduesda.v, October 19, at 11 a. m. At this meeting the usual

annual business of the association will be transacted, including

the election of officers for the ensuing year.

Scientific papers on subjects of special interest to the asso-

ciation will be read and discussed and methods for the promo-

tion of the general interest of street railways will be considered.

On the second day a series of entertainments will be provided tor

the members and visitors of the association, including an excur-

sion over the lines of the Scranton Railway Company. An in-

teresting programme has been arranged and will, in due time,

be published and mailed to members of the association and street

railway people generally throughout the state,

AW street railway companies in Pennsylvania are eligible lo

active membership and all manufacturers or dealers in street

railway supplies are eligible to associate membership in the

association, the membership fee in each case being ?25. Those

desiring membership wiOi the association can acquire the same

at once by remitting membership fee to S. P. Light, secretary,

Lebanon, Pa. Members of the association are urged to send as

many representatives as possible to the convention, and those

who have not yet joined are also cordially invited to attend and

participate in the exercises and entertainments of the seventh

annuel meeting.

The headquarters of the association will be the Hotel Jermyn,

the rates of which are .$2.50 per day and upwards; other hotels

and rates are: Hotel Kudolpli, $2.00; Hotel Terrace, $2.00;

Scranton House, $2.00; St. Charles Hotel, $2.00, and Westminster

Hotel. $1.50 per day.

All communications should be addressed to S. P. Light, sec-

retary, Lebanon, Pa.
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THE BOSTON CONVENTION.

A Grand Success—The Seventeenth Annual Meeting Combines Pleasure with Work—Facilities for Sessions

and Exhibits Unusually Good—Fine Weather—Large Attendance, and Bostonians

Are Most Generous Hosts—Next Year, Chicago.

Boston proved an ideal place for the convention, and Boston

people by a variety and completeness of entertainment which
could not have been improved upon, made a never-to-be-forgotten

impression on her visitors. The weather, which is always so

important a feature in the success of the convention, was uni-

formly pleasant; for while the first day was a trifle mild, the

heat was less intense than in most parts of the country, and the

second day brought a cool change which made going about a joy,

and sitting in convention sessions less exhausting.

The convention was certainly a great success from every stand-

point; the business sessions were well attended and full of in-

terest; the exhibitors had nothing to ask; and the numerous en-

tertainments were so varied charming and delightful, that the

time was crowded to the limit with engagements. The ladles

were specially attended to by local committees, and were on the

go continually. The wish of every visitor was to remain longer,

and all returned with regret that the stay must be so short.

The two Associations met simultaneously, the American in the

Paul Revere Hall, and the Accoutnants' in the ladies' parlors on

the same floor. Exhibits occupied first floor and basement, and

while there were perhaps a smaller number of new devices than

usual, nearly all exhibits showed improvement over a year ago,

We of the west are especially pleased that the Association

should honor Chicago with its presence next year, and while the

contrast between Boston and a city scarcely two generations old

places us at a disadvantage, Chicago can promise a hearty wel-

come and a good time.

C. S. SERGEANT,
President-Elect.

and from the amount of time delegates spent in studying the dis-

play one may readily judge how important this feature of the

convention has grown to be.

A detailed report of the doings of the American Association

follows, and in another portion of this issue will be found a

report of what the Accountants' accomplished.

The Association is in better financial condition than at any
time in its history, and its management has greatly improved

during the last few years. President Lang made an admirable

presiding officer, and the faithful work of Secretary Penington

was appreciated.

The election of C. S. Sergeant, of the Boston Elevated Railway,

was a well deserved compliment to that gentleman, to his com-

pany and to the city. He possesses every qualification for a

presiding officer, and will fill the president's chair with dignity

and discretion.

Tuesday, September 6.

President Lang called the meeting to order at 11 a. m. and
announced Mayor Quincy, of Boston, who made the following

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the American Street Railway
Association: It gives me a great deal of pleasure to welcome
you to the city, and to express the hope that the deliberations of

this large meeting of the American Street Railway Association

may be both pleasant and profitable. The size of this gathering,

the wide extent of ' the representation In this convention, the

financial magnitude of the interests involved, affords a striking

illustration of the rapid development which is taking place in the

electric transportation interests of the United States. They have
today won a position as one of the greatest—as one of the most
important—interests of the country. Civilization really may be

said to have had its inception with the first knowledge on the

part of primitive man to command some form of transportation.

Civilization begins when man acquires a power of transporting

himself and of transporting goods, and civilization progresses

as the command of mankind over the forces of transportation,

beginning with transportation in its most primitive form, In-

creases and grows.

One great revolution occurred when mankind learned how to

handle the force of steam, and how to apply It to the great

work of moving passengers and moving freight. But Just as

steam transpcrtatiou had nearly reached its limit, just about as

the means of steam transportation had been practically perfected,

this new force of electricity makes its advent upon the scene

and it, too, is harnessed in its performance of the work of civili-

zation; and instead of becoming directly, at any rate, a rival of

steam, this comparatively new force of electricity finds Its appli-

cation, so far as transportation is concerned, upon different lines.

While these lines may hereafter extend, making electricity di-

rectly a rival of steam, for many of the purposes for which
steam is used, up to the present time steam and electricity have
divided between them two somewhat different fields of transpor-

tation; and-electricity has not yet displaced steam but has tilled In

a vacant part of the field. It has added to the facilities of trans-

portation which the human race has possessed and It has
supplemented in a more important respect the working
of steam which is primarily applied to transportation over long

distances, to the connecting together of states and cities at a
distance from each other; it h.as supplemented that work by the

only less important work of developing the inter-municipal and
Intra-municipal means of communication, and I think the eco-

nomic and social results which are to follow from the develop-

ment of the electrical street railway are only second In Impor-

tance to those which have followed from those of the develop-

ment of the steam railroad. I think the street railway has prog-

ressed far enough In its evolution, although it has by no means
filled Its full field in this country, or reached the limit of Its nae-

fulness— it has progressed far enough to enable us to see that

It Is an Important agency in the promotion of civilization. It

has Immensely extended the movement of the people and very
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largely that class of the population who do not travel long dis-

tances over Bleam railroads. It has brought the railway system

Into the small communities. It has connected the village and

the town with the larger city and with olher villages and towns

by a net-work of secondary communications, and it has, through

these facilities Increased in a very important degree the facili-

ties of civilization. For what does civilization consist of except

in the command of mankind over the forces of nature, and in his

increased ability to make all the forces of nature subservient to

his own good and in man's increased ability to transport himself

wherever he may choose to go. Life consists of action, and the

more we increase the facilities on the part of mankind to move

Its Individual units from one point of the earth's surface to

another point, the more we extend civilization in the higher

sense of the term.

Electric railways tend to bind together the various cities and

the various towns and the various communities into which man-

kind is divided into a great unit of communities, all of which

understand each other better through the hew facilities and

cheap facilities for moving about, which have been brought to

the world by this comparatively new agency of electricity. And

so I am glad to welcome this convention today as representing

a new and potent force which has come into the world by the

advancement of mankind. For it seems to me that it is no exag-

geration to say that the electric street railway in the stage of

development it has reached in this country at least fulfills that

position and is entitled to that recognition. Therefore, I am sure

that it is profitable and advantageous for those who are engaged

In different parts of this country in the practical administration

of this new agency of civiiizaton, in the practical control of this

new force of electricity in making it subservient to the needs

of man, to come together and compare notes and examine the

progress that has been made in different places in the art and

science of street railroading, and that they should confer about

the problems, mechanical, electrical and financial which affect

the business of street railroads more or less everywhere, and that

they should come into personal contact with each other, become

acquainted with each other, and gain that sense of comradeship

and good fellowship which comes from being engaged in a com-

mon occupation.

I am confident that this street railway convention, the largest

and most Important, I believe, which has been held up to the

present time, with its mechanical and electrical exhibits, and

with the important matters which are to come before It for con-

sideration, wiU accomplish something for the still farther prog-

ress of this great interest and this great Industry. The people

of Boston are always glad to welcome these national conventions.

Boston has a great electric street railway system. Not only has

she one of the very greatest and I believe one of the very best

street railroad transportation systems to be found anywhere in

the world, but we have. In the suburbs of Boston, in that chain

of cities and towns which encircle Boston proper, which consti-

tute Greater Boston, embracing as it does a million people or

more within its limits, we have in these outlying cities and

towns as well highly developed systems of suburban and of inter-

urban street railway transportation. I am sure, therefore, that

this Association could not have selected a better center in which

to hold its gathering this year, In which to take account of the

progress that has been made in electric street railway work
during the last year, and in looking forward to the progress that

Is still to be made, than in this city of Boston. I can only wish

that your visit may be pleasant as well as profitable, and I can

only say in conclusion that if there is anything which the city

of Boston, as a corporation, or the citizens of Boston individu-

ally, can do to make your stay here a pleasant one, I am sure

that it will be very cheerfully done. I trust in your deliberations

of the progress of the interests with which you are associated,

you will find, as I know you will find, that substantial and mate-

rial progress in tthe development of this great interest has been
•made during the past year; and that you will be able to see

before you in the new prosperity, in the wave or period of pros-

perity which we all believe awaits this country during the next
' "^feW years, that you may be able to see large returns in your street

railway business and an Inducement for the application of still

further capital and still further enterprise for the still greater

and more extensive development of this beneficent agency of

civilization. (Applause).

President Lang: Mr. Mayor, I am sure that I express the sen-

timents of this organization when I say that we are glad to be

with you. On behalf of the members of this Association I ten-

der to you our thanks for the very cordial welcome you have ex-

tended to us and for the interesting remarks you have made.

President Lang: The next order of business will be the calling

of the roll. I will say that the executive committee has decided

to make a departure in the method of calling the roil. We will

consider the roll called by accepting the registration at the door

as the evidence of the companies represented and the gentlemen

who represent them. The next order of business is the reading

of the minutes of the last meeting, and unless objection is made,

the minutes will stand approved as printed. We will now give

an opportunity to companies represented, that are not members
of the association, to acquire membership.

The following companies then joined the association:

Elmira & Horseheads Railroad Company. Elmira, N. Y.

Portchester Traction Company, Portchester, N. Y.

Portland & Yarmouth Electric liailway Company, Portland,

Me.

Portsmouth Street Railway Company, Portsmouth, Va.

G. B. Kerper, Dayton:—Mr. President, I desire to offer the

following resolution:

Whereas, the executive committee of this association, at its

meeting held in Boston January 25, and 20. 1898, owing to Its

inability to secure a proper hall for the annual meeting of the

association at another time, issued its call for the meeting of

the association to be held in Boston September 6-9, 1898.

Resolved, that the action of said executive committee be, and

the same is hereby approved, ratified and confirmed, and this

meeting is hereby declared to be the regular annual meeting of

the association for the year 1898;

Resolved, that all of the business of the association be pro-

ceeded with at this meeting in accordance with the by-laws of

the association applicable to regular meetings called and held

within the dates provided by paragraph 7 of said by-laws.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Hamilton, of Chicago, and

was unanimously adopted.

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS.
We are today, for the seventeenth consecutive year, assembled

in furtherance of the objects of our association, under conditions

most favorable to a pleasant and profitable meeting; for we are

in the house of our father, the city of our birth.

As the presiding officer of the association, and in the name of

the street railway men of Boston, I bid you a hearty, sincere

and joyous welcome.

Amid the circumstances of this meeting, our thoughts natur-

ally turn to the time, the persons, and the conditions existing

when the association was formed. Some then present are with

us today, and whether residents of Boston or not, certainly expe-

rience a pardonable pride in the growth and achievements of the

association, as shown by its published proceedings and em-

phasized by the large number in attendance.

Of the Boston people who were present at the outset, Calvin

A. Richards, president of the Metropolitan Railroad Company,

now a part of the Boston Elevated system, was a conspicuous

and active member. In 1884 he was elected president of the

association, and those who knew him best feel a deep grief that

death has robbed us of a member whose welcome, if present,

would know no bounds.

As I trace this history of the association from its inception, I

am convinced that its founders, in the words of Emerson, "bullded

better than they knew," for is it not remarkable that they should

have chosen a name and set forth in our constitution the objects

of the association so wisely and well that no material change has

been required to adapt them to present conditions, which are

so radically different from those then prevailing.

The constitution then, as now, says: "The object of this asso-

ciation shall be the acquisition of experimental, statistical and
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scieutiflc knowledge relating to the construction, equipment and

operation of street railways," etc.

The need for experimental knowledge in connection with a

mule goes without saying, and statistical and scientific knowl-

edge with reference to harness, cars or strap rails sounds very

ancient as compared with engines, boilers, generators, girder

rails, vestibuled cars, lightning arresters, ohms, volts, watts,

amperes, etc., the familiar subjects of today. I do not mean,

howevi^r, to belittle the value of the investigation, discussion and

association of the earlier days, because there are too many vet-

erans present (and I might myself be called one), who can testity

to the great benefit derived therefrom. It does seem, however,

that the necessity for holding meetings in different cities was
greater formerly than now, for in order to know very much
about what others had done or were doing we had to go to them,

whereas now we can see almost everything in connection with

our business in the room below, except the mercurial portion

known as the state legislature, common council, tax gatherer

and ubiquitous damage lawyer, so called.

That this Is a fair inference is also shown by the records, to^

the second meeting was held in Chicago, which then, as now,

claimed to be the metropolis of the West, but disputed by St.

Louis. While it was doubtless an enjoyable meeting, Chicago

was apparently too much of a shock to the nervous systems of

our Eastern members, so it was determined to return East the

following j'ear, and New York was selected. Of course. New
York never fails to interest, but there is one obstacle always

difficult to overcome in meetings at that point, which is that

one cannot remain long enough to see it all. What the delegate;}

failed to find there, however, they looked for the year following

at St. Louis, and it proved so good that they naturally looked

for more nearby, hence next sought out Cincinnati. Cincinnati,

as was expected, proved to be ideal, but the East offered so many
attractions in the contest for location that Philadelphia captured

the convention following.

Dignified and made bold by the Philadelphia meeting, the cry

became, "On to Washington." The pleasure and profit of that

meeting cannot be doubted, but the West was evidently becom-

ing jealous, and to secure another meeting played its trump card

and Mincapolis won out. It goes without saying that this meet-

ing was profitable to the association as well as to the good peo-

ple of Minneapolis. Electricity as a motive power was at that

time so far advanced that all knew it was bound to come. Its

discussion consumed nearly all the time of the meeting, and w>,

left the Minneapolis people more strongly impressed than ever

before that they had made no mistake in adopting electricity as

a motive power and that they wanted still more of It.

In journeying to Buffalo the following year the association was
well repaid, for much progress along electrical lines was found,

and it undoubtedly stimulated the movement further in this di-

rection, hence a dash was made for Pittsburg the following year.

No one will ever forget that great concern, the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, which was then and is

still so energetic and progressive in the electrical field, and which

proved to be such an interesting feature of the meeting.

In going to Cleveland for our next meeting, we did wisely, for

we there found roads and power houses further advanced to-

wards the goal of perfection than could perhaps at that time

have been found at any other place in the country. At the Mil-

waukee meeting the year following we tyere met with the most

extensive display of electrical apparatus witnessed up to that

time, presided over by scores of ever-watchful, energetic and

intelligent supplymen, and our meeting proved to be unusually

profitable. By this time we were all so firmly established on

the electrical foundation that to see an electric road or inspect

electrical appliances was no novelty, but. still searching for

greater things, we turned towards Atlanta. We not only found

a great exposition of the products of the country here assembled,

but very much in the electrical line to interest us. The cordiality

of our reception by the people was a crowning feature of this

meeting.

In turning our steps toward Montreal a year later, we endeav-

ored to give of the good things we had seen and experienced

at former meetings, and to acquire further knowledge from our

Canadian brothers. It was the first attempt at holding a meet-

ing beyond our borders, and for various reasons was slimly

attended; still it was not void of profit, for it revitalized the

association to such an extent that the meeting at St. Louis the

following year was unusually interesting and valuable. Having

had a foretaste of the place we, of course, were eager to return,

and our reception by the people could not have been more cordial.

It was left for Niagara Falls, however, to overshadow what up

to that time had been considered great, and to reveal to us the

vast in electrical units and in nature. We also found the man-
ufacturers and supplymen present in abundance, and our meet-

ing there was voted a success in every particular.

I have thus briefly recounted our movements and spoken of the

motives which it has seemed, from the best information at hand,

prompted the association in selecting its places of meeting, and

the value of such selections and other reasons why the associa-

tion has grown to its present proportions and standing. Its

growth and experiences, like all such org!inizations, have not

been without some severe trials, but unlike the prodigal son,

we h!ive wasted none of our substance in riotous living, but have

improved at each successive step, and now reach home; not only

the birth place of the association, but the home of the electrical

industries in a larger sense, perhaps, than any other locality in

the world. The people of Boston not only furnished money with

a lavish hand to carry forward the work of developing the

subtle power now so useful to us .and all mankind, but also much
of the brains and energy needed to make its use practical. Of

this fact one circumstance will bear witness, and it is that C. A.

CotBn, a Boston man, is still retained at the head of the largest

electrical manufacturing corporation in the United States, if not

in the world.

Having laid in this city the foundation of the splendid struct-

ure we have since reared, it is very proper that we should return

and dwell therein for a few days. Everything gives a promise of

this being the largest meeting in our existence. If we do not

make it one of the most valuable, the fault will be with ourselves.

Let us hope to leave such an impression that the Boston people

will say: "It was good to have them with us."

In the growth and development of our association and the

business we represent, let us not forget the priceless and un-

rivaled assistance rendered by the technical press. Without a

spokesman, a guardian ever faithful to our interests as they

have been, our progress would have been much slower and our

pathway exceeding rough. All honor to these devoted publishers

and editors.

Nor must we for a moment forget (if we could) the indefati-

gable supplyman, for he is the noblest Roman of them all. it

is his courage, foresight and energy in taking up the new and

useful article, and pressing it upon our attention, that helps

to effect economies. We may sometimes be premiiturely per-

suaded, but that is not the fault of the supplyman; it is simply one

of the arts of his trade necessary for us to learn. But, seriously,

without them the meetings of our association would be materially

weakened and lost much of their interest and value. Let us then

not fail to give them and their exhibits all the attention and

examination time will permit.

The executive committee has prepared a very excellent list

of papers to be read, and I trust that all will join in giving

them generous discussion. Some of the writers of the papers

have told me that they expected more benefit would be derived

by members from discussion than from the paper itself. This

should be inducement enough to keep all in constant attendance.

Bear in mind that in so doing we are also promoting the best

interests of the association, as well as honoring the writers of

the papers, which is their due and our duty. While on this

subject, let me here call attention to the necessity of having at

out meetings papers which will interest all the members—not
only the mechanical and electrical engineers, but the general

managers and even presidents of companies. We need all these

officials with us at every convention, hence we must provide

something of interest to them.

Each and every member must be made to feel that he has been

benefited by attending our conventions, and likewise the com-

pany represented, or our association will cease growing. As a
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result of our deliberations economies should follow witbout In-

Jury to tlie public service, all of -vN-hicli will tend toward a further

realization of the objects of our association which are "the estab-

lishment and maintenance of a spirit of fraternity among the

members" and in the largest degree "the encouragement of cordial

and friendly relations between the roads and the public."

Under the head of general business, as provided in our by-

laws, or at some other appropriate time, a sort of experience

meeting or informal discussion of all subjects relating to our

business should take place, where each member shall feel free

to ask any question that occurs to him upon which he desires

inforinaiion, and some one stand ready to answer

I venture to suggest a few subjects arising almost daily, where

in this way very helpful information could be obtained, viz..

. "The Suburban Railroad; on what terms and conditions should

they enter over our tracks and how can their building be en-

couraged?"

"The issuing of transfer checks or tickets and how abuses con-

nected therewith can be limited."

"The equipping of buildings with automatic sprinklers and tlie

economy resulting therefrom."

"The cast or electric welding of rail joints, and the saving

effected in current and cars."

"Tlie discussion or agit.ation of municipal ownership of fran-

chises and the most intelligent way to treat the subject."

"To what extent companies should engage in the amusement
business and the best methods of conducting the same."

"A comparison of the cost of materials and supplies and ex-

penses of operation."

"How best to promote the interests of employes and in return

secure from them the highest degree of service and loyalty." •

These and m.any other subjects of kindred nature considered

in this manner would awaken great interest

I desire to call attention to our fellow workers and associates,

the Accountants' Association, which hold their meetings simul-

taneously with ours each year, and are even now in session in

another part of the building. The whole business of the street

railway revolves around the accountant's office, and many of us

can attest the value of having efficient persons in charge thereof.

It is with the hope of enabling them to make their sei-vices more
valuable to their respective companies that the association was
formed, hence they should receive every assistance it is possible

tor us to render. I bespeak for them your cordial co-operation.

In closing I wish to thank our efficient secretary and the exec-

utive committee for their cordial aid and support during the

year, and to assure the members of the association of my great

appreciation of the honor of being called a year ago to the office

of president.

Mr. McCormack (Brooklyn): Mr. President, I move that the

members of this association give a rising vote of thanks to the

mayor of Boston for his kind address of welcome to this asso-

ciation. Carried.

The President: The next business in order will be the- report

of the executive committee, which will be read by the secretary.

Secretary Penington then read the minutes of the meetings of

the executive committee during the year, the principle features

of which were as follows:

Authority to pass on papers to be read shall be vested in the

president and secretary.

That allotment of banquet tickets be two to each member
company where two delegates are present, and one ticket for

member companies sending but one representative.

That writers of papers be requested to limit their reports to

30 minutes.

Members two years in arrears for dues to be reported to the

association.

To recommend for adoption by the association the following

rules of order:

1. No member will be recognized by the president unless he

Bhall announce distinctly his name and address.

2. Speeches will be limited to 10 minutes unless the time

«hall be extended by the convention.

3. Members who desire to offer resolutions or other matters
to be considered by the convention are requested to submit them
in writing over their signatures, to the secretary.

Mr. Ely offered the following resolution, which was adopted by
the Committee:

Pursuant to autliority conferred upon this committee by the

convention of 1897, an investigation of the question of Munici-

pal Ownership has been instituted, and in response to inquiries

sent out by the secretary, much valuable data and infor-

mation ui)on the subject has been secured. But owing to the

extent of the field necessary to be covered, and also to the desir-

ability of .absolute .accurary in the evidence to be presented, and
in order that the form of its presentation shall be such as to

order of arrangement, conciseness of detail, etc., as to render

the same of the .greatest value, it has been thought best to ask

for further time in I lie matter and your committee would there-

fore recommend that the subject be left in the hands of the

committee until the next annual convention, and in the mean-
while any member so desiring ma.y have access to the data in

the possession of the secretary in its then existing form.

It was made a matter of record that for the first time in the

histor.v of the Association, every officer and member of the

p;xecutive Committee were present at the meeting September 5-

0, in Boston.

Mr. Hamilton (Chicago): I move that the report of the Execu-

tive Committee be received and approved; and the recommenda-

tions presented be concuiTed in, and that the thanks of the

association be extended to the officers and Executive Committee

for the very able manner in which they have conducted tne

business of tht> as.-sociation for the past year.

The President: We will now listen to the report of the secre-

tary and treasurer.

BEPORT OF THE SECKETARY AXD TREASURER.

Cash on hand October 18, 1897 $2,931.48

Receipts to August 25, 1898

Annual dues $4,131.67

Membership fees 300.00

Space, exhibit hall, 1897 1,727.50

Space, exhibit hall, 1S98 ' 217.00 6,376.17

$9,307.65

Expenses to August 25, 1898

Printing and stationery 1,257.67

Postage 198.58

Salaries 1,500.00
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NEW MEMISEBS.

Audersou, Md., Union Traetiou Compauy.
Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Railway Compauy.
Baltimore, Md., Baltimore Consuliilated Hallway Company.

Binghampton, N. Y., Bingliampton Railway Company.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Nassau Electric Railroad Compauy.

Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo Traction Company.

Chester, Pa., Chester Traction Compauy.

Cleveland, O., .\kron, Bedford & Cleveland Railroad Company.

Colorado Springs, Col., Colorado Springs Rapid Transit Com-

pany.

Middletown, N. \'., Middlolown-tJoshen Tractiuu Compauy.

Pittsburg, Pa., Union Traction Company.

Saginaw, Mich., Union Street Railway Compauy
Sioux City, la., Sioux City Traction Compauy.

Spokane, Wash., Spokane Street Railway Company.

Wakefield, Mass., Mystic Valley Railway Company.

Wakefield, Mass., Wakefield & Stoneham Street Railway Com-

pany.

Webb City, Mo., Southwest Missouri Electric Railway Com-

pany.

WITHDRAWN.

The following members have withdrawn:

Atchison, Kan., Atchison Railway Light & Power Company.
Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo, Bellevue & Lancaster Railway Com-

pany.

Chicago, 111., Cicero & Proviso Electric Railway Companj.
Middletown, N. Y., Middletown-liosheu Traction Companj.

Montreal, Can., Montreal Park & Island Railway Company.

New Y'ork, N. Y., Dry Dock, East Broadway & Battery Railway

Company.
St. Paul, Minn., Twin City Rapid Transit Company.

Terre Haute, lud., Terre Haute Electric Company.

Cincinnati, O., Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway Company.

LOSS BY CONSOLIDATION.

Baltimore, Md., Baltimore Traction Company
Baltimore, Md., City & Suburban Railway Compauy.
Pittsburg, Pa., Alleghany Traction Company,
Pittsburg. Pa., Central Traction Company.
Pittsburg, Pa., Duquesae Traction Company.
Pittsburg, Pa., Pittsburg Traction Company.
Pittsburg, Fa., Pittsburg, Alleghany & Manchester Traction

Company
Pittsburg, Pa., Second Avenue Traction Couipany.

DUES UNPAID.

Hetroit, Mich., Wy.iiidotte & Detroit River Railway Com
pauy .f 2.5.IJU

Creat Falls, Mont., Great Falls Street Railway Company. .5u.iJi)

Kalamazoo, Mich., Citizens Railway Cumpany oO.U'.l

Lock Haven, Pa., Lock Haven Traction Company 2.5. uii

-N'ewburyport, Mass., Ncwburyport & Amesbury Railwa.\

Company 5(J.UU

Oil City, Pa., Oil City Railway Company 2o.(jo

Steelton, Pa., Jliddletowu, Ilighspire & Steelton Railway
Company 50.UO

West Superior, Wis., Superior Rapid Transit Company.. . 5u.no

COMPARATIVE EARNINGS AND ECONOMY OF OPERA-
TION BETWEEN SINGLE AND DOUBLE TRUCK

CARS FOR CITY USE.

By Richard McCuUoch, Electrical Engineer, Cass Avenue &
Fair Grounds and Citizens' Railway Companies,

St. Louis. Mo.

$325.00

SPACE CONVENTION 1897 UNPAID.

Diamond Truck & Car Gear Company, New York ifOO.OU

Graham-Woodward Equipment Compan.v, New York 10.00

D. H. Long, Buffalo 5.00

Skeen Electric Signal Company, St. Louis 2(i.(iip

¥95.00

Mr. Radel (New Brunswick): I move that the report of the
secretary and treasurer be received and adopted. Carried.
The President: We will now take up the committee reports.

The first paper is:

Before beginning a discussion of this suliject, it would be well
to define what is meant by single and double truck cars, as these
terms are often very loosely used. In this paper a single truck
car will mean one in which the body rests upon a truck, the
fixles of which are parallel with one another and at all times
perpendicular to the center line of the car. In a double truck
car the body is pivoted upon two independent trucks, each of
which swings underneath the body with perfect freedom. Fig.

1 is a photograph of an ordinary single truck, and Figs. 2 and 3
show different forms of double trucks.

Double trucks for electric cars are of comparatively recent
adoption. All of the early electric cars were equipped with sin-

gle trucks and in this, horse car and cable car practice was fol-

lowed. As the single truck was first on the ground, and at pres-
ent largely ha.*^ possession of the field, it will be assumed that
in this case of the double truck versus the single truck, the
double truck is the plaintiff and must submit the weight of evi-

dence.

Double trucks were first al»plied to cars in the desire to use
longer bodies than has been customary. In the use of a single
truck the best practice has been to limit the wheel base to about
7 ft., as a greater distance than this would cause the wheels to
bind In curves. Assuming that the body of the car is 20 ft. Pong
and that the platforms project 4 ft. beyond the body, the end
of the platform would overhang the axle 10% ft. This is as great
an overhang as Is customary, although single truck cars have
been built with bodies longer than 20 ft. In this case it Is nec-
essary to provide extension springs on the trucks to check the
oscillation of the car body. With a very long car body, however,
the oscillation is not entirely overcome by this device, and the
rocking becomes very disagreeable to passengers and very disas-

trous to the car and track. Twentj-two feet may be arbitrarily
established as the limiting length of the body of a single truck
car, and if we wish to use car bodies longer than this, we must
adopt some truck which will avoid oscillation and which will pass
.ironud curves without undue use of pow-er. The double truck
accomplishes this, and it was to enable longer bodies to be used
iliat it first came into use.

The truck which was first used for long street railway cars was
an adaptation of that used by the steam railroads. This truck
|(^utaius four wheels of equal size, and is pivoted over the center.

I! was soon discovered that for street raihvay us.-, this form of
inick had two very objeetiouable features: first, that the floor of
tlie car must be higli enough aiiove the rail to allow the wheels
to swing freely uuder the car: and. secondly, the motor being
geared to one axle of the truck, only 50 per cent of the weight ot
the car was available for Irnctlon. The latter is a serious objec-
tion on roads having grades.

From what has been said It will appear that the single truck
is the truck for short cars, and the double truck is the truck tor
long cars. Therefore, a discussion of the relative merits of these
two types of trucks will involve a discussion as to the relative

merits of long and short cars. Also, as it Is customary to supply
long cars with cross- seats .and short cars with longitudinal seats,

we have instead of the comparatively simple subject of single

trucks versus double trucks, which has been assigned to your
committee, the more complicated struggle between the short car
with single trucks and longitudinal seats, and the long car with
double trucks and cross seats.

It will be assumed in the discussion which follows that the
road possesses the characteristic city travel, a load curve of

which Is shown In Fig. 4. It will be noted that two very pro-

nounced peaks occur in this load curve, one in the morning
from six to nine and the other in the evening from five to seven.
It is at these times that the capacity of everything is tried. While
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the lo.id curves of nil city roads resemble each other, it Is evident

that local coiulitlons will to a large extent deleruiine the kind of

car which the railroad company will operate. Some of these

local conditions are, the class of people who constitute the pas-

sengers, the location of the road with reference to the established

lines of travel, the amount of pleasure travel received by the

road, and the keenness of competition with other roads. The
last is an important condition, because a road is sometimes forced

to adopt certain measures for its protection which it would not

adopt under any other consideration. In this discussion we will

assume that it is to the interest of the road, even if no immediate

competition exists, to use all reasonable endeavors to please its

patrons, because this policy will render the road liiore ready to

meet competition when it arrives.

Before the advent of the electric car, the hor.se car had become

such an established institution in this country that certain stand-

ards as to track and rolling stock had become fixed. In the mat-

ter of rolling stock, the size of the car had always been limited

by the ability of two horses to draw it. When a mechanical

motive power replaced the horses, this limit disappeared, and

almost the first improvement made in rolling stock was to in-

operation of larger cars cut down the number of cars, this account

may be reduced in nearly the same ratio as the size of the car Is

increased. There are many other reasons why the size of cars

has been increased, such as the Increased volume of traffic due

to the higher speed and enlarged territory of the street railroads,

the greater comfort demanded by the traveling public, the in-

creased power available for the operation of cars, etc., but It is

probable that the present tendency toward the increased size of

car t>odles is with a view of operating larger units and fewer of

them.

A line operating small cars seating 28 persons on a headway
of three and one-half minutes would give the same service from

a standpoint of seating capacity if It operated large cars seating

40 persons on a headway of Ave minutes. Manifestly, this latter

service would be preferable from the railroad standpoint for the

reason just given, and the question is, would the service be

equally acceptable to the passenger? In this comparison we are

assuming that the larger car is the more desirable vehicle in

which to ride. Would the pleasure of the ride compensate the

passenger for the greater length of time which he would have to

wait? This is a question which must be solved by each mana-

ger for his particular road, as its correct solution depends largely

upon local conditions over which ho has no control. The scrutiny

with which a passenger chooses a street car varies with the

length of his proposed ride. If the ride is to be short, he takes

the nearest car without reference to comfort; but if he is to ride

a long distance, he will walk past several lines in order to choose

that one on which he will have the most pleasant ride. The car

question then becomes a more serious one, with long roads and

with roads catering to a pleasure traffic. It has usually been

accepted that on those roads having a purely business traffic, the

proper car is the short one operated on short headway. The
author, however, is of the opinion that even In this case the long

car operated upon somewhat longer intervals would be desirable.

It has often been observed that where a line operates two seta of

cars, a passenger will allow several cars to pass him in order to

patronize that type of car which suits him best. This has been

observed even in the busy hours of night and morning when it

would be fair to assume that passengers would be hurried and

likely to take the first car which passes.

One of the most serious questions occurring in street railway

crease the size of car bodies. Instead of bodies 16 ft. long, elec-

tric cars were built with bodies 20 ft. long, and now this length

is being increased to 28 and 30 ft.

The expense of the average city road may be divided up as fol-

lows:

Maintenance of way and structures 4 per cent.

Maintenance of equipment 7 per cent.

Conducting transportation 52 per cent.

General expense 8 per cent.

Fixed charges 29 per cent.

It will be noticed that the item "Conducting transportation" is

more than one-half of the total. This is largely made up of the

wages of conductors and motormen and is proportional to the

number of cars operated. Hence, it follows that It we may by the

practice is the problem of how best to take care of the rush of

travel which comes morning and evening. With our present

methods, there are only two ways of taking care of this travel:

The first, by increasing the number of cars or units in service;

and the second, by increasing the capacity of each unit. The

latter method consists of attaching a trailer to the motor car,

and where this is done, it is usual also to Increase the number of

units in service. On first thought there would seem to be no

better method of increasing the capacity of a road than by the

use of trail cars. They are easily attached and detached, they

are in service only when necessary, and they do not require the

assistance of additional train-men. An examination of the trailer

system, however, will reveal the fact that it possesses serious

defects. The trailer is not automobile and requires the services
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of men anil lioi'ses to attach it to the cars ami to move it between

the car sheds and the motoi- cars. The opening between the

motor and the trail car increases the danger of accident both to

passengers and conductors. The nnmber of entrances and exits

is increased and this augments llic work of the conductor in

fi. The use of trailers.

C. The seating arrangements and convenience of exit and en-

trance.

7. The preferences of passengers.

These relations will as far as possilile be nduced to a money

keeping track of his fares and increases the danger of his missing

some of them. If an extra conductor is placed on the trailer to

collect fares, a great portion of the gain due to the trailer system

is lost. The use of trailers throws an additional stress on the

motors, as a heavy weight is added to the train which is not

available for traction. The trouble is intensified as the load on

the trailer increases;, it makes the train more unwieldy in han-

dling, and is largely responsible for the difficulty in starting and

stopping quickly and in making schedule time.

To obviate the necessity of using trailers, a large car equal in

seating capacity to the combined capacity of the motor and trail

car may be operated. This system, however, introduces the dis-

basis, and in order to do so a comparison will be instituted be-

tween a road which operates double truck cars and one oper.ating

single truck cars using trailers 26 per cent of the time to take

care of the heavy night and morning travel.

The bodies of the double truck cars are 26 ft. in length and
contain 18 cross seats, seating 36 passengers. The ti-ucks are of

the maximum traction type; the empty car weighs 23,5iX) lbs.,

and the motors are G. K. 800. An illustration of this car is

shown in Fig. 5.

The single truck car has a body 20 ft. in length; it is equipped

with longitudinal seats, and the entire car weighs 16.000 llis. It

will seat 28 passengers. During the period of heavy travel.

FIG. 3-

advantage of the operation at all times of the day of a seating

capacity needed only during a few hours of the day. It also

increases the size and weight of the cars and the average power
required to operate them.

In order to compare the relative economies of single and double

truck cars, their advantages and disadvantages will be discussed

with reference to the following points:

1. Wear and tear on trucks.

2. Wear and tear on motors.

3. Power required.

4. Wear and tear on track.

which amounts to 26 per cent of the time, trailers are attached

to these motor cars. Open trailers are operated in the summer
months and closed trailers during the winter. The average seat-

ing capacity of the unit, estimating the trailer as a part of the

car during the time that it is operated, is 35 seats, which approxi-

mates the seating capacity of the double truck car very closely.

The motors in use on the single truck cars are W. P. 50.

The number of cars operated is obtained by dividing the daily

car mileage by 115. It is necessary to do this because the aver-

age mileage per car on the two roads is different. The compari-

son is thus between TO single truck cars and 47 double truck
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WEAK AND TKAH ON THUCKS

It is eviilt'Ut that since a ear equipiieil with double trucks has

eiiiht wheels and one equipped with single trucks has four, the
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strong points and the weak points of each type in such a way

that the results may be applied to special and local conditions.

Outside of the question of the economy of operation, there are

few roads on which the use of attractive, easy-riding, double

truck cars would not create a pleasure travel, especially in the

summer season. In a general way it may be stated that the

single truck car Is more suitable for short hauls, dense traffic,

many stops and low speed. On the other hand, the double truck

car is moi-e suitable for long hauls, high speed, few stops, and

pleasure travel. In the existence of either extreme condition it

would not be difficult to decide which car to use. It is in dealing

with intermediate conditions that the manager must use his judg-

ment.

The President: This paper is certainly a very interesting and

.il)le paper, dealing with a subject in which we are all interested.

Now let us hear your views on the question.

Mr. McCormack (Brooklyn): Mr. McCuUoch states in the paper

lliat with the use of double truck cars it would be possible to

lengthen out the headway. I wish to state that on our heavy

lines we have had between three and four hundred double truck

cars and in not a single instance have we been able to lengthen

out the headway. The double truck cars increase the patronage

to such an extent that we have had to shorten the headway.

One thing more, and that is when it comes down to standing

loads and moving crowds yesterday (Labor Day) I noticed on

the cars seating 40 passengers going to Coney Island that the

average was 65 on the register. With a double truck car, and

a seating capacity of 00, it is nothing unusual to see 128 and 130

on the register, so you can see when you want to move large

crowds, what the difference is with a double truck car compared

with the single truck car. There are 178 double truck cars run-

ning in the service on one line, and you can imagine what the

travel is on that line.

Mr. Dimmock (Council Bluffs): What is the headway?

Mr. McCarmack: The headway on the Court street line, run-

ning from New York direct to Ovney Island, is less than a

minute. On the 3d avenue line it is three minutes, nearly all

day, and part of the time 2 minutes. The headway from 65th

street to Coney Isl.and, where all the Coney Island cars con-

verge, is about 20 seconds.

Mr. Sloan (Chicago): The double truck cars are certainly com-

ing into practice and favor, and it seems to me the main question

is the question of traction. I have had no experience with double

truck cars, and I would like to know whether anyone who ha«

had experience with them knows anything about using four mo-

tors instead of two to get the maximum traction. It is a subject

we should know more about, .because in the use of the double

truck cars we are replacing the two motors with four.

Mr. Beggs (Milwaukee): I think Mr. McCuUoch has so thor-

oughly presented the case that there is very little to be said

upon it, particularly in behalf of the plaintiff. I do not think

that the writer of the paper evinced any partiality as between

a single and double truck car; but it is very evident in what
direction the sympathies of the writer of the paper lie. In the

city of Milwaukee we have for three years been experimenting

particularly with the advantages and disadvantages of single

and double truck cars. In 1896 there was put upon the system

20 double truck cars with maximum traction trucks. These cars

were equipped with 18 double seats, seating 36 persons. A year

ago, the early part of 1897, In view of our experience of a year

in the use of the cars, we enlarged somewhat upon them. Im-

proved the trucks to some extent, we thought, by abandoning

the maximum traction truck and so building the frame of the

car as to in that way obviate what had been with us a very

serious difficulty, namely, the forward wheels leaving the rail.

We use 30-inch wheels to accomplish it. We increase the length

of the car and seat 40 passengers by placing in double seats.

During the present year we have benefited by our experience

still further jind increased the length of the car; that is the

body, and enlarge the seating capacity, without Increasing the

length overall, which is 41 ft. over bumpers, and maintain vir-

tually the same size of platform so far as the accommodations to

passengers is concerned in crowds, by increasing the length of

the body 1 ft., slightly moving the seats together and reducing

the amount of the bumper in front of the dash so that with our

present car which we have, so far as our service is concerned,

there is little left to be improved upon. We seat 44 passengers,

liaving 22 double seats.

Of course, the question as to the use of the double truck car

is determined by local conditions. Our double truck cars, for

the climate of Milwaukee, are to a great extent a necessity.

Because of the large oiien spaces and our short summer season,

it is almost impracticable to maintain the duplicate equipment

necessary for summer and winter service. I do not know anyone

now in the service of the company who has not been converted

to the use of the double truck car, and we have arrived at a

standard. There are many reasons existing for the adoption

of a standard car with us; the short summer season, the likeli-

hood of chilling winds coming up and cold rains at any time in

the warmest days of summer. We now have a car that suits

us 12 months in the year. We have not had any difficulty with

the matter of traction. We use a 33-in. wheel in our present

equipment we are having built, and still maintain only a distance

of 32 in. from the rail to the bottom of the sill, and that was
one of the difficulties we had to overcome. We did that by

giving considerable attention to the matter of construction and

framing of the ear to permit the 33-in. wheel to readily pass

around our shortest curves. We are so thoroughly convinced as

to the advantages of the double truck car that we are gradually

permitting all our single truck cars to be worn out and scrapped

as their life is brought to an end.

We have found that the use of the double truck cars has

greatly increased the traffic; in other words, the people would

wait for a double truck cars on certain lines. We are compelled

to place some of the single equipment on at times, but the people

will wait on the streets where the two types of cars are run on

the same lines, for the double truck car, for the reason that the

riding is much more comfortable. Our double truck cars on our

lines ride almost as smooth as a railroad sleeping car. That, of

course, depends largely on the character of the track; but on a

large portion of our lines, particularly on those lines where we
are putting on the heavy equipment, we are having the connec-

tion between the rails cast-welded at the joints and we are

doing away with the rocking and pitching motion of the car,

and are enabled by the use of the double truck to make much
higher speed, and that is the tendency of roads all over the

country. We have to make higher speeds. We brought our

average up within two years certainly a mile an hour. Our av-

erage speed now Is somewhat in excess of 9 miles per hour.

We would not be .able to do that with a single truck car, because

the oscillating motion and the liability of the pitching to dlsplacfe

the trolley wheel, whereas with the double truck cars we seldom

have such an experience.

As to the matter of wear and tear, we believe the weight of

evidence is in favor of the double track car. While we have

doubled the number of trucks and doubled the number of wheels

to maintain, the blow on the wheel at crossings and special work
is so much easier that it does not wear the trucks nearly so much,

and we find that our repairs of springs is possibly 75 per cent

less on the double truck cars than on the single truck cars. We
have been able on our lines, and I, of course, recognize the differ-

ence of conditions between Greater New Yoi'k and our less popu-

lous cities, been able to increase our headway on most of the

lines on which we have placed the double track cars. In other

words, we try to regulate the headway of the double truck cars

to meet the general conditions during the larger portion of the

day. and during the i-ush hours in the morning and evening, par-

ticularly In the evening, we either shorten the headway one-half

or throw in intermediate cars, but still maintaining the regular

headway of the regular equipment of the line; so that, so far

as the city of Milwaukee is concerned, we are very strongly Im-

pressed with the very great advantages of the double track car,

many of which have been referred to indirectly in Mr. McCul-

loch's able presentation of the case, and we experience other

advantages, which are governed by local conditions, and would

not apply possibly in all cities, even of the same population.

A question was asked as to the four motor equipment. I might

say that during the present year we have had 10 interurban

cars constructed, running between Milwaukee and Waukeshi
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Beach, and the city of Waukesha, a distance of 26 miles or

slightly in excess. These cars were carefully constnjcted after

complete investigation, and the possession of all information \vc

could get from electrical engineers, and based on this and our

own experience and judgment, we have equipped them with four

1000 motors, geared to make 2(1 miles per hour, weighted with

40,000 lbs. Our double truck cars are possibly the heaviest in

use anywhere in (he United States. They weigh about 35,000

lbs. With these four motor equipments we have no trouble from

lack of traction whatever, and we are beginning to believe that

in the very near future it will be advantageous for us to equip

all the double cars with four motors. We have some grades we
are climbing wi(h our double truck cars 33-in. wheels, run-

ning as high as 6 and 7 per cent. They do it with a little diffi-

culty at certain times, certain conditions of rail and weather;

but with our four motor equipments we have no difficulty what-

ever in climbing the grades and in getting, we believe, very su-

perior service.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that the case of the plaintiff, which

Mr. McCuUoch has been pleased to term the double truck car, was
so ably presented in his paper that it does not need any other

advocate for it, and I should rather have denominated the double

truck car the defendant, because there have been so many attacks

made upon it. I can only say, so far as we are concerned in the

city of Milwaukee, the double truck car has come to stay. The

character of the population you are serving has much to do

with the discrimination that is shown in the selection of a car

to ride in. Some sections of the city do not pay much attention

to it, and there are other sections that discriminate, and just as

you cater to the pleasure and comfort of riders, we find the

traffic increases on those lines. We have what we might call a

mechanic district in our city, which uses our Third street line,

which was equipped during the present year, and there is a

marked increase on that line. I might say, as indicating the

economy of the double truck, that on certain lines equipped two

years ago with the double truck cars, we had previously main-

tained a headway of four and a half minutes, and by the use of

the double truck car and the greater speed obtained together

with the greater number of passengers accommodated, this lino,

running through the better portion of the city, we have been able

to graduallly lengthen out the headway to 6 minutes, without

any complaint from our patrons. You can readily understand

what that means in reduced equipment. Quite recently, withm

the last three months, by a further increase in the speed, on long

time—our policy is to run long lines from one extreme of the

city to the other for the comfort of passengers, and to avoid trans-

fers—we have recently cut off another car and still maintainecj

the same headway of 6 minutes by increasing the speed and

making the trip in 90 minutes instead of 96 minutes. I might

say that iu the same way on the 3d street line, the line last

equipped, we hope by the increased speed that we will be able

to maintain, by the use of these double truck cars, over the

oscillation single truck cars, we will be able to take off two of

tiie 16 cars on the line and reduc-e the number to 14. This is

one of the very great economics which we are realizing througu-

out the system by the use of these double truck cars. We are

able to run at very high speeds on our lines from Milwaukee

to Waukesha with these double truck cars, whereas with a single

(ruck car it would be hazardous to run the cars at such speeds

and they could not be kept on the track. The experience of

the city of Milwaukee is strongly in favor of the double truck

car. The latest improved truck permits us to use the 33-iu. wheel,

with the same facility as the 30-in. wheel, no greater height from

the rail; and I think as soon as our necessities are known the

manufacturers of trucks and cars will accommodate themselves

to the new conditions and many obstacles will be overcome.

Mr. Bean (St. Joseph): I move that the report be received and

spread upon the minutes and a vote of thanks extended to Mr.

McCuUoch for his able paper. Carried.

The secretary read a letter from Henry M. Watson, president

of the Buffalo Railway Company, regretting his inability to be

present at the meeting.

Mr. Kelly (Columbus): It has been suggested that all the mem-

bers of the association who were present at the organization of

the association in Boston In 1882, will rise.

W. Worth Bean, St. Joseph, Mich., George B. Kerper, Dayton,

O., and Julius E. Rugg, Boston, were the only members present.

On motion of Mr. Kelly meeting adjourned to 9:30 Wednesday
morning.

Wednesday Session.

President Lang called the meeting to order at 10:30 a. m. and
announced the first paper of the session:

THE CARRYING OF U. S. MAIL MATTER ON INTER-
URBAN AND STREET RAILWAYS.

By W. S. Dimmock, General Superintendent Omaha & Council

Bluffs Railway & Bridge Company, Council Bluffs, la.

During the meeting of this honoratjle body at Niagar.a Falls

last year, I had the honor of making a few remarks with a view

of bringing about a discussion upon the subject of electric rail-'

ways carrying the United States mails; and while the discussion

was brief for the want of time, it was at least the means of get-

ting the subject before you during this convention, and the only

error the executive committee has made, is in not giving this

paper to some one with a wider experience and more competent

to lay the subject before you than I am; however, I consider it

an honor for anyone to be called upon to address this convention

and a duty which no one can aflord to shirk so long as he is a

member of the association; therefore, if in my attempt to lay a

few brief statistics before you, I am able to bring forth some good

discussions from the more experienced members, I feel the re-

sult will be a benefit to the association and the electric railway

earnings in general.

There is probably nothing, or one might say, no one thing

which is of more importance to the perfection of an absolutely

satisfactory mail service than the saving of time; the electric

canceling macliine and the numerous contrivances of (he manu-
facturers' craft employed in the handling of mail matter, all aim

at the one end, economy of time. This is probably the most

potent argument in favor of the electric car service for the trans-

mittal of mail matter to and from depots, sub and suburban

stations to the main post offices. As a general proposition the

schedule time of the electric cars is absolutely to be depended

upon; experience has demonstrated that the list of casualities

likely to interfere with the progress of a car upon its design-

ated route is smaller than that which often hinders the wagon
service. In the case of the Omaha office, where I have had the

best opportunity for observation, a noticeable gain is made in the

service between Omaha and Council Bluffs, a distance of five

miles, and Omaha and South Omaha, of the same distance; here

the advantage is not confined to the saving of time but in (he in-

creased number of dispatches it is possible to make; the fre-

quency and regularity of time on the electric car lines makes it

possible to dispatch mail matter from one office to another, or

from main office to sub-stations, to the best possible advantage,

since the time can be regulated by the dispatching office at will

in order to make certain outgoing trips of carriers, which might

be impossible to reach if the regular running time of the regular

mail trains must be considered, or the possibility of using the

wagon service; before the use of the car service for this purpose,

and when the railroad had to be depended on for the transmittal

of mail between Omaha and Council Bluffs, Omaha business men
frequently asserted that it was easier and more satisfactory to

transact business by letter witii Chicago than with Council Bluffs;

almost as broad a statement might be made in regard to South

Omaha. As an example of the difference made of the two modes
of service, the Denver fast mail which reaches the Omaha office

via the electric cars at 4:1S p. m., gets into the hands of the city

distributers from 10 to 15 minutes sooner than when the wagons
are depended on; this means the handling of an immense num-
ber of letters which reach the carriers in time to be taken out

on their last afternoon trip, thereby being delivered to the patrons

of that office on the afternoon of the same day. instead of the

following morning and preventing a delay of something like seven-

teen hours. This great advantage of course relates to letter mail,
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whicli is Uic lirst to be cousidereil; the iiilvautage is obvious if

yiiu li:iiii:e-ii to lu' in ii jiosition to observe the dift'ei'euce in time

wlien tile letters are eoiiveyeil by the oars as contrasted witli tliat

at wliieh the wagons deliver the papers brought by the saiu-

traiu; in the interim betweeu tiie two deliveries, the letters have

been tossed on the table, baek stamped and have found their way
into the deft hands of the distributors and are being rapidly

thrown to their ultimate destination.

One eau oidy realize the vast importance of lu or l.j minutes

under eertain conditions when he has missed a train by live min-

utes, or realize what can be accomplished in the samp time after

he has watched the distributing of a fast mail: what hours and

days arc to man, moments are to letters. A clerk in the Omaha
oftice said to me recently: "I'lie return to wagon service from

the electric car system would be a plunge backward into the dark

ages, which I trust we shall never experience." JIailing clerkf<

and distributors alike, are unanimous and even enthusiastic in

their commendation of the electric cars as a means of transit for

mail matters so far as I am advised. Where sub-stations are sup-

plied from a. main oftice, the advantage of the cars admits of no

question; the time saved in the actual transmission of the mail.

to and from, is about one-half, so that where carrier service en-

ters in as !i means to be considered, the patrons of the outlying

districts are given an immeasufably better and more satisfactory

service. When this great system shall be utilized everywhere tor

the collection of mtiils over the cities, when the actual labor of

"working'' and routing of the mail shall be performed on the pos-

tal electric cars as they thretid tlieir way tliniugh the very heart

of commerce, and a letter finds its way yci warm liom the hands

of the writer, to the depths of the mail iioiich. then it will seem
as if system could reach no higher pinnacle of development, un-

less, indeed, we learn to transmit mail sacks by the very light-

nings of Jove.

Again I wish to make another comparison of time saved by us-

ing the electric railwtiys to ctirry mails. Before the electric line

between Omaha and (Jouucil Bluffs undertook to handle tlic mails

between these cities, the mails left the main post otilee by wagon
and were conveyed to the depot of the Union Paciac Hallway,

which is a distance of a mile in Omaha and one- and eight-tenths

miles in Council Bluffs, where they were then conveyed by train

across the river, a distance of five miles. The Union Pacific at

this time had about 11 trains in 24 hours, and part of these

trains at night after business hours were over for the day. there-

by making the mail service so very unsatisfactory that the public

began to clamor for the mail to be carried by the electric rail-

way from the time the load was open. We finally made a con-

(ract with the governnu;nt to carry the mails between the two
cities, and the public discovered at once that we were transport-

ing these same mails from Council BlufC.s to Onniha in the same
time that it formerly took to deliver the mail by wagon from
,1,,. .'..iMM-ii KlutCs post oitice to the Council Bluffs depot: thus

saving the lime consumed )jy the Union Pacific train lietweeii the

cities, and time consumed by wagon from depot to post otticp in

Omaha. In fact the nuiil was probably in the hands of its own-

ers and in some cases answered long before it had crossed the

river by the old route. Or a man could mail his letter in f'nuiicil

Bluffs, walk to Omaha and wait for its delivery under ilic old

system, while the new route makes it possible for him to mail a

letter when he .goes to his office in the morning and get his

answer by noon. No doubt au investigatiou would prove the

same conditions exist in nearly ever.v state in the Union at hun-

dreds of places. This being true, we have shown the value nt

the service.

Now let us investigate the compensatiou. After it was dis

covered that the electric railways could handle the mails with

so much satisfaction to all concerned, the mai;agers of the rail-

ways thought they saw a great protection during strikes, etc..

in ihe government, and were ready to carry the mails at most

any price, but I believe experience has taught us, through some

of the strikes in the east, that they did not find the protection

anticipated. The electric railway managers were figuring on the

Ijasis of what the government had done for the steam roads dur-

ing such troubles, and, while seemingly the comparison was a

good one. it was erroneous from the fact that a mail car could

lie attached to an engine hiiuliug 10 or 1.5 coaches of passengers

anil this one train would jierhaps clear up the traffic for hours,

while with the electric roails where the headway is anywhere

from two to five minutes in large cities, wliere strikes are liable

to occur, one train carrying the mail which the government would

protect would make no more iiupressiou upon a congested travel

tlian would one drop of water in the ocean, therefore it can be

shown that the only benefit received by the companies for carr.v-

ing tile mails on street and interurban railways is the conpensa-

tion allowed by the government for the same; heuce the railwa.vs

should work with an i-ml in view to make this compensation

enough to .iustify them in looking upon the carrying of mails as

a profitable earning, and one which should receive their careful

attention. It is true the goverument has made some effort to

arrive at tlie cost ol carrying the mails, but in doing so, if you

will read the report of the committee to the postmaster-general,

under date of Jiin<? 2.5, 180(i, which the government at Washington

will furnish you upon request, and which contains a great deal of

v.iliial>le inrormation. you will see the report treats mostly upon

lincling out what expense the railways are put to in haudling the

mail, and not upon how much the value of the same is to the

piililic. This report makes au allowance of 3 cents per

mile for carrying poudies upon electric trains, while in

the same report it is stated as follows: "The closed pouches

upon the street cars should be comitared with the star

service w liicli it replaces." and in the same breath the

government states tliat "the star route service costs i.'.H

cents per mile" while it recommends 3 cents per mile

only for the electric service with its increased speed, more prompt

and reliable handling; and, lu fact, a superior service in every

sense of the word. Following this statement, they also say. "It

is gratifying to report the improved service will not materially

increase th.e expenditures of the post office department." Why.'

Because we, the managers, have allowed them to dictate to us

what we should have dictated to them, and they offer us for a

lietter service less than the.v have paid for the same service b.v

wagon, simply on the grounds tluit said service costs us but lit-

tle, if anything; yet in figuring what it costs u.s, they do not take

into consideration, as a rule, any expenses for damages, general

expenses, and especially fixed charges. Where the regulation

Magon service in various cities is costing the government 15.7

cents per mile travelled, it only offers the electric companies Hi

cuts per mile for ii Ifi-ft car. and at the same time claims thi'

service would be far superior and said car would take care of the

u-ilural increase for years to come. Does it not look unreason-

able for it to dictale to the railway companies such terms when
llie service is so iiincli suiicrior lo lite wagon service'.' Wh.v. in

Council Blufl's it pays more to:- the wagon service to liaul the

iii.-iils to and from tlie deimt. a distance of l.S miles, than it pays

llie steam ro.'id for hatilieg it from Council P.luffs to Omalia
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Wiiy? Simply because the steaui roiids aiv post roads and com-

IH'Ued to cari-y tlr; mails as tlie gov.'i'uimnt dictates, wliile in

the wagon route it is dealing with an iiidiyidual and it is im-

possible for il to malse a conti'act for aiiy -such uiii'easonabie

Idrii'S.

V»'heu the Omalia & Council lihills Railway & Bridge. Coiiipany

first closed the contract with the government for carrying iuails

between Oiiiaha and (^ouneil Bluffs, the goverumeut allowed this

eompauy $1(!U per month, and was satisfied it was getting value

received, until other electric- roads comnienced to carry the mails

more for protection than revenue, when the government im-

iiiediateiy tool; advantage of the time and opportunity to make an

investigation, of which tlu' report of .Iiiiie. isyij, was the resufc.

which reduced our conipeiisatiou to if"'" for neai-ly the same ser-

vice. H:id the American Street Railway Association handled this

matter in the past, as general iuanagei's aiid passengers agents

of steam roads handle their aflairs. tlie i-esult of the government

coiumittee's investigation would liave lieen differeiit.

Xo doulrt the companies spoken of in tlie committee's report

to Postmaster-General tt'ilson, under date of June 2.5, ISOti, where

tlie.y give infortnation as to the cost of cari-ying mails and oper-

ating mail cars, have since then learned through experience that

their estimates were entirely too low, although given in good faith

at the time. The Chicago City Railway states that the revenue

derived for running mail cars barely pays the expenses. Nearly

every iiianager with whoiu I have coiuiiiunicated is dissatistied

with the reinuueration. And here allow me to add that the run-

ning of mail cars in large citl'^s like New York and Chicago is

of vastly more importance to the govciumeut than it is willing

to admit: while on the other haiid to run these cars on regul.-ir

trains is annoying to the passengers ti-oiu the fact that where

they are supposed to stop at su'o-statious. connecting points, etc.,

the passengers are annoyed by the wait of a minute or so, and

the ri suit is the car is run as a special exclusively for mail, mak-

ing it more costly to operate, and yet the government is basing

the compensation ttpou the same basis as postal cars for steaui

roads; and we, as managers of electric roads, are allowing it

!o be done with all statistics before us to prove that the steaxu

roads are not securing the remuneratiou they should. To prove

tills I respectfully refer you to some excellent articles in detail

iipiiii this particular suljject in the "Railway Age," published at

Chicago, December 31. l.SOT. and March It. May 20, and May 27,

l.s;)8. It would be worth the time of any ineiuber of this asso-

ciation to procure and digest the articles referred to, as time

would not permit of repeating ihem in full here. Congress has

already appointed two commissions to investigate this subject

known as the tJardner-Hubbard coiuiiiission of ISTT, and the El-

iiier commission of 1!S8-1. These comuiissious made elaborate re-

ports advocating increased pay baseil upon speed and space. The
recomnieudations were not acted upon for the reason that the

railroad companies themselves, without extra pa.v. have been

I'ound to increase their speed aiid enlarge their space, and thus

the government has aetuall.v received these advantages uiider the

operation of tlie law as it stai;ds. The steam roads had done

more than their part, while the goveriiineiit took advantage of it

and refused to act. The governnient has always been in the

position of a beggar regarditig facilities demanded of the steam

roads foi' handling the mail.

hi December. 1897. a great cry went lip froiii Washington as to

liow the stefliu railways were swindling the goveruiuent. This

led to an invesligatioii, and had 1 time 1 would like to quote the

results of that investigation iii detail. Sultice it to say. that

this charge was alily answered by E. I'. Ripley, president of the

Santa Fe. aiid the charge denied by the Chicago •'Times Herald."

ami the sum and substance was tluit the government was making

thousands of dollars off the railways through the arrangements

o< only weighing mails every four years and obtaining car space

un))aid foi'. For illusti'atlon. in these statements sent out from

\^'ashiiigton. it was claimed that the amount paid by the govern-

ment to the Erie road for the transportation of mails had been

sufficient "to pay a dividend of G per cent per annum upon all

the stock of the road." The stock of that road is if150,000,000;

I) per cent per annuiii would be .$'J,OUO,iJlJtJ ; the total mail pay ot

the Erie road is less thaa .^.'iOO.ODO. Such statements as tliese

place this matter in a false light, and, if after years of experience

tlie stcim roads are not in a position to obtain proper r.-ites for

liu liandliiig of iiiiiils. wliat will be the condition of affaii's be-

tween the electric railways and the government if no effort what-

ever is made upon the part of the management of electric rail-

ways to look after this matter now'.' I realize that it Is a hard

ii.atter for the goveriiiiient to make a flat rate to cover all ro.nls

aiKl tile local condition pertaining to each road: but as it has ai-

li lupted to do this, I claim that it should have made the rate flat-

tering enough to the electric railroads to make them become at

least intei'ested in the subject, and that :i cents per mile for pou<-h

service and Hi cents per mile for Hi-ft. cars, which are fast be-

coming obsolete and replaced by cars from one-third to twice as

lai-ge, is not enougii. The government will natui-aliy take advan-

tage of the larger cirs as it did where advancement compelled

tlic steam roads to increase size of cars, speed, etc.. Iiut I diuiln

if it will increase the compensation for electric roads or ial<e

this (|i;i'stioii iiilo cousideraiion wluii liguriiig on ci>st of oper-

ation.

It is not for me to say how much we shouhl receive. Imt for

the members of the convention to take up the subject liy dis

cussion and work it out. This class of service is iu its infancy:

it will grow' from ,vear to .year and after a while be W'orth thous-

ands of dollars to us annually, and what we do today and what
we neglect is la.ving the foundation for the government to work
upon ill tlie future. Then it behooves us to be on the alert and

lay the foundation of the eoiiipensation so well that the govern-

ment cannot tear it down when the time conies to declare the

electric roads as post roads, etc.

For the present we are compelled to aliide by tlie apiu'opriation

of congress and the rates made by it; but the (luestion before

us is how ciin matters be improved upon to benefit the electric

railways in tlie future; very easily and a little patience of time.

This convention represents as many millions of dollars of invest-

ment. I Ijelieve. as any other body of men coming together each

year in this country. They are men whose power can be felt in

every comniuiiity. In unison there is strength, and if you. gentle-

men, will take up this subject, discuss it thoroughly, and when
you have reached an understan.ling. go home and lay tlie matter

before the congressmen from your tlistricts, convincing them ot

the good the electric railways can be to the ])ublie iu carrying the

mails, as well as themselves, to their very door promptness, fre-

ijuency and dispatch, even though these homes may be in the

lural districts surrounding our cities and towns, and it will only

be a tjuestion of time until the influence of these efforts is felt

at Washington, and something more substantial than glory and
patriotism will be our reward for carrying the United States

mails.

Mr. Sergeant tBoston): Mr. President. 1 should like to say

a few words on the suliject of this papei'. I have been vei-y

much interested iu this matter, and I heartily endorse all that

the writer has given us. I have some data of our experience in

Boston, which 1 thought might be of iutei'est to the membei-s.

In 1S05 onr comp.-iiiy in Boston was approaclied b.v the Post

Office Department to see what could be done in the establisn-

ment of ,a ti'oUey mail service, but as the writer of the paper
has said, there was not sufficient money available for the pur-

pose, except funds left over from the "wagon fund." We under-

took to inaugurate the service, and take what revenue miglit lie

gotten by a liansfer from this fund, as a test of the feasibility of

the scheme. This was the first city iu which the trolley mail

cars were handled in the same manner as the steaui railway mail

cars, that is, with a messenger and clerks to assort the mails on

the car. We began in 189.5 with seven mail ears which we
equipped, and for the information of the a.ssociation, I will

present a >nemoi'anduui which I have concernii^ our trolley mail

cars.

The troll-.>y mail service was inaugurated May 1, 1895, and the

night service .Tune 3, 1895.

The number of trips made is shown in the table:
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Year. Week Days. Sundays. Holidays. Per Year.

1895 (at first) 43 18 18

1895 (later) 43 20 20 12,670

1896 47 20 20 14,315

1897 47 19 21 15,409

1S98 47 19 21 15,517

In 1895 the yearly mileage was 130,000 miles; in 1898 it will be

upwards of 170,000 miles.

There were originally 12 stations, to which have been added

one at Charlestown, Januai-y 1, 1897, and one at Roxbury Cross-

ing February 1, this year, on which date also a pouch service

was established between Somerrille and AVest Somerville. Con-

nections have always been made with the Boston & Albany

and Providence depots, and Union Station; IG men are con-

stantly employed, eight conductors and eight motormen.

Out of about 45,000 trips run (to January 1, 1898), there were

360 failures or irregularities, or about 8-10 of 1 per cent, and

that was almost wholly due to the snow and the consequent

blockading of teams in the narrowest streets.

Seven cars handle lOO.OiKl pieces of mail daily. The system

is under the supervision of the New England superintendent of

railway mail. In other cities the trolley and cable service is

under control of the local postmaster. The general superintend-

ent of railway mail of the United States, in his report for 1895,

says: "In Boston, by reason of the fact that the street car

lines are all under one management, we are able to move mall

from one suburb to another, as, for instance, from North Cam-

bridge and Cambridgeport to Brookline, by direct transit, the

mail not being compelled to pass through the main office. There

is probably no city in the country where the benefits of this ser-

vice will be as great as in Boston, with its densely populated

suburban districts, all of which have heretofore been more or

less restricted in their mail accommodations by reason of their

mail having to go through the city post office. By the present

system the railway post offices centering at Boston, can

'pouch' to the street car lines all mails for suburban points

reached by them; and the street car lines in turn can gather up

all the mail from suburban points and pouch it direct to the

departing trains .at the various depots."

The first practical illustration of a street railway post office

was in Boston. Other cities had street railway mail cars first,

St. Louis and Brooklyn, where the mail was simply carried in

bulk and delivered the same as if by teams, not being worked

in transit; but Boston street railway cars were the first to be

patterned after steam railway cars, with racks and all appli-

ances for working the mails in transit, transferring, so to speak,

so much working space, and clerks, from the main post office to

the post office on wheels, thereby losing absolutely no time in

himdling matter, and enabling the business man to get his mail

early in the morning rather than late in the afternoon, with near-

ly a whole day saved for him. One car is equipped with an elec-

tric cancelling machine, with a capacity of 2,000 cancellations an

hour.

Let us follow a ear to North Cambridge, and touching Park

Square, Cambridgeport and Cambridge post offices en route.

Take the first trip in the morning, where the postal clerk re-

ceives from the general office all the accumulations of mail

which arrive during the previous evening from all parts of the

country. Upon arriving at Park Square station (the train from

New York, with all mail from the South and New York State ar-

rive at 5;30, this mail is delivered direct to the postal car, and the

contents opened by the clerks and assorted for the carriers.

Upon the arrival of the car at Cambridgeport, a 15-minute run,

the mail for that station is about all ready for delivery to the

carrier. This also applies to Cambridge and North Cambridge.

Now this car receives all mails collected at the various stations

and assorts it in the car, inward, for all outgoing trains, so

that when it reaches stations en route for Boston, the mail Is

all ready for immediate dispatch.

Each car handles nearly five and a quarter million pieces of

mail, or a total of 3(>,561,170 pieces for the seven cars in .a

single year.

I thought, Mr. President, that these facts might be of interest

in showing that the mail service, as carried on here, is not

merely carrying it from a station to the post office, which method

we investigated and decided could not be done to advantage,

and which is virtually being done by pneumatic tube service here,

but our method is practically a traveling post office, and each

car is practically a branch of the general post office in Boston,

which receives mail from the trains and assorts the mail and

gives it to carriers, so that without question the average subur-

ban mail here is two or three hours earlier in its delivery than it

would be without this service.

What the writer of the paper says about the question of com-

pensation I think is very true and important. I believe that some-

thing might be done by the association. We have never received a

compensation which has more than paid our running expenses.

I think that at any rate that .should be fixed in an arbitrary

manner, so much a car-mile for carrying the mail, is entirely

unfair. It all depends, it seems to me, on the conditions; what
service is rendered, what the character of the service is, whether

combined with passenger service or whether it is done with

independent cars, and what the local conditions of expenses are.

For example, I know that there are some street railway lines

whose gross receipts from passenger business are not equal to

our operating expenses for conductors and motormen in Boston.

I have no hesitation in saying that the average expenses here

per car-mile for conductor and motorman run to about 7.5 cents.

The hours for labor are 10 hours in 12, fixed by law, and the

compensation is .$2.25 per day, and 30 cents an hour for trippers.

In some other cities the conditions are quite different; possibly

they pay higher wages. On the other hand, some mail routes are

one straight away suburban route where a rate of 10 cents a mile

would be a good rate compared with one at 30 cents a mile

where the conditions are like those in Boston.

I feel, Mr. President, that what our Congress may need is

enlightenment, that they do not comprehend the fact that the

street railway service is better than the steam railway service

and is of a different character, and something which is such a

public benefit that it would be a pity to have it stopped, and

yet which is something we cannot afford to keep on unless we
are properly remunerated. I am not without hope that some-

tliing may be done through our Association by getting at the

conditions of service through the secretary, in correspondence

with different cities. That might be done in an official way to

find out what the various conditions are under which different

roads, which are members of our Association, are carrying mail,

and what, if anything, they are willing to do in the shape of

concerted effort to bring these facts before the members of

Congress who have to do with these matters. Our Post Office

Department is like all government departments, it only sees so

many general things and not all the details that go to make up

expenses and perfect service, but I believe it means to be fair,

and if the true facts are put before it we shall probably be able to

get a reasonable compensation for this service. I am obliged for

the opportunity of saying a few words, and hope that some action

may be taken by the Association that will benefit us.

Mr. Beggs (Milwaukee): I have listened to the paper which

has been read with a great deal of interest, more particularly

in view of the fact that the Milwaukee Company, at the present

time, is going through the preliminary stages of establishing a

mail service upon our lines, which has up to this date not been

instituted, not even to the extent of carrying the pouch.

I may say for myself that I have not been enthusiastic over

it, because of the fact that it did not seem to promise a profit;

and I think, as has been truly said in the p.aper, that the amount

of protection that the various roads expected when they were

established as mail routes has not been of the advantage to

them that they hoped for, and it was because of the adviuitage

that many of these roads expected to derive because of carrying

the mail, that induced them to fix au entirely inadequate rate ot

compensation to be paid by the government. The government

took that rate of compensation fixed by the first few roads upon

which mail was carried, and attempted to establish that as the

basis of compensation to all roads whose services they require.

I h.ad presented to me by the post office officials at Milwaukee, the

report of the second assistant postmaster-general, in which 1

found that there had been paid, not 10 cents per mile, but in

many cities the rate paid per mile, as shown by the report for

the year 1896, I think is about 11 cents per mile for postal car
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service, or an amount considerably below that which it costs

to operate a car over the line, and yet that car is supposed to

be given the riglit of way at all times in order to make the

service satisfactory; and in making inquiries about this matter.

I found that tiie wagon service was costing nearly double what
they expected to obtain a very much superior service for; and

it seems to me that it is high time that this Association, in Us

capacity as such, should support a committee who would take

this matter up with the government and establish some fair basis

of romunoration, based, as Mr. Sergeant has suggested, upon

the varying conditions. There are kinds of service that could

be given in one city that might not be possible in another. In

Milwaukee we could displace the wagon service because we
controlled the entire street railway system, and the peculiar

location of the various lines, reaching to all the suburbs and
running directly through the city, east and west and north and

south, they propose there to do away with much of the carrier

collecting service by having districts in certain sections of the

city and the carriers serving as collectors of mails, collectmg

the mail in certain districts and bringing it to one central point

where the mail car passed and which would pick it up periodi-

cally throughout the day, thereby reducng the number of col-

lectors required.

As to the question of carrying mail pouches on the regular

cars of the system, I seriously question its advisability. It may
possibly be necessary in some of the smaller cities. I am free

to say for the Milwaukee Company that I do not favor carrying

mail pouches on the platforms of our cars. The platforms, as

we all know, are too valuable to use to carry a mail pouch at

3 cents a mile, and it would very greatly inconvenience the pa-

trons on the line, many of whom insist on using the platforms

whether you like it or not. It seems to me that if this Associa-

tion would appoint a committee to take this matter up in be-

half of the street railways of the country that committee could

confer with the government officials and estaljlish some tan-

basis of remrneration, not simply for the purpose of having

street railways established as mail routes, but as in the case oi;

steam railroads, a source of revenue and profit. I think now is

the proper time to do it, because the street railway mail service

is established in a comparatively small number of cities. 1

understand that in Cincinnati, as Mr. Sergeant has stated, the

cost of running the mail cars is about what is received from the

government, without any profit, or compensation for tlie wear
and tear or anything of the kind. I think the suggestion made
by Mr. Sergeant, that a committee of this Association should be

appointed to take this up with the government for the purpose

of having a fair rate of compensation, is an excellent idea, and
it would be one of the most practical things that this Associa-

tion has done for its members up to the present time.

iMr. Farson (Chicago): I have been impressed with this

thoughtful and practical paper of our friend from Omaha. It

is a question that will grow upon us from month to month, be-

cause, as has been stated, this service is just in its inception.

When the street railway mail service is once started, there Is

no danger of going back to the old system, because the people

will insist on the very best service obtainable. It is especially

desirable for the large cities, because it gives a man an oppor-

tunity to send a letter in the morning and hear from it during

the day, so that immediate action can be taken. It is an impor-

tant matter to the street railway interests, for the reason that

they should be reasonably and amply compensated for all the

servite rendered. The suggestion of the appointment of this

committee is especially in point. Such committee could ba ap-

pointed, and act under the direction of the Executive Commit-
tee, to collect from the different members of the Association

such facts as may be necessary for them to have. We can by
acting unitedly secure more forcible and intelligent action, t

would, therefore, move that a committee of five be appointed by
the chair to act under the directions of the Executive Committee
and communicate with the different members of the Association,

and get all the facts before them, keep the Association advised

of their proceedings, and that they have authority to confer

with the post office authorities.

Mr. Beggs seconded the motion.

Mr. Robert McCuUoch (St. Louis): 1 would state tor the in-

formation of the Association that one of the roads in St. Louis
made a contract with the government to carry the mail, and
had two cars built especially for the purpose. The compensation
was entirely inadequate for the service alone, not counting the

investment in special cars. The company expected to derive a

benefit by being able to designate its road as a U. S. mail road,

and it had the inscription made on their cars, "U. S. Mail." As
soon as the cars appeared on the streets, at the suggestion or

interference of somebody, no one knows who, the government
required the sign to be taken off of all the cars.

Mr. Dimmock (Council Bluffs): After an investigation and a
conference wtih a number of government officials, I think the
secret of our success will lie in acting together as a body, and
in the fact that we are not post roads. They treat us now as
they would a contract with an individual, and if the committee
will keep that point in mind it is in our power to dictate to them
the terms that we will make, instead of their dictating to us.

Tliat point is a critical one, and if we allow the present rates
to continue, there will come a time when they will demand of

us to carry the mail at the rates the same as they pay the steam
roads, as mentioned in the paper, and that point should not be
lost sight of. It is the most vital point in the whole subject.

Mr. Payne (Milwaukee): Recently I had an interview with
some of the department officials, the postmaster-general and
assistant postmaster-general in regard to this subject. I found
these gentlemen much interested in this question, but the diffi-

culty with them is the lack of funds. The trouble lies back of

the department. It lies in the appropriation available for this

purpose; and you will have no difficulty, I think, in getting a
reasonable compensation from the departments if a sufficient

appropriation is made by Congress. I think the trouble lies

largely there, and I have no doubt that if the committee from
this Association will take the matter up and present it properly
to the committee on appropriations having in charge the post
office appropriation that you will secure a very large increase.

I have found the department officials willing to investigate the
situation in the various cities and to act as far as the means at its

command will allow; and I have no doubts that the methods
proposed will be the proper ones to pursue. But, of course, it

will require the committee selected, it they hope for success, to

visit Washington and press the claims of the street railroads

on the proper committees of Congress, before it takes up each
individual case with the department. I am thorouglily in accord
with the resolution, but the committee will find that it will have
more to do tlian gather statistics and information. It will be

necessary to go to Washington and present the case to the

proper committee of the House of Representatives.

Mr. Farson's motion was then put to vote and earned; and
the president announced that he would appoint the committee
later.

EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF ELECTIRC CARS.

By M. S. Hopkins, Electrician Columbus Street Railway
Company, Columbus, O.

.-Vn ancient king of fable offered a rich reward to the courtier

who could tell a story that would last forever. To him who
undertook it and failed the price was his head. Were this merry
monarch living today he might gratify his wish by asking, "How
shall I best manage my street railway?" and all his newspaper
editors, councilmen, and other subjects would at once undertake
the task, for it is a matter of common knowledge that everybody
can manage a street railway much better than it has ever been
managed.

The modern king of finance is daily asking this question of his

hired subjects, and unless the answer is expressed in dividends
the story is at an end and the head of the manager is the penalty
of failure. To attempt to discuss all of the various elements
entering into the composition of a successful street railway
would be a continued story and not within the province of this

paper.

What is the best electric equipment to purchase and how can
it be made to render the best service at the least cost, is a ques-
tion which daily confronts the street railway manager and one
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M. S. HOPKINS.

ai. S. Hopkins is n ll:l.livr ol" Mcll-

tlersuu, Ky.,\vhul't? he rvueivi'd his ctUi-

c'utiou iu the grammar und high

schools, autl entered the civil onKlheer-

iug depiulmeut of that eity. In 1«10

lie «-as employed in tiie slnjps of the

Minot Electric & Machine Conipauy,

Colunibus. O,, but left that company
to lalie up eiectric railway construe-

Tina in Columbus for tile Tluuus(»n-

Houstou Company. AL its completion

lie became shop fareman for the Co-

lumbus Consolidated Street R.-iilroad

Company, .and when it was reoriran-

ized he was made eiectricai en;;iueer.

which position lie now liolds. Mr.

Hopkins was a cliarter member of tlie

Engineers' Club, of Columl)us. and was
secretary for two years. He has been

associate euKineer in the construction

of several electric lim^s in Ohio and is

chief enj^ineer of the Lancaster tO.)

Traction Company.

(ill wliicli 111' is foiistautly seeking julvJoe. Tlicro cm be no

iiuswer « Iiich is applicable to all street railways, and uo especial

merit is claimed for the views set forth other than that they are

the result of e.xperieuoe and born of repeated failures and suc-

cesses.

CAR EQUIPMENT.

.Nil li-\c(l rule can be laid down for the selection of equipment,

as oliniatlc conditions, character of tratfic, frequency of headway,

conditions of roadway, municipal regulations tind grades are all

elements which determine what the equipment may or should be.

CAB BODIES.

Kor years ctir btiiklers have attempted to devise a car limly

which would be equally durable in both summer and winter, but

judging from the character of equipment now in use on the ma-

jority of roads, such a car has not yet been jiroduced. The com-

bination car with movable jjarts is not satisfactory for winter

use. is troublesome, noisy and cold, and is lacking in many of the

essential features of the open car for summer service. The open

cross seat car of the barge type with running boards on the side

seems Iiy far the most desirable type of car for summer service,

affording the largest seating capacity and the best facilities for

receiving and discharging passengers, which is a great advantage

iii city .service. Considering all features, the box car with side

seats, large windows, wide end door to the side of center, roomy

lilatform and vestilniles closed on one side, seems best adapted

to the average conditions of winter service. Wliile the vestii>ule

t.vpes closed on one side is not so convenient for the hiindling of

large crowds, yet the additional safety afforded on double track

roads shotdd receive full consideration even at the expense of

convenience. In localities where winters are accompanied with

snow fall and freezing weather, the vestibule affords protection

to passengers, and raotormeu and conductors are able to render

very much more efficient service.

The long car body seems to be growing iu favor wilh flic rail-

«'ay manager, due to the comparatively small increase in opera-

tion, iu eomparisou to increased carrying capacity, and its allow-

ing of the increase of headway or decrease iu number of cars

run, resulting iu a large decrease in operating expense per pas-

sengers carried.

The purchaser of ear bodies should have a eletir conceiition of

the details of car construction, and speciticatious should set

forth clearly the essential features—minor details of interior tiuish

and decoration lieiug left to the manufacturer

In the construction of box car bodies the trusses shoulil i)e as

deep as possible and great care taken to secure a perfectly rigid

fastening at end of sill, as the slightest deflection throws an un-

due stress on joints and framing of car body

Where side sills are iilated on outside with steel plate, all sea-

son cracks should be thoroughly filled with a thick mixture of

lead and oil, and the entire surface given a heavy coat of oil

paint before the plate is put on. It is hardly necessary to say
that all joints should be well leaded and protected from moisture.

A heavy steel ronf rafter in one piece sliuuld be put in at every

post, and a saving in maintenance will be made by having plat-

form floors of oak or maide.

The troUe.v stand should be mounted on a trussed support,

which will distribute the stress to the ends of car as much as

possible.

Ash seems to be almost universally used in post and light fram-

ing of cars. This is probably due to the dithculty iu securing the

grade of oak necessary, the lighter weight of the ash and the

greater ease with which it is worked. Yet iu spite of these diffi-

culties, oak is far iireferable, beiug stronger and more clastic and
will give a much longer life.

Under the average conditions, a 22-ft. closed car or an eight

leversiijle seat open car body should 'be the limit for a single

truck. Although there tire single trucks which will carry a longer

body fairly >\'ell. yet the increase iu maintenance w-ill in most
cases warrant the use of douljle trucks. l"he local conditions

should govern the type of double truck used, the bolster type m
most cases being preferable for long cars on high speed, subur-

ban service, while for city service, where heavy grades and
quick starts demand nuiximum traction, and short curves make
it necessary for the wheel to turn under the sill, the bicycle type

must necessarily be used. This type of truck is no longer an

experiment, and while it possibl.v requires more careful inspec-

tion and adjustment, very efficient service can be secured from

trucks of this type.

Trucks should be made up of a small number of parts; cast

and malleable pieces should be the lightest consistent with

strength. Springs should be so aiTanged as to prevent oscilla-

tion, and give an easy riding car tinder all conditions from no

load to full load, and when the style of truck is of such design

as to prevent the use of an under truss, the spring base must be

exceptionally long and end springs so arranged as to relieve

stress on car sills.

The brake mechaiiism should i.ie so designed that the stress

will be equally distriliuted on all parts throughout its range of

movement. I'ins should be of ample size to provide for wear.

The slider method of support for brake beam will be found more
satisfactor.v than the loop support. The minimum amount of

friction should e.xist betw(>en brake staff and shoe, and release

springs must lie as light as possible.

ELECTRICAL EyllPMENT.

In the selection of electrical oiuipment the main point Is to

secure eciuiiiment of ample capacity and proper design for ser-

vice required. In a railwa.v motor, the mechanical and electrical

features which induence its maintenance should receive very

tareful consideration. The bearings should be large and lubri-

ciite.d by oil from below and cup grease from above, and so de-

signed that drip from bearings will fall outside of frame. The
armature must be so constructed as to permit shaft beiug piLshed

t ut without disturliing the commutator and winding.

I am glad to note that the inqiortance of light weight and slow

peripheral sjieed of armature has been recognized in recent de-

sign of railway motors. The inertia or fly-wheel capacity ot

armature should be the smallest possilile consistent with the

work required. Engineers differ as to the best method of sus-

pension. From a theoretical standpoint, the cradle or side bsir

suspension has the lead. The dead weight is largely removed
from axle, thereby eliminating to some extent the hammrt- blow
on rail joints, decreasing the wear on axle brasses and securing

the better alignment of gears; yet, in practice, the nose suspen-

sion is still preferred by the writer, as the car starts more
smoothly—the weight of motor on spring supports overcoming
the jerk and quiver so common in other methds of support. The
specifications for railway motors as drawn up by leading manu-
facturers of today, amount to iiractically nothing, and would
suggest that the jiurchaser of motors iu his specifications clearly

define the rating heat limit and etHcienc.v,

The series-parallel controller is in most respects a satisfactory

device, the chief objection lieing the narrow range of speed on
running notches. Specifications for resistance should provide
that the last two points of resistance be of sufficient capacity
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to iiUuH" 1)1' thuir culiliuui'd uso as riiuuiiij; uutchcs. e'siJiH'inlly

where cars are operated iu city service.

There are several tjiJi'S of magazine fuse boxes or cut-outs and
siiigle cut-outs using a special fuse, which possesses a nuuiiiir

of points of merit. Without goiug into detail, it^is the opinion

of the writer tliat under average conditious the standard mag-
netic lilcpw-out fuse lio.x, using a link fuse, is preferable.

Eaili rai- sliciuld l)e eciuipped with a tlioroughl.v relial)le liglit-

uing arrester. I'oints to lie noted iu selecting this device are as

follows: The kicking coil should alwa.vs be installed; the air

gap, which should be as small as possibh': a positive and qnii U

device for interrupting the current after discharge, and which

will not be injured b.v discharge; a nou-iuductive resistance in

the main circuit which will limit the tiow of current and thereli.v

preveut the opening of circuit breaker at tlie station when several

arresters operate at the same time.

One of the most puzzling problems lirought Iiefore the manager
today is the aiuount which should be expended in the mainte-

nance of old ecpiipment before it sliould l)e replaced b.v new. To
the average master mechanic this would seem a simple problem

of making a careful estimate oi" the difference in cost of main-

tenance of the old and new equipment, due consideration being

given interest on mone.v invested In new equipments, and its in-

creased efticiency. And yet. after the master mechanic has con-

oUisively shown that by putting iu new equipment a marked sav-

ing can l>e made in cost of operation, the manager has to consider

the financial condition of the property, the advi.sabiUt.v of in-

creasing the inve.stment, the possibility of doing so, and whether

there are not other departments of the road where a greater

saving can be made by increasing the investment. One should

go .slow in putting in new equipment, as new apparatus may at

first seem to be void of the main defects inherent in old equip-

ment, yet when put in operation, other defects occur which under

the varying conditions may prove even more disastrous tlian tlie

old.

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT,

The cost of maintaining equipment depends on various complex

conditious, some of wliich are be.vond control of the manager,

and others for which he sliould be directly responsible. Heavy
gradts, numerous railway crossings, sharp curves, dirty and un-

paved streets, imperfect and poorly constructed equipment, long

and severe winters, all all'ect cost of maintenance unfa vora lily

and are beyond control of the manager. But tlie character of

men who operate the cars, the manner of operation, the way in

which repairs are made, and the character of men engaged iii

repairs, and the material used, are the controllable elements and
iu most instances the chief features affecting cost of maintenance.

CARE OF EQUIPMENT I.N CAB HOUSES.

Generally one of the following three methods are u.sed for daijy

insiiection of car ciiuipment, namely: Inspection of ears each

trip; iusiiection of e<]uipment at i.ight b.v motor inspectors; inspec-

tion of equipment during the da.v by motor iuspectors and repair

men.

In regard to the first case, that of the trip inspection, I would

say that in the present degree of perfection attained by manu-
facturers of railway equipment, trip inspection should not be

necessar.v. and excepting on interurban lines operating at high

speed over long runs, is of doubtful value. It is expensive, requir-

ing the services of an inspector who is neces.sarily a man of some
ability, for each line of cars. The period of time for making tins

inspection is necessarily ver.v short and llie entire time is taken

up in mere inspection—little or no opportunit.v being afforded m
which to make repairs.

In regaril to night inspection, the experience of tlie writer has

been sudi as to alisolutel.v eoiKleinn such a method as expensive,

shiveuly and unsatisfactory. It is impossible lo make a tlior-

ough inspection of cars at night, no matter how well liglited the

car house may be. and the etlicieiic.v of the work done li.v tlie

men is very far below that of the work during the day. Thei'e-

fore, when local conditions will admit, inspection of cars during

the da.v seems b.v far the most advantageous.

We will assume a car house station, from wliic'h 2."! or nion-

cars arc operated. There is usually oni' general foreman In

charge of this station. His iliilies are chiefly those of the trans-

portation department, but he sliould be a man thoroughly con-

versant with the usual trouble which may occur in the operation

of the equipment, and know liow to direct minor rejiairs. It

would of course be better if he were able to personally superin-

tend the actual work of repairs, but it is usually very difficult to

find men who are good mechanics and likewise efficient in the

transportation department.

For making inspection and running repairs such as should lie

made in car houses, it is a safe rule to liave one man to seven
cars. It is, however, important to have a man in all car stations,

known as chief inspector of that division, wlio is thoroughly con-

versant with practical electrical and mechanii-al matters. This

chief inspector should have under his care for inspection and
repairs seven cars, and also have direction and supervision of the

other two reixiir men who care for the remaining 18 cars

It is important that the responsibility for the proper repair of

cars be definitely located, as nothing is so demoralizing to the

force of motor inspectors as to have a case of trouble arise and
not be able to trace the responsibilit.v at once to the proper

source.

The duties of tliese men should be to make a daily inspection

of every car assigned to them, starting fii-st with their motors,

examining the grease in the cups, the brushes, cleaning the mo-
tors, e.xamining the connections, etc. The.v should remove the

covers from their controllers about once in three da.vs and oil

the cams very lightly with vaseline or grease, remove any blis-

ters which iiia.v liave appeared on the contact points and carefuU.v

examine the a(l.iustmeut of contact fingers. Too much emphasis
cannot be given to the inspection of all brake rigging, and very

thorough inspection should be maile daily from the brake-handle

to the brake-shoe, and the brakes tried by inspectors before car

is placed in service. A broken brake-chain or worn-out shoe, a

liroken brake-clutch or .a broken brake-pin are things that should

never occur through neglect, and if an accident of this kind does

occur, the cause should be immediatel.v traced and the responsi-

bility located. Economy iu maintenance should never be exer-

cised at the expense of absolute safety, and brake-chains, pius

and shoes should be discarded long before the danger point is

reached.

The general public forms its opinion of maintenance of equip-

ment b.v the little things on the interior of the car, such as a

screw loose in the back, a broken strip on the car floor, loose

register pulley, broken hand-strap, broken glass, rattling glass,

and hundreds of otiier little things which make the fittings of a

car body. Repair men and inspectoi's should be so trained that

iu passing throu.crh the car ou their iuspectiou they should note

any little thing of this kind at once, and the rule should be fliat

they should stop anil repair it at once, for if allowed to wait till

some other time the repair is usually neglected entirely.

The actual repair work done b.v these inspectors should be all

the work possilile to be done without the use of machine tools,

or whicli. if done by them, will not require the loss of car from

service for a period of more than two hours

If during this inspection the motor inspector discovers trouble

which is be.voud his ability to repair, he should fill out a repair

slip.aud send the car with the slip at once to the repair shop, stat-

ing the nature of the required repairs, assuming that the repair

shop is run as a separate department from that of the car barn.

If the nature of the trouble is such as not to immediately inca-

pacitate car for service, but which reipiires the service of the

repair shop department, he should till out the blank as aliove

noted and send same to the foreman of repair shop, but this

notice to the repair shop foreman should iu no way release the

motor inspector from the responsibility of the successful opera-

tion of the car. If the repair shop foreman is unable, owing to

liress of work, to take the car off the road at once, it is the duty

of tlic motor inspector to continually watch the development of

this tiiiulile, and if at aii.v time lie tliiuks the trouble has so de-

veloped that file car is not .safe for successful oiieratiou. he

should leave it out of service ;hid So notif.v the repair shop fore-

man. If the repair shop is still unable to receive car at the shop.

he would tlien make a personal examination of car and assume
responsibilit.v for its fuilher operation.
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The question as to bow often car equipment should be taken

to the shops for a general inspection and overhauling, and to

what tests the electric equipment should be subjected at the

time of inspection, are subjects on which electrical engineers

differ widely. Considering the average conditions and assuming

that equipment is in good condition, it is the opinion of the writer

that the taking of cars to shops once every six months should

maintain the equipment in good condition and assure its efficient

oiicratiou.

MOTOK BEAKINGS.

Bearings should be run "close" at all times; the time of their

renewal being determined by the effect of the wear on the gear

and pinion, as the wear on these parts is largely affected by the

wear of the bearings. After a series of tests covering quite a

period of time, as to the wear of various materials used in motor

bearings, the writer feels warranted in making the statement

that either the best grade of babbitt or brass bearings should

under the ordinary condition give a longer life than six mouths,

and when a bronze bearing of the proper mixture is used and

properly lubricated, a life of 12 months can safely be expected.

The method of lubrication largely influences the life of brasses.

The writer has, after long tests with various lubricants, discon-

tinued the use of grease entirely on armature brasses, and in

most cases on axle brasses, a good grade of engine oil, supplied

through wicks, being more satisfactory and economical.

In order to reduce the maintenance of brasses to a minimum,

the use of phosphor bronze is strongly recommended. Street

railways operating 25 or more cars will find it economical to cast

and machine their own brasses. This may be discouraging to

the supply men, but it means money on the right side of the

ledger when the expenses are footed up. A small brass furnace

can be cheaply erected, and after suitable jigs which can be

attached to any lathe have been provided for boring and turning,

the cost of casting and boring is very little more than the cost of

ro-babbitting, especially where babbitted brasses are machined

after boring, while the life of the bronze bearing is far in excess

of that of any babbitt yet tried.

Kough and burnt commutators are too frequently the cause of

expensive motor repairs and usually indicate imperfect motor

design or inexcusable neglect. Well designed motors in good

condition, even under the hardest service, provided, of course,

the average work is within the rated capacity of the motor,

should not require turning oftener than once in eight months.

There is nothing that so well indicates to the practical man the

conditions of the motor as the condition of the commutator.

Whenever the commutator shows signs of burning or blackening,

steps should be at once taken to prevent it. It is not advisable

to try to prevent this by the continual sanding of commutator by

motor inspectors, though the occasional cleaning up of the com-

mutator with sand paper is necessary with all motors. The causes

of trouble of this character are so numerous that mention is

made of only a few of the more important.

The kind of brush used is an important factor. Brushes should

be soft, close grained carbon, ti-eated with a good lubricating

compound—one which does not flow too freely from the heat from

the motor and which will not burn and cai-bonize on commutator.

The price of brush is not a material consideration, as a brush

which is slightly superior to another will prove economical even

at quite a large increase in first cost. The tension on the brushes

is, as a rule, too light in railway motors. It is a common belief

that heavy tension causes wear of commutator, but experience

has shown that the actual wear of the commutator due to fric-

tion of the brush is very small, and that increased tension will

in some cases materially decrease the sparking which causes the

greatest wear. Improper alignment of brush-holders frequently

causes sparking. In recent practice the use of side contact springs

on brushes has been generally abandoned. On motors carrying

heavy currents this spring is quite essential, as excessive heat-

ing of the brush is caused by limited contact in the holder.

Commutator insulation should be made of what is known as

the built up mica segments of the very softest grade of amber
mica. A hard, clear mica should never be used in a commutator,

as this mica will not wear away as fast as the copper and there

is nothing so disastrous to the life of the commutator as high

mica insulation.

In some motors it may be necessary to change the winding of

armature and field coils in order to avoid the burning of the

commutator. First, determine by actual experiment what change

in winding is necessary, and then equip with the new windmg
every armature or field that comes in burned out. This will

permit of change beicg made without any great expense, as the

greatest part will be borne by the maintenance charge.

THE ELECTniCAL TESTING OF RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.

Elaborate systems for the periodical testing of insulation on

railway equipment seem to be growing in favor with some elec-

trical engineers, but the practical value of these elaborate tests

is not fully demonstrated. Experience has shown that tests of

this kind are very misleading and frequently cause the tearing

down of equipment which under ordinary conditions, had no tests

been made, would have continued in service for a long time.

Judging from my own experience, it is neither necessary nor

advisable to periodically test the insulation on the equipment,

but to make such tests only in cases where motors are not work-

ing properly. The proper training of motor inspectors as to the

little points about railway equipment which clearly indicate trou-

ble with motor, will iu nearly all cases locate trouble due to weak
insulation, so that it can be remedied before any serious damage

has resulted to any other part of the equipment.

All armatures and field coils repaired should be carefully tested

as to resistance and insulation to ground, and on all armatures

having coils repaired, new commutator put on or commutator

turned, resistance between commutator bars should be very care-

fully measured; using, preferably, a portable Wheatstone bridge

testing set, capable of showing clearly a variation in resistance

of 1-1000 of an ohm. This is one of the most important tests

to be made, as more burn-outs of armatures are caused by the

slight short circuiting of coils, due to solder, acid, or copper turn-

ings bridging over the insulation under the leads than from any

other cause, which can only be located by a test of this kind. Any
mistake in connecting up the leads or a bad joint will at once be

detected before any damage has been done. For testing insula-

tion to ground, I consider a first-class magneto of 10,000 ohms

resistance all that is necessary.

The design of trucks varying so widely, vei-y little can be said

in a paper of this kind as to detail of maintenance, other than to

say that all joints should be kept perfectly tight, and where they

do become loose, parts should be swedged out and refitted. All

bolts should be fitted tight, and nuts secured by lock washers.

Soft gray iron inset with plugs of soft steel has, in the opinion

of the writer, never been equaled for brake-shoes. The material

giving the greatest amount of friction against a chilled surface

should always be used regardless of cost.

Much has been written of late on the subject of car wheels,

their wear and alignment, and still street railway managers are

careless about their wheels. Too much care cannot be given to

the sizing and alignment of wheels, and the pressure with which

they are forced in the axle. At least 50 per cent of the wheels

removed from the cars throughout the country are caused by

broken or sharp flanges, or a broken wheel. The use of sand

largely influences the life of wheels. It could not be said that a

sand box should in no instance be placed upon a car, but where

it is possible to successfully operate without them, sand boxes

should be discarded and other means used for sanding the track.

It is in most cases far more economical to fit up a special car,

capable of carrying a large amount of sand, and sand the track

for say 100 ft. before each point where a stop is likely to be

made, and on grades and in places where the track is exception-

ally slippery to sand the rail for its entire length.

EEPAINTING OF CABS.

The experience of the writer has clearly demonstrated that it

is satisfactory to repaint cars without removing all of the old

paint. Patent varnish removers, sealei's, etc., are a snare and a

delusion. The writer has found the following system of repaint-

ing cars to be quite satisfactory: First, remove all old paint by
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softening it with a blow-pot just enougli to allow it to be scraped

o£f with a broad putty knife, not allowing flame from the blow-

torch to at any time strike the bare wood. Sand surface off well

with block and sand paper. Where any new work has been

put in, it should be first primed with a coat of boiled oil and a

little lead and allow it to stand for not less than four days.

Dashes and all iron work should be thoroughly cleaned with

strong alkali and primed with a coat of linseed oil put on boiling

hot and allowed to thoroughly harden; giving one coat of oil and

lead before color. If surface is rough, plaster with lead on this

coat. Allow it to thoroughly harden and sand with block; then

lay on two coats of flat lead, two coats of color, color varnish,

stripe and ornament, finish with one coat of rubbing varnish and

one coat of finishing varnish. The main object in the painting of

cars should be to secure a hard, smooth surface which will hold

out the varnish with the very smallest amount of material; the

thinner this surface is the better. Care should always be taken

where plaster is used, to make it as thin as possible, and lead

coats, color and varnish should all be carefully tempered, so as

to set alike, as most cases of cracking of paint are due to want

of proper tempering of lead and color coats.

A car painted in this manner, should not require repainting

for from six to seven years, if properly cleaned and varnished.

Cars should come into the paint shop, even where the best grades

of varnish are used, once every eight or ten months, and be

thoroughly washed down with pumice and strong soap and given

a coat of finishing varnish. The life of the varnish largely de-

pends on the care given to cars in the cleaning department. Cars

should be sponged off daily with clear water; any accumulation

of dirt removed as far as possible by the use of a chamois skin

and sponge—care being taken to rinse grit off before rubbing

with sponge or chamois. Once every 30 days a car should be

thoroughly washed down, using a good grade of soap. If im-

possible to remove dirt and stains from surface of cars with

finer grades of soap, strong soap may be used, it being found

that the injury to varnish resulting from the use of this soap once

every 30 days will be more than offset by the saving in cleaning

and touching ui) when taken into the paint shop for re-varnish-

ing.

In the selection of designs for painting of cars, the plainest

and neatest design should as a rule be selected. No lettering

should be done on panels as this greatly increases the maintain-

anoe of paint shop department. The signs should in all cases

be put upon sign boards, especially made for the purpose.

The inside of cars should be thoroughly cleaned and rubbed

down with pumice stone every second time the car comes into

the paint shop to be re-varnished. There are a number of so-

called car cleaners on the market which are rather a detriment

than an advantage to the outside surface of cars, but which
may be used to advantage on the interior of cars, especially

around the sash. Special observation of the interior of the car

will show that the varnish first commences to disappear around

the sash—moisture from the windows gathering around the

mould which holds window sash, first discoloring it and gradual-

ly working into the sash itself. A car-clearer which is largely

made up of oil and dryer if used about once a week on the win-

dow sash and moulding, will be found to be a great advantage.

Three years ago four new cars were selected and a car cleaner

used weekly on the windows of three of these cars, and today

not a stain is to be seen on sash or mould, the cars having been

re-varnished twice during that time.

After a number of trials of various floor paints and paints

mixed especially for the purpose. The conclusion has been
reached that there is nothing equal to pure white lead and lin-

seed oil and suitable color for the floors of all cars. The majority

of car floors are stripped, and it has been found impossible to

find any material hard enough to stand on the top of the strips

of a car floor, while almost any material will stand the wear, but
not the moisture, between the slats. It is therefore very evident

that the best paint for this purpose would be one which would
best preserve the wood in the floor of the car from the constant

moisture to which it is subjected.

As to the car roofs, the main object is to put as little material

as possible on the canvas of car roofs, and that material should

be elastic and yet withstand the action of the weather. Great

care should be used in the tempering of paints for roofs. Avoid
painting roof one time with one kind of paint and the next time

witli another, for this will invariably, in the long run, crack and
require the renewal of canvas on the roof. In a number of cases

it is customary to use slush or any old thing which happens to

be in the paint shop for painting roofs of cars. This is a great

mistake, for no paint is too good for the car roof—the best white
lead and oil giving the best results.

Unquestionably the trucks of the cars should be painted with
a good grade of lead paint, as it prevents nist, decreases renewal
of l)olts and adds greatly to the general appearance of the car. A
handsomely painted car body, mounted on a dingy, rusty look-

ing truck, has, to say the least, a half finished appearance.

Mr. Sloan (Chicago): Mr. President, the main points in the
paper just read have been very thoroughly covered, I think, but
there are some of the details with which I do not entirely agre^;.

For instance, the gentleman states that he utterly condemns
night inspection. With us night inspection works quite satis-

factorily for several reasons; the main one being that we change
our brushes every night. Every motor brush is changed eacn
night. It works well on the commutators and results in very
little burning down of the commutators. I have had commu-
tators in for a year with not % in. wear, and I believe it is en-

tirely due to the fact that we change the brushes every night.

I think a car cannot be overhauled too often. With us it goes
on constantly. W'hen a motor comes in with the armature burnt
out, the truck is run from under the car and another truck al-

ready prepared is run in to take its place. In that w.ay we
inspect oar trucks frequently, and find it works satisfactorily.

Mr. Hawken (Camden, Me.): I am sorry the writer of the
paper is not here, as I wish to ask him a question on an impor-
tant point in regard to the series control of running motors. The
electric people have always advised a certain point for hill

climbing and efiiciency of running the motor, and it has been
stated that the series point with the fields in shunt has been
the most efficient point, and one question that I wished to ask
Mr. Hopkins was that I noticed that the rear motor on this

point does about all the work, and the forward motor does
very little. I know of one road in particular that uses this point

very largely, and it has a great deal of trouble in burning out
armatures, and I should like to know from some of the gentle-

men here which is really the most etflcieut point in running the

motors on series connections. I have made it a point for climD-

iug hills to use the last notch on the series control with the

motors connected in series-parallel. I find that the most efficient

point to run them, and the armatures have a long life.

Mr. McCormack (Brooklyn): If there are no further remarks
on this paper, I move that a vote of thanks be returned to Mr.
Hopkins for presenting such an able paper. I learn from Mr.
Kelly that Mr. Hopkins was unavoidably detained, as he had
intended to be present and read his own paper; and I think a
vote of thanks should be tendered to him
The President: Gentlemen, W. Caryl Ely, the first vice-

president of the Street Railway Association of the State of New
York, has an invitation to extend to this Association, and he
will now be given an opportunity to present it.

Mr. Ely (Niagara Falls): Mr. President, and gentlemen of the

Association: The annual convention of the New York State

Street Railway Association will be held at the Manhattan Beacn
Hotel next Tuesday and Wednesday; and in behalf of that

Association, and upon the suggestion of G. Tracy Rogers,

its president, I take pleasure in presenting to you the invitation

of that Association to such of you who may be able to do so,

to meet with that Association next week: and in that cool place,

amid the singing of the murmuring waves, we may be able to

get cooled oft after the fatigues of this occasion

Mr. Gotf (Fall River): I move. Mr. President, that the thanks

of the Association be extended to the New Y'ork Association,

through Mr. Ely, for the very kind invitation to meet with it

next week. Carried.

The President: The secretary has some communications In
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M'HJl'll to (lir |ilMi-f 1(11' lloltlill;; 11il> llusi CIIIIVL'UUOU,

Till' socivtary read lettors from Ihe Detroit Citizens" Street

liiiilwa.v t'ompany. tlie ]>etroit Electric Railway CoiMpany nnil

tlio Fort Wayne & Rellu Islo Kailway Coiupauy, Delmil, invit-

ing llio Association to meet in Detroit next yi;ar

Mr. Holmes (Kansas (,'ity): 1 would like to introilnee Colonel

Morse, who will extend an invitation to tUis conventiini to hold

Its next meeting in Kansas City.

Mr. Mors<' (Kansas City): Mr. Holmes this morniiif; suggested

advantages which Kansas City lias as a place (or holding the

next coiiventicu, and we extend a most hearty invitation to the

Association to meet there in 1809. We trust that the invitation

will be favorably considered by the Association

The President: These invitatious will be received an<l referretl

to the Committee on Nominations for consideration. I will

now name th.at committee: AV. Worth Beau, of Michigan, chaii-

luau; n. G. Hamilton, of Missouri; E. C. Foster, of Massachu-

setts; W. F'. Kelly, of Ohio; .1. K. Chapman, of Illinois; Henry

C. Payne, of Wisconsin, and E. H. Davis, of Peunsylvania.

The secretary annouuced that special cars would be in front

of the Hotel Brunswick at 2 p. lu. to take the delegates to ttio

wharf to board the steamer at 2:.30 p. ui. for Nautasket Beach.

Mr. Kelly moved to a<l.)ourn until 9:30 o'clock Tliursda.v morn-

ing.

Wiillnli II. Hiiliiies w;is Ixirii in Kit

Thursday Session.

President Lang called the meeting to order at 10:30 a. m.

The President: The International Association of Factory In-

spectors is now In session at the House of Representatives, if

has been suggested that we send them an invitation to attend

our sessions and to inspect the exhibits.

Mr. Robert McCkilloch iSt. Louis): Mr. i'residt-ut, 1 move that

such an invitation be scut. Carried.

Tile President: We will now take up the Urst pajier on this

mornii-.g's program.

TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD STREET RAILWAYS
ENGAGE IN THE AMUSEMENT BUSINESS?

By Walton H. Holmes, General Manager Metropolitan Street

Railway Company, Kansas City, Mo.

When I consented to prepare a paper for this convention on

the subject selected for me by the executive committee, namely,

"To Wiiat Extent .Sliould Street Railways Engage in the -Viuuse-

nient Busiuess," I did so with great reluctance, knowing full well

that the conditions to be met with in the numerous cities where

street railways are au important public agency are so widely

different as to present a different problem in almost every lii-

stance, and, except from a very broad view of the sub.iect, m
render comparisons altogether impossible. But in spite of thiSft

inherent ditficultics on the subject, I feel that some gem Till

principles may lie exTi'acted from street railway experience wl'tah

may be advantageously emijloyed in correctly solving a prob'em

which must arise in nearly every locality wliere street railways

exist. I have not hesitated to ask for the experience of others,

and I beg to acknowledge, in the outset, the many valuable re-

sponses which I have received from Sreet railway managers for

wliose judgment 1 entertain the highest respect.

Street railways are peculiarly an urban agency. They were
born of the wants and conveuience of a city population and the

development and growth of travel are so closely associated with
the growth and prosperity of the municipality, that street rail-

way managers can never be too zealous and active in every pub-
lic enterprise which is designed and well calculated to stimulate

municipal expansion and civic pride among its citizens. This

is notably an age of progress in every line and in all directions.

The ideal city of a few years ago is no longer considered adequate
in its appointments for the welfare of its inhabitants. Every
up-to-date city in the land has come to acknowledge that it owes
a larger duty to those who live within its boundaries than mere-
ly to afford police and fire protection. The comfort and pleasure
of its inhabitants must now- also be considered and looked after.

W. H. HOLMES.

eh lie was not a f'on.spiouoiis ligurc

MS Cil.v. .Tul.v IJ. tsr.l, Ills r^ilier iji-

in;; the liionci-:- slrcel r;i[l\v;iy iiiiin <if

lli:it city. Shiiitl.v iitter till' dralli cit

Ills nitlicr in 1S7.1 lie liei-nnu' m lerk In

tilt' ntflft' JUKI iifterwnrils rtis-:' to the

IMisitinn nf snpcrinlendeiit iiiul vice

IMi-siiient. He was inslrunientiil In

tiavill;; the llol'Se lines of tile Grand
.\\eiuii' Itallway Coiniiany ennverled
t" ealple in tssil, and lieeanie president
i4 the eoinpany M the e.inso.idation

if the cable roads in l.StM lie was
'hoseli president of the Kansas City

I'.ihle Railway roinpany. In the ftir-

tlier eonsolidation with the .Mi't ropoli-

taii Ktreel Uailway Conipany Mr.
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ilevoted to the street railway iillslness,

lint he Is notably piililie spirited and
no public enterprise has lieen under-

taken in recent years to which he has

not devoted cnnsiderable time and In

and this tendency and demand of the age have crystallized and

taken form iu providing parks and squares for the comfort,

pleasures aud entertainment of the great liody of the people and

drives and boulevards for those who are more favored in the dis-

tribution of worldly goods. These public pleasure resorts are

an important factor in the question under discussion. Wherever

established, they are preferred by the people, who justly regard

tliemselves as proprietors, and hence it is that many street rail-

way companies wliicli undertook to supply an obvious public

want in tliis direi'tion a few years ago, have found this particu-

lar occupation gone and only a small number of the Important

systems of the country any longer maintain these parks. The

demand has regulated the supply.

But the street railways have a great and peculiar interest

in tlu'se public parks. It is our mission, as a public agency, to

render them as accessible and useful to the people as possible;

and to this end it must be apparent that by a reasonable ex-

jienditure of money towards the amusement and entertainment

of the people in their own resorts, street railway travel can be

stimulated and the health aud welfare of the community greatly

promoted at the same time. Results are more easily obtained by

encouraging a natural tendency of the kind referred to than by

efforts to entirely create busiuess through independent and arti-

ticial means. With rare exceptions, commissioners of these pul>

lie parks look upon them as the inheritance of the people and

regard it as a solemn duty to encourage the efforts of the street

railways to render them as accessible and pleasant for the in-

habitants as possible, and are only too glad to have their own
endeavors in tlie same direction supplemented by the street rail-

ways.

Pulilic parks are usually nuiiurous and scattered in different

localities and in this lies a great advantage to the street rail-

way over the maintenance of a private resort of its own. In the

one case travel becomes congested with the increased danger of

accidents and maintenance of a sui'lilus amount of idle equipment

for a large portion of the year, while in tlie other, public patron-

age is more generally distributed where it naturally belongs and
serves to keep better employed the standard equipment of the

line witliout much additional expense or risk

Witli reference to parks and similar resorts. 1 therefore think

it luay fairly lie deduced that street railways have generally

found their maintenance on private account to be ill-advised aud
unprolital)le except in a few localities where locations are such as

tc warrant more than the ordinary 5-cent fare, and that the best

results are to be secured by intelligent aid of the public munici-

pal authorities in their efforts to render their own resorts attract-

ive, pleasant and entertaining to the great bod.v of the people.

Tlie same thing is obviously true with reference to large build-

ings of a quasi public character intended to afford accomodations
and facilities for conventions, entertainments and exhibitions on

a large scale. In my judgment, such enterprises when judiciously

conceived and undertaken, may well receive substantial encour-
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iini'iiiriit from slrcct r;nl\v;i,vs Ici ;iu cMciil wliiili would \v:iir:inl

icpn'sciitntioii beiiis; aiM'oiilcd to tliciii on tlio lioai'd of inaiiaKPi''"-

1 coiisidiT siK'U iv|)iv'S"ntaliou iuiiiorlant iu the intori-st of llii'

liublic as well as of llie stivot railway, liecause both have an

apparent and common interest in keepiuj; the price of admission

to such bnildings down to a flgure which will keep them always

popular in fact as well as in nanu% and so a stinndant of travel

on the street railroad.

Street railways have seldom undertaken to foster other than

out-of-door annisemeuts and these are always attended by the

risk of bad or unseasonable weather and the like, which frequent-

ly entails heavy loss. Cars must be accumulated in large num-

bers where such attractions are being presented in order to take

the people awiiy at the proper tmie, thus greatly iucreasins the

cost of ear service and some times necessarily retarding the tide

of regular travel at other places with the attendant loss. Such

enterprises frequently engross much valuable time of llie chief

managing otlicers which would otherwise be expended in other

directions. These ami kindred considerations which will readily

occur to the experienced railway manager are very potent rea-

sons why the companies should not themselves engage in the

amusement business. Many of these things are impossible to

estimate in dollars and cents, and so it is that street raihva.vs

are every day coming to realize more and more forcibly that the

business to be relied on for profits is that which follows the

natural channels and can be handled in the usual and ordinary

way.

I i>€ed hardly say that some of our large cities have reached a

point where the ideas advanced iu this paper have no practical

application. With some of them, the problem is not how to create

or stimulate travel, but rather how to best handle and take car>

of the patronage which is already at hand. Then again, then

are many small cities which have not yet attained to that im-

porlant rank which justifies the public authorities in undertaking

to provide for the pleasure and amusement of the people at large.

Street railwa.vs thus located have frecjuently found it profitable

in a degree to supply this want on their own account, and to

them the views here presented are likewise of little practical im-

portance. I have considered more particularly that large class

of cities which occupy the middle ground between these two
extremes and where it lias seemed to me there is opportunity

for the profitable and practical application of sound principles of

street railway management in the particular under cousidera-

tion.

Where amusements are to be provided or encouraged at all,

general experience shows that there is little or no difference of

opinion as to the character of entertaiumeut which ought to be

furnished. The view entertained is well nigli universal that

expenditures in this behalf should be moderate in amount. The
best and most satisfactory results have generally been obtained

from such attractions as novelties in the way of music like noted

baiKls or other musical comtunations. vaudeville, athletic sports,

base ball where tlie eit.v is large enough to have memliership ui

an important league ami to support a first class club, foot ball

and other sirnilar otit-<)f-door entertainments

In many of the southern and western cities visitors are few
and business comparatively dull in the summer season, with much
of the resident population sojourning at the seaside or in the

Uionntains; and half-holidays with business houses generally

closed are by no nieans infrequent. This condition means light

travel on street railways unless some inducement outside of the

ordinary is offered to those who have remained at home. Amuse-
ments and entertainments of the kind to which I have referred

have been found to be well adapted to this purpose, and in many
instances liave proved to be undoubtedly prolitable to the street

railway.

It has occurred to me that perhaps I may be expected to say
something of my personal experience extending over a period of

many years, leaving my intelligent hearers to make such appli-

cation of the same to their own conditions and environment as

to tliem may seem advisable. During my service as a street

railroad man, Kansas City, where I have always operated, has
grown from a city of 30,000 to upwards of 200,000 inhabitants.

iinil roiisi'(|uenlly )|ipiii( uiiilies liavi' bei'U afl'onleil me of view-

ing Ihi' busini ss in a nniiiln-i' of \';ir.\'ing stages of its evolu-

tion.

In llie earl.\ d.iys we beg;iu in a modest way by iiroviding a

small natural park with music and attractions which were uot

ver.v expensive. .\s the city grew and lines were extended, both

urban and suburban, we established and maintained for a num-
ber of .years two high class and well Improved parks, one being

located within the city bound:iries v.'here it couhl be reached for

a fare of 5 cents, and the other on a surburbau connecting line

where the round trip fare was 15 cents iu addition to the street

car fare. At both of these parks flowers were extensively cultivat-

ed and displayed and amusements of many kinds were furnished,

such as bathing iieach, boating, dancing, vaudeville, music, light

opera, balloon ascensions, and the like. No charge was ever

made for any of these except tor the use of bathing suits and

boats and a small aiimission fee to the light opera. In the way
of music, we have furnished soiue of the tnost famous bands

which have visited tliis couutr.v and liave frecpiently pl;iyed so

distinguished an artist and soloist as Signor Liborati and his tjand

for weeks at a time. We have found the public taste in such

matters capricious, demanding a frequent change of programme,
and, as time has passed, a higher order of entertainment. On
the whole our efforts have been appreciated and the patronage

has been generous, but it is difficult to say whether the profits

have been sufficient to justify the immense amount of energy

exerted ia this direction, and we have finally altogether abandon-
ed the maintenance of any such places by the company. Two
parks, one city and the other suburban, are still maintained by
independent corporations, at which, outside of boating, bathing,

elc, mu.sic has been the only attraction furaished the present sea-

son, except a summer opera for entrance to which a small ad-

mission was cliarg"d. We pay these park corporations a stipu-

lated sum for furuishing our patrons with the free privileges of

the parks. Meantime Kansas City has begun establishing its

own public parks and as lliey become sutficiently improved to be

generally used, it will be the policy of our company to encourage
their use by the people in every reasonable and legitimate wa.v.

We have alwa.ys given lilieral financial support and encourage-

ment to the maintenance of a professional base ball club, and
have always found the returns from this source satisfactory and
I believe profitable.

Our company has given liberal fiuaucial aid and encourage-
ment to the fall festivities which are of annual occurrence at

Kansas City. They consist of a night parade by a local organi-

zation known as the "Priests of Pallas," representing, by a series

of fantastic floats, scenes from history or mythology and a
flower parade; and grotesque carnival parade in the day time on
successive days, under the auspices of the "Kansas City Karnival
Krewe." In these parades, many brass bands from the section

of country tributary to Kansas City are employed to take part.

The festivities extend over a period of several days and are the

means of assembling a large concourse of strangers in Kansas
Cily. They are universally regarded as bringing much trade and
business to the city, and 1 am confident our compan.v makes no
investment in the way of amusement and entertainment to the
public which brings better returns.

A noted military chieftain (General Hancock) spoke of the

tariff (|uestion as a local issue, and such, iu a large measure, I

have found the subject assigned me for this paper; and I can
only hope that something of what I have said may prove to be of .

local use to many of you

The Pre.si<lent: 1 will ask Mr. Wyiiinn to open the discussion
on this pai>er.

Mr. Wyman (New Orleans): Mr. President, at your request
and by reason of my desire to accede to the same rather than
because I tuink there can be very much said that will not to n
certain extent traverse the grounds that Mr. Holmes has so ad-

mirably gone over iu his paper, I wish to perhaps only re-

emphasize some ot the points that he has made, and I do so

very willingly because I have had a considerable amount of

experience on both sides of this question, I have always be-
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linved, aud was very ijosilive in my belief for many years, that

a strict railroad man slioiild stick very closely to his line of

v\ ork, and that he had very little freedom or time for going into

(he amusement business or any other sort of business that was

cot intimately connected with the daily operation of his cars, the

maua!;ement of his power plant and that style of business and

motliods that pertain specially and particularly to the working

of his road. Therefore I have always said:—Keep out of it;

don't go into the establishment of parks and the engagement ot

actors and actresses, musicians and all that sort of thing; do

not establish skating rinl.-«; let someone else in the dramatic

line, some impressario or manager do it. If you do it at all, lease

it out to him, encourage liim in some way, but do not manage

it yourself or try to run it,

I have discovered, however, that as Mr. Holmes very truly

says, local conditions affect this matter to a very large extent.

I have also discovered the truth of the old adage that if you

want a thing done well you have to do it yourself, and my exjie-

rience with the persons who are engaged in the purveying of

public amusement to the people is that they are not altogether

the most reliable people in the world, and that it is a pretty

good thing for you if yoti want to establish amusements upon

that line, to take them under your own control and management.

I have also found in a great number of cities where I have

had both official and friendly relations with the company and

ita . repivsei'.tatives. that this promoting of amusement enter

prises was a very good method ot stimulating the business of

the company. Now, Mr. Holmes very rightly says that it was

a proper thing for the street railway companies to aid in the

development of the municipal improvements like public parks,

etc., and on that score there is a philanthropic aud humanitarian

work which we can do in this matter of amusements, especially

during the summer seasons, for it is true that the universal

custom in almost all cities is to close the theaters and places of

amusement during the summer, and the wealthier classes of

people very often to a large extent leave the city for some sum-

mer resort, and the other class, the class from which we derive

the major portion of our income, are left without amusements

and healthful entertainments aud pleasant outing resorts other

than places like a simple plain field, or in many instances a

pleasant park, but they want something more. Therefore, on

the humanitarian side of the question we can say that we are

public benefactors by furnishing amusement for the people.

Further than this, it has been in some cities not the custom

in hot weather for people to go out much in the afternoon and

the evening, in the southern cities this is particularly true. With

the sun beating down, fairly warm, but not so warm as you

have it here in the north even, we find that our people do not

go out in the day time, in the afternoon, and they were not ac-

customed, as a rule, to go out much in the evening, but to visit

from door to door, neighbor to neighbor, sitting on the galleries,

as we call them in our country, and getting cool and not get-

ting out circul.iting about very much. Now we ot the southern land

have been trying to replace this practice with what we thought

was better for them and incident ally for us. and we have pro-

vided, in quite a large number of the southern cities, places of

amusement, with music aud attractions ot one sort and another,

by which we have cultivated to quite an extent the outgoing of

the people in the evening. That local condition may not prevail

in many cities, but it exists with us: but we have found in tlie

last two or three years, by having some of the resorts such as

have been mentioned, open in the evening, with music and at-

tractions, the people are commencing to go out and travel has

been greatly increased. Therefore, upon that time, wherever a

habit of insularity on the part of the people exists, these amuse-

ment resorts, if well conducted, clean and pure in all their sur-

roundings, and in what is presented, will surely cultivate travel.

Now, so far as the congestion of travel, which Mr. Holmes

speaks of on my particular line is concerned, I do not think

that I fear that to a great extent. We are always willing to

have a good deal ot congestion in running a street railroad. It

is always to be remembered that if a resort at the end of some

particular line shall, for the time being, congest the travel upon

that line, in a great many instances we use that line as a feeder

to the others. In one city with which I am familiar, there is

one line, at the terminus of which is a resort of this character;

but while the cars are leaving at a minute or halt-minute aud
sometimes 20 seconds, headway upon that line, when it reaches

the central part of the city the people immediately disperse to

the other lines and the other lines get a large benefit therefrom.

Fortunately the transfer system is not so extensively used as

to preclude the other lines from getting some revenue. To that

I think very often the congestion which we suggested as being

possibly injurious is not so harmful as one might think. Further

than that the constant keeping before the people of a sugges-

tion of pleasure, or interest, or something to amuse, ot some-

thing to relievo the tedium of business is a most beneficial thing.

One thing we must always remember, that is that street rail-

road riding is, after all, a habit. As a habit it is growing. We
can all look back a few years when general riding was not so

usual, when people walked a little more than they do now; when
we sent out messages, not by telephone but by messenger, and

he walked. Now all these different improvements that we are

introducing in the way of finer cars, of higher speed, of better

facilities and last ot all, amusements, perhaps one ot the most

recent innovations, it means a constant tendency to increase the

habit of street car riding; and I lielieve that anything that has

that trend and tendency is certainly very beneficial.

As regards the details ot these things, we might discuss them

ad libitum, as how they should be conducted, etc., but that is

mechanical, and will easily suggest itself to the mind of almost

any manager. The main question is—does it pay? I think it

does, and for the reasons I have suggested.

Vice-President Ely: Are there not some other members pres-

ent who will discuss Mr. Holmes' paper? The convention would

be very glad to hear from them.

Mr. Davis (Williamsport): I ask if there are any roads which

keep their statistics concerning their amusement business sepa-

rate aud apart from their general business, showing exactly tue

amount ot their travel which is due, as near as they can tell,

to the amusement feature of their business. The experience m
Pennsylvaiua among the small parks is that the profits derived

from the amusement business is not in proportion to the risK

of the money spent, and in quite a majority ot places, the rule

is, that it is almost impossible for the manager to separate tne

hot weather travel on amusement lines from the travel due to

the entertainment or park itself.

Mr. Holmes (Kansas City): I will show that as far as Kansas

City is concerned, where we have the out of town parks, we have

kept careful records ot the business, because we sell tickets to

fhe park, and I would be glad to talk that over with anyboay

or seud him information. I recently received a letter from Mr.

Goodrich, of Jlinneapolis, who has a great deal of experience

in the railroad business, and especially in the matter of parks.

At Lake Harriet they have a nice paviliou. and they are relieved

of the expense of mainiaining the park entirely, and Mr. Good-

rich is firmly of the opinion that it does not pay their company

fo emplo.v a band of music or any other attraction for that park.

I can easily understand why it would not. because in our uortn-

ern cities, and Kansas City is almost one. as compared witn

New Orleans, our summer season only lasts probably two and

a half months, and we are compelled to depend upon the weather

for our business. If the nights are cool travel is very light.

Speaking for Kansas City, I am convinced that we had better

let the city furnish the parks and we contribute towards the music

and attractions in the park. The real difficulty in establishing

public parks in Kansas City was due to the fact that the street

railroad companies had been quite liberal in providing parks.

The people expected the companies to do it. and it is hard to

overcome that feeling. The people would say:—What is the nse

of our being taxed with a lot ot parks and their maintenance

when the street railroad people will do it? But these conditions

are changed, and we now have a beautiful system of parks laid

out tor our city; and the company looks forward to great pleas-

ure travel, contributing something to its support in the way
of amusement.

Mr. Beggs (Milwaukee): I quite agree with the general trend

of Mr. Holmes' paper. In our own experience, for some years

we have in the public parks of the city band concerts of which

the street railroad company paid the entire expense, the city
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having no fund, as is the case in many cities. 1 thoroughly agrt^

with that form of entertaiumeut, and in behalf of our company
we hare a standing offer to duplicate any amount of money
expended by the city, or raised by public spirited citizens lor

the purpose of giving music iu the pariis. Our experience, how-
ever, for two years, was that where we paid the entire expense,

as we did, taking the daily receipts of the particular lines lead-

ing to the resorts iu which these entertainments were provided

at the sole expense of the company, that we never got back at

the outside more than seventy-five cents for each dollar spent.

While we seem to have an increase of gross receipts, which in-

creased our gross receipts tax likewise, and made us seem to

be doing an abnormal business, so far as dollars and cents lett

in our treasury went, we were the losers,

lam glad to hear this question discussed at this time, because

we are having urged upon us now by individuals a scheme iiy

which we would be called upon to put up a large amount of

money for the parks by maintaining special amusements of this

kind. From my experience and observation in various cities,

I do not believe that it pays a street railway company to go into

the amusement business. I think there is a great deal of mis-

apprehension many times as to the manner in which this money
is spent, by concentrating all the energies in this direction m
one particular point of the city and giving amusements at that

place. They fail to recognize that much of the money spent

there might have been spent in other sections, and with better

effect; not to give so much special prominence to one point. 1

think our experience this year where we have spent no money
whatever on public entertainment has convinced us pretty thor-

oughly that that we are very greatly the winners by a refusal

to contribute the entire amount necessary. I do believe m
promoting the public parks of a city as maintained either by the

municipality or by public spirited citizens, but I do seriously

doubt whether any of these expensively maintained resorts pay

the companies that promote them. I think it is because they

have not carefully analyzed the total cost nor the effect upon

the general system, and if the same enterprise had been expended

in improving the facilities for travel, in making the cars more

cheerful and comfortable and improving the roadbed, it would

bring much larger returns than in spending it for a couple of

hours of diversion in the afternoon or evening.

Mr. Harrington (Camden): We have a park and we have had

considerable trouble due to the fact that people would come
to the park and take the best seats, and would not ride on our

cars. The park is very near the city and in order to guard

against that we furnish the ticket on the car to each passenger

desiring to go to the park, and charge 10 cents entrance fee to

others. This method effectually shut out the objectionable ele-

ment and by the use of the ticket we determined the number

of people going to the park. We find that while our travel is

increased, owing to the expense of operating the park, we re-

ceived from the park income about 70 per cent of what the

park costs to operate. The travel on the road, of course, is in-

creased, and we can tell from the tickets just the amount. We
think we are making some money, but whether we would make
the installation and furnish the park if we had to do it over

again is a question.

Mr. Farson (Chicago): The coming railroad manager who will

be highly esteemed will be the man who not only gives his

attention to reduced cost of operation, to the question of the very

best electrical eqtiipment, to the manner of the very best handling

of his cars, to seeing that his track is kept in the very best con-

dition; but he will also devote a large part of his thoughts to

the question of stimulation of travel. As has been well stated,

the matter of riding on the cars is a question of habit, largely,

and in many eases today where roads are operated at a loss,

or just about even, or a small profit, a little attention to this

line would mean dividends to the stockholders. From the stand-

point of a stockholder I am very much interested in this ques-

tion. It seems to me that the practical operators of roads could

take this question up and study it from all its points of view

with great interest to people who own the stock. Conditions, of

course, vary. In many small towns of 10.000 to 30,000 people,

a little attention paid to the operation of a park, either directly

by the company or by inducing some one to operate it for you.

would mean today a dividend to the stockholders. Street rail-

ways, like other institutions, need leaders, and not followers.

At the head of these institutions should be broad minded, wide
awake, up to date men who will study carefully the conditions

in which they are situated and use their effort and their energy
for the purpose of bringing money into the treasury of tue

company.

Mr. Claflin, Boston: We of the Xorumbega Park, to whicii

I'ark you gentlemen are invited, have had a very different ex-

perience from some of the gentlemen who have spoken. We
have adopted a different system from most of the street rail-

way parks in Massachusetts, and it has certainly been a great

success for the park and the railway. We have adopted tue

practice of charging an admission fee for the park and discrim-

inate in favor of our railway patrons. Our railway carries its

patrons a distance of 5I/2 miles for 5 cents. We sell on our cars

for 15 cents a round trip ticket, which includes admission to the

park. We charge people going on foot or bicycle 10 cents ad-

mission. The result is that the railway patrons get admission
for 5 cents and the other people pay 10 cents. That has a ten-

dency to bring passengers to the railway company, and it has
been a great success with us. The result has been that the pans
has maintained itself and costs the railway comjiany nothing
whatever for its maintenance. The revenue derived from the

road has been net. Our line is a small one, but the patrons
there have been worth nearly 600,000 fares to us, at 5 cents each,

as the result of the park's entertainments The admission ro

the park is through a registering turnstile, and we know where
the patrons come from. This statement may be of interest as

showing circumstances where a park can be made to maintain
itself as an enterprise, and the railway not be put to any ex- •

pense. The admission fee is small. We furnish theatrical enter-

tainments, have a zoological garden, band concerts and other

things, and manage to make the admission tee pay the entire

expense, .and also the interest on the money invested in the

park, and the railway company gets its revenue net.

Mr. Lang, Toledo: I want to offer a few suggestioms that

may be of value. Our city has 140,000 inhabitants. We are con-

ducting a place of amusement on the lake shore about 5% miles

from the center of the city. It was not established by our com-
pany, but is now controlled by it because we have purchased
the road that built it. I had some misaiviugs about the value
of the enterprise when it was started. We rectified some of the

mistakes; one of them was that they started it on too large a
scale, and did not charge any admission. At the outset a per-

son who paid the street railway people 10 cents could get to

the ground and obtain free admission and a free seat in tne

casino building where vaudeville and like comedy entertain-

ments were given from 2 to 4 in the afternoon and again from
S to 10 in the evening. The ride on the cars included a seat in

any part of the house. At the same time they sold all kinds of

soft drinks and had various amusements on the grounds. When
it came into our possession we found it wns losing money. It

was said to have cost in the neighborhood of ?t!ii.000 in land and
buildings, and finding that it was running behind we imposed
an admission fee of 5 cents, which makes it correspond to what
the gentleman from Boston says, 15 cents for the round trip and
admission to the grounds, and the patrons were registered by
turnstiles, so that we knew at all times how many persons were
going in. In addition to that, instead of giving free seats in the

main part or body of the house we put in reserved seats, for

which we made a charge of 10 cents. We found that was work-
ing so well tliat we went into the gallery and put in reserved

seats in the first two rows. The people of our city and friends

of ours said we were making a great mistake in imposing this

admission fee of 5 cents and charging for reserved seats. Init we
tried it and it has been eminently successful. We have boxes

that will seat four persons which sell for 25 cents. We found

this last year that we came out a few hundred dollars ahead of

the operating expenses, but we run the casino company as an

entirely independent company, without an.v relation to the rail-

road company at .all. It increased the earnings of the railroad

companies about $40,000 last year. This year the casino com'

pany will net about .$G.OOO, counting the fair depreciation upon

the buildings, and the railroad company will increase its earnings
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over 150,000. Now I realize that conditions differ in different

places. What would be a desirable thing in Boston or New
York might not be so desirable in another place of smaller pop-

ulation and vice versa. But if any of yon are further interested

In this subject, I will be glad to give you any additional infor-

mation I can, and hence will not take any more time of the

convention In making further remarks.

Mr. Davis, WiUiamsport: The practice has been in Boston

and In New England for the railroads operating parks to fur-

nish amusements and rely upon their car fares alone to reim-

burse them for their working outlays. I would like to have the

experience of the managers of these parks as to whether they

think it is profitable, and how long such parks have been operated

at a profit.

Mr. Wyman, New Orleans: I do not like to weary you in this

matter and I am not from New England. In New Orleans we

have the advantage of a long season. From the middle of .\pril

to September, and usually a supplementary season during the

month of September. This year the park closes on tbe 18th.

We charge nothing for admission to our grounds. We have a re-

sort on Lake Pontehartrain about six miles from the city. We
have a round trip car fare of 15 cents. The grounds are very

extensive, large hotels on either side which we own, and a large

platform, a pier, bathing houses, boat houses, and of course

any one who uses the bathing houses or the boats has to pay

extra, but the general thing is free. We provide a very fine band,

our weekly pay roll for amusements running from $2,000 to

12,200. The park has been operated as expensively as that for

the last two or three years. We did not begin in such an ex-

pensive manner. We went at it in a small way, but finding it

profitable, we have increased every year. We have chutes and

merry-go-rounds and all sorts of things of that kind. We keep

an accurate record of our operating expenses and our receipts,

keeping the road entirely separate from any other road, keep-

ing an accurate record of all the cost of expenses at the beach,

and we find that our proportion of receipts to expenses varies

little from the ordinary electric road. In winter we do not do

so well. Our operating expenses run from 70 to 90 per cent of

the gross receipts, and that includes the winter time when the

people do not go out, but we run the road all winter. Of course

we have some rentals there, and we find we are amply repaid by

the travel. We charge nothing for entrance to the park to any

one who may come in a carriage—it is at the end of the Shell

Road—and we allow everyone free and absolute access, and It

Is our Impression that the fact that it is there helps us. We
carry a man 12 miles for 15 cents and give him a good show

in the matter of good music and other things, as good as ne

can get anywhere else for half a dollar, and the people are in-

clined to come.

Mr. Holmes, Kansas City: I notice a gentleman in the audi-

ence who was with our road in Kansas City for four years and

laid out the first park for our company. He has had a good

deal of experience with parks since that time, and we ought to

hear from him. I refer to Mr. Chapman
Mr. Chapman, Chicago: I am somewhat rusty now on the

amusement business, but I can give a little experience at Grand

Kapids, Mich., where the lines were converted from cable and

horse cars to electric, and a very pretty park was constructed

at the lake, where the average haul was four miles from the

center of the city. We commenced, as nearly as everybody else

has done. In a small way. The first attractions were merry-go-

rounds and things of that kind. It gradually became more and

more expensive, better music, and unfortunately more and more

bicycles, so that while the patronage largely increased the ex-

penses Increased in much greater proportion. Since I severed my
connection with the Grand Rapids property they have found It

advisable to build a small auditorium, and they help out their

roads by charging admission to the reserved seat section of this

auditorium, allowing the people to stand on the outside without

extra) charge. They furnish attractions costing them from $400 to

$000 a week, and are making the amusement feature more suc-

cessful than it ever was before, since the days of the introduc-

tion of the bicycle. Before that time it was very satisfactory.

Mr. Bean, St. Joseph: I see Mr. Fred W. Thompson, of Mus-

ycefOD, Mich., in the room, apd I suggest that we bear from him.

Mr. Thompson, Muskegon: Mr. President, I came to listen,

not to talk. It is true that we have a park at Muskegon, and also

pavilions and theatrical attractions. The last three years we
have conducted the attraction part of It on a little bit of a
stage attached to the main building and have found it fairly

profitable. This year we went to an expense of $2,000 and
built a properly constructed addition for theatrical entertam-

monts with 584 reserved seats and the stage lighted by elec-

tricity. Up to this year we allowed everybody in the park with-

out any restrictions. This year we allowed no one in the pavil-

ion unless they purchased tickets on the cars. They may go

into the old pait of the building, which has fiat bench seats with

a capacity of 700, for the fare. The reserved seats cost 5 cents

extra, and this year we have more than paid the cost of our

theater from the reserved seats. The increased travel in the

mouths when the weather was fine was $1,000. A good park

with good attractions in my opinion will be a paying venture

for a street railway company.

Mr. Ciilioon, Elmira: One point does not seem to have been

touched upon by any of the speakers, and that is the increased

liability to accidents. If we increase the travel by means of

amusements or parks or entertainments, in carrying the greater

number of people we are thereby inducing to go to these plact-s,

we certainly increase very materially the chances for accident;

and it would seem to me that in the matter of expenses the

question whether these parks pay or do not pay, the matter of

damage suits and of the liability for dam.ages that are Incurred

should be considered. I think that would open up a profitable

field for discussion. Tliis amusement question is becoming a

very vital one, especially to the smaller roads. The road winch

I represent is of that class. We have a city of about 45,000 inliab-

ilants and at the end of our line is situated a public park. We can-

not control any of the privileges, but we can pay all the expenses

for having amusements there, and unless we do that we do not

get any travel there to speak of. The question of damages has

come up on two occasions, and I think largely on account of the

greater number of passengers earned incident to the amusement.

I should like to hear something of the experience of others, and

as to whether they reckon there is a profit in the amusement

business, taking this question of damages into consideration.

Mr. Jones, Memphis: It seems to me the whole question is one

of locality and conditions. Take the case cited by Mr. Wyman.
He has a resort there which was there before the electric road

was put in. I have often paid $5 for a carriage to drive out there.

It is a beautiful place. The more advantages he gives the people

the better his patronage. Take a park in Boston. I do not see

how a park could be profitable here, because the season is short

unless yt)u have a park which people will visit in the afternoon.

If you expect people to go to a park in the afternoon at New
Orleans and Memphis, it would be an absolute failure, because

they do not go out at all except in the evening. AVe think we

can do more in that line by having a park for the reason that our

season lasts about eight months. Our people begin to go out in

the evening early in April; and I have seen the temperature on

Christmas Eve, 78 degrees with us. We think that sort of a

place would be better than it would be up here. I think the

question solves itself down to one of local conditions.

Mr. Heft. Meriden: I am glad to observe the gentlemen living

up to the traditions of street railway men by being honest and

coming liere to tell us the truth. We are operating a park that we

inherited when we bought the road. The people had spent about

$45,000 on the park. They had put up posts to tie their horses

to. put launches and boats on the lake that everyone might take

a ride, and they built a casino and a switi-h-back ro.ad. They

provided baseball grounds, and all these things were free to every

man wlio chose to enter there. I want to say to you that when

the balance sheet was figured up the end of the year we found

that our experience has been about tlie same as the gentlemen

from Milwaukee, and I think the street railway men of today

have run mad on this question of amusements, providing every-

thing without any recompense whatever, and if we are going

to make these parks pay, they must be run upon a business

basis, the same as a gentleman over there on the left (Mr.

Clafiln) who charges an admission fee. We must not forget that

when we add to tUe receipts we add to the operating expenses
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of the road, and all these things must be figured out, or at the

end of the year we shall be short, i am very glad to hear from

the gentlemen on this question; and it seems that the only men
who make any money, with the exception of Mr. Wyman, wno
lives in the sunny South, where evei-ything comes to you free,

are those who charge an admission to their parks.

The President: As there seems to be no further discussion

on this question, we will now take up the report of the nominat-

ing committee. Mr. Beau, the chairman of the committee, will

present the report.

Mr. Bean presented the report, which was as follows;

President, Charles S. Sergeant, second vice-president Boston

Elevated Railway Company, Boston.

First Vice-President, Henry C. Moore, president Trenton Pas-

senger Railway Company, Consolidated, Trenton, N. J.

Second Vice-President, Ernest Woodruff, president Atlanta

Consolidated Street Railway Company, Atlanta, Ga
Third Vice-President, Walton H. Holmes, general manager

Metropolitan Street Railway Company. Kansas City, Mo.

Secretary and Treasurer, Thomas C. Penington, treasurer Chi-

cago City Railway Company, Chicago

Executive Committee (in addition to the president and vice-

presidents):

Albion E. Lang, president Toledo Traction Company, Toledo.

George E. Yuille, second vice-president West Chicago Street

Railroad Company, Chicago.

li'rank Jones, president Memphis Street Railway Company,

Memphis, Tenn.

John I. Beggs, general manager Milwaukee Electric Railway

& Light Company, Milwaukee.

Ira A. McCormack, general superintendent Brooklyn Heights

Railroad Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Place of next meeting, Chicago.

Respectfully submitted,

^
W. Worth Bean, Chairman.

E. C. Foster.

Ernest H. Davis,

Jas. R. Chapman,
H. C. Payne.

Mr. Shaw, Boston: I move that the report of the committee be

accepted and th.at the secretary be authorized to cast the ballot

of the Association for the gentlemen nominated. Carried.

The President: I appoint as tellers Mr. Chapman and Mr. Ely.

The tellers reported that the ballot had been cast unanimously

for the gentlemen nominated, and the president declared them

duly elected.

Mr. Farson, Chicago: May I not compliment the committee

on this admirable report and the splendid selection of officers; and

also upon its selection of Chicago for the next place of meeting.

I may say on behalf of the street railway people of Chicago that

W(! will do everything in our power to make the convention In-

teresting, profitable and instructive. We will welcome you, gen-

tlemen, with ojjen arms. Applause.

The President: I will appoint as a committee provided for in

the motion of yesterday, regarding the carrying of United States

mail matter on street railways, the following gentlemen: John

T. Burnett, Boston; Henry C. Payne, Milwaukee; Ira A. McCor-

mack, New York; D. G. Hamilton, Chicago; W. S. Dimmock,
Council Bluffs

The president read a letter from the Boston Elevated Railway

Company inviting the delegates to visit any or all of the various

power plants, shops, car houses, etc., of the company, and stated

that special instructions had been issued to have p<^rticula^ at-

tention shown to the visitors.

"The Chutes" on Huntington avenue extended its courtesies

to the delegates. A letter was read from D. B. Dyer, of Au-

gusta, Georgia, regretting his inability to be present at the con-

vention; and a similar letter from Past President C. B. Holmes.

The President: I have been informed that T. Y. Dzushi. chief

of finance and manager of stores of the Imperial Government
Railways of Japan; and K. Sugahara. chief engineer of the

Kobu, and of some street railroads soon to be built in Japan,

are In the room, and have been attending this convention since

it opened; and I think that in some way we should express our

pleasure in meeting them.

Mr. Ely, Niagara Falls: I move you, Mr. President, that the

privileges of the floor be extended to these gentlemen and that

they be invited to address the convention. Carried.

Mr. Sugahara: Mr. President and Gentlemen: It is a great

privilege and honor to have the pleasure of meeting you on this

memorable occasion, and to occupy a seat in this n.ational con-

vention of street railways in this great counti-y. I desire to ex-

press my sincere gratitude for your hospitality extended to me
as well as to my friend, Mr. Dzushi. Indeed, it is very difficult

for me to express my feeling and sentiment to my heart's wish,

because I am not accustomed to your language. However, I

believe it will be some entertainment to you to know that an
alien from the Laud of the Rising Sun ventures to speak In

broken English instead of her flowery and poetic language,

Japan is achieving a great deal in her material progress and
is striving to accomplish in rapid succession what she learns

from abroad. Your Commodore Perry opened our gate toward
western civilization some 44 years ago. and today your generous
discoveries and inventions lead us hand in hand to the march of

material civilization, for which we are greatly Indebted to your
people and country. To tell you of my experiences regarding the

construction of street railways in Japan, I wish to inform

you that I was the first engineer of a private company which
has built steam street railways for passenger traffic in Tokio m
1S90 and since then. I am naturally devoted to the investigation

of street railway construction, and you can hardly imagine how
interesting and helpful it is to me to be present in this great

convention.

The progress of our street railway system is veiT slow, and
they are in a primitive stage as yet. For instance, they are only

about CO miles in length and most of them depend on horse

power, except the Kioto and Nagoyo electric lines. Several

electric railways, however, have been projected in different citle3

and towns throughout the country. We are firm in our belief

that in the near future Japan will be found a network of elec-

tric street railways. Should I engage in Tokio street railways

after returning homo and apply the knowledge I have gained

here, I shall be very much indebted to you all, and must pay
cordial thanks. We have about 40.000 of "jinrikish.!" and 90,000

of wagons drawn by men for the means of transportation In

Tokio which greatl.v interferes with the progress of street rail-

ways. Notwithstanding these difficulties. Tokio horse car rail-

way companies pay on the capital invested 30 per cent divi-

dends annually, and our steam road company 13 i)er cent. We
have no doubt that to build street railways in Tokio is one of the

most promising enlenirises. It is my great desire that our

country shall progress in such a degree that when any of you
shall come to Tokio you may go to any place in the city by
street cars, not by .iinrikisha. and that our country may be seen

as one of the industrial countries of the world, not only as a.

country of beauty and curiosity such as Kioto and Nikko-

Thanking you again for your kind privilege given us, and hop-

ing you all may enjoy the blessings of health, liberty and pros-

perity, I beg to conclude my remarks.

The President: Gentlemen, I am sure that I express the feel-

ings of all the members of this association when I say that it Is

a great pleasure for us all to meet you. I take pleasure in pre-

senting to you a badge that will admit you to all our sessions

and every exhibit in the building, and I believe to every home In

the city of Boston. I tnist you will carry these with you with

our best wishes. I also desire to present you with tickets to the

banquet tonight, and we will be glad to have you join us at that

time.

Mr. Dzushi: Gentlemen: It affords us great pleasure to meet

you here. I desire to express our hearty thanks for your kind In-

vitation.

Mr. Payne, Milwaukee: I desire on my own behalf and I have

no doubt on behalf of all the members of the Association, to re-

turn to the members of the Massachusetts Street Railway Asso-

ciation and to members of the local committees, and all those

who have interested themselves in entertaining us in the city,

our sincere thanks for the magnificent manner in which they have

done their work. I think it is not too much to say that the ar-
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rangements for this convention have not been excelled in any

place where we have met, certainly not where I have been in at-

tendance upon the meeting. It is but proper that we should make

known our feelings in that regard, and I offer a resolution that

the secretary be instructed to tender to the persons the heart-lelt

thanivs and appreciation of the members of this Association. Mr.

Chapman seconded the motion, which was duly carried.

Mr. rayue, Milwaukee: One thing more. I do not know

whether it is the proper time, but I think the members of the As-

sociation will desire to place upon record their appreciation of

the manner in which the officers during the last year have per-

formed their duties; and I therefore desire to move that the

thanks of the Association be tendered to the retiring president

and the other members of the executive committee of the Asso-

ciation.

Mr. Payne put the motion, which was unanimously carried.

President Lang: I thank you very much, gentlemen, for this

expression. We have only done our duty, and we hope the result

of our labors will be beneficial to all who attend our meetings,

and all who may read the report of the meeting when published.

Mr. Ely, Niagara Falls: I move that a special vote of thanks

be extended to the members of the ladies' reception committee

who have been so untiring in their efforts to the entertainment

of the visiting ladies, and who have expended so much time and

pains in making their stay pleasant there. Carried.

The Secretary: I will announce the names of some new com-

panies that have joined the Association since the opening of this

meeting;

Warren, Brookfield & Spencer Street Railway Company, War-

ren, Mass
Brockton, Bridgewater & Taunton Street Kailway Company,

Boston, Mass
Providence & Taunton Street Railway Company, Taunton,

Mass.

Milford. HoUiston & Framingham Street Railway Company,

Framingham, Mass.

South ChicEgo City Railway Company. Chicago, 111.

St. Joseph Railway Heat, Light & Power Company, St. Jo-

seph, Mo.

Fair Haven & Westville Street Railway Company, New Haven,

Conn
The President; We will now have the next paper:

INSPECTION AND TESTING OF MOTORS AND CAR
EQUIPMENTS BY STREET RAILWAY

COMPANIES.

By Frederick B. Perkins, Electrical Engineer Toledo Traction

Company, Toledo, O.

In discussing this subject I have decided to speak of inspection

and testing separately. The work of impection is to be attended

to principally in the car houses, with a small amount of attention

while cars are in service. The testing is to be done in the repair

shop. In no direction can a railway company save money, or

- increase dividends more rapidly, than by having its equipments

thoroughly inspected by competent men. working systematically

under intelligent direction.

After a car has been through the repair shop and is again

placed in service, it is naturally supposed to be in first class condi-

tion. It comes then under the immediate supervision of one or

Uiore men, presumably the day and night foreman, whose duty

it is to keep that car in good condition for so long a time with

as little expense as is possible. These men should be thoroughly

acquainted with every detail of that car. Instead of examining

cars once in 30 or CO days, a daily inspection is necessary.

I have thought it expedient for the purpose of setting forth

my views on inspection, to describe the work as being carried on

in a modern car house containing 50 equipments, and arranged
for the easy handling of the cars, so that no extra help will

be required for that purpose.

In dealing with the inspection of cars in this car house, we
believe better results can be obtained by giving to each man

FREDERICK B. PERKINS.
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some particular branch of tlie work, rather than assigning to him

a certain nuniber of cars, and expecting him to do all the work
required thereon. For instance, it is safe to assume that the con-

trollers will be kept in better condition if the responsibility of

a good repair be placed with one man only, than would be the

case were this branch of the work made a part of the duties of

several workmen in conjunction with all the other repairs found

necessary. If this be true in regard to controllers, it will be found

equally pertinent to all the other items of car inspection. There

is also this advantage—the men will carry the tools and material

for one particular kind of work only, whereas, if they had a

multiplicity of duties to perform, it would necessitate their hav-

ing a large assortment of tools and material, or wasting con-

siderable time' in going back and foith to the stock-room.

In this modern car house five men will be required. This esti-

mate includes only the repair men proper and not the foreman
of the car house, whose duties in connection with handling of

motormen and conductors, sending out cars and similar work
would require so much of his time, that he could only have a

general knowledge of the work of inspection in the car house.

Two of this number would be required to grease and inspect the

motors, one to keep the controllers in repair, one to take care

of the trolleys and to assist in the care of trucks and car bodies,

( ne to have charge of the truck and car bodies.

Tlie most vital parts of the equipments are the different parts

of the motor, viz.; armatures, fields, bearings, brushes and brush-

holders. Tile care of this part of the equipments should come
under the head of greasing; and on the m.inner in which this

|iait of the work is done depends, to a large extent, the frequency

with which the cars will break down while in service; and also

ihe amount of repair necessary to keep them in operation. Often

times the most ignorant and cheapest men are given the place of

greaser. On the contrary, it is a position where intelligence and
thoroughness are imperative. In order that he may have sutti-

cient time for thoroughness in detail, he should not be expected to

ling alarms or attend to other matters of a miscellaneous nature;

but should be held responsible for his own particular work.

The car should pass into the greaser's hands the first day after

it is on the road and every second day thereafter. He should

examine thorouglily the brushes, brush holders, gears, pinions,

l)earings and commutator. Of these parts, the care of the bear

iugs and commutator is the most important and should there-

fore receive the greatest amount of attention. The manner of

caring for the bearings is very simple. They must be well

supplied with grease or oil and care must be taken that they
iire kept free from dust and grit and also that the grease feeds

properly.

In the matter of the care of commutators, electricians seem
divided in their opinion as to whether they should be sandpapered
or not; personally, I am not in favor of it. Instead of temporarily

fixing the commutator 1\\ san.liiaperiug it. and thereby simpiy

putting it in shape for one moro day's work, I would get at the

botton' of tiie troidde and either make a commutator (by some
preparation of mica and copper which will not spark) or if the

trouble lies deeper, remedy it by remcdelliug the entire motor.
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'J his may seem to be a heroic measure but the end will justify

the meiins.

I thinic, iiowever, that usually the troublo is not in the com-

iiiutatoi-, uoi- with the motor, but iu either tlie brushes or brush

holder, or both; and it is probable that with proper adjust-

ment, and Willi proper care and treatment wo should find the

trouble obviated, and sandpapering of eora'uutators unnecessary.

When speaiiing of the treatment of brushes, we refer to a treat-

ment of oi! or sou.ethins similar.

The W'l'iti'r h.is pivsonal knowlfdpe of a large lead where roiu-

mon brushes were used without any treatment or care except

Ic) repi;i-?e as needed, and it seemed as if the man who used the

most brushes was given "ilie credit of taking the best care of his

motor. The average life of bru.-^hes on this road and the above

conditions with ,th3 commutator sandpiipfd every day, was si-t

days. Subsequently, the sandpypering was stopped entirely, and

the brushes were removed every six days and properly treated in

od. The life of brushes under this treatment was increased from

six days to from 40 to 60 days. The trouble with commutators

which before had been great, was reduced to a minimum, in

fact almost entirely averted. It is possible that under some

heavy conditions, tiie practice of sandpapering must be kept up

Imt it must be .accomplished in a different manner, and must li<;

apiiliod sparingly instead of indiscriminately

Not later than every fourth day, every controller and switch

comes under the notice of the man wiio has charge of those parts.

The main point is to clean thoroughly, using a little vaseline on

the contacts. The parts that are worn should be touched up with

a file, or s-tiould be sandpapered and if badly worn, should be

replaced, so that .at least every fourth day the controllers will be

sent out in first class condition. This man can also examine

the car wiring, lanip fixtures, headlights and all similar parts.

The fourth man will have the care of the trolley poles and

wheels. These should be carefully looked over each night and

oiled if necessary. The man who attends to this part of the

equipment will also have considerable Imie to devote to general

inspection of the car bodies and trucks under the direction of the

general inspector. Under the scrutiny of these two men should

come all the details of a car body, such as grab-handles, window-

catchers, curtain fixtures and similar parts. These should be

carefully attended to each day, in so much as the reputation of

the road will suffer in direct proportion as the attention to these

small details is neglected. For the public is exceedingly exacti'ng

as regards the manner in which its comforts are catered to m
these minor details; and the degree of excellence which character-

izes this part of the work, will be largely instrumental in mould-

ing and fashioning its opinion of the road and of its seiwants in

management.

The matter of car cleaning will not be considered in this paper

as it is not directly connected with the subject in hand.

After having touched upon the subject of the matter of inspec-

tion in the car house, we have to deal with outside inspection,

that is, inspection on the road by the inspectors, motormen and

conductors. It may be a good plan to have outside inspection,

and It is often advantageous if not carried too far, but I do not

believe it is desirable to have a large force. For this reason

but very little of the time devoted to this line of inspection is

re.ally used in looking over the equipments, but must necessarily

be consumed in getting from one car to another and in waiting

for opportunities, and most of the trouble located by these in-

spectors is not of such a nature as to require immediate atten-

tion; and if it were, the inspector could not make the necessary

repairs without taking the car to the car house.

Troubles of a serious nature, such as would require immediate

attention and taking the car out of service, should be easily de-

tected by the motorman or conductor, and reported at once to the

proper official. It may not be entirely irrelevant to speak here of

the relation of motormen and conductors to the inspection of cars.

It has been proved that it is usually a waste of time, and very

little has been accomplished by attempting to instruct motormen
and conductors other than in the simplest ideas of electrical prob-

lems; for while on some roads there may be a number of old

motormen who have a fair idea of electrical equipments, and

whom it would probably be sate to allow to locate existing trou-

ble, it would be dillicult to draw the line between the men com-

petent in this direction and those wholly lacking in such knowl-

edge. I know of nothing more distasteful to passengers unwill-

ingly detained, than sitting in a car impatiently waiting wldle a

motorman works over some part of the equipment in a vain en-

deavor to locate some trouble, the very nature of which he has

not the faintest idea; and quite likely, at the same time, interter-

ing with the movement of several other cars.

Of course, contingencies might arise where men would be justi-

fied in attempting to locate trouble on their cars, but, as a
rule, they should not be allowed to do so. as the practice is wrong.
If they clearly understand the brake mechanism, the right man-
ner in which to apply the power to the motors, how to use the

cut-out switch in the controller, and have a clear conception of

the general rules as promulgated by the company, this will lie

about as far as it is profitable to teach them.

But while we may not allow them to make repairs, or experi-

ment with the equipment, we must educate them to the necessity

of being able to immediately detect any unusual or threatened

condition, and to at once report the same. In fact, they must be

made to feel that it is their first duty to report everything that is

working to the possible detriment of the company, and if we
properly impress them with the importance of these details as

outlined above, we shall have established a means of quickly lo-

cating trouble on the road; and that without the aid of special in-

spectors.

Next conies the matter of testing. The service which we will

obtain from our equipments depends largely upon the manner in

which the lepairs are made. If the repair work be rushed through
with the idea of going over as many cars as possible in a short

space of time and with little or no regard for the thoroughness
of the work, we must expect the necessity for repairs to increase

to an alarming extent. If, on the other hand, we make our re-

pairs with the idea that work thoroughly done will have a ten-

dency to greatly decrease the liability to breakdowns while the

cars are in service, and correspondingly reduce -the amount of

work to be done in the repair shops, we shall naturally consider

the best means not only of doing the' work, but of definitely de-

termining its condition when finished.

To do this properly, we must resort to our testing (and we use

the word "testing" in a broader sense than it usually signifies).

For example, all material furnished, such as tape, mica, paper,

etc., must be kept up to the standard, and to accomplish this,

everything used should be carefully examined, or, under our

classification, tested.

We must begin testing in the purchasing department. In the

purchasing of supplies a great deal of trouble is often occasioned

by changing the kind of material furnished. This is probably

more noticeable in the case of small roads. Now, while there

may be no great difference in the quality of goods furnished, or if

auy one of the many different brands were used exclusively, it

would give satisfaction, yet the very fact that many differeui

kiuds are used has a tendency to produce a lack of carefulness in

the details of the work which will almost invariably show in the

general result. This will be noticeable in several ways. The
\\orknien will take one of the following views of the matter: ne
will either think the management is careless in the matter, and,

as a consequence, he will immediately commence to drop from the

former high standard of work; or. he wdl think that there is

nothing essential about the quality of the material used, and ac-

quire the pernicious habit of utilizing anything which may hap-

pen to be handy.

When a workman once detects what seems to him to be a lack

of thoroughness in auy part of the work which has to do with his

department, you have at that moment allowed to enter that de-

partment a spirit of carelessness, which will develop very rapidly;

and, unless quickly suppressed, will in a short time produce disas-

trous results.

To attain to a condition of thoroughness in any line of work,

may have called for the performance of a great deal of hard la-

bor, the expenditure of much time and money, and the exercise of

patience, skill and forthought, but how slight a relaxation of
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vigilance on the part of some official trusted with the mainte-

nance of the good condition acquired, can, In an incredibly short

space of time, undo the good work accomplished; and cause a

retrograde movement along the lines which had promised so

favorably.

If, howe-cer, we have to allow only one kind of material in the

repair shop, the question naturally arises as to how we can avoid

being behind the times in the matter of different kinds of sup-

plies; and also in the manner of their use. The answer is we

must have an experimental room, and here must be tested samples

of all supplies and material before being contracted for by the

purchasing agent. I do not mean to say that this room must ne-

cessarily be entirely separate from the repair shop, as this would

naturally require a large amount of machinery which we already

possess, and would not care to duplicate. But this room must

be considered by the employes as one in which they are not di-

rectly interested other than as they are required to work on some

portion of that which is being tested; but the special testing and

all the instruments for the same must be in a separate depart-

ment; and it It is not possible to have a separate room, at leasee

a part of the repair shop should be partitioned off for this work,

as the amoimt of time wasted by the employes of the shop at-

tracted from their regular duties by the testing of some part of

equipment or material on the floor of the repair shop proper,

would, if saved, more than compensate for the expense incurred

in the creation and maintenance of such a room.

Having thus arranged this separate apartment for practically

all testing purposes, and having impressed upon employes and

workmen that herein will be settled all questions relating to work

done and material used, we have accomplished one of the results

aimed at, in that we have prepared ourselves to impress upon

the men that any material placed in their hands for use in re-

pairs, has previously been thoroughly tested; and this will, we

think tend to raise the standard of work, as any results of poor

workmanship on their part cannot then be laid to faulty mate-

rial; we thus give them an incentive to conscientiously deal with

established and known good material.

We are now able to take anything in the line of new material

or any new ideas regarding the use of the same, or any electrical

problems which may arise, and ascertain their value without

interfering in any way with the regular work of the shop or of

the employes.

It is neither necessary nor desirable that the workmen should

know the merits or defects of whatever comes to the testing

room. On the contrary, there are some of the employes who
should be allowed to become familiar with a great deal of the

work of this room. They will not only be more valuable for the

knowledge thus obtained, but some of the work must of neces-

sity be delegated to some other person than the electrical engi-

neer. But at all times it must be made plain to them, that the

room is distinctly a separate department having no connection

with their ordinary work.

Having now provided for our testing department, and estab-

lishing its relation to the purchasing of supplies, and to the em-

ployes of the repair shop, what machines and instruments shall

We need in its equipment?

A high and low reading direct current voltmeter; one having

a double scale reading from 1 to 750, and from 1 to 15.

A direct current ammeter reading from 1 to 100.

A low reading ammeter would be very convenient many times

but is not ab'oluti'lv necessary.

A 50,000-ohm magneto bell, an alternating current voltmeter

and some handy ti'Stlng set will make an outfit of instruments

with wlilch We can do all the testing required.

If the alternating current is not within reach of the car house,

we must procure a small dynamo and produce it ourselves. A
very small machine, say 2 h. p., would be sufficient for all the

needs of the testing department. If this machine is designed for

about 100 volts, it would be most convenient for our use. With
a few small transformers wound for 2,000 volts primary and for

either 50 or 100 volts secondary, we are prepared to furnish any
voltage within a range of from 5 volts to 10,000 volts.

The man who has this part of the work in charge can very

easily and cheaply arrange the details of installation of the wir-

ing, etc. He can also make some resistance coils and many other

pieces of apparatus which will greatly facilitate the quick testing

of whatever may be sent to this department.

What shall we test? First, everything that goes into the repair

shop. By doing this we shall be sure to keeping all material up

to the standard, which means an absolute guarantee against

breakdowns caused by poor material. In this way we raise the

standard of workmanship.

Second, all supplies which go to the foreman of the car houses.

In connection with this matter we are of the opinion that in the

testing room should be decided the manner of treating brushes,

the length of time they should be used before being removes

from the motor, the manner in which they should then be cared

for, their final disposition, the proper attention to be given the

trolley poles, the length of time they ought to remain in service,

their condition when removed, and many other similar questions

should not be left to work out their own solution, or dependent

upon the feelings or judgment of the various employes and work-

men, but should be definitely determined and decided in our test-

ing department.

Many may be of the opinion that we are carrying system be-

yond necessary limits in thus definitely and positively arranging

these details; but why should we allow several different men to

use material in whatever manner they may individually see fit,

to treat brushes as their fancy may dictate, to regulate the ten-

sion of trolley poles in accordance with their own feeling at the

time rather than by any fixed standard, and various other mat-

ters which might be mentioned along these lines.

Third, all finished material such as armature coils, insulation

for controllers, commutators and brush holders. We do not ne-

cessarily need to test every piece, but enough to satisfy ourselves

that the general order of work is kept up to the standard.

Fourth, all armatures, fields, commutators and controllers as

they are being made or repaired. One Illustration will be suffi-

cient to show how the testing may be carried on in this branch

of work.

An armature is wound and ready to be connected to the com-

mutator. With a small wire we connect all of the top leads to-

gether. With the bottom leads, each separate from the other.

With a magneto or testing set we find the insulation of the com-

plete armature is not right. First, we cut the small connecting

wire on the top leads in several places, then by testing each of

these parts we locate that portion of the armature which is bad;

then, by removing the wire we will test each coil separately until

we find the weak one. Next, by the use of our transformers we
obtain three or four thousand volts which we apply to this one

coll. If it stands the test, we may allow it to go through; and

if not. it can be replaced. If we should find that the trouble ex-

tonded to a large portion of the armature and indicated moisture

in tile coils, we may, by the use of this same transformer, ob-

tain 25 or 30 volts; and by connecting the armature to the commu-
tator with the exception of one end of one coil, then connecting

one side of the 25-volt circuit to this end, and the other side of the

circuit to the commutator bar left vacant, we may apply the

current for the purijose of drying the armature. With this ad-

v.Tntage, the heat will be generated in the core and the armature

will dry from the inside instead of from the outside.

With similar tests on all finished parts sent out from our

repair shop we have almost wholly removed the chances of fail-

ure In service, and have unquestionably added to the length of

life which may reasonably be expected from our equipment.

Ry running a few wires from our testing room to that part of

the shop where the cars are brought in for repairs, we are able

to reach every part of the equipment in a quick and thorough

manner, and it is probable that if a few tests are made on every

car that comes to the shop, many troubles will be located before

they have sufficiently developed to become serious. Hence, the

lime required to make tests will add nothing to the pay roll, while

the benefits derived may be many. All cars should be brought to

the repair shops thoroughly overhauled and inspected at least

twice a year.

In determining what shall be the standard of the work In the
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different branches of the shop, or finished material, and of cars

in service, I do not believe there can be any fixed scale. But that,

as we proceed with our testing and inspection, we shall gradually

raise the standard of our work and it will only be a short time

after adopting a thorough method of doing the work, that many
of the daily perplexities will have been eliminated.

Roger W. Cooant, electrical engineer of the Boston Elevated Kallwaj,
was born in Gloucester, Mass., November 26, 1869. He graduated at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology In 1801, having pursued the course
In electrical engineering, and after graduation Immediately engaged with

Mr. Chapman, Chicago: In view of the lateness of the hour, I

move that this paper be accepted, with the thanks of the conven-

tion, and filed without discussion. Carried.

The President announced the trip to Plymouth, in the after-

noon, and the annual dinner in the evening, after which the meet-

ing adjourned.

Friday Session.

The President called the meeting to order at 10:40 a.

announced that the first business would be the paper:

m., and

COST OF ELECTRIC POWER FOR STREET RAILWAYS
AT THE SWITCHBOARD, BOTH STEAM

AND WATER POWER.

By R. W. Conant, Electrical Engineer Boston Elevated Railway

Company, Boston, Mass.

It is my privilege to be able to communicate to you facts and

figures bearing on the operation of 44 power stations located at

the importiint street railway centers throughout the country.

These figures cover for the most part the operation of the stations

during the past year and were obtained through the kindness of

members of this association as well as from experience on the

roads in Boston. The aggregate capacity of power stations repre-

sented is 98,387 k. w. or 131,800 electrical h. p.

The total cost of operation for the production of power alone

from these stations during the past year has been $1,825,000 and

if the power had been produced by all at as low a cost as it was

in a number of the more economical stations the saving for the

year would have amounted to $443,300. It is the chief purpose of

this paper to explain the "If," and to obtain some idea of its size.

In what has been published on this subject there are a great

variety of opinions as to what should be included in the cost of

power, and also as to whether the basis of comparison should be

the car-mile or kilowatt-hour, this latter being due to the fact

that up to within a few years there has been no reliable in-

strument, adopted by street railways for the measuring of their

output. The car-mile basis is not a fixed standard. A car-mile

up hill takes a great deal of power, while a car-mile down hill

should take none and may be made a source of power.

In the analysis of costs of operation of power stations of vari-

ous sizes and types, it is first necessary to adopt a standard for

the unit of power. We have seen that the car-mile is unreliable.

Riecording wattmeters are at present constructed which will meas-

ure the output in k. w. h. They can be made to give results

which are accurate within a very small per cent. This state-

ment is abundantly verified by actual experience and is gradu-

ally becoming universally recognized. It is no doubt diflicult

for one who has been accustomed to figure cost of power pro-

duction on a car-mile basis, to reconcile himself to the k. w. h.

It should however be very easy for the steam engineer who is

accustomed to deal with h. p. since the k. w. h. equals 1.34 elec-

trical h. p. h.

It was evidently the idea of your executive committee in limit-

ing the title of this paper to cost at the switchboard to alxilish

the car-mile and adopt the k. w. h. as the unit of power. And in

comparing the costs from the various stations I shall use this

unit. For the benefit of those who are accustomed to consider-

ing the costs per car-mile, it will be Interesting to know that on
many roads a car-mile takes just about 1 k. w. h. This is not

true where grades and equipments are extremely heavy, in such
cases two or three times this amount may be required.

In the costs of power, whether it is produced by steam or water,
should be included the fixed charges as well as the cost of oper-

ation. Under fixed charttes • are : interest, depreciation, insur-

ance and taxes on the capital invested in the land, buildings and
machinery of the power station.

R. W. CONANT.

the West End Railway Company. He was the electrical engineer for this

I'oad during ISOC and 1897 and until the Boston Elevated assumed the

management, since which time he has been with the new company, hav-

ing charge of the department of electrical engineering.

Under operating expenses are fuel, labor, supplies, repairs,

superintendence and general expenses.

In both the fixed charges and operating expenses the compo-

nent items vary between widely different limits, and it becomes

impossible to construct a law that will predict the cost under all

circumstances.

On the other hand, for one who has had experience it is com-

paratively easy to predict what the power ought to cost under a

given set of conditions. What it will cost must, of course, de-

pend on management as well. In view of the variety of the

circumstances governing these costs, I have deemed it advisable

to establish, for purposes of comparison a standard plant whose

conditions are fixed.

It is not my intention to Imply that the performance or equip-

ment of this station, which I shall employ as a standard, is ideal,

or could not be bettered, but rather to assume equipment and

performance based on facts obtained from stations in actual com-

mercial operation during a long period of time.

As this station is described, its performance may seem to bor-

der on the ideal, and there is no question but that Its perform-

ance is consequent on favorable circumstances, very nearly we
may say test conditions. It is, however, in my opinion best to

err on this side rather than on the other in establishing a sta-

tion for comparison.

I shall assume the station to be located on the water front,

the exact spot is unimportant, but since this association has

chosen Boston as its meeting place we can consistently locate the

station here as well. I have fixed the capacity at 3,600 k. w. The

building erected on firm ground requiring but little piling or

filling; building and chimney are of brick.

For equipment; three cross compound condensing engines, cyl-

inders 28 in. and 56 in. by 5 ft. stroke; speed 80 r. p. m.; 150

lbs. steam pressure; three 1,200-k. w. direct-connected genera-

tors; six water tube safety boilers, 500-h. p. each. Economizers

and exhaust feed water heaters, electrically driven feed pumps
and coal handling apparatus. Such a station would cost to in-

stall as follows:

CAPITAL INVESTMENT. i

Building, foundations for engines and boilers, chimney.

coal handling apparatus $120,000

Engines and condensers, heaters, separators and piping. . 91.800

Peed pumps and economizers 18,000

Boilers and flue connections complete 61,000
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Generators and switeliboard complete 73,800

Land and docking facilities 17,CKX)

Engineering and sundries 5,000

Total $386,600

or about $107 per k. w. capacity.

To obtain the figure for fixed charges, I assume interest at 6

per cent, insurance and taxes 3 per cent, depreciation 2 per cent,

total 11 per cent, wbicii makes an annual fixed charge of ?42,52H.

I shall assume th.it this station produces 10,500,000 k. w. h. per

annum; dividing the annual charge by this figure gives .4 cent

per k. w. h. for the fixed charges. The depreciation is not intend-

ed to cover repairs which will be included under operating ex-

penses. The 2 per cent assumed for depreciation is to establisn

a sinking fund against the time when the station will have to be

entirely replaced by one of more modern and economical design.

Time of replacement being taken at 50 years. A few years ago

the time of replacement should have been assumed much shorter,

owing to the imperfect design of power station apparatus then

existing. But with the present advanced state of the art improve-

ments cannot be expected to develop as rapidly

Before arriving at the cost to produce power from this station,

it will be necfssary to obtain the operating expenses.

Tn nialiing comparisons between stations of difl:erent sizes and

t.rpes the cost of labor is the most perplexing item

Some stations operate with two shifts, others three. Some
liave engineers paid at different nUes and men which appear ou

Ihe records of some are iQ a capacity which in others is absent or

replaced by men of another class aud rate of pay. I therefore

give the following method of au.ilysis of The labor item whicli

gives satisfactory results when applied to station operation.

I can illustrate the method, and at the same time derive the op-

crating exper.ses by applying It to our standard station. It is

assumed that this station operates with three shifts of men, the

duration of each shift being eight hours. This makes the shift

hours per day 24 or 8,760 for the year. The same number of shift

hours would of course be obtained by two shifts of 12 hours each,

as in the case with some st.itions. For the three shift station, tife

first two probably would have the full complement of men, while

the third would not, as the statiou might be shut down on tnai

shift. But as there is considerable inspection, cleaning aud over-

hauling, this shift requires almost as many men, though then

rate of pay may be less. The liighest rates of pay would be on the

shift of heaviest load. The crew to operate the standard plant

would be about as follows: THvo engineers, one oiler, one helper,

two firemen, one coal passer; total, seven men per shift.

The average rate of pay per man is taken at 27 cents per hour.

This would b3 calculated from an actual station by dividing the

total amount paid for wages, including chief engineer's salary,

by the product of the number of men operating with the hours

each has worked. The number of men per shift for this station

being 7, I will divide this figure by 3.6 which is the figure express-

ing the capacity in 1,000 k. w. units. This division gives 1.94 as

the number of men per shift per 1,000 k. w. capacity. This figure

will vary with the type and size of station, as we shall see later.

The fractional part of the man of course only appears in figur-

ing.

Multiplying the 1.94 by the rate of pay, 27 cents, gives 52 cents

as the cost of labor per hour per 1.000 k. w. capacity. This mul-

tiplied by 3.6, the number of 1,000 k. w. capacity, gives $1.87 as

the total cost of labor required to operate the station per hour.

It will further aid in the analysis of the labor item to introduce

the load factor. As this term is sometimes employed in a different

sense from that used in this paper, I shall define it to be that per

cent which when multiplied by the capacity of the station in ii.

w. and by the shift hours for the period, gives the k. w. h. output

for the time considered. I take as the load factor for this station

33.3 per cent, average, for the year. You may remember that in

the consideration of the fi.xed charges I gave as the k. w. h. per

year 10,500,000, which is 33.3 per cent of 3,000 k. w. multiplied Dy

8,760, the shift hours per annum.

It has been shown above that $1.87 is the average cost of labor

90
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to operate the station for oae hour, and if we obtain the average

k. w. during the hour, which is k. w. h. for that period, a simple

division will give the figure for the cost of labor per k. w. h. Tne

load factor gives the means of obtaining the k. w. b. and by mul-

tiplying 3.0 by 1,000 and 33.3 per cent gives 1,200 as the average

k. w. for the hour, or k. w. h. for that period. Dividing $1.87, cost

of labor to operate the station per hour, by 1,200, gives .157 cents

as the cost of labor per k. w.h. But 3.G, the figure representing the

capacity, was used as a multiplier in obtaining both the cost of la-

bor, $1.87, and 1,200 k. w. h. It therefore disappears in the divi-

sion and the expression for the cost of labor per k. w. h. is made

independent of the capacity of the station to that extent. The

rule then for obtaining the cost of labor per k. w. h. for any sta-

tion is to multiply the rate of pay of the men by the number of

men per 1,000 k. w. capacity, and divide by the product of the

load factor times 1,000.

The use of this method will be illustrated if we compare the

cost of labor per k. w. h. in the first two columns of Table I. It

is .157 for the standard and .56 cents for station No. 1. It is rather

ditHcult to account for this great increase until we notice that the

men per 1,000 k. w. is 4.7 as against 1.94. The rate of pay and

load factor also enter, as I shall show later

I have constructed a diagram which gives the results of this e.'w-

pression for cost of labor for all usual rates of pay, load factors

and men per 1,000 k. w. This diagram is based ou a rate of 27

cents per hour, and there is also given a reduction table whicn

gives the per cent to be added or subtracted for other rates than

this. To illustrate its use, suppose we have a station whose
equipment requires five men per shift pe>' 1.000 k. w. capacity.

During a month of high output it might operate at a 30 per cent

load factor. On the diagram following 5 up to 30 gives cose oi

labor at .45 cents per k. w. h. In a lighler month the statiun

might operate at a 15 per cent load factor. Following 5 up to 15

gives .9 cents, or twice as much for labor per k. w. h.

To further illustrate the use of this diagram let us consider that

the equipment of our standard station is cut into so many units

that it required 3.7 men instead of 1.94. Price of labor and load

factor being 27 cents and 33.3 per cent respectively; 3.7 followed

ou the diagram up to 33.3 per cent, gives .3 of a cent as against

.157 cents for standard.

The cost of fuel is the next item to be considered in the operat-

ing expenses of the standard station. Considering coal as the tuel

used its cost per k. w. h. depends, on the price per ton and on lUe

efficiency of the station which is best expressed in lbs. coal con-

sumption per k. w. h. The coal for standard station I have as-

sumed to be clear bituminous, costing $3 per short ton delivered.

As to the efficiency, I am able to quote from tests in which I

was personally engaged on a station of the same size and similar

equipment.

The duration of the test was 45 hours, made under actual condi-

tions of railroad service during the day. and at night the load was
kept ou the station by means of a water rheostat. I will say liert,

however, that the test on the steady night load did not show any
great gain in efficiency, due to the fact that the day load of tne

station was steadied by feeding in with others. The average effi-

ciency of transformation 1. h. p. to e. h. p. at the switchboard was
00 per cent. The steam consumption of the engines was 14.5 lbs.

per 1. h. p. h. This record on a later test has been lowered. The
boiler evaporation was 9.4 lbs. water per lb. of coal from actual

conditions. The coal used was New River bituminous. The econ-

omy of the station, represented by the coal consumption in lbs.

per k. w. h., was 2.3. I have assumed 2.2 for this figure for the

standard station.

Reducing price per ton to price per lb. and multiplying by 2.2

gives .33 cent as the cost of coal per k. w. h. This appears in

Table I., under cost of fuel. As an illustration of what the cost

would have been had the engines required more steam, say 26.6

lbs. per i. h. p. h., as might be the case with a non-condensing en-

gine. Referring to the fuel diagram and considering the electrical

efficiency, boiler evaporation and price of coal to remain the same,

20.6 to 9.4 lbs. water per lb. of coal gives 3.8 lbs. coal per k. w. a.

Following this line down to horizontal $3 coal line and vertically
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upwards from this point to oost of fuel in cents per li. w. h., we

obtJiin .57 cent, were tlie etliciency of transformation 100 per

cent; but since it is assumed to be but 90 per cent, 11 per cent

lias to be added to this cost, as shown in the reduction table.

This gives the cost of coal per k. w. h. .63 cent as against .33 for

the condensing engine.

There remains to be included in the operating expenses for this

station, water, oil, small supplies, repairs, superintendence and

general expense, wliich I have estimated at .093 cent per k. w. n.

The total operating expense foots up to .58 cent, which added

to the fixed charge of .4 cent makes the total cost of power from

standard .98 cent or very nearly 1 cent per k. w. h.

Before comparing the costs from the various steam plants 1

will review briefly the circumstances governing the production

of power by water.

The application of water power to street railways has the fol-

lowing points of advantage. In plants opei-ated under any but

very low heads the generating machinery may be installed at a

less cost than for steam. Also the fuel expense disappears as

n ell as a portion of the cost of repairs. A part of the labor ex-

pense will be saved inasmuch as no engineers, firemen or coal

liandlers are required.

The main disadvantage in the application of water power to

street railway operation lies in the fact that generally railroad

power stations are quite distant from water falls, and that it is

very expensive to transmit the electrical energy to any consider-

aole distance. The distance of transmission being hundreds ol

miles tor the .majority of street railways. That it may be made

iiiore profitable to employ water power when its location is nearby

the road and the price of coal is high also, there can be no douDt.

The cost to produce power from water is often compared with

the cost to produce from coal on the basis of continuous operation

for 'M hours a day. For street railway service this method gives

a false impression since it implies that the machinery is working

!at its full capacity for S,7G0 hours per annum or 100 per cent load

factor; as a itiatterof fact for street railroad service a load factor

of 33 per cent is high.

To look at this from another point of view: the demand lor

power for street railways cannot be increased at will, as it may be

in a manufacturing concern. In the latter if it is found advisable

to run night and day at full capacity, instead of 10 hours, there

is produced a correspondingly greater amount of the product, be

it flour, stsel rails or carbide of calcium, and this output is pro-

duced at a correspondingly decrtased cost per unit.

For street railway service on the other hand there has to be in-

stalled sutlicient gsnerating machinery to take the peak of the

load.

This is usually three times the average and is only of a few

hours duration each day. If it were necessary or profitable to use

this fidl capacity continuously for other industries, it would be

possible to do this with very little increase of labor, no increase of

fixed charges and the additional expense of producing the greater

output would be merely the coal and a slight increase of supplies

and repairs. This combination is the feature of the Niagara

work.

Wljen the expense of transmission shall have been decreased by

the successful emplo.vment of higher voltage, it will tnen become

a problem as to whether it will not be profitable to produce power
from a steam plant located at a coal mine, coal costing in this

case but 80 cents a ton. This would bring the cost of fuel down to

.12 cent per k. w. h., as against .33 cent for standard plant.

Further this expense would only continue for the comparatively

small number of hours that the plant would have to be operated

for street railway service. This might be better economy than to

pay the fixed charges that would accrue from the expensive devel-

opment of water powers at possibly much greater distances.

It is to be noticed in this connection that the cost of installing

the steam station would be considerably less when located at the

coal mine, since it would then be unnecessary to equip with the

most economical and expensive machines

Water power produced in various parts of the country varies

greatly in its cost. It Is reported that the electrical energy so pro-

duced costs from $14 to $32 per annum per k.w. continuous output.

This expense is largely made up of fixed charges, which increase

rapidly as the expense of making the necessary improvements is

greater. The standard steam plant produces power with $3 coal

for $29, and with 80 cent coal for $22 per k. w. per annum, whicu
compare very favorably with the above for water power.

A disadvantage occurring in the use of water power is that in

some cases, on account of certain periods of low water, an auxil-

iary steam plant has to be kept in reserve, which is of course an
additional expense.

There can be no general rule given that will determine whether
it is more advantageous to use water or steam power. Each case

must be figured by a competent engineer and decided on us
merits.

The great majority of street railways being operated by steam
I shall not dwell longer on water power, as there is still consider-

able ground to be covered in the consideration of the steam sta-

tions.

1 have compiled and classified the data on representative ones

throughout the country; Tables I. and II. give the results.

The general arrangement of the tables is as follows: Each ver-

tical column contains the data for a different station auriug a

stated period. Each station is represented by a number which ap-

pears at the head of the column, only a portion of the table is ex-

hibited to you on the large diagram, for obvious reasons, but I

will describe the different items as they appear in the completed

table. The first column is headed S. for Standard Station, fol-

lowing down the column first comes the capacity expressed m
multiples of 1,000 k. w., 3.6 meaning 3.G00 k. w. The number of

units of engines, 3; ditto for generators, 3; number of units en-

gine per 1,000 k. w. capacity is .83, obtained by dividing 3 by 3.0;

ditto for generators, .83. The next line under "Type" is a de-

scription as to whether the engines are belted or direct connected

to the generators; B for the former, and D. C. for the latter. The
two lines marked S. C. T. and N. or C. refer to engines, simple,

compound or triple; noncondensing or condensing; as in standard

C C is compound condensing.

The period during which the averages are taken is given in

days. Load factor is in per cent. Inserted in the proper place

under costs are the per cent S, and per cent total, which figures

represent the per cents the items bear to the corresponding ones

for standard, and to the total operating expense respectively.

The number of shifts, duration in hours and shift hours, to-

gether with the rate of pay of men in cents per hour, and num-
ber of men per shift per 1,000 k. w. capacity complete the data

necessary for the analysis of the cost of labor. Costs are all ex-

pressed in cents per k. w. h. Opposite Fuel, lbs. of coal per k.

w. h. and price, which is in dollars, per short ton, are the neces-

sary figures to analyze the cost of fuel per k. w. h. Kind, A or B,

refers to anthracite or bituminous.

Repairs, supplies, other than coal; that is. water, oil, waste,

lamps and miscellaneous, as well as superintendence and general

expenses are treated as one item hereafter called general expense.

As a supplement to the tables, in order to more clearly illus-

trate the relation of the costs, I have constructed diagrams, in

which these are represented by shaded lines

It will be noticed that these shaded lines are of various heights

their height corresponding to the cost of the power in cents pe>

k. w. h. The solid black indicates the cost of coal; the white

portion cost of labor, and the upper shaded portion, general ex-

pense. These which are operatiu.g expenses are laid out above

the line, and the lower shaded portion indicating fixed charges is

plotted below the line. The distance from the base line O up to

1 represents 1 cent and the magnitude of each item is denoted

liy the length of its block. The diagram for Table I is laid out

in six groups, one group for each station. The first or left hand
column in each group represents the costs for the standard sta-

tion. You will notice that its total length, including interest, is

about equal to the distance between O and 1 so that including

fixed charges the cost of power per k. w. h. per annum for the

standard station amounts to about 1 cent. It also appears that

the fixed charges are approximately equal to the coal. Labor is

roughly about half the coal, and general expense about half the

labor. These proportions are simple and easily remembered and
we might expect them to hold approximately for stations under
similar governing conditions.
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I shall next call to your attention station No. 3, wbose equii.-

ment differs from the standard as follows: It has two units in-

stead of three. Each generator is 800 k. w., making a capacity

of about half that of the standard. The generators and engines

are direct connected, latter being compound condensing, smaller

of course than one standard, but in other respects similar. Three

500-h. p. water tube boilers, economizers and heaters complete tlie

important part of its equipment.

Shaded group Xo. 3 indicates the cost of power for this station.

At the extreme left is standard. The next column showing costs

per k. w. h. averaged for one year. At the extreme right of the

group is the average for a light month aud at the left of this is

the month of high output. It is to be noticed that the total cost

of operation for the year is somewhat greater than standard.

Coal expense practically the same. Labor and general expense

somewhat higher. Coal expense being the same does not in this

instance indicate that the economy of the station is as good, as

by referring to the table, it will be seen that the lbs. of coal per

k. w. h. is 2.01 as against 2.2 for standard. This increase is, how-

ever, nearly balanced by the reduction in the price per ton which

was $2.60 as against $3 for standard. It might be expected that

on account of the diminished size of the station the labor expense

would be larger, on account of requiring more men per 1,000 k.

w. An examiiiatiou of the table shows, in fact, that the men per

1,000 k. w. is nearly double what is required for standard. This

would double the labor expense, providing the rate of pay auii

load factor remained the same, but by a coincidence the rate of

15ay is lower and the load factor enough higher to bring the labor

expense down to nearly standard figures. To illustrate the ef-

fect of a high load factor in reducing the 'cost of labor per k. w.

li., it will be interesting to look at the next shaded column tor

this station, which represents the cost during January. In this

month the load factor was 59, against 4G for the year, and it will

be noticed that the labor is reduced to less than the standard.

The reduction in the total cost for this month, as against the

yearly, is also apparent, and this is due principally to the rediiu-

tion in labor.

It will be seen that the coal expense is but slightly less ana

seems not to be much reduced by the increased load factor. Tht
explanation of this lies in the fact that the station is tied in with

others which keeps its load from fluctuating even on the low load

factor. This will be still further exemplified by referring to a

light month, the column at the right of the group gives the costs

for September during which the load factor was 43 as against 5t)

for January. The coal expense is still further diminished, aud

by reference to the table, will be found to be due to an increase m
the efliciency of the station. This might be fouud to be on ac-

count of not having to force the boilers. The increase of labor

due to the low load factor is to be noticed

I wish to say at this point that it is impossible for me, in the

limited time, to give you more than a general idea of the large

number of interesting facts which may be obtained by caretul

study of the tables.

Plant No. 2 is somewhat larger than the last and is oquippea

with two 1,000-k. w. generators direct connected to compound
condensing engines. It has also economizers and heaters. Its

costs are in column No. 2. In looking at the yearly average it will

be noticed that the total costs rise above the standard, aud is

due to an increase in labor and general expense. Coal, as before,

is the same, the decreased eliicicncy being balanced by the lower

price per ton. Examining the table with a view to accounting to\

the increase of labor we find the load factor approximately the

same as standard, but an increase in the number of men per l.OOO

k. w. This is accounted for by the smaller size of the station

General expense is greater, as would be expected. A glance at

the shaded diagram representing the beavv month for this sta-

tion gives a nice illustration of the effect of the high load factor

which is .51 as against 33 for the year. It is to be noticed that

the coal is practically the same, the reduction coming in the other

two items.

This brings the total cost for the month below standard. In

the light month with a low load factor of 2S per cent, the labor

increase is very apparent.

1 shall now present the costs of operation of a large station.

Us equipment consists of six l,200-k. w. generators direct con-

nected to triple condensing engines, two 1.500-k. w. generators di-

rect connected to compound condensing engines, and an auxiliary

plant of forty G2-k. w. generators belted to compound non-con-

densing engines and only used in case of emergency. Ecouo

mizers, heaters and electric feed pumps complete the Important

part of the equipment.

Shaded group Xo. 4 indicates the costs for this station. The
yearly average shows that we are approaching standard figures

in labor. This item is not much less as the units are only slightly

greater capacity. Load factor, rate of pay, and men per 1,000 fe.

w. correspond very closely with standard. The general expenses

and coal bring the total somewhat higher. General expense is

. high on .account of the heavy repair account. The station is about

eight years old and repairs are heavy, due to replacing of woiu

cut parts. The decrease in efliciency, as shown by lbs. of coal per

k. w. h., might be shown by a tesi to be due to old boilers.

The plants just considered have all been direct connected.

Station No. .t is a belted plant a little more than one-half thb

capacity of the standard, equipped with seven .340-k. w. genera-

tors belted to a countershaft, to which are belted three triple con-

densing engines. The auxiliary apparatus affecting tne economy

of the station, being economizers and feed water heaters. Shad-

ed diagram Xo. 5 represents the cost of a year, and also for the

heavy and light months. During the three periods the coal ex-

pense remains about the same, but there is con.siderable variation

in the other items, due principally to the change of load factor.

Notwithstanding the high load factor, 52 per cent, the labor lor

the year is still above standard. This would be expected from the

multiplicity of parts to look after in a belted countershaft statiot..

The reduction of general expense and labor in the heavy month
is due to the load factor of 64 per cent

Diagram No. 6 represents the costs for a belted plant of about

one-flfth the capacity of standard. Its equipment is 12 generators

belted to four simple high speed non-condensing engines. There

are feed water heaters but no economizer. High coal consump-

tion is the feature of this diagram. The cost of fuel alone for tne

year being equal to the total operating expenses for standard.

Labor is also high, and the total cost of power per k. w. h. is

nearly double the operating expense of standard. This station

furnishes a good illustration of the effect on the cost of power of

a simple non-condensing belted equipment. It is to be remarked

also that this plant has the benefit of a high load factor.

It will now be interesting to turn our attention to a small direct

connected station which is numbered 1. This operates about 3u

cars. It is equipped with three 200-k. w. generators, has com-

pound condensing engines, heaters, but no economizers. It does

not feed in with other stations, as do those which have been pre-

viously mentioned, and has a very fluctuating load, as may be im-

agined in the operation of so small a number of cars. This sta-

tion is just one-sixth the size of the standard, aud it will be no-

ticed that the column representing its operating expenses Is about

twice as high. The great increase is in the labor, although tiie

station is operated by a corporation which has had a vast amouut

of experience in railroad work. Can wp account for this increase

in labor? By referring to the table we find the rate of pay ot

men is practically the same as standard, the load factor is low,

22 per cent, as against 33.

Referring to the heavy month for this station, which has the

benefit of a 30 per cent load factor, we find that the labor is re-

duced, but it is still a long way from bed-rock figures. The ex-

amination of the table discloses the fact that the Increase comes

in the men per 1.000 k. w., being about 2.."i times the standard

figure. The station records show the foUowiug men operating:

On the first shift two engineers and one fireman: second shift,

one engineer, one oiler and one fireman: third shift, one engineer

and one fireman. Can this number of men be reduced? In a sta-

tion whose equipment requires that the boilers be hand fired it 1»

to say the least, difticult to imagine that the boilers could be ope-

rated with less than one fireman per shift. The secret, then, fov

the large number of men per 1.000 k. w. lies in the small capacity.

These same men could look after a station of greater capacity.

I shall next give the costs on plant No. 12. whose figures are

presented in Table II. This plant is about a third the size of
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standard. It does not feed in with otlier stations. Its generators

are belted to tliree taudem compound condensing engines wlilch

operate under steam pressure of 110 lbs. It has water tube boil-

ers averaging four years of service, heaters, but no economizers.

A good quality of bituminous coal is used, which costs ?2.93 per

ton. By reference to the table it will be seen that this station

produced power to the extent of 23 per cent of its capacity during

the past year at 1.49 cents per k. w. h., including fixed charges.

The operating expenses alone amounting to a little over 1 cent.

The total cost of operation for the year was $23,000, of which

$13,(no was for coal. Water costs this station nothing and the

labor was about one-half the coal bill. By referring to the shad-

-Diagram 0/ Costs f-
ID Table I-

V. 7^5

fe .6

ed diagram No. 12 it will be seen that the coal and labor are both

much higher than standard, and if standard performance had

been reached a saving of $10,000 would have been made In the

operating expenses for (he year. An analysis of the items 13

given in columu No. 12 of the table, and by comparing with

standard the differences may be readily seen. I do not wish to

bt understood in making these comparisons that it would neces-

sarily pay lo make the changes required to effect this saving, my
present idea being to bring clearly before you the differences.

Station No. 13 is an iuteresting combination of cheap coal, slm

pie non-condensing engines direct connected to the generators to-

gether with a high load factor. Its capacity is 70 per cent of the

standard, major part belug three 800-k. w. generators, the smaller

unit is 200-k. w. It produced power to the extent of 42 per cent

of its capacity at .90 cents per k. w. h. inclusive of depreciation

and fixed charges. The depreciation is charged in at 5 per cent

on a capital expenditure of about $00 per k. w. The total expense

for the year was $92,617.28, which is made up of—

Labor $15,453.25

Repairs and renewal of steam plant 1,839.09

Repairs and renewal of electrical plant.... 5ti.Tl

Fuel 44,780.94

Water 4,405.40

Oil, waste and lubricants 1,881.53

Tools, appliances and supplies 634.23

Taxes 1.945.a5

Insurance 2,146.94

Interest 11,472.04

Depreciation, 5 per cent on $160,000 8,000.00

$92,617.28

The analysis of these items is glveii for comparison with stan-

dard in column No. 13 of Table II. The shaded diagram shows la-

bor for this station to be equal to standard, principally on ac-

count of high load factor, the other differences are also appar-

ent. It is interesting to note that the road operated by this power

station used on an average of about 1.3 k. w. h. per car-mile. To-

tal car-miles for the year was 7,207,308. about 10 per cent of this

mileage being trail cars. There are other interesting data about

this road which time will not permit me to review

Plant No. 15 is an interesting example of what a multiplicity of

units will do lor labor, the figure being 0.3 men per 1,000 k. w.

I'he effect of this would be much more apparent on the color dia-

gram were it not for the high load factor and low rate of pay.

Plant No. 10 is of 600 k. w. capacity. The cost for power tor
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to May 31, 1S9S. The effect of this on the cost of labor is very

appareut.

No. 40 has a capacity of 9,200 k. w. It is direct couiiected,

has economizers and compound condensing engines. Autliracite

coal is burned, costing $1.00 per tou. This plant operates at

less than standard figures.

No. 42 is a belted plant, compound non-coudeusiug engines,

heaters but no economizers. It has a good load factor, but the

effect of the belted and small units shows in all three items.

No. 43 is a combination of alternating and direct current ap-

paratus. It has a low load factor of 1.5 per cent, the effect of

which is noticed on the labor.

No. 44 is a C.OOO k. w. station and although belted, has large

compound condensing engines and economizers which, with

coal at .fl.OO, brings the cost of fuel below standard figures.

It will now be instructive to talie a general survey of the

color diagram for all stations in table No. 2. No. 37 towers

above all the rest. Standard is at the extreme left. Coal in No.

37 is greater than the total operating expense for standard. This

station pays $1.75 per ton, but it uses 7.3 lbs. per k. w. h. Com- .

pare this with No. 35, about the same size plant, paying $1.24

for coal, and using but 4.7 lbs. per k. w. h.

I can hardly ask you to compare the labor, but it is easily

seven times as large in 37 as in 35. The local factor of 11 per

cent as against 37 per cent would make this item three times

as great and men per 1,000 k. w. 8 as against 2.1 would again

increase the cost of labor three times. The higher rate of pay

in plant No. 35 prevents the discrepancy being greater.

Let us look along the line for high coal cost. No. 16 seems to

bear off the palm in this respect; $3.30 per ton and 5 lbs. pet

k. w. h. .accounts for this. For strikingly low cost we have Nos.

34, 35 and 40.

But I am afraid that I hear somebody remark that I am
making comparisons that may result in unfavorable criticism,

and that I promised not to do, and therefore I will let the dia-

grams and tables speak for themselves, and assure you that

they will reward careful study.

Mr. Beggs, Milwaukee: I would like to ask whether there will

be a reproduction of these tables which accompany the report in

the minutes of the meeting.

The Secretary: The tables will be reproduced and everything

given in full.

Mr. Sergeant, Boston: Mr. President. I move that the thanks

of the Association be tendered to the writers of all the papers

that have been presented to this meeting.

Mr. Goff, Fall River: I feel that in relation to Mr. Conant's

paper, I would be remiss in my duty as a member of the Associa-

tion if 1 did not urge that it should be specially recognized as a

most valuable piece of work. Mr. Conant has devoted a very

great amount of time to its preparation, and he deserves every

credit for the work; but it is a paper of such a nature that we
cannot discuss it here. We can discuss it after we have it be-

fore us in the printed report of the proceedings, but I feel that

there should be a special mention of Mr. Conanfs name in this

connection.

Mr. Beggs, Milwaukee: I desire to reiterate what my friend

has just said. I took occasion to give m.y personal thanks to Mr.

Conant. From my experience as a manager of electric light and
street railway plants, I thoroughly appreciate the vast amount
of labor which he has expended upon the tables in compiling tne

data from various companies w'hich is not always iilaced as clear-

ly as it might be before persons who are going to perform a ser-

vice of this kind. Mr. Conant's paper is worthy of special men-
tion. It is hardly practicable to discuss the paper in this meeting.

It is rather a paper which we can take up with our technical

men, our engineers and men in charge of power houses, and I

believe if the paper is thoroughly considered it will result in a

large saving of money to every railroad company which takes

the subject up in that way. I desire to second all that has been

said in regard to the importance of the paper, and the careful

manner in which it has been prepared, also for the way in which
it was presented to this meeting.

Mr. Sergeant's motion was put and carried

Mr. Conant, Boston: I wish to thank the members of the

Association for their very kind words and also for their uniform-

ly courteous replies which I have received from them when I

have sent requests for this data.

The Fresident: We will now take up the report of the Com-
mittee on "Standard Hules for Government of Conductors and
Motormen," of which W. J. Kelly, of Columbus, O., is chairman.
I understand that Mr. Kelly is indisposed this morning.

•Mr. McCormack: Brooklyn: Mr. President, I am a member of

the committee, and have been looking for Mr. Kelly, our chair-

u an, who has formulated a set of rules and regulations for the

government of conductors and motormen to submit to the conven-
tion. It was the intention of the committee to ask that the rules

as formulated l)e submitted to the convention, and we would ask
that the committee be continued for another year, and that the

sum of $200 be given to the committee to have the rules printed

and mailed to the Association in order that any suggestions or

criticisms might be }n<ade; and after it is printed, if any members
of the -Association desire to adopt the rules in part or in their

entirety, they can do so. It was our idea that after the rules are

printed and subjected to this criticism that the Association can
pass on the adoption of the rules next year. The committee
thinks that the rules should be taken up separately and a discus-

sion had on each rule and each rule adopted or rejected by the

convention, somewhat in the same way that the standard code of

rules was adopted by the Superintendents' Association of steam
railroad men
Mr. Goff, Fall River: I move that the committee be granted

the extension of time asked for, and that we appropriate the sum
of $200 as it reciuests. Mr. Beggs seconded the motion, which
was adopted.

The President announced that it was the desire of the Secretary

that members of the Association should indicate topics upon
which it would be desirable to have papers prepared for the next

convention, and that they should also suggest a person who
would prepare the paper.

Mr. McCormack, Brooklyn: I offer a motion that the thanks of

the convention be given to the press of Boston for the intelligent

manner in which they have written up the proceedings of tne

convention. Carried.

The President: The only remaining thing for us to do is to

install the nev.ly elected otflcers, and the installation of the offi-

cers is usually represented by the installation of the President.

1 will appoint Mr. Chapman, of Chicago, and Mr. Davis, of Wil-

liamsport, a committee to escort the newly elected president to

the chair.

The Secretary then read the names of all the oflicers elected.

The President: Gentlemen: It is needless for me to introduce

Mr. Sergeant to you, but I desire to say that I appreciate tlie

high honor you conferred upon me a year ago in electing me to

this office, and I bespeak for Mr. Sergeant yonr kind and con-

siderate attention lo his communications. If you do as much
for him as you have done to make this Boston meeting a success,

we shall have a splendid meeting at Chicago next year.

President Sergeant: Gentlemen and Members of the American

Street Railway Association: I wish to thank you most heartily

for my sudden elevation to office. I feel proud to be permitted

to serve you for the coming year. I cannot hope, perhaps, to

give as good an administration as my immediate predecessor,

Mr. Lang, whose efforts in behalf of the Association I am sure

you all .appreciate, and the success which has crowned these

efforts, and the long line of past presidents, is one which fills

the mind of a new incumbent with some embarrassment, based

on the idea that there is a standard which must be upheld.

.\s to this Association. I feel strongly that it has a great work

to do. ihat its meetings are not merely a pleasant vacation, that

it is not called together merely for the purpose of reading and

discussing the papers, but I believe in the complex relations

which are continually coming forward as between the commit-

tees and the municipalities and the state governments and the

street railways, that much is to be gained by concerted action.

Certainly in Mass.achusetts we have benefitted very greatly from

the fact that our street railways have pulled together for what

they know was right and they have succeeded, after a struggle

covering many years, in obtaining a settlement which I suppose
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looked at from all sides could be called a fair settlement of the

relations of the street railways and the community. I hope that

the trial which is being made here of this new plan, by which

the oppressors of the street railways in a great many commu-

nities have been shown by an act of the legislature how far the

street railways are liable to perform work which is not in the

line of street railway practice, and by which the street railways

themselves are compelled to pay a portion of their receipts tor

the benefit of the highways. It seems to me that all this work

which has been done is insti-uctive and is the beginning of a

proper recognition of our industry over the whole country. 1

assure you. gentlemen, when I first went into the street railway

business, particul.arly in the operating dep.Trtment, I was per-

fectly appalled; it seemed to me I was in an unlawful business,

and evei-ybody was down on the street railway, for it was

hampered and troubled by one requirement and exaction after

another, and when we made complaints, the answer to it all

was: "You are in the public streets, you encumber the streets,

and you must pay for it." How much better it is to know what

we have to pay for than it is to be put to such payment that

may devolve upon us in the judgment of some subordinate road

department oflicial in some municipality. I think in such ways

as that, and in this matter which was taken up the other day,

of the mail service, simply in having our case presented, in order

to get proper recognition, the Association has a field, perhaps

greater than any it has yet filled, and I can only say in closing

that so far as it lies in my power to further the work of the

.Association and benefit the interests of street railways, I shall

certainly do so. I thank you very much, gentlemen, for the

honor.

Ex-President Lang: I now declare the newly elected officers

to be duly installed, and take pleasure in handing to the new

presiding officer the gavel, with my best wishes.

President Sergeant: I believe that the constitution of our

Association provides that the newly elected officers shall enter

upon their duties after the annual meeting is adjourned. And

it seems almost as if some duties were about to be forced upon

me, I suppose for that reason o motion to adjourn would be m
07-der.

Mr. Goff, Fall River: I move you, Mr. President, Hint we now

adjoujn to meet in Chicago in 1899. Carried.

THE EXCURSIONS.

Boston a Royal Entertainer—Trips by Land and Sea—A Multi-

tude of Pleasures.

When in session the conventions buckled down to hard work,

but when the work was finished for the day our hosts occupied

every minute with some new delight and pleasure. Boston and

its immediate surroundings are so full of places of rich historic

interest that the cream of them was scarcely skimmed in the

five days which her guests had to spend. The excursions and

side trips, ho\\evcr, were so admirabl.v planned and carried out

that visitors were treated to the most delightful pleasure trips

without any thought or care other than to be on hand at the

leaving time. At no convention have the excursion schedules

been so faithfully carried out as here. The entertainment, from

which nothing was left which could possibly be suggested, was
given by the Massachusetts Street Railway Association, with tlie

Boston roads, of course, at the head of the list, but a large

number of officials of companies in adjoining cities served on

committees. It would be a genuine pleasure to recite at con-

siderable length the details of the excursions, but even then no

pen or brush could ever portray the indescribable charm of the

quaint surroundings of Concord or the patriotic atmosphere of

Lexington, hence we will content ourselves with a brief outline

of the various trips.

Every attention was provided for the visiting ladies and a large

local committee met the guests at the several hotels Tuesday

morning and a general introduction followed. In the afternoon

all went to Lexington and Concord, in special cars to the depot

and a special train to destination. About 1,000 were in this

party. The first stop was Lexington, where the historic land-

marks on the Common were seen. A pleasant feature here was
the presence of Rev. Dr. Calvin A. Staples, the town historian,

and whose personal resemblance to Henry Ward Beecher was
noted by many. Standing at the monument and facing the lotiy

flag pole on w hich was inscribed "The Birthplace of Liberty," ne

explained the many interesting places, and briefly recited the his-

tory of each. President Lang, on behalf of the Association, ex-

pressed thanks. Returning to the train the trip was continued

to Concord, where conveyances took the entire party on a drive

through the county. Among the places visited were the First

Church; home of Ralph Waldo Emerson; "Wayside" home of

Hawthorne; battle ground; The Old Manse; Sleepy Hollow Ceme-

tery; Block House; home of Thoreau; and many others. The re-

turn to Boston was followed by a general reception in the even-

ing in the Paul Revere Hall with music and dancing. The ladies

receiving were: Mrs. W. B. Feiguseu, Mrs. E. P. Shaw, Mrs.

.lohn Grahai'i, Mrs. E. C. Poster, Mrs. I'rauklm Woodman, Miss

Elizabetli Si'.iiw, Mrs. Charles UichaTdsou, Mrs. Fred. Hines.

Piefreslimciits were served in the banquet hall adjoining and tlio

table wa-j really a ilrea.m o£ the caterer's art. The festivities

!;isted until atier mUliiiglit

Wednesday morning the ladies were shown many of the local

points of interest, and in the afternoon everybody went to Nan-

tasket to the clam hake. Special care were provided to Rowe s

Wharf, where the splendid steamer Myles Standish was tendered

for the exclusive use of the street railway people. This steamer

trip was tendered by the municipality of Boston as a compliment

to the Association—an entirely new honor for the convention—and

Mayor Quincy graced the occasion with his presence. At Nan-

tasket the freedom of the place was extended, and while the lit-

tle buttons worked charms our money would not go. Fully 1,200

made this trip and were given a shore dinner-something quite

novel for many. Col. Heft, of the New Haven road, had a spe-

ci.ll train at the beach for a run to Braintree on the third-rail

system, accompanying the party himself. The change in the

M eather on Wednesday afternoon from extremely hot to bnic-

iiig cool, was a grateful one.

Thursday morning the ladies took tally-hos and enjoyed a

parkway drive, going through Brookline and Jamaica Plain. In

the afternoon everyljody went to Plymouth on a special tr.ain,

walked over the Plymouth Rock, visited the old cemetery, and

other historic points, and returned with swords and other curios

secured .at the curiosity shops. In the evening occurred the an-

nu.al banquet mentioned elsewhere.

Friday morning tthe ladies were conducted on a shopping trip

and in the afternoon we all went out to Noi-umbega Park, taking

special cars on the city line and changing to those of the Com-

monwealth Avenue Company. The distance was about 11 miles,

and took the party along Beacon street. Commonwealth avenue

and the Chestnut Hill reservoir. The scenery was most charm-

ing. At the park a performance was given and the return was

made in time to dine and attend Keith's theatre, where the entire

lower floor had been reserved for delegates. After those unfor-

tunates who did not wear buttons had departed, the entire house

and stag? were inspected an.l a special illumination made to the

great delight of the guests.

.After all the delights of the week, many visitors were prevailed

on to remain over Sunday, and were entertained at the homes of

their friends. Altogether the pleasure features of this convention

have never been equalled, for no other city has so many historic

points to show; .and the visitor might well say his experience

was "one continued round of pleasure."

THE BANQUET.

The annual Ijanquet of the Association was given on Thursday

evening at the Brunswick: about three hundred were present.

The decorations, music and memi were pleasing and the toasts

as follows:

The Commonwealtli. His Excellency, Governor Roger Wol-

cott.

The City of Boston, His Honor, Mayor .Tosiah Quincy,

Rapid Transit in Boston, Hon. Geo. G. Crocker, Chairman

Rapid Transit Commission.
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The New Ki.Klaud Hiu', IIiui. .Siiimu'l J. Klcki'.

Orators and Oi-atory, Hon. I*. A. Collins

The New Enf;land Press. Stephen O'.Meara. Busluu Junrnal.

Great disappointment was felt at missing the speech of the

Governor, l)ut he loft early to welcome home what was left of

the Ninth XIassachnsetts, which arrived about 10 o'clock that

evening. The Governor, by the way, makes it a point to shake

every retnrnins soldier by the hand, and in these days soldiers

deserve preference over banquets.

The toasts were good, and as the banquet room was opened

promptly at 7:ri0 p. m., it was only midnight when the diners

rose to sing "America."

CONVENTION NOTES.

THE BUREAU OF INFORMATION.

Of all the thoughtful provisions made tor the comfort of visit-

ors, none was more valuable or better appreciated than the

Bureau of Information. This was located in convention hall, m
charge of Robert H. Derrah, chief executive clerk of the Boston

Elevated Railway, and the management of the bureau could not

possibl.v have been improved upon. The ofHce was au especially

built room, Ion^.T ft., and both the building and decorating plans

were Mr. Perrah's. Here one could lind out anything and every-

thing. .V Ion;! distance telephone was installed, stenographers

MR. DERRAH S HEADQUARTERS.

were at hand for dictation of letters or other matter, folders

and time tables of all leading railroads and steamship lines m
the country, and a bulletin board contained daily announcements

of what was being done in the convention, and notices of the

program of the day. The interior furnishings of the apartment

were extremely harmonious and pleasing. Our view shows Mr.

IJerrah occupying the arm chair, and around him some of his

assistants. As many more were on the staff, but were absent

on assignments. It is certain there will never be another con-

vention without its Bureau of Information.

Hugh H. Harrison, secretary of J. G. White «& Co.,

way, N. y., was at the Boston convention.

29 Broad-

The liuttons provided by Secretary IVninglon Ijore a picturi- of

I'.unker Hill monument, and were backed by a small flag. These
buttons were good for transportation of the wearer during con-

VI ntiou week on every street railway in the State of Massachu-
setts. As an instance of the thoroughness with which everything

was (ilanned, it is interesting to note that every conductor in the

cily of Boston was required to receipt for a bulletin notice as to

free transportation on the buttons. The result was, not a single

instance occurred in which delegates were asked to pay fare.

The freedom of the Boston lines is furtlu'r emphasized in the

fact that free transportation on the road is unknown. All the

otlicers. from the president down, pay cash fares when riding;

emplo.ves sent out on llie lines to work are. of course, given trip

passes.

We were all impressed with tlie uniform courtesy of the em-
ployes of the Boston Elevated, and the unusual Hue character

and neat appearance of the men. They appeared to take a lively

inlerest in their work and an.xious to keep their positions. On
tile other hand there was a marked politeness and regard for the

iudividual rights of others on the part of the public not gener

all.v prevailing in man.v parts of our country

.\mong the old timers present who used to attend early con-

ventions were .Mr. Tayne, of Milwaukee; D. F. Longstreet, Provi-

dence; and Jlr. Wharton, Philadelphia

Col. D. B. Dyer, Augusta, Ga., was unable to attend and sent

letters of regret.

\ western manager remarked on the few exhibits of emergency

apparatus. He would liked to have seen more of them.

A. E. Baker. London, connected with various tramway inter-

ests in England, was present with his brother, J. Paul Baker, of

the Baltimore Car Wheel Company. Mr. Baker returns about

Christmas.

The Massac)iusetts and nine cruisers, and the hosjuta! ship

Solace, lay iu Boston harbor during the convention, and were

open to visitors several hours each day. 0" the trip to Nantasket

a fine view was had of the fleet.

There was the usual crop of souvenirs this year, some of

which were quite expensive', and several original and uniqiie.

The proximity of Trinity church, Museum of Fine Arts, and

tlie Public Library to the headquarters hotel afforded many visits

during half hours which would otherwise not have been .-is

pleasantly occupied.

The Lynn & Boston is the only road, other than the Boston

Elevated, whose cars use the subway.

C. S. Clark, chairman of exhibits, returned from Europe a tew

lays prior to the convention, greatly improved in health.

Koran Sugahara. chief engineer of the Kobu and the Busc

Chuo Railway Companies, Tokyo, Japan, and T. Y. Dzushi. chief

of finance and stores of the Imperial Japanese Government Rail-

ways, attended the convention and were given the freedom of

the floor. Mr. Sugahara addressed the meeting.

SWINDLER RICE KILLS HIMSELF.

Charles I". Rice, otherwise known as Lanse, Kramer, Wriglit.

Powers, Smith and Bidwell, whose career as a swindler of.trans-

jiortatioa and insurance companies was mentioned in our August

issue, committed suicide by taking mon-hiue while confined m
the county jail at Saginaw, Mich., >v!jcre he was Uekl on the

charge of assault and batiery.
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THE ACCOUNTANTS^ CONVENTION.

The Second Annual Meeting of the Street Railway Accountants' Association of America—Good Attend-

ance—Exhaustive Report by the Committee on Standardization of

Street Railway Accounts.

The Street liailwaj- Accountants' Association of America lield

its second annual meeting under the same roof as the American,

and at the same time. The attendance was good, about 40 being

lu-esent, including one lady auditor.

The sessions were devoted to hard work, aud lots of it; indeed.

any one who looked in the first two days beheld a body of hand-

some young men who liad shed coats and vests, for their room

was on the sunny side.

President Wilson, of Boston, presided iu a most acceptal)Ie

manner, and Secretary Brockway had carefully prepared all the

arrangements.

J. F. CALDERWOOD.
President-EIect.

The iiriucipal feature was, of course, the report of the com-

mittee on standardization, of which C. \. Dufty, St. Louis, was

chairman. It was a matter of universal regret that Mr. Dufly,

wlio has worked so hard on this report, could not be present

to share the honors of the repoit wliich was presented by Mr.

Ham, of Brooklyn.

Mr. Seymour, of Connecticut, was present at the reading of the

report on standardization, represeutiug the Association of Rail-

road Commissioners, and addressed the convention, paying a very

high tribute to the work of the committee, aud expressing the

good will his association eutertaiued toward the Accountants'

Association.

On Monday the Executive Committee met in annual session.

Tuesday morning the convention opened with the president's ad-

dress, secretary's report, and the reading of Mr. Hibb's paper

by the secretary in the absence of the author. Wednesday the

Committee on Nominations and Resolutions was appointed; the

Executive Committee reported, and Mr. Ford's paper was read

and discussed. Thursday and Friday were devoted to the staml-

ardization.of accounts. The discussions during all the sessions

a-ere extremely interesting and valuable, and can only be ob-

tained in full on application to the secretary of the Association,

as publication has been reserved.

The new officers are as follows:

President, J. P. Calderwood, Minneapolis

First Vice-President, E. R. Tighe, Brooklyn.

Second Vice-President, R. L. Williams, Richmond, Va.

Third Vice-President. F. E. Smith, Lynn.

Secretary aud Treasurer, W. B. Brockway, Toledo, O.

Executive Committee, officers and H. L. Wilson, Boston; H. E.

Babcoek, Elmira, N. Y.; H. O. Mackay. Milwaukee, and J. D.

Eraser, Ottawa, Can.

The meeting next year will be in Chicago; date not yet deter-

mined.

A permanent committee, of which F. E. Smith, of Lynn, is

chairman, was appointed to take charge of the constantly increas-

ing collection of forms aud blanks. The exhibit this year was

better than ever before and carefully studied by members.

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS.

Why this Association has continued to shower honors on my
unworthy head is something I have been unable to uuderstand.

\^ hen I found it would be impossible for me to be present at

the first annual convention of the Association at Niagara Falls

last year, I naturally supposed that my career as presiding offi-

cer had come to an untimely end, and the" only reason that has

occurred to me since why this was not so, is that you all felt

so sorry that it was necessary for me to forego the many in-

structive features as well as the many pleasures which you, who
were present enjoyed on that occasion, that from pure sympatny

you concluded to give me another opportunity to occupy the

chair.

You have ray assurance that whatever the reason may havr

been, your generosity was fully appreciated, aud I thank you

for the double honor you have conferred upon me.

The iute'.'ests of all persons connected with the street railway

business are, or should be the same, and it is a pleasure to note

how much closer the accounting and operating departments ar-;

constantly coming together. Accouutiug is now looked upon as

a much more important branch of the business than was tne

case a few years ago, aud we must make it the aim of the Asso-

ciation to make it still more important each year. In order to

accomplish this inue)i desired end we must steadily look forward

and use every endeavor to shorten, improve aud perfect our

U'ethods in such a way that tha results will give more complete

'uformation, in as concise a manner as possible, to all depart-

meuts of the compauy.

That a good thing is good enough is a mistake we must nov

allow ourselves to fall into. How many of us today would De

satisfied with what our grandfathers considered was good

enough for them?

Most of you are thoroughly familiar with what this Associa-

tion has already accomplished, and while some may possil)iy

think that the improvement has been so rapid, that it may have

lieen caused by the euthusiasm of youth aud cannot contiune in

the same ratio, I for one thiuk that we have only begun the

good work and that it is bound to continue it only the same

interest is shown in the future as has l>een shown in the past

by all our memlicrs.

The committee appointed to further consider the question of

a standard system for street railway accouutiug has been very

active during the past year and three of the five members,

namely, Mr. Duffy, Mr. Ham and Mr. Davies, have worked very

hard in trying to perfect what the previous committee so ably

accomplished, in the short time they had to devote to this sub-

ject previous to the last convention.

They have consulted with members of the Association of State

Railroad Commissioners, with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
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siou. and with members o£ the Association of Railway Account-

ing Officers and have asiced for suggestions from all our own
members, and have carefully considered all questions which have

been submitted to them.

They held a meeting iu New Yorli a few weeks ago and met
again at Cleveland only a few days since. They have rendered

the Association much valuable service at no inconsiderable sac-

rifice to their time, and have refused to allow the Association

to pay the personal expenses of their meetings, and they should

receive our unbounded thanks for what they have accomplished.

The report which they will submit is the most important matter

we have to consider, auJ I trust that every one present will

have some views on this subject, and will not hesitate to give

us the benefit of their ideas.

The Association has continued to grow iu a manner that Is

quite encouraging, and if it is not all that we might have hoped

it would be at this time, it is at least quite gratifying that tue

membership has steadily increased, and that while its growth

may have becii somewhat slow it is still very healthy and the

scope of the territory covered is constantly widening. Before

the fin.al adjournment I hope that our membership may be

doubled, and we ought to feel that if we can induce any of the

railway officials who are now in this city to jolu our Associa-

tion we are doing them and their company a favor, as I feel

assured they will consider themselves well repaid when they

know the benefits to be derived from a membership in our Asso-

ciation.

During the year we have admitted another company from the

Republic of Mexico, and one from the city of Honolulu, in the

Hawaiian Islands. I do not know whether our having admitted

this latter company to our Association was all that was neces-

sary to infiuence Congress to annex these islands, but it is a fact

that it w'as only a very short time afterward that they obtained

the recognition they had so long sought.

It is with the deepest regret that I have to announce that the

grim messenger of death has entered our ranks and taken from

us three members: Morris W. Hall, of Camden, N. J.; James A.

Stratton, of Birmingham, Ala.; and C. B. Reavis, of Atlanta, Ga.

All of these gentlemen were deeply interested in everything per-

taining to the welfare of our organization, and many of us feel

a personal sorrow at the loss of our friends.

The American Street Railway Associatiou clearly demonstrated

by the recognition they accorded our Association at the last

conventiou that they have a kindly interest in our well being,

and we shall alwa.vs consider that we owe them a deep debt

of gratitude for all the delicate attentions they bare shown us.

The two leading street railwa.v publications have also shown
us many favors, and have done all that lay in their power toward

bringing our organization prominently before tlie railway fra-

ternity of the country, and I take tliis opportunity to thank them
in the name of the Association.

I shall not consider my duties completed without first calling

your attention to what our secretary and treasurer has done, and

is still doing, for us. To his tireless energy we owe to a large

degree our present high standing and the tasks which he is con-

stantly imposing upon himself would well tax the strength of a

much stronger man.

Less Cincinnati Street Railway Company, withdrawn.. 1

Report of the Secretary and Treasurer.

In reviewing tlie transactions of this olHce for the second year

of the Association there is much to encourage us to continued

effort in the extension of the interest in our aims and reasons for

organizing. That the importance of the results we desire to reacii

and that our aim to be of more assistance to the street railway

properties of America is being appreciated can best be shown
by the following statement of our member.ship:

Total companies joining at Cleveland. O.. March. 1897 2a

Number joining between Cleveland and Niagara Falls meet-

ings ii;

Number joining at Niagara Falls. October. 1897 Hi

Number joining since Niagara Falls meeting l(j

Total (j!)

Total membership September 2, 1898 (J8

The companies joining at and since the Niagara Falls meet-

ing are:

Brooklyn City & Newtown Railroad Company, Brooklyn.

Columbia Railway Company, Washington
Wilmington City Railway Company, Wilmington, Del.

Tonawanda Electric Railroad Company. North Tonawanda,
N. y.

Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, Milwaukee.

Mauchester Street Railway Company, Manchester, N. H.

Memphis Street Railway Company, Memphis. Tenn.

Hamilton Street Railway Company, Hamilton, Out.

Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Company, Fitchburg,

Mass.

Denver Consolidated Tramway Company, Denver, Col.

Colorado Springs Rapid Transit Company, Colorado Springs.

Columbus Central Railway Company. Columbus, O.

Metropolitan Railroad Company. Washington.
Union Depot Railroad Company, St. Louis

West Chicago Street Railroad Company. Chicago.

Cicero & Proviso Street Railway Company, Chicago.

Capital Traction Company, Washington.

Brockton Street Railway Company, Brockton, Mass.

Detroit Citizen.s' Street Railway Company, Detroit.

Atlanta Railway Company, Atlanta, Ga
St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat & Power Company, St. Joseph,

Mo.

United Traction Company, Pittsburg. Pa.

Hartford Street Railwa.y Company, Hartford, Conn,

Salt Lake City Railroad Company. Salt Lake City, Utah.

Auror.a cSr Genev.a Railway Company, Aurora, 111.

New Orleans & Carrollton Railroad Company, New Orleans.

Hawaiian Tramway Compau.v, Honolulu.

Market Street Railwa.v Company. San Francisco.

Oakland liausit Company, Oakland, Cal.

Federal District Railwa.vs of the City of Mexico, Mexico.

Havei-liiU <^ AnU'sl)ury Street Railway Company, Amesbury,
Mass
Concord Street Railwa.v Company. Concord, N. H.

Thus our membership includes nearly all of the states in the

Union, several cities in Canada, two in Mexico and one in the

Hawaiian Islands. Inquiries have been received from Europe,

Lrazil and Sidney, N. S. W.
.\ circular explaining our aims, etc., was mailed December 1,

1S97, to ii large number of the presidents of non-member com-

panies and from this can be traced the .addition of several or

the above companies. It seems proper to exi)ect that when our

position becomes better known our membership will be still

more representative and our field of usefulness increasea.

Tlie finances to be reported are as follows:

Receipts from new members ?320.00

Receipts from interest on deposit C.13

Receipts from 189S dues 400.00

Balance on hand October 20, 1897 222.08 $1,008.21

Expended, services secretary 1897-1898 200.00

Expenses of secretary's oflice and to New York. . 181.17

Printing and stationery .W.lo

Stenogra])her Niagara Falls meeting, Oct., 1897. . 2t>1.92

Printing report of Niagara Falls meeting 198.18

Expenses committee on Standardization of Ac
counts ltit).4.5

Printing committee on Standardization of Ac
counts 18.50

Balance in Home Savings Bank, Toledo. O .^1.84 $1,008.21

Dues for 1898 unpaid .$00.00

A mount in bank .'il.84

Total amount due and on hand $111.84

Some of the expenses will not have to be duplicated the com-

ing year, so a relatively better showins will be made
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The sincere thanks of the Association arc ilue to the members

ot the rermaueut Committee on a Standard System of Accounts

for their generosity in paying their own expenses to their meet-

ing held at Manhattan Beach, N. Y., in July, of this year. It is

by tlieir action the treasurer is enabled to report a balance on

hand.

Three times we have Ijeen called upon to feel Ihe loss of one

of our members: Morris W. Hall, secretary of the Camden *i

Suburban Railway Company, Camden. N. J.; .Tames A. Strat-

ton, secretary of the Birmingham Railway & Electic Company,

Birmingham. Ala., and C. B. Reavis, secretary of the Augusta

Railway & Electric Company, Augusta. Ga., have died. Mr.

Hall was the chainnan of the organization meeting and Mr.

Reavis was the third vice-president for 1897. They were ot our

most helpful meml>ers.

The secretary is deeply under obligation and is pleased to

acknowledge the valuable services and encouragement receive<l

from the officers of the American Street Railway Association,

from H. H. Windsor, of the Street Railway Review, and E. E.

Higgins. of the "Street Railway Journal," from A. O. Kittredgp,

editor of "Accountics," for the presentation of a book for the

Associati(m Library and to the Street Railway Review for the

loan of type matter for use in the annual report. These and

others have n-aterially assisted in the handling of the duties of

the office.

STATISTICS—THEIR USE AND ABUSE.

E. D. Hibbs, Auditor North Jersey Street Railway Company,

Jersey City, N. J.

In discussing auy phase of Accounts it is necessary to boar in

mind that the duties of the railway auditor are to see that all

moneys due to the company are promptly turned over to the

officer appointed as custodian of the company's funds and that

the source from whence this money is received should be plainly

indicated; that the disbursements of the company's moneys,

upon proper authority, be so charged upon tlie books of the com-

pany that each department of the company's service shoulil

bear its proper proportion of the expense; that the statements

taken from the books ot the company show to the stockholders

and bondholders, through their board of directors, the lin.ancial

condition of the company, the source from which its revenue is

received and the manner in which it is expended; and that the

manager or superintendent be furnished details of expense and

revenue that will enable him to operate the road economically.

With these points borne in mind, it will be readily seen that

the compilation and proper arrangement of figures, commonly

termed statistics, so as to convey to the mind of the party inter-

ested information necessary for the proper management of thi.

company's interests, must enter very largely into the Auditors

daily labor.

A bald statement of facts, such as are only too frequently the

only information given out from the Accounting Department,

if not supplemented by statistical information, will never re-

veal the weak points in a company's management. I have never

known statistics to prove other than valuable information and

frequently have been the means of starting investigations that*

have led to economies that have contributed largely toa company's

fiiianeial success. It is not necessai-y. however, to incorporate into

a report for the benefit of stockholders and others outside or

the direct management of affairs a mass of statistical informa-

tion that only tends to mystify those not initiated into the tech-

nical details of mtinagement and divert the mind from the actual

financial and physical condition of the property which it is the

l)urpose of the report to expose. But for the guidance and in-

formation of the superintendent and others directly in charge

of operations, etc., and who are responsible for the result of

the management or mismanagement of the company's various

interests, statistical Information cannot be given in too great

detail.

Without opening the question of which Is most desirable as

a basis for comparison "per passenger cnvried" gr "per car-mile

Ellwood Doion Hlbbs was born In

I'.ristol, Pa., September 27, ISGl. In

.Tilly. 1879, he entered the employ of

tlie Pennsylv.inia Railroad Company
in the accounting department and re-

mained with the company In various

capacities until February, 1895. At

that time Mr, Hibbs became auditor

of the Consolidated Traction Company,
of Jersey City, and at the organiza-

tion of the North Jersey Street Kali-

way Company he was chosen for the

same position. The system of accounts

in use by that company is very largely

the result of his labor and has proven

very satisfactory.

E. D. HIBBS.

run," I cannot conceive how a superintendent in charge of a

division can possibly be in possession of the necessary infor

roation to intoUigently operate his lines without the knowledge

conveyed to him by this means. In addition to this, the general

superintendent or manager should have for his information in

making comparisons with other lines as to cost of operating,

the physical characteristics of the different lines comprising tlic

system of which he is in charge, curves, grades, congestion of

street through which they run, etc. The engineer in charge of

power houses should know the number of pounds of coal neces-

sary to convert a pound of water into steam, and so on through

all the ramifications of the system.

No Accounting Department is fulfilling the purposes tor

which it was created that does not furnish information of this

nature and it should be furnished in the shape of statistics that

will enable each man interested to comprehend thoroughly the

part he is bearing in the success of the company to which ne

is attached.

That the value of statistics may not be detracted from by in-

discriminate distribution, care should be taken to place before

each party in charge of a certain line of work the figures refer-

ring to that line of work only. Power house statistics wouid

have no value when placed in the hands of a division superin-

tendent whose duties have no connection with the operation of

the power house, and platform or car house expenses convey

no information Avhen given to an engineer in charge of power

houses. But on the other hand, wattmeter readings and. expense

statistics of one power station properly tabulated and compared

with those of another station bring forcibly to the mind of the

man in charge that one station is producing power at a higher

cost than the other in some particular and he naturally seeks to

remedy it to the manifest better interest of the companj.

Statistical information enters largely into an intelligent un-

derstanding of the earnings of lines on which transfers are is-

sued and received. Very few roads give credit to the line re-

ceiving a transfer issued by a connecting or intersecting line of

the same company. To points where summer travel is very

heavy, reached by a particular line of cars receiving transfers

from feeder lines and on return trips passengers have the option

of returning home from the transfer points by more than one

line of cars, unless the line receiving the transfer is given a pro-

portion of the original fare, entailing a more detailed audit of

transfer business than is practical with most roads, a statistical

report of the transfer business is absolutely necessary to explain

the difference in earnings. I have in mind ii line on which sev-

eral summer resorts are located that is intersected by two belt

lines, one of which carries most of the passengers to the point

of intersection while in returnii'g passengers almost invariably

use the other belt line. The earnings of the belt line carrying

the passengers to the intersection and receiving the original fare

shows earnings of 3.5 cents per car-mile, while the belt line car-

rying passengers from the intersecting point and receiving the

transfer shows earnings of 26 cents and 27 cents per car-mil&.

The adjustment of the transfers so as to give a part of the valu"

to the accepting line is no doubt the most desirable way to cover

the point, but a statement showing the number of transfers car-

ried on each line by car and by trip and the percentage of total
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Ijusseugers carried uii transfers, would reveal the cause of din-

creijuucy iu earnings.

The opinion is freijuently exyrefsed by persons connected with

large systems of street railways that the cost of placing statis-

tical inforaiation in the hands of the parties to whom such Fn-

foruuttiou is of value, is greater thau would be warranted by

any benefit accruing to the coiupaiiy from their use. Steam
roads have long ago recoguized the fact that the compilation ot

statistics is a necessary e.\pense counected with a well organ-

ized Accounting Deiiarlmeut and while it bears all the odium
attached to a non-revenue prodi:cing department, the discontin-

uance of such information is never contemplated. Street rail-

way systems have the prejudices and traditions of years to com-

bat. Horse railroads as a rule paid dividends to the stockholders

and no questions are usually asked in such cases. But todaj

.

the capital invested in street railways is so greatly increased that

the earning capacity of almost all systems have been taxed to

their fullest extent to pay flxed charges, while dividenas are not

yet in sight. Any agency that coutributes to the economical op-

eration of a road is of great importance, and street raihvlay sys-

tems must treat their Accounting Dei)artmeut with liberality

to enable the parties iu charge to aid in producing results lor

which all are laboring.

Let me say in conclusion that while statistics are not of suffi-

cient value to occupy the first place iu the mind of the Auditor,

they are of such vast importance that much more attention

could be very safely given them than is now generally the case.

Report of Executive Committee.

To the President aud Members of the Street Railway Account-

ants' Association of America.

The committee met once in Niagara Falls, immediately alier

the election of officers, and passed favorably upon 14 applica-

tions for menibershii). During the year they have taken three

mail votes and have passed favorably upon the application of

15 members. We have also had one meeting at Boston, and
p.-issed favorably upon the applicatimi of five members, making
a total increase in membership during the year of 34 members,
there having been no withdrawals.

Considering the fact that the Association is still very young,

this showing is particularly satisfactory, and if the members
of the Association will show as much interest during the coming

year as the.y have iu the past, we believe that before we meet

again our membership will exceed one hundred.

Your committee have audited the books of the secretjiry and

treasurer and find them correct in every respect.

We desire to express tlie appreciation of this Association for

the thoroughness and care with which Mr. Brockway conducts

the duties of his olflce,

The meeting of the Association at tliis time of the month is

particularly unfortunate, and the absence of mauy of our mem-
bers is due to that fact. We should not be discouraged if our

attendance at this meeting is not as large as we had hoped for,

while some members may be unable to be present on account

of the time of the month, we feel sure that we have their hearty

good will, and that they would be present if it were possible.

CAR MILEAGE—HOW ARRIVED AT, AND ITS USE.

By A. H. Ford, Secretary and Treasurer New Orleans Traction

Company, Nev7 Orleans, La.

The subject assigned to me is somewhat limited in its scope,

being statistical in its nature (as has probably been shown by Mr.

Hibbs in his paper) and for that reason, interest in its discus-

sion is limited to the Accounting Department, to whose lot gen-

erally falls the preparation of statistics, and the operating de-

partment, which makes use of the same in determining the actual

status of affairs in its control, or in suggesting needed economies
or improveiueuts, which alone are demonstrated by this means.
Kxecutive officers and directors, as a rule, do not take the in-

terest they should in the statistical information we place in

their hands, daily, weekly, monthly and annually, at the cx-

.\. II. I''ord was boru iu N'cw York City July 28, I.SOII, aud received the

first rudiaieuts of educatlou at Brldgeliampton, Loug Island. Ver.v early

iu his career the family moved to

I'^vansviUe, lud., where his commou

I

school education wjis completed. At

-^^^^ the early age of 17 he entered the rail-

"^^ road service, holding the positions of

^^^^^ clerk to receiver and local ticket agent
^^^^^^B of the Lake Erie. Evausvllle & South-

ffk^tf^^^K western Railroad. From 1880 to 18.'^

ii^n ^^^^^^^^^B ^^ ""'^^ ^^ ^^^ Evausvllle vS:

^^^H ^^^^^^^^^m Eastern Railroad.

^^^H.J^^^^^^^^^ the Evansville. K(.ckport & Eastern
^^^^ft^^^^^^^V V^*; Railroad and, wtieu the two companies

^^^^^ 4|^^^^^r

^

'7^1 were consolidated, he became traveling

^^^K^^^^^^L auditor. From 1880 to 1892 he was
^P^^/l ^^V*^^^^^^ successively auditor of the Keutur-ky

& Indiana Bridge Company, treasurer

aud auditor of the Louisviile & South-
ern Railroad and secretary aud trea-

surer of the Southern Contract Coin-

I)any. Since February, lSt>3. Mr. Ford
has been secretary 'of the New Orleans

City & Lake and the Cresceut City

Railroads, and on January 1, 1897, he

\\as appointed secretary and treasurer of the New Orleans Traction Com-
pauy, which position he now holds.

pense of careful forethought, great labor and comprehensive

thoroughness. This information is worthy of careful study,

which, if bestowed, would in many instances, locate the dittt-

culties which are hindering the financial success of some of our

systems. It is true these gentlemen have other and weightier

matters to occupy their time aud attention, and our statements

therefore, in most cases, find slight appreciation and little study

from them, but the general manager, or head of the transporta-

tion department, who carefull.v considers them, gets help, and

A. H. FORD.

/iiltage 1

Up Down \
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Passenger Earnings New Orleans City and Lake R. R. Co. For ending 189
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REPORT ON STANDARD SYSTEM OF STREET RAIL-

WAY ACCOUNTING.

Till? committee on a Stiindard System of Street Railway Ac-

counting, niJiiointed near the close of your convention held in

Niagara Falls, New York, October 10-22, 1897, for the purpose

of further prosecuting the work of the former committee, lias

prepared a report covering classification of construction, equip-

ment and operating expense accounts, foims of monthly aiul

annual reports, and an alphabetical list of items chargealjle to

operating expense .iccounts. The report has been printed, and

copies have been handed to the members present at this meeting.

This report should be considered in connection with the report

submitted to the last annual convention of the Association,

printed on pages 90-119 of its proceedings. (See Heview. Novem-

ber, 1S97, pp. 708-774). The classification and forms recom-

mended by the foniier committee, as tlie committee stated, were

hastily prepared and unfinished, and the work of this committee

has been mainly one of revision and suggested improvements

of the recommendations of that preliminarj- report, in the light

of the extended discussion of it at the Niagara Falls meeting,

and of the subsequent experience of the members of the com-

mittee and of other members of the Association as gathered oy

correspondence.

On .January 15, 1898, after the verbatim report of the Niagara

Falls meeting had been for almost two months in the hands of

members, and after the lieginning of the fiscal year of most of

them. Secretary Brockway sent a postal card to each member
of the Association for the purpose of ascertaining how many hai-1

adopted tlie recommendations of the convention. To this postal

card 39 replies were received. Nineteen companies stated that

they had adopted, substantially, the classifications of accounts

and forms of report, and found them practicable; and most ot

the other memljers who replied found little to criticise, and

highly commended the general plan, although for various reasons

they had not put it into practical use. It is interesting to note

that they have been adopted also by the Street Railway Com-

pany of New South Wales, Australia.

Your committee feel that the fact that so considerable a pro-

portion of the membership of the Association is using the Asso-

ciation's classifications and forms, imperfect as the former com-

mittee and the convention felt the first draft of them to be,

is sufficient of itself to justify the formation of the Accountants'

Association, and its continued existence until such time as tne

system of accounting, satisfactory in its general form and in

most of its details to a majority of the street railway companies

of the country, has been adopted, tried under a great variety ot

conditions, and apjiroved in its main features by all. They are

encouraged, too, by statements of members that the adoption ot

the new classifications does not interfere with the making of

reports on forms previously used when required by the manage-

ment of their companies or by state boards of railroad commis-

sioners.

Some of the memljers, in their replies to Mr. Brockway's postal

card, were good enough to make criticism of the work of tne

convention, and their objections and suggestions have been caie-

fully considered by your committee.

On May 28, 1898, your committee sent to the members of the

Association .a letter supplementary to Mr. Brockway's postal

card, and in lart a repetition of it, asking them to assist the

committee by sending to it answers to the following questions,

and to have their replies in the hands of the committee on or

before June 10:

1. Has your company adopted the standard system of ac-

counts?

2. Has your company found the standard system practical and

sntisfactoryV

3. Has your company found objections to the standard sys-

tem '^ If so, please state them in detail.

4. What suggestions can you offer, or what criticisms can you

n.ake. to iwrfcct the standard system?

5. On what date did your company put the sUuidaid system

into operation?

(1. tin what date does the fiscal year of your company dose?
7. Do the state officials of your state exercise any supervision

over tlie books and accounts of your company'^

,S. If your company has not adopted the standard system, nas

the matter been considered at all?

To this letter the committee receivtd replies from 20 com-

panies—more than one-third of the membership. Only five ot

the replies, aside from those of the members of the committee,

contained any criticisms or suggestion.s.

Willie the members of the committee were disapiioiuted at

receiving so few replies, they did not believe that the failure to

reply indicated, in any case, a lack of interest in tlieir work;

neither did they assume that the failure to answer was an indi-

cation that the work of the previous committee was entirely

satisfactory to the members who did not reply.

On .Inly 4 your committee mailed a circular letter to the

memliers of the Association for the puiijose of ascertaining tne

practice of the membership as to charging to capital or con-

struction to expense, or directly to income the cost of extensive

renewals of track or equipment, and with reference to debiting

income account with any sum, at stated intervals or otherwise,

on account of depreciation, and it enclosed with the letter printed

query blanks, on which it invited members to submit to the com-

mittee questions as to the proper account to which to charge or

credit any item of expenditure or income as to which they might

be in doubt. The responses to this circular were not numerous.

The committee believes that it has answered, in its classification

of accounts, all the queries propounded.

Your committee endeavored, by correspondence, to obtain a

list of the states whicli require street railway companies to file

reports of earnings and expenses, and to obtain copies of the

lilauk forms on which these reports are made, and such lilanks

as it obtained it has turned over to the committee appoinled to

arrange the exhibit of blanks at the Boston convention.

The committee is indebted to the secretary of the Interstate

Commerce Commission for copies of its form of annual report of

railways for 1&97, and of each of the following pamphlets.

"Classification of Construction Expenses"; "Classification of

Operating Exiienses"; Bulletins Nos. 1, 2 and 3, containing de-

cisions upon questions raised under the classification of operat-

ing expenses prescribed by the Commission.

Through correspondence with the secretary of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, your committee learned of an Associa-

tion of State Railroad Commissioners: that that association, at

its ninth annual convention, in St. Louis, in 1897, appointed a
committee to formulate a classification of construction and op-

erating expenses of electric railways; that, at its tenth annual

convention, in Washington, D. C, in May. 1898, the chairman

of that committee, William 0. Seymour, of Richfield, Conn.,

made the following report:

"The full committee have met. in connection with the Associa-

tion of Railway Accounting Officers, and have prepared a classi-

fication of the operating and construction expenses of electric

railways, and desire more time to submit the work wliich they

have done to a committee composed of those who represent the

American Street Railway Association, in order that, when this

report is presented, it may be a report substantially approved

by those who are experts in eli-ctrical railroad construction aa

well as the Railway Accounting Association, which more dis-

tinctly represents steam railroad construction. Hence, our re-

port is not now in condition to be presented at this session, and

we ask further time. We shall have it in preparation, and com-

plete for present.ation at the next meeting of the convention."

On receipt of this information, your committee wrote to Mr.

Seymour, explaining to him the organization of the Street Rail-

way Accountants' Association, the work that had been accom-

plished at the two meetings of the Accountants' Association, the

work still in contemplation, and especially the scope of the

work of the committee on Standard System of Street Railway

Accounting, and sent to him a copy of our constitution and by-

laws, a copy of the Street Railway Review for April. 1897,

containing a full report of the Cleveland meeting, and a copy

of the printed verbatim report of our Niagara convention. The

committee stated to Mr. Seymour that, if it had known of the
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existence of the Assueiiitiou uf Slate Kaili'oad Commissioners, it

would, if it liad beeu agreeable to tlie Assoeiatiou, have attciuled

its aumial meetings iu St. Louis and Washington; and it inriied

liim and tlie other members of his committee to attend a nu-ci-

ing of your committee, to be held sliortly iu Cleveland or in

New York.

Sir. Seymour replied as follows:

"Itidgefleld, Conn., June 10, 1898.

"Mr. C. N. DuiFY, Sec. and Treas., etc

"Deak Sir.—Your kind favor, with accompanying dueumenls.

received. Yon represent just the parties with whom we wish to

eeut'er. but licretofore knew not whom to communicate with. At

the annual convention of the Railroad Commissioners, iu St.

Louis, in 1S97, the following persons were appointed a committee

to prepare a proper dassiUcatiou of the construction and oper

ating e.vpeuses of the street railway comi>anies, similar, so tar

as applicable, to the classitication of tlie same accounts of steam

railroads, viz.:

"Wni. O. Seymour. Railroad Commissioner of Conneeticur.

Ridgefield.

"Ashley W. Cole, Albany, N. Y.

"K. S. Kayler, Columbus, Ohio.

"H. M. Kochersperger, President Railway Aecouuiing .Asso-

ciation, New Haven, Coun.

"M. Riebenach, Assistant Comptroller I'euLisylvauia Railroad.

Philadelphia.

"H. D. Bulkley, Comptroller Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Balti-

more, JId.

"N. H. Heft. Chief of Electrical Deparluieut of New York. New
Haven & Hartford Railroad, New Haven. Conn,

"The committee met in New Y'ork and have a report partially

prepared, but before looking it over finally wish to confer vvitu

some experts in the electrical accounting so as to submit some-

thing likely to meet the approbation of all parties interested,

which will be probably universally adopted, and thus secure

uniform reports from all companies valuable for comparison.

The street railway's are becoming such valuable properties that

investors and the public generally demand some such informa-

tion for guidance. In the preparation of our work, we have re-

lied greatly upon the aid and advise of the members of the Kail-

way Accounting Association, named above, who are very able

men iu their line. Before saying definitely whether this com-

mittc<; caa meet you at the time you name. I am going to com-

municate with tliem personally and inform you by mail later. I

can and would be glad to meet you iu New Y'ork City, but to

make our conference most valuable, we should surely have the

presence and co-operation of the gentlemen above referred to.

Expect to hear from me soon.

"Yours very truly,

"(Signed) Wm. O. Seymour."

The committee are indebted also to E. S. Doud, of Hazelton, Pa.,

and Elmer M. White, of Hartford, Conn., for blank forms, and

to E. D. Hibbs, of Jersey City, for printed lists of items charge-

able to the various expense accounts kept by the companies.

These have been sent to the committee iu charge of the exni-

bltion of blanks at the Boston convention.

The committee and the Association are under obligations to thi;

S'lREET Railway Review and the "Street Railway Journal" for

giving circulation beyoud the membership of the Association to

the circular letters of the committee, for valuable hints in tlieir

editorial columns, and for many words of encouragement. BoUi

have done much to keep alive an interest iu the Association and

its ob.iccts.

Your committee wishes especially to thank Mr. Brockway, the

secretary of the Association, for most valuable assistance in tnc

matter of conducting the committee's correspondence, anil in

attending its meeting in New York.

Having obtained what data it could by correspondence, a

meeting of your committee was called at the CJrieutal Hotel.

Manhattan Beach, New Y'ork, on Monday. July 18th. This meet-

ing was attended by Messrs. Duffy. Ham and Davies. of the

committee, by W. B. Brockway, secretary of the Association.

and by A. O. Kittredge, editor of "Accountics" and associate

editor of the "Street Railway Journal."

The committee invited the- secretary of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the memlwrs of the committee on accounts

of the Association of State Railroad Commissioners, and the

secretaries of several state Boards of Railroad Commissioners

to meet with it in New Y'ork on July i!0. and a number of them
promised to attend. Much to their regret, however, and much
more to the regret of your committee, they were unable to

come. Every effort was made by correspondence and by per-

sonal solicitation of members, to interest in the work of ilic

committee, representatives of every state which exercises .'iiiy

control over the books or accounting of street railway com-

panies.

After a six days' session at Manhattan Beach, your committee

separated, each member to take up at home .a particular branch

of tlie work. Finding it impossible to complete their report with-

out another mieting. the members of the committee who attended

the Nl>w York meeting met again in Cleveland on .\ugust 'Jii

and '21.

The committee resolved to make no changes iu the former

classiticatious or forms, except for good and sufficient reasons,

and the principal purpose of this statement is to present to tue

Association in detail the changes which have beeu recommended,
and the considerations wliich iuHuenced the committee in rec-

ommending them.

There can be no doubt that a scientific system of accounting

is an effective check on the efficiency or inefficiency of the man-
agement of the street railway company, especially when a com-

parative study can be made of reports of other companies kept

under exactly the same rules. For this purpose uniformity

in accounting is as esseutial as accuracy. The committee have
tried to adopt a classihcation comprising as small a number of

accounts as will give to the management, with as much detail

as necessary, the fullest information as to the receipts and
expenditures of the company.

In the revised classifications the committee have made the

explanations of what should enter into the various accounts as

brief, clear and comprehensive as they could, and has supple-

mented the explanation of operating expense accounts with lists

of the more important items chargeable to the respective ac-

counts.

As the .construction and equipment of a road must necessarily

precede its operation, the committee has placed the classification

of construction and equipment accounts ahead of the classiUca-

tion of operating expense accounts. To prevent confusion, it has

designated the construction and equipment accounts by letter,

and the operating expense accounts by number; and it has taken

pains to makj those construction and equipment and operating

expense accov.nts which pertaiu to way and structures and lo

equipment consistent with each other, listing similar items under

corresponding accounts.

Referring first to the constructiou and eijuipmeut accouuts,

the alterations which have been recommended in the titles and

in the analyses or explanations of what sliould be included in

each account, are as follows:

The .account entitled, "Right of Way"—formerly No. 3, now
Account C—as defined by the committee last year, included all

expenditures in connection with securing or paying for right of

way. The account was meant to include the cost of land -ic-

quired for right of wa.v, as well as other right of way expenses,

but as laud was not mentioned, some might have been led to

charge its cost under Account No. G, "Real Estate L'sed in

Operation of Road." To prevent any possible misunderstanding

on this point, your committee have thought best to explain the

account to include "all expenditures in connection with securing

er paying for right of way, including cost of real estate for right

of way."

The explanation of the account entitled "Track and Roadway
Construction"—formerly Acconut No. 4, now Account D— is, in

substance, the same as in last .year's classification, but the

commiltee have defined a little more explicitly the class of ma-

terial and labor chargeable to it. and have endeavored to malve

it cover materials used on underground trolley and surface con-

tact roads.

Account No. 5. "Electrical Track Construction." has beeu

changed to Account E, "Electric Liue Construction." As the
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items clmi'gpable to tliis aceouut are uo part of the track proi)(T,

but pertaiu only to the construction of tlie electric line, this is a

better and more appropriate title. The coiuniittee have tried to

make the account applicable to underground trolley, third mil

and surface contact roads, as well as to overhead trolley roads.

The punching or drilling of rails for track wiring was not spe-

cially mentioned last year, but it is now expressly stated to tie

chargeable to this account.

Account F (formerly No. G), has been defined to include all

exi)euditures for real estate used in the operation of the road

except right of way.

Accounts 7 and 8 have been transposed, "Buildings and Fix-

tures Used in Oper.ation of Koad." tGl now preceding "Invest-

ment Real Estate" (H). The word "Fixtures" has been substi-

tuted for "Improvements," as more properly descriptive ot me
structures whose cost is intended to be covered by this title; and

the term "building and tixtures" has been more particul:irly

defined.

"Investment Real Estate and Improvements" has been changed

to "Investment Real Estate" (H). the term "real estate," in its

legal meaning, including both land and improvements.

"rower riant Equipment" (Accouut I), has been explicitly

defined to include the co.st not only of the steam and electric

equipment of the main power plant, but of sub-stations, and of

water power machinery.

Account K, "Cars," is expressly limited to those cars from the

operation of which revenue is derived. This is what is meant

in the classification of lSi)7, and is evident from the explanation

of expenditures chargeable to Account No. 13 ("Miscellaneous

Equipment"), but the explanation of what was to be debited

to "Cars" if read alone, must have been understood to refer to

all cars.

Account No. 12. "Electrical Car Equipmeut." has been clianged

to Account L, "Electrical E<iuipment ot Cars," and has been more

clearly doflued.

Freight, mail and express caro have been taken from "Miscel-

laneous Eciuipment" (Account No. 13, now Account M), and placed

in Account K ("Cars"), and "Miscellaueous Equipment" is ex-

plained to refer only to cars used exclusively for the company's

convenience, and not to cars used for the carriage of passengers

or the hauling of baggage, freight, mail, express or other ma-

terial for the public.

Account No. 14, now Accouut N ("Interest and Discount"), re-

mains as before, except that it is specifically stated to include

discounts or premiums resulting from the sale of bonds or other

securities negotiated for construction purposes

No construction accounts have been added to the former list;

none has been taken from it.

Coming now to the revision of operating expense accounts,

these were classified last year under four principal headings or

divisions, namely, "A, Maintenance of Way and Structures";

"B, Maintenance of Equipment"; "C, Conducting Transporta-

tion;" "D, General Expenses." Your committee have reduced

these headings to three—"Maintenance" (including "Maintenance

of Way and Structure" and "Maintenance of Equipment"),

"Transportation" (including "Operation of Power Plant" and

"Car Service"), and "General." This is not, in any sense, a rad-

ical change, the headings remaining as they were before, except

that the two maintenance headings ("Way and Structures" and
"Equipment") are placed in one division, "Maintenance." This

change was suggested by W. G. Ross, of Montreal, and the

members of the committee who attended the New York meeting

were unanimous in the opinion that it should be made. Under
this heading are included all expenses of keeping up road and
equipment. In other words, all maintenance expenses are classed

under one general heading, as, in the report of 1897, all transpor-

tation expenses, although subdivided into "Operation ot Power
I'lant" and "Car Service," were included under the one general

heading "Transportation," this plan receiving the endorsement
of the convention at Niagara Falls.

The order in which the three general headings should be ar-

ranged was carefully considered and debated by your commit-

tee. It had been suggested to the committee, in some of the

replies to their circular letters, that the order of general headings

recommended and adopted at Niagara was a departure from

the arrangement generally in use; that as transportation ex-

penses on most roads exceed in amount the expenses of either

of the other two divisions, "Transportation" should occupy first

place in the classification, and should be followed by "Main-
tenance." The committee, however, were unanimous in thinking

that as transportation expenses are subordinate and subsequent

to maintenance expenses, and as transportation is necessarily

dependent upon proper maintenance, the cost of maintenance
should, in any classification of accounts, precede the cost of

transportation. In this opinion as to the proper order of these

two headings, the committee are backed by other accountants

who have written to it upon the subject.

It was suggested in one of the letters to the committee that

"General" should be the first subdivision, "because general ex-

pense embodies the salaries of the highest oHicials of the com-

pany, whose time and ability is devoted to everything per-

• taining to the company's business, whether it be maintenance,

transportation expense or construction." The committee thouglit,

however, that as "General Expenses" include items, such as sal-

aries, printing and stationery, miscellaneous office expenses, and

other miscellaneous expenses which. un<ler a stricter auditing

of vouchers than is practiced by any company with whose ac-

counting any member of the committee was ac(iuainted, inignt

be divided between "Maintenance" and "Transportation," and

as "General Expenses" cannot possibly, in logical or chronological

order, precede "Maintenance" and "Transportation," "General"

should lie the last of the three main headings.

It may not be out of place to remark liere that, in the form

for reports of steam railroad companies prescribed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the highest official authority .

accounting, the order of arrangement is "Maintenance," "Trans-

portation," "General."

The total number of expense accounts in tile classification

adopted in 1897 was 38; the number recommended by your pres-

ent committee is 39. The difference occurs in this way; Items

chargeable under Account No. 8 in the former classification

("Renewals of Horse and Vehicle Equipment") are now charge-

able to "Maintenance of Miscellaneous Equipment" (.\ccount .No.

8) and "Stable Expenses" (Account No. 30l. Former Account

No. 8 is thus abolished. Account No. 34 in the classification of

1897 ("Legal Expenses") has been divided into "Legal Expenses

in Conuectiou with Damages" (Account No. 34) an<l "Other Legal

Expenses" (Account No. 3.5), for reasons stated in the discus-

sion of this account at the Niagara meeting, and a new expense

account, to include taxes, cost of car licenses, etc., has been

added.

In all titles in which, in the classification of 1897, the phrase

"repairs and renewals" was used, the single word "maintenance"

has been recommended. In all titles in which the word "elec-

trical" was used, the word "electric" has been substituted.

It is difticult sometimes to get a short ledger title which, stand-

ing alone, expresses all that is to be included under it. There

are two rather indefinite and unsatisfactory titles in the classifi-

cation of oi>erating expense accounts—"Wages of Other Car-Ser-

vice Employes," and •'Other Legal Expenses." They immediately

follow, however, accounts to which they are subordinate, and it

is believed that no confusion can result from their use.

Taking up now the 39 accounts in their numerical order, the

committee will state briefly the changes recommended and the

reasons for them.

The word "construction" has been omitted from Account No. 1,

first, to shorten the title, and, secondly, because some companies

use the word "construction" to mean original cost or investment,

rather th.an operating expiense. This account thus becomes

"Maintenance of Track and Roadway," instead of "Repairs and

Renewals of Track and Roadway Construction."

For the same reasons, the iihrase "track construction" has

been dropped from Account No. 2, the word "line" being substi-

tuted, and the account becomes "Maintenance of Electric Line,"

instead of "Repairs and Renewals of Electrical Track Construc-

tion."

The title of Account No. 3 has been changed from "Repairs

and Renewals of Buildings and Improvements" to "Maintenance

of Buildings and Fixtures," because the word "improvements"
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iu street railway accounting has another meaning distinct from

the sense in which it was used iu the dassitication of operating

expenses of 1S97, namely, betterments, chargeable usually lo

some capital account, and it might be confusing to use the word
in two senses in the same classification. Besides, the term "fix-

tures" more properly describes the structures or appurtenances,

the cost of whose maintenance is meant to be included under

this title.

It will be nctieed that these three accounts, as iu the classi-

fication of 1807, are placed under the main heading "Way and

Structures" and in the same numerical order.

Accounts 4, 5 and 6, except as before noted, remain as they

were in the classification of 1897.

Account Xo. 7 has been changed from "Repairs and Renewals

of Electrical Car Equipment" to "Maintenance of Electrical

Equipment for Cars.". This may seem an uuimpoi'tant change,

but the former title might have been understood to include cars

as well as the electric equipment of cars, and the new title more

clearly and properly expresses what should be classed in the

account.

Hor.ses and horse vehicles play so small a part in the opera-

tion of a modem electric railway, that it seemed to the commit-

tee inadvisable to keep a separate account for the cost of their

renewal, and former Accounts No. 8 ("Renewals of Horse and

Vehicle Equipment") and No. 9 ("Repairs and Renewals of Mis-

cellaneous Equipment") have been consolidated in new Account

No. 8 ("Maintenance or Miscellaneous Equipment"), except that

depreciation of horses and the cost of renewals of horses are

now included in Account No. 30 ("Stable Expenses"). The cost

of repairs and renewal of harness and vehicle equipment has

been taken from former Account No. 31 ("General Stable Ex-

penses") and put in this new Account No. 8, because being a

maintenance expense, it should be classed in a maintenance ac-

count.

Former Account No. 10 ("Repairs and Renewals of Shop Tools

and Machinery") now becomes No. 9 ("Miscellaneous Shop Ex-

penses"). The change is in the title merely; the same things are

listed under the new account as were charged to the old one. The
new title is shorter, more generally used, better understood and

more accurately descriptive of what should be included in tne

account, viz., not only the cost of repairs and renewals of shop

machinery (engines, boilers, etc., used in repair shops), appliances

(such as cranes and hoists), and tools (lathes, planers, drill-

presses, etc.), but the expense of operating them, as, for example,

the cost of coal and water for the shop engine, coke for smithing

purposes, etc. As stated in the definition of this account, tne

cost of repairing or renewing hand-tools should not be charged

to this account, unless used for repairing shop tools or machm-
ery, but to the account most affected by their use. For example,

repairs and renewals of picks and shovels used iu track repair

work, spike-mauls, ratchet-drills for drilling rails, and similar

small tools should be debited to Account No. 1; a screw-driver

used in repairing car bodies to Account No. G; and it might be

desirable similarly to apportion the cost of keeping up fixed tools

and machinery; but it is impracticable to divide the cost ot

maintaining such machines among the various accounts for which

their work is done, as, for instance, tlie work of a drill-press,

used for many purposes—for example, for drilling rails for the

benefit of Account No. 7, and side bars and other parts of trucks

for Account No. 6.

As iu last year's classification, there are six accounts under

the sub-heiiding "Operation of Power Plant."

"Power Plant Wages and Superintendence" has been short-

ened to "Port-er Plant Wages," the definition of the account show-

ing that it is meant to include superintendence.

The committee considered the recommendation of the Niagara

Falls convention that Account No. 13, now No. 12, be made lo

read, "Water for Steam Power," but thought the better title

to be "Water for Power," the account to include both water for

steam plant and water for water-power plant

The accounts under "Car Service" (Nos. 16 to 24) are the same
in number, arrangements and definitions as in last year's classi-

fication, but some slight changes have been made in several of

the titles.

"Car and Mctor Supplies" has been changed to "Car Service

Supplies" (Account No. 21), this being a better and more logical

and consistent name. If "Car and Motor Supplies" were a pop-

ular title for this account, then "Maintenance of Motors" would

be a proper title for Account No. 7 ("Maintenance of Electric

Equipment of Cars"). But Account No. 7 was meant to include

not only motors but controllers, trolley bases and poles, trolley

wheels and forks, etc., and the wiring of car bodies for the pur-

pose of conveying current fiom the line: so that the word "mo-
tors" did not seem to be sulflcieutly comprehensive, and the title

"Electric E(iuipment of Cars" was adopted. For the same rea-

sons, the word "motors" seemed to the committee too restricted

a term to describe all the supplies for the electric equipment of

cars intended to be included iu this account, and the title "Car
Service Supplies" was substituted.

"Miscellaneous Transportation Expenses" has been changed to

"Miscellaneous Car Service Expenses," for the reason that there

are two sub-headings under the main title "Transportation

"

(namely, "Operation of Power Plant" and "Car Service"), and
miscellaneous transportation expenses might be construed to

include expenses both of power plant and of car service. Inas-

much as an account (No. 14) has been provided for the miscel-

laneous expenses of the power plant, and another account for the

miscellaneous expenses incident to car service, they should have
distinctive titles. One should not be given a title that might
cover items chargeable to the other.

"Cleaning, Watering and Sanding Track" has been changed to

"Cleaning and Sanding Track" (Account No. 23)—a shorter title

and just as expressive of what is to lie embraced in the ac-

count.

We come now to the third main division—"General"—and the l")

accounts listed under it. This general heading has no sub-head-

ings. The question as to whether or not sub-headings, "Current,"

to embrace Accounts 2.5 to Sr^, inclusive, and "Fixed," to embrace
Accounts 30 to 39, should be provided, was fully considered by
the committee, and it was decided not to use them, because,

principally, of the danger of misunderstanding or misapplying
the term "fixed," which is generally applied to interest charges
only.

The number of "General" accounts has been increased from 13

to 15, because of the division of former Account 34 ("Legal Ex-
penses") into the present Accounts Nos. 34 and 35 ("Legal Ex-
penses iu Connection with Damages" and "Other Legal Ex-
penses"), and the addition of Account 39 ("Taxes").

The titles of some of the "General" accounts have been changed.
"General Stores Expenses" is now "Storeroom Expenses" (No.

29); "General Stable Expenses" is now "Stable Expenses" (No.

30); "Advertising and E.xpense of Park Properties" is now "Ad-
vertising and Attractions" (No. 31); "Injuries and Damages" is

now "Damages" (No. 33); a division has been made of "Legal
Expenses." following the recommendations of the Niagara Falls

convention, into "Legal Expenses in Connection with Damages"
(No. 34), and "Other Legal Expenses" (No. 35); "Track Rentals"
is now "Rent of Tracks and Termin.ols" (No. 37), and "Rental ot

Land and Buildings" is now "Rent of Land and Buildings"
(No. 30). The numerical order of the accounts is not changed,
except as to Nos. 30 and 37, which have been transposed, it

being the judgment of the committee that this order was prefer-

able to the old order.

The title "General Stores Expenses" was changed to "Store-
room Expenses," and the title "General Stable Expenses" to

"Stable Expenses," because all accounts under this main heading
are general, and it is uunecc>ssary to repeat the word in their

titles.

"Advertising and Expenses of Park Properties" was changed
to "Advertising and Attractions" because the latter title is

shorter and more accurately descriptive of the expenses which
should be debited to the account. All expenses incurred for the
purpose of attracting and inducing travel, such as maintenance
of parks, or donations or contributions to parks, theaters, circuses
or other amusements, while not perhaps strictly advertising, are
analogous to advertising, and may propi'rly be included with
advertising expenses in one account.

"Track Rentals" has been changed to "Rent of Tracks and
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Tenuiiials"—.a broader titlp. iind oue Ibat will better take caro

of tbe exi)euses chargeable to the account. Some companies,

notably suburban companies connecting with city lines, are oblig-

ed to rent a piece of track, or possibly a piece of ground, .for a

terminal station or stopping place, and the expense of this should

be charged to "Rent of Track and Terminals." as tbe rent of

otHccs in an office building not owned by the company should he

charged to Account No. 36. The word "terminals" in this ac-

count (No. 37) is not meant to refer to depots, car-houses or other

buildings. This account should not be confounded with •'Eeutals

of Leased Lines," which the committee consider not an operating

account, but a deduction from income.

A new operating expense account (No. 39) to include taxes,

cost of car licenses, etc., has been added, the committee being

unanimously of the opinion that taxes, being incident to the

ownership of jjroperty and the operation of the road, are an

operating expense. In the report of the former committee, it was

recommended that taxes should not be considered as an operating

expense, but should be classed as a deduction from income, to-

gether with interest on funded and floating debt, and rentals of

leased lines. The disposition of taxes was a subject of caretul

thought and deliberation by the former committee, and in reach-

ing the decision that they did, they were largely influenced by

the fact that nearly all Boards of Kailroad Commissioners re-

quired that taxes be treated in this way. There seems to be ao

logical reason why taxes should not be treated as an operating

expense. They are a necessary burden in tbe operation of every

railroad. No company escapes them. They are analogous to

insurance, rent of tracks and terminals, and rent of land ami

buildings. If a company rents the real estate it uses in the op-

eration of its road, its rent of land and buildings account will

be larger and its taxes account correspondingly smaller than they

would be if it owned the real estate. If rentals, therefore, are

to be treated as an operating expense, taxes should be treated

in the same way.

In addition to the fact that taxes seem logically to be an

operating expense, much confusion will he avoided by so classi-

fying them. At the present time, although it has come to be the

general practice to charge taxes in operating expenses, yet when a

statement is made of the cost of operating a road, it is not cer-

tainly known whether taxes are included or not, some companies

considering them as a fixed charge. Taxes being included in

operating expenses, the stockholders of a company, when they

are informed of the amount of the company's gross receipts and
operating expenses, know what the difference, i£ any, is the

amount applicable to interest on capital invested in the prop-

erly, whether that capital be represented by bonds, bills or ac-

counts payable, preferred stock, or common stock, or applicable,

if the stockholders so elect, to the purchase or construction of

extensions, additions, or betterments.

The committee considered a suggestion that interest should

also be included in operating expenses, but in line with the

substantially universal practice, concluded to leave it as a fixed

charge to be deducted from income.

Rent of leased lines is also to be deducted from income, sep-

arately from expense, this charge being regarded by the com-

mittee as similar to interest and dividends, it being, under some
leases, in the nature of a guaranteed dividend on the stock of

the line leased. A distinction should be made between the leas-

ing of a line of railroad under an agreement by which the lessee

operates and the leased lines and the renting of a part of the

track of another operating company, which is clearly chargeable

to Operating Expenses.

A few words as to some changes that are recommended in the

classification of items chargeable to "Geuerar' accounts may be

appropriate.

The salary of general counsel or solicitor is to be charged to

Accounts Nos. 34 and 35, and not to account No. 25. In this ruling

the committee followed what seemed to be the consensus of opin-

ion at the Niagara Falls meeting.

Account No. 2T ("Printing and Stationary") has been made to

include coin-bags, money-wrappers and money-tags. These items

are as properly printing and stationary as any items that can be

so. classed, and have been taken out of "Aliscellaneous Office Ex-

penses", where they were placed last year, the committee being

I'ully :igived that this was an error. In every other respect

Trinting and Stationary" confirms to the recomuien<lati<Jiis of

the Niagara convention. The committee have not failed to con-

sider the items of printing or engraving of tickets or transfers,

the printing of briefs and other legal papers, and of signs, posters,

etc., but believe that these things were properly placed last year.

The.se items are so clearly separable from general printing and

stationery that no confusion can arise from this classification.

Printed tickets are as clearly a part of transportation expenses as

metal or celluloid tickets, which would hardly be charged b.v

anyone to "Printing and Stationery." Of course some roads have

such expenses. "Printing and Stationery" is generally understood

to include printing and supplies intimately connected with ac-

counting, corresponding, etc., although some printing and station-

ery, as, for example, time-books and pay envelopes, may be used

in every department of the roads. Time-books, used to record the

time of men working on the track, for instance, are a part of the

"General Expense" of tbe company, because they pertain to ac-

counting. Tickets are no part of accounting; but printed blanks

for reports of conductors, being used for accounting should be

charged to "Printing and Stationery."

Account No. 30 ("Staule Expenses") has been changed in this

respect; that the ordinary repairs of harness and vehicle equip-

ment formerly classified under the heading are now assigned to

Account No. 8; and depreciation and renewal of horses, formerly

chargeable to eld Account No. 8. are now to be charged here. The

committee carefully considered the suggestion of some of the

members of the Association that this account ("Stable Expenses")

should be divided and apportioned to the work that- horses do;

but it is the judgment of the committee that such a change

should not be luade-flrst. because of the labor and expense that

would be involved in ascertaining the proper apportionment, and,

secondly, because if this were done, the aggregate of "Stable Ex-

penses might be lost sight of. The committee suggests that any one

desiring to do so may make such an apportioumeut or subdivision,

if the value and importance of the information sought justifies it,

and still carry all other stable expenses in Account No. 30. Of

course if there are .stable expenses in connection with construction

work—extensions of track, or otherwise—construction accounts

should be debited with the amount of them

"Injuries and Damages" seemed a tautological title, and has

been shortened to "Damages." This change was recommended by

the last convention.

Under headings Nos. 34 and 35 the committee have attempted

to define "legal expenses", and following the suggestions made at

the Niagara convention, to distinguish between legal expenses

connected with the investigation, adjustment and trial of damage

claims and cases and other legal expenses.

Part of the work assigned to the Committee on a Standard

S.vstem of Street Railway Accounting was the preparation of a

form of annual report for street railway companies. The com-

mittee have included in their reports forms for both annual and

monthly reports. They differ in several respects from the form

of annual report submitted last year. In the first place, columns

are not provided for comparison with previous corresponding per-

iods; the forms are for the current month or year only. They

can easily be made to cover two or more months or years, and

comparisons are desirable wherever possible, but they are no

necessary part of such an annual report as the committee was

asked to suggest.

Instead of providing a single column fur all figures, a column

for tbe totals of the several subdivisious has been provided, to

facilitate addition and substractiou.

"Track Rentals" has been changed to "Rent of Tracks and Ter-

minals," and tbis source of income follows, instead of preceding.

"Rent of Land and Buildings," to make the reports conform to

the change made in the titles of Operating Expense Accounts

Nos, 30 and 37,

Taxes have been omitted from deductions from income, be-

cause, for reasons before stated, they are now regarded as an

operating expense.

Lines have been provided for the totals of Income from Other

Sources, Deductions from Income, and Deductions from Net In-

come.
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rrovisiiiu li:is been aiaile Cor sliuwiuf; iutercst ou ival I'Slate

moi-tgagos separately from interest ou funded aud floating delii,

and for showing miscellaneous deductious from iucome.

The surplus to be carried forward in the auuual re])ort is ihe

surplus shown by the balance sheet at the close of the currcnr

fiscal year, and not necessarily on December 31. as indicated lu

the form presented last year. This chauge has been made be-

cause the fiscal year of some compauies does not end with Ihe

calendar year.

There is an aliihabetical lis* of items eliargcable to opei'aling

expense accounts. This list, of course, is not. aud probably never

will be, complete; but it is believed that some who are charged

Willi the duty of street railway accounting will find it useful.

Since comiug to Boston the committee have met Mr. Wm. O.

Seymour, chairman, aud Mr. H. F. Billiugs, secretary, of the

State Board of Railroad Commissions of Couuecticut, and Col.

N. H. Heft, chief of the electrical department of the N. Y., N. H.

& H. R. R. Co.—all members of a committee on uuiform system

of electric railw ay accounting appointed by the National Associa-

tion of Railroad Commissioners, aud have invited them and any
others whom they may wish to bring with them, to attend the

sessions of the Street Railway Accountants' convention, and to

participate in the discussion of this committee's report

Every member of your committee knows that the task of stand-

ardizing the classifications of street railway accounts is far from

liiiished, but this report is submitted as a step toward a standard

system, and the committee hope for, aud earnestly invite the free-

est criticism and fullest discussion possible in the sliort time as-

signed for its consideration. Respectfully

C. N. Duffy,

Wm. F. Ham,
J F. Caldehwood.
H. L. WiLSox,

H. J. Da VIES.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIP-
MENT ACCOUNTS.

In the following classification "Labor" should be uuderstoo,!

to mean not <ir.ly Ihe manual work of laborers, but also super-

intendence, supervision, clerical work, engineering and insjiec-

tion, so far as they are chargeable to the account referred to.

"Material" should be understood to mean not only finished

or unfinished products, appliances or parts, but such smaller

articles as are usually termed "supplies."

"Tools" should be understood to mean hand-tools of mechanics,

and other tools, used in the work chargeable to the account re-

ferred to.

"Expenses" should be understood to mean all expenses charge-

able to the account referred lo that are not labor, material or

tools.

CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIFMENT ACCOUNTS.

A. Organization.

B. Enginei-ring ami Superintendence.

C. Right of Way.
I). Track and Roadway Construction.

E. Electric Line Construction.

F. Real Estate Used in Operation of Road.

a. Buildings and Fixtures Used in Operation of Road.

H. Investment Real Estate.

I. Power riant Eiiuipment.

J. Shop Tools and Machinery.

K. Cars.

L. Electric Equipment of Cars.

M. Miscellaneous Equipment.

N. Interest and Discount.

O. Miscellaneous.

A. ORGANIZATION.

Charge to fids account all expenses incurred in effecting or-

ganizalinn, including legal expenses.

B. ENGINEERING AND SUPERINTENDENCE.

Charge to this account nil expenditures for services of engi-

i-eers, drartsnieii and superiuteiideuls employed on pri'liminary

and eiiiistnieticn work, and all expenses incident to the work.

C. RIGHT OF WAY.
Charge lo lliis .leeuuiil all cxpeiidilurcs ill ccnuieeliuii witli

securing or paying for right-of-way. including cost of real cslale

for right-of-way.

D. TRACK AND ROADWAY CO.NSTRUCTION.

Cli.iige to this account all expenditures for track and roadway
conslruction, including labor, material, tools, freight, hauling,

d;stribution of material, and all other expenses incident to the

work; cost of grading, excavating, track laying, ties, yokes, slot-

rails, manhole frames aud covers, rails, rail fastenings, welded
joints, special work (such as crossings, cross-overs, curves, frogs,

guard-rails, run-offs, switches, switch-mates, turn-outs), ballast-

ing, paving, fences (right of way), bridges and culverts, trestles,

subways and tunnels.

The cost of tracks iu yards, termiuals, car-houses or other

buildings, should be charged to this account

The cost of punching and drilling rails for track wiring should

be chargetl to account E.

E. ELECTRIC LINE CONSTRUCTION.
Charge to this account all expenditures for overhead, under-

ground, third-rail, or surface-contact electric line construction,

including labor, material, tools, freight, hauling, distribution of

material, and all other expenses incident to the work.

Cost of punching aud drilling rails for track-wiring, rail-bonds,

poles (iron or wood), labor and material for setting and painting

poles; feed-wire, guard-wire, span-wire, strain-wire, supplemen-
tary-wire, trolley-wire, ground-feeders, underground-feeders, pole

fixtures, hangers or suspensions, insulators (overhead), lightning

arresters and appliances, signals and signaling apparatus, over-

head crossings and switches, ground terminals, and all labor m
connection with putting same iu position; conduits and conduit

appliances for underground trolley construction, including con-

ductors, insulators, sewer connections, sewer traps and under-

ground feeders; third rails, and insulators for third-rail construc-

tiou; surface-contact appliances for surface-contact roads, includ-

ing magnets. < ontaci-boxes. manhole-frames and covers.

F. REAL ESTATE USED IN OPERATION OF ROAD.

Charge to this account all expenditures for real estate used in

operation of road, except real estate used for right of way
charged in account C.

G. BUILDINGS AND FIXTURES USED IN OPERATION OF ROAD
Charge to this account all expenditures for buildings and nx-

tures used iu operation of road, including labor, material, tools,

freight, hauling of material, and all other expenses incident to

the work.

The term "Puihlings and Fixtures" includes power house, car

houses, shops, office buildings (when owned by the eompanyi.

waiting rooms, sheds, out-houses, coal bins, sand houses, slabies,

store houses, switch tenders' houses, fences (except park and
ri.ght of way), docks, wliarves, and all other buildings and enclo-

sures, and their stationary fixtures, iuclnding pipes for gas.

water, sewage and drainage, apparatus for heating, lighting and

ventilating, sidewalks and paving in streets in front of and ad-

.iacent to the company's buildings (except in tracks), and inspec-

tion and repair pits in car houses, shojjs or other buildings.

The cost of tracks in yards, terminals, car-houses and other

buildings should be charged to account D,

The cost of electric line in yards, terminals, car-houses and

other buildings should be chargid to account E
H. INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE.

Charge to this account all expenditures for land and buildings

nut used iu operation of road

I. POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT.

Charge to this account all expenditures for steam and electric

eqiupment of power plant, including foundations aud installa-

tions.

The equipment of sub-stations (if used) should be charged to

this account.

All expenditures for water-power machinery (if used) should

be charged to this account.

The cost of buildings used for main iiower houses or sub-sin-

tions should be charged to account G.
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J. SHOP TOOLS AND MACHINERY.

Charge to this accouut all expeuilitures for sliojj tools aud ma-

chinery for gcLeral repair shops, car-houses, etc., iucluding foun-

dations and installation.

K. CARS.

Charge to this account all e.xpinditures for passenger, baggage,

express, freight, mail aud other cars from the operation of which

revenue is derived.

The term "Cars" includes car-bodies and trucks, and all fix-

tures or appliances inside of or attached to the car-body or

truck (except the electric equipment ol: the car).

L, ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT OF CARS.

Cliarge to this account all expenditures for electric equipment

and wiring of all cars, whether revenue cars or work cars., in-

cluding labor, mate;-ial. tools, freight, hauling of material, aud all

other expenses incident to the work.

M. MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT.

Charge to this account all expenditures for water cars, sprink-

ling cars, sand cars, salt cars, supply cars, and other work cars;

snow-plows, sweepers, scrapers, and miscellaneous snow equip-

ment: horses, harness, wagons and vehicles; tools and appli-

auces necessary in the use of work cars or snow equipment.

N. INTEREST AND DISCOUNT.

All interest paid or received in connection with funds for con-

struction, and all discounts or premiums resulting from the nego-

tiation, of securities for construction, should be charged or cred-

ited to this account.

O. MISCELLANEOUS.

Charge to this account all expenditures for printing and sta-

tionery, office supplies and expenses, damage claims, wages of

clerks, and all other expenses incident to construction not other-

wise provided for.

CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATING EXPENSE
ACCOUNTS.

In tlie following chissitication, "Labor" siiould be uiulerstood

tf moan, not oJily the manual work of laborers, but also supei-

intendeuce, supervision, clerical work, engineering and inspec-

tion, so far as tlu^y .<;re chargeable to the account referred to.

"Material" should be understood to mean, not only finished or

unfinished products, appliances or parts, but such smaller articles

as are usually termed "supplies."

"Tools" should be understood to mean hand-tools of mechanics,

aud other tools used in the work chargeable to the account le-

ferred to. These tools should not be confounded with the tools

used in shop, for which a sepaiate account (No. 9) is provided.

"Bxijenses" shoidd be understood to mean all expenses charge-

able to the account referred to that are not labor, material or

tools.

The cost of replacement, renewal or reiJair of property de-

stroyed or injured by fire, worn out. or otherwise unfitted tor

use. should be charged to the appropriate maintenance account.

^, liieh should be credited with the amouni received for insurance

or realized from the sale of the property so unfitted for use. Bui

if the property substituted is of greater value than the original

proporty, the excess should lie charged to the capital or con-

struction iicc(mnt to which the original property was charged,

it' of less value, the difference between the value of the property

as repaired, renewed or replaced and its original cost or value

should be credited to the capital or construction account to whicn

the first cost was charged. So proceeds from the sale of sev;ip

material should be credited to the account to which the cost of

replacement of that material is charged, or. if not replaced, to

the original cost account.

The cost of experiments should be charged in operating ex-

lienses to the account most aflectcd.

lu making up ip.onthly reports charge to accounts Nos. 36, 3".

38 and 39, respectively, the month's proportion of the total

annual charge for rent of land and buildings used in the opera-

tion of the road, rent cf tracks and terminals, insurance and

tuxes, .as nearly as the same can be ascertained, and not the

amount which may have been actually paid in the month.

Operating Expense Accounts.

MAINTENANCE.

WAY AND STRUCTURES.
1. Maintenance of Track and Roadway.
2. Maintenance of Electric Line.

3. Maintenance of Buildings and Fixtures.

- EQUIPMENT.
4. Maintenance of Steam Plant.

.'5. Maintenance of Electric Plant.

0. Maintenance of Cars.

7. Maintenance of Electric Equipment of Cars.

8. Maintenance of Miscellaneous Equipment.

9. Miscellaneous Shop Expenses.

TRANSI'ORTATION.
OPERATION OF POWER PLANT.

jn. Power Plant AVages.

11. Fuel for Power.

12. Water for Power.

13. Lubricants and AVaste for Power Plant.

14. Miscellaneous Supplies aud Expenses of Power Plant.

13. Hired Power.
CAR SERVICE.

Hi. Superintendence of Transportation.

17. R'ages of Conductors.

18. 'Wages of Motormen.

19. Wages of Other Car Service Employes.

20. Wages of Car House Employes.

21. Car Service Supplies.

22. Miscellaneous Car Service Expenses.

23. Cleaning and Sanding Track.

24. Removal of Snow and Ice.

GENERAL.
25. Salaries of General Officers.

26. Salaries of Clerks.

27. Printing and Stationery.

28. Miscellaneous Office Expenses.

29. Store-Room Expenses.

30. Stable Expenses.

31. Advertismg and Attractions.

32. Miscellaneous General Expenses.

33. Damages.

34. Legal Expenses in Connection with Iiamages.

35. Other Legal Expenses.

S6. Rent of Land and Buililiugs.

37. Rent of Tracks and Terminals.

38. Insurance.

39. Taxes.

Maintenance.

WAY A.NU STRUCTURES
1. MAINTENANCE OF TRACK AND ROADWAY.

Charge to this account all e.\penditures for repairs and re-

newals of track aud ro.-idway. of culverts and subways, of tracks

in yards, terminals, car houses or other buildings, iijcluding la-

bor, material, tools, fuel, light, water, ice. freight, hauling and

distribution of material, and all other expenses incident to the

work.

The cost of taking up track, whether new track is laid in its

place or not, should be charged to this account.

The cost of punching and drilling rails for repairs or renewals

of track-wiring, and of removing and relaying pavement, ballast,

etc., when necessary for repairs or renewals of the electric line,

should be charged to account No. 2.

The feed aud keep of horses used in connection with this work

shovdd be charged to account No. 30.

The cost of repairs and renewals of harness and wagons used

in connection with this work should be charged to account No. 8.

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to this

account:

Ballast.

Bolts.

Br.Toes, rail.

Brick.

Bridges.

Lumber.
Manhole covers for underground
trolley.

Manhole frames for underground
trolley.
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Cement.
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Cranes.

Draft machinery.
Economizers.
Engines.

Engine appliances

Engine fixtures.

Engine parts.

Fire bricli.

Fire clay.

Freight.

Furnaces.

Grate bars.

Hauling.

Heaters, ferdwatcr.

Itcceivers.

Screws.
Separators.

Sewer couuct-lioi-.s

Shafting.

Stacks.

Steam fittings.

Steel.

Stokers, mechanical.

Tanks.
Tools.

Water connections.

Water meters.

Water power machiueij*.

5. MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRIC PLANT.

Charge to this account all expeuditures for labor, material,

tools, freight, hauling of material and all other expenses inci-

dent to rei^airs and i-enewnls of electric plant, including genera-

tors and generator parts, switchboards, cables and feeder termi-

nals and wiring: in connection with same, storage batteries, trans-

formers, boosters, rheostats, circuit-breakers, ammeters and other

electric equipment.

CoiTimututor-brushes for generators sliould be charged to ac-

count No. 14.

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to thi.s

account:

Ammeters.
Boosters.

Cables.

Circuit breakers.

Feeder terminals.

Freight.

(lenerators.

Genertitar parts.

Hauling.

Labor
Lightning arresters and parts.

Rheostats.

Storage batteries.

Switchboards.

Switches.

Tools.

TrausforjisL's.

G. MAINTENANCE OF CARS.

Charge to this account all expenditures for repairs and renew-

als of passenger, baggage, expvess, freight, mail and other cars

from the opera! ion of which revenue is derived, including labtir.

material, tools, freight, hauling of material, and all other ex-

penses incident to the work.

The term "cars" includes car-bodies and trucks and all lixtures

or aitpliances inside of or attached to the car-body or trucK.

except the electric eipiipment of the car.

The cost of cars purchased to keep good the original numl)er

of cars should be charged to this account

Bell and register cord, trolley rope, incandescent lamps, com-
mutator-brushes and other supplies for cars shuuld be charged

to account No. 21.

Following is a list of some of tiie items i-hargeable to this

account:

Axles.

Hells.

Bell cord fixtures.

Bolts.

Brakes (hand or power).

Brake appliances (liand . r power)

Brake shces.

Brasses.

Brass fixtures.

Brass trimmings.
Bumpers.
Canvas.
Cotters.

Curtains.

Curtain fixtures.

Dashes and part*.

Drj^.w bars.

KlC'-trie iiea*v"'rs

Electroliers.

Fare registers.

Fenders and parts.

Floor mats.

Freight.

Gates.

Glass.

Gongs.
Grab handles.

Hauling.

Headlights and parts.

Iron.

7. MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT OF CARS.

Charge to this account all exitenditures for repairs and renew-
als of thei electric equipment and wiring of cars, whether rev-

Labor.

Life guards.

Lumber.
Mirrors.

Nails.

Nuts.

Oil boxes.

I'ainting material.

Pedestals.

Pilots.

Sand boxes, attached to cars.

Screws.
-Seats.

Seat covering.

Seat fixtures.

Signs.

Sign fixtures.

Snow scrapei-s, attach?d' to cars.

Springs.

Steel.

Steps.

Stoves
Stove fixtures.

Tools.

Trucks.

Truck frames and parts.

Washers,
Wood-work.
Wheels.

enue cars or work enrs. includiug labor, material, tools, freiglit.

hauling of material, and other expenses incident to the work.

The cost of shifting electric equipments from summer to win-

ter cars, or vice versa, should be charged to this account.

The cost of equipments purchased to keep good the original

number of equipments shoidd I)e charged to this account.

The cost of comniutator-brushes, incandescent lamiis. oil ;tud

other supplies for the electric e<iuipment of cars should bi> chargeil

to account Xo. 21

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to this :u--

count:

Armatures and parts.

Bearings.

Bolts.

Brasses—armature, axle, gnar—case.
Brush-holders and parts.

Canvas.
Circuits for beat, light, power.
Circuit breakers, autouiatic.

Commutators and parts.

Contact shoes for surface contact

cars.

Contact shoes for third-rail cars.

Controllers and parts.

Cotters.

Cut-out boxes and parts.

Fields and parts.

Frames for motors.
Freight.

Gears.

Gear cases and parts.

Hauling.

Heat circuits.

Insulating material.

Iron.

Labor.
Light circuits.

Lightning arresters and parts.

Motor frames.

Nuts.

Pinions.

Plows, for underground trolley cars.

Power circuits.

Rheostats.

Screws.

Shafts.

Springs.

Steel.

Storage batteries, for storage bat-

tery cars.

Tape.
Terminals.

Tools.

Trolley bases.

Trolley forks.

Trolley poles.

Trolley wheels and parts.

Washers.
Wiring.

S. MAINTENANCE OF MISCELLANEOUS EQUH'MEXT.

f harg? to this account all expenditures for repairs and renewal';

of water-cars, sprinkling-cars, sand-cars, salt-cars, supply-cars, or

other work cars, suow-plows. sweepers, scrapers, miscellaneous

snow equipment, wagons and all other vehicles not operated tor

the purpose of revenue, including labor, material, tools, freight,

hauling of material, and all other expenses incident to the work.

Repairs and renewals of all harness should be charged to This

account.

Repairs and renewals of the electric equipment of all work-cars,

snow-plows, s\\eepers, etc., should be charged to account Xo. 7.

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to this ac-

count:

Axles.

Bolts

Brakes, hand or power.

Brake appliances, hand or power.

Brake shoes.

Brasses.

Brass fixtures.

Bumpers.
Canvas.
Cotters.

Dashes and parts.

Draw^ bars.

Electroliers.

Fenders and parts.

Freight.

Glass.

Gongs.
Grab handles.

Hauling.

Headlights and parts.

Iron.

Labor.

Life guards.

Lumber.
Nails.

Nuts.

Oil boxes.

Painting material.

Pedestals.

Pilots.

Rattan for sweepers.

Sand boxes, attached to work cars.

Screws.

Snow scrapers, attached lo wnrk
ears.

Springs.

Steel.

Tools.

Trucks.

Truck frames and parts.

Washers.
Wheels.
Wood-work.

9. MISCELLANEOUS SHOP EXPENSES.

Charge to this account all expenditures for repairs and renewals

of shop tools, machinery and appliances, such as engines, boilers,

shafting, motors, etc., used in general repair work, includmg

labor, tools, coal, coke, lubricants, waste and other material,

freight, hauling of material, fuel, light, water and ice, wages oi

n.aster mecharJc. shop foreman, engineers, firemen and other em-

ployes engaged in operating shop engine, and all otiier expenses

incident to the general repair shops.

Hand-tools of mechanics or laborers used exclusively in connec-

tion with Avork chargeable to accounts Xos. 1 to S, 14, 21 and 22
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sbould uot be charged to this account, but to the account bene-

lited by their use

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to this ac

count:

Belts and belt fixtures.

Boilers and boiler fittings.

Bolts.

Brooms
Charcoal.

Clutches.

Coal.

Coke.

Cotters.

Cranes.

Draft machinery.
Engines and par'.s.

Engine appliances and fixtures.

Fire brick.

Fire clay.

Forges.

Freight.

Fuel.

Furnaces and parts.

Hauling.

Heaters, feed water.

Hoists.

Ice, for ice water.

Iron.

Labor.

Light (lauiorns and fixtures, oil,

lamp wick, torcnes, candles, incan-

descent lamps, arc light globes

and carbons).

Lubricants.

Lumber.
Motors and parts (for shop use only).

Nails.

Nuts.

Piping.

Pipe covering.

Pipe fittings.

Pulleys.

Pumps.
Screws.

Shafting.

Stacks.

Steam fittings.

Steel.

Tools, machine.
Tools, hand.

Washers.
Waste.
Water.
Welding compounds.

Transportation.

OPERATION OF POWER PLANT.*

10. POWER PLANT WAGES.

Charge to this account all expenditures for operation of power

plant, except labor employed in makiug repairs or renewal.

This includes the wages of the following employes;

Boiler cleaners. Generator tenders.

Chief engineer. Other labor (boiler room).

Engineers. Other labor (engine room).

Firemen. Switch board tenders.

Coal passers. Water tenders.

Oilers.

11. FUEL FOR POWER.
Charge to this account all expenditures for coal, oil or gas used

as fuel, or other fuel used at power plant, including freight and

hauling.

12. WATER FOR POWER.
Charge to this account all expenditures for water used to pro-

duce steam or to operate a water-power plant

13. LUBRICANTS ANI> WASTE FOR POWER PLANT.

Charge to this account all expenditures for lubrication of power

plant, including oil, grease, waste, rags, etc

14. MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES OF POWER
PLANT.

Charge to this account all expenditures for labor in the power

plant not oth.>rwis(> provided for.

Following is a list of some of the items cliargealjle to this ac-

count:

Boi:er compound.
Boiler Inspection.

Brooms.
Brushes, flue.

Brushes, for generators.

Brushes, for scrubbing.

Buckets.
Chamois skins.

Dusters.

Emery cloth.

Fire buckets.

Fire extinguishers.

Garnet paper.

Hose.

Ice, for ice water.

Light lanterns and fixtures, oli,

lampwick, torches, candles, incan

descent lamps, arc light globes

and carbons).

Matches.
Mops.
Oil cans.

Packing.

Polish.

Sand paper.

Soap.

Sponges.

Sprinkling cans.

Tools.

Water (except water chjirged in

account No. 12).

Water gauge glasses.

AVaste cans.

15. HIRED POWER.

Cliarge to this account all expenditures for power purchased

from other companies or power plants.

Income from the sale of power, to the pxtent only of the cost of

producing the power sold, should be credited to operation of

power plant. Profit or loss resulting from the sale of power

should be carried directly to Income Account, as "Income from

other sooirces," or as a "Deduction from income."

CAR SERVICE.
16. SUPERINTENDENCE OF TRANSPORTATION.

Charge to this account wages of division superintendents, their

assistants and aids, road officers, inspectors, and others employed
in superintending transportation.

17. WAGES OF CONDUCTORS.
Charge to this accouut wages of conductors engaged in operat-

ing revenue cars.

18. WAGES OF MOTORMEN.
Charge to this accouut wages of motormen engaged in operating

revenue cars.

19. WAGES OF OTHER CAR SERVICE EMPLOYES.
Charge to this account wages of starters, transfer agents.

switch-tenders, trolley-men, trail-car-couplers and other car-

service employes.

20. WAGES OF CAR HOUSE EMPLOYES.
Charge to this account wages of car house foremen, watchmen,

car placers, car-shifters, car and motor-inspectors, car-cleaners,

lamps and headlight-tenders, car-oilers, car-stove firemen, trolley-

oilers and other car house employes not engaged in making repairs

or renewals.

The cost of shifting cars for the pui-pose of repairs or renewals
should be charged to account No. 6 or 7.

21. CAR SERVICE SUPPLIES.

Charge to this account all expenditures for lubricants and waste
for cars and electric equipment of cars, iucandescent lamps, oil

and other supplies for lighting cars. Avater and other supplies for

cleaning cars, fuel for heating cars, bell and register-cord, trolley-

rope, commutator-brushes, tools and other materials and supplies,

except such as are used for repairs or renewals of cars or electric

equipment of cars.

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to this ac-

nount:

dry,Batteries,

cars.

Bell cord.

Brooms, for cars.

Brushes, for car washing.

Brushes, for motors.

Buckets, for car washing.

Candles.

Chamois skins.

Chimneys for headlights.

Coal hods for cars.

Dusters,

Fuel for cars.

Fuses.

Hose, for car washing.

Illuminating oil.

Incandescent lamps.
Kindling.

for electric bells in Lamp wicks.

Lubricants.

Matches.
Mops.
Oil cans.

Pokers.

Polish.

Rags.
Register cord.

Shakers.

Shovels.

Soap.

Sponges.

Stove blacking.

Tools.

Trolley rope.

Waste.
Water, for car washing.

22. MISCELLANEOUS CAR SERVICE EXPENSES.
Charge to this account all expeudituies for secret inspection,

transfers and tickets, conductors' books, punches, portable regis-

ters, tools for motorinen, employes' badi.^es aud uuiforms; cost ot

getting deraiUd cars on track and removing obstructions and
wreckage; miscellaneous expenses of car houses, including fuel.

light, water (excepT water used for car washing) and ice. aud all

other car service expenses not otherwise provided for.

Water used for car washing should be charged to account No.

n.
rollowing is a list of some of tlie items chargv^able to this ac-

count:

candescent lamps, arc light globes
aud carbons).

Portable registers.

Secret inspection expenses.
Sprinkling cans.

Tickets.

Tools.

Tools for motormen.
Transfers.

Uuiforms.
Water (except writer for car wash-

fixture?, oil, ingl.

candles, in- Wrecking expenses.

23. CLEANING AND SANDING TRACK.
Charge to this account all expenditures for cleaning, greasing,

watering, sprinkling and removing dirt from track, sanding track,

including wages of men engaged in the work, cost of sand and of

Badges, for employes.
Buckets, for car houses.

Brooms, for car houses.

Conductors' books.

Conductors' fare boxes.

Conductors' punches.

Fire buckets.

Fuel for car houses.

Fire extinguishers.

Hose for car houses.

Ice for ice water.

Light (lanterns and
'amp wicks, torches,
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hauling, drying and distributing same, cost of track-brooms and

otlier tools, curve-grease, water for sprinkling and watering tracu,

and all other supplies and expenses incident to the work.

The feed and keep of horses used in connection with this work

should be charged to account No. 30.

The cost of repairs and renewals of harness and wagons, water,

sprinkling and sand-cars used in connection with this work should

be charged to account No. 8.

This account should not include cost of sprinkling rendered ne-

cessary by repairs or construction of track or paving.

The cost of sprinkling street (except tracks) in front of or ad-

;iacent to company's property should be charged to account No.

32.

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to this ac-

count:

Curve grease. Shovels.

Fuel for sand dryer. Track brooms.

Sand. Track brushes.

Sand dryer and parts. Water.

24. REMOVAL OF SNOW AND ICE.

Charge to this account all expenditures for removal of snow and

ice from tracks, whether done by the company or otherwise, in-

cluding labor, material, tools and expenses, cost of salt and de-

livering same in car-houses or bins, and the wages of men en-

gaged in salting track aDd operating snow-plows, sweepers,

scrapers, etc.

The feed and keep of horses used in connection with this work
should be charged to account No. .SO.

The cost of repairs and renewals of harness, wagons, salt-cars,

snow-plows, sweepers, scrapers and miscellaneous snow e(iuip-

ment used in connection with this work should be charged to ac-

count No. 8.

General.

25. SALARIES OF GENERAL OFFICERS.

Charge to this account salaries of President, Vice-President,

Secretary, Treasurer, Auditor, General Manager, Assistant Gen-

eral Manager, Chief Engineer, General Superintendent, Purchas-

ing Agent and all other officers whose .iurisdiction extends over

the entire system.

26. SALARIES OF CLERKS.

Charge to this account the salaries of bookkeepers, cashiers, re-

ceivers, paymasters, stenographers, clerks employed in counting

cash, tickets and transfers, and all other clerks employed in the

general office or elsewhere.

27. PRINTING AND STATIONERY.

Charge to this account all expenditures for printing, stationery

and stationery supplies, except as hereinafter provided.

The cost of printing transfers and tickets should be charged

to account No. 22.

The cost of printing briefs and other legal papers should be

charged to account No. 34 or 35.

The cost of printing signs, posters and other advertising matter

should be charged to account No. 31.

Following is a list of some of the items chargeable to this ac-

count:

Arm rests.
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Claim agents' salaries. Investigators' salaries.

Coroners' fees and expenses. Medical supplies.

Damage claims for ejectment from Nurses' expenses.

cars.
_

Nurses' fees.

Damage claims for electrolysis. Premiums for accident insurance.

Damage claims for horses killed or Surgeons' expenses.

injured. Surgeons' fees.

Damage c'.aims for persons killed or Surgeons' salaries.

injured. Surgical supplies.

Damage claims for property dam- Undertakers' expenses.

aged. Undertakers' fees.

Damage claims for wagons or velil- Witnesses' expenses.

cles damaged. Witnesses' fees.

Doctors' expenses.

34. LEGAL EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WITH DAMAGES.

Charge to this account all legal exiieuses lucurred in connection

with the defense or settlement of damage claims.

The compensation of the general solicitor or counsel and other

attorneys engaged partly in the defense aud settlement of damage
suits and partly in other legal work should be apportioned be-

tween this account and account No. 35.

The term "legal expenses" should be understood to include the

salary of general solicitor or counsel, salaries, fees and expenses

of attorneys, tees of court stenographers, unless included in court

costs, cost of law-books, printing of briefs, cotirt-records and other

paper.s, coui-t costs, expenses connected with taking depositions,

and all other court expenses.

35. OTHER LEGAL EXPENSES.
Charge to this account all legal expenses except those incurred

in connection with the defense or settlement of damage claims.

The compensation of the general solicitor or counsel and other

attorneys engaged partly in the defense and settlement of damage
suits and partly in other legal work should be apportioned be-

tween this account and account No. 34.

36. RENT OF LAND AND BUILDINGS.
Charge to this account all rents paid for land and buildings used

in the operation of the road.

37. RENT OP TRACKS AND TERMINALS.

Charge to this account all rents paid for tracks and terminals,

bridge rentals and tolls.

The word "terminals" is not meant to refer to depots, car

houses or other buildings at the terminus of the road, Kents for

these should be charged to account No. 36.

38. INSURANCE.

Charge to this account tlie cost of fire and boiler insurance.

39. TAXES.

Charge to this account taxes on real and personal property used

in the operation of the road, track-taxes, franchise-taxes, taxes

upon capital stock, taxes upon gross earnings, car-licenses, and

other vehicle licenses.

Monthly Report.

EARNINGS FROM OPERATION.
I'assenger Receipts

Chartered Cars

freight

Mail

Express

Gross Earnings from Operation

Operating Expenses

Net Earnings from Operation

INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES.
Advertising

Rent of Land aud Buildings

Rent of Tracks and Terminals

Interest and Dividends on Securities Owned. ..

Interest on Deposits

Miscellaneous

Total Income from other Sources

Gross Income
DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME.

Interest on funded debt

Interest on real estate mortgages

Interest on floating debt

Rentals of leased lines

Miscellaneous

Total deductions from income

Net income

DEDUCTIONS FROM NET INCOME.

I'leferred stock dividends

Common stock dividends

Additions and betterments

Sinking fund

Total deductions from net income

Surplus for month
Suqilus carried forw ard from last month, as per

balance sheet

Surplus at end of month, as per general bal

ance sheet

Annual Report.

EARNINGS FROM OPERATION.
Passenger receipts

Chartered cars

Freight

Mail

Express

Gross earnings from operation

Operating expenses

Net earnings from operation

INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES.
Advertising

Rent of land and buildings

Rent of tracks and terminals

Interest and dividends on securities owned. ..

.

Interest on deposits

Miscellaneous

Total income from other sources

Gross income

DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME.

Interest on funded debt

Interest on real estate mortgages

Interest on floating debt

Rentals of leased lines

Miscellaneous

Total deductions from income

Net income '

DEDUCTIONS FROM NET INCOME.

Preferred stock dividends ,

.

Common stock dividends

Additions and betterments

Sinking ftmd

Total deductions from net income

Surplus for year

Surplus carried forward from beginning of fiscal

year, as per balance sheet

Surplus at close of fiscal year, as per general

balance sheet

REMARKS.
If deficit be shown in monthly or annual report, substitute the

word "Deficit" for "Suii^lus."

In monthly reports, the month's proportion of each item under

"Income from Other Sources," "Deductions from Income," and

"Deductions from Net Income" should be debited or credited, cur-

rently, each month. If the exact amount is not known, it should

be estimated.

In monthly reports, charge to accounts Nos. 3G. 37, 38 and 39,

respectively, the month's proportion of the total annual charge

for rent of land and buildings used in the operation of the road,

rent of tracks and terminals, insurance aud taxes, as nearly as

the same can be ascertained, aud not the amount which may
have been actu.ally paid in the month.

If a company conducts the business of selling or renting ad-

vertising space in its cars, instead of leasing the privilege so to

do to someone else, the amount shown as "Income from Adver-

tising" should be the net income from this source after deduct-

ing all expenses of conducting the business.

"Income from Rent of Land and Buildings" refer to rents re-

ceived from real estate not used in the operation of the road, and
the amoimt shown in the report should be the net amount re-

ceived after deducting all taxes, insurance, water rents or rates.
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cost of reiiairs, and other exjienses connected with such real es-

tate.

Under "Miscellaneous Income" should be shown the income

from sale of power in excess of the actual cost of producing the

power sold.

Income from the operation of parks, park-resorts, or similar

property, shonld appear under "Miscellaneous Income," and the

amount shown should be the net amount received after deducting

all expenses connected with such operation.

It advertising results in a loss, if power is sold at less than the

cost of producing it, or if the expenses in connection with real

estate not used in the operation of the road exceed the income

from that source, the loss or deficit should appear under 'Mis-

cellaneous Deductions from Income."

The following alphabetical list of items chargeable to operat-

ing expense accounts of electric railways shows the account, or

accounts, to which each item is chargeable. The purpose of this

list is that it may serve as a guide in the use of the classitication

of operating expense accounts recommended by the Street Rail-

way Accountants' Association of America, and bring about a

standard method of making charges. It is not a complete list of

all items chargeable to the operating expense accounts of electric

railway companies, but is an index of many, and pei-haps most,

of such items.

Alphabetical List of Items.

A.

Accident Insurance premiums 33

Adjusters' expenses and salaries S3

Advertising ^^

Aids l®

Ammeters (electric plant) -5

Architects

Arc lights (light) 1. 2, 3

Arc light carbons (light) 1, 2, 9, 14, 22, 28, 29, 30

Arc light fixtures (light) 1. 2, 3

Arc light globes (light) 1, 2, 9, 14, 22, 28, 29, 30

Armatures and parts S*
"

Armature winders (mechanics) 5, '^, "*

Arm rests "^

Ash-conveying machinery isteam plant) 4

Assistant division superintendents 16

Assistant general manager 25

Attorneys' expenses, fees and salaries 34, 35

Attractions for promoting travel 31

Auditor 25

Awnings ^

Axles, car 6, 8

B.

Babbitt metal 4, 5, 7, 9

Badges, employees' 22

Ballast 1

Batteries for electric bells in cars 2]

Batteries, storage (electric plant or cars) 5, 7

Bearings for electric equipment of cars 7

Bedding (stable) 30

Bells, cars 6

Bell cord 21

Bell-cord fixtures f

Belts for steam plant 4

Belts for shops 9

Belt fixtures 4, 9

Belt tighteners 4, 9

Binders (otfice) 27

Blacksmiths (mechanics) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Blank books 27

Blank forms 27

Blankets (stable) 30

Blotters 27

Blotting paper 27

Boilers, steam plant 4

Boilers, shop 9

Boiler appliances 4, 9

Boiler cleaners 9, 10

Boiler compounds ; 9, 14

Boiler fittings ' 4. 9

Boiler inspection (city or insurance companies) 9, 14

Boiler room employes (power plant) 10

Bolts 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9

Bolt ends 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Books (blank-books) 27

Book-keepers 26

Boosters (electric plant) 5

Boxes for lightning arresters 2

Braces, rail 1

Brakes (hand or power) 6. 8

Brake appliances (hand or power) 6, 8

Brake-shoes **• °

Brasses (car brasses) 6> '^> ^

Brass fixtures (cars) 6, 8

Brass trimmings (cars) ^

Brick 1' 3

Bridges ^

Bridge rentals ^7

Bridge tolls ^^

Briefs (printing of law briefs) 34, 35

Brooms, corn 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Brooms, stable ^
Brooms, track 23

Brushes for car washing 21

Brushes, flue H
Brushes for generator 14

Brushes, horse ^0

Brushes (cars or electric equipment of cars) 21

Brushes, scrubbing 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Brush-holders and parts (electric equipment of ears) 7

Buckets 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Buggies °

Buggies (material or repair parts) 8

Builders' hardware ^

Building material •
^

Building permits ^

Bumpers (cars) i6, 8

Cables, switchboard 5

Calculators, mechanical 27

Candles (light) 1, 2, 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 28, 30

Canvas or duck for cars 6. 7, 8

Carbons for arc lights (light) 1, 2, 9, 14, 22, 28, 29, 30

Carbon paper 27

Carpenters (mechanics) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9

Cars, baggage 6

Cars, express ^

Cars, freight 6

Cars, mail 6

Cars, passenger G

Cars, private 6

Cars, salt 8

Cars, sand 8

Cars, sprinkling 8

Cars, supply 8

Cars, wiater 8

Cars, work 8

Car cleaners 20

Car curtains 6

Car curtain fixtures 6

Car couplers 19

Car house employes 20

Car house foremen 20

Car inspectors 20

Car oilers 20

Car placers 20

Car seats 6

Car seat coverings 6

Car seat fixtures 6

Car service employes 19

Car shifters 20

Car signs 6

Car sign fixtures 6

Car springs 6

Car steps 6

Car stoves 6

Car stove firemen 20

Car stove fixtures 6

Car wiring 7

Carts 8

Carts (material or repair parts) 8

Cashiers 2G

Cement 1, 2, 3, 4, 9

Chairs, for rails 1

Chamois skins 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29. 30

Charcoal 2, 9

Chief engineers, civil, electrical, mechanical 25

Chief engineers (of power plant) 10

Chimneys, for headlights 21

Cinders, for ballast 1

Circuits (heat, light, power), tor cars 7

Circuit-breakers (electric plant or cars) 5, 7

Cisterns 3

Claim agents' expenses and salaries 33

Clamps, for poles 2

Clamps, tor welding rail joints 1

Clerks 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 26, 29

Clutches (steam plant or shop) 4, !)

Coal, for heating 1, 2, 9, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, .'!0

Coal, for power H
Coal-conveying machinery (steam plant) 4

Coal hods (for car stoves) 21
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Coal passers (steam plant) 10

Coin bags 27

Coke for heating 1, 2, 9, 21, 22. 23. 28. 29, 30

Colie, for welded rail-joints 1

Commutators and parts (electric plant or cars) 5, 7

Condensers (steam plant) 4

Conductors (of revenue cars) 17

Conductors, for underground trolley 2
Conductors' books 22

Conductors' fare boxes 22

Conductors' punches 22

Conduits 2

Contacts (for surface-contact roads) 2

Contact boxes (for surface-contact roads) 2

Contact shoes (for surface-contact cars) 7

Contact shoes (for third-rail cars) 7

Contingent expenses 32

Controllers and parts (cars) 7

Copying (impression) books 27

Copying brushes 27

Cord, beil 21

Cord, for electric line 2

Cord, register 21

Cord, trolley 21
Coroners' expenses and fees 33

Cotters 6, 7, 8. 9
Counsel 34, 35

Court costs 34, 35
Court records 34, 35

Court stenographers' fees 34, 35

Cranes (steam plant, shop, car houses) 4, 9

Crews operating snow plows 24

Cren-s (operating electric sweepers) 24

Crews (operating work cars) 23, 24, 29

Cross-arms, iron, for poles 2

Cross-arms, wood, for poles 2

Crossings, track (special work) 1

Crossings, electric line 2

Cross-overs, track (special work) 1

Culverts 1

Curry combs St)

Curves, track (special work) 1

Curve grease 23

Cut-out boxes and parts (cars) 7

Damage claims, ejectment from cars 33
Damage claims, electrolysis 33

Damage claims, horses injured or killed 33
Damage claims, persons injured or ki'led 33

Damage claims, property damaged ' 33
Damage claims, vehicles damaged 33
Dashes and parts (cars) 6, 8

Dating stamps (office) 27

Depreciation of horses 30
Deposition expenses 34, 35
Division superintendents 16

Division superintendents, assistant 16
Doctors' expenses, fees and salaries 33
Dodgers (printing) 31

Donations, to attractions 31

Donations, other than to attractions 32
Draft machinery 4, 9
Draftsmen 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G. 7, 8, 9
Drains . . 1, 3
Draw-bars for cars 6, 8
Duck or canvas for cars 6. 7, 8

Dusters, feather 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Economizers (steam plant) 4
Electric heaters, for cars 6
Electric sweepers 8
Electricians (mechanics) 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Electroliers (cars) 6, 8
Electrolysis 33

Emery cloth 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 14

Employes (indexed by occupation)

Engineers (chief engineers, civil, electric, mechanical) 25
Engineers, chief of power plant 10
Engineers (civil, electric, mechanical) 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Engineers in power plant or shop 9, 10

Engines (steam plant or shop) 4, 9
Engine appliances 4, 9
Engine fixtures 4, 9

Engine parts 4, 9

Envelopes 27
Erasers 27
Excavations, for buildings 3

Expenses, contingent 32
Expenses, depositions 34, 35
Expenses, store-room 29
Eyelets (office) 27

Eyelet punches (office) 27

F.

Fare boxes (cars) 6
Fare boxes, conductors* 22
Pare registers 6
Feather dusters 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30
Feed 30
Feeders, ground 2

Feeders, overhead 2
Feeder terminals (electric pJant) 5
Feeders, underground 2
Fields and parts 5, 7
Fences (buildings and enclosures) 3
Fences, park 31
Fences, right of way 1

Fenders and parts (cars) 6, 8
Fire brick (steam plant or shop) 4, 9
Fire buckets 0, 14, 22, 28, 29, 30
Fire clay (steam plant or shop) 4, 9
Fire extinguishers 9, 14, 22, 28, 29. 30
Firemen (power plant) 10
Firemen (car stoves) 20
Fish-plates, track (rail fastenings) 1

Fixtures for buildings 3
Floor mats for cars 6

Folders 31
Forges (blacksmith shop) 9
Foremen, of car houses 20
Forms, blank 27
Foundations for buildings 3

Frames, motor 7

Freight 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Frogs, track (special work) 1

Fuel (coal, coke, kindling) 1, 2, 9, 21, 22, 23, 28. 29, 30
Fuel for power 11

Fuel for car stoves 21

Funeral expenses 33
Furnaces (boiler) 4, 9
Fuses (cars) 21

O.

Garnet paper 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 14
Gas for fuel for power 11
Gasoline, for electric line 2

Gates (cars) 6
Guard-rails, track (special work) 1

Gears (electric equipment of cars) 7

Gear cases and parts 7

General manager 25
General manager, assistant 25
General solicitor 34, 35
General superintendent 25
Generators and parts (electric plant) 5
Generator tenders tpuwtr plant) 10

Glass 3, 6, 8
Globes for arc lamps (light) 1, 2, 9, 14, 22, 28, 29, 30
Glue for car repairs 6, 8
Gongs for cars 6, 8
Grab handles for cars 6, 8
Grading, for buildings 3
Grading, for track 1

Grate bars, for furnaces (steam plant or shop) 4. 9
Gravel, for track 1

Grease for power plant l.i

Grease for cars 21

Grease for tracks 23

Grease for wagons and' other vehicles 30

H.

Hand-bills 31

Hangers for electric line 2

Hardware (buildings) 3

Harness (buggy, cart, wagon) 8
Harness (material or repair parts).. s

Hauling of material 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Hauling of salt 24
Headlights and parts (cars) 6. 8
Headlight tenders 20
Heat circuit, for cars 7
Heaters, electric, for cars 8

Heaters, feedwater 4, 9
Heating apparatus for buildings 3
Heating fixtures for buildings 3

Hektographs 27
Hired power 15

Hoists (steam plant, shop or car house) 4, 9
Horses, depreciation of 30
Horses, replacement of 30
Horse shoeing 30
Horse-shoeing supplies 30
Horse-Bhoers 30

Hose 9, 14. 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Hospital expenses (persons Injured) 33

Hostlers 30
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I.

I-bcaras, for buildings 3

Ice. for Ice water 1, 2, 9. 14. 22, 28, 29, 30

Impression paper 27

Impressicn books -'

Incandescent lamp fixtures (light) 1. 2

Incandescent lamps (light) 1. 2, 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Indexes (office) -'

Injectors, steam '*. '**

Ink 27

Ink -stands 27

Inspectors, secret 22

Inspectors, cars 2ii

Inspectors, motors 2U

Inspectors, not secret 16

Insulating material for electric equipment of cars 7

Insulating Tape 2, 7

Insulators, overhead 2

Insulators, third-rail 2

Insulators. underground'-troHey '-

Insurance, accident ^^

Insurance, boiler 3S

Insurance, fire '^^

Internal revenue stamps 2S

Investigators' expenses and salaries 33

Iron.... 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

J.

Janitors 28

Joints, track (not welded) 1

Joints, track (welded) 1

K.

Kindling wood (fuel forheating) 1, 2, 9, 21. 22, 23. 28. 29, 30

L.

Laborers (indexed by occupation)

Labor, manual (maintenance accounts) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S, 9

Lamps, incandescent (light) 1, 2, 9. 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Lamp tenders 20

Lampwicks (light) 1. 2, 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29. 30

Lanterns and fixtures (light) 1, 2, 9, 14, 22, 28, 29, 30

Laths 3

Lathes ^

Law-boobs 34, 35

Law briefs 34, 35

Legal expenses, in eouuection with damages 34, 35

Legal expenses, other than damages 34, 35

Legal papers 34-35

Letter books 27

Letter presses 27

Licenses, car 39

Licenses, vehicle 39

Licenses, wagon 39

Life-guards for cars 6, 8

Light (lanterns, oil, wicks, torches, candles, incandescent lamps,

are light globes and carbons) 1, 2, 9, 14, 21, 22, 28. 29, 30

Light circuits for cars 7

Lighting apparatus for buildings ,3

Lighting fixtures for buildings 3

Lightning arresters and parts (line, electrical plant, cars) 2, 5, 7

Lime, for buildings 3

Linemen 2

Linseed oil (paint) 2, 3. t>, 8

Lubricants 9, 13. 21. 30

Lubricators for engines 4. 9

Lumber 1, 3, f>, 8, 9

M.

Machinery, ash-conveying 4

Machinery, coal-couveylng 4

Machinery, mechanical-draft 4

Machinery, water-power 4

Machinists (mechanics) 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, S, 9

Magnets, for surface-contact roads 2

Manager (assistant general manager) 23

Manager (general manager) 2,t

Man-hole covers, for underground-trolley 1

Man-hole covers, for surface-contact roads 2

Man-hole frames, for underground-trolley 1

Man-hole frames, for surface-contact roads 2
Matches 9, 14, 21, 28. 29, 30
Material for building 3

Material not otherwise specified 1, 2, 4. 5, 6. 7. 8, 9
Mechanics (blacksmiths, carpenters, painters, machinists, electricians,

armature winders, motor repairers) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Medical supplies (damages) :^3

Medicine for horses 30
Messengers 28
Meters water 3, i, 9
Mimeographs 27
Mirrors for cars <',

Molds for welded joints 1

Money tags 27
Money wrappers 27
Mopa 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Motormen (of revenue cars) 18

Motormen (of work cars) 1. 2, 23, 24, 29

Motor repairers 7

Motors, complete, for cars 7

Motor frames 7

Motor inspectors 20

Motors and motor parts, for shop 9

Mucilage 27

Mucilage brushes 27

Music, for promoting travel 31

N.

Nails 1. 3, 6, 9

Newspapers 2S
Numbering stamps (office) ; 27

Nurses' expenses and fees (damage eases) a^i

Nuts, for bolts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 1. 8, 9

Nut-locks, for track (rail fastenings) 1

Officers (indexed by titles or positions)

Office furniture, repairs and renewals of 23

Oil, for fuel for power 11

Oil, lubricating 9, 13, 21. 30
Oil. for light 1, 2. 9, 14, 21. 22, 28, 29, 30

Oil-boxes for cars 6, 8

Oil-cans 14, 21

Oil-paper (office) 27

Oilers, car 20

Oilers, power plant 10

Oilers, trolley 20

Oiling devices, for engines 4, 9

P.

Packing, for engines 9. 14

Painting material (linseed oil. turpentine, varnish, white lead,

painters' brushes and supplies) 2, 3, U, S

Painters (mechanics) 2, 3, (j. 8

Paper (writing paper, wrapping paper) 27

Paper baskets 27

I'aper clips 27

i'aper cutters 27

Paper fasteners 27

Paper files 27

Paper weights 27

Parks and park properties, for promoting travel 31

Pavers (laborers) 1, 2. 3

Paving, in connection with buildings .-. 3

Paving, in connection with electric line 2

Paving, in connection with tracks 1

Paving material 1, 2, 3
Pedestals, for cars (i, 8

Pencils 27

Pencil erasers 27

Pens 27

Pen holders "-'7

Pen racks 27

Periodicals 2S

Permits, for buildings 3

Pig iron, for welding joints 1

Pilots, for cars b, 8

Pinions, for electric equipment of cars 7

Pins 27

Pins, iron, for cross-arms 2

Pins, wood, for cross-arms 2

Pipe covering (steam pipe) 4, 9

Pipes, drain 1, 3

Pipe fittings, steam 4, 9

Pipes, gas 3

Pipes, sewer 3

Pipes, water 3

Piping, steam 4,

Pits, in car bouses and shops 3

Plaster 3

Plows, for underground-trolley cars 37

Plumbing '. 3

Pokers, for car stoves 21

Poles, iron or wood, for electric lice 2

Pole fixtures 2

Pole tops, for iron poles 2

I'olish 9. 14. 21, 22, 28, 29, 30
Portable registers 22

Porters - 2S
Postage 2.S

Posters 31

Power circuits, cars 7

Power plant labor (boiler room, not otherwise specified) 10

Power plant, labor (engine room, not otherwise specified) 10

President 25
Printing (except transfers, tickets, dodgers, posters, hand'-bills, fo'd-

ers, law-books, law briefs, legal papers, charged to accounts
22, 31. 34. 35.) 27

Printing (advertising matter) 31

Printing (briefs) 34, 35
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Printing (dodgers) 31

Printing (folders) 31

Printing (hand-bills) 31

Printing (legai papers) 34, 35

Printing (posters) 31

Printing (tickets) 22

Printing (transfers) 22

Pulleys 4. 9

I*umps, steam 4, 9

Punches, conductors' 22

Purchasing agent 25

Purifiers (steam plant) 4

R.

Rags la, 21

Rails, for track 1

Rail bonds, electric line 2

Rail-braces, track (rail fastenings) 1

Rail chairs, tratk trail fastenings) 1

Receivers (employes counting receipts) 'IG

Rattan, for sweepers 8

Receivers, for steam plant 4

Register cord 21

Registers (stationary fare registers) f!

Removing snow "4

Rent of land and build'ngs '-'G

Rent of tracks and terminals - 3'i

Kent of bridges ' 37

Replacing horses 'i'i

Resorts for promoting travel 31

Rheostats for electric plant or cars 5, 7

Rivets 1. 2, 3, 4. 5, C, 7. 8. 9

Roadmasters 1

Road officers 16

Roofing material 3

Rope (trolley rope) 21

Rubber bands 27

Rubber stamps 27

Rulers 27

Run offs, track (special work) -.1

S.

Salaries (indexed by titles or positions)

Salt 24, ;;o

Sand 1, 2, 3, 23

Sand boxes, attached to cars 6, 8

Sand dryer and parts, for drying sand 23

Sand paper 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0, 14

Scales, platform 3

Scrap-books 27

Screens, wire (for buildings) 3

Screens, wire (for cars) 6

Screws 1. 2, 3, 4. 5, 6. 7, S, 9

Seals 1^7

Sealing "n-ax 27

Seats for cars 6

Seat coverings, for cars 6

Seat fixtures, for cars 6

Secretary liS

Secret inspection '2'J.

Separators (steam plant) 4

Sewer connections, for underground-trolley 2

Sewer connections, for steam plant 4

Sewer traps, for underground trolley 2

Sewering, for buildings 3

Shafting, for steam plant or stiop 4, 9

Shafts, for motors '.

7

Shakers, for car stoves 21

Shears, for office 27

Shelving, for buildings 3

Shipping tags 27

Shipping tickets 27

Short hand books 27

Shovels, for track cleaning 23

Shovels, for removing snow 24

Shovels, for car stoves 21

Side-walks 3

Signals and signalling apparatus 2

Signs and sign fixtures, for cars (J

Slot rails, for underground-trolley I

Snow-plow crews 24

Snow-shovelers 24

Soap 9, 14. 21, 22, 28, 29, ;J0

Solder and soldering salts, for electric line 2

Sol'citors, general- 34, 35
Spikes ,.1, 3

Sponges 9, 14, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29, 30

Sponge cups, for office 27
Sprinkling cans 9, 14, 22, 28, 29. 30
Stablemen 30
Stacks, steam plant or shop 4, 9

Starters 19

Steam fittings, for steam plant or shop 4, 9
Steel 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C, 7, 8, 9

Stenographers 26
Stokers, mechanical lo
Stone 1, 2, 3
Storage batteries, for electric plant 5
Storage batteries, for cars 7

Store keepers 2!I

Store room clerks 29
Store room employees 29
Store room expenses 29
Stoves, for cars 6
Stove blacking, for car stoves 21
Stove fixtures, for cars 6
Subscriptions, to attractions gi
Subscriptions, other than to attractions 33
Subways i

Superintendents 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. B, 7, S, 9
Superintendents, division la
Superintendents, assistant division ifl

Superintendents, general superintendents 25
Surgeons' expenses, fees and salaries 33
Surgical supplies 3;^

Suspensions, for electric line 2

Sweepers, electric s
Sweeper crews ^4
Switches, track (special work) \

Switches, overhead, electric line 2

Switches, for electric plant 5
Switch boards, for electric plant 5

Switch board tenders jo
Switch mates, track (special work) 1

Switch tenders , 19

T.

Tanks (steam plant) 4

Tape, insulating 2 7
Taxes '.39

Taxes, on capital stock 39
Taxes, city 39
Taxes, county ;-}y

Taxes, franchise ;>y

Taxes, on gross earnings 39
Taxes, school ;^j

Taxes, track gy
Taxes, state 39
Teamsters 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 23. 24
Telegrams ti2

Telephone system, private 32
Telephone service, public ^-j

Terminals, for electric line 2
Terminals, for electric equipment of cars 7
Terminals, feeder 5
Thii'd rails (third-rail system) 2
Tickets, printing of 22
Ties 1

Tie-plates (rail fastenings) 1

Tie-rods (rail fastenings) 1

Time keepers l, 2, 3, 4, 5. G. 7, 8. 9
Tissue (impression) paper J7
Tolls, bridge .^7

Tools, hand 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 14, 21, 22
Tools, for motormen 22
Tools (machine tools in shop) 9

Torches (light) 1 2. 9. 14, 22, 28, 29, 30
Towels 2S
Towel service 28
Track brooms, for track cleaning 23
Track cleaners 2;'

Trail-car couplers 19

Transfers, printing of 22
Transfer agents I'l

Transformers (electric plant) .1

Traveling expenses of general officers and others connected with the
general office 32

Treasurer 25

Trestles 1

Trolley bases 7

Trolley forks 7

Trolley oilers 20

Trolley poles, for cars 7

Trolley rope 21

Trolley tenders (of revenue cars) 19

Trolley tenders (of work cars) - 1, 2, 23, 24. 29
Trolley wheels and parts (ears) 7

Trucks, for oars ti. 8

Truck frames and parts, for cars 6, S

Tunnels I

Turpentine (paint) 2, 3. ti. S

Turn-outs, track (special work) 1

Twine (office) 27

Typewriters and typewriter soipplies 27

D.

Undertakers' expenses and fees 33

Uniforms / 22

V,

Varnish (paint) 5, 0. S
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Vehicles (buggies, carts, snow-scrapers, snow-sleds, wagons, work-

cars) 8

Ventilating apparatus and flxtnres 3

Veterinarian 30

Vice president '^^

W.

Wages (indexed by occupation)

Wagons S

Washers 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Waste 9, 13, 21

Waste baskets -7

Waste cans 14

Watchman 1, 2. 3, 4, 5. 6. 7, 8. 9, 20

Water 1, 2, 3, 9, 14, 21. 22, 23, 2S, 2H, SO

Water barrels 1. 2, 9, 14, 22, 2S, 29, 30

Water connections 3, 4, 9

Water coolers 1. 2, 9, 14, 22, 28, 29. :W

Water dippers 1, 2, 9, 14, 22. 28, 29, 30

Water, for steam power 12

Water, for operating water-power machinery 12

Water gauge glasses 14

Water meters 3, 4, 9

Water pails 1, 2, 9, 14, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30

Water power m.achlnery 4

Water tenders, for steam plant 10

Water tenders, for water-powder plant 10

Welding compound 9

Wells 3

Wheels, for cars 6, 8

Wheels, trolley 7

White lead (paint) 2, 3, 6, ,S

Wire, for buildings 3

Wire, feed 2

Wire, guard 2

Wire screens, for buildings 3

Wire screens, for cars 6

Wire, span 2

Wire, strain 2

Wire, supplementary 2

Wire, trolley 2

Wiring cars "

Witnesses' expenses and fees 33

Woodwork for buildings 3

Woodwork, for cars 8. 8

Work-car crews 1. 2, 23, 24, 29

Wrapping paper 27

Wrecking expenses '-2

E
Yokes, for underground trolley I

DEATH OF LIEUTENANT TIFFANY.

The pathetic death of Lieut. William Tiffany, more than any

other one instance, called the attention of the country to the suf-

fering and hardship endured by the volunteer soldiers returning

from the Cuban campaign. It was stated by the attending phy-

sician that death was due to

stravation while convalescing

from fever. Lieut. Tiffany was
the son of George Tiffany, of the

great jewelry house, and the

grand-nephew of Commodore
Perry. After receiving a finished

education and experiencing some
years of western life, he settled

down in business and became
secretary and treasurer of the

Sterling Supply & Manufacturing

Company. When Colonel Roose-

velt organized his regiment of

rough riders, Lieut. Tiffany en-

listed as a private, but was soon

promoted to be a corjioral, and
then a sergeant. His bravery

on the battlefield before Santiago won for him his lieutenancy.

He contracted fever at Santiago and was brought to Montauk
Point on the iiotorious Olivette, and later was taken to Boston.

With the best of medical attention and tender nursing he was
in a fair way to recover, but on August 25 a change for the

worse came and he died peacefully with his mother, brother and

fiancee about his bedside. He was buried with military honors,

his grave being surrounded by his comrades in arms. Colonel

Roosevelt, in whose praise his last breath was spent, attended

the funeral ceremonies.

WILLIAM TIFFANY.

* • »

The Cinciunati Inclined Plane Railway, of which Brent Arnold

lia< Irceii receiver and general manager, has been sold and trans-

ferred to C. H. Kilgour.

STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION AT IIOSTON.
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The conditions were never more favorable for a flue exhibi-

tion of street railway apparatus and supplies than this year, and

the supplymen responded by giving us the best display ever

found at an A. S. K. A. convention. The space was ample;

everyone was assigned all that he applied for. and hence there

was not that crowding which has detracted from the appear-

ance of the hall at former conventions

The light, both by day and by night, was all that could be

desired. Everything was under one roof, and tne large base-

ment space available reduced the number of outdoor exhibits,

all the heavy apparatus cars, truoivs, snow plows, etc., bemg
shown there instead of outside the hall. Power was easily ob-

tained, as it was at Niagara Falls

There were but few exhibits in place on the morning of the

first day, because of the holiday, Labor Day, making it difficult

to get workmen and trucks to remove app.nratus from the freight

houses. But the exhibitors went to work early Tuesday morn-

ing, and it was really marvelous to note the change they had

wrought in the appearance of the hall by noon. Before the day

was over everything was in its proper place and very attractive

the result was.

During the daytime only the wearers of Inittons were admit-

ted, and thus the halls were not crowded when the street rail

way men were on hand to inspect the displays, Tn the evenings

the general public was admitted and thousands packed the halls.

The supplymen generally expressed themselves as well pleased

with the attention that their exhibits received from the man-

agers present, and we are advised of a number of large orders

that were placed during the convention

The Bureau of Information was a. great convenience for ever.v-

one and greatly appreciated.

Swift's Illuminated reversible signs were exhibited by W. H.

Swift, the patentee, and B. T. Loudon. This device sets the signs

on all parts of the car at once, and a dial in the roof at the

motorman's head shows at a glance how they are set.

The Taylor Electric Truck Company, of Troy, N. Y., exhibited

seven trucks. One single truck embodying the latest improve-

ments and one single truck with extension truss for long open

ears, both having 7-ft. wheel bases, lllustrate<l the standards for

single cars. The extra heavy 8-ft. wheel base truck is the one

recommended for he.avy cars and severe service. For double truck

c.irs two sets of trucks were shown: one pair were the regular

"Empire State" radial trucks, and the other pair, recently de-

signed swing motion trucks. ,Tohn Taylor, manager; Robert

Kasson, foreman, and Aubrey Tupper, of the office staff, repre-

sented the company and were kept very busy with the numerous

callers at the Taylor exhibit.

The Barney & Smith Car Company, of Dayton, Ohio, exhibited

three trucks for street railway service. These were the well

known "Class G" single truck of 6 ft. 6 in. wheel base; the

"Class H" double truck of 5 ft. 10 in. wheel base with 33-in.

double plate wheels, and the "Class C" maximum traction truck,

which has been in service for the last two years on numerous

roads. This "Class C" truck has a wheel base of 4 ft.; the wheels

are 33-in. and 18-in. Henry Tesseyman, mechanical engineer, and

H. M. Esterbrook, assistant superintendent, represented the

company, and they report that many calls and inquiries were

received at the convention. Everyone who has used Barney &
Smith products had only good to say of them

The New York Switch & Crossing Company, of Hoboken, N. J.,

had on exhibition one of its automatic electric switches, which,

to judge by the crowds present about the exhibit, was inspected

by every one at the convention. The switch exhibited is for the

Boston Elevated. Aside from this switch some pieces of chrome

steel special work were shown; these were all made to order and

were en route to the purchaser. W. C. Wood, president; Ix>uis

E. Robert, secretary and A. H. Baldwin, superintendent, repre-

sented the company. The electric switch exhibited was the

>vell known "divid.ind saver," which has been in use on several

large eastei'n roads for some years, and was shown in operation

at Niagara ! alls, last year.

The Pantasote Company had an extremely attractive exhibit,

where it displayed its latest patterns in curtain materials. Sam-

ple curtains were shown fitted with Forsyth fixtures, being

mounted in l.andsoiae frames. The exhibit space was decorated

nith palms. This company has demonstrated that pantasote

is the logical curtain fabric, and this is borne out by the list of

orders taken during the last six months, it having supplied

practically all the curtain fabrics for the street cars built this

year. The list includes 350 open and 200 closed cars for the

Metropolitan, of New York; 120 open and 110 closed cars for the

Brooklyn Heights; 60 open and 120 combination cars for the

Nassau road, of Brooklyn; 75 closed and 75 combination cars

for the Baltimore Consolidated; 100 cars for the Chicago City;

75 cars for th(' North Chicago, and many others, including cars

for the Baltimore City Passenger, the Metropolitan of Kansas

City, the Norfolk, and the Kings County Elevated roads. John

M. High, general agent, of New York, and H. N. Grier, Chicago

representative, were at the convention. The two cars in the Brill

exhibit, the standard Metropolitan and the new Brill convertible

car, were both fitted with pantasote curtains A pamphlet en-

titled "Pantasote" and telling the story of what one man learned

about the many uses of pantasote from "a chance acquaintance"

was a very clever souvenir, which every one fortunate enough to

get one read with .interest.

The exhibit of the Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company did

not reach Boston in time to be displayed, but the company wus

represented by F. A, Lapham, who devoted himself to his many
acquaintances among the railway men present.

The Rochester Car Wheel Works were represented by F. D.

Russell, vice-president; George C. Morse, general sales agent,

and A. A. Strickland, superintendent at New York, and had an

attractive exhibit.

J. R. McCardell, of McCardell, West & Co.. Trenton, N. J.,

attended the convention and exhibited one of their celebrated

Trenton trolley wagons, which was inspected by all the electrical

men not already familiar with its merits. Mr. McCardell took

several orders while at the convention. These are the only trol-

le.v wagons now built.

The Ridgway Dynamo & Engine Company, of Ridgway, Pa.,

had planned to exhibit a 75-k. w. direct connected unit, but be-

cause of a delay on the railroad the machinery did not reach Bos-

ton in time for the A. S. R. A. convention. The company waB

represented by James L. Kimball, New England agent, and dis-

tributed illustrated pamphlets showing the U. S. naval vessels

as souvenirs.

W. H. Bailey exhibited the Tonkin internally-fired water-tube

boiler which attracted many visitors. He was assisted by Percy

vlliughaui

The exhibit of the Taunton Locomotive Manufacturing Com-

pany was in charge of W. R. Billings, treasurer of the company,

and Messrs Wendell and MacDuflie, selling agents. The com-

pany showed the heavy nose, the standard nose, and the double

track share snow plows, representing the three types of Taun-

toij plows wluch have proved so popular and effective. Two of

these plows were sold on Tuesday, the first day of the conven-

tion; the double track share went to the Portland (Me.) City

Railroad Company, and the heavy nose plow to the Wor-

cester & Clinton road. A second double track share plow was
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sold to the Manchester (N. H.) road. One of the most pleasing

features to Mr. Billings was the spontaneous enthusiasm wltn

which the employes of the Boston road recognized the double

share plow as being like the one that did such good work on

their road last year.

The exhibit of the Bemis Car Box Company, of Springfield,

Mass., couipr:sed two of its trucks, the standard motor truck tor

single ;nick cars and the No. 37 pivotal motor truck for double

truck cars. The exhibit was in charge of fieorge M. Hoadley,

ceneral manager, and Edw. N. Richards, superintendent, who

met their old friends and made many new ones. During the

week many orders were taken for trucks. The souvenir was a

box of safety matches enclosed in a handsome aluminum guard

liearing the legend. "A match for any track."

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, exhibited

the latest style "Columbia" solid steel track, the "New Colum-

bia" heaters and positive lock ratchet brake handles
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THE MCGUIRE EXHIBIT.

without springs, and outside of the hall showed one of the Mc-

Guire combination snow plow and sweepers. All ol these goods

are well known as standing in the first rank. The company was
represented by AV. .T. Cooke, vice-president, and M. G. Ilut)-

liard, engineer.

The R. Bliss Manufacturing Company. Pawtucket. R. I., showed

the only car gate exhibited at the convention. The Wood plat-

form gate is a combination of grab handle, hand rail and gate,

and is used in all parts of the United States, and in foreign

ccuutries as well: two steam roads entering Boston have over

5,000 each. This gate has been adopted by the Boston Elevated

for all cars entering the subway. The company was represented

by N. H. Colwell, general manager, and Charles O. Hood.

The exhibit of the John Stephenson Company In the conven-

tioi' hall was a model of the ears built for the Metropolitan, of

New York. This model was an exact reproduction of the regular

cars one-fourth size; it was mounted on a Peckham truck,

equipped with Providence fenders, Sterling wheel guards and

fare registers. The car was opposite the entrance to the General

Electric globe and attracted much attention. It was in charge of

Jtessrs. Vanderhorst, Howells, Hodges and H. Wood, the maker

of the model

J. W. Meaker, president of the Meaker Manufacturing Com-
pany. Chicago, represented his company and showed something

new in fare registers as well as the older Meaker standards. The

new registers have letters instead of figures on one or more of the

wheels of the totalizer, thus making a record that only those

knowing the cipher can read intelligently, thus enabling the man-

ager to put a check on the bookkeeping as well as on the con-

ductor. George Bean, vice-president of the company, was also at

the convention assisting Mr, Meaker. The exhibit proved to be

very attractive to street railway men.

George F. Sumner, president of the Knitted Mattress Company,

exhibited a line of padding for car upholstering, etc.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company made an exhibit of its street

railway special work. Charles S. Clark and W. C. Cuntz, Boston

agents; Stephen W. Baldwin, New York agent; C. W. Reinoehl,

general agent, and Mason D. Pratt, chief engineer, represented

the company.

The Watson-StiUman Company. New York, showed a line of

liydraulic tools and jacks for use in street railway work. The

compan.v was represented by George L. Gillon. treasurer. Leather

pocket books were the souvenirs

Sherburne & Co., makers of lailroad supplies, showed a very

interesting line of track tools, construction cars, drills, etc. F. O,

Xourse and C. H. Sherburne represented the firm, which is east-

ern agent for many well known machines and devices, among
them the Q. & C. rail saws and drills, the Buda drills, the Watson-

StiUman Company's hydraulic tools.

The Sampson Cordage Works, of Boston, displayed a case of

its goods. Their specialty is rope and cordage for street railway

use. F. ,T. Coakley represented the company at the convention.

B. S. Nethercut, engineer of the Paige Iron Works, of Chicago,

had a desk in the convention hall and a lily represented his com-

pany.

George A. Farmenter, maker of the Parmenter fenders and

^\'heel guards, which have been adopted by the Metropolitan

Railroad, the Capital Traction, and the Capital Railway com-

panies, of Washington, D. C; the Union Railroad, of Providence,

and numerous other roads, was present in Boston. These de-

vices have been illustrated in the Review. The exhibit comprised

a full-size model showing fender, wheel guards and track cleaner

attached, and excited much interest among managers, especially

those from cities where fender ordinances have been recently

adopted.

Wm. Wharton. .Tr. & Co. showed a number of frogs, switches

and mates, and a general line of street railway manganese steel

special work, the Wharton unbroken main line cross-over, the

Pennsylvania Railroad three-rail crossing, etc A new feature

in the manufacture of special work is making frogs and mates

entirely of manganese steel and to fit low T-rails; this manganese
steel is so much harder that it will last years longer than any

other material which has been used for this purpose up to the

present time. The company was represented by Messrs. Wharton,

Howe and Angerer and by Harrington. Robinson & Co., their

New England agents; Mr. Robinson was in charge of the exhibit.

During the convention over $6,000 of orders were taken

E. F. de Witt, of E. F. de Witt & Co.. Lansingburgh, N. Y.,

exhibited the celebrated '"common sense" sand boxes which are
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used from Portland, Me., to Portland, Ore., and in foreign parts

as well. Mr. de Witt has great ntlmbers of the most flattering

testimonials.

W. R. Evans, of Portland, Me., exhibited an improved car sign

which attracted much attention.

Thayer & Co., Inc., exhibited some of the flowed steel headers

and swinging man-hole plates which are features of the Cahall

l)oilers, for which they are agents. Aside from this the display

consisted of photographs of some of the large installations of

Cahall vertical and Cahall horizontal boilers, among which we
noted those of .the Lowell & Suburban Street Railway, the Car-

negie Steel Company's Edgar Thomson Works, and the Lancaster
Cotton Mills, of Clinton, Mass., all of which are very large and
representative boiler plants. An interesting feature of the Car-

negie plant is the use of a separate steel stacli for each boiler,

which makes the total cost of the stacks about equal to the In-
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terest on the cost of single briok stack, and also gives unitoruj

draft for all boilers. Winthrop Thayer, president, and Georg«

B. Clark represented Thayer & Co., Inc.

M. W. Greenwood, of Pittsburg, also represented the Cahall

sales department.

The Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Company, of Boston, had

a most attractive exhibit of the Henry car seats. Fred H. Henry

was in charge of the exhibit, assisted by Clifford L. Lougee.

The Forsyth Brothers Company, of Chicago, exhibited car cur-

tain materials, car curtains and curtain fixtures. It showed a

revolving frame fitted with its well known curtains and roller-

tip fixtures. A special feature which excited a great deal of

favorable comment was a frame fitted with the company's new

open street car fixture, which works on an entirely new principle

from any heretofore used. The curtain does not depend on the

frictionizing of a cable or tape, these being used simply to keep

the curtain within The grooves; heavy springs force the solid ends

of the guides into contact with the bottoms of the grooves, thus

holding the curtains at any desired point. There is, therefore, no

wearing, fraying or breaking of the cable or tape, it having no

stress upon it. and the curtain is hence very durable. The com-

pany has increased the adjustability of its roller-tip curtain fix-

tures by a new mechanism so that they can now be applied to

any variation in the different windows; leather or metal heads

may be selected as desired. Geo. E. Pratt, the eastern represen-

t.ative, and "W. H. Forsyth were present in the exhibit hall.

Among other recent orders it reports the following: 102 cars for

the Chicago City Railway Company, 80 cars for the Brooklyn

Heights Railro.ad Company. 20 cars for the Cleveland City Rail-

way Company, also the new cars for the Toledo Traction Com-
pany, Van Brunt & Erie Railroad Company. Ottawa Car Com-
pany.

The Pearson Jack Company was represented by A. H. Rich-

ardson, general manager, and T. Edward Tuttle who is in charge

of the street railway departmfnt. The exhibit consisted princi-

pally of the company's latest improved device, the Pearson ratchet

lack. The Pearson jacks are in successful operation on over 2(jfi

roads in the United States. A recent foreign order was for 64

jacks, which went to the road between Leghorn and Palermo;

other foreign sales have been made in Moscow, Cairo, Berlin,

London, Calcutta and Mexico. The company will gladly send

jacks on trial.

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company, of St. Louis,

was represented by E. H. Abadie. manager of the sales depart-

ment, and Henry M. Nay, New England sales agent. The ex-

hibit comprised a number of instruments, transformers and
switches, and a number of photographs

One of the most attractive exhibits in the convention hall was
that of the New Haven Fare Register Company. The exhibit com-
prised a full line of the New Haven single, double and triple regis-

ters, the company's new round register and the machine which
has registered over 14.000,000 times without a break, which is fully

f quivalent to a century of hard service. Willis M. Anthony, presi-

dent; F. C. Boyd, vice-president and general manager; John S.

Kvadle.v, secrctar.v and ireasurcr. represented the company. The
souvenirs of The New Haven company were combination paper
cutters and letter scales which were much so'ught for, and like

the paper cutters of last year will be found on many desks, in

the evenings friends of the company were entertained at the Cop-

ley Square hotel where the handsomest suite in the house had
been engaged.

The H. W. .lohns Company exhibited three lines of street rail-

way goods, the "vulcabeston" insulating parts for all standard

motors and controllers, a line of the H. W. J. heaters and regu-

lating switches, and sever.al layouts of overhead line materials.

The all-steel flexible trolley bracket, just put on the market at-

tracted a great deal of attention from visiting managers. .At the

convention were A. Hall Berry, manager of the electrical de-

partment; J. E. and S. G. Meek; D. T. Dixon and J. W. Perry, of

Philadelphia; E. B. Hatch and H. H. Luscomb, of Hartford, and

H. C. Spaulding, of Boston, who has charge of the electrical de-

partment for New England.

The Ham Sand Box Company, Troy. N. Y.. exhibited its No. 3

box which was shown last year, also the No. 4. the new type

which was recently described in the Review, both of which at-

tracted a great deal of notice. \. M. Wight, secretary and treas-

urer, was in charge. Many orders were taken during the con-

rention and numerous compliments received from those who
had given the boxes trials. Mr. Moore, of the Chicago City Rail-

way, did not hesitate to express his satisfaction with these boxes,

which that road has adopted as standard. Great numbers of the

motormen on the Boston roads who examined the exhiliit, wished

that their cars might be equipped thus instead of with the pails

and shovels now provided.

Dr. J. M. Griflln, president of the Wheel Truing Brake Shoe

Company, maker of composite wjieel grinding shoes, Detroit,

Mich., represented his company and sliowed samples of the shoes.

John E. Welsh, special agent of the Mason Safety Tread Com-
pany, 40 Wafer street, Boston, exhibited the unwearable, non-

slipping treads for street car steps. The Mason tread is in gen-

eral use in Boston, and Mr. Welsh had a unique experience m
that he took a sample order from almost every railway manager
who saw the exhibit. This is a remarkable record but justified

li.v the goods.

A. O. Norton, of Boston, exhibited a full line of his well-

known street car and track Jacks.

C. D. Holman, represented the Methuen Electrical Company,
of Methuen. Mass., and exhibited a water-proof, almost inde-

structible rubber sleeve for insulating motor connections, which

does away with taping such joints, and is cheaper than the

tai>e.

J. P. McMahon, treasurer of the Rochester Hose Bridge Com-
pany, exhibited one of the Rochester bridges, which all of our

readers who were at Niagara Falls will remember having «een

in service there.

The exhibit of the Du Quesne Forge Company, Pittsburg, Pa.,

was in charge of D. S. Bissell, president, assisted by J. N. Par-

sons and J. B. ^'iui Wagener. These gears which were fully de-

scribed in recent issues of the Review, h.ave proved very popu-

lar and in the last year have been put on 40 different roads

throughout the country.

J. B. Van Wagener exhibited the Bryan bond now in general

use in Pittsburg.

The Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company exhibited a full

line of gages, valves and Indicators, which being artistically dli-

played. made lis booth very hJindsome. The company w.as repre-

sented by Robert Pirie, S. G. Reed and Charles M. Glbbi.

The Shawmut Fuse Wire Company showed a line of enclosed

fuses and switches, which was in charge of H. P. Moore and

B. S. Luther. These fuses will be remembered by many as hav-

ing been a feature of the Niagara Falls convention; they have

proved very popular for car heating work for which they are

especially designed.

L. C. Chase & Co., selling agents for the Sanford Mills, of San-

ford, Me., had a most .ittractive exhibit and displayed a very com-

plete line of plush goods for all kinds of cars. The exhibit wai

in charge of George Goodall. of Sanford. assisted by Frank B.

Hopewell, of L. C. Chase & Co. Goods for all purposes and

oualltles were displayed. This company will furnish the plush

for the Boston Elevated ears.
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The Cbi-isteiipen tingiueering Company, of Milwaukee, had an

extensive exhiliit wliich comprised a No. 1 independent motor-

compressor of a capacity of 11 cu. ft. of free air per minute, op-

erating tlirougli a straight air engineer's valve, a 7-in. brake cy-

linder; one No. 2 independent motor-compressor of 20 cu. tt. ca-

IJiicity, operating, through a straight air engineer's valve, three

7-in. brake cylinders; one No. i independent motor-compressor

of 46.7 cu. ft. capacity, operating, through automatic engineer's

valve, two 10-in. brake cylinders; all of these were controlled by

automatic switch controllers. The company was represented by

N. A. Christensen, Frank C. Randall, W. J. Davison and S. W.
Watkins. For a souvenir it had a very artistic, illustrated,

pamphlet showing the year's business; it included a number of

the most flattering testimonials from roads using these brakes on
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all types of locomotives and cars. The brakes were used on the

gpeclal excursion trains at Nantasket Beach

The American Kail Jolm Company was represented at Boston

by W. E. Ludlow, general manager, and T. V. Church, of Julian

L. Yale& Co., Chicago agents. This joint is meeting with a great

deal of favor lor an article so recently pur nn the market and the

exhibit space was always crowded with visiting nianagers.

T. V. Church, o£ Jnli.Tn L. I'aie & Co. Chicago, represented ine

Allen &. Morrison Brake Shoe Company with an exhibit ot its

composite brake slioes which have seen service Very hanu-

(iome memorandum books were distributed as souvenirs.

•Tames N. Richards and Charles Earushaw attended the conven-

tion in ihe interest ot the P. & B. products of the Standard Paint

Company, of SI and 83 John street. Jsew York. This company
made no exhibit other than such of its products as were shown

in other spaces, but. thanks to its representatives there, the

I'. & B. interests were well taken care of. One of the most use-

ful souvenirs of the convention was Ihe P. & B. bill book, a

standard with the Standard Paiut Company, and we venture to

predict that they will prove to be just as good stayers as the

commercial P. Jk B.

The Walker Company, of Cleveland, made an elaborate showing

of street railway apparatus for surface, elevated and conduit rail-

ways. The details of construction of the new 25-h. p., 33-S type

of motor were shown by an exhibit of parts of the motor in its

various stages of development. The thorough protection of the

conductors and the effective means for ventilating the armature

received favorable comment. Two 75-h. p. motors were shown ot

the type adopted for the Brooklyn elevated. These motors from

their extraordinary size and massive construction seem entirely

capable of performing the arduous duties demanded of them.

Their commutators were noteworthy for the number and depth ot

the segments. A tine exhibit of the Love conduit railway was
made on GO ft. of track set up for inspection. A Peckham special

Metropolitan railway truck upon which Walker motors were

mounted ran upon Johnson rails. The plow and insulators of the

Love conduit system, which is now under the control of the

Walker Company, w ere also shown separately. The object ot

greatest interest was the solenoid blow-out controller which oper-

ated both praclicaily and in an experimental model form. The
celerity and effectiveness with which the arcs, usually so de-

structive to the contacts, were eliminated was a cause for amaze-

ment to those who had not seen it before. A large number of

Walker low tension enclosed arc lamps and a railway switch-

board, made up of one generator and two feeder panels, com-

pleted the exhibit. To J. S. Anthony, advertising agent of the,

company, was due the greater part of the credit for making the

booth so attractive. H. L. Harding, manager of the sales de-

partment, C. N. Black, superintendent of the New Haven factory,

M. D. Law, J. N. Dodd, T. Zweigber. C. A. Barton, of Cleveland,

H. G. Issertel and F. W. Sawyer, of Boston. John D. Moore, of

New York, R. A. Byrns, of Buffalo, H. B. Gay, of Baltimore, W.
G. Bain, of Philadelphia, E. K. Noyes, H. W. Hobbs, G. V. Sim-

mons, T. C. Hawks and H. Harding were representatives of the

company.

A. G. Hathaway, of Cleveland, is responsible for that useful

souvenir seen in so many hands at Boston: the pack of cards

which included the program, a memorandum of the points ot

interest and the business cards of 12 prominent street railway

supply houses of Cleveland. Mr. Hathaway himself was playing

a 10 to 1 shot on Campbell & Zell boilers and Santiago biuuc-

ers.

Parlor G at the Brunswick was occupied by the J. G. Brill

Company where its handsome truck models were on exhibition,

and where a royal welcome and entertainment were furnished.

company. The company had no exhibit of its own but Garton
arresters were to be seen in the exhibits of the Ohio Brass Com-
pany, Elmer P. Morris and Pettingell. Andrews & Co.

The American Brake Shoe Company was represented by F. W.
Sargent and two of its lessees, the Sargent Company, of Chi-

cago, and the Ramapo Iron Works, of Hillbum, N. J., who ex-

hibited the "Diamond D" brake shoes in connection with Dll-

worth. Porter & Co., Pittsburg, makers of steel car axles, the

Continuous Rail Joint Company, Newark, N. J., and J. H. S|teru-

liergh & Son, Reading. Pa. William F. Ellis is the New England

agent for these firms. The souvenirs of the Ramapo Iron Works
were nail nippers.

The Consolidated Car-Heating Company, of Albany, N. Y., was

represented by J. F. McElroy. consulting engineer. R. P. Scales,

H. N. Ransom and W. P. Cosper. The exhibit included a set of six

heaters (the number usually placed in a cart properly connected

lint with the heating coils replaced by incandescent lamps so as to

make apparent to the eye the different intensities of heat obtained

liy manipulating the heater switch. A feature very interesting to

managers was made by connecting two heaters which have been

in use in street cars since 1893, in series with two of the latest

make. Measuring instruments showed the old ones to be as effi-

cient as ever, refuting the statement sometimes heard that the

heaing coils deteriorate with use. The new lock switches were

also shown. The company to date has sold nearly 34.000 heat-

ers; in June, 1893, there were but 300 in use

J. Hinckley Williams, 34 Wrentham street. Ashmont, Boston,

exhibited the Williams truss rail joint

John D. Reed, the inventor, and H. Gore & Co.. agents, repre-

sented the John D. Reed all metul construction for railways, ex-

hibited models and drawings.

The .John F. Ohmer Register Company, of Dayton, exhibited its

multiplicity fare register which keeps a separate record for eacn

conductor and gives the company a printed classified statement ot

the various fares collected, the conductor 'laving no reports to

make. .Mr. Ohmer and an assistant were in charge.

The Gold Street Car Heating Company was represented oy

Edward B. Gold, John E. Ward, Frederick Weston, E. H. Moss-

grove and II. E. Beach, and exhibited its new style electric heat-

ers, consisting of the Gold improved resisting coil and support.

N. C. Keeran, Chicago city passenger and ticket agent of the

\\abash Line, "personally conducted" the Waljash special which
carried G5 ot the western street railway people to Boston. He
remained throughout the convention and escorted another large

party liack on Friday night

Charles N. Wood had an extensive exhibit, being the sole .New

England agent for the R. D. Nuttall Company, the Van Wag-
ner & Williams Hardware Company, tlie American Electrical

Heating Coiiioration, the Frank Ridlon Company, Wilson.

Thomas & Co. and the International Register Company. F. C.

Waddell assisted Mr. Wood.

F. A. Estep, president and treasurer of the R. D. Nuttall Com-
pany, and George W. Provost, of the home office, were attendants

at the convention and were to be found at the very handsome
and complete exhibit of their gears, pinion, trolleys and bearings

in the space of C. N. Wood.

The Garton-Daniels Electric Company, of Keokuk, la., was
represented at the convention by J. V. E. Titus, secretary of the

The International Register Company, of Chicago, had a very

complete and artistically arranged eihibit of its different types of

registers at the space of C. N. Wood. A. H. Woodward, president

of the company, and W. H. Brown were in charge.
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The 'Monarch" track cleaner, made by the Monarch Stove &
Manufacturing Company, of Mansfield. O.. which has met with

such flattering success ever since its introduction to the trade,

was exhibited by C. N. Wood.

A. C. Woodruff, general manager of the Consolidated Car Fend-

er Company, of Providence, A. C. Woodruff, Jr., superintendent,

and George H. Hale, general agent, represented that company

and were to be found at the very attractive exhibit at space No.

240. The exhiliit comprised a complete assortment of the different

fender parts and a platform equipped with three Providence fend-

ers, finished in different styles. These fenders are perhaps the

best known of any there being over G.OOO in use in 70 cities and

towns. For a souvenir there was the well with the old oaken

bucket, which when drawn out proved to be filled with philo-

sophical reflections, and reasons why ear companies should use

Providence fenders.

A. C. Vosburgh, secretary and treasurer of the New Process

Raw Hide Company, of Syracuse, was at Boston representing

that company and renewing his acquaintance with the street rail-

way men. The souvenir of the company was a combined match

box and cigar cutter. The raw hide pinions are now such well

known specialties that an exhibit is a useless expense.

globe from all points of view he failed to find one from which he

could not see places where the plastic bonds were used. James
Uollowood, superintendent, and Charles H, Wilson, New Eng-

land agent, assisted Mr. Brown at the exhibit hall. One of fin

souvenirs was a bond of the Up-to-date Street Railway.

Albert B. Herrick exhibited one of his portable testing sets for

car inspection. At Niagara Falls last year Mr. Herrick had a

testing switchboard which will be well remembered. The pre-

sent set is portable and has been greatly improved. This system

of inspection is being widely adopted, 2<j roads having ordered

them. The one shown at Boston was the second one ordered by

the Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia

F. H. Newcomb, J 3 Astor place. New York, showed a full line

of uniform caps. The exhibit was in charge of F. H. Newcomb
and H. H. Boerum.

The Rooke Register Company, of Peoria, 111., was represented

by George F. Rooke. treasurer and manager. Albert W. Jami-

son and A. N. Loper. Probably none of the devices exhibited

were examined with greater interest than this fare register which

records the money before it passes into the possession of the con-

ductor. Lead pencils were distributed for souvenirs.

Elmer P. Morris, of ISTJortlandt street. New York, made a dls- W. T. Van Dom, of Chicago, represented his company and ex-

VIEWS OF THE EXHIBIT OF ELMER P, MORRIS.

play occupying 1,100 sq. ft. of space in the main iiall, aiidvvas abij

assisted by C. T. Harrington. Mr. Mortis exhibited the products

of the follo\\iiig companies whose representatives were also at

the couyeutiou: Keystone Electric Company, representative, J.

T. Stevens; Ajax Metal Company, George Pratt; Railway Equip-

ment Company, George Wick; Kosmic Filter Company, H. P. Hess;

I'ittsburg Steel Trolley Plate Company, Samuel Maver;. Sterling

Arc Lamp Company, Robert Randolph; Forest City Electric

Works, John Dolph; I'artridge Carbon Company, J. S. Speer;

Harrington Rail Bond Company, S. H. Harrington; Garton-

Uauiels Electric Company, J. V. B. Titus; also the Wheeler Reflec-

tor Company, McGuire Manufacturing Company, Harrington Il-

luminated Sign Company, Point Marion Manufacturing Company,

Forsyth Brothers Company, Hope Electric Appliance Company,

and agent for the "Monarch" insulating paint. The X-ray booth,

otherwise known as the "Morgue," attracted a great deal of

attention and the many visitors each carried away a souvenir

glass uiion which was cut the trade mark of the Partridge

Carbon Company. All the exhibits were sold before the conven-

tion closed.

hibited aiujuinum models of the Van Dorn couplers and a book

of prints showing nine sizes and tj"pes of couplers.

Harold P. Brown, of 122 Liberty street, New York, occupied

space immediately opposite the Review headquarters, and ex-

hibited the standard plastic rail bond, which is now so well

known that little new can be said of it. Some interesting features

were some joints which had been in service for several years.

The hand power grinder used for cleaning the rails was also

shown. Mr. Brown states that in examining the General Electric

The Falk Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee, had at its

space in the convention hall a collection of Falk cast-welded

joints, which have been in service, and they proved to be one of

the most interesting exhibits for the track men. Among these

were two taken from the Clark street line of the Chicago City

Railway, being relaid at this time to avoid interruptions in the

future; in forwarding these joints the company expressed its

entire satisfaction with the service; the joints were selected at

random and are in perfect condition. E. A. Wurster, secretary

and treasurer; Clement E. Smith, superintendent, and Henry
L. Prather represented the company.

The Creaghead Engineering Company, of Oinelnnati, made a
very complete display of its well known "flexible brackets,"

These brackets have become st;indard for high speed roads

throughout this country and abroad, and their universal popu-

larity is attested by the many thousands in daily use. Great care

has been given the manufacture of these brackets, the arms being

made of a special steel constructed to withst.and about double

the strain of ordinary gas pipe, and all the fittings are made of

high grade wrought and malleable iron, making a bracket that

will withstand the most severe strains without damage. This

exhibit also included a full line of overhead material, line insu-

lators, curve pull-overs, insulaled crossings, section insulators,

strain insulators and a very complete exhibit of malleable iron
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pole ttttings, pole tops, collars, bands, cross arm clamps, cross

arms, etc. The display was very nicely arranged and handsomely

decorated, and was in charge of the superintendent. G. R. Scrug-

ham. The company's souvenir was a neat steel pocket rule In a

leather case and was much sought after.

The Ashton Valve Company, of Boston. New York, Chicago

and London, exhibited a complete line of safety valves, relief

valves and pressure and vacuum gages. The exhibit was in

charge of Albert C. Ashton, secretary and treasurer, H. H. Asn-

ton and C. W. Houghton.

The Corning Brake Shoe Company was represented by Francis

Granger and H. T. Mercur. and exhibited a number of special

brake shoes. Among them were two "maximum traction shoes,"

the large one for inside hung brakes and the small oue inter-

changeable, doing away with rights and lefts. Extra long shoes

with a high coefficient, special shoes with deep flanges, and the

standard shoe of the Manhattan Elevated. New York, were also

shown. The company states that its business has increased ten-

fold in the last year. The souvenirs of this company were cali-

pers which were much sought after.

Adam Cook'.s Sons, of 313 West street. New York, were repre-

sented by M. V. Peavey, its New England agent, and showed tn

celebrated "Albany" grease and the "Albany" electric motor com-

pound.

The exhibit of the Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufacturing

Company, of Boston, comprised a line of insulators, lamps, special

brass goods, etc., and was in charge of C. B. Pear. Switches con-

stitute a specialty of this company but because of the works be-

ing so crowded with orders for switches, there was not time to

prepare any for exhibition in the convention hall, the company

feeling that those in use in the various power houses iu Boston

would suffice. Pocket memorandum books made very attractive

souvenirs.

The Bibber-White Company was represented by C. E. Bibber,

president; T. H. Bibber, David W. Uunn. E. I/. Brown, and H.

W. Smith, manager of the railway department. The line ma-

terial made by this company was shown in black enameled iron,

galvanized iron, bronze, and glass "agatized" material, this last

being entirely new. In addition to the line material, headlights

and bracket arms, made by the company, the exhibit included

New Haven fare registers and Hope Electric Appliance Company
switches. The Bibber- White Company handles all kinds of rail-

way merchandise, and will have built before the snow flies some

150 miles of track this season. The souvenirs were miniatures

of the corrugated trolley poles recently placed on the market,

designed to serve as pen holders. A phonograph was an attrac-

tive feature at this exhibit.

The Billings & Spencer Company was represented by H. E.

Billings and W. B. Post. The exhibit comprised samples of com-

mutator segments, some 200 in number, including the largest seg-

ment ever drop-forged, some drop-forgings for Lundell motors

and line material. Key rings were distributed as souvenirs.

The Billings & Spencer Company has just issued a new illustrated

catalog showing two hundred or more commutator segments made
by it for all types of stationary machines.

Walter N. Dole, manager, and A. E. Prince, assistant treasurer,

represented the Boston Artificial Leather Company, which had a

most attractive exhibit of "Moroccoline." its upholstering sub-

stitute for leather. This material is attractive in appearance,
cleanly, cheap and durable. Moroccoline pocket books were dis-

tributed as souvenirs.

was made to show a full line of the Scott springs because that

would be impossible outside of awarehouse, but a fewcar springs,

trolley springs, etc., were artistically displayed. The railing was

in keeping with the times, being formed of red, white and blue

trolley springs. The souvenirs distributed were those the com-

pany have found to be so popular at past conventions, leather

covered memorandum books. Many of the company's friends

called in response to the engraved cards which had been sent

out, and all were handsomely entertained by Messrs. Johnston

and Roche.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Company, of New York,

was represented by Frank A. Morrell, who represents the com-

pany in the east, and L. D. Nelson, who has the western terri-

tory. The exhibit, which was one of the most sought in the hall,

included the No. 1 double register, just put upon the market,

which registers the cash fares and transfers and totalizes each

separately and yet is worked by only one rod or cord. Among
the other miiterials shown were samples of overhead line ma-

terial, drop-foiged commutator segments, the "Sterling" sand

box, the "Sterling" fenders adopted by the Metropolitan Street

Railway, of New York, special brackets for registers, six difter-

ent styles of registers, etc. Last year the Sterling Company uad

the best souvenir of the Niagara Falls convention, and this iear

its souvenir was a. sterling silver lead pencil in the shape ot a

13 in. gun which will hold the record for 1898. A souvenir equal-

ly as acceptable was the handsome new catalog given to each

visitor. It is handsomely printed on fine paper with a flexible

cloth back. The Sterling fare registers, safety brake, fender,

sand box. suspensions, insulators, counters, wire measurer, wind-

ing machine and badges are .tU illustrated and described.

J. P. Sjoberg & Co., of New York, manufacturers of street car

wood work, were represented by W. J. Walker, who exhibited a

model of a car window at the space ot the Sterling Supply &
Manufacturing Company.

The Hipwood-Barrett Car & Vehicle Company exhibited its car

fender and showed the working by models: the exhibit was in

charge of George Hipwood and J. W. Barrett. During the con-

vention these fenders were in use on the Newton & Boston road

and tested at Newton

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pittsburg, had

an exhibit at the convention which was in charge of T. E.

Hughes, manager of the Philadelphia office, and G. L. Wiley

of the New York office. Frank A. Rinehart. treasurer of

tlie company, with his wife also attended the convention. The
exhibit included samples of ever.v kind of electric light, power,

street railway and telephone caViles. The company has just com-

pleted the largest contract for cables ever let for street railway

cables—$950,000 worth for the Union Traction Company, of Phil-

adelphia. Lead-covered telephone cables have also been a special-

ty. Sections of power cables of suitable size for paper weights

were its convention souvenire; copies of the "Electrician's Hand-
book of Useful Information" were also distributed and will be

found to be all that the name implies, lliis company is run-

ning 2-1 hours per day and is behind with orders. Work now on

hand includes three of the largest telephone plants now being

erected, two at St. Louis and oue at Indianapolis; they call, in

the aggregate, for over $250,000 worth of telephone cables.

One of the most attractive and artistically arranged exhibits in

the hall was that of the Charles Scott Spring Company, which
was represented by H. C. Johnston and D. S. Roche. No attempt

The Baltimore Car Wheel Company showed both its single and
double trucks, the exhibit being in charge of J. Paul Baker, secre-

tary of the company, and A. E. Baker. Very handsome litho-

graphs in several colors were distributed showing the famous
"Lord Baltimore" single truck and the coat of arms of the early

Maryland proprietor. The picture is on a heavy card, 11x16 In.,

with a red, vvhite and blue ribbon for a suspension. It would
be an ornament in any office. The trucks are constructed en-

tirely of steel and are simple, durable and strong. The Lord
Baltimore double center bearing truck has proven as successful

in service as has the single truck, and is built upon the same
lines.
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The R. Woodman Manufacturing & Supply Company, which has
over 3,000 of its ticket punches in use on the Boston Elevated
lines, had a full line of punches, seals, speed indicators, punching
and Duml)ering maciiines, office stamps, Ijuttons, badges, etc., on
exhibition. R. Woodman and T. W. Wardley were al the conven-
tion representing the company.

W. H. Russell represented the Russell Manufacturing Company,
Watertown, ilass., and exhibited its curve taking trolley harp,
and its special overhead crossing.

The Massachusetts Mohair Plush Company, of Boston, had an
interesting exhibit.
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The Columbia Machine Works, Buchler & Piatt, of New York,

had an extensive exhibit of commutators, drop-forged copper

bars, trolley wheels, bearings, fuse boxes, car trimmings, .ad-

justable bnike and controller handles, etc.. which had many visi-

tors. All the commutators shown were sold during the conven-

tion. The firm was represented by Mr. Buehler, .Tames Grady,

superintendent, and W. K. Kerschner.

R. S. Bishop, of the Bethlehem Foundry .t Machine Company,

attended the convention in the interest of the Moyer trolley base

whi<h was shown in the Columbia Machine Works exhibit.

The Coleman Farebox Company, of Tottenham, Ont., exhibited

its boxes for collecting street railway fares. J. H. Coleman was

in charge and took pleasure in explaining the working of the ap-

paratus.

The Pottier & Stymus Company, maker of car seats, was repre-

sented by F. C. McLewee. The Brill Company has purchased

1.050 of these seats within the last 30 days.

The Churchill rail joint, for all sizes and patterns of T and

girder rails, which is made by the Diamond State Iron Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del., was shown in charge of H. T. Wallace,

secretary of the company. Forty miles of Boston track are laid

with these joints.

E. H. Morgan, successor to W. H. Kilbourn & Morgan, Green-

field, Mass.. exhibited the Kilbourn sand feeder, which is recom-

mended by the roads using it as reliable and always ready tor

use.

An exhibit which attracted considerable attention was that of

the Incanflescent Electric Light Manipulator & Cleaner Company,
which malyes. tools for handling and cleaning lamps which are

so placed as to be otherwise inaccessible save by using long lad-

ders or heavy chairs. Joseph J. Dunn, manager, was in charge.

The Lyte Steel & Lead Woven Tread, of 3 Hamilton place, Bos-

ton, was repres^ented by W. M. Evatt, who exhibited samples.

The Wm. H. Gallison Company, 30 Oliver street, Boston, en-

gineers and contractors for steam piping, had an interesting ex-

hibit.

The American Wheelock Engine Company exhibited a lull

size valve plug and valve, which was in charge of C. C. Hardy.

D. C. Sweet, of Springfield, Mass., had one of the well-known

Sweet car-wheel grinding machines on exhibition in the base-

ment.

Wadaworth. Howland & Co., Boston, had a most attractive dis-

play of paints, varnishes and painters' supplies. The exhibit

was in charge of Frederic A. Gunnison and H. A. Putnam.

The Hampden Corundum' AVheel Company, of Brightwood,

Mass., had a very interesting exhibit, one of its improved car

wheel grinders, which was in charge of Charles Nicholson, it

attracted a great deal of attention. Tills grinder is a very com-
plete machine- with all manner of devices for close adjustments;

it is placed in the car pit and the wheels are trued without re-

moving them from the car.

The Pennsylvania Car Wheel Company exhibited a number
of its standard and special wheels for street railway service;

among them the 33-in. and 30-in. motor car wheels and 28-ln. and
24-in. trail car wheels. James D. Rhodes represented the com-
pany.

George Weston, manager of the contruction department tor

Naugle. Ilolcomb & Co., the well-known firm of railway contrac-

tors, and dealers in ties, poles, clc, represented that firm at the

convention. Mr. Weston was ubiquitous and distributed leather

covered memorandum books which contained the convention

programs, list of officers, committees, etc., and other data which

the delegates found quite useful.

The Cambria Iron Company, of Philadelphia and Johnstown,

had headquarters in the convention hall and displayed a full line

of sections of rails from 8 lbs. to 107 lbs. per yard, and of all

tj-pes. W. A. Washburn, sales agent, 33 Wall street, New York,

was in charga

The Standard Air Brake Company made no exhibit in the hall

but showed its brakes in service on the cars of the Commonwealth
•\ venue Street Railway Company, over whose lines the trip to

Korumbega Park was made. During the ride to the Park, Friday

afternoon, the writer heard a number of complimentary remarKS

as to the manner in which 'the cars were braked. At the Park

representatives of the Standard Air Brake Company were in at-

tendance to explain the mechanism in detiiil and were kept busy,

as there were many managers present who contemplate adopting

air brakes as soon as the financial condition of their companies

will permit it, and they took this opportunity of seeing how me
brakes worked in practice.

One of the most acceptable souvenirs of the convention was

a booklet prepared by A. L. Reich and entitled "The General

Electric Company at Boston.'" It is most artistic in make-up and

Is filled from cover to cover with handy information for the vis-

itor at the "Hub" and profusely illustrated. The power houses

of the Boston Elevated, the Lynn & Boston and the Lowell &
Suburban, Nantaskct Beach roads are all described, and a brief

account is given of the Lynn factories of the company. The
principal points of historic interest in and about Boston, locatiou

and means of getting to the pleasure resorts, theaters, ferries,

steamboat lines, etc., are described in a terse and lucid manner.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company. Jersey' City, N. J., wan

represented at the Boston convention by (ieorge E. Long, seci-e-

tary, and John H. Baird, A. L. Haasis and E. A. St. John, sales-

men. The exhibit in the hall wiis visited by everybody, and all

who sampled the souvenir lubricants provided were in accord as

to the excellence of the Dixon products. On exhibition were

samples of the Dixon lubricants. "Graphited wood grease" is

for gears; in a very short time after it is applied, it loses us

original granular character and assumes a peculiar tough, siwngy

consistency, ^ery adhesive and of excellent body. This body is

due to the fibre of the wood, which is now in a very fine coniil-

tion. The method of application is ordinarily to put euougn

Inside the ge.ar cases, so that on.^ of the gears may drag through

it. Employed in this way, the' grease is exceedingly durable, and

reduces the labor of application lo a minimum. Flake grapnite

(No. G35) is a lubricant for raw hide pinions. The namt of

"graphited curve and track lubricant" explains itself. The belt

dressings, paints, etc., made by the company were also shown.

Pencils were the company's souvenirs.

J. H. Viin Dom, of the 'Van Dorn & Dutton Company. Clev»

'and, was at Boston during the convention meeting his mauj

friends and extending his acquaintance.

H. F. J. Porter represented the Bethlehem Iron Company,
South Bethlehem, Pa., at the convention. Mr. Porter's head-

quarters were at the Hotel Brunswick in parlor 18, where nc

kept open house and entertained all his friends. He had an in-

teresting collection of photographs showing some of the worK
turned out from that forge.

The Vacuum Oil Company was represented by E. A. Record

and exhibited samples of oil .and lubricants

The Lawton "Peerless" fender was shown by .John C. Curtis,

agent for the patentee. Mr. Curtis, whose office when at hom«
is 1218 Masonic Temple, Chicago, was keot busy showing the

exhibit. Col. Lawton, the Inventor, was also at the conventioiu
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"The "Auto-Motoueer," illustrated and described in another

column, was delayed in transit and could not be placed on ex-

hibition until Friday afternoon, much to the chagrin of G. W.
Knox, the pattntee, and C. E. Moore, who were among the dele-

gates from the Chicago City Railway. When the apparatus did

arrive, however, it attracted the keenest interest, and many fa-

vorable comments were made by the railway men who saw it.

John George, who is handling the apparatus, took it down to the

New York State Association meeting the following week.

G. E. Stanley and J. E. Mil«s attended the convention and ex-

hibited the Stanley & Miles emergency brake, which is stated to

have great power, to be easily adapted to all cars, to be simple

In construction, inexpensive and can be instantly applied.
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The B. T. Burrowes Company, of Portland, Maine, had a very

complete exhibit of the Burrowes patent oar shades. The Bur-

rowes Company is the pioneer coach curtain maker and the in-

ventor of the spring actuated curtain holdins device which is so

universally used. TJie different styles of curtains were shown iu a

largo revolving mahogany model and the display was most attrac-

tive and interesting. The curtains, as shown this year, embrace

many radical improvements and desirable modifications, among

lue later designs of holding mechanisms being the No. 83, the

•'Royal" and the "Climax" styles. For the particular conditions

for which these three mechanisms were devised, they show tne

highest attainment and greatest perfection to date in curtams.

The "Climax" fixture is more easily operated and the wire will

not bulge out of the groove (a sad objection to the old style), as

children and even older people could not always resist the tempta-

tion to tamper and play with the wire thus exposed This style

of mechanism Is, perhaps, not as popular as the spring or piucn

cars; the triple cushioned swing bolster double truck No. 14 A,

for high speed interurban and elevated electric railway service;

the extra strong No. 14 A tor extra heavy service; the short

wheel base swing bolster double truck No. 14 B. particularly

adapted for short radius curves; the center bearing, swing bolster,

maximum traction trucks, No. 14 112. as constructed for G.-E.

I.OtiO motors, designed for high speed closed or open cars using

only one motor; and the 14 D3 of the same style as the 14 D'2,

but made for extra heavy cars. These last two trucks were

designed to overcome the objections existing in maximum trac-

tion trucks constructed with side bearings and do away with the

necessity of applying a portion of the weight of the car body to

the small wheels, to prevent their jumping the track. The center

bearing swing bolster relieves all side strain: placing the motor

outside the axle permits the bolster to be nearer the driving axle

and increases the load available for traction by from 7 to 10

per cent, according to the weight of the motor; the segmental

EXHIBIT OF THE PECKHAM TRUCK- COMPANY.

handle device, but it too has its friends and is used to a con-

siderable extent. A picture showing the three large well ap-

ooiuted factories of the Burrowes Company, located at Portland,

Me., indicating a prosperous business, together with a large Ime

of curtain materials, made up the balance of the exhibit which

attracted a great deal of attention. H. H. Kussell and E. a.

Baker represented the company.

The Peckham Truifk Company occupied 1.50O sq. ft. in the con-

vention hall and exhibited Peckham's system of single and double

trucks, which includes trucks adapted to any and all condi-

tions of electric service, from light, short to long, heavy closed

and open cars, as well as extra strong trucks tor freight, switcn-

ing and locomotive service. The trucks shown in the Peckham ex-

hibit were niiie in number and comprised the 7 D "Excelsior"

single truck for 16 to 20-ft. closed and 26 to 30-ft. open cars; the

"Cincinnati special," extra strong "Excelsior" designed for extra

heavy cars and severe service, it has M. C. B. journal boxes; the

standard 8 A as constructed for 16, 18 and 2n-ft. closed cars, and
especially adapted for high speed and double-deck cars; the extra

long "Broadway" standard No. 9 A, designed for 20 and 22-£t.

swivel plates used in this truck may be adjusted so as to give

any desired swing to the truck

In addition to these one of tho I'eckham trucks was sliowii in

the exhibit of the Walker Company, and Peckham trucks were

used under the car in the Safety Third Rail Company's exhibit

and under the Stephenson model.

At the Hote; Bruuswick Peckham headquarters were in Parlor

K, where "Mr. Peckham's handsome models were to be seen

and visitors entertained. Representing the company at Boston

were E. Peckham, president; E. G. Long, vice-president; A. VV.

Field, eastern agent; J. A. Hanna and W. H. Gray, of the western

office; and several representatives from the New York otfice.

The Peckham souvenirs were beautiful gold-mounted white

leather card cases with memorandum books tor the ladies, and

puzzle purses for men.

The Beverly Machine Works, Beverly, Mass.. were represented

by John S. Baker, proprietor, and W. B. Bailey, superintendent.

The exhibit comprised the Beverly ratchet clutch brake handle

and the Beverly ratchet clutch vertical brake wheel, both ot

which are well-known devices
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Gus. Suckow, manager of the Vose Spring Company, New York,

attended the convention. He reported his company as being tuU

of orders.

Charles Blizard, manager of the New York office of the Electric

Storage Battery Comp.any, Philadelphia, was at Boston during

the convention This company's specialty is the chloride ac-

cumulator.

Charles R. Brown represented the Pratt & Letchworth Com-

pany, of Buffalo

The exhibit of the Ohio Brass Company was opposite the en-

trance to the exhibit hall, and the first oiif to catch the eyt on

entering. The space was made very handsome and attractive

by the artistic arr.'ingement of the goods displayed, which in-

cluded track-bonding and overhead line m.iterials, car supplies,

commutators, bearings, bearing metals, etc C. K, King, stc-

retary, and A. L. Wilkinson, special representative, were in at-

tendance.

Considerable attention was given by those interested to the elec-

trical apparatus shown by the Johnson Company. The exhibit

consisted of double equipments of 30 h. p. and 50 h. p. capacity

mounted on tiucks. and o5-h. p. motors on blocks with the pole

pieces raised and lowered to show the access to the armature and

field coils. Different types of controllers were also exhibited. The

motors mounted on the trucks were connected up and were

operated for the pui-pose of showing the working of the con-

trollers which, on account of their simplicity, occasioned more

than ordinary comment. From the number of interested visitors

and the favorable criticisms expressed in general concerning this

exhibit the Johnson Company representatives state they have

every reason to be well pleased with the result of the Boston

convention. H. C. Evans. F. S. Eient and J. A. Rutherford were

present

P. G. Augher represented C. S. Schieren &^ Co.. of New York.

Peter Leidenger and Joseph Leidenger. of the Dayton Manu-

facturing Company. Dayton, O.. attended the convention.

A. B. Jlendum. of Boston, was one of the several representa-

tives of the Bibber-White Company

E. A. Chandler, of Detroit, represented the "Excelsior" self-

oiling trolley harp

The Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, of Chicago, were ivp-

resented by R. C. Carr.

P. C. Brownell, of the Brownell Car Company, St, Louis, was

at Boston in the interest of his company

President William Sutton and E. J. Lawless, eastern agent, rep-

resented the American Car Company. St. Louis

C. K. Knickerbocker attended in the interest of the Griffin

Wheel Company, of Chicago.

The American Electrical Works. Providence R. L. were rep-

resented by Eugene F. Phillips. F. Rowland Phillips. Frank N.

Phillips. C. H. Wagenseie. W. H. Sawj-er. W. J. Watson and F.

E. Donohue. George H. Olney. 2nd; C. R. Remington, Jr., P. C.

Ackerman.

\dam Cook and John (5. Engel. of Newport, were present in

the interest of Adam Cook's Sons,

Theo. A. H. Weintz, New York, sole agent for the Warrenton

Woolen Company, manufacturer of all kinds of uniform cloths

for street car men. was present, interviewing his many friends.

This cloth is now standard on the Chicago City Railway and

many other latge roads.

The Duplex Car Company was represented by .John A. Lowell,

president; W. B. Crittenden, of New York: O W. Marshall and

George Moore. The exhibit consisted of a "Duplex" car built

by the Briggs Carriage Company. It was a handsome piece of

work and was examined with the greatest interest by the rail-

way men at the convention

The gigantic sign "The Name of Westinghouse is a Guarantee,"

drew the attention of every one in the exhibit hall. The metal let-

ters were mounted on a thick plate of glass and formed one of

the terminals of a high 'oltage circuit. The cuirent being un-

able to penetrate the glass spread out over the surface and around

the edges like forked lightning. The company made a fine ex-

hibit of street railway apparatus There were a No. 49 35-h. p.

motor with armature, core, coils and commutator exposed, a 12

.\ motor and a No. 38 motor with side suspension irons. The three

types of controllers exhibited were the K 10, K 11 and the B 4.

There was a 25-k. w. rotary converter changing a 500-volt direct

current to an alternating current of 380 volts or vice versa, to-

gether with a complete switchboard. A 50-k. w., 60,000-volt trans-

IN THE WESTINGHOUSE EXHIBIT.

former proved of interest. Among the smaller street railway ap-

pliances were, six station and six line lightning arresters and

one choke coil, a 1,000-ampere tank arrester, a 2.0tX)-ampere, two-

way switch and a 2.000-ampere circuit breaker with pneumatic

operating attachment, a canopy switch, and a 2^i-h. p. air pump
and motor. There were 12 alternating current and direct cur-

rent fans that stirred up gentle breezes, much to the comfort of

the visitors for the first two days. The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company had the following representatives:

Frank H. Taylor, general sales manager. Ij E. Finley. W. M. Al-

exander, U. W. Storer and H. D. Murdock. of Pittsburg; Maurice

Coster, manager of the Chicago office: Charles A. Bragg, of Phil-

adelphia; Calvert Townley. of Boston: R. S. Brown. H. M. South-

gate, W. W. Ward and H. C. Faruesworth. of Sawyer-Mann, Bos-

ton: J, R. Gordon, of Atlanta; C. C. Frenyear, of Buffalo and

.\hren & Soper, Ottawa, Canada.
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The exhibit of J. G. Brill Compauy comprised a line of Its

standard products and a number of street railway novelties.

The standard Metropolitan closed car, at the entrance of tne

biiildine. was noteworthy for its great length, being 37 ft. 2 in.

over all. and seating 38 passengers. The car was built with a

truss plank on each side and had window trusses as well as the

longitudinal tie rods, giving strength and durability, and was

niounted on "Enreka" ni;iximuni traction tnicks. The convertible

car exhibited combined all the advantages of a box and summer
car, as it can be easily converted from an open to a closed car

by the conductor and niotorman in from three to four minutes,

or vice versa. Four ol' the company's trucks were shown, the

"Perfect," or No. 27. the "Eureka" maximum traction, the "Ideal"

No. 21-E, and the No. 27-G trucks. The "Perfect" truck is espe

ci.ally applicable to electric locomotives which are to cany car

bodies. The "Eureka" truck, with its short wheel base, ample

room for motors, variable braking pressure and gre.at tractive

power, is in use both for heavy city traffic and fast suburban

service. It carries a car as low as a 4-wheeled truck and with

a single motor gives high tractive power. The "Ideal" truck for

4-wheeled cars has proven very durable in service and on account

of the peculiar arrangement of springs rides with an unusual

degree of steadiness. The 27-G is a modification of the "Per-

fect" with the motors hung outside of the axles, giving a short

treadle and weighted hammer. The treadle, when not in use,

can be locked down so that the gong cannot be rung by acci-

dent nor by the jolting of the car. The blow is delivered after

the treadle has reached its lowest point and when the hammer
is entirely dear from the treadle, so that the sound is always

clear and distinct. The hammer does its work by inertia and

drops back after striking the gong, producing a clear musical

note. Track scrapers have been made of almost every conceivable

form, but the Littell scraper, as shown at the Brill exhibit, is

certainly the simplest. It is put in operation by a mere toucn

of the motorman's foot and it is said that more than once, in

case of a person falling upon the track, it has been dropped so

(|uickly as to prevent the body from coins under the wheels.

The company was represented by John A. Brill. Samuel M.

t'urwen. W, H Heulings. Jr.. George M. Haskell, G. S. Hastings

and Walter S. Adams.

The most unique and conspicuous feature at the convention was
the great globe of the General Electric Company, which served

to exhibit in a graphical manner the world wide use of machines

and instruments of its manufacture. It was 25 ft. 2 in. in diam-

eter, with a scale of 312 miles to 1 ft. and was mounted on a ped-

estal IC ft. in diameter. The globe was built up of papier niacne

upon a frame work of wood, and no less than 2.700 sq. yds.

CAR AND TRUCKS IN THE BRILL EXHIBIT.

wheel base of -4 ft. and also enabling the car body to be brought

very low. Quarter size brass models of the "Eureka." "Perfect"

and "Ideal" trucks were exhibited in parlor G. Hotel Brunswick,

and were much admired by all visitors. Among other novelties

round end seat-panels were shown. These are especially strong,

as they are easily and accurately fitted and have become very

popular with street railway men and car patrons. Dunnings
draw bar is a simple mechanism which by means of a pocket at

the rear and a latch controlled by a rod at the front end of tno

car. enables the draw head to be thrust back so as to have the

whole front or butter of the car clear without a projection be-

yond it. The Milieu sign, an invention of Thomas Millen, general

niaster mechanic of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company,

New York, is both simple and ingenious. The idea is to provide

simple means for operating box signs from the inside of the car

or from beneath the hood. It consists of a pair of bevel wheels

contained in a casing at the end of the sign. To one of the wheels

the sign is connected; the wheel is. in fact, mounted on the axis

of the sign. The axis of the other wheel projects downward
through the hood and terminates in a hand wheel which is

marked with letters indicating each one of the four sides of the

box sign. By turning the wheel anyone of the signs can be

brought so as to face outward. The signs on the side of the car

can be moved from the center of the car Inside, those on the

hood can be moved without leaving the nlatform. The new
Dedenda gong struck most street railway men who saw it as

being both neat and efficient The mechanism consists ot a

of paper were used in its construction, which required two

months. The continents and oceans w-ere painted upon the sur-

face of the globe by a scenic artist A liJO-c. p. iucnndescent lamp

marked the north pole and small incandescent lamps of differ-

ent colors indicated the location of cities in which the General

Electric Company had installed some street railway, mill, mine

or ligliting machiner.v. For this purjiose 400 lamps were placed,

although if each installation instead of cities were so marked

it would have required several thousand. As an instance, had

each plant in New England been marked, the entire surface rep-

resenting New England would have been covered with lamps

40 tiers high. The lamps were on the map of nearly every

country In the world, indicating the world wide business of the

company. A small national flag was placed within the bounda-

ries of each country. The equator was marked by a small track,

around which a miniature electric car traveled. This globe will

l)e sent to Paris to be placed in the General Electric exhibit in

the Exposition. There was an exhibit of street railway machines

and instrnments. but this was not as extensive as it might have

been, for with few exceptions the generators, motors, controllers

and switchboard instruments of the Boston companies are the

product of the factories at Schenectady and Lynn, An illumi-

nated sign gave the followiing figures of the street railway appa-

ratus sold by the company up to Si'ptember 1. 1898.

Two thousand tw-o hundred and eighty-five railway generators,

aggregating 423.101 h. p.; 52,841 railroad motors, aggregating

1,270,865 h. p.. and 50.000 series parallel controllers. W. J.
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Clai'k, gfiicral manager of the railway departmeut. was assisted

by C. B. Davis, F. M. Kimball, C. C. Pierce, C. D. Hasliins, S.

B. Paine, G. E. Steele, J. S. Butler, of the Boston office; H. K.

Beach, T. Beran, J. J. Mahoney, T. A. Branion, T. Weare, W. G.

Bushnell, New Yorlj office; Theo. V. Bailey. Chicago office; G.

D. Rosenthal, St. Louis olHce; H. .T. Crowley. Philadelphiii office;

A. D. Babson. Baltimore office; H. T. Heywood. Atlanta office.

The sujiply deiartment at Schenectady wa.< rei)resented by J. K.

Lovejoy, general manager, H. C. Wirt, engineer and J. K. Aitkeu;

the railway department by W. B. Potter, chief engineer, F. E.

Case. E. D. Priest, L. C. Batchelder and G. A. Barry; the patent

department by A. J. McDonald. Arthur Baldwin

The New York Electrical Works, of Brooklj'n, were represented

at the convention by J. H. Henderson.

WILSON TROLLEY POLE CATCHER.

Richard Devens, engineer, represented the Weber Railway

Joint Manufacturing Company, of New York, and exhibited the

Weber joint.

Frank MacGovem, of Rossiter, MacGovern & Co., 107 Liberty

street. New York, dealers in electrical machinery, was at Boston

during the corvention.

Cllft Wise, of Chicago, the well-known general contractor tor

electric railway, paving and underground conduit work, was in

attendance at the convention

W. W. Whitcomb. president and general manager of the Com-
posite Brake Shoe Company. Boston, had a very interesting ex-

hibit of new and service-worn "COmpo" shoes with cork Insets.

Wendell & MacDuffie, of New Yarl< .-inil Boston, dealers in

electric and steam railway sujiplies. were represented in Boston

during the convention by Jacob Wendell. Jr., R. L. MacDuffie

and B. F. .\ger

The Central Union Brass Company, of St Louis, made uu

exhibit in the hall but T. C. White was in attendance at tne

convention and represented the company. He distributed watcn
charms, miniature trolley hangers, for souvenirs. The company
makes a complete line of overhead material, trolleys, gears, pm-
lons, etc. W. R. Garton Company is its Chicago agent.

Among others present at the convention we noted:

H. B. Ham, New York, Babcock & Wilcox Company
B. J. Joues, Chicago, Sargent & Lundy.
Charles W. Jefferson, Mica Insulator Company
Newton Jiickson and D. H. B. Rockwell, Scranton, Pa., Ameri-

can Mutual Indemnity Comjiany.

E. W. Hodgkins. Chicago, Q & C Company
George F. Porter and Romaine Mace, New York. Okonite Com-

pany

E. I. Robinson, St. Louis, Laclede Car Company
E. G. Knapp, Sandusky, O., Partridge Carbon Company.
C. S. Van Wagoner, Cleveland. Van Wagoner & Williams

Hardware Company,
J. A. Brett, Chicago, Electrical Installation Company
John Jackson. Pittsburg. Simonds Manufacturing Company.
W. W. Wharton, Philadelphia, Electric Mutual Casualty Asso-

ciation.

Henry B Cutter, Philadelphia, Cutter Electrical & Manufactur-
ing Company,

L. A. Lockwood and A. P. Montgomery. Pawtucket, R. 1..

Crefeld Electrical Works.

H. G. Brinkerhoff, Boston. Fuel Economizer Company.
Henry Daily. Jersey City. Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.
George C. Bailey, Chicago, John A. Roebling's Sons Company.
Giles S. Allison, St. Louis, St. Louis Register Company.
J. A. Granger, New Y^ork Car Wheel' Works
J. N. Parsons. Pittsburg, A. Mertes Manufacturing Company.
Frederick .\ Lex. Wilmington, Del.. Lobdell Car Wheel Com-

pany

One of the most practical car devices which has been In-

troduced of late is the trolley pole catcher and reel made by

Wilson, Thomson & Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y'. Its object is to

catch the pole instantly after the wheel has left the wire and

hold it securely until released by the conductor, thus prevent-

ing d.amage to overhead wires. The illustration shows the catch-

er .•ill.'ii'licd to the dash, lint tliis is only one of several ways of

applying it. The reel is regtdated by a long clock spring, taking

up the slack rope and feeding it out to the trolley pole according

to the inequalities of the line. The device permits an increased

pull upon the trolley pole spring, or the pull may be diminished

to a much lower standard than is practical without such attach-

ment, because it acts instantaneously either at high or low pres-

sure of the trolley on the wire. When the wheel leaves the wire

there is alisolutel.v no shock to the trolley, no jumping of the

trolley from the car, no blow to each trolley wire hanger, but

the trolley is simply held firmly in place with no possible damage

to any parts. Street railway managers, and especially those

operating high speed lines, will appreciate a device for accom-

plishing what this iierforms. The "catcher" has been in service

on five different roads for over a year and has proved practical,

substantial and durable. Orders and recommendations have been

received from the Brooklyn Heights. Norfork. Mahoning Valley.

I'.ri'cktiui and other street railway companies ('has. .\. Wood,
of Boston, was so well pleased with its operation that he has

taken the New England agency and is doing a good business in

this line. The Wilson trolley pole catcher is the only successful

device for that purpose on the market.

TROLLEY WRECK AT COHOES.

One of the most terrible disasters that ever happened on a
trolley line was caused September ~i by an express train crash-

ing into a trolley car at Cohoes. N. Y., causing the death of IS

passengers and seriously injuring many more. The car was
loaded with 70 picnicers returning from a Labor Day demonstra-

tion at Rensselar Parli. The flagman at the crossing signaled

tlie car to stop and the conductor got off to run ahead of the

car, but at the crossing there is .1 considerable grade, and the

i-ar did not stop. The motorman stated before he died the brake

broke and he had no control of the car. The train was ninniug

50 miles an hour and the trolley car was smashed into splinters.

CHICAGO'S HOTELS.

The hotel facilities are always a leading question in determin-

ing the convention city for the street railway association meet-

ings, and on this point the Chicago delegation had no trouble in

promising unequalled accommodations. The advantage of hous-

ing as large a number as possible at one place is well understood,

and in ail probability the Auditorium will be chosen as headquar-

ters in '99. The main building on the American plan, and the

.\nnex, connected with it. on the European, give a choice of either,

and together the hotel can accommodate 1,000 guests and still

maintain its excellent service.
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THE NEW YORK CONVENTION.

Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the Street Railway Association of the State of New York at Brooklyn,

September 13 and 14—A Large and Enthusiastic Gathering—Excellent
Papers—Interesting Discussions.

The sixteenth anuuiU meeting ot the Street Railway Associa-

tion of the Stale of New Yorli, closely followed the adjournment

of the American, and held its sessions at the Manhattan Beach

Hotel, New Yorl5, on September 13 and 14. The attendance was

good, includinit over 100 street railway deleg.ntes and supplymeu.

President G. Tracy Rogers, of Bingharaton, presided in his

usual genial way, calling the opening session to order at 11:15

a. m. Following the roll call came the .address of President

Rogers.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT ROGERS.
It is my pltasure and privilege, as iiresident of the Street

Railway Association of the State of New York, to extend to you

a most hearty welcome to this, our sixteenth annual convention.

I consider it fitting, at the outset, to mention a calamity thai

has recently overtaken us. Since our last annual meeting, an

Almighty Power has seen fit to call to his long rest our mucn

heloved and respected attorney, Hon. Edmund O'Connor, in tne

death of whom the people of this state, as well as our associa-

tion, have suffered a great and in-eparable loss

Mr. O'Connor has been oui; attorney for the past three years,

and in that time has won the esteeui. confidence and respect ol

the Association. We all knew that a matter placed in his hands

would be attended to with promptness, ability and integrity, and

we always felt that our cause was iu a master's charge, and

would be presented in an intelligent and courtly manner. He
thoroughly believed in the work of the Association, and cour-

ageously defended its interests. He was honest and true to the

cause he represented; a man fearless and asgressive, possessing

vigorous eloquence, always exjjressing liis honest convictions

in an earnest and convincing manner. Xo ofBcer or member of

the Association has been more zealous or faithful in the dis-

charge of his duties than he. He needs no eulogium—his true,

honest and upright life is his eulogy, and the place he has won,

and will always retain in the hearts of those who knew him best,

his monument.

The Street Railway Association of the State of New York is

larger, stronger and more representative than ever before, and

is now recognized as an important factor in the operation of the

immense business interests which it represents. The increased

interest of the individual members of this Association is the

principal cause of our development and strength. Each year

otir conventions are more largel.v attended ^ind more interest

shown in the work. The benefits to be derived from the inter-

changing of ideas at these conventions where one may proUt

by another's experience is incalculable. Being free from the

petty jealousies which naturally follow in most business chan-

nels, we can discuss with freedom and profit to each other tne

most minute details of our business

The affairs of the Association at Albanv have been conducted

during the past year by the executive committee in a most con-

servative, dignified and frank manner, asking for no special

favors in regard to new legislation, and making no opposition to

any laws introduced which would benefit the traveling public.

Many liills were introduced during the past year, which no doubt

were offered with an honest purpose, but when the impractica-

bility of the measure was shown, we found no disposition on

the part of the legislature to push the passage of the bill. We
are to be congratulated upon the fact that the people elected

to enact the laws of the State of New York are not socialists,

populists or anarchists, but are. as a rtile, clear-headed, consci-

entious, representatives of an intelligent, honest constituency,

ready to listen to irguments and to legislate for the best Inter-

ests of all.

During the past two years that T have occupied the honorable

position of president of this Association, T have called upon

many of you to appear before the various committees at Albany,

and have, in almost every instance, met with a prompt response

and ready co-operation

X very interesting line of topics tor papers and discussion will

be presented at this convention. The value of the papers offered

will be greatly enhanced by a thorough discussion of them by

you, for in this discussion the experience of others on the suD-

lect treated is brought out, and the author himself elaborates m
a way not possible in his paper, upon many points which will

be alluded to in the discussion

I suggest that every one present will find it advantageous to

carefully consider the various topics discussed, select and make
mental or written notes of any point in which he thinks that his

experience would be of value to the others in attendance, or

relative to which he would like expression from others. Some
may hesitate, thinking that the conditions are probably different

from those of other companies; even if this be true, the discus-

sion cannot fail to bring out matter of value to all present.

Rapid transit in large cities has exerted a marked influence

for the he.ilth, comfort and welfare of the resident poor and

working classes, and has resulted in an equalization of real

estate values, thereby avoiding a congestion of the population

that has existed in the past, and creating l^etter living conditions

for all. It has opened up large areas of valuable properties

hitherto inaccessible, but now within time distance of important

and ol)jeetive points.

The local transportation companies are fairly entitled to the

public aid and encouragement, which has in many instances been

grudgingly given, as numerous difllculties have demonstrated.

The return upon the capital invested in street railway enter-

prises is generally overestimated by the public; many lines are

constructed or extended and operated at an actual loss for years,

but I believe that the public begins to see and appreciate the

great advantage on their side, and that a more liberal policy

will prevail. Within the past year the development of rapid

transit has been remarkable, notwithstanding adverse circum-

stances, including the war with Spain. The advance has been

steady and prosperous, noticeably so in the city of Brooklyn,

whose honored guests we are today.

In relation to rapid transit and its development iu Brooklyn,

I might mention that the operation of through cars from the

remotest districts of Brooklyn direct to City Hall, Manhattan,

is now an accomplished fact. Nothing was more needful for

the convenience of the residents of Brooklyn and the building

up of its outlying territory than a quick and convenient mode
of transportation to New I'ork. That it has filled a long felt

want is evidenced by the tremendous popularity it has attained.

The number of people carried back and forth seems to be lim-

ited only by the number of cars which can be operated with

celerity and safety. The present and prospective development

of Brooklyn is due. in a Large measure, to the enterprise, busi-

ness sagacity and excellent management of the several surface

railroads for which the "City of Churches" 's justly noted.

in my address of 1896. I stated that the Oreat City of New YorK
was far behind all other cities of the state in modern transporta-

tion facilities. It was my pleasure at the last convention to

call your .attention to the progress made in the installation of

improved motive powers in the old City of New York. It then

appeared that the State Board of Railroad Commissioners had

authorized the use of electricity upon railroads covering 110

miles of track. Since tliat time the railroads have put in oper-

ation over 80 miles of trackage, of which .'14 miles have been

constructe<l acd completed during the present year.

The rapid track construction in the city of New York, involv-

ing, as it does, the reconstruction of sewers, changing and laying
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^;is mid watei- pipes, has liecu ono of the nolk-uable features in

niili-oad Iiistory, and dcscrviug of liwnt coiiimeudation, wliloli

lias been bestowed by tlie New Yoi'lv prr-ss. 'I'lie iveonstfuction

of tlie Sixtii and Eiglith Avenue lines in 25 days after tlie

fjiound was Irolteu, on July 20, so as to penult of the teni-

porai-y operaticn of horse cars to the shopjiing centers for the

convenience of the public, is a record unparalleled in city rail-

road construction, ^^'ith a power house costing $3,000,000, New
York city will be furnished with a system of Iransportatinn tlial

may well be envied by all roiids of the country

At the present moment the Metropolitan Street Kaihvay Com-

pany is engaged in reconstructing 22 additional miles of traclc-

age for operation by electricity, leaving a balance of 120 miles

of the Metropolitan system, and 114 miles of the Third Avenue

system, yet to be transformed.

The interest in the cable system is now purely historical. It

has served its purpose, and served it well, but its day is done.

From the railway standpoint, there is nothing to be hoped from

it. but we all look back on it with gratitude, as it was first

instrumental ic displacing the horse.

Its availability for overcoming heavy grades cheaply remains

unimpaired, but its merit for aver.ige transportation lias been

excelled by electric system.

It is .also noticeable that the problem of developing the com-

pressed air system has been taken hold of with great energy in

New York city, and in the hands of competent men in control

of it, it is anticipated that it will prove effective on lines fitted

for the use of such form of power.

The much feared monopoly in the beginning of this decade has

proven to be a great benefit to the traveling public, which 1 am
satisfied they now recognize. There was no chance for compe-

tition between two or more roads iu the early days unless at-

tended by disastrous results to themselves and the pubUc, whom
they served.

The free transfer, which has been one of the greatest blessings

that the traveling public has ever received in this country, was

largely the outcome of this consolidation. The railroad com-

pany owning all the lines can now cater to the necessities of

any one or more localities in its municipality, and there is no

one thing to my mind that would be as beneficial under the

present situation as the consolidation and control by one com-

pany of all suiface and elevated railroads, and the underground

railroads (if any underground line is ever built). This is also

true of the city of Brooklyn. I would still further state, if a

common motive power was used, that there would be still greater

advantages to the public which all street railway men can read-

ily recognize.

The resolution recently offered in the city council of New
York—"No seat, no fare"— is simply another manifestation ot

the old delusion that all that is necessary to get rid of an evil

or an annoyance is to pass a law against it. The question is not

one making the companies do something they are not willing to

do, but one making them perform an impossibility. In order

to make a law of this character workable, there must be a pen-

alty imposed on both parties, but this proposition is un-American,

and such interference with personal liberty would provoke a

storm of popular resentment.

In discussing rates of fare, many coiuparison.s have been mada
between European and American rates. In Europe the rate is

governed by the distance traveled, similar to the steam railway.

The American system has particular advantages and benefits tor

the peojile at large, and Europe is bound to acknowledge that

under our system American enterprises have done more in ten

years to bring about a radical change and better conditions for

the public than has been accomplished iu Europe in a century.

Should the practice of nuuiieipal ownership be carried into

practice and effect, all business enterprises would soon be under

governmental management and control, leaving no hope for the

ambitious, enteiiirising citizen except to secure a political posi-

tion and eke out a meagre existence and to be subject to the

caprice and whims of fickle political autocrats.

With our present system of municipal government, the owner-

ship and operation of street railroads by municipalities w-ould

have a tendency to convert these enterprises into powerful polit-

ical machines, (he result of which would be detrimental to pub-

lic welfare. No government, cither state or municipal political,

sliould embark in an enterprise that can be as well or better

conducted by private capital. The management of a large street

railway system requires the ell'orts of a life study and years

of practical experience—accomplishments not possessed by tin;

average office holder.

The electric railway is fast siuierceding other niitlHids of

Iniiisportation. and it is today one of the greatest moral ami

tii,ancial powers. From its infancy it moved the public, and it

still continues to do so to no small degree. As a moral power

and influence its effect is wonderful. It has elevated its employes

and caused them to respect their position, tlieir superiors and

tliemselves. It has enabled the workman to buy, at a moderate

price, a small home, and begin payments on it, in localities where

land is less valuable and where each house may be detached

from its neighbors, thereby elevating and bettering mankind.

\yherever the electric railway goes it enhances the valuation

of property, raises the price of real estate, and in many instances

dwarfed communities, towns and villages have, by Its enier-

luises sprung into prominence and manufacturing centers, or

liave become desirable places of residence for the city business

n.an. The electric railway, like other great enterin-ises, has

liad to flght its battles, but in most eases its bitterest enemies

iiave become its strongest advocates.

Some of the demands made by the public and daily press are

very inconsistent and absurd, but as a rule the public is reason-

able and very appreciative of things done for their benefit. The
unwarranted and unjust attacks made by the local press, in

many of our cities upon the street railways, have worked dam-

age both to the railroads and the cities, but the new life which

has followed the evolution of rapid transit and the capital in-

vested to accommodate the public have, iu a measure, disarmed

the press, and it no longer strikes a popular chord liy abusing

the management and services.

In many instances the attacks of the press in some of our

smaller cities and towns have been the means of deterring a

timid capitalist from investing in securities necessary to build up

these roads and incidentally the city itself. Whatever improve-

ments are made by the street railway invariably redound to

the benefit of the town or city where such improvements are

made.

The money required to build and equip our roads, outside of

large money centers, has largely come from outside sources, and

it is an investment which pays taxes, and furnishes the public

increased facilities and accommodations. In the early history

of street railway the man who subscribed for stock in such enter-

prises was considered a public benefactor and philanthropist.

I'ew, if any, of the great industries of the world require more

brains and breadtli of mind than is necessary to satisfy the

transiiortation needs of the public, and we find these qualifica-

tions strongly in evidence in the work done in public and private

c!' the development and operation of railway enterprises. The

broadening out processes which have been at work iu the street

lailway industry is most thoroughly satisfactory in the resnlts

achieved.

Tlie evolution from the horse car to the electric system is an

immeasurable increase of the growth and efficiency of the. work-

ing forces from top to bottom in the skill, intelligent professional

ability and administrative power which modem street railways

demand and obtain.

It is safely estimated that there are today upwards of one

hundred and seventy thousand people in the United States em-

ployed on the street railway, and an invested capital of over

eight hundred and fifty million dollars, and trackage of over

sixteen thousand miles.

Indemnity insurance is a problem now confronting the street

railroads of the country, and is a proposition worthy of the

most careful consideration. Many of our roads are now insur-

ing themselves, or in other words, taking care of their accidents,

and I am informed, in some instances, with very satisfactory

results. We have been passin.r an educational period and acci-

dents are growing less each year as the traveling public becomes

more acquainted and accustomed to rapid transit. We are not
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subject to th? heavy verdicts as heretofore, the people having

not only beconie reconciled to the chanpre of motive power and

the other necessai-y changes attendant on it. but also now rec-

ognize the mcny advantages gained for their personal comfort

and business necessities.

The juryman of today does not regard the street railway of

his locality the monster that he was led to believe when elec-

tricity was first installed. The wild speculation formerly rite

throughout the country in the street railway world has today

settled down to business, owned or controlled largely by the com-

innn-ty in which the respective road is located, and it is a recog-

nized tact that the street railroads are having all they can do

to take care of their e.vpenses, interest accounts, and to keep

apace with the spread and growth of population which they

originated.

Stimulated travel is today the dividend and profit of most

street railwajs. The manager of a street railway has found

that in order to make his road to do anything more than pay

expenses and interest, he must increase travel. The manner of

stimulating travel is governed largely by the environment or

surroundings with which he is confronted. The necessity is so

apparent that in large roads there is a special department set

aside for this pur]3ose. I am satisfied that the morals, healtn

and habits or! communities have been largely benefited ai a

very small expenditure on their part by the entertainments and

inducements furnished by the railroad companies. The rich and

poor Sunday Schools and the various societies, one and all,

travel together.

It is a duty of every manager to do his best to furnish as

effleient. safe and pleasant accommodations as the earnings of

his road will jvstify, and it is better to anticipate these improve-

ments, which are bound to come some time, than to wait until

the last moment, reluctantly forced to comply. The successful

superintendent cannot operate h's road from his office, but m
order to adequately meet the requirements of the public, he

must be in close touch with their wants. He should travel over

his road in his own cars, and in that way get closer to the public

and gain considerable valuable information, which he could

obtain in no other manner. The street railroad manager has

learned that it is not only policy but profitable to cater to the

best element. This fact alone has had much to do in gaining

the confidence and respect of the public, the press and the city

officials.

The interurban railroad is creating a new going and coming

which is the essence of the evolution going on throughout the

country. The facilities furnished by the frequent service are

broadening out the ac(]uaintance and showing to the people the

value of the interchanging of ideas and experiences hitherto

not understood or appreciated. The interurban railways are at-

tracting more attention this year tlian ever before. The success

which has attended the operation of these lines and the unheard

of possibilities have been a surprise to the public When they

come into conipetition with the established steam road they have

been able to divert almost the entire travel. The frequent and

ithe lower fares charged, with electric operation, makes compe-

tition by steam lines both difficult and expensive The investor

begins to realize that when the differe'ifp in the cost of con-

struction and the freedom from the btirden imposed in cities

are understood, the interurbans are b.v no means less attractive

than city lines, and the development of these country lines are

surely destined to grow into large proportions during the next

few years.

Ey means of the three-phase alternating system, which has

been developed during the last three or fotir years, it is possible

to generate energy and transmit it economically for a distance

of 30 to 40 miles, and I understand there are roads upwards of

50 miles using this system without serious loss in transmission.

The spirits of emulation in employes is hpins more cultivated

each year, the management learning by experience that an edu-

cated, satisfied employe will give much better satisfaction to

the management and more efficient service to the public. Too
much interest cannot be taken, I believe, in this department of

our business.

The past year has not shown in gross earnings the same per-

centage of gaiu as previous years, especially with some of the

larger roads, which is not surprising, everything considered.

Operations and plans deferred on account of the war will now
be taken up with new vigor where they were dropped last Feb-

ruary.

Most lines of business have done fairly well in spite of the war
cloud that has hovered o'er us, but following the discontinuance

of hostilities, there will come a restoration of commercial eouH-

dence, and the general belief prevails that business of all kinds

will bound into activity, and that prosperity and peace will

jointly reign, thereby assuring a prosperous era, which I hope

every street railwa.v in the State of New York will enjoy until

we meet in convention again.

After the hearty applause, which followed the address, came

the

Report of the Executive Committee.

Your Executive Committee respectfully submits the following

report:

MEMBERSHIP.

Our Association is today larger and more representative than

ever before in its history. The largely increased membership,

and not a single withdrawal during the past year, bespeaks the

confidence of the street railroads of the State of New York m
the Association and its work.

The necessity of united action in protecting and caring for our

general business interests has become more and more apparent

with each succeeding year. As a result, most of the street rail-

roads of the state are now identified with the Association, al-

though there are still a few who are non-members. We concur

with former Executive Committee reports, in asserting that every

road in the Empire State should be represented in the Associa-

tion, and we urge renewed effort on behalf of the members to

accomplish this end.

FINANCES.

The Association is entirely free from debt, with a comfortable

balance in the treasury. We advocate, as have our predecessors,

that an available fund of sutBcient amount be kept in the treas-

ury to propel ly meet any emergencies that may arise.

SPECIAL WORK.

We also wish to commend the interest manifested by the indi-

vidual members of the Association in their prompt attendance

at special hearings, and their general co-operation in other ways.

The usual number of letters and circulars pertaining to legis-

lation and other important matters have been sent out during

the past year. We believe the same have proven effective in

the accomplishment of their purpose.

LEGISLATION.

.A larger number of bills affecting street railroads were intro-

duced in both branches of the State Legislature last year than

ever before. One hundred and ninety different measures and

amendments thereto, directly bearing on the organization, con-

struction and operation of street railways were offered. It is

needless to state that the caring for such a volume of legislation

required watchfulness and care on the part of the officers ot the

.Association. Notwithstanding the large number of bills intro-

duced, only a few became laws.

We would consider ourselves remiss in the discharge of our

duty if we did not express in this report our appreciation of the

cotirtesy and attention shown the street railroads of the state

by both branches of the legislature in their careful considera-

tion and just disposition ot the numerous street railroad bills

introduced.

OBITUARY.

It is with the most profound sorrow that vour Executive Com-

mittee alludes to the death of our beloved attorney and counselor,

Hon. Edmund O'Connor, whose demise on Friday. July 15, 1808,

deprived this Association of one of its most ardent friends, zeal-

ous workers and interested advocates.

Senator O'Connor's death was a public c.ninmity. forcibly felt

throughout the entire state. Stricken down in the full vigor
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of a, noble manhood, whcu at the zenith of his usefulness, his

removal seemed unwise and untimely, but without questioning

the wisdom of an inscrutable Providence, we believe that "He
who doeth all things well" ruled for the best.

We deeply deplore the irreparable loss of the eminent states-

maji, distinguished jurist and noble man. Admitting the empti-

ness of an attempted eulogium, we simply say, "A noble lite

well lived. May he rest in peace."

G. Tracy Rogers, President.

Henky a. Robinson, Secretary.

H. H. Vreeland.

John W. SIcN'amara.

Henry M. Watson.
Clinton L. Rossiter.

The treasurer submitted .1 report showing the gross receipts

for the past year to be $ii,205; balance on hand from last year,

$1,359.71, making a total of $7,504.71. Disbursements during

past year, $6,400.2i), leaving a balance on baud to the credit of

the Association of $1,1114.45.

C. L. Rossiter, on behalf of the local committee, announced
the entertainment planned for the guests, including a trip to the

Navy Yard.

The consideration of reports followed, the first being

METHODS OF DEVELOPING NEW TRAFFIC ON
STREET RAILWAYS.

By H. M. Kennedy, G. P. A. Brooklyn Heights R. R. Co.

If the extensive railroad and steamboat trajisportation com-

panies ha. e been successful all these years in inducing people to

spend dolhus, how much more easily can the finely developed

street railway interests of the present day encourage them to

spend nickels. Especially with the advantage in favor of city

Transportation companies, havicg a compact mass (in the case ot

New York cit.v over three millions of people) to reach by cheap

advertisement, where it is necessary for the steam railroads and

steamboat interests to do more expensive advertising and main-

tain a larger department to reach a lesser number of people scat-

tered over <a wider territory.

But since the evolution of street railroading from antiquated

horse car days, when people only rode because they had to, 10

modern methods of the electrical propulsion, with heavy and
comfortable equipment, it has become necessary to revolutionize

methods in the executive, operating and traffic departments. And
here is where we profit by the experience and ability of the old

organized companies in methods for developing new tratfic on

street railways

Therefore, the establishment of a "Special Traffic" or "General

Passenger" department is the first essential feature to systemat-

ically encourage the increase of traflic. The head of this depart-

ment, usually known as the general passenger agent, is directly

responsible to the general superintendent, with whose office he

is connected.

After the selection of a competent clerk, who must be familiar

with the territfi-y covered b.v the lines represented, and also af-

fable and diplomatic in his treatment of callers on various mis-

sions, from the solicitor in quest of an "ad" to the society girl

who charters a parlor car for an afternoon tea;—and a stenog-

rapher, the tralflc department is ready for business.

This arrangement permits the head of the depai-tment to be

in or out as circumstances require. The personal acquaintance

of all city editors and local railroad reporters is the first essen-

tial move. This preliminary call should be accompanied by an

explanation that the management is desirous of catering to the

public by giving a more elficient service with better equipmeuTS

than has ever been offered before, and that he desires their good

will and assistance rather than their enmity and antagonism.

This establishes congenial relations between the management and

the press with the result that "news items" sent in are gen-

erally given space. This attention with the paid advertisements

that are inserted from time to time cement relations that are very
valuable to railroad companies. Referring again to the trunk
line railroads, they find this item so imimrtant as to maintain
a "press agent" and statf, at considerable cost, to handle the

press. They are on the staff of the general passenger agent, and
of course .assist him in handling the "ads." etc.

Now, as to new business. This is the result of special trolley

party traffic, pleasure riding to resorts especially established tor

the pni-pose. and the generally increased traffic of shoppers and
others resulting from the introduction of modern equipment
which makes a trip in the cars a pleasure. By building special

buffet parlor cars, handsomely upholstered and completely
equipped, and arranging open excursion cars decorated with
American bunting and brilliantly illuminated, it became possible
to go into the excursion field formerly monopolized by the rail-

roads and steamboats. There are churches, clubs, lodges, socie-

ties, employes of large establishments and others who annually
indulge in one or more outing event. It is only a question of so-

liciting to get at least a large share of this. With this equipment,
street railroads have a decided advantage over their competi-
tors, inasmuch as they are able to convey special parties from
their very doors to any one of a number of picnic groves or
pleasure resorts, traversing a picturesque country, and without
change of cars. It also permits the excursion party to pass
through its own particular neighborhood, on which detail they
are at times so particular as to pay $5 per car additiona'l track-

age to run over the lines of another company, sometimes only

for a few blocks, to appease this sentiment. This class of traffic

encourages general riding, in that persons going on special trol-

ley trips learn the various attractive routes of the system, with
the amusement places, and afterwards take trips, individually

or in groups, that they otherwise would possibly never have
thought of. The efforts expended on behalf of special cars, as
parlor and illuminated, also result in increased business in the

chartering of "regular" cars for special seiTice; or it causes Sun-
day School picnic parties and others to select some grove or park
on one of the company's lines, but not being able to pay for the

more expensive sp;c:al cars, are content to charter a "regular."

which transports them over their special route.

As to pleasure resorts, it is essential that some form of attrac-

tion for the amusement of patrons be established at terminal

points, or that existing terminals that end "no where" (as ex-

pressed by the leading stockholder of this company) be extended

to "somewhere."

The point in case is worthy of mention as an illustration. The
Platbush avenue line of this company, after passing through
the Prospect park section and the suburban settlement. Flat-

bush, terminated at King's Highway in the village of Flatlands,

where the surroundings were the usual country store and i)ost

office, a barber shop and saloon. A mile or so beyond was a fine

wooded island, with a beach fronting on .Tamaica bay, but inac-

cessible. By co-operation with the owners, who were capital-

ists that had purchased the property from the original sellers,

this company agreed to extend their tracks upon the under-

standing with the owners that they would establish a first-class

pleasure resort and grant free terminal facilities. Within a few
months a typical amusement center had been established. This

is Bergen beach. Its appearance is attractive, the buildings being

of Moorish architecture: 50,000 persons have been entertained

here in a single da.v. This is its third summer. The Brooklyn
companies are more fortunate than those of most cities in having
lines that reach a well-developed coast along the ocean,, sound
and adjoining bays; also many city and private parks, witn

a suburban country covering three points of the compass; so

that, while we do not maintain any amusement places, we know
the value of such, and think they are necessary adjuncts to all

roads in one form or another. As to the details of attraeiious.

this subject has been so well covered by the experience of most
companies as stated in our prominent street railway publications,

and its repetition here is not desirable.

We personally visit the owners or proprietors of all the pleas-

ure resorts on our lines at frequent intervals, and in this way
learn their plans for attracting patronage, sometimes offering

suggestions for our mutual advantage, and often inducing them
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to put out siiei'ial iidvinliijius mattev. 'I'lie result of this is

obvious. On several occasions wliere large colored poster wort,

has been done, our company has contributed a portion of the

cost. As an e.xample, tlie mauagemeat of North beach was in-

duced to spend over $5,000 on a 20-sheet poster in high colors, and

an issue of 1.000,000 of a "cut-out" with amusement coupons at-

tached. Of this sum we paid but a small portion. The result

was highly satisfactory to all. We induced another large park

proprietor to spend over $3,000 in poster work alone, and on to

a lesser degree. Then we assist them all by card displays on the

cars, and in special instances by a "perambulator" car contain-

ing a band of music. Another method (hat has been considered

for advertising these resorts is to form n pleasure resort press

bureau, to be maintained by a "pool," contributed to by the rail-

roads and resorts interested, this for next season.

Only last week the three Brooklyn roads contributed half, and

the principal auiusement interests at Coney Island the other half,

for the immediate display of posters to prolong the season. "Gay

Coney Island still wide open—fare five cents," etc., etc.

In addition to the co-operative advertising just mentioned, we

keep the public well informed as to where and how to go, and

how to keep cool for a nickel during hot weather. Cards dis-

played on the dash as well as flyers, snipes, hangers and cut-

outs, and other novelties are the most effective methods. Very

large pasters well done are decidedly the best medium for devel-

oping new traffic. To have for the general information of the

traveling public an artistic booklet that will fit the pocket, con-

taining sketches of the most aH.ractive t^rips and places, as well

as all routes, transfer points, chartered* car rates, etc., will be

found invaluable. The "ads" will pay most of the cost. We have

been dealing largely with summer traffic.

Now. referring to winter, we have the theatrical, ice skating

rink club and other special interests. Traffic can be developed by

co-operation vith these interests, such as by card display on

fenders (for which they are willing to pay), and by having them

•post" territorv accessible by your lines which have been over-

looked by their agents, etc. We had a strong illustration of this

last winter. The business of a large ice skating rink had been

lagging when we induced them to display cards in the windows

of every car on the system, for which they paid us a substantial

sum per month, and furnished the stock. The management s.Tld

the result was beyond their most sanguine expectations, and from

the verge of failure came success.

But special cars, pleasure resorts, advertising and co-opera-

tion are not the only methods for developing new traffic. Clecn,

ample cars, through lines and generally efficient service are requi-

sites to satisfy those who are induced to patronize the road and

hold those wlio are already patrons, making it such a pleasure

to travel as that they would rather be on the road than at

home.

The President :-Gentlemen, we ought to have some discussion

of this very able paper. Mr. .Tohnson, cannot you give us some

information in regard to your road?

Mr. Johnson:—I hardly know what to say on the subject. I

think Mr. Kennedy has fully covered the matter. The Nassau

Road some three years ago introduced what is known as the five-

cent system in Brooklyn. We had last season practically a mo-

nopoly on Coney Island business, aud you might say sea shore

business. This season the other street railroads, which represent 75

per cent of the carrying capacity of Brooklyn have gone into Con-

ey Island, Bergen beach, as Mr. Kennedy has described, and the

different seaside resorts; and notwithstanding that fact our busi-

ness has increased steadily throughout the summer notwithstand-

ing the fierce opposition we have had. It only goes to prove that

in a large community of this kind, if proper inducements are of-

fered, there are plenty of riders. Our Sunday business has been

only limited by our capacity. I believe that is equally true of Mr.

Rossiter's road and Mr. Hein's. They, of course, have a great

many large, well-equipped city lines that they can take their cars

off of on Sunday and turn toward the seashore without robbing to

any great extent the regular Sunday riders on those business

lines, I know that is equally ti-ue of the Nassau Road. We have

lines such as the Seveulh avenue on which we do about half the

business on Sunday that we do during the week, and on Sunday

half the cars are taken from those lines and turned into Coney

Isiand. Cauarsie. etc., with very good results. One of the things

I would like to call your attention to is this: I have a car that

is not the dream of an inventor but a thing that has come about

I think in a natural way—an open car of ten seats which i.s 31

ft. 6 in. in length, the longest four wheel open car that I know of.

I discovered as soon as I put them on in April, although it was

chilly and cold, that our receipts always went up. The moment

we took them off in the fall, while the weather was not by any

means summer weather, our receipts immediately went down.

In figuring it out I came to the conclusion that the average closed

car that we had which is 20 ft. in length seated about 2-1 people.

There are times when they will seat 26, but they will average 24.

The car that we ran through the summer will seat comfortably

."0. So we have virtually taken off tlie tO-bench car and replaced

it with a 5-bench car. My endeavor has been to keep that lo-

bench car in service the year around. In going over the Brook-

lyn bridge, which is practically a new thing, in loading or un-

loading a closed car at the other end of the Brooklyn bridge the

passengers, as a rule, went in at one end and out at the other.

Now with this open car, converted as I have it, we have six

exits, one at each platform and four doors. I have simply taken

the car and made the seats that formerly all faced forward

into vis-a-vis seats and utilized the dead space by moving the

backs of the seats closer together. I have closed up the inside

of the car entirely and put four doors on it. I ran that car

through the entire summer. I will have 250 on the road by the

first of October. That car I ran during the months of June and

July with a few newspaper people in it; one side solid with glass

with two front windows which were let down at three different

heights that I can hold it at. With a temperature of 93 the car

was as pleasant as any average open car you can ride in. That .

car, I believe, will be warmer than any closed car I have on the

road, for the reason that the doors on the front end of a closed

car are bound to be made with from 1-16 to half an inch play to

have the door work backwards and forwards easily. When that

car is in motion you have the natural air pressure plus the speed

driving that air into the car. With this car that I speak of the

front of the car is entirely closed up and you have only the nat-

ural pressure when the car is at a standstill to come in from

the side of the car. I have a heater directly under each seat,

back in such a way that it is not possible for a woman's dress

to come in contact with it. In the summer time it is equal to

any open car other than compelling the persons on three seats

to ride backwards where they formerly rode with their faces

the way the car was going. But in April, May. September and

October that car can be made absolutely comfortable in case of a

rain storm because you can keep the weather out. There are

only four windows in the car that move. My object in not put-

ting a window in the side was in order not to have the working of

the frame. Stationary glass, I find in the maintenance account,

there is less of that than any other. I would be glad to show

you gentlemen that car, which I believe is a car that nine months

in the year is preferable to any other car. From June 15 to

September 15 there is a question whether it is quite as In-

viting as an open car, but through those three months I have

arranged to take the permanent glass out of one side of the car

and to have a long curtain that is moved by the motorman or

conductor and not by the passenger. This I believe will be taken

better care of by having no one but the motorman and conductor

to attend to it.

The President:—I do not suppose that Mr. Vreeland ever has

to stimulate travel, but he may have to come to it. We would

. like to hear his ideas, especiallyliow he gets .along with adver-

tising inside the cars.

Mr. Vreeland:—Mr. President and gentlemen, as your worthy

president has said I am not engaged in stimulating travel. I am
engaged in endeavoring to take care of what comes, and hardly

succeed with that. The travel on Manhattan Island is a peculiar

travel, differing from that of any of the street railroads of the

TTnited States or abroad, in that the average of the traffic for the

day holds almost uniform, making it possible to run the same
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uumber of cars all Lours of the day, aud most of tliu Umt; a

larger uiimber In the eveniug. With the winter tratUc havihg

some 25 or 30 theaters on aud close to Broadway, our tratflc tor

a certain uuuil.cr of liours at night on account of the short dis-

tance will average more than it does for any hour through the

day. That for New York City. On other lines with which I am
and have been connected in an advisory capacity in other parts

of the country where our people operate, we have found that a

very large basiuess can be built up through systematic efforts

to stimulate and encourage the traffic. The consolidated trac-

tion system of New Jersey has a traffic which is very similar to

that of the Brooklyn systems. It has a large number of public

parks. It has beach resorts. It has the large traffic coming

towards New Yorlc for Coney Island and such points to handle,

and that road went to work a few years ago and systematically

arranged to encourage the traffic on its lines. Its evening traf-

fic was very light. Its Sunday traffic was a fair proportion, say

a third or a half of the average week day traffic. By a series of

special arrangements or through cars on several lines leading to

parks and so forth, and by special advertising they succieded in

building up a business which the last two seasons has on Sundays

and holidays exceeded the average daily traffic b,v nearly 100 per

cent. The Atlantic Coast Line is the only line with which I have

ever had anything to do where I recommended the railroad com-

pany to go into the amusement business. I do not believe much
in it as a rule. I never did while I was in the steam railroad bus-

iness and I think it is a pretty good application of the old saw

—

shoemaker, stick to your last. A man who operates his railroad,

as our worthy president expresses it in his paper, out on the line

aud not in his office has got pretty much all he can do to attend

to the average daily requirements of his business and watching

to see that he properly cares for the average of business. While

he is looking after this special amusement business he very fre-

quently is running away from his 365 days in the year business—

not giving it proper attention. But in this special instance there

was a line that we extended to a shore resort where it was im-

jiossible to get any local people to take any interest in the line,

because they did not want it there. They claimed that it would

bring a lot of people there that they did not want. So we pur-

chased all of the shore front and made a park, expended a large

amount of money, put in merry-go-rounds and dancing platforms,

gave firework exhibitions, and so forth. It was a peculiai' busi-

ness. There are 200,000 people along the coast that had absolute-

ly nothing to do but be entertained, aud they wanted to be enter-

tained. They had money to spend and they wanted to spend it,

and they did not know where to spend it, except in these local

places. By opening up these lines aud through the fireworks,

special exhibitions, water exhibitions, and the like, if I recollect

correctly in some six exhibitions that they gave they got sufficient

extra travel to pay the interest of the money invested and the

balance of the season it was to the good; and it meant a very

large increase in the business, some 500 or 600 per cent to this par-

ticular point the first summer it was operated, and it has con-

tinued to increase until this summer it was simply limited by the

track capacity and facilities of the property. On the Philadelphia

system they went to work systematically to encourage the even-

ing and afternoon traffic to the various parks. While they would

not, as is our custom, engage in any direct amusement business,

they lent their encouragement and aid both in advice and finan-

cially, to various enterprises around Philadelphia w'hich has built

up a very large late afternoon and evening riding, something

which was never known on that property prior to those efforts.

The same thing followed the efforts in Pittsburg and the various

parks there and it was followed by a large addition to the busi-

ness. As I said I never have advised or approved of a railroad

company itself having anything to do with the amusement end of

the business even if they want to lend their financial aid to it. I

think that is a peculiar business that requires a peculiar tact and
aliility which the average railroad man who has given his time, at-

tention and energy to the developing of himself in his own line of

l)usiness does not po.ssess, and if we go into these various lines ot

l)usiness we will reach that point that tlie president spjke of in

his paper of a monopoly of everything and leave nothing for the

other fellow to do. The general proposition of having some spe-

cial man to give special attention to these features is a very nec-

essary point in railroad organization. It is just as much a part of

a street railroad as it is of a steam railroad. I was connected with

the Long Island system in its various ramifications in the early

days when Manhattan beach was established, when BrigiUou

beach was established, when Long beach was established, when
Uockaway beach loomed up as any kind of a resort; and in the

old days we were satisfied with going along in the old style and
running a few trains to these various points. Wlieu there was
now blood infused into the operating management of the railroad

and a department created with men broad enough to consider

these various questions and to put new ideas into effect, Manhat-
tan beach, Brighton beach, Uockaway beach and Long b.-ach

grew in one summer, so that the company had to bring special

trains from all points on the road to in any way liaudle the tralHc

at all, where before, as the steam railroad men know we would
pick up at terminals a few extra cars. In the summer it was our

custom to take every carrying equipment facility of the Long
Island Railroad to handle it aud with the character of advertising

these places got it, has built up into what you see all along the

coast. If that can be done by steam railroads I see no reusuu

whatever why the street railroads, with the proper organization,

cannot add very largely to their business and stimulate it. At the

same time there is one point that has got to be carefully guarded.

Some of the best lines of traffic that I have built up on various

properties with which I am connected in an advisory way, has
been accomplished by advising the manager not to pay any atten-

tion to the excursion business. Let the other fellow have it. He
is running his cars for nothing but excursion business. He is not

accommodating his regular short riders. You take that and let

him have the excursion business and you will come out ahead.

We have built up right in the city ot New York on Sundays aud
holidays some of our best traffic. It comes from giving quick,

short service and paying attention to it. There are some lines

which are endeavoring to stimulate traffic to ride for five cents

anywhere from 15 to 25 miles and probably bring them back if a

fellow is smart enough to get a transfer. That thing we have en-

deavored to guard against and wherever we have had competition

we have endeavored not to go too far into the excursion business.

The history of the railroad on Long Island was one of giving ihe

very best facilities, the best motive power, the best cars, the best

service to cheap Coney Island and giving the poor motive power
and poor service to the development of the central part of the

system which meant 365 days a year business, with the result

that within 25 miles of New York city the development has been

so great that we street railroad men thought we would come in

and help them cut their pie, and we have done it very satisfactor-

ily, because they got their whole development within street rail-

road distancs. Beyond that circle the average of traffic for the

.305 days a year is very small and a concerted effort is now being

made to develop the property that is outside of the limits or cir-

cle of electric operations. But I have no doubt that my aggres-

sive and progressive friend Rossiter will have some of the 3-phase

system before long and if we should have another war we will be

carrying troops in from Montauk on electric cars and not leave it

to the Long Island Railroad.

Mr. Cole: Mr. President and gentlemen: In cities of the sec-

ond class we have conditions different from the larger cities. This

spring in Elmira the Board of Trade held a meeting. The mer-

chants were very anxious to promote excursions into the town
practically for the traffic that they could get. They met with a
complete failure as the merchants of the surrounding towns com-
bined together and went to the railroads aud represented that

such excursions would be injurious to the smaller towns. The
street railroads then took hold of the matter of getting excursions

over the steam roads. We sent out men to the neighboring towns
to confer with the different society organizations, which run ex-

cursions every year; and by representing to them the attractions

of the parks and giving them the privileges of the dancing pavil-

ion where they charge a nominal sum for dancing, the different

organizations can run excursions and make money out of them,
and the steam railroads would give them such rates that they
would charge a little higher rate to each one going on the excur-

sion so that the organization when they had had their excursion
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would make a very fair sum out of it. In Elmira tliis summer we

have had about five or six excursions each week, brought in by

the steam railroads, and this has very largely added to the traf-

fic over and above what we should have done by merely depend-

ing upon the local traffic.

J. K. P. Clark: It goes without saying that a provincial street

railway is not affected in the same manner that the Metropolitan

Railway System of New York is. We are not bothered to care

for the trade that comes, but when we have struggled through a

hard winter and come out in the spring poor, and the sun is shin-

ing on both sides of the fence and the interest account confronts

us, it behooves the general manager to see what he can do in the

way of stimulating travel. For the past ten years at Bingham-

ton we have maintained two parks. We are unfortunate in hav-

ing no beach and no lake. We are an inland city entirely. We

have, however, a beautiful natural park, the property of the city,

embracing 100 acres, laid out in handsome drives and a park

which nature has liberally endowed with beauty and a great

many other advantages. We arranged some nine years ago with

the city.for a small sum,to furnish the amusement privileges, pay-

ing them a stated sum for the privilege and taking in return such

privileges as we could run and reap a revenue from that were in

keeping with the character of the place. We provided a merry-

go-round and a large pavilion. We also provided a switchback

railroad, popcorn stands, and the like. We engaged an orchestra

of 12 pieces and we gave concerts every afternoon and every even-

ing and have continued doing so from the inception up to the

present time, and, we feel, with a very high degree of success. I

think I am perfectly safe in saying that a road in a provincial

city the size of ours for instance—we have a population of about

45,000 people, and most of our lines radiate within the city li^uits

so that there is really only a certain amount that it is possibl? to

attain by the simple operation of the cars, no matter how fre-

quent or how excellent the service—for instance our winter

months average probably from $10,000 to $12,000 in gross re-

ceipts and by stimulating the traffic by the operation of these

parks we increase that to $22,000 or $23,000 a month during the

five summer months. We calculate to open about the first of

June and close the first of October. Our plan in running these re-

sorts is to cater only to the respectable element and fundamen-

tally to arrange not to incur too great an expense—keep it within

bounds. At the Ross park we make a special feature of picnic

parties. We provide there a dining pavilion, a full fledged kitchen

with dishes and all appurtenances, so that parties can come there

without burdening themselves with those conveniences. We have

found that that has brought as high as six picnics in a day and

five to 10 thousand people at that resort daily is not an uncom-

mon occurrence. That for a city of our size means greatly in-

creased travel for those days. At our other resort, which is nine

miles out of the city, for which we have a 25-cent round trip fare,

we have what we call a casino and 30 acres of land. We provide

there a series of entertainments which we arrange and control

ourselves entirely as well as all the privileges, and we have been

very successful there as well. We charge a slight admission for

a chair only and unless the weather is exceptionally bad we have

made the receipts for the chairs pay for the entertainment proper.

We have found a great advantage in having an orchestra that we

can furnish to picnic parties free of expense, or we can by chang-

ing a few pieces turn it into a brass band and furnish music for a

parade. To make the receipts anything like adequate to meet the

expense and interest account, the travel has got to be stimulated

in this way, but I believe it must be done along respectable lines,

and we have always made it the rule during nine or ten years to

eater only to the respectable element, ladies and children in par-

ticular, because they are the only ones in cities of that kind that

you can depend on in afternoons. Our experience has taught us

that when you attract the ladies and the children the better ele-

ment of the male gender will follow. I simply recite In brief our

experience, and we feel that encouraging special attractions and

providing for picnics and excursion parties has added largely to

our exchequer and we believe we would not be in existence to-

day if we had not adopted those means early in our history.

The President: I will ask Mr. Wyman. one of the original of-

ficers of this Association, if he will not give us some ideas.

C. D. Wyman: Mr. President, I may say that 1 am exceedingly

pleased to be present. It is rather an unexpected pleasure not only

on account of the pleasure it gives me to see as many as I do of

the former members of this Association, but also the profit which

I may get from the admirable paper which has been read and the

discussions that have followed. As a former resident of New

York I have taken naturally a very great interest in the develop-

ment of the railways of the city of New York and Brooklyn, and

I find so much of interest, so much to study and so much profit

to be gained from such study that 1 count myself exceediugly

fortunate as a dweller in a very far distant city where conditions

are so entirely different from those that obtain here—I say I count

myself fortunate to have been here. In the matter of suburban

business of New Orleans we have traveled along very much the

same lines that apparently the different railroads of the t^ist have

done. Some years ago, 1 think in this convention, a paper was

read on a topic similar to the one presented here. If 1 mistake

not I was the writer of that paper. I remember that I started out

with a statement very similar to that made by our esteemed

friend, Mr. Vreeland, that it did not seem to me to be best for a

manager whose time necessarily must be so occuijied in the

actual every day detail of his road to attempt to engage very

largely in amusement enterprises. But I have found that local

conditions necessarily cause us to change what might be termeit

our regular ideas and habits very often, and we are per force of

necessity obliged to adapt ourselves to some new developments in

the surroundings of our company and therefore I have become

converted in my own particular city to the necessities of manag-

ing and operating amusement enterprises. I have found it most

ditflcult to lease these out to others because I have discovered

that if you want to do a thing well it is a very good thing to do

it yourself, if it is possible, and in our city we carry on an amuse-

ment enterprise of quite large proportions and as we control the

major portion of the roads of the city, some 15 different lines, we

used this particular enterprise not only as a source of income in

building up the one special line that operates to it, but we use it

as a feeder for all our other lines. It stimulates riding upon the

other lines. It is, I think, a fair statement of fact that street

railroad riding is after all to some extent a habit. Certainly

pleasure riding is. It is but a few years ago when people did not

in the, summer go out so very much in the evening, certainly not

in the south, and it has been our endeavor in that city to get the

people out in the evening, get them to circulate about, to go dis-

tances and to go places of amusement; and we have found our

enterprise to pay very handsomely. We provide a band of about

47 pieces, a band that ranks very favorably with Herbert and

Sousa. We provide vaudeville entertainments, having had some

very prominent artists there. Our pay roll runs from $2,800 to

$3,000 a week for amusements, but it pays and our receipts are.

very largely stimulated not only on that particular line, as 1 say,

but upon all the lines which feed it. We do not have transfers

and it costs, therefore, sometimes, when one has to come from a

distant part of the city, a little more than a single fare. But we
charge no admission whatever to any of these entertainments.

They are absolutely free and all that it costs one to be enter-

tained, in a very excellent manner, as we believe, is simply the

car fare, which is 15 cents for a round trip of about 12 miles.

The President: Before we leave the sub,iect may I ask one

question? Has any one here charged admission to their parks,

and it so. what has been the result? Some T think started in to

charge admission to those who did not ride ou their cars but

came on Ijicycles.

Mr. Vreeland: In the park we located at Pleasure bay, ou our

.Atlantic coast line, being close to Long Branch, and out of the

line of the direct route of the railro.ad. tlio majority came on

bicycles the first year. The second year we arranged an inclo-

sure at the entrance, put a man in charge to check bicycles free,

and charged 10 cents admission to all who came on foot, by

wheels or in carriages. On many nights when we had fireworks

we had as high as a thousand bicycles in that enclosure. It is

simply a matter of figuring how much at 10 cents that amounted

to. plus the fact that this was a very fine point to drive to from

all along the beach, and we had a great many carriages coming
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there, and tho second year we made au arrangement for the car-

riages by which we had sheds and had attendants in charge to

care for horses, and we received quite a large revenue from tliat.

That is the only instance in my experience where I know ot a

charge of that character.

Mr. Ely: Those who were present in Boston at the convention

last week and visited the park at the end of the Commonwealth
.\ venue line visited a park where they make a charge for bicycles

the same as tli.at spoken of by Mr. Vreeland. They charge 1(J

rents admission, and in addition to that they charge for the

checking of the bicycles. Last year they charged merely for the

entrance and nothing for the checking. The number of bicycles

lias fallen off some, but Mr. Ahl, one of the gentlemen who con-

trol that road, informed me that he did not think that the per-

centage of loss was any greater than the percentage of loss m
the nuDiber of bicycle riders. He thought that bicycle riding had

fallen off—the practice, the habit—in Boston. This year it was
less than last year. That park, it seems to me, is most admir-

ably managed. They charge an admission of 5 cents to all per-

sons—to those who ride on the electric road—and 10 cents to

others. They have inside the park a summer theater which is

conducted most admirably. The stage is built of rustic work,

is open except at the top. There is a rustic cover some 18 or liO

ft. from the stage with dressing rooms, large and commodious, at

either end of the stage built also of rustic work. No charge is

made for the ordinary seats in the amphitheater, but a charge

of 10 cents is made for the reserved seats, of which there are a

few rows in front, also some boxes that are merely railed off

with rustic work on either side of the amphitheater. The re-

ceipts from the reserved seats are more than enough to pay tor

the cost of the entertainment. The entertainment is provided In

what seemed to me a novel way but most admirable and business-

like way. One J. W. Gorman, an amusement manager of long

experience, a very successful man, has organized a circuit of

street railway park amusements, and has in his circuit about

20 places. Now that enables him to hire in the beginning of the

season a large number of people of good talent and enables him

to present a fresh bill of entertainment at each street railway park

every week, fo that the bill changes at every one of the parks

having his companies every week, and thereb.v of course makes
the entertainment much more attractive. The entertainment

given is absolutely clean and is very inviting. The manage-

ment of tlie park cater to th-> ladies and to the respectable ele-

ment of the people. There is no beer and no stimulants sold on

the grounds. Another feature is that the.v have quite a large

number of animals, animals that will winter well In the New
England climate. They took their animals through last winter

without having a sick animal at all. They have them in large

and commodious enclosures, and the.v are very inviting and at-

tractive to children. They have another place where they have
swings and piles of sand and things of that sort for the smaller

children. There is no admission to any of these places. They
have a very beautiful electrical fountain which cost them $5,UU0

to install, and that plays in the evening during the intervals be-

tween the playing of the band and the performance of the actors

on the stage of this theater. I may say that in addition to the

other attractions they have a band of several pieces. It is a

respectable band as to the quality of the music and as to the

quantity it is immense. It plays so that you can hear it in Bos-

ton. The street r.xilway fares amount to 20 cents. The 5 cent

admission makes the quarter. The Commonwealth Avenue Hue
is 6% miles in length, and it absolutely has not anything with the

exception of a few houses along the line except the park at the

end. On Labor day they had more than 2.5.000 people there,

and their attendance was brought about almost entirely by this

parli and the quality of the entertainment there offered. The
railroad is a very paying eutenu'ise: and the park is paying the

interest on its investment and enough in addition so that Mr.

Ahl said if they did no better it would nav for itself in five

years. The park investment is about .^I'lO.OOO: $23,000 for the

laud and $2.'),COO for improvements. They have a large com-

modious building, having a restaurant in the second story so

ai'i-anged with reference to tlie slope at the entrance that the
lower part may be used as a resting place and shelter for cars
They have a lemonade stand and a place wliere soft drinks are
sold, and that is a concession. They simply furnish the build-
ing, the samj as the boat house and the place for the bicycles.

Mr. Cooper: There was a point brought out by Mr. Ely that
I.would like to call the attention of the small companies to.

the provincial companies, as Mr. Clark calls them, and that is

the interchange of amusements. I have a small park at home
and I would very much like to put in some sort of amusement,
but I found it would cost entirely too much for any town ot
25.000 inhabitants to have vaudeville or anything of that son.
Several years ago I wrote to the papers calling attention to the
necessity of having an amusement league, and I had some
correspondence with smaller towns. I thought it a good chance
while we are all here together to mention that fact and see if

something could not be done in that way among tlie smaller towns
having parks so that they could have that circle ot amusements,
giving a variety all the way through the whole season without
extra cost to themselves.

Mr. .Johnson: On that subject I would say that I have a rail-
road in Allentown. Pa., that run through IG small towns. We
have a park. We had animals in it. but we found the feeding and
taking care of animals was far too expensive, and we are trying
a different kind of animal now by giving a variety entertainment
in summer time, and we get those shows from .$200 to $250. \A-e
have a stage similar to the stage here, though somewhat smaller,
and the reserved seats about pay for the performance. There is

no liquor sold in the park, but .iust directly opposite this park,
across the railroad track, we have a grand bicycle track and
hotel, and in that hotel liquor is sold, our eftorts being, as some
one said here before, to cater to the better class of people, the
women and children; but in order to answer just what he says,
we have no ttonble at all in hndiug performers, as there are
organizations now that travel in and about Philadelphia, and
Allentown being only a few miles away, that it is easy to get a
company for anywhere from S200 to $250 a week, and we give an
entirely free .show every night except Sunday; then we have a
band concert.

Our charge for reserved seats is 10 cents; no admission, and the
fare on the car is 5 cents for any part of tliA distance. I notice
some of you charge 25 cents and 15 cents for a round trip. There
is a 5-cent fare anywhere on this line to that park. Our park is

free to any one, basket picnics included. A man on a bicycle
goes right in free. We have no checking of bicycles. Persons
having bicycles have to take care of their own wheels. The
bicycle business is very small at any rate. I hardly think it

would pay a street railroad to cater to bicycles. Our half-mile
track that we have been using for bicycles we are going to

convert into a track for trotting horses.

The President: Is bicycle riding increasing or decreasing in

the state of New York? What is the general voice of the con-
vention on that subject?

Mr. Rossiter: I think it is increasing for practical use. A great
many are using it to get to and from their business places.

Mr. Beebe: In our section around Syracuse, we hear less about
it now than we did a year or two ago.

Mr. Powers: In the vicinity of Troy the hotels that have been
furnishing dinners on Sunday to bicycle riders report that their
business has very largely fallen off in the last year or two. I

think that answers your question in regard to that locality as
well as any statistics that can be had.

The President: Those reports are very encouraging. The bi-

cycle has been our worst enemy so far. The next paper is by
Mr. Cooper.

Mr. Cooper: The paper is not only not prepared but it is in

pretty bad shape. I have to state that although Mr. Rogers gave
me the subject in ample time I put it off. T was busy and then
I was taken sick, so all I have to offer are just a few points on
the subject with regard to the use of signal service on single track

roads with terminals.
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SIGNAL SYSTEM FOR SINGLE TRACK ROADS.

By H. S. Cooper, Superintendent Schenectady Railway Company.

Witii llie iuci'Mse of iuterurban electric muds, where the cost

of double-tracking is proliibitive, a system for handling cars,

eitlicr singly, in trains or in sections, with safety, accuracy and

speed, becomes a paramount ^lecessity. On single track urban

and suburban roads where the narrowness ot streets, the oppo-

sition of contiguous property owners or other causes will not

allow a doublo track, the necessity is not geuerally so great, but

it exists.

The use of Huy such system on single track roads with turn-

outs is primarily for safety, to prevent collisions between cars

or trains rimning on that road. This freedom from collision will

have a secondary effect, in that it will allow a more accurate

maintenance of schedule, a smaller headway and a greater speed.

As a third result, such a system may be amplified so as to include

grade-crossings and other dangerous outside places, and also

to correct schedules when disordered by accidents or "rush-

trips," or special cars. Where an electric road is similar in con-

ditions to steam roads, and where its traftic will warrant the

necessary outlay, steam road signal and safety systems may, of

course, be adopted, but many electric roads, urban, suburban

and interurban, are not conditioned like steam roads, and other

sjstenis must be used nut only on account of the different condi-

tions, but principally because installing, operating and main-

taining such a system would be prohibited by its cost.

Any system must, of necessity, be governed in its details by

local conditions of speed, schedule, turnouts, geographical, topo-

graphical and clim.itic conditions, etc.. but in all cases a reliable

signal system must have certain characteristics to make it suc-

cessful.

1. It must be reasonable in cost, lioth of installation and main-

tenance; for, plthough anything is cheaper than collisions, there

is a limit of expenditure in every department where the very best

results obtained are negative ones, where unknown circum-

stances and local conditions so largely govern the causes, and

where there is absolutely no real basis of comparison as to re-

sults from time to time.

2. It must be simple in construction, operation and mainte-

nance.

3. It must be frost-proof, sand-proof, dust-proof, mud-proof,

sleet-pvoof, sun-proof, snow-proof, water-proof, oil-proof, weather-

proof—in fact, it must be almost element-proof, nothing but

outside human violence or extreme and violent action of storms,

Hoods or fire should be able to disarrange it.

4. It must be proof against ordinary tampering, whether the

same be curious or m.alicions. it being understood, of course, that

nothing human is proof against determined intelligent violence.

5. It must be absolutely incapable of giving wrong signals

from any cause not directly human and malicious

(). It must be '•positive," i. e., it must be a signal only when

It operates correctly, and when, for any reason, it fails to so

operate correctly, it must be unable to give any signals, and

must give unmistakable evidence of the fact of its .being out of

order,

7, It must be capable of being used as a signal between any

two points at any time.

S. It must indicate both "danger" and "safety."'

!). It should be recording or registering, i. e.. it should record

oi register (or be the means of recording or registering) any and

all uses of it, and if found necessary in practice, it should also

register or record any non-use ot it at a time when it should

bo used. Further, it should, if possible, be humanly selective

enough to record its own signals, and to record or indicate in

seme way, who does or does not use it.

Such are rhe most prominent needs of a successful system,

Now let its look for the circumstances which call for the use of

such a sy.steni, and we will then be able to judge intelligently

of the merits of any system we may propose to examine.

1'he uses oE such a system would be:

1. To prevent collisions between cars, trains or sections on a

single track road, or on a certain section of such a road.

2. To prevent collisions between the cars of that road and

of other roads crossing at grade, or to protect any grade cross-

ing, whether of another railroad or of a highway or street.

3. As a despatching system, to modify, to change or to cor-

icct a schedule.

4. As a means ot communication between any two points on

the line, or between any one point on the line, and one or more

points away from it.

We will examine only number one—the prevention of collisions

on a single track line, or sections of it. for if it will fultill all

necessary conditions there, it wiil do so in the other three cases.

Collisions will occur either at turnouts, termini or on the mam
line. On turnouts ihey will be as follows:

a. Where the "standing" car, cr the one on siding, or the one

i!(it having right of way is not "clear," and is struck by tiie

running" car in passing.

b. Wliere the "standing" car runs out of siding before the

car running by is "clear."

c. Where, throa.gh .a misphiced or mishandled switch, the

running car takes the wrong track anil collides with car thereon.

d. Where ! later section runs into a head section waiting at a

siding.

.At termini the collisions will be idtnticul in character wiUi

those at turnouts.

Now, if we carefully examine all these cases, we will see that

^\ ith one possible exception (collision of sections at sidings), the

only possible collisions at either sidngs or termini are due lo

carelessness cr negligence, which occurs within easy range ot

either vision or hearing of the points neglected. They are, there-

fore, of that character where no signal system would be of any

possible use, and we may virtually throw out of our calculations

as needing a signal system all collisions at turnouts or ter-

mini except those between sections; therefore, so far as pre-

vention of collision is concerned, a system is only of real use

when the cars, trains or sections are on the single track "mam
line" between turnouts or between turnouts and termini. Colli-

sions on this main line consist of:

1. "Bunniug" head collisions where both cars are running,

and in opposite directions.

2. "Standing" head collisions, where one car is running and

the other is standing still, coming to a stand-still or starting to

back away, both cars having been previously running in oppo-

site directions.

S. Standing rear collisions, where one car is running and tho

other is standing still, coming to a standstill or starting up, both

cars having been previously running in the same direction.

In addition to tbe above actual collisions, there are those where

the cars, trains or sections fulfill all the conditions of a collision

except the actual "smash." These "ghost collisions" must be

classed as "actual" as they are nearly as demoralizing, show

equally as well that "something is wrong," and are to be avoid-

ed if only on the principle that it is as bad to scare a passenger

to death as it is to kill him. An analysis of these collisions shows

that they must be caused by one or the other of the following:

1. Curious or malicious tampering with orders or signals, or

line.
,

2. Recklessness of employes.

3. Direct and willful disobedience of employes.

4. Xegilge:it. careless or ignorant disobedience of employes.

5. Defect of senses or bodily ailment, or disability of em-

ployes.

6. Misunderstanding of running rules, orders, signals or

schedule.

7. Accidental disagreement of time pieces.

8. Wrong orders, rules, signals or schedule figures.

9. Weather or climatic conditions, such as fogs, blinding

storms, heavy snows, etc., etc.

10. Topographical conditions, such as bad curves in cuts (U-

otherwise hidden, heavy grades, especially if leading into or out

of curves, turnouts or termini.

11. Defects in track, overhead lines, car machinery or loss of

current.

12. Previous accidents at some unknown point in front.
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Xuw lake the signal system as previously outlined. It is much

more ix;il'eot iu theory thau auy one at present is in practice;

ami see how many of these causes of collisions it would of itselt

oljviate or prevent unless it were supplemented by good men, good

rules and good discipline, and the personal human element is

directly responsible tor more of them! Your signal system must

supplement your men. not supplant them; must simplify then-

duties, not multiply them; must decrease their responsibilities,

not increase them. It must co-operate with the running and

salety rules, not supersede them. It must be an auxiliary to boili

men and rules, subordinate to them, for the "personal element"

sliould always be the principal element, and the rules must be

an expression of and a guidance for it. But, alas, where is the

"good and ivliable system?" One that fultills all the ten condi-

tions previously noted. It certainly is not among those that are

automatic and are worlied by the contact of the trolley, or of

some projecting part of the car, or by the weight or impact of the

car itself, or by some mechanical or electrical thing attached to

the car—they will not truly fulfill a single one of the 10 condi-

tions. It certainly is not among those which either the con-

ductor and motorman "set" as they pass it, and which gi% e

visual signals over a circumscribed portion of the line, for I ha\e

tried them in every possible combination and condition, and they

fail in the most necessary particulars. Is there then such a .sys-

tem? I think there is, and I am pretty certain, moreover, tiiat

it will fulfill most of the 10 conditions. It is simply a telephoric

dispatching system.

Mr. Powers: It has been my fortune, or misfortune, to operate

only single track roads with sidings or turn-outs, and for that

reason this paper has the very greatest interest to me, particular-

ly as I have just about completed a rapid transit road about 1-

mUes in length, a road on which it is not necessary that speed

should be made in order that money may be made, as the popula-

tion of villages is but small. Now the first thing to be looked for

of course, in the direction of safety, is to cut down tlie number
of switches on the road to the absolute necessities of the line.

So long as you multiply switches you multiply danger, for it your

motorman knows there is a switch a minute or two ahead of him

and he finds that the car is not at the switch at which he iu'.end-

ed to meet it, the temptation is always to make the next switch.

We have simplified that on our line by putting in only so many
switches as the actual schedule requires, and making it the liist

rule of the road that a motorman who leaves his switch without

passing a car, except on telephone orders from the ofHce. gets his

final and absolute discharge. We do not allow a motorman to run

by a switch under any circumstances whatever. If the telephone

line breaks down he stays there until he gets an order. That may
sound like blocking tralHc. It does. It limits the schedule capa-

city of the road and therefore, as we dislike very much to use the

system of double heading the cars and only do it under presstu'e,

we have gone to the other extreme of enlarging our cars to the

extreme capacity. We are using open cars seating 90 passengers,

15 Ijench cars, six passengers on each bench, and carry frequently

135 to 150 passengers on a car and in that way we accomplish

upon a comparatively limited schedule a good deal of business.

But the needs of the situation are growing in the direction of

some safe system of signalling and safety blocking upon electric

railroads. If we could devise, or have devised, for us a system
liy which it would be impossiljle for a car to enter upon a block

where a car was already, witliout becoming derailed, so that

when a man once made a mistake of that sort he would have no
further opportunity for making it, that would be the system that

we should all like to adopt. But I must say I have not been able

to find anytliing in the nature of signalling that has offered sniB-

cient inducement for me to put it on this new line, and my only

remedy so far has been to put in force this absolute rule of dis-

charging tlie motorman if lie leaves the switch on which he has
lo meet a oar except on orders from the dispatcher.

Mr. .Tohnson: In regard to the signals, on our Allentowu road
we have a system of signals. The conductor turns a switch and
it throws a light on at the point where he starts, and also shows
the danger signal at the other switch. When he arrives at that

swilcli lie Ihiows tliat light off and we have tliat on every switcli

on that line. I think that Mr. Drake, our general superintendent,

w lio is here, was the first to put that signal on. I have never seen

any other. But on that entire system of 50 miles of road we have

a signal at each switch. It is the duty of the conductor to put tlie

signal on before leaving and to take it off wlien lie arrives at the

second switch.

Mr. Cooper: In regard to the system Mr. Johnson speaks

about, I tried that a number of years ago and while it is gooil

wlien properly carried out it wastes an enormous amount of time.

Wliat we want is something that will save the time and bring

tlie schedule right back to wliere it ought to be in case of acci-

dent and trouble. Yon can get up plenty of signal systems for

orders, but you want soiiietliiiig tliat will bring it right liack at

d

save time.

Mr. Johnson: He cliaiiges that signal while the car is simply

passing .slowly.

Mr. Cooper: That is all right so long as things are working

properly, but when anything gets out of order you want some-

tliing to dispatch the system.

J. P. E. Clark: I wotdd say for the information of the gentle-

men that we are using on our union extension in Bingliamton the

same signal Mr. Johnson mentioned. We have had it in practical

operation three years and it works very nicely. It does not agree

with Mr. Power's theory, however. To work it successfully fre-

quent turn-outs are an advantage. We have frequent turn-outs

and we find it works excellently, and all who have seen it in oper-

ation have pronounced it a good thing, and I think I could say

that I could safely recommend it.

Mr. Ely: What speed per hour do you attempt to attain?

Mr. Clark: We run between those switches about 15 miles per

hour.

Mr. Cooper: What is the exact operation of the system?
Mr. Clark; As he says it is, a conductor coming to a switch

and if he finds that it is clear he cuts in the red light, which

throws a red light on the switch ahead of him, showing that a car

has left the switch just ahead of him and he has to wait for it.

Tlien they lioth pass on that red light.

Mr. Cooper: .Suppose the system is out of order?

Mr. Clark; It has not got out of order with us. It is veiy

simple.

Mr. Cooper: It is liable to get out of order.

Mr. Clark: Of course it is not infallible; it is liable to get out

of order. In our three years' practical experience we have not

had any difficulty in that line. It has worked well with us for

three years in every day operation.

Mr. Pop-ers: I should say that the speed on this line we have

in operation is IS miles per hour, including stops. That means
running through three villages, between villages the speed will

run 30 to 40 miles per hour.

Mr. Clark: We are particularly forluuale in that respect, be-

cause through the thickly iKipuIated portion of the city we have
a double track.

Mr. Johnson: Have any gentlemen here ever ridden on the

road from Cleveland to Lorain? I have never ridden on it. The
president of the Johnson Company told me that it runs 50 miles

an hour on that road. They have a telephone system. The con-

ductor at the switch telephones. I have not seen that system. I

know that on one little road running from Lorain to Elyria the

schedule time is 40 miles, although that is a double track road.

The other is a single track road that has a telephone system and
runs 50 miles an hour.

Mr. Ely: Concerning the Cleveland and Lorain they had a very
disastrous collision on that line less than six weeks ago, and oa
I lie same day on the other side of Cleveland, on the Cleveland,

Painesville & Eastern road they had a very disastrous collision.

So far as high speeds are concerned Mr. Littell and myself are

connectetl with a road that has just been put in operation be-

tween Bufl'alo and Lockport. The equipment is the same as llie

Clevelaud and I^U'ain. We have large cars heavily eiiuipped.

We have four G. E. 57 motors on each car giving a horse power
ill the aggregate of 20S for each car. Those cars are geared to

run GO miles an hour. We have actually run as high as .55. But
we are giving a half hour service between Lockport and Buffalo.
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That increased the number of train units to such a degree that

it malies a proljlem extremely hard to satisfactorily solve. We

would hare G2 trains a day, 31 each way. Such a number of

train units as that I think Mr. Vreeland and Mr. Rossiter would

say prevents operation at high speed upon a single track rrad.

Now 15 or 18 miles may do. But my judgment is from the short

time we have had the Loekport road in operation that the only

safe way to run at high speeds like that, on a single track road,

is to double track it, and double track it quick. (Laughter.)

Mr. Bossiter: We built some three years ago a live mile exten-

sion to the village of Flushing, which has some 12,000 inhabi-

tants, and the question was very carefully gone over by myself

as to whether it would be expedient to build a single track road.

We did not want to put money into the double track, but it took

me very little time when I looked into it to make the double track

road.

Mr. Powers: I did not feel warranted under the conditions to

put in double tracks, but we purchased the right of way for it

and made provisions in our financing to put it in afterwards.

J. P. E. Clark: I would say that the signal system I mentioned

is not without its disadvantages. A car which happens to ger off

Its schedule time is unfortunate in not being able to get back on

it, because it is always just behind the block. That is one dis-

advantage we have discovered in the operation of this system 1

fully agree with Mr. Ely that where cars run on short headway

and" at high rate of speed that the double track is the only safe

signal system you can adopt.

The President: If there are no further remarks on this paper

we will have one by Mr. Tenner before we adjourn fur lunch, on

"By-Products of Power Stations."

M. M. Fenner: I probably represent the smallest property and

smallest capitalization of anybody here. I do not know that 1

should blush to speak about our little affair after hearing repre-

sentatives of great properties here. For instance it was a horse

road between Dunkirk and Predonia that succeeded a 'bus line in

ISCO and in 1891 it was converted to electric power. In 1893 we

had our best receipts from passengers. Passenger receipts have

been on the decline since. In that year they were about ^528.000.

The passenger receipts are a little less than $18,000. Some re.ison

for that is that we have a pleasure ground half between Fre-

donia and Dunkirk, the distance of which is three miles between

the two towns, and that unfortunately got into litigation and

after 1893 was not used until recently. Then the bicycle business

came on and hurt us exceedingly, and then the city of Dunkirk is

chietly dependent on the great Brooks Locomotive Works and a

good many people live in Fredonia and work in Dunkirk, and

since the panic of 1893 that concern has been running light until

recently and the business fell off there. One of the chief sources

of our receipts is the cemetery in Fredonia. (Laughter.) Fortu-

nately Dunkirk unites with us in the cemetery, which is located in

Predonia; and when anyone dies in Fredonia, who has perhaps

never ridden on a street railroad, that individual becomes a good

customer of the road and it makes a great deal of dift'erence to the

railrojid whether he is tenderly remembered or whether he is not;

it makes a difference in the receipts. Well, you can see we have

had to resort to other means. While our capitalization has bee j a

little increased, although small now, at the same time we could

not pay dividends on that, so we had to look into by-products, und

what I have to say here is on exhaust steam which has, and still,

keeps us on a 6 per cent basis.

Mr. Fenner then read the following paper:

BY-PRODUCTS OF THE POWER HOUSE.

By Dr. M. M. Fenner, Secretary, Treasurer and Manager of the

Dunkirk & Fredonia Railroad Company, Fredonia, N. Y.

The past eight years liave witnessed n pi-actical conversion of

the surface railroad mileage of the country to electric power.
'l"his has also been a pei'iod of wonderful activity in the way
of extensions and new constructions of these roads. Patents

and new plants for the manufacture of construction material, as

well as contiiuiril (I'.'veloiniicuts I'roni the crude to the more fei-

I'cct, have rer.dcred iww coustriicliou expensive, while the enor-

mous cost of conversion has added imiiicnsely to capitalization.

These increased facilities havn brought increased patr.jna:.;e,

but not always sufficient in amount to give an adequate relurn

or. the augmented capital.

This situation has made it incumbent on managements to look

lor further increase of revenue to meet ibe failing, or decreased,

dividends. The establishment o£ parks, picnic grounds, danciuy

pavilions, and other pleasure resorts have had attention, and in

ir.any cases brought most satisfactory returns.

The question of by-products has also received more or less

attention, and uudi-r tliat head I desire to present my experience

for four years in the utilization of

E.XIIAUST SIKAM.

Luring the year 1891 the Dunkirk & Fredonia Railroad Com-
IMUy changed from horse to electric motive power. The road

is three and one-half miles long, with offices and power liouse

situated centrally in the village of Fredonia. the village having

a population of about 4,000. Its traffic is to the ctiy of Uunk,rk,

having about 12,000 populatiou, and to the Lake Shore and
01 her trunk line railroads. It runs half-hour trains from a. m.

till miduiglit.

Its capitalization, while a horse road, was $.^7,000; through

fare, 15 cents; it had no debts and paid S per cent dividends.

During the legislative session of 1S94 the company secured

an ameudnient to its charter (which was a special charter grant-

ed by act of legislature of 1891). This amendment empowered
the company to pr(jduce and sell light, heat and power to tue

village of Fredonia and also to the corporations and citizens re-

siding or doing business in the said village: also to rent sucli

of its buildings as it did not require for its own use, and suiipiy

its tenants with light, neat and power.

The previous year, 1893, the company had sold its e.\haust

steam for the purpose of heating the Hotel Columbia, a new and

large structure being erected immediately across the street from

ihf company's power house. This sale was in perpetuitj, and

the consideration was $250 a year. By the terms of agreeineut

v.ith the hotel, the company could only recover its exhaust

steam by ijaying the hotel company the price of its plant ($2,750).

required to convey the steam to the hotel, and after a six mjutns'

notice. This hotel system was put in in the fall of 1S93. aud

operated during the season of 1893-4. It was found to be a iiat

failure aud the railroad coiupauy was compelled to heat tnc

building with live steam injected into the exhaust with sutti-

eient pressure to compel a circulation. By the contract any live

steam required was to be furnished at cost, and the company

received $300 for the season on a settlement, which did not mure

than half make up for the cost.

The contract specified that the exhaust steam was to be talieii

liy suctiou in such a way as not only to cause no loss or annoy-

ance to the railroad company, but that it would be an actual

benefit, in that it would take oft the natural back pressure inci-

dent to exhaust steam escaping in the air. It appears there is

a heating system that proposes to do Ibis. It was the represen-

tative of this system who accompanied the hotel interest when

the contract was arranged. But finally that system was not

used, another one being installed without notice to the railroad

company, which latter system required the operation of a 4-h. p.

engine to pump the condensed water back from the hotel. The

iron pipe in the system used was encased in vitreous sewer pipe,

aud by the time the system was ready to operate it was filled

with water, making a condenser for the exhaust steam. The

hotel contract had never actually been executed aud the season's

trial placed it out of tlie question.

The railroad company, during the summer of 1894, began a

search for further income to satisfy its new debt and increased

capitalization with a fare at the time reduced one-third, or from

15 cents to 10 cents, and fell upon an investigation of the differ-

ent heating systems, of which it found several. We had already

had sufficient experience with the one system connecting us

with the hotel. Vi'e also appealed to the experience of others. I
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remember making a visit to the president of the Buffalo Electric

Ijightiug Company, a business man of high standing. He lold

me his company had been in the business of heating for several

years, but it was most unsatisfactory. He asked me to look out

of the window and see the steaming ridge of earth crossing lue

street. He said that was his exhaust steam on its way to heat

a building. He wished he did not have a contract left. He had

lost a good deal of money at it, would not renew any contraois;

had to heat all out of doors. "No," said he. "don't try it. Get

your money out of light and power, or anything else, but don't

try to get any out of exhaust steam. You may,'' he said, "suc-

ceed in heating your power station with it. but don't try to go

farther."

Now, I confess this was a black eye. coming, as it did, from

one of Buffalo's brightest and most active business men, that

temporarily set aside my hopes. I suggcste<l that probably tliat

he had not selected a system of heating that would "insulate

heat." I told him then of the claims of the system I was then

studying, made in that line, ajid I also told him of the notable

failures of our hotel heating of the previous season, which I

laid to bad iusulation and improper construction. But this liad

no weight. The simple fact was there was not any way of doing

ii: so returns would be satisfactory.

The heating company whose system I had under investigation

then gave me references to companies where its system was in

profitable operation, and I needed their encotiragement, after visit-

ing Buffalo. PursuiDg the matter, I got enthusiastic reports from

Springfield, 111.; Cedar Rapids, la.; Williamsport, Wilkesbarre.

Scranton and Phillipsburg, Pa.; as well as from the users of tn^."

Holly stystem, of Lockport, N. Y., its home patrons. The result

was, our company went on and had the heating plant installed,

and also an electric light and power plaut during the summer
and early autumu of 1SII4. The light and power additions to our

plant made more exhaust steam, which, added to that from nui-

niug the street railroad proper, gave a quantity sufficient for all

the heat consumers we were able to get during the milder heat-

ing months, like September, October and a part of November, also

a part of March and all of April and May. During the remain-

der of the season the exhaust steam has to be reinforced from

the boiler.

From a capital stock of $5T.0lXi in 1801. our capital has in-

creased to $116,200, and from the no-debt of tlie period we have

a bonded 5 per cent debt of $61,000. Also our through fare was
reduced immediately on the installation of electric power by
one-third, and yet we are able to pay our fixed charges and 6

per cent on our increased capital. This is a showing that could

not have been made had we not utilized our exhaust steam. In

fact, our report to the State Comptroller has for several years

shown a 3 per cent dividend from railroad operation and a 3 per

cent dividend from manufacturing (which. inteii)reted, means,

sale of exhaust steam), making 6 per cent in all. The almost

perfect system of insulation that we use enables us to market

the b.v-product of exhaust steam, in competition with anthracite

coal, with all its cleanliness, conveniences and advantages. We
sell it on a basis of $4.17 for best anthracite coal, and our con-

sumers think it is fine and cheap. It is usually sold on the

basis of $5.00 for anthracite coal. We sell by meter,

Exhaust steam is no different from any other steam of equal

pressure. The most economical pressure for heating purposes

i'; understood to be from 4 to G lbs. When the exhaust is not

sufficient to give that pressure it is easy to reinforce it direct

from the boilers to such a limited extent as needed.

Some of the questions we stumbled over were as follows:

1. How can we make steam at a pressure of 4 to 6 lbs. circu-

late long distauces. and through a net work of pipes in large

buildings? We h,id the State Normal School to heat, having

nearly 1.000,000 cu. ft. of space, and other large buildings. In

the Normal School they had been heating at a pressure of 40 to

GO lbs. of steam by means of radiators in one part and a fan,

driven by an engine, in another part. The answer is: Condens-

ation is all the while occurring in the pipes, reducing the pres-

sure, thereby creating a vacuum which draws the steam on to

fill it.

2. How do you dispose of the water from the condensed

steam? Answer: By letting it return at proper grade through

the steam pipes to a cooling coil from which indirect heat is

secured, the cooled water finally escaping through the sewer.

Or, if the building be too small for a cooling coil to be profitably

employed, then it returns to the street mains and goes trom
them either directly into the sewer, or passes into some heated

building farther down the line, and through its cooling coil to

the sewer, after parting with its indirect heat. A special trap

Is indispens.able to prevent the steam escaping to the sewei.

3. What effect will the back presstire have on your engines'.'

Answer: No serious effect. The 6 lbs. of pressure will neutral-

ize 6 lbs. of the 80 lbs. of steam you run at. It will then require

au additional pressure of steam equal to the back pressure in the

pipe line less about 1 lb. the pressure when exhausting in the

air. If the back pressure was suddenly removed the effective

pressure for the engine would run up a number of pounds equal

to the back pressure, less the 1 pound.

4. How much more coal will this back pressure consume?
Answer: Not much, hardly noticeable in the coal pile. I experi-

mented in 1S9G. Our large hotel, a consumer during winter,

wanted hot water in the summer. What would it cost? I wrote
the Springfield, 111., company for its experience. Our business

in summer can be done with a 150-h. p. boiler. Springfield re-

plied, I ought to have $75 per mouth. But they would rather

loose customers, and have lost them, than keep the steam in the

pipes during the summer.
I had the coal weighed for back pressures of 1, 2, 3 and 4 lbs.,

and comp.ared it with the consumption when exhausting into

the air.

At 1 lb. there was no difference.

At 2 lbs. there was small difference.

At 4 lbs. it cost about $15 per month with soft pea slack at

$1.50 per ton.

That was the price I fixed. But since that year we have
metered it to the hotel, and it costs only about $6.50 to $8.50 per

month. They need a pressure of from 1 to 2 lbs. in the main.

-I lbs. occasionally. We think it a benefit to the system to keep

the steam in the pipes summer and winter. There is a little oil

iu the exhaust steam the separator does not remove, and it keeps

the pipes and meters bright and clean, and the contraction and
expansions are avoided. Most people like to take the chill off

the air in the damp summer weather, and will use the heat if

the meter is left in. We take meters off after the season is over

for repairs and repainting, except when consumers desire to

i.se some steam iu the summer. In those cases we leave them on.

We found the system profitable and most satisfactory, in every

detail. For instance, our State Normal School had never passed

the winter without dismissing school more or less on account ot

cold days, until we began heating them; they have never had
to close since for the want of heat. During the exceptionally cold

season of 1895-6, Dr. F. B. Palmer, the principal, told me nis

was the only one of the 15 Normal Schools of the state they had
uot closed for lack ot heat. It having become quite widely un-

derstood that our company is operating successfully a steam

heat plant, whereby it profitably uses it.s exhaust steam, much
correspondence has been entailed upon me in explanation of the

plant. It is, therefore, a relief to make a. general statement at

this time for all Interested, which it is hoped will save much
time iu the future. The system that will insulate this by-product

of power, exhaust steam, and permit its 960 units of latent heat

per pound, other\vise lost, to become available as it condenses

into water, cannot fail to be a success if it will work. That

it will and does work is abundantly proved by the experience

of our company, as well as that of a number of others that mignt

be named throughout the country. As such. I might name some

of whom rendered me important aid and encouragement by their

counsel, when in a state of doubt, the following:

Springfield Electric Light & Power Company, Springfield, 111.

Danville Gas, Electric Light *• Street Railway Company. Dan-

ville, III

Terre H.aute Electric Railway Company. Terre Haute, Ind.

St. Joseph Electric Railway Company. St. Joseph, Mo.

Cedar Rapids Electric Light & Power Company, Cedar Rap

ids, la.

Electric Railway Company, Burlington, la
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The iiisulaliou consists of au iruu pipe lo coiitaiu tlie steaui.

Tliat is placed on rests 1 in. lugli in tlie board log, the bore

boiiig 2 in. greater than the pipe, so as to give 1 in. of dead air

ill! about the iron pipe, Avhich is wrapped with asbestos. The

loy has a shell 4 in. thiek, lined with tin, which has been suu-

niitlcd to mati-rials to prevent water soaliing and decay. This

again is covered with threo-ply tarred roofiug felt, and laid on

a board at the bottom of the trench, expansion variators doing

away witli all iiackcd joints, are inserted at proper intervals wiUi

brick work built above them, special protection at end joints

of the logs where they fit into each other, and the whole then

covered with earth specially tamped down, proper drainage tiles

liiing placed benentb the structure to take away surface water.

While this insulation is not absolutsly perfect, it is practically

so, and makes it possible to circulate the steam for long distances

in proper sized pipes without heating all out of doors, as the

r.ultalo business mac consulted alleged to be the case.

The president of a western plant wrote me, under date of

.Inly 24, 1894, as follows:

"In reply to your letter of the ITth, our experience with tiie

Holly system of steam heating, of Lockport, N. Y., has been en-

tirely satisfactory. It has also proved satisfactory to our cos

tcmers, and it has proven a profitable investment to us, as it

does not reciuire any additional labor or expense to keep it in

repair or to operate it. We utilize the exhaust steam from the

street railway engines from C a. m. until midnight. Our com-

pany has a contract with the city for lighting the streets, and

we use the exhaust steam from the lighting engines from mid-

night until morning. Our plant cost about $40,000, and is bring-

ing us in a revenue of about $10,000 pet year, $8,000 of which

we believe is clear profit. If your power house is located close

to your customers, you certainly can make it profitable."

This was among the evidence that induced our company lo

put In the plant.

I. B. Smith, secretary Cedar Kapids (la.) Electric Light &
Power Company, has written me that the company put in the

system we use; that it has under contract the exhaust steam

from another plant; that the power house is some distance from

the point of distribution, over a mile, and that it is getting sat-

is-fiictory returns on the $50,000 plant. In his letter of July 18,

1805, he says: "Our back pressure varies from 5 to 12 lbs., ac-

cording to the weather; and we are able to carry steam to the

extremity of our mains, the faitherst point being somewhat

over a mile from our plant, and to heat satisfactorily our largest

blocks and buildings." He says further: "The steam is popu-

lar, clean and convenient, and always to be had in abundance."

As previously stated, we pay 3 per cent from our street rail-

road earnings proper, and 3 per cent from our steam heat earn-

ings, upon our whole capitalization. Thus we owe it to the

steam heating industry that our electric railroad corporation is

on a 6 per cent basis.

The growth of the heating business is shown by an increase

of receipts from $2,800 in 1894-5. to $4,5tl0 in the season of

1897-S. ."V satisfactory number of new customers have already

made apiilication to connect with our mains for the season of

1898-9.

The heat is sold by the sq. ft. of radiator surface, by the cu.

ft. of space heated, by meter, and at fiat rates, in the various

localities where it is used. We adopt and prefer the meter. We
think It would be as wise to sell gas and electric light on flat

rates, as to sell steam heat. I can say, with Mr. Smith, of

Cedar Rapids, la., that the steam heat is clean, effective, cheap

and popular, and always in sufficient supply. The amount of

heating which a power plant may be able to do with its exhaust

steam; can be closely approximated by the following rule: That

the exhaust steam from 100 h. y. of engines when in use win

heat 1,000,000 cu. ft. of space in average buildings in the severest

weatlier. This rule is believed to be substantially correct. This

method of hciting is adapted to all kinds of buildings, whether

dwellings, stores, offices, churches, or public buildings. During

the certain hours when the supply of exhaust steam may ne

insufficient, there is a good profit in the supply of live steam,

with -nhich the service is supplemented, for the reason in part,

that the men and boilers are already at hand, and it is better for

them lo be sti adily empioyed than lo be idle and unijroductive

a portion of till' time.

The President: Although Mr. Fenner says his is about the

smallest road in the state, it occurs to me that the smallest road

often requires better management to pay six per cent than some
of the larger roads. But in Mr. Fermer's paper he states that they

lease power, and so forth, and that is a little joker, I think. The
large roads are unable to get special legislation whereby they can

accomplish those effects. I think the paper is worthy of discus-

sion, and I hope we will hear some, because there are ojiportuni-

ties where we can increase our earnings outside of passenger re-

ceipts.

Mr. Fenner: I think anybody could get legislation for lieaiiiig

purposes. We have no right to use power in Dunkirk, but we use
it all the while because we are not in opposition to anybody. By
common consent the city council permits that. Wo could not sell

electric light.

The President: Mr. Clark, you have had a great deal to do wiUi
the electric railways of this country in other states. May I ask
what is the usual law? Do they allow them to light cities and
sell power and heat?
W. J. Clark: It depends entirely on the provisions of their

francliises or charter. A'ery frequently you will find in some or
the cities that the lighting and the railway companies have eoni-
liined. There .nre some very large instances, notably tl'.e Milwau-
kee Electric Railway & Lighting Company, which practically has
control of all (he street railways as well as of the electric ligliting

of that city. I think it will be found that in the New England
states the electric lighting people generally have been very care-
ful to see that electric railways did not get the right to do elec-

tric lighting. In the west a great many instances of that kind
have been found. I think that wherever it has been tried in the

smaller cities and towns—the combination and transportation in-

terests—it has been found to work advantageously, producing
economies which would be impossible in running two small sy.s-

tems indepcndtutly.

Prof. R. C. Carpenter: I listened to the paper with a good deal

of interest, and it has struck me that there were a good many
conditions which might make the heating profitable, and again
in other cases might not make it so profitable. One of those con-

ditions depends very largely on the nature of your power. If

you have an economical engine, a compound condensing engine
of the best class in wliich you can get a horse power from two
to four pounds of coal on the one hand, and on the other hand
if the engine requires six to 10 pounds of coal, as some do, it

would make a very great difference as to the amount of saving

whether you can do the heating or not. With the economical

engine you cannot save very much by your exhaust steam heat-

ing. With a non-economical engine, on the other hand, you could

save a great deal. I think such conditions as these would have

a good deal to do in deciding the question whether it is economical

or not. Taking Ithaca, and also Cortlandt. N. Y.. we have united

the lighting with the railroad service, and in both these towns
it has been very advantageous. I do not know how we could

have kept our power house expenses in reasonable limits and

made any sort of profitable showing unless we had them united.

There was no difficulty whatever in making the necessary com-

bination. In both cases it is a combination of two companies,

however, rather than one company having two functions.

Mr. Cooper: What distance can steam be carried with econom-

ical results?

Mr. Fenner: AVe have perhaps a mile of pipe line, and there is

not any part of the line any more than one-third of a mile away
from the power house, so ours would not be a very good test.

But at Cedar Rapids. la., they run over a mile before they get

to the point of distribution and then heat satisfactorily. With

reference to the practicability of the steam heating I think there

would not be any difficulty in any railroad company in the state

getting its charter amended so as to do steam heating. The

people of the towns, the small towns particularly, would aid them

as they did us. The village council of Fredonia aided us in get-

ting our charter amended. We were not in competition with

anybody, and where that is the c-ase you can easily get it. Now
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\vu i-uuUl iKil (iiiliiiarily gi-t liglit. We I'oiild mil liave s»l li,i;lil fur

Uuukii'k at all. We did not get auyUiiug for Dunkirk. Km
with reference to liglit in P'rertonia, we happen to hnve vci-.v

poor gas. The gas is made in Dunkirk, and it was lieing draun
bj- a suction pump to Kredonia. That would let a liltle air m
and we had villainous gas, so there was a great call for light,

and the trustees wanted to buy electricity of rae to make light.

We went to the gas plant and asked if they would not put in an
electric light. They did not care to but said they would not op-

pose it. The trustees helped us to get our charter amended, not

only for heat but also light, and as a matter of fact it had the

effect of taking some of the best customers away from the gas
company and spoiled their plant, and about a year ago we bougnt
it. so that we run gas now as well as electric light. The amond-
ment to our charter did not state electric light but simply said

"light." and we bought the gas plant. Now we run gas and elec-

tric light and steam heat and power. The power and the steam
heat are not in competition with anybody. We bought the gas

plant, so we are not in competition with anybody on that. I

know you could not get the right to make light, but you could

get the right to use each system. We could easily move ouv

power house to the bank of a stream where we could have a

compound engine the same as they had in .Jamestown, the neigh-

boring city. I have talked with them about this heat busi-

ness. They thought they could not make anything out of it

becatise their power house is a quarter of a mile from the point

of distribution and they use compound engines. We did not use

compound engines at first because our plant was too small. It is

large enough now to use compound engines economically. But

there you only save, I understand, about 25 per cent. Now this

exhaust steam is worth 100 per cent. So we could not afford ro

change, and if we were already changed we could not afford to

operate. Some of the plants I have mentioned are not running

with exhaust steam. Wilkesbarre is not running with exhaust

steam, nor is Pcranton. The same is true of Lockport. They run

with live steam. Some of them go as far as two or three miles

away. They make profit in selling live steam. Now, of course,

if it woidd pay expenses to take live steam, the exhaust steain

you have is worth its weight in gold. It is as good as 100 cents

on the dollar, and we could not afford to use a compound engine

and only get '25 per cent out of it.

Prof. CaiTenter; Just one other question regarding the loss

which occurs from exhaust steain mains. I have made two or

three tests of several existing plants in Cornell University that

sent steam half a mile from the power house in order to heat our

buildings, and I have tested the losses which occur in that plant.

I also tested a plant which the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
put handling ecal .a short distance west of here in New Jersey

a few years ago. I found that with the best insulation the losses

could be reduced to about one fifth of what would occur if the

pipes were exposed to the air and suspended above. Now you

can usuall.v count in ordinary conditions of weather and wind

that about one-third of a pound of steam will be condensed in

the air for each square foot of exijosed pipe. You can insulate

your pipe without excessive cost so as to reduce the loss to about

one-fifth of that. That is pretty good insulation, however. A
great deal of the insulation will not reduce the loss to more than

one-third of what would take place. I think in that way we can

figure prett.y well what the loss is. I might also say that there

are two companies in existence now who arc doing exhaust steam

heating and carrying steam a long distance at less than atmos-

pheric pressure and making a success of it. So that it is entirely

practicable and possible to do this kind of work without bringing

an excessive back pressure on the engine. If the buildings are

properl.v piped there is no reason in the world why there should

bo even 1 lb. pressure. The heating is just as perfect with a

pound pressure as with 5 or 10 lbs. It is to overcome vertical

resistance in the pipes in buildings that requires excess pressure.

The President: It is easy enough foi the large roads to make
their dividends, but for the sm.aller roads it is quite necessary

that they have every opijortiinity for selling power, heat and

light. On the statute books now there is a law that allows an

electric lighting plant to build a railroad. I think, of 20 miles.

But the moment a law is proposed whereby an electric railroad

may sell light there is bitter opposition to the law Another mat-

ter in rh;il rniiiieciiiin is the s:ile of liuwer. They all claim, of

course, that we have a return grouudwl current, and the insur-

ance is immediately doubled or trebled, and that prevents us

trom selling power, although we have on our roads sold a small
amount of power. I think it would be very advantageous to the
smaller roads if we could sell iiower. 1 do not sec how we are
.going to do that until we get a metallic circuit

iMr. Vreeland: Our friend started out with 3'/i mile proposition
paying G per cent interest and wc all pricked up our ears and
we found out before he .got through that he is doing a busines-s

that would make us double our capital right away. He is making
more money out of something else than he is out of his railroad.

It is an illustration of the fact that j'ou do not want to criticise

a thing until \ou know the local conditions that surround it.

TRACK BONDING.

By R. P. Brown and G. E. Chapin, Electrical Engineers, Brook-
lyn Heights Railroad Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The tracks of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad system were
originally bonded with the familiar supplementaiy wire, the sec-
tion of the rail being such that it was difficult to use any other
method. This wire, as well as the branches leading to the rails,

was tinned so as to make good contact with the earth, and large
copper plates, also tinned, were placed in the damp soil or water
in the vicinity of the power house. These plates soon became
corroded and coated with insulating substance, and were prac-
tically of no value in returning the cuirent, so return feener
wires were run out to make frequent taps to the supplementary
wire. As the traffic of the road increased, the cost of this return
copper became a serious matter, and when it became necessary
to relay the tracks in 1S95. the question of bonding received care-
ful consideration. The rails were practically carrying no cur-
rent, and it was decided that the new constniction of 9-in. girder
rails would increase considerably the conductivity of the return
circuit, provided they were properly bonded
To take full advantage of the large amount of metal for the

track, a bond of high conductivity, the shortest possible length,

and low contact resistance, was required. At that time no bond
meeting all those conditions could be f(uind, and one was de-

signtd by the engineers of the company. As the joints were
suspended, there was sufficient space betweru the ties for ap-

lilying bonds underneath the base of the rail, and arrangements
were accordingly made to make the contacts at that point. The
bond decided upon was of east copper, the full width of the
base of the rail, and the connection between bond and rail was
obtained by surface contact, about 12 sq. in. of surface being
covered by the bond on the end of each rail. This contact cama
within -14 in. of the end of the rail, and the connecting metal
was left the same size, 5 in. wide and % in. in thickness, the

bond being a trifle thicker at the point of contact. The connect-

ing pieces of metal were curved so as to allow for expansion. To
secure good connection, a reinforcing plate of cast iron wa i

placed underneath the area of contact and the bond pressed

firmly against the rail by two ^/(.-in. bolts passing through thi

liase of the rail. No machine work is done on these bonds other

than grinding the contact face. The scale was removed from
llie rail, where bond was to be applied, by grin<ling with a port-

aide emery wheel. This was not a very costly operation, as the

rails were arranged with bases uppermost as they were un-

loaded from the lighter, and no rehandliug was necessary.

To prevent corrosion, a shallow groove was formed around

the contact space, and an attempt made to seal the bond water
tight by forcing into this groove a non-hardening pitch, heated

until very fluid. Owing to the fact that the groove was neces-

saril.v ver.v shallow, the bond plate being only 3-16 in. thick, this

sealin.g was nusnccessful in practice; but owing to the large

area of contact, if rust had formed in the .ioint it has in no way
affected the conductivity, as recent tests show these bonds to

be practically of the same resistance as when first installed,

three years ago.

The cost of these bonds was not greater than that of the No.

0000 bond, going eomepletely around the fish plate and having

two or three times the electrical resistance of this connection.
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The difficulty of attaching a bond underneath the base of the

rail, however, was considerable, and careful supervision was

necessary to have the work performed in a proper manner. This

trouble led to further investigations, with the result that a bond,

elect rically brazed to the rail, was adopted the following year.

This bond was somewhat cheaper than the plate bond, and good

work was more easily obtained on accoimt of the better chance

of inspection. The use of such a bond had been discussed tue

two previous years, but was not developed on account of a doubt

whether the contact could be made large enough to prevent

heating when considerable curreut was flowing that might give

rise to thermo-electric effects between the copper aud the iron.

A sample of copper brazed to steel was secured, and after

careful tests, it was found that the contact between copper aud

steel was of negligible resistance as compared with the resist-

ance of the copper strip. Owing to patent difficulties, it was

impossible to make any arrangements with the firm supplying

this sample, for the use of the bond that year, but a series of

experiments demonstrated the possibility of doing the brazing

by a process developed by the electricians of the company. There

was not sufficient time to obtain special apparatus for doing

this work, so the electrical current needed was taken from tne

railway circuit. To obtain the low voltage required, the brazing

apparatus was connected in series with a generator between

the circuit breaker and the negative bus of the station. The volt-

age of this djnamo was raised high enough to overcome the

added resistance and the generator run in multiple with tli''

others in the power house. Several brazing contacts were m
series, so that the resistance could be kept as uniform as pos-

sible, and owing to the very large output of the stations, the

variations in the load were slight and very little care was given

the regulation of the dynamos used on the welding circuit.

Transformers h.ave since been obtained for doing this work, and

the brazed bond has been adopted as the standard on all the

heavy lines of the system. As no portable brazing apparatus has

been obtained, the bond is made in two parts, and brazed on

the rail before they are removed from the yard

The shape of the bond depends on whether it is placed on

the web of the rail, so as to come underneath the fish plates, or,

as they are now applied, on the base and upper flange of the

rail, outside of the joint plate. All forms of the bond, however,

are made up of 10 or 12 leaves of 1-64-in. soft copper, the carry-

ing portion of the bond being 1% in. wide, and the brazed con-

tact having an area of about one sq. in. Soft spelter, with suit-

able flux, is used in brazing the copper to the steel rail. The

bond is divided longitudinally into three parts, so as to give

greater flexibility. When the rails are in position, the ends of

these bond leaves are interlaced and fastened together by rivets,

and also by solder. The length of the bond between center of

contacts is .5 in., and its cross section is equal to 350,000 c. ui.

All the brazing of the several thousand bonds now installed

has been done with a make-shift device employing processes de-

veloped entirely by the electricians of the company. License

under the patents of General Payne, of Elinira, and the Thomp-

son Welding Company, have been obtained, to guard against any

.claim of infringement.

On account of the great number of miles of track that are rap-

idly being relaid, it was found to be impossible to braze Donds

for all the rails with the insdequate means at hand, so the

lighter Unas have been bonded with the short bonds of the

"horse-shoa" type, placed underneath the fish plates. The holes

for these bonds are drilled by the makers of the rail, and they

are simply reamed out with emery paper to remove the rust

that may hav.? formed during shipment. Tf care is used in com-

pressing the terminals of these bonds, there is no necessity for

drilling or reaming of holes on the ground, as any slight irregu-

larities in the drilling All up when the soft copper is thoroughly

upset. The horse-shoe bonds are 3% in. in length of No. 0000

cross section, and have % in. diameter terminals.

.\s a measure of safety, as well as to lower the resistance "i

the joints, all rails are double bonded whether the brazed or

horse-shoe bonds are used.

Curved rails, switches and other special work are often difficult

to bond satisfactorily in the yard, and the joint plates are of

such section that the bond cannot be placed underneath. In

such work long bonds going around the fish plates are used.

On account of the excessive wear on special work, the joints are

particularly liable to loosen, so that the bond must be ex-

tremely flexible. The No. 0000 bonds are used on this work, and

to keep the conductivity the same as the straight rail, both

sides of the special work is cross bonded, and the circuit rein-

forced by running .'iOO.OOO c. m. wires joining these cross connec-

tions; the number of wires used depending on the current dens-

ity in the track in each section. The straight track is cross con-

nected every 750 ft. Those cross connections are made of 500,0U0

c. m. wire fastened to the rail with a terminal for the contact,

similar to that of the plate bond mentioned before. These ter-

minals have about G sq. in. of contact, and are soldered to tne

rail. The terminals have a cast iror. reinforcement and are

bolted to the web of the rail so that no mechanical strain can

come on the soldered joint. This same terminal is used to con-

nect the return w ires in the track adjacent to the power house

to the negative bus.

It has been found that if a single bond is used, it should be

I'l.'iced at the renter of the web of the rail if sufficient contact

can be obtained at that point. It contact is made at either the

base or upper flange, the length of the circuit is increased by

the heightk of the rail, and in case of the 9-in. girder rail the

increased resistance is equal to a half of the total resistance of

the bond itself. On account of the greater depth of metal, it

would seem advisable when two bonds are used, to apply one

on the top of tlie upper flan.ge of the rail and the other on the

base. Solid joints are very apt to break if the joint plates be-

come loosened to any extent, and are consequently never used

on special work. Contrary to the former practice of tinning the

liouds and supplementary wire, the bonds and their exposed cop-

per surfaces are carefully coated with an insulating paint, so

that it there is any flow of the current from the track to the

surrounding soil, it must leave from the steel and not from the

copper This prevents the bonds being destroyed by electrolytic

or other corrosive action.

Tlie Falk cast-welded joints make the best possible electrical

connection, and if care is used in the installation, conductivity

almost equal to the continuous rail can be obtained. The new

electrically welded rail joint, made by the Johnson Electric

f ompan/. promises to be equally good.

To guard against imperfect workmanship, a system of testing

bonds has been practiced. Usually only the joints on one line of

rail are tested, though in sections of high current density, as in

the vicinity of power houses, the resistance of each joint is

obtained. The test is a simple comparison of the fall of poten-

tial across the joint and on a measured portion of an unbroken

rail. Two Weston milli-volt meters, with scales ranging from

.001 to .3 of a volt, are used, the readings being taken simulta-

neously. Contact is obtained by pressing hardened steel points

on the surface of the rail. These points are set in wooden blocks

aud placed six inches apart if used on the joints, and 2 ft. part

for tests on the solid rail. The distance on the rail is taken for

2 ft. instead of 1 ft. on account of the small amount of current

flow in the rail on some of the lighter lines. These testing ter-

minals are provided with handles of convenient length so that

the person using tliem can stand upright and apply the neces-

sary pressure with one foot. Two men can test joints very rap-

idly with this outfi. The current densitv of some of the rails

was too low to give reliable readings with these instruments,

so a portable resistance was arranged on a wagon and the nec-

essary current readily obtained from the trolley wire. This re-

sistanc.5 allowtd about 300 amperes to flow from the line to the

rail, and as it could be very quickly applied, rendered it a com-

paratively easy matter to test the joints in any section of the

city.

Although the bonds are less than G in., that length was

selected for the distance between term.inals of the volt-meter

used in testing joints, because it gives a convenient fraction to

subtract from the length of each rail in arriving at the total re-

sistance in line of track. The drop on this 6 in. was consid-

ered as Increasing the length of the rail by an amount propor-

tional to drop in the rail itself. From this the percentage that

the rail of any line approached the conductivity of the solid steel

vail could be easily determined.
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The following results were olUaiueil from rtifferent joints;

Joint. Drop, \olts CoiKUiotivit.y. Per Cent.

1 ft. of Rail. 1ft. with .Toint. 30-tt. Rail. GO-ft. Rail.

Falk 00215 .003.55 98. 09.

Double brazed bond. .00725 .00758 99.8 99,9

Johnson bond (2 ft.l. .00304 (6 iu.).00342 95.6 97.S

Plate bond (2 ft.) . . . .0109 (6 m.).0233 89. 94.

It will be seen by the foregoing that it is a comparatively

easy matter to get a conductivity of over 90 per cent of a con-

tinuous steel rail. As high as 600 amperes can be safely carried

on any of the bonds mentioned, and the cost of double bonding

in a satisfactory manner should not exceed 75 cents per joint.

The conductivity of steel varies with the amount of carbon m
its composition, but, generally speaking, it is about one-eighth

of the conductivity of commercial copper. Bearing these facts

in mind, it will be readily seen that it is much cheaper to make
the return circuit wholly of well bonded steel rails, supplement-

ing the track in the vicinity of the power house with worn out

rails carefully bonded.

Mr. Powers: I would like to ask if there is any particular

reason for abandoning the tinning of the bonds.

R. P. Brown: Yes, sir. When the bond is tinned it gives a very

much better contact with the earth than the steel does. If there

is any tendency for the current to leave the track it goes to the

bond. If the bond is insulated it must go from the steel, so very

little corrosion takes place.

RAILS; THEIR CONSTRUCTION FROM A SCIENTIFIC
STANDPOINT.

By A. J. Moxham, President of the Lorain Steel Company.

The company in which the writer is interested has, from its

inception, been studying the above question. Volumes have

been written dealing with the different theories of different au-

thorities, and their information is at the disposal of all. That

it does not lead to a safe conclusion is proved by the fact that

the question is today still an open one; in other words, authori-

ties do not agree.

Many years ago the London & Xorthwcsteru Railway Com-
pany, of England, reached the conclusion that what was known
as a "soft" or low carbon rail gave the longest life, and its con-

clusions were honestly based upon what appeared to be clear-

cut, practical experience. This was reinforced shortly after-

wards by Professor Dudley, at that time acting for the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, who gave the result of tests that on

the face of them were to be relied upon. His paper was an able

contribution to the knowledge of the day. His general conclu-

sions led to the "soft"' rail, and he went further and endeavored

to determine by comparison a factor for each special chemical

ingredient. His conclusions created something akin to a sensa-

tion, and they were bitterly opposed by the steel experts of the

time.

Perhaps the fact that the steel manufacturer of that day
wa.s not sufficiently master of the situation to economically pro-

duce the ideal rail, according to Dr. Dudley's standard, may ac-

count for a good deal of the opposition. During the same period,

however, notwithst.anding these deductions, the tendency of the

rail callad for in actual practice was always to higher carbon.

The writer himself, during this interval, was ,a supporter of the

"soft" or ductile steel for rails; and even to this day, and in view
of what is to follow, it is to the writer's mind a questionable

thing whether a steel of great ductility and only of moderate
hardness is not the steel for steam railroad purposes. It must
be rememiiered. however, that the problem of wear upon a

steam railroad is a very different thing from that of wear upon

a street railway. The rail in steam railroad use presents a clean

head, because the rail is not buried. It has to oppose principally

a rolling friction, for the number of times per mile that steam
railroad trains are stopped is very few, taking a general average.

The street rail, on the other hand, has not only to meet this

rolling friction, but has to contend with the grit from the sur-

rounding roadbed and with stops every few feet. Not only are

the stops incomparably more frequent, but they are again mul-
tiplied into a greater number of units, as many individual earn
are the rule on street railways as against the occasional tram
of the steam road.

Being unable to roach positive conclusions from the published
authorities and frojii jierscjnal contact with the steel experts of
the country, or .even from our own experience, it was deter-
mined to conduct experiments to this end.

It was :iccepted, to begin with, that it would be folly to try
to finesse in the matter; that the best that could be done would
be to try to find general, safe indications. When it is remembered
that each chemical ingredient puts its own particular stamp upon
the steel and a different stamp in each particular combination
uith the other ingredients, and that the number of such com-
t'inatious may be infinite; when it is remembered that each dif-
ferent heat at which the steel is rolled affects the problem; that
I he amount of draft put upon each successive pass should not
lie ignored, the necessity of the conclusion becomes evident.
Hence the pi'tsent effort is not to pass upon the proportion of
each particular thiug, be it good or bad; it is not a search for
the perfect steel; but only a prayer that light may be shown m
the right directions.

The experiments have lasted for three .vears. The first en-
deavor was to take broadly a "soft" steel and a "hard" steel tor
the rails to be tested, securing the difference by carbon alone,
leaving all other ingredients as nearly as possible the same.
The experiment with these started in October, 1895, and has
been continuous ever since. In June, 189(1. additional rails wera
added to the experiment, supplied by the West End Street Rail-
way Company, of Boston, who at that time had determined
(with, -(vJsdom, as will be seen subsequently) upon a steel both
hard and ductile. The conclusions, therefore, are based upon
what may be described as soft steel, hard steel, and steel both
liard and ductile.

The rails (some 33 in all) were laid in the South Eighth street
tracks of the Nassau Electric Railroad, of Brooklyn. They were
laid continuously, so that the same car is obliged to pass over
every rail, and therefore each rail is subject to the same wear,
and the wear on the head only is considered. Street traffic :s

ignored. The point was selected as one that would give great
wear in a short time, in order to reach early conclusions, as
the cars pass this point at extremely short intervals.

Every rail has been measured at two points, taken about 10
ft. from each end, in order to eliminate the special wear at

the joints. Each rail has two cast iron boxes bolted to the out-
side, at the points to be measured, to permit access for purposes
of measurement without disturbing the roadbed. Originally the
wear was registered both by actual measurement and by takmg
an impression of the rail by means of type-metal castings. Iwo
slots were provided in the tram of the rail to guide the type-

metal mould. Notwithstanding the great care that was exer-
cised in taking the impressions, this method of measurement
was quickly given up, as the results were far from being as

accurate as those taken by micrometer calipers. With these

calipers, measurements of each rail are taken at three points

across the head of the rail.

No. 1 being at a point near the gage line;

No. 2 being nearly in the center of the head, and
No. 3 being nearer the outside of the head.

Speaking accurately,

No. 1 is 2 in.;

No. 2 is 1% in., and
No. 3 is % in.,

all from the outside of a head 214 in. wide. Methods were
adopted for accurately locating the same lines, so that the com-
parisons in the different measurements of wear are to be relied

upon.

In Table I are the exact figures of the results: 17 rails of low
carbon (viz.: averaging .28). are designated as "soft" rails; 14

rails contaiuig high carbon (viz.: .59). are designated as "hard"
rails. It will be noted, in comparins these two classes, that

the other ingredients, from a metallurgical standpoint, are com-
paratively similar; indeed, an effort was made in their manu-
facture to make them exactl.v the same, and while this is an
impossibility, the results are remarkably close. Any difference,
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lIuTcl'uro, bc'lwi'L'ii these two i-l;issL'S, as far as clieinical ilifter-

ciices ai-e eoucerued, can be satVly laid to the cai'bou. The third

class consists of the rails furnished by the
_
West End Street

IJailway {'oiiiii.iiiy.

It will l>e noted that llie table embodies perhaps every iti^iu

that is iiiiewn lo the metallurgist of today as aft'ccting (he

problem, vi/... ehendeal composition, specific gravity and physical

tests, botli in tension and compression. The least wear shown

is in the West End rail, the hard rail follows, a good second,

while the greatest wear is shown in the soft rail.

Table II shows the average monthly wear, which for pur-

poses of comparison is best taken, the results being .0007 tor

the West End rail per month, .0012 for the hard rail, .0017 for the

soft rail. The result of the experiments are conclusive on this

I)oint. We will, therefore, in the subsequent analysis, start

with this as a fact. We will refer first to the physical test, and

take last the question of chemical compositions. In the physical

tests we will take first:

A, Specific Gravity. (See Table III). It will be noted that tlie

West End rails show a specific gravity of 7.82.5, the hard rails

7.841, and the soft rail of 7.85.5. But in considering specific

gravity it had best be based upon the iron alone in the compo-

sition. It is well known that the other chemical ingredients

fitfect the net result almost imperceptibly in the matter ot

weight, but very greatly affect the density of the iron (which is

the bulk of the composition) in the matter of its physical prop-

erty. It will be found a law that where specific gravity is re-

ferred arbitrarily to the iron and tlie metalloids are ignored, or

rather deducted, the specific gravity will tally closely with what

is to be expected from the actual use of the luetal, for instance,

in this case, ignoring the metalloids, the specific gravity of the

iron in tlie different rails will stand as follows;

Soft rail
'••*^'''>'-

Hard rail
'''"1;

West End rail ''J'^7,

and it is interesting to note the very close relations of this arbi-

trary specific gravity to the relative wear as shown in the test.

This is not a point to be ignored, because it is an exponent ot

the mechanical treatment, and it explains consistently in this,

as in many other cases, why the material with apparently (but

not reall.v) the lightest specific gravity, will show the best re-

sults in use. The analysis shows that what is needed, as may

be expected, is the densest steel.

Taking now, B Tension and Compression Tests.

It will be noted that in the tension tests the ultimate strength

stands as follows:

Soft rail 7.'>.S(;0 lbs.;

Hard rail 118.100 lbs.;

West End rail 120.:i,so lbs.,

closely following the determined wear. In elastic limit the re-

la I ion is: 'i-l

Soft rail 4.").T:iO llis.;

Hard rail 02..500 lbs.;

West End rail 53.1G0 lbs.

This, it will be noted, does not follow the rule of wear; and in

this is a lesson, the indication being that having secured a given

a'.i">unt of hardness, and consequently of strength, that the more

CjiMnUe til- Mjil the better the wear. In the compression tests

the same lesson is learned. The elastic limit of compression

standing at:

Soft rail 35.0<)0 lbs.;

Hard rail 50.300 lbs.;

West End rail 47.100 lbs.

At first glance it would appear that the rail compressed the

least would wear the longest, but where difference in compres-

sion is indicative of greater elasticity without a sacrifice of

ultimate strength, it is within reason to the good.

We will deal now with chemical composition; comparing first

the soft and hard rails. As stated before, (he only variation m
chemical composition which we need look at in this comparison

is the carbon, for while there is a slight variation between tUe

two silicons in the given rails the total percentage of a silicon

in either is not a factor and can therefore be ignored. The

greater durability of the hard rail, as compared with the soft rail,

speaks for ilie liiglier earliuii; and it may here be noted, that so

far as the higher earlion is coiieeriuMl, it involves no biglier cost

to the street lailway man,

Ou couqiarison, the carbon of the West End rail is practically

the same as that of the hard rail, silicon considerably higher,

but the real point of difference between the hard rail and the

\A'est End rail lies in tiie lower phosphorous and higher man-

ganese. It is well known that the low phosphorous, accompan-

ied by an increasing manganese, conduces to greater ductility.

On this point, hov.cver, a word of caution is necessary.

.\vj decrease of phosphorous from what is known as standard

in Bessemer steel, viz., .10, can only be achieved at a greatly in-

creased cost of manufacture; and, therefore, so far as the cbi'in-

leal constituents of the rail are concerned, the whole problem

to the street railway man is, how far is it economical to go in

Icwer phosphorous, the other hardening elements remaining the

same. A steel sneh as represented by the West End rail, or

even a steel still lower in phosphorous, it is possible to make;

it is surely a question of cost. On today's basis, an extra cost

of $1.50 per ton on the low phosphorous steel is a low estimate;

it would be safer to take it at $2.00. Taking the average price

of girder rails at. we will s;iy, $25.00, the extra cost of the low

phosphorous would be 8 per cent. What would be the increased

wear of the rails?

The average monthly we.^ir of the hard rail is 001 _'.

and the average montly wear of the West End rail is 0007.

On the face of it t would appear, therefore, that those who
could afford ii were amply justified in demanding and purchas-

ing the low phosphorous steel, but there is a hope for those who

cannot afford it; and there is some doubt, after all, as to the

advantages to be gained from so doing, which, to my mind,

brings us to the real lesson of the whole exi)Priuieiit. I'ay close

attention to what follows:

We all know that we can use a street rail until at least V2 in.

has worn away from the head, or .5. On this basis and taking

the average wear of the different rails as shown iu tlie test it

would take

25 years lo wear % iu. with the soft rail;

35 years to wear % iu. with the hard rail;

00 years to wear V2 in. with the West End rail;

and this in the case of a road which represents not average,

btit sticcessive wear; the rails in question having borne the wear

of heavily loaded cars running on an average of 580 per day

for 20 hours per Jay, during the time ot the experiments, or a

two-miunte headway. This meaning during the busy part of the

da.v less than Vi-minute headwa.y, and during the night hours a

wider Interval. Taking the ordinary line, its average headway is

less than tliis, consequently the theoretical wear would be

greater. Now nil of us who arc interested in electric roads and

have used girder rails, are aware of the fact that we do not

get anytiiing like this wear, and this being the case, we h.ive

got to look to something else besides quality of steel. 1 think

we all know what the cause is. and I am glad to again emphasize

it because it discloses a great evil we are still suffering fnnii

without realizing it lo the extent we should; the defect is in the

joints.

Had these measurements of wear been taken at the joints

iiistead of elsewhere' the lesson would have been different. Rails

are taken out of the track today not because the rail as a

whole has reached the point of destruction, but because the

joints have become too bad for further use. It must be remem-

bered that the experiments in question have not been extended

long enough to show the effects upon the rail of the degeneration

of the joints. On the wear at the joints reaching a certain point

the wear of the rail increases rapidly. For instance, in the soft

rail the average monthly wear being .0017 during the time ot

this experiment; in seven or eight years from this date the wear

will have continued to go on at a constantly increasing ratio,

starting from the point of defect at the joint,

III the early days of girder rails the joint question was before

us all. It was self-evident, in that the earlier construction was

so light that the .ioints quickly went lo pieces. During later

years, using a heavier rail and larger and better fitting splice

bars, we have heard less of this joint question, for as compared
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with the earlier joints the tracli is comparatively smooth. Nev-

ertheless, the evil still exists, and a few years from now those

who today arc deluding themselves in the belief" that they have

a long life for their existing tracks will awake to find out that

even the construction of today is wasteful aud extravagant in

this respect. The joint which is accepted now as being passably

fair is reducing the life of the rail to one-half or perhaps even

one-third of what it should be.

The conclusions we are led to seem to me to be as follows:

1. That for street railway use a "hard" rail will give the best

results.

2. That the most economical way to secure this hardness is

by increase of carbon, accepting the manufacturers" standard

specifications for the other ingredients.

3. That the next step should be towards an improvement of

the joints.

As is well known to all present, the writer has pinned his

faith to the electric welded joint as settling the question once

for all, by making the union homogeneous with the rail and

possessing an advantage from an electrical standpoint in the

matter of conductivity. Nevertheless, the cast-welded method
also demands careful consideration. It is certainly preferable to

anything in the nature of splice bars that we know of, provided

one glaring fault can be overcome, viz., the softening of the

steel that occurs from the large body of hot cast metal located

at that point, and it would .ippear that some means could be

devised to overcome this evil.

4. After making the joints perfect, what we have termed the

"West End rail" would certainly justify its extra cost. As the

analysis of each rail is embodied in this paper I need not here

refer to it.

It is unnecessar.v. to give the analysis applicable to each of

these classes, as the table gives it in full detail. I would caution,

however, against the use of carbon as high as ..59, as that was
puqiosely taken high iu wh.at we term the "hard" rail in this

experiment, the object being to reach an extreme. Carbon

should be limited to from .50 to .55, with the usual leeway lo

cover manufacturing contingencies. It also remains a question

whether the reduction of phosphorous to .08 (which may be

done within economical limits of cost) will not give results so

closely approximating .03 of the West End rail as to make
that figure an economical one. Whether or no the certainty

exists th,at so far as the steel is concerned, a rail of the follow-

ing analysis should give a theoretical wear, if the joint is per-

fected, of from 40 to 50 years, viz.:

Carbon 55

Silicon 10 or under

Phosphorous OS or under

Sulphur 00 or under

Manganese 83 or over, not to exceed 1.00

The great lesson I would once more emphasize is that until

you get the, joints perfect you need not worry about the quality

of your steel: anything in the shape of steel—the very cheapest

you can buy—will last longer than the joints will penuit you

to keep your rails in the track.

TABLE II.

AVERAGE MONTHLY WEAK OF TEST K.\ILS.

1 0018

2 0020

3 OOIG

4 0015

5 0016

G 0019

7 0015

8 0020

9 0013

10 0015

11 0014

21 0020

22 0020

23 0017

24 0013

25 0017
20 0015

Average monthly wear, soft rails 0017
12 0012
13

14

15

16

17

18

.0014

.0012

.0011

.0011

.0017

.0012

19 0009
20

27 ,

28

29

30

31

.0009

.0013

.0010

.0014

.0013

.0009

Average monthly wear, hard rails 0012
The foregoing are from observations for the 34 months from

October, 1895, to August, 1898.

32 0008
33 0005

Average monthly wear. West End rails 0007
From observations for 26 months from June, 1890, to August

1&9S.

TABLE IIL

Soft.

Carbon 280
Silicon 026

Phosphorous 106
Sulphur 066
Manganese 790

1.268

Iron 98.732

100.

Spec. Gr 7.855

Eased on iron only (ignoring the

metalloids) 7.956
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TUo ties sljoviW.bo of tJie best quality of yellow pine ties,

sawed . foiii- sides, iukI of a size sufficient to give a beariiiK on

fouudatiuu of not less than 4% sq. ft. per tie. A very excellent

and ecpnoniic.il spacing has been found to be 24 ties to a BO

ft. rail.

All ties should, be thoroughly tamped near the rail, and the

joint-ties tiniped throughout their lengths. The dirt under the

base of the raijl should be thoroughly tamped, otiierwise there

will be a settlement which will allow the rail stones to be forced

down. .

.

The. rail used should be of hard steel, and of a section that

will give it great stJEfness. . The tread should be either level, or,

as is becoming, common practice, should bevel, so that the wheels

will have .a bearing for the width of the tread. This latter ar-

rangement gives greater contact for traction and stoppages, and

also causes less damage to wheels that are skidded in an emer-

gency .stop.

The, web of t)ie rail sliould be. as nearly as possible, beneath

the center of the tread, so that the resultant of the forces of

weight and lateral motion of the wheel shall fall within the

width of the base.

As the lightest section of 9-in. rail is more than amply strong

to stand the, stress of carriage, provided, of course, that everj

tie has a first class bearing, it has been found desirable to roll

the web down to the thinnest section possible, and accept the

small losses due to rails splitting along the web from the tension

caused by the very unequal distribution of metal. The break-

age above referred to has been found to be, throughout a year's

work, about % of 1 per cent of rail laid.

The problem of the rail joint has been a very trying one. but

it is fast approaching a successful and satisfactory solution, the

essential fea.txires of which are either a welded joint, which

makes a rail practically one continuous mass, or the mechanical

joint, which avails of the bearing surfaces beneath the head and

tram, and beneath the base, and of the upper surface of the

base of the rails which it connects. Either joint, to be entirely

successful, however, must be laid with tight joints, so that pass-

ing wheels will have a continuous bearing.

This metliod of construction will, in time, force the track out

of line, and whei-e the line is curved to any extent, will push

the curve out of liup; and also in renewing any portion of the

track in warm weather, it will be found almost invariably impos-

sible to put in new pieces of the same si^e as the old removed,

because the great compression strain closes up the opening.

Still, with all these objections, the added length of life of joints

gained, is of decided advantage.

Wit'n the girder rail sections, in block paved streets, it is

absolutely necessar.v to use a rail filler. We have experimented

with the burnt brick, which was found to crumble badly under

heavy wagon traflie, and it has been abandoned. In its place

is used hemiodv planks, which give the best results on the In-

vestment.

In paving vyt the street, the portions outside the outside rail

and between the tracks should be paved and thoroughly rammed
lie fore the sections between the rails are paved. This prevents

the crowning of the stones between rails, from forcing the track

out of gage.

A bed of concrete between ties has been tried, to prevent the

paving blocks from sinking, but such experience as the writer

has had with this construction has not been very satisfactory,

and .as its first cost is great, and also as the interest on this

extra investment is, in many eases, greatly in excess of the

Kiaiutenance charges which it is intended to prevent, he is led

to very greatly doubt its utility.

' Mr. Littell: In 1S97 we put In about five miles of track with-

out any ties. AVe dug the trench 20 ins. wide and 17 ins. deep,

and then we suspended our rail. We had an appliance made so

that we could line it perfectly and surface it perfectly, with
small screws, and then we mixed the concrete and tamped under
it so that the concrete came just above the base of the rail.

After leaving it in that position for 24 hours we took away our
clamps and then filled on the sides of it with concrete. We
laid the joints staggered, and used a 60-lb. rail, and within a

week I walked over a part of it. I saw no movement of any

kind, no perceptible change of any kind. I went over it imme-

diately after a rain and I watched cars that passed it, and you

could not see a bubble or the least movement of the rail, it

was perfectly solid. We used Portland cement and very tine

broken stone. There has been 17 miles of railroad built in Buffalo

where they put down the concrete base first and then put the

rail on top of it, and then filled up the space with Tortland

cement and fine sand. But there are a very few places in that

concrete base where you can see a little movement once in a

great while. So that I think that the process of tamping the

concrete under the rail is very much better thau first laying

the concrete base. We use in this 12-bolt spliced bar a rail

weighing 94 lbs. to the yard. If I were laying a new track I

would always use a concrete base. Where you are using a track

that you have to run over it within a very short time it is very

difBcult to do it. This spring we had to reconstruct some track

and we put in in that case a tie every 10 ft. simply to hold the

alignment. We surfaced the ties on the ends on sand or gravel

first and then tamped imder the ties with concrete; we then re-

moved the gravel from the ends and tamped there with concrete

so as to get peifect surface and alignment and then tamped with

that concrete base under the rail. We were able to use the track

five to six days after it was laid, and it is ver.v difficult to find

the joints. You have'got to look for them. They were laid just

as tight as we could lay them, and it is what I call a per-

fect tie.

The President: Do you hold your gage by tie-rods?

Mr. Littell: Not in this case. We used the same process of

filling the space between the head and the base with concrete.

We set our toothing in cement, and .asphalt on the outside. We
have .W miles of track laid, I am sorry to .say, with the asphalt

carried right up to the back of the rail. Asphalt next to the riiil

is a very serious problem in a street railroad. Where the street

is tised a great deal, where vehicles will keep it ironed out, as it

were, it will stand fairly well if the track is solid. But where

the street is not traveled on very much the concrete disinte-

grates and water gets in. The concrete base reduces the cost

of laying the track and the cost of repairs enormously.

The President: Before we pass to the next paper. I want to

aslv another question for the information of all present: How
many are using storage batteries, and with what success? I

know that they use it in Buffalo.

Mr. Littell: I cannot say very much about the storage bat-

tery excepting that we have one in use. It has been in use

about nine months. It might be called an accumulator. It Is

!in auxiliary of our power house. As many of you are aware,

we get a certain amount of our power from Niagara Falls—

2,000 h. p., ar.d we have nominally 7,000 h. p. in the steam

plant. This storage battery was put in partly as an experi-

ment. I had great difiiculty in conviuciug my directors that it

was a good thing. When we put it in we made a contract for

1,200 h. p. hours. But in making my contract I provided that

the cells should be large enough so that I could increase the

battery two-thirds. I think we shall soon increase it, as we
are very much pleased with it. It takes all the sudden calls

upon us for energy, and there have been times when we have

but one engine in use, a 1,200-h. p. engine and 2,000 h. p. up

in the Palls, and the Falls power for some reason stopped on

us, but the cars went on. The people didn't know it. It held

us for 1.5 or 20 minutes until we could get in more engines.

We have had cases at night where we shut down the power from

the Falls and ran three or four hours with the battery. We
have tested it in ever.v possible way, and I am a Ann believerj

in it. I think it is a. good thing for a steam plant, as well as for

a plant like ours. I am not interested in a storage battery or

any accumulator. Simply, I am a believer in it.

Mr. Vreeland: As a result of considerable experience with

storage accumiUators as an auxiliary to power plants in Phila-

delphia and in Pittsburg, we have just contracted for one of

the largest storage battery that has ever been ei'ected

for a street railway company, as an auxiliary in our work the

coming winter. Our station is a little peculiar. We are building

a very large power station, 70,000 h. p., and it will not be ready

until next spring. We have not sufficient power to carry us
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lover llic wiuU'i' li.v (liivit fUrrrlit Imui lliu .ni'iU'ralois, :iii(l nc
tU'tei'miued uiioii a storage iuixiliary to this lartci' lilaiit wlnii

completed, aud are ercctinf; the lields I'oi- it. \Vc (Iclcniiiiii'il

that we coidd, by installing a portion of the ijlanl ai iIh' iircsrni

time and gi'ttins sufficient storage capacity to lal;e llie peak

ot ouf load for heating and liglitlng during llie winlcr niontlis,

manage Until we get our large house completed, when we shall

prnbal)ly put in batteries of three or four times the present

capacity. The experience of the engineers in cliarge, with whom
I liave communicated, both in electric ligliting aud electric street

railroading, is that tlie storage liattery is an economical auxiliary

to any plant which has reached the limit of the power capacity

in very heavy hours. The plant in I'hiladelphia was placed

where there were some extensions made at a point where the

house that fed that sectiou of llie city had reached the limit of

its capacity .and it was either necessary to build another house

or adil some storage capacity in that section of the city, which

was llie original cause tor the insfallation there. The storage

battery question as an auxiliary to that extent is very satisfac-

Jlr. liittcll: 1 lliinli Ihat any road running 'M to CO cnm caji

:,rt'ord a storage battei-y and would be justified in putHng one
in. The original cost is quite expens-ive. but 1 thinlc we will

gel nur cost back tlie first year.

THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL FARE BOX.

By T. J. Nicholl, General Manager Rochester Railway Company.

When I wrolo the president of this Association that it would
give me pleasure to present a brief paper on "The Use of the

Individual Fare Box," I thought that beyond question their

adoption on the railroad of the company I have the honor to rep-

resent would solve, to a great extent, the much vexed question

of how best to collect its revenue. I take it for granted that

the Rochester Railway Company is only one of a great many
other street railway companies tliat lind the question of collect-

ing their whole revenue by far the weakest and at the same
tune the most imiioriant part of their management, and tliat

NEW YORK STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION— l8g8.

torily determined by the tests in electric lighting stations and for

some time with street railroads. One of the most eminent elec-

trical engineers in this country, who has large experience with

the storage battery and spent some years in a company that

was attempting to perfect and operate a storage battery, whom
I sent for a year or two ago to talk over the question in con-

.iunction with the Cliicago system, which was to use an accumu-

lator car, said that after years of experimental work in eon-

junc-tion with storage batteries, he had come to the conclusion

that as storage batteries got their power from destruction—the

eating up of the plates-and as that could be accelerated by
motion, that tl.e economical place for a storage battery was in

a large safe witli the combination lost and the wires carriinl

out, and then you would get a connnercial storage battery.

(Laughter).

Tho President: Mr. Vreeland and Mr. Littell, may I ask a

question? Are those storage batteries economical for smaller

roads in provincial cities, say 2.5 or 30 cars, or 50 cars, where
the plant has reached its maximum. Is it economical, or are they

too expensive for us to put them in?

any practical solution of the problem would be hailed with

great joy in all parts of the country.

Now, gentlemen, for many mouths before I made the attempt

to introduce the faro box on the Rochester Railway. I h.-id

M atched with great interest the methwls in use in Canada. Eng
land, and some cities of the United States, where various fare

boxes are used, and after careful investigation, not only of the

system but also the box or receptacle, I finally made up my
mind that the fare bo.x used on the Toronto Railway was prob-

ably the best, as it .seemed to be a well made and ingenious

device, the outcome of years of experience, particularly a slot

in which the money was to be dropped, so arranged that, the

coin or ticket once entered, no matter how short a distance, could

not be withdrawn, thus avoiding any slight-of-hand work on

the part of the passenger. Tlie coin or ticket dropped on a

table or shelf that was easily and quickly seen by the conductor,

and best of all, when the coin or ticket was tripped into the final

receptacle it was utterly impossible for it to be extracted with-

out breaking the box. In fact. I could not see that a fare bos

could be more perfect, iinlegs it might be made to registei; tlje
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number of times the tabic or shelf catching the money was

tripped, which would be of vciy little value.

Having made up my mind as to the kind of box that I wuuRl

use, and still believing most firmly that by its use we could: U),

collect more of our revenue than we did by allowing our con-

ductors to handle it, and (2), that they would be relieved of a

very large portion of their clerical wort. I introduced the same

on the cars of two of our best lines June 29, 1898. I first liuU

these boxes turned into the office at the end of each trip, and

caused the conductor to ring up his cash fare and transfer reg-

isters the same as usual (we use two registers), turning in his

transfers each trip with the box, and giving the last number

ot each register. This, I soon found, required too large a cleri-

cal force in the office, and I accordingly lengthened the time out

so as to take in the entire running time of each conductor, that

is, they took their boxes at the beginning of their run and kept

them until they came off duty, but turning transfer tickets each

trip into the office with register readings, etc.

During the time of trial the receipts of both lines were very

closely scrutinized and compared with like weeks and days of

the year before and with similar seasons, considering weather.

etc., and little or no appreciable increase in the receipts could

be discovered, showing that our conductors were apparently

dealing square with us or had some other way of beating us.

We found that in crowded cars, for short distances especially, it

was impossible to collect all of the fares, as the conductor was

obliged to make change, and the people seemed desirous of caus-

ing delay purposely, in many cases putting five pennies into the

boxes (which took just exactly as long as collecting five fares

in the usual way), and generally required change, much more

than usual. The operation was often as follows: Conductor

would demand fare, party would hand hiin 25 cents, .50 cents or

a dollar bill for change; conductor would make change and

hand back same to passenger, who would count it once or twice,

in some cases putting it into his pocket without dropping the

fare in the box; conductor would call the attention of passenger

to this fact and an argument would be the result, all of which,

you will understand, would take much more time than simply

making change by the conductor. Of course, the party would

generally put the fare in the box; this is only one instance of

many. The box had to be carried by the conductor, either in

his hand or under his arm, as they did not like to carry it on

a strap, and this was the cause of several trifling accidents, such

as dropping the box on people's knees, shoulders and feet, caus-

ing no little trouble in this way. Kotwithstanding the fact that

we provided hooks for the purpose of hanging the boxes up out

of the way, inside the car, we found it frequently the case that

on account of having the box in his hand the conductor failed

to catch the trolley when it jumped the wire in time to save

it from striking the guy wires, etc. It was discovered that if

the conductor desired to be dishonest he could be so just as well

with the box as without it, in a crowded car, and the people en-

couraged it by assistance very often. We found that our pa-

trons disliked the use of the box very much, and would insist

upon not putting their fares into it, throwing them on the seat

and floor, or handing them to the conductor to put in the box;

all of which occurrences caused trouble and annoyance, but this

antipathy, I believed, would soon wear off, w'hen people become
accustomed to them.

Summing it up, I find that the objections to the individual

fare box are very much in the majority, the two things in its

favor being: (1), the sa.ving of labor bj conductor in having no

reports to make out, save the report of register readings, allow-

ing him more time to the attention of his passengers, and (2),

whatever was dropped into the box, be it buttons, dead nickles

or bad money, belonged to the company, and no opportunity is

given the conductor to distribute the company's revenue accord-

ing to his own ideas, both of which are of great importance, but

not sufficiently so, in my opinion, to overcome the objections

previously stated, and therefore Its use has been abandoned by

this company, after using the same in the neighborhood of six

weeks, during which time the men, as well as the officials, gave

it a most fair trial.

While it would seem, from the above, that the Individual fare

^0J is not practical in the operation of a street railway doing a

large business, at tiie same time I am convinced that it would

lie a most excellent device for the use of lines with a light traffic,

and would undoubtedly give rhem almost their entire revenue,

with very little expense for inspection, etc., which can hardly

be 'afforded by sucli lines.

This is my experience. I give it to the convention for what

it is worth, and trust it may be of value to those, who have had

some idea of giving the system a trial. People have said to me
that our citizens were too dishonest to admit of the system

being a success in the United States. X don't believe one word
of this, and have not the slightest doubt that we could use them

on the entire Rochester Railway without trouble, if we so de-

sired, as it really is no reflection upon the honesty of the men;

on the contrary, to an honest man it removes all possibility ot

suspicion.

I am also equally certain that our men are as honest as can

be found anywhere, and that in Toronto, Montreal or elsewhere,

where boxes are used more fares are missed than would be

stolen.

The "Springfield Republican" has wisely said: "Thus we are

brought back to the necessity of recognizing that the honesty

of the conductor must, to some extent, be presumed and relied

upon. This is a factor which cannot possibly be entirely elim-

inated from the conduct of any corporation or business. Inspec-

tors may be employed to watch, but who is to watch the inspec-

tor? And the wise corporation manager, who is acquainted with

human nature, knows that a man's honesty is never improved

by proceeding on the assumption that he is dishonest. The
more effective way would seem to be to give the conductor a fair

wage, reasonable hours' and good treatment generally, and place

him on his honor as a man to deal honestly in return."

On motion of J. P. E. Clark, a committee to nominate officers

for the ensuing year was appointed, consisting of H. H. Littell,

of Buffalo, Ira IMcCormack, of Brooklyn, and T. D. Rounds,
of New York. The committee reported as follows:

President, G. Tracy Rogers, Binghamton.
,

First Vice-President, W. Caryl Ely, Niagara Falls.

Second 'Vice-President, Albert L. Johnson. Brooklyn.

Secretary ard Treasurer, Henry A. Robinson. New York City.

Executive Committee: Herbert H. Vreeland. New York City;

John W. McNamara, Albany; Henry W. Watson, Buffalo; Clin-

ton L. Rossitcr, Brooklyn.

The ticket was promptly elected by unanimous vote.

Ithaca was chosen as place for the next meeting.

Jlr. Sugahara. of Japan, a guest of the convention, was in-

vited to speak.

The convention then adjourned.

ENTERTAINMENT.

Tlie entertaiLuients provided by the local roads were highly

enjoyed, and admirably conducted. Tuesday evening there was a

special exhibition of fireworks, followed by the banquet, at

which Hon. Tom L. Johnson presided. The dinner and speeches

were both fine. The toasts were: "Our Host," by A. H. Sted-

man; "Transportation in Greater New Y^ork," H. H. Vreeland;

"Our Best P.atrons" (the ladies), Hon. A. B. Culver; "The Busy
F>oys" (our legislators), Hon. Jacob A. Cannon; and "Our Asso-

ciation.'' W. Caryl Ely.

Wednesday special cars to the navy yard, and in the afternocn

a trip was made in a special steamer up the Hudson and down
Fast river, an elaborate lunch being served on board. The local

committee included C. L, Rossiter. A. L. Johnson and J. L. Iloln.

After the convention Vice-President Drake, of the Nassau road,

took .a party on a special trip in President Johnson's private car,

which is equipped with Christensen air brakes, Mr. Drake acting

as motorman. and giving a very satisfactory demonstration oi;

the brake under high speed.

-•-

In our August issue it w-as erroneously stated that F. J. Hoag
had resigned the presidency of the Toledo. Bowling Green &
Fremont Rail-n-ay Company, and been succeeded by Edwin
Jacoby. We are advised that Mr. Hoag is still president and that

no change is contemplated.
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MAYER & ENQLUND,
10 SOUTH TENTH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Electric Railway Material and Supplies
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We carry a Large and Complete Stock of Everything needed for the Construction,
Equipment and Maintenance of Electric Railroads.

HIGHEST CLASS MATER5AL AT LOWEST PRICES.

NUTTALL GEARS, PINIONS AND BEARINGS,
UNION STANDARD TROLLEYS AND PARTS.

PARTRIDGE SELF-LUBRICATING CARBONS.
INTERNATIONAL REGISTERS AND REGISTER FITTINGS.

VAN WAGONER & WILLIAMS CO. COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
COMMUTATORS REFILLED. ASSEMBLED BARS AND MICA.

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS. ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS.
MOTOR AND CONTROLLER REPAIRS, ALL KINDS.

ST?-A.r^3D-A.rtID O'^ESrtHES-A.lD -AILJ^'J?:E1FCI.AJI^.

Prompt Shipments from Stock. Send for Catalogues.

PERSONAL.

I. W. Miller, who resigned as superintendent of the Olean

(N. Y.) Street Railway Company, has returned to that city and

resumed his duties.

Geo. W. Knox, electrical engineer of the Chicago City Rail-

way, brought his bride to the convention, and both were the

recipients of many congratulations.

Prank Phillips, superintendent of the Brooklyn Avenue Street

Railway Company, of Kansas City, has resigned. Political and

business interests demiind his attention.

Palen C. Moses, who is extensively interested in electric rail-

ways in the vicinity of Bath, Me., made an assignment on

August 30, liabilities estimated at $200,000.

H. R. Rasmusseu, who has been a city employe of De Fere.

Wis., has gone to Green Bay to fill the position of engineer for

the Fox River Electric Railway Company.

B. H. Wells has been elected president of the Babcock & Wil-

cox Company, to succeed the late Mr. Bennett. Mr. Wells was

formerly manager of sales, and his promotion is a well-merited

recognition of his ability.

Garson Myers, manager of the Chicago office of the Christensen

Air Brake Company, was overcome by the heat and unable to at-

tend the Boston convention. For several days he was dangerous-

ly ill, but has now recovered.

T. Julian McGill, long with the Westinghouse Electi'ic & Man-
ufacturing Company, in Chicago, has been transferred to Minne-

apolis, to looii after the northwest territory. His headquarters

are at 515 Guaranty building, Minneapolis.
,

Joseph Miller, who has been master mechanic of the Columbus

(0.) Street Railway Company for the past three years, has ac-

cepted a position in Ypsilanti, Mich. His fellow employes pre-

sented him with an I. O. O. F. watch charm as a token of their

good will.

George W. Dunham is to be president of the Hartford &
Springfield Street Railway Company, which is to be organized to

complete the road undertaken by the Springfield & Southwestern

Company to connect Springfield, Mass., and Hartford, Conn.,

and partially built.

Frank P. Welch, who has been superintendent of the Dela-

ware (O.) Electric Street Railway Company, has left for the City

of Mexico to enter the employ of the railway company there.

Mr. Welch, by his former experience, is well qualified to have
charge of the electric construction which is contemplated.

C. E. Loss, the well-known and successful railroad contractor,

of Chicago, has just returned from Europe, where he enjoyed

a well earned rest. Mr. Loss has been actively engaged the past

two years in constructing the Bluff City line along the North
Shore, connecting Waukegan, Ft. Sheridan, Highland Park and
other points, and which is one of the longest and most interest-

ing interurbans in the country. After completing his work Mr.

Loss sold the entire property to advantage, and the line is now
known as the Chicago & Milwaukee Railway. The work of

securing franchises was unusually difficult, but was accom-

plished by Mr. Loss in the face of obstacles which would have

discouraged most men. He is still connected with the road as

director.
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E. B. Gnim. sviptn'inteiideiU of the Laliiyette (lud.) Street Rail-

Avaj? Compiiny. was a caller oiv tUe Review when in riiiiago

reortitly. Mr. Giiun states that his coniiiauy carrii'il SiMHIO pas-

sengers fluring the nine (lays from August 28 to Septeniber 5,

which iuflndeii the coiiiily lair week and Labcir Hay.

CLAMBAKE OF THE AMERICAN ELEC-
TRICAL WORKS.

IV E. Drake, of the Wallcer Company, has been selected as

electrical adviser to Ferdinand Peck, commissioner general of

the "United States to the Paris Exposition of 1900. Mr. Drake

sailed for France with the Commissioner General and party on

the steamer Lai 'roin-aine. from Xew York, on September 3. He

expects to return to this coimtry about the middle of October

and will then resume his duties with the Walker Company.

D; W. I'ugh. who fur 4(1 years has been so prominently con-

nected with the John Stephenson Company, is no longer witli

that' concern, and will spend a few weeks with his son-in-law.

F. D. Russell, of Rochester. Mr. Pugh has not yet fully decided

which of several offers he will accept. His long experience,

ability and popularity are well known. J. A. Tackaberry. wno

has.also been connected with the Stephenson Company for so

many years, has also severed his connection

Norman Taylor llarringtcm. European agent of the E. P. Aliis

Company, was married to Jliss Anna E. Spencer, of Milwaukee,

on September 11. Mr. Harrington was setting up machinery m
the, street railway power station in Barcelona previous to tUe

breaking out of hostilities with Spain. The U. S. consulate was

assailed by a mob and Consul Boweu was defending the shield,

wliich hung above tlie doiu-, aiid was in greiit peril when -Mr.

llaniugton came to his assistance, ami they held the mob at bay

until it was dispei'sed.

KNIGHT TEMPLARS AT PITTSBURG OCTO-
BER 10-14.

On nccoutit of the Knight Temphir Tiieimial Conclave at Pitts-

burg October 10th to October 11th, the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road will sell tickets at one fare for the round trip from October

8th to loth, inclusive. Tickets .good for return passage leaving

Pittsburg not later than October ITth. Tickets may be extended

to October 81sl: on payment of 50 cents at time of deposit wiin

Joint Agent at Pittsburg. See nearest B. & O. Ticket Agent tor

full partic'.dars or address B. N. Austin. G. P. A., Chicago.

ELECTRIC ROAD FOR SHANGHAI.

Cousul-General tioudnow, of Shanghai, reports to the St.ate

l/eparement some details of a plan to build 18 miles of overhead

trolley electric railways in that city:

The report of the special commission is again under discus-

sion, and it is decided to include in the particulars both systems

of gage ("standard" and "meter").

The following general particulais are ordered for publication:

The electric overhead trolley system is to be adopted.

The routes are to be three in number, viz:

(1) From the French waterworks along the Chinese Bund (if

practicable), and thence along the French and English Bunds, to

the point by way of Broadway, Seward and Yautgtze])0o roads.

..(2) From the Bimd to the Bubbling Well, by way of Kiukiang,

Kiangse, Haukau, and Nankin roads.

(3) From the Shanghai Station of the Woosung-Shanghai Rail-

way to the west gale of the Chinese city.

A concession is to be given for the construction of the line and
all accessories to a syndicate or comi)any, to be known as the

"Shanghai Tramway Company." The concession is to be for 30,

40 or 50 years, according to the tender that the ratepayers may
decide to accept, and the company is to jiay the council a percent-

age of the total gross receipts for the period of the concession.

Notiflcation to tenderers by public advertisement will follow

in due course, and the tender finally selected will be submitted
to the ratepayers for ratification.

The annual clambake. In celebration of the founding of the

American Electrical Works, Providence, B. 1., is an event

of much importance to the electrical men of New Eng-

land. The twentieth anniversary came at a most oppor-

tune time, the day following the adjournment of the

A. S. R. A., Saturday, September 10. A large number of

street railway men went from Boston to Providence wliere

they wei'e met by officials of the company with special cars. Af-

ter a delightful ride through Providence, over the lines of the

I'nion Railroad Company, the visitors arrived at Pomham Club.

A cordial greeting was given to all at the clubhouse and each

guest was provided with a numbered silk badge, an American

Electrical Works souvenir, white linen cap and a briar wood pipe.

Tile numbered badges showed considerably over 300 in attend-

ance. At 10:30 a fine lun<-li was served and at 12;:>0 a sumptuous

AT THE AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS CLA.MUAKE.

dinner was provided. The clambake lu'oved iv great attraction

to the visitors from the west. A number of lirilliant speeclies

concluded the dinner. Secretary T. C. Penington responded to

the toast, "The American Street Railway Association." and

Maurice Coster, manager of the Chicago office of the Wesling-

house Electric & Manufacturing Compan.v. made some felicitous

remarks. Bowling, billiards, cards and rifle shooting furnish-

ed amusement and a hearty appetite for all. Every one gave

unstinted praise to the generous hospitality of the company, and

voted Eugene F. Phillips, president of the works, an ideal host.

The Providence Albertype Company took photographs of the

guests in a group and as may be seen there is a look of satis-

faction on each face.

ILLINOIS STATE MEETING.

At the first annual meeting of the Illinois Street Railway As-

sociation, held in Chicago, June 7. it was decided to hold a special

meeting at Aurora, Sept. 20. Secretary C. K. Minary has nolitied

the members to this effect and a i)rofitable and well attended

meeting is anticipated.

The annual picnic of the employes of the Columbus Street Rail-

way Company was held on August 2(> at Olentangy Park. The
Schedule for the day was so arranged that each man could spent

at least six hours at the park. The employes and the members
of their families each wore a neat badge upon w-hich was mounted
a miniature nickel plated trolley wheel; no less than 2,000 of

these were di^trijjuted. A baud concert and a kiuetescope exhi-

bition furnished the amusement for the evening. The officers

of the company. President Sheldon, Vice-President Stewart. Gen-
eral JIanager Kelly and Auditor Buringtou. enjoyed the picnic

with the men, and their fellowship was much appreciated.
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THE "AUTO-MOTONEER."

A couti-olU'r governor or retardiug device has been Uevelop<?il

at the repair slioiis of tlie Cliicago City Railway Ootupauy, whicli

will doubtless receive much atteutiou from street railway men
for it is <iuite unique and a radical departure in controller opera-

tion. It has often been demonstrated that improper manipula-

tion of the controller handle is very wasteful of current, and

every railway company has rules and regulations covering this

thoroughly. With all these rules and inspectors to teach thi>

niotornien how to handle the controllers, there is almost a, uni-

\ irsal disregard for both. The motormeu become so accustomed

to throw the controller handle around, regardless of the time that

should be given to allow proper acceleration at each point, ii

has been the e.\perieuce that even under the eye of the inspectors

they continue this practice.

G. W. Kno.\, electrical engineer of the Chicago City Raihvn.v

Company, has given the subject careful investigation and has

formulated the lo.sses due to the usual operation of the controller.

The apparatus for automatically regulating the movement of

the controller handle has been designed and patented by G. W.
Kno.x. C. E. Moore, master mechanic, has assisted in working out

the mechanical details of the aiiparatus.

The mechanism occupies so small a space that it can be placed

within any controller case between the top of the drum and the

hood of the case, and requires only the removal of a cam from

the main drum shaft. The frame of the device carrying the

entire mechanism is a small malleable iron casting held in place

by two machine screws tapped into the back of the controller

case. On tho main drum shaft is a ratchet wheel having 1-

uotches, and a bole in the hub affords a stop in place of the cam
removed.

Uu the fraine is a lever escapement with two pawls, one pawl

being always engaged. Two springs, oue a %-in. and the other

a %-iu. closed coil spring, hold the pawls in place in the notches

of the ratchet wheel.

Connectetl to the lever escapement is a link attached to a

plunger of a dash pot l'/. in. in diameter and I'/a in. deep. The
piston is -ji in. thick, with two iron pacliiug rings. When the con-

troller handle is turned one notch the air in the dash pot is

compressed and holds the pawls firmly in position so that the

handle cannot be turned another notch. In the bottom of the

dash pot is a very small hole into which projects a needle-

pointed screw, by which the ai'ea of the hole can be regulated.

As soon as the air escapes, one of the springs acts and frees :i

pawl so that the controller handle can be turned another notch.

The time occupieil by this action depends entirely upon the size

of the hole in the dash i)ot. If it is large the air escapes rapidly

and frees the pawl quickly, but if it is small, the reverse is the

case. By means of experiments, the size of the hole can be

uicely determined and the operation of the controller is auto-

matically regulated. It is impossible for the motonuan to turn

the controller handle faster than the predetermined rate.

EXCURSION RATES VIA UNION PACIFIC
RAILROAD.

If you contemplate a trip west, bear in mind Home-seekers'

Excursion dates are next Tuesday, Sept. 20th, Oct. 4th and 18th,

Nov. ist and 15th, and Dec. 6th and 20th, one fare for the round

trip plus §2.00 from Chicago or territory up to Missouri River, to

points in Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and Idaho.

Tickets will be good 21 days from date of sale and can be routed

via Omaha or Kansas City. Stop over privileges will be granted in

Home-seekers' territory. These tickets are first-class and good on

all trains.

Through car service from Chicago to Denver, Salt Lake City, San
F"rancisco, Portland and intermediate points. Trains are equipped

with Pullman palace sleepers, Pullman tourist sleepers, free reclin-

ing chair cars, buffet library and smoking cars, and dining cars

where meals are served a la carte.

Ask for tickets via Union Pacific R. R. For information address,

W. T. Holly, General Agent, No. 206 S. Clark street, Chicago, or

E. L. Lomax, G. A. & T. A., U. P. R. R., Omaha, Neb.

Compound Lever Jacks

Solid Main Frame.
Patent Adjustable Levers.

Quick Trip Action.

THEY ARE Sitr^

Send for Complete List, Sizes, Weights, Capacity, Prices, Etc.

the 0* $( &**
Self-Feeding Rail Drill

Will Bore 7-8 in. Hole in Less than One Minute.

BALL

BEARINGS.

EASY

ACTION.

VERTICAL

and LATERAL

ADJUSTMENT.

DURABLE

CONSTRUCTION.

LIGHT

WEIGHT.

USED INSIDE

or OUTSIDE

of RAILS.

Fnrnisbed with Over or Under Rail Clamps, as desired. Top removed
tor Passing Gars In Two Seconds. Qnickly readjnsted for work.

Get Onr Catalogue and Prices before Placing Tonr Orders.

The Q. & 0. Company,

WESTERN UNION BLDG. CHICAGO, ILL.
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A BOSTON SOUVENIR.

Oh, a queer olil town, but a dear old town,

Is the home of the Bostonese.

So modest and kind one expects to find

Pantalettes on the limbs of the trees.

There the owls now hoot in a way astute—

I As all well-bred owls should do—
And they plainly say in grammatical way

"To whom" and not "to who."

Once the KcUey "slide" claimed old Boston's pride-

John L. can still command it;

But you mustn't insult her Ibsen cult

By claiming you understand it.

In the paths obscure of freali literature

Her worli is certainly crowning;

Boston's flies wear speclis and she now subjects

All beans to a course of Browning.*

*But a Boston intellect is not required to install the McRoy

Titrifled clay conduit—unsliilled labor can do it.

-•-»

TESTS OF FORGED ENGINE SHAFTS.

The Bethlehem Iron Company, South Bethlehem, Pa., gives

us the following data concerning some shafts for street railway

engines forged by them:

A test of one of six fluid compressed, open hearth steel shafts,

forged hollow on a mandrel for 7,500 h. p. engines built for the

Metropolitan, New Yorli, by E. P. AUis & Company, showed:

Elastic limit, 35,000 lbs. per sq. in.; elongation, 25 per cent The
dimensions are: Diameter of fly-wheel fit, 37 in.; diameter of

journals, 34 in.; diameter of crank web fit, 30 in.; diameter of

axial hole, 16 in.; length over all, 27 ft. 4 in.; weight, 70,000 lbs.,

estimated.

Two shafts of open hearth, hydraulic forged hollow on a
mandrel and oil tempered for engines for the Boston Elevated

Railway: Elastic limit, 45,000 lbs. per sq. in.; elongation, 20

per cent in test pieces 12 in. in diameter and 10 in. long. The
dimensions are: Diameter of fly-wheel fit, 19 in.; diameter of

journals, 17% in.; diameter of axial hole, 6 in.; total length, 19

ft 9% in.; weight 16,100 lbs.

One shaft of fluid compressed nickel steel, hydraulic forged on

a mandrel and oil tempered, for the Boston Elevated Railway:

Elastic limit, 50,000 lbs. per sq. in.; elongation, 18 per cent in

test pieces 1 in. in diameter and 10 in. long. The dimensions are:

Diameter of fly-wheel fit, 37 in.; diameter of journals, 34 in.;

diameter of crank web fit 32 in.; diameter of axial hole, 17'/4 in.;

length, 27 ft 10 in.; weight 63,000 lbs., estim.ated.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York, at

the request of its employes, has waived its very stringent rule

against the circulation of subscription papers among them, in

order that the men may contribute to a fund for the relief of their

sick and disabled companions who enlisted in the volunteer ser-

vice. In all, some S5 of the Metropolitan men enlisted.

The Camden (N. J.) & Suburban Railway Company has been

reported as opposing asphalt paving for the streets in which its

tracks are laid. This is not the case as the company has no ob-

jection to asphalt except between the rails where It considers

a vitrified brick pavement more durable.

The notorman and His Duties
]By JUudujig €lutntann«

145 Pages. 84 Illustrations. Cloth Binding. Price postpaid, $1.00.

A valuable practical book for electricians, motormen and applicants for

such positions. Written by a practical railway engineer.

Intelligent handling of the motor car saves money for the company. This book tells

in plain, simple language how this can be done.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
PART I.

CHAPTER 1. -A glance over the car equipment.
CHAPTER II.—Transmitting electric power.
CHAPTER III.—Operation of cars and controllers.
CHAPTER IV.—Operation of brakes.
CHAPTER v.—How to remedy troubles.
CHAPTER VI.—Some hints as to general conduct.

PART II.

CHAPTER I.—The principles of the electric motor.
CHAPTER II.^The electric railway motor and car equipment.
CHAPTER III.—Controllers.
CHAPTER IV. Brakes and their construction.
CHAPTER v.—Electric traction systems.

A- XlTT© Et.sezLt xTtraaitocl. oxx ©-iT-or-y street nalX-c^ay. O-ooca. ooxmnlssloxL.
WINDSOR &. KENFIELD PUBLISHING CO.,

Publishers of "the street railway review,"

OLD COLONY BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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WINDSOR & KENFIELD PUBLISHING CO.

OLD COLONY BUILDING, - - CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE. HARRISON 784

Published on the 15th of each month.

SUBSCRIPTION, -

Foreign Subscription,

THREE DOLLARS.
Four Dollars American Money.

Address all Communications and Remittances to Windsor <&» Kenfield Publishing

Co., Old Colony Building; Chicago,

H. H. WINDSOR, F. S. KENFIELD,
Editor. Business Manager.

CORRESPONDENCE.
We cordially invite correspondence on all subjects of interest to those engaged

in any branch of street railway work, and will gratefully appreciate any marked
copies of papers or news items our street railway friends may send us, pertaining

either to companies or officers.

DOES THE MANAGER WANT ANYTHING?
If you contemplate the purchase of any supplies or material, we can save you

much time and trouble. Drop a line to The Review, stating what you are in the

market for, and you will promptly receive bids and estimates from all the best

dealers in that line. We make no charge for publishing such notices in our

Bulletin of Advance News, which is sent to all manufacturers.

This paper is a member of the Chicago Trade Press Association.

Entered at the Post Office at Chicago as Second Class Matter.
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In our report of the meeting of the Street Railway Asso-

ciation of the State of New York, in the Review for Sep-

tember, two of the papers read were omitted by reason of

the manuscript not reaching up in time for pubHcation m
that issue. These were the paper of J. T. Little, Jr., of the

MetropoHtan Street Railway Company, on "The Relation

Between the Public and Street Railway Companies," and
the paper of W. J. Clark on "The Electric Railway as an

Auxiliary Coast Defense." Both of these \-i\\\ be found in

this issue and are well worth a careful perusal.

On another page will be found a description of the meth-

ods employed in Buenos Aires for handlin;'; dressed meat
when transporting it from the abattoirs to the city either for

local distribution or en route for export. The utilization of

the tramways for the transportation of dressed meat is not a

new thing in South American cities and has been the

practice even with animal traction, but the adoption of elec-

tricity for the motive power could not fail to greatly improve
the service and the new equipment provided is for handling
heavier loads at higher speeds.

A similar service inaugurated by the street railway com-
panies in American cities would undoubtedly be of great
convenience and benefit to the people as well as the com-
panies, and it might well be extended so as to care for a
great deal of the other heavy hauling now done by trucks

and (hays with animal traction. The objections raised to

such expansions in the trolley field would doubtless be

many; those now engaged in I he trucking liusiness would
oppose the granting of express and freight franchises to tlic

street railways because their business would be interfered

with, and would stimulate the cheap politician to renewed at-

tacks upon street railway "corporations." One great advan-

tage resulting to the city, from such a service, that might be

mentioned is the decreased expenditure for paving, the

heavy wagon trafific being transferred to rails which are laid

and maintained by the cotripany.

There are some companies, however, which already are

empowered to conduct such a business. In the July Re-
view was noted the fact that the Chicago General Railwav

had inaugurated a trolley cartage service to and from the

freight houses of the 17 railroads which it intersects.

We note in another column the very successful history of

the Metropolitan Street Railway Association, of New York,

since it began to exercise its mutual benefit functions some
20 months ago. This association was organized among the

employes of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company by
President Weeland first as a club, taking up later the aid

features. The constitution of the association provides that

the president and the treasurer of the railway company shall

be ex-ofificio president and treasurer, respectively, of the

association. The board of trustees are chosen half by the

president and half by the association, so that while the mem-
bers of the association direct the management of its finances

they at all times have the benefit of the counsel of men more
expev'encfd in such matters than they themselves are apt to

be. The f econd annual entertainment of the association was

heM (jTi October 1 in Carnegie Hall, New York Citv, and

was a great success

The work of the American Street Railway Association has

continued increasing in vohune until it has reached a point

where the time allotted is not sufficient for the accomplish-

ment of the multitudinous features of the program, and

while the two days which were ample 10 years ago have been

doubled, the work and other features have quadrupled. \\'e

write this at a suggestion of a nundser of managers of prom-
inent roads who expressed to us regret that they were able

to find so little time for a careful inspection of the exhibits.

The supplymen also have noted the growing demands upon
the time of delegates and the consequent curtailing of the at-

tendance in the exhibit hall, and while we have yet to hear
the first con-.plaint from them, they naturally feel that their

eiiforts to present a creditable display are justly entitled to

some positive recognition. They go to a great deal of

trouble and make a large outlay in Ijringing and installing

their aiipliances, and pay to the Association for rentals each
year one-third of its total income
We are convinced that the time has come when an inspec-

tion of exhibits should be made one of the program fixtures
and assigned at least one half day (although that is too short
to study the display carefully) which time shall not be cut
into by any side attraction. There is no question that the
visiting managers are just as anxious to make the inspection
as exhibitors are to have them. The manager of one of the
largest systems in the country remarked to us that really the
only time he had to visit the exhibits was during the reading
of the reports, after which he returned for the discussions;
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and that he was obliged to make his cxaininations of the

power plants during the evenings. That he was not alone

in this is evidenced by the fact that during the reading of one

of the most important papers only 25 persons were in the

audience. Delegates said, we can read the papers in the

published reports, but we cannot study the appliances from

pictures

No one who visited Boston would willingly have given up

any of the many delightful trips and entertainments, and the

same was true of St. Louis, and we hope will be of Chicago

next year. The proposition therefore resolves itself into a

question either of shortening the business sessions (which

are already quite brief); of curtailing the excursions—which

no one wants to do; or lengthening the convention period.

Some advise less excursion and more time. Next year this

may be practicable, for Boston was historic before Chicago

was dreamed of, and we cannot hope to compete with the

record of "98 along these lines. In any event in making up

the assignment of time in "99 the exhibits should have early

and commensurate consideration.

Elsewhere in this issue are the descriptions of three elec-

tric railway systems using alternating currents. The Mid-

dlebrough, Stockton & Thornaby Tramways represent the

liighest development of interurban railway in the United

Kingdom. American ideas predominate in this system; in

fact almost the entire equipment and machinery are of

American manufacture. The manner of generating and dis-

tributing the current commends itself to railway men in this

country, as it is the most advanced practice of today. Large

generators supply three-phase alternating currents at 2,500

volts and these are transmitted at this potential to the sub-

stations and converted into a direct current at 500 volts.

The transmission losses are very small.

An American engineer would never consider alternating

currents for transmission on a road less than eight miles in

length for the losses on a 500-volt circuit with feeders are not

excessive at that distance. However, there are no Board of

Trade regulations to contend with in this country. The re-

quirement that the difference of potential between the gen-

erating station and the extreme ends of the lines must not

exceed seven volts is not only well nigh impossible to ful-

fill, but is of no practical value. It adds nothing to the safe-

ty, comfort, or convenience to any communitv or munic-

ipality and in most cases is a most onerous condition for

street raihvay designers to meet. Economy in transmission

imposes a limit to the drop in voltage which should be

recognized. There are many railways in operation with ex-

cessive line losses, reaching 20 to 25 per cent. The 500-

volt transmission is not suited to long lines and extensions

and small conductors.

The power plant of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric

Railway, described in the August Review, is for the alternat-

ing currents transmitted at 5,500 volts. Objections have

been raised to high voltages in cities, yet in the manmioth
power house of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company,
New York, the voltage for the alternating current transmis-

sion will be raised to 6,000. With good insulation and prop-

erly designed conduits the disadvantages of high voltages

disappear even in crowded districts.

The Cripple Creek District Railway is a model type of in-

terurban road receiving its current from a w^ter fall. It is

safe to say that in the future wherever a water power of suffi-

cient size to run a railway system is within 25 miles it will

l)e developed to supply current for the system, the appli-

cation of alternating currents making this possible. Tb".

greater part of the electric railway under construction ^«" 'i

projected is between cities and towns, invading the st< 1
'

'.

railroad field. Experience has shown that this can be suc-

cessfully done between cities 20 to 30 m.iles apart. If this

has been accomplished with direct current at 500 to 600

volts this distance can be greatly lengthened with alternat-

ing currents at 5,000 to 6,000 volts, for it is the transmis-

sion of the current which has heretofore placed a limit to

such undertakings. The facility with which the voltage of

alternating currents can be raised and lowered constitutes

the only advantage over direct current for transmission.

The use of the alternating current motor would present

many advantages for street car work. Those of the induc-

ition type dispense with the troublesome commutator, the

question of insulation is of minor importance and there is

little danger of excessive currents burning out the wind-

ings, but so far the difficulties of starting and regulating

such motors have been insurmountable. Some are san-

guine enough to predict that these problems will be solved

in the near future The fact that such motors are in suc-

cessful operation on two or three lines in Europe justifies

such a stand, although the necessity of the double trolley

line counterbalances the advantages of the motors.

The single phase motor would require but one trolley

wire; its fatal defect for railway work is its inadequate

torque at starting, and it is at this tirrie that the traction

motor must develop maximum power. Until the alternat-

ing current motor can be operated from one trolley wire

and have a starting torque 300 to 400 per cent above the

running torque, as does the direct current motor, it cannot

set up a claim as a competitor, however much its use may
be desired. In itself the street car motor of today leaves

little to be desired for it is light and compact, is reasonably

efficient and requires little attention and repairs on a well

organized road. In fact it seems that it is approaching the

height of its development. The next step in advance, will

be a motor with all the advantages of the direct and alternat-

ing current types which will greatly broaden the field for

electric traction.

We believe the manager of what is known as the small

road, will bear a reminder as to discipline. With many
managers of roads operating say five to ten miles the feel-

ing is that the great discrepancy in mileage and cars, num-
ber of employes and volume of receipts, is such that it is

not necessary for hinv to be as particular in many matters

of detail as his brother with the greater responsibilities.

In some respects this is true, and he would be open to

criticism did he spend as much in proportion for, say clerk

hire, as a large road has to do. With his smaller force it is

possible for him to have a personal knowledge of his men
and operating incidents that on the large road is a physical

impossibility, and there must be provided a system of

records and men to keep them which is the next best thing.

But there is no good reason why as thorough a disciphne
should not exist on the one as the other; in fact the super-

intendent of the smaller company has less excuse for fail-

ures in this respect
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These reniai-ks are suggested by a ride taken a few days

ago on a line operating some fifteen miles in a city of

about 25,000. We were riding on the front platform of

a car ten minutes late on a line less than two miles long.

About four blocks from the business terminal we were

stopped and held eigiit minutes by the tower wagon crew

repairing an overhead guy wire, which repair was in no

sense an emergency one. The car coming from the oppo-

site direction was held even longer. After several requests

from the motormcn the wagon was removed from the

track with its work far from completed. The line could

just as well have been, opened eight minutes earlier. In

taking the wagon to the side of the street, which was a

business street, and, at a crossing, the guy wire was allowed

to hang' over the trolley wire and dangle in the air with-

in two feet of the ground. Although a dozen people were

On the curb and in the street watching the operation no

word of caution was given. The wire was safely recovered,

but meanwhile one car with three passengers on the front

platform, had approached to within six feet of the loose

wire. However no damage occurred and the incident doubt-

less was never recalled by any of the witnesses, with the

exception of the writer

We were now eighteen minutes late, or a little more

than the running time for the full half trip. Presently we
approached a steam railroad crossing where the view either

way from the front platform was badly obstructed by build-

ings. The car did not stop although it was brought down
to perhaps three miles an hour. The conductor reached

the front platfornv just as the front wheels struck the first

steam rail, and looking both ways without getting ofif

the conductor remarked, "I guess she's all right," and the

crossing was passed. As events turned out it proved, or

rather happened to be "all right;" but it was pure luck and

not the result of any precaution on the part of the car crew

that some of the seventeen passengers in the closed car

were not mangled and killed, A little farther on a second

crossing was reached, this time two tracks, and here the

conductor got ofif from the re.'.r platform and came ahead

but it was "neck and neck" between him and the motor-

man as to which reached the other side first. A third cross-

ing was signalled by the conductor in a manner but slight-

ly better than the second. Near the end of the line the

motorman stopped to pick up a half dozen young girls for

a free ride of two or three blocks. Two small newsboys,

one not over seven years of age, were carried several blocks

on the lower step in excliange for a copy of the local

paper.
, ^

On the return trip the crossings were run in a manner

fairly commendable, though a positive improvement on the

going trip. Both the men were bright, active and cou,

teous, but they need discipline. All ethical reasons aside,

a small road would suffer much more heavily from a seri-

ous damage claim than the large one, and the company in

evidence could only pay a few thousand dollars at the ex-

pense of all its dividends for a year, hence its greater neces-

sity, from a mercenary standpoint only, for exercising great-

er care.

And now many managers will read this, and subscribe to

the criticism, which is offered in a most kindly spirit, and

will remark "that manager ought to correct that evil.''

But are you sure it is not your own road?

CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT RAILWAY.

i!.v the iiitrotluetkm of the three-phase system m' rlr.ii i.-.i!

Iraiisiiiissiou the devolupmont of tho transformi r i f huge c-ipac-

ityaiid the lotaiy convcrtci-, a jrreat and lastiug clement of change

lias been lirought into electric railway iii-aetice with ulliniale

fonserinences which escape the pi-edietiuiis of even the most san-

guine. High tension three-phase alternating cnnvnt reduced in

transforniei's and changed in converters to low tension direct

current for use with ordinary electric strei t cars was first em-

ployed at Portland, Ore. At Lowell, Mass., this method was
first adopted tor the operation of long interarbin <>le;-tnc- r.iilway

service, with gratifying success, and since then, in alinosl all

cases involving a transmission of power, beyond tlie economical

limits of tlie directly generated direct current, three-phase sys-

tems similar to those at Portland and Lowell are empliiyed. For

the operation of the great underground elictnc road in London

and tlie 110 less great system of the iletropolitan Street Itaihvay

Company, of New York, involving intricate transmission and dis-

tribution, the three-phase system will also be us d.

I''roni Cripple Creek to Victor, in Colorado, runs the reccntlj

installed road of the Cripple Creek District Hallway, First ni-

vision, a line some six miles long—the first installment of an in-

fenirban network which will eventually connect many of the

busy mining towns of Colorado, As the road will ultimately

cover long distances, the three-phase system with current gen-

erated at high pressure, transmitted, reduced and converted has

been adopted as most suitable to the eventual demands. 'J'he

source of the power is the flow from the different water sheds

APPROACHING MIDWAY.

from Pike's Peak. The site of the power house is located a few

hundred feet above Lake Moraine, in close proximity to Uie rack

road leading from Manitou to Pike's Peak.

The water is brought'through a riveted steel pipe line about

2.700 ft. long to a 4-ft. Pelton water wheel, running at 500 r. p. m.

under a head of 700 ft. To the wheel is directly connected a

22!>-k. w.. three-phase alternator, wound to ds-Iiver current di-

rri-tly to tlio line at a pressure of C,3CH) volts and a periodicity

lit 27, cycli's. 'I'lie exciting current is obtained from a midtiiiol.u-

direct current generator, directly connected to an IS-in. walri-

motor running at l,-400 r. p. m.
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Previous to the installatiou of the three-phase generatlug plaut.

continuous railway current was furnished to the trolley line at

550 volts from the Cripple Creek lighting station, where the rail-

way company installed a 225-k. w. multipolar direct current gen-

erator driven by an Armington & Sims compound engine. This

steam plant will be held as a reserve upon which to call in case

of emergency.

The generating station switchboard is built of two blue Ver-

mont marble panels, one for the generator and one for the ex-

citer, equipped with the usual indicating, measuring and con-

trolling instruments. The high potential switches are of the

extremely quick-break type and are unprovided with handles,

the opening of the blade being effected by means of a long stick

with a hook at the end, which hook is inserted in an eye in the

free end of the switch. The switch blad.'S are separated from

each other by marble barriers to eliminate all chance of arcing

between the blades. In order to bring the Wades away from the

hoa>-d both hinge and clips are mounted on corrugated rubber

cones about SV2 in. high. Similar pyramid Intervene between

the back of the board and the high potential connections. Tw .

sets of lightning arresters are used, one set being placed in the

MAP OF ROUTE.—HEAVY LINE SHOWS PROJECTED ROAD;

generating station itself and another in a lightning arrester

house a few feet distant from the station. As the station and

line are situated in a locality some 10,000 ft. above sea level,

where electric storms are frequent, the necessity for reliable

lightning arresters is forcibly brought home to the station man-

ager at oft recurring intervals.

From the power house the circuits run over a pole line as far

as the Horse Shoe Pass, the wires being strung on Locke triple

petticoated high potential insulators. Along the tops of the poles

runs a bare iron wire grounded every few poles, as an additional

protection against lightning. The total length of the transmis-

sion line is about 9 miles.

The transformer and converter substation is located at Horse

Shoe Pass, at the Station Midway, half-way between Victor and

Cripple Creek and about midway between the terminals of the

first division of the i-ailroad. The reducing transformer equip-

ment consists of three 75-k. w. transformers, cooled by a cur-

rent of air forced up through the core and windings. In these

the pressure is reduced to 3.50 volts, and at this pressure the

three-phase current passes to one 200-k. w. rotary converter run-

ning at 750 r. p. m., and feeds to the trolley wire from the com-

mutator side, direct railway current at a pressure of 550 volts.

The switchboard in the sub-station consists of a single panel

fully equipped with the necessary apparatus.

The line is 6.25 miles long, single track with two turn-outs and

three spurs. It runs from Cripple Creek to Victor, with terminal

facilities, car barns and offices being at the former town. The
illustrations show clearly the nature of the country through

which it passes. It may be said to be made up eutirtly of grades

and curves, and, indeed, according to an engineer who recently

inspected it, "There is not enough straight track on the whole

road to make a decent crowbar!" The average grade between

Cripple Creek and Midway is 6.09 per cent, the maximum rising

to 7% per cent. Between Midway station and Victor the average

grade is 4.68 per cent. The track is laid with 60-lb. Trail on ties

closely laid and well ballasted. It is bonded with terminal bonds

of two No. 0000 copper wires. The track and roartbed have appar-

ently been laid down with the sole end in view of permanency

of Installation and solidity of construction.

The rolling stock consists of three 40-ft. closed vestibuled

double truck cars, manufactured by the Barney & Smith Car

Company for the passenger service and one 33-ft. 6-in. double

truck baggage and freight car. Each passenger car is equipped

with two 50-h. p. motors with two series-parallel controllers, and

the baggage car with four 35-h. p. motors and two controllers.

All the oars are provided with Christensen air brakes and air

whistles.

The road has been in operation since January 2, 1898, on a

strictly railroad basis, with fixed time schedule. Since traffic

was inaugurated, no trip has been lost nor have any difficulties

been encountered not already provided for before actual opera-

tion was begun. The successful operation of this road goes far to

prove that, even under the very severe conditions which obtain

in this case, it is possible to maintain a perfect steam railroad

schedule on a single track electric interurban road.

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR OF GENERATING STATION.
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VIEW OF SILVERTON, COL., FROM THE CRIPPLE CREEK LINE.

The road has si.K stations—the terminals at Cripple Creeli and

Victor, and Anchoria, Midway, Windy Point .lud Dyer stations

iu the order named from Cripple Creeli. The round trip is at

present made in one hour and 29 minutes at an avtrnge spoetl of

about 10 miles aij hour, but this speed will shortly be increased

to make a round trip between Cripple Creek and Victor iu one

hour. The road was promoted, constructed and is under the

general management of L. D. Koss, vice-president of the com-

pany. H. I. Reid, formerly of Chicago, and later of Omaha, is

chief engineer and electrician. Only passenger traffic has been

handled up to the present time, but the road has been built and
equipment has been ordered to haul ore and other freight in the

district. The road is building and will have in service within an-

other 60 days four more passenger cars to take care of the pas-

senger traffic alone. The road is set down as a money earner.

Surveys are now being conducted with a view to extending

the line from the Horse Shoe Pass as far as Colorado Springs—

a distance of about 32 miles—passing Lake Moraine and Bear
Creek CaiSon.

The work of construction on the extension it is expected will

SCENES ON THE CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT RAILWAY.-BARNEY ,^ SMITH CAR EQUIPMENT.
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slmrtl.v lje biyiiii. The < iinviit will Ik; I'luiiisbed ou the tlu'ee-

pliase system, jruui'nited by watin'-wlieel-tlriveii dynauios at hifili

voltage. ti-ausfi)riiicd down and couvortpd at sub-stations in the

niauuei- identical with the installalioii whiih foniis the sub.iect

of this artiflc.

L. D. lioss, vice-presidt'nt of the frlpple Creek District Railway

Company, and who has promoted and constructed and had the

general management of the road, liegan his rai'.road work '22 yean

ago as telegraph operator and had 10 years' experience in the

dift'ereut departments of steam railway companies, including the

construction of 105 miles of new road. Ten years ago Mr. Russ

became interested m electric railways, and has been idcntifiiMl

with several successful companies. He came to Colorado in

l.SfKl. from Seattle. \A'ash., and upon his arrival in the Cripidr

Creek mining district saw the need of an electric railway to

furnish cheap transportation to carry the miners to and from the

mines, as well as to lessen the cost of hauling all kiuds of freight,

especially ore and coal.

Having thoroughly investigated the possible earnings of such

a railway, Mr. Ross secured his franchises from the well popu-

lated towns of Cripple Creek, Victor and Gillett, and by prnp -r

survey located his electric line

through the district, connecting

the towns and principal shipiiing

mines. He then went to L.mdoii

and associated with him in the

enterprise English capital. Ou his

return (oi)struction of the line b;'-

tweeu Cripple Creek and Victor

was begun in June, 1897, and was

completed and put in operation

January 2, 1808. In the b.-giuning

of the construction of the electric

line, he found the ste.im railways

were much opposed to having

their territory invaded by such

cheap transi ortation, and as they

controlled and made the price of

coal in the district, he realized tin-

necessity for having cheaper ijower. After making a thorougli

examination of all the water sources near the Cripple Creek

district for the purpose of generating electric power by water

power transmission plants, he found a large water power avail-

able in the Colorado Springs water system, and offered to the

city of Colorado Springs for the use of this water to generate

power for electric railway purposes, to extend the line from the

Cripple Creek district to the city of Colorado Springs, a distance'

of o2 miles. He secured this franchise and completed his sur-

veys, locating the line between the mining district and Colorado

Springs, and while doing so, installed his first water power sta-

tion at the head of Lake Moraine, transmitting ijower nine miles

to the electric railway in the Cripple Creek district, completing

sa.me on July 2, 1898, and since that time has been operating

the electric railway with this power. He expects sliortl'y to begin

construction of the main line to Colorado Springs, and hopes to

have same completed and iu operation within eight months.

L. D. ROSS.

CONVERTIBLE CARS.

Anyone who has ever had the misfortune to take an open

car iu summer and be caught iu a thunder storm en route can

well apprecia-te one great advantage of a convertible car. Tlie

convertible car can quickly be made comfortable in wet weather,

which is impossible with an open car, no matter how well pro-

vided with curtains it may be. There is, perhaps, some con-

fusion as to just what is meant by the term "convertible"; the

cars used on the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway, illus-

trated in this issue, are termed convertilile by. the maker, yet

lliey differ from closed cars only iu having the window glass and
sash slide down into a recess where it is concealed by the sill

folding over the opening.

yVe tliink the name should properly be restricted to those cars

in which the entire side panels may be removed, and so making

the car really an open one and accessible from a running board

along the side. That there is a demand for such cars, on the

part of the public at least, appears evident from the tact that

three such cars have been placed upon the marlcet within a com-

paratively short time.

The pioneer was the "Duplex" car exhiljlted at .Niagara Falls

in October, 1897, and well remembered by the many who made
the trip down the Gorge in it. This "Duplex" car was also

shown at Boston, and several are in service on eastern roads.

In this t.vpe the glass iu the windows is bent to the arc of a

circle and slides up into the roof in guides bent to the stme ra-

dius; the lower panels are on the plan of the roller tops of desks

and are plane when in position and accommodate themselves to

tlie curved guides when raised. With Ibis t.vpe the sash alune,

or the whole panel may be lifted.

Another type of convertible car is that designed by George D.

Muusiug, general manager of the road at Tampa, and illustrated

in the Review for July, last. This car has the alternate side

panels only movable; they are in effect sliding doors, and when
opened slide sidewise into the fixed panels.

A third type of convertible car is that shown at Boston last

September by the J. G. Brill Company. In it the panels slide up
into the upper part of the car. the windows and s did lower por-

tions in separate grooves. In general appearance this car is

nuire like the ordinary street car.

The convertible car is eqttally well adapted for winter aud
for summer service, and particularly so for spring aud autumn
use, when our changeable climate often demands a closed car

one hour aud an open one the next, if the passenger is to be

comfortable. Only one set of such ear bodies is uecessaiy to

equip the road. 'Whether the increased cost and the possible in-

creased maintenance and repair charges will more than counter-

balance the saving of having only one-half the car bodies and the

gain in pleasure riding in suitable seasons can only be deter-

mined by trial, and it is gratifying that a number of roads are

now making the trial. We believe that there are strong argu-

ments for this type of car and shall await the results with in-

terest.

ANOTHER STREET RAILWAY FOR HON-
OLULU.

A few days ago the editor received a very interesting letter

from Frauk X. Cicott, who is making a tour of the globe. We
last heard from Mr. Cicott from Australia; this time he writes

from Honolulu under date of September 12, just before leaving

for San Francisco, where he uow is. He says that en route from
Australia he visited the Fiji, Tonga, and the Sanioan Islaud.s,

remaining several days at each place, aud arriving at Honolulu
the middle of August.

Mr. Cicott advises us that a uew traction company has been
organized with plenty of money behind ij, and that it will pro-

ceed to build its road as soon as possible. The name of the com-
pany is the Honolulu Rapid Transit & hand Company, and the

officers are: President, L. A. Thurston; vice-pr sideiit. James B.

Castle; secretary, J. A. Gilman; general manager, C. G. Ballen-

t.\ne. The richest men in Honolulu are large shareliolders, aud

among them are C. H. Athertou. James B. Castle, Charles S.

Desky, McCandless Bros., Alexander Young & Co. and the estate

of S. N. Castle.

General Manager Ballentyne contemplates a visit to the states

to invite tenders for structural material and equipment; he will

luobably be here in December.

The gross earnings of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Conqiany's

system have increased some 20 per cent within the last two years,

basing the figures on the reports for the last quarter. For the

<iuarter ending September .30, 1898, they were ,'i;i,G58,C33, as

against $1,410,078 for 1897, and .$1,386,885 for 189fi. For the

month of September the receipts were $534,941 in 1898. $400,837

iu 1897, and .$420,877 in 1890.
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TYPE OF CAR.—PECKHAM TRUCKS. STREET SCENE IN STOCKTON.

INTERURBAN BETWEEN MIDDLES-
BROUGH, STOCKTON AND
THORNABY, ENGLAND.

lu spite of the ditflciilty of obtainiug franchises, aud the re-

strictions whicli handicap railway enterprises in English cities,

steady progress is being made and it now seems that an era

of railway construction is opening. The conditions in England

are more favorable than in almost any other country for electric

lines in and connecting cities. Not only are there many large

cities, but the industrial centers are close together, affording

a most attractive field for interurban railways. It is at this

point where the craze for municipal ownership strikes an insur-

mountable barrier, as the municipal corporations are not em-

powered to construct railways outside of their own limits. This

is a great point of advantage for private enterprise and will

doubtless prove an entering wedge, introducing electric lines iu

many communities.

One of the most enterprising and active agents in promoting

electric railways iu the United Kingdom is the Imperial Tram-

way Company, of which J. Clifton Robinson is the managiug

director. This company has built and operates trolley systems

in Bristol, Dublin and Middlesbrough, and has formulated plans

for electric lines through the western suburbs of London. The
latest undertaking completed by this company is the Middles-

brough, Stockton & Thorn.-iliy Electric Tramways, which iu

many respects represents the highest development of electric

railways in Great Britain. J. Clifton Roljinsou, the engineer of

the company, is thoroughly familiar with railway practice both

in America and Europe, and emijndies the best ideas in his lines

and equipment, being singularly free from prejudice of foreign

design and construction. Suiting these to local conditions the

result iu each case has been a tramway system up-to-date in

every particular.

Middlesbrough, Thoruaby and Stockton are manufatturiug

cities on the River Tees, in the north of England, near the North

Sea. These cities, together with the villages through which the

lines pass, contain a population of over 200,000. There are about

15 miles of track, all of which is double except in the sparsely

settled district between Middlesbrough and Thornaby. The
lines are laid in the principal thoroughfares of each city, there

being but one branch line which is 1% miles long counccliug a

populous resident district of Middlesbrough with the business

center. As may be noted from the view of High street, iu Stock-

ton, it presents a very busy scene. One thing peculiar to the

American eye is that the cars run in an opposite direction from

what they do in our own cities.

The roadbed throughout is of substantial construction, having

a foundation of Portland cement concrete 6 in. deep. Grooved

rails, weighing 92li lbs. to the yard were laid on this and tied

BOILER ROOM.—BABCOCK i WILCO.X BOILERS. GREEN ECONOMIZERS.
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tOKOtliin- by stei'l rods at iutervals of 10 ft. The vails are elee-

trioally conneeted by the "Columbia" boriil, made by the Harring-

ton Kail Bonding Company, New York.

Perhaps the most notable feature of the systi'Ui is the power

station. In order to locate the station advantageously on the

river in Stockton and conform with the Board of Trade regula-

tion, which permits a difference of potential between the gener-

ator and the end ot the lines of only 7 volts, a three-phase, 2,500-

volt transmission was adopted. There are three generators,

each of .'{00 k. w. capacity, having 32 poles, giving 2.500 volts with

a frequency of 25 at 94 r. p. m. The cunent for exciting the

fields is taken from the line circuit at the switchboard. To pro-

vide an exciting current to start the machines, a strong battery

was installed. The view in the battery room shows 200 cells

which also supply current for lighting the station. The dis-

(harge rate of the battery is from 4S to 70 amperes with

a capacity of 240 ampere-hours. The current for charging the

cells is taken from the 500-volt circuit and passes througli a

booster which can raise the voltage to 0.50.

At the power station there are stei)-down transformers reduc-

ing tlie voltage from 2,.50O to 320, and two 200-k. w. rotary con-

ears in operation but 15 more will soon be adib-d, so that a 5-

minute schedule may be maintained on all the lines. A speed of

8 miles per hour is allowed in the city and 12 miles an hour

outside the limits. The cars are double deck. 32 ft. 4 in. over all,

with a capacity for 30 passengers inside and the same number

outside. The "Inaugural Car," which was especially decorated

for distinguished guests on the initial trip, is shown. The ears

were especially designed and constructed for this road. The bot-

tom frame is of steel channels and oak, with side and corner

posts of white ash, and mahogany panels. Besides the usual

hand brake there is also an electric emergency brake.- The cars

are mounted on the Peckham maximum traction truck, known as

the "Middlesbrough Special." Each truck carries two 30-h. p.

motors operated by series-parallel controllers.

The traffic since the opening of the road, July 16, has been

more than satisfactory and indicates a prosperous future for th;?

company. A number of important extensions are contemplated,

some ot the franchises having been already granted. Such roads

as this are needed in every part of England, aud we hope that

this may be the prototype of many others which may bo con-

structed in the near future.

STORAGE BATTERY ROO.M. SWITCHBOARD.—WESTON INSTRUMENTS.

verters deliver a direct current of 500 volts to the switchboard.

The lines for two miles on either side of the station are fed from

the main switchboard. Three-phase alternating currents are

transmitted three miles to the sub-station over two three-core

cables at a loss of only 5 per cent. Here the voltage is reduced

by the transformers and changed to a direct current by three

rotary converters to be distributed to the rest of the system. The

main switchboard, shown in the cut, consists of white marble

panels. The instruments are mostly of American makes. Weston

ammeters and voltmeters being used.

Direct connected to each of the generators is a slow-speed,

horizontal cross-compound, condensing Reynolds Corliss engine,

made by the E. P. AUis Company, of Milwaukee. The cylinder di-

mensions are 16 and 36.x32 in. The engine room is 52x100 ft., and

along its entire length is a track for a 10-ton traveling crane.

In the boiler room there are three Babcock & AVilcox water tube

boilers, provided with mechanical stokers. A Green economizer

of 240 tubes is shown in part in the illustration. Overheail in

the boiler room are steel coal storage bins from which the coal

is fed to the stokers by gravity. An electric crane on the wharf

hoists the coal direct from the vessels, and after it is automat-

ically weighed It is conveyed to the bins, which have a storagi'

capacity of about 300 tons.

The trolley wire is No. 000 hard dra« u copper and is carried

on steel tube poles spaced 120 ft. apart. There are now 35 motor

TRAMWAY SPEEDS.

From the report by M. H. Geron, manager of tlic Coloffne Tramways, read

before tfie Permanent International Tramway Union at Geneva, and translated in

the " Railway World," London,

The question of the most suitable speed for light railways, and

particularly for tramways, is one of the most frequently dis-

cussed problems of management. The successful solution of the

question equally concerns public authorities, passengers, share-

hulders, and especially in the case of tramways, the gen^'ral street

traffic. All progress in the industry of transportation is inti-

mately bound up with the increase of speed, and such is particu-

larly the case for tramways carrying passengers, to which llie

present discussion is limited.

Replies to inquiries regarding speeds have been made by 21

tramway companies; eight of these companies operate their lines

by steam, five by electricity, five by horses, one l>y compressed

air, and two by a combination of one or more of these methods.

The replies come from Belgium, France, German.v, Italy, ami

Austria, so that they furnisli a representative series, aud enable

us to render a sufficiently cumiilete account of the stale of the

ifuestion.

Confining ourselvis to llie data contained in these replies, we

will sub-divide the tramways, as regards speed, into two classes.



vb. sul>urbanliuo, worUcl piincipMll.v by steam, and urban lines, legislature closely resemble them. Tbe Belgian loc^al railway

worked principally by electricity and l>orses. Speed is naturally system now includes 1,500 kilometers and wd soon be doubled

greater In the first class than in the second. On lines having As appears from the reply of the Belgian Company of Loca

an independent right of way the speed depends almost exclu- Railways, the management was consulted when the limits pt

sively on technical and economic considerations. Increase in speed speed were fixed and the rules formulated in such a way as to

renuires more perfect construction and equipment, and, there- gire satisfaction to both parties. This method is certainly corn-

fore entails greater cost for track and rolling stock, so that the inendable; and we would like to express the wish to see the rules

expense for working and maintenance becomes greater. On the submitted to frequent revision by taking the opinion ot all those

other hand, increased speed is popular with the public, and brings interested. The regulations were formulated originally by the

as a consequence increased receipts. It is notorious that experi- • authorities in a spirit of prudence, but as soon as newly e^-;-

ence since the inception of railways has been and still is favor- lished railways and tramways have become familiar, and a^^

able to an increase of speed, and this is true for light railways elers and the public have grown accustomed o he new mode

as well as trunk lines «f transport, an increase of speed is often desirable. Everyone

'with respect to tramways the situation -is notably different.. agrees in saying that the receipts increase with the «P<^''d »nd

Here, speed is not simply a technical and economic question, but this is in fact a proof that an addi ion

^^/fJP-^ -;;=;,.
f"^/^

one that depends, besides, upon the general condition of the traf- approval. On the other hand, it has not been shown ,,at the

fie in the streets, the danger of accidents, and all the local cir- number of accidents has increased where an ]-'^^^"'^''^

cumstances of traffic. It follows from this that the question pre- has been authorized, and we must attribute this fact to the ci-

sents itself to managers of street railways under an entirely cumstance that the public has grown accusiomed to street lail-

difterent aspect than in the case of lines having their own per- ways.

manent way, and the solution in the case of the former b^omes Ou the electric tramways of Aix-la-Cuapelle partly in the city

much more difficult. For this reason we shall deal especially and partly in the suburbs, the maximum authorized speeds aie

with urban undertakings in which the obstacles and the dangers 12 and 16 kilometers ('Ai and 9.92 miles), respective y. At Baden-

presented by the traffic in the streets acquire greater importance. . Voslau, the speeds are 2.-5 kilometers (15.5 miles) on the company s

We should here make another distinction, viz.: between tram- own right of way; IS kilometers (11.16 miles) during tbe day, and

ways worked by mechanical traction and animal traction. In the 14 kilometers (8.68 miles) at night on country roads, and 14 kilo- .

first it is technically possible to attain without difliculty speeds meters in the city; the minimum speed is 10 kilometers (6.2 miles);

which pass the limits imposed by local conditions, while with ani- under these conditions the "commercial speeds" on two lines are

nial traction the very nature of the motor-that is, of the horse- 6.99 and 9.30 miles per hour.
_

places a limit which cannot be exceeded, and which does not At Gera the authorized speeds are 12 kilometers (..44 miles)

allow the attainment of a speed which local conditions would within and 20 kilometers (12.4 miles) without the city. At Ham-

pormit. In the examination of the replies received, we will ex- burg the speeds are 0, 12 and 18 kilometers. At Zwickau, 1-

press, in order to simplify matters, the speed in kilometres and kilometers within and 16 kilometers without the city; the electric

miles per hour. We will also describe the speed obtained by cars here make a speed of 9.6 kilometers (5.95 miles), including

dividing the length of the route by the duration of the journey, stops.

including stoppages, as "commercial speed," and the speed which All of these electric companies believe that higher speeds

must in no case be exceeded as the "maximum speed." would result in larger receipts, without either increase of acci-

On the Italian tramways the maximum speeds are 16, IS and 20 dents or larger working costs,

kilometers per hour (9.9," 11.2 and 12.4 miles per hour), and these The Mekarski compressed air line in Paris has a "commercial

are reduced to 6, 8, 10 or 12 kilometers in densely crowded streets speed" of 10.75 kilometers (6.00 miles). By French law the maxi-

and ditflcult passages, but the company thinks that the official mum is 12 kilometers in cities and 20 in the country,

maxima might very well be raised to 24 kilometers in ordinary The following list shows the "commercial speed" on several

street running, and to 30 kilometers (18.6 miles) on independent horse tramways:

permanent way, and these speeds were even proposed by the au- Maximum Speeds

thorities in a measure which, however, did not become a law. Kilometers. Miles.

This projected law laid down 24 kilometers as a maximum at any „ ,^, r.^ ,,^o n -y-^ , <>

-

. , , ,, .,,-«„. ^- ^ Tramways of Frankfort 10.2 to lO.S 0.32to0.i
point, and there were special rules for falling gradients, curves, ^^^^ ^^ ^ .j.-, .„ , i-i

. , „ , . , , , . , ^ ^- Tramways of Florence 10.2 to 9.9 G.S^loii.U
crossings and other dangerous points, and also at night time. •'

,
, ,„o.. .^- /••!.,. r wn„

, . ^j , J „ J • ,. •* , Tramwavs of Magdebourg 10.2 to 9.o (,.32 to 5.89
For railways constructed on ordinary roads the speed is limited ^ > . = = ,„„. o ,.....* i <><>

, „„,., ^ •...., , , . , . Tramways of He delberg 10.2 to 8 1..32 to 4.90
to 30 kilometers, with similar restrictions as to grades, etc., pre-

±i<iiuy\^ja v o
,, ,, „ ...>,,, .. -..

., , , ,

o
. .1 Tramways of Prague 10.2 to G (j.32 to o.(2

scribed for tramways. ii.iLui. ..jo «. »

The Belgian National Company of local railways limits its xj^^ ^^^.^ (.umpanies first mentioned remark that a successive

speed in populous districts to 7 and 10 kilometers, and at other increase of speed has resulted not only in an increase of receipts,

parts to 14 and 17 kilometers. Without special authorization the ij„{ _.,lso in expenses. As to this last, the Frankfort tramways
speed of trains outside crowded districts must not exceed 30 kilo- company estimated a 30 per cent increase in the horse account,

meters, to be reduced to 10 when passing through villages and
i^^j ^ ^^jg dj^t increase in receipts exceeds that in expenses,

'towns, and speed must be slackened when the approach of a train jj jg singular, that in spite of the great difference in .speeds

might frighten horses and otlicr animals, and possibly lead to reported by the various companies, ranging from 6 to 10.8 kilo-

accident, meters (3.72 to 6.7 miles) per hour, they all consider as the most
The management of the steam tramways of Bologne have failed practical speed that which they have adopted. A fact worthy of

iu their application for power to increase speeds up to 22 kilo- notice is, that the speed on the Frankfort tramways, lO.S kilo-

meters from the present IS kilometers limit. Other Italian lines
nieters (6.7 miles), corresponds closely to the speed of the two

are limited—at Milan to IS to 20, Turin Province 20, and the steam
,i„gg ^j steam tramways of Florence, 10.6 and 9.9 kilometers

tramways at Rome, Milan and Bologna to 20 kilometers. All ,|.--^ gjg ,„iies). j^ ti^at of the electric tramways of Zwickau,
join in the opinion that speeds might be increased without addi-

,,,5 kilometers (5.95 miles); and to that of the compressed air

tional danger and with additional profit. tramways at Pans, 10.75 kilometers (6.66 miles).

At Crefeld, the German tramways are limited to 12 kilometers

iu populous centers, and 20 outside, and the so-called commer-

cial speed only reaches 12 or 13, with this 20 maximum. Several The Hnniigh electric trains over the Brooklyn bridge have been

accidents early iu the life of the line caused the reduction from iliscontinued during rush hours, exactly reversing the previous

the original speed of 15 to as low as even ten kilometers, beyiuul plan. The reasons given are that by running only the local bridge

which it only recovered to the above 12 and 20. I'ars at these hours a much shorter headway can be mainiaiiied

The Belgian National Company's rules best conform to prac- and the public better accommodated. Passengers are transferred

tical necessities, and tlie propositions submitted to the Italian to their destinations without extra charge.
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THE METROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION.

A RECONSTRUCTED STATION, CIN-
CINNATI.

Ill tUo HiiviEW for March, 1897, was publislieil a short aiTouiit

of the Metropolitan .Street Itaihvay -Association, of New Yorl;,

started l).v President Vreelaud, of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Company, as a club, and afterwards made a mutual aid

society. It started in liusiuess February J, 1897, with a mem-
bership of 1,120, which has now increased to 2,004 and is still

^rowinj;. The statement of the association, as published in ;i

recent circular to the members, shows that in the year .iust

clo.sed dues were collected to the .amount of nearly .$1-1.0UU. an 1

Ihe total income was .$22,800. Sick benttlts were paid to tlu'

amount of .$9,2.'55 death claims, .|3,547, and medical fees, .$2,-07.

Membership in the association is voluntary but is limiled to

llie employes of the company. There are no salaried officers, and
a physician is its only salaried employe. It pays no rent. It has

.$."i.0(JO invested in bonds of the company, now worth $5,ti00, on

which it draws .'5 per cent interest. The bank lialance is

.f2,7.^>1.18.

The advantages of membership are thus stated in the cir-

cular: "For an initiation fee of $1 and dues of 50 cents per

miuitli you get $1 per day when you are sick, .$150 in life insur-

ance, free attendance by a thoroughly competent physician,

wliose whole time is devoted to the association members. He is

in attendance at the association rooms daily from 11 to 12 o'clock

.ind on Thursday evenings from 8 to 9 o'clock, where you can

<onsult him. In case you are confined at home, he will visit

you, and the association druggist will furnish you medicine at

reduced rates.

"You can, without charge, use the association library, which
comprises about 1,200 volumes by the best authors, and take its

books home to be read if you do not wish to remain in tlie

association rooms."

The president of the association is the president of the com-
pany, the vice-president is chosen by the members, the treasurer

is the treasurer of the company; the board of trustees consists

of six members, three appointed by the president and three

elected by the association, and the board chooses a secretary.

On October 1 the association gave its second annual public

entertainment, which was held in Carnegie Hall, New York City,

and was a great success. The evidences of cordial sympathy be-

tween the president of the company and its officers and employes
were very marked and quite suggestive to the outsider.

The Cincinnati Street Kailway Company began the operation

of some of its lines by electricity as early as 1889 and tlie pecu-

liarity charaA-terizing the system was the adoption of the double

trolley. The next year after electricity was applied as a motive

power the Hunt street station was built to furnish current to

tlie lines near the center of the city. Its first design iuclud:.'d

The Titusville (Pa.) Electric Traction Company has agreed to

liuild a new cinder bicycle path to replace the one torn up in

buildin.g its line to Hydetown.

FIG. I.—HUNT STREET I'OWER STATION.

tliree simple Corliss engines, 10 T-H D-G2 generators belted to

.lack shafts, with an ultimate capacity for the station of

2,000 h. p.

The growth of the system required a station of much greater

capacity and it was recently decided to reconstruct the Hunt
street station, putting in larger and more powerful engines, gen-

erators and boilers, at the same time making use of the build-

ings and portions of the old equipment. .\s the current gen-

erated by the old machinery was required for the daily opera-

tion of the lines, the new machinery was installed with the least

possible interference in the operation of the old.

The exterior of the building is shown in Fig. 1; Fig. 2 is a

fross-sectiou, and Fig. 3 a plan of the station. The interior

dimensions of the engine room ,-ire 71 ft. O in. x 190 ft.; the boiler

FIG. 4.—VIEWS OF THE ENGINE ROOM.—MCINTOSH-SEVMOUR ENGINES.—FIG. 5.
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FIG. 2.—CROSS SECTION OF STATION.

room, 48x100 ft. ami the coal storage annex, 20x190 ft. The
six engines are comi)ouncl uon-condeusing, bnilt Viy Melulosb,

Seymour & Co., anil aggregate S,(X)0 h. p. Xos. 1 and 2 are 2u

anil 42x42 in. with gridiron valves on the higli and low pres-

sure cylinders and each drives an 800-k. \v. gunerator at 100 r.

p. m. Engines Nos. 4 and are 25 and 40x42 in. with piston

valves, and also direct connectetl to 800'k. w. generators. Fig. 4

shows one of the large direct connected units. The two 20 and
;!2x30 in. I'Ugiues are each belted to two iiiH.i-k. w. generator.<, hav-

ing a speed of 400 r. p. ni. Fig. 5 is from a general view in the en-

gine room. Each engine is connected to two Sep irate st; aui mans,
one in the engine and the other in the boiler room, as shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. This duplicate piping was intended to pro-

vide a safeguard against any accident to the steam plant likely

to occur. The enameled slate switchboard is equipped with the

usual instruments, including a total current ammeter and
wattmeter.

The steam for the iilant is generated liy four Babr ock & Wilcox

D TOIUT ',

D D ^ D
JrivC way — ICoAi. aTOw<Kt.L B&I.OW )

M D D B
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FIG. 3.—PLAN OF HUNT STREET STATION, CINCINNATI STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
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autl six Abi'iiUiutli & Koot liuiluis, each uf wliich has a lieating

sinfacf of 3,000 sq. ft and to tliese boilers are attaclied auto-

matic stokers, four being of the American type.

The boilers are of the horizontal water tube type anj cui-li

is rated at 330 h. p., although iu actual service they develop

500 h. p. each. The heaters, feed pumps and pipes are in dupli-

cate and the water is taken from two independent mains. The
coal is delivered from a raised platform and dumped directly in

front of the Ixiilers but it is also arranged so that the coal may
be dumped through trap doors iu the platform to the coal bins

below.

The feeders consist of 20 pairs of 500,000 c. ni. cables furnish-

ing current to from 125 to 200 cars. The load on the station

for the heaviest average day's work is 4,500 amperes, but the de-

mand sometimes exceeds 6,500 amperes. Current is supplfed to

the lines in the central portions of the city, including the heavy

grades leading to Walnut Hills, Avondale, Mt. Auburn and

Clifton. J. A. Collins, secretary and assistant general manager
of the company, has kindly furnished the data for this article.

THE RELATION BETWEEN THE PUBLIC
AND STREET RAILWAY COMPANIES.

BY J. T. LITTLE, JR.

Read before the Street Railway Association of the State ol New V'ork.

It seems to be quite necessary that papers read before gatiier-

ings such as this should be upon some particular subject and

duly entitled; therefore, this i)aper has been placed uiion the

programme as an effort upon the "Relation between the Public

and Street Railways." The object of a title is somewhat obscure,

for the text of the paper seldom conforms with the subject sug-

gested. So, it may be assumed, there being reason in all things,

that papers are labelled to enable the hearers to remember that

something was read on a certain subject, and for the consequent

purpose of enabling them to forego the burden of charging their

minds with, or listening to the contents thereof.

The relation between the public and street railway is cer-

tainly a comprehensive subject, and was selected partly with

the idea that, in reply to the question of some unnecessarily in-

quisitive friend who did not avail himself of the feast (or thi'

one to-night), "What was in that paper?" the delegate, relieved

of the necessity of remembering, or blessed with sublime forg. t-

fulness, may substitute some of liis own experiences, or ideas

(with the author's full permission.) Now you cannot do that

with such a subject as "The Metallic Circuit," or "Fenders, their

Advantage and Disadvantage," or "Low Joints: How to remedy
them; How to prevent them;" nor could the author be so gen-

erous as to permit it.

I'erhaps it would have been better In have started in this

fashion: "The I'ublic—What they want and what they receive.

Wliat they are entitled to; and what they should grant."

Here the difficulty lies. What they want and what they re-

ceive is simply the question of the president and his operating

staff trying to please two or three million people, and the two
or three million people being pleased by the few officials. It

cannot be done. One can only accomplish the best he knows
how. And by the "public" is meant not only those who ride

in street cars, but also the property owners, shop-keepers, mu-
nicipal authorities, departments, advertisers, litigants, claimants,

lawyers, ambulance chasers, injured persons, frauds, truck driv-

ers, carriage drivers, and everything that goes to make up a

cciniinunity. Iu the successful operation of the street railway,

the public is an important—more, the essential factor. It must
be i)leased, pacified and placated. Between the public and the

street railway company, harmony must be the watchword, even

more so than between the leaders of great political parties.

The street railway of today i.s vastly more than a mere private

institution. It, in no wise, can be likened to the old stage

coaches, no more than the steam railways can be to the post

coaches so realistically portrayed by Dickens. The street rail-

way is engaged in the discharge of a public dut.v, and that is by
no means the lesser object of its existence.

With the improvements in motive power, the street railway
liegins to vie with the steam railroads as a means of ihter-rural

and iuterurban transit. Its obligations to the public are greater

than in the past; and, likewise, the reciprocal obligations of tlie

liublic to the street railways are increased. However the obli

gations of the railways are tenaciously guarded by the press and
a horde of lawyers, while the obligations of the public are

drowned in the popular idea that the railway companies are

enjoying tlie privileges of invaluable franchises, without ade-

quate return. The public today is clamoring for rapid transit—

a quick and absolutely safe transportation from bonus to busi-

nessses. The trolley car is re(]uiied to run rapidly and smooth'y.

Its speed is required by public sentiment to be so fast as to

entitle it to be compared with steam railroads, and yet a steaiu

railroad is the owner of its roadbed, and has absolute control

thereof, while a street railway shares the thoroughfare with

trucks, jealous cabbies, pedestrians, aged and infirm, young and
unattended. A steam railroad train stops at stations, at inter-

vals; a street car stops on signal; and people board and alight

from a street car at all places, and at all speeds. A street rail-

way has not even full control of the part of the streets where
its tracks are laid, and the public holds street rail nay companies
amenable upon more rigorous terms than are applied to any
other species of private corporation. Consequently, it seems to

be ordained that the traveling public, whose cry is for speedy

transportation, is beset with obstacles imposed by other condi-

tions, while the public on the streets often vents its anger at

the excessive speed of the cars, when the preoccupation of the

mind has been the cause of an uncomfortable proximity to one

of those moving houses, which seems in itself to stamp as friv-

olous the excuse of any man, in the exercise of sound judgment,

"that he didn't see it." How is the public best pleased and best

subserved, to the satisfaction of all concerned, is the thought

here suggested?

Why it is that the presumptions are always against the street

railway comijanies, and in favor of the public? The individual

mind is the integral part of the general mind of the public, and

one or two illustrations of the diversity of an individual miud

might be in place.

The city of New York desired to honor the returning heroes

of the 71st regiment, recently. The boys were to march up

Broadway, and the management of the street railway company,

in that city, suspended the operations of the cars on that iwr-

tiou of the streets over which the procession passed, so as not

to interfere therewith. More than that, cars were supplied to

convey the sick and wounded, free of charge, to as near their

destination as possible. The line of procession turned into Fifth

avenue, and proceeded tip that thoroughfare, crossing at Madi-

son Square, Broadway and Twenty-third street, thereby block-

ing four or five lines of street railways for half an hour, or

more. As might be supposed, a crowd of many thousands gath-

ered to cheer the returning soldiers; Broadway cable cars were

used by the public as reviewing stands, until it seemed they

would topple over on the weighted side. A man, somewhat

anxious to get downtown, dropped into the first car of the block-

ade, and, having no chance to see the parade, took a seat on thi?

opposite unoccupied part of the car. Fresently the procession

had passed, the car started up, those who had used it for a

reviewing stand (free) got off, and several thousands attempted

to get on. A progressive American public could only be satisfied

with the first car. A half minute would be unnecessarily lost by

waiting for the next car. Tlie car being filled to its extreme

capacity, a lady boarded it and succeeded iu forcing her way to

the center of the car, carrying innumerable parcels and an

umbrella. Handing her umbrella to a passenger, seated, slu;

.said: "Kindl.v hold my parcel while I get my fare. They don't

deserve it, though I suppose I must pay it." Why didn't the

company deserve it? It is suggestive of the illogical "No seat,

no fare" bill, as applying to a street railway engaged in carrying

an American public. It was in a boarding house where the

idiot—it must have been John Kendrick Bangs' idiot, it could

not have been any other—got his innings. A fellow boarder

having been compelled to stand a few blocks iu a crowded car—

because all of the city at that time wanted to travel in the

same direction as he did, and the crowd was so large that a
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couliuuous circuit of oars could not have accommodated it-

commended the municipal legislature upon its serious consider-

ation of tlio "No seat, no fare" bill, advancing the old arguments
of London and Paris ordinances. The arguments of liis feliciw

boarders, that the geographical condition of those cities are dif-

ferent from his, and that the greater tr.aveling is done in cheap

cabs, were of no avail. It was then that the idiot. Bless hiiiil

enquired if there was a vacant seat iu the ear which the indig-

nant one had boarded, and, being answered no, tliat it was
crowded, calmly asked if tlie legislature would lie justitied in

making it a misdemeanor for a person to attempt to board a car

already filled to seating capacity, or if that would be an imposi-

tion upon the rights of American citizenship, and quietly left tlij

dining-room.

In New York city, the Metropolitan Street Railway Company
started, in the spring of 1S97, to change the motive power on
Sixth and Eighth avenues, necessitating the expenditure of

several millions of dollars. The shop-keepers, along these ave-

nues, were in a state of ecstacy. When, however, injunctions

piled in, and litig«tions over the ownership of the franchises

were begun, it was thought expedient, out of deference to the

court, to' stop these operations; and the shop owners were wrath-

fully indignant. What was the expenditure of a few million of

dollars by a railroad company, or an injunction of a court, to

them? This present summer the injuunctions having been dis-

solved and the litigations decided, the railway company began
to push the construction as rapidly as possible, and, for that

purpose, stopped the operation of the horse cars on those streets,

for a few weeks in the mid-summer. Again the shop-keepers'

indignation was masterly. The erroneous popular impression,

that the stopping of a car forfeited the franchise of the road,

was paramount in their minds, but only for the purpose of

using it as a hammer to compel the company to operate its cars.

Their conduct reminds one of the county supervisors iu one of

the interior counties of the state, who had determined to rebuild

the county jail. Resolutions were adopted something in this

order:

"Resolved, that the county jail be rebuilt;

"Resolved, that the stone in the present jail be used in the

construction of the new jail,

"Resolved, that the present jail lie not demolished until the new
jail is completed."

Such illustrations give an insight into the minds of the pubKc,

and the little things with which the railroad executives have to

contend; and convey, to some extent, an idea of the construction

of the great minds of the mass of the complaining and unap-

preciative public.

The department that has to contend most closely with the

public, and whose task is infinitely great and responsible, espe-

cially in large cities, is the legal department. The convincing of

juries of right and justice, overcoming of prejudices, allaying of

sympathies, and destruction of perjured tistimony, is a task of

enormous difficulties. It would take too long to speak, in detail,

of these matters; they constitute a volume in themselves. But

how truly representative of the public is a jury, susceptible to

all of nature's influences, emotional and often revengeful. The
purchase of supplies for the company is regulated l)y tlie well-

nigh stable laws of supply and demand. The market is an open

one. The purchasing agent knowi the market value of all hi(

needs; the officer knows where cars and equipments are to be

had, and their exact cost; the construction is most accurately

approximated. But where is the limit of the award of the jury

in damage cases? Has not that representative of the public

the vitals of the railway company within its grasp? No one

can approximate, or prophec.v, the outcome of a jury trial. Few
know the difficulties attending the preparation and trial of the

defendant's case; the discovery of fraud; the defeat of so-called

"fake" cases. At the present time the business of the class of

so-called lawyers, who relentlessly pursue an injured person

and beg and implore him to bring suit, and often buy the claim

outright, is far iu excess of that of any other class of "shark

practitioners." Often, in New York city, an injured person, in

an hour after the injury, will have the cards of 30 different law-

ers in his possession, and the representatives of half that num-
ber will have personally interviewed him. In some instances,

as many as five suits against the company have been brought
by different attorneys for the same injury. In the hands of

most of these lawyers, the simple fact that an accident has hap-
pened is sufficient for them to build a "jury case," and then
it depends upon the fairness and integrity of the Jury to see
that justice is done.

It will be seen, therefore, that the street railways support
and nourish a large class of the community, consisting of these
accident, or ambulance, lawyers and their staff of chasers and
assistants, and is deserving of some, negative perhaps, commen-
dation therefor. In passing, the suggestion is offered that in

many instances a street railway corporation fulfills the function
of an eleemosynary institution, for no juries ever know how
many cases are settled, and no one knows, but the alleged in-

jured party himself, how often peace has been bought of a

fraudulent claimant for a small sum. And although the street

railway company and the weather are the two things of which
everyone feels entitled to complain, the majority of the public

seem to be appreciative of the efforts of the companies to fulfill

their obligations and promote the convenience of the people,

and often a citizen is .said to be suffering in silence when a cable

has broken down and he is delayed half an hour, because he

has patiently endured, with the company, the annoyance of an
accident that might have befallen him in his own carriage, in-

stead of demanding transfers, the Alladin-like appearance of

another fully equipped car and road, having himself arrested,

and bringing several suits against the company "in the interest

of the public," as one poor deluded man has already done to a

New York company.

The public, in spite of all, is appreciative; and let us consider

for a moment what it appreciates. Improved and rapid trans-

portation is now acclaimed throughout the land; villages that

were miles apart and dependent upon the oul' or two steam rail-

road trains a day for their commercial intenourse, are brought

in close contact because of the continual service of the tr^ll_y:

the property en route is vastly enhanced in value; it is brought

within easy approach, and loses its isolated character. In c'.ti s-.

the extensions to the suburbs gives the mass of the people bett -r

homes, purer air, easier, cheaper and quicker transportation,

building up and populating of the outlying suburbs, and light-

ening the dense population in the tenement districts; besides

giving employment to thousands of persons. It is essentially an
institution of service to the great poorer classes, affording them
cheap and rapid transportation, healthy, pleasant and accessible

homes, and in the heated term, the only means of beneficial and
cool outing.

For the benefit of those who often raise their voices for a 3-cent

fare, let it be said that in New Y'ork city the extensive transfer

system now in existence reduces the individual fare to 3 cents,

and when an inspection of the vast machinery, extensive power
houses and underground construction is made, and the continual

repairs, endless rolling stock and great army of emplo.ves i.s

considered, is it not a minimum fare for the benefits extended?

This paper is not intended to l>e instructive. If the president

had asked for an instructive paper this would not have been

heard. Lawyers seldom can instruct; the best they can do is

untangle knots, and oftentimes it needs the assistance of three

courts to accomplish that, and seldom to the satisfaction of any
of the parties interested.

The relation of the public with the street railway company
must be reciprocal, ."nd is and has b.en growing so friendly and
so closely allied as to cause some fear for the future. The time

may come when the public will ride on free passes, when the

people will not be injured, when the word accident will be

obsolete, when the supplies, provisions and motive power wiM
be furnished by some public spirited citiZL>r.s, and the capital of

these enormous enterprises be the gift of some of our miUionair,'

philanthropists. Surely the mil'.enium will then be at hand.

The Consolidated Street Railway Company, of Grand Rapids.

Mich., has an ironclad rule against its employes joining a union.

Recently it discovered that this rule had been ignored by many,

and acted promptly; 23 heads dropped into the basket on Sep-

tember 26.
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STORAGE BATTERY OPERATION ON THE
SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED.

Tlie system of the South Side Elevated Uiiilroad Cimiijauy, cd'

Cliiea.no, lias been successfully oiierntetl by electricity during the

past six months, and the change from steam locomotives to elec-

tric traction has not only reduced operating expenses to a much

lower iiercentage of receipts, but has so increassMl the tratlic

that the company is agaiu on a dividend raying basis. IHuing

September the average daily traffic was 4G.r)70, an increase of 50

per cent over the same month last year, this being due to the

opening of the Union Loop and the adoption of eleeti'cily.

'I'lie Sprague multi-unit .system was adopted, wldcli involved

tlu' alteration of the entire equipment of rolling stork. It was

taxed. This is siiown from curves and readings laken siiici'

the battery was put in service, and the maximum output lias

not exceeded 5,700 amperes. Bach battery has a capacity of

535 k. w. hours at a one hour discharge rate. The battery will

discharge GO per cent above normal rating with perfect safety.

They are placed in mullii)le with the line and their operation is

entirely automatic at all times. Kach one acts both as a reser-

voir for energy and ,'i regulator for voltage. The batteries prac-

tically increase the capacily L'."( per cent and dispi'iisr with one

unit at the power house.

The cells are of the well known "chloride" type, made by the

Electric Storage Battery Company, of Philadelphia. The "G"

cells are used with 20 pairs of plates. The lead lined tanks have

been built for twice that number of plates so that the capacity

BATTERY SWITCHBOARD AT TWELFTH STREET.

round tliat the liigh rate of acceleration was attained only by a

greal consumption of current. During busy hours the power

station was taxed to its full capacity, especially by momentary
fluctuations of load. As the traffic increased it became neces-

sary to provide for a greater source of current. The conditions

were thoroughly canvassed, and it was decided that two stora.ic

battery installations would prove most satisfactory, although

there was room available in the station for additional engin-s

and boilers.

The current for the lines is supplied from foi:r SCO k. w. ^\'esl-

inghouse generators. As may be seen from the curves, the eur-

i-ciit demand at times reaches 7,SC0 amperts, this being an over-

l(i.-i(l 111' ."SO per cent on the station. By reference to the feeder

diagram it will be seen that the power station is practicafy in

the center of gravity of the system. At Sixty-first street are the

yards and shops of the company, and here, beneath the struclure,

a room was set apart for one battery, this being IG.OiS ft. south

of the station power house. The last passenger station north,

before entering the business district, is at Twelftli street, and

here a room was arranged for the other battery, this being IG.GiM)

ft. from the power house. These battery stations require very

little attention, and the simplicity of tlie switchboards may be

seen from the two illustrations, one of whicli is in the train

dispatcher's office at Sixty-first street, and the other is in the

licket office at Twelfth street. Weston instruments are mounted
on each board. The interior views in both battery rooms are

shown.

-Vt each of these places a battery of 248 cedls was installed.

This arrangement was deemed better than placing the battery

at the power house, as three sources of power are available for

sudden demands and the voltage is maintained constant at the

extremities of the line as well as near the power house. There
is also a large saving in feeder capacity, as a portion of the

current comes from the battery when the feeders are heavily
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wliic'Ii tliry suiiiily lo (lie lino. II will be seen that-lhe battery

is not of suflicieut capacity to materially relieve the heavy I lads

(lnriiife' the two hours in the morning and evening. Although it

f ul. down the average peaks at least 1,0<1" amperes, its principal

function is to take care of the instantaneous current demands.

thus preventing the circuit lireakers from going out and causing

aggravating delays.

The efifect of the l)attcry giving a steadier load to the station

is manifested in the steam and water consumption, which has

decreased, and the slightly less watt-hour consumption per car-

mile is due partly to the voltage regulation. The number of

cars, a.s shown on the curves, is not the total number in opera-

tion, but only the number to which the station and batter;es are

supplying current. The cars, on passing to the tracks of the

Union Loop, receive current from the Loop station. During the

busy hours there are as many as 32 South Side cars on the

Loop at the same time.

The symmetry of the day curve is rath^'r rem.irkable and repre

sents the manner in which the equipment is taxed to care for th;^

morning and evening traffic. It also indicates the character of

the patronage. The great majority of the passengers from the

south side resident districts go to the down town offices and

stores about S:30 a. m. and return at 5:30 p. m., and there is

CREOSOTED WOOD BLOCK PAVEMENTS.

In "Municipal Engineering" for September F. A. Iletheriugtou

points out some of the defects in the crcosoted wood block pave-

ments of Indianapolis, and reaches the conclusions that (1) wood
pavements are destroyed liy abrasion, not rot; that (2) creosoting

wood blocks does not increase their power to withstand abrasion,

although it may deter rotting; that (.?) no reliable method has
))een devised to overcome the effects of expansion in wood pave-

ments; and that (4) blocks set in lines diagonally to the line of

the street will withstand abrasion longer than those set trans-

versely.

Clarence A. Kenyon in the same number taki s issue with Mr.

Hetherington on two of these points, and cites government tests

of timber showing that preservatives increased the resistance to

bending by 15 per cent, and to compression by 22 per cent. He
also claims that expansion in wood block pavements can be taken

care of in several ways. The creosoted wood block pavement at

Galveston, Tex., is cited as having been a very durable one.

In the succeeding number of the magazine Mr. Hetherington

quotes from a description of the Galveston pavement published

in the saiue paper in April last as follows:

BATTERY AT TWELFTH STREET. BATTERY AT SIXTY-FIRST STREET.

also a fairly heavy traffic from S to 12 at night to accommodate

the theater crowds.

These batteries were put in under the direction and supervis-

ion oC Sargent & Lundy, consulting engineers for the South Side

Elevated Company, and both they and General Manager Hop-

kins are satisfied with the performance of the batteries. The

order was taken by F. H. Clark, western representative of the

Electric Storage Battery Company. This company has installed

utarly all the storage batteries used in the street railway plants

in this country. The large storage batteries of the Conso'iJated

Ti action Company, Pittsburg, the Buffalo Eailway, the Rich-

mond Railway & Electric Company and many others have been

init hi within a brief period. It has been proved by experience

that batteries operated in connection with railway generators,

which invariably are subjected to sudden and excessive current

demands, reduce the cost of producing energy.

Fare boxes, the teapot kind, are in use on the Northeast road

in Kansas City, and the conductors find that they secure quite

a percentage of lead pieces and buttons when the cars are

crowded. Recently an old gentleman contributed a $5 gold piece

and had to stay with the car until the office was reached on the

return trip before he could get his money back.

"The method of paving here would not. of course, be applicable

to other localities. The formation of this island is a pack sand.

By flooding with water it can be packed so closely that a loaded

vehicle will scarcely leave a track. After thoroughly saturating

the ground, we surface the sand which forms the contour of the

street, and on this grade we lay the blocks closely, as is done

with brick or asphalt blocks. The interstices are filled close with

clean and dry sand. The surface is rammed until the interstices

are filled solidly with sand, and the surface smooth and even to

conform to the contour of the street. The surface is then flooded

with coal tar, liquified by heat to a sufficient degree to penetrate

the sand joints, which is then followed Ity a second coating of

paving cement, or thick mixture of asphaltum and dead oil. The

surface, is then covered with sharp sand and the pavement is

complete. * « * Our blocks are cut from yellow pine, 5 in.

thick, 5 and 6 in. deep, and from 6 to 10 in. long. * * * Th?

required amount of oil (creosote) for paving blocks is twelve

pounds to the cubic foot."

On this Mr. Hetherington says that it is probable that the sand

base spoken of serves to conduct away the moisture which other-

wise would accumulate in the blocks and produce results similar

to those noted in the Indianapolis pavements (swelling and bulg-

ing up).
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COAL HANDLING MACHINERY.

The Causes Which Have Led to the Development of Economical

Methods of Handling Coal in Power Stations—Some
Notable Installations.

In designing a power station for a street railway, or

even in remodeling the old ones, an important consideration

is the economic handling of fuel. Only within the last five

years has this been a matter of interest to railway managers,

for when the direct connected unit found its place in the

station and made large power stations possible, the boiler

capacity was greatly increased and the labor item in handling

coal became an important one. The two largest accounts

in the cost of power are fuel and labor, and the savings

recently efifected in these are remarkable. Not long since

only the best lump coal was considered suitable for firing,

but now only the cheapest grades of coal are used; even

the culm heaps supply large quantities and many stations

burn "run of mine" coal. This coal is delivered just as it

comes from the mine, large and small lumps being mixed

with slack, fire clay and slate fragments, etc. In the ab-

sence of screening the operators can afford to sell it for a

fraction of what the price of sorted coal would be. But

more of the low grade fuel is required and this further

increases the labor bill.

The location of a station has much to do with its cost of

fuel. There are many stations built 8 or lo years ago that

are connected neither by rail nor water to the fuel supply.

Today such an instance is rare, the only excuse for such a

location being that the interest on the cost of extra feeders

is considerably in excess of the annual cost of hauling coal

in wagons to the boiler room.

The two factors which made possible tb.e extensive use

of low grade coal were the successful use of the mechanical

stoker and the substitution of fuel handling machinery for

the barrow and the shovel. The machinery is subjected to

rough usage and is generally covered with grease and coal

dust. On this account it was originally roughly constructed

and little care was exercised in its operation. It was con-

stantly getting out of order, and many managers became

prejudiced against it. In the later installations every part is

carefully designed and all the bearings are nicclv fitted. The

first cost is a large item, hut the maintenance charges are

nuicii reduced, the operation is more reliable and a great

saving in labor is effected.

In addition to having facilities for handling the coal it is

desirable to have a place for keeping a supply on hand.

A strike on the railroad or in the mines, storms, floods,

etc., may cut off the supply of coal and for a short time

cause a great increase in the cost of fuel. Such was the ex-

FIG. 2. —COAL HOUSE, CALIFORNIA ANENUE STATION.

perience of a number of railway companies in 1897 when

there was a miners' strike; in some instances the cost of coal

increased more than 50 per cent. Although it is not prac-

tical to have a storage capacity sufficient to last for a long

time, it will usually bridge over trouble for a short period.

When there is an abundance of room about a power

house the problem of storage is not a difficult one, for cheap

coal houses can be constructed and there may be railroad

sidings for storing cars. As a nde, however, stations are

located on valuable ground and the coal bins must occupy

little floor space. This involves much steel construction and

gives an opportunity for ingenious design.

The California avenue station, wiiich supplies current to

FIG. I.—BOILEK ROOM, CALIFORNIA AVENUE STATION. FIG. .V—REMOVING ASHES.
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FIG. 4.—COAL HANDLING MACHINERY, TORONTO RAILWAY.

the lines of the North Chicago Street Railroad Company

and the Chicago Electric Transit Company, is the only sta-

tion belonging to the Yerkes system that burns coal instead

of oil. In the boiler room there are 10 water tube boilers

of 300 h. p. capacity each, and in front and above is a bin

holding 400 tons of coal, Fig. i. The coal storage house

is apart from the power house and is 24 ft. wide by 200 ft.

long. The station is located on the Chicago river, which

FIG. 5.—BOILER ROOM, TORONTO.

furnishes an abundant supply of condensing water, but its

depth is too uncertain for shipping fuel. The coal is deliv-

ered in wagons, weighed on a platform scale between the

station and coal house and the wagon is drawn on a pivoted

platform, just to the left of the end of the coal house, as

shown in Fig. 2. By the use of a hand wheel and gearing

the coal is dumped from the wagon into a hopper, which

feeds the run of mine coal to a crusher. This consists of

two cast iron toothed cylinders revolving in opposite direc-

tions on parallel shafts. The coal, which is there reduced

to a fairly uniform size, is either conveyed back into the coal

house or is carried into the bin in the boiler room for use.

The coal is fed from the bin to the stokers through chutes

by opening slide doors operated by iron ro<la extending

down to within a few feet of the floor. The coal house has a

capacity of 4,000 tons.

A conveyor collects the ashes from beneath the boilers

and deposits them in a bin outside the building. In Fig. 3

is shown a dinkey locomotive with ash car beneath the bin.

The ashes are hauled out in the station yard and dumped in

piles. They are sold for a nominal sum per cu. yd., and

purchasers are plentiful. The shafting and gearing for the

conveyors are driven by a 40-h. p., 550-volt motor. Harri-

son conveyors, made by the Borden & Selleck Company,

of Chicago, are used both for the coal and ashes.

The coal handling plant of the Toronto Railway Com-

pany is arranged to receive the fuel from the cars, store and

convey it to the boiler room with small expenditure of time,

labor or money. It was arranged and built by the Borden

& Selleck Company in 1895, As may be seen in the plan

and section of the power plant. Fig. 4, the railroad runs

along one end of the buildings and coal cars with hopper

bottoms can deposit the coal into the crusher hopper, under

tlie track. The crusher is motor driven and has a capacity

of 40 tons per hour. No lumps of coal exceeding 3 in. can

pass between the rolls. The coal then passes into conveyor

No. I, is carried under the shop and up an incline, where it

is either discharged into conveyor No. 2 for distribution in

the storage bins or into conveyor No. 3 to be carried into

the boiler room.

FIG. 6,—DINKEY LOCOMOTIVE, CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY.
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FIC. 7.—END VIEW OF BOILER ROOM.

The driving nieclianism with conveyor and sponts in tlie

boiler room is shown in Fig-. 5. All the spout valves arc

operated from the boiler room floor. The plant can be

operated by one man, which reduces the cost of storing and

getting the coal to the boilers to a minimum.

The new power house of the Chicago City Railway Com-

pany at 49th street and Oakley avenue is equipped with coal

and ash handling machinery which is easily capable of mov-

ing the vast quantities of fuel needed when that station is

running at its full capacity. The fuel is the slack from coal

screenings and is brought from the mines near Terre Haute.

Ind. Merely a nominal price is paid for this slack, and with

facilities for handling and firing it proves a very cheap fuel.

It is delivered in lots of several carloads and switched into

the yards of the station, in wliicli there is ample room for

40 cars.

When there is need of the coal the dinkey locomotive,

shown in Fig. 6, pushes the car on the switch between the

boiler room and the base of the smoke stack and just above

the coal hopper. If an ordinary car the coal has to be shov-

eled into the hopper, but in the future coal dump cars will

be employed exclusively. The dinkey weighs about 10 tons

and is capable of drawing a loaded car of 100,000 lbs. up a

I per cent grade. It was made in the repair shops of the

company. To the left in the picture is the ash car, which is

beneath the ash bin.

Fig. 7 is from an end view in the boiler room showing

the arrangement of the boilers, the coal l.iin and the con-

vevors. The McCaslin conveyor, made by tiie John .A.

Mead Company, of Rutland, \ t.. is employed. The con-

\ eyor buckets, track, driving and tipping mechanism are all

I'lainly shown in F'ig. 8. Each conveyor is driven by a

15-h. p. engine, which is on a platform below and belted to

the shafting and gears, as shown. After the coal passes

from the hopper outside the boiler room it is carried to the

desired points, where the buckets are dumped into the coal

bin, which holds 800 tons. Each conveyor has an ultimate

capacity of 60 tons per hour.

FIG. 9.—SECTION SHOWING ASH PIT.

Beneath each boiler is an ash pit with the floor slanting

towards the front at a sharp angle, as may be seen in Fig. 9.

In front of the ash pits and above the conveyor buckets

is a track upon which runs an ash hopper. When the ashes

are to be removed the hopper car is run to the ash pit and

the iron door to the pit lifted and the ashes pass through

the hopper into the buckets and are carried to the ash bin.

With this machinery and the mechanical stokers very lit-

tle labor is required in the boiler room. The cost of hand-

ling the fuel from the time it enters the yard to the time

it goes out in the form of ashes is 16 cents per ton. It has

been estimated by the railway engineers that the saving

effected by the installation of this machinery pays yearly 20

per cent on the investment.

FIG. 8.—DRIVING MECHANISM, COAL HANDLING MACHINERY, CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY,
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN COUNTRY HIGHWAYS.

They Make a Use of the Highway Similar to the Use of a Street by a Street Railway—The Proportion of the Traffic Which
Is Local—Save in Exceptional Cases They Do Not Carry Passengers Who Would Otherwise Go by

the Steam Railroad, but Have Developed and Satisfy a New Demand.

At the present time the cities of the United States are well

supplied with street railways; there are of course new lines

laid and extensions built each year but these are for the pur-

pose of giving transportation facilities to the residents of the

more recently settled (so to speak) districts of the city, and

the additional lines extend into a new field; the old field was

well covered. In large cities the most recently built trans-

portation lines have been constructed with the object of giv-

ing a more rapid service than is possible with street surface

cars. In nearly all of the smaller towns which are able to

properly support a street railway there is one to be found,

and unfortunately this is true of many towns that are not

able to support the enterprise.

The strictly urban field is occupied and the greater num-

ber of electric railways recently built, and the vast majority

of those now contemplated, are interurban lines. They have

been made possible by the development of electricity as a

motive power, and consequently constitute a new means of

transportation between towns. The use of this motive power

under new conditions has naturally raised important legal

questions, and because the interurban railway has developed

simultaneously in many different jurisdictions there has

been opportunity for the courts to rule differently regarding

the status of such a railway, that would not have occurred

had the growth of the industry been more gradual as was

the case with the urban street railway. A very important

question is whether an interurban electric railway is to be

considered as an additional burden on the fee of abutting

property.

In discussing whether it should be properly so considered

we may examine some definitions of a "street railway." In

the first section of "Booth on Street Railways" it is said:

"Street railways are those which are constructed in

streets, whether on, below or above the surface, along and

over which cars are propelled by animal or other power on

fixed tracks as common carriers of passengers for the con-

venience and accommodation of the people living upon or

near such highways, and to facilitate the transportation of

passengers thereon. A distinctive and essential feature of a

street railway, in relation to other railroads, is that it is ex-

clusively for the transportation of passengers and not of

goods."

Charles Francis Adams, chairman of the Massachusetts

committee which investigated the relations of street railways

and municipalities, propounded a definition of a street rail-

way franchise from which it is gathered that a street rail-

way has the "exclusive right to run for money improved

carriages in certain specified public streets, over, a special

pavement, laid down for that special use, using therefor pe-

culiar motive appliances of a character which others cannot

use, entailing extraordinary pecuniary burdens on the com-

munities." The pecuniary burdens on the communities are

those entailed by street widening and paving.

"Street" meant originally a paved highway and in the

accepted meaning of the term implies also the presence of

houses, shops, or other buildings abutting upon it, and

therefore it is generally confined to the highways of cities.

The purposes the highway is intended to serve are the same
whether it is a street or a country road; it is to afford access

to the abutting property, and is for the use of the public in

either case. In all save a few exceptional cases the land for

the highway is furnished by the owners of the abutting prop-

erty and they bear the expense of the original road making,

the city, township or county attending to the repairs.

The name "street railway" is applied to the railways which

are laid in highways to facilitate the use of them for the

purpose of travel merely because such railways were first

laid in "streets" and provided the use remains the same there

is every reason why an interurban railway should be con-

sidered a street railway even if it is laid in a country road.

It is a well settled doctrine that street railways constitute

no additional burden on the abutting property, even if the

motive power be electricity, within the limits of cities and

towns. Several states have extended this rule to railways in

country highways, otherwise known as interurban roads;

among them being Connecticut, Ohio and Indiana.

As to the rulings in Ohio, Thomas F. Walsh, president

of the Akron & Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit Company,

advises us as follows;

"We have had the question passed upon in two cases in

which we were interested ourselves, and in similar cases the

same question has been passed upon by both our common
pleas and circuit courts, they holding, and very properly,

that there was no ground of recovery except in cases where,

by reason of tlie construction of the road, the owner of the

abutting property suffered some special damage or injury.

That is where, by reason of cutting or filling, his ingress or

egress would be impaired. The courts hold that the mere con-

struction of a street railroad in country roads where the level

conformed to the grade of the road, even where it was con-

structed on the side of the road, was neither the taking of

property or property rights nor the adding any additional

burdens thereto. This seems to have been the rule that has

been followed in this state for all time. Our courts hold

street railroads as an improved mode of travel and their

judgment is based upon that principle, and they only per-

mit abutting owners to recover where they are obliged to

suffer a special injury by reason of the construction of the

road."

So far as we know Wisconsin is the only state where a

distinction has been drawn between the street and the coun-

try road; the supreme court rendered its decision in the case

of Zehren against the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Company in March, 1898 (74 N. W., 538), and an abstract

was published in the Review for May. In this case the

court bases its ruling on the different character of the use

of the highway in the case of an interurban railway, and

takes premises which we believe to be unwarranted in tKtf

light of the experience of such railways.

It is there pointed out that:

The street railway in Its inception is a purely urban Institu-

tion. It Is Intended to facilitate travel In and about the city,
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from one part of the municipality to another, and thus relieve the

Bidewalks of foot passengers and the roadways of vehicles. It

Is thus an aid to the exercise of the easement or right of passage;

strictly, a city convenience, for use In the city, by people living

or stopping therein, and fully under the control of municipal

anthorlties, who have been endowed with ample power for that

purpose.

This strictly urban character of the street railways remained

practically unchanged for many years, and during these years

the long line of decisions grew up recognizing the sitreet railway

as merely an improved method of using the street, and rather

an a help to the street tlian as a burden thereon.

After reciting the change in motive power it is said:

Thus, the urban railway has developed into the interurban

railway, and threatens soon to develop into the interstate rail'

way. The small car which took up passengers at one corner,

and dropped them at another, has become a large coach, approx-

imating the ordinary railway coach in size, and has become a

part, perhaps, of a train which sweeps across the country from

one city to another, bearing its load of passengers ticketed

through, with an occasional passenger picked up on the highway.

The purely city purpose which the urban railway subserved has

developed into or been supplanted by an entirely different pur-

pose, namely, the transportation of passengers from city to city

over long stretches of intervening country.

When this train or car, with its load of through passengers,

Is passing through a country town, it is clearly serving no town-

ship purpose, save In the most limited sense. This through

travel Is unquestionably composed of people who otherwise

would travel on the ordinary steam railway, and would not use

the highway at all. Thus, the operation of this niewly-devel-

opedi street railway (so-called) upon the country road is precisely

opposite to the operation of the urban railway upon the city

street. It burdens the road with travel which would otherwise

not be there, Instead of relieving It by the substitution of one

vehicle for many.

It is the foregoing assumption that the great proportion

of the passengers on interurban electric lines are "ticketed

through" to which we take exception, for if in point of fact

the interurban cars stop at short intervals, taking up and

putting down passengers at whatever points they designate

we fail to see the distinction between the use of the highway

in the two cases.

We have made inquiries of the managers of interurban

electric railways with a view to securing data as to the per-

centage of "through traffic" on their several lines. Some
have been unable to furnish the information desired because

they have kept no records of the number of passengers with

reference to their destination, and could only make esti-

mates; in some instances the manager has had special rec-

ords kept for a short period to secure the data asked.

Birmingham (Ala.) Railway & Electric Company with the

stations indicated. J. B. McClary, the general manager,

says in answer to the question of what portion of the total

are through passengers: "We do not keep a correct record

of the through and local fares but I am safe in saying that

60 per cent of our suburban business is local. Our subur-

ban lines make as many stops as our urban lines."

A. A. Anderson, general manager of the Mahoning Val-

ley Railway Company, Youngstown, O., writes:

"In my judgment our road from Youngstown to Niles

and on to Warren, could hardly be looked upon as an addi-

tional burden to the highway, even outside of the corporate

limits of thevillagesand towns throughwhich it its operated.

A few of the cars operated over the line are a little larger

than those used in our city sei^vice, and at one or two places

a higher speed is attained. Through fares are not collected

on our line, only from one limit to another, and fares from

through passengers are collected several times on the

through trip.

"In our city service cars stop to take on and let oflf pas-

sengers at street intersections only. Outside of corporate

limits we have 'Stop' signs painted on our poles, and peo-

ple living along the line can get on or ofl the cars directly

in front of their homes. There is no distance greater be-

tween stops than 1,000 to 1,200 ft. I have not the figures

at hand to show what percentage is local, but in my judg-

ment not over 25 per cent of the travel on our interurban

line could be termed through travel. It is a fact, of course,

that our road has drawn largely on the traffic of the three

competing steam railroad lines, but, for the reason that

people can get on and off of our cars very close to the points

to which they wish to go, in most instances directly in

front of the places to which they wish to go, whereas travel-

ing on the steam railroads heretofore it was necessary for

them to go to the railroad depots and walk to and from the

ultimate destinations.

"In my judgment, not over 15 per cent of the patronage

of our interurban line is the class that formerly patronized

the steam railroads. Our road has created a new coming

and going, and has not had to depend for its business upon

the traffic formerly handled by the steam railroads."

The map shows the interurban and suburban lines of the

The McKeesport, Wilmerding & Duquesne Railway

Company had a special count kept for two days, and Super-

intendent Etheridge advises us of the result as follows:

On April 29, there were 168 through passengers and 819

local passengers, or "pick-ups," between the termini, which

are 8.15 miles apart

LINES OF THE BIRMINGHAM (ALA.) RAILWAY & ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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On April 30, there were 288 through and 1.746 "pick-

ups."

The percentage of through passengers was:

April 29 17-0 per cent.

April 30 141 per cent.

For the two days 15. i per cent.

Burt Van Horn, general manager of the BulTalo & Niaga-

ra FaJls Electric Railway, furnishes the following statement

showing the number of passengers carried between the dif-

ferent points along the line of that road and the distances

between tlie several stations, which are also stations of the

steam roads. Mr. Van Horn states: "It is very difficult,

and indeed impossible, to arrive at the number of passen-

gers carried from points along the line which are located

between the places named. The same fare is charged from

any point in a township to any point in any other township

along the line."

Between.

Buffalo and Tonawanda..

Buffalo and Nortfi Tona-
wanda

Buffalo and La Salle

Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

Tonawanda and Niagara
Falls 7112

North Tonawanda and Ni-
agara Falls 56,061

North Tonawada and La
Salle 16,468

LaSalle and Niagara Falls. 72,236

Tonawanda and North
Tonawanda.. 99j6i

185,803

101,968

18527

41Z.487

Total

-

10.5

1-9

424

•7

6,0

1.7

7.4

IC.3

Distance.

970,023 100.0

5 mi. Ironi Buffalo limits to N. Tona-
wanda limits.

9 mi. from Buffalo limits to most dis-

tant point.

15 mi. from Buffalo limits to most dis-

tant point.
18.5 mi. from Buffalo limits to most

distant point.

13.5 mi.

9.5 mi.

6 mi.

3.5 mi.

Adjacent.

It will be remarked that here but 42.4 per cent are tick-

eted through,' though the point of greatest interest for tour-

ists in the country is one terminus.

W. J. Hield, general manager of the Twin City Rapid

Transit Company, Minneapolis and St. Paul, writes as fol-

lows:
—"On our interurban line we have checked the per-

centages of through and local traffic and find them very

nearly even. Our business during the holiday season

showed that a large proportion of the travel was local but at

other periods of the yea. rather more than 50 per cent has

been through travel. On the whole, I think it is pretty near-

ly an even thing, and as a matter of fact we have several

times figured schedules on a basis of operating through cars,

that is, those which did not stop at intermediate points, and

local cars which make all stops, and these schedules have

been made up on a basis of operating through antl local cars

alternatelv."

G. A. Hart, general manager of the Manistee (Mich.),

Filer City & Eastlake Railway, writes: "Our road accom-

modates the people around Manistee Lake in Stronach,

Filer City, Oak Hill, Manistee, Parkdale and Eastlake but

I do not think we carry 10 through passengers any day ex-

cept Sundays or on pleasant evenings when people go over

the line for a pleasure trip. The majority of our passengers

are local, but we have no exact figures. The line is built up

the whole length of it and is an accommodation to the prop-

erty owners along it."

We are advised that on the lines of the Scranton (Pa.)

Railway Company, the through travel is very much le=s

than the local though exact data are not available.

F. T. Pomeroy, general manager of the Cleveland, Berea.

Elyria & Oberlin Railway, sends us the statement of traffic

on this line for the year 1897 which is exhibited in the ac-

CLEVELAND i ELYRIA— CLEVELAND & BEREA
ELECTRIC RAILWAY LINES

companying tables. The map shows the routes and sta-

tions. Lorain street depot is at the city limits of Cleveland

and is the beginning of the line, but cars run through to the

public square. Cleveland, over the Cleveland City Railway

BEREA DIVISION—TOTAL PASSENGERS FOR iSg;.

Lorain St. Depot..
Rockport Station.,
Kamms
Huritas Springs..
Dewars

Berea-

Total

.

17349
6164

15755
5892
217

52093

97470

20468

422
2796

553

1986

7965
423

327
155

26225 10383

14218
3152
476

24598

5584
484
131

1419

6083

217
51788

213s
1269

4938
4403

64533

100240

25235
2743

66687

236930

ELYRIA DIVISION—TOTAL PASSENGERS FOR iSq7.

From

Lorain St. Depot

—

Rockport Station...
Kamms
Kockv River Bridge
South Dover
North Olmsted
County Line
Ridgeville
Town Line
Elyria

Total 97121

7655
555

^150
S590

7510
2S26

5077
988

57770

13936

51

401

371
152

149
1S2

25
903

[6170

1357
111

2236

8171

"I

2248

639
251
256
24

1356

13230

10140
321

46

2737

1.342

657
202

9287
295
45

1183
1552

1438
842
90

3232

16474 17964

351S

217
30
429
684
1460

1295

11607

nil
30

f*
845
1271

1072
21890

76
132

"45

31767

4685

''lit

l^

1916

2539
17520
8000

17403 87754

108999

9598
2101
11236

14370
13984
9309
26563
1035ft

105208

311326
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Company's tracks. The stations on the Elyria Hne are

about 2^/^ miles apart, except Rockport Station and Kamms
and Rocky River Bridge; this division is from Rockport

Station to Rocky River Bridge. On the Berea Hne the dis-

tance is about 2j^ miles except from Rockport Station to

Kamms and from Kamms to Puritas Springs; this division

is from Rockport Station to Puritas Springs. The station

Kamms is on the reports because it is the junction of the

two roads.

From these statements it appears that on the Elyria line

36 per cent of the passengers are "ticketed through," and on

the Berea line 44 per cent are "through."

On the lines of the Hartford, Manchester & Rockville

Tramway Company, South Manchester, Conn., we are in-

formed that probably 75 per cent of the business is

"through," but there are no accurate data.

The Inter-Urban Railway Company, Saginaw, Mich., ad-

vises us that during the year from February I, 1897, to Feb-

ruary I, 1898, the through traffic was 55 per cent of the to-

tal, and the local 45 per cent of the total. The local traffic

is gathered from four different points whose distances from

Saginaw are about lyi, 2j^, 5 and 9 miles, respectively.

The first three points have the same fare and these are

grouped in one amount which shows the travel from these

points collectively to be 41 per cent of the entire, and the

travel from the last or fourth point is 4 per cent of the entire

travel.

A count for three days on the Canton-Massillon Electric

Railway, kindly made for us by the general manager, H. C.

Fogle, showed that

1444 passengers went from one terminus to the other.

325
"

left the cars in the country.

203
" took the cars in the country.

That is, 73 per cent of the traffic is through.

Mr. Fogle further writes: "Our line between Canton and

Massillon, eight miles in length, runs on the public highway

which before the time of steam railways was the thorough-

fare for the stage coach with its through passengers, pack-

ages and mail, and on which wagon freighting, cattle driv-

ing, etc., were carried on, and no doubt the easement over

this road was given by the original owners of the abutting

property, because such traffic was to be carried on over it.

It enhanced the value of their farms to have a public high-

way in front of them, that had the stage coach, freight

and droves of cattle passing frequently; for might not the

passenger thus see the desirable farm and become a possible

purchaser, as against his going ofif down a lane to buy a

place that could not be got at except by a private convey-

ance, either a-wheel or horseback. Now the interurban rail-

way has brought to the old highway what the steam roa !

took from it, and to the pecuniary advantage of the owners

of abutting property; for it is a fact that farm lands along

our road are today worth more than any others in the

county, and because of the railway cars passing.

"One farm midway between our two towns was sold for

over $300 an acre at the time our road was built and laid

out as a village, and since a number of lots have been sold

and built upon. That farm before our line was built would

not have sold for one-third that price. The interurban is

an accommodation to the country people living along the

line, and generally they consider it so, as they are all anx-
ious to have projected lines come their way. Many are

willing to give a right of way through their lands if a pri-

vate right of way is wanted, and we have yet to find the

first landholder along a public highway who will not freely

give his consent to a line in front of his property."

Matthew Slush, president of the Milwaukee, Racine &
Kenosha Electric Railway, writes: "The decision of the

Wisconsin court that an interurban railway is an additional

burden on the abutting property along a highway is, in my
judgment, a step backward at least 30 years, and is a blow
to the masses who are interested in cheaper fares. The
facts do not bear out the court in conclusions reached, as it

is not practicable to run electric cars on a highway in large

trains owing to the electric railway having to conform to the

established grade of the highway, and the gradients are usu-

ally such in the country as to make it impracticable to run •

more than one car in a train; also, it is not practicable from
a financial standpoint. My experience, and I think the

experience of electric railway men in general, is that it

is best to give as frequent service as the business justifies,

running a car every hour at least, and make a cheap rate;

that is what the people appreciate and patronize.

"Our experience has been that we carry 14 local passen-

gers to one through passenger, and that the people living

along the line and in the immediate vicinity are its best pa-

trons. Also, we find that land along the railway has been
advanced in price and in many instances to my personal

knowledge has been sold for from 50 to 100 per cent more
than the prices asked before the building of the road.

"We have sidings or stations every two miles but we stop

to take on or put ofif passengers at farm houses or any other

point, and it is not an unusual thing to stop 100 times in

making the trip from Kenosha to Milwaukee, 35 miles.

"It is not practicable to build an electric railway on a pri-

vate right of way; first, because the people living in the

country would have ready access to it only at cross-roads,

which are one or two miles apart, and would place the road

out of reach as a public convenience; and second, if the

company were compelled to pay large sums for its right of

way it could not give its patrons the advantages of the pres-

ent low fares."

From the foregoing statements and estimates we find but

three of the twelve roads which have more through than

local passengers, and on one of these the local traffic is 45
per cent of the whole. This, we think, is to be taken as evi-

dence that the use of the highways in the country by electric

railways is precisely similar to that of a city street by an

electric railway—it is to facilitate travel and to relieve the

highway of the vehicles that would otherwise be necessary

to accomodate it.

As to the statement the "through travel is unquestionably

composed of people who would otherwise travel on the or-

dinary steam railway," we believe the court was mistaken

and venture the opuiion, having in mind the relative fre-

quency of the trains on the two kinds of roads, that a large

proportion of the through passengers would otherwise stay

at home and transact their business bv mail.
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TEST OF THE LAFAYETTE, IND., STREET
RAILWAY POWER PLANT.

BY G. W. MUNRO, E. E.

Abstract of Thesis Presented to the Faculty of Purdue University by G. W.
Munroe, H. \V. Cope, Albertus Fankboner and C. A. Simpson.

The power plant of the LaFayette Street Railway Com-

pany is on the bank of the Wabash river at the foot of South

street and is a substantial brick structure one story high

with steel trusses and slate roof. It is 55 ft. by 127 ft. and

is divided into two rooms, a boiler room 54x55 ft. and an en-

gine and generator room 73x55 ft. The main part <vas built

in 1892, 109x55 ft., an addition of 18 ft. being added to the

east end in 1896 when it became necessary to enlarge and re-

model the plant.

In addition to the street railway system it furnishes power

to a considerable system of 500-volt and 220-volt motors.

The 22ovo!t motor load increases greatly in the summer

when many fans are used and since the test a 70-k. w. gener-

ator has been added to meet the additional demand.

The boiler plant is equipped with three 250-h. p. Stirling

water tube boilers, two of which are required continuously,

leaving one in reserve. Each boiler is run about four weeks

at a time, is then cut out, cleaned, and held in reserve two

weeks.

The boilers are fed from the city water mains, the water

flowing directly from the mains to an exhaust steam heater

whence it is drawn by a 5x8xio-in. pump. The usual fuel is

natural gas with coal in reserve in case of "low gas." The

gas is piped from near Tipton, Ind., a distance of about 40

miles.

There are two simple Hamilton-Corliss non-condensing

engines, one 22x48 in. rated at 250 h. p. ; the other 28x54 in.

and rated at 500 h. p. These engines are used as the exigen-

cies of the occasion require, the smaller being used when-

ever it will carry the load; the larger, however, was in con-

stant use during the tests.

The dynamo equipment consists of one 200-k. w. six-pole

street railway generator, two 100-k. w. and two 60-k. w. bi-

polar street railway generators and two shunt wound 220-

volt bipolar generators. The arrangement of the apparatus

in the engine and dynamo room is shown in the diagram

on the opposite page.

The switchboard is of oak and is provided with the usual

switches, circuit breakers and lightning arresters so that

each machine and feeder is amply protected. Connections

from the machines' to switchboard are underneath the floor.

The track system is divided into five lines, three of which

run respectively to the north, east and south parts of the

city. The others cross the Wabash river, one making a cir-

cuit through West LaFayette, the other going by a hilly and
picturesque route to the State Soldiers Home and Tecumseh
Trail Park four and one-half miles north. These lines cen-

ter at the Court House Square, from which cars leave on
the quarter, half and even hours on each line except that to

the Soldiers' Home. Other cars leave the outer ends of the

lines on the return trip at the same time, the two cars giving

the required fifteen minute service. On the Soldiers' Home
line the service depends largely on the demand, varying

from an hour in the winter to 15 minutes in the summer.

About half a mile from the court house all of the outward

bound cars strike a hill, the rise on four lines being abrupt

and taxing the motors to their utmost when the cars are

heavily loaded. On the other line the rise, while decided, is

more gentle.

The result of these conditions of schedule and grade is a

very peculiar load curve on the station, the load varying

from almost nothing when the cars are at the ends of the

lines to a maximum of several hundred amperes with the

cars on the hills.

To determine this curve we designed and constructed in

the laboratories of Purdue University, a recording ammeter

which is shown in the illustration. Briefly it is an apparatus

to pass an arc of paper in front of the swinging

needle of an ammeter at a uniform speed. Electric

sparks from the needle perforate the paper, the line of per-

forations being easily traced with pencil or pen.

The paper moved l in. a minute which was rapid

RECORDING AM.METER.

enough to give the principle characteristics of the

curve though many of the more minute fluctuations were

undoubtedly lost. Some of the curves are reproduced show-

ing the load distribution over trip intervals. The same in-

tervals are marked with an * in the all day load curve. The

curves all show that the watch used during the test was

about one and one-half minutes faster than the car time.

The first of the two curves given is entirely representative of

the trip curves of the road under light load and with cars on

schedule time. Three of the cars stop to cross a railroad

causing a drop in the curve about one or two minutes after

starting. A high starting current is then noticed which falls

ofif somewhat as speed is attained and the maximum is

reached when the cars strike the hills shortly after. The

outward bound cars pass those coming in at the tops of the

hills and here there is a decided dip in the curve. The dip

when the railroad is crossed by the incoming cars is noticed
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after 13 minutes. The hurrying of one or two cars, proba-

bly from the west side, which are a Httle late, is noticed at the

end of the curve. During the trip shown the mean current

is about 100 amperes with 350 as a maximum.

The other curve illustrates an entirely diflerent set of con-

ditions. It was taken just after a heavy thunder storm

amounting almost to a cloud burst and shows the cars well

loaded and about two minutes late. There is no waiting at

the terminals, but little drop at the railroad and the hills are

made with a rush that throws the ammeter needle entirely

off the paper.

The tests on the station were made Friday and Saturday,

March 18 and 19, 1898. The test on the first day began at

5:43 a. m. and ended at 11:32 p. m., with natural gas for

fuel; on the second day the run was between 6:07 a. m. and

II '.oSyi p. m., the boilers being fired with coal. As the ob-

ject of the tests was to determine the behavior of the station

under its usual running conditions, no effort was made to

improve its usual performance in the least. The regular at-

tendants were on duty with directions to run as though

nothing unusual was going on.

PLAN OF ENGINE AND DYNAMO ROO

The instruments used, with the exception of the gas me-

ter, were calibrated in the university laboratories and proper

corrections made in the calculations. The recording watt-

meter used to measure the combined output of the soovolt

machines was new and was lent by the manufacturer. It

was compared with a Thompson composite balance and

found to have an inappreciable error within the limits of

observation during the tests.

During the entire period of the tests the following read-

ings were taken every six minutes: Boiler pressure, feed

water temperature, gas meter (first day), indicator cards, re-

cording wattmeter, voltage in 500-volt and 220-volt circuits

and current in 220 volt circuits. There were also two men
weighing feed water and two taking records from the re-

cording ammeter, making 13 observers continuously on

duty. These men were nearly all members of the senior

class in electrical engineering and were perfectly familiar

with the instruments they were using.

In testing a station of this kind where the loads are vary-

mg and irreg^llar, the question always arises, how nearly do

the results obtained by taking periodic readings represent

the true values, for a given time? It was, therefore, with

considerable interest that we made the comparison between

the power as given by the recording wattmeter, and that as

determined by periodic readings of voltmeter and ammeter

CURRENT DURING TRIPS.

over certain hours of the second day's run. During the nine

hours compared, the greatest error for a single hour was

11.5 per cent while the m&an error for the nine hours is only

.58 per cent.

The results of the two days are placed side by side as far

as possible for ease in comparison. One boiler had been in

CURVES SHOWING LOAD AND EFFICICIENY.

service two weeks since cleaning, while the other was cut in

on the morning of the first day.

These results show a very low rate of evaporation, espe-

cially on the coal test. This may be accounted for by the

poor quality of coal and the very low average load on the

boilers. The quality of the coal can, perhaps, be best esti-

mated by comparison with the gas in evaporative value.

During the tests 13,560 cu. ft. of gas at atmospheric pressure
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and 62° F. was equivalent to one ton of coal, while the usual

relative values are about 30,000 cu. ft. to the ton. It would

seem at first thought that a single boiler would be sufficient

to furnish the power, but it must be remembered that at

times the demand is greatly in excess of the capacity of one

boiler, and the rapidly varying demand is peculiarly adapted

to the carrying over of great quantities of entrained water

to the engine.

The value of the exhaust steam heater is well exemplified

in this test. Besides its use as a water purifier it supplies an

average of 13.6 per cent of the heat given to the water and

saves that per cent of the fuel and that without perceptibly

increasing the back pressure of the engine.

The observed data for March 19 are given in the accom-

panying curves of load and i. h. p. On the curves of i. h. p.

dotted lines indicate that one or both cards were missed and

the point supplied by estimation. The hourly averages, giv-

en on the same plates, really give the load curve for the day

and these have been used in obtaining the efficiency curves.

When the averages over certain times are plotted it has been

done by drawing a horizontal line at the proper height ex-

tending over the whole time, these horizontal lines being

connected by vertical lines to show the continuity of the

curve.

The friction of the engine and short jackshaft to which it

is belted was 40.8 h. p. while the entire station load was 74.4

h. p. The speed regulation of the engine under the sudden

changes of load was almost perfect it remaining nearly con-

stant at 79.6 r. p. m. throughout the whole period. In one

instance two diagrams taken on the same card showed a

change of 45 h. p. on one end of the cylinder between two

strokes, indicating a total change of about 90 h. p. in about

one second.

Supt. E. B. Gunn estimates the stati.on running expenses

exclusive of fuel at $9.25 with gas burned which, on the day

of the test amounted to $8.95, making the total cost of pow-

er for the day $18.20. This is i.ii cents per k. w. hour out-

put and 1.65 cents per car-mile. With coal as the fuel the

running expenses are $10.75, coal $17 or a total of $27.75

per day which is 1.73 cents per k. w. hour and 2.50 cents per

car mile.

The following is a summary of the principle results of the

tests.

REPORT OF TEST.

Duration, hours

Grate surface, sq. ft

Water heating surface, sq. ft

Temperature of feed water entering

heater, degree.? F
Temperature of feed water leaving

heater, degrees F
Steam pressure, lbs. ahs

Total coal, lbs

Moisture in coal, per cent

Total refuse, dry, per cent

Dry coal per hour, lbs

Total gas by meter, cu. ft .122,700.

Total gas reduced to 62° F. and 30 in.

of mercury, cu. ft 131,504

Pressure of gas, lbs. abs 14.SC5

Total water pumped to boilers, lbs 104.990.

Quality of steam assumed 98 per cent

dry. Equivalent evaporation from

and at 212°, lbs. per hour 6,137.

Actual evaporation per lb. dry coal, lbs.

March 18.
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the most important duty of the colorist, and often he finds

it no easy task before a perfect match can be obtained. The

quality of the daylight, the nature and behavior of the paint

examined, the material on which the co'.or is put, all afifect

to a marked degree the general appearance of shades. After

long experience car letter painters and color mixers can

tell very closely ihe exact amount of color ingredients neces-

sary to give the right shade.

The whole secret of monogram writing lies in the one

word—practice. Of course one must know what methods

to pursue, but without practice and patience book-learning

will not enable the painter to make a readable sign. I be-

lieve that, lUiJer proper instruction and with perseverance,

any one can make good letter plans; the ait is not peculiar

to any one class of men. Take my own experience as aa

example; I did not know how to make the commonest sort

of a letter for a monogram, and my first attempts were really

laughable. But I practiced faithfully until I was able to

make a design I was not ashamed of; I first practiced with

simple line letters, then made full face work, going finally

to more fancy effects. I then practiced with three-letter

combinations, and next I took up words. These were made

in plain colors for a time, and then I took up the shades.

The colors for this work must of course be made up of a

consistency which will answer the purpose and not run or

"bleed," one into the other, and for this flour paste has been

found, by long practice, to be the best and perhaps the

cheapest. Flour paste can be obtained for this purpose of

various qualities, but it will be found poor policy to pro-

cure the lowest grades, for the reason that they are not uni-

form, and further, when this paste is made from such qual-

ities, a greater amount is required, and it will not keep as

long after being made.

Other thickeners are to be had, several of which find favor

with many color mixers, the most important being starch

and sago. A very good paste is made of gums, the most

valuable being that from tragacanth ; but, owing to the cost,

this is seldom used.

Pastes are of two kinds; that used for thickening the so-

called "standards," that is, colors made up and kept in stock,

from which are drawn, as occasion requires, portions to bt

mixed with each other for making up the actual printing

color; and that made from flour, which is for diluting the

mixed standards. The former is usually a thickener made

up of gum dextrine and water and is very well suited for the

purpose, being cheap and effective. Dextrine comes into

the market in two forms; one is a brown gum, sometimes

called "roasted starch," the other is the white variety, made

by a different process. The brown gum is the best for this

purpose. It is starch of any variety, usually corn or potato,

which has been kept for some time in an oven beated to a

temperature of 400^ F., when its composition has been so

changed that it is soluble in water.

The substances which can increase the stiffness of the col-

ors are starch, dextrine, the various gums, gelatine, etc.

Gum arable and gum tragacanth may be used when it is not

required to ,give too much stiffness and not to modify the

color. Gelatine gives much stiffness and is cheaper. When
starch is used, which is now not a frequent thing, the best

qualities must be chosen to prevent humidity and altera-

tion. It can be obtained in the following manner: About

13 parts of starch are mixed with 75 parts of water, and 8

parts of caustic soda solution added, stirring constantly.

After about two hours, the mixture becomes clear and like

jelly. Then it is neutralized with exactly the required quan-

tity of sulphuric acid solution. The composition can be

strengthened with gum, dextrine, kaolin, etc. It is better

not to cook the starch with the soda solution, but to work

it cold. Of course, after neutralization, it can be cooked

without any inconvenience; it swells and thickens again,

preserving its primitive qualities.

Oxalic is the most important acid used by the color mixer.

This is usually purchased by him in cask lots and weighed

out for each lot of color as occasion requires. It is ordi-

narily sold in a high state of purity. It is made in im-

mense quantities from sawdust. Caustic soda is melted in

a large iron pan and the sawdust added in suitable quanti-

ties; the cellulose is decomposed, forming sodium oxalate.

The fused mass is allowed to cool and dissolved in water;

milk of lime is added to precipitate the oxalate as a calcium

salt, and then this latter is decomposed with sulphuric acid,

forming sulphate of lime and oxalic acid in solution. This

solution is evaporated down to the point of crystallization

and the acid removed.

The acid thus obtained is one of the most powerful of the

organic class. It is used by the color mixer for expelling

carbonic acid and similar acids from their salts. The color

mixer also uses the acid as a discharger. "F."

HOW BADLY HE WAS INJURED.

T. J. NielioU, vice-president and general manager of the

RocLester (N. Y.) Railway Company, sends us a bill which was
rendered to the siiperinteudent of tlie Glen Haven Railroad by

a passenger who said he had been in a slight aecirjent that hap-

pened some time since.

The bill is as follows:

1 liat $3.00

1 umbrella S.iiO

1 pair cuffs .23

1 lady's hat. partly destroyed 1.73

Cli-niiing 1-lothe.s 1.00

riiliiiig glass out of face 2.00

Cut on arm 5.00

1 pint blood 3.00

$21.30

Frigid to ehild 3..30

Total $25.00

< »

J. G. BRILL COMPANY'S WORKS.

The J. G. Brill Company has sent to its friends and patrons a

handsomely framed lithograph giving a bird"s-eye-view of the

company's works. The frame is of fine grained oak, 30x45 in.

The buildings cover more than IS acres at the junction of the

Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Ohio railroads in Philadelphia.

A good idea is given of the arrangement and vast extent of these

great works. This picture now adorns one of the walls in the

Review office.

-•-^

IMPROVEMENTS IN SPOKANE.

The Spokane Street Radway Company, of Spokane. Wasli.. is

now engaged in relaying its Riverside line and making improve-

ments in other pa.-ts of the city: the cost of the work together

with the company's shnrc ot tlie new paving now beiu.j; laid is

st.ited to be .$40,000.

Tlie mils are 7-in. girders. T'J Uis. to llie yard and are I'eing lail

on concrete beams S in. dit'p and I.") in. wide. The joints are to

be east-welded by the Falk process.
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THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY: ITS GREATNESS AND POSSIBILITIES.

The advent of electric cars in our large cities, and the wonder

and enthusiasm which followed in their wake is within the mem-
ory even of children still in school, for the successful operation

of the trolley car comes within the bounds of the last decade.

Measured by years, the trolley is, figuratively speaking, in its

kilts; if by results it has reached sturdy manhood.

The activity in electric railway construction began at a time

when the building of railroads had reached its zenith and com-

menced to decline. Every part of the country was interlaced

with railroads which afforded quick and cheap transportation to

the great centers of industry. This tended to augment the growth

of the cities, and all records were broken in the increase in area

and population of American municipalities. Business districts

were congested and residents crowded as closely around these

focal points as the value of property would permit. Thus a

working or business man who lived a mile from his office or

shop was within twenty minutes' walking distance; if two miles,

he spent forty minutes each morning and evening going and re-.

turning.

to consult the maps of a few years ago. On the map of the

city of Chicago the portion darkly shaded represents area incor-

porated within the limits up to 1869. The city at that time had a

population of 275,000, with an area of 25.28 sq. mi., giving a

density of 11,000 per sq. mi. The area in lighter shade represents

that portion annexed up to April, 1889. The population was
somewhat less than 1,000,000, and the area 36.66 sq. mi., giving

a density of 27,000 per sq. mi. At the present time the area of

the city is 188 sq. mi., with a population of 1,883,000, giving a

density of 10,000 per sq. mi.

Greater New York is now in area the largest city in the world,

including 307.85 sq. mi. within its limits and a population of

3,350,000, which gives a density of 10.800. In 1890 the combined

area of New York and Brooklyn was 66.88 sq. mi., with a popu-

lation of 2,320,000, and a density of 36,000. Boston, with a pop-

ulation of 200,000 in 1868, occupied less than 7 sq. mi., thus hav-

ing a density of 30,000; in 1890 the population was 448,000, and

the area 35.3 sq. mi., with a density of 12,700, and in 1898 the

Inhabitants increased to 550,000 and the area to 43 sq. mi., with

DIAGRAM SHOWING RESIDENCE DISTRICTS 30 MINUTES FROM CENTER BY WALKING, BY HORSE CARS, AND BY ELECTRIC CARS.

When the horse car lines were built, one could afford to live

50 per cent farther away, for that much time would be saved
over walking. Then the trolley lines came and the man who
cared to spend but twenty minutes on the cars could now live

from three to four miles from his place of business. On the

outline maps of New York, Chicago and Boston the circles repre-

sent approximately the distances from the business centers which
a man could reside and reach his office within thirty minutes.
The inner circle has a radius of one and three-quarter miles,

which indicates the limits of convenient walking distance; the

second is three miles, the limits of horse car traction, and the

outer one is six miles, indicating the expanded area which is

served by the electric cars in the same time. The areas of the

three circles represent 9.6, 28.3 and 113 sq. mi. respectively, as
available residence districts for a business man under the con-
ditions of going to and from his office each day by walking, by
the horse cars and by the trolley cars.

To fully realize how cities have spread out It is only necessary

the same density as in 1890. It is but fair to say that had Bos-

ton annexed contiguous cities and villages as have New York and

Chicago, It would make a showing relatively as good as they.

From the statistics from these three cities it appears that the

density of population is gradually decreasing, which is a most

desirable condition. The decrease in the death rate in our larger

cities is doubtless due as much to the spreading out and the

making of comfortable homes as to any other cause. The trolley

ear has superseded thousands of horses which also contributes

largely to the sanitary conditions of a city.

The urban population of the United States is increasing with

great rapidity. Its proportion to the total was 3.35 per cent in

1790, when only 131,472 lived in cities of 8,000 and over; 8.52 per

cent in 1840; 16.13 per cent in 1860; 22.57 per cent in 1880; 29.20

per cent in 1890, and at the present time this may safely be

estimated at 35 per cent. In our cities are the homes of no less

than 25,000,000 people. As the mileage of street railways Is

nearly in proportion to the number and population of the great
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cities In a state it may be of intorest to compare this mileage

with the percentage of urban population.

Miles of Per cent o(

Street Ry. Urban Population.

1 New York 2,100 «9

3 Pennsylvania 1,760 4S

5 Massachusetts 1.400 7B

4 Illinois 1,250 48

B Ohio 1,250 3«

6 California 850 *3

7 New Jersey 70O 60

Thus in the states having the greatest street railway mileage

more than half of the population live in the cities.

Do the people recognize the advantages of such transportation?

We believe they do, or at least it is quiclily realized if circum-

stances prevent the operation of the cars for a short time. If

every man, woman and child in the country would have an equal

opportunity to use the cars, at the present ratio each one would
take 38 rides a year. Every day the street cars carry as many
passengers as there are inhabitants in greater New Yorlc, Chicago,

rbiladelphia and Boston. But it is only the urban population

who contribute directly to the street car traffic and in some cities

the patronage is much more liberal than in others. There are

many conditions which regulate this: the transportation facili-

ties, the distribution of population, liind of industries, etc.

Where the population is concentrated in tenement houses or

where factories are distributed out over an area of the city

with room about them for homes for the employes, the business

is light and consists chiefly in pleasure riding.

mnnnnn

WHAT STREET RAILWAYS COST.

considered that in nearly every city a ride of five miles can be

taken for 5 cents, and often it is as great as 12 and 15 miles, it

must be recognized that the electric cars furnish not only good

but very cheap transportation.

The diagrams, giving the population, area, miles of street rail-

way and average rides per capita per year in six of the largest
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DIAGRAMS SHOWING POPULATION, AREA, MILES TRACK AND RIDES

PER CAPITA.

cities in the country, furnishes some interesting comparisons. It

would be natural to assume that in cities spread over a great

area tlie patronage would be most liberal, but the figures of these

six cities do not corroborate such a conclusion. Chicago and

Philadelphia are spread out over vast areas but the average

rides per capita are not so great as in Boston and Providence,

cities of 'very limited area.

Vast quantities of materials have been used in the construc-

tion of the 10,000 miles of street railways in the United States.

No less than 33,000,000 ties have been placed in the roadbeds,

and these have required the destruction of a great forest to

supply this 800,000,000 ft. of timber. The track rails, if stretched

end for end, would make a shining band of steel around the

equator, and there would be enough remaining for an axis ex-

tending from the north to the south pole. These rails weigh

3,500,000 tons, and represent the entire output of all the rolling

mills in the United States for two years.

The question of power for running the electric cars is au im-

portant one, and in the aggregate presents some significant fig-

ures. It is estimated that there are in the electric power stations

in this country 525,000 h. p. each of boilers, engines and gener-

ators. To keep these machines in operation requires the con-

sumption of 2,300,000 tons of coal per annum. This means an

evaporation of 3,300,000,000 gallons of water into steam. If all the

boilers were concentrated in one place it would be necessary

To purchase the street railways would take all of the $525,-

000,000 of gold, the $120,000,000 of silver, the $400,000,000 of cer-

tificates, the $225,000,0000 of National bank notes and the $-50,-

000,000 of United States treasury notes in circulation. If the

street railways were to be sold the sum realized would easily pay

the debt of the United States.

A fair estimate of the paying passengers carried by the street

railways per annum would be 2,660,000,000, and this would be

increased by 50 per cent if the transferred passengers were in-

eluded; which, in the aggregate represents two rides for every

inhabitant of the globe; and tells its own story when compared
with the 535,000,000 carried annually on the 182,000 miles of

steam road in this country. While it is difficult to determine

the average passenger mileage ride, yet an estimate of three

miles is certainly moderate, and the length of haul is constantly

increasing as cities expand and suburban and interurban lines

are extended.

The fact that the trolley car is a great economic factor may
be seen by comparing the cost of transportation on the street

cars and on the steam cars. The gross income of the street

railway companies is approximately $115,000,000. If the pas-

sengers carried by the trolley cars had to pay the regular 3-cent

fare charged on steam roads the amount would be more than
doubled, but if only the 2-cent per mile rate were charged the

patrons of the street cars would still save over $45,000,000 a
year, The average length of ride on the steam roads is 26.2

miles, and the average rate is 2.01 cents per mile. When it is

11
HEIGHT OF A SINGLE POWER-

HOUSE STACK.

LENGTH OF RAIL USED BY

STREET RAILWAYS.

to build sixteen stacks the size of Bunker Hill monument, or one

great stack, the comparative volume of which is shown in the

figure.

To operate the present street car equipment would require

320,000 horses, which, if harnessed two abreast, would form a

solid procession extending from Chicago to Cleveland; but to

transport the passengers carried by electric cars in the slower

going horse cars would necessitate one-third more cars than now,

and this would extend the line of animals to 480 miles.
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actual street niilway employes, tor in addition to the car crews

are thousands the public never see but whose part is just as es-

sential—the executive and operatiUR orticials; lawyers to defend

the company against the incursions of Idackniailers; electricians,

engineers, firemen, car and track repairers, and a host of otliers.

Then there are thousands more who find employment in buildmg

cars, trucks, motors, engines, boilers, generators, and the in-

numerable devices, parts and machines essential to a road. The

iron an<l coal mines, and the rolling mills lend their forces, and

in fact one hardly knows where to stop in recounting the diver-

sity of interests which find existence in supidying the street

railways of the country, for there are few industries which are

not benefited in the course of the year.

And what of the safety of the millions who intrust themselves

to the electric car? The answer is simply amazing when one

considers that for several hours each day the busiest streets

show an almost unbroken line of cars, some turning to the right.

tlie factor.v. Tliis is a funci ion \Aiii('li lias lietMi l»ut poorly per-

formed or not at all b.v the railroads. These electric lines bring

large communities in close contact, open up new markets, facili-

tate the transportation of goods and passengers and are feeders

to the trunk lines of steam roads. Where this expansion will

cease no one can tell, for long lines are now in operation which
were deemed impraitical five years ago. and even greater and
broadiT luidcrtakings are l)cing iilanned.

NAVAL DISPLAY AT PLEASURE RESORT.

At ClyftVside I'ark the Ashland (Ky.) A: Catlettsburg Street

Railway Company gave a realistic reproduction of the capture ot

Tonce Bay, Puerto Kico. The famous (Gloucester, commandid
by Lieut. Commauder Wainwright, was reiiresented as entering

tlie port and (leiiiauding its surrender after some sharp firing.

TI II I JUUU .

STREET CAR FARES; ACTUAL AND AT 3 CENTS PER MILE.

Others to the left, and still others darting liack and fortli across

the track like a weaver's shuttle. The average electric car trav-

els 120 miles a day; each one of its wheels makes 84,.'>CI0 revolu-

tions, and in the course of a year passes over 8.0(K).(IOO rail

joints; yet with all this constant wear and opportunity for acci-

dent from lireakage. a passenger is as safe on a trolley car as

in the retirement of his own home. Only one in 23,000,000 pas-

sengers is killed, and only one in 800.000 is injured in any way
and if a man were to spend his time on the street cars waiting for

a chance to present a damage claim against the company he

would have to travel one hour a day for 31 years and spend $1,130

in car fare before he would be hurt. Before his time for being

killed would come he would be a patriarch of five and a half

centuries, having been continually on the cars day and night.

Considering the service rendered the safety feature of the street

car is truly remarkaljle.

The rapid growth of electric railways is almost unprecedented

in any line of industry, yet it has by no means reached its full

II—^1 II
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NUMBER OF ELECTRIC, CABLE AND HORSE CARS.

development. The interurban roads building in every part of

the countr.v are filling up a gap between the street railway and
the railroad. The smaller towns and the cities are joined by
electric lines which give a frequent, cheap and comfortable ser-

vice. Not only are passengers carried between l<ical points, but

also mail, packages, farm produce .iiid even the output ot

THE GLOUCESTER ENTERING THE HARBOR.

The Gloucester, two Spauisli gmilioats. Spanish forts and iilnck

houses were constructed, as shown in the illustrations. They

were manned by 40 men. who lived shells am; liombs for an hcuir.

and finally blew up the gunboat and fort, nim-h to the delight ot

an audience of 5.000. 'i'lie cxhibilion was managed to the satis-

faction of everyone. The company lias euEaced the Columiiian

Orchestra, of Cleveland, for the season, .giving two free concerts

daily, which have proven gnat drawing cards Clyffeside Park

is far famed for its locallon. and the poiiularity of its attractions

is due largely to ideas of Willis I,. Uiiigo. president of the rail-

way company.

BAND STAND.
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STREET RAILWAYS AND REAL ESTATE.

street railway men fully realize the beiieliceut results wliicli

ac-erue to the public in the extension of electric lines lieyond the

congested residence districts, but it is seldom the daily press ol

the country are generous enoush to give the men and companies

which are instrumental in this good work the credit they deserve.

The Buffalo "Express" has been making some research on the

subject, and gives a resume of its results in the following:

Boards of assessors and other officials connected with the mu-

nicipal government in many large cities have recently engaged in

a systematic examination of the question of the extent to which

values of land in such cities ha^'e been affected by the operation

of electric railroads, and some valuable information has been

elicited. Doubtless the facts that have been demonstrated in this

regard in other cities will hold good in Buffalo.

To define the areas definitely affected by the electric railroads

three circles may lie drawn upon a city map, the first, or inner

circle, including first-class business property or the heart of the

city. This naturally takes in the City Hall, the banks and the

tions liave attracted clerks, uiochanics and wage-workers to these

outlying districts, and in compliance with the law of demand and

supply values have thus been distinctly stimulated. To a remark-

able extent, also, well-to-do people are now moving out on the in-

terurban and acreage property beyond the outskirts of large

cities. Such districts are showing a marked improvement in

value and will doubtless do so for a long time to come.

BICYCLE CARS IN ROCHESTER.

The Hocliestir Railway Company is trying the experiment of

running bicycle cars as trailers on the lines extending to Ontario

Beacli and Summerville. A bicycle car is an old trailer, with

racks fitted on the floor and seats of the car so that about '^'i

wheels can be accommodated, A sign is placed on the side,

stating that the car is for bicycles only and no passengers will

be received on that car. The wheelman receives a check corre

sponding to the number fa.stened to his wheel, and rides in thr

motor car with the other passengers. No charge is made for

NAVAL DISPLAY AT CLYFFESIDE PARK, ASHLAND, KY.

choice shopping district. Within this circle values are constantly

appreciating, and have done so even since the depression began.

Such property is always in demand for iuvestnun% and its value

will continue to increase as the earning powtr of money at inter-

est decreases. Usually the circle represents the central ob,jective

point of the local transportation companits.

Between the first and second circles will be included, to carry

out the illustration, the inside residence portion of the city, in

a distinctivel.v residential city, or, in case of an industrial city,

that part within reasonable proximity to the factory district. The

electric transportation facilities have caused values withiu this

area to decline, as it has been necessary to lower rents to keep

tenants. There can be no mistake about the influence of the elec-

tric railroads on this class of property, even when full allowance

is made for the depreciation of both rental and selling values

caused by the hard times.

The third circle includes tlie outlying district whlcli has been

made accessible by the electric lines. Here the greatest benefits

of electrical transportation are met with. In this district there is

a marked improvement of land values from tlie improved local

transportation facilities, to which railway maiia.gers and real es-

tate men in all parts of the country Iicar witness. The cheapness

of the land, the low rentals and the improvement of living eondt-

carrying tlie w lieels, but no transfers are given, as the wheels

cannot be transferred. Geuei'al Manager NichoU states that if

the patronage is as liberal as it has been, a complete outfit of

liicycle cars will liejiut on the lines next season.

Work has lieeu in progress on the Jungfrau electric railway for

more than a year, and it is estimated that the construction work

will be completed in 1809.

A report was current that the Market Street IJailway Com-

pany, of San Francisco, was about to equip some of its lines

with compressed air motors as in.'estiganon had .shown a con-

siderable saving in their operation over electricity, but this is

entirely without foundation, for General Manager Vining states

that no such change is contemplated.

The number of passt^ngers carried on the Sheffield tramways

last year was 8,458,074, As an illustration of the manner in

which a good electric system stimulates traffic is shown by a

comparison with the figures from Montreal, In the corresponding

period 32,047,317 passengers were carried while the population of

the Canadian city is much less than that of Sheffield. \ private

company operates tlie railways in Montreal but in Sheffield they

are controlled and hampered by the municipality.
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ARCING IN CONTROLLERS. SIEMENS-HALSKE SLIDING CONTACT BAR.

In these two illustrations the action is iiliiluly shown of

a solenoid coil on the arc formed between the contact finger

and cylinder in the type "S." solenoid blow-out street railway

controller, manufactured by the Walker Company. These two

cuts were taken direct from photographs without retouching or

alteration of any kind. The apparatus shown is a short section

of a controller cylinder, with contact fingers and solenoid parti-

tions in exactly the same relation to each other and working

under the same conditions as in a complete controller in practi-

cal operation.

Fig. 1 shows the arc formed with the solenoids inoperative

and it will be readily seen how destructive such an are would

be to contact fingers, insulation, and in fact every thing tliat

It could reach. Fig. 2 shows the arc from the same current and

under the same conditions blown out by the solenoids. These

FIG. 2.

views, more than any argument, show the immense advantage

of the solenoid blow-out in controller construction.

This controller has proved very popular since it was placed

on the market about a year ago and has given universal satis-

faction. The principles used in its construction are new and

most ingenious.
*-•-

The annual meeting of the Coucord (N. H.) Street Railway Com-

pany was held on Sejitember 6 and .all ot the directors were re-

elected. The report stated that in spite ot the commercial de-

pression of the last year the earnings of the road were greater

than ever before. The passengers carried numliered 1,039,573 and

the gross earnings amounted to $52,439, with net earnings of

over .$7,000, and this in spite of a reduction in fares on the in-

terurban and park lines. There have been many improvements

made during the past year.

The Siemous-Halske Company, Berlin, has been a consistent

advocate of the sliding contact bar in place of the trolley wheel.

A number of improvements have been made recently and applied

at Hanover and Dresden, Germany. At first an iron bar was
used, but this was unsatisfactory, rapidly wearing the wire

and causing disagreeable noises. This type was replaced by
brass, but the latest are made of aluminum, which reduces the

inertiii of the bar and frame and thereby reducing the pressure

necessary for good contact.

Two selections of tlie aluminum bars and a view of the frame

are shown in the illustrations. A slot for grease is provided,

whicli reduces the friction. The life of the aluminum bar is from

six to eight weeks, or about 4,800 car-miles for small sizes, or

12.000 car-miles for the larger size. The cost of niaiutenauce

is about .0108 cent per car-mile.

The triangular form of the frame is very satisfactory, as there

is no danger of hooking on the wire, and if the arch should

^_^W|ITE MtT«L

SIEMENS-HALSKE CONTACT BAR.

slip from under tlie wire wheu it is consideralily oft the center of

the track, the friction of the trolley wire and sides of the frame

will bring the .arch under the wire again, this being assisted by

the elasticity of the side bars of the frame.

It is impossible for tlie bar to strike the span wires; it does

away with overhead frogs and switches, and the contact witli

the wire is not accidentally brtken. The frame automatically

reverses itself, thus dispensing with the attention of the conduct-

or at the end of the line. The pressure against the wire does

not exceed 7.5 lbs. With the latest form of contact bar the wear

on the wire has been nominal.

AN OPEN TRAM CAR IN LONDON.

The following quotation from the "Electrical Engineer," of

London, sounds rather out of date in this era of electric cars.

It calls to mind accounts such as appeared in the American

papers seven or eight 'years ago when electric traction was still

in a primitive stage:

"A new tram cor has just been introduced for the short length

of line between Rye-lane, I'eckham, and Lordship-lane, Dulwich,

where it is attracting much attention. It is a capital summer car,

with open sides, and can be boarded at either side and at any
point along either side. The cars are at present drawn by horses,

but this type of electric car has found much favor on the Con-

tinent,"
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RECENT STREET RAILWAY DECISIONS.

EDITED BY J. I.. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Degree of Care Imposed on Person Crossing Tracks Is Same as

Company's.

Burgess v. Salt Lake City Railroad Company (Utah), 53 Pac. Kep.,

1,013. June 15, 1S9S.

A person, in crossing a street luiving street car trades tliercon,

tlie supreme court of Utali liolils, is l)ound to exercise the ^ame

degree of care wbicli it is incumbeut upou tlie railway company

to exercise.

Explosion of Fly-Wheel in Power House Not Evidence of Neg-

ligence.

Piehl V. Albany Raihvay {\. Y.), 51 N. T. Siipp., 755. May 10, 1S9S.

The mere fact of the explosion of a fly-wheel which was pur-

chased from the manufacturers and had been used for two years

on an engine used in generating the electrical power by which

street cars were operated, the third appellate division of the su-

preme court of New York holds, is not presumptive evidence of

negligence.

Liability In Starting Car Before a Women Has Obtained Her
Seat.

Dochtcrtnann r. Brooklyn Hiii/hls RaUroiid Company CN. Y.), 52 N. T.

Supp., 1051. June 21, 1S08.

Assuming that the liability in the operation of electric cars is

no greater than that of horse cars, the second appellate division

of the supreme court of New York holds that, considering the fre-

quency of the occurrence of such accidents, a jury might properly

find that it was want of even ordinary care to start a car until a

woman who had got aboard it bad obtained her seat, whatever

may be the rule when the passenger is a man.

Electric Street Car Is Not " Locomotive Engine or Train Upon
a Railroad.

Fallon V. West End Street Railuay Company (Mass.), 50 y. H. Uep.,

536. May 20, 1S9S.

A conductor on an electric street railway car having sustained

personal injuries through the alleged negligence of the motorman,

brought an action to recover damages, from the company, under

the provision in section 1, of chapter 270, of the Massachusetts

Laws of 1887, making the employer liable for injuries to an em-

ploye resulting from negligence of a fellow employe in charge of

a "locomotive engine or train upon a railroad." But the supreme

judicial court of Massachusetts tliinks that a car belonging to a

street raihvay operated by electricity, and operated in the manner

in which cars upon street electric lines usually are, cannot be said

to be a locomotive engine or train upon a railroad, within the

meaning of the statute in question, and so holds.

Failure to Sound Gong Does Not Necessarily Imply Negligence

Citizens' Railuay Company) v. Holmes (Tex.), .'/(i .S". 11'. Rep., lid.

June 8, 1S9S.

The general statute that relates to the duty of the operation ol

railway trains on the subject of blowing the whistle or ringing

the bell does not apply to street railways, the court of civil ap-

peals of Texas holds, as also that, where there is no statute or

ordinance requiring it, it cannot be conclusively assumed that

failure to ring a bell or sound a gong and to continue to do so

prior to a collision are acts of negligence, but that must be left to

the determination of the jury, according to the circumstances of

the case.

Another point made by the court is that it is not only the duty

of one when cognizant of an approaching car to exercise caution,

but it is also his duty to exercise diligence, to ascertain if a car

is approaching.

Inability to hear and defective vision, it adds, may be consid-

ered on the question of negligence, upon the part of the plaintiff,

in exposing himself to peril.

Value of Gratuitous Medical Treatment Cannot Be Recovered
in Personal Injury Cases.

.Morris r. Griind .irennc Railway Company (Mo.), .}fi .S'. II'. Rep., 111).

May 21,, 1S9S.

As something of a new question, in that state, the supreme
court of Missouri, division No. 1, holds, that, in a personal injury

suit, against a street railway company, the value of medical treat-

ment gratuitously furnished the plaintiff, as for example in a
hospital, cannot be recovered as an element of damages. The
proof of the value of the gratuity exerted in one's behalf in relief

of an injury inflicted, it says, is in no sense the proof of the ex-

pense to which one has been put, or the liability incurred, in the

relief from that injury, while, to authorize a recovery on part of

the injured plaintiff, there must have been an actual loss to him
of time or money, or a liability that same may or will occur. Con-

sequently, it seems, that when loss has not occurred, or cannot

occur, by reason of the action of others, gratuitously exercised

in behalf of the party injured, or when no legal liability has

arisen, lay reason of restrictions of law against the intervening

third party performing the needful services, no action can be

maintained.

Watchfulness Required Where Children May Be Expected to

Be Playing.

Bergen County Traction Company v. Heitman's .idmiitislrator (N. J.),

.'lO .itl. Rep., 651. June 21, 1S9S.

A motorman in charge of an electric traction car moving in the

public streets, where he has reason to expect little children are

playing, the court of errors and appeals of New Jersey holds,

must exercise a high degree of watchfulness in the operation of

his car.

In this class of casualties, involving injuries by the cars of

electric traction companies, going often with great rapidity in the

public higliways, to use other language of the court, motormen

are properly held to a careful and constant lookout for every

movement of human life on their front, and especially for the

movements of children who are of such tender years as to be

deemed incapable of contributory negligence.

That a. child two years and three months old. to whom contrib-

utory negligence cannot be imputed, is suffered to roam un.attend-

ed in the public street, it further holds, cannot relieve a traction

company from liability for its negligence in the management of

its car, resulting in the child's death.

Conductor Not Required to Observe Track.

Maeon d Indian Springs Elcelric Street Railuay Company v. Holmes

(Ga.). 30 S. E. Rep.; 563. March 23. 1S9S.

The supreme court of Georgia denies that, as a matter of law,

it is the duty of the conductor of a street railway car to observe

the track in front of the car and that portion of the street con-

tiguous to the track on either side. The law not expressly impos-

ing any such obligation, it says that the question as to what the

duties of a particular conductor were in this respect was one of

fact, and a subject-matter of proof, and that, in the absence of

any proof showing that he was under any obligation of this kind,

it was error for the trial judge to instruct the jury that such was

the conductor's duty, and a failure in its discharge would be neg-

ligence.
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The court further states that iu a suit against a street railway

company for personal injuries resulting by its car coming in con-

tact with one who was umlerlalciug to cross its track, the plaintiff

cannot recover, if, by the exercise of ordinary care, he could have

avoided the consequences of the defendant's negligence at any

time after such negligence had become apparent, or he had reason

to apprehend its existence.

Bolt Extending B;low Car Does Not Import Negligence.

Postcti i: Denver ConsolUlated Tnimuaii (<inii»niii (Ciiln.). 53 I'm-.

Kep.. 3!)1. June 13, 1S9S.

A passenger who attempted to alight from a moving car fell

and. rolling under the step of a trail car. had his leg scraped and

injured by an iron bolt which projected through the step for a

distance of about an inch. When he suetl for damages he charged

negligenee in the construction of the car by allowing the bolts to

expend through the step of the trailer. But the court of appeals

of Colorado holds that this could no more be said to be a negli-

gent construction than would be the wheels under the car by

which it was moved. Simply because the passenger was injured

by the bolt did not raise a presumption nor make a prima fneie

case of negligence in construction. Especially was this true, it

says there being no contention nor proof that any accident which

resulted in injury was caused by the failure of any of the ma-

chinery or appliances of the car. The bolt did not cause the

passenger to fall. Nor is to be presumed, continues the court,

that the obligation rests upon the carrier to so construct its cars

that no injury can be inflicted upon a person who gets underneath

a movin" car If it be possible to raise such a presumption, it

must be done by testimony offered by the party who seeks to

show or rely upon it.

Excess ve Speed Alone Causes Liability for Accidents at

Curves.

Ayeis r. Kiiehrstir Railirfiii Companij (y. Y.), SO -Y. E. /.'rp., 'J60.

June 7, -/lSUS.

It is well known that a car in passing around a curve is sub-

jected to a somewhat violent motion. It is incidental to the situ-

ation, is something that must be guarded against by every passen-

ger, and the railroad company is liable only when the speed is

excessive. So liolds the court of appeals of New York, which

says that it would be a very harsh rule that would hold a com-

pany liable for a possible injury resulting w;hile passing at a

proper speed over a curve that has long been in use, and where

no accidents are shown to have happened. In the case before it,

where it reverses a judgment for damages, the plaintiff had just

entered the'car, which had stopped on a curve, and was thrown

down by the violence of the motion of the car in rounding the

eurv.- and passing onto the straight track just as she was about

to take her seat. This case, which it recognizes as a very dose

one, the court maintains falls clearly within the rule that wlure

an accident is not the reasonable, natural, and probable result of

the situation, which ought to have been foreseen by the defendant

in the exercise of the degree of care exacted from a carrier of

passengers, no liability follows, though if it could be shown that

tl'is degree of care was not exercised, a case for the jury would

be presented.

Not Negligence to Give Up Seat There and Stand on Front

Platform of Open Trolley Car.

HtUl r. Nassau Electric Jlmlnma Cmiiiiani/ (Ji. Y.), -',2 y. Y. .S»;jp.

.975. Julv 11. 1898.

A passenger who was standing on the front part of an open

trolley car, having risen to give place to a lady on the seat imme-

diately behind the motorman, was thrown off the car by a col-

lision with an express wagon. The so-called "front platform" of

the car being provided with a seat for passengers, the second

appellate division of the supreme court of New Y'ork says that

(here could be no imputation of negligence in occupying that seat.

The passenger suing arose therefrom to enable a lady to sit down.

Up to this time, it says, he certainly had not lieen negligent. Nor
does it consider that it was negligence for him to remain standing

there unless he knew or ought to have known that he was in a

position of danger, from which he could escape by going inside

the car, and had an opportunity to do so.

Passenger on Disabled Car Cannot Transfer Himself.

Ttn/liir V. yassau Elvelrie RiiUrnail Ciimitnny (y. Y.). 53 N. Y. Sii/ip..

•5. J nil/ 23, 1S9S.

The fact that one of the cars operated by a street railway com-
pany meets with an accident, and cannot right away continue its

trip, the second appellate division of the supreme court of New
Y'ork holds, does not give a passenger on such car any new rights.

His contract with the company is that it shall carry him between
two points upon the line of road operated by it with reasonable

speed, and in safety. It has a right, after the accident to the car

which he is on, to transfer him to another if it thinks proper to

do so. but, because of the fact that it does not tlect to do tliis. h?

gains no right to transfer himself. The company, by refusing to

make the transfer, takes upon itself the resprirslliiiity for its

breach of contract witli him, but it g'.ves him no right to transfer

himself. If he boards another car. refiLses to pa.y fare thereon,

and is ejected therefrom for refusal to pay s:i'h fare, the com-

pany's liability to him is not thereby increarel.

Degree of CareRequired of Person Attempting to Cioss Tracks.

Read r. liriinkliin Hi'U.ihls UnUrniKl Vuiiijiiniij fN. Y.), '>3 .V. i". fiiipp..

209. Jidij 23, ISOS.

It was insisted, in this case, that a peisou was, as a matter of

law, bound to look and listen before attempting ta cross street

railway tracks, and that, in the absence of proof that he did s >

look and listen, the street railway coinp.iny was mtitlcd to a ver-

dict. This, the second appellate division of the supreme court of

New Y'ork says, would bo the law in respect to a steam railroad;

but it does not apply to a street surface railroad. « here both pur-

ties are making use of the highways, and wh:re the crossing i-<

made at the intersection of streels. There both partes are bound
to use that degree of care which ordinarily pr.ideut men would
use under the circumstances—a degree of care commensurate
with the dangers to be reasonably anticipated at s.uh a crossing.

A mere error of judguiint on the part of a peisan attempting t

)

cross tracks, coupled with his right to ass'ima thit the car woul 1

be operated prudently, wi.l not defeat au act on for damages.

When Nonsuits Should Be Graned.

Piisteii r. Ihiinr < 'tmsuliihitril Trdiinrin/ I'l.tnjuiiiif iCiilJ, .jj I'ltfi

Rip.. 3<.>l. .Jiini- l.i. /y.'/S.

No general rule can be laid down which can be made applicable,

ill all of its details, to every case, in such a manner as to relieve

the trial court of any discretion. It is not necessary that there

should be au absolute want of all evidence in order to justify the

trial coui't in exercising the power of granting a nonsuit. The

rule, which the court of appeals of Colorado thinks is not only

well sustained and firmly settled by reason. Imt Ijy the great

weight of authority, is that when it apiiears to the court, looking

at tlie evidence iu the most favorable light for the plaintiff in

which the jury would be at liberty to view it. that there is no evi-

dence which would justify or support a verdict for him, then it is

not only the privilege, but the duty of the court to sustain a mo-

tion for nonsuit.

In personal injury cases, based on alleged negligence, the court

goes on to say, it devolves upon the plaintiff in the first instance

to make out a prima facie case in his favor, showing that his in-

juries resulted from the negligence of the defendant. If he fails

in this, or if it should affirmatively appear from his own evidence

that a lack of due prudence upon his part was the proximate cause

of his injury, it is the duty of the court, upon motion for non-

suit, to decide as a question of law that the action cannot be main-

tained.
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Liability Under Municipal Resolution for Cost of Paving.

Storric v. Houston City Street Kailicay Compan y (Te.r.), Jfi, S. W.
Rep., 796. June 13, 1S9S.

The supreme court of Texas holds that a resohitiou of the city

council, of Houston, providing that the cost of paving certain

streets should be wholly defrayed by the abutting property own-
ers as provided in a certain named section of the city charter,

construed together with such section, which latter, not only pro-

vides that such cost shall be a charge against such abutters, but

that any street railway company which occupies a part of the

street or streets shall be liable for the cost of the paving between
the rails of its tracks and six inches on each side thereof, must
be taken to mean that the company shall pay for all the p.avement

between its rails and six inches on each side thereof, stated in

said section, and that the remainder shall be paid for by the own-

ers of the property abutting upon the said streets on each side.

The word "wholly," as use<l in the resolution referred to, it holds,

does not refer to, nor mean, the entire surface of the street, but

means tile entire cost of that portion which was to be paid for by

the property owners.

The court also hold that the legislature had the right to enact

the law of 1891, amending the charter of Houston, by which the

liabilit,v of the street car company for the cost of paving the street

was enlarged, and that said act does not violate the constitution

of Texas nor of the United States.

And it declares that a loan and trust company claiming under

a prior mortgage from the street railway company would not

have any right superior to that of the latter comp.iny in tlie

premises, as it says that it knows of no principle of law which

would accord protection to a lien upon property when the protec-

tion would not be given to the owner.

Municipalities Cannot Say When Street Car Companies Shall

be Guilty of Negligence.

Rocktord City Railiiay Coviikiiui r. Blalc (III.). -V) N. E. ffc/)., 107(1.

June 18. 1S9S.

The following city ordinance was admitted in evidence in this

case: "All conductors, motoneers, driver.s and persons empIo.vLd

upon street cars shall use reasonable and proper care and dili-

gence to prevent injury or damage to persons, teams or vehicles,

and upon the appearance of danger to any sui h person, team or

vehicle upon or near the track cars shall be stopped, when, by so

doing, such in.iury or damage may be averted." P,_'rmitting this

ordinance to be read in evidence, the supreme court says, was
clearly error; but it does not reveree the judgment against the

company on that account, because it does not think that the com-

pany's rights were prejudiced thereby, as the trial judge, at the

request of the respective parties, fully instructed the jury in re-

gard to the law involved in the case, so that it did not seem that

they could have been misled.

It is, no doubt, true, says the supreme court, that the city of

Rockford had the power, by ordinance, to regulate the speed of

street cars within the city and perhaps other whol.'some police

regulations might be adopted in regard to the management and

running of cars; but it adds that it does not think the city clothed

with power to determine when, or under what circumstances, a

street car company should be guilty of negligence upon which a

recovery might be predicated by a person who may have been

injured. It is the duty of the court to instruct the jury in regard

to the law by which they are to be governed in determining the

liability or nonliability of the company.

Continuing Operation of Lines a Public Duty.

State V. Spokane Street RaUicay Company (Wash.). .5,3 Pac. Kep., 719.

June 20, 1898.

The supreme court of the state of Washington holds that a

street railway company incorporated with power of eminent do-

main and to lay its tracks over the public street and highways,

upon consent of the municipalities, is a common carrier, and, un-

der the principles of the common law, owes a duty to the public

to continue the operation of its street railway lines, including

lines acquired and held by lease, so that it may not, by its own
act.s, disable itself from performing the functions which were the
consideration for the public grant.

That a company may have had no grant or privilege or frau-
chfse from the city or county to operate its tracks upon the pub-
lic streets, and is simply a licensee from the owners of the a<ldi-

tions to the city through which these streets run, the court does
not think changes the obligation, especially where no objeclion

has been made by the city or county authorities to such occupa-
tion, and it is in undisturbed use and occupation of these streets.

Indeed, it says that a city could not object after more than five

years of such occupation.

Therefore the court concludes that a street railway company, re-

ceiving its franchises from the state and entering upon the en-

joyment of them, cannot cease to perform the functions which
were the consideration for the grant of such franchises witheuf
the consent of the granting power.

It also holds that a person who lives adjacent to a street rail-

way line, and owns considerable property there, which he has im-

proved, relying upon the facilities afforded by this line, has such

a material individual interest in enforcing the performance of the

street railway company's duty to the public that he may main-

tain an action, in the name of the state, to compel the company, by

mandamus proceedings, to operate the line, ater an indetinite dis-

continuance. Nor does it deem it absolutely necessary that he

should first make a demand for the operation of the line.

Cinductor Has No Implied Authority to Have Passenger Ar-
rested After Ejecting Him from Car.

Lezinsky v. MetrupoUluK Street RaUvay Company (II. S. C. C. .A.),

88 Fed. Rep., 1/37. June tl,, 1898.

After a passenger was ejected for nonpayment of fare, where
lie and the conductor were of dilTerent opinions as to his duty to

pay the fare, the conductor charged him with disorderly conduct,

and requested a policeman to arrest him, which the policeman
did. The man then sued the company for malicious prosecution

and false imprisonment. Its liability, the United States circuit

court of appeals, second circuit, holds dependeil upon the answer
to the questions: First. Was the conductor acting in the cours,'

of his employment and within the scope of his authority, express

or implied, in causing the arrest of the passenger, after he left

the car, and or his prior disobedience? And, second, if the con-

ductor acted w-ithout authority, was there any testimony from
which a jury could properly infer a ratification by the company
of the conductor's act in causing the arrest? Believing that both

questions should be answered in the negative, the court atflrms

a judgment in favor of the company. It says that the subsequent

act of the conductor in causing the arrest of the passenger was
apparently outside of the course of his employment, outside of his

service as a conductor, and w as his act as an individual. It can

not be inferred, in the absence of testimony, continues the court,

that it is in the course of the employment of ii conductor of a

street cable car to cause the immediate arrest of a former passen-

ger for his conduct in refusing to pay fare or to leave the cai'.

and thus to take the risk of being compelled to leave his car in

tlie street temporarily unprovided with a conductor, for here the

jiassenger made .a counter charge against the conductor and had
him also arrested. Nor does the court consider that the company
ratified the act of the conductor by the attendance and conduct

at the police court of a clerk in its, claim deparment, who was
sent to the police court to "see what the matter was," though the

clerk endeavored to show the magistrate that the conductor was
in the right, whereb.v h? "imitated the conductor in departing

from his employment, without authority and with obtrusive med-

dlesomeness."

Riding on Platforms of Electric Street Cars.

^\'ats<ln r. Vortlaml rf Cape Elizabeth Railway Cnmpiny (Me.), '/ft .itl.

Rep.. 699. June ;,?, 1898.

The supreme judicial court of Maine niainlains that it caimot

be said, as a matter of law. that a person who sustains injury

while riding upon the platform of an electric street car is. merely
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from that fact, guilty of coutributory negligence which will pre-

vent his recover}' of damages in an action against the carrier.

At the same time it holds that a passenger who rides on the

platform of a car necessarily takes upon himsL^lf the duty of look-

ing out for and protecting himself against the r.sual and obvious

perils attendant upon his position; such as, for instance, the dan-

ger of being thrown from the platform by the jolting or swaying

of the car.

In elaboration upon the first point it makes, the court says that

riding upon the platforms of street railway cars is too much en-

couraged by transportation companies, and too much indulged in

by the public, for the court to say, as a matter of law, that the

mere riding upon the platform of such a car is conclusive evi-

dence of negligence, or is negligence per se (in and of itself), or is

negligence in law. It depends upon too many other circumstances

and conditions for a court to lay down any bard and fast rule in

regard to it; but it is a fact which should ordinarily be submitted

to the jury, in connection with all of the other circumstances ot

the case.

That this is true with respect to horse street cars has been

frequently decided. And the court does not think that the rule

laid down generally with respect to trains of cars upon steam

railroads should be the one to be applied' to electric cars. It is a

notorious fact, it repeats, in stronger language than above used,

that street railway companies whose cars are propelled by elec-

tricity constantly accept and invite passengers to ride upon the

platforms of their cars when there is no room inside, and that

persons having occasion to use such cars are frequently glad for

even a foot hold upon the platform, step, or footboard. Neither

carrier nor public have regarded the street car platform as a

known place of danger, so that this court is not disposed to say,

as a matter of law, that a passenger who rides upon the plat-

form of an electric street car is thereby guilty of such contribu-

tory negligence as to prevent his recovery for injuries sustained

through the fault of an employe of the transportation company.

It holds, rather, as before intimated, that it is a circumstance

to be submitted to and decided by the jury.

Presumption of Negligence in Collision of Cars.

When Car and Cart Are Proceeding Side by Side.

Rombach v. Crescent Vili/ Railicail Cuinpaiij/ (hn.). 2! .S'u. Hep., 60.'/.

May 2, 1898.

In an action for damages received from a collision between a

street car and a cart, moviug side by side in the same course,

with a narrow space between them, the supreme court of Louisi-

ana reasons that one could not strike the other if each remained

in its direction, and, it being evident that the car did not turn,

but that the cart was turned so that it struck the side of the car,

the presumption of negligence was not against the street car. To

the contrary, it holds that if the driver of the cart pulled toward

the car, even a very small distauce, but enough to turn the cart

diagonally to the car and bring the end in contact with the car,

the cart would be the ofteuding force, and not the car, following

a direct line. Nor would the limited space between the two at

the moment of the accident change the principle which should

govern.

In all cases when the cartman deviates and departs from the

track, and his cart and the car are running advancing side by

side, he is presumably negligent if he chooses to turn his cart so

as to strike the car, and this whether the tumbrel of his cart be

short or long. After the cart is no longer in the car's range, a

turn of its wheels gives rise to the unavoidable inference that the

collision came from the cart's change in direction.

While it is true that street railway companies have not a mo-

nopoly of their tracks, and that they are not in their absolule use

to the exclusion of vehicles, yet, the court adds, in order to hold

them for damages their negligence must be proved. And it says

that beyond all question, if a cart and horse were being driven on

the rails, and the car people did not give it ample time to move

out of the way, the company would be: responsible in damages

for the lajnry caused thereby.

Kay V. Metropolitan Street Raltway Company (N. Y.), 51 N. Y. Supp.,

121,. May 13, 1808.

An accident out ot which injuries arose for which a jury

awarded $G,000 damages took place at a terminal point of the

road, upon a descending grade, at the foot of which was another

car, being shifted from one track to another. The car in which

the passenger was who was injured collided with it. It was
shown in evidence that it was a stormy day and that the ground

and track were covered with snow, to what extent being in dis-

pute. Upon that state of the case, the trial court, on a motion

for a non-suit, ruled that the circumstances disclosed by the tes-

timony were such as to place upon the company the burden of

showing that the collision was not due to any want of care on the

part of its servants.

Such an occurrence at such a point in the road, was I'egarded,

and, the first appellate division of the supreme court of New
York holds, in affirmance of the judgment below, was, in and of

Iself, of such a character as to justify the inference of

negligence, without any further proof than that of the situa-

tion and the occurrence itself. In other words, it maintains that

the circumstances attendant upon the accident in question were

of so unusual a character as to bring them within that maxim of

the law which declares that negligence is imputable from the

mere happening of the accident itself. The passenger, it says,

was entitled to that protection which a carrier of passengers is

bound to afford, not only in the management of the vehicle, but

in the care of the tracks and appurtenances of the railway.

In a concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Ingraham says that the

duty of the company to operate its road so as safely to carry its

passengers consisted, not only of properly managing the car up-

on which this passenger was, but also in keeping the track in

front of the car clear, so that no collision would occur, and if

the company negligently allowed one of its other cars to remain

upon the track which rendered a collision with this car, when

properly managed, unavoidable, the negligence necessary to main-

tain the action was established.

Two of the justices of the appellate court disseut, but appar-

ently only to the holding that it was not error to instruct the

jury that under such circumstances the law imposes upon the

company sued the burden of showing to the jury such facts as

warrant the jury in concluding that the company exercised due

care in the construction of its road and in the management of

its cars and horses to prevent accidents, this being deemed tanta-

mount to holding that the burden of proof was upon the com-

pany to establish a negative, viz.: that its servants were not

negligent, a shifting of the burden of proof, which Mr. Justice

McLaughlin said he did not think could be cured by other charges

properly stating that the burden of proof rested on the party

suing.

As to the Simple Term " Railroad " or " Railway," Including

Street Railways.

Massachusetts Loan & Trust Company v. Hamilton (V. 8. C. C. A.).

88 Fed. Rep., 58S. May S, 1898.

But little is gained by a reference solely to the meaning of the

word "railroad." The word, of itself, has no such fixed definition

as to enable the court to determine whether, by its mere use

in a statute, it applies to street railways or not. It may or not

include them. It may be used in the statute in its broadest

sense, or it may be used in its technical or popular sense. In

its broadest sense, it undoubtedly includes a street railroad and

every other kind of a road on which rails of iron are laid for

the wheels of cars to run upon, whether propelled by steam,

electricity, horse, or other power, carrying light or heavy loads

of freight or passengers, or both. In its technical sense it does

not apply to street railroads. So says the United States circuit

court of appeals for the ninth district, which goes on to state

that, following the established rules of construction, the courts

have, In many instances, held that the word "railroad" does,

in certain statutes, include street as well as steam railroads,
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and in others that it refers only to the railroads of commerce.

No particular stress should be given to the difference in the

motive power of the respective roads. The difference between

street railroads and railroads of commerce for general traflSc

consists in their use, and not in their motive power.

A railroad, the rails of which are laid to conform to the grade

and surface of the street, and which is otherwise constructed

so that the public is not excluded from any part of the street as

a public way; which runs at a moderate rate of speed, compared

to the speed of traffic railroads; which carries no freight, but

only passengers from one part of a thickly populated district

to another, in a town or city and its suburbs, and for that pur-

pose runs its cars at short intervals, stopping at the street cross-

ings to receive and discharge its passengers—is a street railroad,

whether the cars are propelled by animal or mechanical power.

The railroads of commerce derive their powers from, and are

governed by, national or state legislation. The street railways

are generally regulated and controlled, principally, by municipal

laws.

The words "railroad" and "railway" are synonymous, and,

under all ordinary circumstances, they are to be treated as with-

out distinction in meaning.

This was all brought out by the question presented, whether

a judgment for $7,500, with costs, against the Great Falls Street

Railway Company, for personal injuries, was a prior and superior

claim and lien, upon the property of the street railway company,

to the mortgage lien and claim of the Massachusetts Loan &
Trust Company, under the provision of section 707 of the fifth

division of the Compiled Statutes of Montana, of 1887, that "a

judgment against any railway corporation for any injury * » *

shall be a lien * » * on the property of such corporation,

and such lien shall be prior and superior to the lien of any

mortgage or trust deed provided for in this act."

But the court is of the opinion that the act in which this

section is found, was intended, in all of its provisious, to apply

only to the railroads of commerce, and that the provision above

quoted is not applicable to street railways, wherefore it orders

the bill against the loan and trust company dismissed.

Right to Contract for Use of Other Roads Is a Property Right.

/

Roddy V. Brooklyn City d Newton Railroad Company (iV. Y.), 52

N. T. Supp., 1025. July 11, 189S.

By the terms of chapter 218, of New York Laws of 1839, it

was made lawful "for any railroad corporation to contract with

any other railroad corporation for the use of their respective

roads, and thereafter to use the same in such manner as may
be prescribed in such contract." This, the second appellate di-

vision of the supreme court of New York thinks was quite as

necessary a provision for street surface roads as for railroads

operated by steam, and that no sound reason can be advanced

why it should not be considered as applicable to both classes of

roads. It further says that the plain language of the right thus

conferred did not require for its enjoyment the consent of the

municipality or of the property owners upon the street; its exer-

cise rested alone upon the ability of the corporation to reach an

agreement, and carry that agreement into effect. And it holds

that the rights thus reserved to street railway companies organ-

ized while that law was in force vested in them a property

right, which could not thereafter be taken away or impaired,

either by legislative enactment or constitution change, except in

the proper exercise of the right of eminent domain and of the

police power. The contention that the act was permissive only,

and that therefore no vested right could be obtained, it adds,

cannot be sustained. The court further states th.at while the

act of 1839 is now repealed its provisious are essentially embod-

ied in section 78 of the railroad law. It also takes particular

pains to state that it is not to be understood as deciding that the

legislature has no right, in the exercise of the police power, to

regulate the number of cars which may be operated upon the

street; but that the exercise of such power is applicable equally

to the corporation owning the tracks, in the operation of its cars,

as to the company contracting for its use. In other words, the

company has the right to operate as many cars as the law per-

mits, whether its own or belonging to other companies.

Rule as to Care Required Not Changed.

Eoehne v. New York tf Queens County Railway Company (N. Y.), .52

N.Y. Supp.,1088. July 23,1S9S; Stierle v. Union Railway Company

of New York City (N. Y.), 50 N. E. Rep., SSI,. June V,, 1898.

There is no doubt, says the second appellate division of the

supreme court of New Y'ork, in the Koehne case, that the first

opinion of the court of appeals in Stierle v. Union Railway

Company, which was reported on page 568 of the Street Rail-

way Review for August, gave rise to a very gi-neral impression

in the legal profession that the rule imposing the highest degree

of care upon common carriers for the protection of their pas-

sengers had been limited in its application so as to confine it to

the maintenance of the roadbed, engines, cars, and other appli-

ances of a railway corporation, and that it was not to be applied

to the conduct of the agents and servants of the corporation

in the operation of the road. This much, by way of explana-

tion. That this view of the decision was erroneous, has been

made plain by the court of appeals itself, in an opinion deliv-

ered upon a motion for a reargument.

In its second opinion, which is covered by the second of the

above furnished raferences, the court of appeals of New Y'ork

expressly declares that there is nothing in its former decision

changing the rule of care applicable to the carrier of passen-

gers, and that it has not changed the rule, but that it simply

pointed out what was the proper rule under the issue and the

circumstances disclosed by the record in this case.

The court tries to make its decision clear by explaining that,

in the opinion first handed down, it was attempted to be shown

that, under the particular circumstances of the case, the charge

made at the request of the plaintiff, that a railroad company is

bound to exercise all the care and skill which human prudence

and foresight can suggest to secure the safety of its passen-

gers, while correct in some cases, in this case might well have

misled the jury into the belief that such was the rule of respon-

sibility applicable here, while the application of such a strict

rule under the facts of this case would have been quite unjus-

tifiable.

In this case, the court goes on to say, there was no situation

of danger and the accident occurred, whether under the plain-

tiff's or the defendant's theory of its occurrence, while the driver

was simply changing his car from one track to another, over

a switch, in order to cross a bridge. In so doing the duty im-

posed upon the defendant by the law was that of exercising

reasonable care, or such care as an ordinarily careful and pru-

dent man would have exercised under the circumstances, and

that instructions had been, in fact and very correctly, given by

the trial judge in his main charge.

The strict rule, embodied in the plaintiff's subsequent request

to charge the court adds, would be proper in a case where the

accident resulted from a situation from which grave injury

might be expected, and which therefore imposed upon the cai>

rier's servants the duty to exercise the utmost skill and fore-

sight to avoid it.

Kinetic Motor is Not " Locomotive Steam Power."

People ex rel. Babylon Railroad v. Board of Railroad Commission-

ers of the State of New York (N. Y.l, 52 N. Y. Supp., 908. Julg

6, 1898.

The relator in this case, as it is termed, in legal phraseology,

is a street surface railroad company incorporated by special act

to construct, maintain and operate a railroad through the streets

of the village of Babylon, L. I., and to operate the same "by

horses, mules, or dummy engines." It constructed its railroad,

and operated it by horse power. In September, 1897, having

obtained the consent of the owners of one-half of the property

bounded upon its line of railroad, it applied to the state board

of railroad commissioners for the approval by the board of a

change of its motive power from horse to the "kinetic motor."
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After a hearing duly had, and evidence taken, the l)oai'd refused

its consent, assigning two grounds therefor: (1) That the kin-

etic motor Is "a locomotive steam power," and its use prohibited

by section 100 of the railroad law. (2) It did not appear from

the testimony "that the system has been demonstrated to be a

practical or practicable one; on the contrary, it is wholly in its.

experimental stages;" and that the relator "is controlled by per-

sons interested in this motor system."

After suggesting that, in view of the power which the state

constitution reserves to the legislature to alter or repeal stat-

utes creating corporations, the suggestion that the special act

creating this con)oration, and its acceptance of the conditions,

created a contract, is not well founded, the third appellate divis-

ion of the supreme court of New York says that it thinks, how-

ever, that the kinetic motor referred to is not the "locomotive

steam power" contemplated by the statute, and that, when the

board of railroad commissioners decided that the statutes for-

bade them to give their approval, they misconceived the law.

And because the company had the right to have its application

considered free from such misconception, the court holds that

the determination should be reversed.

Xor does the court think that the statute requires the board

to withhold its approval because the motor is still in its experi-

mental stages, or because the company is controlled by persons

interested in this motor system. Unless the rights or safety of

the public or of its members are exposed to danger, the court

declares, it is not unreasonable to tolerate experiments having

for their object private gain through a new means of putilic

benefit.

Liability for Injury to Boy Permited to Turn Trolley.

Cable Cars Appearing in Sight Do Not Prevent Crossing

of Tracks.

Keniicdy v. Third Avenue Jiailway Company (li. YJ, 5'z X. Y. Hupp.,

551. June, ZJ,, 1808.

The first appellate division of the supreme court of New York
remarks, with a fine touch of sarcasm, that pedestrians and vehi-

cles !iave some rights which even cable cars are bound to respect.

It says tliat they have a right to cross the street, even though a

cable car may be in sight. If not, then the city would be divided

Into as many zones as tliere are lines of power cars running (he

length of the island, and nobody could ever get across.

deferring to the case before It, where damages were sought

for personal injuries caused Ijy a cable car running into a wagon,

the court says that it was not incumbent upon the driver of this

vi'hicle to wait until no cable car was in sight before he attempted

to cross. He had a right to cross the track when tliere was a rea-

sonable opportunity so to do, even though it required the cable

ear \> slacken its speed In order that it might not upset his vehi-

cle.

The rights of drivers of vehicles and of cable cars are reeii'.ro-

cal, and the gripman of a caljle car is bound, continues the court.

to use as much diligence to avoid running into a vehicle which

is crossing its track as the driver of the vehicle is to avoid •un-

ning into a cable car which may be crossing its path.

It seemed to be assumed in this case, upon the part of the cable

car company, that, unless a vehicle can certainly entirely clear

a cable car approaching at a high rate of speed, its driver has no

right to attempt to cross, and that the car is in no casa bound to

slacken its speed. But the court declares that it knows of no

such rule of the road. .

Here it was evident that the gripman had time enough to slop

his car after he had seen the plaintiff attempting to cross the

track, and before he collided with him, and the court says that

the plaintiff had a right to suppose, when he went upon the track,

that the gripman would give him the ordinary rights which cne

vehicle owes to another. Instead of that, it says, the gripman evi-

dently did not attempt to stop his car until he saw that a collision

was Inevitable, when he used all his power, but it was too late.

Under these circumstances, the court holds that it was a cleai

case to submit to the jury, and that there was ample evidence of

negligence upon the part of the gripman in the management of his

car. wherefore, it affirms a judgment against the street railway

company and an order denying the latter a new trial.

Pueblo Eleetric Hireet Hailwaii Company v. Sherman (Colo.), 5il I'ac.

Rep., 322. May 16, 1898.

A boy 13 years old, having been permitted by the motormau to

ride with him on an electric car, alighted from the front platform,

while the car was in motion, turning the trolley at the end of the

runs. Finally, he was injured, and an action was brought for

damages.

The proximate cause of the injury was considered to be the

boy's act in voluntarily alighting from the car while In motion,

and, were it not for his age, the supreme court of Colorado says,

it would be unnecessary to pursue the inriuiry, because in the case

of an adult, of that age and experience when he would be pre-

sumed to be able to comprehend the consequences of his acts,

alighting from a car under similar circumstances, and being

thrown down and injured, would constitute contributory negli-

gence, and preclude any recovery for the damages thus sustained.

But the hoy being still of tliat age when the instincts of child-

hood easily dominate, the court thinks that it was proper, taking

into consideration all of the attendant circumstances, to submit to

tile jury the question of whether or not he was responsible in

alighting from the car while in luofion, or exercised that degree

of care and caution in so doing which would be required and ex-

pected of him under the circumstances.

Turning to the question of whether or not the company was
guilty of negligence in permitting the boy, through its motorman.

to ride upon the car and alight therefrom when in motion, with-

out any effort to restrain him from such acts, the court proceeds

upon the theory that whatever is done by the servant, in tlie

course of his employment, the master is liable for, whether such

act be one of omission or commission.

The motorman was charged with the management and control

of the car. It was his special duty, regardless of instructions, to

exercise reasonable care and diligence in operating it, so as to pre-

vent injury to those with whom the relation of carrier and pas-

senger did not exist.

To allow children to make a playground of a moving street ear,

or convert that vehicle, when so moving, into an article of amuse-

ment, continues the court, is certainly exposing them to serious,

if not fatal, injuries; and it is as much the duty of the employes

of a street car company to exercise reasonable care and diligence

in preventing those not capable of appreciating the danger to

which they would be exposed on account of their childish pro-

clivities to amuse themselves in the manner this buy did. as it Is

their duty to prevent injury to persons of like age exposed to in-

juries in other ways from the same source.

Thus, the court holds the company guilty of negligence in its

failure to u.se ordinary care to prevent the boy indulging his

childish instinct.s, and so expose himself to the means of danger

which resulted in his injury.

On the other hand, it suggests that the boy was old enough so

that if, after being informed of the danger, he still chose to vol-

untarily incur the danger, he should b» held responsible for his

want of care in that respect.

Responsibility for Attempt to Board Car While in Motion.

Savage v. Third Avenue Railroad Company (N. Y.), 51 N. Y. Supp.,

1,066. May 20, 1898.

After holding that, if the street car in question did not stop to

enable the i)erson awaiting it to get upon it so that the street

railway company tacitly invited him to board the car, there could

be no negligence imputed to the company because the car contin-

ued in motion after he attempted to get upon it, the first appellate

division of the supreme court of New York explains that when

one seeks to become a passenger upon a railway car, he has the

right to insist that the car .shall come to a stop, to enable him to

do so; but. if the car does not come to a stop, the railway company

is not at fault if he attempts to board the car while it is in motion,

unless it shall appear that, having diminished its speed so much

as to constitute a tacit invitation to him to become a passenger,

the speed is accelerated suddenly, without notice, while he is in

the act of getting upon the car in pursuance of the tacit invita-

tion.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT PURDUE.

Purdue University, at LaFayette, Intl., is tlie state school of

teclinoiogy. Witliin the past deoade, under the able management
of President James II. Smart, it lias nia<le rapid progress and is

now one of the leading engineering colleges in the country. The

university is divided into five disiinet schools, viz., civil, me-

chanical, and electrical engineering science and agriculture, each

school being provided with a separate faculty and well appointed

laboratories.

The purely electrical work is confined to one building which is

a handsome structure of brick with stone trimmings. It includes

the offices, recitation and lecture rooms, work shop, drawing

rooms and the electrical and physical lalwratories. After three

years' study of the fundamental engineering sulijects. including

work in the foundry, pattern, machine and blacksmith shops, the

neeted by overhead circuits to a general switchboard having 472

connections. The lines are numbered at each end and labeled

at the switchboard. To provide a load for the dynamos there are

two resistance boards; one a lamp board having 204 lO-candle

power incandescent lamps, the resistance ranging from one to

40,1X10 ohms, and a board of 250 German silver coils which can

readily be connected to give any resistance from .08 to 1,250

ohms.

Of the direct current machines there are the arc and incandes-

cent dynamos, series, shunt and compound wound motors and
generators and street railway motors. There are two railway

nidtoi's with the rheostats and connections. The gear.s have been

removed and cast iron brake wheels are mounted directly on the

motor shafts. The rim of each of these wheels is pierced with 12

holes, and brake bands of cotton belting surround them. As the

motors are speeded up oil and water arc run into the inside of the

I^^OO H.P. Mig'h Spead Engine
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senior students get a thorinigh training in the electrical labora-

tory, which is admiral)ly eipiipped for carrying on nearly every

line of experimental work.

The laboratory is a large room having a floor space of 1.000 sq.

ft., and containing 20 dynamos and motors of 11 different makes
and 15 different types. The prime mover is a 100-h. p., non-con-

densing, tandem compound McEwen engine, operating at 300 r.

p. m., with a speed regulation of one-third of one per cent. This
is belted to a 3-in. line shaft in three sections, which is In tlie

basement. The laboratory machines are on two piers and each
dynamo is belted to a friction clutch pulley on the line shaft, per-

mitting any combination of machines to operate at one time and
giving the greatest possible fie.xiliility.

All the machines and instrunients in the laboratory are con-

braki> wheel rims, and being forced through the holes by centrifu-

gal action, both lubricate and by evaporation carry off the heat

from the wheel rims. No water is thrown by the application of the

brake and any tendency to bind is relieved by springs at the ends
of tlie belting and liy the lubricant, so that the action is smooth
and regular.

Two important adjuncts to the laboratory are the meter and
photometer rooms. Instruments are provided for accurately test-

ing all electric meters on a scientific and commereuil basis. Cen-

tral st.ation men will appi'eciate the importance of accurately cal-

ibrated instruments. An elaborate series of tests are now in pro-

gress on a number of recording wattmeters to determine the con-

stant for variable loads, variable pressure, different temperatures

and for wave forms of alternating current e. m. f. The photo-
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Meter room la fitted for testing and standardizing Incandescent

lamps and testing arc lamps on a commercial scale.

There is a complete equipment of both single and multiphase

alternating current apparatus including 17 transformers. The

latest addition consists of a new 50 k. w. alternator specially

designed to give either single, two or three phase currents or a

monocyclic adjustment. In addition to all this the laboratory is

fitted with all kinds of testing and measuring instruments needed

In e.vporimental work. Each senior student prepares a thesis.

This may be on a purely theoretical subject, or the building of a

piece of apparatus wiich is added to the laboratory equipment or

in testing some plant. This last year the power station of the

LaFayette Street Railway received a thorough test.

The department is under the direction of W. Elwell Goldsbor-

ough, professor of electrical engineering, to whom great credit is

due for bringing the course to its present high standard. Associ-

ated with him are A. Wilmer Duff, professor of physics; C P.

Mathews, associate professor of electrical engineering, and In-

structors E. E. Reynolds, W. N. Motter, J. W. Esterline, S. N.

Taylor and H. G. Creelman.

MECHANICAL TRACTION IN PARIS.

At the present time there are in service in Paris 211 cars oper-

ated by mechanical, and 478 cars operated by animal traction.

There are no less than nine different systems of mechanical trac-

tion used in propelling the rather limited number of cars;

Rowan motors (1889); Francq system of hot water motors (1889);

cable system (1891); Serpollet motors (1892); slow charging ac-

cumlators (1893); compressed air motors (1890); rapid charging

accumlators (1897); perfected Serpollet system (1897). The mile-

age is thus divided; mechanical, 55 miles; animal, 1.30 miles.

The Tramway Company of Paris and the Department of the

Seine is about to equip its system with double truck cars oper-

ated by rapid charge accumulators, Thomson-Houston system.

The General Parisian Tramway Company is to establish an over-

head trolley line from the Bastile to Charenton. The General

Omnibus Company has made application for authority to equip 16

of its line for mechanical traction.

PROSPEROUS AUSTRALIAN COMPANY.
LIFT BRIDGE NEAR MONTREAL.

The city of Montreal is joined on the west by the town of St.

Paul, Atwater avenue being the dividing line; immediately

across the Lachine canal, on the north side are St. Henry op-
l

We have received the 25th annual report of the directors of the

Melbourne Tramway & Omnibus Company which was submitted

to the stockholders at their regular meeting on August 16, last.

It shows an income for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898, of

ROLLING LIFT liRIDGE DESIGNED BY FRANCOIS LAPOINTE.

posite St. Paul and Ste. Cuuigonde opposite Montreal, the two

being divided by an extension of Atwattr avenue. A bridge at

this point has long been desired, the nearest bridge being over

a mile east of Atwater avenue, making a long di'tour necessary

to travel between St. Henry and St. Paul. The municipalities'

interested liave sent an imposing diputatitn to Ottawa to l:iy the

question of a new liridge before the ministry and it is under-

stood that the Dominion Parliament will act on the matter at

the coming session.

As the bridge is to be used by ssveral street car lines as well

as for general foot and vehicle trafllc. and the canal traffic is

heavy, a type is desired which can be manipulated quicBly.

'The councils of the several municipalities have accepted and

strongly recommend the plans submitted by Francois Lapointe,

a Canadian architect and engineer, now of Chicago. The ac-

companying illustration shows the general arrangement in eleva-

tion. The canal is 215 ft. wide and the bridge is to be 220 ft.

long with an opening span of 100 ft. The width over all is 46

ft. There are two street railway tracks laid in the middle of the

roadway 'and two foot-ways outside the trusses. The height

above the water is 18 ft.

As is seen, it is of the rolling lift type, raised and lowered Ijy

steel cables to be operated by 5CKh. p. electric motors. The

time required for opening or closing the bridge is ten seconds.

A hand lever is provided for emergencies.

Aluminum wires as conductors are receiving attention. A trans-

mission line to Seattle, Wash., is to be of four aluminum wires.

i37S,li.32. nearly all from traffic receipts, and expenses of £350,397

(wliich includes over £70,000 interest charges and £47,000 carried

to sinking fund and renewal reserve account) leaving profits for

the year of £28,235. A dividend of 2% jier cent on I he amount of

tlie capital stock paid in -was declared in January last and a

similar dividend proposed for July making the dividends for the

year £24,000. The amount carried to the surplus is £4,235 mak-

ing the total to carry forward, £28,474. The company operates

48 miles of double track, of which 43% miles are caljle.

The passengers carried were: By omnibus lines, 596,830, or

5,172 less than last year; by tramway lines, 30,245,280, or 1,470,-

503 more than last year. Or a grand total of 30,842,166, or 1,465,-

331 more than in 1897. The miles run by omnibus and cars were:

By omnibuses, 277,901, or 1.52 more than last year; by tramcars,

7,983,852, or 144,552 more than last year. Or a total of 8,261,-

813, or 144,704 more than in 1897.

F. B. Clapp is chairmaiJyof the board of directors and manag-

ing director of the company, and W. G. Spring is secretary.

We note in a Melbourne paper that in presenting the report

to the stockholders, Mr. Clapp made the following remarks con-

cerning pleasure traffic: "Speaking of the operations of the com-

pany generally, I may say that the only change of moment in the

working of the lines was that made in December last, when the

large and increasing traffic to the St. Kilda Bsp'anade and Iwach

was further accommodated by the running of cars through to

Melbourne, instead of transferring passengers at St. Kilda Junc-

tion to a local line. This change has been much appreciated, and

a great convenience to the traveling public."
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STREET RAILWAY TRAFFIC IN NEW
ORLEANS.

•J'lic cil.v 111' Nrw (M-li';uis is exception:! My well scrvrd ]t\- ihi. live

(•(impniiies which <-()iiti-<)l its street niihv;i.vs. mid llie lid,),! sn-vicr

.iiicl iiiiiiniveiiieiils made in r<>eenl .veins liiivi' lesidleil i)i .111 in-

crease ill tlie nimdiei- of ptissenKei's can-ied from J(!,;;4(I.(1U( I la

3887. to 43,0:iT.(Mlo in IS'.IT. Tlie data as to passenKers eanied
and tlie eosi nf ext<'nsi(ins and impniveinenls in ISPT are as
follows:

Total number of passengei-s cai'ried -i:'..(]o7,(Wl

Total numher of police cai-ried free ljr)4.!ia)

Total number of tiremen carried free 1221.500

Total cumber of Sisters of Charity carried free. 21(i.2ol)

Total amount taxes, city, state, and in licenses..$](3S,9O0.0,')

Total amount spent in street repairs ?70,612,26

Total extent of new track (miles) 8 5-0

Total cost of new track si;wi.(>40.00

Total number of men employed 2.020

Total number of new cars 24

Total cost of new cars $72,100

A local paper, speaking of the railways of New Orleans says:
"Within the past few months electricity has supplanted steam to

MEAT CARS IN BUENOS AIRES.

.\ii .ii-der, ri'i-ciilly placed in I'hiladclplii.i troiu Buenos Aires
tiir meal l„,\rs. Irail .ars and iii.iloi' iiiral cars, upwards of :{S0
ill all. SI1..WS llial in tlic in.idcs .,r iKimlliiif; and distrilMitiiig 111 'at

liic cities ,,f S..111I1 .Miini.a aiv r,,,- in advance of any i-ily iir

Iciwii ill llii' I'liited Slates.

'J'lic sltnigliter of cattle tiicrc is .iiiir.dy in ilic hands of tii>

.government which owns ;ind carriis on the aliattoirs. Xo slaugh-
tering is permitted outside of tile establishi'd sl.-nighter houses.
This at once puts the ciiar.-icter of liie animals used for food
within the control of the authorities. Immature or diseased ani-
mals cannot therefore lie used for fooil. |lie aliattoirs arc in-

cated 14 miles from the city and they not only prepare all lii-

meat used at home but that wliich is e.\iiorted in cold storage.
The plans for the distrilintion of the dressi-d meat to markets

and butcher shops are exceedingly interesting and savor largely
of the Yankee iiv directness and simplicity and in the adtiptation
of means to einls. It is at this point lliey call upon the Ameri-
can for assistance. An electric railway of the city has a con-
tract for the transportation of meat and has special cars con-
structed so that it can distribute it to all the markets, butcher
shops and cold storage houses where it is delivered for ship-
ment to steamers. The system is imt allngrtln i- iicav and was in

BRILL MEAT CARS AND BOXES, BUENOS AIRES.

the lake. In this two radical advantages of tlie utmost impor-

tance to the lake resort have been gained. Tossilily the minor of

the two—important as it is—is the reduction of time which is gain-

ed, the electric cars being very much faster tliaii the old-time

dummy trains. But the more important consideration is the fact

that the factor of annoying cinders which lias in the past so mili-

tated against the pleasure of tliis splendid riilc lias been elimi-

nated from the problem.

"Railway facilities to the great down-town park. City Park,

have been very much increased by the direct extension of the

Orleans line over Bayou St. .Tohn to the entrance gate of the park.

Now the park is reached directly by two routes instead of the one

liy Esplanade avenue, and as the two lines Intersect entirely dif-

ferent portions of tlie city tlie addilinii to the service is all llie

more important."

The New Orleans street railway companies are tliu Canal &
Claiborne. Joseph H. De Grange, president; the Orleans, Emi-

lien Perrin, president; the New Orleans Traction Compan.v, R. M.

Walmsley, vice-president, and C. D. Wyman, general manager;

the St. Charles, Alden McT.ellan, president; tlie New' Orleans &
Carrollton, J. K. Newman, president.

The Birmingham (.\la.) Railwa.v & Electric Compan.v is now
engaged in the reconstruction of its lines.

operation on a smaller scale and with more limited facilities on
the old horse car lines. ,Vs long ago as l.S,S5 the J. G. Brill Com-
pan.v, of Philadelphia, built special meat cars for Ihe street rail-

way companies of Buenos .\ir;s. Santiago. J.'ontevideo and other
South American cities.

The old style cars were drawn by horses and were of necessity
small and carried light ln.ids. The carcasses were carried to the
car and hung up inside and then haultd to the city. At each
point where meat was reipiired the car was stopped and the de-
sirednumber of quarters laken down by haul ami larried into the
market, and the car then continncd its jounu'y. This nu'thml
of handling meat was slow and very laborious and invulved a

certain amount of unnecessary exposure.

With the introduction of electric traction in the place of ani-

mal power the system is being greatly improvid and the fa-

cilities for handling increased while the exposure of the meat
in transit is almost nothing. By the new order of things the
sides of meat are placed in so-called meat boxes, which are set

upon a flat car and are thus taken to tlie markets without ex-

posure. Cpon arrival a powerful eiMiie at the curb lifts each box
from tile car and deiiosits it uimn a iar,ge three wheeled hand
car upon which it is taken directly into the ice box. The li;il

car then goes on to other points of distribution.

The aecomiianying iilestratinns sliow the meat boxes, (he

flat cars and the flats when loaded, and give a clear idea of tlie
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iiicnmd li.v which Ihu s;iTvico is iiccoiiiiilishcd. Tl I'Ul boxes

are 5 ft. 11 iu. square oiilsiilo aud 7 ft. 3 in. high, with double

sides aud are lined with zinc. There are slat ventilators iu the

two sides and in the doors. The latter lift upward into a horizon

tai position when open. To economize space in front that part

of the side which is below the door lifts out instead of l)eing

made to swing. Inside the boxes are fitted with pipe racks in

the center, along the sides and stationary racks in the roof all

of which are provided with sliding hooks for meat. Each cor-

ner of the box is furnished with a heavy iron str.ip terminating at

the top in a strong eye. These eyes are for the hooks of the

lifting cranes and the boxes are in this way as easily handled as

a barrel or a bag.

The boxes have capacity for 0.000 lbs. of meat and the total

weight of each box loaded is 7,750 lbs. AVheu taken from the

flat cars they are set upon small but very strongly built three

'.^l^i.

ut;i.iL. Ill IV

BRILL MOTOR CAR FOR MEAT SERVICE.

wheel hand cars. The platforms of these hand cars are ."> ft. 11

in. square, very strongly liuilt of I-beams and are mounted upon

broad faced wheels 12 in. in diameter. The axles are fixed with

the wheels loose upon them revolving in roller bearings to dimin-

ish as much as possible the labor of hauling.

Two styles of cars are used for carrying the l)Oxes, motors

and trailers. The trailer is intended to be attached to a pas-

senger ear or to a .special motor car. These cars weigli 0820

lbs. and when loaded with three full liox?s they weigh .'10.070 llis.

There are 75 cars of this class.

Twenty cars are mounted upon Brill No. 21I'; trucks, the trucks

and motors weighing 8,G0O pounds. These motor cars are used

for hauling the trailers as well as carrying a load. They differ

from the other cars in having the central box statitonary. its

top being used for supporting the trolley lioard and pole.

It is evident from the number of cars and boxes that the ser-

vice is an extensive one and is intended to facilitate a large ex-

port trade. While making a profit out of this service the tram-

way company becomes a public benefactor in sulistiluting a

rapidly moving trolley service for the heavy lumbering meat

wagon with which all large American towns and cities are afflict-

ed. And here a question arises as to the possibility of utilizing

the trolley and the street railway tracks as a means of doing all

the heavy trucking in our large cities. The loads carried by these

cars, amounting to more than 23.000 pounds, is as great as that

ever placed on any except the heaviest trucks and these are

rarely met. The capacity is certainly ample and in other respects

the service appears equally feasible.

Press reports state that the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company,

which controls the Brooklyn Heights, the Brooklyn City, the

Brooklyn, Queen's County & Suburban, the Sea Beach, the Sea

View aud the Long Island Traction roads, has acquired control

of a majority of the stock of the Nassau Electric Railroad Com-

pany.

PRESENT STATUS OF ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERING.

Inaugural .\ddress of President A. E. Kennelly belore the American Institute ol

Electrical Engineers.

While mechanical engineering may be said to have an anti-

quity coeval with civilization. Its latest offshoot, electrical engi-

neering, only came into existence with the advent of the electric

telegraph some GO years ago. Kor the greater part of this time

electrical development was confined to the telegraphic industry.

t)Ut with the extended introduction of the arc and incandescent

larape, the utilization of the magnetic properties of iron and steel

made rapid progress in dyamo construction, so that-<he mag-
netic properties of steel now play almost as important a part in

the advance of civilization as do their mechanical properties.

By far the greater proportion of electrical development has

come within the last decade and a half. Looking back from the

Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha of today to the Interna-

tional Electrical Exhibition of Philadelphia in 1S&4, the birth-

place of tlie American Institute of Electrical Engineers, it is

dcuit)tful whether outside of telegraphy and telephony there was
:H that time in the I'nited States a total investment of $1,000,000

ill electrical .applications. The words ammeter and voltmeter

were .iust commencing to l>e generally recognize<1, and of electric

traction there was none. At the present time the capitalization

in electrical applications in the I'nited States is estimated at about

.$I,!tO<),<XlO,000.

In 1884 a .50-k. w. dynamo was considered a large machine,

while a 100-k. w. Edison steam dynamo was justly calle<l a

".lumbo." At the present time the largest size of generator built

or building is of 4,600-k. w. capacity. The price of dynamos in

1882 was about 20 cents per watt of output, while dynamos of

similar running speed in comparatively small sizes without

switchboards, now cost about two cents per watt. The great re-

duction in price represents the aggregated result of the very

large amount of labor devoted to this branch of engineering in

tlie last 15 years.

It is interesting to notice that the efficiencies of continuous-

current dynamos liave not made any marked nominal advance

since the birth of the Institute, though their output per unit of

mass has considerably increased. Thus the 50-k. w. dynamo

tested at the Philadelphia Exhibition is stated to have had an

efficiency of approximately Si2 per cent, and this would be consid-

ered a satisfactory ijerformance in that size of machine today-

But, where the output then was only six watts per pound of net

weight, the output of a machine of similar rating and speed to-

day would be about 10 watts per pound. In other words, the effi-

ciencies of the best dynamos of 1884 were already so good that it

has not paid, at existing costs of power, to markedly improve

them, and such improvements in material and design as have

since been effected have enabled manufacturers to increase the

rating or yield, and, therefore, the cheapness of the machines. It

seems probable, moreover, that this will continue to be the di-

rection of future progress. We scarcely can desire more eflicient

machines than the best we have now. but we shall always desire

cheaper and more powerful machines, and shall welcome any im-

provements which lead to them.

Another evidence of the development in dynamo machinery is

their improved appearance. Formerly, the only claim possessed

by such apparatus was utility. More recently, grace, the expres-

sion of unconscious power, has supervened, and the modern dy-

namo is often pleasing to look upon as well as useful to operate.

The cost of generating a kilowatt-hour of electric energy from

steam for electric lighting, appears to have been at least 7.5 cents

at bus-bars in 18»4. At tlie present time the cost of delivering a

kilowatt-hour to large street railway systems from steam, is only

about one cent, and the power house operating costs are reported

in some cases as low as half a cent. In municipal electric-light-

ing systems supplied at low pressure from steam central stations

and hampered by relatively heavy distributing expenses, the re-

tail price of the kilowatt-hour varies from 20 to about 41/0 cents,

according to the locality and quantity consumed. Niagara power
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is now sold to consuiiicfs in liiitTiilo ;il rales vnr.vin;;. .XT'onlinf; to

tlie amount ilolivoreil. t'roni two ci'nts to sliiilitly icss lii:ui twcj

tiiinls of a oi-nt per k. w. lionr ilclivcii'il.

'I'lio prifo of a lll-canilir pnwrr inraiulrsiinl l:iniii 1(1 years ayo

was aboHt $1.(m:i. .Now il is aliool Is c-mls. 'I lii' hcsl lamps at

tliat^ time, iindci' lahinaloi-.v londitions. :;avc aliont (I.US moan
lioi'ir.onlal n<ii'nial Hritisli candlo power pri- wall, ami nndcr coni-

meivial eomlilions aluml ii.ltl. The lii^'liesi iins^iiri' foi' wliifli

they could then lie olilainiil was about 11(1 vols. .\l llu' present

time lamps are olitainalili' ;.'ivins normally ii.4 mean liorizontal

Britisli caudles per wall, while under eonuuercial <onditions tlie

average lamp normally develops aliout (Li'i candle per watt.

'J'he.v can also be obtained lat II. -'-"i caudle per walti for pressures

u|i to 240 volts, and are frequcnlly installe<l on ^ill-volt mains.

Ai-c lamiis were already so far advanced in 1.SS4, that compar-

ativel.v little improvement in their effectiveness has taken place.

tln> gain having been made in economy of operation. Thus, the

carbons which cost at tli.-il lime aliout s;.\ c n s apiece, now cost

about two cents apiece. Tlie enclosed arc lamp lias oli recent

years become popular owing to its diffrsed liglil and a carbon

life of from ItX) to loO hours.

It has been estimated that about ^000,OI)0.(l(K) has been invested

lip to the present time in electric lighting stations and plants in

the I'nited States.

The best storage cells tested at the I'liiladelpliia E.xhibition of

1884 gave a yield, under laboratory conditions, of ;i.4i"i watt-

lionrs per pound of electrodes with an energy efficienc.v of Oi1.4.">

Iier cent when discliarged at the mean current density of 12.42

amperes per sip ft. of negative plate surface: while tlie deteriora-

tion was comparatively rapid. At the luesent fme storage cells

are in use giving under lalioratory conditions, a yield of from 5

to () watt-hours per pound of charged cell lll.l) to Vi.2H watt-hours

per kilo), with an energy efficiency (.f aliout 8.5 per cent when
discharge<l at a current density of 4.8 amperes per square foot of

negative plate surface. There are now storage batteries instal'ed

in the United States to the aggregate capacity of about r>(l.il(Xl

kilowatt-hours. The largest installation has Kill <clls. weighs

500 short tons and has an eight-hour discharge capacity of 22,400

ampere-hours, or 313G k. w.-hours at 140 volts pressure.

A very great development has taken place in tlie direction of

electric traction, b.v virtue of which, the horse ear. once so well

nigh ul)iquitous in the city streets, has almost entirely disappear-

ed, wliile electric locomotives of 1..")(10 h. p. have even made their

appearance ou steam railroad tracks. The introduction of soft

cast steel has been very advantageous to the electric motor, en-

abling its output to be increased from five watts per pouud of
net weight in 1884, to al)out 14 watts per pound in street-car mo-
tons, at the present time. It is estimated that there are. today.

in the I'uited States, about 14.0IHI miles of elecric railroad, with
a nominal capital of aliout one liillion doilais. and employing
about ITO.tXiO men.

The electric transmission of the power of fa'ling water is a
branch of engineering that has come into service since 1884, and
is making rapid stri<les, owing to tlie recent successful employ-
ment of high voltages and multi-phase alternating currents. It

has been estimated that about l.'o.oiKi k. w. of this class of ma-
chinery is installed iu tlie North American continent, commerci-
ally transmitting power to various distances up to 8,") miles, at
various pressures np to 40,otiO volts.

The alternating-current induction motor lias become very popu-
lar in recent years, mainly owing to its iHiwerful startiug torque
and its freedom from commutator and brushes. A buruedout
armature, the perpetual source of dread in motor operations of

days gone by. is practically unknown in this type of machine,
even when put to severe service. Indeed its depreciation under
fair conditions appears to be as low as in any class of rotating

machiner.v.

The alternating-current transfurmer has been correspondingly

improved, developing in large sizes, an efficiency of about 98..j

per cent, and an output, when cooled by extern."il power, of

about 100 watts per pound of weight.

The principal engineering value of electricity to^^ay lies in its

adaptation to the transmission of iiower, tlirough mills or cities,

or rinin snnie Ioi-;i!ily wiler" power is cln;l)i to alMillli'l- w ll.'I'i' il

is <Ii',*ir. .\ slecl rope, by its Imdil.v iiinlioii. can Iraiisiiiil. Willi

appi'i'i'ialile fri<'tion and deiirecialion. some hiiiiilre:ls of kilowatls

to a distance of some lliiius,ands of feel. .V liar.' i|iiiescciil I'npper

rope, half an iiicli in diaineicr. .ind -iipporinl mi pi.lis can. Ii.\

maintaiiiing an ell'i'etive pi.ii'iiii.-il nl lii.iiiiii volts, by the motion

of electric' \\a\es n\cr its surfaec. Iiaiisioii say 2.-~ilH> k. w. \\'itli

an energy loss of two Ihiicls of one per . eiii |ier mile Hi. 4 pei cent

per kilometerl. ami willi pr.u-l ically iio deprerialion except to tile

poles and supports.

The use of higli |iicssiire lias lints liei'nm:' more ffcipieiit dur-

ing the I.isi lew vi-ars. .Mtefn.-iting-current genenitors are now
made to sii|iply Hi. mill vc.lts .-it their termin.ils, and insulation-

testing sets liave been made for iirodit.ing allenialitig pressures

U]i to 100,01111 volts effective.

Tile applic-tliotl of cieitrir III. WIT til liiiuieslic use allll llilltse-

liiilil iimiforls, inesperlive of illuminalioii. lias iiiaile steady pro-

gress. In the large cities, the fan-motor day load of suiiiiiier

is in Ihe .-iggrcgate a perceptible quantity, wiiile eleilric ranges

and heaters on a small scale liave fmmil favor tliningli tlieii-

ciiii\-eiii('nce.

Ill lelegiapii.v
, iiiiiip.iialively lillle iliange lias recently taken

jilace, beyond the substitution of tile dynamo or dynainotor for

the voltaic batter.v, and of copper line-wire with some live ohms
per mile, for iron wire with some 1.3 ohms per mile. .Vbout one
million miles of telegraph wire are now strung on some 2lKj,000

miles of pole line iu the United States, connecting about 2."i.(iiiO

ottices :ind working a capifalizatiini of about one hundred and
fifty millions of dollars.

In the Fnitcd States, the uniformity of tlie closed circuit .Morse

s.^stem simplex, duplex or quadruplex, is only varied by an oc-

casional Wheatstone set, Tlie crystallization of metliods is not

due to any lack of invention, or capability of improvemi'tit in sig-

naling speed, but rather to the aiiparently settled belief that the

present systems are the most economical under e.xisting condi-
tions of traffic. In long submarine telegraphy, tlie pressure of in-

creasing tiattic has made itself more distinctly felt and aiito-

matic cnrli-senders liave, to some extent, been introduced, but Ihe
physical ditticnlties in the way of attaining high speeds have as
.M't been obviated only in part by an increased exiieniliture iu

copper and gutta-percha, to obtain a diminislied couductur resis-

t;iiice per mile. Wireless telegraphy has entered its experimen-

tal stage and Iiids fair to enter iiractical service in tlie future, at

least within a limited range. Its public use thus far in the lulled

States seems to have been limited to blowing up at stated inter-

vals, in the recent Xew York Bxhibition, miniature models of

the "Maine," at a distau!-e of some 2."i metres from the oscillator.

In telephony lite most notable improvement in recent years

has been tlie general substitution of metallic circuits for ground
return circuits, with great advantage to the couvenience and
effectiveness of the traffic. At the present time conversation is

carried on commercially up to a distance of I.811O miles, and (pille

frequently at distances of l..")00 miles. There are at the present
time in the United Statics about 1,000.0110 telephoues c-iiunected

with the telephone service of the c-ountry. employing ;i c-;ipilali-

zatiou of about .$100.(M>tl.oiio. witii 4iiii.<iiK( stalioiis and about !)00,-

000 miles of wire. Kvery day about IT.OOO employes make on an
average more than 3.0(i0.()(i(i of connections, .\bout 300.0(io miles
or nearly one-third of the total length of telephone wires have,
within the last few years, been made up into aerial and subter-

ranean caliles witliin city limits, owing to the reduc-tion of the
electrostatic capacity effected in suc-h cabled wires to less than
cnietwelfth of a microfarad per mile of single wire.

At no time has a useful discovery or improvement had more
cliaiiie of welcome or application than at present, .\s an exam-
ple, the case of Koentgeu rays may be cited, rrofessor Koeut-
gen's celebrated paper announcing the disc-overy of X-riiys was
read in Wurzliurg in December. 180.5. and the pariiculars were
not known in tic United States until early in IMMl. In the

same year 1 1 lecemlier, 18iMii radiographs were ;icci';itcd as leg.il

evidenc-e iu a United Slates district court.

A considerable development has occurred in elec-tro-thermic ami
electrolytic processes. More tlitin 4.000 kilowatts of Niagara
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power are uow employed iu such processes. Among electro-eliem-

Seal processes are llie electrolytic refining of copper to the ex-

tent of about 150,000 tons anntially, the production of alumintjm,

the production of sodium and alkalis and the treatment of ores.

.'\mong electro-thermic processes arc the production of the car-

liides of silicon and calcium in steadily increasing quantities.

In electrotechnical theory considerable advance has been made

of recent years, particularly in the study of alternating currents.

Accompanying the expansion of knowledge in the various

branches there is a tendency to combine and unite them into one

general theory. Thus, while the early dynamos generated a low-

tension electricity which was once regarded as something so dis-

similar to high tension electricity as to require separate treatment

and classification, today the high-tensions derived from alterna-

tors through step-up transformers, so far invade the territory of

so-called frictional electricity that a dividing line between the two
classes can no longer be maintained. Similarly telephony and
telegraphy are coming to be regarded as sub-classes of alternat-

ing current power transmission, while electricity and magnetism
cannot properly be studied apart.

Although a large amount of electrical work is done in physical

laboratories in the United States, a comparatively small amount
of the results of this work becomes available to the science or art

of electrical engineering. Each year sees more than a hundred
students engaged in experimental thesis work after a laborious

training and preparation for several years in the technical college.

Many of these men have the time and facilities to do the best

expeilmental work of their lives under the guidance of their in-

structors. Some of the men display aptitude and interest in some
special line of research in which they would be best left untram-
meled, but in most cases the experimental work under co-opera-

tive guidance could accomplish a great deal for the knowledge and
progress of our branch of applied science. There are numerous
questions concerning the various electro-magnetic properties of

matter and of the ether that are of great and growing importance,

and there are numerous scientific subjects of immediate practical

importance that it is necessary to measure and observe, so that

by uniting the available experimental resources of the various col-

leges in this country under a common leadership, in sympathy
with the college instructors, the results which now largely fill

thesis books lying on neglected shelves might be incorporated into

permanent results for the general advancement of our profession.

The plan would involve practically no expenditure beyond the
voluntary efforts of those upon whom the duty devolved of form-
ulating and dividing the subjects of research, and classifying or
comparing the results attained. Such a system of co-operation
among the students through their instructors would economize a
large amount of the most skilled technical labor, and accelerate
progress in all branches of inquiry, application, and industry. No
better work could be undertaken by our Institute than the foster-

ing of such an organization.

The technical progress of a profession like ours is shown by
the precision of which it is capable, A loose nomenclature begets
looseness of observation and description, and is inconsistent with
a high degree of development in a science that quickens the foot-
steps of every human industry. The tendency of our machinery
and definitions to become standardized is apparent in the impulse
which has led the American Institute of Electrical Engineers to
appoint a Committee on Standardization, the preliminary report
of which is today laid before this Institute for consideration.

In connection with standardization it is important to observe
that there has been of recent years a tendency to depart from
the regular standards of dynamo machinery built by the manu-
facturers, in favor of special machinery built by the manufac-
turers, in favor of special machinery of independent design. To
a limited extent this is, of course, necessary under the pressure
of changing methods and conditions, but there is reason to believe
that much more special machinery is built than necessity can war-
rant. Not only is the special machinery thus ordered or specified
considerably more costly than standard machinery, but the ten-
dency, by interfering with the natural shop methods of standard-
izing and cheapening production, prevents regular consumers
from purchasing standard machinery at as low rates as would
otherwise be pos.sible. When we consider that the industrial
radius of application of electricity mainly depends upon the first
cost of the apparatus it employs, it needs no homilv to drive home

the conviction that the unnecessary intro<luctiou of special ma-

chinery is a puncture in the tire of progress.

Our Institute may well tiike pride in the share which it has

taken in the electric progress of the 14 years which have elapsed

since its inception. It now numbers 1,100 members. Its purpose

is to aid all who seek to acquaint themselves with this branch of

science and art, and to set the stepping stones of progress in the

sands of time for the advance of the industrial applications of

electricity.

FERRY TERMINALS IN SAN FRANCISCO.

The new ferry depot which is rapidly approaching completion

at the foot of Market street in San Francisco, and the removal of

the old sheds which have heretofore served that purpose will

make available much needed space at this point and consid-

erably relieve the traffic which is much congested at certain

hours of the day. Some changes will be made in the arrange-

ment of the street railway terminals. It is proposed to rebuild

FERRY TERMINALS, SAN FRANCISCO.

the Market-street turn-table in front of the center of the new
depot; tracks coming in from the district south of Market street

will be moved over where the old depot stood, considerably widen-
ing East street; and the curve at the corner of Sacramento and
East street is to be removed.

* « »

OFFICERS OF MASSACHUSETTS ASSO-
CIATION,

The annual meeting of the Massachusetts Street Railway Asso-
ciation was held in Boston on September 14, and the following
officers were chosen for the ensuing year.

President, P. F. Sullivan.

First vice-president, John R. Graham.
Second vice-president, E. C. Foster.

Secretary, Charles S. Clark.

Treasurer, W. F. Pope.

Executive committee: A. A. Glasier, E. P. Shaw, William A.
Bancroft, F. H. Dewey, S. M. Thomas.
Auditing committee: John N. Akarman, Robert S. Gotf, P. L.

Saltonstall.
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AMERICAN STOKERS IN A BROOKLYN
PLANT.

Amoug mecbauical stokers and pateut furnaces the American
stoker, which has been introduced by the American Stoker Com-
pany, Washington Life building, New York, stands alone as the

practical apparatus for underfeeding coal. It has been adopted
in many of the most important power plants of the country,

and one of the most interesting of these is that of the Edison

Electric Illuminating Company. Brooklyn. N. Y., a view of the

boiler room of which is shown in the accompanying illustration.

This is destined to be one of the largest electrical power plants

in the world as the plans contemplate an nltimate capacity of

00,000 b. p.; one-fourth of this is already installed. The boiler

room is 198x46 ft.; the boilers are of the Cahall water tube type

into and up througli the nuigazini'. The stoker is entirely sell'-

contained and complete in itself.

The rate of feeding coal is controlled by the speed of the mo-
tor, which is governed by throttling the steam in the supply pipe

to the motoi'. The coal fed into the hopper is carried by the con-

veyor into the magazine which overflows on both sides and
spreads it upon the sides of the grates. The coal is fed slowly

.•ind continuously, and approaching the tire in its upwai'd course

is slowly roasted and coked, the gases released from it being

burned with the fresh air entering through, the tuyeres. All the

coal fed into the hoppers is subjected to this gas making proces.<,

and thei'e is no loss of coal through grates as dead grates are

used in the furnaces in place of open grate bars. The com-

plete combustion produced by this method is appreciated W'ben

viewing the stack of the plant, from which there is no smoke.

This stoker is equally adapted for any size of fuel.

A.MERICAN STOKERS AT UNION STATION, EDISON CO., BROOKLYN.

of 500 b. p. each. The photograph from which the engraving

was made was taken before the conveying machinery was in-

stalled but it shows the American stokers already in place, three

independently driven stokers to each furnace. For this plant coal

(slack) is received from boats at the wharf and carried in cars

to storage bins, from which it is elevated to smaller bins Just

above the boiler floor, and thence distributed through chutes to

electrically driven conveyors which carry it to the stokers. At

the ends of the chutes are automatic weighing devices which

register the amount of coal passing through.

Immediately beneath the coal hopper of the stoker is a con-

veyor pipe which communicates with the coal magazine placed

in the furnace of the boiler; a screw conveyor, or worm, in the

conveyor pipe extends the entire length of this magazine. Be-

neath the conveyor pipe is the wind box which has an open-

lug beneath the hopper through which the air supply for the

furnace is forced. The other end of this wind box opens into

the air space between the magazine and the other casing. The

upper edge of the magazine is surrounded by tuyeres, or air

blocks which are provided with openings for the discharge of air

inwardly and outwardly. Each stoker is driven independently

by a small steam motor attached to and located in front and be-

neath the hopper. The motor has a simple reciprocating piston

so couuected as to turn the conveyor shaft which forces the coal

MOTOR CARS FOR POSTAL SERVICE IN

LONDON.

We take the following from the "Mechanical World." Loudon:
"The report of the postmaster-general for the past year con-

tains some interesting particulars concerning the experiments

made with motor-cars operated by oil, steam, and electric power,

tor the purpose of carrying mails and parcels from the general

post ofBce to outlying districts of London. It appears generally

from the trials made that the journeys were accomplished in less

lime than that occupied in covering the same distance by horse

vans, and that the cost of the service was approximately half

of that incurred with horsed mail cars. The experiments, so far

as they went, showed that motor-cars are likely to prove in the

near future a mode of transport for letters and parcels that will

be attended with advantage both as regards speed and economy.

.Since then arrangements have been made for extended trials in

London, on the Redhill route, in the neghborhood of Keading, and

in Scotland and Ireland, and the report adds that it Is couMeutly

hoped that motor-cars may be advantageously used for perma-

nent mail service. It is possible that the new arrangements may
relate to the electric mail vans, but on this point we have no

conclusive evidence at the time of writing.''
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THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AS AN AUX-
ILIARY COAST DEFENSE.

BY W. J. CLARK.

(Thiti iKiiivY was read before the New York .'^tl•l•.•l Railway As-

soeiation, but did not reaoli us iu time for i)ul)lic ation hist mouth.)

The rapid history malvlug of tlie past few mouths has caused

tlie meutiou of certain proldeuis, wliicli a year .\u:o wouUl have

seemed ridicuh)us, to be worthy uow of llie most srrions cousid-

cratiou. While it is unwise to briu;; up for disiussimi here r>rdiu-

ary mattiTs of state and national policy, it is eoneedeil, I think.

Ihal 11(1 malic r what differences of opinion exist anions us on the

(luesliuii of na lioual exteusiou and aggrandizement, I lien

liiiaiiiiiious feeling among all Americans that this is now a .Naliou

lieguii with an exceedingly large "X," ami thai the Inu' p.iliey for

its future is to streugtheu it iu every h'gilimalr way, liy display-

ing American intelligence, iuventive ability ami commercial

shrewdness in such a manner as to make it the strongest of all

earth's nations in peace, so to better pri'servc sucli relationship

fur all limes to come.

Warlike as the title of this paper sounds, its true object is most

peaceful, it lieiug simply to advocate tlie adoption of a broader

policy iu the granting of electric railway franchises, to the end of

liarmonizing tlieir construction witli utlier electrical lines as well

as with the general steam railway system of the country, all to

the end of strengthening our country in peace, that she may be

better prepared for war iu the future, and thus avoid it.

That improved methods of transportation are equally esseutial

to the commercial development of the country or to its defeuse

against outside foes, if such country is well populated, is a fact

w liii-li has been conceded for so long a time as inoderu civilization

has existed. Sio originality cannot lie claimed for the theories

which are advanced herein, but tlie development of the eh^ctric

railway and the wealvuess of our seacoast, in certain essentials

lo defense, so forcibly brought to our attention reeentl.v, makes it

Httiug to call attention here to the importance of the application

of the theory iu its broadest way to the future development of

.\iiieri<au electric railwa.vs. In this way the marvels which have

been performed unconsciously iu constituting an important aux-

iliary to our coast defeuses ma.v hereafter be made still more

valuable by following some comprehensive plan dictated cither

by the national government or liy the executive anihurity of the

various states, working in close harmony to the attainmeut of a

specific eud, better adapted to ordinary commercial reiiniremeuts

than the present system of makiug the procurement of franchis 'S

dependent upon Ihe whim of local township and municipalities.

'I'lie latter often disregard everything outside their own iiiiuic-

iliatr siiiiiiundiugs. and restrict railway lompauies from making

what would lie a natural form of deveiopmeiit which, as recited,

would be of the greatest importance to the nation in guarding its

coasts, sliould it ever be necessary to do so again.

This application of the general theory is no more original wilh

the writer than the theory itself, for certain of tlie continental

powers of Kurope have for several years been cncouragiug the

construction of streel railways for the avowed purpose of mili-

tary expediency, going so far as to grant subsidies or extraordi-

nar.v coucessions wiiere the coustrui'tiou of the line tilled in some

important link in transportation facilities The great esseutial

insisted upon has been that, iu their construction, such railways

should conform in gage, special work and curvature with tlie gen-

eral steam-railway system of tlie country, so that iu emergeucies

the rolling stock of the hitter could be operated over tlie lines of

the former. This would lie more espeiially in the case of be

sieged cities, lo afl'iu'd a means of ready lransp(irt:ilioii In all

points witliiii Ihc line (if fmlilicilidiis, williniil lucaking hulk,

also lo make il jiossihle h,-islily In I raiispcol liodies nf liiMjps In

any poiuls wilhiii such dislrici in lli|. .piiclic si ]Missililc mauiicr.

While bill lilllc li:is been s.-ii(l cniic-eniing Ihis pcilicy in the

public press, llie work nf liiis charader wliicli has been done

about some of the I'hiropean cities is astounding, and is viewed

by the military authorities of such countries as being one of tlie

most imporlaul slops ever (akcn in ihe liin' uf defensive mililaiy

operations. Tliis being Irue. it re<iuires no argument to deiuou-

strate that a bro.-ider application of this jilau to our extended sea-

coast would be of far greater importance than the application of

it to Europe, where good roads e.xist almost ever.vwhere, for, as

is well known, much of our seacoast does not en.joy the posses-

sion of good wagon roails. On the otlu-r hand, Ihe electric lines

already reach nearer to vcr.v iinportani points along the coast than

do the steam lines, while, especially ah>ug the seashore of .Massa-

chusetts, the electric lines could deliver, if necessar.v, nian.v more

troops in the interior within a given time at sucli points than

wiiiild be possible for the steam railways.

All over the Tuited States information is readily obtainable

concerning the street railway systems, witli their trackage,

routes and rolling stoik. us well as iu their interconnections ami

the possibility of temporarily increasing the facilities of any par-

ticular road by combinatiou with others. Such was not the cou-

dition, however, as regards electric railways when, a few months

ago, we were all worrying for fear that landing parties from the

then-supposed iiowerfiil Spanish navy might make it temporarily

uncomfortable at certain exposed points along our Atlantic sea-

board, beside destroying much valuable pmpert.v. It was sug-

gested, therefore, to the writer that he obtain maps of all the

existing street railway lines along the .\tlantic and Gulf coasi,

show their connections and intersections with the steam roads

and other street railway lines, and, so far as possible, suggest

how much could be done, should military necessity r, quire it, to

cause such street-railwa.v .systems to become an iinportant auxil-

iary to the steam lines for rapidly moving troops and supplies lo

any points required along the .seacoast. This work involved ex-

amination of the iiossibllities of making connecti(Uis with tlie

steam lines, the utilizing of such track as would he possible from

its type, and the form and character of special work, so thai

steam rolling stock could, if necessary, be operated over the streel

railway Hues, while the possibilities of using the current of one

electric railway to help out congestion upon some other, and all

such similar matters, were most carefully gone into. The work

was mo.st interesting, hurriedly though it had to be doue, and.

to the credit of every street railway corporation along the coast,

it should be said that each and all patriotically responded to re-

(luests with the fullest inforination that could be desired concern-

ing their systems, and exiiensive maps were furnished freely

without charge. In fact, the management of certain important

systems were so enthusiastic that had the War D.^partmcut re-

quested it, it is probable that many miles of new track would

have been built by them without waiting to question the possi-

bilities of its future earning power or waiting fin- local franchise

riglits. Of course, it would not be priipi r fcir the writer now lo

givi' to the world the entire resulls cif llie iiivi stigation. but lo

allaiii a must imporlant ob.iiM-l. .-iiid In strengthen our electric

railway systems where lliey are weak, it should be said that

stretching along the coast from Cilais, .Me., to Galveston, Texas,

are !I2 distinct street railway syslenis, any one of which might

liave been an important factiu' in tiausiiortatinn for military pur-

poses sliould Spain have maile a demonstration against our coast.

Tlie aggregate length of th.se systems is aliout 0.807 miles, and

the capacity of some of these for hamlliug traffic to several coast

points is simply astounding, il being freipiently two or three

times that of the steam railways wliidi apiircacli Ihe same locali-

ties.

I
In a previous issue we have described the siihndid work iiei-

foriued by the street railway iu Tampa, Fla,, where both men and

freight were trausiiorted In Ihe military camps; in several in-

stances hauling seige guns. etc.. where llie str.-im locdinotives in

service were unable t.. climb I lie gr.idcs. f.il.liir.
|

Kcporls from Syrainse, .\. V., indicate Ihal Ihe Syracuse

Rapid Transit Compaiiy will have some furlher trouble with its

emiiloyes. The snpcriuleudent lias niaih' specific cliargcs of

"knocking down" fares against a number of the conductors,

wliich is resented by Ihc local union as is usually the case.
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MECHANICAL TRACTION.

At tbf lentil {ji'iioral iiu'otiug of the I'ennaueiit Iiiternatioual

Tramway I'nion at Geneva, in August last. E. A. Ziftir, civil en-

gineer and president of the council of administration of the rail-

way company of the district of Bukovine. Vienna, made an elab

orate report on the various forms of mech;inic;il motors for tram-

ways.

We present below an abstract of his general icmsd 'rations and

conclusions:

It is evident from the technical .iournals. the proceedings of

scientific societies, and the replies made to personal inquiries,

that mechanical motors for tramwa.vs have in general made prog-

ress, and that the electric motor is the princi] al one in Europe as

well as America; in Germany in particular has the progress of

electric traction been very rapid.

January 1. 1898, the electric lines in operatn.n and under con-

struction in Europe numbered 204. against 132 at the close of

1895. Overhead conductors are employed on 172 of these lines.

Accumulators are used on 13 lines, and the mixed system on three

lines. Underground conduits or third rails are employed on It!

lines.

The following figures are quoted from "La Tr.ictiim >Ieoani<iue

des Tramways," by M. Godfernanx:

Cost iu Ccnis per far- .Mil •.

System— Operation. Amortization. Total.

Rowan 10.94 3.44 14.38

Serpollet 9.38 3.44 32.82

Gas Motors 13.44 3.44 1(! 8.8

Compressed Air 13.13 4.«9 17.82

Accumulators 10.63 4.00 14.09

Trolley 9.09 .->.31 1.-|.00

Locomotives without fire boxes and cable traction are exchid-

ed because they are applicable to special conditions only.

.Max .Schiemann's resume of comparisons of th;' electric lines at

Budapest, Berlin, Hanover and Dresden is quoted as follows:

1. The three systems, overhead and underground lines, and ac

cumulators are reliable.

2. Accumulators ma.v be as economical as the overhead trol-

ley, for cars at greater intervals than is habitual in urban service;

underground conduits are not so economical as the other systems.

3. The combination between underground conduits and over-

head trolley systems is always better than accumulators and trol-

ley.

The conclusions reached by Mr. Zifter are brietiy:

Steam tramway motors have been improved and are to In- rec-

ommended for branch lines and those on which the frattic is not

heav.v. ITnder this head are included what Mr. Clark of the N.

Y., N. H. & H. calls "composite" cars. The Serpolk t system has

beeu improved and in France has beeu adopted on a large scale;

there are however some ol)jections which can scarcely be over-

come, such as the escape of hot air and vapor to the annoyance

of passengers.

Locomotives without fireboxes have not beeu further applied

in practice during the last two years, though several typ;'S of mo-

tors coming under this definition are undergoing trial.

The use of compressed air for tramway traction has l)ecu but

little extended.

Cable traction must not be considered as abandoned as cable

plants have beeu receutly installed iu England. This mode of

tractiou has its advantages under certain special conditions of

very heavy traftic and steep grades.

Notable improvements have been made in gas motors, tliough

there are still objectionable features. The Hoskin gasoline motor

and the Daimler benzine motor are yet undergoing trial.

The accumulator system, which may be considered the ideal, is

yet in process of trial in spite of divers good results obtained.

The trolley system is most widely used, is the most economical,

and is to be recommended from a technical standpoint; it cannot

be surpassed by accumulators. The esthetic objections to over-

head lines are not urged as strongly now as a short time since.

The conduit system has made progress and gained new adher-

ents, and its increased use may be expected, notwithstanding

the high cost and the interruptions to service which ha"Ve oc-

curred iu some places with its use.

The mixed system, overload trolley and aciiiiiiiilators, is more
jiractical than accumulators alone, and will irmliilily bo employed

where the trolley is not authorized.

Combinations of the conduit and trolley systems have less to

recommend them than the other mixed system, the inconveni-

ences of the conduit being greater than its advantages; and it is

to bo remembered that there is no certaint.v that improvements
in the art will not render the conduit obsolete iu a short time.

(This is not in accord with Mr. Schiemauiu.

The electric .systems emphi.ving a closed couduil aiol sectioned

conductors, present difhcultii s iu protecfing the conduit from
moisture; efforts are still being made to improve these sj'stems.

The third rail has proved particularly adapted for elev.-ited and
underground roads, and for surface roads having a private right

of waj'.

But above all the overhead I rollcy has given the best results up

to the present.

THE SOLDIERS RETURN.

When I ho 13th New York A'oluuteers, otherwise kuowu as the

"tightiug 13th," returned from Cuba the men were ordered to

different posts, some going to Port Columbus, others to Fort Por-

ter and others to Fort Niagara. Those sent to Fort Niagara
traveled over the Lewiston & Y'oungstowu electric line from
Lewistou to Y'oungstowu. In anticipation of their arrival the

general manager. 11. A. Heller, had decorated a special car most

; I3TH N. V. AT LEWISTON EN ROUTE TO FT. NIAGARA.

handsomely with bunting and flags and iu tlie run to Yonngs-

towu Mr. Heller acted as niotornian. At Lewistou the school

children assembled iu line along the car as it left the station and
waved flags and cheered the heroes, and at Y'oungstowu there

was a still more hearty reception.

Wheu the 13th left for the front it numbered .V20 men. aud of

these 340 auswered to roll call wheu it returned. It started on

.Vprll 19 aud for nearly two montlis was camped iu the south,

leaving Tampa. Fla., on June 14 for (^uba. On June 22 it landed

at Baiquiri. and July 1 led the famous charge up San Juan hill.

It will be recalled that all the dispatches from the scene of battle
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liraiseJ tlio lu'roisiu those inoii disijlayeil in that iiotiibli' lialtli'.

Ill July it was before Santiago at the .siege and also when it .sur-

rendered. On Augu.st S the men eniljarked at Santiago for tlie

United States, reaching Montaulc Toint, August 14. which i^lace

they left for their respective forts on September 14. arriving at

Fort Niagara and Fort Porter on September l'<.

The illustration shows the detachment as it left the New York
Central at hewiston. and en route for Ft. Niagara.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF ELECTRIC TRACTION
IN ENGLAND.

The '•Engineering Magazine" for October, 1808. has an ex-

tremely Interesting article ou this subject written by E. F.

Xesey Knox, M. P., which the opponents of a liberal policy to-

wards street railways should read with profit if there really be
any truth lu the geucnilly accepted theory regarding the value of

experience as a school.

Mr. Knox points out that while cheap food has given England
an advantage in commercial and industrial eompetititon, the
concentration and large increase of the urban popnlaticm (more
than doubled within a brief period) resulting thereform have
very largely increased the rental value of real estate in smh
cities, so that the advantage of cheap food is in a fair way to be
more than offset by dear rent. Three remedies are open. The
factories themselves may be scattered, by improved buildings
and sanitation, more people may be cheaply and safely bousi'd

on a given area in the region of the factories, or the workers, if

a system of rapid and cheap transportation is offered may live at

a distance.

The author believes tliat the t<'nih-ury of tlie .ige is toward
further concentration of uiauufacturiug plants. The results of

"model dwellings'' have been only to mitigate the appallingly

large death rate of central London. Therefore the key to the

problem is that of providing a transportation system.

The railroads can do only a part of the work. Mr. Knox says:

"The statistical officer of the London county council, with every
temptation to make out a ease against the companies, admits
that, If every company gave up all the early morning hours to a
five-minute service of workmen's trains, only a very small pro-

portion of the London workmen would be taken to their place of

work, while he does not attempt to tackle the much more diffi-

cult problem of how to get them home again." Underground
electric roads are so expensive that they cannot hope to give

what in electric street transit would be considered cheap fares.

London which has the greatest need of surface transportation
lines has 236 miles (counted as .single track) of tramways within
the metropolitan police district which has G.OnO.OCO of people.

This is less than one mile for each 25,000 people. (In Chicago tin

proportion is 1 mile to less than 2,000 people.) Nearly one-fifth

of this is single line only, creating maximum obstruction to otjher

traffic and giving minimum of service. The average length of

track owned by 13 separate undertakings in to which about one-

half the total is split up is only about five miles. Except two
short bits of cable road, all I-ondon cars are drawn by horses.

This state of affairs is thus summed up: London has the greatest

need of street railways of any city; it is the richest city; and it

has the most meager system of tramways and what it has are

operated by the most antiquated methods.
In England parliament will not permit munii-ipalities to make

their own bargains and at the same time will usually try to siltis-

ly all the municipal demands. It is an offense against the crown,
punishable on indictment, to break up the highway. So in Bng-
l.-ind the consents of the executive, the legislaturi> .-iiid the munici-
pality are requisite for a traction enterprise.

In Ireland the power of parliament has been delegated to the
privy council and it may authorize either urban or rural light

railways, and no purchase clau.se need be inserted. One result

is that Dublin, which has one-twentieth the population of Lon-
don, has over 100 miles of tramways (measured as single track

i

and by the end of the year horse traction will have disappeand.
Some of the lines hold in perpetuity.

In Great Britain the tramways act of ISTO has made tram» :i.\

promotion very difficult. There is no power to take laud for

street widening so often necessary wlien clectrir railways are to

be laiil. There must be both consent of the local authorities (the

munici]iality or county council) and the road authority (the ves-

try). The line must be in the middle of the road. The paving
question, that is paving between the rails and for 18 in. each
side, liy the company has given rise to constant bickering. Al)Ove
all the purchase clause under which the local autliority may buy
the undertaking after 21 years at much less than its actual value,

has prevented improvements. The cost of promotion is excessive.

Under the light railways act of 1890, the light railway commis-
sioners have great powers. After a local inquiry they may, with
the consent of the Board of Trade, authorize a local railway any-
where to be worked by any power. The commissioners have
shown great hesitation in exercising their powers, and in practice

seldom overrule the local authority.

Mr. Knox concludes: "I understand that m America s mie

learned professors have been pointing to the English examples
as evidence of what benefit can be derived from the chary grant

of franchises. But the municipalities which granted franchises

readily had a much wider understanding of the needs of the pub
lie than the professors."

THE DEDENDA GONG.

The accompanying illustrations iire from a recent publication

of the .1. G. Brill ('ompany and show a new street car gong mech-

anism, the "Dendenda," which has been cnrefuUy designed with

a view to avoiding some objectionable features found in types

now much used, one of which is the rapidity with which the

treadles wear or are lost or stolen.

The "Dedenda" gong mechanism consists of but four pieces, a

treadle, a malleable iron guide for it which screws to the floor,

a frame for holding the liammer, and the weighted hammer.

The "action" is one which produces a complete disconnection

between the hammer and the treadle during the last half inch of

the hammer's travel. The blow is a clear, quick one, of what may

THE DEDENDA GONG.

be called a rebounding character, and insures a clear sound.

The plunger or treadle is a hollow cylinder with a large head.

When the gong is not in use a half turn of the treadle-head locks

it down flush with the floor, and at the same time leaves the ham-
mer where it cannot by any accident strike the gong. The plung-

er-head is recessed, so that it can be easily turned by the fingers.

No cutting of the timbers or other parts of the platform is neces-

sary; all the pieces are so shaped that th«y cannot be assembled

except in their proper positions.

A TRANSFER DECISION IN NEW YORK.

In a decision rendered in the municipal court. Judge Reynaud
holds that Wie maxinunn fare that may be charged on the lines

of the Staten Lsland Midland Kailroad Company is 5 cents.

When the motive power was changed to electricity on this road

and tlie lines extended, the company entered into agreements

with the villages and towns which the latter claim limited the

fare to 5 cents and provided for free transfers. The suit decid-

<'d in August last was brought liy .a jiassenger from Soulhfield

t(j l'rohil)ition Park, who was chai'ged two fares, liaving to

change cars to reach his destination. The court ruled that he
could rely upon the contracts between the company and the

towns and awarded 5 cents damages and costs. The title of the

case is Covtelyou v. S. I. Midland R. R. Co.
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REMEDY FOR A DANGEROUS CROSSING.

I!Y F. W. BBADY, M. B.

The receut number of accidents at the laihdud crosshigs of

trolley lines has necessitated, in one case, some plan to reduce

the possibility of such catastrophes. The plan, the writer pro-

posed, was for the crossing at the point shown in Fig. 1. For-

merly, the lines on each side of the tracks were owned l)y si'par-

ate companies; one, wliose tracli ended at the railroad traclss.

and another whose line descended the hill, and, on a !)0 degree

curve, ran off to the right for a short distance, merely enough

to clear the street and provide waiting room for the cars.

When the lines were consolidated, the first ideas of improve-

ment included the plan of crossing the railroad, and op;'ratiiig

through car«. Although the public was strongly in favor of thi'

idea, a great and justifiable protest was raised against it, as

FIG. I.

p.ist experience with heavily loailed cars c^M the hill, in liad

weather, had shown the usefulness of the curve at the liotloiii

of the grade.

To meet this difficulty variims plans were proposed. One de-

sired an elevated structure built over the tracks; an impossible

plan as the street is down grade for a considerable distance be-

yond the track; and. also, it would deprive the company of ac-

' cess to the depot grounds, to and from which most of the travel

is carried.

Fig. 2 shows the plan to be utilized. By continuing the line

past the depot, then crossing, and returning to the former line,

the scheme follows the best steam road practice, of paralleling

branch lines for a consideralile distance before reaching the ac-

tual point o,i junction. It provides a.gainst runaway cars, as much,

anyway, as a derailing switch could, and, additionally, the curve

being of such large radius, it would lie very unlikely that the

car could be derailed. Then, again, it gives the cars the oppor-

Huiity to run past the depot and, crossing the tracks, does it

in a place where there is an unobstructed view down the line for

a mile or two. and up. for fully three-quarters of a mile, when
standing several feet from Ihe rails.

Being a trolley crossing, only, the danger iit obstrncled view

by wailing or passing wagons is prevented, although gates are

li> be placed at this point as an additional safeguard.

Ketnrnlng along the other side of the tracks gives additional

convenience to passengers alighting from trains on that side, and

also augments the value of paralleling, as, from the street on

the near side of the tracks, the views, both up and down, are ob-

structed by buildings.

\i preseni, all of Ihe possible precautions are (aken to prevent

accidents here, but they are uncerlain: the signal bell often fails

to operate, anil when it does is otii'i) (howncd by the noise of

wagons on the paved street.

It is believed that the results will easily pay for the additional

cost of construction, and the maintenance of the gates at the

crossing. They are to be operated during the day by a paid

gateman, and when he is off duty are to be left down, until the

street(tleavt^ OraaeJ

FIG.

arrival of a car, whose conductor operates them from a point be-

tween the tracks, thus making sure that he gets a good view
liel'ore allowing the car to proceed.

When once across, he lowers the gales by ]MUling one of tlK'Ui

down, and boards his car. There is a heavy day traffic over lh;s

line, but at night it is light, the cars being run at long intervals

oidy.

A NEW PROCESS FOR TIES.

.\ii architect in Munich, uaimd Ilasselmann, has brought on;
.•1 new process for treating ties which is designed to produce a
(hemical union of the wood and the preservative; it is now under
trial on the Bavarian State Railroad.s. The treatment consists of

a double baking of the wood and treatment with sulphuric aciil

and sulphate of iron, and afterward in a bath of chloride of lime,

to which milk of lime has been added, at a temperature of from
2V1° to 260° F., and at a pressure of about 40 lbs. The first bak-

ing destroys the germs of fermentation and induces the mechani-

cal union of the preservatives with the wood fibers, and the sec-

ond hardens the wood and is said to so change its character that

it remains dry even when laid in damp places. The whole process

takes about six hours and the cost two cents each for ordinary

ties. The hardening of the wood is quite remarkablr ami the dur-

ability considerably increased.

CHICAGO ROADS AND THE PEACE JUBILEE.

It is announced that all the electric cars which serve the down-
town district of Chicago are to be brilliantly illuminated and

rlaborately decorated with bunting during the coming peace jubi-

h-e. This jjlan includes the elevated lines, and an endeavor will

hv made to have tlie three ehvated roads adopt uniform schemes

of decorations. The elevated structure itself will be trimmed

wiih bunting and electric lighls at those points where it is in

viow fnun the line of mari-h.

-•-»

It is stated that a company has been organized at Kalama-

zoo, Mich., to make trolley wheels under a new patent.
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and

experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

The -North Chicago Strt't't Railroad Company, whii-h has here-

tofore driven the d.vuamos required for lighting the La Salle

street tunnel and the La Salle aveuiie cable power station, one

liuaudeseent and two are iiiachines, by two steam engines, has

recently substituted a (i-'i-li. p.. ."lOO-volt motor for the engines.

Current for the motor is brought from the Hawthorne avenue

station. By this arrangement the cost of the lights is reduced

and an all night service furnished. The cable station is closed

down at alMUit 1 a. m.

H. Couriot, in a communication tu the I'aris .Vcademy of Sci-

ences, suggests that X-rays may prove ethcient in determining

the value of fuels. Carbon, in all its forms, is exceedingly trans-

parent to the rays, while silica and silicates are opaque; and.

on placing a lump of coal between the tube and the screen, all

the intimate details of the slag and clinker forming portions of

the fuel at once appear. Mr. Couriot has tested in this way
anthracite coal, lignite, peat, coke and block fuel. The finest

particles of silicate, though quite invisible to the eye, show up

at once on the screen as dark spots or bands vipon a white

ground. The differences in the <iualily of a series of coals can

be traced step by step, showing at ducc the variations in the

purity of the fuel. The conglomerate structure of block fuel is

clearly exhibited, while with coke the particles of iron sulphide

are indicated by black spots on the fluorescent image. Carbon

is so transparent, it is unnecessary that the samples should be

regular blocks, as rough blocks, the sides of which usually fol-

low the natural planes of cleavage of the coal, serve perfectly

well.

W. P. Hardest.v, C. K.. in a recent number of 'Kngiueeriug

News" describes what is the highest chimney in America and

the fifth highest in the world. It is the stack of the Omaha &
Grant Smelter, at Denver, Col., built in 18!>2 at a cost of .?.>3,00O.

and is the outlet for all the smoke aud gases from these works,

which cover some 50 acres of ground; the underground pas-

sages leading to the chimney aggregate nearly two miles in

length. The outside of the chimney is S(juare for the first 25 ft.

aud then tlie corners are battered oft and the section becomes

octagonal at a hight of 04 ft. In the exterior lines there is a

slight swelling, or entasis, as it is technically called.

The main dimensions are: Hight above the stone table at

ground, 3.52 ft. 7 in.; size at base, 33 ft. square; .size at throat,

20 ft. in <liameter; thickness of outer shell at base, 48% ill.; at

top, 13 in.: thickness of core at base, 20 in.; at top. 9 in.; diam-

eter flue, 10 ft.; foundation, 5C ft. square by 1(5 ft. deep.

For the first 8 ft. the foundation consists of cement concrete,

with a grillage of steel rails laid nearly together, and crossing

at right angles. Two heavy systems of tie rods runs through

the chimney near its base in each direction. AYhere tlie main

flue conveying the gases enters the chimney, an arch is sprung

over the opening. The clearance between the flat sides of the

shell and the out-side of the core varies from over 2 ft. at the

bottom to only 3 or 4 in. at the top. At intervals along the

sides are placed rollers to brace the core against the shell aud

to allow of tlie movement of the former in expansion. The

expansion of the core wlien heated was estimated at about A

ins. The draft to l)e expected under probable conditions as to

temperature was taken to be equivalent to that caused by a

pressure of 1-10 lb. per sq. ft.

The bricks were hard pres.sed. from Uohlen, Col., aud above

the foundation were laid in mortar, the larger part of which

was lime; the average mixture consisted of a soft paste, made of

neat cement added to six times its volume of lime mortar:

nearer the top the proportion of lime was increased. At inter

vals of 20 ft. vertically wrought iron bands 4 in. by % in. are

built in 4 in. from the oviter face. The top is reached liy a

ladder between the outer shell and the core.

The material used comprised:

Brick 1.943.000

Lime, bushels 8,480

Tortland cement. Bbls.

1. In concrete 775

2. In stone work 20

3. In brick work 707

Tclal 1,508

Sand 2.331 eu. yds.

Kailroad iron iu concrete 48.900 lbs.

Beams under openings 2,.574 "

Wrought-ir(m bands and rolls 2.3,180 "

C. I. plates and cai) .56,474 "

Total 131.188 "

Cleaning Water Tube Boilers.

The adndtted advantages of water tube bo:lers in etiiciency and

safety have led to their almost universal adoption in large plants

aud the proportion of water-tube boilers to the total installed in

small plants has greatly increased within the last six years.

One of the most ditiienlt problems, perhaps it is not putting it

too strong to say the most dithctdt problem, confronting the users

of water tube boilers has been that of cleaning the interior of the

tubes. It is a quite siuq)le nuitter to keep the fire surfaces of

such b(Hl(>rs free from soot; the tulies need only to have a jet of

steam turne<l on them occasionally. But freeing the interior of

THE TURBINE BOILER CLEANER.

the tubes from scale was a different problem, the opa-ation was

long, tedious and expensive, and where the water used was pailic-

ularly bad. and much scale was formed in the boilers, mauy of

Ihe water lube tyi>es were out of the question.

In lh(isi> lypes whicli had perfectly straight tubes, with free

ari'ess to caib. Iliey (•o\dd be ih-aned by means of a cutting tool

or scrapiM- <in a bar which was thrust through froi,i end to end.

Where the tubes were connected to dniins or headers at each end

of sufficient size to permit a nuin to enter and work, chains with
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Hi-rapiug or cutting tools on tliciu. coulil In: drawn l):ii k :niil I'orlh

anil till' scale thus IcHisiMU'd. but at a high cost for lal or.

There was never a boiler designed in which scale will net de-

posit if the water used in it I'ontains I lie necessary ingrLdients.

and when wale does form it means a decrease in the etficieiicy of

the heating surface, and if at all thick will soon ri suit in over-

heating the tube where exposed to the fire.

The accompanying iihisfration sliows how Imd the state of af-

fairs may be, even when the boilers receive wliat is considered

good care. It is a view of the boiler room of the power house of

the Cleveland City Kailway Conipany. and in the foreground are

tive heaps of scale removed from the live boi'eir. The weights are

something astounding, being as follows-

Xo. 1 M.HiO lbs.

\o. 2 3,120 lbs.

No. 3 3,340 lbs.

No. 4 3,512 lbs.

No. 5 3,524 UiS.

Total 16 fi-.r, Ib^.

power, is considi-rcd a direct gain. Tlie cviipoi-alion of mor*

ilian '.1 lbs. of water per lb. of coal is lookiil upon with suspi

cion by many, as it is thought inipossibli' to obtain inure than

this amonnt in even the best designed and well regulated fur-

naces and boilers, especially wheu the tiring is dme by hand.

Mechanically fed boiler furnaces usually givi- the iimsl ero-

noniical results. The actual value of the fuel dipeiuls upon

the way in whii h it is used fully as much as on any other f.iclor.

The heat unit in the coal should be as inuch as possible utiliz 'd.

In one pound of good steam coal there are about 14,0 K) H. T. I'.,

and about lo.biio of this amount can !» uiili/.cd. so that 4,i«ib

heat units are lost.

The mi.xture of gases in a furnace depends on the amount of

air used. One pound of coal requires, theoretically, about 12

lbs. of air to burn completely, but in practice about twice this

amount is required in the boiler furnace. To cans:' good com-

bustion, coal requires a good draft; the gases are consumed mar
the fire and the waste gases carry the heat to the boiler on their

way to the stack. The boiler ought to have sullicient heating

surface, or the hot wasteii gases ought to travel a suflicieiit dis-

OVER 8 TONS OF SCALE FROM FIVE BOILERS.

These Ixiilers are of two well-know n nuiUcs, three of one kind

rated at 300 h. p. each and two of another rated at 375 h. p. each.

The scale was removed by the Cliicago turbine cleaner which

is shown in the smaller engravings; the tool comprises a water

turbine enclosed in a case aliout 2% in. in diameter and 3 in. long;

to the turbine shaft is connected the cleaner proper by means of

a universal joint so that the tool may be passtd tlirongh curved

tubes equally as well as through straight ones. The cutting tools

are toothed wheels such as are used for dressing emery wheels.

and are mounted on four arms about 5 in. in lenglh, hinged to a

central shaft. Water is supplied through a wire-wrapped hose at

a pressure as near 100 lbs. per sq. in. as the source of supp'y per-

mits. The principle is easily understood; the turbine revolves at

a speed of from 1.500 to 2.500 r. p. m.. according to the pressure;

and the arms are thrown out by centrifugal force; the scale when
cut away is washed out by the stream of water from the turb'ne.

These tools are made liy the Chicago Boiler Cleaner Company,

of 828 Monadnock building. Chicago, which a'so makes all lines

of boiler cleaning devices.

* o. *

Economy in the Boiler Room.

From a paper read before tlie Canadian .Association o( Stationary Engineers, by

Charles Moseley, Ctiief Engineer of tlic Toronto Incandescent Ligtit Company.

The fuel expense is one of the largest in the operation of the

majority of plants, and an.v reduction which can be made in

the amount of fuel used, while maintaining the same amount of

tance to be cooled down to about 35(1 degrees I"., wliicli temper-

ature is found high enough to produce a good draft in a stack

at least ItX) ft. high. It is not necessary for me to state the need

of keeping the combustion chambers free from the ash that is

carried over with tlie gases to the chambers.

In "Smokeless Heat," published by the General Engineering

Company, there is a paragraph entitled, '•Competitive vs. Ordi-

nary Test," which is well worth consideration, and I think we

might study it with profit. In nearly all plants where a large

quantity of coal is burned per day, it is a general rule to employ

the least possible number of firemen, and it keeps them very

busy going from one boiler to another shoveling coal in the

whole time. It becomes more of the nature of slavery than any-

thing else. Is there economy in this way of working? Let us see.

In making evaporation tests my experience has been tliat

tlierc is a large difference between ordinary w-orking and work-

ing for sliort spells, as in making competitive tests. When wc

were making tests in our plant while experimenting with shak-

ing grates, we did so in many diflferent ways. In one particular

(-ase w-e fired the boiler as wc would in (udinary iiraclice. and

the result was certainly a far different oue fmiii licit oblaim-d

when the man stood by the furnace and atteudi il to ii aluiie. If

«! (le.-il llie lin-iiirii as heiiii; naturally lazy, I ihiiik we will be

oil IIh' sate side, ami you ean rest assured that il he h:is

one lioilcr that will do the same work as auotlier with half the

labor even though tlie other takes less coal, this boiler will get

the most work, and the boiler that should receive constant at-
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tuiiticin will gL't very little coiisiileratiou from him. Between

eonuietitive anil ordinary working on a hand fired boiler there

is actually a difference of 10 per cent. This I have proved re-

peatedly, and in many cases it has run up as high as 12 per

cent. What does this mean? Does it mean that it would pay

to have a man at each boiler and simply attend to it alone? No.

it does not, for the simple reason that the less a man has to do

the less he is inclined to do. and this applies more to firemen

than to anyone else.

I might .state that when we were testing mechauiral .stokers we

had long iwriods when we had competitive tests, and others

again when we ran as in ordinary practice, that is to say, the

fireman doing .1nst precisely as he would do if no test was being

made. The coal and water, however, were measured in each

case. The results were simply astonishing. In the ordinary

ruunuing test the stoker would do alwut 50 per cent more work

and nearly 25 per cent better economy, whereas in the competi-

tive test the work done on the stoker was about 25 per cent

more and 15 per cent increased economy, which bears out the

statement that between competitive and ordinary running we

have a difference of 10 per cent. Now, which is the correct way

to look at this matter? Can we obtain results right along with

baud firing equivalent to those obtained during a competitive

test? I do not think so, because firemen as a rule do not like to

•be beaten, and will do their very best during a competitive test

ito- do up the other fellow, but at the same time he is wishing

inwardly that the test was over, so as to get back to the ohl

style again.

There arc many plants in Canada where very good results are

obtained, if we take the results as shown by engineers into

consideration, several of them showing a usual 14 lbs. evapor-

ation per pound of coal. This, you will readily understand, is

out of the question. There are also a large number where

very poor results are obtained, and these poor i-esults are due

to several causes, namely: Boilers in very bad order, dirty tubes,

poor setting, poor boilers, poor firemen, etc. The men who sell

boiler compounds will, in all probability say that you do not

use enough of their compounds. Your answer to that is, of

course, that there are compounds on the market that are abso-

lutely of no use whatever, and it is simply throwing money

away to buy it. I myself believe in a good compound, but will

admit that it is difficult to get it. You may get one barrel (the

first from a new maker) fairly good, the second of no use what-

ever, and so it goes. A good compound is required and to my
mind today we have not such a thing. All compound makers

ask you in their advertisements to send on a sample of your

water and they will give you the very compound you reciuire

after analysis. You, of course, know what this means—that if

one brand does not w'ork they will send another brand, of prac-

tically the same material, with another name, and you try it.

Poor boilers and poor setting: This is attributed to trying to

keep down the first cost. Pay a good figure for a good boiler,

and have it set by competent men.

Poor firemen: This, in my humble judgment, is the most im-

portant item, and one that should receive much consideration.

The fireman may not be poor, but tlie work be has to attend

to—namely, firing too many boilers—makes him feel that he is

'nothing more or less than a laborer, and as long as he keeps

the steam pressure up, no matter how much coal he burns or

how he does it, there apjjears to be little or no attention paid

to him. There are many places where the fireman is never

thought of except when the steam pressure goes down, and

when such is the case the usual deputation calls upon him to

ascertain if he is asleep or not. A good fireman is really a

skilled workman, and should be treated as such. He should r,'

ceive a fair salary, and his employer should bear iai mind Ihal

any reduction in his pay is far from being a saving. If he cuts

down $2 per week, you will in all probability find your coal bill

increased about $8, and there is not much economy there.

How are we to obtain better results in our boiler rooms? I

think by putting in machines to do the work, and having men
simply to look after them.

Some Elementary Mechanical Formulas.

J. H. MONTAGUE.

One of the important calculations is that to determine th"

power of an engine, which is expressed in horse-power or h. p.

This is either the indicated horse-power, abbreviated i. h. p.. or

the brake horse-power, usually abbreviated b. h. p. To under-

.stand these terms and how they are obtained, one must have n

clear idea of the meaning of "work" and "power." Work is over-

coming resistance through space, or \s the result of a force act-

ing through space, and is measured by muHiiilying the force by

the distance through which it acts, or by multiplying the resist-

ance by the distance or space through which it is overcome. The

English unit of work usually employed is the font-pound or ft. lb.,

which means the work done in lifting 1 lb. 1 ft. high against the

force of gravity, or the work done in pushing or pulling against

a force of 1 lb. for a distance of 1 ft. That is, force or resist-

ance, in pounds x distance or space, in feet = work, in foot-

pounds. There are other units of work such as foot-tons, inch-

pounds, inch-tons, etc., meaning in each case the work done in

moving the distance named against the force named.

Power is the rate of doing work, and the unit of ixiwer is the

horse-power, which is 33,000 ft. lbs. of work per minute. That is

an engine of 1 b. h. p. can lift 33,000 lbs. 1 ft. in 1 minute. Wo
owe this term to .James Watt, who found that a strong horse

could do 22,000 ft. lbs. per minute for several hours per day, and

in order that those who supplauttd horses by steam engines

should have good measure he called 33,000 ft. lbs. per minute

(or just DO per cent more than a horse could do) a horse-power

when he wished to rate his engines. The work done in lifting

a given weight a given distance is the same no matter what the

time in which it is done, but the power required to lift it is very

different; a 1-h. p. engine would require 10 times as long to do

the same work as a 10-h. p. engine.

Engines are usually rated according to the indicated horsf-

power or the power that is developed in the cylinder when run-

ning at a given speed and at a given cut-off. The indicated hors"-

power is so-called because it is determined by means of an "in-

dicator," which is a mechanism for finding the pressure in the

engine piston at eac%jn^int of the stroke. The steam engine in-

dicator is attached t6 the engine cylinder and has a small cylin-

der with a piston in it which works against a spring. Connected

to the rod of this piston are some levers with a pencil at the end

of one of them, and the levers are arranged to work in guides, so

that the pencil moves up and down in wh.at is very nearly a

straight line. The springs used in the indicator cylinder are care-

fully made so that the pencil moves up equal distances for equal

increases in pressures on the indicator piston. Each spring has

a number stamped on it showing the number of pounds pressure

per square inch on the piston that will mo\e the pencil point ot

the indicator 1 in.

The pencil traces a line on a piece of paper that is wrapped

around the drum of the indicator. The drum is moved by a piece

of string or wire wrapped around it and connected to the cross-

head of the engine. As the motion of the indicator drum is usu-

ally only about 4 in. and the engine stroke much longer, a re-

ducing motion of some kind is used; these are of many different

styles but the object is always the same, to have the indicator

drum move the same proportion of its total motion that the piston

of the engine has moved of its total motion.

As the pencil of the mdicator moves up and down and tlic

drum moves back and forth at the same time, both return to the

starting point, the pencil traces a closed curve on the paper, and

this curve is called an indicator diagram.

Of course to find the total power of the engine we must have

diagrams from both the liead and crank ends of the cylinder, sucli

for instance as are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

In these figures the lines MN and PQ are traced by the pencil

before steam is admitted to the indicator and are called the at-

mospheric lines, because only the pressure of the air is on the

indicator piston and as the same pressure is on both sides the

spring is not compressed. Now in the figure the length of the

diagram is a proportional part of the length of the stroke of the
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enjjiiii', ami also llio Jistaiuv cjI' any puinl (in the closeil ciirvi'

above the atmospheric Hue Is proportional to the steam pressiirr

(above the atmosphere) In the steam cylinder nt that imhiT of ihc

stroke. To find what this pressure is In Ilis. pci- m|, in. ai X for

instance, measure t> X and multiply it by the scale marlicd un

the indicator spring; if OX measures IV4 in. and the scale oC ilw

spring is 40 lbs. to the inch, then the pressure in the cylinder

when the piston has advanced from M to is 1'/i.\4O=.50 lbs. inr

AbsoluTe l/acuum

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

sq. in. The average height of the line A B C D above the line

MN, multiplied by the scale of the spring Is the mean pressure

per square inch during the forward stroke when the steam is do-

ing work on the piston; the average height of the back pressure

line DEA al>ove M N multiplied by the scale of the spring is

the mean pressure on piston during the return stroke when
the piston is doing work in the steam forcing it out of the

cylinder. The difference between these two mean pressures

is the mean effective pressure, that is the average net pres-

sure eCfective for doing work. The mean effective pressure is

usually called P in the formula for horse-power.

If the engine is a condensing one. so that the back pressure

in the cylinder is less than the atmosplieric pressure, it is cus-

tomary to draw a line ST parallel to MN and at a distance below

it corresponding to the atmosplieric piessure at the time the dia-

gram was taken; this is in most cases not far from 14.7 lbs. per

sq. in. The forward and back pressures are then measured above

this "absolute vacuum" line.

To find the mean effective pressure it is not necessary to find

the mean forward pressure and then the mean back pressure and

subtract them, but we may find the average height of the dia-

gram, that is ihe average distance between A BC D and AED,
and multiply It liy the scale of the indicator spring. This may
lie done by finding the area of the diagram with a planimeter and

dividing by the length, or it may lie found by measuring tlic

heights at a number of points and averaging them. A simple

way of doing this is to proceed as follows. Take tlie di.agram and

draw lines through A and D at riglit angles to MX (see Fig. .'i.)

Then on a piece of paper or ruler somewhat longer than MX.
lay oft 12 points, so as to make nine spaces of one length and two
spaces (one at each end) of half length. Lay this down on the

diagram with the end points on the lines through the ends of the

diagram and prick off the ten intermediate points on the card.

When lines are drawn through these points as shown in Fig, :>.

the length of the portion shown solid represents appro.ximately

the average height of one of the portions of the diagram. When
the 10 lines are added together and divided by 10 we have the

mean height of the diagram. In adding the lengths of these lines

the most convenient method is to place a strip of paper along

line 1, and lay off the length on it, then slip the paper mp and
place it beside line 2, so that the bottom mark comes at the top

of line 2, and lay off the length of line 2, By proceeding in this

way there is only one distance to measure instead of 10, and the

addition of the many fractions that would occur in the dimensions

of 10 shorter lines is avoided. This method of finding the mean
height of an indicator diagram was much used before planimefers

became so common as they are today, and it is a fairly accurate

one.

Having thus found from the indicator diagram the mean ef-

fective pressure per sq. in. for both the head end and the crank,

which may be called V and P", respectively, it is only neces-

sary to know the areas of the piston on which they act to And
the total pressure or force which Is one factor in computing the

work done.

The area of the piston in square inches is the square of the

radius, in iiiclics, niiilliplii'd by :j.l41i;; it is perhaps mure oCleii

put as .78."i4 times the square of the diameter. A convenient way
iif computing the area of a circle is to multiply the square of the

radius by Sm and divide by 113. The effective aiea of the crank
side of the piston will be less than that of the head side because
ilie area of (he cross section of the piston rod mast be subtracted.

'I'lie area of the piston is called A in the formula for horse power;
we may call It A' for the head end, and A" for the crank end.

Now multiplying by the mean effective pressure for each end
we have P'xA' as the total average effective pressure on the head
end, and P".xA" on the crank end. These are in pounds since 1"

is measured in lbs. per sq. in. and A is the number of squari-

inches, on which the pressure acts. The average pressure acts

throughout the stroke of the piston, so that when P'xA' is multi-

plied by the length of the stroke in feet, the result is the work
in foot-pounds, done in that end of the cylinder in one revolution

of the engine. The stroke in feet is usually called L. Hence
P'xA'xL,=work done in head end in one revolution; P"xA"xI,f=-

work done in crank end ir one revolution.

Tsually A" is not much different from A', and the error will be
small if we take half their sum and call it A, Then if we put P
as the sum of P' and P", the work done in both ends of the cylin-

der in one revolution is PxAxL,
To find the horse-power we must know the work done per min-

ute If the number of revolutions of the engine be counted, and
called X, we then have PxAxLxX=work done per minute. This
is easier to remember if we write it PLAX=work. But, as we
.saw, a horse-power is 3.S,000 ft. lb. of work per minute. Hence
the horse-power, h. p.=(PLAX)-=-3.''.,000.

To work out an example. Suppose the cylinder to be 10 in. in

diameter and ].") in. stroke, the speed of the engine 130 r, p. m.,

and the mean etTective pressure 30 lbs. per sq. in. in the head
end and 37 lbs. per sq. in. in the crank end of the cylinder. Ileie

I"=3G; P"=37; and hence P=73; X=130; L=15-=-12=1.2r>; A'
=10>ao/.7854=7S..'54; A"=78..54-(2x2x.78.-j4)=75.40; A=y2 (78.o4-i-

7.5.40)=76.97. Hence horse-piiwei-=(73<1.2.j<7G.7n-]30)-r-.33 10=
27.7.

When an engine is designed, the power which it will develop is

computed by drawing an indicator diagram such as the engine
will probably make and tinding the horsepower in the same way
as that already described. To draw such a diagram we start

with the initial pressure, the point of cut-off or valve closure, the
back pressure, and the point where compression begins.

Suppose the steam pressure is to be 100 lbs. in the steam chest
as measured by a steam gage, and the back pressure 1 lb. above
the atiuosphere. The pressure above an absolute vacuum is

greater by about 14.7 lbs. per sq. in. than the gage pressure, be-

cause the ordinary steam gage operates by the expansion of a
tube inside of which is the steam pressure and outside the atmos-
pheric pressure, and the zero point is taken when there is atmos-
pheric pressure both inside and outside the tube. For the ex-

ample given it will be sufficiently accurate to call the pressure of
the air 1.") lbs. per scj. in. The absolute pressure at admission in

our engine will be, therefore, 10O-H.5=115 lbs., and the back pres-
siu'e Ul.o=16 lbs.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

It has been found by experiment that in a steam I'ugine after
cut-off the product of the absolute pressure by the volume is very
nearly constant and we can thus find the indicator diagram that
our engine will make.
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Supiiosc it is to clil iilT steiuii at i.iir qiiMi-tci' slfulii', ami llial

I hi' cloarnnce space (that is, the space Iji'tweeii (lie cyliiKlcr liead

ami piston .it tlie oiiil of tlie stroke, added to the ste:m\ passai;esi,

is 10 per cent of tlie volume swept lliroujih by the piston. Tlial

is to say if the stroke is ^0 in. the clearance \vo\ild lie e(inal lo .i

cylinder of the same diameter and 2 in. loni:.

Kow draw OM in I'Mir. 4 for an al)solnte vaciiiiin line and uiak

its length proporiiomil In the stroke, and (i.\ to d.-turie lli.' pros-

snre per sq. in. nn lln- i)iston at the beiiinnini; of the stroke.

Make 0N=1-J0 of (iM so that if OX eqnals the volnnie of the

cylinder behind the piston at any time, the vnliinu' induding the

clearance' will be NX. Since cut-off is tn be al mie-fourth strok"

draw AB equal to % OM. At the end of the stroke the absolule

pressure will be 115 lbs.xNP^NM=115x(.10+.2.^)H-(.10+1.0(Vi=3t;.i.i

lbs. Therefore lay off Mn=3G.O lbs. At half str, ke tlie pres-iuie

will be ]ir.x(.l(>+.2ri)-!-(.10-f..TO)=fi7 lbs. Therefore lay off QC^iT

lbs. So if we wish every point in the line KCD ccnild be found.

When the e.xhaust opens at D the pnssure drops lo 1(5 lbs. abso-

lute and we draw the back pressure line EF so that ME=10 lbs.

If there is no compression the back jn-essure line will run ba<-k

and cut OA at F, and the diagram is comphte. Of course, in an

actual engine the corners at BDE and F ^^•ould lie rounded olf

and the area slightly reduced, but this may be n-.'glected here.

Having now drawn the diagram the mean effective pressure

may be found in the manner before descrilii'd but it is more

readily found by a formula.

p=fp(l-fhyp. log r)-!-r]— b. in which I" is the mean eff.'ctive

pressure, p the absolute initial pressure, b the aliscdute back pres-

sure, and r the ratio of expansion and hyp. Inu r the liyp;'rbalie

logarithm of r. The ratio of expansion of any engine is the vol-

ume of the cylinder at the end of the stroke including the clear-

ance, divided by the volume of the cylinder at nit (iff. iiu-lnding

the clearance.

This formula may be u.sed to get the horse-power, approximate-

ly, if the point of cut-off. the initial pressure and the volume of

the clearance space are known. Thus suppose we have an en-

gine of 3t) in. stroke cutting oft at one-fourth; the clearance ecjual

to lt» per cent of the volume swept through by the piston, that

is, equivalent to the volume the piston sweeps when it moves
'.\ in.; the initial pressure. 1.50 lbs, absolute; the back pressure. 1C>

lbs. absolute.

Here th." r.itio of expansion is (30t-3)^(7%+3)=33-^10.5=3.14.

Looking in a table of hyperbolic logarithms (found in any en-

gineers' handbook) we tind h.'iii. log 3.14=1.1442. heur<'

P'=|]r)Oll-H.1442)-i-3.14]-lG.

=102.4-10 = 86.4.

When twice this is substituted in rLAX-r-33,0 10 we get the

horse-power.

For engines of small power .a very sim]ile brake is made iiy

wrapping a rope about the fly-wheel and attaching a weight to

one end and a spring lialance

to the other, as shown in Fig.

5. The weiglii W resis on

scales, and the spring bal-

ance is fastened to the floor.

The rope is prevented from

sliiiping sidewise by wooiien

blocks which project over the

rim. The pull down at A in

Fig. 5 is the difference be-

tween the scale reading when
the fly-wheel is at rest and

the scale reading when it is

in motion, and the pull down
Fig. 5. at B is the reading of the

spring balance.

There must be some way of getting rid of the heat due to the

friction between the wheel and rope. If the wheel has inside

flanges water may be poured on the inside; if not, water steadily

poured on the outside in not too great quantity will serve the

purpose very well.

The brake horse-power is the power of the engine to do useful

work and is less than the indicated horse-power by the power

iri|iiiiT(I to iiviM iiic Ihe fiiiliciii lit llie engine. Tlif brake hnrse-

pijwer is so-called because the power available for useful work

is generally found by putting a brake on the Hy-whi'el. Tin'

work done in a given time is found liy nuilliplying the dislaiicc

a point on the outside of Ihe wheel moves bv ilie resislaiice thtit

it moves against.

When the wheel is revolving in Ihe dinTllou of llie aiiow the

friction between the rope and the wheel tends in i-.iisc the

weight and lift the load from the scale to the rope.

The resistance against which the wheel turns is tlie difference

between the pull at A and the pull at B, multiplied by the dis-

tance from the center of the shaft to the center of the rope and

divided by the radius of the wheel.

The pulls at A And B are at a distance m from tlie center nf

the shaft, and the rubbing surface of the wheel is at the distani-e

1! which is nearer tlie center Itliat is nearer the fulcrum of the

li'ver) and the pull at the wheel surface is greater than A or K

in the ratio of m to K. This makes the force lU' resistance (A— Bi

xm-l-K.

The distance througli wiiiili the force is exerted is the distance

a point or the outside of the whiH-l moves. This is 2Rx3.141iixN.

where N is the number of revolutions per minute. Since the ex-

pression for force has R for a divisor and that for distance has

R as a multiplier they will cancel out when nuiltiplicd together

and the work per minute is (A—B)x2mx3.141CxX. That is. take

the force A—B, and the distance as that which a point on the

circumference of a wheel 2ra in diameter would move.

If the wheel is 4 ft. in diameter and the rope % in. in diameter.

2ra=4.0625 ft. If the weight W is .50 lbs., the scales reading .'iO

lbs., the spring balance reading l'/4 lbs., and the revolutions 1."iO.

we have for the work done per ininute.

(50—30—1%)x4.(K;2.")x3.1416x1."i<>=3.5.S04 ft. lbs., and the power

is 35,894-^33.000=1.(10 h. p.

This form of brake is very convenient because it is self-regulat-

ing; if for some reason the rope takes too strong a grip on the

wheel so that the pull at A is greater than the average, the weight

AV is raised slightly, the rope carried over tlie wheel and the pull

on the spring balance at B is reduced: when the pull at B is re-

duced the rope is not pulled against the wheel so hard, the fric-

tion is less and the pull at .V is reduced and that at B increased.

This see-saw of the rojie is slight and the spring balance and

scale readings are nearly constant.

There are many forms of brakes but the principle of all is the

same; the force at the end of a lever is multiplied by the distance

that the point of application would travel. A\ere it to revolve witli

the wheel, and the result reduced to h. \<.

The Buffalo, .\oitli -Main Street A: Touawauda Eectric Rail-

wa.v Company has been en.ioiued from tearing down its power
house at Touawauda and removing the machinery, by .1. M.

( lii|ip. who li.-is a mortgage of .$4,8(1(1 on the property.

In the new testing bilioralory of I'liidue University, wliiili

was built and eniiiiiped tliis summer, there is an exhibit of

street railway tru< ks. There are three Brill trucks, a maximum
traction, a double "Perfect" and the 21-E truck for four wheel

cars. The "Lord Baltimore" truck, made by the Baltimore Car

Wheel Company, is also exhibited.

In the United States consular reports from British C. lumbia it

is announced that the work on the power plant and transmis-

sion line from Sooke Mountains to Victoria has been completed.

The current is used for lighting and stre.t railway purposes. The

water from the mountains starts 2,3(10 ft. above the level of tlu'

sea, and is the highest fall in Canada. .Vbout T(KJ ft. above sea

level and 16 miles from A'ictoria, these waters form a lake

covering 150 acres; into which empties (ioldstream river. whi( h

is tapped three miles trom its source by an artificial lake or

reservoir covering 7Vi acres, 1,122 ft, above sea level. From this

reservoir the water passer through a steel pipe 33 in. in diam-

eter, 6,700 ft. to the power house of the electric company, which

is 460 ft, above sea level, thus giving a fall of 1,000 ft. from

the main lake, developing 1,.5O0 h. p.
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LUBRICATION AND THE TESTING OF OILS.

BY G. \V. BISSELL, M. E., IOWA STATE COLLEGE, AMES, IOWA.

PART I.

It has long been known tliat the friction wliich exists bctwuen

two bodies wliioli rub on oacli other may be greatly reduced by
the insertion between tlie rubbing surfaces of a tliird body or

substanee, between which and each of the others a lower friction

exists than between the two original bodies. Tliis third sub-

stance is called an unguent, or more commonly a lubricant, and
usually is a liquid. In general any liquid will answer the pur-

pose, provided it can be kept between the surfaces, but in most
cases some kind of oil Is employed because oils have the prop-

erty of adlierence to the svu'faces of metals which constitute most

rubbing surfaces with which the engineer is familiar. This prop-

erty of adherence, together with capillarity and bo<ly, gives to all

oils in some degree the ability to stay as a film l)ctween rubbing

surfaces even under severe jiressure.

The friction which exists between two solids rubbing directly

upon each other is called "solid" friction. The friction which
exists between two bodies separated by a film of lubricant is

called "mediate" friction. If there be complete adherence of

the lubricant to the bearing surfaces and complete separation of

them by the film, the friction which is manifested is due entirely

to the sliding of the particles of the lubricant on each other.

This Is called "fluid" friction. This fluid friction is very small

in amount and the consequent friction losses in machinery which
is well lubricated ought, therefore, to be small. But in practice

It Is found impossible to make bearing surfaces so true that the

separation by the film of lul)ricaut is complete. The result is that

the metals come into contact with each other and we have the

conditions of solid friction.

Mediate friction is, then, in fact, made up of two components,
one, fluid friction, the other, solid friction. By care In con-

struction and by the judicious selection of a lubricant, the solid

friction component may be made very small and the total fric-

tion loss be kept way below what would exist if the bearing

surfaces rubbed on each other directly. As an example, the
various useful metals have, roughly, coefficients of friction upon
each other of about 25 per cent. By lubrication this may be
reduced to 5 per cent or less for a single bearing which is care-

fully fitted, and for so complicated a machine as the steam en-

gine, the friction loss may be reduced by care in design and in

lubrication to 30 per cent of the indicated horse power at full

load.

It is seen then that the successful and economical utilization

of the power applied to a machine depends upon two things:

1. The design and construction of the Journals. This involves

the strength and stiffness of the parts of the machine.

2. The judicious selection and application of tlie lubricant.

Tile first topic is not within the province of this paper.

Tlie selection and application of the lubricant to the best ad-

vantage demands a knowledge of the working conditions, viz:

pressure, relative velocity and temperature of the liearing sur-

faces and a knowledge of the properties of lubricants.

Pressure on the Bearing Surface. (1) If in the middle of a

small surface plate, say 1 in. sijuare, there be placed a drop of oil

and a similar surface plate be placed face down on the first and
a small pressure be. exerted to bring the plates together, it will

be noticed that some time elapses before the oil appears at the

edges of the plates. (2) If the experiment be repeated with a
greater applied pressm-e the oil will reach tlie edges sooner than
in the first case. Again. (3) if a drop of thicker oil be used than
in cases (1) and (2), a longer time will be required to cause the
oil to appear at the edges with the same applied forces as before,

or (4) greater applied forces will be necessary to squeeze out the
oil in the same time. Again, (f.) if the applied pressures be rap-

idly Intermittent the oil may not ajipear at the edges at all.

Relative Velocity of the Bearing Surfaces. (0) If the two sur-

face plates be turned on each other with the drop of oil between,
the latter will appear more quickly than in cases (1) to (5), other
conditions being the same, and this will be more noticeable the
more rapid the motion, but (7) if the turning of the plates be

reciprocating the oil will be sqeezed out more slowly than in

case (6), but more quickly than in case (.">).

Temperature of the Bearing Surfaces. (8) If the surface plates

be warmed a few degrees .and the above experiments repeated,

the oil will appear more quickly tlian in the original exiKuiments.

(9) The temperature may be high enough to decompose the oil.

Most of these facts are very well illustrated in the principal

Ijearings of the steam engine. The main l:>earing has dimensions
such that the jiressure per square inch of projected area shall not

exceed say 250 lbs. The conditions are rubbing surfaces moving
always in the same direction and comparatively steady applica-

tion of pressure; analogous to cases (1) and (tll above. The crank
pin for the same engine will probably l)e allowed a pressure per

square inch of projected area of -K)0 lbs. The conditions are
rubbing surfaces moving always in the same direction and inter-

mittent pressure; analogous to cases (5) and (Oi above. The cross-

head pin for the same engine will probably carry a pressure of

700 lbs. per square inch of projected area. The conditions are
intermittent pressure and reversal of direction of relative rub-

bing; analogous to cases (.5) and (7) above.

rnorERTiEs of lubhicaxts.

The principal properties of lubricants are viscosity, specific

gravity, burning, flashing and freezing points and coefficient of

friction. No one of these properties cau be the criterion of the

usefulness of a lubricant for a specific purpose, but if any one
property is more valuable than another as a criterion it is the

viscosity.

Viscosity. Strictly speaking, viscosity is the resistance to the

sliding of the particles of a body on each other or the resistance

to shearing; but in connection with liquids it is usual to consider
that viscosity is the inverse of fiuidity. For example, molasses,
which is less fluid than water, is said to be more viscous. Like-

wise cold cylinder oil is more viscous than dynamo oil. If equal
quantities liy volume of various oils be poured in turn through a
clean funnel it will be noticed that the rate of flow is not the

same for all. The difference is mainly due to difference of vis-

cosity. Some lubricants at low temperatures, such as greases,

have apparently no fluidity and consequently an infinite viscosity,

but sufficient pressure reveals that all substances are somewhat
fluid even at ordinary temperatures. The operation of making
lead pipe illustrates the point.

The unit of viscosity as commonly used is the time in seconds
required for a deflnite volume of the oil to flow through an orifi<'e

of definite size. The writer uses as such unit the time in seconds
required for 100 cubic centimeters of tlie oil to How from a glass

pipette known as the Tennsylvania Uailro.-id viscosity pipette.
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fliCOiiti/Seconds fierWOC C t'liUaiTi^-ieconm periooc C fiiCOiitif—ieuxuK per/00 CC

Thus, if 1(H) cubic centimeters of a dynamo oil requires 00 sec-

onds to flow from the pipette mentioned, the viscosity is said to

be CO seconds.

It should be noticed that viscosity is not a fixed property, liut

that It varies greatly with the temperature conditions. Thus
cylinder oil and cup grease are very viscous at ordinary temiier-
atures, but become less so at higher temperatures and are very
fluid when in use for their respective puniosi-s. Fig. 1 shows

.
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COST OF POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.
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coustructed. Herewith is prescuted ii taljle sliowing a set of oli-

soi'vations by the writer using the pipette for a viscosimeter.

VISCOSITY OF "b" engine.

Determiuatiou Temperature of Oil Viscosity Roiiiiirl<s.

Number. Before. After. Mean. Seconds.

1 12G.5 124.G 125.5 GO.O

2 116.5 115.7 lie.l G4.

3 109.8 10S.8 109.8 G8.

4 104. 103.4 103.7 97. Stoppage of orifice

5 102.5 101.5 102. 71.

G 97.5 9G. 90.7 7G.2

7 88.5 87. 87.7 84.4

8 83.5 83. 83.2 90.G

9 79.2 78.8 79. 96.2

From the data in this table the curve B, Fig. 2, was plotted.

Aside from the watch the cost of the apparatus for viscosity tests

according to the above metliod need not exceed .f3. The pipette

should be liept scrupulously clean.

•-<-

POLYPHASE TRAMWAY IN FRANCE.

In two or three places iu Europe the experiment of operating

electric cars by alternating current motors is being tried, but it

is rather strange that in each case the line is very short. We are

indebted to "Engineering," of London, for the description and il-

lustration of the new polyphase tramway at Evian-les-Bains.

France.

The Hotel Splendide, a fashionable resort on the southern shore

of the Lake Geneva in French Savoy, is situated about 20 yards

above the Avenue des Sources, in which the visitors take the wa-

ters. In order to save their guests the climb back to the hotel,

the Societe Anouyme des Eaux Mineralis resolved, on the sugges-

tion of Lombard-Gerin & Co., of Lyons, to build a small electric

adhesion tramway as the most convenient and pleasant means

of conveyance. The tramway is only 300 yds. in length, but is

not without interest. Tolyphase currents were selected becausL'

the power station supplys such, and on account of the special ad-

vantages which polyhpase motors offer in this case, namely, sim-

plicity in construction and the ease with whieh such motors auto-

POLVPHASE TRAMWAY IN FRANCE.

niatieally checlc themselves running down grade without requir-

ing any brake.

The track has the appearance of an S, and is formed of double

^'ignoIes rails on steel sleepers. It is a single track without

switches or sidings. The average grade is 8 per cent and the

nuiximum, 10.2 per cent, occurs on the sharpest curve of 49 ft.

radius. The gage is 1.1 meter (43.3 in.). The current is taken

from two copper wires, % in. in diameter, strung 12 in. apart on

the brackets of ornamental tubular steel poles. The rails, with

their copper bonds, serve as return conductors. The power sta-

tion of the Cevelios Electricity Worlis, .S miles rrom Evian. gencr

ates currents of 5,200 volts being used both for light and power.

.V transformer for 30 k.w. at Evian reduces tlie voltage down to

200 volts for the tramway, and for a G-h. p. motor of the hydrau

lie elevator of the hotel. The one motor car rests on a light truck

with two axles. The car weighs nearly 4 tons and has accomnm-
datlon for 14 passengers, eight of whom find seats. It is hand
somely wainscoated and decorated in liglit mapl;', mahogany, and

black stained pear tree wood; the scats are made of bent lieech-

wood, also stained black, and cane. Chamois colored curtains

hang before the large plate glass windows. All metallic p.irts are

heavily ulckelled. The floor is covered with ndibcr, over which

Oriental carpets are spread. There are two iucandcscciit lamps

for the interior of the car, and two colored headliglits.

The 1.5-h. p. polyphase motor can tempoinrily develop 25 to ."iO

li. p. The shaft makes 7.50 r. p. m.; the conductor is stationary;

the starting resistance with its hard steel contact rings and

brushes belongs to the armature circuit. The gearing comprises

an auxiliary shaft and toothed wheels and chains driving both

axles. Each platform is provided with a simple starting device

and an emergency curi"ent interrupter. Current is turned on in

the same way for running up and down hill, and the start is

always easy and the motion uniform. When descending, the mo-

tor attains a speed somewhat iu excess of the sp?ed which corre-

sponds to synchronism: it theu acts as a generator, and sends

cnrrent back to the mains. The car carries two trolley poles.

One of the trolleys may therefore leave the wire without caus-

ing trouble, as the motor would continue to run as a monophase

motor, and to act as a brake. When both trolleys jump, the hand-

brake is applied to both wheels.

The simple sandbox deserves mention. It consists of two con-

centric cylinders. The outer oue is stationary, and is provided

with funnels and discharge pipes. The inner cylinder contains

the sand, and has a longitudinal slot which is normally on the to])

of the cylinder. When the lever is turned, sand falls into tlie

funnels; on letting go, the cylinder returns to its normal position.

The little tramway was opened for traffic iu June, and has

worked with complete satisfaction since, making on an average

GO doulile trips daily, at a speed of G miles per hour both up and

down. .

AURORA ENTERTAINS THE ILLINOIS
ASSOCIATION.

When the Illinois Street Railway Association adjourned after

holding its first regular meeting last spring, it was suggested that

as many of the members never attend the national convention,

and as seldom find an opportunity to extend their acquaintance

with the other members of the work iu this state that it would be

au extremely pleasant and profitable thing to spend a day to-

gether. Aurora promptly extended an invitation and the gather-

ing occurred on September 20. Maj. D. A. Beldeu, general mana-

ger of the lines in Aurora, was the host aud royally entertained

his visitors. Xo attempt was made in the way of au extended

formal program of papers, but a most enjoyable exchange of ex-

periences was had, and after a fine dinner served by Maj. Beldcn,

the entire party made a tour over the road iu a special. Tlie trip

up the Fox river on the Aurora & Geneva, which is ou the line to

Elgin, is one of the most picturesque in the state, and a more per-

fect roadbed certainly cannot be found. As one visitor remarked

It was more like sliding than riding.

A Review representative visited the shops of the C. W. Hunt

Company, at West New Brighton, Staten Island, and found them

running to the full capacity. Ou account of the increase in or-

ders for coal handling machinery, a new machine shop. 98 by 130

ft., is being erected.

The St. Catliarines & Niagara Central, a short steam road, has

been purchased by Haines Bros., of New York. It is proposed

to operate the line by electricity aud put it in first-class condi-

tion. The trip between the two cities will be made in 40 min-

utes.
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W. H. HEULINGS, JR.

H. HEULINGS, JR.

The man-lage of William Henry HeuUii^'s, Jr.. (jf the Bri 1 Com

pany, to Miss Grace Lucille Vane, of Phllaileliihla, is announced

for October 19, and Mr. Henlings is receiving the b;st wislifs

of his many friends.

Mr. Henlings has been with the

Brill Company for just half his

life, first engaging with the com-

jiany when but fourteen and one-

If years of age. He had made a

study of stenography after leav

ing the grammar school, expect-

ing it to be of assistance to him

in his college course. A college

education was one of his ambi-

tions and he was on his way to

enter the University of Pennsyl-

vania when by accident he met

his instructor in stenography,

who persuaded him to temporar-

ily talie a posit'on with the Brill

Company, until a man could be

fitted for the place. Thus began

his business career, and acting

on the advice of Mr. Rawle, now

treasurer of the company, he decided to postpone his college

course for a time, and now rather ruefully admits that the

"time" has not yet come.

When taking his position he was entirely alone, and Mr. Hen-

lings attributes his success largely to luck, but we who are not

prevented by modesty from telling the truth know that his rise

with the company was due to his integrity, untiring industr.v,

studious application and ability—from the first he made himself

generally usefid and availed himself of every opportunity to ad

vance the firm's interest, and usually with success. Mr. Hen-

lings consoles himself for the lost college course by remember-

ing the fact that he has been associated with the "cleverest,

cleanest cut and most pleasing business men who ever joined in

one enterprise."

Miss Vane was formerly of Chicago, but for five years past

her family has lived in Philadelphia. She is the daughter of tht-

late Atwood Vane, of St. Louis and Chicago, the founder of the

Vane-Culvert Paint Company, of St. Louis. Mr. Henlings is de-

scended on his father's side from original New Jersey settlers; his

mother was Margaret A. Pue, daughter of Hugh A. Pue, a well-

known and influential Philadelphian.

Mr. and Mrs. Heulings will be at home after December 4, at

4820 Cedar avenue, one of the most beautiful resident districts

in the cit.v, and will be glad to there welcome their friends.

PERSONAL.

L. n. Nelson, of the Sterling Sup|)ly & Manufacturing Com-
pany, was a Review caller when in Chicago recently.

E. P. Shaw was unanimously renominated for treasurer and

receiver-general by the Massachusetts Republican state conven-

tion, on October 6.

M. M. Broadwell, one of the promoters of the L'nion cable line

at Kansas City, which failed to go through, has been placed un-

der restraint, his mind having failed.

Mark Cummins, general manager of the Janesvillc (Wis.) Str.^et

Railway Company, has resigned that position and will remove to

South Bend. Ind., to take up similar work.

A. L. Gillette, formerly electrician for the Terre Haute Elei ti'ic

Railway Company, has gone to Marinette, Wis., to take a simi-

lar position with the Light & Power Company.

Ferd Green, of Janesville, Wis., has been appointed suerin-

tendent of the .TanesvlUe Street Railway Company. Mr. Green

has been connected with this road for over two years,

W. G. Price, formerly meihauical engineer of the Chicago
City Railway, is now superintendent of the Peckham Motor,

Truck & Wheel Company's shops, at Kingston, N. Y.

C. Densmore Wynian, general manager of the New Orleain

Traction Company, paid the Review a visit on his return from
the Boston convention. He also spent a week in Milwaukee,
where he has hosts of friends.

Louis H. Mountney, formerly general manager and superin-

tendent of the Wissahickon Electric Passenger Railway, Phila-

delphia, has been appointed superintendent of the Portsmouth

Street Railway, Portsmouth, Va.

J. W. Mauck, of Chicago, has been chosen treasurer of the

Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway and will be the active

head of the company. Mr. Mauck is a brother-in-law of Mr.

Frost, the vice-president of the company.

The many friends of S. Potis, formerly chief engineer of the

W>st Chicago Street Railroad, will be interesteil to learn that h,.

has a very fine position as chief engineer of the lines at Saltilto,

Mexico, where mules are being replaced by the trolley.

E. W. Davis, formerly superintendent of the McKeesport &
Reyuoldton branch of the Union Traction Company, Pittsburg,

has been appointed general manager of the Versailles Traction

Company's road, connecting McKeesport and Versailles;

C. 0. Simpson, assistant auditor and paymaster of the Met-

ropolitan Street Railway Company, of Kansas City, leaves the

company after nine years of service to become auditor of the

Augusta (Ga.) Railway & Electric Compan.v, succeeding the late

C. B. Reavis.

Stanley Green, formerl.v western manager for the Fuel Econo-

mizer Company, of Matteawan, N. Y., with headquarters in Chi-

cago, is now traveling rejiresentative of the Standard Carbon

Company of Cleveland, for the states of Missouri, Iowa. Kansas

and Minnesota.

C. W. Regester, an able member of the engineering staff of the

^^estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, in the Chi-

cago territory, is receiving the congratulations of his many
friends on the occasion of his marriage to Miss Lillian A, Hoff-

man, of this city.

T. W, Shelton, who recently rssigncd as superintendent of the

Mahoning Valley Railway Company, of Youngston n, 0,, to go to

Indianapolis, was called to the power house on the eve of his

departure, where he found the employes of the compan.v, who
presented him with a handsome traveling set.

Alfred Wallace is again in charge of the street railway at

Columbia, Ga.. resuming the position of superintendent which

he has held from the time of the establishment of the road until

a few months ago, when he resigned to take up other business.

Mr. Keeler, who took his place at that time, resigned to go into

business elsewhere.

H. M. Sloan, general manager of the Calumet Electric Rsiil-

way, Chicago, was highly honored in an invitation from Capt.

Bowman H. McCalla to dine with him. The Marblehi ad anchored

in Boston harbor at 4 p. m.. on the Monday following the con-

vention, and at ^< o'clock Mr. Sloan with the captain and his

family were seated around the table in the officers' dining room.

Mr, Sloan lost his convention badge, which was exchanged for

one of the Marblehead buttons,

,T, H, Moflitt, general manager and purchasing agent of the

Sj-racuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit Company, resigned on October 1.

Mr. MofBt's relations witb the company have been most har-

monious, and he resigns in order to go into business in Syracuse

after taking a much-needed vacation. 0. Loomls Allen, assistant
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fri'iu'nil niauagor, siiccooils Mr. Mottid willi (lie tiilo of acting ison-

Pi-al mauagei-; Mi-. Allen lias lu'cn with llic I'dnijiauy for four

ycai'S anil was the eiipiiu'er in rliar;;i' of (he roiislruelioii ami re-

const rncl ion work.

OBITUARY.

('. \V. -McEl.vea, owner of tile line at Cellar Falls, Iowa, ilieil

on Snnila,v, September l.s.

Carlos A. Cook, lon<; connected with the North Chicago Street

liailroad, ilieil at his resiilcnec on Seiilcnilicr 27, al Ihe age ot

70 .years.

Carlton !i, llayilon. eashier of the Louisville City Kailway

Company, ilieil at his home In that city on Si'iJtembcr 17, aftiT

a lingering illness. Some two years ago >Ir. Haydon had an

attack of typhoid fever, from the effects of which he nev. r fnlly

recovered. He was well known in the bnsiiie.s-i cimmnnity, liav

ing been with the railway for 17 years, aiul had a great many
friends who monrn his loss.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The \isc ot alternating current apparatus is becoming very

extensi>.'e as great water powers are being developed. The

Westinghonse Electric iV- Manufacturing Company has issued a

circular entitled 'Miuarter of a .Million Horse Tower of Polyphase

Electric Transmission Apparatus," giving illustrations of the

various types of machines nnd lists of installations in this and

otlier countries.

'•American Trade in India" is the title of the latest report by

the rhiladelphia Commercial Museum. Many instructive statis-

tics are given relative to India as a field for commercial activity.

The foreign trade of the country is analyzed and it is shown that

while at present the XTuited States is interested in only l.G per

cent of the $600,000,000 of foreign trade there are great possibili-

ties and many inquiries are now coining from India. There are

two steamship lines direct from Xew York going tlivovigh tlic

Suez canal to India.

"Street U.aihvay Roadbed" is the title of the latest and most

coundete treatise on that subject. The authors are Mason I>.

I'ratt and C. A. Aldcn. The book is divided up into 11 chapters,

under the following headings: Kaiiy tyjies of rails, the develop-

ment of the girder rail, what governs the shape of rails, the 1-

rail adapied to street railways, track fastening and .joints, special

«ork, guard rails, advantages of spiral curves and tabh^s lor

same, design of special work, surveys and laying out of work,

jiiid specifloations. It is a book of 135 pages, with l."i7 illustra-

tions, and is published by the Slrei't I!ailwa.\ rublisliing Com-

pany, New York,

"Poor's Manual of Railroads" for IWIS, the :!lst aniuial iiuiu-

ber, which we have received from the pnblishers .through A. C.

MeClurg & Co., Chicago, is 130 pa.ges larger than the edition tor

1897 and covers the statements of about 4,3(X) corporations; the

use of smaller type makes the 1,340 pages of this volume the

eiiuivalent of nearly 2,G00 pages set in the brevier that was

formerly used. Of steam railroads there are presentotl state-

ments of 1,951 companies: 1,782 in the T'nited States, 152 in the

Dominion of Canada and 17 in Mexico. The department of city

and suburban railways, comprising electric, cable and horse rail-

roads, is covered by 1,187 corporate statements and ccmtains

every item of information respecting these important enterprises.

The total length of the lines in the United States equals 10,080.87

miles against 15,9.50.13 miles in 1890 and 13.170.38 miles in 1895.

the latter sum being an increase of 3,514.32 milts over those in

operation in 1891, so that in six years there have been built

0,4'27.81 miles-of city and suburban tramway lines. The extent

and thoi-onghness of the "Manual" are known whrrever there is

interest in our railway system. The labor involveil in its pro-

duction is not .so easily comprehended: but llie prompln. ss wiili

which it is issued annually may be appreciate 1 li.\ e.xaininatioii

of the dates on which the Interstate Cimimcrei' and State Kail-

road Commissions' report are usually i-sii<vl.

A CAR SHOP NECESSITY.

due of the .greatest necessities for a car slioii where a full

line of machiner.v is not installed is a mai bine to which a man
c;in go and do almost any kind of a job, or special chiss of work,

tiiid do it to ailvanlage. The machine illuslialed is i ne designed

to till just this place in a car shop, capable of eitlier heavy or

light work. It is built by the Egan ('omiiany. of 3'22 to 342

^Vest Front street. Ciiieiiiiiali. and known tis the No. 2V.- univer-

sal wood worker. Tliis lomiiany has achi;ved a world wide

reputation for its woml woiliiiig niMehinciy. .mil lii.' iiaiiie is

a guarantee.

The inacliiiie illnslr.itnl is iiiatcliless in its siniplicil.\" anil eas ?

of adjustment and in the imiiii use variety of work tliat it will

handle well deserves the name universal.

The column is one complete casting cored out, In avily braeel

and with ample floor space, insuring steady rumiiug, free from

vibration wlien the mandrels arc running at high spreil. The

EGAN NO. 2'A UNIVERSAL WOOD WORKEH.

tables are of extra widtli .mil length, planed perfrctly irue. and

made with wide grooves to secure the gaining and iiaiu'ling

frames, and exactly at rigid aiiglts to the cutter head. Eithci-

table can be raised and lowered independent of the other, or can

be raised or lowered together on a circl..' of the he d, c r str.i'ght

up and down. All of these adjustments ar.' made fioiii the work-

ing side of the machine close to the cutter head, which allows

tlie operator to make the necessary adjustments without .going

to the end of the machine. The mandrels are of the best quality

of steel, running in self-oiling boxes, lined with best genuine

babbitt metal. The main mandrel is of large diameter, with

the pulley running between the two baek bearings. The front

bearing is adjustable and can be taken off instantl.v when a

chan.ge of heads is desired. This mandrel is tilso fitted up with

patent adjustable bearings, by which the boxes, with mandr''l

and head are moved back and forth across Ihe bd. as desired,

instead of making the adjustment by means of the feme, which

will be found a great advantage and a great saving in time. The
patent beveling fences are made to adjust acr, ss the tables. One
fence idticed over the main head, and one back of tlie upright

liead. Both are made with sliding plates and when bcvelerl. the

lower part is close to the tables and so constructed as to have

no forward motion. It is also arranged to take in posts and

springs for holding down the stock while bi ing pa>sed over the

cutter lieail. The boring attachment on the opp isit.> side is per-

fectly independent in operation. Two mu can work th machine

at one and the same time, williout an.v interference. It is cap-

able of doing all kinds of boring, routing, rosette makin.g. ilove-

ttiilini; table slides, and a general run of iliis kind of work.
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A BOOK FOR MOTORMEN.

There lias long been a recognized demand for a hand book

for motormen which would give in such detail as is impossible, in

the regulation rule book, an illustrated description of the me-

chanical construction of the motors, controllers, etc. One or

two attempts have been made, but thus far nothing has come

from the press which seemed to meet the requirements. The
Street Railway Review is, therefore, now issuing such a work,

and in the three weeks since its publication the sale has been

large, and is increasing daily.

In the preparation of the work, the fact was recognized, first,

that it must be so worded as not in any manner to conflict with

the established rules of any road which might wish to distribute

the book among its men. This principle has been carefully

followed out, and the work carried along such lines as to accom-

plish the end in-view without mcurring any conflict whatever.

It does not aim to educate the motorman with a view to making

him feel that after studying it, he is qualified to undertake re-

pairs on his own account. On the contrarj', particular stress is

laid upon the mischief and damage which almost certainly fol-

low any attempt on his part to tinker with the apparatus. But

on the other liand. it is assumed that any man, however satis-

factory a workman he may be in the management of his car,

can be still further improved by a practical understanding of

the mechanical and electrical processes which occur in the

various handlings of his car. He is shown nut only that under

certain conditions of starting there is a wasteful use of current,

which costs money at the coal pile, but he is also shown why
it is wasteful, and the lesson impressed upon him that in the

course of days and months this needless waste assumes large

projjortions. A good workman ought to do as he is instructed,

whether he knows the reason for so doing or not; but it is at the

same time an indisputable fact that even the good workman
will be still more careful and saving when he fully understands

the loss which carelessness on his part may cause.

The book has been written in simple language which any man
who is competent to operate a motor car should easily be able

to comprehend, as the writer has carefully avoided terms and

phrases which involve a technical knowledge of electrcity. In

fact, one manager is so well pleased with the work he has

ordered a large supply, and will henceforth require his appli-

cants for position of motormen to pass an examination on the

book, holding that one who cannot do so is not up to the stand-

ard of men he desires for that work.

The book is divided into two parts, the first of an elementary

character, and the second a little more advanced, but readily

nnderstood after reading the first portion.

We are convinced that men who would study the work before

applying for a position would, by so doing, thus prepare them-

selves to a great extent to understand the instructiuus which
follow their employment and thus prove vastly better men for

Ihelr company than they possibly can to commence in the dark
and pick up a little here and there as time goes on. The twok
Is fully illustrated, and having been written by a practical elec-

t ileal engineer, who has had long experience in handling new
men, has thus been able to get right at the essence of the sub-

ject while keeping the text within the bounds of simplicity "and
treating the subject in a very practical manner.

H. P. BRADFORD IN MEXICO CITY.

II. P. Bradford, recently of Cincinnati, but whose reputation

as a street railway man extends far beyond the borders of Ohio,

and who rarely misses a convention, did not attend the Boston
meeting. He was too busy running mule cars and building an

electric line in the old city of

Mexico, where he is general man-
ager of the large system of tram-

way and steam dummy Tnes. He
is meeting with very gratifying

success, the net earnings having

increased to an average of .$20 000

per month, with a good reduc-

tion in expense, and with in-

creased car service. The long,

pointed, picturesque sombrero

which covered the driver clad in

grotesque garments and armed
with a whip and horn, has now
given way to the more prosaic

but neater uniform general in

"tile states," and the innovation,

while now more satisfactory to the public and the men, at first

excited no end of comment and opposition. One of the illus-

trated papers of the city printed a full page cartoon, which we
reproduce, and which is "dedicated to the Yankee manager."

The "ayer" (yesterday); "hoy" (today); and "manana" (tomor-

row), indicate the evolution respectively of the mule, the driver,

the conductor and the inspector. In the last stage it will be

noticed the mules have also donned the regulation suit, and the

foot-note explains that the smoked glasses are to enable all to

see alike. Mr. McLean had already uniformed the conductors

before he left.

Mr. Bradford is a native of Memphis, where he was born in

185G, and has been in street railway work all his life, first as

contractor and later as general manager and president of lines

at Little Rock, Cincinnati, and elsewhere. He served acceptably

H. p. BRADFORD.

CITY OF MEXICO: DRIVERS BEFORE AND AFTER UNIFORMING.
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on the executive committee of the Americau Street Kailway

Association last year. He is now constructing the first electric

line in the City of Mexico, which will be running in about six

months, commencing with 36 cars, and which will be expanded

En los Ferrocarriles del Distrito

THE NEW MEAKER REGISTER.

[,AS MULAS. EL COCHERO. EL BOLETERO.

MA.'VANA. (1)

-EL CERENTE,

LAS MULAS. EL COCHERO. EL BOLETERO.
n mtIii obliirtlanOT p»n ipitltr j haeer que todiM juten pi

EL CERENTE.

eveutually to displace all the present motive power. An 80-lb.,

%-iu.-groove rail will be used; the power house will be iron and

stone. The electrical work is in charge of the company's en-

gineer, A. E. Worswick.

CHICAGO SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED.

The traffic on the South Side Elevated Railroad, Chicago, for

the past two years is as follows:

Months. 1897-98. 18%-97. Inc.

November 54,295 30.932 17,362

December ..56,425 39.848 16,577

January 52,117 35,290 16,827

February 52,682 35,737 16,945

March 54,827 35,.'515 19,312

April 54,148 34,733 19,415

May 49,458 32,803 16,655

June 45,427 29,612 15,815

July 44,148 27,081 17,087

August 41,770 27,074 14,696

September 46,576 30,067 16,500

This road began using the Union Loop October 19, 1897.

* » »

The Wheeling (W. Va.) Railway Company has iustalled a new
1,000-h. p. engine and generator.

Frederick Uhlmann, receiver of the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad

Company, is reported as saying that the reorganization of the

company will be completed within 30 days, when a new name
will be adopted.

The Meaker Manufacturing Company, of North Chicago, has

recently placed on the market a new stationary fare register

which providi'S an additional check on the conductor, enables

the manager to check the bookkeeping at the office and at the

same time shuts out the general public from a knowUdge of the

business. The illustration shows a view of this register, which

has a totalizing capacity of 100,000, with a trip capacity of 1,000,

but the first place on the totalizer has letler symbols instead of

figures so that it can be read only by the one knowing the

meaning of the letters. The figures are 1 1-16 in. high, white on

a black ground, and can be plainly read from any part of the car.

The mechanism is positive in its action and perfectly inter-

locked, so that even with the ease removed neither the totalizer

nor trip figures can be moved, nor the bell rung except in the

regular way. The register can only be assembled with the figure

nines at the window position, and hence it cannot be taken apart

and put together at a lower number. There are but three springs

a
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THE NEW MEAKER REGISTER.

in the entire machine. All the steel and iron parts are made
rust proof by a new and satisfactory process; the wearing

parts are all made of phosphor bronze, or rust-proof steel, a

new departure in register mechanism. Dust is most carefully

excluded from the intefior, a separate chamber being provided

for the bell, which requires sound openings.

Another feature is that the too rapid ringing of the register

is prevented by a long pull stroke. It can be operated as fast

as can be easily counted, but no faster.

The trip part of the register may be set back to zero at any

time by one turn of the thumb button at the right, which must

be pulled out before it can be turned. When this shaft is pulled

out it cannot be pushed back, and as it is pulled across the oper-

ating slide, the main register cannot be operated in any way
until the return to zero has been made and the thumb button

returned to its normal position. The trip direction sign is

changed by the same operation.

When registering the changing figures in both numbers are

covered by red shutters until the bell rings.

Like all the earlier Meaker registers, these are models of good

workmanship and their desirable qualities will doubtless secure

for them an even wider use than the other types.

When a trolley line was opened from Plainfleld to Dunelleu,

N. J., last month. Mayor Brakely, of Dunellen, inaugurated a

new custom in the railway business and following the nautical

fashion broke a bottle of wine over the dashboard of the first

ear sent out.
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DEATH FROM TROLLEY WIRE.

Ill Ihc early ilays of the trolley the daily paprrs (li'votid p.igis

to the invt'ul slauyhtei- which was sure to follow the eivetion of

trolley wires in iniblic streets. As time passed, however, the

fact asserted itself that while a severe shoek could be had by

contact with the OOOvolt direct current, it was not fatal. There

were several cases where linemen, for instance, were shocked

and losing their hold on the pole fell, and died from the result;

but «e fail to recall a single instance of this kind where it was

positively established that the shock and not the fall produced

deaih.

Our readers may recall an interesting account in the .lune,

18iM, Review, where a boy iu St. Louis succeedid iu getting

a wire over the trolley wire, and who, after winding the ends

ariiuiKl ills wrists, stepped on the rail iu the endeavor to receive

a shock. lie did, and by the time the neighbors came and re-

moved him from the track he was dead, ^^'e lielieve this case

lias been the only one of its kind.

A genuine case of death from tlie trolley curreni, however,

occurred on September 2, at Macon, (ia., the particuulars of

which are as follo\^'s:

II. N. Burke a conductor, was instantly killed by contact with

a guard wire crossed ou the trolley wire. The car of which

he was in cliavge was proceeding during a severe storiii of rain

about the size of a silver dollar. The slaleiiient in soiiu' I'f the

papers, that the man died in great agony, ca'ling for help, is

all a mistake, as he never uttered but one sentence, and sank

to the ground dead."

It is ditHcult to explain wli.v the deceased should have b'eii

so regardless of safety as he' had been in the compauy's employ

some two years, and was, moreover, a graduate of a southern

school where electricity is taught. The conditions were cer-

tainly almost perfect for receiving the full shock, but it would

seem to us that, even under these circumstances, the man must

have had a weak heart or other vital weakness, for tlieii' are

cases without- numlM'r where the ."lUO-volt shock lias fai'ed to pro

duce more than temporary discomfort.

SOME POINTS ON RAIL BONDING.

The necessity of good rail bonding is now appreciated, and

much atteution has beeu given to securing Ijonds of ample size

to carry the return current. Less consideration has been given

to the uietho<ls of application and tliis has been a frnitfnl source

of trouble. The Harrington Kail Bonding Company has solved

this ditUculty iu its s.vstem of diagonal bonding. The bund con-

sists of four copper wires, rolled into terminals "n in. in diam-

METHODS OF APPLYING THE HARRINGTON RAIL BONDS,

and wind wliieli had raged for hours, and the man himself had

been out fmir hours and had become thoroughly drenched from

head to foot, .^bout 10 o'clock at night the motormau noticed

a guard wire liauging over the track and stopped the car. Cou-

ductor Bnrke went ahead and seized one end of the guard wire

(the other end rested on the ground), in spite of the fact that it

was sparking furiously. He gave oue e.xclamatiou, and before

the motormau, who was only six feet away, could reaih him,

was dead. The motormau, with the assistance of a passenger.

tried to remove the wire from the man's hand by means of a

rope, but tlie death grip was so firm it could not be done. They

did succeed, however, iu freeing the guard wire from its contact

and stopped the flow of current.

A gentleman interested iu street railway matters, wlio hap-

pened to be in tlie city at the time, and A\ho made inquiries re-

garding the accident, says:

"Tills accident would seem to explode the theory so long enter-

tained by many of us, that a 500-volt direct current is uot nec-

essarily fatal, for this man was killed almost instantly. I wisli

to say, however, that the conditions could not have possibly

beeu more favorable if tliey had been pre-arranged, than they

were on this oecasloou. In the first place, the man was thor-

oughly wet, having been out iu a soaking rain for hours; iu the

next place he deliberately walked up and took hold of the wire

with his left hand while his right foot was resting on the rail.

The only marks on the body were ^^here the wire had burned
his fingers and hand, and a hole in the bottom of his right foot

eler and placed at au actute angle through the metal of the

rail. As may be seen from the illustration, the liole is drilled

where the web and lower tiauge join, affording an exceiitioiially

large area of contact.

The company recognized tliat perfect bonding could iicit be

done by hand, and drilling machines were devised to do tlie work

quickly and accurately. The second illustration represents the

drilling machine attached to the rail and the third shows the

drills iu position to bore holes for two bonds at the same time,

the drills being driven by a small portable motor. By means of

this apparatus in re-boudiug. holes may be drilled, reamed and

bonds put in place within two minutes. This method also re-

quires the disturbance of less paving than any other. After the

lioles are drilled they are reamed to a taper of % in. per ft.

The tei'uiinals of the bonds are coned to the same taper and

rolled to true surface, insuring perfect contact. The "Columbia

Protected" bond of the Harrington Company is widely adopted

in foreign countries, as well as at home. The Middleslirough.

Stockton & Thoruaby Klectric Tramways, the latest and best

system in Kuglinid, used the "Columbia" bond exclusively.

Xegotiutioiis have beeu coiuiileled between the city council

of Vienna and Siemens & Halske, of Berlin, whereby the city

is to acquire the liamways and lease them to a new company

for a term of 25 years for a rfntal of 40 per cent of the net

receipts. All the lines are to be equipped for electric traction.
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FAKE DAMAGE WORKERS CONVICTED IN

PHILADELPHIA.

September 29, two ineu who had attempted to defraud the Un-
ion Ti'action Compau.v, of Philadelphia, by preseutiug fake dam-
age claims, were eouvicted iu the tjuarter Sessions Court No. 1.

The trial revealed an iuterestiug set of eireumstances. The
actors iu the drama were William Myers, William II. Harris and
I'aul Phillips, but the latter was exonerated from any wrong-

doing, and, iu fact, it was due to his fidelity to the company that

the fraud was discovered.

Phillips is a conductor ou the South Nineteenth and Twentieth

streets branch of the company, and Myers and Harris are ex-em-

ployes. Phillips' was the convicting testimony. His story was
as follows: While in a down-town restaurant he met Myers, who
iu a general talk told him that the Traction Company was "easy."

and that he had successfully "worked" the company ou three dif-

ferent occasions by fake accident claims. >Iyers went on to un-

fold the scheme and to try and persuade Phillips to become a

party thereto. He suggested that he be permitted to board Phil-

lips' car and then "fall" off at a convenient place. A claim for

damages would be presented in due course, which the company

would readily settle without going into court, and the proceeds

would be divided.

Phillips let on he was iu sympathy with the scheme, but iu-

Hame of Charles Wilson. Myers, who "fell" from the car, kept

discreetly in the background during these proceedings.

After matters had progressed thus far warrants were issued,

and when arrested Harris was said to have remarked, "I expect-

ed it." In the course of his testimony Conductor Phillips said

that Myers and Harris seemed to have an ill-feeling for each
other, each secretly expressing his intention to get the better o^

the other. At one stage of the proceedings Phillips said Myer.s

told him that he thought they could get no more than $25 in set-

tlement of the claims. According to ilyers' arrangement he, Har-

ris and Phillips were to get $8 each, and the remaining dollar

was to be given to Myers' mother for the use of her house as thj

home of the injured mau, Charles Wilson.

I'hillips said it was not his purpose to become a party to the

conspiracy. He considered he owed it to his employers to protect

them against the deception, but neither personally nor under in-

structions from the company did he try to lead the other two men
ou to commit the crime.

Neither Myers nor Harris made any statement iu his own de-

fense although in answer to questions by the court after the ver-

dict they both insisted that Phillips had concocted the scheme
and induced them to become parties to it.

Myers was sentenced to one year, and Harris to nine months
in the County Prison. Phillips was jointly indicted with them,

but as to him the jury was instructed to return a verdict of not

guilty, which was done.

COMBINATION PASSENGER AND BAGGAGE CAR, CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY

stead he reported the matter to his superiors. He was ordered

to let affairs take their natural course. Some time afterward

Myers boarded Phillips' car late at night, and after ridiug some

distance he put his scheme into effect. At Nineteenth and Rit-

tenhouse streets he stepped from the car and "fell" to the street.

He directed Phillips to report the accident as having happeued to

"Charles Wilson, of 2210 South Clarion street," and he would get

his younger brother to play the part of Wilson, as he himself

might get tripped up.

After the report of the accident had been made at the office a

representative of the company called on the injured man. The

representative found the part of "Charles Wilson" was being as-

sumed by Harris, who presented a rather woebegone appearance,

with his head bandaged up, etc.

The matter then came into the hands of Sterling L. Rhoads, as-

sistant claims agent of the Traction Company. To Mr. Rhoads

Harris explained the nature of his injuries, said he was pre-

vented from following his usual labors, and expressed a willing-

ness to settle the case for $50, as he wanted to leave the city.

After some minor details had been gone through Harris was paid

$40, compromise sum, and signed a receipt and release in the

A FINE INTERURBAN CAR.

The Chicago & Mihvauke Electric Railway Company, whose
interurban line was described in the August Review, has

placed iu service some exceptionally tine cars. Thty are vcsti-

b lied cars of th^ convertible type, both for winter and summer
use, and built to be operated at high speed. The cars are 38 ft.

over all and mounted on Peckham standard 14 B double trucks,

equipped with two 50-h. p. motors. The pasienger coaches have

seating capacity for 40, while the combination passenger, ex-

press and baggage cars, such as shown in the illustratiou, will

seat 30 passengers besides having a compartment for express

and baggage. The cars are finished in solid cherry with bird's

eye maple ceiling and handsomely decorated, and are furnished

with reversible rattan seats. The entire equipment is painted a

royal blue with gold lettering, and the road will be known as the

"Royal Blue Line." The line Is completed from Waukegan to

Highland Park, but the work of constructing the line south-

wards is in progress, so that it will ultimately connect with the

Chicago systems. It Is expected that a good business, carrying

mail, parcels and express can be built up between the prosperous
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towns and snburlis tlinmgh wbioh the liue passi^s. This is the

road of wliicli A. C. Frost is vice-presirli'nt ami treasuriT; and

C. E. Loss ivas constructing engineer.

»-»-*

JOHN I. BEGGS ENTERTAINS CHICAGO
OFFICIALS.

On Septcnibi'r 25 a party of Chicago street railway offlL-ials toulJ

a special car for Milwanlice. on tlie invitation of John I. B?ggs,

general manager of the ililwauliee system. They arrived at 11

a. m.. and after a reception by the Milwaukee fraternity, board.

d

a special car and were taken out over the new Waukesha line to

I'ewankee Lake, a distance of 2G miles. The run was made in

(il minutes, which was splendid time considering the fact that

six miles were through city and town limits, and that of the re-

maining 20 miles scarcely any was yet ballasted, although large

crews are at work and will complete the ballasting this fall. On
tile outward trip a delightful lunch was served on the car by a

caterer in charge.

On arrival at the lake the party transferred to a cliartered

steamer and made a circuit of this beautiful lake, spending an

hoiu- and a half. The return trip was made in equally good

time, one stretch of si.x miles being covered in 11 minutes, and

IS miles in 34 minutes. This too. with no feeder wires, the trol-

frieuds will lung remember with grateful recolleitious. Ihe day

as one of the most delightful ever spent.

In the party from Cliicago were: G. A. Yuille, second vice-

president; F. L. Fuller, suiierintendent; Chief Engineer Carr and

Master Mechanic Bridges, of the West Chicago Street Railway;

T. C. Pennington, treasurer; George O. Xagle, superintendent; F.

E. Greene, secretary; and A. C. Heidelberg, assistant superintend-

ent, of the Chicago City Railway: J. K. Chapman, chief elec-

trician. North Chicago Street Railway; H. M. Sloan, general man-
ager and Chief Engineer Binkley, of the Calumet Electric Rail-

way; C. L. Leeds, secretary of the Suburban Railroad; AVm.

Walmsley, superintendent South Chicago City Railway; Mr. Wil-

son, J. C. George, and H. H. Windsor, of tha Review.

The Milwaukee gentlemen who met the party included John I.

Beggs, general manager; H. C. Payne, . vice president; T. K.

Mitten, general superintendent; H. C. Mackay, auditor; G. M.

Kummerlein, superintendent of transportation and O. M. Rau,

chief electrician, of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Company; C. F. Ptister. director in the Milwaukee road and

proprietor of the Ptister hotel; Herman Fa.k, E. A. Wurster, A.

H. Hoffman, and Superintendent Smith, of the Falk Company;
C. L. Jones, secretary of the Western Gtar Com] any.

C. D. Wyman. general manager of the New Orleans Traction

Compan.v, and E. E. Downs, of the Citizens" line, Oshkosh, were
also among the guests prosent.

THE LAWTON FENDER AS APl'LIED IN DENVER AND COLORADO SPRINGS.

ley wire supplying all the current. The car was a double truck

Barney & Smith, tinished in quarter sawed oak; e<iuipped with

one 35-h. p. motor on each axle, and Christensen air brake. One
of the most interesting incidents of the day was on the return

trip. The special was coming down the long grade, some two
miles, at full speed, on a stretch of straight track 8 miles long.

The regular car had dispatch order to sidetrack at the foot of the

grade to let the special pass. When three miles apart the two
cars were plainly visible to the occupants of each, approach-

ing at full speed; but so nicely were the orders timed and ex-

ecuted that the special did not reduce speed in the least; while

the regular made its switch, Ijacked off the main line, and the

switch was closed and signal given to proceed. The special was
within 300 feet of the switch when the signal was made, but

such was the eonfldence in the controlling apparatus of the car,

that only admiration was expressed for the precision with which
the operation was executed. Outside of city and town the line

Is over the conpany's own right of way, and is one of the best

constructed lines we have ever seen.

On return to Milwaukee the party divided, some going to

AVhiteflsh Bay on a private steam yacht, and the others by
special car, those going out by rail returning by water.
At 5:30 p. m. all assembled in a private dining room of the

Pflster, where Mr. Beggs had ordered an elaborate dinner. An
orchestra furnished music, and handsome floral decorations

adorned the table. From the moment of arrival to that of final

departure the daintily printed program was followed to the min-
ule. The day was one of the finest of the year, and Mr. Beggs,
who is aa ideal entertainer, had planned in advance for every-
thing which could possibly make his guests welcome, and these
arrangements were carried out in every detail. His Chicago

A COLORADO FENDER.

The fender shown in the illustration was designed and pat-

ented by Col. A. L. Lawton, secretary, treasurer and general man-
ager of the Colorado Springs Rapid Transit Company. The
cars of this company have been equipped with the fender for

more than a year, resulting in an estimated saving, based on
past experience, of .f20,000 in damage claims.

The fender is very simple and has proved cheap, efficient and
durable. In Denver the railway companies were compelled to

equip their cars with fenders, and a special committee was ap-

pointed by the council to investigate the merits of various car

fenders. After a number of tests the committee reported that

this fender was the best, and recommended its adoption as stanil-

ard in the city.

The Denver City Itailroad Company and the Denver Consoli-

dated Tramway Company have equipped their cars with it.

E. C. Baggs, general manager of the former company, wrote Mr.

Lawton that the ft>nder had given entire satisfaction on both

the cable and electric cars. The fenders used by the cable com-
pany are the form which go beneath the platfonn of the car.

C. K. Durbin, superintendent of the Tramway Company, said in

a letter to Mr. Lawton: "The chief points in your fender to us

are: 1. Its cheapness both as to construction and repairs. 2.

Its strength and durability. 3. Its lightness, weighing al)out 7lJ

lbs. We believe that you have devised an efficient, duraljle and

economical car fender which will attract the favorable attention

of street railway managers." It seems that this fender has been

so favorably received at home that its merits will certainly be

recognized elsevyhere.
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PARSONS PRESIDENT OF UNION TRAC-
- TION, PHILADELPHIA.

JEFFREY TIE HOIST.

The aunouuoemeut was made l)y J. Lowber Welsh, presiihnt

of the Uuiou Traction Company, a few <lays before the annual
meeting of tlie company Ibat lie would not stand for re-electiou

either as director or presi-

dent. .\lexander Balfour, a

large stockholder, and

HM \ George W. Elkins, were

I

both candidates for the

place on the board made va-

#•"• ^".^ ^BP^ eant by Mr. Welsh, liut at

the election on S'ept. L'1.

-|i<^ tliey both withdrew and Mr.

d-^Httfit^ ^^Vlsh ;ifter considerable
^i-^^^^^ urging consented to again

"""^ be ;i candidate and was re-

elected as was the rntir.'

lioard.

September liO, .the l)ca;'d

^^^^^^^^^ met and chose .Tohn H. Par-
^ i^^^^^^Ktf sons ])resident and Cieorge

\)k iWU^^^^m '^'' ^^idener, vicr-preside..t.

>A '^^IIKF^IlSr At this meeting Mr. Wtl<li

resigned as president and

director; George W. Elkins

succeeded him as a director.

J. B. PARSONS. rpjij, ,.j,p(,i,t fo^. tije fi<,,..,ii

>Tar eliding June 30, LstLS, sliows a profit of $L!4,(;2(J as against a

deticit of $851,934 for the preceding year, a result due partly to

gain in earnings and partly to increased economy in operation.

The statistics of the year's business, with a comparison with

the results for the preceding 12 months, are:

Increase.

Number of passengers carried 238,9i;9,3.j3 10,830 59

j

Receipts .$10,860,512.55 $4T9,.527.42

Olieratiug exiienses 4,456,375.26 *493,475.1S

Total $6,404,167.29 $073,C02.(;0

Miscellaneous rec'ts, interest, etc. . 110,895 04 11,264.10

Total $6,515,062.33 .$984,206.70

Licenses and taxes, prl and accru'd 894,737.39 *18,652.10

Total $5,62(J 321.94 $1,002,918.9.-.

I''i.\ed charges, p,-iid and accrued.. . 5,595,704,30 126,363.54

Net earnings $24,620.58 $876,555.41

•Decrease.

The operating expenses amounted to 41.03 per cent of the re-

ceipts. Including licenses and taxes in the operating expenses,

tlie i)roportion was 49.27 per cent.

The treasurer's statement shows that the receipts from passen-

gers aggregated $10,849,124.44, or 4.54 cents per passeuger. The

pay rolls for the year footed up $3,349,402.38, and the operation

and construction accounts required $1,528,714.67.

.John B. Parsons, the new president of the comi:any, has bi'en

vice-president and general manager since January, 1897, and to

his able management is largely due the fact that there is this

year a surplus instead of a large deficit. Mr. Parsons began his

street railway w'ork in Philadelphia and remained there until

1887, when he removed to Chicago to become vicc-iiresident and

general manager of the West Chicago Street R.ailroad, where he

remained for 10 years, until he returned to Philadelphia.

We join Mr. Parson's host of friends in -svishing his continued

success.

•-•-•

Tlie Rock River Construction Company has taken the contract

to build the Rock River Electric Railway connecting Rockford,

the county seat of Winnebago county. 111., with Oregon, the

county seat of Ogle county; the distance is about 20 miles.

Tlie accompanying reproductions from photograplis illustrate

ail important labor saving device made by the Jeffrey Manufact-

uring Company, of Columbus, O., w'hich is extensively applied in

tlie industry of preparing railway ties and putting them on the

market.

This hoist is a conveyor, constructed with a roller chain carry-

ing spurs at intervals and running in a shallow trough' and con-

sists of two sections, the first extending from the Kanawha
river to tlie top of the steep bank, a distance of about 12.j ft., and

JEl-FREV TIE HOIST,

the second, from the upper end of the first, a distance of 250 ft.

on the level and parallel with a railroad track.

The ties are floated down the river and gathered into a boom at

the foot of the hoist, which extends into the water a sufficient

distance to admit of tlie floating ties being placed on the spurs

of the moving chain. At the top of the bank the ties are deliv-

ered to the second section automatically and conveyed to the cars

<iu which tliey are loaded with but little effort.

The use of the roller chain for this service reduces the friction

i<i the minimum and insures the long life of the wearing parts.

.\ small crew of men can handle from .800 to £H)0 ties per hour.

The illustrations show the incline section from the river, the

loading platform with empty cars alongside and the same plat-

form after the cars have been loaded.
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OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE ACCOUNTANTS'
CONVENTION.

Sccrelary W. K. Brockway has issueil his offit-ial. verbatim

npoit of the recent couventiou of the Street Railway Accoiim-

fints' Association of America ami uotwithstjuulins the fact thai

the report is a volume of lti2 pages of small tjTe, 't "f"* <"

members just 30 days from the close of the meeting.

The book contains, by vote of the association, a very hand-

some portrait of President Willson, which is given additional

value by the personal autograph of that gentleman. The typo-

graphy, arrangement, headings and classification make the re-

I\irt not only a most valuable collection of Information and ex-

periences, but is made available for ready reference by a most

conscientious index. Secretary Brockway has certainly pei-

formed the no easy task not only in highly creditable mannei-,

but as satisfactory as it is prompt,

Inasmuch as much of the discussion was of a nature neces-

'.irily more or less confidential it was decided not to allow its

publication by the press, but it all appears in the official report

nud constitutes a veritable mine of information for the street

railway a(-conntant. Each copy of the report is numbered and

registered to a member's name, and can only bi> obtained by

members for their personal and exclusive use. This arrangi-

ment, while perfectly just and desirable, need not deprive any

legitimate street railway from securing a copy, as thfr meui-

bership dues have been placed very low—$10 per year. We do

not hesitate to remark that it is an investment whiili will more

than repay every road in the country.

On page 130 where rresideut-elect Calderwood is escorted to

the chair, he begins his remarks with the unusual salutation

•'Lady and Gentlemen"; this, however, is no misprint, and was a

graceful tribute to the one lady member present. At the end

of the ! port are bound in a number of inquiry blanks whicli

may be used by members should any question arise as to how

to charge any item not covered in the standard classification.

Tliese blanks can easily be filled in and when forwarded to the

chairman of the permanent committee, C. N. Duffy, will re-

ceive a prompt response.

The report as a whole is a credit to tlie Association, but its

examination cannot fail to impress tlie reader with the enonuous

amount of work performed both by the convention and its

(oiiimittees, but also the imperative need and lar.ge scope ot

usefulness of the organization.

As we go to press we learn that apiilirations for membersliip

have been received from the following:

The North Hudson County Railway Company, Hoboken, N. .7.

The Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Klectric Railway Com-

pany, Racine, Wis.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, New York, N. Y.

IMPORTANT HEATER DECISION.

Tlie recent decision of the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals in the suit for infringement brought by the Excelsior

Heater Company, of Chicago, against the Bates Machine Com-

pany, of .Foliet, is of great interest to steam users. Briefly stated.

:he facts of the case are these: The Bates Machine Company
was manufacturing a feed-water heater after the design of T. J.

(ookson protected by Letters Patent No. 542.331; the Excelsior

Heater Comjiany, on the other hand, used in the construction of

its heater the designe of C. E. Ferreira, covered by Patent No.

400,319.

The infringement was alleged by the Excelsior Heater Com-

pany under three claims of its patent which specified a com-

bination of a steam chamber with a steam inlet, a water ohain-

her with a water inlet, and a settling chamber with connec-

tions thereto. The infringemeni: was alleged to consist not only

of copying the arrangement of these chambers in the construc-

tion Init also of utilizing the steam chamber as an oil separator

and providing means for carrying the oil away, notwithstand-

ing the fact that no mention was made of such a function In

the Ferreira tpatent and notliiug more than a small pet cock in

a steam inlet pipe outside of the heater, that could by the most

sdruit reasoning be regarded as oil outlet, was shown in any

drawing on which the patent was founded.

In the lower court Judge Grosscup held that the Cookson

heattr was an infringement because of the similarity of the

arrangerjenl of the three chambers to those described in the

Ferreira. patent, which he upheld on the ground that the steam

inlet chamber was larger than those of previous inventions and

hecaiise the heater had gone into more general use.

The Court ot Appeals reversed the decision and the opinion,

delivered by .Judge Woods, ridiculed the pretensions of the

Excelsior Heater Company regarding its steam chamber, dechn-

iug the evidence showed that the alleged oil separating function

was not even thouglit of when the patent was obtained; further,

that the eidargement of the steam chamber and its combination

or con,uct;ou with the water chamber was, in fact, not a nov

elty at all luit a copy of prior inventions. There are a number

THE COOKSON HEATER, MADE BY THE BATES MACHINE COMPANY,

JOLIET, ILL.

of otiier improvements in the heater manufactured by the Bates

Macliiuo Company that were not touched upon at the hearing.

The Cookson heater is one that has exceptional advantages

fioni every standpoint. The steam on entering the middle

chamber is at once relieved of oil in it, and then it passes

around either side of the oil separating plate and into another

expansion chamber where another plate .separates the mois-

ture from the steam, which then discharges to the atmosphere

or to heating system. Water is admitted at the top of the

heater and discharges into a spray box, from which it falls

tbrougli ihe steam and is thoroughly healed. The supply of
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v.-!lli;i' is aiiluuiatlcally rcfjulatt'd by a float which opens ami

clrsos tl!i' inlet valve. The heater is so desigued aud constructc<I

lliat it is oxceediugl.v duralile, eau be readily cleaned in an hour,

can be (akcu to pieces T\itli a monkey wrench without breaking;

ti'i- exhaust inlet or outlet cuuuectious and gives a temperatun-

of axi to 1!12 degrees without back pressure. The sectional view

ir.dicates very clearly the arrangement and detail of construi

-

tion of tln' heater.

DETROIT BOGUS TICKET CASE.

Uecently it was discovered that counterfeit street car tickets

were being turned in to the Citizens' Street Railway Company,

of Detroit. Conductors W. O. Martin and Alexander Dow and

John Cochrane, a motornian, were prosecuted for handling thi'

tickets and Martin was convicted. It was developed that 30,000

of tliese tickets were printed in Chicago. Superintendent Grant

and a detective came to this city and ferreted out the engraver

and printer of tlie tickets. Rudoipli Leuert, a journeyman en-

graver, aud J. M. Moore, a printer, were arrested. They claimed

that the work was dons on an order signed by the company

and brought by a negro from Detroit, but were not able t(j

])roduce the order. This is a very important case, aud it seems

that the coufpany has taken such energetic steps in the prose-

culiim that all the guilty parties will be brought to justice.

BARRET JACKS INFRINGED.

The Duff Manufacturing Company, of Allegheny, Ta., manu-

facturer of the Barret patent jacks has been obliged to resort

to legal proceedings to prevent infringements. The circuit court

of the United States for the western district of Michigan, .fudge

Severens. has granted a preliminary injunction restraining the

Kalamazoo Velocipede & Car Company from making and selling

the Barret patent jacks, as made by tlie Duff .Manufacturing

Company.

REORGANIZATION AND CONSOLIDATION
IN NEW ORLEANS.

On October 1 were made public the plans of the various parties

in interest providing for the winding ui) of the New Orleans Trac-

tiouCompany. aud the consolidation of the Crescent City Railroad

Company, with the Xew Orleiins City & Lake Railroad Company,

this latter name being retained. The New Orleans Traction Com-

pany was organized in December, 'iS'J'2, with a capital stock of

$2,5110,000 preferred and .$.j,0OO,00O common, and l.-ased the prop-

erty of the two roads named which it has since op?rated. It con-

tracted in return for controlling interests in the stock and bonds

of the two companies to furnish the roads with electrical equip

nient and with 50-year franchises on the expiration of existing

ones.

Many ditliculties were encountered in developing the enterprise;

the improvements proved more expensive than was anticipated,

and the panic of 1893 made it necessary to raise funds at a sacri-

fice. In the end the company had to borrow $1,500,000, on its

stock in the two leased roads. It was necessary later to suspend

the payment of interest and hence the reorganization.

The solvency of the City & Lake and the Crescent City com-

panies was not affected by the troubles of the Traction Company,

since the affairs of each corporation were kept entirely separate,

the old organization being retained and the earnings being kept

in the respective banks of deposit. The interest on tiie bonds of

the two companies has been regularly paid, and the City & Lake

bonds have been a favorite investment, because it was well un-

derstood that they occupied an iniijregnable position, no nialtcr

wh.-it might happen lo the Traction Compan.v, since the earnings

of that road were largely in exi'css of its fixed charges. The

Crescent City road, having the same Ip.uidi.l debl as the City iV

Lake, but with 10 miles less of Hack, had ij)Uch less earning

power, and, therefore, sailed much <-loser lo the wind. On the

other hand, the Crescent City traversed tlie newer portions of the

town, .ind was believed to have much more margin of expansion;

but recent events liavf been distinctly unfavurabii' to a fair tost

of that kind.

It is the purpose of the reorganization to make one corporation

of the whole business and thus secure much greater economy of

operation. Under this plan the bonds of the City & Lake road

will remain untouched as a first lien on the lines of the company.

Tile Crescent City bonds, the interest reduced to 5 per cent per

amium for five years, will retain their present liens on the lines

of that company, aud in addition a second lien on the lines of thL-

City & Lake, winch will make them an umiuestioned security.

The stockliolders in the Traction Company will have to stand an

assessment of $(! per share on the juvferred, and $3 per share on

the common, for whicli they will receive preferred stock in the

new corporation. The holders of the collateral trust notes of the

Traction Company receive 100 per cent in tlie preferred stock of

Hie new corporation and .50 per cent in common. The minority

stockholders of the City & Lake receive 110 per cent in preferred,

aud 25 per cent in common. The holders of Crescent City stock

receive 100 per cent in common stock of the new company.

^^hat loss occurs will fall upon the New York and Louisville

owners, principally.

F£NDER FOR NORTH CHICAGO RAILROAD.

An ordinance was passed by the Chicago city council requiring

fenders to be placed on all street cars by September 1. but the

time was inadequate for this work and an extension was agreed

uiwn. (iencral Manager Roach, of the North Chicago Street Rail-

road Company, concluded that a home-made fender would serve

the purpose very well. V. T. Lynch designed the fender illus-

trated, which has beeu adopted as standard for the calde cars.

The'two S-shaped pieces at the sides are of % by 3-iu. spring

steel. Across the top is a 2-in. angle iron and the bottom is con-

nected by a strip % b.v 2 in. Between the two side pieces are 23

spring steel strips % b.v 1 in., which are bent in an S shape on the

same form as the side pieces, and cold riveted to the frame. Tht>

FENDER FOR NORTH CHICAGO STREET RAILROAD.

two side pieces are braced as shown. Two brackets ?4 by 2 in. arc

bolted underneath the platform and extend in front of the buffer.

Two holes in the angle iron correspond to the position of the

brackets, from which the fender is hung. One chain at each side

connects tlie fender with tlie truck frame so that it is held at the

proper height above tlie track. The cross bar in front is covered

with a 2-iii. four-iily rubber hose which acts as a cusliion when

anylliing is sini.-l; and 1h-1p< llif feiid.r I., ride over any small ob-

slruclions.

•I'hc fciidir ,Mends in tiniii of 111.' buffer 24 in. aud is held

alioul :', ill. above Ihc I link. The design of the fender is such

llial wlifZ r <i iibstacle is struck the fender is forced down nearer

111.' Hack, !• tliat it would be exceedingly ditticult for it to pass

,>vi'i- any living tiling. About 00 grip cars have been equipped

with these fenders, all of which have been made in the repair

shops of the company.
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TIE PLATES-BENEFITS AND RESULTS
TO BE OBTAINED FROM THEIR USE.

From the report of a committee, consisting of W. J. Prindle, J. L. Single. Henry

Ware and Edward Marshall, presented before the i6th annual convention of the

Roadmasters' Association of America, Denver, Col., September, 1898.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

l'"irst—That tie plates be used always iu prefefeiice to rail

braces for greater safety and higher economy.

Second—That tie plates be used on all ties where the life

of the tie is limited by the cutting or sawing action of the rail.

Third—That tie plates be used on all tics whose life is lim-

ited on account of the destruction caused by spike killing.

Fourth—That tie plates with soft ties be used in pretc;reuco

to hard ties without any plates, when the natural life of tho

soft tie is equal to or greater than the natural life of the hard

tie, cost being equal.

Fifth—That the only plate used be one which becomes prac-

tically part of the tie.

Sixth—That as a tie plate is intended to prevent tlie cutting

action of the rail flange across the wood fibres of the tit-, the

plate used should not itself cut such fibres and should prevent

the rail from cutting them.

Se\enth—That a tie plate, having sufBcitut thickness to resist

luukling, sand wear and rust, during the natural life of I lie tie,

should be used.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

A lie plate is a thin piece of metal, placed beneath the rail

and on top of the tie, with the object of preventing the latter

being destroyed by the action caused by the movement of the

former. It is not a rail chair, but is distinguished from the lat-

ter in being thin and light and often having a less bearing sm--

face on the tie than the base of the rail would did it bear on the

tie. The first patent on a tie plate proper was obtained in 1871.

This was circular and had three teeth below it, but it did not

come into extensive use. Several other patents were issued

TVPES OF TIE PLATES.

from time to time, but none of them, so far as we are aware,

was ever put into practical use. The first Servis tie plate was

invented in the 'BO'S and shortly afterwards put into use on a

small scale. This was abandoned for an improved one, and this

latter w^as soon put into use on the Manhattan Klevated Kail-

road, iu New York, where such a device was badly needed to

preserve the expensive ties in use and to economize the diflicult

lie renewals. Later came the C. A. C. plate. (See Fig. 1); then

the Goldie two-flanged plate, and shortly afterwards the Sei-vis

four-flauged (see Fig. 2) and shoulder plate was put on the mar-

ket; then the Goldie claw plate (Fig. 3) and later the Wolhaupter

arch and girder tie plate (see Fig. 4) and the Fox tie plate were

put into commercial use. (See Fig. 5.) Many patents have been

secured on tie plates, but the aforementioned ones are those

which have been in use extensively, or are now in practical use.

FORCES OK I«ADS APPLIED TO PLATES.

First.—As a wheel rolls over a rail each tie is loaded consecu-

tively, and the ballast compressed. The rail bends and takes an

undulatory, wavy motion, or lever motion; the portion ahead and

behind the wheel being higher than at the wheel. When the

loads are heavy and the rails light, and ballast poor, the action

is excessive. Fig. 6 shows this condition magnified. When the

wheel is between two ties having plates on them one edge of

each plate is loaded. This has a tendency of raising or loosen-

ing tlie other edge of the plate, and at the same time causing

the tie to churn—the wider tlie plate the greater this tendency

is—and it is, therefore, apparent that a narrow plate is the best

to resist these forces. This rising and falling of a light rail on

a plate allows also small particles of sand to enter between the

rail and the plate, which thus becomes an abradant, producing

an injurious action on both rail and plate, if continued for any

long period, and it would, therefore, appear that particularly

where the rails are light some means should be provided for

the excluding of this sand. '-^

Second.—Another loading comes directly from the rail and is

of a compound nature, which is the chief source of tie destruc-

tion. This load is illustrated iu Fig. 7, which shows a wheel,

rail and plate. The wheel flange is bearing sideways against

the rail head, caused by the centrifugal force when it passes

around a curve, or from the sway of the train. This force is

shown by arrow marked A. The tread of the wheel is also bear-

ing vertically down upon the head, shown by arrow marked B,

and these two forces applied to the head of the rail produce a

resultant force, shown by arrow marked C, through the rail

which strikes the plate at a point marked D, near the outer

edge of the rail flange. At D it is resolved into its two compo-

nents again, with the result that there is a lateral force equal to

A tending to slide the rail on the plate and widen gage, and

with the vertical force B tending to press the plate into th^

tie and crush the fibres. This vertical force B will be found to

be always greater than the lateral force A. This can easily be

determined by taking the common rule for obtaining the centrif-

ugal force: Assuming the known extreme weight of a car or

engine wheel and the velocity with which this wheel passes

around a curve of small radius, even in a case where the speed

is high and the radius short, the vertical force will be four

times the lateral.

Considering now the relative merits of a tie plate and a rail

brace to withstand these forces on a curve, it will be seen that

in the case of the rail brace the small lateral force against the

head is resisted by the upper portion of the rail brace and is

taken care of by it, but as the vertical force is applied near the

edge of the outer flange of the rail, this flange soon cuts into

the wood and abrades it and allows the outer flange to become

lower than the inner one and carries down with it the upper

edge of the rail brace, tilting up the outer end; all as shown

iu Fig. 8.

Considering now a properly designed tie plate in place of a

rail brace, we find that the great vertical force applied near

the edge of the outer flange of the rail is taken care of by the

plate and distributed over the tie beneath the plate and pre-

vents the outer flange from cutting into the tie and canting the

rail; but it is clear that to properly distribute this loading from

the edge of the outer flange there should be more metal in the

plate beyond the outer flange than beyond the inner one. The

small lateral force causes the rail to slide outwardly on the plate,

but this is prevented by the spike or shoulder outside of the

rail, and as the plate ties the inside spike to the outer one the

inside spike therefore also resists this tendency of the rail to

widen gage; consequently, if there are as many spikes through

the tie plate as there would be through the rail brace the tie

plate will prevent this lateral motion of the rail just as thor-

oughly as the rail brace would; but, as shown aljove, it also

prevents the rail canting, which the rail brace cannot do. It is,

therefore, very clear that a tie plate is much better than a
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rail brace, aud a tie plate willi more metal beyuml the outer

Uauge than beyond the inner one, is better than one which is

equal at both ends. It is evident, of course, that the more metal,

or shoulder, there is placed on top of the plate outside the outer

flange of the rail the longer such metal will resist the wear from

the lateral force, and as a continuous flange from edge to edge of

the plate will give the most metal, such a flange would appear

to be the most desirable, other things being equal, than a single

spike, or even two spikes, particularly where the lateral force is

extreme. However, there are many millions of plate in use,

doing excellent service, without any shoulder, and there are diffi-

culties, also, in shimming such shoulder plates in winter.

The above excellent features of a tie plate on a curve also

exist on tangents, but to a smaller degree. On tangents there

is not only the great vertical force from the wheel, but there is

more or less lateral force produced by the swaying of the train,

trucks skewed out of level, etc., so that the tendency of all

rails on tangents is to take an outward cant as well as on curves.

This outward cant means widening of gage. This again means
increased sway of the train, which again reacts upon the rail.

If rail braces are used the tie must be constantly adzed to bring

the rail to the perpendicular, the rail brace must be removed
aud again re-spiked, thus spike killing the tie, and all necessi-

tating the spending of a great deal of time and labor.

EEPORTS FROM PBACTICAL EXPEBIENCE.

In order to obtain, as far as possible, reports of the compara-

tive merits of the different tie plates used side by side in track,

as well as the general experience with the use of any one kind

of tie plate, a circular letter was sent out to a large number
of roadmasters and supervisors of our important railroads in

different portions of the country asking answers to a number uf

questions as to the cost and value of tie plates, which is the

best type, etc.

From tlie replies to the committee (which are given in full in

the report), it appears that the cost is variously put at % to 9-1(5

per cent per plate, V/j, to 2 cents per plate, 1 cent per plate, -i to 1

cent per plate, 2 cents per tie, 4 cents per tie.

They are said to increase the life of yellow pine ties from

two to three years, and cedar and chestnut from three to Ave

years. One superintendent states that the life of ties on curves

has been nearly doubled. Another states the life of ties on

curves is greatly lengthened, but that none will lengthen the

life of a white oak tie on a tangent. The plates with longitu-

dinal flanges are thought by some to lengthen the life of the

ties more than those with cross flanges; others fail to note a

difference. There is a large saving in track labor.

The gage is maintained easier and better when tie plates are

used, and we can maintain much flrmer bearings between rails

and ties than would be possible without the use of tie plates.

Tie plates practically eliminate the labor of re-gaging or adzing

to tura I'aii. Where sand is used freely the particular damage is

due to softening of the wood, caused by the moisture held by

the sand around the ties at the rails. In order to get the full

benefit of the plate at such places it is important that the sand

be kept below the base of the rail and the top of the tie be

kept dry.

It might be well to state in general the benefits to lie obtained

from the use ot tie plates.

First:—They prevent the tie from being cut by the rail and

tlius preserve the tie.

a. Renewals in ties are rediiced.

b. Level of track is maintained.

c. Adzing to maintain rail vertical is avoided.

d. Cost of track labor is reduced.

Second.—The rail is held vertically, and lluis—

a. Safety of operation is increased.

b. Gage is maintained.

Third.—The inside spikes help to maintain gage in ailditimi

to the outside spikes.

a. They dispense with rail braces.

b. Prevent the rail rolling.

c. Maintain gage by preventing the rail rolling.

A number of ties with tie plates in them were submitted with

the report.

To obtain, as far as possible, .satisfactory information relative

In the manner of placing plates, and the cost, together with thr

number sold, this committee addressed a letter to the various

luauufucturers of tie plates, with inquiries as follows:

First.—Total number of jilates you have sold to. say .luly 1.

Second.—Total number of plates sold during the past year.

Third.—AVill you kindly say the manner in which you recom-

mend that your plates be applied?

Fourth.—What the cost of applying plates is, from your own
experience in placing them by your recommended manner, in

both hard and soft ties.

To questions No. 1 and 2 the manufacturers declined to

answer definitely. To question No. 3 we find that some ot the

manufacturers send out printed instructions, which are quite

lengthy, but which can be obtained by applying for them. These

instructions indicate that the different styles of plates should

be applied in different manners to obtain the best results. As

to the fourth question, tlie manufacturers reply that their esti-

mate of the cost of applying their plates varies with the plate

and style of tie, from substantially nothing for the application

to the soft wood tie, up to four-tenths of a cent for a hard

wood tie.

From the above facts and our investigation it would appear

that the different forms mentioned have their good points, and

there is no question but that tie plates have become most im-

portant features of track equipment, and will remain so. They

are especially valuable on sharp curves, soft wood ties under

heavy traffic and on heavy grade, also in tunnels and yards and

at platforms, under street crossings, and anywhere ties are

liable to remain wet or become soft.

PECULIAR ACCIDENT AT ST. LOUIS.

About half past five on the morning of September 17 a car of

the Lindell Railway Company, of St. Louis, left the track at the

corner of Taylor and Cottage

6 '

If
-"; f

'

- avenues. The car was running at

Fi ./'^^^'^T^li:-—
^^^ '"^^ speed and on leaving the

|^^^^^&^^Rr\' ^ track crossed the street and side-
"* "^ walk and struck the front r.f a

drug store which was in its path;

the momentum of the car forced it

half way into the store, wrecking

the front and some of the show
cases.

The drug store was not opened
for business at that hour and no

one was inside. There were two passengers on the ear, both of

whom escaped by jumping; the motorman was caught between
the dash and the body of the car but suffered only slight cuts and
bruises and was able to extricate himself.

CHANGES IN LOS ANGELES.

.V syndicate comprising C. T. Huntington, H. E. Huntingion. I.

W. Ilellman, Antoine Borel and Christian de Guigne, all of San
Francisco, has obtained full control ot the Los Angeles Railway
Company, the Main & Fifth Streets Railway Company, and th.'

Main Street & Agricultural Park Railroad Company, and a consol-

idation and reorganization will doubtless follow so3U.

The Los Angeles Railway Company has never been on a paying,
basis, though retaining its financial ability far enough to keep
out of a receiver's hands. The road was reorganized in IS!).')

when it took its present name. There is a bond issue of .f3,Ono.-

iiiiO and a floating debt of about .$400,000. The Main Street &
Agricultural Park road has a funded debt of about .$12.=i,a00.

It is stated that F. W. Wood, the general manager, will con-

tinue to have the management of the new system, while H. E.

Huntington will represent the new owners in the executive ca-

pacity.
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FOREIGN FACTS.

riiL- li'alUc (111 I he new Waterloo & City Hailway, Louaon,

lias been above oxpoctations. nearly im.Ofio boins carried durins

the fii'St week's operation

Tlie Lancasliire Light Railway Conniany lias applieil to the

Liaht Railway Comniissiouers for a permit to construct an

electric railway from Liverpool to St. Helens and Trescot.

The first seotion of the famous .Tungfrau electric railway has

been completed and opened for traffic. The construction is very

slow and difficult and tlie summit of tlie mountain will not be

readied until 1004.

Liverpool is construeiing; an experimental trolley to determine

if that system is adapted to the needs of the city. The appro-

priation (if $2rin.n00 has been increased to ^42."),000 to allow for

a lunger line tlian was at first contemplated.

]( is stated tliat an English company has been formed to con-

struct au electric railway 4.5 miles long crossing the frontier

of Italy and Switzerland over the Great Saint Bernard Moun-

tain from .V(i'<ta to Martigny at an estimated cost of .$.3,000,000.

The construction work on the Baker Street & Waterloo Rail-

way is being pushed rapidly. This underground railway will be

a little over 3 miles long and will make connections with the

Central London. Metropolitan District, and tlie Great Central

Railways.

In Leeds the street cars, instead of stopp'"g a* every street

corner to take on passengers, will have certain prescrilied sta-

tions where the cai's will stop and at no others. In this way a

better schedule will be maintained witliout great inconvenience

to the patrons.

The Calcutta Tramways Company has been granted a new

franchise for 30 years providing electric traction is adopted,

at least five miles of additional track be laid in ISO.S. and alt

the plant, rolling .ttock, etc., be converted for the introduction

of electric'ty.

.\u electric railway between Stanz and Engelberg. Switzer-

land, will soon be opened. The line will be 11 miles in length,

pari of wiiich has a grade of 25 per cent and upon which a rack

and pinion system wil be used. A water power will supply

alternating currents for the system.

Tiie two sections of the electric railways in Ilalifa.v. Kngland,

have been in operation for eight weeks. The average weekly

receipts amount to .^L.'ittO and the cost, including interest and

sinking fund, .fS.W. This lias been so profitaide that tlie munici-

pality has made preparation for extensions.

A contract for the constructioii of a 30,000-h. p. water power
plant at Shawiuegan Falls, on the St. Maurice river, has been

let to Barry, Ross & SIcRae, of Niagara Falls, Ontario. Thi.s will

be the greatest power development in Canada and the current

will 1)0 transmitted to Three Rivers and other cities in Quebec.

Glasgow is vacillating over the tramway question. Although

extensive investigation was made in Europe and America a
resolution was lately introduced in the council inviting all those

who had gas, oil, air or other motors to submit their motors for

trial. One short line is being equipped for testing the trolley

system.

Short electric underground railways built by different com-
panies constitute the only form of traction that is acceptable in

London. Another company has been fonned to constnict 5i/i

miles of sucli road from Victoria to Cricklewood, with stations

at lialf-milc intervals and connections with the other undot-

grouiid rciids wliieli it intersects.

'I'lie central poHcr statiun for tlie (4ectric railways in .Madrid

is approaching comiiletion. Although the Spanish have no great

liking for things American, yet they evidently recognize the

superiority of American niachiuer.v. The two SOO-h. p. engines

are furnisiied b.v E. P. -Mils, the boilers by Habcock & Wilcox

and the el.x-trleal apparatus was all built in the T'nited States.

Electric railway construction is progi'essing with greater

rapidly in Berlin than any other European city. The lines

building and planned to be completed in the next four years

will provide the city Avitli ample transportation facilities. The
total nunilier of motor cars required will number 8.50, most of

which will be equipped with storage batteries to operate on

tracks where overhead wires are forbidden.

The electric railway system of Dover, one 2 mile line of

wliich was opened last September and the other one mile In

length being opened in December, has proved a profitable un-

dertaking. The receipts per car-mile have been 24.78 cents and

operating expenses 12.S2 cents. On an average .05 k. w. hour

was consumed per car-mile. After paying all expenses there

was a net prefit of )f0.500.

Two new electric railwa.v projects are in progress in South

.Vfrica. A franchise is about to be granted for an electric rail-

wa.v ill Johannesburg and extending 25 miles east along the

reef and the same distance west. A contract involving if4S,0(¥)

has been let for the street railwa.v construction in East London,

a Joliannesbnrg firm making the successful bid. This will be

increased hy .$0,000 by a proixised extension.

The steam tramways of Huddersfleld, England, have always

been operated at a loss and have proved to be a constant loss

to the municipality. The tramway manager and the borough

electrical engineer have reported favorably for adopting electric

traction on three of the lines, constituting fi.fi4 miles of single

track. A loan of .$2.">0.000 will be asked, of which about $100,000

will be expended on the propos(Hl trolley lines.

.•V large power station is in lie erected at Mainz. Germany,
by the South German Railway Company. This company will

convert the present street railwa.vs from horse to electric trac-

tion, and will construct two lines, one from Mainz to AViesbaden

and the other to Kastel and Eltville. One of the city lines is to

be operated by storage batteries and the other by the trolley.

It Is estimated that at least .$400,000 will be spent in the

changes.

The second electric line of the Bradford (England) municipal

tramways v,-as completed late in .\ugust. It is SVo miles in length

and has some steep grades, there being a total rise of G12 ft. and
one grade of ~ per cent. On September 1!) Barnuin & Bailey's

circus attracted a large crowd and the cars were heavily loaded.

The motorman of one of the cars descending the hill lost con-

trol of his car which jumped the track at the first curve and

ran into a stone wall. One passenger was killed and ,a

number seriously injured. It a)ipears from accounts that the

wlieels wuc sliding on the rails.

WASHINGTON LINE BUYS MORE CARS.

The Kckingron & Soldiers' Home Railway Company, Wash-
ington, D. C, is improving its service to provide for a rapidly

increasing business. Orders were placed this month for 88 ad-

ditional cars, of which 44 will be built by the American Car
Company, St. Louis, and 44 by the Laclede Car Company, of that

city. The Peckham Company will furnish 30 of the cars with

double trucks.
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HALF FARES.

H. M. l.ittell has been appointed general manager of the Fair-

mount Park Transportation Company, Philadelphia, and will also

hive full charge of the pleasure parks of the company.

Martin Brill and John A. Brill are now making their semi-annual

inspection of their steam railroad in Nova Scotia known as the Coast

Line Railway. Martin Brill is president and John A. Brill vice-

president.

The con.structiou of the electric transmission line of the South-

ern Californi.T, Power Company Is being pushed and on Septem-

ber 2S the wires were np from the power house in the Santa Ana
c.Tilon to Redlands.

The Lynchburg (Va.) Electric Railway & Light Company has

been granted an extension of its franchise for 40 years by the

city providing it entirely reconstruct its roadbed and overhead

work, and equip its lines with new cars.

The Westiughouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has

just issued two illustrated circulars. Catalog No. 200 is entitled,

"Generators and Rotary Transformers for Electrolytic Work."
and catalog No. 201, "Polyphase Inductor Generators."

September 27, a man giving his name as Paul Hall was arrest-

ed In the act of ste.aling some 3,000 ft. of insulated wire from the

Citizens' Electric Light Company, of Brooklyn. About a month
ago the Brooklyn Heights Railroad lost some wire in the .same

manner.

The motorraen, of the Citizens' Stret-t Raihvay Comp.any, of

Waco, Tex., demanded a reduction in working hours from 12 to

nine with the same pay per day. The president declined to

grant the reduction as the earnings would not justify s\ii h

action. A strike was ordered and new men took the places of

the strikers.

A compressed air plant is being built at West Twenty-fourth
and West streets to supply compressed air to 22 ears to run on
several of the cross town lines of the Metropolitan Traction

Company, New York. There will be four Babcock & Wilcox
boilers, each of 2.50 h. p. capacity, and one of the engines will be
a vertical cross-compound condensing Reynolds-Corliss, made by
the E. P. .\llis Company. The car trucks are of special design
and thesf, with the car bodies, will be furnished by the J. G.
F.rill Conipany. Paper wheels are to be tried under the cars
and L'lent care will be taken to have the cars run noiselessly.

I>uriug the past nine months the tratflc on the lines of

the West Chicago Street Railroad Company shows an increase
of 2.73 per cent over the corresponding mouths of last year.

With the exception of July, every montli of this year a larger

business was done than during the same month in 1897. The
following table gives the gross receipts for 1808 and 1S97:

Months. 1898. 1897. Increase.

January .$ 29G.G20.80 $ 277,9 ;C.(G .$'18,714.14

February 2(>9,4.")9.9S 2G1.592.,S3 7,867.15

-March 318.073.07 302 573 21 l.-,..500.4G

April 319,020.53 309 G84.34 9.93G.19

May 3.37.443.11 .335.429.GS 2.01.3.43

June .•UG.323.1G 3E8.521..33 7,801.83

July 349,.32.5.S4 351,509..30 »2.183.46

August 353,740.87 340,682.56 13.058.31

September 355,011.58 319,400.57 5.605.01

Totals .? 2,94.5,019..54 $2,867,306.48 !i!78.31.3.06

'Decrease.
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The Diamond Electric Company, of Cbicago. maile au as-

signment, September 2fl, to D. H. Roblin, for tlie lienefit of its

creditors.

Wendell & McDuffle, Xew England agents for the American
Rail .Toint & Manufacturing Company, report orders for 3C miles

of joints which are to be used on a new Massachusetts road.

Some of the Crouse-Hinds electric headlights have been put on
the cars of the Delaware (O.) Electric Street Railway, and both

the company and the public are highly pleased with them.

John AV. Baker, of the E. T. Burrowts Company, Portland.

Me., called at the Review office on his western trip. He reports

the sales of car curtains and materials made by his company
as vei-y good.

The Electrical Exchange, of Chicago, engaged in the business

of buying and selling second hand electrical apparatus, has as-

signed, without preferences, to L. O. Gilman. T. S. Lane was
president of the concern.

One of the Chicago supplymen had the following hurled at him

by a lady friend

:

"Why do rival street car companies resemble a cor.^itV"

"Because they reduce the fair."

An English engineer recently said in speaking of a certain pat-

ent, that "in this country (England) a patent is simply a license

to litigate;" which would indicate that the i at^nt system of Great

Britain is almost equal to our own.

At this season of the year most of the street railway com-

panies are getting heavier imiforms and, from the orders re-

fcived from various parts of the country liy F. H. Xewcoinb,

the cap manufacturer of Brooklyn, it looks as if the Neweomb
caps are standard.

Frank B. Stone, of 1201 Fisher building. Chicago, who is a

large dealer in lumber, has just closed a contract for 4.">0,000 rail-

road cross-ties for a southwestern road. While this is a steam
road, Mr. Stone is just as well able to fill an order for electric

railway ties as for steam road ties.

The New York office of the Electric Storage Battery Cunipauy
has doFed an order from the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany, of New York, for two batteries of 2..50I) k. w. each. They
are to be placed in the generating station for the regtdation of

loads and to use during the rush hours.

The Crane Company, of Chicago, has just issued a complete
pocket catalog of 423 pages, which shows the entire line of goods
made by it. Incorporated in it are tables of screwed and flanged
tittiugs and valves, and a number of pages of information use-
ful to mechanical engineers. A copy will be mailed to anyone in-

terested upon reciuest.

The Electric Railway Equipment Company has just issued a

very neat pole catalogue containing illustrations of everything
in poles, brackets and trimmings. A copy will be mailed upon
application. Their hustling eastern representative, Elmer P.
Morris, has deluged his company with pole orders from eastern
roads the last two weeks.

The Arbuckle Sugar Refinery, New York, which has some 7,000
h. p. in boilers, was among the list of "smoke nuisances"

n ported to the board of health. Investigation showed that the

smoke was due to the burning of sugar cane, leaves and wrap-
pings. AU the furnaces are fitted with American under-feed

stokers and when the fuel was changed to coal all signs of smoke
disappeared.

A. M. Kittredge, general manager of the Barney & Smith Car
Company, made the Review office a call when in Chicago re-

cently and advised us that his company is furnishing the equij)-

ment of the t nion Traction Company, of Anderson, Ind.. and is

filling additional orders from the Detroit, Ypsilanti & Ann Arbor,

and the Cripple Creek District roads. All these arc double truck

interurban cars.

The R. D. Nuttall Company, of Allegheny, Pa., has recently ap-

pointed the Electric Tramway Eciuipmont Company, 7 Great

Western building, Birmingham, Eng., its representative in the

British isles. The arrangement was concluded through Alfred

Wiseman, whom many will remember meeting at the Boston con-

vention, he having visited this country in the interest of the

Equipment Company.

The H. W. Johns Company is now c'.ear of the electric heating

controversy and reports business as being first rate. It has re-

cently taken a number of large order's, among whxh is one from

the Nassau road of Brooklyn for several hundred heaters. Street

railway managers appear to appreciate the decisions against the

.American and the Gold Companies and keep away from the lia-

bilit.v of suits for infringement.

George E. Pratt has been obliged to sever his connection with

file Jackson & Sharp Car Company owing to the fact that the

business of the other two concerns which he is representing,

Forsyth Brothers Company and the Ajax Metal Company, de-

mands his entire attention. The Forsyth Brothers Company's

liusiness has greatl,v increased in the east and Mr. Pratt is hav-

ing very good success in handling its goods.

Tile Standard I'aint Company reports the largest business with

street railway companies since the company was organized.

During the month of September the sales of insulating tapes

were four times as much as for any two months of 1897. With

lis well known line of commutator and field varnishes, electric

compounds, tape and motor cloths the company has as a cus-

tomer nearly every railway of account in the United States.

Gus. Suckow, general manager of the Vose Spring Company,

recently returned from a two weeks trip which was very suc-

cessful, he having taken lots of orders for the company's special

elliptic and rubber and iron cone springs. Among the larger

orders recentl.v filled by the Vose Spring Company are one from

J. M. Jones & Sons for 100 sets, and one from the Stephenson

Company for 50 sets. There are numerous orders for the special

elliptic springs.

Eugene Mnnsell & Co., of New Y'ork and Chicago, importers

and wholesale dealers in mica, report a very gratifying demand
for their India mica. This firm can-ies a large stock both in

New York and in Chicago and consequently is in a position to

fill all orders with great promptness, ilunsell & Co. were pion-

eers in the business of preparing mica for the electrical trade,

having sold the Edison Company in the SO's when it only needed

two armature winders.

In discussing the papers on "Electi-ie Traction'' before the

Municipal Electrical Association. England. E. Trcmlett Carter (of
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the "Electncian") stated that he had spent some months in the

United States and had an opportunity of examining wliat had

Ijeen done in electric traction, and that there were hundreds

and thousands of cast-we!d Joints on American raiis \vhi( h stood

the climatic conditions perfectly well, and moreover obviated the

necessity of copper bonds.

The American Rail Joint & Manufacturing Company, of Cleve-

land, has received au order from Mayer & Englund, of Philadel-

phia, for joints for nearly .30 miles of track. The American
joints have been in constant use on many roads in the west, and
from reports are making a favorable impression in the eastern

states. The American joint dispenses with the constant ex-

pense of supplying new nuts and bolts and tightening the

joints.

Recent orders fur tandem compound engines taken by the

Phoenix Iron Works Company, Meadville, Pa., were live en-

gines for the Park Row building. New York City, aggregating

1,000 h. p., all direct connected; Laughliu & Co., Ltd., Pittsburg,

two 300-h. p. compound condensing direct connected engines;

Standard Oil Company, New York City, two 250-h. p. compound
condensing engines, belted. In addition to these orders are en-

tered for quite a number of simple direct connected engines.

The American Improved RailJoiut Company, TSVJ to 132'J Mo
nadnock block, Chicago, has recently received a large order for

cast-welcling the track of the Toledo Traction Comiiany, and also

an additional order frou the Xorlh Chicago Stroet Railroad. A.

S. Littletield, the pi/M'i'f nt of the company, is vtry much gratilied

at the success with n-h.ch the company has met. and advises us

that the prospects are very good for more orders in the near

future.

The Manstield & Norton Street Railway, near Boston, has or-

dered some of the new "Duplex" cars like the one ixhlLit d at the

convention of the American Street Railway Association in Bjsiou

last month, and a great deal of interest is being taken in this new
style of car. With this car perfected as it has been, the street

railways may not henceforth use the double equipment to as

great an extent as formerly, as this car protects its passengers in

any and all conditions of weather.

The Christensen Engineering Company issued a tiuely illustr.u-

ed catalog on the Christensen air brake system, especially for

the Boston convention. The arrangement is very attractive, the

cars with the air brake equipment being illustrated on one page

and a testimonial from one of the railway otiicials appearing on

the opposite page. The list includes the interurbaus running on I

of Cleveland, the elevated lines in Chicago and Brooklyn, the

Niagara Falls roads, the Criple Creek District Railway, the Mil-

waukee Electric Railway and many others.

"Helps in Brazing" is the title of a recent publicatitou ot the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, which is a small pamphlet de-

scribing the process of brazing by the dipping method or "liquid

brazing" as it is technically called. The brazing crucib'.e is de-

scribed together with instructions for its use. Incidentally it

treats of brazing graphite, tlie application of which to bicych'

tubes prevents the adherence of spelter and reduces the cost

of labor as the tiling otherwise necessary is not required. In-

structions are given how to build and set the furnace, time re-

quired for brazing, etc.

J. G. White & Co.. Inc.. of 23 Broadway, New York, have
received the following letter from the Cataract Construction

Company: "You may have noticed in the newspapers accounts
of damage done by the tornado, which, on Sep: ember 20, swept
across Gr.and Island and destroyed a great deal of property in

tlie village of Tonawanda. It will inten st you to know thit al-

though houses, barns and other dwellings were blown down and
several lives lost, the transmission line of the Niagara Falls Pow-
er Company, across which the tornado passed, did not los.- an in-

sulator, nor was the continuity of the current interrupted for one
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second. We believe that you will Ije gratified to know that the

factor of safety upon which you based the conslructiou of this

line was well considered, and that the care with which the con-

struction was completed baffles even tornadoes." This line was

built by the White-Crosby Company, of Buffalo, of whi^h J. G.

White was the senior member, and to the business of which J. G.

White & Co. succeeded.

WESTINGHOUSE BUYS WALKER COMPANY

C. F. Orr & Co., 130 La Salle street, Chicago, the large.-t manu-

facturers of street railway uniforms in the United States, have

issued a very attractive illustrated pamphlet showing some of

their standard styles of uniforms and overcoats for conductors

and motormen. The great success of this concern has been large-

ly due to a most careful attention to details. Every one of the

thousands of uniforms manufactured is made from individual

measurement, and no garment is allowed to go out until carefully

inspected. The result is a uniform which has the same good fit ob-

tained in custom-made citizen's clothts. greatly eubanv-ing its

wearing qualities and satisfactory alilie to th? wear,'r,whiie pleas-

ing to the public.

Tlie Goubert Manufacturing Company, of New York City,

maker of the Goubert feed-water heater, states that it is at

present exceedingly busy. The magnitude of modern steam

plants is well exemplified by the fact that it has just booked

tiie following orders: One 3,000-h. p. heater for one of the New

York & Pennsylvania Company's pulp mills. One 3 000-h. p.

lieater for the Cleveland Railway Company, Cleveland. O. One

."i.OOO-b. p. auxiliary heater for the Metropolitan Street Railway

Company, of New York, making 35.000 h. p. now building for

that company alone. It has also just delivered 3,<j00 h. p. to the

People's Electric Light Company, of Newark, N. J. These orders,

in addition to regular calls for heaters of smaller sizes, among

them 1,000 h. p. for the Schenectady Railway Company, and

' 1.800 h. p. for the Citizens' Light & Power Company, of Houston,

Tex., are indicative of the magnitude of the business done by

the Gori)ert Company.

The new construction work on the Eckington & Soldier's Home
Railway, Washington, D. C, has been let to E. Saxton, Washington,

who will do the city portion, and J. G. White & Co.. that in the

country. Mayer & Englund, Philadelphia, received the order for

International registers and Atkinson bonds. The Johnson Company

will furnish the 58 single trucks.

Elmer Morris, New York, will furnish the construction material

complete for the electric railway building by the Nyack (N. Y.) Trac-

tion Company, of which H. C. Howard, Media, Pa., is the president.

He will also supply the material for 18 miles of railway in Doyles-

town. Pa., and has lately closed a contjact with the government for

60 miles of telephone line and equipment.

The J. G. Brill Company is very busy and has orders for cars and

trucks from the Southwestern Equipment Company, Philadelphia;

from Baltimore, Md.; Hartford, Conn.; Waterbury, Conn.; Newton,

Mass.; West Haven, Conn ; Chattanooga, Tenn.; Brockton, Mass.;

Oiympia, Wash.; Lancaster, Pa.; Portland, Me.; Memphis, Tenn.,

and also several parlor and passenger cars and over 200 electric

motor cars for export.

T. A. FRAZER SHOOTS HIMSELF.

The many friends of T. A. Fra^er^ superintendent for the Wells &
French Company, Chicago, will regret to learn that he shot himself

on October 13, sickness and resulting despondency being the cause.

Mr. Frazer was 50 years of age.

* »

The Ottawa (Can.) Electric Railway Company intends to in-

crease its equipment by building, during the winter, a number
of open cars for next summer's traffic.

H. C. Biggins, president of the Marinette (Wis.) Gas. Electric

Light & Street Railway Company, presented the company of

soldiers who went from Marinette with 1,000 street car tickets

upon their return.

The announcement that the Westinghouse Company, with its

usual enteri^rise, had captured the Walker Company, came most

unexpectedly. That it was a most brilliant move on the part of

Westinghouse is universally conceded, as it not only gives them

the magnificent plant of the Walker people, at Cleveland, as a

western factory, but brings also over a million dollars' worth of

desirable contracts, and the infiueuce of such men as Roswell

P. Flower, Anthony N. Brady, Perry Belmont, and others equally

strong financially and politically. The Walker plant is one ot

the finest in the country and the location such as to command
both easteim and southern shipments; while for western business

it is literally "in it." Cleveland is one of the best manufacturing

centers in the country, with the great iron supplies by water from

the north, and with the coal fields of Ohio and Pennsylvania

close at hand.

The purchase secures to the Westinghouse Company over

$1,350,000 in contracts which had been taken by the Walker,

including an order to equip 500 cars for the Compagnie Chemiu

de Fer Electrique of Paris. This order will now be filled with

standard Westinghouse motors, and aside from the immediate

profit in what is probably the largest single order of its kina

ever given any company, will serve to demonstrate the Westing-

house apparatus in Europe to an extent which will mean se» -

era! million dollars more business in the next five years.

President George Westinghouse makes the following announce-

ment: "The election of Roswell P. Flower and Anthony N.

Brady as members of the Board of Directors of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company to represent the in-

terests of the former stockholders of the Walker Company com-

pletes the union of the interests of the Walker Company, ot

Cleveland, with those of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
tacturing Company. The purchase by the Westinghouse Com-
pany includes substantially all of the outstanding stock and all

but $850,000 of the $2,500,000 of the 20-year bonds of the Walkei

Company, the $850,000 remaining a first Hen upon the propert.\.

The recent sale by the Westinghouse Company of $3,000,000 ot

debenture certificates has erroneously been connected with this

transaction. The entire proceeds of the sale of these deben-

ture certificates were used in retiring the floating and other debt

of the company, as previotisly announced,

"The increase in the total yearly fixed charges of the Westing-

house Company,, due to the purchase of the Walker Company,
will be but a little more than the sum that the Walker Company
has been expending annually in defending patent litigation insti-

tuted by other companies. Tlie acquisition of the Walker Com-
pany will, by reason of the agreement of March 31, 189C, of the

S\'estingbouse Company, put an end to this patent litigation and

very large annual expenditure on both sides. The business ot

the Walker Company, as a controlled company of the Westing-

house Company, will be entitled to the protection of the pat-

ents of the M'estinghouse Company, and will in all respects be

subject to its agreement with other companies in relation to

patents

"The Westinghouse Company regards the business and gooa

will of the Walker Company as a valuable acquisition, espe-

cially as the Walker Company brings with it upward of $1,250,-

000 unfilled orders. The Walker Company has at Cleveland mod-

ern and extensive works, equipped with machinery capable ot

manufacturing the largest types of railway apparatus, and will,

with the works of the Westinghouse Company at East Pitts-

burg, constitute a manufacturing plant second to none in the

country. The capacity and profits of the two companies will

be increased by carefully harmonizing the manufacturing and

selling operations, and the direct savings thereby effected should

exceed the fixed charges incurred by the purchase of the Walker

Company. The shipments of both companies, owing to the large

orders on hand, have been increasing during the past few

months, and exceed $750,000 for August.

"The total fixed charges of the Westinghouse Company, in-

cluding those due to the Walker purchase and the dividends on

its preferred stock, will be $42,000 per month.'
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The passing of a street railway employes" union is noted

on another page. About six months ago the employes of

the Citizens' road at Waco, Tex., organized a union, and

about six weeks ago demanded a reduction of working

liours, with a continuation of the same rate of pay per day,

which the business of the company would not justify. A
strike followed, in which the company won, and the result

was the disbanding' of the local union.

The city council of Cleveland, on October 17, passed an

ordinance providing for a reduction of the cash fare on the

street railways to 4 cents, and for the sale of tickets at the

rate of seven for 25 cents. The purpose was to bring the

n.iatter before the courts and have the right of the city to

prescribe fares judicially determined.

We believe that the last city to attempt to fix a lower fare

for street railways was Milwaukee This ordinance, which

provided that six tickets be sold for 25 cents, was held in-

valid by the federal district court; the opinion of Judge
Seaman was published in the Review for July, last, page

4.37. The council wished to make another attempt to fix

a lower fare, but Ihe conmiittee to which the ordinance was

referred, recommended that it be laid over until the Cleve-

land case should be decided.

.Shortly after the action of the Cleveland council the two

companies afifected petitioned the federal circuit court for

an injunctii'n restr.-iining the city tmni enforcing the onli-

nance. A preliniinary restraining order was granted, but

the case has not yet been heard on its merits as we go to

press. In view of the facts as to the cost of operation ot

street railways, and the precedents of the federal courts in

refusing to countenance any confiscatory legislation, as set

in the Indianapolis 3-cent fare case and the Milwaukee 4-

cent fare case, there can scarcely be any doubt as to the

outcome.

The case is important because there are probably other

cities besides Milwaukee which would hasten to pass sim-

ilar ordinances, were this one to be sustained.

The subject of the corrosion of water, gas and other pipes

laid in the streets occupied by electric railways, otherwise

known as electrolysis, is at the present time attracting con-

siderable interest, as evidenced by the articles in contem-

porary publications. In this issue will be found abstracts

of two recent papers on the subject, one read before the

British Association by an English engineer, and one by .\.

B. Herrick, published in the "Engineering Magazine;'' also

a paper read before the American Society of Municipal

Improvement, at Washington, last month, by Harold F.

Brown.

There is at the present time pending in the United States

court a case involving alleged injury to the pipes of the

Peoria (111.) Water Works Company, caused by electrolysis.

The complaint against the electric railwavs of Peoria was

first brought before the court iri April last, but no testi-

mony has yet been taken

A full and frank discussion of the subject will be of bene-

fit to all parties concerned; the only thing to be feared is

that the scientific editors of the Sunday dailies may con-

clude it is again time for a sensational e.xpose, and by taking

advantage of the ignorance of non-technical readers arouse

prejudice. When the evil effects of a poorly bonded return

circuit were first demonstrated the daily press sought to

have it believed that the general adoption of electric traction

nieant the certain and speedy destruction of all underground

metal work. Recently a Chicago paper published an article

on the electrolysis of steel in building foundations, quoting

an eminent civil engineer as authoritv for statements which

he promptly repudiated.

Since 1891 there have been numerous instances reported

of the electrolysis of buried pipes, the last to go on record

being that at Dayton, O., investigated by Mr. Brown. \\'e

believe that in no case has the question of damages due to

electrolysis been passed upon by the courts. In the latter

part of 1895 the Omaha Street Railw-ay was sued for $250,-

000, the water company becoming alarmed by reports of

certain experts; the water company later decided to place

larger mains in the business section of the city, and when

the old pipes were uncovered it \\a.s found that no elec-

trolytic action had taken place, save at one or two points,

and at these it was doubtful whether the street railvvav was

to blame. Following this the suit was dismissed. As be-

fore stated, a case is now pending mvolving alleged elec-

trolysis at Peoria. 111.

It is agreed that under certain conditions metal pipes

buried in the ground will be destroyed by electrolytic action,

and further, that the remedies consist in providing a thor-

oughly bonded track for the railway return, thus reducing
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the current flow in the pipes, and in connecting the pipes

in the danger area (that is, where the pipes are at a higher

electrical potential than the rails) to the power house by

good conductors so that the current will not leave the pipes

through the soil.

It must not be forgotten that in many cases where metal

buried in the soil has been found corroded, the cause was

not electrolysis due to electric railway return currents. In

the Review for December, 1897, was shown an engraving

of a badly corroded piece of pipe uncovered in Chicago be-

fore any electric railways were in operation in that section

of the city. It is reported that on one branch of the govern-

ment railroads of India the steel ties lost over 40 per cent

of their weight in four years, the corrosion being due to the

salts in the 5oil.

Corrosion of iron buried in moist or salty soils may be

expected to be rapid. In some cases rails above ground are

quickly corroded, as is the case in the Hawaiian islands,

where the climatic conditions are terribly destructive on

exposed iron. A' resident informed us only a few days since

that he had frequentlv. in his examinations of steam tracks

on the islands, been able to cut with an ordinary pocket

knife, into the base of rails to the depth of a quarter of

an inch. In this case the corrosion is chiefly due to the

salt air.

Although the street car facilities in Chicago have not

been lacking in any particular, vet during the past month

the construction of a new line was commenced. The fran-

chise of the General Electric Railway Company gives a

riffht of wav throug-h manv important thorou ah fares on the

south side and into the heart of the citv as far as Jackson

street. The franchise perm.its the use of any motive power

other than steam' and the overhead trolley, and a selection

has been made of storage batteries as less expensive than

a conduit. General Manaarer Gilbert, of the Chicago Trac-

tion Companv fstoraee battervV is authority for the state-

ment that its 25 miles of track were constructed and

cduipped at an expense of abont Si .000 per mile in excess

of what it would have cost for trolley construction of equal

merit.

The storage battery cars have the disadvantaare of being

heavier than trollev cars of equal size and capacity, time is

required in the schedule for changing batteries and there

is not such flexihilitv in operatina- a system with many

branch lines as with the trolley. Thev have the advantage

that each unit is independent and the power station ma-

chinery is always operated at an economic load. The cur-

rent can be eenerated in a large central station and trans-

mitted to sub-chareinsr stations located at suitable points

for chann-ine the batteries

On the Chicago line the time of chancing batteries aver-

ag'es l^ minutes, althouah it is sometimes done in 45 sec-

onds. With the proper size of batterv a car can make a run

of 20 to 2=; miles The failures in tlic paft have been chieflv

due to the inherent defects in the sfor.ncrp batterv itself,

althouah the recent ininrovements in this line have been
considerable. The positive plate, which is the vulnerable

part of the batterv. with proT)er care is now expected to

last for 25.000 car-miles and the depreciation is stated to

be two cents per car-mile

The recognition which has been given the storage bat-

tery as an auxiliary to the station equipment during the

past year is rather remarkable. Within the past four years

the storage battery output has increased more than 1,000

per cent. The utility of the battery has long been recog-

nized but its heretofore inherent weakness has been an in-

superable obstacle to its adoption for such exacting service

as railway station work. The variations in current demand
occur not only through the day but the momentary fluctu-

ations put an even more severe strain upon the machinery.

The storage batteries have been very efifective in relieving

the engines of these overloads, both where the batteries are

placed in the station or in sub-stations at the ends of the

feeder lines; in the latter case they are especially service-

able in regulating the voltage.

If the railway company is renting power a storage battery

will invariably prove a great saving. An example of this is

the Buffalo Railway Company, which rents 2,000 h. p. of

Niagara Falls power. The company's steam plant has a

capacity of 7,000 h. p. and was formerly shut down only

from 11:30 p. m. to 5 a. m., during which time the current

was entirely supplied from Niagara. After the storage bat-

tery of 1,200 h. p.-hours capacity was installed the steam

plant was shut down from 7 p. m. to 7 a. m., and 18 hours

on Sunday, while during the day one 8oo-k. v.-. generator

is kept running instead of two such machines.

In some stations having storage batteries little attention

is given to keeping the station voltage at the proper poten-

tial for the storage battery. The battery is installed with

the voltage estimated at 500 or 520, and the station attend-

ants keep the machines excited to 550 or 600. This pre-

vents the batteries from sharing the heavy loads. with the

generators. In other cases the general manager has had

the battery installed at the end of the line, estimating the

drop at 10 per cent, when in reality it is 100 or more volts.

Here the battery is kept nearly discharged most of the tune

and is of little service in taking the momentary fluctua-

tions. This point should be carefully noted by the electri-

cal engineer, and a series of readings taken to accurately

determine the voltage to which the battery most readily

responds. Then the station voltage should be regulated

accordingly, as the generators will operate with equal econ-

omy on a voltage somewhat above or below the figures

given on the name plate.

In the car barns which have been built in the last few

years it has been the custom to reserve a room for employes,

either for reading or amusement. In some instances tiie

company furnishes the reading matter and in others the

employes have a club or association. Under such circum-

stances there is less loafing, idle talk and time for mischief.

While many conductors and motormen are not naturally

of studious habits, yet it is reasonable to suppose that if

good literature is easily accessible they will do more or less

reading. One of the suburban lines in Chicago has pro-

vided such a reading room with good results. The super-

intendent experimented to find what class of papers and

magazines the employes would read. The principle tech-

nical papers were furnished, but it was soon found that the

technical papers were neglected, with the exception of the

Street Railway Review. So the other electrical papers

were discontinued and some of the weekly illustrated

periodicals and monthly literary magazines were substi-

tuted, and greater interest was shown.
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ADVERTISING TO BUYERS. THE SUPERSESSION OF THE TROLLEY.

The sagacious advortisei'. and the one who makes his advertis-

ing investment pay him, is he who displays his advertisement

where it will not only reach the buyer but so far as possible reach

him at the place and time in which he does his buying.

At a recent meeting of the Chicago Trade Press Association,

the largest and most influential organization of its kind in the

world, the suliject of advertising channels was fully discussed.

A comparison was made between the advertising in daily papers

and in trade and class journals. Every advertiser in a daily

paper must pay for the placing of his ad before hundreds and

thousands of readers who are not and in the nature of things

can never be possible purchasers. At the same time the man
who advertises for a second-hand pile driver and the one who
wants rare coins will out of the multitude of readers each reach

some few who are intei"csted in coin collections or have machin-

ery of the character mentioned for sale.

But advertising in trade and class journals reaches a very

small per cent of readers who are not immediately and directly

interested in the wares and appliances oiifered for sale. The
manufacturer of anvils would not place his announcement in a

publication devoted to the dry goods trade any more than a

builder of street cars would think of advertising in a publication

whose exclusive field was drugs and chemicals. The trade and

class journal is a strikingly successful illustration of the ten-

dency of the times to specialize. The surgeon, dentist, practi-

tioner of medicine, the aurist, the occulist and a score of other

departments, each are known as doctors; but the patient iu search

of treatment for some specific ailment would, if he can afford the

best, seek out the specialist on his particular disease. In these

da.vs a specialist is considered a special expert in his particular

line by reason of his enlarged opportunities and exhaustive study

of his branch.

The trade journal is a specialist in the field it represents. It

deals exclusively with the business to which it is devoted; it

reaches the buyer in his office where orders are given; and it

reaches him at the time when he places that order. Hence prac-

tically every copy goes directly to the persons the advertiser

desires to reach, and when this field is fully covered ten thousand

additional copies to non-buyers would be of very little practical

value

The "Fourth Estate." a leading publication devoted to news-

paper makers—for editors and publishers have to have their own
papers just the same as other people—in a recent issue comments
on the value and directness of trade join'ual advertising, as fol-

lows, and the opinion of this high authority should be read by

every business man. It says:

"Consider the advantage of reaching the man you want wlieil

he is particularly disposed in your favor, properly remarks the

Bill Board. Nothing is as bad as approaching a man at the

wrong time.

"When a man is rtadiug his trade journal he is interested in

his business. His mind is turned toward you. When he finds

lyour ad between the pages of the trade journal it fits in with

his thoughts about his business. If you sell anything he can

use, this is the time to talk to him about it.

"He will meet you half wa.v. Everything he has been reading

in his trade journal has been leading him up to this point. In

no other way will your ad. be so sure to strike him at just th«

right time.

"You can know what he is thinking about when he is reading
his trade journal. You can know that he is thinking about some-
thing that will make him more or less pre-disposed toward what
you have to say. This is the best time to strike.

"If your advertisement were anywhere else than in the trade
journal, he would not see it at this time and you would lose

part of the interest that the journal has prepared for you.

"Trade journal space is naturally valuable space. It only

needs proper treatment to yield proper returns. It is read only
by men who are interested iu what you have to sell. These
knen will see your ad at a time when they are thinking about
their business. If there is any use in their business for your
business, you have the golden opportunity—it is for you to

seize it."

(From the Electrical Review, LondoQ.)

A mild thrill of surprise may have been felt by readers of the

"Westminster Gazette" last week when they read the declaration

of the doom of the trolley from no less an authority than Dr.

Silvanus Thompson. It was not the only paper in which the

Doctor enacted the role of the prophet, for we recollect seeing a

similar statement in one of the great Lancashire papers. The
hostile attitude of the trolley and all its works is shown in the

last lines of the letter published in our London contemporary.

Says Dr. Thompson: "If in Monaco electric cars can be run

without overhead wires, and without a slot in the roadway, or

a conduit under the slot, it is certain that they can be run In

England also. In fact, a short line on private grounds is running

in the north of London. London has done well to wait for some-
tliiug better ihan the overhead trolley wire. But the slot con-

duit is not the alternative nor the best alternative." Tlie ques-

tion that naturally arises is. what is the best alternative? The
answer is givfn clearly and emphatically in the "Fall Mail Ga-

zette" of the 13th lust., wherein is described with much garniture

the Thomp.son-Walker surface contact s.vsteni, which shows that

there was more in Dr. Thompson's letter than appeared on tEe

surface. We are not going to waste any time by traversing the

non-technical statements of our contempoi'ary, it is obviously in

the hands of its writer, who has apparently considered the sub-

ject of tramway traction with the open mind that proceeds from

a limited knowledge.

Nor do we wish to condemn off-hand the system invented by
Dr. Thompson and Mr. Miles Walker. We believe it has—and Dr.

Thompson will forgive us for saying so—some ingenious features.

So also had Lineflt's, the Claret-Veulliemer, Kent & Pringles',

the Westinghouse, and the host of others which were expressly

invented to supersede the trolley. There is no branch of electric

propulsion that presents more allurements to the inventor than

the surface contact system, and scarcely no subject has called tor

a larger number of patents. They lie, for the most part, decently

interred in the recess of the Patent Office, albeit occasionally

disturbed by some eager inventor, anxious to know if he has

been anticipated. For all we know, the field in the north of

London may be the cradle of the future universal system of

electric traction, and Prof. Thompson may, by the aid of his

invention, sweep away the "hideous erections" of today.

But when lie declares through the medium of the newspapers
that the troUey is doomed, he ought to tell the public why he
thinks so,considering that of 204 companies in E.n-ope, 173 em-
ploy the overhead system, and only eight are worked from under-

ground. It is no new experience for an inventor to take an
exalted view of the product of his brain, and we see no reason
to acquit Dr. Thompson of taking an exaggerated measure of

his invention. When the system, which is being tried in a field

at Wilesden, has convinced experts of its utility under pi-actical

every day conditions, there will be a boundless field for it to

exploit.

It has been an uphill struggle to convince the public authorities

of this country that the overhead wire system is neither so dan-
gerous nor so unsightly as many have declared it to be, and
many have, in spite of conduits, and natwithstanding surface
contact systems, declared themselves in favor of it. Only on
Tuestlay, at the meeting of the London City Council, the Rev.
Fleming Williams spoke of a recent visit to Halifax, where the
overhead system was iu use, stating that he went there preju-

diced against it, but now, from practical experience, approved of
it. No one argues that it is perfect, but the method which is

going to supersede it has to convince the army of practical men
who have been responsible for the 30.000 miles of overhead trol-

ley which exists today. Dr. Thompson's utterances may be use-
ful to such bodies as the County Council, the majority of whose
members have a rooted aversion to overhead wires; but though
it may help to stave oft such systems for London, we do not
think we shall be brought any neaier to a surface contact
method. The former has proved its utility and its limitations,
but the latter has not.
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POSSIBILITIES FOR ELECTRIC TRACTION
IN NEW ZEALAND.

HY FRANK X. CICOTT.

The mtrodiietiou ot cloctvic traction is now lieing eainostly

agitated by the puljlic ami sprionsly consiclcrotl l)y the local au-

thorities in Ne-w Zealand

This colony is one of the most prominent in Anstralasia tliat

has not done something to benefit the people in the way of pro-

VANOTiAArA OF WET LTNGTON.

viding transportation; there seems to be no insuperable reason

for this delay, l)ecause the natural advantages of the principal

cities are good. They have excellent streets and the climatic

conditions, the local coal supply and the adequate population

would justify the constraction and maintenance ot an electric

tramway. Such roads have proved profitable in American and

Kurope under less encouraging circumstances.

The early history of this rich and prosperous colony is gen-

erally known, but the character of the people in business is not

so well known beyond the field of their commerce. The com-

mercial interests of New Zealand are going to be of great impor-

tance, vastly more than the people realize, and the change for

the better is coining more quickly than expected, British and

American occupation of the South Sea Islands and the far Kast

will hasten this anticipated pi-osperity. One thing more than

anything else that convinces strangers visiting Australasia is the

high order of intelligence prevailing among the people there, and

tlie men in charge oC tlie foliiiiia! (iovcrnments are of tiie highest

character and probity

In Dunedin. in the soullj. Ilic (-haractcristics of llie cnmmunity

arc Scotch in the ma,iority. The cities of Christchurch and liyttle-

ton are strictly English. Wellington, the scat of government, and

.\uckland. the metropolis of the north, are rather cosmopolitan.

The islands of New Zealand, as shown in the map. are about

l,2St) miles across the Tasman Sea. east of New South Wales;

tlie fact of this distance is not realized by the world at large.

The aggregate population is approaching SOO.OOO. The entire area

is about 105.000 square miles—about the size of the T'nited King-

dom. The extreme length is 1.100 miles: the breadth is variable,

ranging from 45 miles to 250 miles, the a\erage being aliout

140 miles. The north and middle islands are separated by Cook

Strait, twelve miles across at the narrowest part, which is a

great advantage, as it gives facilities for local and foreign com-

munication without the necessity of sailing round the extremity

of the lolniiv.

Midtlle /ifona

SUivarr /3/ana

MAf OF .\EW ZEALAND.

rANOEAMA OF DtFNTSDIN.

The physical features of New Zealand, and the location, make
the climate varied. The month of July is winter. Christmas is

the hottest reriod of the year. The extremes of temperature are

not unlike California, and also some parts of Great Britain. No

snow to speak of falls north of Dunedin. The mean annual tem-

perature in winter is 4.S degrees and in summer G3 degrees.

Auckland, in the north, has a hi.gher mean temi)erature both

winter and summer
The expoi'ts are wool: kauri timber, cut to standard size blocks

for paving, as used in I^ondon. Paris and other European cities;

kauri gum used abroad and especially in Detroit. Mich., for the

manufacture of varnish: frozen mutton and beef, sent to Eng-

land via Cape Horn in refrigerator ships; tallow, Westport coal,

etc.. the vaiue aggregating annually about .$50,000,000.

The population of Auckland (and suburbs) is estimated at

TiT.GlC. Situated on the Waitemata Ilarboi', it is called the

"Queen City of the racific." but the "Phoenix of the Pacific" is

an appellation more appropriate, owing to its e.xtinct volcanoes,

and the disinvegraied lava covering the surface.

Auckland has practically two harbors, one each at Oneliunga
and Auckland. A narrow isthmus seven miles in width, divides

these two ports. It is now a part of the municipal project of
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Aucklaud to connect ibcsc two harbors with an electric tramway,
giving frequent service. The Union Steamship Company, ot

New Zealand Ltd.. has elegant steamers running from One-

hunga harbor to Nevv- Plymouth, on the west coast, and thence
trapppcrts piissengcrs liy rail to Wellington, making a short cut.

Iha traffic is very large iu the aggregate during the year. Round
about Aucklaud arc many interesting places to visit, Mount
Kden. ostrich fai'ms. parks, athletic grounds, etc. There are
U'any schools and universities, musical societies, free public li-

brary, etc. U'he harbor is completely sheltered and large enough
to accommodate the world's navies. The depth of the water
at low tide is nine to five fathoms. The rise and fall is from

an electric tramway fur a period of 'M years, paying a rental of

$2,000 iwr annum and also paying the city a share in net annual

profits at the rate of 5 per cent up to .$25,000 and 10 per cent

on any excess over that sum. The route is specified, but e-icteii-

sions are to be made from time to time, which goes to accentuate

the superior advantages of Mr. Bingliam's jiroposals. The city

covncil has exacted from Mr. Bingham a cash deposit of .%3,0<)0

to guarantee the construction of the pi-oposed road within a

specified period: otherwise the deposit will be forfeited to tlie

cit.v. It is reasonable to suppose, under the circumstances, that

orders for structural material will be arranged for at an early

date. William Coleman is Mr. Bingham's solicitor.

VIEWS OF AUCKLAND.

eight to twelve feet. The whole harlior and aiiiiroaches are

lighted by electricity and clearly marked by buoys and beacons,

so that at anytime the port loay be entered with safety.

The Bank of New Zealand was established in 1861, iu ,Vuck-

laud, which continued to be its headquarters till 1.S90. The man-
agement is now at Wellington. The capital of the bank is

$15,000,000. It does the business of the government of New
Zealand and transacts, approximately, half the banking business

of the colony; it has ]2i; branches in addition to establishments

iu London, Australia and Fiji.

The citv of Auckland is now preparing for the conversion of

the present obsclcte horse tramway into an up-to-date system of

electric propulsion. The city council has accepted the proposal

nf W. Gentry Bingham, who is an engineer from England. There
was some sharp competition for the concession, but the field

nauowed down to Jlr. Bingham's offer to construct and operate

There is also a ijropositiou for the immediate construction of

an electric tramway in the vicinity of Auckland, from Devon-
port to Lake Takapuua. and ultimately e.xtendiug to Xurthcute.

The project has already been approved by the Waitemata council.

Devonport is one of the many interesting places on the shores

of the Waitemata. and here many of tlic business people ot

Auckland reside. Lake Takapuua is equally attractive, the

beaches being perfect and exteudiug for miles. St. Heliers is

likewise a most popular holiday resort on the western shore, all

of which are absolutely free from treacherous winds, and in-

variably canopied by bright sunny skies. Race meetings are held
at Devonport. the Takapuua Jockey Club being the most suc-

cessful of the suburban dubs of the colony. On these occasions
as many as icn to twelve thousand people attend the races. These
incidenlals are uienlioued to convey an idea of what induce-
ments this city of r*,000, and Us suburbs, offer tor a first-class
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system of c-Iectric tiaction. ami it is worth while to consider

what rapid transit would do in Auckland and suburbs, and linw

fast the example would be followed in many other cities in the

colony where electric traction is absolutely unlinown.

Wellington has a population of about 42,000; it is on the north

island and the capital of New Zealand, the midway seaport and

the coming London of the colony. Geographically it has the

necessary advantages for both local and foreign commerce, as

previously described Wellington is now operating an anticiuated

horse tramway which is practically owned by the Hon. M. S.

Grace. C. M. G.. one of the leading citizens of Wellington. Dr.

Grace is open in his expressions favoi-ing electric traction, but

the local opposition by those who do not understand the many

adrantages which would accrue from having rapid transit oD-

stnicts the way for an improvement, which would otherwise be

immediately installed by the present managers of the horse

tramway. Very liliely J, R. Blair, mayor of Wellington, will

no doubt ultimately encourage the introduction of better means

of transportation in the city which by its unique position and

the energy and intelligence of the people controls the commerce

of New Zealand

The city of Christchurch (and suburbs) has a population of over

51,000; there is much rivalry between this place and Duncdin to

THE TOLEDO-BOWLING GREEN CONTRO-
VERSY.

The circuit court at Toledo, Ohio, October 22, rendered a de-

cision in case of the Toledo & Maumee Valley Railway Company
against the Toledo Traction Company, commenced in the court of

common pleas in July, last, and after judgment rendered there,

appealed to the circuit court.

The former company operates an electric i-ailway as a belt

line, cars running to Maumee on one side of the Maumee rivtr,

crossing at Perrysburg and returning to Toledo on the other side

of the river; within the city limits of Toledo it runs its ears over

the traclis of the Toledo Traction Company, under a contract

with that company. The Toledo. Bonhng Green & Fremont

line extends from Bowling Green to Perrysburg. a distance of

13 miles.

The contract between the Maumee and the Traction Companies

was made in 1S94 and contains the following clause:

"The parties hereto desire to malie a mutual arrangement and

agreement whereby said roads may be connected so that the

traffic over the road of second party (the plaintiff in this casej,

may pass over the roads of first parties, so as to make a contm-

uous circuitor belt line connecting the city of Toledo and the vil-

MEWS OF CHKISTCHTJECH

hold the record as the metropolis of the middle island. The for-

mer city seems to have the lead at present. Ranald Macdonald

is the general man.-iger of the tramways of Christchurch, which

are operated both by steam and animal power. Mr. Macdonald

has recently visited the United States to inspect the street rail-

ways and investigate the advantages of installing electricity in

Christchurch.

I-yttleton is the seaport for Christchurch, which is only a short

distance. These two places will be connected when the instal-

lation of electricity is made.

The city of Dunedin (and suburbs) has a population of 47,280.

It is situated in the extreme southeasterly point of the middle

island. It is an enterprising place, where many commercial

projects are located. There is a fine opportunity for electric

tramwa.vs to supercede the present systems there. It will, no
doubt, be accomplished as soon as the contemplated Auckland
tramway shows favorable results.

There are other cities in New Zealand of ample size to justify

the construction of electric tramways on the lines of some of

the small systems built in America and Europe.

It appears that there are many street railways projected in

Paris and there Mill be great activity in this line before the

exposition in 1900. The municipal department has sanctioned

plans for 35 new lines, all to be run by mechanical power, be-

tween the center of the city and the suburbs.

lages of Maumee and Perrysburg, and so that the traffic may be

transported between the points named, without change of cars

or delays of any kind,"

lu November, 1S9C, the Maumee Company applied for an in-

junction against the Traction Company to prevent it from inter-

fering with cars. The ground of attempting the obstruction was

that the Maumee cars were running through from Bowling

Green to Toledo. This case was finally decided in the circuit

court in October, 1S97, the injunction being sustained.

The court, in the present case, after reciting the fact of the

previous suit and its decision, proceeds to discuss the facts of the

present case as follows:

"Following the decision in October, in December or January

next, the plaintiff company took two of its cars that had been

running for a year or more, and by agreement with tlie Bowhng
Green Company arranged that the Bowling Green Company
should furnish two cars in their place. The Bowling Green Com-
pany purchased two new cars for that purpose and put them
upon the track, perhaps in January. 1S9S, and commenced run-

ning them, and did run them from that time until this suit was
commenced in July. About April of this year the plaintiff com-

pany took off two more of its cars, and the Bowling Green Com-
pany, having two cars which it was not using, and which had

been stored, I think the evidence discloses during this preceding

controversy, put these two ears on So that at the time of the

grievances which are complained of in this case, the Bowling

Green Company was running four of its cars over its own tracks
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and road and over the tracks and road of the plaiutift', aiul uvur

the tracks and road of the defendants, and carrying such traffic

and passengers as it could picl; up along these lines. Thereupon

the defendants obstructed those cars, and refused to carry them.

The defendants claim no right to obstruct any others in this

case. The proceeding is to enjoin them from obstructing these

cars.

"I have no time to review this case nor to go over these con-

tracts, and do not need to do so. We think, up<ui a considera-

tion of the case as made, that it is essentially different from the

other case. It cannot be that in and of itself this consti-

tutes a very strong element of difference, since it is argued here,

and urged upon us for consideration, that no more cars are being

run over the defendants' road than were being run at the time

of the trial of the other case. That of course cannot be a distincr-

ive element; for this contract was to receive a fair construction.

The Traction Company and its colleagues, whichever they may
be, have agreed that they would caiTy the cars and traffic of the

Maumee Valley Railway Company over the lines described in

the contract, and whether it takes three or six cars to carry that

traffic, they will be bound to do it; and it will hardly do to say

that because no more cars are run this year than last, that there-

fore the defendant cannot complain, even if compelled to carry

the cars of other railroad companies, with the traffic of other

railroad companies. If we were to make that the rule to deter-

mine the defendants' liability here, then it would be true that if

the Maumee Valley Railroad Company, by reason of the build-

ing up of the country above the city, should require instead of

three or four ears, or whatever number it has been heretofore

running, eight cars, it could not run those cars under this con-

tract. That construction the plaintiff would not agree to, tor

it is clear, under that contract, that it would not be proper, tt

it clear that the defendant companies are bound to carry tne

cars and traffic of this railroad. As I said before, how niueli

more they m.ny be bound to carry is an undetermined question

which we have presented to us. We hold then, upon the ground

solely that the cars of their own which they were running, and

the traffic which they were running of their own, was properly

and fairly, under the terms of the contract, their traffic

and their cars, which the Traction Company was bound

to receive and carry; but we do think it makes a vast difference

« hen the claim is made that the Maumee Valley Company may
take the car of any other railroad company that it came in con-

nection with, and run those cars over its track and over tne

track of the defendant companies, under this contract. Some-

where it seems evident that the line must be drawn, and we may
as well draw it at this point as at any other. This may not

seem a very large matter in and of itself, but the parties have

invoked the jurisdiction of the court to determine this question.

and we have felt compelled to hold and to decide that in this

case, where it is conceded that the cars which it is proposed to

run are not the cars of the plaintiff company at all. but are the

cars of another railroad eoinpany, running from off auotlier rail-

road company's tracks upon its tracks before reaching defend-

ants' lines, that the defendants are not bound to receive them
and that therefore they could be justified in stopping them be-

fore they come upon their tracks, or at any point where their

tracks connect.

"I think it is evident that questions of this kind of transpor-

tation are about to become very important questions, and other

lines of railway within the near future will undoubtedly be con-

structed, either connected with some of these roads involved in

this controversy, or coming to the city of Toledo independently

of them; and if those companies desire to run their traffic into

the city of Toledo, it would seem that they will have to make
arrangements with the defendants, if they desire to use then-

tracks, or else secure a right over them in some other legal way,
or an entrance along the streets of the city. We feel fully jus-

tified in saying that the plaintiff has not proved here an equitable

ease for Injunction, and therefore the petition will be dismissed."

*—*
The Tri-City Railway Company (Moline and Rock Island, 111.,

and Davenport, la.) on October 17, chose directors, and the board
re-elected the officers as follows: President, E. E. Cook; vice-

president, F. C. Denkman; treasurer and general manager, James
F. Lardner.

PROSPEROUS WISCONSIN INTERURBAN.

Lake Winnebago in Wisconsin is connected with the bead of

Green Bay by the Fox river some 30 miles long, and this valley

and the territory about the lake and bay oft'ers a very promising

field for an interurban system of electric railways. The Fox River

Valley Electric Railway Company has now in operation nine miles

of road connecting the three towns of Ncenah, Menasha and Ap-

pleton and intends eventually to extend its lines both north and

south so as to give a through line from Oshkosh to Green Bay,

passing through all the important towns in the valley.

The road has been in operation since the middle of June last,

and has proved to be a very popular and successful line. The

FOX RIVER VALLET LINE—BARNEY & SMITH CAR.

rails are 7 in. Shanghai; spring point split switches are used

throughout. The trolley wire is double Xo. 000 figure S. Tlie con-

struction work was done by the Deguon & McLean Construction

Company, of Cleveland.

The rolling stock equipment consists of four motor and four

trail cars built by the Barney & Smith Car Company, of Dayton.

O. The motor cars each have four 3.5-h. p. motors. The cars ari

FOX RIVER VALLEY LINE—BARNEY & SMITH CAJi.

equipped witli Baker hot-water heaters, Christeusen air brakes

and Wagenhals electric headlights. There are no fuses on tne

ears, circuit breakers being used instead and giving the best of

satisfaction; in fact Mr. Holcomb. the manager, thinks that they

are a great improvement over fuses. . Electric headlights are

found very desirable because the rural highways are not lighted.

The offices of the company are at Appleton, Wis., and tne

officers are: President, Henry C. Payne; secretary and treasurer,

II. D. Smith; general manager. W. II. Holcomb; electrician, A.

K. Ellis.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE CON-

VENTION.

The seventh annual meeting of the Fennsylvauia Street Kail-

way Association was held in the Board of Ti-ade Rooms in

Scvanton, Octcbei- 19 and 20. General Manager Silliman, of the

ffcranton Railway Company, acted as presiding officer in the

alisence of Trfsident Wright. The meeting was called to order

at 11 a. m. Wednesday, ajid the opening address was made by

R. J. Beamish, secretary to the mayor of the city.

ADDRESS OP WELCOME.

I come to you this morning as the speechmaker extraordinary

and envoy plenipotentiary of his honor. Mayor Bailey, who is

unal>le to he present on account of important business engage-

Uicnts. As speechmaker, my speech will be extraordinary lor

its brevity and dryness; as envoy plenipotentiary, it will be my

duty to treat with you.

In olden times the mayor of a walled city gave to visitors

whom he wished to honor the keys of its gates, in order that

they might come and go at their own good pleasure without

espionage or questioning. It is not necessary for me, on behalf

of Mayor Bailey, to give you the keys of the city of Scraaton—

The Scranton Traction Company has them already. Through

every great gateway of this prosperous city runs the poor man's

palace car—the trolley car. Not only is it the vehicle of the

common and lowly, but it is also the carriage of all classes. I

might well compare our trolley system with the great loom of

some restless weaver. Its shuttles, charged with life and en-

ergy, moving along steel guides, they weave the threads of

business and sccial intercourse, and upon those threads is firmly

held and bound the feeling of common mutual interest. This

common mutual interest is the sociability of modern civilization.

It is this fabric of civilization which the trolley line of today

weaves and it is to the inspection of the Scranton sample of the

cloth that I now, on behalf of Mayor Bailey, bid you welcome.

I will now leave you to the tender mercies of the master weaver

and boss of the local loom, Mr. Silliman.

A letter was read from President Robert E. Wright, saying

that it would be impossilMe for him to attend the meeting.

Vice-president, Frank Silliman, Jr.: At this point we had ex-

pected to listen to the annual address of the president. 1 am
not prepared to fill his place in respect to that. This was thrust

on me a little too quickly, but I am .glad, in behalf of the local

loom, to welcome you all to Scranton, and it has been a good

many years— in tact I don't know that the state convention has

met here before—and I am delighted to see you all here.

The meeting then adjourned until 2 p. m., when the convention

was again called to order and the first paper read.

Parks and Amusements.

By E. H. Davis, General Manager Williamsport Passenger Railway Company.

The street railways of Pennsylvania, before the introduction

of electricity as a motive power, as a rule, were very profitable

properties, deriving their profit from the facilities afforded the

public by the railways alone. It has only been since the intro-

duction of electricity as a motive power that street railway

companies have attempted to create travel, in addition to their

regular patronage. This, no donit, has been due to the fact

that many street railways, Sifiot.- being equipped electricially,

were not as profitable as expp»<-f.,!, and it became necessary, or

was deemed advisable, to stimulate travel by new methods. In

many cases, where electric street railways have been operated

at a profit from their general business, they have not gone into

the amusement business. But to have a park, and to furnish

amusements, to create travel, has become fashionable, and like

all luxuries, has in many cases proven expensive. Whether a
street railway property that cannot be made profitable without
a park, is a desirable projierty. and whether a park can be made
a source of profit from year to year, and thus keep the property
alive financially, must be decided by investors In each case.

After all. the question of jmrks and amusements must be de-

termined by local conditions. In a favored few cases, pulilic

parks, or natural resorts, create travel at no extra expense to

the street railwa.vs. In this event, or where private capital

maintains a park, it is neither necessary nor advisable for a street

railway to have its own park. Boston has but one park main-

tained by a street railway, and New York practically none.

Where no natural resorts exist, it has become quite customary

for street railways to make parks and furnish amusements for

the creation of ti-avel.

A danger to be avoided is the expenditure of too much money

to make the park attractive, as the travel created by a new

park is very large while the novelty lasts, and when curiosity

is satisfied, falls off very materially, more than one-half.

As regards the management of the park itself, when it is

large, well laid out, attractive, and well equipped with the minor

amusement features, the policy should be to permit entrance

to the park free only to patrons of the road, charging others a

small admission. The public should be educated to the fact

that the railway park is not a public institution, but a business

undertaking, and to be oiierated at a satisfactory profit, or not

at all.

It has been the experience in many cases, that the ordinary

travel is not sufficient to pay for the proper maintenance of a

park, and it therefore becomes necessary to hold and increase

the travel created by the park itself, by the furnishing of amuse-

ments.

The amusements generally furnished, now require the man-

ager of the street railway to add to his few other duties that

of a theatrical booking agent, and as bauds and musical organ-

izations in most cases will not prove profitable for a season,

recourse has generally been had to theatrical entertainment

changing weekly.

It has been said of parks in Pennsylvania, that they are not

operated upon the most profitable basis; that all entertainments

should be free, and that the increased travel and receipts from

park privileges would result in a greater profit than if an ad-

mission fee be charged to the attraction. However that may be,

until satisfactory attractions can be secured at more reasonable

prices than has been the case up to the present time, the experi-

ment is not likely to be generally tried.

The character of the amusements furnished must depend

largely upon the tastes of the patrons of the street railway. In

some cases, a good opera company has been maintained through-

out the entire season, with success. In others, and the majoritj,

cheaper vaudeville companies, clianged weekly, have also been

profitable.

It has been endeavored to cheapen the cost by using the same
attractions in a number of parks, but owing to the variety of

public tastes, it has l>een found difficult to make such plan suc-

cessful.

The custom has become general to charge a small admission

fee to these amusements, and it is the intention and hope ot

each railway manager that such admission shall at least pay
the cost of the amusements, but I doubt if such has been the

general rule. In attempting to accomplish the desirable results,

two classes of amusements have been tried, one costing not

over $250 a week, changing weekly, and another, of a much
higher grade, costing $350 a week and over, and running a sea-

son, or a number of weeks. Taking into consideration the loss

due to bad weather, and other attractions in the town or city,

the first class is more likely to prove satisfactory.

The varied experiences ot park managers, and the difference

of opinions as to the best kind of amusements, afford some basis

for the statement that parks and amusements do not secure an

adequate return for the time and money expended by strei.'t

railways, and that in smaller towns and cities with limited pat-

ronage, investments in parks and amusements should be made
only after the most careful consideration, and the benefit of

the doubt given against rather than in favor of such investment

In the discussion, A. V. Walter, of the Allentown & Lehigli

\'alley Traction Company, said that his company maintained a

park, but from a financial standpoint it did not pay, and the

company would be glad to be rid of it. First, theatrical enter-

tainments were given, at a cost of $250 to $350 a week, then an
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oiehestra was hired at $85 per week, but this was reduced to

one piauo player at $20 a weelj, and this arrangemeut proved

satisfactory.

F. B. Musser, of the Ilan-isburg Traction Company, stated

that his experience with a parli had been that tliere was no

prolit, but the company came out even; and he thought there

was not money enough in it to pay for the extra worli.

Richard J. C. Lugar, of the Roxborough, Chestnut Hill &
Norristown Railway Company, said that the company had a parlc

that cost $15,000, and for the past two years attractions had

been tried, but no more than $100 per week was ever spent tor

them. An admittance fee of 5 cents to the theatrical entertain-

ments was charged. In 1897 the company ran behind about

$1,200, and this year it has lost about the same amount. He
tliought that no street railway manager has any business to go

into the amusement line. It was found that when the park was
open that the receipts of that division of the road were less than

when the park was closed. He explained this by saying that

there is a long run on that division where over 5 cents is charged

and during the park season the people simply ride to the parks

and at other seasons they take long rides on the cars.

C. E. Flynu, general manager of the Carbondale Traction

Company, announced that he had come out even with his park,

and as the times were veiy hard, he thought that as soon as

business in his city became more prosperous that the park would

make money.

Frank Siiliman, of the Scranton Railway Company, said that

he could not figure how there was any money in the street rail-

way company running an amusement park, and he had made up

his mind that the best policy was to have other people run the

parks, and above all, to encourage amusements and attractions

in the city parks, that is, agree to pay so much each week, as

he found that paid very handsomely.

C. P. King, president of the Schuylkill Electric Railway Coju-

pany. of Pottsville, said that his road had a park, but it was
rented to other people, and the railway company paid $100 per

week and lighted the park so that it took no chances with

amusements, and found that it paid very well.

W. H. Lanius, president York Street Railway Company, said

that he had tried a long while to run amusements in connection

with street railway, but had come to the conclusion that a street

railway manager was not an amusement manager. He had tried

baseball and found that a failure, and as tar as a profit from

the amusements of the park, there was none. He found all the

people wanted to reach the park within one hour and a half at

night, and then as soon the entertainment was over, wauted to

start at once for home. This placed in commission his whole

equipment for the one haul, but ho had a dancing pavilion erectetl

and allowed free dancing from 10 to 11 p. m., and that kept a

great many people after the theatrical entertainment, and al-

lowed the cars to make two or more trips before all the people

were taken away.

System of Collection of Fares and Checking Employes.

By A. F. Walter, Secretary and Treasurer, .\llentown & Lehigh \'alley Traction

Company.

We may not be able to advance any new ideas upon the sub-

ject of collection of fares and cheeking the work of street car

conductore, but we will endeavor to outline a system which we
believe would give good results to any company adopting it. The
system we shall describe is practically that in use on the lines

of the AUentown & Lehigh Valley Traction Company, and we
find that it gives very good satisfaction.

Each car should be equipped with two registers, one of which
should be of particularly reliable manufacture, with plain, large

tigures, so that the state of the register as to the number of

fares recorded at any point on each trip could be easily read an
a glance. Upon this register nothing but cash fares, or tickets

representing exact cash fares, should be recorded. The other
register should, of course, be reliable, but if economy is neces-

sary or desirable, a less expensive one could be used. Upon this

register should be recorded all transfer and complimentary

tickets, also commutation tickets, if such are sold at reduced

rates. Transfer and complimentary tickets should not be re-

corded on the same register with cash fares. Companies allow-

ing this to be done, place temptations before their employes,

which are not easily resisted by those inclined to do wrong. All

street railway ofBcers are familiar with the various methods by

which their companies may be defrauded by the improper use

of transfer tickets by employes and other persons. By the use

of the same register for cash and tickets, it is an easy matter

for conductors to substitute transfers for cash by making proper

punch records on transfers and exchanging with each other.

Conductoi-s should be furnished a blank form of report on

which to keep the records required by the company (see Form 1),

local conditions as to what information is desired, of necessity

being considered. In the main, however, for each trip there

should be ruled spaces for entering car numbers, time, places of

starting and ending trips, reading of registers, number of fares,

tr.Tusfer and complimentary tickets and the amount of money
collected. When starting on trips, conductors should record in

the proper spaces on report blanks, place and time of starting,

car number, and the reading of the cash register. The reading

of the ticket register should be kept on envelopes (See Form 2)

iu which transfer and other tickets are to be enclosed and re-

I2i

D
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When passengers enter cars, it should be the first duty of con-

ductors to see that they are as comfortably accommodated as

circumstances will permit, after which fare should be collected,

never allowing any passenger to ride a greater time or distance

than propriety might dictate before making the collection. If a

single fare is paid and no change is necessary, one fare should

at once be recorded upon the cash register. If it be necessary

to make change, the conductor should receive the passengers

money, but before making change should record as many fares

as the passenger wishes to pay. after which the change should

immediately be made. Conductors should never be permitted to

take money from passengers and go to some other part of, or

T'pon leaving transfer stations, conductors should begin at the

front part of cars and collect through to the rear, registering all

cash fares as they are collected, but transfers or other tickets

not representing exact cash fares, should not be registered dur-

ing the collection. After the conductor has been through the

car and all cash fares have been recorded on the cash register,

all transfers and other tickets should then be counted and placed

in an envelope, upon which should be recorded the number of

tickets collected, the time, idace. division and any other infor-

mation desirable, including the signature or number of the con-

ductor. The conductor should then go to the ticket register and

record continuously the number of transfers and tickets placed

Form I

Allentown & Lehigh Valley Traction Company.

CONDUCTOR'S DAILY REPORT.

Route No.
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selves, and should take away the ten dollars used for change.

The amount left belongs to the company, and if they have been

careful and correct in registering all fares, making change and

reading registers, it will e.Kactly agree with the amount required

by their daily reports. If the company has receiving clerks, the

cash should be given to them; if not, it should be deposited in a

receiving safe, which should, of course, be of such construction

that when money is deposited in it, it cannot be taken out except

by means of the combination lock. Daily reports should not

be enclosed with cash, but should be deposited separately. For

depositing cash, conductors should 'be supplied with can-

vas bags, iu which, with the money, there should be enclosed

statements of cash on cash slip forms furnished by the com-

pany, the same to be signed by the conductor. If the money

amounts to more than their reports call for, the overage prop-

erly belongs to the company, the conductor having first been

allowed to take away what belonged to him. All the money,

then, should be deposited and a statement made on the cash

slip that there is a certain amount more than the daily report

calls for.

If all fares have been recorded, the difference might be ac-

counted for by the conductor having made change incorrectly,

giving some passenger less than he should, in which case the

money should be in the possession of the company to return to

the passenger against whom the mistake was made, should a

claim be made with good pi-oof of such an error. If too few-

fares have been registered, then surely the overage belongs to

the company. At any rate, after the conductor has taken out

his owu money, considering him to be honest, he will give to the

company what is left.

On the other hand, the conductor may give a passenger too

much change, or may make an error by registering too many
fares, or passengers may register fares, as often happens, on

account of which, in either case, the conductor would have a

shortage of money, compared with the amount required by his

daily report of registers. In ease of shortage of cash in making

reports, conductors should either take from their own money

enough to balance with the amount required by the registers, or

should deposit the amount left after taking out their own money,

making a statement to the cashier that, according to their cal-

culations, the registers require a certain amount of money more

than deposited.

The first duty of the cashier of the company each morning

should be to take the cash from the safe, and in counting the

money of each deposit, see whether or not the amount enclosed

agrees with the statement, making a note of an overage or

shortage. After thus checking the cash from each conductor,

he proves his own work by adding the amounts of all the state-

ments, thus getting a total result, which should balance with

all the cash, considering, of course, the item of shortage and

overage.

While the cashier is counting the money and checking the

cash statements, the run clerk should be checking the conduct-

ors' daily reports of registers, carefully auditing each report.

The run clerk should begin by comparing the state of the reg-

isters as left by the conductors on the previous day, with a report

of their readings as taken by the car starter or dispatcher (see

Form 3), who should be required to report to the run clerk every

morning the readings of the registers of all cars as the con-

ductors leave them when going off duty, and before they take

them from the car-house when going on duty, his statement

being compai-ed with the conductors' reports of the readings of

registers when taking the cars out for service; and if inspectors at

the repair shops find it necessary to disturb the state of regis-

ters for the purpose of repairing them, a full report from the

repair shops should be made to the run clerk, stating the read-

ings of registers before and after repairing, also stating when

registers out of order have been substituted in cars by those in

repair. In this wiy there are at least three checks upon the

state of the registers from the time the cars go oft duty until

they are taken out again. Starting iu this manner, the run clerk

continues to check from one conductor's report to another each

register used by each conductor from the time of leaving the

ear house until the car returns, being careftd to note whether

A. F. Walter.

A. F. Walter was born in Preston county. West Virginia,

December 2C,. ISGG, and was reared and educated in the same

localit.v. At the age of 21 he went to Cleveland, O., and becama

connected with the Brooklyn Street Kailroad Company in the

capacity of stenographer, and in IS'Jl he was appointed cashier

of the company. In 1893 he accepted a similar position with

the Allentown & Dehigh Valley Traction Company. At the an-

nual meeting of the company in 1SU5 he was chosen secretary

and treasurer, which offices he still fills. In addition to these

duties, Mr. Walter has been general tuanager of the system of

roads of this company for the past two years. He has been

with the Johnsons since the beginning of his street railway ex-

perience, as Hon. Tom L. Johnson was president of the Brooklyn

Street Railroad Company and Albert L. Johnson is president of

the Allentown & Lehigh Valley Traction Company.

or not the readings of registers are the same on the conductors'

reports leaving cars as on those taking them.

The dispatcher should not allow conductors to examine his

reports, but he should be instructed to make his reports promptly

to the main offlce for the run clerk.

In checking up the conductors' daily reports, the run clerk

may find an error in comparing one with another, which may

explain the cause of shortage or overage in their accounts. If

there is a shortage which cannot be explained by the checkings

of the cashier and run clerk, the conductor should be required

to pay it. If the shortage is of any considerable amount, com-

pared with the money reported, the character and ability of

the conductor should be taken into consideration and a thorough

investigation made before deciding positively that he should

pay it, giving him the benefit of all reasonable doubts that exist.

We believe, however, that it is good practice to return to con-

ductors whatever cash is paid into the offlce by them more than

their reports call for and to require them to pay all shortages.

A very convenient manner for collecting shortages and return-

ing overages, is to furnish the cashier with a book of blank

statements attached to stubs, which are duplicates, something

on check book form, requiring the cashier to send statements to

all conductors each day in whose reports there are errors, keep-

ing duplicates in the olfice. If a conductor's money is short of

the amount required, he should return the statement with his

cash the following day, enclosing the amount of the shortage.

If he has deposited more money than called for by his registers,

he should then also return the statement with his cash the fol-

lowing day, receipted, keeping from the money of this deposit

the amount of overage stated.

The run book (see form 4) should show as nearly a complete

record of each day's business as passible to arrange in a con-

densed form. Each conductor'* name and number should be

entered, with a record of all the cars used, the number of trips

made, the miles of each trip, and the total mileage of all trips,

the number of cash fares, transfer and complimentary tickets

collected, number of passengers carried, amount of money re-

ported by each conductor and the total amount reported by all

conductors, each divisiou appearing separately, and finally stat-

ing the results from the operation of the entire system in con-

venient statistical form.

The register record (see Form 5) is the companion to the run

book, and in it the numbers of all the company's cars should be

printed, grouping the numbers of closed and open cars sep-

arately. Opposite the car numbers should be ruled spaces in

which to enter the reading of the registers of all cars before

and after their daily service. Of any one car, by taking from the

register reading at the close of the day what it was when en-

tering service, the result is the number of fares registered dur-

ing the day. This should be compared with the reports of all

the conductors using that car. and if the registers have been

correctly read, the total uuiuber of fares reported by them will

equal this difference

The run book shows the uumlier of fares registered by each

individual conductor and the total of all conductors on duty each

day. The register record shows the number of fares registered
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oil each car aud the total ou all cars in service each day. The

total fares registered as shown by the run book will agree with

the total shown by the register record.

The run clerk should write at the bottom of the pages of the

run book and register record on which the entries are made, the

amount of the gross receipts for the day, and the cashier, after

carefully auditing all the entries, finally brings the work to a

close by signing Iiis name to the amount written by the run

clerk, thus certifying to its correctness.

PROVIDENCE & TAUNTON STREET RAIL-
WAY.

The following otticers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, Frank Silliman, Jr., of the Scranton Railway Com-

pany. Scranton, Ta.

First Vice-President, Wm. B. Given of the Pennsylvania Trac-

tion Company, Lancaster, Pa.

Second Vice-President, Dallas Sanders, of the Schuylkill Trac-

tion Company, Girardviile, Pa.

Secretary, S. P. Light of the Lebanon & Annville Street Rail-

way Company, Lebanon, Pa.

Treasurer, W. H. Lanius, of the York Street Railway Com-
pany, York, Pa.

Executive Committee: Frank Silliman. .Tr.. Scranton: S. I'.

Light, Lebanon; W. H. Lanius, Y'ork; E. C. Felton. Harrisburg;

C. P. King, Pottsville.

Uu invitation of W. V. Given, of Lancaster, it was decided to

hold the next convention in that city.

On Wednesday night the delegates of the association and vis-

itors were entertained at a banquet given by the Scranton Rail-

way Company.
The foJlowing list shows the membership and the delegates in

attendance:

ACTIVE MEMBERS.

Allentown & Lcblgh Valley Traction Company— A. F. Walter, Jaines .)

Boe.s.

Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Uy. Company,
Carbondale Traction Company—C. E. Plynn, P. T. Reilly.
Erie Electric Motor Company.
Electric Traction Company. Philadelphia.
Easton Transit Company—A. C. Rodenbougb.
Harrisburg Traction Company—E. C. Felton, F. B. Musser.
Harrisburg & Mechanlcsburg Electric Hallway Company.
Greensburg, Jeanette i!t Pittsburg Street Uailway Company.
Johnstown Passenger Railway Company.
Lehigh Traction Company.
Lebanon & Annville Street Railway Company-S. P. Light, C. II. Snil.h.
Middletown, Highsplre & Steelton Railway Company.
New Castle Traction Company.
Pennsylvania Traction Company—Wm. li. Given.
Roxborough, Chestnut Hill & Norrlstown Raihvav Company— J. C.

Lugar.
The Scranton Railway Company—Frank Silliman, Jr., C. A. Pearsju.

Jr., B. W. Gallagher.
Schnylkill Traction Company—E. W. Ash.
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company.
Schuylkill Electric Railway Company-C. P. King. D. J. Dunian.
United Traction Company. Reading—Norman M. Jones, John .\. Rigg,

Samuel E. Rlgg, M. C. Aulenbach.
Union Traction Company, Philadelphia.
Wiikesbarre & Wyoming Valley Traction Company-John Graham. I.. ().

Hoover, James Fegan, Theo. S. Barber.
Wllllamsport Passenger Street Railway Company—E. H. Davl<.
Warren Street Railway Company.
Washington Electric Street Railway Coinpany.
York Street Railway Company—W. H. Lanius, C. H. Mayer.

ASSOCIATE MEMBEKS.

J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia.
.Tames Boyd & Brother, Philadelphia.
Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company, New York city.
Pennsylvania Steel Company, Philadelphia-E. C. Felton. Jlason li.

Pratt.
John A. Roebllng's Sons Company, Trenton, N. J.
Street Railway Advertising Company.
Lobdell Car Wheel Company.
Westlnghouse Electric Manufacturing Company, Philadelnhia-C. A

Bragg.
McKee, Fuller & Co.—B. P. Swartz.
The following companies werfalso represented:
Chester Traction Compauy—Robert F. Fox.
Lykens & Williams Valley Street Railway Company—Win. F,. Stewart
American Rail Joint Company—W. E. Ludlow.
Mutual Indemnity Company. Scranton—Newton Jackson
Street Railway REyiEW—H. J. Kenfleld.
Street Railway Journal—J. E. Bennett.
The Municipal Record & Advertiser—C. L. F. Duhaln.
Washburn & Moeu Manufacturing Company, Worcester, Ma.«.s —Theo

Dibble.
Webber Joint Manulacturiug Company—E. W. Penflpld.
Shelby Electric Compauy—O. D. Pierce.
J. H. Stedman, Transfer Expert—J. H. Stedman
Elmer P. Morris. New York—C. J. Harrington.
Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co.—R. K. Polk

The Providence & Taunton Street Railway is one of the recently

completely interurban roads, and has the reputation of being one

of the best ever built in New England. It connects tile Union

Railroad, Providence,with the Taunton Street Railway and its cars

run over about 18 miles of track, though its own lino is only 13'/2

miles; of this two miles are over a jirivate right of way, «hich is

fenced with wire, and the other 11% miles along the side of the

public highway. However, the highway was widened for a con-

siderable portion of the route.

The interurban line is single track with turn-outs; the rails

weigh GO lbs. per yd., of T section in GO ft. lengths, and are laid

on chestnut ties 6 in. x 6 in. x 7 ft. spaced 24 in. apart between

centers. The .ioints are made with 30-in. angle splice bars, with

tie plates under the joints. The rails are bonded with the Brown
plastic bonds. Split switches are used. Th.? maximum gr.ide is

5 per cent for 1000 ft. .

The trolley line is of No. 00 copper carried on chestnut poles

with side brackets made by the Hill Electric Compauy, New
Bedford, Mass. Tlie copper. 13Vi miles of No. 00 trolley wn-e, and

13% miles of 500,000-c. m. feeder wire, was all furnished by the

.Vmerican Electrical Works.

The rolling stock comprises 12 open and eiglit closed car.s, 36 tt.

The Suffleld & East Grauby Street Railway Company has
changed its name to the Hartford (Conn.) & SpringBeld Railway
Company.

IXTERIOK OF CAK.

over all, with cross seats. The bodies were built by the American

Car Compauy, of St. Louis, aud are mounted on Pecklituu No. 14 B
double trucks, equipped with two a5-h. p. motors to eacli car. The

New Haven Fare Register Company furnislitd the registers. To

be prepared for winter the company lias three Taunton snow

plows.

The power station is about half-way between Provideuce and

Taunton. It is a fine building, entirely of stone, brick and

steel, about 75 ft. by 107 ft. The roof is of tar and gravel,

carried on steel trusses. The stack is at the side of the power

house, and is 115 ft. high with a Bue C ft. 3 in. in diameter. The

power house was built by J. W. Bishop & Co., Providence.

The engine and generator room is 50 tt. by 73 ft. 4 in., and con-

tains two condensing engines built by E. P. Allis & Co., Milwati-

kee; they are of 650-h. p. and 350-h. p. and belted to generators

of 500 and 225 k. w., respectively.

The boiler room is 60 ft. by 45 ft. G in. wiUi three Babcock &
Wilcox boilers of 250 h. p. each. Three feed water lieaters and

two separators made by the Austin Separator Compauy, Detroit,

Mich., are used.

The valves througliout the station, and the condensers also,

were furnished by the Chapman Valve Company, Indian Or-

chard, Mass.

The car house is 225 ft. by 55 ft. with capacity for 40 cars; the
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wnlls :ul> of l>iiLk ami llie I'oof is carried on steel Inisses, Five

Iraoks extend tlie entire length of the building.

The route is over picturesque country roads, passing llimugh

one small village. The cars reach a maximum speed of .''.It miles

per hour, and .the car mileage is 310 miles per day.

Bet^veen rrovidonce and Taunton the fare liy tlie Consolidated

Uailroad i.s G5 cents, and the route is not direct, while on the

electric lines the fare is 25 cents. This 25 cents is collected in

five installments, one by the Union Railroad, one for each of the

four sections of the interurban.

The officers of the Providence & Taunton are: J. J. Whipple,

president; George A. Butman. secretary; P. L. Saltonstall, treas-

urer; James F. Shaw, general manager; .\. C. lialph. sujiorintend-

ANOTHER UNION DISBANDED BY A
STRIKE.

The employes of the Citizens' Railway Company, of Waco.

Tex., organized a union and about six weeks ago demanded a

reduction in working hours at (he same pay per day. As the

business of the company would not justify any change it was
refused by the officials. A strike was inaugurated, but Super-

intendent RathcU secured new men to take the places of the

strikers. Attempts were made to Ijlow the cars up with dynamiie

but these were not successful and only slight damage was in-

tlieted. The result was a complete victory for the company, die

strike being called off and the local union dislianded.

ALLIS ENGINES: B. & W. BOILERS: A.MERICAN COMPANY S CAR: TROVIDENCE ,^- TAUNTON STREET RAILWAY.

ent. We are indcl)led to Mr. Shaw for the accompanying illus-

trations.

The road was built complete by James F. Sliaw & Co., of

Boston, the time being 50 days. Much rock was encountered in

preparing the roadl)cd and six tons of dynamite was used for

blasting

The Brockton. Bridgewater & Taunton Street Railway has the

the same officers as the new interurban and in July was inaugu-

rated a through car service over the two lines from Brockton to

Providence (at the new station of the N. Y., N. IT. & H. R. R.j.

The fare for the total distance. 35 miles, is 50 cents. Tickets are

sold by the leading druggists in each city.

It is stated that there are no less than five comjianies in the

licld for renewals of the franchises now" held by the Richmond

Railway & Electric Company but soon to expire.

STREET CAR MAIL SERVICE FOR SYRA-
CUSE.

Arrangements have been completed for carrying mail pouches

on the cars of the Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway C^mipany.

Two trips will lie made daily between the city. East Onondaga.
Onondaga Valley and Elmwood park. Each pouch will be m
chai'ge of the motormau of the car, who will be sworn in by

the government officials. Positions on the cars carrying mail

will be considered a promotion for the men accepting them. It

i.s expected in the near future that another mail route will be

established, and it will be only a question of a short time until

regular mail ears will be put in operation.

* »

The Buffalo & Lockport road is stringing another feeder wire

from Tonawanda to Lockport.
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STEEL TIE CONSTRUCTION AT ROCHES-
TER, N. Y.

The Rochester Kaihvair Company. Rochester, N. Y., has, dur-

ing the past summer, completed some new track construction in

which old steel rails hare been used for ties. T. J. NichoU,

vice-president and general manager of the company, states that

the reason he used the old rails for ties in this work was that

no satisfactory market for them could be found, as large quan-

tities of old rails are for sale in all parts of the country and tfie

price low in consequence. After making trials of them in various

so that the upper surface is parallel to the beveled side of the

tie rail flange. A % in. bolt secures the clamp in place. The

engraving very plainly shows the rail and tie sections and the

method of fastening them together.

These ties are placed G ft. apart and bedded in Portland ce-

ment concrete, extending 4 in. below the bottom of the tie.

Under each track rail is a beam of concrete 12 in. deep under

the rail base; thesa beams are 16 in. wide at a point 5 in. below

the base of the r.iil and are beveled so that those under the

inner rails are 12 in. wide at the bottom, and the outside ones

14 in. wide at the bottom. The track rails are imbedded V/s in.

deep in the longitudinal beams.

SHOWIKG OLD-KAIL TIES.

ways the plans shown herewith were adopted and the construc-

tion seems to be very satisfactory. It is also economical, unless

the old rail could be disposed of at a price much higher than

can now be obtained. One reason for the low price prevailing

is that the old rails for sale are of light section.

The new track is laid with grooved rails. 6 in. deep, with a C-

in. base; they are in CO-ft. lengths and weigh 8G lbs. This is the

Johnson (Section 86-329) rail, made by the .lohnson Company.

The ties are old 52-Ib. rails. On single track the lies are 7%
ft. long. On double track every third tie and all joint ties are

16 ft. long, and the intermediate ties 7 ft. long. The 16-ft. ties

extend under and are fastened to all four track rails; they are

bent in the center to conform to the street surface. The old-rail

ties are inverted and the rails fastened to them by means of

clamps; tlie clnmps are l%x2% in., beveled on the under side

TLACING CONCRETE.

Between the rails and between the tracks a concrete founda-

tion for the pavement is laid not less than 6 in. deep. Outside

the rails the pavement foundation is also of concrete 6 in. deep.

Under all the concrete work is a layer of stone chips and coarse

gravel 4 in. deep, which is designed for sub-surface drainage and

connected with the sewers.

The tracks were lined and surfaced and securely blocked with

stones and wedges before concreting; care was taken that tne

mortar boards did not rest upon the rails until the concrete had

set. Very little difliculty was experienced in keeping tlie align-

ment and surface correct until the work of concreting was fin-

ished.

The plan of the tracks and the sections of the street and of

roadbed to larger scale are shown in the engraving reproduced

from the engineer's drawings.

r/e ' Jcfmsof?-Jec/fw ff,S2- /os

C/VJ} ^c/m
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A sbort poriion of track was laid with tlie Pennsylvania Steel

Comiiauy's channel lies; these are 7 in. x 1% in. x 5-lG in. x 6 ft.

Old-rail ties were used under the joints, however. Willi tlie chan-

nel ties angles are used for fasteninss.

.SHOWING rKNNSYLYAMA STEEL COMPANY'S TIES.

Tlie half-tone enpcravings are from photograplis and sliow the

sleel tie construction on East JIain street

For tlie iiliotiigraplis. drawings and data we are indebted to

General Manager Xicholl, who developed the idea and general

SIDE ELEVATION OF TRACK.

plan of construction. The worli lias Ix-cn under the direct super-
vision Of Le Grand Brown, chief engineer of the Rochester Rail-
way Company, and E. A. Fisher, city engineer of Rochester,
who is in charge of the street improvements, has advised as to
tlie details.

•-•-

STREET RAILWAYS IN GOTHENBURG.
SWEDEN.

Under date of September 26, Robert S. S. Bergh, U. S. consul
at Gothenburg, Sweden, gives the following particulars concern-
ing the projected electric railways in that city. The committee
appointed in March, 1S97, has made a report recommending that
I he city should build an electric-power station and four electric
tramway lines, overhead construction, the lines to be nSed by the
present tramway company, on payment to the city of certain dues
and a certain percentage of the profit; the company to provide the
rolling material. The street railways will thus be used by the
company for twenty years after they are finished, when the city

will purchase (lie rolling stool; and undertake the management of

the tramways.
The Gothenburg Tramways Company, which now uses horse

power, has been granted a concession up to 1917; hence the above
proposition is intended to be a compromise between the city and
(he company. Two other persons have asked for concessions to

iiuild elec^rie tramways here; but the city has refused, on tlie

supposition that it can make a satisfactory contract with tlie

Gothenburg Tramways Company.
For several reasons, the committee has come to the conclusion

tliat electricity is the best motive power for tramways, and that

the overhead transmission system is the best

Siemens & Ilalske, of Berlin, have furnished the committee an
estimate, from which it appears that the total cost of construction

(value of sites for the buildings not counted and value of the old

tramways deducted) will amount to about 1,870.000 kroner (.$.501,-

160), of which the city's share would be 1,278,000 kroner (.f342.-

504). This last sum includes the cost of the power plant—300,000

kroner (.$90,-180)—with cost of wire and tracks

It is estimated that the yearly running expenses will be 296.000

l;ronor (.$7n..328), whereof the city's share will be 89,000 kronor

(.$2?,.S.'i2). The yearly expenses to be paid by the city on account

of the electric tramways will be: Sinking fund, interest, and in-

stallments on the loan. 04,000 kronor ($17,1.^2); running expenses,

as above .stated. 89.000 kronor; or altogether 1.5.3.000 kronor ($41,-

004).

According to the proposed contract, the company will pay year-

ly to the city 8 per cent of the cost of construction of the roads

(the power plant excluded), or 72.000 kronor ($19,290); and certain

dues per kilowatt, amounting per year to 86,010 kronor ($23,051);

or altogether 158,010 kronor (.$4-2.347). If the gross receipts of the

company any one year exceed 400,000 kronor ($107,200), the com-

pany must pay the city 12 per cent of the excess. The city has

reserved rights to arrange cheap trips for working people before

8 o'clock in the morning and lias stipulated that passengers who
have paid regular fare on one tramway line may continue on an-

otlier by paying half fare in addition to the sum first paid. The
work shall begin in JIay. 1.S99. and two of the lines shall be finish-

ed lefore November, 1.S99. nnd the rest ready for traffic by Sep-

tember, 1900.

The cost of constrnction of the railways, with a length of 12.205

meters (13,347 yards), of which 11,925 meters (13,041 yards) is in

double tracks, is calculated as follows:

Description.

Buildings;

Boiler and engine houses, withfoundationsand

chimncv -

Car depot and repair shop

Residence lor managers, etc

Well and pipes for water supply and store-

house for coal

Boilers and machinery (3 tubular boilers of 304

square meters— 2.195 square feet—heating sur-

face and overpressure of 10 atmospheres each; 3

standing condensing boilers, each normally of

230 horsepower, and at a speed of us turns 300

horsepower; 3 direct-coupled dynamos, each of

juo kilowatts and 550 volts; instrument dial and
connections)

Cables, wires, etc., (double-working circuit, poles,

and wall fastenings, wire connection between
the rails for return current, feeding wires, etc.)....

Rolling stock (i5 motor cars, whereof 4 in reserve,

with 16 seats and room for 14 standing passen-

gers, and with 2 motors of 20 horsepower; 21 trail

cars, whereof 10 closed and 11 open, each with

room for 30 to 32 passengers)

Tracks (24,130 meters of tracks, with rails weigh-
ing 92.51 kilograms—201.74 pounds—per meter,

and stone pavement in the neighborhood of the

rails)

Special arrangements;

Movable crane and working machinery in the

repair shop.

Turntable

Sundry fixtures.

Motors and transmissions in the workshop, uni-
forms, etc

Supervision, etc

Total

Less value of the old tramways.,..

.Total

To be paid by the city.

Marki.

74,SOo

To be paid by the tram-
way company.

g8,ooo

34,100

27,730

30,000

721 ,
700

64,200

$33,334

5,73s

3.037

476

6. 597

7,140

171, 76»

14,330

The total is 2,077,707 marks (.$494,494), value of the sites for

the buildings not counted.
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NEW YORK STREET RAILWAY
STATISTICS.

TOO LARGE A BONUS.

The accompauying table gives a comparative statement of the

receipts and expenditures per passenger and the cost of opera-

tion per car-mile ou the principal street surface railroads of the

slate of New York for the year of 1807, as reported to the Board

of Railroad Commissioners. The table presents the total numl>er

of passengers carried, the total car-mileage, the receipts from

operation per passenger, the cost of operation per passenger, the

receipts from all sources per passenger and the total expenditure,

including all fixed charges, per passenger. It also shows the ex-

penses of operation per car-mile, excluding fixed charges, and the

expenses of the same operation including fixed charges. In

making these various calculations the division of receipts, as re-

ported by the railroad companies, were taken and in the case

of companies paying a dividend on the stock of a lessor company
as part rental, this payment was included in the calculation of

fiied charges:

In the supreme court .Tudge Spring has rendered his decision

in the case of the Commercial National Bank, of Cleveland,

against the Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway Company. It will

be remembered that this bank holds $49,000 worth of the com-

pany's stock, and that it applietl for an injunction restraining the

directors of the railway company from paying an e.vtraordinary

bonus of .f.SO.OOO in cash and .$70,000 in capital stock to Edward
C. Jones & Co. for negotiating a loan of $200,000 for them. The
injunction was granted, and. in granting it .Tudge Spring tooK

occasion to express a very emphatic opinion about such transac-

tions. He said: "An,v project which is founded upon an attempt

of directors to enrich themselves out of the property of the cor-

poration whose interests they are elected to conserve, must re-

ceive the condemnation of the court. The conduct of these di-

rctors in concealing from their principals the fact that a large

bonus was to be paid to consummate these loans;, is reprehensi-

ble. But when to that fact is added the information th-it these

Street Surface Raihouy Receipts and Expenditures per passenger and cost of operation per car mile.

OPERATED WaOLLT OR IN PART BY blECRANICAL TRACTIO.N.

NAME OF ROAD.
Number of
passengers
carried.

Total
passenger

car mUeage.

Based upon Gross Earn-
ings FROM Operation.

Average
earnings

per
passenger.

Average
cost oC

operation
per

pa-^-senger.

Easili> dpon Receipts
FROM ALL Sources, and
Total Expenditures
Including Fixed
Charges.

Average
receipts

per
passenger.

Average
expenses

per
passenger.

Albany
.vtiburn
Blnghamton
Brooklyn City and Newtown
Brooklyn Heights
Bntoklyn, Queens Co, and Suburban..
Btiffalo Railway
Buffalo and Niagara F'alls
Coney Island and Brooklyn
Crosslown Street, Buffalo
Geneva, Waterloo and Seneca Falls. .

.

Glens Fulls
Ith.ica street
.Tamestown
Kinsston
Metropolitan, N. Y. (a)
Nassau, Bi'ooklyn
Newburgh
Niagan-i Falls aud Lewiston
Niagara Falls aiifl Suspension Bridge .

New York and Queens County
Rochester
Syracuse Rapid Transit (6)
Third .\venue, N. Y
Troy City
Union, N. Y. (c)
Utica Belt Line

Central Crosfitown, N. Y
Dry Dock, East Broadway and Battery
Forty-second St., Manhaitanviiie and St. Nlch. Ave.
Second Avenue
Thlrty.fourth Street Crosstowa
Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth Sts. Crosstown . .

.

3,761,153
1,492,934
3,476,191
13.437,503

117,696,291
16,811,882
38.603,876
1,125,351
8.616,763
14,«11,805
1,542.314
1,076,508
1.470,782

10,808.403
1,073,433

234,705,704
43,577,056
1,418,394

308, 3t3

1,501,483
8.089,176
21,717,803
10,401,141
61,727.915
10,808,403
14,337,913
3,470,530

2,453
406,

853,

2,126,

22,312,
3,S20,

5,898
728

2.979,

2,275
433
375,

307
3,539,

197

30.081
10,660

377
150
366

1.400
4,909,

2,868
12,822
3.5.39

3,964
879

5.49

3.91

4.09
4.18

3.73

4.34

3 41

12.03
3.19

3 91

3,91

5.34

4.01

4.62

5.0U

26.11
3.93

5.00
3.71

3.97
4.31

4.62
5.01

4.76

Cents.

16,158,814
19,389,638
19.657.615
17,455,287
13,115,813
1,279.203

operated wholly by animal, power.
3.53

3.55

1,931,537
2,397.982
3,539.974
3,558,662
909.198
231.033

3.66
4,01

2.58
3.47

3.41

2.36
245
2,60
2-22

2.60
1.73

6 88
2.14

2 70
2,.«

2 29
2.88

2.47

3.50

8.98

2.7T
2.87

2.49

2 58

2,33
2,47
3,12

3.07

2.54
2,68

3.07

3.47

1.31

3.38

Cents.
5.73

4.01

4.16

4.30
3.98
4 40
3.49

12.15

3.23

3 94
4.06

5.35
4.62

4 68
5,16

4,02
4 19

5.90
28,32
5,94

5.84

3,80
4.30
4.27

4.68

5.04

4.81

3,55
I

3 60
3.69
4.03

2 59
3.47

4 39
2.90
3.71

3 66
3 81

4.73

2 69
11.16
3.19

331
4-57

3,38
4.18

3.11

4.03

5 81
17.55
5,31

5,54

3.93
3.58
3 93
3.79
4.36

4.50

1.36

3.05

Cents.
13.52
8,28
9.98
15.20
11.73
11.45
11.40
1049
10.49

10.22
834
6.53
13 77

7 53
18,07

15 99
9.81

13.18
18.15
11,37

16.60
11.02

9.37
11 24
7.53
11.28
12.13

21.25
21.62
17.07

17,04

17,49

13,17

Cents.
17.46

10.66
15.11

21 ..38

20,25

20 80
17.56

17.23
15,66

12 54

16,28
9 42
19.99
11.57

23 32
26.59
16.46
21.86
36.01

21.78
32.03
17.37
13.97
14.10
11.57
15.08
17.78

26,75
27 17
20,26
20.41

19.66
16,89

(a) Includes all lines controlled by Metropolitan Street Railway Compauy not making separate reports,
pany. (o) Include* Westchester and Southern Boulevard Companies.

tb) Includes all lines operated by the Transit Com-

ELECTRIC TRACTION IN NEW SOUTH
WALES.

The report of the Department of Public Works of New South

Wales for the fiscal year ending June, 1897, recently received

gives some information that is Interesting though it is over a

year old. During that year an extension of nearly 1% miles

of the Military Road Electric Tramway, from Spit-road to Mos-

man's Bay, was completed and notwithstanding the heavy grades

Its working has been pronounced satisfactory. Various other

electric extensions have been authorized and a section of the ex-

isting cable road is to be equipped for electricity. The overhead

trolley system has been adopted for the George street and Harris

street line, some 3% miles of double track, after a very careful

Investigation of the merits of all systems.

The city council of London, Ontario, has proceeded against the

street railway company to restrain it from advertising in its

cars.

same agents were to pay themselves, with lavish liberality, for

performing their trust, their conduct descends to a degree of

culpability, especially shocking when the reputation of the men
enlisting in the enterprise is considered. The principle that the

directors of a. corporation cannot profit out of the directorship to

the detriment of the incorporators, is elementary. Their acts

are always subjected to jealous scrutiny. They l>ear a fiduciary

relation to the stockholders of the company. They are the trus-

tees of its property. As was said by Judge Grooves in Coleman
vs. Second' Avenue Railway Company, 38 N. Y., 201-202, they

cannot make a bargain with themselves binding upon the com-
pany."

-•-

The Ottunnva ila.) Electric Railway Company in addition to

its railway business lights the city and heats the business por-

tion with exhaust ste.am, and has found the combination a profit-

able one. It has just completed a mile of new track laid with

601b. rails. In the power house a counter sh.aft has recently

been installed which enables the long shaft to be shut down
when the load is light.
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NOTICES TO THE PUBLIC IN STREET CARS.

The Practice of Different Companies as to the Posting of Notices in Their Cars—The Different Classes of Such Notices— Style

and Arrangement of Notice Cards.

We have learned of several managers who cuntemplato making

changes in the notices posterl in the cars under their charge,

and this leads us to believe that information as to what notices

are so posted by various companies will be of general interest.

In response to a request the managers of over 20 compajiics

have sent us copies of the notices posted in their cars, which will

be found in what follows. Such printed cards as were roceiVLd

have been reproduced in order that the style of type adopted

and the arrangement might be better shown. The dimensions

and color of the paper and the color of the ink are given when

possible

Taking up the 21 companies whose posted rules are given here,

it is seen that these rules may be divided into four classes:

1. Those intended for the protection of the general public,

that is. for the promotion of the comfort or health of all the

passengers, as endangered by the acts of fellow passengei's.

2. Those intended for the protection of the individual pas-

senger against his own carelessness

3. Those for the information or convenience of the passengers.

4. Those for the protection of the company
By rules which we have placed in class 1, three companies pro-

hibit the presence of intoxicated or disorderly persons in the

car; sixteen post rules in an endeavor to abate the spitting nui-

sance, which for the most part are enforced by the city; eight

post notices as to where passengers are permitted to smoke.

By the rules of class 2. sixteen companies caution against, or

prohibit, getting off or on the car when it is in motioTi; ten

caution against, or prohibit, standing on tlie platforms or run-

ning boards; four caution more particularly against passengers

using the front platform: two instruct passengers how to alight

so as to avoid injury; two instruct them to get off on the right

hand side; and four add directions to look both ways or look

and listen before attempting to cross the tracks. Several caution

passengers against obtruding any part of the person out of the

windows or beyond the sides of the cars

By rules of class 3. seven companies give information as to

the fare: three, the amount of change which a conductor may
be called upon to furnish: two, information as to carrying lug-

gage: six. as to whei'e the car will stop; two. as to signaling

conductor or motorman: five, as to transfers; one. as to demand-
ing transfers; one. as to the newsboys selling papers; one, as

to the use of bell cord: and seven companies advise passengers

that courteous conduct is required of employes and request cuui

plaints to be made to the manager if the men fail in tliis duty.

By those of class 4. five companies prohibit conversation willi

the motorman or unnecessary talking to the conductor; one pub-

lishes an ordinance imposing a penalty for refusing to pay fare;

one publishes .a state law against the misuse of transfers. Tlieie

are a number of rules given in class 3 which may. perhaps, be

said to belong in class 4 also, since they are indirectly for the

protection of the company, but this may be said of all the rules

nsually published. A number of companies add to the rules a
declaration that if they are disregarded the company will not be
responsible for accidents, but it may be doubtetl whether these

statements are of much legal value

Seven companies slate that they post no ndes for the guidance
of passengers.

There is quite a variety in the language in which the rules

are couched, but the authority on which the rule rests is usually
cited when it affects "spittiiig" or "dishonesty."

One gentleman makes what appears to us to be a good point

when he says that rules in small type do not attract attention.

Where it is desired to print a lengthy extract of a law or ordi-

nance, comparatively small type must be used, but the disadvan-
tage of its use is obviated if there be a line of large type stating
what is forbidden by the authority cited; a number of examples
of such arrangement will be found in what follows.

signs in its ears. No. 1 is printed in red, on a white card, S in.

b.v 12 in: Xo. 2 is printed in red and black, on a sheet 22 in.

long by 14 in. high. No. 3 is printed in red and black, on a

white card 14 in. by 22 in.: on this sign only the words, "Take

Warning!" in the left hand portion and the cross on the right

liand portion are in red: the black lettering shows through tlie

red ink of the cross, and is quite legible.

The New Orleans Traction (Company, operating tlie Crescent

City Railroad and the New Orleans City & Lake Railroad dis-

plays three signs in the cars. They are all printed in two colors.

No. 1 is a. notice to passengers printed in black and red on a

card 20% in. long by 9 in. high. No. 2 is in red and blue on a

card 13'/) in. wide by 16 in. high and gives information as to

transfers, special cars, and attractions. No. 3 is printed in blue

and red ou a card 13% in. long by 10% in. high, and is a siwcial

notice as to cars for trolley parties.

W. F. Kelly, general superintendent of the Columbus (0.)

Street Railway Company, states that the company has no rules

posted in its cars, except a copy of an ordinance prohibiting

spitting in the cars. This is printed on a card 11 in. by 21 in., and

is sliown on a reduced scale herewith.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Railwav Company displays three printed

The Quebec. Montmorency & Charlevoix Railway, Quebec,

Canada, is quite fortunate in operating under what is known as

the "Dominion Railway .Vet," which subjects passengers to heavy

penalties for violating the rules

The notices posted in all (he cars are as follows:

TARIFF
Tlie rate of fare is as follows;

For each passenger. 5c.; Children under the age of 7 years,

uot occupying a seat, and accompanied by their parent or guar-

dian, will be carried FREE
IMckets are sold and accepted on this Company's ears at the

following rates;

Regular tickets, good at all hours of the day—6 for 25c.. or 25

for .$1.00.

Workmen's Tickets, good only from to S a. iii.. and ."i to 7

p. m.. S for 25c.

Children under 14 years of age aud attending the scliuols of

(Juebee, can procure Sjiecial Tickets at the rate of 10 for 25c.,

on the presentation of a certilicate from Teacher at the Com-
pany's Office. E. A. Evans, Manager.

NOTICE TO l-ASSENGERS.
Conductors are not bound to give change for more than two

($2) dollars; should a higher amount be tendered him, and he
is unable to supply change, the passenger will be required to

leave the car and procure the I'liange elsewhere.

E. A. Evans, Manager.
In open cars there are also the following notices:

NOTICE.
Smoking is only allowed on the two rear seats of open cars.

E. A. Evans, Manager.

INSTRUCTIONS TO PASSENGERS.
1. Ho not get on or off the car while the car is in motion.

2. Do uot get on or off the car. except by the Running Board
on that side nearest the sidewalk,

3. Do not stand on the Running Board while the car is in

motion, or put your arms or head outside of the posts of

the car. IT IS DANGEROUS.
4. Do uot talk to the Conductor or Motorman; tlie Conductor

will answer all reasonable questions, the Motorman's duly
is to operate the car. In the event of any incivility or in-

attention, report the same to the manager's office.

'j. Persons under the influence of liquor, or acting In a disor-

derly or violent manner, will not be allowed on the cars.

E. A. Evans, Manager.
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•..To Passengers...
If you wish a Transfer, ask for it

when you pay your fare. Examine
Transfer Ticket as soon as you
receive it. If date, hour or line is

punched wrong, notify conductor at

once, so correction can be made.
T. I NICHOLL, General Manager.

iMOXicE TO rasse:i\igers.
tt-

Passengers BOAROIMG or LtAVINO Car while it is in motion, do so at
their OWN RISK.

No INTOXICATED or disorderly person, or one violating public decency,
WILL BE ALLOWEU UPON THE CAR.

FULL FARE will be charged ,for all persons, excepting Children under
THRfi: YEAKS of age, when NOT OfCUI'VING seats.

Change to the amount of TWO DOLLARS onl>, will be furnished by
Conductors.

SPITTING on the lloor ol Car is prohibited by Ordinance No. 1 3,07 3, C.S.

Theie is no room in cai foi Lugpee. oi Btilliy Packages. If caiiied on leai piatlorm, aie lliere al ownef's risk.

EMPLOYHKS are required lo be obliging and courteous a\ all times. Cotnplainls
of neglect in this respect, or failure to please from any other cause, will be
gladly received and given prompt attention at the office of the Company, cof
ner Magazine and Pleasant Streets.

NEW ORLEANS TEACTION—NO. 1.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—NO. 1.

NOTICE
By Section 619 A of the Penal Codc of the State of New York, it

19 provided that any person in posaession of a transfer regularly issued to

hun or her, or who shall have otherwise obtained possession of the

same, who shaU sell OP give away such transfer to a person

not entitled thereto, and any person who shall have received a transfer,

not regularly issued to him or her as a passenger, who Shall offer

the same for passage upon any car of this Company, is guilty of

a misdemeanor and subject to a penalty of $5oO, or imprisonment

for one year, or both-

ROCHESTER RAILWAY COMPANY.
By T. J. NICHOLL. Gen'l Manager.

riiis Ordiii>uice la intended ti

provide a^iiut the sprciul of con
lagious dispiises, portlculiu'lT con
-mptioEi, luid ir "*"" "•' •'**' '"-

PASSENGERS
TAKE WARNING

!

TO INSURE PERSONAL SAFETY. YOU ARE
WARNED NOT TO PROJECT ANY PART OP
THE BODY BEYOND THE SIDES OF THE
CAR. NOT TO GET ON OB OFF CARS WHILE
IN MOTION. AND NOT TO OET ON OR OFF
THE FRONT PLATFORM OF CARS- A VIO-
LATION OF THIS WARNING WILL BE AT
THE RISK OF THE PASSENGER.

CARS STOP ONLY ON FARTHER
CROSSING. Please Use lite CuspidOf Of Street.

SMOKING IS NOT ALLOWED ON THIS CAR
T. J. NICBOLI.. Goa. Maaagor.

ROCHESTER, N. Y,—NOS. 2 AND 3.

DONT SPIT
IN THIS CAR

AN ORDINANCE
No I2.&20, To provont Expectoraling m Churches, Hulis. TbeaU-TS or FubUe

SECTION I Do It onUlDHl by Ibg Cilr Council at Um Citr ol Columbui. Otilo. ThAt it ilu

Id the Clt7 of Columbus. Ohio.

1 uf luai not ucMdl&( Ttn Dollm i>9> 9C <» uapriHiitd ool

SEC 3 TU> ordiuace tttii Ulr> olTscI ud b* la Ton*

PuHdJung 14. IBBT

AttHi JOH» N DOAIfE CUT Cltrl

I Don't think the Season for |

ITROLLEY 4fr I

Don't think the Season for

TROLLEY
PARTIES

12

IWE HAVE SPECIALLY
ILLUMINaTEO eLOSED t

COLUMBUS, O.. STREET RAILWAY (.OMr.\NY.

t IF YOU THINK THE OPEN ONES TOO COOL, -f

tSREOIAI- OARS ^2?L^"f^5"^'

t

+ APPLY FOR RATES AT J
i Tel. 581. M OfTice, 6or. Magazine and Pleasant Streets. ^

X+4+J-+++44.++ }-+»-+++ J- J-+44-4+4'+.' +4+ *-+*•+>;

I INFORMATION! I

I ESPLANADE LINE. I

I TRANSFERS «« '««"-*« •« »"«» f™" |

I .FiendN.Maxketan'iVilJere^^^ %

% atVillereerosslng. from 5:I5o'clock A.M. to 9:15 P.M. J
-V »-

* OWL C^ARS ^^^ ^^^ ^^ FOLLOWS: J

% Leave eaNRL ST., 1:00, 2:00 3:00, 3:00. 5:00. %
•5- Leave ESPLANADE ST'IN, 12:36. 1:36. 2:36. 3:36, 4:36. ±

-h RACEES •'"'ing the Season. -i-

* +
-^ A full line of Cars will be operated to and from ^
t the Track. This is the QUICKEST, and by far %
+ the PLEASANTEST ROUTE to the RAGES. +* '-

* C^ITY PARK=- This Line affords the best t

4- accommodation to this HISTORIC and DE- -i-

* LIGHTFUL RESORT. %
•^ Special Information furnished at Starter's O/Hcc, Canal and Caron- H*

^ delet Sts., or Main Office, Mai^axine and Pleasant Sts. T
-f H. J. ORESSEL. e. O. WYMAN. 4*

^ 5iiperlntei>(leni. General Manager. ^

NEW Ol.LEANS IRAfTION—NOS. 2 A.ND u.
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In the closed cars the corresponding notices are:

NOTICE
Smoking or spitting is strictly forbidden on this Company's

cars.

The Conductor has orders to eject any Passenger violating this

rule.

E. A. Evans, Manager.

INSTRUCTIONS TO PASSENGERS.
Do not get on or off the car while the car is in motion.

Do not get ou or off the car, except by the rear vestibule,

and on that side nearest the sidewalk.

Do not stand in the vestibule or on the steps of the car.

Do not talk to the Conductor or Motorman; the Conductor
will answer all reasonable questions, the Motormau's duty

ts to operate the car. In the event of any incivility or inat-

tention, report the same to the Manager's office.

Persons under the intluence of liquor, or acting in a disor-

derly or violent manner, will not be allowed on the cars.

Passengers are warned against the practice of putting their

arms or heads out of the car windws. IT IS DANGEROUS.
E. A. Evans, Manager.

1.

2.

3.

4.

The Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Company has

"notices to passengers" in four forms as shown in the first four

uf the accom])anying reproductions, adapted to the different sizes

of open and closed cars. These are Forms 1, 2, 3 and 4, respect-

ively. In addition to these notices all cars have the notice as to

spitting on the floor (Form 3.'?). All these are printed in black

ink on white cards 1514 in. long by 0% in. high.

in old st.vle notice no longer used is shown also; this was
printed in blue on a card 14 in. long by 16V4 in. high.

The Citizens' Street Railroad Company, of Indianapolis. Ind.,

has six signs posted in its cars. These are all shown in the ac-

companying cut The one shown at the top is printed in black
on a white card 7% in. by 18 in. The second is in black on a
card eVa in. by 21 in. The third notice is printed all in blade,
except the last line, which is in red; the card is 7 in. by 21 in.

The fourth is in black on a card 7 in. by 22 in. The fifth is in

black on a card 6% in. by 23V5 in. The bottom one is printed in

black on a card lO'.i in. by 27 in

The Louisville (Ky.) Railway Company has the notices shown
reduced in che accompanying cuts; one is printed in blue ink on
a white card 20 in. long by 71,2 in. wide; the other is the spitting
notice printed in black letters with red sluuling on a white card
14 in. long by 5ii in high.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York, has
a sign printed in lilack ink on both sides of a sheet of white
paper, 4% in. wide by 16 in, long, so that it may be framed be-
tween two panes of glass and be seen from either side. It is
shown reduced in the cut.

The Canal & Claiborne and the New Orleans & Cairollton
Railroads, of New Orleans, which are both under the manage-
ment of George H. Davis, have a sign displayed in the cars which
reads as follows:

WARNING.
Keep your head, arms and body inside of the car.
Do not get on or off cars while they are in motion.
Do not ride ou the platform, or on the step.
Always stop, look and listen, before crossing the tracks
Do not spit upon the floor, under penalty of the law.
Change, to the amount of $2.00 only, will be furnished by the
conductor.

C. S. Sergeant, second vice-president of the Boston Elevated
Radway, advises is that the company has no printed rules for
passengers other than the following:
"No smoking."

"Do not talk to the motorman ''

"Spitting In this car is forbidden by the Bonrd of Health, Pea-
iilty, 9100.

'All persons are warned not to enter or leave the car while
it is in motion, or by the front platform. No disorderly or other-

wise obnoxious person, whether or not under the influence of

liquor, will be permitted to ride upon this car," and painted

ou the outside of the car. "Getting on or off the car by the front

platform is strictly prohibited. Persons riding on the platform
do so at their own risk.''

The Union Traction Company, of Philadelphia, has three no-

tices to the public; they are all printed on white cards 12 in, long
and 8 in, high. They are framed and two of each are placed In

NOTICE
Passengers are FORBIDDEN to

SPIT on the FLOOR of this Car.

By Order of

BOARD OF HEALTH

Rate of Fare.
Single Fare, = = = 5 Cents.

Exchange Ticket, = = 8 "

Children Under 3 Years of Age. = = Free.

Exchange Tickets will be accepted by tbe Conductors for Fare at the

JUNCTION OF STREETS NAMED ON THE TICKET, or from a point North of Junction

if the car is going North, South of Junction if the car is going South, East

of Junction if the car is going East, or West of Junction if the car is going

West, BUT IN NO CASE TO BE ACCEPTED BEFORE THE JUNCTION IS REACHED.

January l 1898. » UNION TRACTION COMPAXTT.

NOTICE
Passengers MUST NOT get OFF

or ON the Car at Street Cross=

ings until it is stopped at the far side

of the intersecting Street.

XJNIOX TEACTION, PHLLADELPHIA.

each car. along the sides between the windows.
No. 1 is printed in red and blue, No. 2 in red and black, and Xo.

3 in brown.

On the lines of the Birmingham (Ala.) Railway & Electric
Company, a notice, "Do not talk to the motorman," printed in
black ink on a blue card 4 in. by 10 in., is placed in all cars. On
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NOTICE TO PASSENGERS.

1 PASSENGERS HOST NOT GET OH OR OFF CARS WHILE IN UOTION IT IS DANOEBODS
2 Cart atop on liir aide or cross stroutfi

Passeoscra wiahmg to GET ON THE CAR miut b» on tbe l&r aido of cross stroot mad SIGNAL TO THE
UOTORNEIER

Paasongors wisbintc to LEAVE THE CAR ebould NOTIFT tho CONDUCTOR ONE OR MORE BLOCKS
in ADVANCE of Ibcir DESTINATION

Ftusongers me requested to NOT RIDE od tbe PLATFORM or STEPS IT IS DANGEROUS
PaaseDgrrs are not allowed to nde ou the front pLaUorm.

Tronsfors aro oolp good where lines tntorsect. flltoon miuutos aitcr time puQchtd.

Bell cords aio intended tar tbo use of Conductors oaly

No smoking oilowed in this car.

W S DIBMOCK. Geni Supt

NOTICE TO PASSENGERS,

1 PASSENGERB MUST NOT GET ON OR OFF CARS WHILE IN MOTION. IT IS DANGEROUS
2. Cars atop on for aide of eroaa streota

3. Passrngcrs wishing to GET ON THE CAR must bo on ths Car side of ctom atroet and SIGNAL TO THE
MOTQRNEER

4 Paascngers w.ahing to LEAVE THE CAR should NOTIFy the CONDUCTOR ONE OR MORE BLOCKS
m ADVANCE of Ihoir DESTINATION

6 PosMngers oro requested NOT TO RIDE on the PLATFORM or STEPS IT IS DANGEHOOS
8. Passongora are not allowed to nde on the front platfonn.

7 Transfora arc only good where linos intersect, flfteen minutes aftar tune punched.

B BeU corda are intended for tho uao of Conductors only TO ATTRACT CONDUCTOR S ATTENTION
PRESS BUTTON BETWEEN THE WINDOWS

9 No amokins allowed in this car. W S DIHUOCK. Gen'l Supt

«-.-„„.-« NOTICE TO PASSENGERS.

1, PASSENGERS MUST NOT GET ON OH OFF CARS WHILE IN MOTION. IT IS DANGEROUS
5. Cars stop on far side of cross streets

3 Paaaongers wiahmg to GET ON THE CAB must be on the far eido of cross Street and SIGNAL TO THE
MOTORNEER

4 PttSBengera wishing to LEAVE THE CAR should NOTIFT the CONDUCTOR ONE OH MORE BLOCKS
in ADVANCE of their DESTINATION

6 Passengera are requested to NOT RIDE on the PLATFORM or STEPS IT IS DANGEROUS
6. Passengers aro not allowed to nde on the front platform.

7 Transfers are only good wLore tinea intersect, &fteon minutes alter time punched.

B Bell cords aro intended for tbo use of Conductors ooly TO ATTRACT CONDUCTORS ATTENTION
PRESS BUTTON ON BACK OF SEAT

9 Smoking allowed on roar three seals W. S DIUHOCE. Gea1 Supt

.

-—— NOTICE TO PASSENGERS.

1. PASSENGERS MUST NOT GET ON OR OFF CARS WHILE IN MOTION IT IS DANGEROUS
2. Cara atop on far side of croas atreots

3. PaasoDgera wishing to GET ON THE CAR must be on the far side of cross street and SIGNAL TO THE
MOTORNEER

4. Paaaengera wishing to LEAVE THE CAR ahould NOTIFY the CONDUCTOR ONE OR MORE BLOCKS
in ADVANCE of their DESTINATION

6. Passengera arc requeated to NOT RIDE on the PLATFORM or STEPS IT IS DANGEROUS
6. PaaftODgcrs ore not allowed to nde on the front platform.

7. Traiisfera arc only good where lines intersect, flftiwo minutes allor time punched

e. Bell cords are intended for the use «f Conductors only. TO ATTRACT CONDUCTOR S ATTENTION
PRESS BUTTON ON BACK OF SEAT

Smoking allowed on rear four seats W S DIHMOCK. Gen I Supt

NOTICE TO PASSENGERS.

SPITTING ON THE FLOORS OP PUBLIC PLACES AND OF

PUBLIC CONVEYANCES IS A NUISANCE. IT IS A MEANS

OF CONVEYING DISEASE; HENCE, FOR SANITARY REASONS

IS HEREBY FORBIDDEN. OFFENSES AGAINST ORDERS OF BOARD

OF HEALTH WILL BE PROSECUTED UNDER CITY ORDINANCES.
W. S. DIMMOCK. Gen'l Supt

OMAHA & COIFNCIL BLUFFS.

REGULATIONS
OF THE METROPOLITAN STREET 'RAILWAY COMPANY.

p ASSENGERS ARE FORBIDDEN lo nd- on the -.tpps. ft to gel on or off. or occupy the Front Platfurm of the Cm ; to

occupy the Rear Platfflrm while thetv Is standing room inside the Car : to gpt on or off the Car while in motion.

Passangera must gc i
oil tne Rear Plallorm on that aide of the Car nearest (he Sidewalk. ChiklKn cannot bn

allowed to nde on eiihur Platform NO HALF FARE Chddren under FOUR years of age, when accompanied by their

parents or guardians, will be carried ftvy All children occupying seats will b*- charged ftill lire. The cars will bo stopped

at Ihe lower crossing going down, and al the upper crossing going up town. Passengers must not put their hands
or arms out of the windo-w^ nor npon the wmdOTP frames- No trunks or large lorcels will be earned. All packages at*

earned only at the owner's risk. Passengers c.tn assist the nmnogenient of thi^ ComFany in enferrinK its Rules by reporting

any incivility on the part of tho EfupWyes of tho Company The Conip;my will not he responsibly for .iny aocideat r«u1tina

from violation of either of the foregoiDg rules

lEIROPOLITUI STIIEET RIILWIT COKPlflT.

irETROPOI.ITAN STREET KAILWAT, NEW TORK.

WARNING TO PASSENGERS.
PA5SBN0tRS AHE FUPBIDDEN lu j(el on or off the Can while in m.

nearest Ihe other irack. unlcis transferred lu another Car by the Driver.

PASSENGERS APE WARNED of ihe dintrr ol bcini run o.w »htn ihr) leatc Ihe Car by

tfirKtiaa TkU tompin) »lll no) be responsible lur int 4i,t,idnil ixtumnf under lioUlhin ul lorrplini rules.

T- J- MINARY. General Managei

to leave Ihe Cars on ihe side

approiihinE in either

INOTIGE TO PASSE^IGEPS.

Do Not get off or on Cers while in motion. IT IS DANGEROUS!

When leaving car, face direction train is going, getting off on

Trains Stop Only on Far Side of Cross Streets.

SMOKING ALLOWED ONLY ON FOUR REAR SEATS
OF THIS CAR.

W 8 DIMMOCK. Qenl. Supl

OMAn.\ & COUNXII. BH.FF.S—OLD STYLE.

-*—^NOTICE!—

^

All employes are instructed to be polite
and courteous in the, discharge of their
duties. Conductors are specially instructed
to call the names and numbei-s of all streets
and answer all inquiries politely.

Patrons will confer a favor by reporting to the manage-
ment any breach of these instructions.

OENTL.EMBN
"Will not Spit upon th.e

Floor of this Car.

'•^ NOTICE !
—

^

Children under FIVE YEARS of age. acc-ompanied
by parents or guardian, allowed to ride FREE.

All childr<^^n over FIVE years of af^r- will be charged
FULL FARE FIVE CENTS

imwm m set on ok orr tee m nu it is in mon.

NOTICE!
Passengers will take notice of the following

ordinance of the City of Indianapolia which is
hereby published pursuant to said ordineince:

vicwdine Ona HoBilml Dotlu*. lo v

» Cifu. Cic*TVF(* or Pip* LB

imC pranMioD tluU IM Fluid

NOTICE

!

Passengers are FORBIDDEN to get On or

Off this Car While It is in Motion.

THE CITIZENS STREET RAILROAD COMPANY.

NOTICE
TO PASSENGERS.

Passtngers Askioe lur rianslers Miisl Coirgl) iM tlie FollonnE I

1

a S« U>i joai TICKET i> CORaECTLY PUNCHED to

q iruh BKBi/n' . Btton imcb*d ID th> lif bl kIudd, tlUt I

jid th> LINE Ls wbi^b

3 TABI CAB tot >liicfa jov TEUNSrxa TICKET u POMCBSD. u th. FIBST JONCTION paint -

LOUTSVn-LE, KT.

CITIZENS STREET RAILROAD, INDIANAPOLIS, HO),

SPITTING IN THIS CAR
OR ON THE

PLOORp OR PLATFORM
Bff^POSITIVELY PROHIBITED

BY AN ORDINANCE, APPROVED MAY 21st, 1897,

LOTnSVrLLE, KT.
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all open cars is posted a notice in black ink on a rod card 20 in.

by 6 in. which reads:

"Smoking not allowed in this car except on the two rear inside

seats."

Some oars have no conductors, and in these are displayed three

signs in addition to the others. The first is printed in black ink

The sign as to expectorating is a police regulation and the

company is obliged to carry this notice in the cars.

NOTICE!1 I Cars Slop only on Far side ol street 2 Ring the Bell halt way betweenlhe Block

^ to STOP at the next street Outside the City Limits iine ring means to stop at the

n^M aijuun J L.U.I. ^.„ your Arms or Head out of the Windows. Ills DANGEROUS 4 Please Report any

Inattention or Misconduct Ol Employes. 5. Children Five l5) Years ol Age must pay FULL FARE '. DO NT SPIT

ON THE FLOOR I Birmingham Railway & Qectric Company.
J. B. McCLARY. Central Manaoer

WARNING! This Co:
ir oM the f

11 Pet ions are Wat ntcl NOT to stand or

I alighting trom Car. look BOTH WAVs

II not be Responsible lor Injuries received Irom Jumping on

In Mctlon.
Pl.itlorms or Running Boards.

.^'...'iii.T ihe Double Track

Birmingham Railway & Electric Company,
J B r^CCLARV, CENFRAL MANAGES

BIRMINGHAM, AIA.

on a white card 14 in. long and TVo in. high, and is a notice di-

recting the passenger to "please deposit his fare in the front

box," the usual sign that was to be found in conductorless horse

cars. The second is printed in black ink on a white card 11 In.

by 5V-! in., and quotes a section of the city code which prescribes

a fine of from one to fifty dollars as the penalty for refusing to

deposit the fare as required or for attempting to defraud the com-

pany by placing anything except lawful money in the fare boxes.

The third sign is a notice as to where the car stops, reporting in-

clvilty or misconduct of employes, children's fares, etc.; this is

the upper one of the two reproduced. It is printed in blue ink

on a white card 26 in. long and 4 in. high.

In all ears is a warning against boarding or leaving the car

when it is In motion, or standing on the platform, and an In-

SECTION 476
OF THE—

CITY CODE OF BIRMINGHAM.
It shall be unlawful for any person to ricie on said cars without first

paying full fare, as required by the Street Railroad Companies, or to place
In the boxes provided for the reception of the fare anything except checks
or lawful money of the United States. Any person violating the provisions
of this Section shall be fined not less than One nor more than Fifty Dollars.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

junction to look both ways before crossing double tracks. This

is the lower of the two Birmingham signs that are reproduced.

The Denver (Colo.) Consolidated Tramway Company displays in

its ears a notice printed in black ink on a white card 5 in. by

ftllghUug. t

3 All pgnaal »re VArnvd ool lo a

t. FcnoD* rldlSR upon Ui« platlom

S NoTsr .Wp Iron) Dog cat to aoot
e BmoklaB la Allowed oolr 00 tha

panmg A tnllor OoattemsD
7. PAAAOosan Aro ra.]aaAlod to cororuUr

a. IlUlTUltr ADd CAT.

MAT t. tS«3.

rADarar tlckota Thar Aro laAuod onlp oD Iko ooodlclODA prUtod Iharwjo

paul of amplDTea ahould ba promptlp raporlad.

THE DENVER TRAMWAY COMPANY.

DENVER CONSOLIDATED TRAMWAY.

22% in. The cut is reproduced from a copy sent us by Superin-

teudeut Durbin.

D. S. Carll, chief engineer and superintendent of the Capital

Traction Company. Washington. D. C, states that the company

has a number of signs. On the rim of the hood is: "Warning;

It is dangerous to ride on the platform." On the inside of the

cars are: "Notice: Wait until the car stops; Will stop at Street

crossings only."

"Warning: It is unlawful to expectorate in this car; Newsboys

selling papers are not allowed on this car."

The Cleveland City RailWaay Company has but one rule posted

in its cars: it relates to tobacco users spitting upon the floor

of the car. and reads that anv party so misusing the car shall

be requested by the conductor to stop, and if he refuses the con-

ductor is ordered to put him off the car.

TheToronto (Can.) Railway 'Coiupany has notices posted which

read as follows:

NOTICE

PASSENGERS RIDING ON PLATFORMS OR STEPS OF CARS
DO SO AT TTIEIR OWN RISK.

PASSENGERS ARE WARNED NOP
1. To get on or off .a car while it is in motion.

2. To lean on gates or screens on side of car.

3. To cross tracks behind cars without looking out for ap-

proaching cars

The Company will not entertain any claim arising from a disre-

gard of the abov<^ warnings.

TRANSFERS must be made at the junction point for which

the ticket is punched

FARES must be put only into the Fare Bex.

In case of complaint, take conductor's number and report to

Superintendent.

Iames Gtjnn, Superintendent.

September 29th. 1S98.

RATES OF FARES.
Cash Fares on Day Cars 5 Cents.

Cash Fares on Night Cars 10 Cents.

Children under 9 years of age, not in arms Half Fare.

TICKETS.
Regular Tickets .25 for $1.00

Regular Tickets 6 for .25

Limited Tickets, good only between 5:30 and S a.

m., and 5 and 6:30 p. m 8 for .25

Limited tickets cannot be used on Sunday.

School Children's tickets, good between 8 a, m. and

5 p. m., but not on Saturdays or Sundays 10 for .25

Children entitled to ride on half-fare may use these tickets.

Sundaj'. Special 'Tickets 7 for .25

(On other days Sunday Tickets are good only during hours of

Limited tickets.)

BICiCLES. CARRIED AT OWNER'S RISK, FOR ONE REG-
ULAR FARE EACH WAY.

TICKETS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED IN PAYMENT OP
FARES ON NIGHT CARS.

Passengers are requested to see that their change and tickets

are correct when received from the conductor.

James Gunn, Superintendent

August, 1897.

The Hot Springs (Ark.) Street Railroad Company places two

signs inside the car. over the door at the end opposite the fare

register. They are printed in plain type on a good quality of

Bristol board and framed under glass with a neat half-round oak

molding. Suitable warning cards are used on the open cars

also. The notices for the inside of the car read:

"Notice: By order of the Board of Health, spitting on the

floor of this car is positively forbidden. Hot Springs St. R. R.

Co., C. G. Convers. Manager.''

"Warning: Passengers are not allowed to stand on the plat-

forms or steps, or get on or off while the car is in motion. All

are cautioned about putting their heads out of car window. Hot

Springs St. R. R. Co. C. G. Convers, Manager."

On each hood over the motorman's head, is this notice:

"Do not stand on the platform; step inside the car. Do not

talk to Motorman. Wait until car stops."

Spitting on the floor gave the company a great deal of annoy-

ance until three years ago. when the city council passed an

ordinance making the penalty therefor a fine of from five to

(wenty-five dollars. Six men were arrested under the ordinance

and fined $5 each, which put an end to the nuisance.
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Herbert Wan-en, geueral manager of the Duluth (Minn.) Street

Kaihvay Company, advises us that the company has but one
printed sign in its cars, which reads as follows:

FARE FIVE CENTS,
Children free only when Under Five Years of age, not Occupy-

ing Seats and when accompanied liy grown persons, but one
such child will be carried free with each grown person. Full

Fare will be charged for all others.

I'ai'ents and Guardians will be required to pay fare for all

children who are of the Size and General .Appearance of live

year old children, regardless of actual ages, as conductors are

forbidden to discuss the ages of children with parents and in-

structed to be guided entirely by size and general appearance.

the cars while in motion," and "No Smoking." He believes that
when signs are printed in small type they are not generally no-
ticed.

The Meti'opolitan Railroad Company, of Washington, D. C,
displays three signs in its cars. Tliey are all printed in black,

on white cards. No. 1 is on a card IS in. long and 9 in. high.

NOTICE.
Passengers are requested to observe the

fdUdH ing Rules in boarding or leaving the Car.

Do not get on or off while the Car is in motion.

On leaving the Car do not get off between tracks.

When getting off. always step in tlie direction In which the Carls going,

DO NOT STAND ON THE RUNNING-BOARD,

WASHINGTON, D. C—NO. 1.

trimmed as indicated to fit in a frame at the side of the door

near the top of the car; it is printed on both sides and is visible

WARNING!
DO NOT EXPECTOMTi IN THIS OAR.

Police Rffjulations, See. 3.), Provides tliat it

shall be unlawful for any person to expectorate

or Spit on any ])art of a Street Railway Car.

Penalty: Fine not to exceed $10 or 10 days imprisonment,

THIS LAW WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED,

^NOTICE^
PASSENGERS WISHING TO ALIGHT are

requested to press Electric Button or Signal Con-

ductor IMMEDIATELY upon Car crossing the

Street preceding that where they desire to get

off— thus giving ample notice, -

WASHINGTON, D, C—NOS, 2 AND 3,

from the interior and from the platform. No. 2 is on a card .5%

in. wide and 12 in. long. No. 3 is 5V2 in. wide and iS^z in. long.

The Los Angeles & Pasadena Electric Railway Company has
had but one notice in its cars up to the present time; this is im-

mediately over the controller and reads:

"The motormau is not allowed to converse with passengers."

The manager is of the opinion that other notices should bc-

published in the car and now has the matter under considera-

tion.

Israel A. Kelsey, general manager of the Winchester Avenue
Railroad Company. New Haven, Conn., advises us that he has
in his cars only such single line signs as "Do not get off or on

The following cojnpanies to which we have written asking for
copies of their rules as posted in the cars, state that they do not
post rules in the cars-

Lindell Railway Company. St. Louis.

Aurora Steel Railway Company, .\urora. 111.

Terre Haute Electric Railway Company, Terre Haute, Ind.
Twin City Rapid Transit Comjiany. Minneapolis and St. Paul,

Minn
Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha Electric Railway, Ra.iue, Wis.
Public Works Company, Bangor. Me.
Atlantic Coast Electric Railroad Company. Ashbiiry Park, \. .7.

Oakland Railroad Company, Oakland, Cal.

'To be continued.)

ACCUMULATORS AT HANOVER.

Int^rn,?""^, x""
^ ""','/ ^'"''"'^'^ ^' '^^ Geneva meeting of the Per.nanent

laternational Iramway Uaion by Theodore Kruger, director. Hanover.

The accumulators are placed under the seats and comprise -^Q-'

elements in hard rubber cells with a capacity of 25 ampere-hours
at a discharge rate of 25 amperes. Each element consists of one
positive Plante plate with an area of 13.17 sq, in., and two nega-
tive plates each of which has .tM> lb, active material. The plates
are separated by glass tubes, or hard rubber strips. Below the
plates is a space ,16 in, in depth to allow the slime and disinte-
grated matter from the pl.iiis to collect. The plates are con-
nected by lead strips. To i)r. vent short ciicuiting the battery
is mounted on a hard rubber trough, and air spaces are pro-
vided on all sides for cooling. To prevent co.xious fumes enter-
ing the car the batteries are so ventilated that the forward
motion of the car causes a current of air through the boxes and
carries the gases off and upward To prevent spilling the dcid by
reason of the jolting of the car, th-? cells are covered with sort
rubber sheets, and a drain is provided to carry away anv acid
that may be spilled, so that it can not strike the truck or rails.
The battery complete weighs, according to the state of the plates
from -1.400 to 5..500 lbs

The batteries are at definite intervals subjected to a verv sini-
pie but sufficient inspection. When the cars are brought into
the car house at night the l)atteries are charged to the point of
developing ,gas but care is taken not to sulphate the plates, and
at the same time any damage that may have happened durinsr
the day is repaired. When charging, tlie loss due to evaporation
is made good by adding the necessary amount of water; eai h
day about one-third of the motor cars have water added to the
batteries to make good the lo.ss by evaporation. Each week
the voltage of everv element is taken and if found low the cause,
nhich is usually a small short circuit, is removed. If at thJ
next weekly inspection the element is still out of order, which,
however, is seldom the case, it is cut out and thoroughly repaired'
being replaced by a new one from a battery in reserve.

Also each week the battery is inspected as to the accumula-
tion of sediment, acid density, polarization, breakage of tubes,
cracking of cells, etc. Also the means of ventilating the cells
and the acid drain pipe are looked .after. This nightly work upon
TO cars is done at our Glocksee station by three men.
After running from S.OOf) to 12.0(X1 kilometers (5.000 to 7,5(X)

miles), the distance varies on the different lines according to
the demands made on the battery and the time during which it

is charging from the trolley wire, the acid is pumped out, the
glass tubes separating the plates removed and the sediment
washed out. If the specific gravity of the battery fluid after
this time is found reduced, chemically pure sulphuric acid is

added to bring it up to 1.21 again. After the battery has been
again charged a capacity test is made in oider that it may bt
known whether it can be best used on a route requiring light
or heavy service, luitil the next general cleaning. When the
capacity has dropped to 12 ampere-hours, with a 25 ampere dis-
charge rate, the battery is put in service on the light lines
where only from 4 to S ampere-hours are needed and used until
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It is to be again cleaDed. At tliis cleaning the batteries are litted

with new plates. The positive plates that are yet nt for use ar«

changed to older batteries, and those that cannot be used sold

for the value of the lead

The negative plates are freed from the old paste which has

been reduced to metallic lead, and new paste provided. They are

then as good as new and are again placed in cells. This 're-

pasting" can be continued until the plate fails from mechanical

causes.

The grid is made to last through six "re-pastings," or about

240,000 battery driven kilometers (150.000 miles.)

The cost of filling the negative plates with new paste i« 76

marks ($18.22) per car. The new positive plates cost 707 marks

($169.55) per car.

From August 1. 1896. to August 1, 1898, the cost for mainte-

nance and renewals of the batteries has been, in spite of unfavor-

able relations between the battery mileage and the trolley mile-

age, only 2.093 pt. per automobile kilometer (.81 cent per car-

mile.)

The several routes are as follows:

Trolley Accumulator

miles. miles.

1 6.87 2.47

2 2.00 1.55*

3 «.2S 1.68

4 2.46 1.65

5 2.36 3.07*

6 1.36 1.06

7 2.40 1.82*

8 1.41 2.59*

S 59 2.05*

10 - 10.93

11 71 11.07

12 6.07

13 6.40

14 2.38

Those distances marked * are covered twice, that is, one round

trip, without recharging the battery.

The life of the batteries depends solely upon the treatment,

and extent of the regular discharges. Aside from this the time

of charging, upon which depends the strenglli of the charging

current, is extremely important With a positive plate of 85

sq. cm. area, such as used in Hanover, and charged with a cur-

rent of 150 amperes for 10 minutes after a previous complete

discharge, the longest life that could be expected is 20.000 auto-

mobile kilometers (12,400 car-miles). The negative plates under

the same conditions would at best have a life of 18,000 automobile

kilometers (11,178 miles), as they would not have the necessary

capacity to carry the load at the full discharge rate.

If it is desired to increase the life of the battery, in fact nearly

to double the life, it should be chosen large enough so tliat not

more than one-half of its capacity will be needed, and care taken

that the ratio of the charging time to the discharging time is at

least as 1 to 2. If it be made longer the results will be better.

It is believed that under these conditions a life of from 35,000 t»

45,000 kilometers will always be obtained.

Notwithstanding that in the beginning the conditions were vfry

unfavorable as to the time available for charging, the lit* of

the batteries was 37,700 kilometers

The average life of the batteries iu 37 ears was 37,708 kilo-

meters (23,417 miles).

The average life of the positive plates in seven cars was 39,497

kilometers (24,528 miles).

The average life of the negative plates in two cars was 37,554

kilometers (23,321 miles)

But favorable conditions as to the time of charging and dis-

charging are of no avail if the inspection is not sufficient and
above all if the cleaning (removal of sediment) is neglected. The
current loss that usually occurs under these circumstances will

ruiu the whole battery in a. short time; and when under favorable

conditions the life of the batteries is short it is believed that tho

reason is lack of sufficient care.

The best demonstration of this is the fact that the life of st.a-

tionary batteries is variously reported at from 1 to 12 years.

It has been definitely determined by measurements that the

average charging current, for a discharged battery with a poten-

tial of 2.4 volts per element, is 3G amperes; when the batteries

were charged the charging current was still about 1.7 amperes.

A motor car weighing 10.5 tonnes (11.55 short tons), including the

load, required, when taking current from the trolley wire, 554

watt-hours per kilometer (892 watt-hours per mile). When driven

by the battery the same car required 533 watt-hours per kilo-

meter (858 watt-hours per mile). The loss in charging the bat-

tery is taken to be 20 per cent more, making the total 640 watt-

hours per kilometer (1.030 per mile). A car weighing 10.4 tons

and drawing a trailer of 4.38 tonnes, a total of 14.78 tonnes (16.26

short tons) required 614 watt-hours per kilometer (989 per mile)

by trolley, and 564 by battery traction; adding 20 per cent, makes

the total for battery traction 676 per kilometer (1,088 watt-hours

per mile). When the loss in the transmission from the generator

to the car is included, the energy consumption per touue-kilo-

meter is at a high estimate not more than 70 v>att-hours (102 watt-

hours per ton-mile). The battery weighs say 2.5 tonnes (2.75

short tons), and to propel this weight requires 175 watt-hours

per car-kilometer (280 watt-hours per ear-mile). In Hanover,

where the accumulators serve as regulators for the station as

well as to propel the cars, the cost of energy (not including de-

preciation) is 1.2 cents per kilowatt-hour. (From this it would

appear that the excess of cost of power for motor car-mile is

about % cent when the batteries are in use, and 1-3 cent when
not in use. over what the cost would be with a simple overhead

trolley.—Ed.) What the conditions would be in other cities can-

not be stated.

In the course of the next year nujnerous changes will be made
which will increase the economy of operation. Arrangement will

be made for the company itself to "re-paste" the plates, thus

saving the manufacturer's profit and the freight charges. The

acids will be made by the company reducing the cost 50

per cent. An automatic distilling apparatus is to be installed,

dispensing with two men. The old plates will be cast into new

ones and thus utilized to better advantage. There is produced

annually some 20.000 kilograms of peroxide of lead, which will

be purified and dried so that it will bring .$15 per 1(X) kilograms

instead of only $3, as heretofore. By substituting a benzine lamp

for soldering, instead of using a hydrogen flame, which is pos-

sible by the use of a new composition, a considerable saving of

time and money will be effected and equally good joints made.

COMBINATION CABLE CARS.

In the Review for July, last, at page 466, we illustrated a com-

bination car built by the Third Avenue Railroad Company, of

New York, from two old car bodies, a grip car and a closed

trailer. This car was designed to comply with the rule of the

board of health which requires that a number of closed cars

be run on all lines even in warm weather. This plan has, we
understand, given good satisfaction, and the car is a particularly

acceptable one because there is no jerking and bumping as was

the case when the grip and trailer were separate cars.

In view of this action it is of interest to note that there is

another side to the question of whether long cars for city cable

lines are the best practice. The North Chicago Railroad Com-

pany has just completed the transformation of 90 34-ft. combina-

tion open and closed grip cars, cutting them apart and making

a closed trailer 26 ft. 6 in. long, including the new platform, and

an open grip car 12 ft. 6 in. The cars have been in service a

long time, and while the management has wished to make the

change before, it waited until the present season, when the

trucks had to be renewed, to make it.

The Suburban Railroad Company, of Chicago, has what Is

stated to be the largest sprinkling car ever built for street rail-

way service. It was made at the shops of the West Chicago

Street Railroad after plans of Master Mechanic Bridges, and Is

a cylindrical tank of 5,000 gallons capacity. The West Chicago

controls the Suburban road.
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POWER CONSUMPTION ON ELECTRIC
RAILROADS.

From a paper by S. T. Dodd, read before the Civil Engineers' Club ol Cleve-

land and published in the Journal oi the Association o( Engineering Societies.

About 10 years ago I saw for the first time an electric street

car propelled by the power of 40 horses. To my mind, acquainted

only with ordinary two-horse traction, a double 20-h. p. equip-

ment seemed out of all proportion to the speed and size of the

car.

Our ideas on such subjects have changed since those days, and

today no one would think of using less than a double 25-h. p.

equipment for street railway work; while double and quadruple

25, 50 and even 75-h. p. equipments are so familiar th.it they

pass through our streets without comment.'

I suppose no one would expect to operate a 20-ton car at a speed

of 30 miles per hour with the current it takes to run an arc lamp,

yet such a mistake would be no more glaring than some that

h^ye been made in the development of electric traction. What I

now propose is to m.ake an analysis of the losses occurring in

electric railway operation and to show that the power of our

equipments is no greater than might be expected from the ordi-

nary laws of mechanics, from the weights we are propelling and

the speeds, acceleration and grades which we encounter.

The power necessary for propelling a car or train depends upon

two quantities—(1) the speed, which is a definite, measurable and

easily recognized quantity; and (2) the force, the effort exerted

by the motive mechanism, or its equivalent, the train resistance.

This latter, being more obscure and less easily measured, de-

serves a careful study.

In analyzing train resistance, four principal divisions must be

noted:

1. Grade resistance, or the eft'ort necessary to lift a train up a

certain slope. In electric railroad work this becomes a more im-

portant factor than in steam railroad work, on account of the

steeper grades encountered.

2. ' Curve resistance, or the effort necessary to propel the cars

around curves upon tlae track. This enters as so small a factor

that I shall note it here only for the purpose of completeness,

and shall not refer to it again.

3. Acceleration resistance, or the effort necessary to impart to

a car of given weight a certain velocity in a certain time. On ac-

count of the character of the traflic, this becomes a more impor-

tant factor in electric railroad work than it is in steam railroad

work.

4. Frictional resistance, or the effort necessary to propel a

train at a constant velocity over a level track. This division,

being the most obscure, shall receive our attention first.

FBICTIONAI, RESISTANCE.

The nature of the resistance encountered by moving trains has

been discussed by steam railroad engineers for many years. In

electric railroad work we have an advantage over steam railroad

engineers l.l the measurement of this qu.iutity. In steam rail-

road work readings from a dynamometer interposed between the

engine and train give only the resistance of the train itself, leav-

ing out of account the resistances experienced by the engine,

which in many cases amount to a very considerable proportion of

the whole. While the reading of steam engine indicators is a

sufficiently laborious and delicate operation on stationary engines,

it is much more so when the position of the observer is on the

outside of a locomotive running at 25 to 60 miles an hour; and,

even with this indicator reading, unless the efficiency of the

engine is very accurately known, as it seldom is, we are unable

to separate the train resistance from the internal losses in the

engine. On the other hand, the determination of train resistance

in electric railway work is a very simple matter.

Fig. 1 represents the curves of torque and speed of a street

railway motor. These curves can generally be obtained from the

manufacturer of the motor, or, if necessary, their independent

determination is a very simple matter. The vertical ordinate of

any point on either curve represents the current flowing into the

motor, while the horizontal distance from the left-hand side of

the sheet shows upon one curve the speed in miles per hour at &

fixed voltage, and upon the other curve the horizontal effort In

pounds which the motor will exert at the tread of the driving

wlieels when it is taking this amount of current. In order to de-

termine the effort exerted by a car equipment it is necessary only

to place an ammeter in circuit with the motors, and the reailing

of this, by comparison with the curves of the particular motor,

gives us immediately the horizontal effort exerted by the motor at

that instant, and approximately the speed. For example, suppos-

ing the motor in question to be geared with 24 teeth in the pinion

and 58 teeth in the axle gear; the two curves marked "Gearing

58-24" in Fig. 1 show tliat when 30 amperes are flowing into tlie

motor it will exert a horizontal force, at the rim of 33-in. driving

wheels, of 120 lbs., and the car will be moving at 42 miles per

hour with 500 volts at the motor terminals. If the ammeter read-

ing is 125 amperes, the same curves show that the effort exerted

is 1320 His. and the speed is 18% miles per hour. I say "ap-

proximately the speed" because the speed is dependent upon and

almost proportional to the voltage at the motor terminals, and, as

this fluctuates in electric railway work anywhere from 10 to 2'J

per cent, the speed cannot be determined without a simultaneous

determination of the voltage. The torque exerted by the motors,

however, is independent of the voltage; a certain current flowing

through the coils of the motor will develop a definite pull at the

armature shaft. I am aware that this statement contradicts a

popular impression that a series-wound motor requires more cur-

rent to drive a car at a low than at a high voltage, but it can be

shown that the statement is absolutely true and that the popular

impression is the result of mistaken, or rather niisinteipreted. ob-

servations.

To return, however, to the question with which we started:

How many pounds of pull does it take to move a train of a cer-

tain weight at a certain velocity? The formula: which steam

raUroad engineers have developed have been in some cases based

on hundreds of experiments, but, on account of the widely dif-

fering nature of track and train construction, the formulae differ

widely from each other, both in their form and in their final re-

sults; and, without intending to criUcize the older branch of rail-

road engineering, I wish to collect here some of the best known

of these formula and compare them with readings which we

have obtained in electric railroad work.

1. One of the oldest formula; with which I am familiar was

proposed by D. K. Clark, and is of the form F=i8+V-^178)W

V being the speed of train in miles per hour and W the weight

of train in tons of 2000 ITjs.

2. Another formulae, proposed by Professor Rankine, is of

the form F=[5.35-1-.268(V-10)] (T-1-2E). T is the weight of the

train behind the engine and E the weight of the engine and ten-

der. Rankine's formula is that of a straight line, the resistance

being proportional to the velocity above 10 miles per hour and a

constant quantity below that. He also recognizes the importance

of the he.id resistance, the "pace-making" effort of the engine.

3. A formula proposed by W. H. Searles, and based on his

experiments, and which, Mr. Wellington says, has a "wonderful

range of application to all speeds, conditions and classes of

trains," is of the form F=4.82 W+.00535 V2 W-F.n001T83 V^ E2.

4. The most complete and accurate experiments with which

I am familiar were made by A. M. Wellington, who divides the

resistance of a moving train into:

a. Rolling friction, or the friction of the journals and that be-

tween wheel and rail, a quantity independent of the speed.

6. Head resistance, or the atmospheric resistance experienced

by the first car of the train.

c. Side resistance, or the resistance offered by the atmosphere

to the several cars of the train.

d. Oscillating resistance, or increased journal and rolling fric-

tion, depending on the speed.

The formula he develops takes account of all these, and is of

the form r=4 W+.2G V2-H.03 V= G+.0ti5 V- W; G in tills formula

representing the number of cars in the train.

For sake of comparison I have collected in the table below the

results of about twenty observations, which I consider the most

trustworthy of those I have been able to get. These observations

have all been made on interurban cars running on T rails and

over a level track at a uniform speed.
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HORIZONTAL EFFORT.
FOR VARIOUS ACCEI.EKAIIONS AND GRADES.

Roads. A. G. H. E. per Ton.

C. B. & Q., steam 1 36.5

Manhattan Elevatwl, steam 2 55

A. B & C, electric 3 183

C. P. & E., electric 4 238

Special 5 348

Limit 470

Woodland Avenue 9^ 180

Seneca Street 11:< 220

North HiU 13y2!< 270

The limit of possible acceleration in railroad work is niiturally

fixed by the slipping of the driving wheels. It can be shown that

the start represented In curve No. 5 is very near to this limit. It

is generally acknowledged that the adhesion of wheels to rails is,

under good conditions, one-fourth of the weight upon them, and

under ordinary conditions one-flfth. If we assume, however, one-

fourth, and assume moreover, that the whole weight of the car

rests upon the driving wheels, it will be seen that the limiting

accelerating force is about 500 pounds per ton, and, allowing 30

pounds per ton for frictional resistance, we have about 470 pounds

as the limiting acceleration. Curve No. 6 shows this limit. That

such starts as this are not uncomfortable, if made smoothly, is

testified to by the fact that we experience negative accelerations

of comparable amounts upon our interurban cars without dis-

comfort. I have myself noted a stop from 25 miles per hour with-

in 90 ft., and from 41 miles per hour I have seen a stop made in

eight seconds. As these represent a negative acceleration of 475

pounds per ton, it is evident that the I'ails were in pretty good

condition, and that we had an adhesion of about one-fourth. I

might note that both these were emergency stops, and a little

more sudden than ordinary. I am told by motormen upon our

suburban roads that, with brakes in good condition, they can al-

ways make a stop from .50 miles per hour in five poles or 450 ft.,

which represents a negative acceleration of 365 lbs. per ton.

From these facts we may conclude that the limit of possible

acceleration is fixed only by the adhesion of the wheels to the rail,

or by the willingness of railway managers to provide extra power

for the sake of increased schedule speeds.

GRADE RESISTANCE.

It is often stated, as an advantage of electric traction, that an

electric car is able to mount steeper grades than a steam-driven

train. This statement, while tmc, is often misstated, or rather

misunderstood, by those who make it. The advantage does not

lie, as many seem to think, in the electric current per se, and wh'en

steam railroad managers think It advisable to equip an SOO-ton

train with 8000 h. p. in motive power the difference will not be

as apparent as it is today. The force necessary to lift a train

up a grade is the same fraction of the weight of the train that

the rise of grade is of the horizontal length.

As an example of some of the grades we meet in practice, we
may note that the Cleveland City Railway is operating on Wood-

land avenue a grade of 9 per cent, and pulling trailex-s on that.

The Cleveland Electric Railway is operating on Seneca street hill

a grade of about 11 per cent; the A. B. & C. is operating on North

Hill. Akron, a grade of 13% per cent. To compare these resist-

ances with those ordinarily experienced in acceleration, the latter

part of the table shows the number of pounds traction per ton of

. train necessary to mount such grades.

An inspection of the table shows that the tractive effort neces-

sary on ordinary grades is comparable with that necessary for

such acceleration as we ordinarily meet In electric railroad prac-

tice.

POWER CONSUMPTION.

Let us apply the data of the foregoing discussion to some prob-

lems, in order to determine the power expended in particular

eases.

Let us take, as a first illustration, an ordinary city car, which,

together with the equipment, will weigh about 12 tons. As may
be noted any night after 12 o'clock, going out either Prospect

street or Detroit street, the maximum speed which such cars at-

tain on a level, after the period of acceleration is past, is about

20 miles per hour. Applying our formula for train resistance,

18+.2 V, the frictional resistance of such a car at this speed is

about 22 lbs. per ton, giving us a horizontal effort of 2&i lbs.

necessary to propel a 12-ton car; and 204 lbs., at 20 miles per

hour, is equal to 14 h. p. Assuming that the efficiency of such

motors as are ordinarily used at this speed is about 75 per cent,

this gives an input at the trolley of 18.8 h. p. or 14 k. w., which,

at 500 volts, is equivalent to 28 amperes. This represents approx-

imately the amount of current necessary to propel such a car.

As a second illustration let us consider an ordinary double-truck

interurban car. The weight of car body and truck, empty, is

about 15 tons. The motors ordinarily used for such a car weigh

about 3,000 lbs. We can estimate the total weight, including a

two-motor equipment and a few passengers, at about 20 tons.

These cars run upon a level at a speed of about 28 miles per hour.

Applying our formula, we get 23.4 lbs. per ton, or a total of 472

lbs. horizontal effort necessary for propulsion. At 28 miles an

hour this is equivalent to 35 h. p. Figuring the efficiency of these

larger motors at 82 per cent gives us 43 h.p., or 32 kilowatts input,

which, at 500 volts, gives 64 amperes, or 32 amperes per motor,

as the ordinary running current.

Another interesting question is. What should the starting cur-

rent amount to in oars of this weight? If we take curve 3, Fig.

2, the curve of acceleration for the A. B. C. car, we see that, at

the maximum, as the acceleration begins to fall off (which cor-

responds to the point where the controller is entirely cut out), we
have an acceleration amounting to 1.25 miles per hour per second.

This is equivalent to 114.5 lbs. per ton, or, for a 20-ton car, about

2,300 lbs. horizontal effort necessary at this point. As the sliced

attained w-ith this pull is approximately 18 miles per hour, the

motors are delivering about 110 h. p. Figuring the efficiency of

the motors at SO per cent, we get a total input of 138 h. p., or

103 k. w., which, at 500 volts, represents 206 amperes as the start-

ing current.

As a final example, let us consider the cars of our latest inter-

urban road, the Lorain & Cleveland Railroad. No tests on this

road have as yet been published, but we are promised by the en-

gineers a complete set of tests as soon as the road is in running

shape. When such tests are published we shall have some basis

for judging of the reliability of the figures above submitted.

Such cars will weigh, empty, about 15 tons, or 30,000 lbs. They

are equipped with four motors, which must weigh in the neighbor-

hood of 3,000 pounds each. We can safely estimate the weight of

car and equipment at 22 tons. With these cars a speed of 35 to

45 miles an hour is common, and after having gone a mile or so

from a stop they attain a speed of 50 miles per hour.

The train resistance on a level is (18-I-.2 V) W, and since, in the

present case, W is 22 tons and V is 50 miles, we have 616 lbs.

effoi't necessary for propulsion. Now, 616 lbs. at 50 miles per

hour is equivalent to 82 h. p., which represents the output of the

motors at full speed. For motors of this size we may estimate the

efficiency at about 82 per cent. This means 100 h. p. input to the

motors.

As for voltage, a visit to the power house will show that a volt-

age of about 600 is carried, and that heavy feeders are used. We
can, therefore, estimate that they get 550 volts at the motor ter-

minals. One hundred horse-power at 550 volts is 135 amperes.

My estimate, based on the data given, is that it takes about 1.35

amperes to propel these cars after they have attained full speed.

Another interesting question is. How much current does it take

to start these cars? If we are allowed to make some assumption,

we can estimate somewhat nearly. These cars seem to me to gain

spee<l at the start a little more slowly than do our ordinary subur-

ban cars. Let us suppose that they start uudcr an accelerating

force of 150 lbs. per ton, or a total effort of 3300 lbs. To this must
be added about 23 lbs. per ton for frictional resistani'e, making a

total of 3800 ITis.

How much current, flowing through these motors, will produce

a horizontal effort of 950 lbs. per motor? To determine that U will

be necessary to know of what speed the motors are capable at

some definite voltage and at this torque. From the car windows
we may note that a speed of 35 or 40 miles Is very soon attained,

but it is not until after we have traveled a mile or so that we
reach a speed of 50 miles per hour. We will not be far from cor-
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rect if we figure that the motor maintains an accelerating force of

150 lbs. per ton up to about 25 mi. per hour, and that then, as the

controller Is entirely cut out, the motors continue to speed up aud

the current falls off, together with the acceleration. An effort of

3S00 lbs. at 25 miles per hour is equivalent to 2.">4 h. p. Assum-

ing again the efficiency of the motors at 80 per cent, we get an

input of 317 h. p., or 236 k. w. At 550 volts this indicates a current

of 430 amperes as the probable current during the period of

acceleration.

In conclusion, let me repeat the statement I made in the be-

ginning. It often seems that the equipment of a single car

with motors of from 100 or 200 h. p. is an unnecessary waste of

power, but when we consider the weight of car aud the loads

under which we are operating, the rapidity with which we are

compelled to accelerate these weights on account of our frequent

stops and the grades which our ordinary highways compel us to

climb, we see that ordinary mechanical principles justify the

demands of practice for heavy equipments.

In the course of discussion, W. H. Searles said: The constants

appear to be too high, and the line of the formula not sufficiently

inclined. At five miles per hour, at which the resistance of a

passenger car is known to be a minimum of not over 4 or 5

lbs. per ton, the formula gives (7+1) T=8 T, or 8 lbs. per ton;

and for the motor It gives 19 lbs. per ton. We need experiments

on a greater range of velocities, all the way from 5 to 60 miles

per hour before building a formula for motor cars; but it would

seem that if the present formula were written thus:

P=(14+.3V)B + (3+.3\-)T.

it would better meet the general conditions, while agreeing

equally well with the few instances cited in the paper. It is

hardly possible, however, for a right line formula to represent

all the facts. There- should be, in my opinion, at least one term

Involving the square of the velocity.

ELECTRIC CANAL HAULAGE.

The following abstract of a paper on this subject read by

A. H. Allen before Sectiou G (Mechanical Science) of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, we take from

"Engineering," of London:

The author commenced by giving some interesting historic

details as to the once-flourishing condition of canal traffic and

its subsequent decay, contrasting the present deplorable condi-

tion of canal working with the prosperity of German, French, and

Belgian systems. One among the many reasons assigned for this

state of affairs is the inefficiency and high cost of horse haulage.

To get over these defects Messrs. Thwaite and Cawley had de-

signed the system described, and which is to be tested on one

of the great northern canals. Previous attempts towards ap-

plying electric traction for canals have generally been in the

direction of supplying current through overhead wires along

the banks, the motors being on the barges and working screw

propellers, or, in one case, an aerial propeller. A length of 3

miles on the Burgundy Canal is operated electrically by means

of a chain laid along the bed of the waterway. The tug carries

the motor which winds the chain on to a drum attached, cur-

rent being received from an overhead wire and returning to

rarth by the chain. The difficulty of passing when one tug

with its train of barges meets another is. In the author's opinion.

a fatal b.ar to the general adoption of this system. In the ar-

rangement described in the paper an aerial railway is provided,

consisting of two steel rails of channel or Z-section, and braced

together at one side, so as to form a rigid girder. This is sup-

ported at a height of 9 ft. or 10 ft. above the towing-path by

posts, and each of the rails forms a running track for a nurabei

of electric locomotives which form the towing instrument and

take the place of the horse in ordinary work. These locomotives,

having no load to carry, may naturally be of comparatively small

size, so that the term "locomotive," as generally understood,

hardly conveys a fair idea of the apparatus. It consists simply of

an electric motor mounted on a four-wheeled carriage. Two other

wheels run upon the upper surface of the rail and support the

weight of the locomotive, while two run underneath the rail,

bearing against the lower surface in such a way as to insure

the stability of the locomotive. Two horizontal rollers are

pressed by springs against the edge of the rail in order to guide

the carriage in the correct running position. The locomotive is

thus locked to the rail and is securely held in position by its

own weight. By giving suitable proportions to the relative

lengths of the axles of the wheels the total pressure between the

wheels of the rails can. by leverage, be made as great as may be

desired, far greater than the weight of the locomotive itself.

All the wheels are made drivers, worm gearing being used. The

motor is of an ordinary type The author's calculations show

that the tractive force needed for towing a barge carrying 100

tons at the rate of 2V2 miles per hour is from 250 lb. to 300 lb.

The maximum brake horse power at this speed is no more than

two, but in order to get up speed quickly at starting the motor

must be designed to give a tractive force of about 600 lb. for a

short time. Such a motor would weigh about 300 lbs., and the

weight of the motor and carriage would not exceed 900 lbs. For

a speed of 4 miles an hour the tractive force should be 750 lbs.,

or 1,200 lbs. at starting. Tlie weight of the motor would then be

COO lb., and of the motor .".nd carriage about 1,400

lbs. The electrical conductor would be bolted to the lower side

of each rail, and current is collected by an insulated brush and

return path, being through the rails at low resistance.

Provision has to be made for allowing the tow ropes from

the locomotives to the barges to clear each other when two
craft meet. This is effected naturally, as the two rails form an

up and a down line, being in the same vertical plane. When
two barges meet, the one which is being towed by the locomo-

tive running on the lower rail steers close to the towpath side,

the other sheering out. and no delay or obstruction is thus

caused. The author rightly attaches importance to this ob-

servation, having shown that about one-fifth of the whole time

occupied is lost in passing ropes on a busy canal. The whole

apparatus is controlled from the barge by simple means, and

naturally no alteration has to be made in the vessels themselves,

whilst horse and electrical towage may be carried on simulta-

neously ou the same canal. It is estimated that the cost per

ton-mile would be 0.032d. by this system, as compared to 0.77d.

by horses, the speed being '2Y> miles per hour. The loss of time

due to passing with horse traffic would make the time occupied

15 hours, as compared to 12 hours for electric traction. The

cost of the latter at 4 miles per hour would be O.Olld. per ton-

mile. Details of expenditure to make up these figures were

given in an appendix

A. brief discussion followed, in the course of which Forster

Brown pointed out the advantage of developing canal traffic

in establishing competition with railways.

THE WAY THEY DO IN JAPAN.

A correspondent writing from Jai^an tells of a novel method

of determining the compensation of employes which has been

adopted by the street railway at Tokio.

It is regulated by rules of the company that compensations of

a driver and eonductor are to be determined by the receipts of

the car they were assigned. The rate thus allowed to a driver

or conductor is 4 per cent of the gross earnings, or 4 cents on

every dollar. Daily earning of an employe thus determined is

entered in a book of the company, and at the end of every month

it is paid out minus 23 cents as a monthly charge for the uni-

formed hat and clothes lent by the company to each of its em-

ployes.

The West Chicago Street Railroad Company has placed an

order for 40 car bodies to replace an equal number which have

been worn out in service. The cars will be 31 ft. over all with

4 ft. 6 in. platforms at each end. The interior will be finished in

white ash with cherry trimmings and the ceilings will be of

white birch. The Brill trucks used under the old car bodies are

BtlU in good working condition and will be placed under the new
cars.
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ELECTROLYTIC CORROSION OF WATER
AND GAS PIPES BY THE RETURN

CURRENTS OF ELECTRIC
TRAMWAYS.

Dr. J. A. Fleming before the British Asociation, September,

1898, discussed this subject aud we reprint a portion of liis paper.

The subject of pipe corrosion by the earth return electric cur-

rents of electric tramways has at various times attracted .a con-

siderable amount of .attention. There is no need to refer to the

experience gained in the early days of electric traction, chiefly in

the United States, which impressed on engineers the necessity

for proper and efficient bonding of the rails in those cases in

which they act as the return circuit. The Brilish Board of Trade

regulations now in force, under which electric traction is at pres-

ent conducted in the United Kingdom, prescribe precisely the

conditions for the use of uninsulated metallic return circuits,

which are intended to prevent injurious electrolytic action on

subterranean pipes. Amongst these rules an important one is

the sixth regulation, in which the maximum permissible potential

difference which may exist between a pipe aud a portion of the

neighboring rail return is stated. In the case of an overhead

electric tramway working with an earth return in which the

current returns to the generating station by the bonded rails,

assisted or not by return feeders, an electrical survey, made,

when cars are running, by measuring with a voltmeter the poten-

tial difference between the rails and any pipes buried in the

earth in the neighborhood, generally will reveal certain districts

over which the tram line rails are positive to the buried pipes in

their neighborhood, that is, are at a higher potential. Certain

other regions, usually near the generating station, will be discov-

ered, In which, on the other hand, the pipes are positive to the

rails. The Board of Trade regulation 6 is as follows:

"If at any time and at any place a test be made by connecting

a galvanometer or other current indicator to the uninsulated re-

turn and to any pipe in its vicinity, it shall always be possible

to reverse the direction of any current indicated by interposing a

battery of three Lecianchf cells connected in series if the direc-

tion of the current is from the return to the pipe, or by inter-

posing one LeclanchS cell if the direction of the current is from

the pipe to the return."

The above translated out of official language signifies that It

the pipe is negative to the rail the potential difference shall not

exceed 4.5 volts, and if the pipe is positive to the rail the poten-

tial difference shall not exceed 1.5 volts.

No matter what difference of potential may exist between a

pipe and the neigliboring rail it is well understood that electro-

lytic corrosion or damage can only ensue at any place under two

conditions:

1. The potential difference must create an electric current

which leaves the pipe at that place; and

2. The conduction tlirough the surrounding soil, or at least

into it, which thus takes place must he electrolytic in character.

Hence, generally speaking, the danger areas are those in which

the pipes are positive to the rails, and where a resulting current

flows out of the pipe into adjacent electrolysable soil. Assum-
ing then that the Board of Trade regulations are obeyed, the

chief question of practical interest at present is to determine

whether under normal conditions of working a potential differ-

ence of less than 1.5 volts between a pipe and the nearest part

of an earth return, the pipe being positive to the return rail, is

sufficient to cause an injurious action on the pipe by the produc-

tion of electrolytic erosion. The matter is certainly largely de-

termined by the nature and amount of the electrical conduction

which can take place through ordinary soils, specially those

which form the sub-soil in towns and cities. Information has

therefore been collected on this matter.

It has been frequently stated that concrete is a very bad con-

ductor or fair insulator, and that rails laid on it arc practically

Insulated, but the considerable decrease which takes place In

the electrical resistance of materials such as clay, cement, con-

crete, sand and various soils, when impregnated with moisture,

«nd the great increase which takes place when they are arti-

ficially dried, indicates that the conduction through them in their

normal condition is largely due to the presence of water, and
must, tlierefore, in great part at least, be electrolytic in char-

acter.

In the average condition of moisture most of tlie materials

forming the sub-soil in town and city streets are not likely to

differ much in conductivity from the sample of London clay,

damp sand or cement and will probably liave a specific resist-

ance between 15 and 30 ohms per cu. yd. Although the above
specific resistance is large compared with that of metal.s, being
of the order of 1,000 million times that of copper, yet between
extensive metallic surfaces buried in the soil, the actual total

electrical resistance may be numerically very small. Between two
100 yd. lengths of 6-in. clean iron pipe, placed in clay ground a
yard apart, and, say, 2 ft. deep, the actual measured resistance

would in general be something of tlie order of 1 ohm. It is clear,

therefore, that a continuously applied voltage, not exceeding 1.5

volts maycause the flowof very considerable quantities of electri-

city in the course of time between metallic surfacis of large area
buried in the soil. Moreover, it is evident that a not inconsid-

erable portion, and perhaps the whole, of this flow, must be car-

ried by electrolytic conduction. In any case, whatever may be
the nature of the actual roadijed on which the rails rest, the con-

duction out of the pipe will be in part electrolytic, if the pipe
itself is in contact with ordinary soil. Under these circumstances
the anode orpipe willbe electrolytically attacke<l. Suppose that two
iron plates or surfaces are placed in sand moistened with water,

and having in it electrolysable salts, the acid radicles of which
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can attack iron. Let a current Ije made to flow from one phut to

the other by creating a potential difference between them, then
the passage of one ampere-hour out of the positive plate will

remove or dissolve off from that plate 0.0908, or, say, 0.7 of a
gramme of iron, if the metal is removed in the ferric state, or
1.04 grammes if in the ferrous state. Since there are 453..59

grammes in one pound (avoirdupois), and since the specific grav-
ity of iron is about 7.8, it is easy to see that one cu. in. of iron

may be removed from the positive plate by the electrolytic pas-

sage out of it of some electric quantity between 127.7 and 182.5

ampere-hours. This is. very roughly speaking, one ampere-week.
The iron so electrolytically removed may pass either into soluble

iron salts, or may remain as an adherent layer of hydroxide.
If chlorides, sulphates or nitrates are present in the soil, tlie iron

may be removed partly as ferrous or ferric salts which may be
diffused through the surrounding soil, or wholly or in part con-

verted into insoluble and adherent ferric hydroxide by secondiry
reactions.

Experiments show that quite small potentinl differences—less
than 1 volt—between iron surfaces buried in damp soils, especial-

ly if soluble chlorides are present, may bring about considerable
electroyltic erosin in not very great periods of time, and that
there is no absolute security in the limit of IVi volts as imposed
by the Board of Trade regulation. It was felt desirable to try

an experiment on a somewhat larger scale and with actual water
pipes buried in the soil.

Three rows of cast iron 5-in. water pipe, (Fig. 1). were laid

down in the ground, one yard apart. Each row consisted of four
lengths of pipe, 36 ft. in all. The lengths were jointed in the

usual way with lead and the ends of the lengths were capped
with cast iron caps. In each pipe length was screwed a wrought
iron rod about 2 ft. 6 in. in length.

These 36-ft. lengths of pipe were buried in tlie ground 2 ft.

deep, just as if they were actuiil water pipes in use. The ends of

the iron standards projected above the ground, and enabled an
electrical connection to be made with the pipes at any length.
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The pipes when buried were cleau, new cast-iron pipes. Arrange-

ments were then made to keep two adjacent rows of these pipes

at a difference of potential of one volt night and day for six-

months. This was achieved by the use of a couple of large stor-

age cells charged alternately, and which were connected tlirough

an adjustable resistance with the two adjacent rows of pipes.

A low reading ammeter and voltmeter were provided. The ex-

periment was started on March 1, 1898, and continued for six

months. Daily readings were taken of the voltage between the

pipes, the current passing between the pipes, and the nature of

the weather.

One row of pipes was neutral and simply laid do.vn for com-

parison to observe the normal appearance of the pipes at the

conclusion of the experiment. The other pair of pipes had a dif-

ference of electrical potential of one volt maintained between

them constantly. All three rows of pipes were othrwise under

similar conditions and buried in soil of the same kind, a non-

acid nearly neutral loam or sandy clay. The average current

passing between the two active pipes was .15 ampere, and varied

only between .1 and .2 ampere during the whole six months. At

the end of the six months the pipes were opened up and care-

fully examined. The appearance of the pipes were very differ-

ent. That pipe length which had been connected to the negative

pole of the cell was a clean, grey color and had scarcely any

trace of oxidation on it. It closely resembled the appearance of

the pipe when first put in. The pipe length which had been

connected to the positive pole of the cell was uniformly cover-

ed with a layer of orange-yellow oxide or hydroxide of iron, in

some places of quite sensible thickness and easily detached. The

pipe which had been neutral was oxidised slightly in places, but

by no means uniformly. The experiment lasted 4,416 hours and

662 ampere-hours had passed from one pipe to the other under a

constant voltage difference of one volt. The appearance of the

pipes clearly indicated that electrolytic action had taken place.

In the case of the negative pipe the clean appearance suggested

that electrolytic hydrogen had been liberated against It and pre-

served it from oxidation by contact with the gases, water and

salts in the soil. In the case of the positive pipe electrolytic ac-

tion had clearly assisted or created oxidation. No actual perfor-

ations or pitting was found on the positive pipe, probably by

reason of the fact that the electrical connections were so made

as to facilitate as far as possible a uniform electric flow from

one pipe to the other, not specially localised In one place. The

actual electric quantity passed, 662 ampere-hours, is theoretically

equivalent to the removal of about 3.5 to 4 cu. in. of iron. Since

the pipe had a length of SO ft. and a diameter of 5 in. its sur-

face is approximately 6,500 sq. in. or 45 sq. ft. Hence the oxida-

tion of a comparatively small thickness of the' iron uniformly

all over the pipe would, electro-chemieally speaking, account for

the electric quantity passed. The difference between llie two

pipes amounted in effect to a greater rate of ''ageing" of the posi-

tive pipe. It is, however, certain that if the electrolytic action,

which in this case was tolerably uniformly diffused over the

whole pipe surface, had been concentrated at one particular place

the erosion would have assumed a more serious aspect. In the

experiment none of the conditions served to direct the exit of

the current to one limited area on the positive pipe.

If it were not for the resistance introduced at the joints of the

pipes and at the surfaces by rust or oxides, the conductivity of

a cast iron pipe would always be much greater than that of the

soil which it displaces. The resistance introduced by bad or

oxidized contacts, or by films of moisture, point or preservative

compound may altogether overbalance or outweigh the resist-

ance of the mere run of the pipe material. I calculate that if

there were no joints at all, the electrical resistance of 5-in. cast-

iron water pipe would be about 1-50 ohm per 100 yards or say

1-3 ohm per mile. If leaded junctions are made in the usual way
between fairly clean surfaces the joint resistance may not be

large. In the case of the pipe experiment, above described, made
at Chelvey, I measured at the end of the six months the total

resistance of 27 ft. of the 5-in. cast iron pipe which had been the

negative pipe. This length included two leaded joints. The
whole resistance was found not to exceed 1-25 ohm.

Let us consider next the electrical conditions in the neighbor-

hood of an electrical overhead system of street railway. In all

cases where the uninsulated tram rails are used as a return, it

is unquestionable that some fraction of the return electric cur-

rents will come back through the earth from the distant or

more remote portions of the track to those near tlie generating

statiton.

In the case of long electric street railways worked on the rail

return system it is unquestionable that the difference of patential,

between the different portions of the track when cars are run-

ning, involves as a certain consequence the flow of current

through the earth, however efficiently the rail bonding may be

carried out. Mr. H. F. Parshall has stated that in tests carried

out on an eight-mile track, cutting the rails at the center and

inserting an ammeter, showed that 60 per cent of the current

was returning through the earth itself.

It appears that the following statements may be taken as cor-

rectly representing facts, in the case of electric street railways

having uninsulated rails used as a return circuit,:—

1. Bonding of the rails, if uninsulated, will not entirely prevent

the flow of current through the adjacent earth when there is

any difference of potential between different parts of the line,

and even with good modern bonding a fraction of the outgoing

current may return by the earth.

2. Some portion of this current will pass through subterranean

pipes, the amount being determined by—
a. The general or local subsoil conductivity.

b. The electric conductivity and continuity of the pipe lengths

and depending on joints and material.

c. The length and disposition of pipe, and its losition as re-

gards the average equipotential surfaces in the earth, when the

line is working.

d. The condition of the pipes as regards oxidation or in-

crustation with non-couducting oxides or protective covering.

The position which seems most likely to be favorable for the

passage of current into the pipe is when it extends for some
distance parallel with the rails and passes near the point of junc-

tion of the return feeder to the power station and the rails, and

when it is new or fairly clean ai;d well jointed; all conditioned,

of course, by the general earth conductivity.

3. The danger areas are those regions in which the pipe cur-

rent, if it exists, leaves the pipe to get back into the rails or

return feeder or even into the same pipe again, but mere dif-

ference of potential between the pijie and the rail is not in it-

self a source of danger to the pipe. There must be, in addition,

electrolytic conduction of current out of the pipe into adjacent

soil, which contains electrolysable salts and the necessary moist-

ure.

4. If electrolytic conduction out of the pipe exists at any places

there is no absolute security in the Board of Trade limit of 1.5

volts for the potential difference of pipe and rail, except in so far

tliat the less the voltage the less rapid will be the damage.

Electrolytic corrosion may take place when ouly a small fraction

of a volt difference of potential exists between the iron pipe and

the adjacent portions of the rail return.

5. The conditions most to be feared as provocative of pipe

destruction are when certain local soil conditions exist near the

places where the pipe is most positive to the rail. The presence

of soluble chlorides in the soil produced by presence of sewage,

brine springs, infiltration of sea water if near the sea, solution

of chlorides of sodium, potassium or magnesium or other salts

present in the soil produced by water due to pipe leakage or na-

tural accumulation by rainfall saturating the soil, set up at once

conditions permitting electrolytic conduction, and the resulting

liberated acid or chloride ions attack the cast iron pipe. In

rapidity of destruction under this action, a new clean pipe may
possibly succumb even sooner than an old one protected by a

dense adherent coating of oxide, which is not a very gnod con-

ductor. The time which any such action takes to reach a stage

destructive to the pipe will be obviously less the more the elec-

trolytic action is concentrated on a limited area of pipe sur-

face.

6. As the conditions determining possible pipe corrosion arc
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numerous and not all easily predetermined, it is Important in the

case of every electric traction system with uninsulated eartli

returns, that an electrical survey should be made at intervals,

setting down on a plan, showing rails and pipes, the potential

differences between them at various places. Within the danger

area a close watch can then be kept, whenever the ground is

opened up for any purpose, for evidence of destructive electroly-

tic action on buried pipes.

Dr. Fleming has considered the causts and conditions of elec-

trolysis but has suggested no remedies. In this connection Al-

bert B. Herrick contributed an article to the "Engineering Maga-

zine'" which is quoted in part:

"As the product of electrolysis is in itsHf an insulator wh?re

iron is concerned, the currents traversing the water or gas pipes

continually vary, both in quantity and direction, as the continu-

ous action increases the resistance of both, tending to divert the

current to other paths. The temperature and moisture of the

earth affect these currents.

"There is no panacea for the evils arising from electrolysis, bat

there are general treatments which greatly relieve the condition.

The damage is done when the current loaves the water pipe.

If these points of departure are determined, by measuring the

difference of potential between the rails and the affected system

of underground conductors, and if the volume of current tlowlng

through the parallel conductors adjacent to the railway system

is known, certain areas where the curreut leaves the water or

gas pipe and returns to the rail or to the ground will be indicated.

It is generally assumed, but not correctly, that the difference of

FIG. 2.

potential between the water-pipe system and tlic railroad i::d eates

the true extent of electrolysis. It does indicate a tendency to

divert the current, if the rail is negative to the pipe, but the

amount of current diverted can be determined only by electri-

cal measurements on the water pipe itself. The distribution of

negative and positive areas must also be considered. The nega-

tive areas are adjacent to the power station, whereas the posi-

tive areas are the outlying districts. This is the case whei'e the

trolley is positive, which is the usual practice. It is evident that,

if conductors were attached to the water pipes at the points

where they are positive to the rail and carried back to the nega-

tive poles of the generators, the current would follow this path

in preference to returning through the earth to the rail. This

will reduce local electrolysis, but will tend to increase the flow of

current through the water pipe, and, if there are any bad joints

in the water pipe, the pipe will be badly eaten at thrse points.

Cast iron fittings and cast iron pipe are not attacked or destrjye.l

nearly so rapidly as wrought iron pipe. Lead surfaces and brass

nipples connecting lead surfaces with wrought iron pipe suffer

quickly from electrolysis. Gas pipes carrying an insulating

medium are not so subject to marked deprociatiou from eledroly-

sis, unless the ground return of the railway is in very bad shape.

There is a condition of water distribution which has to hi care-

fully guarded against. In the old systems of wat 'r piping cement-

lined sheet iron pipe was used. Now wrought iron pipe has been

so cheaiiened that these systems have of late bjen extended with

wrought iron pipe. With this mixed system of piping the matter

of electrolysis may become very serious, as the current enters

the wrought iron pipe on its way to the station, only to be divert-

ed as soon as it meets the high resistance offeri'd by the cement-

lined pipe, whereupon it disseminates through all metallic sur-

faces, such as gates and surface pipes.

"It often becomes necessary to determine what should be done

by the railway company to protect the property of the gas and

water companies from the deterioration due to electroly.sis. It

is not necessary, as a rule, to impose any great burden on th'

railway company in order to accomplish this, if the system is

gone over carefully and an examination made to determine the

causes and localize those points where the action is dangerous.

"The methods of determining these localities are very simple,

but tedious; the following tests, if properly plotted out, will

FIG. 3—METHOD OF ELIMINATING ELECTROLYSIS.

indicate the points which must be detei-mintd before the remedy

can be indicated. Starting from the power station, and con-

necting the rail and the exposed water plug by a voltmeter read-

ing to about 10 volts maximum, to be sure that good electrical

connection is made on both, a difference of potential will be

shown between these two points ranging from 1-10 of a volt to

25 volts. It is well to observe this as a car approaches and re-

cedes from the point of test. If the polarity changes; if the

pipe is positive to the rail as the car approaches, and negative to

the rail as the car recedes—the car is delivering a large part of its

current to the water pipe system. If two adjacent plugs show a

remarkable difference of potential, it is sometimes due to a bad

joint in the water pipe system, between the plugs. The method

of testing the current flowing in a pipe is applied as follows: if

the tension between two adjacent plugs by means of a long

pressure wire can be determined, and if these two plugs thru

short circuit by means of a cable of low conductivity thriugh an

ammeter, Fig. 2, the current flowing in this short-circuiting cabl

and the potential being known, it is easy to determine what tlie

flow of current is in the pipe when the shunt of known r.'sist-

FIG. -1—GltAlUIIC EX,\MrLE OF ELECTROLYSIS.

a nee has been placed around the pipe, for the current will flow-

proportionately to the resistance of the two paths of the watci'

pipe and the shunting cable.

"Th( remedies applied are: first, to connect the rail to the

water pipe at points where the pipe is positive to the rail; SLCond.

to use feeders, preferably by connecting the pip,' at this point

directly back to the station. Another method is to take the cur-

rent from the water mains through a dynamo whose potential is

negatively lower than the rail-return dynamos. Or the return

tiu'ough the ground and water pipes may be fed through the

arm.ature of a low potential machine, keeping this system elei tri-

cally negative to the rail, so that the current does not leave the

water pipe system, but naturally returns through this generator

as the lowest potential point in the system, Fig. 3. The excel-

lency of the bonding of the track and the proper placing of
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ground-return feeders is the most practicable and direct method

of reducing electrolysis. If care and attention are given to these

details, electrolysis can be reduced in most instances to a negli-

gible quantity; this can be assured also by a few subsidiary

feeders connected to the water pipe system.

"Another interesting point is the question of the responsibility

of railroad companies for depreciation of the water pipe plant.

As no one has a right to the earth or to earth return, the re-

sponsibility of the railroad company has yet to be defined. Elec-

trolysis is characteristic in its action. It will pit and seam pip-

ing in a way that rust does not, and in lead pipe solvents are al-

ways present in large quantities around or adhering to the pipe.

Electrolysis in brass always eats it to needle points or knife

edges. The soil through which the railroad and the pipes run

has a great deal to do with the division of current between the

two parallel circuits of water pipe and rails. Clay, as a rule,

is the best insulator. Loam charged with salt water offers the

lowest resistance. If loam or clay be charged with coal gas or

sewer gas, the resistance is greatly reduced. Dry sand ranks

next to clay as an insulator, and wet sand next to loam. Soil

having water underlying if is always a low conductor; the cur-

rent leaving the rail increases the capillary activity of the soil

and draws water towards the rail. The rail positive to the soil

is always moist."

MEASURING RESISTANCE OF STEEL
RAILS.

In England, where the Board of T'rade regulation permits a

drop in potential of seven volts only, It is necessary to have the

trolley line, feeders, rails, bonds and all connections to the cir-

cuit of low resistance. To easily and quickly measure the resist-

ance of rails intended for electric railways, Elliott Brothers have

devised a simple apparatus by which manufacturers and inspect-

ing engineers can make this determination.

The illustration from "Engineering" shows the operation in

progress at the works of the North-Eastern Steel Company. The

rails, which in this particular case weigh about 1,120 lbs. each,

are brought up on a truck and slid off on to a pair of steel rails

fixed at a definite distance apart. A considerable number of

TESTING RESISTANCE OF STEEL BAILS.

lengths can be laid down and tested one after the other. As each

rail is tested it is laid across two steel knife edges a definite dis-

tance apart, and two cables are connected to the rail outside

these knife edges, by means of clamps. This part of the work
can, of course, be done by the ordinary laborers employed about

the yard

The method consists in the correct measurement of the total

current furnished by a few storage battery cells, and passing

through the cable and necessary regulating switches and rheostats

through the part of the length of rail under test, and the obser-

vation, by means of another instrument, of the exact difference

of potential existing between the knife edges upon which the

rail under test is laid. These two measurements Immediately

give the value of the resistance in ohms of the section of rail

between the knife edges, which is really all that Is required.

By using instruments of the Weston type, their dead-beat char-

acter enables the readings to be taken almost instantaneously,

and with great accuracy: by plotting out a suitable diagram

giving a range of resistances in terms of current and difference

of potential values, the results can be worked out in ohms without

any calculation at all. and the actual conductivity of the rail

determined in terms of a sq. in. section of pure copper, or any

other specified value. Of couse. the resistance itself dealt with

iB extremely small, possibly only one or two ten-thousandths of

an ohm. But by means of the method briefly described above,

tests are being obtained perfectly consistent and capable of being

repeated time after time with exact coincidence on the same
samples

The instruments are arranged on a small switchboard in a
convenient way for being read. The whole apparatus lends Itself

to rapid work, and will be found most practical. The tests are

quite inexpensive, since the entire rail forms the test piece, and
there is no preparation required

WHAT "RAILWAY" OR "RAILROAD" MEANS,

On page 740 of the Review for October, an abstract was given
of the opinion rendered by the United States circuit court of ap-

peals in a case brought under a Montana statute, in which it was
held that the word "railroad" or "railway" in a statute did not

necessarily include street railways. In that case the question was
whether a judgment for personal injuries was a prior lien on a
street railw.iy because the statute s-aid it should be so with any
"railway corporation."

On Octolier 14, the superior court, at San Francisco, dismissed

an ai)plicatioii of the California board of railroad commissioners

for a writ of mandamus to compel the Market Street Railway

Company to i)rodU!'e its books. The commissioners wislied to fl.'C

a schedule of street car fares, because it had power to fix pas-

senger fares on "railroads." The court held that "railroad" as

use in the statute does not include street railways. It is stated

that the commissioners will carry the case to the supreme court.

A SMALL LINE.

I'aso Roliles. California, has what is perhaps the smallest of

street railways. The track is a single line, three miles in length,

running from the railroad station through the town of Paso

Rubles to the mud baths. The rolling stock consists of one bob-

tail horse car and the sole owner and operator is M. S. Prime,

wlio bought the roail and franchise some years ago; the franchise

has 44 years to run yet.

According to the "San Francisco Call." tlie utmost license pre-

v.'iils on this car, smoking being allowed within as well as with-

out, and the old gentleman has provided a small but select library

for those of his passengers who have a literary bent. This lone-

ly car has otlier advantages not to be despised. There Is never

any danger of collision, as it holds undisputed sway; it knows no

complicated transfer arrangement, such as prevails in our metro-

politan system, and has driven many a distracted passenger to an

early grave or to drink. And just think of the ribbons being

handled by the president of the road himself! AVhat a sense of

security! Added to this, the road is the mecca of small boys, wno
are allowed to ride free by the generous proprietor, a condition

of this privilege being that when the car is going up grade they

jimip oft and help it along by vigorous pushes, a condition faith-

fully carried out.

Mr. Prime is not of a grasping disposition, as most monopolists

are. He is satisfied with little, as the following will show. Be-

ing asked one evening how business was with him, he replied:

"Very good today. I had three p.assengers this morning and five

this afternoon." These, at 20 cents each for the round trip, would

make his receipts just .$1.00 Cor tliat ilay.
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RECENT STREET RAILWAY DECISIONS.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Stipulation of Counsel as to Proposed Conitruction Excluded.

Chicuijo (Iciicnil Knilicuy Compimy i;. iliirnnj ill}.), 51 N. E. Kip.,

245. June JS, 1S9S.

A stipulation m.ado by couiisol for a street niilway company
(hiring tlie trial of a comlemuation case, relative to certain tiliinj;

and paving, and ro tlio proposed construction of a stone wail

wliicli it was supposed that it would be necessary to build on the

line separating the land taken from the rest of the lots, the

supreme court of Illinois holds it was not error to exclude from
the jury, it not appearing that counsel had any authority to bind

the company in that way as to the manner iu wliich tlie company
should use its roadbed.

Should Look Again for Car.

Duhcrlu r. Uiiiuil Vilizciis' titnet Iluihuiy Coiiiiiaiiij (Mirh.), 7(> N.

W. Rep., 377. Sept. 27, 1SV8.

A person who starts to cross a street and, at a distance of lli

feet or thereabouts from a street railway track in such street,

looks to see if a car is coming, and sees none, but does see a

covered grocery wagon that might hide a car from view, the

supreme court of Michigan holds, should look again before step-

ping upon tlie track, lest, as iu this instance, the wagon should

have concealed a car from view when he first loolced, and, not

taking the precauuon to look but the once, he cannot recover

for injuries sustained by being struck by a car almost instantly

after reaching the track.

Patent for Advertising Rack lor Street Cars Narrowly

Construed.

Xeictuii titiret Kniluuii Voinpuiiu r. AmeiU-(in Strat Car Advcrlisiiici

Company tt'. ^'. C. G. 4.), S« Fed. Rep., 79.J. July W, iS9S.

While the United States circuit court of appeals gives expres-

sion to entertaining doubts whether the advertising rack for use

iu street cars covered by letters patent Xo. 3S0,H90, issued April

10, 1888, to Isaac II. Randall, involves invcnt:on or patentability,

yet, admitting that both were found in it, the court declares that

the patent must be held so close and narrow that it is not in-

fringed by a structure that cannot be described, in the language

of the patent, as "an article complete in itself, adapted to be

readily attached to the car at the place specitied," or, in the

language impressed upon the patent office, a rack "complete and

in condition to receive cards when not fastened to tlie car."

Peremptory Writ of Mandamus Denied Where Right of Road
Is Not Clear.

1)1 re Furty-Seeoiid Street, MauhattuinUlc & St. Kiclwlas Aceiiiic

RaiUniy Cotiipiiity r. CuUis (A'. Y.). S3 .V. Y. Siipp., 669. July.

1S9S.

Instead of granting a peremptory writ of .inaudamus to com-

I>el the commissioners of public works of the city of Xew York to

issue a permit to open Amsterdam avenue in order to change the

motive power of the railway company from horse i)ower to elec-

tricity, the special term of the supreme court In and for New
York county holds that a peremptory writ of mandamus can

iK'ver be issued except in case of clear legal right, where the va-

lidity of the company's claim is not disputed, and the allegations

and inferences of facts which it presents to the court are not con-

tested, and that in other cases, as iu this one, an alternative writ

should be issued, instead of a jieremptory one.

Removal of Switches Put in Conditionally or Without City
Authority.

Rapid Raihiay Campaiiy r. City of, Mt. Clemens (Alieli.J 7(; .V. 11'.

Rep.,'3 IS. Sept. 20, ISOS.

The authority to put in a Y at a certain street was granted
with this proviso: "That said grantee, its successors or assigns,
siiall if ordered to do so by the common council of the said city,

remove said Y switch within sixty days after service upon it

of a copy of the order of the common council directing it to do
so." The council ordered this Y taken up. The company refused
to take it up, and applied for an injunction to protect itself.

But the courts have decided against it.

If injunctions can be used for such a purpose, why, asks the
supreme court of Michigan, may it not be used after the 30-years'
franchise granted to the company has expired? The Y was ac-
cepted with the conditions imposed, just as the franchise was ac-
cepte<l with the limitation as to the length of time which it should
exist. The railway comp.-iny was bound by these conditions.
The city was under no obligation to confer the right to construct
a Y on the street referred to, and, when it confen-ed that right,

it was competent for it to attach conditions whieli must be ob-
served, declares the court.

Another Y was put in, between midnight Saturday night and
midnight Sunday night, without the authority of the city, under
an arrangement with the president and manager of another com-
pany, whereby not to exceed 150 feet of the latter's track, on
either side of the first company's line, was also to be used tor
switching. But not withstanding that this latter company had
the right to put in such turnouts, switches and side tracks as
might be deemed necessary, and especially in view of the ordi-
nance conferring it providing that the whole length of road
authorized by this ordinance should be deemed one route, and
the rate of fare over said road should not exceed 5 cents, the
supreme court of Michigan holds that this second Y, which was
intended to make a turning point for the company first men-
tioned, was not authorized by the charter for the second com-
pany, and like the other Y, could not be protected by injunction
against the city.

Crossing Prescribed as Adequate to Reasonably Subserve
Public Safety.

In. re Saddle Rirer Traetian Company (N. J.), .'il All. Rep., 1(17.

Aug. 22, 1S9S.

A crossing of a steam railroad by an electric railway was
planned for the latter at the iutersection of two streets where
the steam railroad curved upon a radius of about 2.0U0 ft. and
crossed practically at ri.ght angles the street containing the elec-

tric railway, which street was upon a grade of about 2 per cent,

while it crossed the other street at an angle of about 30 degrees,

^\hich street was likewise upon a slight grade, the crossing of

the railroad and the two highways being at the same grade,

close to which crossing the railroad maintained a depot for pas-

sengers and freight.

During 2A hours fairly selected with a view to ascertaining the

usual travel over the crossing, about 2,300 pedestrians, 4G0 ve-

hicles, one-half of which were bicycles, and 38 steam railroad

trains. 10 passenger trains and 28 freight trains, went over the

crossing, and, in addition, switch engines crossed at irregular in-

tervals, a dozen or more times.

Called upon to define the mode iu which the crossing should

be made, as provided by statute, Mr. Chancellor McGlll, of the

court of chancery, of Xew Jersey, although expressing a pref-

erence for an undergrade crossing of the steam road, if it could

be made witliout a decidedly disproportionate exijense to the

electric railway, holds that the public safety could be reasonably
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subserved, instead, by the use of derailing e-witches constructed

at a safe distance—30 ft—on each side of the steam railroad,

so that the electric car could not proceed without being derailed,

uulil some one should have crossed the steam railway tracljs, and,

by means of a lever or other contrivance constructed upon the

opposite side of the steam railroad, have closed the switch; the

switch to be so constructed that, the moment the lever was re-

leased, it automatically opened again, so that some one must

hold the lever to keep the switch closed. There must also be

an overhead trough to keep the trolley from accidentally leaving

the electric supply wire while crossing the steam railroad tracks.

Added to this must be the requirement that the conductor of fhe

trolley car should go over the steam railroad in advauce of his

car, and, after seeing the steam road clear, close the switch, and

signal the motorman to advance. Nor were the gates already

maintained by the steam railroad company at the crossing to be

overlooked as additional protections against accidents.

Distribution of Electrical Power to Private Consumers Not

Authorized.

Chicago General Street Railway Company v. Ellieott (P. S. G. 0.),

88 Fed. Rep., 9il. July 5, 1S98.

This was a suit for injunction to restrain the city of Chicago,

its mayor, and its electrician, from cutting the wires of the com-

plainant carrying an electrical current from the latter's genera-

tor to private motors in the lumber district of the city of Chi-

cago. This company was organized under the laws of Illinois

for the purpose, among other things, of constructing and oper-

ating a heating, lighting and power-supply system within the

present or future limits of the city of Chicago.

It may be assumed, says the United States circuit court, that

the city has no power by ordinance to prevent the complainant

from engaging in or carrying on the business of furnishing

power, heat and light, as its charter provides, or from furnishing

such power, licat and light both to street railway companies and

to private consumers. It may also be assumed, it thinks, that

any usual, lawful and authorized means of attaining the benefit

of this general power is within the complainant's general charter

rights, and is constitutionally free from impairment or attack

upon the part of the city. A power to furnish heat, power and

light implies the power to adopt the usual and lawful means of

attaining that end.

But, the court holds, the complainant has no right, under its

charter^ iu the absence of a grant from the city, to erect Us

poles or string its wires along the streets of the city. The gen-

eral charter from the state does not carry with it a grant to the

use of the streets. The power to give or withhold that grant

lies in the city government.

Moreover, the language of an application of a company oper-

ating a street railway only for a permit being limited to a re-

quest for one to suspend two necessary feed wires from a line

of poles already constructed, and on a route described, to De

iTiaintained for the purpose of supplying electrical current to be

used for operating, heating and lighting purposes, the court de-

clares that it cannot assume that the city understood that these

additional wires were to be used for the conveyance of the elec-

trical current to private consumers.

Therefore, the court holds that a city may, under such circum-

stances, by ordinance, or any other action, refuse the right of

such a use, and may, if necessary, enforce that refusal; at least,

it insists, it is clear that the complainant has no right founded

on the constitution or laws of the United States to compel the

use of the city's streets for the purposes named, without a per-

mit having theretofore, for that purpose, been granted.

.4nd, for these reasons, it holds that the motion for an injunc-

tion must be denied In this case.

Cars, Trucks and Supplies are Held Attachable.

trucks, electric goods, and supplies, lire-proof safes, etc., the

property of the traction company, then used and necessary to be

used in and about its business of operating a line of street rail-

way. The traction company moved the court to discharge the

attachment on the ground that, considering the nature of its

business as a carrier of passengers, and the uses of the attached

property in that behalf, the same was not subject to attachment

tor the company's debt. The court ordered that "said attach-

ment be discharged in respect of said property."

First of all, the supreme court of California holds that from

this order an appeal could be taken under the provision of the

Code allowing an appeal from an order dissolving an attach-

ment, notwithstanding that the company strenuously argue<i

that an order for the release of attached property on the ground

that it was not liable to seizure under the writ, was not an order

dissolving the attachment.

As to the merits of the order, the supreme court says that, in

its opinion, the quality of the exemption from execution which

pertains, except when otherwise provided by statute, to the

franchise of a corporation such as this traction company, does

not extend also to property of the kind attached in this action,

although it may be proper, or even necessary, to operations

under the franchise. Such property, it says, does not emanate,

mediately or immediately, from the state, like the privileges

embraced in a franchise; it has no character of personal trust, as

in the case of the franchise; and, in the court's opinion, it is

subject to attachment or execution in like manner as other prop-

erty not exempt by statute.

There are respectable authorities, it admits, which hold a dif-

ferent doctrine, but the court says that it is disposed to think

that they are not supported by the l>etter reason.

Whether the rule of liability to attachment or execution should

extend to lines of railway, or to parts of other similar aggre-

gations of property susceptible of use only as a unit, the court

did not deem necessary to be decided, in this case. But the cars,

trucks, iron safes and other movables seized under the writ in

this action, it maintains, were not such property.

For these reasons, it holds that the order appealed from should

be reversed.

No Authority to Compel Giving of Transfers.

Risdon Iron <t Locomotive Workt v. Citizens' Traction Company, of

San Diego iCal), 5i Pac. Rep., 529. Sept. 10, 1898.

This was an action on a promissory note. A writ of attach-

ment was Issued in it, the same to be levied on certain cars,

City of Atlanta v. Old Colony Trust Company (V. S. G.

C. A.), 88 Fed. Rep., 8S9. May 31, 189S.

This was an appeal from an order of the United States circuit

court continuing an injunction, ponding the litigation, restraining

the city of Atlanta, Ga., from executing an ordinance, which it

had passed, making it unlawful for any company operating elec-

tric or other railways in or upon the streets of that city to charge

or collect more than 5 cents for the transportation of any per-

son from any point on said line or lines operated by said com-

pany, whether the same be for a continuous passage on a

through line or by transfer to any other line or lines owned and

operated by said company, and providing that upon the payment

of one full fare as above, it should be the duty of said railway

company to transport such passenger to his destination upon

any line or lines of said company, and to furnish a transfer

ticket, without additional charge, whenever it was necessary tor

such passenger to change to the car of any other line or lines

operated by said company in order to reach his said destination.

The order or decree appealed from is affirmed.

Under the charter of the city, empowering it "to pass all by-

laws concerning • * * carriages, wagons, drays," etc., "and

every by-law, ordinance and regulation that it may deem proper

for the peace, health, order and good government of said city,"

the circuit court of appeals declares that there was no power

given to the mayor and general council to pass and enforce the

said transfer ordinance.

Nor does it consider that the charter of a street railway com-

pany, although containing a provision "that the rates of fare

and freight upon said railroad shall be subject to the approval

of the mayor and city council," makes the rate of fare on its

lines subject to the initial control of the mayor and general coun-

cil of the city.
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Likewise, it denies tliat state statutes, ratiC.viiig ami i-cmlinii

ing tlie inoorpoi-ati!)n of street and suburlian i-ailroad rcunpanies.

wliieli provide that ('ompanies whi>se rliariei's are tluis lejjalized

sliall lie subject to suoli "regulations" as are other railroad and
street railroad comiJanies. give the right of regulating ami lixinu

fares and transfers on street railways to the city.

Finally, under the constitution of the state of (ieorgia. whicli

pnjhibits any street railway company from building upon the

streets of a city without its consent, and under the reservations

made by the city of Atlanta in its ordinances granting such con-

sent, the court holds that the power is not reserved to the city

to pass any ordinance which it sees fit. compelling street railway

company to give transfers and issue transfer tickets tetween

tl'e several lines of the company.

Highway Cannot Be Left at Will and Right of Way Secured

by Condemnation.

narrey v. Aurora & Genera Railway Comiwny (Jlh), ot N. E. Rep.,

163. July S2, 1S9S.

The supreme court of Illinois says that a street railroad, as is

well understood, is a road constructed on a street or highway for

the purpose of carrying passengers living upon, or having busi-

ness on, such street or highway; its main object being to accom-

modate street travel. For this purpose the cars make frequent

stops to take on and discharge passengers along the street or

highway. Constructed as it is upon a public street or highway,

it has no use for private property, unless it might need a small

track for a side track, turnout, or station, as an incident to its

main line.

Keeping in mind the functions, duties, and purposes of street

or horse and dummy railroads, the court holds that the power to

take private, property conferred upon a street or horse and

dummy railroad company by section 2 of the lUinnis statute of

1874, entitled "An act in regard to horse and

dummy railroads." is not general, but is a limited power, limited

to a case when it becomes necessary to resort to private prop-

erty, which necessity must be shown in the petition to condemn.

The section referred to declares that "when it is necessary for

the construction, maintenance or operation of such road, or the

necessary sidings, side tracks or appurtenances to take or dam-

age private property, the same may be done." Giving this lan-

guage a strict construction, which, the court snys. must be done,

it holds that a street or horse and dummy railroad company can

not, in the construction of its road, whenever it S'>es proper, leave

the highway upon which it is authorized by the lioard of super-

visors to construct its road, and take private property against

the will of the owner.

If, in the construction of the road in the highway, difficulties or

obstructions are encountered which render it impracticable to

construct the road in the highway, the court suggests, a neces-

sity might arise, within the meaning of the law, which would

authorize the company to leave the highway and go upon private

property, until the difficulty encountered is overcome, when a re-

turn can be made to the highway. Or. if sufficient land cannot

be had in the street for side tracks, turnouts, or statlnns and they

are necessary for a successful operation of the road, under the

statute the company would have the right to resort to private

property. So. too. if a necessity exists, in the construction of the

road, for making a deflection from the highway in order to avoid

a heavy grade which would prevent a successful operation of the

road the company would no doubt have the right, the court

thinks, to take and condemn private property to obviate the dif-

ficulty.

But the court Insists that a company has no right to abandon

the highway and undertake to construct its line of road over pri-

vate property, when it is not necessary to do so in the construc-

tion, maintenance, or operation of the road, and that a petition for

condemnation in such a case should be dismissed on motion. Mr
.Tustlce Phillips, alone, dissents.

Whether a company is authorized to exercise the right of emi-

nent domain, it is further held, is a question to be determined by

the court on a motion to dismiss its petition in condemnation pro-

ii-i-(lings. and, if llii> mcjtion lie overruled, the property owner h;is

ihe right to lie heard on the question of i-ompensation and ilani

ages in the contest iH'fore the jury, wilhriut waiving any rights

he has ac(iuired by tiie motion to dismiss the petition.

In this l.-ist I'asc the evidence he;nd on the trial will not need
lo be preserved in a bill of exceptions, where the finding of the

jury is not called in (luestion or controverted in any manner, ap-

peal being taken from only the order denying a moti.in to dismiss
I lie ronilemnation proceedings.

Liability (or Assault and Battery Made Upon Passenger
by Motorman.

lldiixDii r. Crbtiiia it Vhiimpaiijn Electric Sired Itailinni CuiiiiKiinj

I III.). App.,J,74. Junes, 1S9S.

Tlie contract which exists between a street railway conuiany,
as a common carrier, and a passenger, the appellate court of Illi-

nois holds, is a guaranty on behalf of the carrier that the pas-
senger shall be protected against personal injury from the ageilrs

and senants of the company in charge of the car or train. The
company places a motorman in charge of the latter. It alone
has the power of removal. And. justice, the court thinks, de-

mands that the company shall be held responsible for the motor-
man's wrongful acts toward passengers while he is in charge of

the car or train carrying them.

Here was an action brought to recover damages from an elec-

tric street railway company for an assault and battery mad-?
upon a passenger by a motorman. The motorman. it seems, had
called the passenger, who was conducting himself in an orderly
manner, to come lo him. and commenced a conversation with
him upon a subject of his own choosing, namely, concerning an
account the other had been trying, as a lawyer, to collect of the

motorman. and while talking, struck him a blow in the face
without jHstiriable provocation, and in the presence of other pas-

sengers.

Under these circumstances, the court holds that an award of

85 cents damages was inadequate, as the evideiice demanded
substantial damages, even if the passenger had been guilty, as

the motorman alleged, of calling him a vile name, as that would
not justify the motorman in inilicting upon the passenger the

blow he did.

On the other hand, the court hold's that there could be no
recovery from the company for an assault and battery made
upon the passenger by the motorman after the passenger had
arrived at his destination and safely alighted from the car on tue

public street, and was twenty-five feet from the ear and near
the sidewalk, as the contract of carrier and passenger was then

at an end.

There was no guaranty under the contract, the court says, from
molestation by the carrier after the passenger had left the car

and entered upon his journey homeward.
Evidence that the passenger had threatened, some months priiu-

to the conflict, that he would make the motorman lose his joli,

if he did not pay a certain bill he held against him tor eoUcetion,

the court holds, should have been excluded as immaterial.

Neither does the court think that the evidence should have
been admitted to show that the motortnan had been arrested ami
tinetl for both assaults, and had paid in tines and costs the stun

of twenty-five dollars. The company, it says, did not pay. and
was under no obligation to pay. the costs or tines in those cases,

and it was in no way interested in either of tlio judgments en-

tered in the criminal cases.

The hypothesis stated in certain instructions given the jury

that, if the assault grew out of a personal difficulty between the

passenger and an employe of the company about their personal

affairs, or if the passenger attempted to transact private

liusiness betwivu him and such employe on the company's car,

and that such difficulty and the transaction of such business had
no relation whatever to the carrying of him as a passenger, but

was an entirely private matter between him and such employe,

then the company was not liable for such assault, the court says

was not sustained by the evidence, nor was it sound in law.

The motorman, b,v calling the passenger to him and engaging
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hiiu iu (.-onvorsatiou for a few miuutes, the court insists, did

not suspend tlie guaranty tlie passenger liad, to be carried to Ills

flostiuatiou witliout molestation or assault from tbe agents and

employes of the c-ompany.

Constructic.i Put Upon Power to Regulate Mode and Manner

of Crossing.

In re Sdildlc h'iirr 'I'nictiini Viimiimiii (N. J.), '/l All. A'(7'-. 107.

Any. 22. 1S9S.

Under "An act to ri;;ulate Iho crossing at points not wilbin

tlie limits of cities of tins state of steam railroads by steam or

electric railroads hereafter to be constructed," approved March

22, 1805 (2 General Statutes of New Jersey, p. 2717), ihere seems

to be now no question but that, concerning a crossing at grade,

tlie chancellor is empowered ouly "to define the mode iu which

such crossing shall be made." But where the crossing is not at

grade, the language of the statute is that the chancellor, by his

decree, may define "and regulate tlie mode and manner of such

crossing." What construction is to be put upon this?

It was argued in tliis case that, in virtue of the authority con-

ferred upon the chancellor by implication from the obvious

intendment of the statute, the decree which defines the mode of

crossing legalizes not only a disturbance of the liighway by au

electric railway, after its route shall have been duly establislied,

in the erection of a crossiug in accordance with the decree, but

also the changes of grade incident to such erection, so that no

municipal action is necessary, and, the worli being executed

with proper sliill and care, no action can be maintained by the

owners of abutting buildings for consequential damages.

With this view, however, the court of chancery of New Jereey

does not agree. It says that it does not perceive that the words

"regulate" and "manner," added with reference to a crossing

not at grade, imply any power in the chancellor to give authority

for a change In the grade of the highway. The chancellor's duty

is merely to prescribe the mode of crossing, and regulate its use.

The crossing must be made according to his prescription, and in

no other way. As to how autliority shall be had to effectuate the

crossing prescribed, the statute is silent. The authority con-

ferred, it seems, is to end with the chancellor's edict.

Therefore, although it might be convenient it tlie chancellor

could authorize the w'orkof the crossing to be done, and appor-

tion the expense equitably between steam railroad and electric

railway, and bring in owners of buildings abutting upon the high-

way suffering damages consequent upon the execution of the

prescribed mode of crossing, and adjust their damages, and com-

pel their payment, the court declares that the statute does noi

give .such power.

"Reasonably practicable." as the term is used iu tliis statute,

the court further holds, does not jefer to engineering problems

alone, as bearing upon the mode of crossing to be prescribed by

the chancellor. la its opinion, every element of the situation

must be considered, and the cost must be given its weight, when,

in balancing tlie possibilities of accident under the several meth-

oils or crossing, it appears that tlie reasons for an expensiie

crossing do not greatly preponderate.

.4nd consequential damages naist be reckoned as part of the

expense of an undergrade crossing.

Reverting again to this particular case, the court says that tlie

cl'.ange of grade neceissary to an undergrado crossiug of the

steam road would have to be made by authority of tiie borougu,

and, if it should act, it would be subjected to recoveries by own-

ers of houses damaged by the change of grade, while, if tae

electric railway company should itself proceed to change the

grade without action by the borough, it would Ije a trespasser.

and as such, responsible for damages.

Effect of Greater New York Charter on Action of Local
Authorities.

BlauMfi V. 'Wmster, Manor, the East River A Atlantic Ocvun Kail-

road Companu. ami Othrrs (N. Y.). 51 -V. E. Rep.. 30.?. Oct. >,. IHitS.

This was an action brought by a taxpayer to restrain the city

autliorities of Brooklyn from granting consent to o])erate a rail-

road in the streets, and to restrain the East River & Atlantic

Ocean Railroad Company from receiving any such consent. A
prelimiuary injunction was granted, and the order affirmed m
the appellate division of the supremo court of New York. Thence

the railroad company .iiipealed, on certain certified questious,

its object being to secure a reversal of the order granting tno

injunction, as a basis for a claim of damages upon the under-

taking given by the plaintiff in the action, because the munic-

ipal authorities to wliom tlie railroad company had made appli-

cation for the consent liad, during tiie pendency of the action,

gone out of othce by force of the charter consolidation of the two

cities of New York and Brooklyn so that they could no longer

grant the application even if the injunction which restrained

tlieni had originaliy been improperly granted.

The questiiiiis certified liy the appellate division for the con-

sideration of the court of appeals, when condensed, may t;e

stated as follows: (1) A\liether the new charter (section 73,

cliapter 37S, Laws ]8',I7), when approved, deprived the local fui-

tluirities of Brooklyn of power to grant such consents to a rail-

road for a period btyoud 25 years. (2) Whetiier a general con-

sent that the railroad might operate it.s road iu certain streets

named in the resolution, witliout any limilatieu as to time, is

good for 25 years.

It appears that the aldermanic branch of the city government

passed a resolutiou grantiug the consent in question generally,

without any limitatiou as to time, on the 2"Jth day of November,

1M»7. This resolution was in the hands of the mayor when this

action was commenced, and he stated iu his answer that he in-

tended to disapprove it, so that what the railroad lost by the in-

junction, if anything at all, was the chance of having the resolu-

tion passed by the aldermeu over the veto of the mayor.

Without scauniug too closely the right of the railroad com-

pany to review the order granting a preliminary injunction, m
the court of appeals, iu this condition of the action, the court

concluded to examine and dispose of the questions certified.

The section of the new charter above cited provides that

•'After the approval of this act no franchise or right to use the

streets, avenues, parkways or highways of the city shall De

granted by tlie municipal assembly to any person or corpora-

tion for a longer period tliau twenty-five years," the city referred

to being, of course, the new city created by the act, and the pro-

liibitiou appl.viug to all the territory embraced' within it. On
behalf of the lailroad company it was coutended that the restric-

tion did not take effect until January 1, 1808, and therefore had

no application to proceedings for granting franchises before that:

dale.

But tlie court of appeals says tliat it was clearly intended by

section 73 to restrict the granting of railroad franchises "after

tlie appi-oval of this act," that is to say, after May 4, 1897, and

it thinks that the words "municipal asseniljly." found so fre-

quently in the new charter, were employed liere to designate the

aldermen, comiuou council, or governing body having the power

to deal with the suliject-matter of the restriction prior to the

date when the new government was to go into full operation;

and, tlieretore, it holds tliat the new charter operated to restrict

the power of tiie aldermeu or city authorities within the terri-

tory comprehended within the limits of tiie new city thereby

created, and, consequently, that the restrictiou applied to tlie

board of aldermen of Brooklyn when the resolution in question

was adopted.

Taking up llie other question, the court says tliat. when it was

avowed that tlie appeal was brought iu order to lay the foun-

dation for a claim of damages against the sureties ou the bond,

the railroad had no right to a construction of the con.sent or

resolution different from the iutentiou of all the parties wheu
the apiilication was considered and passed upon, and that a

court ought, uuder the peculiar circumstances of the case, to

construe the consent iu the same way as the parties themselves

did when it was asked and given. The city authorities, it goes

on to say, had the power to make the grant for 25 years, but

that was not the power that the railroad called into action, that

the aldermen exercised, or the court restrained, but the unlim-

ited power invoked and claimed independent of the new charter.

For these reasons, the court holds that the consent, so far as it
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was given, was not a valid exercise of tlie power to grant con-

sents for 25 years.

Wliat woulj liave been its decision liad a grant actually been
made and in form perfected, and had the litigation thereover

been for the purpose of securing the benefit thereof for 25

years, the court does not here state—whether it would have been
the same or not.

But the court of appeals does not dismiss the case at this

point. It talies pains to suggest that, when a case that other-

wise is not reviewable is sent to it upon special questions, the

questions .should be so framed that the answers may determme
the particular controversy involved in the appeal, and not merely

a part of it, as the practice adopted in this case would permit

the party defeated in the court below to pick out all the weak
propositions involved in the particular ground affected with

error, ignoring all the other grounds, present them for review,

and ask the reviewing court to reverse the judgment or order in

case it agreed with him in respect to this single ground, altluHigfl

the decision below might, as possil)ly in this case, stand well

upon all the other grounds

Koehler, president; Otto Wahrmund, vice-president; directors:

Otto Koehler, Otto Wahrmund, Oscar Bergstrom and J. J. Ste-

vens.

FREIGHT ROAD AT SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

The first electric freight line in the south was opened on 0-cto-

ber 8 at San Antonio, Tex. It is operated by the Texas Transpor-

tation Company, and comprises a little over two miles of track,

extending from the yards of the Southern Pacific Railroad to a

IHjiut near the City Brewery of the San Antonio Brewing Asso-

ciation. Numerous spurs reach to the various buildings of the

brewery plant.

Many legal difliculties were encountered in building the road.

The general incorporation law of Texas enumerates the purposes

lor which corporations may be organized, and prior to 18'J7 the

operation of an electric freiglit road within city limits was not

one of them. The promoters of the i^oad, at the last session of

the legislature, had little difiieulty in procuring an amendment
so that section 21, of article G42, of the statutes, now reads:

"For the construction, acquiring and maintaining and operat-

ing street railways and suburban belt lines of railways within

and near cities and towns, for the transportation of freight or

passengers: winch may, also, construct, own and operate union

depots; but no street railway company shall ever be e-xeinpt from

the payment of assessments that may be legally levied or charged

against it for street improvements; and for the establishment

of companies to buy, own, sell and convey the right of way
upon which to construct railroads; provided, that all street or

suburban railways engaged in transporting freight shall be sub-

ject to the control of the Railroad Commission."

Under this law the Texas Transportation Company was or-

ganized, and then came a flood of injunctions. The litigation

resulted in favor of the company after tedious delays, and the

road was built.

The roadway was prepared under the direction of the road-

master of the Southern Pacific; it is laid with SO-lb. rails. The
trolley wire is placed high enough not to interfere with men
standing on the tops of freight cars.

The equipment consists at present of one 100-h. p. electric lo-

comotive and a number of standard freight cars, but a 200-h. p.

locomotive is soon to be added, as the smaller one cannot handle

the traffic.

This line is one of the very few railroads that started business

with enough patronage to insure its permanency. By an arrange-

ment with the City Brewery all the heavy freight for the brew-

ery will be received and the outinit shipped out over the line of

the Texas Transportation. Based on the figures for September

this business alone will amount to about 12,000,000 lbs. monthly.

This gives only a partial idea of the magnitude of the business

done by the City Brewery, for the figures do not embrace all

shipments, but only the most important items. This has here-

tofore been handled by wagons, but the business of the brewery
has grown to such proportions as to make it extremely difficult

to handle it with wagons.

The officers of the Texas Transportation Company are: Otto

TWO NEW BRILL CARS.

lu the Review for July last, page 4S8, was illustrated a new
type of car built by the J. G. Brill Company for the Liverpool

Tramways Company. Some months' experience in their use and
a further study of the problem has produced a modified form
which has many advantages over the car as first built. The
first and most noticeable feature from the outside is the facfthat

itiL.\i»i luli ^illi*ilE.^ V "l-N' lUi-; WIIIIK.

the open compartment has its side raised to tlie same height aS

that of the closed compartment. This gives a greater protection

to the open seats and increases the strength of the side by using

two panels of the usual width instead of one. The compartment
is practically quite as open to the air as before. The next feature

is the arrangement by which a single step places a passenger

INTERIOn OF CENTER-OrKMXCI I.I VEIiPOl iL C.\H.

practically within the car. This result is obtained by dropping

the floor of the center vestibule down to the level of the bottoms

of the sills. A step 14 in. from the ground Willi a 13-in. riser gives

access to the vestibule floor. Having reached this point a passen-

ger enters either of the compartments by a 9-in. step. As slight

as this cliange may seem yet it will undoubtedly greatly increase

the speed of the car.

.\s in the cars previously constructed there is a transverse seat
in the vestibule. It is furnished with a reversible back and ac-
commodates two persons. The tracks on which the seat slides are
now made flush with the vestibule floor. The yoke and the fram-
ing by which two parts of the oar are united have been some-
what modified and the bracing and angle iron transoms now make
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this poi-liou of llio car ligbtur and stroiiyrr Uiau Ix'toj-e. Slight

modifications have been made in the platfoniis, one of these beiua

a narrow oi)ening in the dasher so that the inotornian can reach

his place without passing tlirough the car or climbing over the

(lasher. As in the previous case, the car is mounted on a pair ot

•Eureka" maximum traction trucks. The closed compartment is

practically the same as a standard .'Vmerirnii closed cai'. while the
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ELECTROLYSIS OF CAST IRON WATER
PIPES AT DAYTON, OHIO.

Read before the American Society of MuDicipal Improvement at Washington.

D.C October 28, 1898, by Harold F. Brown.

The injury of water pipes by electrolysis is at present so well

tin del-stood that my only excuse for again calling your attention

to the suliject is found in the peculiar and unusual conditions

disclosed at Dayton, Ohio, in an examination made last July.

All of us liuow that electrolysis may be expected to injure

lead and wrought iron pipes on the lines of electric roads within

a radius of half a mile from the power house, but we have be-

lieved that cast iron mains were safe.

Our faith has been rudely shaken by the condition of those

pipes at Dayton. They appeared to be entirely uninjured and

the black paint seemed to be unaffected. But on scraping the

pipe with a knife, the metal was found so soft that grooves could

be cut into it. Therefore, sections were removed for mechanical

and chemical tests, and the results fully justify your most care-

ful attention, since your own pipes may perliaps be in a similar

condition.

Dayton is a beautiful city, with a population of about 90,000.

Its streets are remarkably well paved with granite blocks and

asphalt, having foundations of unusual thickness and solidity.

Tlie large number of modern sky-scraper office buildings and

handsome stores in the business portion give it quite a metro-

politan appearance. It has fully 80 miles of electric roads and

over 225 cars.

Electrically considered, it is cut into four parts by the Still-

water and Mad rivers, which unite to form the Great Miami,

and by Wolf creek, meeting the Miami two miles or so below.

Three of these parts are further subdivided by canals. The

business portion of the city is thus practically located upon an

island and the electric current used by the street cai's must

follow the rails across bridges or pass on the pipes under the

river to get back to the power house.

Practically 90 per cent of the entire current from the business

portion of the city crosses the river on one 12-in. and one 10-ln.

water pipe, one 8-in. gas pipe and one 10-in. natural gas pipe.

The two main power houses are about % mile apart, on the

west side of the Miami river. A third but smaller power house

is on the east side of the river, but quite a distance south of

the business portion of the city. Two other roads have then-

terminals in Dayton, but their power houses are elsewhere.

Following my ordinary methods, a switchboard was mounted

on a wagon and provided with a complete set of Weston elec-

trical instruments reading from oue ten-thousandth part of a

volt per degree up to 750 volts, and from i,(. an ampere to 1.50

amperes.

At each hydrant along the electric roads of the city a reading

was taken from the trolley wire to each of the four rails; from

(he trolley wire to the pipe and from the pipe to each of the

rails. These measurements were made in sets of three in such

a manner that any poor contact or an,v defective condition of

the testing apparatus was at once indicated and corrected. Tlie

instruments had recently been compared with standards and

were known to be correct.

Over 2,500 electrical measurements were made and the results

of the readings are plotted out upon the accompanying map of

the city. On this map the numbers marked (+) show the pipe

positive to the rail and those marked (—) show the pipe nega-

tive to the rail.

Fifteen excavations were made and the measurements re-

peated on the pipes themselves. These excavations are marked
on the map with a square, either solid or open, as the pipes

were found injured or uninjured. . A careful examination was
then made of the physical condition of the pipes by J. H.
Shatter, metallurgist; and chemical analyses were made of sam-

ples of soil and the metals of the pipes and incrustations upon
them. These were made by B. E. Brownell, E. E., and James
O. Handy, chief chemist.

These electrical tests showed that the pipes in the business

portion of the city, 1% to 2 miles from their power houses, were
positive to the raUs and therefore subject to electrical corrosion.

The highest readings in this part of the city were 4i.i volts

near Fifth street bridge and near Washington street bridge.

Near the power house on the west side of the river, the pipes

were 9 volts positive to the rails and the danger district ex-

tended about % of a mile to the west.

In the southern part of the city the highest positive readingwas

2 volts in front of the Oakwood avenue power house.

Ill making the electrical tests, the time of the reading was

mitwl, since the pressure depends on the amount of load carried

at the power house and will vary corresixmdingly in all parts

of the city. For instance, in front of the power house of the

Peoples' Railway, on Washington street, at 5 p. m., during .the

heavy load, the pipes were 9 volts positive to the rails, while

a( 2 p. m. they were but 6 volts positive.

It was at once evident that the danger district was extremely

large since the entire area sliowing positive voltages is in sucli

an electrical condition that lead and wrought iron pijies wmii I

be injured. This was verified by the records of the Water

Board, wliicli siiowed a large number of service pipe renewals.

Tliese renewals are very expensive in Dayton because, as pn'-

viously stated, the foundations of pavements are unusually heavy

and unusually well constructed.

The Board of Water Works very wisely refuses to allow any

one to tear up the pavements. When a permit for excavation

has been secaied, only the trained employes of the paving de-

partment are allowed to remove the paving. After the work is

completed no one but these same employes can fill in the hole

and replace the pavement. This replacement is so well done

that no traces of the excavation are evident.

Unless a remedy for the electrical condition of the pipes is very

quickly applied in Dayton, it is certain that a large amount of

excavating, replacing of pipes and paving will need to be done.

Cast Iron pipe is not usually affected by electrolysis since the

coating of adherent moulding sand and tar paint protect It.

In the ordinary soil au iron pipe submitted to electrolytic cor-

rosion is covered with a layer of Iron oxide, which Is a poor

conductor of electricity, so that with a given pressure, the deeper

Is the layer of rust and the slower the rate of corrosion.

But, to my surprise, the soil suiTounding pipes' in Dayton gives

an entirely differeni reaction when a current passes through it.

The tar seems to be no protection whatever and the surface of

the pipe in the danger district is changed into a soft black ma-
terial reseml)IIng graphite and easily cut with a knife.

This material i.s such an excellent conductor that instead of

checking, it tends to Increase the action by reducing the resist-

ance of the path through which the current must flow in order

to reach the rail. Moreover, the stones and pebbles near the

pipes are actually electro-plated with the metal of the pipe,

whether Iron or lead, as can be seen from the samples exhibited.

This condition I had never before seen, and as far as I know,
it has not been previously reported.

Since my Dayton report was published, I have received a let-

ter from Dabney H. Maury, Jr., Superintendent of the Peoria
Water Company, Peoria, 111., in which he states that he has
encountered the same phenomena.

In order to electrically deposit a layer of metal, two things
are necessary; first, a liquid which will dissolve the metal, and
second, an electrical current exceeding 0.01 of a volt in pressure
flowing away from the metal through the liquid.

The fact that the pebbles are electro-plated showed that both
these conditions exist, but in order to prove conclusively that

the soil itself did not injure the pipes, a pipe surrounded by the
same soil was uncovered in another portion of the city where
there was absolutely no trace of an electrical current. This
pipe was on Logan street, near the canal; the records showed
that it was put down in 1874, while the pipe taken out at
the west end of Fifth street bridge had been in use ten years
and exposed to electrolysis for four years. If the damage was
caused by the soil itself, this pipe would of course have been in

a worse condition than the Fifth street pipe. But the I^igan
street pipe was apparently as good as new.
To make the comparison absolutely beyond criticism, a section

of each pipe was taken out, chemically analyzed and mechan-
ically tested. The chemical analyses of the iron pipes were
nearly identical, and are as follows;
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Ivogau street pipe. Fifth street piije.

Phospliorous 789 per cent .800 per cent.

Sulphur 073 per cent. .057 per ceiii.

Silleou 2.270 per cent. 2..500 per cent.

Iron not det. not det.

Carbon graphitic 3.43 per cent. 2.88 per cent.

The samples of the incrustation of the Fifth street pipe ana-

lyzed as follows:

Phosphorus 1.821 per cent.

Sulphur none.

Silicon not det.

Iron 33.43 per cent.

Carbon combined and carbon

graphitic 7.12 per cent.

This analysis showed that the percentage of iron was greatly

diminished, while the percentage of carbon was more than

Carbon combined 13 per cent. .24 pev cent.

doubled; c.nreful investigation showed that the carbon was

has sustained this pressure. With a knife or file, soft spots cati

be found in n pipe from 1-16 in. to Vi in. deep.

With higher electrical pressures the extent of the injury is

even greater. In all cases the damage is directly proportional

to the pressure and to the length of time during which the cur-

rent has been flowing; while it is inversely proportional to toe

distance between the rails and the pipes.

By reference to the electrical pressures indicated on the map
accompanying my report, one can approximately determine the

number of feet of water mains affected. In my opinion all main
and service pipes in Dayton are seriously injured where sub-

mitted to 3 volts pressure or more for two or more years when
within 4 ft. of the rails.

This would mean less than one mile of mains but with lead or

wrought iron service pipes, the pressure limit should be as low

as one volt. Chas. E. Kowe, secretary of the Water Works, how-
ever, feels that 17,513 ft. of mains should be replaced at a ^.ost

of $77,000.

MAP OF DAYTON, O.

merely the amount originally iu the pipe, the carbon being left,

while a large portion of the iron had been carried away.

The chemical analyses of the soil show«d that the solvent was
produced electrically from carbonate of sodium and chloride of

sodium in the soil. Neither of these by itself in the small pro-

ixirtion shown by the analysis would injure a cast iron pipe co\'-

cred with tar, though, as is well known, a strong solution of

chloride of sodium (common salt) will rust wrought iron.

But the presence of even 0.01 per cent reduces the electrical

resistance of the iron and the passage of the current decomposes
those salts and forms hydrochloric acid, which dissolves the met-

als. Having thus determined the cause of the trouble, it re-

mained to fix its extent. Fifteen excavations w^ere made in

different parts of the city to determine how much electrical pres-

sure is required to seriously injure the cast iron.

A pressure of 3 volts and less is found to cause a graphitic

coating not exceeding 1-32 in. in depth; the iron seems to be

uninjured.

From 3 to 4% volts the thickness of the layer is increased iu

a ratio depending upon length of time during which the pipe

To determine what percentage of mechanical injury has been

sustained by the pipes, it was intended to compare the hydro-

static pressures required to rupture the Logan street and the

Fifh street pipes, but defects in the apparatus employed pre-

vented a fair test.

The Fifth street pipe at 1150 lbs. pressure leaked through the

corroded spots, while the other pipe was able to staud 300 lbs.

pressure. Test bars were cut from the best portions of both

pipes and broken on a Rieihle testing machine. The average

transverse strength of the Logan street pipe was 1,800 lbs. per

sq. in., as against 1,085 lbs. to the other.

The tensile strengths were respectively 10,000 and 11,425 lbs.,

and the deflections were 0.25 and 0.20 in. Four years of elec-

trolysis had robbed the Fifth street pipe of about 30 i>er cent of

its transverse strength and about 45 per cent of its tensile

strength and had caused it to leak at 150 lbs. pressure.

Since I wished to avoid anj- suspicion of unfairness, I asked
the managers of each of the three leading electric roads to allow
their experts to accompany me. and to check my instruments,

methods and readings. This was cheerfully done, and I received
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from these gentlemen full information concerning their plants

and connections, as well as every possil>le courtesy during my
examination.

The rail joints on several lines of road had recently been re-

moved, the rail ends Ijrightcued with the sand blast and the

"castweld" joint applied. This was done by the railways with

an idea that it would reduce electrolysis as well as make a fine

mechanical joint. It was a success mechanically, but was an

electrical failure, as was shown by tests of individual joints and

by electrical measurements of several stretches of 1,000 to 1.200

ft. of the four rails and of the pipes below them.

The measurements were compared with others made last Feb-

ruary on same rails before the "weld" was applied, when very

small bond wires were used on tlie rails. Tliere was practically

no variation in the results as would have been the case had the

"weld" possessed high electrical conductivity.

I found that two of the rails were carrying no current what-

ever, while the other two carried but one-twentieth of the

amount of the current on the pipes below them. And yet some
men will tell you that a "weld" can bo made by ijouring 60 or

70 lbs. of molten iron around 40 or 50 lbs. of cold steel rails

buried in moist earth.

I feel confident that if the railroads would unite in the ex-

penditure of from $5,000 to $7,000 for the proper electrical appa-

ratus and connections, all the water pipes in Dayton could be

maintained negative to the rails.

Then the pipes would harden, as is the case with the section

of the pipe which I have brought to show you. Moreover, any
further electrolysis that might occur would be in the opposite

direction and would, therefore, add a layer of metal to the pipes

instead of injuring them. I will not here enter into a discussion

of the electrical methods required in Dayton to obtain this re-

sult, but it is evident that no plan heretofore suggested for elec-

trolysis prevention will effect a cure there, owing to the unusual

conductivity of the soil and the peculiar division of the city.

But I would lilie to offer a few comments and four or five

practical suggestions. Do not imagine that because your pipes

are not lealving and bursting that they are safe from electrolysis;

if the electrical conditions are against them, they are getting

uealier day by day. On the other hand, do not antagonize tne

railway companies, the moment that the subject of electrolysis

comes up in your city; they are not intentionally injuring your

property and If a friendly talli is had and a joint investigation

is made, you are likely to get the speediest and most satisfactory

action.

The railway manager is as much interested in stopping the

trouble as you are; every pound of metal taken from your pipes

means to him a heavy loss of iJower, increased investment tor

engines, boilers, dynamos and conductors. And if it is finally

established by legal decisions that his current has injured your

property he will have to settle the bill.

The best course for all concerned, it seems to me, is to take

mutual action while that bill is small and not wait untU n
bursting main during a fire spreads the loss over the entire

community. The usual procedure brings a dead lock. The water
works people discover signs of electrolysis and at once pounce
upon the rail-.vay managers. They either refuse to believe that

they are responsible for the trouble and thus bring upon them-
selves a showor of threats, or they say that although they cannot

admit the fault is theirs, they are, nevertheless, willing, rather

than earn the ill will of the public to do anything in reason if

the others will only tell tliem what to do.

Then the others suspect some cunningly hidden legal trap and
decline to give any directions whatever. And so nothing is done.

There seems to be an idea prevalent that if the water board
suggests to the railway any scheme for stopping the trouble,

and the scheme is then tried and fails, the railway is thereby

freed from any further responsibility. IIow anyone can believe

that the mere following out of a plan of experiment would
cancel indebtedness is beyond my understanding.

It is giving a legal tender value to the acceptance of a sug-

gestion, which seems to have no basis in fact, in equity or in

law. But this idea has cropped out in so many cities that I

rather hesitate about offering the following practical sugges-

tions:

1. It will not be a mistake to follow Dayton's example and

obtain complete and accurate information concerning the elec-

trical, chemical and mechanical condition of your pipes, espe-

cially in the vicinity of the power houses. The trouble may oe

confined entirely to the lead in the service pipes and in tho

calking of joints on your mains; but even here serious damage

may result it the matter is neglected for years.

2. Do not put down any more lead or wrought iron service

pipes, as those are the first victims of electrolysis, and their re-

placing means ruin to pavements. Use instead, wooden pipe,

banded with a close spiral of hoop iron and covered heavily

with asphaltum.

This will stand the heaviest pressure in use and is not affected

by electrolysis, since the hoop iron is low in conductivity and

is not electrically connected at the joints. Its cost is said to be

reasonable and it has a successful record of many years service.

3. Use the same kind of pipe for new mains in any district

In which a railway power house is likely to be erected and
heavily paint the lead calking of cast iron mains, using asphalt

or petroleum wax.

4. In the danger district along the lines of electric roads, and
on intersecting streets, put into your water and gas mains two
or more consecutive lengths of these wooden pipes so as to

break the electrical continuity of the mains and thus make their

resistance greater than that of the rails. Fill in the space around
them with broken stone and connect with drain if possible.

5. Midway between the wooden sections on each main, attach
insulated pilot wires, leading to a central office. Ckmnect similar

wires to rails nearest the pipe wires and make daily electrical

tests at times of heavy load. If any section shows positive to

the rails, cut it at once into smaller sections and call upon the

railway to rebond its line upon that street.

This, with the proper electrical management of the railway
feeder wires and apparatus, will effectively protect your mains.

A PROGRESSIVE MEXICAN MANAGER.

N. Escalante, general manager and a large stockholder in the
street railway company in the city of Merida, Yucatan, has been
spending a few weeks in this country, and on his return east
from the Omaha exposition spent a week in Chicago, a consid-

erable portion of which time he placed at the disposal of the
Review. Mr. Escalante has an exclusive, long time franchise lu

a city of 80,000, and enjoys special privileges from the govern-
ment in the n.xture of remitted taxes and immunity for his em-
ployes from the usual military service. He has been steadily im-
proving his road, and operates a fine pleasure resort in which Df

recently installed one of Armitage & Herschell's—of North Ton-
awanda, N. Y.—largest sized riding galleries. It proved a great

success and is very popular.

Mr. Escalante has also inaugurated a funeral car sen-ice whicn
is used by the best people. During the rainy season the street

leading to the cemetery is often three feet deep with mud, and
the advantages of street car service in place of carriages is

evident.

The lines include some 36 miles of track, radiating from the

center of the city, and the hauls are short in most cases. As the

maintenance of animal power is high, the cost of feed per head
being about double what it would be here, Mr. Escalante is con-

sidering conversion to electricity. The road is in a prosperous

condition, paying good dividends, and its business growing
steadily.

Mr. Escalante is a thoroughly up-to-date, progressive manager,
and in his own city is nicknamed "the Y'ankee" on account of

his American methods. Although a young man he is a banker,

conducts largo hemp plantations, and is an extensive importer.

It is rumored that the Third Avenue Railroad Company, of

New Y'ork. will undertake electric lighting business if the neces-

sary franchises can be secured.

The contract for carrying the U. S. mail from Washington,

D. C, to the distributing office at Sligo. Md.. has been awarded
to an electric railway; this contract was formerly with the Balti-

more & Ohio.
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THE JUNGFRAU ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

The first section of the famous Jungfrau luuuiitain railway was

opened for traffic on September 19. This Ijold undertaliing will

be one of the wonders of the world when it is completed. There

are other mountain railways which are equal to this iu some re-

spects The Pike's Peak railway carries the tourist to an alti-

tude of 14.147 ft. while the Jungfrau station will he 13,670 ft.

above the sea. The Pilatus railway has a gradient of 48 per cent.

\\ hile the maximum grade of tlie Jungfrau will be 25 per cent.

But when one considers the rough, rocky, craggy patiiway and

the mountains through which tunnels will be driven, and finally

the vertical shaft up which the tourists will l)e carried in eleva-

tors to the very roof of Europe, no one can doubt that this will

be the boldest and foremost achievement in short railway con-

struction.

The project was conceived liy Ilerr Guyi'i'-Zellcr, of Zurich,

after a careful survey of the mountain range of Eiger, Monch

and Jungfrau in August. 1893. and concessions were sought at

once. After many difficulties and much opposition the franciiise

was granted, but with some unusual provisions. Every passtn-

ger must be insured, the company must build and equip a fine

observatory, and at any time the council may reduce the fares

."lO per cent for the native population. The railway will be built

primarily for the tourists and it is evident that they will have

to pay for it. The provision for insuring p.-issengers was due to

the fear of injurious of fatal results to persons passing quickly

to a high altitude and into a rariSed atmosphere. By experi-

ments with animals it Avas decided that the ill effects of moun-

tain climbing was chiefly doe to the violent exercise. As the

passengers ride comfortably in the cars, making the ascent in

an hour and forty minutes, with several stoj'ping places where
they can get out and rest if discomfited, it is believed that no

one in good health will suffer.

The engineering ditticulties were appreciated by the projectors

and in order to get the best plans an international iirize contest

was inaugurated. Engineers and manufactuiing firms of Switz-

erland. Germany. America. England. France and other countries

EXTERIOK OF MOLNIAIN STATIO.N.

submitted plans and specifications. Over $t"i,OmJ was distributed

iu 16 prizes, and the best features of each were incorporated iu

till' linal draft. The estimated cost of the road is about 5'2.000.-

(K_M', half of which >s absorbed in tunneling. A forecast of traffic

receipts give an estimated annual income of $144.0(10. At a rate

of .f7 for a round trip ticket to the summit of Jungfrau, and a

proportional rate for the other five stations, it is expected that

43,500 passengers will be carried each year. This estimate does

uotappearexcessive, ina.smuch as 150,000 tourists visit that region

each season.

The danger of avalanches, snow slides and falling rock is

eliminated, as the line runs in the interior of the mountain

except at the stations, which have been so selected that they

are entirely sheltered. The glaciers will be avoided, for their

movement would in time destroy the tunnels. At all times the

temperature in the tunnels will be below freezing, so that there

will be no difficulty from running water. The last 240 ft. will

be a vertical lift to the summit of Jungfrau. Electric elevators,

of .\merican make, will carry the passengers to the last station.

The tunnels will tie 14 ft iu diameter. The rock of the moun-

DIAGEAM OF CAU WIKINU.

tains is especially favorable for this work, as it is easily loosened

by explosives, but has great resisting power to the elements.

Electric drills have been used in driving the tunnels and a new
explosive has been tried with marked success. It is called

lithotrit," and is cheaper and safer than dynamite, is not af-

fected by heat or cold, and generates no noxious gases in ex-

ploding

The tunnels will \.v lighted by electric lamps, which will be

supplied with current from wires separate from the railway

circuit. .\ stor.ige battery will be placed at each station for

lighting purpo.ses to provide for any emergencies. The electric

current will l)e used for heating the cars and stations, and this

will be necessary at all times on account of the low temperature

of the high altitudes. At the Eiger station rotary transformers

have been installed to supply continuous current for the rock

drills and the lighting circuits.

The following table gives a good idea of the relative position

of the stations:
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PLAN AND SECTION OF POWER STATION.

between the rails, is of rolled steel.^iveigliing
:

G8% lbs. to the

yard, and is divided into lengths of it ft' G iar Each rail joint

is connected with two Chicago bonds. The^cack and rails are

so formed as to permit the use of an emfei-gency brake.

The braking apparatus comprises: (1) Arieteelrlu brake which

is thrown in action by the inteiTuption of the current through

the motors; this is a regulator, inasmuch as a too high speed

induction motors, wliich run at a normal speed of 7C0 r. p. m.,

taking a three-phase current of 500 volts at a frequency of 3S.

Each motor drives through double reduction gears a gear mesh-

ing in the rack. The locomotive weighs over 25,000 lbs. The

passenger car is pushed, not pulled, up by the locomotive, which

insures greater safety. It has a capacity for -10 passengers, and

usually there will be only the locomotive and one car, but for

special occasions two will be put in service in each train. For

the present, two of these trains will be run, one up and the

other down, but when the line is completed, there will be double

that number. Each traiu complete will weigh 55,000 lbs. The

locoaiotive and truck are almost identically similar to those used

on the Zermatt-Giirnergrat Kaihvay described in the Review
of last July.

The current for operating the railway will come from the

water power of the Black and ^^'hite Lutschine, mountain

streams within two miles of the line. As the busy .season of this

system will be during the summer, it is fortunate that the

mountain streams are swollen by the melting snows, so that

there will always be an abundant source of power. The power

house, already built in the valley on the White Lutschine, near

Lauterbrunnen. is shown in the diagram. There are four tur-

bines, two of 500 li. p. each, and two of 25 h. p. each, for excit-

ers. Through a steel pipe line G ft. in diameter and 1,500 yards

long there is an effective head of water 114 ft. Three-phase

alternating currents at 7,000 volts are generated. From the

power house the transmission line passes across the slopes ot

Wengeu to the station at Scheidegg, i\i miles, where the poten-

tial is reduced to 500 volts. The transmission line consists" of

three wires of hard drawn copper, .3 in. in diameter, which are

supported on triple iietticoated insulators. Wooden poles 33

ft. in height are used for the line. The fall in voltage on the

line at full load will be about 10 per cent. The loss through

the turbines, generators, lines and motors will be approximately

50 per cent. The stations are connected by telephone wires,

which are transposed at every 550 yds. to avoid induction from

the alternating current circuit. Lightning arresters ot the

Siemens «& Halske high potential pattei'n are placed at suitable

intervals on the transmission and feeder lines.

TRAIN ON FIKST SECTION OF LINE.

causes a break in the current and thus causes the electric brake

to act. (2) A hand brake, operated by a lever w hich applies bronze

shoes to the driving wheels. (3) A "pineer" or "tongs" brake,

which grips a rail laid in the center of the track; it may be

operated either by the motorman of by the conductor, who
stands on the upper platform. It has bronze brake shoes or

sole plates. The induction motors also act as brakes as they

run as generators when the speed reaches synchronism, and in

this way retard the acceleration of the train.

The electric locomotives are each equipped with two 1.50-h. p.

The transmission line is not in duplicate, for it is intended

to construct another power house on the Black Lutschine with

a capacity of 2,000 h. p. The sub-stations are well built stone

buildings, each containing two 200-k. w. transformers, reducing

the voltage of the three-phase alternating current to 500 for the

two trolley wires. When the line is complete, transformers will

be placed every 1,000 yds. along the line.

For convenience in building, the line is divided into sections.

each of which wnll be opened for traffic as soon as completed.

The first section, from Scheidegg, passes over a comparatively
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geutle grassy slope to the foot of Eiger glacier, and lias pre-

sented no very great ilitliciiltics in construction. Tlie opening

was recently celebrated in the presence of many distinguished

visitors. Special songs were written to commemorate the occa-

sion, and a play was given in which the three snow-capped
mountains, Jungfrau, Slouch and Eiger, were represented as the

principal characters. We are indebted to the "Electrical World"
for the illustration showing the three mountains with the route

outlinetl. The work on the railway will not be complettnl until

1004. »
NOTES FROM DENVER.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

The Street railway companies in Denver have learned from
experience that combination open and closed cars are b^st

suited to the climatic conditions in that city. A rain and wind
storm will sometimes come with only a few minutes' warning.
and the open cars furnish inadequate protection to the passen-

gers. The plan of running a closed motor car with an open
trailer has been tried with some success, althougli a number
of serious accidents have occurred to persons stepping from one
to the other while the cars were in motion.

The Denver Consolidated Tramway Company last summer
commenced to rebuild all Its cars, splicing a closed to an open

car and making one large combination motor car. By August
43 combination cars were in operation, 20 of which were built

by J. G. Brill Company. The cars are joined by placing an

I-beam along each side upon both cars. The first seat panel

of the open car is knocked out and the panel built up against

the end of the closed car. The roofs are carried over and joined,

making a solid roof. The most of the cars will nave the Bombay
roof, although about 25 will have a monitor deck. There will

be six windows on a side and six seats in the open compartment.

About 123 of these cars will be constructed.

Another type of car, 40 ft. long, will be built by the J. G.

Brill Company. It consists of tw-o compartments, each 18 ft.

in length, with a 4-ft. platform at the front, but none at the

rear. The platform, which is at front of the closed compart

ment, will be vestibuled. Access to the open compartment is

from one side only, as the inside will be screened and uo step

provided. In fact the company is putting screens on all its open

cars and is considering the plan of removing the steps on that

side. On the other side, the new cars will also be screened with

a step at the center with gates, which can only be operated by

the motorman from the front platform. There will be a round

seat accommodating eight passengers at the rear end of the

cars. Brill douljle, high speed trucks 'will b.' used for this type

of car.

The company is now building, at its shops in South Di'uver,

four large snow plows, whicli are powerful enough to easily cope

with any suow drifts in Denver. A Taylor truck is being given

a trial and has proved so satisfactory that the company is think-

ing of ordering more of them.

Transparent signs are now fitted on all the cars, and these

lia%'e been received with much favor by the street car patrons,

and the board signs are to be done away with except on the

sides of the roof. Tlie front deck lights were removed and a

sign on cloth, with white letters and a black back ground in a

strong frame, inserted in its place. These are interchnngeab'.e

and can be seen for a block and a half. The cars are now
ecpiipped with a fender built by a Denver company. A new eli-c-

tric brake is being tested and so far has made a good record.

The Tramway Company is about to Imild a line out East

Arapahoe street to Smelters, for which purpose a crossing is now-

being laid at the central loop. Flans are nearly complele for a

lO-story business block to be built by the company over the cen-

tral down-town loop. The ground floor will be occupied by

stores, the second and third by the railway offlces. and the rest

of the building will Ije taken up by office rooms and a theater.

There will be a passage way underneath for the cars and this

way will be enclosed by frescoed walls and well padded to pre-

vent the noise going into the building.

The Colfax Electric Railway Company has been absorbed by
the Consolidated, and is now a part of that system. The Col-

fax Company received a new franclnse for 20 years and its in-

debtedness was wiped out before the consolidation. The whole

line will now be re-strung with new trolley wire, side pole con-

struction replacing the center poles. Most of (he track will bs

relaid with lieavier rails, and the power station and car barn

will be overhauled. Double truck, combination cars operated on

a fast schedule will replace the cars now running on the 9'^^

miles of track.

On the line extending to Aurora and Fairmount Cemetery a

ride of I6V2 miles may be taken for 5 cents, and this line is lib-

erally patronized. The company will build a first class summer
resort at .iuror.a Lake. The Chutes Tark line is also a very pop-

ular one, 8,100 passengers being carried to the park one Sunday
recently.

The Loretto Heights Railway Coiiipany wa-s formed under

unusual circumstances. Father .Malone, who is at the head of

the Catholic church in Denver, organized the company, which is

owned by the church and the Sisters of Loretto. The line, 2'/o

miles long, connects Loretto Heights and Loretto .\cademy with

the Clifton Car Company. It is a single track with turnouts and

a car barn at Loretto. A large academy and school are located

at one terminus of the road, and some patronage comes from

residents along the route. Three horse cars run on a .30-minute

schedule on week days and 20-minute on Sunday. It is expected

that the horses will soon give way to electric traction.

The West End Street Railway Company has installed an au-

tomatic signal system which greatly facilitates the operation of

the cars. For the most part the system is double tracked, but

there are still three switches and single track in the suburbs,

and the signals now make the long delays at the switches unnec-

essary. There is quite a rivalry betw-een the West End and

the Consolidated Companies for traffic at Elitch's Gardens, Berk-

eley and Manhattan Beach. Each company keeps several cars

at each place and the car crews endeavor to persuade the people

to patronize their cars.

•-•-• -

OFFICERS OF TOLEDO TRACTION COM-
PANY.

At the annual meeting of the Toledo Traction Company on

October 11, the directors chosen were: Xorman B. Ream, Chi-

cago; William E. Hale, Chicago; James A. Blair, New York;

John B. Dennis, New York; Albion E. Lang. Toledo; Thomas H.

McLean, Toledo; Barton Smith, Toledo; Rufus H. Balicr, Toledo;

William IL McLellan, Jr., Toledo.

The board chose officers as follows: Chairman of the board of

directors, Xorman B. Ream; president. .-Vlbiou E. Lang; vice-

president, Thomas H. McLean; treasurer, William E. Hale; secre-

tary, Barton Smith

The only changes are that Mr. McLean, who has been general

manager of the company the past eight mouths, was chosen vice-

piesident. succeeding Mr. Dennis, who is still a member of the

board, however; and that Barton Smith was elected as secretary.

The business of the company for the last year has been very

satisfactory.

ELABORATE OPENING CEREMONIES.

When tlie electric railway connecting Koundbrook and I'lain-

field. X. .!.. was oijened last month the citizens of Lincoln, tne

half-way point, arranged for a celebration of the event. The

tiist train witli about 7.5 iuviteil guests left Boundbrook. and at

tl.e corporate limits of Lincoln was boarded by the officials.

aiiiong whom were three women members of the council. From
tills point Jliss Emma E. Egel liandled the controller. In Lin-

(din the welcome was enthusiastic and the path of the troUeJ

tram w;is strewn with flowers. In front of the I<incoln Mouu-

t-cut a halt was made and the last spike, a silver one. driven by

Miss Egel and the other councilwomen. Tlie journey to Plain-

lield was then resumed; on the return trip a banquet was served

at Lincoln.
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and

experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

In a recent issue the "Iron and Coal Trades Review" illustrates

what is described as a patent water cooler, for cooling con-

densing water or other similar use. It is a-modiflcatiou of tlie

old brush heap idea, and while it is no doubt patented one does

not readily see what the patentable feature is.

The heated water is pumped to the top of the apparatus, which

is about IG ft. high, and in the interior are arranged a large num-

ber of wooden plates in a vertical position. The water is dis-

tributed at the top and flows slowly down over the surface, be-

ing coole<l by contact with the air circulating between tlie plates.

Where as much as 1 sq. ft. of ground space per i. h. p. is avail-

able the natural current of the air is relied upon for cooling.

When space is mure limited the cooler is built in the form ot a

tower or chimney which produces a drauglit sufficient to circulate

the required volume of air

Wiien space is more limited still, the cooling boards are arrang-

ed as shown in the illustration and a fan used to circulate the

air. In this form only 1-G sq. ft. per i. h. p. is required with a

reasonably economical engine.

The Thermal Efficiency of Steam Engines.

In 1896 the Institution of Civil Engineers (English) appointed

a committee consisting of Professors Kennedy, Slacfarlane, Gray,

Ewing and Beare, Capt. H. R. Sankey, and Messrs. Capper,

Davey, Donkin, Longridge and Maw, which has recently present-

ed its report. Preceding the report is an introductory note by
Captain Sankey to show what it is desired to measure and com-

pare.

A. steam plant comprises in its simplest form;

1. The boiler with its feed arrangements, to produce the steam.

2. The pipes to conduct the steam to the engine.

3. The engine to transform a portion of the steam energy into

work.

F\irther the plant may include:

4. A condenser with an air-pump or equivalent apparatus, it

the engine is to be relieved from the back pressure of the atmos-

lihere.

5. All economizer may be added to the boiler to improve its

performance by transmitting to the feed-water some of the heat

which would otherwise escape up the flue;

C. A feed water heater in the case of a non-condensing en-

gine, to recover some of the waste heat in the exhaust steam.

7. Steam jackets and re-heaters added to tlie engines under

certain circumstances

The diagram. Fig. 1, has been prepared to show the nature and

extent of the various losses in such a system

The various elements of the plant are represented by rectangles

of arbitrary size and the flow of heat is shown in a stream of

varying width.

The upper diagram represents, in the main, the trial of the

Louisville Leavitt pumping engine as described in the Trans-

actions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol.

XVI., and the data are sulBeiently full to enable the flow of heat

10 be stated at all points with fair accuracy. The numerals repre-

sent British Ihermai units flowing per minute; the streams are

drawn to such a scale that each inch of width represents a flow

of 100,000 B. T. U. per minute. Temperatures are also given.

Starting at the fire-grate, it is shown that 183,600 B. T. U. are

produced per minute by the combustion of the coal, and that 131,-

700 of these go direct into the water of the boiler, 10,000 are lost

l.y boiler radiation and leakage, and the remainder, viz., 41,900,

pass away with tiie flue gases. On the way to the economizer,

1.000 B. T. U. are lost by radiation, but in the economizer itself

15,750 B. T. U. are diverted into the feed water. 5.000 B. T. U. are

dissipated by radiation, and finally 20,1.50 B. T. U. pass out of the

economizer and into the chimney, and are lost to the steam plant.

The heat entering the economizer with the feed-water is 5,4.50

B. T. U., which is added to the 15,750 B. T. U. diverted from the

flue gases, thus giving a flow of 21,20f) B. T. U. in the feed out of

the economizer. Radiation, however, reduces this flow to 20,950

B. T. U. per minute at the entry to the boiler, where a further

addition is made of 6,600 B. T. U. returned by the jacket water.

The steam produced by the boiler is thus .seen to derive its

heat from three streams, as shown on the diagram; the steam

finally leaves the boiler with 159,250 B. T. U. per minute. Be-

fore this heat gets to the engine, however, 3,100 B. T. U. are lost

by radiation and leakage from the steam pipes, so that the flow

of heat is reduced to 156,1.50 B. T. U. per minute, which is the

gross supply of heat to the engine: the net supply is less. De-

cause there are certain returns of heat to the boiler to be de-

ducted. In the first place credit has to be given to the engine

for the heat which could be imparted by means of the exhaust

steam to the feed-water, inasmuch as the exhaust is theoretically,

and very nearly practically, capable of raising the temperature

of the feed to the exhaust temperature. On this basis, 7,4(X)

B. T. V. should be credited to the engine although the actual re-

tuintothe boiler, or lather to the economizer, is only 5,450 B. T. V.

The difference is due to excess of circulating water, which low-

ers the hot-well temperature, and also to radiation in the feed

arrangements, whicli are a necessary portion of the steam plant,

independent of the engine proper, and which are not applied to

correct any fault of the engine. The loss of 1.950 B. T. U. should

therefore be debited to the feed and condensing arrangements,

and not to the engine. It will lie seen that the 7.400 B. T. U.

credited to the engine is equal to the water-heat of the feed at the

temperature of the exhaust. In the present case a special credit

has to be given to the engine, because 6,750 B. T. U. leave the en-

gine in the jacket water to return to the boiler; but 150 are lost by

radiation on the way, so that the net return is 6,600 B. T. U. Only
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the net retura to tlie boiler should be credited to the engine, be-

cause the jacliets are iipplied to corrct a fault of the engine,

namely, cylinder condensation; lience any loss to the steam plant

tliat may be entailed by the use ot jaclvcts (i. e., the radiation in

question) shoidd be reolioned as a loss due to the engine, although

it takes place outside tlie engine. It the case uuder considera-

tion the jacket water was returned direct to the boiler; but it',

as is frequently the case, the jacket water is drained into tue

hot-well, the heat in it cannot be credited to the engine, tor the

reasons given above.

plied "per minute per i. li. p." is H2.15Uh-Ij4;3^221 B. T. U.

and it is this figure which, as recommended in the report, should

l)e used to express the thermal economical value of a steam en-

gine. This recommendation is made with a view of replacing tne

present usual niotliDiI of stating the performance in lbs. of feed-

water per i. Ii p. pii' lionr. although the latter statement Is use-

ful for other purposes

It will be seen thai 1.870 B. T. U. are deducted from the 27,2G0

utilized as work on the pistons, as engine friction, so that the

effective or brake power of the engine corresponds to 2a,.'!00

amJ>'. JH^.
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FIG. 1.—THE LOSSES IN A STEAM rL.\NT.

The net supply to the engine can therefore be obtained as fol-

lows:

B. T. U. B. T. U.

Gross supply 1.56.15(1

Less returnable by feed 7,400

Less return bv jackets 6,600

14,000

Net supply per minute 142,150

It will be seen that only 27.260 B. T. TJ. are utilized as work

upon the pistons. The ratio of heat so utilized to the net heat

supplied is called in this report the "Thermal Efficiency of the

Engine." In the numerical case under cousiderntinn the thermal

efficiency is 27,260-^142,150=0.15.

The engine under discussion indicates 64" li. p.; the he.Tt sup-

B. T. r. per miiiiUe: in other words, the brake h. p. of the

engine is 599, so that the B. T. U. per minute per i. h. p." are

142.150-;-599=237. another figure which the committee recom-

mends should be quoted whenever it is possible to ascertain the

lirake efficiency.

Let it now be supposed that the actual steam engine is re-

placed by an ideal steam engine, forming part of an idealized

steam plant working according to the "Rankine cycle." using for

this cycle the name recommended by the committee. It must

be assumed that the i. h. p. of the "ideal" engine is the same as

that of the "actual" engine, namely. 643 h. p., and that the ad-

mission and exhaust temperature are the same, namely, .359 de-

grees P. and 100 degrees F. respectively. The flow of heat in

the ideal steam plant is represented by the lower diagram, and

it will be observed that all the losises have disappeared, except
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the flue loss and tUe heat caiTicil away by the condeusing water.

There are no jackets, but there is an economizer, because, al-

tliough the boiler is perfect, 31.400 B. T. TJ. are sent into the flue,

since the gases cannot be cooled down below the temperature of

the water in the boiler, and a portion of this heat can be saved

by heating the feed to the steam temperature. The heat return

able by the feed is, of course, less than in the case of the actual

engine, owing to the reduced weight of steam passing through tne

engine. The heat supplied to the ideal engine is therefore;

B. T. U.

Gross supply 100.000

Less returned by feed 5,000

Net heat supplied per minute 95,300

The i. h. p. of the ideal steam engine being the same as that of

the actual engine, the s.amo number of B. T. IT. per minute are

utilized as work upon the piston, namely, 27,260. The thermal

efficiency of this ideal steam engine is therefore 27.2tX)-^95,300=

0.285 and the B. T. U. per minute per i. h. p. are 95,300-;-G43=148,

iis against 221 for the actual engine. The actual engine, there-

fore, requires 73 B. T. U. per minute per i. h. p. more than the ideal

engine; these heat-units are lost on account of imperfections m
the actual engine, and can be looked upon as a measure of these

imperfections. The ideal steam engine thus becomes the "stan-

za /77/?<?A«'A^/'e \3aturoted^ 3 team
G,t Cnrranee- Oeg.f^
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as marked on the riy;lit haiuT margin; from lliis point of intersec-

tion proceed on a liorizontal Hue to tlie left hand margin and

read the B. T. U. reqnired per horse-power per minute, wliich is

teen to be 425.

Suppose the steara is at a pressure of dS lbs. alisolute, but

superheated to 4fl0 degrees. To find the B. T. U. for the ideal

engine, take the temperature due the pressure of 68 lbs., which

is 3(X) degrees P., and the exhaust temperature as before, 220

degrees, and find the B. T. V. from the upper diagram as be-

fore. Then on the lower diagram follow tlie vertical line marked
300 till it intersects the curve marked 400 degrees; follow a hori-

zontal from (his point to left hand margin and we find the

coefficient 0.00015. Multiply this by the exhaust temperature

220; and then multiply the product by 425, the number of B.

T. U. found from the upper diagram. The result is 220x42.5x

.00015—14.03, which is to be substracted fiom 42."> to give rue

B. T. U. per horse-power per minute. The remainder. 42.T—14.03

=410.97 B. T. U. is the number required.

The Economical Combustion of Fuel and the Prevention of

Smoke.

VENTILATION IN LONDON TUNNEL RAIL-
WAYS.

This subject was discussed by K. L. Walker before the En-

gineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, and he presented draw-

ings of boiler setting.? designed by him with which, it is

claimed, the smoke production has been reduced so that it is

only from 3 to 10 per cent; th.'it is the chimney is practically

sinoktUss for about .")7 minutes per hour.

Mr. WiUker believes that the air supply to furnaces is general-

ly too small, the furnaces being designed to admit the weight

needed at a low temperature and allowance not being made tor

the increase in volume Which occurs when the gases are heated.

A. second source of loss and cause of poor combustion results from

lieating the air in (lie combustion chamber itself. The problem

stated l)y him is: 1. How to supply a larger portiim of air, with-

out resorting to forced draft, as ordinarily introduced, and otner

On the occasion of tlie return to Loudon •)( the (Jiiards from tlie

Soudan, last month, a large crowd congregated at the railway

station, and immediately after there was the usual rush to get

away again. One of llie lieavily loaded trains on the City &
Waterloo underground line became stalled, and to escape suf-

focation the 300 or more passengers made their way out of the

tunnel on foot. This road is scarcely a mile long and connects

the Waterloo station with a point in the "'city" near the Bank .of

England; the line dips down from each terminus and crosses

under the Thames. There are separate tunnels for the two

tracks and they are but little larger in cross-section than the

cars. Starting from one terminus the car is carrie<l for two-

thirds of the distance by gravity, the ascent at the other end

being by electricity. No provision for ventilating the tunnel is

made, the car itself setting up a current of air; in this case when
the motors were unable to mount the Una! grade, and the train

stopped, tlie air soon became foul, and the passengers were panic

stricken.

A TROLLEY ACTS AS A CATAPULT.

One of the repair men of the Cicero & Proviso Street Railway

Company, of Cliicago, climbed to the roof of a car at 48th and
Lake streets to make some repairs. He fastened tlie trolley pole

down on the car roof. But in some manner it was released while

he was astride of it. What followed can be better imagined

than described. Tlie man shot up into the air and after describ-

ing a parabolic curve landed head first into a muddy ditch nearl.v

20 ft. distant. Fortunately the conductor of the car was near

at hand and quickly rescued the man from his predicament.

.\fter getting the mud out of his eyes, nose, ears and mouth, he
found he had escaped with a few minor bruises.

W..\l liKlt BOILER SETTIXO.

methods now in u.se. 2. How to raise the temperature of this

larger amount of air. without too great a loss of lieat in the com-

bustion chamber.

To accomplish this Mr. Williams takes the air through holes in

the ash pit, or elsewhere nearby, and carries it, by means of

ducts, to a point above the fire, and then by means of a deflecioj-

arch, introduces the no\y heated air into contact with the fuel

and gases as shown in the drawings.

The deflector arcli is located at about tliat point in tlie fire

box where the distilling process ceases and tlic consumption of

the fixed carlxm begins. The fuel is burned to coke in the front

part of the fire box and then pushed back to the rear, and a larger

supply of air given to it, and green fuel put on in front.

The author cited numerous tests the results of which showed

that the setting was successful as a smoke preventer, and

economical in fuel consumption. The repairs are also said to

be light.

SERIOUS COLLISION AT PROVIDENCE.

Shortly after 10 o'clock on the morning of October 31, a very

serious collision occurred between two electric cars at Provi-

dence, K. L The cause of the accident was the failure of the

brake to work, .as one car was descending the steep grade on

Ciialkstime avenue, leading to "Pleasant Valley" from the east,

causing it to run past the turnout at the foot of the grade, which

was the regular passing point. The second car was descending

into the valley from the west, a new house concealing the west-

liound car from the motorman until it was too late to avoid the

collision, and the cars met .at the bottom of the valley.

Both luotormeu remained at their posts and were b.-idly in-

jured, one probably fatally. There were three passengers in

one car and one in the other, all of whom, and also the two coii-

ductors, reK-eived painful injuries, but it is believed that none

pf them are fataj,
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LUBRICATION AND THE TESTING OF OILS.

lY G. W. BISSELL, M. E., IOWA STATE COLLEGE, AMES, IOWA.

PART II.

Specific Gravif.v.-The spociflc gvavit.v "f n lulniriuit is tlio

ratio of the wciglit of a certain volume of it to tlie weiglit of an

equal volume of distilled water at a stated temperature. Owing

to the difference in the cocfflcients of e.vpansion of lubricants

and water this ratio varies with the temperature and for con-

venience the comparison is usually made at GO degrees F. Spe-

cific gravity is also frequently spoken of as density. Oils are

usually measured and sold by the gallon or multiples thereof.

If the' specific gravity l)e known, or determined for the temper-

ature at whicii the oil is measured, the weight of the oil may be

computed by multiplying together the number of gallons, the

specific gravity and the weight of one gallon of water at IW

degrees F. The latter quantity is 8.331 lbs.

The specific gravities of a few oils are given herewith, the

data being taken from Thurston on "Friction and Lost Work in

Millwork and Machinery," page 188.

SPECIFIC GHAVITIES OF OILS.

Vegetable .\iiinuTl. Mineral.

Palm 904 Sperm B8t Benzine 6.')1

Kane-seed SH-l Tallow 91:5 Illuminating SOU

Olive 914 Neat's-foot 914 Lubrieating, heavy .880

Cotton-seea 92:1 Laid 91T Paiaflne w.ax 8'M

Linseed, raw 929 Seal 924

Linseed, boiled . . . .941 Whale 92j

Castor 966 Cod-liver 02i

Kosin 988
.

Some determinations made by the writer on commercial min-

eral lubricating oils show specific gravities as follows;

874Light Engine Oil, Xo. 1...

Light Engine Oil, Xn. 2....

Medium Engine Oil

Spindle Macliine Oil, No. 1.

Spindle Machine Oil, No. 2.

Heavy :Marine Engine Oil..

.873

.877

.888

.893

.894

Avera*'e ^^^

Analysis of these figures Ijrings out the fact tliat mineral oils as

a rule "have a lower specific gravity than animal and vegetable

oils. Sperm eil is the only notable exception. Therefore, it

would seem that the specific gravity test might be used for form-

ing an estimate of the purity of an oil and, together with a knowl-

edge of other circumstances, for .liidgiug of the nature of the

adulterant. Experience confirms the conclusion. Thus, it an

oil purchased lor sperm oil sho«s a specific gravity of .910 (say),

the purchaser would know that the oil was impure or not of

good quality. Again, a so-called mineral oil having a specific

gravity of .'Jot) would surely be heavily charged with linseed,

castor or rosin oil. The gumming test would confirm this. In

order, however, to detect small differences in specific gravity

and to draw .just inferences therefrom, the tests should be care-

fully made and there should be a full knowledge of the other

properties of the oil.

UETEKMINATION OF SI-ECIFIC GRAVITY.

1. Hydrometer Jlethod. The hydrometor is essentially a

glass float of such shape. Fig. 1. that it will maintain a vertical

position in a liquid when partly immersed therein. Evidently

the depth of immersion will vary with the specific gr.avity of

the liquid. As constructed for use with oils, which are lighter

than water, the hydrometer sinks only to the bottom of the stem

in water, but iu oils less of the stem is exposed. The stem is

usually about six inches long and is graduated for specific gr.avi-

ties from .700 to 1.000, the latter being for water at CO degrees F.

The scale is proportional and hence can be constructed by plac-

ing the instrument in two liquids of known specific gravities.

Water is used for the lower mark. Most instruments are pro-

vided with two scales one reading iu specific gravities directly;

the other being an arbitrary scale, known as the Beaume scale.

The latter is u.seless when both graduations are on the instru-

ment, and should be avoided as confusing and irrational.

To use the hydrometer, fill a tall glass jar with water; hang

a thermometer in the water and cool the water with ice or warm
it with hot water to bring the temperature to GO degrees F. Drop

the hydrometer gently into the water and note the correction.

if any, for the lowest mark on the scale. This correction must

be applied to all subseciuent readings. Empty the .iar, dry, refill

with the oil to be tested and hang the thermometer therein.

Set the ,iar in a larger glass jar of cold water and by the addition

of hot water in the larger jar and with constant but not vigor-

cus stirring of the oil, warm the same gradually to 60 degrees F.

and read the scale of the hydrometer at the exact level of the

oil. Continue to heat the oil and take readings of the hydrometer

at intervals of 10 degrees as far as may be desirable or conven-

ient. The reading at CO degrees is the most imi>ortant, but the

others will be of interest as showing the law of variation of the

specific gravity with the temperature. This law can best be

shown by plotting a curve, as in Fig. 2. Curves of two samples

supposed to be the same oil should be identical. Otherwise the

oils are not identical. Furthermore, the specific gravities at 60

degrees F. might be the same, and therefore misleading.

2. Specific Gravity Bottle Method. For this method a glass

bottle carefully made and adjusted to hold exactly lOO grams of

distilled water at GO degrees F. is filled with oil at the standard

or other temperature and carefully weighed on a chemical bal-

ance. The ratio of the weights of the oil and wafer is the spe-

cific gravity as per definition. Very exact determinations for

temperatures other than the standard would require a correc-

tion for the expansion of the glass bottle.

3. Manometer Method. This method is carried out with home
made apparatus. Frocure two glass tubes of equal size, about

3 ft. long. B.v heating and bending make offsets near one end

of each, as shown in Fig. 3. Clamp the tulies to an upright

board with a shelf at the bottom to hold two wide mouth bottle*.

Between the tubes fasten a scale—a .vard stick with graduation

on both edges of the face will answer. By means of a tee of

glass, or metal, and some rubber fulie, connect the glass tubes

at the top and attach a piece of rubber tube about 2 ft. long, with

pinch-cock, all substantially as shown in the sketch. Hang a

good thermometer near the apparatus. Fill one of the bottles

with the oil to be tested and the other with water. Bring the

temperature of the room and the apparatus to as near GO degrees

F. as possible. By suction with the mouth draw oil and water
into the respective tubes nearly to the rubber connections. Close

the pinch-cock. If the connections are tight the liquids will

lower a little and come to rest at such a hight that each will

FIG. 3.

haiance tlie portion of the atmospheric pressure whicli has lieen

removed by the vacuum above. By means of the scale measure

the hight of each column above the surface of its own liijuid.

l^he water column will be shorter than the oil column and the

ratio of the hights of the water and oil columns respectively

will be the specific gravity of the oil. It is not usually conven-

ient to determine specific gravities with this apparatus tor other

temperatures than the standard. As far as the cost of apparatus

is concerned, this method is in reach of any one and has the

very great advantage of being capable of giving very accurate

results.
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Undoubtedly the liydrometer method is, all things considered,

ihe most useful. The expense for ordinary commercial worn
need not exceed three or four dollars for an outfit, including

hydi'ometer and jar and a good thermometer. For determining

the specific gravity of greases, the bottle method is best. The
grease should be lieated to fluidity so that when the bottle !s

filled all air will be excluded. After the grease has cooled In

the bottle it will be necessary to add a little to fill the bottle to

the mark. For cylinder oils the hydrometer test is conveniently

used when the oil is warm enough to be completely fluid.

Critical Temperature, The critical temperature of lubricants

are the melting or freezing, the flashing and the burning points.

A knowledge of these temperatures is often necessary in judg-

ing of the suitability or safety of an oil for a designated location

or use. Many oils congeal or freeze at temperatures which are

only moderately low, and are useless for machinery used in ex-

05J
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THE M. C. B. BRAKE SHOE TESTING
MACHINE.

lu l.S!);i till.' M:isler C'ai- Builders' Assm-iatiuu apiKJiutcd twi)

committees to rejiort upon bralve shoes, one to make riKid tests

and one to malie laboratory tests. The latter oomuiittee de-

signed a testing machine -n-hich, when built, was iusialled at the

works of the Westlughouse Air Brake Company, Wilmerding. Pa.,

where the tests were conducted. The work of the committee

was continued during three years aud its reports may be found

in the proceedings of the M. C. B. Association for 1894, 1895 and

1896.

The fact that the members of the committee were all men other-

wise busily occupied as well as the expense entailed in eonducT-

iug the tests made it seem undesirable to continue the work at

The brake shoe testing apparatus is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration and was designed to reiiroduce the conditions

of service so far as it is possible to do in laborator.v work. A
horizontal shaft. 7 in. in diameter, supported in fi.ved bearing.s,

has keyed on one end a 33 in. car wheel and on the other end

a clutch by means of which it may be connected to a jack shaft

driven by a double plain slide valve engine with the two cylin-

ders each 10 in. x 12 in. stroke. Secured to the shaft carrying

the car wheel is a fly-wheel 48 in. in diameter and 30 in. across

the face, built up of cast iron discs and' steel-tired to make it

secure against bursting. The total weight of the shaft, fly-wheel,

car wheel and other revolving parts is 12.000 lbs. aud the mass is

so distributed that it has the kinetic energy of 11.09.5 lbs. moving

in a straight line with the same velocity as a point on the periph-

ery of the car wheel. Twelve thousand pounds is taken to be

the maximum load upon one journal of either a freight or pas-

M. C. U. URAKE SHOE TESTlXi; MACHINE.

Wilmerding unless a considerable number of new shoes were

presented for test, but the committee realized that the prompt
testing of new shoes wa,s greatly to be desired both from the point

of view of the railroads and of the manufacturers. Accordingly

it was recommended that the apparatus be removed to Purdue
University at La Fayette, Ind., which the extremely valuable

work of Prof. Goss, in locomotive testing had placed at the very

front of the educational institutions of the country in railroad

work. The Association, at its meeting in June. last, acted upon
upon this matter and also decided to remove to Purdue its au'

biake testing rack, which has heretofore been at Altocma. Pa.

During the summer the brake shoe testing machine was re-

moved and installed in a new building which Purdue University

erected for a mechanical testing and railroad laboratory. Tne
only tests made with this apparatus since the summer of 1896

were those conducted for the Sargeait Company by .Tohn C.

Whitridge. Jl. E.. about a year ago. when that company intro-

duced the "Diamond S" brake shoe. We understand that Prof.

Goss now has applications from several manufacturers who wish
to secure accurate data regarding their products.

si'Uger car and hence the fly-wheel wlien in motion has the stored

energy that in practice is overcome liy lu'aking a single car

wheel.

Underneath the car wlieel is a Iwin-lever supporting on one

end the journals which carry a shaft and wheel. This wheel

is steel-tired, the tread corresponding to the profile of the rail

licad. and b.v means of weights on the outer end of the twm-
h'ver it may be forced against the car wheel. This arrangement

was designed to give the reaction on the Avheel that the rail gives

in service, but because of the vibration produced, it has never

been used in recorded tests.

The brake shoe is applied to the wheel by means of a combi-

nation of two levers, to the first one of which the brakehead is

attached' in such manner that any wear of either wheel or shoe

can be readily taken up by vertical adjustment. The desired

braking pressure is obtained by suspending weights from the

free end of the second lever. The dime'nsions of the levers make
the ratio of braking pressure to the weight used as 24 to 1, and

the levers alone are equivalent to 1,233 lbs. weight at the free

end'. The shoe is keyed to the brakehead as In ordinary practice,
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and the latter is connected by rods and yokes while a magnet

in circuit with a clock traces a time record from which the initial

speed of the shaft is detcnniutHl. A third pencil connected with

the Boyer speed recorder traces a diagram, the hisht of whicn

is proportional to the velocity of the wheel.

The diagrams made by the registering appartus show, first,

a lined traced by a pencil connected to a Boyer speed recorder;

second, a line made by a pencil attached to the dynamometer
which registers the tangential pull of the brake shoe, correspond-

ing to the stress in the brake hanger; third, a line made by a

pencil fastened to the armature of a small pair of electro-mag-

nets, which in turn are in circuit with a clock, so that each half

second is indicated by a small break in the otherwise straignt

line. The record of the Boyer speed recorder is not used in de-

termining the initial sped, but this is calculated from the clock

record, as the travel of the paper during the first second can he

measured directly. The constants needed in working up the

data from the cards are the travel of a point on the face of tne

wheel corresponding to one inch travel of the paper and the

number of pounds pull in the rods, connecting the shoe and
dynamometer, corresponding to one inch vertical movement of

the second pencil.

HONOLULU RAPID TRANSIT & LAND
COMPANY.

In the Rr.vrEW for October, mention was made of the organi-

zation of the Honolulu Rapid Transit & Land Company and of

the fact that the general manager of the company, C. G. Ballen-

tyne. contemplated a visit to the states for the purpose of ob-

taining the data necessary to enable the board to ask tenders

for material and equipment. Mr. Ballentyne arrived the latter

part of last month and reached Chicago early in November; while

here he called upon the Review and furnished us some very in-

teresting details ccmcerniug the plans and prosiJects of the new
company.

The company and the capital to be employed are purely local.

Prior to Mr. Ballentyne assuming the management of the Rapid

Ti'ansit Company he was the manager of the Hawaiian Gazette

Company, the publisher of the "Daily Pacific Commercial Ad-

vertiser." the "Semi-Weekly Gazette." the ' Kuokou" (a Hawaiian

weekly) and the "Planter's Monthly." Besides these several other

papers are published for other parties.

The constitution of the Republic of Hawaii was drafted by men
who were familiar with the constitutions of Great Britain,

Canada and the United States, and as they were careful to avoid

the weak spots in these, retaining only what was most desirable,

they succeeded in drafting a model constitution.

There only officers elected by popular vote are the mem-
bers of the legislature. The civil service is not at the mercy

of party spoilsmen. The judiciary hold office during good be-

havior, and it may be mentioned that all of the members of

the supreme court are graduates of Yale or Harvard. There

are no municipalities, the local government being conducted

through the machinery of the Bureau of Public Works, one

of the bureaus of the Department of the Interior; in this

it is quite probable that the states of the Union might well fol-

low the example of the new territory. "Boodling" is unknown,

and legislation is passed on its merits. There is a compulsory

system of public education: all residents within the school age.

be they natives, Chinese, Japanese, or of Caucasian blood, must

attend the public schools, where English is the only language

taught.

The franchise of the Honolulu Rapid Transit & Land Company

is for the term of 30 years. According to the charter, operating

anil maintenance charges are first to be paid out of the earn-

ings, then dividends not to exceed S per cent on the stock are

to be paid, and provision made for a sinking fund to replace

tbe capital and pay the bonded debt, if any. at the end of the

term; if there be any excess after these charges are paid, the

stockholders and the government will divide it equally between

them.

Honolulu has a population of .SO.CKKi. but because of the ener-

vating effect of the climate the city is fully equivalent, so far

as street car travel is concerned, to any city of lOO.OiX) inhabi-

tants in the states. People will ride, even if they only care to

go very short distances, and Mr. Ballentyne estimates that the

company will collect 0,000,000 fares per annum. The system of

the company will comprise five lines radiating from the busines-i

center; the main line, as planned, is to be about SVj miles long,

there is one of about five miles, and the others are from two to

three miles in length. A uniform fare of ."> cents, with tree trans-

fers at the junction point, is agreed upon. School children un-

der the age of 17 years will be carried for 2V> cents. The old

company charges lij, 10 and 5 cents for rides of different lengths.

The average annual temperature in Honolulu is 72 degrees,

with a maximum of 80 degrees, and a minimum of 00 degrees,

and sea bathing is In season the year round. The company

expects that traffic on the lines to Waikiki Beach, the most pop-

ular bathing resort, and to the U. S. barracks to be built at

Kaiiauki, will be very heavy.

The company proposes to lay 25 miles of track with 6-iu. rails

of not less than 70 lbs. per yard, using the concrete bed con-

struction, imbedding the rail completely, except the upper sur-

face. The salt and humid atmosphere cpiickly corrodes all ex-

posed iron work, and to prolong the life of the rails as much

as possible it is proposed to get them with webs at least % In.

thick, and protect them with concrete as mentioned. The joints

will be cast welded.

Mr. Ballentyne will remain in the vicinity of New York for at

least 00 days and will make bis liendquarters at the Manhattan,

New York.

THE HARTLEY MECHANICAL CLIP.

The Albert & J. M. Ander.wn Manufacturing Company, 289-

29,'5 A street. South Boston, Mass., has just placed on the market

a new mechanical clip for figure 8 wire which is shown in the

accompanying illu.^trations. The larger figure shows the clip as

attached to the wire: it consists of two interlocking parts which

firmly grip the upper portion of the trolley

wire; when closed the clip is held by two of

tlie small clamps, shown in the smaller fig-

ure. Tile upper edges of the two clip parts,

when brought together, have a slight taper

from the center to either side and are so

shaped that they will just enter the

grooves in the small clamps. When the clip is in position on the

wire the clamps are driven on permanently, fixing the grip of the

jaws, the clamp is prevented from slipping back by bc-nding down
the fingers on its lower edge to engage the lugs shown on the clip.

The lugs are staggered so that some of them are always m
proi)er j)osition to engage the ringers.

TROLLEY CAR USED TO WRECK A
STRUCTURE.

The Northwest ball park, on the corner of Paulina street and

Clybourn place, has become an eye sore and nuisance to those

living in that vicinity. Several attempts have been made to

damage the property and portions of the fence and gates have

been carried off. and this has l>een the occasion of several arrests

by the police. A crowd gathered one morning with axes and
saws to demolish the grand stand. Some bright mind thougnt

that a trolley car would prove a most efTective instrument tor

the work. One of the car barns of the North Chicago Street

Railroad Company is just across the street from tlie park and
a motor car was taken out before the employes could interfere.

A heavy rope was attached to the car and to the roof of tne

grand stand. The current was turned on, the rope creaked and
the grand stand fell with a crash, much to the pleasure of the

crowd, who fell to work gathering up the debris for wood and
kindling. Five of the mob were arrested and will be prose-

cuted.
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THE BUFFALO & LOCKPORT RAILWAY

An cnteiiirisG which has attracted considerable attention in

street railway circles during the present year is the organiza-

tion of the Buffalo & Locliport Railway Company and the de-

velopment of its extensive plans. This company has for its

president Hon. W. Caryl Ely, who holds the same office in the

Buffalo & Niagara Palls Electric Railway Company, and its gen-

eral manager is Burt A'an Horn, who is general manager of the

Buffalo & Niagara Falls road. The wide experience these two

men have had in the street railway field in connection with the

first road they built enabled them to see the wonderful possibili-

ties in connection with an electric trunk line to connect Buffalo

in Erie county and Loekport in Niagara county, two county seats.

To accomplish their object they conceived the securing of a long

lease of the branch of the Erie Railway between North Tona-

wanda and LocUport and its transformation from a steam road

into an electric line. This they have successfully done, and

their work marks the first surrender iu Western New York of a

steam road to the onward march of electric traction. But in ad-

dition to this Messrs. Ely and Van Horn have purchased the

Lock City Electric Railroad, the roads of the Buffalo, Kcnmore

& Tonawanda Electric Railway Company, and the Elmwood Ave-

nue & Tonawanda Electric Railway Company to aid in the per-

fection of the general plan of improvement in the electric rail-

way service of Niagara and Erie counties.

The Buffalo & Lockport Railway Company was incorporated

May 3, 1898, and so great was the vigor thrown Into the enter-

prise that by August 15 the steam road service, buth freight and

passenger, between North Tonawanda and Lockport, had been

supplanted by the electric service, and the electric car.s ran in-

to the city of Buffalo. The contract for reliuilding the Erie

branch between North Tonawanda and Lockport was awarded to

J. G. White & Co., and John A. Wilson was placed in charge of

the work of reconstruction. The old Brie track was in fair con-

dition, being laid with 60-lb. rails. A mile of track a short dis-

tance out of Lockport was relaid with 80-lb. rail. It is a single

track having three turnouts or switches betwien Loc-kport and

North Tonawanda. The first of these turnouts is a mile west of

Lockport, the second six miles, and the third about 10 miles.

TVo gangs of men were placed at the work of bonding the track,

one gang working days, the other nights. The bond used was
the 3-in. horseshoe variety with No. 0000 wir<? iinderntath the

rail. This work occupied about 20 days. The length of track

leased from the Erie for 99 years is 13% mile.*, and for nearly

12 miles the track is a straight line, affording good opportuni-

ties for speed between stations. Excepting for about three-

quarters of a mile in the Erie yards at North Tonawanda, where

an arm support is used, the trolley wire is strung on a double

line of poles, set 88 ft. apart. The tops of all poles are 22 ft.

above the rail. The butts of the poles to a hight of 6 ft. from

the ground are painted black, and the upper part white, present-

ing a very neat appearance. Along the poles on the north side

of the track run three 500,000-c. m. feeder cables. On the south

side of the right of way a power transmission line has been built,

the Buffalo-Niagara power transmission line being tapped at

North Tonawanda. The poles of this transmission line are set

100 ft. apart, the single crossarm carrying three bare No. 0000

copper cables. The insulators used on this transmission line are

the same as used on the Buffalo-Niagara Falls transmission line.

In the work of reconstruction a construction train consisting of

three flat cars, a caboose and an engine, was employed. On the

approach of the time of a regular Erie train this construction

train easily made a siding to await its passage. On one of the

flat cars a six horse power engine was placed to aid In handling

the poles. The wire was strimg from a boom on one of the cars

with considerable rapidity, about five miles being run out each

day. Mr. Wilson was well fitted for the work of J. G. White &
Co., he having had considerable exijerience in construction work
iu the Niagai-a-Buffalo locality. He had charge of the bui'.ding

of the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Railway, alsn the Buffalo-

Niagara power transmission line.

The total length of track operated by the Buffalo & Lockport
Railway Company at present is 29 miles. This consists of 15yo

miles owned by the company and ISVi miles leased from the Erie.

The tracks owned by the company are those which formerly be-

longed to the Lock City Electric Railway Company, the Buffalo,

Kenmore & Tonawanda Electric Railway Company, and the

Elmwood Avenue & Tonawanda Electric Railway Company. In

Buffalo the car's of the Buffalo & Lockport Railway Company run

over the tracks of the Buffalo Railway Company. Within a short

time the company expects to make the line from North Tonawan-
da to Lockport a double track road, and it will also build a line

from Lockport to the village of Olcott on Lake Ontario, which

place is the summer resort of the residents of Lockport. Travel

from Buffalo to Olcott is likely to be heavy in the summer. By
the purchase of the Lock City Railway, the company secured

about 5^^ miles of trackage, which makes all the streets in which

it is laid terminals of the main line.

Up to the present time the Buffalo & Lockport railway has

been operated by Niagara power passed through a sub-station

at Lockport, the Buffalo-Niagara power transmission line, as

stated, being tapped in North Tonawanda. However, the Niagara

Palls Power Company is now erecting a sub-station at Thomp-
son street. North Tonawanda, power from which will aid in the

operation of the road before the month ends. This transformer

station will also supply the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric

Railway, which will then, for the first time In its history, be oper-

ated entirely by Niagara Falls power from the Buffalo city line

to the foot of Palls street, Niagara Falls. Under the present

conditions, current is carried at a pressure of 11,000 volts from

the Buffalo-Niagara transmission line over the three No. 0000

cables above referred to to the sub-station at Lockport, where
it passes into six of the 150-k. w. static transformers, shown in

the illustration, iu which the pressure is reduced to 330 volts,

at which it passes into two rotary converters, of the type shown,
where it is changed into direct current at a voltage of 5.50.

These rotary converters are six pole machines making 5 ;0 revolu-

tions per minute. The switchboards are well displayed in the

illustration, the high tension board to the left being a temporary

arrangement. The air blast for the transformers is supplied b.y a

blower driven by a small motor. Short gap lightning arresters

placed in the sub-station in Lockport, protect the line. The Lock-

port sub-station is at the end of the Erie branch, and occupies a

room at the east end of the new brick cars'orage larn, which has

a steel truss roof and is of ample capacity.

It must be remembered that when the Buffalo & Ix)Ckpirt Rai'-

way Company leased the old Erie branch it was forced to jiro-

vide for the freight as well as the passenger busiue-s. This

necessitated a somewhat unusual equ'pm nt for an electri? road,

and in order to meet the requirements of the s:t a:icn, the com-

pany purchased 10 cars and two electric locomotives. TLe cars

were built l\v the J. G. Brill Company, of Ph ladelpha. Each
of the electric cars is equipped with four motors, of 52 horse

power, and has B8 controllers and electric brakes, the brakes

working admirably. In color the cars have been painted yellow,

following out the style of the cars on the Buffalo & Niagara

Falls line. Each car weighs from 20 to 25 tons. In length the

combination passenger and smoking cars are a little over 42 ft.

over the buffers, and nearly 32 ft. over the end panels. In con

struction they conform to both the steam and electric road prac-

tice. One step leads to the platforms, which are enclosed by
rounded vestibules. Folding gates and hinged doors are also pro-

vided for the platforms. The windows in the cars are large,

affording fine views of tlie scenes along the line. The main com-

partment of the cars has 14 reversible back seats, while the smok-

ing compartment has six of the same seats affording accommoda-
tions for 12 persons. The seats are of the woven cane variety.

The two compartments of this class of car are separated by a par-

tition in which are glass windows at the sides of the sliding door.

Electric heaters will be placed in the cars this wintei".

The baggage and passenger combination cars are a little short-

er than the passenger and smoking ears, their length being nearly

38 ft. The passenger compartment seats 28 people, while the

baggage compartment is nearly 12 ft. long, amply large, it has

been found, to accommodate the baggage offered for transporta-

tion. In the partition between the baggage and passenger com-

partments there is a sliding door, and on the sides of each car

there are sliding doors through which to receive the baggage.

The two electric locomotives of the company have proved the

novelty of the road. They are the first to be placi'd in service
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in western New York, and it is this early predicted tliat tlie

adoption of tliem will lead to their fnrther use in the Niagara
locality. They are of the same pattern as will ba employed on

the tindergrnund roads of London, England. Each locomotive

is fitted with four 55-h. p. motors; the weight of each is about 40

tons. The length is 32 ft. while the hight of the cab over the

rail is 12 ft. The cab is centrally located with a sloping shield

on each side. Their guaranteed speed is 15 miles an hour. They
have been known to draw 28 cars with good results. When the

Erie branch was leased, a heavy freight business fell to the

Buffalo & Lockport Railway Company over the line from I.oclv-

port to North Touawanda, where, at the latter place, the freight

from Lockport is turned over to the Erie, while freight is also

received there for Lockport, one of the electric locomotives mak-
ing close connections with the Erie trains bringing this frciglit

to North Tonawanda. There is no time lost in the transfer of

the cars, and the electric locomotive speeds off down thi> line with

them to Lockport and other stations. It is a novelty in railroad-

ing to see the electric and steam locomotives operating in the

handling the freight between Lockport and North Tonawanda or

other stations.

Incidentally it may be remarked that the electric locomotives

have pneumatically controlled trolleys, which removes the neces-

sity of any of the crew on the locomotive leaving the cab to re-

place the trolley wheel (m the wire or to reverse it, the result

in either case being effected by the operation of a handle in the

cab. By admitting air into a cylinder, the downward motion Is

obtained, the piston of the cylinder pressing the spring that

holds the pole in place when in use. Both the pole and liandle

are on a swivel plate, and the upward motion is secured by the

spring and the movement to the side by hand. The locomotives

are equipped witli bell, air wliistle. air l>rakes, sanding arrange-

ment, etc.

Under the management of the Erie tlie schedule under which

tlie North Tonawanda-Lockport branch was operated gave a

total of eight passenger trains, four each way lietween North

Tonawanda and Lockport, the passenger and freight business re-

quiring the service of four locomotives. Under the present

BUFFALO * LOCKPORT RAILWAY.

same yards and over the same tracks at North Tonawanda. A
valuable feature of the freight business of this road is that the

company has tlie right under its Lockport franchise to operate

its electric locomotives drawing freight through the streets of

Lockport between the hours of 11 p. m. and 5 a. m. As yet rail

connections have not been made with all the Lockport manufac-

turing plants it is intended to connect with, but this will be done

in the near future, when the freight business will be materially

increased. In addition to this the proposed branch to Olcott will

probably prove a great freight feeder, as it will pass through

a fine farming section, from which much produce is annually

shipped, and which has the further advantage for the electric

road that the only opposition, or competition, it will meet is the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg road over which the train ser-

vice, at present, is limited. From North Tonawanda to Lockport

the right of way is the same as that enjoyed by a steam road, and

therefore freight is handled at all times, the sidings, having

originally been built for steam road traffic, being amply long to

accommodate any train drawn. In the adjustment of the freight

accounts between the Buffalo & Lockport and the Erie, the form-

er is allowed a certain percentage of the total freight charge for

schedule of the Buffalo & Lockport Railway Company there are

CO train units, 30 each way, and this excellent service is enjoyed
Ijy all parts of the road. Cars are run every half hour between
Lockport and Buffalo, the distance being about 25 miles. The
run from Lockport to North Tonawanda is made in 23 minutes,

while from Lockport to Buffalo the rurming time is 1 hour and
13 minutes. It is evident from these figures that considerable

time is practically lost on some portion of the road, and that

point is on the tracks of the Buft"alo Railway Company in Buffa-

lo, where the heavy traffic necessitates slower travel. As the

cars are capable of making 50 miles an hour, it is evident that

the time from terminal to terminal will be reduced to an hour.

Not only has the installation of the electric railway resulted in

an improved service at the former stations of the Erie, but the

half hour service is also afforded to other points on the line,

making it highly satisfactory to people along the line, who here-

tofore could not go to Buffalo and get home before late in the

evening. Still another important feature is that the electric cars,

by the transfer system, allow people to go direct to their destin-

ations instead of being dropped at a railroad station, possibly

some distance from where thev desire to go.
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The neatness witli which traffic is exchanged between the

Buffalo & I>ocljport Kailway and the Erie Railway was very well

demonstrated during the past summer, when a Lookport fire com-

pany desired to go to a Pennsylvania point over the Erie. The

sleeping cars to accommodate them were taken from North Ton-

awanda to Lockport by one of the electric locomotives, and after

the company was aboard were hauled back to North Tonawan-

da and turned over to the Erie. The return was made in the

same manner.

On Wednesday, November 2, President Ely had as his guests

President E. B. Thomas, First Vice-President George M. Cum-

mings, Second Vice-President W. F. Merrill, General Superin-

tendent Fitch, Superintendent of Motor Power Mitchell and

Chief Engineer Buckholtz of the Erie. They arrived at North

Tonawanda in two private cars, and there President Ely had an

electric locomotive coupled to the cars and taken to Lockport.

On arriving in Lockport, the party boarded an electric car and

went over the Lock City line, finally returning to their cars and

then to North Tonawanda. All expressed pleasure with the trip.

The fact that Mr. Ely is president of the Buffalo i: Niagara

Falls Electric Railway Company and of the Buffalo & Lockport

Railway Company makes it possible to run special parties from

Lockport to Niagara Falls, or from the Falls to Lockport, the

Sunday travel to the Palls in summer being a feature.

To the farmers along the line from North Tonawanda to Lock-

port, the adoption of electricity as the motive power has been

a pleasing innovation, as it removes the danger to their crops by

sparks from locomotives.

Although this road has only been in operation two months and

a half, its success has been such as to surprise its most sanguine

friends. Although the first quarterly statement has not yet been

prepared, we are in position to know that the road has paid all

operating expenses, a considerable number of tax bills, which

really represent other portions of the year, and has nearly earned

its first six months installment of interest upon bonded indebted-

ness, which is payable January 1, 1899.

In his success with the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric Rail-

way and the Buffalo & Lockport Railway. Mr. Ely has demon-

strated that he is one of the leading electric railway men in the

United States. He has been ably assisted by Burt Van Horn.

C. K. Marshall is superintendent of the line, and holds a

similar position on the Buffalo & Niagara Falls roid.

The old Erie stations along the line between Nortli Tonawandi

and Lockport are Martinsville, Hoffman, Pendleton Centre and

Hodgeville. The telegraph service is continued.

JOHN STEPHENSON CAR COMPANY FAILS.

The John Stephenson Car Company, Limited, New York, went

into the hands of receivers on October 25, Albert A. Wilcox, of

Paterson, N. J.,—a law partner of Vice-President Hobart—and

Louis Stein, New York, being appointed imder bonds of $100,000.

The company was started in 1S31, and is known throughout the

world, having always had a large exi)ort trade. John Stephenson,

the founder and pioneer street car builder, died in 1893. H. C.

Valentine represents .1:80,000; C H. Davis $23,000; J. A. Tacka-

berry $14,000, and L. M. Delamater $13,400 of the present capitali-

zation of $150,000, which was reduced from $300,000 in 1875. C.

H. Davis has been president for the past IS months.

The failure caused very general surprise as the Stephenson

company was formerly one of the staunchest concerns in the

street railway supply field.

The failure is attributed to unexpectedly large outlays in pur-

chase of land and erecting the new works at Bayway, N. J. D.

W. Pugli having sold all his stock has retired from the board of

directors of which he was a member for 20 years. The hearing

to show cause for dissolution has been set for December fi.

L. M. Delamater. the treasui'er. states that the company has

large obligations falling due in the next four months, aggregat-

ing over $200,000, which it is unable to meet. The company, be

states, is engaged in carrying out a number of valuable and ira

portant contracts, from which, if completed, considerable profit

can be realized, and which will be of benefit to the creditors of

the company.

In regard to the assets it is stated that the total amounts to

$1,17.5,770, the principal items being; cash in banks, $19,670;

cars delivered and finished, $30,738; car frames up. $4S,05IJ; cars

in progress ordered, $100,335; real estate at Larchmont, $49,521;

real estate in New York city, $2f>3.0O0; site of new plant at Bay-

way, N. J., $80,000; new plant, $276,445; new plant, other items,

$87,383; machinery and tools, $8,951: merchandise, $152,343. The

New York property is at Nos. 429 and 431 East Twenty-fifth

street, mortgaged for $10,000; Nos. 428 to 432 East Twenty-sixth

street, mortgaged for $14,000; Nos. 316 and 318 East Twenty-

sixth street, mortgaged for $15,000, and In Twenty-seventh and

Twenty-eighth streets between Fourth and Madison avenues,

value, $250,000, mortgaged for $170,000. The Larchmont property

is mortgaged for $25,0(Xl and the Bayway property for $16,000.

Total mortgages, $250,000.

With regard to the liabilities, they are not totalled in the papers

filed in court, but they appear to be $788,782, as follows: Mort-

gages, $250,000; notes maturing from now until March 13 next,

$260,000; accounts payable, .$45,867; time bills payable, $71,207;

obligations for goods ordered, but not delivered, $17,547; bills

charged to new works at Bayway, N. J., $27,9.57; oldigations due

on construction account at Bayway, $116,204.

We are greatly gratified to be able to state that the present

difficulties are only temporary and that the company will be re-

organized on a firmer basis than ever It is a source of satisfac-

tion that the name of company will not be changed, thus pre-

serving the name of the Father of Street Cars in the business

which his skill and genius buiit up

A NOISELESS RATCHET BRAKE.

The Billings & Spencer Company, of Hartford, Conn., is now
making the Kelsey ratchet brake. The design of the ratchet me-

chanism is such that

there is not only an en-

tire absence of squeak-

ing and rubbing of metal

surfacis but there is no

wear on the teeth. When
the brake handle is

turned bickwards the

upper teetli are rais;d

clear of the lower ones

and remain in that posi-

tion as long as the han-

dle is turned in that di-

rection. When the di-

rection of motion is re-

versed and the brakes

are to be applied a spiral

spring forces the teeth

into engagement as is plainly shown in the illustrations. This

clutch is superior in strength and durability over the single pawl
and ratchet brake. The materials and fittings are of the very

best and the surface of the handles which are of composition

metal are highly finished.

LORAIN STEEL COMPANY.

The transfer of the Johnson Company, including its depart-

ments for the maiiufacture of trucks, motors and special track

work has been concluded, and the Lorain Steel Company has now-

become its successor. The change is largely one of convenience

and the work, iwlicy and officers of the Lorain Steel remains the

same as heretofore. The officers are: A. J. Moxham, president;

Tom L. Johnson, first vice-president: Daniel Coolidge. second \nlce-

president: W. A. Donaldson, treasurer; P. M. Bo.vd, secretary.

The works of the Ix)rain Steel are not only among the most
modern in the buildings and appliances, but have always been

most excellently managed.
At the present time additional new buildings are .I'ust completed

or under construction. It is a large producer of 60-ft. steel rails,

for the rolling of which it is the best equipped plant in the
country.
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JUBILEE WEEK IN CHICAGO.

The Peace Jubilee in Chicago, extending from October 16 to

2] was the occasion for a grand celebration and attracted a great-

er number of visitors to the city tiian anytime since tlio World's

Fair. President McKinley, with several members of his cabinet,

a number of foreign ministers. General Miles, General Sliaftcr and

other military and naval officers graced the occasion with their

presence.

The great event of the week was the parade of Wednesday for

which especial preparation was made. The parade consisted ot

the distinguished guests of the city, the naval reserve, regulars

and vdlunteers in the late war, the old soldiers and uniformed

organizations, numbering in all lO.CKJO.

The Union Loop was adorned with bunting and rows ot elec-

tric lights wherever the line of ni.ireh passed beneath the ele-

vated structure. The city arc lamps were placed on the loop

in time for the illumination. The elevated road rendered the old

arc lamps susjiended from poles of little use and the new lamps

have been placed on the structure. They are suspended from

lirackets about 2\- ft. from the iron work. Two lights are at

each street crossing at opposite corners. The surface cars were

also decorated with the stars and stripes and red, white and blue

bunting.

In spite of the inclement weather the railroads brought over 200,-

000 visitors into the city, and the trafJlc of the street railway com-

panies was the heaviest in their history. This was especially

true of the elevated lines. On the day of the parade the Metro-

politan West Side Elevated Company carried 162,000 passengers,

SOME OF THE PEACE JUBILEE DECOEATIONS.

The fronts of the buildings along the line of march were decor-

ated with flags, bunting and illuminated signs. These were of

many colors and designs. The Chicago Edison Compan.v sup-

plied about 9,000 incandescent lamps for these extra illumina-

tions. Strings of incandescent lamps overhung the principal

thoroughfares along which the parade passed. No less than 10,-

OOO lamps were used in this nnmner. Arches were constructed

at the principal corners and suitably decorated with figures, in-

scriptions and porti'aits of the naval and military heroes. Some of

these were brilliantly illuminated with incandescent lamps, a

notable example being the municipal arch, shown in the illustra-

tion, and erected by the Chicago Edison Company and two other

private concerns.

the South Side Elevated Railroad Company, 129,415, and the Lake
Street Elevated Haihoad Company TS.it.'vl, this being an Increase

of 167 per cent, IGO and 117 per cent, respectively, for the three

companies over their average daily traffic. The advantages for

the d.a.v of the parade were altogether with the elevated roads as

all street traffic was suspended in the area bounded by the line

of march and consequently the electric and cable lines were un-

able to operate around their loops. Nevertheless a large business

nas done on some of the surfac? routes. The Cottage Grove
avenue line of the Chicago City Railway Company alone carried

lOO.tWO passengers during the day. It might be mentioned here

that several of the electric lines of the Chicago City Railway are

without loop facilities and use the cable car tracks as far down-
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town as Van Bureu street. At this point tluy switch ovor. Xo

less than 100 electric cars an hour use this terminal regularly ami

do not Interfere with the cable trains which are operated on a

two-minute headway. The motor cars can-}' no trailers. On the

day of the parade not only the trolley cars but also the cable

trains had to be switched over and there were 18 extra trains on

the Cottage Grove cable line and 15 on the State street. The time

taken in moving the cable cars was very much in excess cf that

required for the trolley cars, as the grip has to be uncoupled and

train switched by horses.

During the three days of heavy traffic the Chicago City Railway

carried 900,000 passengers, the West Chicago 800,000 and the

North Chicago 500,000, which, together with the elevated roads

and smaller lines made a total of 3,000,000 for the three days.

REPORT OF MONTREAL STREET RAIL-
WAY COMPANY.

The following is taken from the report of the Montreal Street

Hallway Company for the year ending September 30, 1S9S. The

officers of this company are: Tresident, L. J. Forget; vice-presi-

dent and managing director, James Koss; seeretar}-, H. M. Watts;

manager and chief engineer, F. L. WanUlyn; comptroller, W. li.

Ross.

"Your directors beg to submit the statement of the past year's

business, showing a net profit of $1X11,704.18, as compared with

$507,855.00 for the previous year.

"Out of this amount there have been declar;'d luiir iiuarter.y

dividends of 2% per cent each, amounting in all to .$4 :; 010.00.

the balance of $138.7S7..52 being added to the surplus.

"The roadbed, rolling stock and othr pro: erty of the com-

pany have been maintained in a high state of efficiency, the cost

thereof having from year to year been charged to operating ex-

penses. Your directors consider it advisable, however, to set

aside a portion of the accumulated earnings for the puipose of

providing against heavy or spetial renewals, ;.nd they have con-

sequently adopted that policy, estab'ishing an acc>u:nt fcr snc'-i

contingencies by transferring .flCO.i 00 from tlie sur; hi^ to th>

credit of a contingent account.
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PAINTING BY COMPRESSED AIR.

By J. L. Johnson, Master Painter, Denver City Railroad.

Telling a story may, in some cases, be an easy task, but when
a pel-son attempts to tell on paper how a viaduct was painted

red with a spraying machine .nnd at the same time have his

readers understand that he was not "painting the town" it may,
very justly be considered as a bird of another color. However,
the feat has been accomplished and we think, as we look back,

that there are very good reasons for congratulations on the suc-

cess that has attended the efforts in this case. Particularly

so, as this was, so far as we are able to learn, the first attempt

in the west to paint a viaduct by the use of compressed air.

The painting of this structure was like very many other thing.s,

inasmuch as there were a number of difficulties to be encoun-

tered at the outset. A few things that might be mentioned

were its length, which was about 5,000 ft., with an average

hight of 27 ft., and a width of 25 ft. This alone would be no

slight undertaking, but in addition to this are these facts, that

at the exFrcme west end the Platte river was crossed, and at

the east end were the tracks of the Denver & Rio Grande Rail'

road, with its numerous switches, the Denver, Lakewood &

and on the other side was a water tank with a capacity of three

barrels.

A spraying machine, which was the invention of W. 0. Quest,

of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad, was selected to do the

work, and with a force of three men the work was commenced.

The moving was accomplished during the earlier part of the

work by laying plauks and the use of levers on the rear wheels-

no horses being used—but later it was thought more practical to

lay gas pipe from the compressor and avoid continuous moving

of the boiler and tower, using 100 ft. of pipe and a light scaf-

fold, which was lifted by means of a sliding frame and windlass.

The air and paint tanks always being Icept directly under the

operator of the nozzle.

A 50-ft. length of hose was found to be most practicable, there

being no ditficulty in reaching any part of the work with tiiat

length.

The structure had been given one coat when it was built, and
this, after weather beating for so many years, was very porous,

and in a bad condition generally. The timbers, and in fact all

the wood, were in the same rough condition as when it left

the saw mill. The iron, while not deeply rusted, was sealing in

many places and rough. Such surfaces, to say the least, could

PAINTING DEXVEK CITY K.\ILWAY VIADVCT.

Golden Railroad, the Colorado Midland Railroad, and the Den-

ver, Leadville & Gunnison Railroad.

Considering these dangerous obstructions, a swinging scaffold

was naturally suggested, but such a thought could not be con-

sidered, as it was entirely too slow. Under these conditions a

scaffold on wheels had to be improvised. This was accomplished

by first building a strong platform over a portable 12-h. p. Iwiler.

Thus having a firm base, a tower was built which reached 21

ft. from the ground, or as high as could be drawn under the

lower steel stringers of the viaduct. At the top of this tower

were attached portable wings in such a manner that the whole

could be moved under the central part of the work to be painted.

After passing each set of pillars with their braces, these wings

were lifted to a horizontal position and by being properly se-

cured, formed a continuous scaffold 28 ft. in length by 3 ft. in

width. On these wings was a light railing to afford safety .and

assurance to the operator of the nozzle.

The bottom of this tower was boarded up for a distance of

6 ft. and then was covered, thereby forming a storage room

for paints, oils, tools, etc., for the spraying machine when it was

not in use. Under this platform, and attached to the boiler, was

a coal bunker and a G in. x G in. Marsh air compressor, made

by the Battle Creek Steam Pump Works, of Battle Creek, Mich.,

have boded no good for a brush. Under these conditions it

would seem that not only from a financial standpoint but also

from superiority of results attained, the decided preference is

with the sprayer.

The machine was put in operation on June 29, and the work
was completed on Sept.mber 20. Allowance must be made for

five stormy days and 13 Sundays, making the actual working

time 67 days. During that time 5,400 lbs. of iron oxide (Raw-
lins) and 25% barrels of oil were used.

On this particular class of work there is in almost endless

number of places that are very ditflcult to reach with the brush,

even by the tedious process of scaffolding, which was com-

pletly forgotten as the sprayer, with its 4-ft. nozzle g.ave a reach

of at least 10 ft. more than could be made with a brush even

with the use of a "man-help." In consideration of the most

thorough and effective way that all crevices, holes, joints and

roughness have been filled, and that these things are the bane

of the paint brush, as wtll as the painter, we are compelled to

vote the spraying machine a success, although it is in its infancy.

In conclusion we will add, however, that the man who f.ancies

he can run a paint machine at sight had better ask his friend

how to swim and then jump in the water and see how surprised

he will be.
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LOOP FOR THREE CHICAGO RAILWAYS.

The West Chicago, the Chicago General and the Ogdcn Streer

Railway Companies have united in the constrnction of a looji

at 22nd street, Ogden avenue and West 40th srreet to facilitate

the movement of cars and the transfer of passengers at that

terminus of the three companies' lines. A triangular section of

ground was purchased in order that curves could be most ad-

vantageously placed. Heretofore the cars of each lompany have

been run to this point and switched over.

There are a large number of passengers from suburban towns

who change cars at this point taking the West Chicago to the

center of the city and the Chicago Oeneral to the factory district.

ana Gfiicaqo tren Pi/.

OfiVfr Are-. ^Z"''^r arm w. 40''' J/

FIG. 1.

The streets were poorly paved and the transfer of pass ugers

involved a passage of a I)lock of bad walking in tlie change. By

means of the new loop, street paving and a transfer station the

terminal facilities will be greatly improved both for the com-

pany and its patrons.

The cars on the Ogdcn avenue line of the W( st Chi: ago Stie 't

Railroad Company have a headway of two minutts diirng th >

busy portion of the day; those of the Ogdcn Street Railway

Company run on a schedule of seven minutes, and those of the

Chicago General about the same. The pavilion, to be constructed

in the spring, will not only have waiting rooms but provision

will be made for refreshment and lunch rooms for which con-

cessions will be let.

The track work required for the loop involved an outlay of

about .flO.tMjO. The I>aige Iron Works, of Cliicago, took the con-

tract for the special work and has been very successful in car-

rying it out. The two diagrams show the gem-ral arrangement

of the curves. The curves to the West Chicago car barns are

also shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the dotted lines indicate the

straight tra<'k laid liy tlie track department of tlie West Chicago

W0£k.per}2ird. Jfo. 8Zt.

/JT^iSS Cross Tons toUeMile.

FIG. 3—RAIL FOR SPECIAI, WORK.

Company, and the full lines represent the special work con-

structed by the Paige Iron Works.

For the straight track work a 7-in.. So-lb. grooved rail was

used. A grooved rail, of the proportion and size shown in Fig. 3

and made by the Cambria Iron Works, was used for the sp?cial

work. The curves are three centered with radii of 8ii and 5,">

FIG. 2—SPECIAL WORK.
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ft., as indicated, and of the staudiird bolted construction of tlie

Paige Iron Worlvs. Tlie standard gage is widened to 4 ft. 8%
in. on the curves and a 100-lIj. guard rail is placed on the inside

and outside of the curves. Ordinar.v 80-ft. radius tougui> switches

are used. The .joints are connected li.v six-bolt sp'ice bars. On
the straight portion the tracks are 9 ft. (% in. between

PERSONAL.

i-iG. i.

.Mrs. Mr. Fletcher Douthitt, formerly .Aliss Anna Mitcheiier. is

still managing the Tuscarawas (O.) Street Kailway.

George H. (Shaw, general majiager of the Madison (Wis.) Elec-
tric Railway Company, called on the Review when in Chicago
recently.

C. F. Holmes, superintendent of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Company, Kansas City, Mo., recently returned from an ex-

tended eastern trip much improved in health.

George II. Davis, general manager of the Canal & Claiborue
and the New Orleans & Carrollton Railroad Companies, was
married to Miss Katherine McGrath, ot New Orleans, on !-'eptem-

lier 29.

Frank \. Phillips, president of the American Eectric:il Works,
was married to Miss Edith R. Peck, at Providenct', R. I., .ju

.Viivcmber 15. The Review joins the host of Mr. Phillips' friends
in extending congratulations and best wishes.

Israel .\. Kelsey has been elected president of the Middietown
(Conn.) Street Railway Company, in which he is a large stock-
holder. Mr. Kelsey has not retired from the Winchester Avenue
Railroad Company, West Haven, having been elected vice-presi-

dent and secretary.

centers. Oak ties are laid throughout. Two cross-overs are

placed as sliown in Fig. 2 to ]irovide for any accidents on the

loop.

All the cars of the three lines use the outer trades, the cars

of the West Chicago and the Chicago General companies passing

around the curves at the base of the triangle and the cars of the

Robert A. Byrns, formerly with the Walker Company, reiire-

senting it at Buflfalo, is now the eastern representative of the
Ohio Brass Company, with headquarters at 3(j Cortlandt street,

New York. While witli the ^^alker Company Mr. Byrns was
very successful and his many friends feel confident of his con-
tinued prosperity.

Ogden company turning on the curve in tlie interior of tlie tri-

angle. I»"igs. 4 and 5 are general views of portions of the loop,

one of which shows the car barns of the West Chicago Street

Railroad Company. The work has been under the general su-

pervision of W. F. Carr, engineer and road master of the West
Chicago Company, and much nf the credit of the work is due to

his designs.

THANKSGIVING DAY RATES.

Agents ot the C. H. & D. will sell tickets for the above occa-

sion at the rate of one and one-third fare for the round trip, tn

all points within a radius of 150 miles.

Tickets good going on November 24th; good to return includ-

ing November 25tb.

Captain De Ronde, general manager of the Standard Paint
Company. New York, is recovering from his long illness iucurrid
in camp, and is now able to come to the office for a few hours
eacli day. He is steadily though slowly recovering, and we join
witli liis nunu'rous other friends in wishing him quick and com-
plete recuperation.

Ucirac' K. P.-ukrr, ]irsiilent of the Newton *: Boston Street
Railway Company, is also adjutant of the 1st Massachusetts
lieavy artillery. He left Boston for Fort Warren on April 2U.

end did not return until October 5; on both occasions the weather
was stormy, but in spite of the weather th.' regiment was greeted
Avilli great cnlliusi.-isni nu its return.

George .T. Cooke, superintendent of underground construction
of the Toledo Traction Company, is suffering from throat trou-
ble and has l)een allowed an extended leave of absence for the
winter, which he will spend in Californ=a. Mr. Cooke, although
a young man, has made a brilliant record in his underground
work in Toledo, where all wires except the trolley wire must be
buried by 19<I0 in the business district of one mile square. The
work already accomplished is very creditable and the improved
appearance of the street is marked. Mr. Cooke will return in

the sprin,g and continue his work.

Colonel .T. F. Frazier. a wealthy capialist of Anderson. Ind..

and the promoter of the proposed electric line between L 'Xiugton
and Georgetown, Ky.. died in Georgetown im October .30 of
Bright's disease.

'^-•"^

I.a Societa Italiaua di Fh'cltricita gi.-i Cruti is the title of a

ccimpany which has just been formed in Turin. Italy, with a
lapital, it is said, of .$500,000. This company will shortly be in

the market for all the necessary requirements of an electric

railwa.v of the overhead conductor system, which it is to con-

struct between Oreglia and Ormei. It will also early next year
invest in several electric light plants. For all its undertakings
Iiiils will be asked from foreign manufacturers.
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CHANGES IN THE SOUTHWEST MISSOURI.

The Southwest Missouri Electilc Railway was built iu 1S!)3 to

connect Joplin. Webb City, Carterviile and Prosperity, all Mis-

souri towns, in The lead and zinc district and in 1894 strveil n

population of about 18,000. In 1896 a consolidation was effected

with two other electi'ic railways, the Jasper County Electric Rail-

road built from Carthage to Webb City in 1895, .md Joplin &
Galena Electric Railway built in 1S96 from Joplin, Mo., to Gale-

na, Kan. After the consolidation this road was 33 miles Ions

and was probably the longest interurban electric road under one

management. The population served at the present time is about

60,000.

The property has always been a paying one and not withstand-

ing the most severe steam road competition during the last year,

resulting in cut rates, the receipts were almost as great as the

Fred H. Fitch, who has been superintendent of the Southwest

Missouri since August, 1896, resigned last September shortly be-

fore the change in control of the road, in order to come to Chi-

cago and superintend the construction of the General Electric

Railway. He has been succeeded by Mr. Paul, formerly super-

intendent at Aurora, 111.

NEW POWER SAW.

The Q & Company, of Chicago, has just placed on the mar-

ket a new and special cold saw with a blade 25 in. in diameter

and % in. thick, which is provided with fine teeth. It is known
as the Q & C power sawing machine No. 11 and is designed for

cutting rails, bar iron, shafting, etc., ranging in size from 3 iu.

(J & C POWEK SAWING MACHINE NO. 11.

previous year when there was no such eompi'titiou to meet. The
passenger receipts for 1897 were $118,000. The St. Louis & San
Francisco Railroad which runs to all but one of the towns on the

Southwest Missouri, aliout a year ago cut its rates and put

on more trains so that there was an hourly service on a portion

of the line and trains every two hours on the rest. The maxi-

mum rate of fare had been 40 cents, with lower rates to inter-

mediate points; all rates above 10 cents were cut to 10 cents, and
the 10 cent rate to 5 cents.

To meet this the Southwest Missouri reduced all its fares to

10 cents, making no cut in the 10 cent rate. Its receipts under
this severe strain only fell off .$3,000 being $115,000 in 1897.

Control of the company after the consolidation in 1896 was
held by Carthage, Mo., capitalists until October 12, 1898, when
it passed to Joplin, Mo., and Harrisburg, Pa., capitalists. The
present officers are: A. H. Rogers, Joplin, president, general man-
ager and treasurer; E. Z. Wallower, Harrisburg, Pa., vice-presi-

dent; A. G. Knisley, secretary.

to 8 in. round or square. The machine weighs 3,000 lbs. and

occupies a floor space of 2V2 by 7 ft. The spsed of the saw blade

is 11 r. p. m. and the cutting speed is 7-16 in. per minute; the

power required is from 2i,4 to 3% h. yi.

A series of tests in cutting steel rails were recently m.-ule on one

of these machines, the result showing 100 cuts with scarcely any

perceptible dullness of saw blade, indicating the large amount of

work that can be done without stopping to grind, and showing,

as well, the long life of saw blade under the proper conditions of

care and handling. The machine has an automatic quick return

carriage w-hich economizes time.

The blades used can be re-sharpened when necessary, a special

automatic grinder being furnished at small additional cost, which

is not only adapted for doing this work rapidl.v and accurately,

but will work equally well on all kinds of blades used for metal

cutting. The automatic grinder is a very valuable device in it-

self, and although furnished with the power sawing machines

when desired, it is also sold to the trade separately as well.
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LONDON UNITED TRAMWAYS. FRANCHISES FOR ATLANTA RAILWAYS.

We have received a copy of an opcu letter addi-essed uiulci'

date of September 27, to the clerk of the London County Council

by J. Clifton Roliinson, managing director and engineer of the

London United Tramways, Limited, in which the writer urges

the advantages of equipping the cily ends of tliat cunipaiiy's

lines with the overlicad trolley.

This company is now operating nearly T',i miles of horse tram-

ways, of which 4V(! miles are within the county of London, as

shown by the solid lines in the accompanying map. Electric

traction on the overhead trolley system has been authorized on

these lines (to Acton and Kew) outside of the county of London;

U'Driaqe
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I.I>'ES OF THE I,OXDO?< UMTKD TRAMWAYS.

these are indicated by the long dash broken lines. An overhead

trolley line from Hanwell to Uxbridgc has been authorized under

the Light Railways Act; this is about TVi miles long. A proposed

extension (also overhead trolley) is a line from Acton to Han-

well, 2.9 miles. There are tramways (shown by short dash broken

lines) to connect Kew with Hanwell and Hounslow now author-

ized and building, which aggregate Gi^ miles. A horse line I'o

miles long connects Kew with Richmond.

Mr. Robinson states in his letter to the Ixmdon County Coun-

cil that the light railway to Uxbridge and the extensions men-

tioned, nearly 20 miles, will be put in operation with electricity

for the motive power by June, 1899. Permission is sought to

use the overhead trolley on the three short sections under the

jurisdiction of the Council, and is urged because: (1) the House
of Commons committee is in favor of the system; (2) the public

will be seriously inconvenienced by the break in the method of

haulage at the city termini; (3) the company agrees to adopt

any newer invention proving more efficient, economical or ac-

ceptable when the Council shall require it.

FOR TRAVELER'S COMFORT.

The Boston & Albany's experiment with sprinkling its road-

bed with non-flammable and practically odorless oil seems to

be highly successful. It costs !fl."iO a mile to sprinkle the road-

bed and after one sprinkling it should be free from dust for a

year at least, and when it becomes necessary to treat it again

the cost will be much less. In addition to doing away with the

dust, the oil sprinkling keeps the rain from washing .away the

roadbed, destroys vegetation, prevents frost from penetrating

anil injuring the roadbed, lessens the noise of trains and by pre-

venting dust, reduces the danger of hot-boxes. It makes trav-

eling more agreeable and if it is found as successful in every

way that it now seems to be, it will certainly be adopted by

other roads.

There are uncouMrmed rumors current as to the consolidatiun

of the street railway companies having lines in Chicago south of

63rd street. According to one recent report a new company is to

be formed which will acquire the lines of the Calumet, the South

Chicago City and the Chicago Traction (the storage battery linel.

all of which hav« their northern termini at 63rd street. Another

report is that the Chicago City Railway will absorb the three

smaller roads.

The report of the council committee on electric railways of At-

lanta recommends that franchises be granted to the Atlanta
Street Railway Company for constructing a complete cross-town
system by extending its lines from Grant park througli West
End and West Atlanta to the center of the city, also franchises
for the .Vtlanta Consolidated Street Railway Company to extend
its line to West Atlanta. These lines are important addititms to

the two systems and will go far in giving Atlanta a complete
system of traction.

COLLISION AT WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

About 7 a. m. on October 29, a head-end collision occurred be-
tween two electric cars at Williamsport, Pa, The regular car
had stopped on its switch to let two cars carrying employes of

the silk mill, and known as the "silk mill specials," pass. Owing
to the fog the motorman of the waiting car thought that both
cars had passed, when in fact but one had done so; when he
pulled out the car struck the second special about 100 ft. from
the switch. The second car was moving slowdy and was stopped
by the motorman as soon as he saw that there was something
approaching through the fog. The motorman of the moving
car was the only one injured; both legs were so badly crushed
as to make amputation necessary.

SPECIAL BRICK FOR PAVING BETWEEN
TRACKS.

In hiying some new paving Judd Seacord, superintendent of

the Galesburg yVA.) Electric Motor & Power Company, designed
a special brick for the work and modified the standard method
of placing the brick. The brick laid next to the rails are 3 in.

wide, of ordinary thickness and beveled as shown in cut. Next
to these are placed paving brick parallel to the track. The space

between the rails is just tilled by 22 brick placed on edge to-

gether with the two rows of special brick. The T-rails weigh
GO lbs. to the yard.

The advantages claimed for this form of construction are: 1.

3/ieciof BrlcH^

T^
T-^

It requires but one layer, a smaller number of brick is used. 2.

It requires no batting and thus saves brick and time, so that a

man can lay at least a third more brick in a day. 3. Carriage

wheels next to the rail do not pull up the ends of the brick. 4.

The brick do not settle so badly between the ties as when
placed in the customary manner.

The city authorities objected to this method of laying brick,

but gave the street railway company .a permit to lay one block

of such pavement on trial. After a test the street railway com-

pany was requested to hereafter lay all its paving in the man-

ner above described.
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The Chattanooga (Tenn.) Kajiid Transit Company has recently

purchased six motors from the Wcstinghonse Company.

The Camden & Suburban Railway Company recently placed

an order with the John Stephenson Company, of Ktw York, for

seven cars for the Merchantville line. They are to be iloiilile

truck cars 26 ft. long.

The Electric Railway & Manufacturers Supply Company has

been incorporated in San Francisco with a capital stock of $50,-

000. The directors are W. S. J. Boure, S. H. Taylor. Frank Fris-

liee, H. P. Bowie and H. S. Hagan.

the agent was nicely exhibited in the parlors of the Hotel Jer-

myu, and attracted much attention and favorable comment. Mr.

Morris was assisted by Mr. Harrington in entertaining the vis-

itors and delegates.

F. E. Homer & Co., electrical machinists of Cleveland, O.,

are widely known as the quick reiiair house for commutator

work. They have exceptional facilities for l)uildiug and refilling

commutators and assembling segments ready for placing on

the shell. They make use of commutat(]r bars of the purest cop-

per, drop forged, roll drop, hard drawn or tempered to suit cus-

tomers, and the best mica.

EUROPEA.N FACTORY OF THE S:

The trolley pole catcliers used last season on tlic open cars

of the Brooklyn HeighLs Railroad liave now b en changed to the

closed cars. This device is made by Wilson. Thomson & Co ,
of

Brooklyn, and was illustr:itc(! iiid dcscrilied in the Revifw fur

September.

The Springfield and Hartford Construction Company has been

organized at Warehouse Toint, Conn., with a capital stock of

$2.5,000. The following officers were chosen: President, George

W. Dunham, of Flemiugton, N. J.; vice-president, George Phelps,

Warehouse Point; secretary and treasurer, E. R. Gillman, New
York city, and a board of directors composed of seven members.

The W. R. Garton Company, formerly in tlie Ashland liloik,

is now installed in its new ijnarters at 2:11 South Canal street.

The company acts as consulting engineer and mnnufacturers'

agent for electrical and street railway supplies; wires and cables

and tapes of all kinds are carried in stock, and a specialty is

made of calibrating and repairing instruments.

Elmer P. Morris had an exhibit of street railway appliances

at the Pennsylvania state convention in Scrauton, October 19

and 20. The extensive line of supplies for which Mr. Morris is

According to report J. G. White & Co., engineers and con-

tractors, -0 Broadway, New York, are beginning to ask quota-

tions on the various requirements for the electric railway which
they are soon to build in one of the principal towns in Australia.

The '98 catalog of "Appliances for Electric Railways," of the

Central Union Brass Comiiany. of St. Louis, is very complete

and of neat and convenient form. The catalog is profusely illus-

trated and contains a complete price list. The appliances com-

prise a full line of "Gem" hangers, trolley wheels and harp.s.

insulators, gears and pinions, mica segments, commutator seg

ments, lightning arresters, bells. Iiiinds, liriishes, win', switclies,

lamps, etc.

The Scarritt Furniture Company. St. Louis. Is manufac-turing

the major portion of railroad seats used on both steam and

street railways in the west. Its eastern trade is also extremely

heavy, and being one of the oldest, as well as the largest manu-

facturers of car seats, in the world, it is not surprising tliat old
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customers contiiuio to use its products and new ones are con-

stantly being addrd. In variety, style and wearing qualities the

Scarritt seats have no superiors, if indeed they ai-e equalled by

any other.

A local paper in the liocky mountain district displays the fol-

lowing terse and convincing statements eaeli day on the tipper

corners of its front page: •

A merchant in a certain town never placed but one advc r-

tisement in a newspaper—and that was a sheriff's sale notice.

Another merchant had his advertisement in the newspaper

every morning—and now he has quit walking to his office, but

rides in his own carriage. Nutf sed.

Tlie European factory of the Standard Paint Company, of

New York, the erection of which was begun .Tuly. 1807, at Ham-
burg, Germany, was completed in February of tliis year and

the same products that are made by the Standard Paint Com-
pany at the American works are now regularly manufactured

at Hamburg, and are being supplied to all parts of Europe from

or temporary agent in Europe and particularly in France. Mr.

du Belief has had a long experience in business affairs in the

United States and abroad, and his record is a guarantee ot the

value of the services he is able to render.

The Leather Preserver Manufacturing Corporation, ;!0 West

Monroe street, Chicago, is prepared for repairing, (leaning and

renovating leather belts of all kinds. A dirty, oil soaked belt

after passing through this belt hospital will be returned in first-

class condition, and that without injury to the leather or cement.

The belts may also be treated with its "Amber" leather preserver

which renders them oil, water and steam proof. Old belts are

also purchased and whatever their condition may be an offer will

be made and if it is not acceptable the belts will be returned

and the fr>eight paid.

During the past summer the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,

of Jersey City, N. J., has added an extension to its pencil fac-

tory, 40x90 ft., three stories high. The same is driven by electric

power from generator placed in the main factory. During 1899

various other additions will be built to the Dixon Company's

liUIt01'F..\N F.\CTOKV OF THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY.

that piiiiit. The pmclui-ls of the foreign factory inilnde I". iV B.

roofing, building sheathing and insulating papers, and preserv-

ative, roofing and structural paints. The presideiit of the com-

pany, Mr. Shainwald, has devoted a great deal of time and

attention to the establishment of the European works, and on

our requesting him to give us .some idea of the condition of

affairs abroad, stated that there is very great activity in all

electrical interests in Europe, and that there is a very large

demand for all grades of the P. & B. products abroad. There

are especially large demands for the 1*. & B. electrical com-

pounds and the P. & B. tape and armature varnish. These are

in use by nearly all the leading manufacturers and traction

companies in all the European countries. There is a very great

amount of work going on in street traction, especially in the cit-

ies of Great Britain and Germany. Italy is also coming to the

front rapidly in these interests. The accompanying illustrations

are views of the Hamburg Works.

Henry P. du Belief, late U. S. consul at Rheims, France, has

removed to Paris. 22 rue de Tocqueville. with the intention of

remaining there at least until the close ot the Paris exposition

of ]9tHj, and is prepared to act for parties desiring a permanent

very extensive iilant. The compaiiy was established in 1827. but

no year has in any way eipialed 1.S08 for volume of business;

its plant has been running continuously, yet the company is be-

hind its orders in all departments. As the Dixon Company's

products go into every known field of industry, the rise or fall

of the volume of its business may be taken as a very excellent

standard or pointer on the condition of business generally.

Tlic .New Process Kaw Hide Company, of Syracuse, N. Y., is

constantly receiving favorable reports from those using its

goods. The following letter from Howard W. Sexton, president

of the Oxford Lake Line, Anniston, Ala., is a sample: "We have

not yet received the rawhide pinions recently ordered. Please

trace them at once, and also send two by express, and four more

by freight. We are pleased to say that all of these wheels that

we have used have seen, already, very hard and long service

and are still giving very excellent satisfaction, so that we have

decided to adopt the rawhide pinion and do away with the gear

cases."

Negotiations are pending whereby the system of the Electric

Third-Rail & Signal Company will be introduced on the subur-
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ban lines of a prominent steam road entering St. Louis. This is

to be done without interfering in any way with steam traffic

and the Installation will be made at comparatively small ex-

pense. The suburban trallic has suffered severely from com-

petition by trolley cars, but it is expected that through the in-

troduction of this system aud electric cars that a large porliou

of this traffic will be regained. D. Wishart is iirrsident and

general manager of the Electric Third Rail & Signal Company.

By reason of the close business relations existing between tho

Charles Miiuson Belting Compan.v, of Chicago, and the firm of

A. Groetzinger & Sons, of Alleghany, which was forced to make

an assignment, the former on October 15 made an assignment

without preference, to the Chicago Title & Trust Company.

Under the direction of the county court of Cook county, the

assignee is carrying on the business of the Charles Munson

Company, filling orders iu the usual course of trade and upon

the usual terms of credit. The old employes have been retained

by the assignee, and it will attend to the trade as the company

has heretofore done.

The Detroit Air Brake Company is coming to the front with

an improved air brake for street railw-ay work, and is certaiuly

making a record in its own city as evidenced by the following

letter from F. W. Brooks, general manager of the Royal Rail-

way Company—the Mt. Clemens Fast Line—under date of

August 25, 1898: "Gentlemen: We believe the results obtained

from the brake furnished us by you. and which has been iu s r-

vice on our car for about oue year, fully warrant us in adopting

your brake as a standard for our system. I have therefore noti-

fied our master mechanic that we would discard all of the Hunt

air brakes now in service and put yours on instead."

K. G. Vance, Jr., superintendent of the Stevens Coal Com-

pany, writes the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany regarding one of the Baldwin-Wcstinghocse mining locc-

motives as follows: "It has been running since May 1, and has

not cost a dollar in the shape of repairs, excepting a new valve

for the sand box and a head light base broken in a collision wi\h

a car. It fs running on a road laid with 25-lb. rails, 4.000 ft.

long, over undulatiug grades varying from 1 to 6 per ceut. Its

regular load now consists of 20 cars of I'/j tons capacity, aud

the time reijuired for each round trip is from 17 to 19 m'nutes.

AVe have pulled as high as 25 of these cars at oue tr:p. which

it did with all ease. When necessity reiiuires. we can pull ;jii

ears, 50 per cent greater capacity than you guaranteed '

The Stirliug Compauy, of Chicago, wliich his ii:starid larg>

numbers of boilers throughout the anthracite reziuu. has recently

entered into a contract with the Cramp !-hip & Engine Building

Company, under the terms of which it a( qures all of the Cramp

Company's rights, patents, etc., in water tube 1 o:levs for mariue

purposes and undertakes to manufacture all water tul)e boiler.?

that the Cramp Compauy may require for a p riod of 10 years.

The first orders placed under the agreemi-nt r.-i.reseut al)uut

40,000 h. p. of the Niclausse type for a Russian ba!tle>hip and

cruiser. The company has also closed a contract for the e luip-

ment of a number of toiijedo boats for I he fnited States gov-

ernment. The sales of Stirling boilers meantime continue large,

showing an improvement of over 150 per cent in excess of the

sales in the corresponding period of 1897. The Stirling Com-

pany's shops at Barbertou. wuich were doubled in size in the

spring, will now be again enlarged aud additional tools and

equipment will be iustallcd.

The Mica Insulator Compauy, of New York, Chicago and Lon-

don, maker of "micanite" materials for high grade insulation,

reports a gratifying demand for its commutator rings. It makes

a specialty of manufacturing molded insulation and is now

turning out, for some of the large manufacturers of electrical

machinery, molded rings, all in one piece. This pattern of ring

is the most difficult insulation to make. But the ring, as it

comes from the machinery of this company, is as iicrfect as a

staPiped piece of steel ware, and has the same metallic ring.

Electrical manufacturers will do well to write the company,

sending their blue prints for estimates. Another form of insula-

tion of which it has made a specialty is the armature trougli.

or slot, which is now in use by many of the manufacturers of

motors for crane work, and by those who require a heavy insu-

lation, which will stand a very high voltage. AVhile this form

of insulation is a trifle more expensive than the common red

paper and "mica," yet these concerns which make machinery

which receives such rough u.sage have found it necessary to get

the best possible insulation for their armaturts.

Harold P. Brown received a letter from J. K. Brooks, superin-

tendent of the Niagara Falls & Lewiston Railway, whicli is as

follows:

"Three years ago we put in the plastic rail bond on the Niag-

ara Falls & Lewiston Railway, with seven miles double track,

70-lb. T-rail. At the Lewiston end is a heavy grade beyond

which is a road leading 10 miles farther to Youngstown, which

uses our tracks as a rail return to Niagar.a Falls. We run heavy

cars which climb the grade at quite high speed, though there

are no return conductors but the rails. I haxe carefully exam-

ined the bonds from time to time and find them soft and plastic

and the contacts perfectly bright. Thty are as good as new-

after three years' use, and tests show that their conductivity

is still equal to that of the rail itself, as you told us would be

the case. The cost of labor and material in putting in the bonds

was very reasonable and an ordinary foreman ought to be able

to run a liouding gang with the regular laborers."

Au elegant wall hanger, or poster, has just been issued by the

Egan Company, Cincinnati, O., which makes a full and com-

plete line of all kinds of machinery for working wood. It is

handsomely designed aud is printed in two colors, red and blue,

and being on fine white paper makes that patriotic combination

of colors contained in Old Glory. This poster shows abjut 100

of its latest improved machines, specially adapted to planing

mills, carpenter, sash, door and blind work, furniture, chair and

bracket factories, car, railway, bridge aud agricultural works,

buggy, carriage aud wagon builders, spoke, wheel and handle

factories, colleges, technical schools, state institutions, navy

yards, etc., and every user of machinery should have oue of

these hung up in his office to refer to. Send for oue, stating that

we told you to do so, and the company will mail you one free,

postage paid. This company, which is the largest wocd work-

ing machinery concern in the world, has htid a special corps of

expert mechanics aud draughtsmen at work tor the past year

or IS months, whose only duties have been to design miichines

on advauced prinicples and impiove those already built. The

line of machinery it now has to offer is superior to any other

on the market, and it can furuisli either single macliines or

complete equipments for doing any kind of work in wond.

The Sterling Supply iV .Maiuifactiiriiig fuinpany, uf New York,

is equipping the Nassau Electric Railroad, of Brooklyn, with the

No. 3 registers to be used for transfers only, as the cash fares are

registered on the Sterling No. 1. The Coney Island & Brooklyn

Railroad Company has placed an order for 150 of the Sterling

No. 3 registers.

The H. W. .lohus Manufacturing Company, of -New Voik. is

having great success with its new electric heater. Among the

recent orders are orders from the Nassau B'ectric Railroad and

the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad, of Brooklyn; the North

Hudson County Railway, Hoboken, N. J.; the Fonda. Johnstown

& filoversville (N. Y.) Railroad; the Bingh-imton (N. Y'.t Railroad;

the Dayton (O.) & Western Traction Company; the Mill Creek (O.)

Valley Street Railway; the Portsmouth (Va.) Street Railway

Company; the United Traction Compan.v, Reading, Pa.; the

Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley Traction Company. Wilkesbarre,

Pa.

The Syracuse (N. Y'.) Rapid Transit Company is weeding out

some of the undesirable ones among its employes.
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CHARLES J. MAYEK. A. H. ENQLUND.

** lo South loth Street, >

Electric Railway Material and Supplies of Every Description.

We are exclusive Territorial Representatives of the ioUowing leading Manuiactnrers of Railway Materials:

The International Register Co., Chicago, III.

Single and Double Fare Registers.

Partridge Carbon Co., Sandusky, O.

Self-Lubricating Motor and Generator Carbons.

W. T. C. Macallen Co., Boston, Mass.
standard Overhead Insulation.

Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati, O.
" Monarch " Insulating Paint.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Sterling Extra Insulating Varnish.

Special Agents : American Electrical Works, Providence, R. I.

R. D. Nuttall Co., Allegheny, Pa.

Gears, Pinions, Bearings, Trolleys, Etc.

Van Wagoner & Williams Hardware Co., Cleveland, O.

Drop Forged Copper Commutator Segments.

J. M. Atkinson & Co., Chicago, III.

Fle.vible Horse Shoe Rail Bonds.

American Electric Heating Corporation, Boston, Mass.
Electric Car Heaters of Every Design.

American Rail Joint & Manfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

"Boltless" American Rail Joints.

We Carry a Large Stock Constantly on Hand
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

HALF FARES.

The LaiLsing (Mich.) City Electric Raihv.ay Comp.any is rc-

toustructiug .some ot its track work. It i.^ Inyiiij; fifl-ft. mils on

the Washington avcnne line.

An electric road is projected from Saiiliago to El Canty,

Cuba, but the work will doubtless await the formation of a

permanent government iu the island.

All the steam roads now doing business between Niagara Falls

and Buffalo now allow two days on their tickets between these

stations, the price of which they recently reduced to meet the

trolley competition.

The Middletown vN. Y.) Traction Company has been placed in

the hands of a receiver upon application of its directors. Wil-

liam R. Royce was appointed receiver by the supreme court and

placed under a bond of $40,000.

Forest fires have raged in many localities in the west this au-

tumn and have threatened the Mt. Dowe railway. It was only

after the most strenuous efforts of the railway employes, with

the assistance of volunteers from Pasadena, Cal., th.-it the rail-

way property escaped serious damage.

One of the American volunteers in Manila in writing home

concerning the street cars there siiys: "The cars are little boxes

drawn by the smallest bits of horses. The car got off the track

three times on the way down town and on the way back we all

had to get out and push up hill—and it was up hill most of the

way."

The Buffalo, North Main & Tonawanda road has been dis-

uantlcd to the line of the village of Tonawanda. The company

has expressed a wish to have the ties and rails remain in the

paved streets, but lo this the village trustees object, but tlie

matter has been placed in the hands of the street committee with

lull power to act.

What was reported some weeks since in the daily papers as a

SI like on the Lowell, Lawrence & Haverhill (Mass.) Street Rail-

v.ay because of .a rule requiring the employes to give bonds,

turned out not to be such. A number of the men refused to give

bonds and left the company's employ; their places were filled by

men willing to give bonds.

The promoters of the Roche^er & Sodus Bay electric railway

have discovered that the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg road,

which is owned by the New York Central, opposes their project.

At a hearing before the railroad commissioners of New York,

Attorney Ira M. Flace of New Y'ork entered a protest against

the granting of the franchise.

October 26, the court entered an order permitting Receiver Tld-

inan of the Lake Ontario vt Riverside Railway Company, ot Os
wego, N. Y., to cease operating the road until the paving of cer-

tain streets is completed, as to run cars with the line broken as
it is would cause a deficit of about ?100 per week. The paving
will not be finished until about the middle of December.

A contract has been signed by representatives of the Brook-
lyn and Kings County elevated railroad companies and .T. L.

Shea, commissioner of bridges, whereby the Kings County Rail-

road Company can run its cars over Brooklyn Bridge. An'

annual rental of .$30,420 is paid for the use of the elevated track.s

of the Brooklyn company, with an excess charge of 10 cents per

car per trip if more than S33 ears are run over the bridge per

day. This contract may be terminated by a lo-days' notice by

either party.
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MOORE'S DIFFERENTIAL CHAIN PULLEY
BLOCK.

The Moore Manufacturing Company, formerly of Milwaukee,

on October 1, moved its office and plant to the norks of the HP
Nail Company, at Cleveland. O., which has an important stock

interest in the former company, and offers it the benefit of its

manufacturing facilities.

The Moore Manufacturing Compiuy is making several special-

ties which will interest street railways, such as chain hoists,

trolleys for use in shops or ear houses, door hangers and rails,

M001tl:'b DllhKKE.NllAl. I.I1A1.N i'UT.T.EY BLOCK.

etc. We illustrate herewilh its .luti-frictiun dilTerential chain

pulley block with an automatic brike for locking it when under

load. The hand chain runs over the wheel, which is on the ex-

treme end of the shaft. On the shaft is a fixed eccentric on

which turns a double pinion: the bearing of the pinion on the

eccentric is thi-oug)i rollers, reducing the friction to a minimum.

The two pinions are of different diameters and mesh with annu-

lar gears on the wheels over which the lift chain passes. The
rotation of the pinion is a consequence of the rotation of the

shaft and the eccentric and the result is a movement of the two

lift chain wheels relative to each other. By his arrangement,

the hand and lift cliains being entirely separate and distinct, the

excessive travel of the lift chain under load is avoided.

The block tends to run down under the lead and to prevent

this au automatic brake of ingenious design is provided, A fric-

tion plate in contact with one side of the hand chain wheel is

locked in that position by two wedging clutches, when tlie wlieel

Is at rest; motion in one direction releases one clutch, and motion
in the opposite direction, the second one.

• *-—

$400 FOR A MISTAKE.

In the Review for .Tune last. p."ige 378, was reported a decision

of the appellate division of the supreme court of New York, in

which it was held that the holder of a transfer was entitled to

wait for a car with a vacant seat. A supplemental decision was
reported in the Review for August, page 567. The case was re-

manded for retrial and the jury gave the plaintiff a verdict tor

$400. He had waited half an hour for a car, and as the transfer

was good for ten minutes only the conductor on the second car

ejected him, and caused his arrest

THE CLEVELAND FOUR-CENT FARE
ORDINANCE.

On October 17 the city council of Cleveland, O., passed two

ordinances affecting the two urban street railway companies

and providing for a reduction in cash fares to 4 cents, and the

sale of seven tickets for 25 cents. The avowed purpose of this

action was to lead to suits in court in order that the right of

the council to reduce car fares might be adjudicated. The mayor

slated publicly that the city would defend all persons for

wliom trouble was made by reason of refusing to pay more than

4 cents. The ordinance was to go into effect November 1.

October 29 the Cleveland Electric Railway Company and the

Cleveland City Railway Company filed a bill in the United States

circuit court praying an injunction to prevent the city enforcing

tlie ordinance. The companies declared that the proposed reduc-

tion of fare would be in violation of the contract entered into

between the city and the companies when the frachises were

granted, and for that reason would be contrary to the provisions

of the constitution. Furthermore, that the proposed reduction

of fare would result in a reduction of the receipts of tlie com-

panies by one-fifth, while the operating expenses would remain

the same. Figures were given in the petitions to prove this

claim, and that the roads could not be operated at a profit It

the ordinances are enforced.

The court granted a temporary restraining order, which pre-

vents, for the time being, the city from enforcing the ordinance.

WALKER GENERATOR FOR BROOKLYN.

It has been found necessary to increase the capacity of the

Kent Avenue power station of tlie Brooklyn Heights Railroad

Company. This power house was built in 1893 and was the larg-

est in the country at that time. It was equipped with six E. P.

AUis cross compound engines each rated at 2,000 h, p. but cap-

able of carrying a 50 per cent overload, and direct connected to

a 1,500-k. w. 12-poIe generator. The boiler plant consisted of 36

Babcock & Wilcox water tube boilers. Even this equipment be-

WALKEK GENERATOR IN KEXT AVEN'UE STATION. BROOKLYN.

came inadequate for the current demand for the old and new
lines and the extensions. The new unit is a 1,600-k, w, AValker

generator direct connected to an E. P. AUis engine. The field

frame is 16 ft. in diameter, the armature 12 ft. 6 in. and tlie com-

mutator S ft. in diameter. The dynamo has 14 poles, and a speed

of 75 r. p. m. The floor space occupied is 8 ft. 6 in. wide by

18 ft. G in. long. The normal voltage is 600 and the current out-

put 2,666 amperes

The Macon (Ga.) & Indian Springs Electric Street Railway

Company has petitioned the secretary of state to have the name
changed to the Macon Electric Light & Railway Company. There

will be an increase of 400 shares in the stock of the company
and iKinds to the amount of .$100,000 will be issued.
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THE NEW CHICAGO ROAD.

Fred H. Fitch, formerly superintendent of tlie Southwest Mis-

souri Electric Railway, resigned that position in Septeniljer and

came to Chicago to talce up the construction work of the Gen-

eral- Electric Railway, which has franchises for a road in

South Dearborn street. Custom

House place and Plymouth place

as far north as Jackson street;

the motive power permitted was
any other than overhead trolley

or steam, and the storage battery

was decided upon.

The contract for the work was
( w>. j^^^M let by Mr. Fitch to a construction

\t^ • J^HH company which began work in

V^ ^^^1 Plymouth place with a largn

^T ^^H force of men at midnight on Sat-

urday, October 29. The object of

commencing at that time was to

incommode trafflc in the street as

little as possible. By 1:30 p. m.

on Sunday 800 ft. of track was
laid and a storage battery car

running; at this time the con-

struction work was stopped by

reason of an injunction issued b.v Judge Payne of the Cook

County superior court. This injunction, issued on the petition

of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad, was dissolved the

following Wednesday, November 2, and within 15 minutes there-

after 300 men were at work and by a. m. Thursday about three-

quarters of a mile of track was completed. The work of laying

track in Dearborn street has been continued.

Work in Custom House place was stopped by an injunction of

the United States district court, issued on petition of the Chi-

cago, Indianapolis & Ixiuisville Railway Company, which com-

plains that the street railway will damage its property by pre-

venting free access to its freight houses and yards.

The Chicago & Western Indiana built a piece of temporary

track and wrecked a train in order to stop work on the General

Electric but it was of no practical assistance, being all cleared

away soon after the first injunction was served, and had it re-

mained could have been easily removed by Mr. Fitch.

F. H. PITCH.

ROOF DRAINS FOR STREET CARS.

Before one enters a street ear on a rainy day he must of course

put down his umbrella, and having done that has no protection

as he steps under the drip that falls from the

edge of the hood on closed cars, or from the name
board on open cars. On open cars the dripping

from the name board not only falls upon the pas-

sengers as they enter but drops on the curtains

and on the seats.

One of the best ideas that has been applied to

street cars in a long time is that of the Safety

Appliance Company, of Boston, to make the grab

handles (which on most open cars consist of 1-in.

tubing) serve as roof drains also. As shown by

the accompanying cut. this is done by extending

the gral) handle up to a gutter fastened under the

name board and down below the running board.

The Metropolitan Street Railway, of New York,

is equipping its cars in this manner, and the pa-

trons of the road are very hearty in expressing

their appreciation of it.

The Safety Appliance Company has headquarters in the Went-

worth building, Boston.

The president and directors of the Cataract Power Company of

Hamilton, Out., on November 12 handsomely entertained a large

party of invited guests, taking them to visit the power house at

Decew Falls, and on their return to the transformer station in

Hamilton. Special cars left the city at ]2;30 ii. m. for the falls

and returned at 6:45 p. m.

Compound Lever Jacks

Solid Main Frame.
Patent Adjustable Levers.

Quick Trip Action,

THEY ARE SMr^
FOR ALL

PURPOSES.

DIFFERENT

SIZES.

Send for Complete List, Sizes, Weights, Capacity, Prices, Etc.

Cbe Q, $f
&**

Self-Feeding Rail Drill

Will Bore 7=8 in. Hole in Less than One Minute.

BALL

BEARINGS.

EASY

ACTION.

VERTICAL

and LATERAL

ADJUSTMENT.

DURABLE

CONSTRUCTION.

LIQHT

WEIGHT.

USED INSIDE

or OUTSIDE

of RAILS.

Famished witli Over or Under Rail Clamps, as desired. Top removed
for Passing Gars in Two Seconds. Quickly readjusted for work.

Get Our Catalogue and Prices before Placing Tour Orders.

The Q. & C. Company,
roo-709
wCSTERN UNION BLDG. CHICAGO, ILL.
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OPEN CARS IN LONDON.

In the last issue of the Review comment was made on the fact

that open cars were introtUiced for the first time in London this

summer. The London, Camberwell & Dulwich Tramways Com-

pany had a number of open cars built and they have proved im-

OPEN TliAlI tAP,, LU.NDOX.

mensely popular during the past season. They were operated on

a horse car line three miles in length. The illustration, for whicii

we are indebted to the "Railway World," of London, shows tue

type of car. It measures 21 ft. over all, 7 ft. 8 in. over the steps

and has a wheel base of ft. G in. The cross benches have re-

versible backs.

Electric sprinkling cars have been put in service at San Diego,

Cal.; salt water is used for sprinkling the tracks.

The Milwaukee. Racine & Kenosha Electric Railway Company

is seeking a franchise for .Milwaukee avenue. Kenoslia. Wis.

Judge Grosscup, in the United States district court, decided

against the Chicago General Railway in its effort to have the

city of Chicago enjoined froiu culling the wires supplying

power to lumber mills.

Albert C. Emmerick has been relieved from his position as

receiver of the Buffalo, Kenmore & Tonawauda Electric Railroad

Company by the court. He certified that he received .$5,304.99

and paid out $4,343.02.

It is stated that arrangements have been made for purchasing

the property of the Rome (N. Y.) City Railway Company by

Philadelphia capitalists. In event of the sale electric traction

will likely be introduced.

The Harrisburg (Pa.) Traction Company has decided that it is

unwise to issue bonds to cover its floating indebtedness. The

siockholders prefer that scrip dividends, redeemable in treasury

stock at par, be issued and the net earnings applied to extinguish

the floating debt.

The gross passenger earnings of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Company's system for the month of October were $509,629, as

against $443,923 for October, 1897, and $420,384 for October,

1S9G. For the three months ending October 31, 1S98, the gross

passenger earnings were $2,168,231.

George A. Steele, of Portland, Ore., has petitioned the United

States court to be declared bankrupt; assets $150,000 and liabil-

ities .$411,000. The failure was due to a foreclosure sale of the

property of the East Side Railway Company, whose lines ex-

tended from Portland to Oregon City.

General Manager Kelsey, of the Winchester Avenue Railroad

Company, of West Haven, Conn., informs us that three double

truck cars for winter service have been ordered. The car bodies

are 26 ft. long and will be fitted with Brill maximum traction

trucks and two Westiughouse 30-h. p. motors each.

After four years, during which the money was tied up be-

cause of the i-oad being in the hands of a receiver, 43 of the

employes of the San Francisco & San Mateo Electric Railway
have recovered their deposits of .$25 each, made as a guarantee
for their good behavior when they took po.sitions with the com-
pany.

A 4-cent fare ordinance, introduced in the Milwaukee city

council, has been laid on the table, as the judiciary committee
thought it desirable to await the outcome of the Cleveland ordi-

nance, the validity of which is soon to be tested in the courts,

before it recommended the Milwaukee council to try its hand
again.

George E. Fisher, general manager of the Ricluuond (Va.)

Railway & Electric Company, was assaulted on the street and
severely injured by a man formerly in the company's employ as

a conductor. The only reason given for the assault was that

Mr. Fisher declined to consider the man's grievance at that time

and place.

The Elizabeth (X. J.) Street Railway Company petitioned the

council for permission to change the motive power of the East

Jersey street line from horse to electric: the petition was granted

with the proviso that the fare be reduced to three cents for two
hours in the morning and evening, but the company refused to

accept this.

An inspection trip was taken over the lines of the Brooklyn

Heights Railroad Company for the benefit of a number of for-

eigners who are interested in electric railways. Among those

present were S. Oi, engineer to the Ministry of Communication

of Japan; T. S. Horiye, general manager of the Tokio Carriage

& Wagon Works, and the Kiushiu Railway; William Thow, chief

engineer of the New South Wales Government Railways.

It is rumored that there is a possibility of the Niagara Palls

Park & River Road being extended to Niagara-on-the-Lake on

the north and to Fort Erie on the south. The present route of

the road is between Chippewa, Ont, and Queenstown, Ont., along

the bank of the Niagara river on the Canadian side. It has en-

trance to Niagara Falls, N. Y., over the upper steel arch bridge,

and it is expected to enter Buffalo or to secure a connection with

the roads in that city over the International Bridge, which is

soon to be rebuilt, when it will afford room for trolley as well

as steam car tracks. The company controls the necessary fran-

chises.

EXCURSION RATES VIA UNION PACIFIC
RAILROAD.

If you contemplate a trip west, bear in mind Home-seekers'

Excursion dates are December 6th and 2oth, one fare for the round

trip plus S2.00 from Chicago or territory up to Missouri River, to

points in Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and Idaho.

Tickets will be good 2i days from date of sale and can be routed

via Omaha or Kansas City. Stop over privileges will be granted in

Home-seekers' territory. These tickets are first-class and good on

all trains.

Through car service from Chicago to Denver, Salt Lake City, San

Francisco, Portland and intermediate points. Trains are equipped

with Pullman palace sleepers, Pullman tourist sleepers, free reclin-

ing chair cars, buffet library and smoking cars, and dining cars

where meals are served a la carte.

Ask for tickets via Union Pacific R. R. For information address,

W. T. Holly, General Agent, No. 206 S. Clark street, Chicago, or

E. L. Lomax, G. A. & T. A., U. P. R. R., Omaha, Neb.
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We cordially invite correspondence on all subjects of interest to those engaged

in any branch of street railway work, and will gratefully appreciate any marked
copies of papers or news items our street railway friends may send us, pertaining

either to companies or officers.

DOES THE MANAGER WANT ANYTHING?
' If you contemplate the purchase of any supplies or material, we can save you

much time and trouble. Drop a line to The Review, stating what you are in the

market for, and you will promptly receive bids and estimates from all the best

dealers in that line. We make no charge for publishing such notices in our

Bulletin of Advance News, which is sent to all manufacturers.

This paper is a member of the Chicago Trade Press .\ssociation.

Entered at the Post Office at Chicago as Second Class Matter.
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Street railway companies in states whose legislatures

hold sessions this winter and particularly if it is desired to

secure the passage of new legislation, will be interested in

the summary of last year's legislation compiled from the

session laws of 1898 and published' in this number.

The investigation in behalf of the Board of Trade which

Major Cardew made of the tramway accident at Bradford,

England, on September 19, shows that the electrical appa-

ratus was not at fault. The car left the track on striking a

sharp curve at the bottom of a steep grade, which combina-

tion was most favorable for such an occurrence. Doubtless

many who read the press dispatches announcing the acci-

dent feared that it would be charged to the electric system,

and have the effect of arotising opposition to contemplated

electric tramway installations. The report of Major Cardew

is abstracted on another page and clearly shows that the

system was not at fault.

The many of our readers who, from personal inspection,

are familiar with the splendid operating system of the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Company, will certainly construe its

recent adoption of the service stripe system as a strong argu-

ment in favor of the plan. The public recognition of con-

tinued service, as expressed by the bars, not only tends to

command increased respect of the public for the employe

and his company, but the natural and commendable pride

tliereby stimulated in the ranks is an excellent thing.

We note the increasing number of companies which have
adopted the plan, and as none of them seems inclined to

drop it after trial, we believe it is a feature of street rail-

\vay work deserving general use.

In the langivage of Congressman Culberson of Texas,

"we have done expanded" as to territory, and now the ex-

pansion must be along the lines of foreign commerce.' In

order to better inform American manufacturers as to the

exact demands in foreign markets and foreign buyers as to

the advantages of American goods, the Philadelphia Expo-
sition Association has been organized to hold an exposition

of American manufactured products, suitable for export, in

Philadelphia in 1899. The proposed exposition is to be

under the auspices of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum,
an institution which has done much valuable work in pro-
moting the objects for which the exposition is undertaken.
A bill to authorize the exposition is now before Congress,
and it is hoped will pass the House: it passed the Senate
at the last session.

The "grab-handle man," whose operations at Joliet, 111.,

St. Paul, Minn., and Canton, O., were described in the

Review for September, 1897, page 559, and at Stapleton,

Staten Island, N. Y., in the Review for August, 1898, has
moved to New England, and after attempting to defraud a

number of companies there came to grief. He was appre-
hended at the instance of the South Middlesex Street Rail-

way Company, of South Framingham, Mass., and it is mak-
ing every efifort to secure his conviction. We cannot give

the true name of this man, but seven names that he has at

different times claimed are given on another page.

We wish to particularly commend the officials of the com-
pany for the action they are taking in this case, as these

swindlers are so often allowed to escape that they appear
to feel they may continue with impunity.

On another page vvill be found a summary, as stated by
Mayor Rose, of Milwaukee, of the propositions made to

that city by the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Com-
pany, in an efifort to put an end to the 4-cent fare agitation.

Tliere was so much objection made by the press and people

of Milwaukee that the company withdrew its proposal, and
we publish it merely to place the matter on record.

Tlte fact that the company wished to compromise and
get on amicable terms with the city is not to be taken as

an evidence of any weakness in its position, but only of its

willingness to buy its peace. The courts have held that a

4-ccnt rate is an unreasonable demand to make of the

Milwaukee Company, and there is no reason to believe

that this ruling will be reversed, since the facts on which it

was based amply justified it. It is generally recognized as

being cheaper to compromise a law suit than fight it, if

tenns at all reasonable can be made; here this attempt

has failed.

.\ few )ears ago it was very common to hear of the

danger of the trollev circuit. One of the most powerful

stock arguments of the opponents to the trolley was that

the exposed overhead wires carrying a current at 500 volts

was a constant menace to life. Thev were oblivious to the
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fact that there were arc light circuits in every town and

city whose potential was greatly in excess of that of the

trolley circuit.

The untimely death of a line inspector in Toledo em-

phasizes the fact that the voltage of the trolley lines is

low and safe compared with lighting circuits. The elec-

trical inspector accidentally came in contact with a circuit at

a voltage between 4,500 and 5,000, and even that did not

cause instant death, for he was able to rise from the ground

after he had fallen from the shock. A circuit at 5,000 volts

is not merely ten times more dangerous than one at 500

vohs, but it is infinitely more so.

Perhaps one reason for less public opposition to the

high potential lighting circuits is that the city government

either owns the system or rents the power for lighting the

streets. In England, where the fallacy that the trolley wires

are very dangerous has not spent its fury, high potential

alternating current circuits are in general use. If the citi-

zens can tolerate a voltage of 1,000, 2,000, or even higher

for lighting purposes certainly the trolley wires at 500 volts

will bring no added peril.

A city oiificial, inspecting the lines of a street railway sys-

tem, asked the superintendent how long would his cars last

and how often did he have to make changes in them. The

reply was that the life of a well-constructed car was about

14 years, barring accidents, but the style of cars changed

about every three or four years. Very few companies send

an order to the factory for cars duplicating the preceding

order. The street railway companies endeavor to furnish

the public with the best and most comfortable rolling stock

which the conditions warrant. This necessitates changes

at intervals and prevents standardizing the cars.

The Chicago City Railway Company is now experiment-

ing with a train of cars, described elsewhere in this issue.

It presents a number of innovations. The motor car is re-

constructed from a cable grip car and is rather light for

its work. However, there are few grades and great tractive

power is not required. This reconstructed car fills a positive

want, as it aflfords accommodation for smokers. Heretofore

on the winter equipment a man had to go to the platform

to enjoy his cigar. This class of patrons is numerous enough

to seriously obstruct the platforms.

The feature which will at once draw attention to this car

is the absence of steps, so that the passenger has to step

to the platform of the trailer to get on or off. One advan-

tage is that one conductor can readily take care of both

cars. A service test only will determine whether or not this

plan is a good one.

The New York Railroad Commission, in its annual re-

port, counts in transfer passengers and those riding on

passes, together with the cash fare passengers, and dividing

the gross receipts by the total number thus arrived at,

strikes an average. This average is in nearly every in-

stance less than five cents, and runs as low as 2.58 cents.

We think it extremely unfortunate that this has been done,

for it would appear to the casual reader that the low aver-

age rate represented the prevailing rate of fare. We shall

not be surprised to see the figures given misquoted by
those who seem to think a railway ought to do business

at less than cost.

In our judgment it is unfair to count a cash fare pas-

senger as one, and the same person riding on another car

on a transfer as a second and additional passenger. In

many cases the combined length of original haul and trans-

ferred ride is no more or even less than many single, un-

broken rides furnished by the same company. The mere

fact that a transfer is given does not increase the com-

pany's revenue (except in a general way as it may stimulate

travel), and the transfer is made more for the accommoda-

tion of the public than the company. It would be possible

to run a car direct over the route taken by the passenger

with his transfer; but the frequency of service would be

immeasurably decreased and inconvenience the public

to an extent which would render the service practically

useless. Much the fairer basis it would seem to us would

be either to count the cash fares only as a basis of earnings

per passenger, or reduce it to earnings per mile per pas-

senger, counting the entire ride of a transferred passenger

as so many miles for one cash fare.

As noted on another page, the Ohio legislature at its

last session (1898) amended the grade crossing interlock-

ing law, which has been in effect since April, 1896, so that

"other safety devices" may be substituted for "interlocking

devices" at the discretion of the railroad commissioner, and

the cost of maintenance and operation of the crossing is

to be apportioned equally among the roads instead of

being borne entirely by the junior road. The state of

Ohio was the first to enact a compulsory interlocking law,

and this amendment indicates that the original plan threw

too heavy a burden on the junior road.

What a revolutionizing influence the trolley works is most

interestingly illustrated in Chicago. For twenty years a car

track has been laid and cars operated on Indiana avenue, a

desirable residence street, lined on either side with hand-

some homes. For many years a single track with turnouts

every block or two made possible the operation of horse

cars. The company desired to double track the line, but the

improvement was bitterly fought for two years by the front-

age owners. Finally, consent was secured, the double track

laid, and the improved condition of the street was such that

frontage immediately advanced five, and in many cases ten,

dollars per foot. Then the trolley came to Chicago and the

company had converted some hundred miles of horse lines

into the better system, but the Indiana avenue people would

not have it. For three years they opposed it in every con-

ceivable manner. Associations were formed of property

owners, who entered into written agreement with one an-

other not to give their consent to the trolley. But like other

good things the trolley came in time. One after another of

the patrons of the line became tired of spending a half hour

jogging along behind a pair of horses, when parallel fines

were covering the same distance in twelve minutes. Defec-

tions occurred in the ranks, and when the tide turned it w-as

a tidal wave, and swept all before it. The company was im-

portuned to put poles and wires, and the result w-as the finest

equipped trolley line in the city.

Under both horse and electric systems, these cars on the

way to the business district came only to i8th street, at

w-hich point they were attached as trailers to the Wabash
avenue cable. Local conditions arising out of some viad'uct

construction during the past ten months closed another line

for that time and forced a large number of electric cars to go

down town and around the Wabash loop over cable tracks.

The city granted a temporary permit for overhead wires, and
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this gave the Indiana avenue people trolley service all the

way down town. The gain in time and freedom from annoy-

ance consequent on the stop to attach the cable trains as

trailers was demonstrated the first day: and the Indiana rid-

ers were wild with joy.

Since our previous issue the viaduct has been completed

and the cars from that line restored to their own channel.

Then the mayor ordered the wires down. In vain the com-

pany pointed to the advantage to the public; all in vain the

people raged. The mayor is blind to anything he imagines

the street railways want.

The moral, however, remains. Those same peo])lc who
fought against the double track and later against the trolley

on their street, now present the interesting spectacle of pro-

testing against the removal of the wires to down-town. They
not only protest, but go in self-appointed committees of tens

and twenties in person to the mayor, praying for the reten-

tion of the trolley. On Thanksgiving day, at one drug store

on Indiana avenue, one hundred and sixty-five voters and

property-owners, voluntarily visited the store and requested

an opportunity to sign a petition of remonstrance they un-

derstood some one had started.

We have seen and known of many instances where object-

ors to trolley lines have experienced a radical change of

heart after the demonstration of the electric cars was made,

but we have never known of one more forcible and convinc-

ing than that cited above.

There are few institutions upon which more abuse and

accusations of criminal negligence have been heaped than

upon street railways. Although the general belief that the

trolley car is the Juggernaut of our cities is rapidly disap-

pearing, yet in many places the city officials and the news-

papers insist on the street railway companies buying many
so-called safety devices whether or not their utility has been

shown. Whenever a personi is injured by any street railway

apparatus it costs the company a large simi of money, and

it seems not to be generally understood that the company
will gladly make use of any safetv appliance which will save

either the passengers or others occupying the streets from

injury. It is simply good business policy to do so, if for

no other reason desirable.

In the majority of accidents it is safe to say that the in-

jured person is wholly or in part at fault in jeopardizing

his life and limb. This has been demonstrated by an unusual

number of fatal accidents recently on the elevated roads of

Chicago. Whh its own right of way, access to w'hich is

difficult, station platforms properly guarded and safety gates

on all the cars, no means of transit could be safer than the

elevated.

A short time ago on the Alley L road a foreigner, evi-

dently not accustomed to elevated railways, jumped from

the station platform down to the tracks and was run dowMi

by a train before it could be stopped. Another man was
thrown from the rear platform of the train when it was
rounding a curve and died from the injuries. He was
standing on the edge of the platform outside the safety gates,

there being no conductor on the rear platform to prevent

his taking that perilous position.

Two deaths caused by the cars of the Metropolitan West
Side Elevated Railroad Company were even more marked
by foolhardy recklessness. The platform sills of the cars

are rounded at the corners to prevent contact when the

trains are passing around sharp curves. Not only are there

safety gates to each car platform which the conductors and
guards control, but there are guards connecting adjacent

cars to prevent persons getting between them ; these are

loose riveted gratings to permit of their expansion and con-

traction when the train passes curves.

After a crowded Metropolitan train had started, a man
who would not wait a minute for a following train, vaulted

over one of these guards and dropped through the trian-

gular space to the track beneath. It is supposed that he
thought the platforms were square and he could occupy the
vacant space, but even if that were so he would have been
crushed at the first curve. The platforms were crowded
with passengers and the conductor was unable to catch
him. He signaled the motorman for an immediate stop,

and the train was brought to a standstill within S ff., but
the man had been caught and crushed beneath the wheels.
One of the employes was killed through an act of gross

carelessness on his part. At the end of one of the lines

the trucks and wheels of the cars are inspected and oiled.

At this point there is a section of detached third rail with
a switch connecting it to the feeder circuit. Before the oiler

goes beneath the train this swtch is opened and the rail is

dead, so that it is impossible for the train to move. Im-
perative instructions are given that this switch must be
opened by the oiler before he goes under the cars, but on
this occasion the man disobeyed the order. The motor-
man closed his lamp circuit as usual, and finding he had
current started the train. The oiler was instantly killed.

In such cases as these the facts as a rule are not given
in the newspapers, and the public is lead to believe that the
street railway companies are responsible for such accidents.
However, it is true that with every conceivable precaution
which the companies can take it is impossible to save a
man from his own follv.

NEW YORK STREET RAILWAY
STATISTICS.

Id tlie Review foir November, page 795, was published a table
showing: the receipts and cost of operation, both per passenger
and per car-mile, on a number of the principaj street railway
systems in the state of New York, taken from the Report of the
Railroad Commissioners.
In this table the average receipts per passenger are given as

less than 5 cents in all but five cases, and as less than 4 cents
on nearly one-half the roads. This does not mean that the rale
of fare on these roads is 4 cents or less, but rhat, as John S.

Kenyon, secretary of the board advises us in answer to an
inquiry, by the method of computation adopted by the Commis-
sioners the holder of each free transfer is counted as a pas-
senger when the transfer is collected after having been once
so counted when he paid his fare.

The holders of free tickets and those paying half-fare (chil-

dren) are also counted as "passengers" by some roads, and thus
the low receipts per passenger result.

•T. T. Little, Jr., of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company,
stated the case in a. paper read before the New York State Asso-
ciation in September last, when he said "in New York City the
extensive transfer system now in existence reduces the indi-

vidual fare to 3 cents." It is evident that the same conditions
obtain elsewhere also.

The Atlanta (Ga.) Consolidated Street Railway Company re-

cently paid, under protest, a bill for .fl6.91 presented by the
city for dama.ao to water pipes said to be due to electrolysis.

The president, Mr. Woodruff, in sending the check, requested
that in future the street railway company be given an oppor-
tunity to examine the injured pipes to see if it were really to

blame.
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THE GRAB-HANDLE MAN AGAIN.

Jamos J. Valentine, treasni-er of the South Middlesex Street

Railway Company, of South Framingham, Mass., writes that

tlianks to the portraits of the "gi-ab-handle man" which was pub-

lished in the Review tor Septembea-, 1897, and for August, 1898,

that company has been enabled to comer the man and hopes to

secure evidence which will place him in safe lieeping. Mr. Valen-

tine sends us the following clipping from the South Framnngham
'Tribune":

Aided very materially by Superiutendant John W. Sullivan and
his a.ssistants in the South Middlesex Electric Streeit Railway

company's office in Smith bloci;, South Fnamiug'ham, Chief Biigau,

of the I'^ramingham police, made a very clever capture Wednesday
foi'emoon. lie succeeded in securing "the grabnhaudle man," so-

called, a swindler who has gone up and down the countr.v, loosen-

ing screws from street car handles, then falling off and claim-

ing damages for injuries thus received. Sometimes he has secured

money, .sometim^'S he has not.

It is necessary to go back a little in our tale at present, and tell

the facts which led up to the arrest. Monday afternoon, Movem-
ber 21, the Monday previous to Thanksgivang, a stranger took

the 5:15 ear for Framdngham Center on the Framinigham Union
road. He rode on the rear platfonn, and when on Union avenue
nearly opposite the residence of Sid A. Phillips, above the Sud-

bury river bi-idge, while conductor Azariah Snow was distributing

the Marlboi-o transfers, he motioned for the car to stop. Mr. Snow
stepped to the platform in time to see the man jump off before

the car fully stopped. He had hold of the grab-handle close to the

ear and the handle went with him, being bent nearly double by
the strain. The fellow dropped on Ms side and was dragged a

short ways before the car came to a full stop. Conductor Snow
questioned him and he gave his residence as Framingham Center,

claiming that he wanted to stop at Mr. Phillips's, wliere he had
a sister employed as maid. Mr. Snow could not understand his

name. He helped the fellow up, and found that he was all right

except for the claim that his wrist was hurt, and he had hold

of this, as if he was in pain. The man started towards Mr.

Phillips's, but never called there. It is thought that he returned

to South Framingham on the 7 o'clock car ajid then went to

Xatick, where he tried the same dodge in the evening. When
Mr. Snow came home to supper, as he lives near the scene of

the "accident," he inquired at several houses but found that no
one had called, and dropped the matter, after making out his re-

port, as of little importance. He found that two screws had been
withdrawn from the handle, making it very easy for the man to

take his fake tumble

It was th<? same Monday evening that a stranger, in alighting

from Conductor O. W. Child's car on the South Middlesex road on
Pond street. Natick. was thro'wn to the ground, by the giving

away of the grab-handle. He seemed to be hurt considerably,

but was able to walk away. The "accident" happened about 9:30

p. m., the car being on its way east. The street railway men
looked into the condition of the car later, and found that the

screws which held the handle had been broken off by the use of

njppers. The circumstances were such as to wan-ant suspicion,

and this suspicion was embodied in the official reports made out.

Superintendent Sullivan reported the affair to Treasurer James
J. Valentine, and they became interested in it. Inquiry of the

doctors failed to reveal any one calling upom them on the night

of the "accident." and they decided to watch for thenr man and
await his appearance with his damage claim. Meantime, the

. articles in the Street Railway Review, which are given else-

B'here, were remembered, and were hunted up, the man's photo-
graph being found.

It was about the middle of Wednesday forenoon tiat a man
about thirty-flve or forty, a stranger, dropped into the South Mid-
dlesex office in Smith block, finding Superintendent Sullivan, clerk

H. F. Spencer and Sergeant J. C. Valentine there. He claimtxl

. an injury to his left wrist, which he showed with a bandage upon
it, and asked .?25.00 indemnity, claiming to have been injured by
a fall from the car at Natick on the night of November 21. He
gave the name of John A. Mayer, and claimed that he had gotten
off at 84 Pond street, which happens to be a vacant lot. He stated

that he had been stopping on Dover street, off Union avenue, In

South Fi-amlnghvim, but this street isn't on the map.
Superintendent Sullivan kept questioning Mayer while Sergeant

Valentine «-eut after Chief Eagan, and the latter took up the

inquisition. A man was again di.spatched to get Officer Place with

a warrant for vagrancy, and Dr. P. O. Shea was called. When
the fellow found that he was in the hands of tlie iMlice, he wilted,

and either fainted or simulated faintness. After some further

questioning, it was found that he had occupied room 10 In L. P.

Sleeper's lodging house in Irving square the night before, regis-

tering as Gustav Mayer
Dr. Shea prououuced the man and his wrist all right, and he

was taken to his room where was found an extension case con-

taining among other things, an eight-inch nearly new screw driver

wound with rags, so as to render concealment up the sleeve an

easy matter, two pairs of ordinai-y pinchers, with their ends cov-

ered ^ith brass, as though they had many times nipped off grab-

handle screws, a wrench and a nail set.

Mayer was locked up and held till yesterday, when he changed

his name, giving it to Chief Eagan as Joseph M. Zimmerman, his

age as thirty-eight, his residence 294 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio,

his nationality German. He refused to talk much about himself

and would acknowledge nothing.

In eom-t, be pleaded not guilty to the charge of vagrancy, and

his case was continued a week, to allow an investigation Into his

record. A new charge will probably be made against him, if

suspicions held are proven to be reasonably true. Witnesses

held for the government are James J. Valentine, treasurer of the

South Middlesex; Superintendent J. W. Sullivan, Motorman J. T.

Donnelly, Conductor O. W. Childs, J. C. Valentine, all of the South

Middlesex, and Assistant Superintendent A. Snow of the Fram-

ingham Union. Zimmerman was comimtted to jail in default of

sureties in $500.

Chief Eagan .saw Chief Watts of Boston, and he was to look

up the fellow. So also were claim agents of the Boston Elevated

Railway, who were communicated with. He claimed to have been

here about three months ago, and' last September 11 a man regis-

tered at the Winthrop House as J. F. Meyer of Baltimore. It may
have been the same fellow looking the territory over.

COLLISION WITH FIRE TRUCK.
By reason of a collision between a fire hook and ladder truck

and one of its cars, In which two men were killed and two others

severely injured, the Duluth (Minn.) Street Railway (Company

was called upon to defend four damage suits.

The case of Warren, one of the injured men, was decided on

December 2, in the district court at Duluth. After the plaintiff

had concluded his case, Thomas S. Wood, attorney for the com-

pany, moved for a verdict on the ground that the plaintiff's testi-

mony clearly proved contributory negligence. After argument.

Judge Moer directed a verdict for the company.
The ground on which the verdict was directed, contributory

negligence, was based largely on the testimony of the driver of

the truck. He testified that when he was driving down Lake
avenue he saw the oar, and he also .saw that the motorman was
not looking. At first he thought of stopping, but when he saw
that the motonuan was not looking that way and that the car

was not going fast he decided to take his chance of getting by
the car. The next moment the car and truck came together and

the accident occurred. Judge Moer said that it was the duty of

the fire department to drive carefully at all times in coming
down the avenues.

The other three cases will probably be continued until this

one is passed upon by the higher courts, if it should be appealed,

as they all involve the same question.

» ' »

One of the cars of the Detroit, Ypsilanti & Ann Arbor Rail-

way was derailed a few blocks outside of the Detroit city limits

on November 16. The car fell on its side in the ditch alongside

the track, and was not damaged beyond four broken windows.

None of the 23 passengers was hurt.

•-—
The Lima & Honeoye Falls (N. Y.) Electric Light & Railroad

Company was obliged to close down its power house on Novem-
ber 13 by reason of a strike.
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STREET RAILWAYS OF MEADVILLE, PA.

The Meadville Traction Company owns and operates the 10%
miles of electric lines in and about that prosp<Totis Pennsylvania

city. Since the system was opened for tratlic April 14, the bus-

iness has been unexpectedly heavy, ,Tnd on some lines the facili-

ties have been inadequate for carrying the passengers.

The famous Ponce de Leou Springs, which are celebrated for

their wonderful mediical properties, are connected with the city

by one of the lines and have proven a great drawing card during

the past season. On this route is also Oakwood Park, which
the company has made a popular resort. Since April 14 on tlLis

route, which is known as the Springs line, 350,000 p.assengers

have been carried. The 30-ft. care have generally been taxed

to their utmost capacity and at times have carried as high as

123 passengers on one trip.

Tlie proprietors of the Ponce de Leon Springs will soon erect

a Jine hotel for the acco-mmodation of those who come to take

the waters. For Oakwood Park the company h.as engagetl Prof.

Eugene Schmidt's I)and from Pittsburg to give concerts afternoon

and evening throughout the coming season. Other attractions

usually found at pleasure resorts will also be provideil, and it

is anticipatefl that next season will be even more prosperous

for the co'mpauy than the ixist one has been.

The system is not a large one but it is suited in every way for

the city and territoi-y it serves. It is modern in every particular

and only the best materials and machines have been used. The
track is hud with 70-lb. Cambria gii-der rails in the city and the

three miles of track outside the city limits are laid with GO-lb.

Trail. Chestnut and white oak ties, 5 by 9 in. by 7 ft. are spaced

30 in. between centers. Each joint is connected with a Johnson

rail bond of No. 0000 copper wire. The track is cross-bonded

every 300 ft. with No. tinned wire. The poles are octagonal

in sihape and painted an olive green. The span wire consists of

5-10-in. seven strand galvanized steel cable. No. hard drawn
trolley wire, tested to a tensile strength of 4,400 lbs., is use<l.

The feeders are tapped into the trolley wire every 1,000 ft and

on grades every 300 ft.

The cars are all similar in design and are 7 ft. 4 in. wide and

30 ft. over aH, 5 ft. on each end being taken by a vestibuled

platform. A car weighs with its equipment about l.'j.OOO lbs.

and costs approximately $2,000. Eight of these are now in serv-

ice, but this number will soon be increased to 13. Tlie cars are

mounted on Dupont trucks and each has two 35-h. p. motors.

Ijoiler room covers a space 28 by 95 ft. The stack is 125 ft.

high, 9 ft. in diameter at the base and 6 ft. at the top. For a

distance of 30 ft. from the bottom the stack is constructed of

%-iin. steel, the next 30 ft. of %-in. and the rest of Vi-in. plate.

There are two 250-h. p. Berry vertical boilers, each having 1,596

2-in. tlues.

The steam is taken by a 9-in copper pipe from each lioiler and

IN GARWOOD I'AKK.

passes into the main pipe, along which are a series of valves so

arranged that either of the boilers can supply either of the

engines. The 50-h. p. feed water heater receives the exhaust

sleam from the condenser and water pumps and the feed water

is heated to a temperature of 208° F. Tlie feed water pumps
are in duplicate.

The engine room is 07 by 105 ft. and contains two 250-h. p.

high pressure condensing corliss engines running at 120 r. p. m.

On each engine shaft are a fl.v-wheel, 16 ft. in diameter and
weighing 15 tons, and the armattire of a 225-k. w. multipolar

generator. The engine shaft and armature weigh over 10 tons

and the fields of the generator 11 tons. An automatic oiling sys-

VIEWS OF THE POWER HOUSE.

The car bodies are finished in cream and red with black and

silver trimmings. The number of each car and the words "Mead-

vilte Traction Company" are put on with gold leaf. The cars are

heated by American electiic heaters and e.ach one lighted by 11

incandescent lamps.

The power house occupies a site 95 by 103 ft, and its waUs are

18 in. thick and 28 ft. in height The roof is steel trussed with

a sbeatbing of 2-ln. pine and this Is covered with slate. The

tem has been installed. A tank is placed 12 ft. above the floor

and piping extends from it to each bearing. Fi-om the drip pans

the oil is taken to a filter and then by means of a small stwmi

pump is forced back into the tank.- .Between the two .engines

is a large Dean condenser which receives tlie cooling water from

a creek near by. An exhaust steam pipe leads to the roof of

the station whereby tlie engines can be run non-condensing if

necessary.
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The switchboard consists of 11 Georgia marble panels, and is

18 ft. in length and 8 ft. high. On the first panel are switches,

rlieositats, ammeters, circuit breakers, ground indicators and the

plug switches for correcting the voltmeters. Each generator

panel has an ammeter and a voltmeter reading to 750. A station

ammeter and wattmeter and a Bristol recording wattmeter are

on the center panel. The remaining six panels are for the feeders

extending to different points on the company's lines.

The officers of the company are: Prank R. Shryock, president;

George D. Trawin, vice-president; Dr. Cyrus See, secretary, and

FIKST OAK OVER THE LINE.

Charles Fahr, treasurer. These officers together with J. J.

Shryock and H. H. Thompson constitute the board of directors.

The president of the company more than any other man is

responsible for the final success of the railway. Five years ago

ho laid out plans for the system but the panic prevented financial

arrangements at first. At last all the difficulties were overcome

by Mr. Shryock's faith and persistency in the undertaking. The

consulting engineer for the company has been A. Langstaff John-

son, of Richmond, Va., who has long been engaged in street

railway work. The bond used on this road is one of a number

of impoirtant electric railway devices he has patented.

REPORT ON THE ACCIDENT AT BRAD-
FORD, ENGLAND.

On September 19 a car on the electric railway at Bradford,

Eng., was overturned at the foot of a steep grade, where thei'e

was a shai-p citrve, with the result that one man was killed and
15 persons seriously injured.

Major Cardew has investigated the accidoit on behalf of the

Board of Trade and in his report says that the causes of the

accident were: "(1) That the cars were not run within the

limit of speed required by my report to the Board of Trade-
namely, not exceeding six miles an hour on the down journey.

(2) The unfortunate combination of a driver with very little

experience and a conductor with none at all, but with a little

knowledge, which is a proverbially dangerous thing; slippery

road and extra pressure on traffic, due to Barnum's show. The
driver certainly used the brake power provided in an injudicious

manner. The conductor put on the hand-brake, and thus de-

prived the driver of the full control of the brake power; and
he also caused the trolley to be disconnected, thus depriving

the driver of the power of reversing, which might have pre-

vented the accident. I consider the brake power ample, and that

Dy means of the graduation of the electric l^rake the speed can

bo regulated with ease and certainty, provided that a speed of

six miles an hour be not exceeded. I approve of the addition

of a slipper brake, as i-ecommended by the coroner's jury, not,

however, as an emergency brake, but as a brake to be continu-

ously in use, since by it also exact regulation of speed can be

obtained, and its use will diminish the strain on the motors and
the excessive wear of the wheels. With reference to another

recommendation of the coroner's jury in this case—namely, that

two sand-boxes be fixed to each platform to enable the driver

to sand both rails—I think these should be aiTanged so that one

can be used alone, otlierwise difficulties may be caused on the

up journeys from occasional loss of electrical contact with the

rails. It would, perhaps, be more judicious to station men to

attend to the sanding of both rails at the dangerous points on

the down journey. I adhere to the opinions expressed in my
report of inspection tliat the speed of the down journey should

not at any point exceed six miles an hour, and that tiviiler cars

should not be allowed on this line, and provided that the require-

ments of that report are complied with I recommend that the

line should be certified by the Board of Trade as fit for traffic.

It must be fully recognized, however, that on this line the

greatest caution and strict attention to regulations are essential

to safety. The time occupied on the down journey should be

at least 35 mmutes, and more time should be allowed for this

than for the up journey. I wish to add that although the acci-

dent was in great measure due to the inexperience and injudi-

cious action of the driver and conductor, in my opinion they

lioth did their duty to the full extent of their skill and ability."

Tests W'ith the brakes were made by Maj. Cardew, from which

"it appears that the slipper brake alone, as now fitted, is the least

effective of all as an emergency brake. This is, I consider, to

some extent due to the flat pitch of the screw by which the

brake is applied, but considering the small fraction of the whole

weight of the car that can be possibly brought to bear upon
this brake. I doubt greatly whether it can be made as effective

an emergency brake as the other brakes which act upon all the

wheels, and which therefore bring into play as a retarding force

a friction due to the whole weight of the car. It has, however,

an advantage in that it applies a surface of wood to the steel

rail, the co-efficient of friction between wood and iron or steel

being generally greater than that between iron and iron. The
fact is that if a car be allowed to acquire such a speed as 20

miles an hour on a steep gradient, no brake acting by friction on

the running rails wiU stop it in a distance that could be consid-

ered safe."

PARKS IN KNOXVILLE.

The street railway companies of Knoxville, Tenn., have all

been consolidated and this year a large sum was spent in devel-

oping the parks. KuoxvlUc is a city of 4.j,tKiO population and

closely built so that a considerable part of the citizens walk in-

stead of using the cars.

About a year ago C. C. Howell, vice-president and general

manager of the Knoxville Traction Company, tried the experi-

ment of placing simple amusements in some of the parks which

had been sadly neglected and devoid of all attractions. The
receipts of the system were so greatly increased that it was
decided to develop the parks and induce the people to patronize

them.

Last spring the company fitted up a park for white

patrons exclusively and afterwards bought a park for the col-

ored people. Although the work on the parks was by no

means completed, yet considerable revenue was derived from

their operation. The soldiers being in the city during the sum-

mer interfered with the park plans. The laanagement intends

to put the parks in first class condition for next year, and while

plans have not yet been completed for the lines of amusement,

these will be attended to early in the year.

TOLEDO TRACTION MEN ENTERTAIN.

A most enjoyable entertainment was given in Calvin hall,

'Joledo, on November 10, by the Traction Company Centennial

Band, which is a social organization of employes of the Toledo

Traction Company. It comprises 25 good musicians; A. A.

-Atkinson, solicitor for the company, is the manager.

Duriug the early part of the evening the band rendered a

musical program and this was followed by dancing. Thomas
II. McLean, general manager of the company, and Mrs. McLean,

led the grand march. Other of the officials were also present.

The refreshments included a barrel of sweet cider, sandwiches

and cake, all of which was provided by Mr. McLean.
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SERVICE STRIPES FOR BOSTON ELE-
VATED.

By the courtesy of C. S. Sergeant, second vice-president ot

the Boston Elevated Railway Company, we have received copies

of the orders issued November 4, 1898, providing for service

stripes on the uniforms of employes. General Order No. 68, to

all uniformed car employes is as follows:

"The regulation uniform of car service employes, namely:

conductors, motormen, inspectors, starters, transfermen, subway
station-masters, guards and collectors, will hereafter require

the addition of a service stripe on each sleeve ot the coat aJid

uniform overcoat for each five years of service in the employ-

ment of this company or of any street railway company now
forming a part of the system operated by the Boston Elevated

Railway Company. '

"The service stripe will be one-fourth inch in width, of silver

braid for motormen and gold braid for all other employes con-

cerned, and the first stripe will be affixed four and one-half

inches from the edge of cuff on the inside seam of sleeve and
nine inches from the edge of cuff on the outside seam of sleeve,

additional stripes to be affixed with one-fourth inch spacing.

"Arrangements have been made by which all employes now

INTERURBAN BETWEEN BLACKPOOL AND
FLEETWOOD, ENGLAND.

During the past few years the promoters of electric railways
in Great Britain have placed so much reliance upon American
experience that American practice has been closely followed;

even the greater part of the equipment coming from the United
States. This, however, is not true of the recently completed
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramway, as it is for the most part

an English product, the designs, specifications and equipment
being furnished by Mather & Piatt, of Manchester.

This line is purely an interurban joining the seaside resort of

Blackpool, a city of 24,000 inhabitants, with the port of Fleet

wood, a city having a population of about 10,000. These two
cities are on the Irish sea north of Liverpool. By referenct

to the map it may be seen that the line leaves the rairoad station

in Blackpool and soon reaches a point within view of the sea.

It then follows a road along the cliffs and passes to right of the

storage battery sub-station. The route goes through Bispham.
Norbreck, and then leaves the coast and strikes inland through

Cleveleys, Rossall, past the second storage battei"y sub-station

and enters Fleetwood.

The section of the line in Blackpool, nearly a mile in length.

ENGINE EOOSt. STOKAGE BATTERY ROOM.

entitled to wear service stripes will have these stripes affixed

to their uniforms without extra expense to them. Those be-

coming so entitled in the future will be expected to bear this

expense from time to time as they may become entitled to addi-

tional stripes from length of service.

"All car service employes who have performed five years or

more of service will at once make application to tlieir division

superintendents, stating date and place where they first entered

the service and for what company, giving the necessary infoi-

mation by which the number of stripes to which they are en-

titled may be determined. It should be noted that the five

years of service is not necessarily continuous service."

Other orders of the same date prescribe stripes of the same

width of scarlet cloth for emergency linemen, and of green

cloth for switchmen and subway watchmen. Switchmen and

watchmen are also "required to wear in the winter season a

uniform ulster of gray frieze and cap of the same material,

upon which will be affixed the proper badge, and which will be

provided with the uniform buttons similar to those worn by

motormen."

The Topeka (Kas.) Railway Company, at one time the largest

electric road in the world, and now one of the oldest, is still

using the original equipment. The light girder rails are proving

very unsatisfactory and it is hoped to replace them by 45-lb.

T-rails as soon as the city authorities can bi' made to see the

value of such a change.

is of single track, with turn-outs, and is laid with 98-lb. grooved
girder rails. The trolley wires are suspended from ornamental
side arm poles except in a few cases where span wires are used.

After leaving the city the line becomes double track and the

wire is suspended from center double arm poles. The 56-lb.

rails are laid upon sleepers and joined by plastic bonds which
were imported from the United States and made by Harold P.

Brown. This track construction continues for 6% miles, but in

Fleetwood the grooved rails and the copper bonds are again
used. The line is 8 miles in length, with a total of 16 miles of

single track. The trolley wires are double throughout the entire

length, thus avoiding all switches and frogs. As will be noted

in the illustrations the iron poles are of ornamental design and
have a pleasing appearance.

Power is supplied to the circuit from the station by four feed-

ers, which are wire cables, lead-covered and laid in conduits.

The feeders are connected through wedge switches in cast iron

feeder boxes to each section of the trolley line. The buildings

of the company are located at Bispham, about a quarter of a mile
from the main line and connected to it by a siding. The power
station and the car barns are included in one structure. In the

boiler room there are three Lancashire boilers, each 30 ft. long
and 8 ft. in. diameter, an economizer and two steam driven

pumps supplying feed water from a hot well. The boilers main-
tain a pressure of 120 lbs. and furnish steam to four open
marine type vertical compound engines, each with cylinders r.:

and 24x16 in.; speed 180 r. p. m. Upon each bed-plate and direct
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connected to each engine is a multipolar, 120-k. w. 500-volt gen-

erator, of Mather & Piatt make. The operation has so tar

proven satisfactory au<i the machines run sparkless both at min-

imum ami maximum loads. The eflieienc.v of the dynamos is 98

per cent, and they run continuously on full load with a rise in

temperature iu the armature not to exceed 2.5 degrees C.

The steam and exhaust pipes are carried beneath the floor

iu the basement. The main steam pipe is of steel and fitted with

MAP OF INTEKURBAN LINE.

a Separator, dry steam being delivered to the cylinders. Ejector

condensers are provided, the condensing water being obtained

from a storage reservoir at the rear of the station. The engine

room has a 5-ton traveling crane.

The switchboard consists of five slate panels, two for the gen-

erators, two for the feeders and one for the testing instruments

and station switches. By means of suitable switches any feeder

may be connected to a booster, by which the voltage at the

feeding point on the line is kept automatically constant. This

enables the dynamos to run parallel and all the feeders to be

of the same size.

Each of the three boosters is a four-pole motor connected

direct to a four-pole dynamo on the same bed-plate. The motor

is connected to the bus-bars, and the speed may be varied to

suit the voltage required by means of a resistance inserted in

the shunt windings. With the booster the storage batteries may

be charged independently of the line.

There is a storage battery station near each extremity of

the road. The battery consists of 250 cells, made by the Chloride

Electric Storage Syndicate, and is capable of an output of 300

ampere-hours at 500 volts. Besides regulating the voltage on

the line and providing for sudden demand for current the bat-

teries furnish power independently of the generating station for

early morning and late night trains, thus permitting the station

to be shut down over much longer periods than would other-

TYPE OF CABS.

• \yise be the case. The two batteries will furnish current for

100 car-miles, or six round trips.

The arrangement of the switchboard enables the cells to be

connected in parallel with the overhead wire, or the feeders

alone may be directly connected with the line, or the battery

disconnected with the line and coupled direct to the feeder.

POLES AND OVERHEAD CONSTRtJCl ION.

\\hich would be the case when the cells were being charged.

The storage battery switchboard is fitted with a recording volt-

meter, measuring the drop iu the rails, ammeter and a watt-

meter which registers the charge and discharge of the battery.

At the rieetwood storage battei"y station there is provision

for housing 10 cars. In the car barn at the power station there

is room for 12 cars, and pits for four cars to be inspected at

once. There are a number of machine tools for repairs in one

end of the barn. All the buildings are lighted with incandescent

lamps, receiving current from a switchboard panel in the central

station.

The rolling stock comprises 16 open motor care, eight closed

motor cars and three trailers. Each motor car is 34 ft. 6 in.

long and mounted on two bogie trucks with 2S-in. wheels. Each

car carries 48 passengers and weighs, loaded, 12 tons. Each

truck has a 35-h. p. motor, giving sutlicient power to operate

the cars at 25 miles per hour. The gear reduction is in the

ratio of 4 to 1. Each car has two series-parallel controllers and

an automatic device to prevent an excessive current passing.

The cars are lighted with incandescent lamps and are hand-

somely finished.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE BOSTON
CONVENTION.

The verbatim report of the seventeenth annual convention of

the American Street Railway Association at Boston was pub-

lished and mailed to the members early in October. The report

comprises 253 pages and in arrangement and typographical ap-

pearance is a credit to the Association and to Secretary Pen-

ington.

The frontispiece is a steel engraving of ex-President Albion E.

Lang, who presided so well over the Boston meeting. The toasts

at the banquet are given in full. The size of the report is indi-

cative of the growth of the Association.

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION IN 1899.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Electrical

Exhibition Company, held on November 21, it was unanimously

decided to hold another electrical exhibition in New York in

189!). The election resulted as follows: President, C. O. Baker,

Jr.; vice-president, P. W. Roebling; secretary and treasurer,

George P. Porter; general manager, Marcus Nathan; directoi-s,

H. H. Harrison, L. P. Roqua, J. W. Godfrey, C. A. Lleb.
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AN ELECTRIC RAILWAY FOR VICKSBURG.

Mississippi can boast of but one electric railway system and

that is only six miles in length. Although the state has approx-

imately a million and a half of population, there are no large

cities and few of any importance. Vicksburg is the chief city,

having a population of 25,000, and has been without transpor-

tation facilities.

The Vicksburg Railroad, Power & Manufacturing Company
was organized to supply the city with electric current for light-

ing, power and traction purposes. The company has possession

of the present lighting system which includes 150 arc lamps

and a comparatively small number of incandescent lamps. The
municipal authorities granted the company a 50-year franchise

with the privilege of conducting a street railway, power and

lighting business. Passengers, freight and mail may be carried

on the electric railway. Exclusive right of way is given in all

the streets in the city or those which may become a part of the.

city. A similar franchise was granted by the commissioners of

Warren county.

The power plant is now being reconstructed and the new ar-

rangement of the machinery is shown on the floor plan. A
l.'i;x42-in. Corliss engine is belted to a jack shaft from which five

are machines and too small alternators are driven. These ma-

chines wUl continue in service. A 500-h. p. tandem compound

condensing corliss engine will be added, and this will be belted

to the shafting, which is divided into sections by friction

clutches. Two railway generators, one of ISO k. w. and the

other of 250 k. w. capacity, will be installed and two more alter-

nators for lighting and power service. The lighting machinery

will then be capable of running 250 arcs and 5,000 incandescent

lamps. In the boiler room the 200 h. p. of Heine boilers will

be reinforced by 400 h. p. in addition.

The station is alongside the lines of the Vicksburg & Meridian

Railroad, and coal is delivered from the cars at the boiler room

door. The location of the station is indicated on the map of the

city, which also shows the arrangement of the street railway

lines. There will be six miles of track with 10 motor cars in

service, each of which is to be equipped with two 35-b. p. West-

inghouse motors. The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

1 Court Houoo

a City Halt

3 Oovai

4 Power houm

MAT OF VICKSBUKG.

Company is .supplying all the electrical machinery in tlie new
installation.

As the traffic will lie light, 45-lb. T-rails, made by the Johnson

Company, will be laid and bonded with Chicago bonds. The

North American Railway Construction Company, of which A. S.

Ijttlefield is president, has received the contract for building the

road. Work is in active progress and the system will be com-

pletefl and in operation by April 1.

The company has procured a 50-acre tract of land which wUl

he improved for a pleasure resort. As the summer season is prac-

tically niue months long it is thought that a well conducted

resort, with popular amusements, will prove a great attraction

and stimulate tratflc. Vicksburg, itself, has many historic asso-
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clatlons, and some evidences of the siege of 1863 still remain.

One of the national cemeteries is located near the city.

The ofBcers of the company are as follows: J. C. Shaffer, presi-

dent; S. R. Hughes, vice-president; M. J. Mulvihill, secretary;

B. W. Griffith, treasurer; S. F. Mordaunt, general manager. All

the officers are residents of Vicksburg except Mr. Shaffer, whose

office Is in Chicago and who has been largely instrumental in

bringing success to the plans of the company.

RAILWAY MILEAGE IN FOREIGN AND
AMERICAN CITIES.

The "Surveyor," of London, printed the following interesting

figures on the cost of operating trolley lines, and the tables

giving the miles of track and population per mile of track in

American and European cities. The figures for the cities in the

United States have been revised to conform with later statistics.

"Quite recently there has been considerable agitation as to

what it really costs to work an overhead tramway system. It

has been maintained for a long time that the average cost

should be about 12 cents per car-mile. There are many ex-

amples of the cost being much lower than 12 cents and a few
cases where it has been higher. The Brussels line, equipped with

the overhead electric system, cost 9 cents; Dresden, which pos-

sesses two systems of electric tramways, cost in one case 12

cents per car-mile and in the other 7.72 cents; Remscheid electric

lines cost 8 cents per car-mile, and, to quote an instance from

America, the railroad commissioners of the state of Connecticut

showed in some recent figures that the average cost per car-

mile on nine electric tramways was 11 cents.

"It may, with some reason, be urged that these figures have

very little significance in tliis country, because they probably

do not represent the conditions that generally o'ltain here.

It Is not, however, a matter of great difficulty to secure returns

from the lines that have been working for some time in the

United Kingdom. On the old electric tramway line of Leeds,

which was put up when practically very little was known about

the economical working of tramways, the cost per every car-

mile run was about 11 cents; but, to come to more recent ex-

amples, we can quote that of Bristol, where electricity has been

employed on difficult sections of the Bristol Tramway Company's

lines, sections, moreover, that hitherto were impossible for

horses to work, yet the cost per car-mile has been shown to be

no more than 11 cents. This is an interesting example, because

one has an opportunity of comparing that tigvire with what the

horse lines cost in the same city, and from last year's report we
find that the horse lines have cost 19 cents per car-mile. At

Coventry the economical nature of an electric tramway service

has been amply demonstrated, and the curious part about this

is that previous to the institution of the electric system there

tramway systems of any description had been complete failures

and two companies had gone into liquidation in their attempts

to provide the people of Coventry with a tramway service. The
electric tramway company of that city has not only been able

to declare a dividend of 8 per cent, notwithstanding that the

line passes through sparsely-populated districts, but has been able

to demonstrate that the cost of working the line is not more
than 12 cents per car-mile.

"We can give a still more favorable illustration in the case

of the Dover Corporation tramways, which have been for the

past four or five months worked on the overhead wire system.

The borough engineer says that the cost per car-mile is only

11 cents; and this is very important, because the conditions pre-

vailing in Dover are not altogether ideal ones for the economical

working of an electric tramway system, as the necessary elec-

trical energy to work their service is purchased from the local

electric lighting company.

"Therefore, out of the few electric systems at present in use

In this country, it can be shown that on four lines at least the

total cost of working is under 12 cents, a state of things that

ought to demonstrate that electricity is certainly the most eco-

nomical agent for tramways, because it can be said from figures

that are open to everybody that the horse lines of this country

average 18 cents per car-mile, while steam lines rarely cost less

than 22 cents, and in some cases more. Some recent figures

relating to the comparative cost of various systems of traction

in Paris are interesting, and they show us that horses cost

17.10 cents; accumulators, 16.G6 cents; steam locomotives, 10.78

cents; and the overhead trolley system, 9.24 cents per car-mile.

These figui"es ought to be convincing, because the overhead sys-

tem in Paris has certainly not had particularly fair play.

"It is interesting to note the relation of tramways to the pop-

ulation in some of the chief American cities, some European
and those in the United Kingdom. They will, at any rate, show
that there is considerable room for extending the tramway sys-

tems, and thus make them more popular vehicles than (hey have
proved to be in the past."

RATIO OF TRAMWAY MILEAGE TO POPULATION.

CONTINENTAL.
Miles of Population per

Town. Population. Track. Mile of Tracls.

Berlin 1,860,000 ISO 10,000

Panis 2,500,000 18-1 13,587

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
Glasgow 840,000 73 11,507

Liverpool 6;iO,nOO 60 10,000

Manchester 5:;0,000 50 10,400

Bradford 210.400 21 10.304

Brtstol 221.600 IS 12.311

Cardiff District . 12'J.OOO 2.33 .'55,364

Leicester 174,000 9 iy,411

Newcastle and Gosforth 186.300 13 14,330

Nottingham 213,010 10 25 20,8Bi

Sheffield :M4,:'.00 II 36, i; 3

Sunderland 131,110(1 5 2«,2'.0

Aberdeen 109,810 10.25 11,7-2

Dundee 153,C0O 7.25 21.103

Edinljurgh 256 40.) 13.5 19,000

Belfast 256,000 20 14,8G0

AMERICAN.
Greater New Y.ili 3,380,1100 1.050 3.200

Chicago 1,87',000 1,020 1 40

Philadelphia 1,25 ,«:0 50J 2,."A0

St. Louis 65;i.OlO 370 l.TIO

Baltimore 625,000 43J 1, 50

Boston i5;,0OU .^8J 1,15

1

Clevelaml 385,000 231 1 li

ButTalo 320,CO0 22

J

l.'Oil

Dctr(jit 320,000 240 1,3.30

• »

REPORT OF THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK.

The tinniK'ial statement in the report of the Third Avenue Rail-

road Company, of New York, contains the following figures:

Surplus, Nov. 1, 1897 $ 258,332.20

Receipts from car passengers, year ended Oct. 31,

1898 2,359,799.33

Receipts from other sources 42,315.91

Total, including surplus ¥2,0(50,447.44

Operating expenses 1,280,405.41

$1,379,982.03

Taxes .$119,577.52

Bond interest 250,000.00

369,577.5;i

.$1,010,404.51

During the past year $800,000 was paid in dividends, and a

dividend of 1% per cent was declare<l on $12,000,000, the present

capital, for November, 1898.

During the year consents of abutting property owners and of

the railroad commissioners were obtained for the change of mo-

tive power on all the lines of the company in the Boroughs oi

Mauhaltan and Bronx; the change was begun on the lines of the

Torty-second Street, IManhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue Rail-

way Company and is now being proceeded with.

The work of reconstruction is also in progress on Broadway
between 45th and 59th streets, a I.Ti'ge force of men being at

work.
-*-•

Street car service was rt.siiuied in Tacoma between the city

and Old Tacoma on October 29. for the first time since the fire,

which destroyed the Tacoma avenue bridge.
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RECENT STREET RAILWAY DECISIONS.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

Priority of Lien for Labor and Material for Improvements and

Repairs.

Sioux City Electrical Supply Company v. Sioux City & Leeds Electric

Railway Company (/«.), 76 2V. W. Rep., 83S. Oct. 25, 1898.

Conceding that tlie labor .md material for which a lien was
elaJraed in this case were all for improvements and repairs, and
tliiit, therefore, the lieu did not attach from ilie commencement
of the construction, yet, being furnished before the execution

of the deed of trust, the supreme court of Iowa holds that the

lieu is entitled to piToiity over the deed.

The court further holds that the rule that the Uen of a mort-

gage is presumed to contin-ue until the debt is paid, and that a
change in the form of the evidence of the debt, such as substi-

tuting new notes or bonds, does not extinguish the Uen, has no
application where the security is canceled upon the records, all

pi-esumption as to its continuance ending with such cancella-

tion, so that, as to third persons, it is as if no such security had
ever been given.

Who Owns the Costs?

Taylor v. Long Island Railroad Company (N. 1'.), 53 N. Y. Supp., 830.

Oct., 1898.

This was a motion by the plaintiff to compel her attorney to

pay to her $477, the costs and allowances recovered in this action,

whereau she obtained a judgment for $7,500 damages for the

negligent killing of her husband, $102 costs exclusive of dis-

bursements, and an extra allowance of $375. She had retained

her attorney by a written agreement that he was to be paid 30

per' cent of the "amount recovered," but nothing if he failed "to

collect damages." The attorney paid her 70 per cent of the dam-
ages, and retained 30 per cent and the costs and allowances.

The decision of the special term of the supreme court of Now
York, Kings county (Gaynor, J.), after severely criticising the

cases on which the attorney based his contention, is that the

party owns the costs, and his attorney has a Uen thereon for

his unpaid services. When he is paid, the court says, his lien

ceases. Nor are the taxable costs the measure of his compensa-

tion. He may be entitled to less or more than the taxable costs.

Here, continues the court, the compensation of the attorney

was fixed by agreement, and he could claim no more. The amount
agreed upon included everything he was entitled to, aiul he had

no lien beyond that. But the plaintiff was not entitled to aU of

the costs and allowance, but to 70 per cent only. They were

part of the "amount recovered."

Cannot Insist on Injured Person Undergoing Serious Surgical

Operation.

Kehoe v. Allentoum & Lehigh Valley Traction Company (Pa.), 41 Att.

Rep., 310. Oct. n, 1898.

The entire burden of the (unavailing) defense in this case was
practically made up of these two propositions: (1) That the

injury complained of was not the result of the accident alleged;

and (2) assuming that it was, then the injury was not of a per-

manent character, but one that could quickly and permanently

be cured by proper medical treatment, namely, by a simple sur-

gical operation, attended with no pain (it anaesthetics were u.sed

or the patient etherized), and free from serious danger.

It was, of course, incumbent on the plaintiff, says the supreme

court of Pennsylvania, to prove that the personal injury of whi<>h

she complained was the direct result of the defendant company's

negUgence.

But, in view of the evidence relating to the subject, which,

however, it does not set forth, the court is just as positive that

there cannot be any doubt of the correctness of the following

instructions given the jury, namely: (1) That if they believed

that the surgical operation, necessary to reUeve or cure the

plaintiff, was a serious or critical operation, necessarily attended
with some risk of failure, then the plaintiff was not bound in

law to undergo a serious and critical surgical operation, which
would necessarily be attended with some risk of failure; and (2)

that, if they beUeved that such operation was dangerous ana
critical, and attended with risk of failure, she was privileged

to exercise the liberty of choice, under such circumstances, as to

whether suffering and feebleness, resulting from the injury,

would be endured, or whether the surgeon's knife should lie used.

Rights and Duties of Man in Top Buggy.

Louisville Railway Company v. Stammers (Ky.), il S. W. Rip., SJ/l.

Oct. 12, 1898.

This "not4o-be-officially-reported" case was brought to recover
damages for personal injuries. The plaintiff Stammers was driv-
ing in a top buggy along a street in Louisville at about 11 o'clock
at night, when he was run upon from the rear by one of the
company's electric cars, his buggy being knocked off the track,
and he himself considerably bruised and cut. His suit for
damages resulted in a judgment for $500, which the court of
appeals of Kentucky affirms.

The proof conduced to show that the plaintiff was driving
along the track, the wheels of his buggy straddling it, and that
no alarm was given of the car's approach and proximity to him
until too late for him to get off, or for the car to be stopped.
Under the instructions given the jury, the plaintiff was entitled

to recover damages if the motorman failed to give notice of his
approach, and use ordinary care to avoid collision, but, if the
injury resulted from the plaintiff's own negUgence, no recovery
could be had. The man in the buggy was also to use ordinary
care, and give the right of way to the car on its approach; and.
if he failed to use ordinary care to avoid collision, he was pre-
cluded from recovery. If, as contended by the company, the man
was not driring on the track, but, just before the collision oc-
curred, suffered his horse to start across the track in front of the
moving car, he could not recover, under the instructions.

The court of appeals holds that the case was fairly submitted
to the jury.

Guess at Rate of Speed Not Sufficient to Establish It.

Smith V. Eolmesburg, Tacony & Frankford Electric Railway Companj,
(Pa.), 1,1 Atl. Rep., J,19. Oct. It, 1898.

A man, driving a horse attached to a cart in which he was
riding, on seeing a trolley car approaching from behind, turned
out and drove along the side of the track. When the car was
within. 75 or 100 feet of him his horse appeared to be frightened
by it, and commenced prancing and shying. The man testified

that as the car came down to him the horse "flew around into

the gutter," and then "the horse flew back, and the car struck
the cart as the horse flew back." He also testified that the
speed of the car was not "less than 15 miles an hour," and that
when the cart and car collided he was thrown over the side of

the former to the ground, and received the injury of which he
complained. In the court of common pleas he obtained a judg-
ment for $5,000 for personal injuries attributed to the excessive
and unlawful speed of the trolley car. But the supreme court
of Pennsylvania reverses the judgment of the lower court, hold-

ing that, the plaintiff having failed to establish the negligence
charged in the statement of Ms claim, the court should have
instructed the jury to find for the defendant. The negligence

aUeged in the statement of has claim was the running of the

car at "a very rapid and unlawful rate or speed." There was
no corroboration of his testimony in regard to the speed of the

car, and the supreme court declares that he completely failed to

prove the negligence charged in his statement, a mere guess or
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conjecture respecting the rate of speed not being sufBcient to

establish it, that being all that Ms testimony in regard to it

amounted to. There was no presumptiou of negligence, the

court furtlier says, arising from the accident, so that it was

essential to the maintenance of the suit that it should be estab-

lisihed by competent evidence.

Repudiates Doctrine oi Imputing Contributory Negligence of

Parent to Child.

Rules for Employes Are in No Way Binding upon Third Parties.

O'Kcefe v. Eiyhth Avenue Railroad Company I.N. Y.), 53 N. Y. Supp.,

9J,0. Oct. 7, 1898.

This was an action bi-ougbt to recover damages for the frac-

ture and in'rmanent injury of the plaintiff's right arm, which was

run over by one of the wheels of a heavily loaded truck, whicli

the plaintJCE himself was driving, his contention being that he

was violently thrown from his tnick in consequence of a col-

lision with one of the defendant's street cars, which was negli-

gently driven around a curve.

Tlie plaintiff recovered a judgment, which the tirst appellate

division of the supreme court of New York affirms, with costs,

holding, for one thing, that the refusal of the ti'ial court to

admit in evidence the rules of the company as to the duly of the

driver with respect to the rate of speed in rounding curves was

proper, because in no way could they be binding upon the

plaintiff. Nor does it think that it was material or relevant, in

answer to the cliarge that the car in this instance had gone

around in a careless manner and at a high rate of speed, to

show that the rules of the company forbid such management

of the car while rounding a curve.

Considering the nature of the injuries, the plaintiff's age, which

at the time of the accident was about 25, and the probability

of the duration of life, the court further holds that it cannot

be said that the loss of the use of his right arm, and the suffering

which was entailed as a result of the injur}', were excessively

compensated for by the verdict of $8,000, though the plaintiff

is now earning, as a bookkeeper, as much as he formerly earned

as a truckman, it being shown that he had lost the use of his

right arm, and that it was subsequent to the accident that he

learned to wi-ite with his left hand, and was thus enabled to

earn a livelihood.

Parental Neglect Defeats Action for Injury to Child Playing

Out at Night.

Jvskowitz V. Dry Dock, East Broadway & Battery Railroad Company

Qf. y.), 53 jr. y. Supp., 992. Oct., 1898.

According to the evidence m this ease, the parents of the

plaintiff, a child SVi years old, allowed it to play upon the streets

.at night, uninstructed as to the dangers and unattended by a

care-taker of suitable age and discretion. The defendant's cars

passed^ the parents' door at short intervals during the day and

night, constituting a source of danger to unsuspecting children.

The child, from want of discretion, was injured by one of the

passing cars. The injury occuiTed on Sunday evening, when
the stores were closed and the street was darker than on other

nights.

Under these circumstances, the trial term of the supreme court,

New York county, says that the legal conclusion seems inevitable

that the failure of the parents to exercise reasonable caution and

care contributed to the injury, and must defeat the action. In-

deed, any finding of due care on their part, it thinks, would,

under the circumstances, have to be set aside.

There was a total absenjce of prudence and care in this in-

stance, the court reiterates, while it points out that the eases

relied upon by the plaintiff were exceptional, and those in which
the injured child had been properly instructed by its parents,

escaped tiheir vigilance, disobeyed instructions, was of mature
years, or the accident happened in broad daylight. Such vari-

ances, slight as they may seem, it continues, play their part in

negligence cases, each of which must be decided upon its own
peculiarities, and it insists that if the i-ule imputing to chUdreii

of tender years the negligence of their parents does not apply
to this case, it is dilBcult to imagine any one to which it would
apply.

South Covington & Cincinnati Street Railway Company v. Hcrrklotz

(Ky.), 47 S. W.'Rep., 265. Oct. 5, 1S98.

Here the court of appeals of Kentucky affirms a judgment of

$2,500 for the so negligently injuring of a child that its left arm
had to be amputated at a point about two inches l:>elow the

elbow.

Furthermore, the court concludes that, in view of certain au-

thorities which it cites, as well as upon sound reason and prin-

ciple, a child less than four years of age cannot be guilty of

contributoi-y negligence.

But strenuous effort was also made to induce the court to im-

pute to the child the contributory negligence of its parents, and
this, the more, because it was said that the question, as to

whether the negligence of the parent can be imputed to the

child in suits to recover on its own behalf for injuries had never

been directly decided by this court.

The court concedes that quite a number of the courts of last

resort have decided that in actions by infants to recover for in-

juries sustained by them the negligence of the parent can Ije

imputed to the child, and its recovery tliereby defeated; but it

says that it seems to it that it is not consistent with reason nor

the principles of equity. To- say that an infant incapable of

controlling its own actions, or judging of what is proper, prudent,

or right, should be deprivwl of the right to recover for injuries

inflicted upon it thixjugh the negligence of others simply because

its parent or custodian had failed to discharge the duty resting

upon him. the court goes on to state, seems to it absui-d, and

opposed to natural justice.

Quite a number of cases are cited wherein other courts of

last resort have repudiated the doctrine sought to be implanted

in Kentucky, and the court of appeals closes the discussion with

the statement that it is clearly of the opinion that the negligence,

if any, on the part of the parents of the pl.iintiff cannot be im-

puted to the plaintiff when it is shown with the view of de-

feating or lessening the recovery.

Measure of Damages for Construction of Road in Cut After-

wards Bridged.

Denison & Pacific S-uhurban Railway Company v. Smith, Ji7 S. W.

Rep., 278; Denison d Pacific Siiiui-ban Railway Company v. Evans,

47 S. W. Rep., 280 (Tex. Civ. App.). May H, 1S9S.

In this last named case, since the above date, the supreme

court of Tex.as has denied a writ of error. Both suits were insti-

tuted to recover damages alleged to have been caused by the

construction of a road in a cut in a street adjacent to property

owTied by the respective phaintiffs. Smith and Evans.

In the first case, the court of civil appeals of Texas holds that

a lienholder is not a necessary party where the property, after

the damage, is ample security for the debt; that when the de-

fendant desires to raise the question of nonjoinder of parties,

it must do so by plea in abatement; and that, in Texas, the title

to mortgaged land remains in the mortgagor, so that the allega-

tion of ownership of the laud by the plaintiff" is not disproved by

showing a v.ilid outstanding lien upon the land in a third party.

In the second case, the court holds that it was not error to

i-efuse to give the special charge asked by the defendant to the

effect that "any amount still due on the notes mentioned in the

deed to plaintiff and his wife should be deducted from the amount

of damage to the property," the defendant having failed to ask,

by its pleading, any relief by reason of the lien existing upon

the proi>erty, or that the holder thereof be made a party, that his

rights might be adjudicated in the suit.

In both cases it was urged that there was error in the chiirge

to the jury that the measure of the plaintiff's damages would be

the <lifference in the value of the propea-ty just before and just

after the construction of the defendant's road, particularly ])c-

cause some time after the road was constructed in a deep cut

made therefor a bridge was built across the cut; but the court

holds that, under the drcumstanoes of each case, no error was
committed.
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The court says, in the second case, that ordinarily the rule as

to the measure of damages is 111*' difference in the value of the

property immediately before and inimodiati'ly after the injury

received, and it sees no I'cason why a different rule should pre-

vail here, there being no plea that the building of the bridge

diminished the damages, nor any evidence introduced to show
that the construction of tlie bridge diminished the damage to

the plaintiff's property.

Company Liable for Negligence of Track Foreman.

Clidllinwogu Electric HuxUcaij Comiiuny !'. Lawson (Tcnn.J, )7 S. IF.

Kcji., ^89. Oct. 22. 18dS.

•'Suit by children for damages for the negligent killing of their

father. Declaration h«s two counts; first averring general negli-

gence of the luihvuy company, and second negligence resulting in

giving sudden order obeyed in an emergency. . Judgment
for plaintiffs for $0,000. motion for new ti-ial overi'uledi and ap-

peal in error. . .Judgment affirmed.'

Such is the somewhat brusque beginning and ending of the

l>rus<iuc opinion prcpaied by Mr. Chief Justice Snodgrass, tor the

supreme court of Tennessee

The trial judge, it is said, had charged correctly, that, to justify

effort to obey order of a superioi* in a hazardous matter, the or-

der must be immediate and upon a sudden emergency or exigency.

There was no s^ich immediate order, and, the court holds, plaint-

iffs were not entitled to recover on that count

The whole case thus came to turn upon one point—whether,

under the evidence, the track foreman, by whose negligence the

injurj', it was contende<l, was occasionied, was the superior of the

deceased, in the .sense of a vice principal, and was or not his

negligence, if proven, personal or official. And notwithstfinding

the labored effort of counsel to make it appear otherwise, the

com-t declares that, whate\ er tlie doctrine may tie elsewhere, it

is clear that in' Tennessee a section boss or track foreman is a

vice principal, and for his negligence while acting officially for the

mastei' the master is ans'\^'erable

It was one of a gang of track hands ^vlio was lulled. Evidence

believed by the jury showed that the track foreman commanded
him as a subforeman, to take four or five men, catch a trolley

and attached flat car as they passed, and go to their destination,

and unload them. It was upgrade, and the foreman, who was
running the cars, would not stop. On the fatal trip, and while

the cars conducted by the foreman were going at the rate of three

or four miles an hour, the employe attempted, in obedience to or-

der before given, to get onto the front platform, caught on an

iron rod or hand railing about the platform, sUpped, and was
swimg around in front of the car He held on for some distance,

somewhere from 15 to 45 feet, and then fell on the track, was run

over and killed. There w-as evidence tending to show that the

foreman could have stopped the cars from the time he swung
round imtil he fell; though also, it is s.iid, "of course," there was

evidence to the contrary

The danger of the effort to get on was not, at most, very great,

and the court holds, it could not be said as a matter of law that

it would prevent recovery. The question was one for a jury, as

well as its effect (if not the proximate cause of the death), in

mitigation of damages.

And the court holds that the negligence of the foreman was
offlcial, in contradistinction to personal. What he did or omitted

to do, thea-efore, if negligent, it insists, was the master's (com-

pany's) negligence; and. that the jury had the right to find that

running by without stopping before or after the deceased caught

the car. having given orders to board the cars while in motion,

was negligence, and that it was official.

Unsightliness of Overhead Crossings Not to Be Considered.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company v. Warren Street Railway Com-

pany (Pa.), J,l Atl. Rep., 331. Oct. 17. 1S9S.

The supreme court of Pennsylvania here says: "In all of our

recent utterances respecting grade crossings of railroads, we have

expressed ourselves with an increasing emphasis against their

allowance, and with a most earnest puiTose to 'prevent' them
wherever it is 'reasonably praeticable to avoid' them. We con-

sider it to be our plain duty. In order to confonn with the ex-

press Icdrr of the act of 1871, and to effectuate the prudential

cousidcnitions, and the manifest policy, which underlie the legis-

lation upon this very important subject.'

In this instance, there was no physical obstacle to the construc-

tion of the overhead crossing. It was entirely practicable. But
the lower court considered that it would be an obstruction to the

travel in the street, and thei-efore a serious inconvenience, and
also that it would be very unsightly in appearance. However,
as the street was 40 feet \vide, and the trestle work but !(!,

there would be but 24 feet left in the clear for the street travel;

and, as the whole distance to be occupied by the structure woiild

be only 700 feet in length along the street, the supreme court

does not think this would be so serious an inconvenience to the

street travel as to destroy the reasoraable practicability of tlie

overhead crossing.

As to the unsightliness of the stiticture, the supreme court de-

clares that it cannot be considered as of any consequence when
weighed against all of the dangers of a grade crossing.

As the cost here would be only $4,000, the court says that it

goes for nothing as against the statutory prohibition. And as to

the damages which might have to be paid to private owners, it

holds that the.v are of too uncertain character ajid amount to

constitute, in advance of any ascertainment, a reason for grant-

ing the grade, as against the overhead, crossing.

Neither does the supreme court deem the consideration of the

probabilities or the improbabilities of collisions, by reason of ex-

traordinary precautions to be prescribed in the decrees, Is any
element in the determination of the question.

The one test imposed by the statute is the reasonable prcatica-

bility of the overhead crossing. If that is established, other con-

siderations, declai-es the court, become unimportant.

For these reasons, the supreme court here reverses the decree

of the lower court in favor of the street railway company, and
orders that it be perpetually enjoined against crossing the tracks

of the railixiad at grade.

Liability for Injury to Child Allowed to Ride upon Platform.

Jackson v. St. Paul City Railway Company (Minn.), 76 N. W. Rep.,

9SG. Oct. 26, 1898

A boy eigtt years and four months old got upon the rear plat-

form of a street ear, intending to ride thereon to his home, sev-

eral blocks distant. The car was in charge of the motorman,

who also acted as conductor. It was of the ordinary kind, except

that it did not have gates, having railings at the rear end of the

car, and only one step to the ground. While sitting upon the

phi'tform with his feet upon the car step, the car started, and

n-hile it was running fast the boy became dizzy, fell off, and

n'^as injured

And now the supreme com-t of Minnesota holds that merely

getting upon the car and sitting down on the platform with his

feet! on the step was not prima facie evidence that the boy was

a tresixisser, and that whether he was a passenger or trespasser

it was not en-or for the trial court to submit to the jury the

question whether it was negligence on the part of the acting

conductoT to permit him to ride sitting in that position, while

the car was running fast, the acting conductor knowing that the

boy was on the car

The court says that there was plenty of room insade the car,

and it declares that it was within the province of the acting

conductor to compel the boy to go inside the ear, or stop it, and

put him off, so that, if he did not do so, the jury had a right to

say that the conductor was guilty of negligence which was im-

putable to the company
There can be no question, continnes the court, but that tie

child was riding in a place of danger to life and limb. Yet just

what degree of intelligence and prudence could be expected of

a child of such age. it holds, was properly left with the jtu'y to

determine, as well as whether, upon all the facts, he was thereby

guilty of contributory negligence. In this connection it should

also perhaps be noted that attention is called to the fact that this

boy had previously seen small boys frequently riding on the car in

the same nianner as he did, although his father had forbidden

him to do so, and threatened him with pvmishment in such case.
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Aseumtag, therefore, that this child was in a place of danger,

that the motorman and acting conductor knew it, that the child

was of tender years, though of sufficient age to exercise some

degree of care, and that the measure of it depended upon has

capacity and intelligence, yet. the court says, in summing up

the case, the motorman controlling the movement of the car was

bound to use reasonable care to avert the danger; and whether

he did so, under the cirsumstances, was a question properly left

to the jury, as stated above

The boy having be^n quite seriously injured, and not fully

recovered at the time of the trial, whether he would ever com-

pletely recover from such injury being a matter of considerable

uncertainty, the supreme court holds that an award of $750

damages was not excessive

Mr. Justice Mitchell concurs in the conclusion, although he

says that he considers the case a close one, while Mr. .Justice

Canty accompaniies his reluctant concurrence with the remark

that in these days. when, as a general rule, parents exercise

so little control over their children, and the conductor is not

allowed to exercise any efficient control over them at all, and

the children have no wholesome fear of anything, and no respect

for constituted authority, it is exceedingly difficult for the con-

ductors of street cars and the drivers of other vehicles to keep

children from riding on all sorts of dangerous places upon and

beneath the vehicles.

Duty of Keeping Prescribed Portion of Street in Repair Includes

That of Repaying with Asphalt.

Conway v. City of Rochester (N. Y.), 51 N. E. Rep., S95. Oct. 18, 1898.

The common council of the city of Rochester determined to

pave, with asphalt, one of its streets that was in part occupied

by the tracks of the Rochester Railway Company, over which

its cars were operated. The officers of the company decided that

it could not be compelled to contribute tow.ards the expenses of

repaving tlie strcels. and the municipal authorities seemed to

reach the same coneliisimi. But when the latter proceeded to

take the necessary steps to pave the street from curb to curb,

without giving the company notice that it was required to pave

the portion of the street within its tracks and two feet in width

outside of its tracks, a taxpayer in the city, who was also an

abutting owner upon the street, instituted tbJs suit to restrain

the defendants from awarding the paving contract. He obtained

a temporary injunction: but this was soon vacated, and the

appellate division of the supreme court affirmed the order vacat-

ing it, tliough it decided to allow an appeal to the court of appeals,

certifying two questions for the latter's consideration.

The first question was as to whether the abutting owners on

the street referred to were liable for the cost of constructing a

new pavement between the tracks, and the rails of the tracks,

and for two feet in width outside of the tracks, of the railway

company. The second, as to whether the duty of the common

council of the city to request the railway c-oinpany to construct

a pavement between its tracks, and the rails of its tracks, and for

two feet outside thereof, on said street, before the city con-

structed such pavement, was mandatory. The court of appeals

of New York answers the first question in the negative, and the

second in the affirmative, and reverses the order of the appellate

division, with costs

This decision is based upon the coMstruction which the court

gives section 98 of the general railroad law of the state of New
York, which provides: "Every street surface railroad corporation

so long as it shall continue to use any of its tracks in any street,

aveuiie or public place in any city or village shall have and keep

in permanent repair that portion of such street, avenue or public

place between its tracks, the rails of its tracks, and two leet in

width outside of its tracks under the supervision of the proper

local authorities, and whenever required by them to do so, and

in stich manner as they may prescribe. In case of the neglect of

any corporation to make pavements or repairs after the expira-

tion of thirty days' notice to do so, the local authorities may

make the same at the expense of such coi-poration," etc.

First of all, the court notes that the legisl.iture by this statute

intended to provide that so much of a street as it specifies shall

be kept in repair, the duty of doing It being not suggested or

advised, but commanded
Then it observes that the party charged with the performance

of the duty is .specifically pointed out, and says that the language

of the statute requiring that the street surface railroad coiiio-r-

ation continuing to use any of its tracks in the street "shall

keep in permanent repair" such portion thereof is man-
datory, and that the municipal authorities are given no authority

to relieve the railroad corporation of the whole or any portion

of the needed repairs, or to impose the whole or any portion of

the cost upon the abutting owners or the city at large.

The court further says that the local authorities may deter-

mine when and how the street shall be repaired, and that when
that is done the statute steps in. and says the railroad company
is to do the work, the language employed being mandatory so

far as the railroad corporation is concerned.

It also holds that this statute gives the local authorities the

right to decide that the entire street shall be repaved, and that

the material used shall be asphalt, and that when this deiermln-

ation is made, the statute intervenes and commands that the

company shall make the repairs thus ordered, under the super-

vision of the local authorities.

Insists That the Day of Grade Crossings is Past.

Chester Trnction Company v. Philudclphia. Wilmington d Baltimore

Railroad Company (Pa.), il Atl. Rep.. .',',0. Oct. 77, 1S98.

This was a suit brought by the traction company to restrain

the railroad company from interfering with the former in cross-

ing the latter's track. In the court of common pleas the traction

company prevailed, but the supreme court of Pennsylvania now
reverses tlie judgment it obtained there.

While the supreme court opinion was being written, it is inci-

dentally i"emarked. perhaps for some moral effect, news of the

Cohoes accident was received, where every passenger in the

electric car went into one or the other of the two classes, of 16

killed and 17 injured, and the servants of eaCli system attributed

the accident to the negligence of those of the other.

Taking up the second section of the act of .Tune 19, 1871: "If

in the judgment of such court it is reasonably practic-abl© to

avoid a grade crossing, they shall by then- process prevent a

crossing at grade." the supreme court holds that the meaning of

this, as it has said before, is that the day of gi'ade crossings is

past, and they ought not to be permitted, except in case of im-

perious necessity

It further holds that what is reasonably practicable is not to

be determined by the financial ability of the road seeking to cross,

but by the physical practicability of avoiding the grade crossing.

Here the traction company sliowed Ij.v competemt witnesses that

the expense, approximately, of avoiding the grade crossing in

question by one overhead, would be from $150,009 to $200,000,

while the entire capital stock of the con>oration was but $500,000.

But the supreme court answers that the financial inability of the

company was not a test to determine whether am improvement to

carry safely 3.000.000 passengers was reasonably practicable;

otlvei-wise, the poorer the company, the more unlimited its right

to interfere witii the exercise by the older company of its fran-

chise, and the more freely could it disregard the safety of the

traveling public. A corporation which undertakes to carry safely

3.000.000 passengers should provide a capital sufficient to build

a superstructure which will not subject this multitude to avoid-

able risk at ci-ossing.

But this traction company had ali-eady two grade crossings,

on other streets, which ci-ossiugs. on account of a great inei'ease

of travel o^^^ng to an increase of the city's population and busi-

ness, were not of sufficient capacity to enable it to quickly move

;ts cars. However, the supreme court holds that did not consti-

tute "impei-ious necessity." It says that grade crossings are not

to be established to promote Ihe mere convenience of the railroad

seeking to cross. The older company still has some rights under

its chartei-, and the presumption always is that, as between senior

and junior rights, the legislature did uot intend the latter should

mterfere with the older. Consequently, the legislature, by giving
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the right to cross at grado. could not have intended to seriously

disturb or destroy the older franchise.

Nor does the fact that heavy damages may be exacted by the

passenger as a penalty for neglect to carry safely have much
weight, in the court's opinion, in the determination of the ques-

tion. Admit that a collision would cost one or the other company,
or both, a heavy sum. That would mean a loss of dividends w
the company, and a loss of life or limbs to the traveling public.

The risks are not equal, and humanity sihrinks from otCsettlng

the one against the other

Besides, the court says, by unnecess-irily wossing at grade, the

oldea" coi-poration has imposed upon it a heavier burden than that

which, in strictness, was incident to its grant. In addition to its

obligation to carry safely on its own contract, it must be watch-

ful that it does not injure those of the public earriiod by another

corporation across its roadbed. It cannot be maintained that such

results as have been mentioned would not seriously impair the

value of the older franchise

In conclusion, the supreme court says that it has more than

once called attention to the necessity of further legislation, be-

cause, while every one admits that existing grade crossings ought

to be abolished, and no further ones, except in the rarest cases,

permitted, the existing legislation' does not provide means equit-

ably adequate to the end. Nothing has been added to the pro-

visions of the act of 1871, which, as a solution of the difficulty,

is, in effect, a mandate to the courts to prohibit gi'ade crossings,

unless over or under ones are physically impracticable, and unless

crossings be an imperious necessity. The courts have no power

to determine exactly how they shall be avoided, or to equitably

apportion the expense among those interested, as under the New
Vork statute lately adopted. They must administer the law as

they find it, and not as they think it ought to be.

Duty Owed to Persons Picked Up on Fenders.

Weitzman v. Nassau Ehctric Railroad Covipaiiy (N. Y.), 53 N. Y.

Svpp., 905. Oct. 11, 1S9S.

This was an action brougiit to recover damages for the death

of a child about five years of age that was picked up on a tender

and cai'ried a distance of from 32 to 150 feet, when he rolled off

from the fender in front of the still advancing car, and was run

over and killed, the car stopping within its own length alter the

child had fallen.

The trial court charged the jury that the accident, if it hap-

pened, and the damage, if it was occasioned, and the actionable

injury, if there was one, came at the time the railroad car struck

his person, and no matter what happened afterwards, while that

might have increased the injury, it had not increased the liability

of the company. Continuing, it said that the whole charge was

negligence, and that if the defendant was negligent, and the pladu-

tiff, or the child, was free from negligence, at the time the actual

collision occuiTed, the jury were not to render a verdict because

of another negligence which they might find the motorman 'com-

mitted after the actual collision The right of action was made
out then, if it was made out at all, and there could be no case

of the picking up of the child upon the tender giving a right of

aetion or a right of action arising by reason of something that

occurred afterwards; that would be entirely illegal, and the jury

must dismiss it from their minds.

But the second appellate division of the supreme court of New
York holds that the trial court was in error. It says that rhe law

does not contemplate that a street railroad ccn)oration shall be-

come a modern Juggernaut, with its sacrificial car ti-aversiug

with relentless energy the sti'cets and avenues of our populous

cities, running down the aged, the feeble, and the helpless, who
may chance to cross its path, or that, having gathered them into

its net. it shall carry them along and offer them as a sacritice lo

the cruel wheels, at the pleasure of the motorman

Ctoceding that the child killed was sui juris, that is, in his own
right, or under no legal disability, and that ho was, as a matter of

law, guilty of conti-ibutory negligence in stepping upon tJie track

of the defendant at the same momont that the car arrived at

the point of contact, the appellate division repeats tliat the evi-

dence showed that he was not killed by the original impact, but

as above etated. To say that the defendant owed this child no

duty; that it was responsible for no degree of negligence on the

part of its servants after it had struck the child and failed to

kill him,—declares the court, is to utterly mistake the policy and
the rules of law. Whatever may have l>een the duties or obliga-

tions of the parties, up to the moment that the child was picked
up on the fender, there can be no question, it insists, as to the
obligation of the defendant after that feat had been accomplished;
and a failuro to discharge that obligation was negligence to which
the child, under the circumstances, could not contribute.

It was the duty of the defendant continues the court, to equip
its cars in such a manner as to reduce to a minimum the chances
of accident. The duty to equip the cars with fenders carries with
it the duty to so operate them as to accomplish the end for which
they were designed, and a human being having beeni g.Tthered

.nto one of these fenders, no matter by what degree of negligence
on his part, imposes upon the defendant the immediate duty of

so operating the car as to afford him an opportunity to be taken
from his dangerous position. Whatever the degree of negligence
on the part of the individual in the original contract, that negli-

gence culminated in the accident which landed him in the net of

the fender. From that moment a new relation existed between
the parties, and any act or omission on the part of the defendant
amounting to a lack of the care demanded by the situation, and
resulting in the death of the plaintiff's intestate, is sufficient to

charge the company with negligence.

It is not to be understood that the defendant becomes an In-

surer of every person who is caught in its fender, but simply

that it is bound to use that same degree of care which a reason-

ably careful and prudent man would, or ought to, use under the

same circumstances, and this is alw-ays a question for the jury
to pass upon.

When the child in question reached a place upon the fender of

the defendant's car. the defendant had notice that the child was
in a dangerous position: and if the defendant had tune, and with
the exercise of reasonable care could have prevented the injury

or death of the child, it was the defendant's duty to do so, and
a failure on its part was a negligence which entitled the plaintiff

to recover damages, and the question of whetilier the defendant

did or did not discharge this duty should hiive been submitted to

the jury. The rule of law is that, "notwithst.anding negligence

upon the part of the person injured, he may recover If tlie rail-

way company, after such negligence occurred, could, by the exer-

cise of ordinary care, have discovered it in time to have avoided

inflicting the injury.''

The appellate division also states that the ruling of the tri.al

court, in refusing to allow the plaintiff to show by an expert

motorman that the car, if equipped with the appliances commonly
in use, could have been stopped within a space of 20 feet, Is not

in harmony with the autliorities in New York state. It main-

tains tliat the railroad company owing the duty to the plaintiff's

intestate, and to the public, to have its ears equipped with the

best appliances, it was competent for the plaintiff's witnesses to

testify as to the distance within which a car pi'opeiiy equipped

might have been stopped.

Here the offer was to prove that the car might have been

stopped by the defendant in time to have avoided the collision.

It was shown that the witness was an expert motorman, with

a large experience: that he was familiar with the leading sys-

tems generally in use in the equipment of electric railroads; and
that ht was an electrician; and the appellate division says that

it seems to it that the mere fact that he had not made an examin-

ation of tlie particular ai>paratus in use by the defendant did not

disqualify him from testifying as to the distance within which

a car properly equii)ped might liave been stopi)ed.

If the car of the defendant, properly equipped, could have been

stopped in time to have prevented the accident, after the motor-

man saw the child appraaching the track, the jury, the court

holds, were authorized to find that it was negligence on the part

of the defendant to have permitted the collision, notwithstanding

the negligence of the child in getting into a iiosiition of danger.

Finally, the court holds that it was for the jury to determine

whether the conduct of the child's mature sister in permitting

him to cross the street, in her sight, to purch.ase -candy, was In

the exercise of reasonable care, assuming the child to t>e non

sui juris, or not acting in his own right; and that it was not

negligence as a matter of law.
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THE STRIKE THAT FAILED. ELECTROLYSIS AT SPOKANE.

After considerable correspondence W. E. Storrs, president of

Ihe union of the employes of the Syracuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit

(Jompany, ordered a strike, November 18, to enforce the follow-

ing demands: 1. The reinstatement of men discharged since the

strike last August. 2. Recognition of the union, that is, that the

company confer onJy with the ofBcerg of the union, 3. That the

company employ no men not members of the union. 4. That in

event of the discharge of an employe the question be referred to

a committee of citizens.

The company refused to grant any of these demands, and In

replying to an "ultimatum" of Mr. Storrs, C. Ij. Alien, acting gen-

eral manager of the company, quoted the following paragraphs

from the letter of the state boaixl of arbitration written to the

officers and employes of the company on September 24, last:

"To the employes it is suggested: That they make no issue

with the company on the retention or employment of men not

members of the labor union; that they interpose no opposition

to dismissal from the company's service of men who have been

given a hearing by the company and furnished reasons for dis-

continuance of emi>!oymeut."

"The right of employes to refuse work either single or in com-

bination, except upon terms and conditions satisfactory to them-

selves, is balancetl by the right of employers to refuse to engage

the services of any one for any reason that they deem proper."

The strike was ordered for November 18, but only 18 men quit

work; there are 270 in the local union. Mr. Mahon, president

of the Amalgamated Association of Street Railway Employes,

arrived two days later, but his presence did not infuse any

vitality into the strike.

On November 21, a meeting of the employes was called, al

which Acting General Manager Allen presided. He gave the men

some information as to the mutual benefit associations established

in various cities, and a committee was appointed to investigate

the matter. It is to be hoped such an association can be or-

ganized in Syracuse, as it would undoubtedly do much to bring

the men and the management closer together.

RAILWAY ELECTRICIAN KILLED BY ELEC-
TRIC LIGHT WIRE.

Clement Wise, one of the night inspectors of the Toledo

Traction Company, died from a shock received from an arc lamp

circuit. At 3:40 a. m. on November 2, in company with thb

trolley trouble man, he was taking care of the wires whUe a

house was moved across the tracks at Williams and St Clair

streets. It was necessary to move an arc lamp at this point

and it was lowered. Wise and the trolley man took hold of

the wooden cross arm just above the lamp and started with

it to the pole to hang it there temporarily until the house had

passed.

As the two men were about to step on the curb the line man
cautioned Wise to be careful of the catch basin cover. In someway
Wise came in contact with either the wire or the frame of the

lamp, but as the wire was covered with good rubber insulation

.t seems that his wrist must have come in contact with the

chimney of the Lamp. He fell instantly, but rose again and
took two or three steps and then sank to the ground unconscious.

The men tried to revive him according to printed instructions

posted at headquarters and succeeded in starting his breathing.

In removing him to a place of shelter he died on the way.

The circuit of which this lamp was a part was connected to

a 125-arc machine and carried about 110 lamps at a voltage

between 4,000 and 5,000. This accident occurred a short time

before the street lamps were extinguished, after which the cir-

cuit was tested with a 50,000-ohm magneto set and proved clear

of grounds. In reporting this unfortunate accident some of

the newspapers did not clearly distinguish between the trolley

wire and the light wire as the cause of his death. It will be

noted that the voltage of the electric light circuit was nearly

ten times as great as that of the trolley wire and proportionally

far more dangerous, and still death did not result instantly.

One of our correspondents advises us that the suit of the Spo-

kane (Wash.) Gas Company against the Washington Water Power
Company, which owns the Spokane Street Railway, for $100,000

damages for alleged electrolysis of the gas mains, came to trial

the latter part of October before Judge Richardson in the su-

perior court.

The Gas Company had as exhibits a number of pipes showing
the effect of electrolysis. Among the expert witnesses In the

case were Professor E. Darrow, of the Washington Agricultur.il

College and School of Science, and Bert L. Baldwin, consulting

engineer, of Cincinnati,

Prof. Darrow and Mr. Baldwin made an examination ot the

conditions existing between the pipes and rails, and found thcui

very bad. In many places a difference of potential of 50 volts

was found, the pipe being positive; in other places this condition

was reversed, and there was also an extended area of neutral

territory, where there was practically no difference of potential

between the rails and pipes. As much as 75 .amperes was found

flowing in a single pipe line.

The case was stubbornly contested and wc have not yet been

advised of the outcome.

Spokane has a population of about !50,000, and in the lighting

field the Spokane Gas Company and the Washington Water
Power Company are competitors; both are doing a large busi-

ness. The Gas Company pays $4.50 per ton for its gas coal,

while the Power Company has a water power of 100,000 h. p.

at low water.

« « »

ADVERTISING BY STREET RAILWAYS.

C. D. Wyman, general manager of the New Orleans & L,ake

Railroad, of New Orleans, is a firm believer in advertising, and

keeping the public fully informed as to what the company has to

offer it. Newspapers, the cars, bulletin boards, etc., are all used.

We own^operate?^
Reaching all E6 Limes ©f

ELiEeTiRie<
IN theCity ofNewOrleans.

, AR£ OUR
¥tom of illi!iiiii§«meiiit, etc.

TROLLEY PARTIES s^eoi^ltv

Hi Mill isuii IF HE som.^At EST DiMO !

FREE GUIDE
N.O.City&LakeR.R.Co.

OPEN SUMMER
A~o WINTER

TO THE CITY ISSUED BY US
IS THE MOST COMPLETE PUBUSHED

GENERAL OfFICES: Cor. Bigiiim am) Pltiunl

STARTER'S OFFICE: Canal and Bourbon

and recently the plan of printing a notice on the reverse side

of the company's envelopes has been adopted. One of these

notices, which is printed in yellow ink on the envelope, is shown
herewith, reduced.

* »

WORK COMMENCED ON BOSTON ELE-
VATED STRUCTURE.

The work of erecting the first section of the elevated structure

of the Boston Elevated Railway has been commenced. This

section is from City square in Oharlestown to Causeway street in

Boston proper, and is required by the statute to be completed by

January 1, 1809.

Work on the second section, from the junction at City square

in the direction of Sullivan square, Charlestown, will be soon

commenced, and it is stated that the entire seven miles of the

elevated road will be completed by two years from next spring,

which is well within st.atutory limit.

The details of the equipment have not yet been decided upon,

further than that the cars will be about 50 ft. in length and seat

50 passengers.
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NEW CARS FOR CHICAGO CITY.

The heavy morning and evening traffic on the lines of the

Chicago City Railway Company is largely made up of business

men going to and from the center of the city. A very

large per cent of this class is addicted to the habit of smoking.

On the elevated lines each train, whether composed of five,

four or three cars, has one car reserved for smoking, and it Is

always well patronized. On the surface lines the only places for

smokers on closed cars are on the front platforms, and these are

generally crowded, interfering with the movement of the other

jjassengers. Men constantly expose themselves in this manner

in order to enjoy their morning smoke.

Superintendent Nagle observed this deficiency in the winter

equipment and has had constructed two new cars, as shown in

the illustration. The motor car is an old grip car remodeled,

with seats rearranged, vestibuled at both ends, lever brakes

this uniformity of color affecting a considerable saving in llio

cost of painting. The car is heated by the "New Columbia"

self-feeding car stove, made by the McGuire .Manufacturing

Company.
Both the cars are mounted on wooden trucks, designed by C.

E. Moore, master mechanic. These trucks have been tested by

two years of service and have proved very satisfactory in easy

lidiug qualities, low cost of construction and maintenance.

In the illustration a Providence fender, made by the Consoli-

dated Car Fender Company, of Providence, is shown on the

motor car. The cradle of the fender is hinged on trunnions at

the front of the platform so that it can lie turned up against

the dash or let down at any desired angle, this being regulated

by a steel bar projecting under the platform and held by a

trigger which, when the motorman presses it with his foot, lets

the cradle drop to the track. The cradle is made up of curved

steel bands, held together at the bottom by a rod which is en-

NEW CHICAGO CITY TE.\1N.

applied and mounted on a new truck. This is the smoking car,

and its chief peculiarity is that it has no steps, ingress and

egress being through an opening in the rear vestibule to the

trailer. If short hauls were the rule this arrangement would

be inconvenient, but during the rush hours in the morning the

passengers ride several miles from the residence districts and

leave the cars only at a few crossings in the business center-,

in the evening it is the reverse. By this arrangement one con-

ductor can have charge of both cars. In the monitor the ven

tilators have been arranged as on the elevated cars. Each little

window is hung on a pivot and all along one side are controlled

by a sliding rod. In this way the smoke in the upper part of

the car can be drawn out without causing a draught in the car

itself. Electric heaters are placed under the seats.

The trail car, which has been recently constructed, is now
the standard for the new cars of the company and the proto-

type for the 100 cars which have been ordered from the John

Stephenson Company. The car body is of the most substantial

construction. The windows are large and fixed in padded

sashes, effectually preventing all rattling and making a close,

warm car. The interior finish is of cherry with a white birch

ceiling, giving a rich appearance. The car is lighted either by
incandescent lamps or Pintsch gas, this arrangement being made
so that the car may be used either on the electric or cable lines.

The exterior of the car is painted in different shades of green.

cased in snuUl rubber cylinders. The upper part of the fender,

covering the bumper, is hinged to the lower portion and the

two parts can easily be moved together from one end of the car

to the other, or from one car to another.

The initial trip of this train was made November 17, with

the mayor and party of public officials and a Review repre-

sentative as guests of the company. The Clark street line has

been closed for some months while the work of building a via-

duct and elevating the railroad and street r.-ulway tracks at

16th street was in progress, and this party was the first to

pass over the completed viaduct. President Bowen intends to

put this train in service on the Indiana avenue line and see

with what favor it is received by the patrons and what defects,

if any, can be developed by service. If it proves successful, as

is expected, it will be forerunner of many similar trains.

A hold-up of an electric car is reported from St. Louis, $10,

two revolvers and some jewelry were obtained from the con-

ductor and motorman.

The Citizens' road, of Detroit, has adopted a new style oi

ticket in order to make counterfeiting more difficult. The tickets

are lettered and numbered in series, and the series may be

changed at any time.
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THE BURSTING OF SMALL CAST-IRON
FLY-WHEELS.

Abstract of paper read by Chas. H. Benjatnia, of Cleveland, O.. before the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical En^neers.

or l.^te yeai'S the failures of large fly-whoels have become

.al.armiiigly common. Every month brings its record of one or

more disaslers of this sort, some of them ent.iUing los.s of life and

serious destniction of property. It is not the purpose of this

paper to discuss tlie causes of such accidents, further than to

notice the fact that the high belt speeds and close regulation

required in electric plants have been indirectly responsible.

Many of the fly-wheels have failed on account of excessive speed

due to disarrangement of the governor and conisequent racing of

the engine. In some instances it has been difficult to detennine

the cause on account of the destniction and excitement at the

moment. In no small number of instances, however, the wheels

have burst at speeds but slightly above the nonnal and when the

factor of saftey was apparently ample.

Mr. James Stanwood, of this Society, was the first to point out

the conditions of stress existing in a fly-wheel rim and to sihow

that the bending due to centrifugal force might reduce vei-y

materially the bursting speed. (Transactions A. S. M. E., vol.

XVI, p. 251.) This subject was further developed by Professor

Ijanza, and the probable amount of stress due to bending was
indicated as well as its effects upon rim joints. (Ti'ansactions

A. S. M. E., vol. XAa, p. 208.) It occurred to the writer that a

series of experiments on small cast-iron wheels might throw
some light on the causes of failure and lead to more rational

formulas for design.

The quality of the metal in a small wheel is better than in a
large, and the stresses due to uneven cooling are much less.

The linear speed of rim .at which a large wheel will burst will

therefore be less than tliat obtained by experiments on small

wheels.

The experiments abont to be described were conducted under
the immediate direction of the writer at the laboratories of Case
School of Applied Science, and he was present at the bursting

of nearly every wheel. Acknowledgment should be made of the

services of the students who carried out the experiments, Messrs.

Bishop and Fi-ench of the class of '97 and the Messrs. Emrich,
of the class of '98. Without their intelligent and fiuthful assist-

ance the work could not have been done.

The wheels were all cast-iron and were clean, perfect cast-

ings. Two diameters were used, 15 in. and 24 iu., and each wheel
was a scale model of some actual fly-wheel designed by a
reputable firm. The wheels numbered 1 to 10 had solid rims
with the exception of No. 5. Wheel No. 11 was a special wheel,
as will be explained later. The wheels numbered 12 to 17 had
each two joints in the rim and were 24 in. in diameter. All the
wheels numbered 1 to 10 were reduced models of a solid^rim

fly-wheel 10 ft. in diameter now in use on a 12x30 AUis-Corliss

engine in the laboratory. The wheels numbered 12 to 15 were
models of the same wheel on a larger scale, with rim joints

designed by the writer. The two wheels numbered 16 and IT
were models of the fly-wheel of a Corliss blomng engine. Refer-
ence to the various illustrations will show the general appear-
ance of the vai-ious wheels tested before and after breaking.

Tables I and III give the dimensions of the wheels in detaU.

To give to the wheels the speed necessary for destruction, use
was made of a Dow steam turbine capable of being run at any
speed up to 10,000 r. p. m. The turbine shaft was connected
to the shaft carrying the fly-wheel by a brass sleeve coupling,
loosely pinned to the shafts at each end in such a way as to

form a universal joint, and so proportioned as to break or slip

without injuring tihe turbine in case of sudden stoppage of the
fly-wheel shaft.

One expeiiment with a shield made of 2-in. plank convinced
us that safety did not lie in that direction, and in succeeding
experiments with the 15-in. wheels a bomb-proof constructed ot
6x1 2-in. white oak was used. The first experiment with a 24-

in. wheel showed even this to be a flimsy contrivance. In all

subsequent experiments a shield miide of 12xl2-in. oak was used.
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Eveu this shiolil was split repeatctUy aiul liad to be reenforccd

by bolts. The liriclc piers of the basenicivt furnished havens of

refngo for the experimenters and no accidents oecuiTed, but

sundry holes in the brick wall, broken hangers, and riddl('<l

belting remain as souvenirs of the spiteful force of the flying

fragments. The wheels were usually demolished by the e.'cplo-

sion, as may be seen from the cuts. No crashing or rending nois*-

was heard, only one quick, sharp reiwrt, like a musket shot.

The determination of the speed offered some difBculties at first,

it being too great for the successful use of a counter or tacho-

meter. A commutator of one break was arranged on the fly-

wheel shaft and this connected through the battery circuit with

an ear-phone in .an adjoining room. This arrangement worked

satisfactorily, giving a clear, musical tone, and the number of

electrical tape. Careful observations convinced the writer that

llu ic was no ai)preeiable slip.

|'1h- tachometer used was of the usual rotary pendulum type

an<l wa.s cnliliralcd several times by comparison with a speed

counter.

riFTEEX-IXCII WHKEI.S.

Te.s't i)ieces cast from the same ladle as these wheels wore

lirokeu in the testing machine, and the following average values

obtained for the breaking strength:

Tension, 19,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Cross-breaking, 39,000 lbs. per sq. in.

These wiheels were all turned on the face and edges of the rim,

and were carefully balanced by winding copper wire around the

arms near the rim.

CAST-IKON FLY-WHEELS AFTER BUIir^TINT..

ribralions con-esponded closely to the speed as measured by a

reducing counter shaft and speed counter. It was soon

discovered that the audible tone produced by the machine itself

w-hen running at a high speed corresponded exactly to the tone

in the ear-phone, and consequently the ear-phone was discarded.

Two observers, having trained musical ears and provided with

tuning forks, had no ditlicnlty in determining the pitch within

half a tone, the quarter tones being (>stimated. The error due

to this method did not exceed 5 per cent, and was probably

less than if an attempt had been made to get the speed with a

tachometer. The bm-sting speed of the wheels having rim joints

was too low to produce a musical tone with any distinctness, and

it became necessary to resort to the tachometer. It was not

deemed safe for the observers to apply the instrument direcUy

to the fly-wheel shaft, and a counter shaft reducing the speed

from two to three times was employed. Wooden pulleys were

usetl, connected by a band consisting of several thicknesses ot

Wheels Nos. 1 and 2 were practically identical in size and

shape, as may be seen by Table I, and broke at the same speed,

viz., 6,525 r. p. m., or a rim speed of 4,30 ft. per second.

Fig. 1 shows the appearance of No. 2 after rapture.

Nos. 3 and 4 were similar to the preceding, save that the rims

were turned down thinner. No. 3 burst at a speed of 6,035

r. p. m., or a rim speed of 395 ft. per second, and No. 4 at 5,872

r. p. m., or 380 ft. per second. The rims, being thinner, bent

more between the arms, so that the rims failed at a less speed.

Fig. 2 shows the appearance of No. 3 after rupture. The shape

of fracture at the outer ends of the arms in all the wheels usu-

ally indicated that the rim broke first midway between the arms,

and that then the two parts of the rim flew outward and broke

off at the arm.

Wheel No. 5 had two joints in the rim at opposite extremities

of a diameter. The strength of the joint was designed to be

one-third the tensile strength of the solid rim, but the wheel
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burst at only 2,925 r. p. m. with a centrifugal tensSon of less

than one-fourth that of the solid wheels.

Nos. 6, 7 and 8 had only three amis, every other arm having

been removed from the pattern before casting. The object of

this was to show more clearly the bending of rim due to centrif-

ugiU force. These three wheels burst at speeds of 5,600, 6,200,

iind 5,709 r. p. m. respectively. The figures for No. 6 were ob-

tained with a tachometer and are doubtful, being probably too

low. Wiheel No. 6 is shown in Fig. 3.

Wheels Nos. 9 and 10 were of the oi-iginal six-armed type, but

with rims turned down to exceeding thinness, as shown in Table

I. They each burst at a speed of 5,709 r. p. m., or at rim speeds

of 365 and 361 ft. per second respectively, a reduction of over

16 per cent from Nos. 1 and 2.

These results are summarized in Table II, An examination

of the column containing the values of v in feet per second will

show that as the segments of the rim between the arms become

weaker as beams, either thi-ough increase of lengtli or decrease

of thicljness, there is a falling off in the bursting speed.

To determine to what extent the sti-ength is affected by bend-

ing, values of v= -i- 10 have been calculated. As has been shown

by Mr. Stanwood in the paper before refei-red to, this expression

represents approximately the tensile stress on the square inch

of section of rim due to the centrifugal force, for cast-iron. By

comparing these values with the tensile strength of the iron

before noted, viz., 19,000 lbs. per sq. in., the amount of stress

due to bending may be estimated. This difference varies from

500 lbs. per sq. in. in Nos. 1 and 2 to nearly 0,000 lbs. per sq. m,

in Nos. 9 and 10—being greatest in the wheels with thin rims or

few arms. None of these wheels, however, except No. 5, would

have been unsafe at the usual limit for fly-wheel rims of 100 ft.

per second. Wheel No. 10 would have had a factor of safety

of over 12 at that speed.

TWENTY-FOUB INCH WHEELS,

All the wheels numbered from 11 to 17 were of the above

diameter. No. 11 was a special wheel which had been in actuaV

use. This wheel burst at 3,670 r. p. m., or a peripheral speed

of 385 ft. per second, which corresponds well with the average

speed of the 15-in. wheels. The explosion was very violent, and

completely wrecked tie shield. The quality of the iron was

unknown, save that it appeared clean and close-grained.

FLANGED JOINTS.

The wheels numbered 12 to 15 were of the same model as the

15-in. wheels on a larger scale, but each wheel had two inter-

nal flange joints in the rim, midrway between the arms, as shown

in Fig. 4. The joints were all carefully planed and the holes

drilled to match. The wheels were not turned on the face, but

were balanced the same as the others. In none of the experi-

ments was there any shaking or tremor, only a dull roar of

increasing intensity, then a single sharp report aud quiet, except

for the hum of the relieved turbine.

The proportions of the flanges and bolts are given in Table

IV. The bolts used were of steel, and samples of each broken

in the testing machine gave the results shown in the table.

Wheel No. 12 burst at a speed of less than 1,800 r. p, m., but

tiie exact speed was not recorded. The flanges broke, as shown

in Fig. 5, but the bolts wore uninjured, except for a slight

stretching.

No. 13 was a duplicate of No. 12 in every way, and burst at

1,7C0 r. p. m., or 184 ft. per second. Fig. 6 shows the joints after

rupture; the bolts uninjured but the flanges broken through the

l)olt holes. The flanges of the pattern were then strengthened

by adding % in. to the thickness, the bolts remaining tlie same.

Wheel No. 14 burst at 1,875 r. p. m. with a rim speed of 196

ft. per second, in this case the bolts failing, as shown in Fig. 7.

This cut is interesting, as showing clearly the bending action of

the centrifugal force on the bolts, using the inner edge of the

flange as a fulcrum. This joint failed first; the wheel then opened

like an oyster, fracturing the rim on each side of the joint oppo-

site, the latter joint being left intact.

In No. 15 bolts % in. in diameter were used, and the wheel

failed at 1,810 r. p. m., or a rim speed of 190 ft. per second. In

this experiment the flanges of one joint were badly broken, as

may be seen from Fig. 8, the bolts remaining whole. The sec-

ond joint was uninjured, as in No. 14. The broken bolt seen

in the cut came from the hub and should not appear. A close

inspection of the two bolts in foreground of the cut shows them

to be nearly sheared off at the joint, a phenomenon which is in-

teresting but which the writer is unable to explain. It would

indicate that, as the bolts stretched and the joint loosened, one

side of the joint was more affected by the centrifugal force than

the other, causing a shearing action in the joint.

Fig. 9 shows the condition of the shaft and hub at the close

of this experiment, a discouraging feature of this sort of work.

The results are summarized in Table V. It will be noticed

that the rim speed is about oue-half that of a solid wheel, and

therefore the centrifugal tension about one-fourth. The joints

in all the wheels were carefully made, and were relatively

stronger than many joints in fly-wheels which are i-unning

today in our mills and shops. The centrifugal tension at the

joint would be greater than that given in Table V on account

of the weight of flanges and bolts. At a rim speed of 100 ft.

per second these wheels would have a factor of safety of about

3.6, which is altogether too small.

LINKED JOINTS.

Wheels numbered 16 and 17 were of the familiar rolling-mill

type, with the joints connected by steel links over cast-iron lugs,

as shown in Fig. 10, the links being heated and shi-imk on.

Tlie dimensions of the lugs audi links are given in Table VI.

TABLE VI.

Linked Joints,
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CONCLUSIONS.

1. Fly-wheels with solid rims, of the proportions usual among
engine builders aiid having the usual number of arms, have

a sufflcient factor of safety at a rim speed of 100 ft. per second

it the iron is of good quality and there are no serious cooling

strains.

In such wheels the bending due to centrifugal force is slight,

and may safely be dasregai'ded.

2. Rim joints midway between the arms are a serious defect

and reduce the factor of safety very materially. Such joints

are as serious mistakes in design as would be a joint in the

middle of a girder under a heavy load.

3. Joints mad© m the ordinary manner, with internal flanges

and bolts, ai-© probably tlie worst that could be devised for this

METROPOLITAN, CHICAGO, ORDERED
SOLD.

On November 10 Judge Showalter, in the United States circuit

court, ordered the sale of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated

Railroad, of Chicago, at an upset price of ^6,000,000. Twenty
days were allowed for the redemption of bonds and stock and

the sale will probably take place in January.

The court appointed Dickinson MacAllister receiver for this

road on January 20, 1897, and shortly afterwards approved a

plan of reorganization, which was adopted by the majority of

the bond and stockholders. Frederick P. Olcott, Walter (Jook-

man and Samuel Thorne, of New York, were apjiointed a com-

CAST-IEON FLY-WHEELS AFTER BUESTINQ.

puipose. Under the most favorable circumstances they have

only about one-fourth the strength of the solid rim and are

particularly weak against bending.

In several joints of this character, on larse fly-wheels, calcu

lation has shown a strength less than one-fifth that of the rim.

4. The tj-pe of joint exemplified m Nos. 16 and 17 is probably

the best that could be devised for nari-ow-rimmed wheels not

intended to carry belts, and possesses when properly designed

a strength about two-thirde that of the solid rim.

It is gratifying to notice the fact that since tbe subject of

joints in fly-wheel rims has been so thoroughly ventilated dur-

ing the discussions before this Society, sever.-d of our prominent

engine builders have changed' tihe designs of their wheels by

bringing the rim joint.s opposite the ends of the arm.s.

The experiments whicli have just been described, although

at times a trifle too exciting, were interesting from first to last.

The writer hopes to supplement them by others on models of

the more recent rim-joints, and would be glad to receive any

suggestions.

The more this subject is agitated, the less shall we have occa-

sion to mourn the destruction of life and property on account of

faults in the design of this most necessary element of the steam-

engine.

mittee, .and it is said their management of affaire gave satisfac-

tion. Stock amounting to $15,000,01X1, and bonds aggregating
?il4,000,000, were assumed by the committee, and when the re-

organization w.is completed in August the entire amount had
iieen taken in, with the exception of $250 000 in bonds and $300,-

0U(J in Stock,

In addition to the indebtedness of the company on its bond
issue there is due a further sum of $1,552,675. representing inter-

est which has accriied on the principal. The decree stipulates

that this amount shall be paid within 20 days to Adrian Iselin,

Jr., and George G. Haven (the complainants in the bill asking

for a receiver) for the benefit of the outstanding bondholders.

E. B. Sherman was appointed special master to execute the

decree of sale.

The traffic on the Metropolitan has been steadily increasing,

and at the present time the daily average is over 60 000. An
addition to the power house is building and over 20 now motor

care have been recently added to the equipment. The operation

of the road has been under the same management since the re-

ceivership as before; W. E. Bakei-, formerly general manager,

being the superintendent for the receiver, and having conducted

operations in a manner which added new laurels to his already

highly successful record.
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ENGLISH OPINIONS OF CONDUITS AND
ACCUMULATORS.

At the meeting of the Municipal Electrical Association (Eng-

lish) two rapers on tlie subject of electric tracii:.n were r.ad and

discussed, and some of the opinions expressed by tlie authors and

others on conduit and accumulator roads will doubtless prove of

interest to American readers.

R. C. Quin, borough electrical engineer of I!laol<pnol, alter

treating of the roaibed, motors, cars and system of feed in his

paper, proceeded as follows:

"ConduU.-'Ihe local conditions necessary for the successful

working of a conduit system are, the author considers, freedom

from sand and mud on the roads, good drainage, and a wide slot.

The conductor should not be visible from the surface of the

street, and should be frequently supported on insulators. It is

necessary to have a wide groove, in order to obtain an efficient

form of collector or plough, as not only has it to contain the in-

sulated conductors, but it must also be mechanically strong. The

groove of the conduit should in all cases be parallel to the lines.

and the conductor should not be continued across the points or

cross-overs, as in these cases it would necessarily be exposed.

"Generally conduits contain two insulated conductors, and tliis

to the author seems preferable. It cannot be said that conduit

systems have up to the present been successful enough to war-

rant their general adoption. Recently the author inspected four

different conduit systems, but only two of these were then work

ing.
. _

•The initial cost of a conduit system varies from 30 to 200 per

cent in excess of the cost of an overhead system, and the up-keep,

even where the conditions are favourab'.e, is about 10 per cent

greater than with the overhead.

•Acci(niu;u(ors.-The accmulator system of traction certainly

possesses very great advantages-the principal of which :s that

the service of cars is not dependent on the maintenance of one

system of feed, each car being entirely independent; but we have

carefully to consider at what cost this independence is obtained.

The crux of the whole question is the cost of carrying a useful

load of passengers a certain distance, and for this purpose it is

as well to see how the question is affected by the adoption of

storage cells. There are three heads under which additional ex-

penditure is eutailed—firsc, the interest upon the additional capi-

tal required for the installation of the cells and also their depre-

ciation; second, the cost of propelling the additional dead load;

third, the inefficiency of the cells.

"With cars running all day with one charge the weight and

cost of cells are both very great, as a comparison of the cars used

in Dresden for overhead line only, and of the cars at Charlotten-

burg for accumulators, will testify. Dresden cars carrying 40

passengers weigh 8 tons; Charlottenburg cars carrying 42 passen-

gers weigh 23 tons. In both cases the useful load of passengers

Is approximately 3 tons. The cost of the accumulators used on

the latter cars is about £750 per car. The cost of traction accu-

mulators varies from £75 to £125 per ton, the former figure being

for rapid charging and discharging short-distance cells.

"The author was much interested in the statements made by

Mr. Epstein in his Institution paper (on the authority, he be-

lieves, of the Hanover Tramway Company) that the cost of the

accumulator system of working there was only .2*1. per car mile

greater than the overhead system; and he must confess when

making his recent visit to Hanover he did so with the intention

of ascertaining how that .2d. was arrived at. To a certain extent

he was unsuccessful, the cost of the up-keep of the cells not being

obtainable; but he believes that the figures which he has ob-

tained are sufficient effectually to disprove that statement.

"There Is in Hanover one line of rather less than 10 miles

worked entirely by accumulators—the cars working ihat line be-

ing also equipped for the overhead, so that tliey are interchange-

able with cars working on the combined system. They weigh

11% tons and carry 36 passengers. The time occupied in running

this journey, exclusive of charging and stoppages. Is 45 minutes.

The cells are charged at two stations en route, at one of which

eight minutes ciuirge is given at constant potential, and at llie

other 25 minutes. The accumulators are placed under the seats,

each car being fitted with 2US cells of Tudor type, and there are

three plates in each cell. The weight of these cells is approxi-

mately two tons, and the installation cost of each car f2«X). The

energy taken per car-mile on tliis track was 1.5 units. Although

the up-keep cost of the cells was not obtainable, the average life

of the cells was given at about 18 months, and, moreover, addi-

tional cars have to be provided on the accumulator line, as sev-

eral cars are .always occupied charging.

"There is also another line at Hanover worked on the over-

head system. Here the cars carry thirty-two passengers and

weigh 6 tons. The energy taken per car-mile of these latter cars

was .68 units. On the combined overhead and accumulator sys-

tem, with cars similar to those in use on the accumulator line, the

energy taken per car-mile was 1.37 units.

"Leaving the initial cost of the accumulators out of the ques-

tion, there is the effect on the revenue account to be considered.

With rapid-charging low-capacity cells (which are really the only

ones worth considering) I lie weight of cells for a five miles jour-

ney with one charge is about 1 ton for every SVi tons of car and

passengers. Therefore with a car and passenger load of 13 tons

we must have 4 tons of accumulators. As every ton mile on a

given road requires the same expenditure of energy, it follows

that the energy given to the motors to propel this car will have

to be increased approximately 30 per cent. Opinions differ as to

the efficiency of these cells, but generally the users of them con-

sider that the watt-hour efficiency is about 00 per cent, and the

author does not think the figure is far wrong. Therefore the

energy of charging these car-carried cells has to be increased 117

per cent owing to their inefficiency and weight. Further, the

wear and tear of the road and cars is increased by the additional

weight.

"The life of the plates of the cells is variously given by the

users as from one to two years, by the representatives of the

makers as from two to three years; but the majority of the users

do not find much difference between the life of positive and nega-

tive plates. The cost of the up-keep of cells is given by the vari-

ous tramway companies using them at from 74d. to 3'/4d. per

car-mile, and the author thinks a fair average may be taken at

l%d. Assuming the cost of current to be .75d. per unit, and .7

of a unit to be taken without cells, figures the author does not

think advocates of accumulators will cavil at, the cost of energy

with the overhead system would amount to .525d.. and with ac-

cumulators to l.lld., or an additional cost of .G2d. This added

to l%d. for the upkeep of the cells per car-mile gives us the ad-

ditional cost of 2.12d., neglecting the extra wear and tear of the

cars and road.

"Now consider the capital cost. The overliead system per mile

of double track costs complete, including bonding of the rails,

steel posts (on span wire or bracket system) about £1,000. If

these posts are used for street lighting purposes, the cost of the

posts should be dividetl equally under the two head, reducing the

overhead cost to £1,000 per mile of double track. " Wi+h a two

and a half minutes service and cars traveling eight miles per

hour there will be six cars on the mile section, and with the

weight of the accumulators given, each car would cost £300 to

equip, or f1,800 per mile of double track. Again, if charging sta-

tions were adopted with say 15 minutes charge, six additional

cars would be required at an additional ccst per mile of £500,

making altogether a sum of £2,360 per mile. With a slow service

of cars the initial cost of the accumulators would probably be less

than the overhead, but the additional cost of 2.12d. per car-mile

(with only 20,000 miles per car per annum) capitalized is equiva-

lent to the sum of £3,530 bearing 5 per cent interest for each car

running.

"Combined Systems.—yarious combinations of the three systems

before enumerated have been adopted. Store generally it is a

combination of the overhead line and accumulator sy.stem, but in

all cases of which the author has cogniiiance the adoption of ac-

cumulator systems has been not a matter of choice but of neccs

sity.

"When the necessity arises tlie author would desire to point

out most strongly that the dead load of tlie cars in proportion to
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Its useful load should be as small (is is compatible with stability

of structure. That arrangements should be made that the addi-

tional dead load of the accumulators is carried only so far as is

absolutely necessary. It is therefore advisable so to arrange the

battery that it can be detached as a whole from the car at the

junction from the overhead line.

"A great deal has been said from time to time as to the effect

of the acid upon the cars and truclis, and of the odor of sul-

phuric acid which pervades the cars when the cells are placed

under the seats. From what the author has seen of modern sys-

tems constructed on these lines, he can give his assurance that

these complaints are not well founded; and, if it were not for

the Inconvenience of detaching the battery as a whole from the

car under these circumstances, he would certainly recommend

the cells being placed beneath the seats.

"Where the conditions are such as would permit of the worli-

ing of a conduit system, and in the absence of permission to use

the overhead, the author considers the combination of overhead

and conduit much more preferable than the use of accumulators.

The additional weight carried is negligible, and the working cost

decidedly lower than with accumulators.

"There have been many attempts to devise improved methods

of electric traction, to obviate the disadvantages of the systems

above enumerated, but they one and all have drawbacks pecu-

liarly their own which have hitherto prevented their general

adoption. The names of these systems are legion.

"The conclusions arrived at by ihe author all tend to the opin-

ion that in the present state of electric traction engineering there

Is but one good and reliable and cheap system, and that is the

overhead. Where a combination is necessary and conditions are

favourable, overhead and conduit combined comes next in order

of merit. That as at present constructed accumulators are not,

from a commercial point of view, a satisfactory solution of the

traction problem."

J. B. Stewart, borough electrical engineer of Derby, in his pa-

per had this to say on conduits and accumulators:

"Conduits.—The opinion expressed almost universally is that

they are for various reasons undesirable—more especially where

an ordinary system of horse traction is now laid down—as the

cost of the conversion is so great that it practically makes it im-

possible to make any adequate return upon the capital outlay,

perhaps with the exception of where the traffic is so great that

there is practically a continuous stream of cars passing, but it

certainly would be out of the question in outlying districts. The
enormous disturbance necessary to the streets is also a very seri-

ous matter, and the dislocation of the traffic during the course of

the works, leaving out altogether the question of the cost.

Drainage is also a difficult matter—the cleaning of the conduit a

constant source of expense. Children's hoops and such-like mat-

ter getting into the conduit are causes that make for damage to

the collectors and stoppage of the cars. Cushion tire and solid

tired bicycles would be wrecked, and personal damage done to

the riders—not to speak of the modern narrow-tired carriage

wheel.

"Accumulators.—The great advantages of this system are that

any car is self contained; the speed can be varied considerably—

not necessarily requiring any disturbance of the existing road,

although I fear there are few roads in the country upon which it

would be economical or safe to run accumulator cars without

relaying the rails, for these reasons:

"The great weight of the cars, and also the necessity of much
slouter rails when vehicles are self-propelled. This is common to

any sort of electrical traction, of course, more so with accumula-

tor cars, owing, as before said, to the great weight of the cars;

also the average tramway groove is not deep enough for self-

propelled traffic.

"The disadvantages are:

"Great weight—about 30 per cent of the total weight being

taken up in the weight of the accumulators—which have to be

carried whether the car is carrying one passenger or is fully

loaded.

"The fact that it is practically impossible with our present ex-

perience to work satisfactorily on hilly roads, and the inability of

attaching (railing cars—owing to the rapid deterioration of the

accumulators.

"The necessity of having to take the cars off the road for flie

purpose of having another set of cells put on board the car.

"Smell of acid which will certainly get into the car; and it is

very objectionable-it having the tendency of causing sneezing

and consequent large absorption of whisky to keep off the influ-

enza which people are inclined to believe they have caught in

consequence.

"Rapid deterioration of the plates, and consequent heavy cost

to keep up. This item alone is the principal cause of the want

of success.

"The course of construction is somewhat on a par with the

overhead system, varying with the number of cars run per hour.

"Systems depending upon automatic devices for the purpose of

making contact at stated places as the car passes over, or on

which one has to rely for the purpose of making the disconnec-

tion, are for obvious reasons out of the question—even if the

only reason was the great number of such automatic devices ne-

cessary and the likelihood or possibility at any time of one not

acting properly, thereby causing a pressure of 500 volts to be

exposed on the road for all and sundry to come in contact with."

Mr. Stewart advocated the municipalization of tramways at

once; in the discussion was opposed in this by J. S. Kaworth be-

cause of the complications which would arise in administering

large electric systems by a multitude of committees. The munici-

palization of an electric line was stated to be a very different and

much more serious affair from the municipalization of a horse

r"ad.

Councillor Brodie. of Blackpool, in the discussion gave the ex-

perience of the Blackpool Corporation with its conduit road,

which in substance was: "It was not seven years since the com-

pany that put it down was glad to get rid of it by handing it over

to the corporation. About the next thing the corporation had to

do after taking over its electric tramway was to buy horses to

run it. It cost £2,000 to repair the conduit. Two years ago they

estimated they would take £13,000, and could give £2,000 to the

rates. They took £15,000, and found there was only £230 to go to

the rates. They were disappointed. All the profits went in re-

pairs and leakage. They were convinced that they must change

over to the trolley wire, and made application to the Board of

Trade. There was opposition at the inquiry, and as a result the

Board of Trade told them to use accumulators. A deputation

went to the Continent to see what could be done with accumula-

tors; and the result of the trip was that, among other things, the

deputation came to the conclusion that the weight of the accumu-

lator would be such that they could not run with it upon their

sandy foundation at Blackpool as they had been advised to do by

the Board of Trade. They had tried the Board of Trade, again,

and had no doubt that in the end they would get consent to an
overhead system. If they did not get it he did not know what
they would do. The conduit was quite ready to swallow up an
indefinite number of thousands of pounds more."

TROLLEYS FOR PORTO RICO.

Gen. Roy Stone is reported as favoring a system of electric

railways as the best means of providing means of transporta-

tion for the rural districts of Porto Rico. The roads there are

iu general miserable affairs and It is doubtful whether the island

will ever h.ave a complete system of wagon roads. The moutain-

ous character of the country and the heavy rainfall require the

most thorough drainage and carefully made foundations
for roads worthy of name, and the cost of the present military

road across the island is estimated at $100,000 per mile.

There are numerous water falls which would furnish the

power necessary; this is an important feature, as the cost of

coal is so high as to prohibit the use of steam power.
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ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION LIBRARY OF
BLANKS AND FORMS.

One of the most interesting and instructive features of tlie

very first meeting of tlie accountants, held in Cleveland for or-

ganization, was the collection of forms and blanlss. This exhibit

has been made at each of the succeeding meetings and this

year reached large proportions—so large that a permanent

committee was found necessary to take charge of and classify

the contributions. As this in an undertaking in which each

exhibitor has the examination of that of all the other members,

the following call by the secretary should be responded to fully

and promptly. In this case the proverbial comparison is any-

thing but odious, and in no other way can improvements in

form and economies in methods be more readily accomplishd.

The notice to members reads as follows:

Dear Sir:

A new departure is about to be attempted by this Association,

a departure which we believe will add to the usefulness and

consistency of purpose for which we were organized, and to

make the idea a success and of practical value the co-operation

of every member of the Association is required. We refer to

the department of blanks and forms. In conformity with a

resolution passed at the Boston convention that every member
be requested to furni.sh the secretary with two copies of each

and every blank and form in use upon its road, and as rapidly

as any forms are issued two copies of the same shall be for-

warde<l for filing and use of the department. These forms to

be arranged and classified constituting a permanent and prac-

tical exhibition to be displayed in some helpful manner at each

succeeding convention of this Association, and in the interim

between conventions they are to be subject to the request of

the members of the Association. Thus it is hoped to establish a

department of such value that we will make the Association

greater and of still more permanent value to its members.

It is further intended that these blanks and the annual exhibi-

tion, of them will be held strictly for members only, therefore

each one contributing may rest assured that whatever blanks

copies of each of your blanks and ask you to please observe

the following suggestions:

1st. Do not fold blanks more than absolutely necessary (roll-

ing preterrtHi.)

2d. Write in ink the name of your company upon all lilaidis

where the same does not appear.

3d. Should any blanks not have their use clearly shown
thereon please give a synopsis for what they are intended to

be used.

4th. The term "Blanks and Forms" is intended to cover

everything used by j'our company including special ruled books

and tickets.

5th. Address your package to W. B. Brockway, secretary, 1(W

Summit street, Toledo, Ohio, and advise by letter of the forward-

ing of the package.

Yours very truly,

W. B. Bkockway,
Secretary.

J. I<\ Caldekwood,
President.

ROADBED OVER A SEWER.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of New York, in

building its electric conduit in Canal street, encountered an

imusual obstacle in the sewer which could not be lowereil and

the roof of which was too close to the street surface to permit

the conduit construction over it. Canal street was originally,

that is, in the early part of the century, a canal running from

Broadway to North river, and used for commercial purposes as

well as for draining the contiguous territory; either side of the

40-ft. canal was an esplanade 30 ft. wide.

Later the canal was replaced by an underground sewer which

is 20 ft. wide and in which the flow is seldom less than 12 ft.

deep. This sower drains a large area and the flow in it is steady

and rapid. It being out of the question to move the sewer, it

was decided to remove the arch at the top and substitute a fiat

VIEWS OF THE WOKK AT WEST BROADWAY AND CANAL STREET.

are suiiplied to the department will be used solely for the benefit

of the members of the Association.

Any member desiring to prepare a form for any particular

purpose will appreciate tlie value of haviiig at his disposal

hundreds of blanks pertaining to the subject which he has under

consideration. The accessibility of these forms arranged as we
propose to have them is alone worth the annual membership

fee of our Association.

That these plans may be carried into effect promptly we ask

your co-operation by kindly furnishing at an early date two

roof, the city engineers finding that this would not reduce the

capacity.

From. Church street to Sullivan streetthe roof was thiis changed.

The sewer was first uncovered for a distance of 200 ft., begin-

ning at Church street, and when the arched brickwork was ex-

pose<l it was removed piecemeal, care being taken that none of

the debris fell into the sewer. When an opening was made a

platform of planking was laid over the water and extended as

the work progressed. Then the beginning of the platform was
gradually removed and an excavation made on each side behind
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the sewer walls. By first laying a sufficient foundation of con-

crete the walls of the sewer were strengthened by a reinforce-

ment of the bricli wail, and on the top of the new worlis were
placed bloclis of cut granite at close intervals. Steel girders

were laid on these stone bioclss and cross sections of arched

brick work were built, making a flat root 5 ft. al>ove the highest

flow of the sewer.

It was also necessary to lower ail of the water and gas mains
crossing tlie line of the sewer. At West Broadway and Canal

street the water mains are 24 in. in diameter and there are sev-

eral lines of pipe. The arched roof of the sewer was removed

have five power houses, and will be the largest street railway
system in St. Louis. Transfers will be issued at 20 crossing

points. In 1899 and 190O the company must pay the city $14,000

a year. For tie next five years $28,000, for the succeeding 10

years $32,000 a year, and after tihat 3, 3% and 4 per cent of its

gross earnings, divided into equal periods, until its franchise
shall have expired.

The ordinance providing for the oonsoUdatiou, ai>i)rove<l l)y

the Mayor last montli, must be accepted within 90 days after it.s

passage, and the company must file a bond of $50,000 for faithful
compliance with its obligations.

DEPRECIATION OF MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT OF STREET RAILWAYS.

BUILDING THE CONDUIT.

fur a distance of GO ft. and the pipes susijeuded by chains from

beams. After cuttlug off the pipes, the flat roof was laid over

tlie sewer as above described and new pipe connections run-

ning under the sewer put in.

The details of the work are very ingenious and proved quite

successful, tliough the cost is high. The illustrations are from

photographs taken during the progress of the work.

CONSOLIDATION AT ST. LOUIS.

Reports from St. Louis state that by January 1 arrangements

for the consolidation of llie Lindeli and Missouri street railway

systems will be complete. The Lindeli Railway Company eou-

ti'ols and operates the Compton Heights, Union Depot & Mer-

chants' Terminal Railway and the Taylor Avenue Street Railway,

and owns the property of the Missouri Railroad Company, which

latter company operates the Forest Park & Laclede Avenue road.

Mr. Whitaker is president of the Lindeli and president and gen-

eral manager of the Missouri.

It is expected that the consolidated lines will he incorporated

for $10,000,000, the highest possible amount under the state

law, which says no Missouri corporation shall have a capital

stock to exceed that sum. The present capital stock of the

five roads is $6,400,000, and they are bonded for $3,700,000.

ITie difference between the total capital of the five roads—
$0,400,000—and the $10,000,000 at which it is proposed to incor-

porate the consolidation is $3,600,000. This will be made up by

turning over the Missouri line at the price paid for it by Messrs.

Whitaker, McClure and others over a year ago, which was
nearly $2,000,000 more tham the capital stock, and by turning

over the Forest Park & Laclede line at its actual value, instead

of for its nominal $100,000 of capital stock.

When the consolidation ia completed the Ldndell Company will

One question which comes to the street railway investor and
10 the general manager is, how long will the power station
uiachiuery, the cars and motors and line material last? This
lias been carefully estimated for the Chicago City Railway Com-
pany by G. W. Knox, electrical engineer, his figures being
based on the renewals and per cent of wear.
In some particulars the following table seems to give an un-

usually long life for certain portions of tha equipment whicli
past experience does not warrant. Many companies have recou-
.structed their roadbeds after five or six years; the two and four-
pole generators which were in universal use eight years ago
liave been replaced by modern machines; tliere are few cars
and trucks 10 years of age still in service. However, the figures
are based on life of the present equipment which, from the
engines to the rail bonds, is in every particular more substantial
and durable than that of five years ago. The table gives the
depreciation in per cent per annum.

Power Station.

Per Cent. Per Cent.
Engines 8 Generators 3
Boilers 8 Building 5

Cable Machinery.
Cable Machinery lu Cables 175

Roadbed.
R^i's .5.5 Paving, Brick 7
J^'ss 7 Paving, Asphalt 7
Paving, Granite 5 Paving, Macadam 6
Paving, Cedar Block 16

Oars.
Car Bodies 7 Trucks 8

Rolling Stock.
Armatures 33 Wiring and otlicr electrical
Fields 12 Equipment on Cars 8
Gear Cases 20 Commutators 33
Controllers 4

Line Equipment.
Poles, Iron 4 Trolley Wire 5
Poles, Wood 8 Trolley, Insulation 7
Insulation 12 Bonding 8

NEW YORK WHARF & WAREHOUSE
COMPANY.

A recent West Virginia Incorporation is the New York Wharf &
Warehouse Company, which was granted a charter for the
purpose of constructing and operating elevated railways, motor
cars, docks, wharves, warehouses and piers, operating telephone
and telegraph lines, and maintaining ferries between New York
Cily and Yonkers and points in New Jersey.
The capital subscribed is $50,000, with the privilege of increas-

ing the same to $500,000 in all. The shares are held by Stephen
M. Hoye, William W. Fish, John N. McDonald, Charles H. Frig-
anza, William Meserole, John Steinway, Jr., and Edward L.
Sonienille, of Brooklyn.

The gentlemen who are behind this company are not known,
nor is the particular object of the company. A new trolley road
in Brooklyn and tlie consolidation of traffic on the state canals
are named as among possible or probable plans.
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ADVENT OF THE ENGINEER.

C. W. Huut, president of the American Society of Mcchauieal

Engineers, in his anmuaJ address at the last meeting of the

Society spolce as follows upon the advent of the engineer an<l the

effect of his profession upon his mind and character:

"Turning now to the effects of this accumulation of scientillc

literature available to all alike, and the results following its

application by organized methods of procedure, our tii-st glance

will show prominently the wonderful and rapid increase of the

importance of engineering in our indnstrial life. It has trans-

formed almost every phase of it, and put into our hands mate-

rials and processes which make the actual life of our immediate

ancestors seem primitive by comparison.

"Commencing under adverse conditions and developing in a
field of restricted capital, with scarce and high-priced labor,

engineering in America has applied the forces and materials of

nature to the uses of man in a charactei'istic way. Freedom
from mediaeval traditions and tlie hampering conditions fouud ia

the older countries, left them substantially free in the choice oC

moans to accomplish their end. luflueucefl as our eugineeriug

lias been by the experience and the work of other parts of the

«orM, yet we cannot escape the fact that its development was
essentially independent, and in some phases unique. Improve-

ment has followed improvement in technical matters, profits and
savings have been added to the capital invested in our indus-

tries until the continent, two hundred years ago an untraversed

wilderness—one hundred years ago a struggling nation—strug-

gling with industrial difficulties and serious political problems-
has triumphed over these early limitations, and has developed

into a nation which, in numbers, pTOSperity, and wealth takes

a prominent position among the great nations of the world.

"Whichever way we turn, we are met by a scene of marvelous
changes, which have followed the advent of the engineer on the

scene. A view of one subject will in a measure serve to repre-

sent these changes, and to recall similar illustrations to your

minds which differ from this only in degree.

"It is but a few years, well within the momoi'y of men now
living, that our navy and all the other navies of the world were
composed of sailing ships. In one of these vessels a mechanical

germ was introduced in the form of a steam engine and an
engineer. The grave question soon arose as to what should be

the status of the new intrusion into the personnel of the ship,

the engineer. This factor, which -nas soon to revolutionize the

navy, was considered quite important at that time, as is shown
by the first otflcial record on this subject ia the Navy Depart-

ment at Washington, stating that it would seem that such per-

sons should be exempt from the penalty of coi-poral punishment.

"The engine grew in size with each succeetling vessel, and as
it increased, the sails eorrespond'ingly shrank, until finally they

disappeared altogether. New mechanical germs soon found a

lodgment in other pai-ts of the ship, which in a few years have
so developed that hydraulic and pneumatic pressures are pro-

duced, and electric currents are generated and distributed, to

govern the rudder, hoist the anchor, ventilate the compartments,
energize the combustion, revolve the turrets, train and control

the guns, handle the ammunition, and purge the ocean's wateb
of its impurities, making it wholesome for the ship's use. Fol-

lowing these in quick succession came incandescent lamps and
search lights, breech loading and rapid-fire guns, multi-charge

automatic guns, and mobile torpedoes, one mechanical appliance
rapidly following another, until the sailing ship of the line,

which but just now embodied the result of hundreds of yea.i'S

of thought and experiment, has been completely transformed,
Irom keel to topmast, into a vast machine, controlled and oper-

ated even to the least important function, not by sailors, but
by mechanicians.

"In every phase of our industrial life the changes wrought by
the engineer are quite as evident; for instance, note the changes
in the manufacture of steel, development of electric locomotion,
iu iron construction in buildings, in macliino tools, in agricul-

tural implements, in sewing machines, in textile industries, and
iu electric metallurgy.

"The life of the engineer has a full measuiv of the labors, the
trials, discomforts, and the disappointments which are found In

this, as in every other walk of life. But it also has the successes

which come from well-directed labors. It is not, however, either

the useful work or the successes of lite which bring happiness.

It is man's ideals which make him happy. Let us together sur-

vey some of the surrounding influences which tend to give high

ideals of life to the engineer, no matter what the vexations of

the moment may be. We will pass in review the interesting

character of his daily work, his pure-minded associates, the fas-

cinating scenes, and tlie higher pleasures of life by which he is

surrounded. We will then better appreciate with what elevated

emotions a father can lead a son, or a teacher his pupil, to the

path of an engineering life, aud place in his hands the mathemati-

cal, chemical, and physical implements to enter upon a work
which will bring him both pleasure and honor.

"Whichever way engineering may develop as time rolls on, its

elevating influences are constantly at work on the mind and on

the character. The work is carried on under unchangeable laws,

which must be rigorously applied and adhered to, or failure is

sure to result. Man builds to master, to resist, or to guide the

forces of nature. If he has rightly judged the conditions, his

work stands as a permanent monument of the fact; but if other-

wise, the irresistible laws of nature will develop the defect and

discover his ignorance, incompetence, or error to every observer.

"Hence he laboriously seeks out the unseen laws and forces,

then expresses the revelation in a workable form for his daily

use. He tests his materials with painstaking refinement. He
measures electric resistances with an accuracy now reaching the

point of one in four millions, time to the one thi'ee millionth

part of a unit, divides a circle with a mean error not exceeding

the one-millionth of tlie circumference, makes surfaces 6 in.

squai-e with a variation from absolute fiatnoss of less than one

two hundred thousandth of an inch, rules lines which vai-y from

absolutely perfect spacing by only one three-millionth part of

an inch, sees clearly the spectrum of samanum when one part

Is diluted with three miUion parts of lime, and siu'veys lines 11

miles long in the open air with an average variation in three

measurements of only four-tenths of an inch.

"The effect of living and working in such a sphea-e of action,

whei-e it is inconceivable that an engineer could knowingly be

otherwise than exact in his work, should tend to infiuence the

whole trend of his life and character, and make them to a

greater or less degi'ee a refiex of his daily work. He of all men
has the most unchangeable and exalted basis for his ethics—

the clearest of all knowledge of the disastrous results which

will surely follow the violation of law. The very qualities of

his mind which makes his work a pleasure and a success will all

tend to bring his every act into compliance wth the inexorable

laws of the universe. If it is otherwise, and bis conduct is not

guided by the laws of right doing and right thinldng, and his

ethics not in accordance witb them, then, and to that extent, he

is not an engineer—not one who is skilled in the application of

the forces of nature to the uses of man."

BIRMINGHAM TRACTION COMPANY ATH-
LETIC PARK.

By an arrangement between the Birmingham (Ala.) Traction

Company and the Birmingham Athletic Club, the former will

have an athletic park at North Birmingham. Work was com-

menced about the middle of November, and by Thanksgiving day
the grand stand and bleachers were erected, the first game ot

foot ball being played at the park that day. This is an improve-

ment which was very desirable, as the old ball park has been

occupied by a bicycle track.

The new park is to be enclosed with a high fence, and the Club

h.as agreed to have all its base ball and foot ball games and

other out-door sports there.

ACCIDENT AT GAS CITY, IND.

November 25, a passenger train on the Pittsbm'g, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis Railroad struck a street car at the crossing

of Main street, in Gas City, Ind. There were 17 passengers in

the car, seven of whom were more or less seriously injured; the

motorman was stated to be fatally injured.
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TEST OF HARVARD POWER STATION,
BOSTON.

An elaborate test, extending over 45 hours, was made of tlie

Harvard power station of the Boston Eh/vated Itailway Com-

pany, by the senior engineering students of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, May 1012, and the report of the test

was published in the September issue of the "Technology Quar-

terly," to which we are indebted for the data. The Harvard

station is the latest built by the company and is a model of its

kind in simplicity, arrangement and labor saving facilities. It is

located in Cambridge near Harvard square and not far from the

Charles river.

The building is an imposing structure of brick with granite

trimmings and is 171 ft. long by 125 ft. Avide. A future exten-

pushed into the boiler room where the coal is shoveled direct in-

to the furnaces. The boilers are fed by power plujiger pmnps

located in the basement of the engine room, and are driven from

a counter shaft run by an electric motor.

The three main engines have cylinders 28 and 5ij by 6U in., aul

are cross compound, jet condensing, made by the I'l P. AUis Com-

pany, each liaving a nominal capacity of l.SUO li. p. Each fly-

wheel is 24 ft. in diameter and made of built up segments weigh-

ing CO tons. The engines are set sufticiently high on the founda-

tions to allow all the steam and exhaust piping to bo placed be-

neath the engine room floor.

The separators are just below the throttle. The exhaust from

the high pressure cylinder passes into a vertical receiver and

into the low pressure cylinder, and the exhaust from the low-

pressure cylinder passes through a feed-water heater and into

the condenser. The feed water is drawn through a C-in. pipe

ENGINE BOOM—HAKVAKD TOWER STATION.

sion of 71 ft. in length is contemplated. Great care was taken in

putting in solid foundations, piles being driven to a depth of 35

ft., and a bed of cement concrete was laid on top of these to sup-

port the foundations of the stack and machines.

The smoke stack, built on granite masonry, is 20 ft. in exter-

nal diameter at the base, tapering to IG ft. diameter at the top,

and is 22G ft. in height. The interior, wliich is 11 ft. in diame-

ter, is lined with fire brick 50 ft. up from the base. Each boiler

is connected with a main flue, extending along the boiler room,

which Joins a square brick flue containing a Green economizer

of 560 tubes which have a heating surface of G,720 sq. ft.

The boiler room, 56 ft. by 171 ft., has six Babcock & Wilcox

water tube boilers in three batteries having a total capacity of

3,000 h. p. Each boiler has three water drums 42 in. in diame-

ter and 22 ft. in length with safety valves set at 175 lbs. Ex-

tension furnaces provide large combustion chambers for the boil-

ers. The coal handling facilities are complete. The coal cars

are hauled from the large storage bins Ijy electric locomotives

up an inclined trestle and around a loop and dumped into bins

at the rear of the power house. Tracks are laid beneath these

bins and small cars receive the coal through hoppers and are

from the city mains and after passing through the heaters on

the exhaust into the economizer and to the suction side of the

pumps and thence into the boilers. In this way the economizer

The magneso asbestos sectional covering to the feed pipes was

furnished by H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company.

The drip from the separators on the steam mains is connected

to the suction side of the pumps, but the drip from the receivers

contains oil and is drained off as waste. There is an indei>endent

condenser and air pump for each of the main engines. A 7-ton

traveling crane runs the length of the engine room on girder

tracks built into the side walls of the building.

The air pumps draw the condensing water from the Charles

river, 300 ft. away, through a 20-in. pipe. About 100 ft. from the

station the suction and discharge pipes of the pumps are con-

nected by cross-overs and valves, so that the outer eud of either

pipe may be used as suction or discharge.

The engines are direct connected to 12-pole generators of 1,200

k. w. capacity running at SO r. p. m. The normal output of each

machine is 2,180 amperes at 550 volts. Wooden blocks insulate

the generator frames from the foundation plates. The three gen-

erators are connected to the switchboard by six cables of
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1,000,000 c. m. p. each. There are 16 panels to the switchboard,

one for the station, three for the generators, and the remain-

der for feeders. The usual complement of switches, circuit

breakers, wattmeters, voltmeters and ammeters, of the Weston

type, are mounted on slate panels.

The test was divided into four watches of IVA hours each, 24

observers working in each watch.

Lazy-tongs were attached to each crosshead to give the proper

reduction of piston motion for 2-in. diameter drums on the in-

dicators. Indicators were attached to each end of the cylinders

of main engines. No. 2 and No. 3, the ones used during the test.

Air-pump engines No. 2 and No. 3 were each piped up with three-

way cocks. The motion for the drums of these indicators was

taken from a pin screwed into the end of the shaft. Although this

does not give a correct motion, it was considered to be suffi-

ciently accurate, as the horse power of these engines is not con-

sidered in the subsequent calculation.

The drips from the receivers were caught in a tank on scales

and weighed. The drip pipes from the separators were each

BOILER ROOM—HAKVAKD TOWER STATION.

disconnected from the traps and each connected with a steel

reservoir about 16 In. in diameter and 48 in. in height, having

on the side a gage glass and scale giving the capacity between

different levels. From time to time the levels were blown down

by opening valves in the bottom, the discharge going into the

suction pipe of the power pumps.

The feed-water pipe was broken at the pumps on the suction

side, and the suction pipe changed so as to draw from three large

barrels placed alongside the pumps. A check valve opening to-

wards the pumps was placed in the suction pipe close to the bar-

rels. The discharge from the separators was connected between

this check valve and the pumps.

The regular suction pipe was carried up to the floor above and

supplied four large barrels used for weighing. These barrels

discharged into the three below connected with the suction of

the pumps. The four weighing barrels were supidied from the

city main with water which had passed through the heaters on

the exhaust pipe. Ordinarily the water went through the econo-

mizer as well, before entering the pumps. During the test the

pumps forced the water through the economizer into the boiler.

It will be noticed that the temperature of the feed water enter-

ing the economizer is less, by a few degrees, than when leaving

the heater on the exhaust pipe. This loss is due to the exposure

to the air while weighing. Wooden scales were attached to the

water glasses on the boilers.

Calorimeters were placed on the main steam pipe from each

battery and near the throttle of No. 2 or No. 3 engine.

Holes for flue thermometers and draught gauges were made at

each end of the economizer, and connections for sampling flue

gases were made at the entrance end.

The coal scales were tested. The different gages at the gage

boards in the engine room were tested and the corrections noted.

With one exception, all connections on the feed water piping,

where there was a possibility of leakage, were broken and

blanked.

The place referred to as not being blanked was where an aux-

iliary steam pump connected with the line. There were two

Chapman valves here, one either side of the connection. A pet-

cock was tapped into the pipe between these valves and left

open, so that any leakage would be noticed.

A weir box 10 ft. long, and having a weir 3 ft. wide, without

end contractions, was placed at the end of the auxiliary discharge

pipe for condensing water. The pass valves were changed so as

to send the water over the weir. The height of water on the

weir was measured by a hook gage reading to 1-1000 of a foot.

The water entering the weir box was quieted by straining

through about 3 ft. of brush and a screen of clapboards.

The circuit to the motor running the power pumps was broken,

and an ammeter inserted, upon which readings were taken and

the power required for feeding the boilers obtained.

The shunt field cu-cuit of first one and then the other of the

generators was conuected through an ammeter and the current

required for the fields was thus obtained. A standard voltme-

ter was connected to the circuit, and check readings obtained up-

on the station voltmeter.

During the night, in order to obtain a load for one engine after

the load on the outside lines became too light, a large watet

rheostat was provided and connected to No. 3 generator on the

Engine Sizes.

Main engines No. 2 and No. 3.

Diameter higli, 28". Diameter rod, 5J".

Diameter low, 56". Diameter rod, 6^"

Stroke, 5 feet.

Air Pump. Sizes No. 2 and No. 3.

Diameter steam cylinder ........ i 16"

Diameter piston rod ......... i 2^"
Stroke 12"

Diameter bucket 36"

Boiler Sizes.

(4) B. andW. Boilers.

Healing surface (outside) one boiler ...... 534° sq. ft.

Grate surface, one boiler......... 84. sq. ft.

Total heating surface 21,360 sq. ft.

Total grate surface 336. sq. ft.

Weir.
Weir 3 feet long without end contractions.

Crest of weir above floor of pit was 1.6 feet.

Calculate by formula of Fteley & Stearns.

Q = 3.31 L H3 -|- .007 L first approximation.

Correct for velocity of approach, using for H (the height by hook gauge -\- -13— V

v = velocity of approach.

L ^ length of weir.

Q = cubic feet per second.

ff
=32.2 feet.

Boiler Test.
Duration of test 45 hours.

Kind of coal New River.

Boilers B. & W. with extended furnaces (2) batteries of two.

Total heating surface of the four boilers 21,360 sq.ft.

Total grate surface of the four boilers 336 sq. ft.

Average absolute boiler pressure at boilers 16S.4 lbs.

Average quality of steam (at boilers) from both batteries (dry steam= I ), .989

Total weight of coal as fired from barrows 159,116 lbs.

Total weight of dry coal (I per cent, of moisture) .... 157,525 lbs.

Total weight of ashes and clinkers 9*342 lbs.

Total combustible burned ....... 148,183 lbs.

Dry coal burned per square foot of grate per hour .... 10.42 lbs.

Total water weighed in barrels 1,490.621 lbs.

Total returns from separator drips 7,568 lbs.

Total feed water supplied to boilers 1,498,189 lbs.

Average temperature of feed water entering boilers . . . 209. I^F.

Average temperature of feed water entering economizer . 52.7°C. I26.86^F.

Average temperature of feed water leaving economizer . q8.5°C. 209.3" F.

Equivalent evap. from and at 212° per pound dry coal (boilers and

economizer) .......... 10.68 lbs.

Total B. T. U. taken up by boiler and economizer per pound of

dry coal o,3" B. T. U.

Heat taken up by water in economizer-per pound of dry coal . 7S6.4 B. T. U.

Heat gained in economizer in per cent, total heat acquired . . 7.62

Ash and clinkers in per cent, of total dry coal . 5.9
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first night, and to No. 2 generator on the second night, and a

steady load of about the nominal capacity of the machine car-

ried, the other engine being shut down.

A standard shunt and a portable ammeter were connected in

this circuit and used when the rheostat was in circuit. Electrical

readings upon all instruments were taken every five minutes,

every third reading being taken upon the stroke of a gong.

The test on the boilers was continuous for 45 hours. The con-

dition of the fires was noted at the beginning of the run, and

the fires were brought to the same condition at the end.

If all the possible errors of the test on the boilers are assumed

to be cumulative, the maximum error possible is 1.5 per cent.

The tests on the engines and generators were divided up into

five parts.

From 1:15 p. m.. May 10, to 11:30 p. m. Engines No. 2 and

No. 3 on regular station load.
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From 12:45 a. Jii., May 11, to 5:45. Eiiijine No. 3 .Mloiie cm w:i-

fcf rlieostat with constant load.

Ki'Hni 0:30 a. m., May 11, to 11:30 p. in. Knf;inc \o. 2 and No. :!

on station load.

From 32:45 a. m., May 12, to 5:45. Eiigiue .Nu. 2 aliiiio willi

constant load by water rheostat.

From 0:30 a. m., May 12. to 10:15 a. ni. Engine No. 2 and No.

3 on station load.

The air pumps exhaust into the receivers between the high and

low cylinders. During the first run No. 2 air pump exhausted

into the condenser till 2:45, when the exhaust was turned into

the receiver.

During the last run the exhaust of No. 3 pump was turned in-

to the condenser at 8 a. ra.

At the end of each run the levels in the boilers were noted, and
if different from those at the beginning of the run. corrections

were made for the difiference.

The B. T. U. per horse power per minute of main engines was
calculated by multiplying the steam per h. p. per minute by the

heat in a pound of steam, of condition as determined by a calorim-

eter at the throttle, above the heat of the feed water leaving

the heater on the exhaust pipe.

Th coal per indicated horse power per hour of main engines

was calculated by dividing the B. T. U. per horse power per hour

by the B. T. U. taken up from a pound of dry coal. The probable

error of work depending on the indicator may l)e assumed to be

about 2 per cent.

The data and results of the tests are summarized in the ac-

companying tables.

-•-•

TILE CONDUIT FOR NIAGARA FALLS
POWER COMPANY.

hole, are run No. S wires to facilitate laying the cables. Tlio

conlractor was R. D. Young, of Niagara Falls.

The use of tile in the construction of this conduit is but another

evidence of the favor tile is winning for electrical conduit work.

The first conduit built by the Niagara Falls Power Company is

n\ade of concrete, and extends from the power station to the

Pittsburg Reduction Company's plant. It is of sufficient size

to allow a man to pass from end to end. the power cables being

liung on brackets at the sides. As there is but little reason

for disturbing power cables when once laid ,it is evident the new
conduit will be fully as valuable and serviceable as the old one,

wliile probably much cheaper.

-•-

ELECTRIC TRACTION.

There has just been laid on the lands of the Niagara Falls

Power Company at Niagara Falls a new vitrified tile cable con-

duit. This conduit has 3G ducts, each SVi in. in diameter. It

extends from the end of the conduit originally laid by the com-

At the tenth general convention of the Permanent Interna-

tional Ti-amway Union held at Geneva in August, last, E. A.

Ziffer, engineer and president of the council of administration

of the railway of the district of Bukovine, Vienna, presented

two reports, one upon the recent progress of the various systems

of mechanical traction for tramways, an abstract of which was
published in the Review for October, and one upon the advan-

tages and inconveniences of the different modes of electric

traction, the general conclusions of which are here abstracted.

The different modes of electric traction at the present time are:

1. By accumulators.

2. By an aerial conductor or conductors, the different systems

being distinguished by the method of taking the current.

3. By an underground conduit.

4. By mixed systems, or combinations of overhead lines with

accumulators or underground conduits.

5. By closed conduits or contact systems.

0. By third rails.

7. By polyphase currents.

8. By single phase alternating currents.

The author discusses each of these systems at greater or

less leugtli. Our readers will proliably be most interested in

Iiis remarks upon the alternating current systems, which follow:

TILE CONDUIT OF NIAGARA FALLS rOWEE COMPANY.

pany eastward to the Union Carbide Company's plant. The
trench was excavated to a depth of about 5 ft., and the space
occupied by the conduit tile is 2 ft. 5 in. The tile are bedded
lu cement,- while the sheeting on the bottom and top is 4 in.

and on the sides 2 in. All joints are half broken. The tile used
are the product of the H. B. Camp Company. About every third

tile the mandrels were pulled, assuring a smooth, clean interior.

At intervals along the conduit manholes are located. These
have a depth of 8 ft., are octagonal in form, and are built of

brick. Across the top of each manhole have been placed two
iron girders, intended to support the arched covering to be built.

Brick piers in the manholes are for the purpose of carrying
brackets to support the power cables in their passage through
the manholes. The total length of the section of conduit just

built is 1,230 ft., and through the ducts, from manhole to man-

This remarkable system (three-phase), installed by Brown,
Boveri & Co.. at Lugano, has demonstrated in a brilliant man-
ner the possibility of employing three-phase currents for electric

traction and the numerous advantages which follow from its

use; the success of this installation makes inevitable the rapid
development of a mode of traction that has had and has yet
numerous opponents, but which by sole reason of its merit in

all cases where the extent of the system or the distance from
the generating station renders the problem of supplying contin-

uous current difficult if not impossible of solution, strongly recom-
mends itself.

The application of polyphase currents to railway work pre-

sents a certain superiority and certaiiu inconveniences when
compared with continuous current working.
The principal objection that can be made against the system
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is that llRTe must be at least two overhead wires. This oljjec-

tion is, however, when examined not so serious as it at first ap-

pears to be. In fact that which detracts most from the appear

ance of the street, tiie poles, brackets, etc., are the same as witli

continuous currents, while the weight of copper necessary for

tlie two overhead wires of a. two or three-phase system is but

little greater tluin that for a single continuous cun-ent wire.

The crossings and junctions of the wires are naturally more

complicated with two than with one, but they could be simpli-

fied, by using a single wire only at these points, which is per-

missible by reason of the fact that a polyphase motor when once

in motion will continue to run on a monophas^e current. By us-

ing two trolley wires, if ibey be properly arranged, it is nearly

impossible that both trolleys leave the wires at the same time,

and sparking will therefore be almost completely eliminated. As

the sparking with even a single phase alternating current is less

than that with continuous current, the wear on the trolley wires

will be reduced to a minimum and will be lery much less than

with a continuous current.

The principal advantages of alternating currents for tram-

ways are the following: They permit the supply of an extended

system with but small loss in transmission, and with a small

investment in transmission lines. The currents may be easily

transformed, and the transformers require no care, permitting

the current to be generated at high potential for economical

distribution to transformers where the voltage is reduced before

fed to the motors.

This does away with heavy feeders and makes the wiring for

ihe entire system lighter. It also makes possible the utilization

of water falls at a distance from the railway.

It is true that this last may be done to some extent with con-

tinuous currents but only by installing rotary converters at sub-

stations, which increase the cost of the installation and also

require constant superintendence.

So far as the motors are concerned, experience shows that

polyphase motors are simpler and stronger in construction, and

more reliable in action. They can be easily built for high poten-

tials, and their greatest advantage is the fact that collector rings

replace the commutators of continuous cuiTeut machines.

The statement often made that the starting torque of poly-

phase motors is not as great as with continuous current motors

is absolutely Incorrect: on the contrary, for equal weights, it is

possible to construct motors with rotating fields having a

stai-ting torque much greater than the normal, since the mag-

netic density of the iron of the field is much less than in con-

tinuous current motors, and this may considerably augment the

torque for a short period.

The regulation of the speed is effected by inserting resistances

in the induced circuit, of which the tension may be made as low

as is desired. It follows that the resistances are easier to make
and less subject to deterioration than the apparatus for con-

trolling high tension continuous currents. Alternating currents

have the further ad-s'antage that the dangerous stray currents are

avoided.

This method permits the variation of the speed of the motor

from that which corresponds to synchronism to zero.

Ordinarily the resist;vnces are all cut out and the motor has the

advantage of having a speed approximately constant, whatever

the variations in the load. Up and down grade the speed is

the same. The motor itself is an automatic brake. The eddy

currents in the motor due to commutation are avoided and also

all danger of electrolysis due to stray currents from the return

railway circuit.

The first three-phase tramway installed was that at Lugano,

which has a length of three miles. The gage is 1 m. (39.37 in.);

the shortest radius on curves is 50 ft. and the h«iviest grade 6

per cent. The two trolley wires are ti mm. (.230 in.) in diameter

placed 25 cm. (9.84 in.) apart, and suspended from metal brackets.

There are four cars, with a capacity for 24 persons, each

equipped with a 20-h. p. motor geared to one axle. The gear ratio

is 1 to 4: the speed is 15 kilometers (9.37 miles) per hour. The
motor is controlled from either platform of the ear. The two

tix>lleys are placed on the roof and are 1 meter apart, longitud-

inally.

The first ti-ials were made in December, 1806, and the results

were satisfactory. These trials showed the grade of G ix-r cent

iduld be ascendo<l, even with an overloaded car, without having

to strengthen the field of the motor.

This installaliiin is not merely a happy experiment in electric

traction but is, wo believe, an evidence of the superiority of

polyphase currents as much from a technical as from an eco-

nomic point of view.

Ganz & Co., of Budapest, installed a p<jlypha.se line at their

works in 1897.

The success of the Lugano road has led to the adoption of the

system for the Stranstadt-Engelberg, Zermatt-Goriwrgrat, Jung-

frau, and Berthoud-Thoune lines, which have the lengths, i-e-

spectively, of 13.3, G.2, 8.8, and 25 miles.

Recently single-phase alternating curivut motors have been

constructed which appear to satisfy the conditions of electric

traction. If this should prove to be the case a simple altermx-

ating current would have an adTantage over all other systems,

since the current could be transmitted at high potential, and

transformed to so low a voltage that one of the rails could servo

to conduct the current to the car and the other one for the return.

A low potential, 20 to 25 volts, should give a satisfactory result

even with poorly insulated rails.

In conclusion. Mr. Ziffer says-

Electric traction has in all countries been so developed that

this means of transportation has become an imperious necessity,

especially in cities, and everywhere excites the greatest interest.

To weigh the comparative advantages and disadvantages of

each system is a difficult task, almost impossible to accomplish,

and one which is liable to cause the author to be accuse<l of

partiality. I shall confine myself to the facts confirmed by

practice.

1. The question of accumulator traction it appears must soon

be solved, since some makers have constructed accumulators ot

less weight and of longer life than those formerly on the market.

A future seems to be assured for this system because of the

independence of the train units, which in case of accident pre-

vents the entire system from being blocked. Besides it does not

detract from the appearance of the streets, nor cause distur-

bances in the telegraph and telephone systems; there are no

earth currents and the generating station may have less

machinery and be operated in a more economical manner than

when transmission circuits are employed.

In comparison with the trolley and conduit systems, accumu-

lators have these disdavantages: The cars are heavier per pas-

senger carried; the batteries rapidly deteriorate: the efficiency

is low on heavy grades; the cost of maintenance is higher.

Opinions are dividcnl as to the overhead system and the accum-

ulator system with recharging as the tests of the latter, while

pronounced satisfactoiT, can not be considered as conclusive.

2. The overhead trolley is most extensively used and has

been longest ti-ied in practice, the first cost is least and it assures

the greatest economy of operation. This system can be very read-

ily changed to any other that may eventually be found superior to

it; it may be employed with confidence where any system of

mechanical traction by adhesion is impossible; the transforma-

tion of existing horse lines for overhead electric traction is

quickly made without interrupting the service; and the system

is economical even for small towns where the traffic is light.

Esthetic objections to the overhead wires, the danger to other

users of the street and the electrolysis of gas and water pipes

are for the most part exaggerated, and may be overcome by

suitable measures.

The use of auxiliary "buffer" batteries for overhead ti-olley

systems requires a costly installation but is advantageous in

equalizing the load on the generators.

Opinions differ very much as to the superiority of the trolley

wheel or the sliding contact, but the sliding contact stimip has

the advantage over the wheel of giving gi-eater security against

slipping oft. On the other hand the wear of the stirrup is

greater than the wheel. Other contact systems have not been

as yet sufficiently tested in practice.

3. The conduit system has the advantage over the overhead

trolley in tliat the appearance of the streets is not spoile<l and

that no preventive measures have to be taken in regard to tele-

graph and telephone wires. On the other hand the disadvon-
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tages are, the gi-eat first cost, the difficulty In keeping clean

aiid' of draining tlie slot channel, and the difficulty of getting at

the underground conductor in the event of any damage to it.

4. The mixed system with overhead conductors and accumu-

lators combined, which is mostly adopted in order to avoid the

use of overhead vrires in the more fashionable quarters of the

citj', is continuiUly making great headway and proving itself

to be of general value. This is only advantageous when the

storage batteries propel the cars over the longer portion of the

route.

The combination of overhead trolley and underground conduit

systems is less costly in operation than the other mixed system;

it presents, howevei', the disadvantage that the costly conduit

must be eoiiisidered as a total loss if a change be made in the

future, and the system has all the other disiidvantages of the

underground conduit. If, however, the sections with the overhead

wires are long, the conduit is preferable to accumulators.

5. The closed conduit system h.as the advantage over the

overhead trolley that it does not clash with esthetic demands,

and as compai-ed' with the slot channel system, the instoJlation is

more economical; and when suitably and snbstantJally built, it is

cheaper to work. As to the disadvantages of this system, as

used up to the present time, there appears to be a difficulty in

keeping the channel free from moisture and dangerous accumu-

lations of gas, and in keeping the apparatus and contacts which

are in the channel continually in working order; further, there

is great expense caused by maintenance of good insulation be-

tween the sectioned conductor and the rails, and the difficulty in

changing the co.ntact apparatus with the consequent uncertainty

in working. Therefore, notwithstanding the undeniable advan-

tages, the systems that have so far been practically tested can-

not be said to have passed out of the experimental stages.

6. The third rail or center rail system is cheaper in its instal-

lation than ajiy other, but can only be employed by companies

possessiing their own right of way; it is especially useful for

elevated and underground roads. It has proven itself to be prac-

tically useful, but in consequence of leakage of current the run-

niug expense is high.

7. The polyphase system is not only a remarkable innovation

in the doinaia of electric traction but a demonstration, from

both a technical and an economical point of view, of the value

of polyphase alternating currents. In connection with large

lighting plants, the system would he a good one for small tram-

ways in cities as well as for suburban and iuterurbau lines.

8. The monophase alternating cuiTent system is also an inno-

vation deserving of particular attention, as the motors have

aJl the advantages of Induction motors, in their construction

and regularity of operation. The application of this system is for

the future, however.
« » »

QUEBEC, MONTMORENCY & CHARLEVOIX
RAILWAY.

The Quebec, Montmorency «& Charlevoix Railway has recently

invited applications for an issue of $1,500,000 of 25-year, 5 per

cent gold bonds, to be secured by a mortgage on the entire prop-

erty of the company.
The company owns and operates the electric railway system

of the city of Quebec. It also runs from the city of Quebec past

Montmorency Falls and Ste. Anne de Beaupre to Cap Tour-

mente, a distance of about 30 miles, which is at present operated

by steam. It is intendedi to electrify this road throughout, and
also to construct an independent branch along or near the high-

way to Montmorency Falls, the whole to lie run in connection

with the electric railway system of the city of Quebec. The esti-

mated cost of these Improvements is ?.330,000, and out of the

proceeds of the present issue this sum, or its equivalent in bonds,

will remain in the hands of the trustees to lie expended for stieh

work as it progresses. When completed the system will com-
prise over 60 miles of well equipped electric railway.

For the last three mouths the gross earnings of the system
were over $79,000 and the operating expenses less than $34,000.

After deducting one-fourth of the cost of removing snow In the
winter, which is estimated at $12,000, the net revenue for the
three months was over $42,000.

E. A. Evans, general manager of the consolidated system, esti-

mates that when the road is completed the surplus, after paying

interest on the bonds, will be $148,900. Having had the manage-
ment of the Quebec District Railway, Mr. Evans is well qualified

to judge of the prospects of the extended system.

Ahearn & Soper, of Ottawa, examined the property and their

report contains the following passage:

"We have an intimate personal knowledge of the character

of the construction and equipment of the Quebec District Rail-

way, and consider it unexceUe<l by auy electric railway on this

continent. The roadbed, rails, overhead electrical construction,

cars, trucks and motors are all of the l.Ttest and best type. Owing
to the railway's e.xceptional equipment, repairs will be very inex-

pensive. This fact, together witli the operation of the road by

water po\ver, and tlie excellent management \vhdch characterizes

the company, render the property one that can be operated with

great economy, while the peculiar toiKjgraphical features of Que-

bec make the use of the cars almost a necessity and ensure an

increasing revenue. In conclusion, we beg to say that we
consider the estimate of Mr. Evans fair and conservative. In our

opinion the figures given by him for the probable earnings of tho

steam railway transformed to electricity and the electric railway

on the highway between Quebec and Montmorency are somewhat
lower than the actual results will prove."

TERRE HAUTE RECEIVER'S REPORT,

Joshu.a Jump, receiver of the TeiTe Haute Electric Railway,

apiiointedi October 18, 1897, last mouth filed a report of the

receipts and disbursements for the year. He states that when
appointed the company was indebted to its employes for $1,830.12

and had $48.74 on hand; other general indebtedness amounted
to $1,179,557.58 of the bonds pledged as collateral security could

be sold for the amount for which they were pledged, and as the

bonds sold since have not realized' that sum, tlie indebtedness

of the company has proved to be in excess of the sum stated.

The receipts for the year were:

From passengers $ 98,904.31

From sundry 1,526.74

From light installaUons 2,381.04

From city of Terre Haute for light 24,740.59

From commercial arc lights 6,328.41

From incandescent lights 13,645.00

From power 4,397.02

From steam heat 259.68

From steam heat installations 240.05

Total $154,804.15

Disbursements 140,619.26

Balance $ 14,184.89

Receiver's certificates to the amount of over $33,000 were

issued to pay pressing debts, including city taxes and penalties;

permission to apply $10,000 of the balance now on hand to re-

deeming these centlficates is asked.

The receiver states that the company's lighting contract with

the city has been a constant source of loss from the start, and a

great burden to the company.

ACCIDENT AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

November 28, a car on the Georgetown & Tenalleytown Rail-

way got beyond control of the motorman while descending from
M street to the river on 32nd street hiU, the Georgetown ter-

minus of the line, and jumping the track iit a curve at the foot

of the hdU struck a boat house on the river bank. A number of

boats, oars, and the boat house were damaged; the car was but

little injured. The motorman remained on the car and escaped

all Injury; there were no passengers.

*-•-•

Among recent patents is a new guard rail for open cars. Short

bars are pivoted to alternate posts and are laised and lowered
by means of rods attached to cranks on a rod at the top of

the car.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF SURFACE RAIL-
ROAD TRACKS IN PAVED STREETS.

Abstracted from the report of the Committee on Street Paving, N. P. Lewis,
Edw. B. (juthrie and Geo. N. Ames, presented at the meeting of the American
Society of Municipal Improvements.

riie coiuDi'ittee apprei-iatoil the fact that the subject of iayinj^

and maintainin'g pavumt'Uts had been thoroughly discussed on
previous occasions, and as it wns. not directed Dy the last eoii-

veution to submit a report upon any particulaT subject it was
considered wise to try and present some new phases of the paving

problem.
)

In the early part of last summer a circuJar lettei- was addi'essed

to members of the society in all of the cities represented, asklui;;

for papers upon the following; subjects;

1st. Tlie selection of paving material—that is, what material

is best suited for certain conditions, taking into consideration

first co'St, economy of maintenance, ease of traction, durability,

sanitation, etc. This problem vr\\l naturally have different solu-

tions in different localities, and, under varj-ing kinds of trat!i(-;'

but a careful consideration of the special qualities of different

paving matedals should result in conclusions which will be of

value and interest to the society

and between the rails are pi*oper and most imiwrtaut subjects

for its eo-usideration.

Early in August a circular letter was addressed to the officers

of 28 of the most important street niilroad eompanios in the

United States. This letter requested answers to the foUowin.'^

questions:

What is your standard rail section? Is it a side-bearing,

grooved or T-rail. and is the form prescril>ed by the municipal
officers? Is there any reasonable objection to the use of a grooved
rail, and are you permitted to use a T-rail in any paved street?

Does yonr company lay and maintain the pavement between
the tracks?

On asphalt streets is the pavement carried up to tlie rail on
either or both sides, and, if so, do you find it difficult to maintain

such pavement?
Do you favor the use of a T-rail in paved streets, and do you

think that stone and asphalt pavement can be maintained along
such rail?

Your committee wis'hed to ascertain the views of the offlcei-s

of important companies, known to be well-managed, and to see

whether or not they were disposed to attach proper imixjrtance

to this question of paving in connection with their tracks. The
information asked for has been I'eceived from 17 of the com-
panies, and the general. character of their answers will be seen
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3d. The obligntions of street railroads and other corporations

as to maintenance of pavements between tlieir ti-aclis. or over

their sub-surface construction. Would not moTe satisfactory re-

sults be obtained if railroad companies were to pay a fi.xed sum
per mile of tracli per annum to the city, and the latter assume

all responsilrflity for repairs and renewals?

ith. Kegulations to restrict and control the opening of pave-

ments by corporations, plumbers and others.

It was e.xplaiued that the committee did not wish to obtain

descriptions of metliods followed' in various cities, unless these

methods had special merit to recommend them, but was auxious

to secure information which could not be obtained elsewhere,

and which would be of real value to the members of the society.

\Miile a number of responses were received to this circular

they nearly all stated that it would be impossilile for the writei-s

to prepare a paper

The committee felt that there was no subject at the present

time of more vital interest to municipal officers than the effect

of street railway tracli upon pavements, and it has ventured to

make this the subject of .special investigation and report.

Tlie question of compensation for franchises, the quality of

service given the public, etc.. are not the subjects which properly

concern your committee; but the method of track construct!' n,

th« section of rail used, and the kind of pavement laid along

from the accompanying tabular statement. The spirit of fair-

ness manifested by the replies is gratifying, and indicates that
the companies as well as municipal officers, are devoting mucn
attention to the problem of paving th,at part of the street used
Oy them. The fact is becoming appreciated that, as stated by
tlie genei-al manager of the New Orleans Traction Company.
"In the eonsh-uetion of ti-aeks in paved streets the pavement

forms a large proportion of the expense, amounting in many In-

stances to as much or more tlian the track construction proper,
and as the stability of each depends largely upon that of the
othei-, only the best material and methods in track and paving
construction should be used, and that each should be laid wi-h-
out respect to e.xpense. in the best possible manner, wliion will

surely be the cheapest in the end."

Repairs to track in paved streets are necessarily expensive,
and every effort is now being made to build as substantially a-s

possible. Tlie laying of heavy rails upon a foundation of con-
crete, dispensing altogether mth wooden crossties. is no longer
an experiment, having been especially successful in Detroit, Den-
ver. Minneapolis. St. Paul and Toronto. The methods ot con-
struction in Cincinnati. Detroit. Denver. Minneapolis and Wash-
ington (the last for lines operated by sub-surface electric power)
are shown by the accompanying sections. As to the form of rail,

there is considerable variation, and difference of opinion, though
that most in favor among rail-n-ay companies is the 9-in. side-

t>earing girder weighing 90 lbs. or more to the yard, though in

several places where permitted by the law or the municipal au-
thorities the Trail seems to be in favor. whUe municipal officers

generally prefer a grooved rajl. Considerable opposition has been
manifested by the railway companies to the grooved rail, but
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when its use has been insisted upon, they have soon accepted the

situation, and find that there is no difficulty connected with its

use. One railway official writes:

"We do not use any grooved rails for the reason that they are

i'our committee is disposed to agree with the sentiment that

asphalt and street railroad tracks are heredjtary enemies, but is

convinced that with substantial track construction, and the proiKT

kind of rail an asphalt pavement can be maintained on both

Toronto Oi"!ilky Deimr6-7Bita

FOEM OF STKEET CAR RAIL USED IN DIFFERENT CITIFS.

Tery poorly adapted to the sti-eet car business. * * In fner, I

know of no reason for the use of grooved rails anywhere, except

that it is a fad of certain theoTis+s who have no practical knowl-

edge of the business, which, like other fads of the kind, suc-n

for instance as the naiTow gage for railways, must have its little

day of popularitj- among the ignorant and inexperienced, to be

finally cast aside as soon as the public have had experience

enough with it to know what It really is."

The T-rail would be deseiTedly popular were it not for the

difficulty of maintaining pavement of any kind alongside ot it,

though in Minneapolis, St. Paul aJid Denver it is claimed tliat

sides of the rail where the traffic is light; and that with the use

of a toothing course along the inside of the rail where the

traffic is heavy asiphalt can be used on rsiilroad streets as well

as any other material.

.\fter a careful consideration of the facts and opinions elicited

by the letters received in response to their Incjuiries, and sucn

personal investigations as have been made, your committee would

report the following conclusions:

Only the most substantial and permanent track construction

should be permitted in important paved streets. The tracks

should be laid upon a conci-ete foundation, metal crossties l)eing

^«^a^

bi^h^Ti Icty^fen T>ei. ^cizl^on Ihrough Tie.

Cincinnati o
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5ecfion bsfwtwTits. Action through Tie.

Denver Col.

Washington D C

TRACK CONSTRUCTION IN PAVED STREETS.

this can be successfully done. The question of pavement along-
side of the rails (especially inside) in asphalted streets is diiffloult

of solution. One of our replies says;

"It has been my experience in connection with railroads in

different cities, that asphalt and street railroad tracks are heredi-
tary enemies, and that brick or stone between the rails and the
tracks for a foot outside is a much better kind of pavement than
asphalt."

substituted for wood, resulting not only in greater permanency,
but .saving depth of concrete and excavation

The best form of rail is the grooved girder, 9 in. in depth,

nhere streets are paved with stone, and 7 in. deep where paved
with asphalt. In soine eases where streets aa'e very nan'ow, and
vehicles are obliged to follow the tracks, the 9-in. side-bearing-

girder may be preferably selected, stone blocks of granite or trap

being laid along the insj(}e of each rail, and at the same level
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as the head of the rail. On exceptionally wide streets, where
the traffic is not heavy, and will occasionally cross the tracks

obliquely, but not foHow them, T-rails may safely be used.

The pavement along the rails will depend upon that used on

the remainder of the street. If the latter is of stone blocks the

pavement along and Vietween rails should be the same, but in

all cases should be of selected blocks upon a substantial conciete

foundation, the joints filled with fine gravel and [lavins pitch.

If of bi-ick the safue practice should be followed, the .loinis along

ami between rails being filled with similar paving pitch in what-

ever way the joints on the remainder of the street may be

treated.

On asphalted streets the asphalt may safely be carried up to

thi> back of the rail, and if fuU-gi-ooved rails are used, and the

vehicular traffic is light, it may lie carried entirely acro.ss the

roadway. For heavy traffic the spaces between the rails and

tracks should be paved with selected gi-auite or other hard, tough

blocks, laid on concrete with pitch and gravel joints. For mod-

erate trafBo a toothing course of carefully selected blocks, 4 in.

wide and var.ving in length about 3 in., but in no case more th'in

10 in. long, should be laid alomg the inner side of the niils,

whether grooved or side-bearing. These blocks may be laid in

pairs of two long and two short, in which case the asphalt along

them can be tamped more thoroiighly.

In all cases blocks next to the rail should be bedded in rich

cement mortar, rather than laid upon a sand cushion. Tlie spaces

under the head of the rail should be filled With fine cement con-

crete, leaving a vertical joint between this fdler and the pave-

mt<nt, whether the latter be stone, brick or a.s-phalt

Openings made for repairs to track should be immediately re-

stored l)efore the stone blocks become injured, or the adjacent

pavement or foundation disturbed. Such openings being shallow,

this can always be done withooit danger of settlement.

TEST OF A PECKHAM TRUCK.

Xovember 21, the Peckham Truck Company made a test of one

of its extra strong 14-A trucks similar to the ones it is supplying

to the South Side Elevated Kailroad Company, of Chicago, his

truck is shown in the accompanying illustration. The pedestals

and all other c-asHngs, with the exception of the side bearings and
center plates, are of malleable iron. Helical springs are placed

between the pedestals and the oil l)oxes. The side pieces are

formed of four Ixirs of flat ii\)n riveted to tlie pedestals aJid placed

in i>aire to take the c-ompression and tensile stresses imposed by

the load. The uppea- bars are of steel. 31/2 in. by % in., and the

lower ones 3V-.> in. by 1 in. At the center Is riveted a malleable

casting so the deflection in both pairs of Imrs is the same. There

is obtained. The bolster consists of two channels 8 in. by 2% In.

by % in., with a top plate 6 in. by % in.; it rests upon the spring

plank through the inteiwention of helical springs at the ends and
a semi-elliptic spring in the center.

The cantilever portion is formed of bars of the same size and
braced by a malleable iron strut. The brake rigging is hung from
the bars, which are carried across the ends of the truck.

This truck is of the same design as the No. 14-A, differing from
it only in the size of the parts, which in the extra strong truck are

proi>ortioned to carry a heavier load. The proportions had been
carefully figured out to carry a load of 30.000 pounds on eacli

truck with a factor of safety of sax. It was considered desirable,

however, that the figures should be checked by actual test, and
in order that there might be no question as to its accuracy and
fairness, arrangements were made with the Robt. AV. Hunt &
Co. bureau of inspection, of Chicago, to make the test. J. C.

McMynn conducted the test.

Hunt & Co. submitted the following report:

"Tlie side frames were placed in a horizontal position opposdte

each other in a wheel press, and braced apart at the spring seat

witli lilocks of wood and iron. The load was applie<l at the center

on the liars which supported the transoms, by means of the ram
of the wheel press, and readings of deflection were taken at the

center and at either end, in order to correct the deflection or lost

motion in the wooden sxipports. Obsei-vations were also taken at

the various points in the truck in order to note any movement of

the different members
'The following are the deflections corrected for the compression

of the wooden blocks, and represent the deflection and permanent
set in one frame:

Total Permanent
Deflection. Set.

Load, Tons. In. In.

5 .00 .m
10 .00 .00

15 .02 .00

20 .03 .00

25 04 .00

30 .07 .03

35 .16 .10

40 .19 .13

45 26 .17

'At 50% tons tlie lower tension memlKn-s broke tlirough the first

rivet hole and the malleable casting at one end. Fracture of steel

bar showed erj'stalline.

"No distortion or movement of the various memliers was noted

except in tlie lower tension member, which, at a load of 45 tons,

showed ,an elongtitlou of .12 in. between the rivets in the connect-

ing malleable castings."

PECKHAM'S 14-A TRUCK FOK SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED, CHIC.iOO.

are also diagonal braces as shown. The transom liars are of steel

5% in. by 1 in., riveted to the castings at the center of the side

pieces and held square by diagonals from the upper side Iwu's.

A spring support of steel 4'/i in. by 1 in. is swung from the tran-

soms by hangers 18 in. long, and thus am exceedingly easy motion

The weights on the trucks will be 20,500 pounds each; adding

50 per cent for running stresses gives 30,750 pounds, 15,375 pounds

for each side frame. Rupture occurred at 101.000 pounds, so that

the factor of safety is nearly 0.6, that is, 10 iier cent more than

allowed in the design.
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This department is devoted to the construction and operation of electric railway

power houses. Correspondence from practical men is specially invited. Both the

users and makers of power house appliances are expected to give their views and

experiences on subjects within the range of the department.

The absolutely necessary switchboard inslruments, that is,

voltmeters and ammeters, afford iuformatloa as to the output of

eleotiical macliixiery in the power house at any instant, and

now nearly all large roads have also installed recording watt-

meters which give tlie total output of the electrical maclidnery.

While it is by no means necessary to have similar records as

to the powei- developed in the engine cylinders, such records are

liighly desirable in order to determine the efficiency of tlie

machinery. At the present time the output of the cylinder is

usually computed from the electrical log after making tests to

determine what allowance should' be made for engine friction,

but everyone realizes that this is OTJly a makeshift. Witli a

variable load, such as is found in railway power houses, the

steam engine ijifUcator of tie ordinary type can give only ap-

proximate results, and in addition the labor of computing the

power from the diagrams is very great if they are taken at short

intervals.

There have been a numljer of continuous engine indicators de-

ATWOOD POWER GAGE.

signed, one of which was the inveni:ion of W. G. and C. W. G.

Little, and illustrated in the Review for February last. This

instrument is not so well adapted for constant use but could not

fail to be valuable in investigating the efficiency of engines^ and
in determining the power required for various machines.
A power gage especially for continuous use has been invented

by G. P. Atwood and is made by the Atwood Power & Speed
Gage Company, of 95 and 97 Liberty street. New York. A
number of the gages have been in continuous operation on the
engines of the Peoples' Electric Light & Power Company.
Orange, N. J., for over 18 months and the comparisons made
with indicator diagrams show a variation of less than 1 per
cent.

The Atwood gage consists of a turbine driving a fan, a second
fan connected with a dampening device and spring and driven

by the first fan, and suitable nozzles and valves for directing

jets of steam from the engine cylinders upon the ttirbine.

Pipes run fixjm the indicator taps in the engine cylinder to the
Instrument; inside the instrument the steam passages each ter-

minate in two nozzles which point in different directions, a jet

from one tending to turn the turbine in one direction, and a jet

from the other to turn the turbine in the opposite direction.

Valves are placed at tlie point where the no/,zles diverge and are

moved by a reducing motion so that the steam discharge is

changed from one nozzle to the other at the end of the stroke.

Both ends of the cylinder are in communication with the turbine

ciiamljer all the time and by the arrangement of valves men-

tioned the jet from the working end of the cylinder always tends

to turn the turbine in one direction, while the jet from the exhaust

end of the cylinder opposes this motion. The turbine, which is

a disk with thin radial blades, is light so that it ^\^ll respond

to the impulses but yet heavy enough to act as a Ily-wheel, aiul

maintain nearly a constant velocity for a series of uniform im-

pulses

The turbine shaft is mounted in ball iR'arings and extends

into a second chamber where a fan is keyed to it. This chamber

is closed; it contains a second fan quite independent of the fir.st.

which is mouuted on a shaft extending into a third chamber and

connected there to .a spiral spring and a dampening device; be-

yond this is the pointer and dial.

The turbine driven fan sets the air in (he middle compart-

ment in motion; this tends to turn the second fan against the

resistance of the spring and results in turning it a distance from

the normal position which is proportional to the turbine speed.

The instruments are calibrated at the factory by connecting them

to tanks of compressed air. The dial is generally graduate<l in

indicated horse-power, but special conditions may make other

units preferable.

* #

An Automatic Engine Stop.

The accompanying illustration shows an automatic engine

stop recently patented by J. H. Eastwood, C. E. Bibb and FranK

llcCllntock. of Colorado Springs, Col. It is adapted fcu' engines

AUTOMATIC ENGINE STOP.

having detachable valve gear and is shown as applied to a Corliss

engine. The pivoted lever, through which the governor gives

motion to the reach rods operating the "knock-off" cams, is
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fastened to its shaft by means of a pin. Tlie piu is connected

to one arm of a V-sliaped lev<'r, wliicli lias a weiglit A on tlie

otlier arm so tliat wlicu tliis weight falls the pin is withdrawn

and the pivoted lever disconnected fi-om the governor. A second

bar slotted at one end to permit the oTdinary motion of the

pivoted lever, connects it with the V-shaped lever so that when

A falls it di-aws the reach rods into such position that steam

cannot be admitted to tiie engine cylinder.

The weighted lever is held in its normal position by a suitable

latch on the bar B, and comes into action when this latch is

tripped. The latch is tripped in several different ways: (1) In

ease the goveraor belt breaks the wheel C drops and moves the

bar B, tripping the latch. (2) If the speed of the engine in-

creases above the desired maximum the reach-rod lever strikes

the stop d and moves the bar B; if the speed drops below the

desired minimum the lever strikes the stop e and moves the bar.

(3) It may be thrown into action by hand from any part of the

engine room if a suitable mechanism, wires or an electro-magnet

be provided for tripping the latch independent of motion of the

bar. In order to prevent the stop e from tripping the latch when
the engine is stopped by closing the throttle valve, the stop is

hinged so that it may be lifted out of the way, as shown in the

illustratioii.

* *

The Calorific Power of Weathered Coals.

A paper by R. 8. Hale and Henry J. Williame, read before the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.

.

In 1896, samples of Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and

Ohio coals were collected and aiTanged for testing as follows:

For tests of fine coal, the samples were ground in a coffee grinder,

and thoroughly mixed and divided into two parts. For tests of

lump coal, the coals were broken into lumps of alwut nut size,

and alternate lumps taken from the pile to form two samples.

Having thus obtained two reliable samples of each coal, or

four samples, where tests of both fine and lump coal were to be

made, one sample was tightly sealed in an ordinary pint fruit

jar, while the c-orresponding sample was exposed on an uncov-

ei-ed balcony out of doors for eleven months in an uncovered

tin can provided with a diaphragm or bottom of fine wire gauze.

Rain and snow fell upon the coal, but the wire diaphragm

permitted the water to drain off, while a paper disk placed

upon the wire gauze prevented the coal from sifting through the

mieshes.

The lump samples were e.xposed in pans of much larger size,

which were provided with holes to let the water drain off.

This method of exposure closely reproduces the eonditio-ns to

which the surface of a pile of coal, left out of doors, would be

exposed. The interior of such a pile, however, would suffer less

than the samples.

At the end of eleven months all the samples were analyzed

by Henry .7. Williams, together with a sample of Pocahontas

coal that had been expose<l in a coal yard for three years, and

one of Cumberland coal that had been under cover for three

years. These last coals, however, being different, are not cotOr

parable with each other.

The results of the above analyses are shown in the accom-

panying table.

Proximate analyses of the coals may be found on lines 1, 2,

:; .and 4.

In these analyses the percentages of ash in some of the

exposed samples are unfortunately too high, for a little gravel

was accidentally washed off the roof of the house, by the rain,

into some of the cans. This, however, in no way affects the

relative percentages of combustible matter, free from ash.

The percentages of sulphur are found on lines 5 and ti, while

lines 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 give the ultimate analyses, calculated to

combustible. The British thermal units calculated from the

analyses by the formula suggested by the boiler committee of

the A. S. M. E., viz: "146C + 020 (H — O ^ 8) -I- 40S," appear on

line 12, while the British thermal units interpolated from Kent's

curve, which is based upon the per cent of fixed carbon, as found

by pi'oxiniate analysis, may be found on line 13.

lAnc 14 shows the per cent of fixed carbon in the combustible.

Lines 15 to 21 record the changes in the various quantities due

to weathering, being plus for an increase, and minus for a

decrease.

Line 22 gives the free hydrogen, and line 23 its increase and

decrease, due to weathering.

Finally, on line 24 the calorific power of the three samples of

the above coals, both sealed and exposed, as determined in Mr.

William's bomb calorimeter, is shown.

The average of the results obtained shows that weathering,

under the conditions described, decreases the percentage of car-

bon, hydrogen, nitrogen; increases the the percentage of oxygen,

and does not materially alter the percentage of sulphur.

The conclusions to be drawn from an examination of the re-

sults shown are:

1st. That weathering decreases by about two per cent the

theoretical calorific power, as calculated by Uulong's formula.

2d. That w'eathering decreases by about one-half of one per

cent the actual or true calorific power, as shown by the three

results obtained with the bomb.

.3d. That if the results calculated from the above analyses are

interpolated from Kent's curve, which is based on the per cent

OAiOBIFIC VALUE OF WEATHERED COALS.
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COST OF POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Output Measured by Wattmeter in Each Case.

Station.

5- Metropolitan EIC'
vatea. Chicago.

5

5

f^
Metropolitan, Kan,

"City., Mo, Cent. Av.

10.

10.

Month.

June
July
Aug.
June
July
Aug.
June
July
Aug.

June

July
Aug.
June
July
Aug.
June
July
.Aug.

June
July
Aug.

Monthly
Output,

Kilowatt-
Hours.

i,2gi,68o

1,276,784
1,286,256

208,166
2 II ,02g

200,526
26Q,Qgo

275.0Q5

275.455

1,392.831

1.505.433
1,601,165

930,064

971,104
967,504
280,740

275.355
281,510

372,184

338.933
337,348

Cost of Electrical Output per Kilowatt-
Hour—Cents.

Fuel.

3°4
308

303
443
452
444
370
390
,412

326

263
280

436
529
586
441

455
456

293
255
236

Labor

.171

.178

•175

•275

.274

.285

.232

232
.232

.164

.162

.150

.227

.232

.igi

347
.360

359

.138

•133

134

Supplies,
Oil,

Waste, etc.

037
.036

.036

.046

.053

.052

.027

.028

.031

.020

.020

.057

.085

.055

.054

.055

.060

.013

.006

.012

Water.

.030

.030

.029

.010

.010

.010

.007

.016

.010

.020

.015

.020

.005

.005

.005

Re-
pairs.

.051

.019

.029

.032

.002

.014

.oil

.007

.021

.020

.020

.083

.083

.095

*.257

047
.046

.011

.008

.020

Total,

593
571

572

774
.821

793
,650

,677

,692

552

480

490
803
,929

.927

,099

817
921

459
,408

408

Gals.
Cylinder
Oil per
10,000

k. w. h.

4.9

4.7

4-3

5-9

7-53
6.35

4.31

3-45

3.63

.58

.62

.58

1. 19
1.48

1.54

Gals.
Lubricat-
ing Oil

per
10,000

k. w. h.

0.8

1.2

1,2

2.02

4,88

2.6

3-7

4.5

4-35

2.0

1-7

1-5

3-i8

3.05

3.12

Lbs.
Water
per
Lb.
Coal.

9-5

9-4

9-5

Lbs.
Fuel.
per

k.w.h.

Price of

Fuel
per Ton
of 2,000

Lbs.

2.89

2.94

2.90

6.50

5-03

5.07

3-43
3-6i

3-8i

3-63

303
3-31

$2.12

2.12

2.12

2.16

2,16

2.15

1.80

1-75

1.69

4.68

4.12

3-82

1.25

1.24

1.24

Kind of Fuel

Bituminous.

Bituminous.

*The company operating stations Nos. 8 and 9 has no depreciation accounts and all renewals are charged to maintenance. New appli-

ances for use in the power house are charged to maintenance and the cost of maintenance, or repairs as it is here called, for June is high

because a number of boiler cleaners purchased that month are charged to that account.

{Miscellaneous, .002.

of fixed carbon, as determined by proximate analysis, the latter

being a more or less variable quantity according to the age and

degree of exposure of the coal, the remarkable result is obtained

that the weathering of a sample of coal increases the percent-

age of fixed carbon in the combustible, and also increases by

about one per cent the calorific power of the coal.

It may be noted that the English form of Duloiig's formula,

which neglects the term O -f- 8, but uses slightly lower values for

the heat of combustion of C and H, would cause the calorific

power, as computed, to agree more closely with the results

obtained with the bomb than the formula "1460 + 620 (H — O -^

8)+40S." Thi,s is especuilly noticeaWe when the weathered and

unweathered samples are compared.

In a general way, the results show a slight diminution of eal-

orifle power in the grades of coal examined, directly traceable

to weathering. They also show that where coals have not

been exposed to oxidation, by weathering or otherwise, there is

a reasonably close agreement between the results calculated by

Dulong's formula and those obtained with the bomb calorimeter.

Last of all. they show that when it is desired to compare the

respective calorific powers of cools that have been altered to

a greater or less extent by oxidation with those of coals that

have not been exposed to the weather, the use of Dulong's

formula, or any of its modiflcnJ forms at present in use, as well

as the use of Kenfs curve, would lead to erroneous conclusions.

The Edgewater power station of the North Claicago Street Rail-

road Company has been closed. It supplied current for the line

to Evanston and the other branches in the extreme northern

part of the city. The largest unit of this station has been re-

moved to the California avenue power house, whieh now carries

the load formerly on the Edgewater station. There is one rather

peculiar development in this change. Some of the lines now
fed from California avenue station are no less than 12 miles

in length. Formerly when the Edgewater station carried a

portion, of this load the average consumption per car-mile, includ-

ing transmission losses, was 1,000 watts from the Edgewat:;r

station and 1,050 watts from the California avenne station. Now,

with a system much more extensive, the average consumption at

the California avenue station is only 1,040 watts per car-mUe,

with the same number of cai's and the same schedule on all the

lines. .

William Cooper, iu an article on "Essential Principles of

Economy in Steam-Power Installations," published in the "En-
gineering JIagazine" for November, calls attention to an incon-

sistent practice in power plant design, that of making the steam
piping fully duplex, while tlie feed-water piping is seldom duplex

and often less than single. Mr. Cooper says that it is more
important to make the feed-water piping duplex than to dupli-

cate the steam pipes, because water-pipe connections are subject

to shocks that the steam pipes never have to meet, as non.

compressible fluids are more diflicult to handle without shock

than are compressible and elastic fluids. Duplex systems of

feed-water piping are not advocated, but It is urged that the

single pipe be extra heavy and the connections made with heavy
brass elbows and tees and heavy flanged unions. A single con-

nection, if piroperly made, i,s as reliable as any part of the

equipment.

* *

WTiat a leaky hyd^rant will waste in a 'lay is probably not

appreciated by those who have never taken the trouble to inves-

tigate the subject. John C. Trautwine, Jr., has made such an
investigation and the results were given in a paper on "Popular

Errors about Water Meters," which he presented before the

Engineers' Club of Phialdelphia. The waste from 12 faucets was
measured and found to vary from 5 gallons to 2,357 gallons per

day. This latter quantity was the flow from an ordinary service

faucet left wide open; the 5 gallon loss was the result of a leak of

about one drop per second. The result of such waste if at all

general is that consumers who do not waste the water find their

supply reduced and suffer for the sins of others.

The consumer who pays by meter suffers for his own sins,

as a few leaky faucets or careless employes wlio leave them
open will moke a very marked difference in the water bill.
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LUBRICATION AND THE TESTING OF OILS.

IIY G. W. BISSELL, M. E., IOWA STATE COLLEGE, AMES, IOWA.

PART III

Coofflcient of Friction.—The coefBcien't of friction Ijetween two

bodies wliicli rub on eoeh other is defined to be the ratio between

the force required to ovei'come the friction or resistance to motion

and the pressure with which the two bodies bear against each

other. Tlius, if a weight of 100 lbs. rests uijou a table, and tlicre

is required a force parallel to the table of 5 lbs. to keep the weight

sliding on the table, the coefBcient of friction is 5-r-lOO, or 5

per cent.

In Part I of this paper it was stated that the friction which

exists between two solids rubWng directly uiwn each other is

called solid friction. The friction which exists between two
bodies separated by a film of lubricant is called mediate friction.

If there be complete adherence of the lubricant to the rubbing

surfaces and complete separatioDi of them by the film, the friction

which is manifested is due entirely to the sliding of the particles

of tlie lulu'ioaut on each other. This is ealled fluid friction and is

very small in amount. In practice it is impossible to make the

rubbing surfaces so true that their separation by the film of lubri-

cant is complete, and as a result the metals come into contact with

each other and at the points of contact there exist the conditions

of solid friction, fluid friction existing at other points between

the sufaces. Mediate friction is then, in fact, made up of two
components, one Ijeing fluid friction and the oUier being solid

friction. Experience shows that these two kinds of fi-iction are

not governed by the same laws

The generally accepted laws of solid friction are; *

I. The total friction deci-eases with increa&ed smoothness of

the rubbing surfaces.

II. Tlie total friction varies directly as the pressure upon the

rubbing surfac-es

III. The total friction is independent of the relative velocity

of the riiblwng surfaces

IV. Tlie total friction is indei^endent of the extent of the rub-

bing surfaces in contact

V. The total friction varies with the nature of the materials

used for the rubbing surfac-es

From the above and the definitiou of coefBcient friction there

results the following law for the coefficient of friction between

solids:

The coefficient of friction between solids is independent of the

pressure upon, and the relative velocity of, the rubbing surfaces

and of their extent, but is affected by the nature of the materials

constituting the rubbing surfaces as well as the condition ol those

surfaces.

The laws of fluid friction are:

I. Except at low velocities the total friction dCiCTeases with iu-

creasied smoothn'ess of the surface with which the fluid is in con-

tact

II. The total friction is independent of the pressure uiKin the

fluid.

III. The total friction increases with the relative velocity of

the fluid and the surface over which it flows.

IV. The total friction inci'^'ases with the area of the surface

over which the fluid flows

V. The total friction is independent of the nature of the sul>

stance composing the stirface over which the fluid flows.

VI. The total friction varies with the vicosity and density of

the fluid.

From the above and the definition of the coefficient of friction

there results the following law for the coefficient of fluid friction:

The coefficient of fluid friction is independent of the nature of

the material composing the surface over which the fluid flows, is

* The tests of brake shoes made by the Master Car Builders"

Association indicate that these laws are different where the fric-

tion is destructive; according to these tests the coefflcieut of

friction varies inversely with the sveed and inversely with the

pressure per sq. in.; pressures above 70 lbs. per sq. in. and speeds

above 30 miles per hour.

affected to a certain degree by the condition of that surface, In-

creases with increased velocity, with the area of the surface and
with the viscosity of the fluid but varies inversely with the press-

ure uiDon the fluid.

ITie desirabiliity of pi'ocuring conditions in the bearings of ma-
chinery which are favorable for the existence of fluid friction

only is api>arent from the above considerations and from the
knowknlge that the coefficient of fluid friction is in all cases

much lower than that of solid friction. In the table below are

presented a few values of the coefficient of friction between
solids v\-hich loib on each other v\ithout lubrication;

Table I. (Compiled from Kent's Handbook, p. 930, third eflition.;

Coefficient of Friction

Surfaces, (dry) of Motion.

Wood on wood '. 0.25 to 0.50

Metal on wood 0.50 to O.fK)

Leather on wood 0.27 to 0.38

Leather on metal 0.56

Met.al on metal 0.15 to 0.20

On specially prepared test .journals lubricated with a bath of

oil it is possible to obtain very low values of the coefficient of

friction as exhibited in Table II.

Table II—Coefficients of Friction of Journal with Oil Bath.
Journal 4 in. in diameter, 6 in. long. Temperatu.re 90° F.

(Kent's Handbook, third edition, p. 932.)

Lubricant Used, and Velocity

OF Rubbing.

Lard Oil,

IS7 feet per minute.
471 -

Mineral Grease,
IS7 leet per minute.
471 " " " -

Sperm (111,

i^y feet per minute.
471 -

Rape Oil,

1^7 feet per minute-
471 -

Mineral Oil,

157 feet per minute.
471 -

Nominal Load, Lbs. per Sq. In,

625 52c 415 310 205

Coefficients of Friction
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exta-eme t-aro in manipulation demanded, but cliiefly to the fact

that the test conditions do not resemble even remotely tue con-

ditions of actual practice. Table II exhibits this very striliingly.

The highest value of the coefficient presented therein is 1.51 ,per

cent, v.'liile the average of all the values is much less than 0.25 per

cent. These are less than one-tenth of values obtainable l>y the

best ma(?hine consti-uction. The best known oil testing machine

in this country is the Thurston oil tester. Its principal features

are sliown by the ilhistraHou.

In tbe figure, B is the thermometer giving the temperature of

the bearing; C and D, rubber tubes for circuLating water througn

the l>earings: E burette furnishiug the supply of oil; F, Siiphun con-

trolling the supply of oil. The test jourual is in the form of a

sleeve whid' slips on to the overhanging end of the main spindle

of the machine which is driven by a cone puUey belted to a coun-

lershaft. The journal sleeve may be of any desii-ed material, but

is regularly made of mild steel. The bearings, of any desired

metal, are maile in the form of two half boxes, their be;\riug sur-

faces being accurately fitted to the journal whicb should itself be

truly cylindrical. The boxes fit inside the housing of a pendulum

and are made to press upon' the journal by means of a coiled

spring contained vrithin the body of the pendulum below the

boxes. This spring can be adjusted through a. wide range of

pressures. Sometimes the boxes are made hollow to permit of the

circulating of water through them for experiments under condi-

THURSTON OIL TESTER.

tions of constant temperature. In the upper bo.-c is a receptacle

for a tlierniomeler When the machine is iji use the effect of the

friction at the surface of the journal caused by the pressure and

the velocity is to deflect the pendulum until its moment equals

that of the friction about the axis of the joui-nal. This deflection

is registered on a graduated arc behind the ijenduhim over which

moves a pointer attached to tlie pendulum. Hot water or steam

can be circulated through the boxes for testing cylinder oils. Usu-

ally it is necessary to run the machine several hours to insure

conditioos of sufficient constancy to give reliable results. For con-

venience the scale of the spring is graduated to read tolal press-

ures and pounds pressure per square inch. The graduated' arc

reads in pounds total friction at the surface of the journal. The

eoetficieut of friL-liou for a given deflection is olitained by divid-

ing the arc reading by the total pressure on the jouru;il.

There are many other forms of testing machines, but ii is not

thought worth while to describe them here, because as suited

above the use of any or all of tliem is confined to laboratories of

technical schools or large industrial plants where they oau be

handled by experts. The example presented serves to show the

general principles and the requirements. Those Interested wall find

more along this line in the books of which a list is given at the

end of this article.

Recent experience seems to show that the testing machines will

not bring out differences in mineral oils unless the pressures used

in the tests are very high, much higher than for ordinary work-

ing conditions. AVheu subjected to very high pressures the dif-

ferences appear readily, the oil being in fact subjected to a kind

of endurance test. The results may be expressed in the time re-

quired for a given increase in the temperature of the bearings or

in the coefficient of friction or in the rise in temperature and

coefficient of friction in a given time, a limited supply of oil being

used.

Additional Itemarks.—Owing to the existence to some extent ol

solid friction, in aU beariugs, particles of the surfaces becom re-

moved by abrasion and are mixed with the oil, blackening it. Tlie

oil so blackened or dirty oi! is unfit for use and should be filtered

Ol' otherwise cleaned.

Drty oil gives a higher coefficient of friction than cleau oil and

also causes more heating of the beai-ings.

For further information on the subjects discussed in the sev-

eral parts of this paper, the reader is refeiTed to the following

vvoi'ks wherein will be found also information as to the sources,

extraction, refining and chemisty of oils and other lubricanis.

Thurston: Friction and Lost Work in Machiuei-j' and Wiliwork,

John Wiley & Sons, N. Y
Oai-penteiv A Text-Book of Experimental Engineering, .loim

Wiley & Sons, N. Y
Riedwood: retroleiim and its I'roducts, J. B. Lippincott Co.,

Philadelpliia.

Hurst: Lubricating Oils. Fats and Greases, U. Van Nostrand &
Co., N. Y.

Kent's HandlxHjk, John Wiley & Sons, N. Y.

-•-
A 1,500-k. w. unit is being installed in the Western avenue

power station of the West Chicago Street Railroad Company.

The engine is being built by the Pennsylvania Iron Works and

is the largest constructed by that concern for street railway

pui-poses, and is of the cross compound, non-condensing type.

The generator is of Siemens-Halske make, with an independent

commutator similar to the machines installed in the Union Loop

station.

« « »

"JOINT INSULATOR.

The accompanying sketch shows an ingenious device for in-

sulating the joints of motor connections which protects the joint

and at the same time leaves it easily accessible, which it certain-

ly Is not when wrapped with tape. It consists of a sleeve or

jacket of gutta pereha of the proper size to slip over the brass

sleeve and screws with which the wires are joined and two rub-

ber caps with a narrow neck fitting tightly around the insulation

on the wire, and a larger base which is drawn over the end of the

jacket. The method of applying these joints will be readily un-

derstood from an inspection of the drawing.

The press dispatches from Wilmington, N. C, state that

crowds of negro stoned the street cars during the ante-election

excitement.
1

1 I •
l
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THE DETROIT AUTOMATIC SWITCH.

The accompanying illustrations show the manner of installation

and operation of the automatic switch made by the Detroit

Automatic Switch Company, Limited, of Detroit, Mich. Tliese

switches have been in use lor over six mouths on the lines of

the Citizens' Company in Detroit and are reported by General

Manager du Pont to have given the best of satisfaction in every

respect.

Fig. 1 is a view at the corner of Michigan avenue and Porter

street in Detroit, where the switch is used by 76G cars daily. At

Woodward avenue and Congress street 1,187 regular cars use

(he switch; the cars of seven different divisions pass here and

the novel feature of giving the majority the right of way has

been introduced, all switching being done bj the branch hue

cars.

There are some 12 of these switches on this road and they

are used by probably 10,000 cars daily. If 30 seconds be allowed

tor each to stop to turn a switch the time saved amounts to

85 hours per day. The saving in labor is also important, as

switchmen are not now needed at these 12 points.

The insulator or solenoid section is marliert 1 in Fig. 1; it is

20 in. in length and clamped to the trolley wire. At the point 2

is a small ornamental pole and box containing the switchboard

and circuit controller. At 3 is a cast iron box, two sections of

which are shown in Figs. 2 and 3; this contains the automatic

switching device and solenoid for operating it.

The device is simple; it comprises a walking beam and bell

crank lever. A pull on the crank tilts the beam and throws the

V'''':'-'^^''''''^^''^^-'-'-'^^-^-'''''''''''''''^''^'''-'''-'''''^^^-';

FIG. 2 FIG. 3.

switch; upon releasing the crank it rolls to the opposite end of

the walking beam and is ready for the reverse movement. The
device can be attached to any existing switch point, and will

not become clogged or get out of order. No sewer connections

are required except where the switch point lies very low and is

liable to stand under water.

The switch is operated through the controller in the car, and
at all times under the absolute control of the motorman. If he

wishes to turn the switch in either direction, he simply uses

power when the trolley rolls over the short insulator (Fig. 1),

one point being sutlicient. If he does not wish to turn the switch,

he cuts oft his current as he approaches the Insulator, the mo-

n.eutum of the car carrying it over this short section—20 iu.

The switch may also be turned by hand at any time.

The electrical connections are made from the insulator 1.

through the pole 2, through a duct under the pavement to 3

(Fig. 1).

STRIKE AT LONDON, ONT.

The strike of the employes of tfie London Street Railway

Company, of London, Ont., which was brielly mentioned in the

Review for November, page 836, has been settled. The points

at issue and to secure which the strike was inaugurated were;

1. A recognition of the employes' union. 2. A recognition of !k

.grievance committee. 3. Submission of matters in dispute to

arbitration. 4. An increase in wages of 1 l-o cents per hour.

The strikers at first were rather encouraged by the city author-

ities, but after a week it was realized that by so doing the city

might be made responsible for damages, particularly it adequate
police protection were not afforded the company, and efforts were
then made on the part of the council and leading citizens to

promote an amicable adjustment of the differences.

In the settlement, the first three contentions were abandoned
Ijy the men and wage question compromised by the company
granting an increase of 1-3 cent per hour.

General Manager C. E. A. Carr maintained a just though firm

position throughout the entire troulile. and when matters were
linally settled had retained the good will of his men and the

approbation of the public.

An incident foU<Jwiug the strike was an assault made on one
of the non-union conductors employed by the company; tlireiits

liad been made against tbe man and until two days before the

assault the company employed detectives to protect him. He was
attacked by several rutfiajis as his car was making its last trip

and badly cut and bruised about the head and face.

THE ATLAS RAIL JOINTS.

Atlas supported the world on his shoulders and therefore we
all see the propriety of giving his name to joints which will

effectually support 1!he nail end m railway tracks, for the

former feat was not more difficult than the latter. The Atlas
joint is made by connecting the rails by one or more mallealde
iron girders securely fastened in place; these girders axe designed
deep enough to have a greater resistance to bending than the

rail itself, and as the bottom flange of the joint girder extends
under the rail a perfect support for it is thus secured.

In pi-actice both the suspended and tie joints have their

warm advocates; the Atlas joint is equally suitable for either

type. In one case jodnt plates are supported at the ends, in tha

other at the middle.

Wheu two plates are used they are placed one on each side of

the rails with lower flanges which extend under one-half the

lower flanges of the rails. Bolts through the web of the rail

and also through lugs on the bottom side bind the two bars

together. If a single bar is used the lower flange is made wide
enough to extend under the whole of the rail. At the ties the

flanges are extended and supported by webs, so that they serve

as rail braces also; of course the lower flanges of the joint bare
act as tie plates.

When the rails are supported) on chairs the bars are made
deep enough so that the chairs may be dispensed with at the
joints.

In the three years that these joints have been on the market
the advantages which they present in being adapted to all con-

ditions and combining rail braces, chairs, tie and be<l plates

with re-enforced angle bars, have led to their wide use.

The joints are made by the Atlas Railway Supply Company,
of which J. G. McMichael is presddent and trevasurer. The offices

of the company are at 1654-5S Monadnock block, Chicago.
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THE PRESERVATION OF TIES.

BY W. H. GLENN.

It is the paramount idea of every general manager or superin-

tendent wlien taliing charge of a road, to cut down expenses and

increase receipts. This idea is, o£ course, thoroughly commend-

able; but the manner of doing this and extent to which it is car-

ried is often a question for comment. In some cases the results are

highly beneficial to the road; in others, extremely detrimental. In

many cases he does not stop to think that in all probability the

man whom he succeeded was imbued with the same ideas, and

had had his hatchet shai-pened for the same items of expense.

Consequently he must exercise considerable ingenuity and ability

if he effects any saving.

It is natural for every manager to wish to make a favorable

showing to his board of directors, and to this end his ideas of econ-

omy sometimes prove false. He cuts down his rejiair force (now

barely adequate) and his cars go to rack. In equipping he consid-

ers only the initial c-ost. and much sooner than he anticipated he

(or his successor) is forced to renew. This was ofteuer tne case

five or six years ago. when electric roads were comparatively new.

Today probably no business interests are in better hands than the

street railways. In the majority of cases we find extremely cap-

able men at their h<?ads

But there seems to be one item whicTi has not received its share

of attention; or, if it has, little has been done to obviate the

trouble. This is the question of ties and their preservation.

Every manager knows this to be a troulilesome prolilem. Or it

he does not, the passenger, who is almost shaken to pieces on a

piece of bad track, does. And very soon a large expense account

for the "Maintenance of Track" and "Renewals of Ties" tells the

same story

There seems to be no unifoi-mity of opinion as to the best meth-

od of remedying this trouble. Different Idnds of ties have been

used with varying results, owing, mainly, to the locality and the

conditions of the earth in which the ties are placed. Oak ties are

very largely used; but their maximum life seldom exceeds eight

years. In the south pine ties are the favorite; but five years Is a

good life for them. There have been a few isolated cases of red

cypress ties lasting for 28 years; but this is the rare exception.

These figiu-es apply to cases where the ties are completely buried.

We find, then, that the life of the average tie is about six years.

In other words, one-sixth of the entire track must be renewed with

ties every year. If the cost of the tie were the only item of ex-

pense that entered into this question it would be bad enough; but

mo.st street railway tracks are laid on paved streets, and the cost

of tearing up and renewing this paving is the large item of ex-

pense, to say nothing of the loss in receipts on account of the tem-

porary abandonment of schedules, and the inconvenSence to prop-

erty owners.

Some capable emgineers have recommended metal ties. But those

who have had experience with them are not so well pleased.

Why not then adopt the method so extensively used by the

steam roads of foreign countries and by some of the roads in our

own country. That is, treat the tie with creosote (dead oil of coal

tar). This process has l)een used for GO years, and has proved suc-

cessful wherever used. Is it unreasonable then, to expect it to ma-

terially lengthen the life of a tie? The government creosotes much

of the timber used in bridge and dock work. But as said before,

the street railways have taken to this process very slowly. It is,

to some extent, a matter of conjecture as to the actual life of a

creosoted street railway tie, as the process has not been employed

long enough to prove the matter. But conservative estimates

place it at 24 years, just four times as long as the ordinary tie. Let

us look into this process as applied to street railway work.

The best tie for the puii50se is the old field pine sap tie, for

the reason that there is so much volatile matter which can be

driven off, giving way to a larger amount of the creosote. Any

tie, however, of this kind may be used.

The oreosoting plant should be situated near the power house

in order that steam from the boilers may be utilized. It should

also be convenient to the steam road so that the tank cai-s load-

ed with oil may be run directly to the reservoir tanks.

The outfit for a creosoting plant should be:

Reservoir tanks to receive the oil from the railroad ears.

One vacuum pump.
One oil pump,
A chamber for treating the ties.

This last, ordinarily, is a boiler about 5 ft. in diameter and
40 ft. long. This length being sufficient to accommodate ordin-

ary trolley poles. The chamber is lined with coils of steam pipes

for steaming the green ties. It is also convenient to run a small

tram track from the tie pile into the chamber. The process of

treating is as follows:

The ties are placed on the small tram cars and run into the

cltamber. (A chamber of the above dimensions will hold IT.j

ties.) When this is done the head is closed, a steam tight joint

being made, and then bolted up. The steam is then turned on at

about 20 lbs. pressure, this pressure varj-ing. however, as the

ties are green or di-y; the very green tie requiring some 30 lbs.

The steam is left on for six hours, during which time the rosin

o^ other matter either evaporates or softens. The steam is then

shut off, and the vacuum pump set to work. This runs for abo:it

six hours, maintaining a vacuum of 24 in. All the soft matter is

drawn out of the ties, leaving them very porous. The vacuum
pump is then shut down and the oil pump set to work. This

pumps the oil from the resers'oir tanks into the chamber. Usually

two or three hours' pumping at SO lbs. pressure will be sufficient

to fill the now porous tie with oil. This, however, depends on

the densitj- of the tie. Oak ties, being denser and not absorbing

the oil so readily, require higher pressure and longer pumping.

Field pine ties 5 in. x 9 in. x 7 ft. have been known to absorb

fi gal. of oil, while 3 gaJ. is about the maximum for oak. The
man in charge of the pumps soon learns this, and governs him-

self accordingly.

When the pressure pump is shnt down the surplus oil is

drained back into the reservoir and the ties are allowed to stand

for a short while, when they are taken out and piled up.

If the creosote plant is conveniently near the power-house so

that it can receive the supervision of the chief engineer, it can

be operated easily by a $1.50 per day man, requiring assistance

only to charge and uncharge.

A complete treating can be made every 24 hours by charging

the chamber late in the afternoon and having the night engineer

or watchman to turn on the steam about midnight, so that when
the man in charge comes to work next morning he finds the

ties already steamed, and all that he has to do is to work the

vacuum pump and then the oil pump.

Not ties only, but trolley or bracket iMles can also be success-

fully treated in this manner.

A cTeosoting plant for street railway purposes need not be

equipped on a large scale, and consequently can be installed for

a comparatively low figure. While a building would be letter,

stiU a frame shelter is all the covering absolutely necessary,

provided the tanks and pumps are well painted.

Now as to the relative costs of the creosoted and the untreated

ties. In the writet's city pine ties 5 in. x 9 in. x 7 ft. for creosoting

pui-poses costs 20 cents each, delivered at the plant. These will

average alxiut fonr gallons of oil, which at 7 cents per gallon

runs the price up to 48 cents; then add 2 cents labor, and we

have the creosoted tie costing 50 cents. This seems a stiff price

for a tie; but let us examine further.

A carefiU estimate of the labor required to tear up and relay

the paving incident to renewing ties has shown the cost to l>e

30 cents per Unoal foot of track where the ordinary Belgian

block paving was u.sed. With the CTeosoted ties costing 5l) cents,

and spaced 2% ft. center to center, they would cost 20 cents per

lineal foot of track, thus making the renewed track cost .50 cents

per foot This trace would then be good, so far as the ties were

concerned, for 24 years.

On the other hand, a good pine tie for track work costs 25

cents, and spaced 2i/. ft. center to center, would cost 10 cents

per lineal foot of track; to this add 30 cents labor for paving,

etc.. and we h.ave the track costing 40 cents per lineal foot. Now
as this track is good for six years only, and the creosoted for 24

years, then the ordinary track costs ?1.84 for 24 years, while

the creosoted costs only 50 cents for the same time. Tliis does

not Include the interest on the investment in either case; but

the interest on the cost of a small plant would hardly equal that

on the increased number of ordinai-y ties renewed each year.

This, however, is a matter which one can easily figure out.
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The caJculations above are based on actual iirices iu the

writer's oity, aud which would vary with different localities,

according to the proximity of a lumber aud oil market. But in

no case would the change be very great.

ThiS' process is so vei-y simple and effective that street rail-

way men will do well to look into it with a view to adopting it.

And they will find that aside from effecting a considerable

saving it abates one of the greatest nuisances with which we
have to contend—torn up streets.

STANDARD RULES AND REGULATIONS.

With the verbatum report of the Boston convention of the

A. S. R. A., Secretary I'eniugton also sent to the members of

the Association copies of the report of the committee on standard

rules and regulations for the guidance aud governujeut of

employes.

This committee comprised of E.C.Foster, Ira A. ilcCormack and

W. P. Kelly; the report bears date, Columbus, 6., October 13,

3&9S. In the letter of transmission the committee explains that

the rules have been compiled for electric railways, as there ai'e

L'ow but few horse or cable systems, aud they are rapidly passing

away. No claim is made for originality, aud such features as

were deemed desirable in the rule books of various companies

have been to some extent included in the report. Minor details

of punishment for neglect of duty or infraction of rules have

been omitted, but the suggestion is made that punishment in-

volving susi>eusion from duty be made as infrequent as possible,

consistent with good discipline.

The reiport is too voluminous for us to print in full, and we
abstract a few of the rules which are either specially important

or suggest change from present prevailing practice.

In general it is recommended that roads should have a stand-

ard of physical requirements, and that applicants for the position

of conductor should be not less than 5 ft. 8 iu. in height, weigh

160 lbs., with sound hearing, heart and lungs, good eyesight

without the use of glasses, not crippled in the hands or feet, with-

out constitutional disease, and be between the ages of 24 and 40.

Motormen should conform to the same standard, except as to

weight, which should be 175 lbs.

Cai" service emjployes should have a fair common school educa-

tion, be able to read English intelligently, sign their names legi-

bily and perform simple arithmetical operations, and should be

of temperate habits.

Desirable applicants should be accepted only on trial, and
should be under the in.struetion of skilled and competent employes
for from one to two weeks; when so acting as instructor, em-
ployes should receive from 25 to 50 cents extra per day.

Promotions to the regular ranks from the e.xtra list should be

solely on merit, and independent of priority of employment.
The bell signals recommended are:

CONDUCTOKS TO MOTOEME.V.

1. One tap of the bell is the signal to stop at the next crossing

or trolley station, whichever comes first.

2. Two quick taps of the bell is the signal to start.

3. Three quick taps of the bell when, the car is standing still

is the signal to back.

4. Three quick taps of the bell when the car is running is the

signal to stop immediately. This signal should be used to pre-

vent accidents, or when trolley is off the wire.

MOTORMEN TO CONDUCTORS.

1. Two quick taps of the signal bell when car is running is

the signal to conductor to set rear brake.

2. Three quick taps of the bell when the cai- is standing is

notice to the conductor that the car must be backed.

3. Four quick taps of the bell is the signal for the conductor's

aid.

4. A succession of quick taps of tlie bell is the signal that the

trolley pole has left the wire.

5. Signal conductor by one bell for each passenger boarding
the car by the front platform.

Special: You must keep your hand off the bell cord until all

passengers are safely on or off, and never signal car to start until

certain that it is safe to do so.

Steam Railroad Crossings: Motormen must bring their cars to

a full stop not nearer than 25 ft. to the nearest track, and at a

heavy descending grade toward steam track not nearer than 50

ft., except where deraihng switches are used, when special in-

structions will govern. The motorman must not proceed with

his car until the conductor has gone ahead onto the steam

railroad track and looked both ways, and given him a signal to

start. The motorman will also observe the utmost watchfulness

for approaching trains, and should, iu his judgment, danger I>e

imminent from any source, he will refuse to start his car until

the crossing is clear and free from all danger. When conductor

has gone ahead of car, before starting, the motorman will look

back and see that there is no one gettiug on or off the car.

Transfer Signal: Four taps on foot gong in quick and regular

succession is the signal to conductor that a passenger wishes

to transfer to his car.

Riding on Fi'ont Platform: No one except the officers of the

company and its inspectors will be permitted to ride on the front

platform of closed cars under any circumstances.

Grades: In descending grades, motormen must allow car to

coast, using power as little as possible; they must be very care-

ful to always keep car under control, never allowing it to run
down grade faster than the motors vrill take it up the same
grade.

Right of Way: Cars must not pass on curves. When both
reach the junction at the same time, the car on the outside track

has the right of way. When two cars arrive at the junction

point at the same time, the car on the main line has the right

of way.

Never run against a switch point when meeting a car, but
slacken the speed of the car and allow the car moving in the
opposite direction to pass before striking the switch point. The
rule refers particularly to all crossovers and curves having switch
points facing in the direction opposite to that in which the car
is moving.

Switches and Curves: Motormen must not pass over any
switch until they know that the tongue is properly turned. Speed
must be reduced to two miles per hour on curves. Stops must
not be made on curves except to prevent an accident. It must
be remembered that there is a switch on the trolley wire, and
until the trolley wheel has passed it and the signal given by the
conductor, current must not be turned on.

Current: 'NMien current is accidentally cut off from the power
house, or by the trolley leaving the wire, or any other cause,
place the controller handle on the "off" stop. Locate the trouble
before starting the car. To ascertain if current is off, switch
in the lamp circuit.

If there is no evidence of current, throw on the lamp circuit
and notice the other cars. If they are moving, the trouble is in

your car. In case the car is on a dirty rail, take a piece of in-

sulated wire and make a good connection between the rail and
the wheel. The rail may be dead, so in this case make connection
between the wheel and the nearest rail. Be careful to break con-
tact with the wheel first; otherwise, a shock will be received.
Try both controllers, and if one works the trouble is probably

due to poor contact in the other. If neither controller works,
ascertain whether the fuse has been blown. If the fuse is blown,
remove the trolley pole from the wire before putting in a new
one. Should a new fuse be blown out, pull aown trolley and be
towed to depot.

Free Passengers: Not more than five policemen, firemen or
employes (in full uniform) will be permitted to ride free on the
same car at any time (except in case of policemen and firemen
going to a fire).

When more than this number board the car, you must request
them to take the following car, giving the reason. If they insist
on riding you must collect fare.

Employes while riding free must not smoke or occupy seats
to the exclusion of passengers.

The increased traffic on the South Side Elevated, Chicago,
during the past year, and the prospect of further increase as
the winter approaches, are given as reasons for expecting the
end of the year to show earnings of 3% per cent on the stock.

-•-•

The Alameda (Cal.), Berkeley & Oakland Electric Railroad has
temporarily stopped the sale of tickets at the rate of six for
25 cents on its lines iu order to ascertain whether any counter-
feit tickets are In circulation.
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PROPOSITION FOR COMPROMISE IN
MILWAUKEE.

Mayor David S. Rose, of Milwaukee, on \ovem>l>er 19, sent a

communication to tlie common council giving in detail tlie corres-

pondence between liimself and O. W. Wetmore, reiiresenting tlic

MilwaulJee ElecU-ic Railway & Liglit Company. Tiie mayor sum-

marizes tlie proposition received from the company as follows:

WHAT TUE COMPANY WILL DO.

(1) The company to agree that it will provide the city with

adequate street railway facilities, convenient and necessary for

the rapid, safe and proper conveyance of its inhabitants over the

streets, avenues, viiulucts and bridges of the city.

(2) All franchises now- held and owned by the company to

terminate on July 1, 1924.

(3) The city to have the right of option to purchase the street

railway property of the company at the expiration of the term

of its franchises at a viilue to be agi-eed upon betw^een the city

and tiie company, luid if they fall to agree upon the value then

the value to be fixed by arbitration in the following manner: The

judge of the circuit court of Milwaukee county to prepare a list

of 15 freeholders, from which the city shall strike five, the com-

pany shall strike five and the five remaining shall constitute a

board of arbitration to determine the price which the city shall

pay for the property; or, the arbitration to consist of five per-

sons, two of whom shall be chosen by the city, two by the com-

pany and the four thus chosen to select the fifth, as the city

shall elect.

(4) In fixing the value of the property of the company, in tlie

event that the city elects to purchase, the franchises shall not

be considered to have any value and the city shall not be required

to pay for them.

(5) If any extensions of lines are desired, either by the com-

pany or the inhabitants of the city, petition shall be made to the

common council and the common council shall thereupon refer

the petition to the judge of the circuit court of Milwaukee county,

who shall prepare a list of 15 names from which the city shall

strike five, the company five and the five remaining shall consti-

tute a board of arbitration to whom shall be submitted the peti-

tion; the board may examine witnesses and make investigation

of the matters involved in the petition and determine whether

the public necessity requires that the extension be granted. It

the board of arbitration decides against the petition no further

proceedings shall be had, but if the board decides in favor of

granting the petition then the proceedings shall be certified back

to the common council and the common council may take such

action in respect thereto as it shall see fit.

(6) The company shall pay to the city in lieu of a reduction

of fares on January 1, 1899, $50,(X)0; January 1, 1900, $00,000;

January 1, 1901, $70,000; January 1, 1902, $80,000; January 1,

1903, $90,000; January 1, 1904, $100,000, until such time as the

pi-oflts earned by the company shall pay a dividend of 6 per

cent per annum to the stockholders, when there shall be paid to

the city one-third of all annual profits above G i>er cent in addi-

tion to the $100,000 per annum above provided for.

WHAT THE CITY WILL DO.

The city upon its part to agree as follows;

(1) That in consideration of the payments to be made by the

company to the city and of the other agreements hereinbefore

stated in general form the company to have the right to charge

5 cents for each single fare with one transfer for each fare paid;

transfers to be issued in the same manner in which they are now
Issued, under existing practices.

(2) A grant of the right to lay tracks and operate the street

railway over certain streets contiguous to the present system

to be specified and to be operated in connection therewith upon

the express condition, however, tliat the company shall not use,

occupy or lay tracks upon or operate its street railway over any
street, avenue, bridge or viaduct until application or applications

therefor shall be made to tlie common couueil: every such appli-

cation to be first referred to the board of arbitration appointed

from the list made by the judge of the circuit court in the man-
ner above specified, the aMilieation to be approved by such board
of arbitration and also to be approved by the common council.

(S) No exclusive franchise to be granted by the city to the

railway company.

(4) The payments herein provided for to be independent of

and in addition to all tJLxes, assessments, license fees or charges

exacted from said railway company under any law of this state.

These further rights to be sectu'ed to the city:

(1) At the expiration of the iiresent franchises, towlt: on July

1, 1924, if the city shall not l)e then satisfied to continue under

the present arrangement the matter of fares and payments by

the company to be readjusted under a new agreement to be then

made, and if so adjusted, or if the city shall be satisfied to con-

tinue under this agreement and if the city shall not desire to

purchase at that time then the terms of the franchises of the

company to be e.\tcnded for 10 years, in which event the city

shall have the right of option to purchase at the expiration of

the 10-year periods and under the same conditions the franchises

may be extended by 10-year periods if the city so elects.

(2) The city to reserve the right by ordinance or resolution to

regulate and control the manner of laying tracks, stringing wires,

attaching circuits, and regulating and controlling the manage
uient and operatiou of the railway company in the exercise of

any and all rights granted thereunder.

(3) In the event that the city shall exercise its right of option

to purchase and shall purchase the lines of the company within

the city, if the company shall then have in operation suburban

or interurbau lines outside of the corporate limits of the city

or connected therewith, the company to have the right to run

its ears over the lines within the city from such outside lines

and to pay the city proper compensation therefor and to pur-

chase power from the city for the purpose of operating such

outside lines and cars from the same over the lines owned and

operated by the city..

(4) All moneys received by the city from said company, under

the provisions liereof, to go to the school fund of the city, and

not to be diverted therefrom.

(5) If the city shall at any time hereafter grant franchises to

any other persons to operate street railways within the city, then

all rights and provisions thereof to terminate.

(6) The railway company to be required to maintain so much
of the streets used by it and one foot outside the tracks and keep

them in good repair and condition with the same material used

by the city to maintain, pave or repair the other portions of such

streets.

(7) Befoi-e any ordinance or resolution adopted to carry into

effect the provisions hereof shall become operative or of any

force the railway company to execute a contract to the city, to

be approved by the common council by which the railway com-

pany shall obligate Itself to w^ell and ti'uly keep and i5erform all

and singular the acts and things by it required to be done in

pursuance of this proposal and the ordinance and resolution

adopted in conformity therewith; and also to make all the pay-

ments therein provided for and to provide the city with the street

railway service specified in the ordinance, the performance of all

of which shall depend all the rights of the railway company un-

der such ordinance, and if the railway company shall become
insolvent or shall violate or fall to keep any condition or agree-

ment by it to be kept or performed by the provisions of the

ordinance, then the ordinance and all rights thereunder to ter-

minate.

The text of the agreement further provided that the company
should be relieved of the payments to the city in the event that

the city should at any time grant franchises to any opposition

company. This is perhaps not clearly brought out in section 5

of the "further advantages" above quoted.

So great an outcry was made against this agreement by the

press and public generally that the company withdrew its propo-

sition, and the matter will probably be dropped, as the city will

be unable to force a reduction in the rate of fare to 4 cents,

which is the point most controverted.

The proposal was made In an effort to come to amicable terms

with the city. While the franchises for many of the streets occu-

pied by the company terminate in 1924, there are many others,

however, which expire between 1929 and 1934, and some that

axe in perpetuity. The date 1924 in the agreement was chosen

as most favorable to the city.

J. B. Quigley, who is building an electric railway at Nevada,

Mo., has purchased the electrical equipment of the Westinghouse
Company.
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BRIDGES AT CINCINNATI.

The accompanying illustrations are from photographs of tht.

bridges crossing the Ohio river which are used by the Cincinnati,

New port & Covington Railway Company. Those ou the left

show the suspension bridge which has been rebuilt for the use

of the street railway company at a cost of $185,000. During the

two years that the reconstruction work has been in progress,

traffic has not been interrupted for a single hour. This bridge

LIGHTNING AND LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.

Abetract of a Lecture before the Franklin Institne, NcTember 2".;, 1898, by

A. J. Wnrts.

In earlier days, when little was known about electrical phenom-

ena, fires were lighted and bells tolled to frighten away the light-

ning; but when Benjamin Franklin, with his remarkable kite

experiments, established the identity between lightning and

electricity, people were glad to accept his demonstrations and

CINCINNATI BRIDGES.

saves 15 minutes in the trip between Cincinnati and Covington

by street cars and is of course a great convenience.

Those on the right show the new Louisville & Nashville Rail-

road bridge, which is considered the best bridge across the Ohio at

this point. It connects Newport with Cincinnati, the northern

end landing passengers at the Pennsylvania Railroad Depot.

There are two street car tracks on this bridge for the Cincin-

nati, Newport & Covington, and one track for the LouisvlUe

& Nashville.

« « »

SALES IN BROOKLYN.
November 10 the Brooklyn Elevated, the Union Elevated and

the Brooklyn Bridge & Seaside Elevated Raih'oads were sold

under foreclosure proceedings to P. B. Olcott, representing the

Central Trust Company, the bids were $1,750,000; .$3,075,000, and

$052,500 for the three roads. The three companies will be con-

solidated and known as the Brooklyn Union Elevated Railroad

Company, and it is stated that Frederick Uhlmann, the present

receiver, will be the new president.

ready to adopt such a reasonable device as Franklin's rod to

protect self and home against the dreaded lightning.

The lightning rod at that time was a reasonable device. First,

l)eeause lightning, having been proved to be identical with the

static spark, a metal rod would obviously constitute a good con-

ductor; and, second, as points were- found to possess the prop-

erty of draining the charge, that is, preventing the accumulation
of the charge, the lightning rod had every reason in the light

of 100 years ago to be considered a good preventive against the

stroke, as weU as a good conductor should the stroke occur.

(Experiments were here shown to illustrate these points.)

But after 100 years of experience shall we still consider the

lightning rod a reasonable precaution? For some reasons I think

it is; it certainly gives comfort to many nervous people. On
the other hand, there is no evidence that it does any harm. How-
ever, aside from any comfort which the rod may offer to timid

people, is it in the light of today a reasonable precaution, and
does it pay? With some few exceptions, I would say no. If

money is plenty and to spare, and if the rod will give comfort
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and ease of mind, by all means put it up, but as a matter of

fact where do we find the great majority of rods today? Not

on new houses, where wealth and intelligence are the rule, but

on public buildings, old houses and the houses of the relatively

poor and uneducated. AVhy is this? I think it is because the

well-to-do people are in a position to use their own judgment,

and they decide that the danger does not warrant the expense.

They are found on public buildings because lightning rods, be-

ing used in all civilized countries, no one is willing to take the

responsibility of leaving them off; and they are found on the

houses of less intelligeut people because these are not in a posi-

tion to use any judgment of their own in the matter; they are

fearful because they don't understand, and they are easily fright-

ened into it by the lightning rod agent.

From statistics (Alexander JIcAdir, U. ,S. Weather Bureau)

we learn that in nine years, ending 18!)3, in the I'nited States,

and for the most part east of the Rocky Mountains, there were

4,175 fires, with a loss of .$14,309,015; that during ten years, end-

ing 1893, 2,679 l>arns, 129 churches and 831 dwellings were struck

by lightning. This is 831 dwellings in 10 years, less than 100 a

year, out of the millions in this country! Can this cause alarm

or be considered sufficient ground for the general erection of

lightning rods, or will it be argued that the use of lightning rods

has kept these figures down?
But again, statistics show that in Belgium for 1889 "of 324

ligbtning flashes two struck lightning rods; 123 struck buildings,

setting 30 on fire; 16 struck persons; 96, trees; 81, telegraph

and telephone lines; and others miscellaneous. Other statistics

show that of 18 deaths due to lightning,- one occurred within

a building, 11 out of doors and 6 under trees."

Certainly, these figures are not alarming. Taking the max-

imum figure for five years, in 1894 336 people out of seveuty mil-

lions were killed in the United States by lightning. Indeed, there

is more danger from the air we breathe and the water we drink

than from lightning. If we are to use lightning rods to ward

off such a remote danger as damage or death by lightning, why
not have automatic s'i)rinkling devices in our houses to guard

against fire? Why not pad railroad cars with air cushions to

lessen the iwssibility of death in collision? Why not fasten a

small lightning rod to our umbrellas when we go out in a thun-

der storm? Indeed, there are hundreds of other dangers far

greater than lightning, against which were we to take such pre-

cautious as are suggested by the liglilning roil, life would lianlly

be worth living.

If wo knew just when lightning was going to strike, and if

we kntw that a rod would protect, then, iudt'cd, would the rod

prove a reasonable precaution; but when we realize that of the

people killed by lightning, most of them have been out of doors.

Standing under trees, that most of the buildings struck by light-

ning are barns or stables, that out of 324 strokes only two struck

lightning rods, then it is hard to believe that the lightning rod

is a reasonable precaution. We have had 100 years experience;

facts and statistics are before us, and my obsei-vations indicate

that the majority of intelligent people have decided against a

general use of the lightning rod.

Nevertheless, lightning rods have undoubted value in certain

places. I would consider them advisalile on all buildings of

prominence, such as the capitol at Washington, the Washington

Monument, churches, tall brick chimneys, etc., but otherwise in

cities the danger from lightning does not seem to warrant their

use. In the country it is undoubtedly well to protect barns and

churches, and 1 see no reason why valuable trees when stand-

ing more or less exposed should not be thus protected.

It is often claimed that a rod will protect an area having a

radiu.s equal to the height of the rod, but this is not so. as ex-

perience has frequently demonstrated. I rejuember an instance

last summer in which a tree was struck not more than 50 ft. from

the hotel where I was stopping, and this building, wBIch was
300 ft. long and four stories high, was provided with an admir-

able system of lightning rods, having 40 upper terminals and

several lower terminals thoroughly well grounded. During the

same storm another tree was struck not moiHi than 200 ft. from

the hotel; the stroke shattered the tree about one-third of the

way down, from which point it jumped to a telephone wire

attached to the ti'ee, and following this into the hotel; it finally

reached a gaa pipe and thus passed to earth. The path taken

by tills stroke was certainly circuitous compared with the path

offered by any one of the lightning rods of the hotel. Shortly

after this a ta-ee was struck 10 ft. from a neighboring hotel

equally well protected. It will this be seen that the law above

enunciated does not hold good, and that lightning rods are by

no means a sure preventive of the stroke, nor does the stroke

necessarily follow what, from an electrical standpoint, would

seem to be the shortest and easiest path to earth. (A vei-y in-

teresting experiment was here sbown illustrating the formation

of a lightning stroke.)

Before passing to the subject of lightning arresters, I wish to

say a few words about "fire balls." This is a form of lightning

which is comparatively rare; in fact, many people doubt its ex-

istence. I have never observed this phenomenon myself, but 1

have the good fortune to be acquainted with J. P. Mallett. one

of the engineers of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, who personally witnessed this form of lightning, a

description of which he has kindly given me. I will read it to

you in his own words:

"The following is a brief account of a severe thunder storm

I experienced in the southern portion of Maine, the latter part

of August of this year.

"I chanced to be visiting my brother at the time, and about

six o'clock in the evening a heavy shower occurred and the

thunder and lightning were vei-y severe. Tbe lightning struck

the chimney of my brother's house, breaking out first in the

rooms on the third floor on both sides of the chimney. In one

room it came out through the plastering in a number of differ-

ent places, and tearing off the plaster apparently divided into

several different parts. One bolt went across the end of a pic-

ture frame, and from this to an old pair of souvenir Japanese

shears, fusing the points together, then, passing back through

the plastering to the chimney, it descended to the next floor.

Here, on each side of the chimney was a bed room, with a set

of wash bowls in each. In one there was a little water. The
lightning fused the stopper chains to the bowls, and the bowl

nhich contained the water was broken into many pieces. To
the other it did no damage except fusing the chain and blacken-

ing the marble slab.

"The lightning passed around one bed room to the corner oppo-

site the bowl, and from there passed down to the room below.

Here my brother happened to be standing, and at the doors were

three others, among them myself. We saw distinctly two balls

of fire, apparently about as large as a fist, one coming from the

room above already mentioned and the other from the fuimel

hole in the chimney. These approached each other in about the

middle of the room and approximately 2 ft. from the floor, and

when apjiarently about 2 ft. from each other they exploded

about the same time, one report being almost simultaneous with

the other. My brother was standing at the time within 4 or 5

ft. of the balls, and felt a slight shock in the lower part of his

legs, but nothing severe. We who were standing in the next room

in the doorway felt no shock at all.

"The lightning set fire to nothing and showed no signs of burn-

ing except in the rooms on the third floor, where it came through

the ijlastering and charred the lathing around the nails. The
chief damage done was by the explosions, which occurred at

the wash bowls and in the chimney itself. These blew out the

funnel hole covers on every floor and severely cracked the chim-

ney in several places.

"Tliis storm was noted throughout that sei-tion for the peculiar

freaks of lightning in several different places, and in every case

it seemed to be of the same globulai' form."

We now pass to the consideration of lightning arresters.

Atmospheric electricity is the cause of considerable damage
to electrical apparatus, and lightning arresters are used as a

protection. The difference of potential between the upper strata

of air and the earth is often considerable. During thunder

stoiTus a difference of 3.000 volts has been found at the top of

the Washington monument and 10,000 volts at the top of the

Eiffel tower. The atmosphere under these circumstances be-

comes an electrostatic field, which, when suddenly removed,

causes electrostatic surgings in all electrical conductors, as well

as static discharges. The instantaneous removal of the electro-

static field takes place at the instant of the lightning fiash. Th.is

is noticed by reading the instruments when measurements of

the difference of potential are taken at any considerable eleva-

tion, as for instance at the top of Washington Monument. It is
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noticed that just previous to a lightning strolie the potential is

constantly and gradually rising, but the moment the stroke oc-

curs the potential immediately falls to zero. The effect then of

this sudden removal of the electrostatic field is to cause surg-

ings in electrical conductors, which in turn give rise to static

discharges of an oscillatory nature. It is for this reason that

wire fences, iron rails, gas pipes and the like are frequently

seen to spark during thunder storms. In the case of gas pipes

the sparking is a source of considerable danger, because should

there be a leak at one of the joints, the spark would ignite the

gas and possibly cause a serious fire.

It is this static discharge or spark wliich causes damage to

electric apparatus by perforating the insulating material, and

the object of a lightning arrester is to conduct the discharge to

earth, that is, it is iuteuded to provide a path or such a number
of paths to earth that the line will always be safely discharged

without affecting the apparatus. The oscillatory character of

the discharge lends itself readily to the construction of one

type of protecting device, uamely, the choke coil; on the other

hand, it is this veiy characteristic which has made it so difticult

to construct an effective lightning arrester, an iustnmunit which

otherwise would seem to be a very simple device. The charge

in the wire seems to surge back and forth witli a high frequency

and obtains thereby the property of self-induction. It is there-

fore necessary in constructing a lightning arrester to provide

a path for the discharge which will offer minimum resistance

to the passage of disruptive discharges in distinction from a path

offering low resistance to the passage of ordinary dynamo cur-

rents. Foi' example, any device having a. coil wire in the path

of the discharge would offer a considerable resistance to the

passage of the discharge, although it might prove a very low
resistance path for dynamo currents.

In the early days of electric lighting a simple spark gap was
provided between line and ground, across which the static spark

passed to earth, but as in many instances the dynamo current

followed the discharge across this ga/p, a fuse was inserted which
would instantly cut out the arrester in case of a short circuit.

This answered fairly well for a time, but as electric light and
power plants increased in number and size, a demand was made
for a lightning arrester which would automatically take cai'e of

itself. A considerable number of such devices have siuce been
placed on the market, several of which are on the table before

you, and I will now endeavor to show you experimentally their

respective characteristics and the comparative resistance which
each offers to tte passage of disruptive discharges.

GAS DRIVEN INSPECTION CAR.

NORTH CHICAGO RAILROAD OFFICES.

The office building of the North Chicago Street Railroad Com-
pany at 4-14 North Clark sti'eet is being enlarged to afford better

av'commodatiou for the business of that company and allied in-

terests. In addition to the North Chicago, the Northwestern
Elevated Railroad Company, the North Chicago Electric Railway
Company, the Chicago Electric Transit Company, North Side

Electric Street Railway Company and the Chicago & Jefferson

Urban Transit Company all have offices in this building.

J. R. Chapman, electrician of the company, drew the plans

for the addition, which is constructed of iron and terra cotta,

and is fire-proof. It is a three story structure and immediately
at the rear of the old building. It provides accommodation for

two law departmeuts of four oftices each, two claim departments
of three othces each, tlie engineering. offices of the Northwestern
Elevated Railroad Company, a private office for I'resi<lent

Yerkes and his stenographer, a suite of offices for J. M. Roach,
second vice-president and general manager, office for the elec-

trical department of the North Chicago and allied companies, a
telephone exchange room so that all the offices have telephonic

communication; conductors' room, lockers and lavatory for the

employes of the North State street line.

The casings in each room are grooved so that wires for tele-

phone, lights. Postal calls, etc., can readily be placed at any
time in any room. Tlie construction of the building was com-
menced last August and is now neariug completion. Its cost

will be approximately ?30,000.

The accompanying illustration is from a photograph of an in-

spection car on the Chicago & West Michigan Railway which is

driven by a gas engine and is the largest of a number of such

cars equipped with Sintz gas engines. This car is in some re-

spects quite similar to a street car, and the success with which it

has been operated leads the Sintz Gas Engine Company to believw

GAS DRIVEN INSPECTION CAR.

that such an equipment would prove satisfactory as well as

economical on interurbau railways where the objection to elec-

tric power is the heavy investment for copper. The company is

prepared to build street railway cars, and has sent one equipment

to Merida, Yucatan.

STRIKE AT DALLAS, TEX.

At 4:1.5 a. m. on November 10, C. II. Alexander, president of

tlio Dallas (Tex.) Consolidated & Electric Street Railway, was
called up by telephone and ad\ised that the union of employes

was dissatisfied with the action of the company in discharging

some of its men, and demanded their reinstatement. This was
refused and at 6 o'clock a strike was inaugurated.

Three out of the 40 cars regularly usetl were manned by the

office force and ran the first day, Mr. Alexauder himself taking

charge of the power house. By November 18 the cars were
running on schedule time with non-union men; the passenger

traffic was light, however.

Reports from Dallas state that on December 2. at 9 o'clock in

the evening, a car was blown up by d.^1lamite, and half an hour

latea- a second car. A stick of dynamite a foot long was found

at the scene of the explosion. The motorman was injured and
the car badly wrecked in iKith instances; no passengei-s were on
bimrd. The company attributies these acts of violence to the

strikers.

MANHATTAN ELEVATED REPORT.

The report of the Mauhattan Elevated Railway Company,
of New York, for the quarter ending September 30, 1808, shows

a deficit of f20,0C2 as compared with a surplus of $155,890 for

the corresponding quarter of 1897. The dividends paid in 1897,

liowever, turned that surplus into a deScit. The figures for

the third quarter of 1898, and of 1897, are:

Gross eai-uiugs ?1,-SS,61.3 Sl,aT0.i;3S Dec. ?lSl,6a5

Operating expenses . . . 1,219,003 l,L64,70e Dc-c. 15,70'J

Net earnings .? 539,eiO $ 705,.W2 Dei'. ?16'i 9-2

Other income 47.300 56,t67 Dec. 9.167

Tutill lucume ? .'i87.110 ? 7C,2.199 Dec. ?173,089

fliart-es 607,172 007.089 Inc. f3

Deficit * 20,062 sur. $ 135,110 Inc. *175,172

Dividends 300.000 300,000

Deficit ? 320,062 $ 1«,S90 Inc. f175,172
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REVIEW OF SOME OF THE rSgS STREET RAILWAY LEGISLATION.

BY J. L. ROSENBEKGEB, LL.B., OF THE CHICAGO BAR.

Massachusetts.

The "Massachusetts General Street Raihvay Bill." a summary

o£ the principal features of which was published on pages 433-

43.5 of the Street Railway Review of July 15, 1898, does not

comprise all of the legislation of that state for the year 1898

affecting street railways.

DSE OF TRACKS FOR TRANSPORTATION OF MATERIAL, ETC.

Chapter 328 of Acts of 1S9S provides that any corporation own-

ing or operating a street railway \ritliiu the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts may, in any city with the consent of the mayor

and board of aldermen, or in any town with the consent of the

sele»-tnien, convey in cars propelled by electricity or horse power

over its tracks any snow, ice, stones, gravel, dirt or street sweep-

ings which have been taken from any street or way over or

through which its tracks are located, for the purpose of im-

proving said street or way; and may also, in like manner and

with like consent, convey to any point on its line any necessary

material for use in the construction, grading, repairing or im-

proving of such sti-eet or way. "

EMPOWERED TO TAKE LAND.

Chapter 404 of the Acts of Massachusetts of 1898 provides as

follows: Section 1. A street railway company, for the purpose

of avoiding or eliminating a crossing of a railroad by its railway

at grade, may purchase or otherwise take laud necessary therefor,

not exceeding 50 feet in widtli, outside the limits of a public

way; provided, that no land shall be so taken which cannot law-

fully be taken for the laying out of a railroad; nor until a plan,

made on an appropriate scale and showing by metes and

bounds the land proposed to be purchased or taken, with the

names of the owners thereof, after notice to such owners, and

after a public notice and hearing such as .'U-e required in ease

of a location of a street railway upon a public way, has been

approved in writing by the board of aldennen of the city or

selectmen of the town in which the laud is situated; nor shall

the land of a railroad company or of another street railway

company be so taken against the consent of such company, with-

out the approval, after notice and hearing, of tlio board of rail-

road commissioners.

Section 2. A deed or description, with a plan of the land so

purchased or taken, shall be fllcd in the registry of deeds for the

county or district in which the land is situated; and the pro-

visions of the general law^s relative to the assessment and pay-

ment or recovery of damages for lands and other property taken

for railroad purposes shall apply with respect to all lands and

property taken under the provisions of this act.

Section 3. A street railway company which has so acquired

land for the purpose may construct its railway over or under

a railroad, in the manner agreed by the companies, or, if they

do not agree, in a manner prescribed by the board of railroad

commissioners; provided, that no overhead structure shall be

built at a height of less than 18 feet above a railroad track,

without the consent in writing of said board.

Section 4. The board of aldermen of a city or the selectmen

of a town may authorize structures or alterations within or partly

within the limits of a public way, necessary for carrying a street

railway over or under a railroad; provided, that the public way
is not thereby made unsafe for other public travel, and that in

the ease of a state highwa.v the consent of the Massachusetts

highway commission'shall also be obtained.

Section 5. A street railway company whose railway is lo-

cated in part outside the limits of public ways shall, with respect

to the equipment, use and operation of its railway and trans-

portation thereon, be subject to the provisions of all general laws

now or hereafter in force relating to street railways and street

railway companies, as fully as if its railway were located wholly

nithin the limits of public ways.

TAXATION OF INTERSTATE LINES.

Chapter 417 of the Acts of Massachusetts of 1898 provides that

the provisions of sections 38 to 41, and 53 to 66, inclusive, of chap-

ter 13 of the Public Statutes of Massachusetts, which are ap-

plicable to railroad companies whose lines are located partly

within and partly without the limits of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, shall apply in like manner to street railway com-

panies, whether chartered or organized in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts or elsewhere.

New Jersey.

EXTENSION OF TIME.

Chapter 189 of New .Jersey Laws, Session of 1898, provides

that whenever the time limited for the completion of any horse,

street, electric, cable or traction railroad or railway, or any part

thereof, has expired, either by the terms of any resolution or

ordinance of any municipality of this state, or by the provisions

of any law of this state, such time shall be and the same is

hereby extended to the first day of July in the year of our Lord

one thousand nine hundred; and that all acts or parts of acts

inconsistent with the provisions of this act are repealed.

RAILROADS ON IMPROVED HIGHWAYS.

Chapter 118 and chapter 199 of the New Jersey Laws of 1898

is each entitled "An Act to authorize boards of chosen freeholders

to widen, straighten, grade and otherwise improve highways
under their control, and to provide for the construction of street

railroads thereon."

Section 1 begins wnth the provision that the board of chosen

freeholders of any county in the state of New Jersey shall have

power to widen, straighten, change the grade or location of, or

otherwise improve any public highway under its control, or part

thereof, and to authorize the consti'uction and operation of a

street railroad thereon.

Section 2 provides that whenever such board intends to widen,

straighten, change the grade or location, or otherwise improve

any public highway under its control or part tliereof, in order to

provide for the construction and convenient operation of a street

rjiilroad thereon, that fact shall be stated in a resolution passed

by the board, after filing a map as provided for in section 1, and
published for at least two weeks, once a week, in two or more
newspapei-si published in the county, and said resolution shall

further state that at a time and place mentioned therein, and
at least two weeks after the passage thereof, propositions to

constract, maintain and operate a street railroad on tne highway
to be improved will be received and considered by the board, and

all parties interested therein may be heard, or at some later

date to which the board may adjourn; each proposition sub-

mitted in pursuance of such notice shall state (1) whether the

I'arty making the same intends to constmct a single or double

track street railroad, and if a single track road, the length and

location of sidings and switches; (2) the motive power to be used;

t.3) the rate of fare to be charged; (4) the amount of money to

be contributed for defraying the cost of improving the public

highway, as proposed b.y said board, and the amount or per-

centage of receipts to be paid annually for the franchise, and (5)

such other terms as the party making the proposition may be

willing to agree to; and if any proposition to constrtict, maintain

and operate a street railroad on such highway to be improved

shall be accepted by said lioard, the party making the same shall

forthwith give a bond to said board, conditioned for the faithful

performance of such proposition in all respects; .such bond to be

approve<l as to form, amount and sufficienc.v of surety by the

justice of the supreme court holding the circuit court in the

county before any money shall be expended or obligation in-

curred in making the proposed improvement; provided, that no

arrangement or agreement, made by or between the person or

coi-poration making such proposition and the board of chosen

freeholders in respect of taxation, shall be taken or construed

to have the force of contract; nor shall any franchise be granted

under this act for a longer term than 75 years; and provided

further, that such board may reject any or all propositions, and
readvertise from time to time for other propositions, and proceed

thereon as in the first instance; but nothing in this act shall be
con.strued to authorize the construction of a street railroad on
any public highway on which it is not lawful at present to

authorize the construction of a street railroad.
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To tbis point the two clinpters appear to be identical. But

cliiiipter 190 contains the following adrtitionul matter, not found

in section 2 of chapter 118, viz.: Nor shall any street railroad

be eonstnicted on any pul)lic liigliway or part of any highway

under the control of such board in any municipality until there

shall l)e filed in the office of the cleric of the county the consent

in writing of the owner or owners of at least une-balf in amount

of lineal feet of property in sucli municipality fronting on such

highway, or upon the part thereof on whicli it is proposed to

construct such street railroad, and any sucli consent may be

signed by an attorney in fact thereunto duly authorized by the

owner or any executor or trustee holding the legal title or having

power of sale, which consent shall be executed and acknowledged

as is required in ca.se of deeds entitlefl to lie recorded; and in

case such consents are not obtained and tiled within six months

after the acceptance of such projiosition, then such proposition

and acceptance thereof and bond shall be null and void, and

the board of freeholders may give notice calling for other propo-

sitions and proceed thereon in the manner aforesaid.

3. Forthwith afttr the approval of such bond, a copy of such

proposition, certified by the clerlv of tlie Iioai'd of chosen free-

holders, shall be delivered to the chairman or other presiding

officer of the council, committee or other governing body of every

municipality in the county through or into which it is proposed

to construct a street railroad on sucli highway, and the worli of

constructing such street railroad shall not be commenced or

carried on in any municipality in the county until the governing

body thereof shall l)y ordinance assent thereto.

Chapter 199 repeahs all acts and parts of acts inconsistent

therewith.

New York.

CERTIFICATES OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE.

Chapter 643 of the New York Laws of 1898 adds a new sec-

tion to chapter 50.5 of the Laws of 1890, known as the railroad

hiw, the same to be known as section 59a. This new section pro-

vides that whenever application is made by a street surface rail-

road company for"a certificate of public convenience and a neces-

sity as required bj' the provisions of the foregoing .section, and

it shall appear to the board of railroad commissioners, after ex-

amination of the proposed route of the applicant company that

public convenience and a necessity do not require the constnic-

fion of said railroad as proposed in its articles of association but

do require the construction of a part of the said railroad, the

Iioard of railroad commissioners may issue its certificate for the

construction of such part of tlie said railroad as seems to it to be

required by public convenience and a necessity.

In case any railroad company which shall liereafter obtain the

certificate of the board of railroad commissioners that public

convenience and a necessity require the construction of the whole

or a part of the said railroad shall fail to begin such construc-

tion within two years from the date of the issuing of said cer-

tificate, the board of railroad commissioners may inquire into

the reason for such failure and the said board may revoke said

certificate if it shall appear to it to be in the public interest so

to do.

TKANSFER TICKETS.

riiapter 663 of the New York Laws of 1898 adds a new section

to the i>enal code of the state, to be known as section 619a. It

provides that no transfer ticket or written or pi-intetl instrument

giving, or pui-porting to give, the right of transfer to any person

or persons from a public conveyance operattnl upon one line or

route of a street surface railroad to a public conveyance upon

another line or route of a street surface railroad, or from one

car to another car upon the s.Tme line of street surface railroad,

shall be issued, sold or given except to a passenger lawfully en-

titled thereto. Any person who shall issue, sell or give away

such transfer ticket or instrument as aforesaid to a person or

persons not lawfully entitled thereto, and any person or persons

not lawfully entitled thereto who shall receive and use or offer

for passage any sucli transfer ticket or instniment, or shall sell

or give away such transfer ticket or instrument to another with

intent to liave such transfer ticket used or offered for passase

after the time limited by its use shall have expiretl, shall be guilty

of a. misdemeanor.

rXTENSION OF TIMK FOR COMPLETION OF ROADS PLACED IN IIAXIIS

OF RECEIVERS.

Chapter 4'X) of tlie New Y'ork Laws of 189S provides that ali

railroad corporations tliat have been organized under the laws

of this state, an<l have Ijeen placed in the hands of a receiver

or receivers by the supreme court of this state, and that are now
in tlie hands of such receiver or receivers, are hereby granted

live years from and after the passage of this act witliin which to

complete tlieir said roads, and the charter or charters of such

companies shall not be deemed or taken as forfeited by their

failure to cHMnplete tlieir said roads within the time originally

limited in the general laws of this state for the completion of

such roads. And the said companies are hereby authoriztKl to

proceed and build tlieir .said roads and comiilete the same within
five years after the passage of this act, and the corporate iK>wers

and rights shall not be <leemed or held to have ceased by reason

of lapse of time or by reason of the appointment of such a re-

ceiver or receivers.

STOCK CORPORATION LAW.

Chapter 80 of the New York Laws of 1898 amends the rail-

road law of the state by adding to article one a section, to he
numbered 23, to read: Section 24 of the stock conioration law
does not apply to a railroad corporation.

[Said section 24 pertains to "Liability of directors tor uiiaii-

thorized debts and over-issue of bonds."]

IN RELATION TO THE POWERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COR-

PORATIONS.

Oliapter 170 of the New Y'ork Laws of ]S!)8 amends section 21

of the railroad law, .is amended by chapter 048 of the laws of

1894, relative to the powers of electric light and power corpora-

tions, so that the stockholders of a domestic company incor-

porated under a special law will now have the same power as

those of a company incoi-porated under a general law; either cor-

poration being empowered to build, maintain and operate by elec-

tricity as a motive power a railroad "or railroads." not exceinl-

ing "twenty-five" miles in length, and within that distance from
the power station.

As the section is amended, an electric light and power conioni-

tion shall also have the right to acquire the property and fran-

chises of a railroad company or companies owning such a railroad

or i-ailroads, already constructed, and so operated, and to maintain

and operate the same, pro\:ded that the directors of such rail-

road company or companies and all of its or their stockholders

shall first have assented in writing to the transfer of the prop-

erty and franchises of such railroad company or companies, to

sucli conioration; in which event and by the tiling of such assent

of directors and stockholders in the offices where the certificates

of iucoiiioration of the railroad c-ompany or companies were re-

quired to be filed, the rights, property and franchises of such

railroad company or companies shall be transferred to. and shall

vest in such coiporation, and such corporation so ac(|uiring such

railroad or railroiids shall be subject to all the provisions of

chapter 39 of the general laws with respect to the railroad prop-

erty or proix^rties and franchises.

But it is stated that this section shall not confer any jiowers

upon any corixiration located in or authorize the construction,

maintenance or operation of a railroad in -i city of the fii-st or

second class.

CROSSING OF BRIDGES.

Chapter .590 of the New Y'ork Laws of 1898 amends section 90

of the railroad law. making the same applicable to "Any street

railroad in oiwration in thi.s state, which shall, by a two-thii-ds

vote of its directors, decide to extend the route of its road, so as

to cross a river over and l>y any bridge," and adds to the section:

Whenever a terminus of any public viaduct, bridge or bridges, or

public viaduct connected with any bridge or bridges, heretofore

or hereafter constructe<l in and owned and maintained by any
city of the first class, or town adjoining the same, is or shall be

located at or adjacent to or within one-half mile of the route of

any existing street surface railroad the coqioration owning or

operating such railroad ma.v, irrespective of any provisions otiier-

wise applicable thereto contained in any general or local act,

upon obtaining the consent of the local authorities and property

owners as alKive [in the original section] provided, and iu)on

complying with the provisions of the railroad law applicable
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thereto, extend its road or route and construct and operate its

railroad, to, ui>on and across such viaduct, bridge or bridges and

approaches thereto for tlie purpose of connecting witli another

railroad route not more than one-half mile distant from sucli

bridge or viadiK't so as to afford a continuous ride for oue fare,

subject to the provisions of the railroad law. This section shall

not apply to any bridge over the Hudson or East rivers in the

counties of New York and Kings, nor to any bridge or viaduct

constructed under the provisions of any, so-called, grade crossing

law.

INTERLOCKING DEVICES.

Chapter -166 of the New York Laws of 1808 amends section 36

of the railroad law, which enacts that "Locomotives must stop

at grade crossings," by inserting, before the last sentence: The

board of railroad commissioners may, whenever in its judgment

the public safety requires the erection of interlocking switch and

signal devices at points where steam and street siirface railroads

intersect at grade, direct the erection of such devices and appor-

tion the expense of construction, operation and maintenance

thereof between the companies affected thereby.

Ohio.

COMPTTLSORY INTERLOCKING.

Section 3 of the act entitled "An act to protect persons and

property from danger at grade crossings of one railroad over

another," etc., which was passed and took effect April 27, 1896

(92 O. L., pages 315-7; St. Ry. Rev., Feb., 98, page 88), has been

amended in 1898 (93 O. L., 334), so as to read as follows:

"See. 3. In case, however, one railroad company or an elec-

tric railroad company shall hereafter seek to cross at grade with

its track, or tracks, the track, or tracks, of another railroad, the

railroad company, or the electric railroad company, seeking to

cross at grade shall be compelled to provide interlocking or other

safety devices put in to the satisfaction of the said commissioner

of railroads to protect such crossing, and to pay all costs of such

appliances, together with the expense of putting them in. The
future maintenance and operation thereof shall be equally appor-

tioned between the two or more roads by the said commissioner

of railroads and telegraphs; provided this act shall not aipply to

crossings of side tracks only."

The principal changes made are in providing for the possible

use of "other safety devices," instead of peremptorily compelling

interlocking the crossing, and in making the future maintenance
and operation to be "equally apportioned" between the roads, in-

stead of leaving that expense to be borne entirely by the one
company.

WIRES OVER STEAM RAILROADS.

An 1898 act, entitled "An act for the better protection of train-

men employed on steam railroads'' (93 0. L., 154), provides: "That
hereafter all telegraph, teli»phoue, electric light or other wires of

any kind constructed over the line of any steam railroad within

the state of Ohio shall be put up on good, substantial poles of

a size not less than 12 inches in diameter at the bottom and not

less than six inches in diameter at the top and that

they be set in the earth not less than one-sixth of their length and
well tamped. Double cross-arms shall be used in all cases and
all wires shall be insulated with glass or porcelain insulators,

and securely fastened to both cross-arms. All wires to clear the

top of the rails at least 25 feet, except in cases of trolley wire
crossings, when such height, as may be agreed upon, is approved
by the commissioner of railroads and telegraphs shall govern.
When there is side-strain, poles shall be well guyed or braced."

It is made the duty of the said commissioner to see that the
provisions of this act are enforced, and he is empowered to cause
the removal of any wires hereafter constructed over any railroad

within the state of Ohio not constructed according to the pro-

visions of this act.

LEASING OR PURCHASING POWER.

House Bill No. 1, passed January 20, 189S (93 O. L., 3, 4),

repealed section 2505d of the Revised Statutes of Ohio as en-

acted April 22, 1896 (92 O. L., 278, 9), which latter related to

"Agreements as to terms and conditions of grants in case of lease,

purchase, consolidation, etc.;" "Fifty-year grant in lieu of fore-

going," and "Municipal power as to rates and other terms and
conditions."

Senate Bill No. 25, passed April 23, 1898 (.93 0. L., 214, 5),

amends section 2505a of the Revised Statutes of Ohio, as enacted

April 22, 1896 (O. L., 277), granting "Power to lease or purchase,

to let or sell, to enter into beneficial arrangement, to purchase

stock, etc."

The 1896 enactment began: "Any coi-poration or company or-

ganized for street railway puiTJOses may lease or purchase any

street railroad or street railroads, or railroad operated as a street

railroad, by electric (cable or other rapid transit motive) power,

or inclined plane railroad or railroads," etc. The 1898 substitute

begins: "Any corporation or company organized for street rail-

way pui-poses may lease or purchase any street railroad, or street

railroads, or railroad operated as a street railroad (an<l) liy elec-

tric power or incline<l plane railroad or railroads," etc. The dif-

ferences between the two will be found in the words which have

here been enclosed in parentheses.

The 1890 enactment ended with the words: "And any such cor-

poration or comipany may purchase and own .ill or any part of the

capital stock of any snch corporation or company in this or ad-

joining states, wliose lines or authorized lilies of road intersect

or connect, with the route or lines of the corporation or company
making snch purchase." The 1898 amendment drops that, and

has, instead, this: "Provided, that, whenever any such lease or

purchase is made as herein provided, there shall be no increase

of the existing rates of faro by reason of such lease or purchase,

nor shall any fare lie charged upon any of the separate routes

so leased or purchased in excess of the fare charged over such

separate routes prior to the lease or purchase thereof, and pro-

vided that when any such lease or purchase is made as herein

provided, the fare charged for one continuous route or ride in

the same general direction over all such leased or purchased lines

within any municipal corporation shall not exceed the maximum
fare charged over any one of said lines prior to snch lease or pur-

chase."

LIGHT AND POWER BUSINESS.

Senate Bill No. 482, passed April 19, 1898 (93 O. L., 139, 40),

provides that section 2505e be enacted as supplementary to sec-

tion 2505a of the Revised Statutes of the state of Ohio, as amended
.ipri! 22. 1896, as hereinafter set forth, to wit:

"Sec. 2505e. Any coiporation or compiiny maintaining and
operating a street railroad may lease or purcliase all the prop-

erty, real, personal and mixed, and all the franchises, rights and
privileges of any company organized prior to the date of tlie

enactment of this supplementary act, for the purpose of supply-

ing electricity for power and light purposes, or which has been
engaged in such business in whole or in part in any city within

this state, the latter bemg hereby vested with corresponding
power to let or sell, upon such terms and conditions as may be
agreed upon between the corporation and company. No such
lease or purchase shall be perfected until a meeting of the stock-

holders of each of the companies has l)ecn called for that pur-

pose by the directors thereof, on thirty (30) days' notice to each
stockholder at such time and place and in such manner as is

provided for the annual meetings of the companies and the

liolders of at least two-thirds of the stock of each company in

person or by proxy, at such meeting, or at any properly ad-

journed meeting assent thereto. Provided, that any stockholder

who refuses to assent to such lease or sale and so signifies by
notice in writing to the lessee or purchaser within ninety (90)

days thereafter, shall be entitled to demand and receive com-
pensation in the manner provided for the compensation of stock-

holders in sections 3302, 3303 and 3304 of the Revised Statutes,

and the said sections are adopted and made a part of this sec-

tion. Any such company so leasing or purchasing the property,

rights and franchises of an electric light and power company
shall have all the rights, power and authority that electric light

and power companies now have, or may hereafter have, by the
statutes of this state, but the liabiUty of any electric light and
power company shall in no manner be affected by its lease or

sale as herein provided."

Virginia.

USE OF VESTIBULE FRONTS.

Chapter 181 of the Acts of Assembly of the State of Virginia

of 1898 provides that all city and street passenger railway com-
panies be, and are, required to use vestibule fronts on all cars

run, manipulated or transported by them on their lines during
the months of December, January, February and March of each
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year; provided, that said companies shall not be required to close

the sides of said rpstibules. and any street railway company re-

fusing or failing to comply with said requirement shall be subject

to a tine of not less thau ten dollars or more than one hundred

dollars for each offense; provided, that the provisions of this act

shall not applj' to the street railway lines of the city of Peters-

burg.

INTERESTING CARS FOR SOUTH AMERICA.

Some y«-ars since the J. G. Brill Company furnished a large

numbei' of cai-s for the Tramway Rural of Buenos .Vires. The
road, when it was first put in operation, used animal power en-

tirely. The line is 200 or more miles in length, and Iroth sleepliig

and parlor eai-s were furnished to it, its great length making these

quite necessar.v for the trayel The.v were, of course. o{>enite<l

like the other cars, by mules or horses. The road was of standard

gage, 4 ft. 8% in.

tor the sleeper and dining car are shown in FMg. 1. This car, with

.ts open central section, was built complete ready to receive the

sleeping car body when it arrived in Buenos Aires.

The car. with kitchen and dining compartments at the ends

,I''ig. 1), is 33 ft. long over all, 7 ft. 11 in. wide over all. and the

height to the sill is 35 in In the dining compartment, shown in

Fig. 2, there is a closet for chSna and glass, fitted with plate glass

d(X)rs; this closet is 1 ft. deep and is placed against the end of

the old (central) car body. Tlie floor of this compartment, and

also that of the kitchen, is covered with linoleum.

In the kitchen (Fig. 3) are placed at one side an oil stove, re-

frigerator, copper sink, pump and tank. On the oi>i»site side Is a

liuuk which opens out to form a doulile bed. Inside of this is

space for packing the matresses. A cupboard, supported on fancy

brackets, completes the furniture of the kitchen. Double lamps

were provided for both kitchen and dining room

The trucks are of the steam-railroad t.ii-pe, with 30-in. wheels.

Fig. 4 shows the platform and observation ends, which carries

CARS FOR TKAMWAY KURAI., BUENOS AIRES.

After many years of successful operation the road was changed

fi-om animal to steam power. As the parlor and sleeping cars

were still in good condition it was thought feasible to utilize these

bodies. The way in which this was accomplished was most in-

geniotis. The management sent to the makers of the c-ars to

know if steam care or platforms could not be built uixin which

the small horse car bodies might be caiTitnl. so that the old car

could form the central section of a new eight-wheel steam car.

The Brill Company replied that the scheme was perfectly practi-

cable; the S'leeper bodies could be placed at the center between

kitchen and dining compartments; in the case of the parlor cars

observation ends could be added. The platform and new ends

the old parlor car body. This car is 29 ft. 7 in. long and 7 ft. 11 in.

wide over all; the height to the sills is 35 in. The observation

ends are 5 ft. 4 in long, with platforms outside of these. At each

end is a canopy supported by rods and brackets as shown. Brill

gates are attached to the platforms

The work was all planned so that the car Viodies fitted accu-

rately in place, and the fiinsh was accomplished by ordinary

carpenters. Forms, templets and sizes are very carefull.y kept in

the works, and there is no trouble in furnishing duplicate jKirts

of an.vthing that the tximpauy has ever built, or, as in this case,

building new work which is expected to c-.irefully m.atch that

which has been built years before.
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NOTICES TO THE PUBLIC IN STREET CARS.

II.

In the Review for November were shown J he signs, posted in

c.ii-s fdi- notice to tho public, which are used by some 20 eom-

p.anies. Herewith are shown the notices adopted by a number

of other companies, including those in Chicago.

Tlie Marlvet Street Railway Company. San Francisco, posts

a single card in each of its ears; the card is white, 21 in. long, the

lieight varying somewhat for the different lines of the system.

The notice is quite comprehensive; first come the usual cautions

as to getting on and off the car when it is in motion, standing on

the steps, and looking before crossing the traclis; next are the

rules as to carrying luggage and l>icycles. and rates of fare for

children; following this orders of the Board of Supervisors, pro-

hibiting spitting or throwing nibbish on the floor of the car are

cited; next come the company's rules against begging, canvassing,

etc.. and the rule against undesirable passengers. Below thi' is

a list of the transfers issued on the particular line, and this will

b<> different for each line. At the bottom of the card is a line

asking the public to co-operate in preventing abuses, and to report

any cause for dissatisfaction with employes.

The sign for the Haight street lines, sent us by Generl Manager

A'iuing, is i-eproduced herewith; in the oiiginal it is 9% in. high

by 21 in. long.

This plan of posting a list of transfers issued is novel and can

not fail to be greatly appreciated by the passengers who are

comparative strangers in the city.

We doubtless all remember having read or lieard that in cer-

tjiin localities of the United States various languages other than

English are spoken to a gi-eat extent. In New Orleans, for in-

stjince, and in certain parts of Illinois, French is spoken in prefer-

ence to English by a large jwrtion of the ix.pulatiou. On the

southern border, more or less Spanish is to be heard, and none

of us must go far to find a community which speaks German by

preference; in Chicago notices to pay taxes are posted in German

ami English. But in most places every one understand English

we-U enough to make it unnecessary for the street railways to

liriut their announcements in more than one language.

VillMlil !MOi
Persons riiring on tlii stops or gotting Md pCNna qgp (l3j( ri la PSOlNl I

on or of Hie cars while same are in mo- i||ir linr A alianiMP fl oni rslaidt fttC HI

Hon do so at ttioir OWN RISK. novilllleito In bM kjfi SS rrsiKHiatlilliy.

Consumers Electric Light & Street Railroad Co,
CHESTER W. CHAPIN. Recdver-

NOTICE!
Passengers must not put their teet on

the seats nor spit open the floor el this

car. Smoking allowed in rear ol car only.

C. E. L. & St. R. R. Co.

nvisoi
Solo se permite turner en el ultimo de-

parlamenlo. No se permite escuper en el

suelo. ni poner los pies en los aslsntos.

C. E. L. & St. R. R. Co.

TAMPA, FLA.

The notices posted in the cars of the Consumers' Electric Light

& Street Railroad, and the Tampa Suburban Railroad Com-

panies, of Tampa, Fla., copies of which have been sent us by

tlie general manager, Geoi-ge D. Munsing. are therefore some-

thing of a novelty.

The notice as to boarding or leaving cars when in motion is

printed in black ink on a green card 8 in. by 15 in., both the

English and Spanish being on the one card. The notices as to

smoking, etc., in the two languages are on separate cards. 4 in. by

TVi in.; they are in black ink on blue cards.

E. B. Winters, superintendent of the Macon (Ga.) Consolidated

Street Railroad Company, advises us that ^lis company has but

one card placed in its cars, and that is ."i small sign prohibiting

spitting on the floor.

The Montgomery (Ala.^ Street Railway posts a sign printed in

black ink on a white card lOVa in. long by in. high. It gives

a list of six things, dangerous to the passengers, which they

must not do, a notice as to dogs, and an announcement that

the compaB.v will not be liable for injuries resulting from the

violation of the rules. Tlie card has a wide margin at the top

and is trimmed at the comers, as shown herewith.

The principal signs placed in its cars b.v the Chicago Cit.y

Railway are shown in the reprwluctions herewith. The first

two shown are printed in black on white cards 20% in. long by (iV^

in. high. The siiitting notice shows wiiite letters on a blue back-

ground; the card is 20-'}i in. long by 11 in. high; this sign is fur-

nished by the cit.v and is displayed in all street cars in Chicago.

The transfer notice is in blue on a w^hite card of the same size;

another to the same effect is printed on a strip 34% in. long and

3% in. high for use where the space available in the cars is not

large enough for the other sign.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Company, of

Chicago, has embodied all its advice to passengers in 12 sen-

tences, which are printed on a card 22 in. long by 11 in. high,

shown reduced. They comprise the usual cautions as to getting

oi' and off the cars, rules as to disorderly persons and smoking,

lost articles, and the courteous conduct of employes.

On the Calumet Electric Street Railway, General Manager
Sloan posts two of the Board of Health spitting .signs, tefore

mentioned, in each car, and also has a sign of mahogany 36 in.

long bj- 2 in. wide, moulded around the edges, on which is let-

tered in silver letter 1% in. high; "Spitting on the floor not al-

lowed." These latter are placed one on either side in the center of

tlie car, over the windows.

C. I.oomis .\llen, acting general manager of the Syracuse (N. Y.)

Rapid Tiansit Railw-ay Company, sends us samples of the two

signs shown, reduced, herewith, which are the only ones i>er-

mitted in the cars of that company as notices, otlier than the

advertising racks. Both of these notices are different from the

great majority of the others that we have published in that

they are i)rintcd on small cards. The one on .spitting is in black,

save the two words, "not" and "floor," on a card 6 in. wide by

8 in. high; these two words and the border are in red ink. The

notice as to misuse of transfers is in black ink on a card 6 in.

wide and 9 in. high.

The Toledo Traction Company lets almost all the space in its

cars, that is available for displa.ving signs, to an advertising com-

pany, and for its own part h.as only one notice to the public

which reads:

"Spitting on the floor of this car positively prohibited."

The words "spitting" and "prohibited" are in display type and

"positively" is heavily underscored.

The North and West Chicago Street Railroads display no rules

ill their cars. The sides of the cai-s above the windows are occu-

pied by advertisements, and in one end is a card furnished by

tlie city, and signed by the health commissioner, prohibiting

sjiittiiig oil tlie floor.

'The Wheeling (W. Va.) & EUm Grove Railroad recently

changed to electricity, has found it necessary to order additional

power-house machinery to me<>t the increased traffic.
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NOTICE!
THE ATTENTION OF PASSENGERS IS

CALLED TO THE PROVISIONS OF:

Sec. 619 P. Penal tt Stale 01 Hew m.
ANY PERSON IN POSSESSION OF A

TRANSFER REGULARLY ISSUED TO HIM OR

HER. OR WHO SHALL HAVE OTHERWISE

OBTAINED POSSESSION OF THE SAME. WHO

SHALL SELL OR aiVE AWAY SAID

TRANSFER to a person not en-

titled THERETO and ANY PERSON WHO
SHALL HAVE RECEIVED A TRANSFER NOT

REGULARLY ISSUED TO HIM OR HER AS

A PASSENGER. WHO SHALL OFFER
THE SAME FOR passage upon any car

OF THIS COMPANY, IS GUILTY OF A MIS-

DEMEANOR AND SUBJECT TO A PENALTY

OF $500 OR IMPRISONMENT FOR

ONE YEAR OR 'BOTH."

Syracuse naplil Tiansii flaiiway cmopany.

SYRAOLISE. N. Y.

PLEASE DO

MI SPIT
UPON THE

FLOOR!
The above request is respectfully made

in accordance with the following Ordinance

adopted by the City Board of Health, May U.

1897^ .

' EXPECTORATING upon Iht Hoon c4 Public binMinip »"!

of STREET CARS and of SiMinboala. *nd of all Pubhi Plscn.

u hcrcb> FORBIDDEN, and offictrn in (h«r|[«

dings, C«". Boau. and Public Plicu. iball kftp p«<«l
]

promincnlly and permanenlly in each Sticel Cat. and T. web -

Steamboat, and in each Public Placr. wiffioent nnitibcr-of i

n<Hic« Fotbidding E»peeloration upon the Flotm, and O.neri •.(
,

janilon ol snch Buildinpand Pnblic Pl»c«, Condiielora of Ctn
J

and Einplovee* upon Steamboats ibill call the nIleniK-n .4 all ,

' ' IS Ordinance to luch nonces "
J

BY ORDER BOARD OF HEALTH. J

Moy ... ..,7
;

SVIIACUSE. N. V.

THE METROPOLITAN WEST SIDE ELEVATED RAILROAD COMPANY.

NOTICE TO PASSENGERS.
Passengers musi nol cross the tracks
Passengers are forbidden to get on or off trams, or to stano upon car platforms, while trams
are m motion.

They are cautioned against putting their heads or armfe out of the car windows
They are cautioned against throwing anything from the car windows.
Disorderly or intoxicated persons will not be permitted on the premises or cars of this Company
Smoking will be permitted in smoking cars only
Articles found m Stations or on trains, by or delivered to Employees of this Company, maybe
redeemed upon idenlificalion at the Lost Property Room, at Nos 258-260 Franklin Street

Passengers Hndrng such articles are requested to hand them to Station or Trainmen, who will

forward them to the proper office
Conductors and Trainmen musI call Ihe attention of passengers to these rules when necessary
Employees are required to be courteous in their treatment of passengers
Passengers are requested to report to the office of the Company any rude Irealmenl on the
pari of Employees, stating their names or badge numbers for the purpose of identification.

Employees must give their names or badge numbers to passengers whenever requested

W E BAKER.
hos :&9 axa 200 Franklin SI. CK.u«a. Mat I. lasa Oenaral •Aan^itr

METROPOLITAN ELEVATED, CHICAGO.

NOTICE! PASSENGERS ARE PROHIBITED
To Niand or ride, or ^o on Ihe front plairorm.
To enter or leare the ear bj the front platiTorm,
To enter or leave the ear while It In In motion,
To ride upon the rear platform,
To Ntand In the ear when there In room to nM,
To leare Ihe ear on Ihe Nide next lo Ihe other traek.

.vo noGs .(i.i.on KD to kidk «.\ riii; vahsi

R. F. SCOTT, ._

MONTGOMERY, ALA.

PASSENGERS ARE NOTIFIED
1. To take hold of the hand-rail In getting on or off the Car; to enter and pass out

on the sido of tho Car oearoBt Uio Bidowalk, not to entor or lonvo tho Car <mti] it ia folly iloppod, uid

NOT TO GET ON OE OFF the FKONT PUATFOHM.

2. No person Intoxicated, or otherwise Violating Public Decency, WILL BE
AU.OWED ON THE CARS.

3. All Bundles or Packages carried will be held in the hands, or on the lap of the

pasaongor, or placed andor tho oeat.

4. Gentlemen will please not Smoke (except on front platform, when front doors

and windows are closed); -^^ •'•J' >•••' •!••' <>" ti>» A-"" « yi il'fr >.</ op the .Si/- of cho < :».

GHICAOO cm RAU-WAY CO, April. 1«». IW. ^ BO-w«a»I, Bup-U

Cars Will Stop tor Passengers Only al NEAR CROSSWALK ol Street inlefsections, Eicept Where

Signs are Placed at Farttier Crosswalks and in Middle ol Lang Blocks.

PiuweDeers a

off our liy wnf or rroul platform or u
BundioB. piLckoKHS. ptc munt not bu placed lu oislo or od b

No person iDtozloated. or otbor'wlBe i^olutliig public doooD
SDaoUng allonred ONLY ou Kr'P otirs. Tronl platform of cl

of open oiLTa.

paaaengfera miiat not spll ou tho floor or put their feet on

In eSeot Ja&uarj 1. 1890-

ilil ear la atopped.

OHICAOO CITT RAILW&T CO.

SPiniNG ON THE FLOORS
OF Public Places and of Public Conveyances

IS A NUISANCE
IS Frequently a means of conveying disease:

AND IS HEREBY FORBIDDEN
By ORDtR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
...u.Rv,,.97 Wm.R.Kerr commissioner

Offenders against this Order are subject
TO prosecution under Section 1593 of
THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF THE CiTY OF CHICACO.

NOTICE TO PASSENGERS.
HAIGHT STREET LINE.

TO AVOID ACCIDENTS PL£ASE WATT ONTIL CAK STOPS HEPOR£ QETTIMO ON OB OFF
LOOK OUT FOR PASSING VEHICLES DO NOT STAHD OPON THE STEPS

OnJy am^l loffrftn c«o b« iM.kma trtm apon the iktv at Ibm Campuir ioj oioraa. If ukao. wJI be t:harn-7,1 Ti'f Hur^cl

H akrvjj cun4d no tb* tioldar* vlLI ba lakan. bl ovqar t n*k. lor a OTtMraoI fhn rtt IruioTm liierDfor

TRANSFER SLIPS
WILL BE ISSUED

ONLY ON KKQUEST OF FASSKNGERS

a TIME FMESm COLLECTED.

"'
'"ru's. ,.,. i«os Chicago City Railwa> Co.

MABKET STREET EAILWAT, SAN FRANCISCO. CBJCAQO CITY RAILWAY.
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On November 20 and 27 a severe storm swept over tbe eastern car with several others stalled in a huge drift close to the ap-

states and New England which caused a great deal of damage proaeh to the drawbridge across Jack creek. Some of the pas-

to shipping and to the property of telegraph, telephone and sengers stayed aboard for the night, and others got off and made

transportation companies in the east. their way to shelter in BlissvUle. How they succeeded in reach-

At midnight on the 26th the fall of snow in New York amounted ing Blissville, about a mile distant, is not known. About mid-

to five inches. The snow was badly drifted in tlie country and night Councilman Joseph Cassidy and several friends started for

the railroad cuts in New Jersey, Long Island and rural New York their homes in Blissville in a closed carriage and were forced to

were quickly filled. return. The other stranded cars were found and then a bunt was

The saiburban trolley lines were blocked in many places; Coney made for laborers to aid in clearing the road and in digging out

Island service was cut off at 4 p. m. and the cars on several of the blockaded ploughs and sweepers. A messenger sent to the

the Brooklyn lines were stopi>ed about the same hour. A large Italian colony near Blissville returned with the information that

force of men was kept at work on the Brooklyn Bridge, clearing the Italians declined to shovel snow."

the car tracks and roadways, but the car service was slow and ' ^t many other points the electric cars were stalled and the pas-

the tracks badly congested at both ends during the hours of heavy sengers spent the night in the car, electric heaters being used as

traffic in the afternoon and evening. the power and not cut off.

The New York "Sun-' of November 28 thus describes the situa-
^j^^ following is a detailed statement from the New York

tion on Long Island: "World" as to the time during which the various lines in New
"Persons returning from Manhattan began filling the Long

^ork (Manhattan) were forced to suspend operations:

Island Railroad depot in Long Island City, while the overflow from

the waiting room of the New York & Queeus County electric rail-
^^^^ ^^ ^.^^ p^^^^. ^^^^ suspended. Resumed."' pended.

way sought shelter in the general offices. These latter became
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ undergrouud electric... .11:00 p. m. 4:00a.m. 5.0U

filled, and it was found necessiiry to open the ottices of the general pourtli avenue, undergrouud electric 12:0u p. m. 6;00a. m. 6.0y

manager to accommodate the throngs. Women and cliildren, with Sixth avenue, underground electric 10:3op. m. 10:00a.m. 11:3)

melting snow dripping from their garments, huddled in the wait- Eighth, avenue, underground electric. ...10:00 p. m. 3:0Dp. m. 17.00

J 1 ^ ^ A*- .,,ii..;,i* .... r.^y.^ v,«.i Amsterdam avenue, underground electric 9:00p.m. 3:00p.m. 18.00mg rooms, worn out and exhausted. At midnight no cars had
^.^^^ ^^^^^^^ 1^^^.;^ _

«
9:U0p. m. ll:00a.m. It.ou

been run on the electric railway for hours, and those that had Lexington avenue, cable 10:30b. m. 10:00 a. m. ll.au

started out when the storm began were blockaded. Sunday morn- Fulton street, horse I0:[0p. m. 3.00 a.m. o.OJ

ing came, and for the time being the Raines law was forgotten Chambers street, horse 1:00 a.m. 4:00 a.m. 3.00

along Borden avenue. Every saloon and liotel was filled with Avenue B, horse
iJ-*"""' 4^,'™ IZ° *^ Spring street, horse 11:30p.m. 4:00a.m. 4.30

a grumbling crowd. In the Long Island Railroad depot persons Grand street, horse 9:00 p.m. 8:00 a.m. ll.iO

unable to get to their homes found comfortable nooks and dozed Avenue C, horse 11.00p.m. 8:00a.m. 9.00

the night away. Hundreds took the ferry back to New York in Canal street, horse 9.00 a.m. 6:00 !i. m. 9 0;i

„„„ , . ,. , , i, ... Bleecker street, horse r.J:l;0 M:d. 4:00 a.m. 4.0 J

search of a resting place for the night. ^ , >t » . v. io ,,.. itj . nr, „ ™ .i.oi°^ ^ ° Fourteenth street, horse 12:00 Mid. 4:00 a. m: 4:0»)

"Not a wheel turned on the electric road from 10 o'clock Satur- Seventeenth street, horse 10:30 p. m. 6.00 a. m. 7.30

day evening until late last evening. More than 40 cars which Eighteenth street, horse 10:30p.m. 8:00a.m. lOOi

had been caught in the storm were blockaded at different points Thirty-fourth street, horse 2:00 a. m. 7:00.i. m. 5:i;o

along the road. All had passengers. Telephonic communication
Twenty-eighth street, horse

'J^^!^
"' ""•

fi^
"• ""

J
'-^

.

I o K Twenty-ninth street, horse 11:00 p.m. 9:00 a.m. 10.00
was interrupted, and it was impossible for the railroad managers Forty-second street, horse 4:00 a.m. 8.00 a.m. 4.00

in Ix)ng Island to find the whereabouts of the stranded cars. Two Fifty-ninth street, underground eleclrlc. .12:0j M:d. 8:00 a. m. 8.0)

snow ploughs and two sweepers, sent out early in the evening, Eighty-sixth street, horse 11:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. O.Ofl

were lost. No trace of them was obtained until yesterday morn- ^""'"'"•'^' j'"''^* »^"'' » "• l^ "• '"
^o ^•' ' Belt line, horse 10:00 p. m. 7:00 a. m. 9.00

tug, when the ploughs were located in a drift near Newtown, with Lenox avenue, electrij 10:00 p. m. 11:00 a. m. 13.00
thirteen trolley cars. They were on the return trip from Flushing Westchester, trolley 11:00 p.m. Not resumed.

when they ran into a drift about 400 ft. long and 20 ft. deep in a Mount Morris Crosstown, trolley 5:00 a. m. 5:00 p. m. 12.00

cut. Here the ploughs became wedged fast. The passengers were ^T""^
''^^'""'' ttaW^'s 11:00 p. m. Not resumed.

, ^ . ,, ., , ,
Fordham avenue, trolley 11:00 p.m. Not resumed.

made as comfortable as possible until the storm abated, when they
were taken to neai-by houses. At daylight several of the men on Every road in the borough of Manhattan, except the cable lines,

the cars floundered to Newtown village, and, hunUng up a tele-
'^^ imi:eA to suspend some time during the night,

phone, notified headquarters of their predicament. Then there ETery effort was made to clear the lines and by midnight the

were cars strung along Jackson and Steinway avenues as far as Metropolitan Company had 3,000 men at work; in the borough of

North Beach. They had been abandoned, and were almost hidden Bronx it had 1,500 more. President Vreeland was out all of Sat-

in snowdrifts. Several ears were abandoned on the Dutch Kills urday night directing and encouraging his men.
line, and the Ravenswood line didn't fare any better. F. D. Rounds, general superintendent of the Metropolitan Street

"Morning found the road snowed tmder from end to end. Snow Railway Company, is quoted as follows:

ploughs and sweepers were lost somewhere along the line, and "We managed to keep the track reasonably clear of snow, too,

there was no means of reaching them. Finally, when the wind but we had no way of freeing the rails from ice. It does not
went down, exploring and relief expeditions were sent out. One make any difference how much power you may have when you
party started for Blissville up Borden avenue. Late the niglit have a slippery rail. That was thoroughly established last night.

before a car crowded to the platforms had left the Hunter's Point "When the power was applied the wheels simply whizzed
terminal bound for Lutheran Cemetery, in Middle Village. As around without biting the rail. It was the ice not the snow that

this line runs through a sparsely settled section, considerable ap- "^id it. Whenever the power comes from the car itself there is in

prehension was felt for the safety of the passengers on the i case like this no use trying to move it.

crowded car. "On the other hand, the cable cars were puUed along after a
"The exploring party didn't have far to go. They found the fashion, unless the snow actually blockaded them. The power in
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this case Is underneath the rail and the car can be made to move

whether the wheels turn or not.

"The same is true with the horse-ears. I saw a car last night

drawn by our lioi-si's over an uncleared track. The wheels

slipped and the car slid. You couldn't tell whether it was on the

track, but it went.

"The storm was, of course, a test which showed just what the

underground electric system could accomplish, but I hardly think

that it can truly be called a fair test, because such a storm as

this does not come once in a decade. As a general thing, if the

snow is wet when it falls it melts instead of freezing. In this

particular instance several cars were actually frozen into the snow

so that it became necessary to five tiiem with a pick. You can't

run an electric car of any kind on a get-thereanJ^vay plan. Even

steam would have done no good last night. Any style of car not

drawn would have shared the same fate.

"Of course, this evil will be remedied in time. I can't say what

we will do, as the matter has not come up for consideration. But

there must be some way out. We are not one bit discouraged. In

fact, we are a little proud of the way in which the blockade was
handled.

"Our system showed its efflcacy last night and today if it ever

did. Just the moment it began to snow all the men not on duty

reported for work and were sent out on the line. They did all

kinds of work, from sweeping the track to running the sweepers.

Every man in the employ of the comiKiny will be keipt on duty un-

til the cars are all running as ustial if it take® a week."

The Third Avenue Company was the only line in New York
which was not running its ears over an hour behind schedule time.

The city had not let the contracts for hauling away snow and,

in consequence, the street department could do but liitie towards

clearing the streets.

On some of the conduit lines there were brilliant electric dis-

plays, caused by the melting snow grounding the supply rails,

with the result that a sheet of sparks sprang out of the conduit

high into the air

In Newark, N. J., there was four inches of snow before the

sweepers were put in service, with the result that there was in

consequence some demoralization of the traffic. The cars ran at

infrequent intervals and were all crowded, notwithstanding the

storm kept at home all people who were not forced to go out.

AU the North Jersey Traction Company's cars were running Sun-

day morning.

At EJizabeth electric traffic was blocked. A number of cars

were stalled and the passengers remained In them all night. At

Jersey City, Long Branch and Atlantic City, and on the inter-

urban lines the same state of affairs existed.

AU the New England railroads were more or less tied up dur-

ing the night of the 26th and morning of th< 27th. The train

service in and about Boston was suspended. Dispatches from

Boston stated that cars and snow ploughs alike were lined along

the main street of the city for blocks, unable to move, while

pedestrians plodded along, making the best of the unfavorable

walking conditions. Then again the wind, wliich was, during the

morning, a heavy gale, would often tip a man upside down. It

was a common sight in the suburbs and in the side streets of the

city to encounter peoiple returning from church buried up to their

waists.

Throughout Connecticut the storm was severe and seriously in-

terferred with the railroad traffic. At Hartford trolley service

was suspended during Sunday the 27th.

In Philadelphia the suburban trolley service was suspended in

many places and was everywhere demoralized.

On its way east the storm passed Minneapolis among other

points, and a stalled car is reported from that city. A car with

25 passengers was blocked on the Como interurban line, about i!

p. m., on November 21, and 25 persons were in the car for 22

hours.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ST. JOSEPH, MO.

The St. Joseph Railway, Light Heat & Power Company con-

ducts a business which comprLses the various lines included in

its title. Besides operating 32 miles of street railway the com-

pany furnishes electric current for incandescent and arc lamps,

commercial power for motors to the extent of 600 h. p., and

supplies exhaust steam for many buildings in the business dis-

trict. The railway is now being put in shape to become one

of the best in the country. Much of the track has been recently

relaid and the power station is now being reconstructed.

A steel framed root supported on independent siteel pillars is

l)eing placed over the old power house, and as soon as it is com-

pleted the old one will he taken down. The power house will

be of steel and brick and occupy a space of 90 by 180 ft. Besides

the 150-h. p. and two 200-h. p. Armington & Sims horizontal

eross-comi)ound engines and one SOO^h. p. vertical cross-com-

pound engine already in service, a 1,200-h. p. vertical cross-

compound engine, buUt by Williams & Todd, will be added.

ITiere are now in the boiler room five 212-h. p. and two 250-h. p.

Iial>co<.'k & Wilcox boilers equipped with American stokers. The

generators consist of two GO-k. w. and four 100-k. w. Edison

macMnes, and a 425-k. w. multipolar machine. An 800-k. w.

generator will soon be installed. When the new power station is

finished General Manager Van Brunt feels that his station

machinery will prove very efficient and satisfactory. The work

of rebuilding the power house and replacing the units is l)eing

done under the superlntendency of C. E. Roehl.

The company's car bam is a large wooden building 180 by

200 ft. and is heated by steam. The carpenter shop occupies a

space of 30 by 200 ft.; the machine shop. 20 by 80 ft; the winding

room and store room 40 by 40 ft, and the paint shop just com-

pleted, is 30 by 200 ft.

The railway system consists of 14 miles of double track and

about four miles of single track. Tliere are 12 grades, the

maximum being 9% per cent; 14 switches, home made, and 35

curves with a minimum radius of 30 ft. The railroad crossings

were furnished by the Ajax Frog Company. On the portion

of the track which is being relaid. heavy work is being put in

on the curves, Johnson 90-Ib. raUs being used.

The trolley wire is all of No. and this Is supplemented by 20

miles of No. 0000 and five miles of 500,000 c. m. feeders. Cedar

poles, 30 ft. in length with S-in. tops are used. The rails axe

of three sizes: 4-in. 40-lb. T-rails, 6-In. 60-lb. and 7-in. 70-lb.

Shanghai. The rails are 60 ft long and laid on 6 by 8 in. by

7 ft. white oak ties spaced 2 ft. apart. Heavy fish plates with

six 1-in. bolts connect the rail at the joints which are supported

on steel plates covering two ties beneath. Atkinson bonds fur-

nish the electrical connection.

The company owns 125 cars, 36 of whidi are open motor cars

and 46 closed motor cars. There are 7, 8 and lO-bench open cars

and IG, 18 and 20-tt. closed cars. The 2C-ft cars are each equipped

with two 35-h. p. motors and the smaller cars with 27^h. p.

motors. Home made electric heaters keep the cars warm in

winter. Lewis & Fowler registers are now used but these are

soon to be replaced by others.

The officers of the company are: E. H. Harriman, president;

H. A. Schenck, secretary and treasurer: W. T. Van Brunt, gen-

eral manager; J. H. Van Brunt superintendent, and Jolm Mont-

gomery, chief engineer of the power station.

LARGER CARS IN PHILADEPHIA.

We note in "Indian Engineering" that the question of tram-

ways for Calcutta is not yet solved. The city Is not willing to

grant a franchise for more than 30 years, and the company with

which it has been negotiating will not accept a grant for less

than 42 years.

It is announced by President Parsons, of the Union Traction

Company, Philadelphia, that all lines will be equipped with larger

cars to provide better accommodations for passengers. Some of

the new double truck cars have been put in service, and it is

e.vpected that by January 1, 20 of them will be running on the

17th and 19th street lines.

The new cars are made out of the 18-ft. electric cars in use

for some years past, which are cut in two diagonally, and .a

section 6 ft long inserted. The new cars seat from 60 to 80

persons.
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FOREIGN FACTS.

A coucession has lieon grautod for biiilding niKl npcmting a

svstem of street railways in T^islxin, Portugal.

The Dulilin Tramways Company is Imililii g a large power

station at Ringseml and it is nearing conipletioii.

The eity council of I,oe<Is has petitione*! Parliament to grant

powers to construct an interurban line from the city limits to

P,radf(]r<l.

The railway commissioners of Hungary are considering a

lu-o.iect of building an electric line 35 miles long connecting the

I owns of Arad and Temesvar.

An experimental storage battery line is being built between

Milan an<l M<mza. Italy. Contracts have been let for the bat-

teries, motors and cmitrollcrs for two care.

The Redilitch (Eng.l District Electric Traction Company has

applied for peraiission to construct an electric line from Redditch

to Astwood Bank, a distance of three miles.

The municipal tramways of Dover, built by Dick, Kerr & Co.,

li.-ivc been successful linanciaJly during the past year. After

paying operating and tixe<l charges a balance of !)!6,500 remainea.

The Halifax Tramways Company is in !ieed of more rolling

slock and an order of over .$17,000 for trucks and electrical equip-

ment has been placed with the Westinghouse Electric Company,

Imiited.

In accordance with instructions from tlie eity council the city

engineer of I-iverpool has prepared plans for electric lines which

will have a total length of IS'i miles and the estimated cost will

be $4.55,01X1.

A tramw.iy syndic;ite has been formed in Brussels with a

cajiital of .^Will.oou. which was subscrilied by Belgian and Frencli

liankers. Eh'<-tric railways will be promoted in various cities on

tlie continent.

The conioration of Oldham, England, is preparing plans for an

electric line for the city and suburbs. Some of the track has

been laid and poles tor the overhead nire have been erected along

a part of one route.

Tlie electric railway systems of the. Isle of Man have closed

a prosperous season. The line between Laxey and Ramsey win

lie double tracked. The Snaefell mountain railway line has Ijeen

liberally patronized during the pleasure season.

The British Electric Ti-action Company is equipping some of

the tramway lines in Dudley for ele<tric traction. The steam

n.ad between Dudley. Sedgley and Wolverliampton will have its

rolling stock and line changed for operation by the trolley.

Plans are n<'aring completion both by the British Electric Trac-

tion Company and tlie coi-poration of Dewsbury to construct a

system of electric lines in the towns and districts of Heck-

mondwike and Ravensthorpe, which have a population in excess

of 100,000.

Satisfactory progress is being made on the construction of

the trolley lines in Kingston, Jamaica. Most of the work Is

being done by native labor, and the West India Electric Com-
l«iny'is in hopes that the natives can be educated for motormen
and conductors.

Many applications are being made for franchises to constnioi:

street railways in Buenos Aires, which Is the largest and most

progressive city in South America. The eity council is disposed

to sell the concessions to the highest bidder and insist on im-

mediate construction.

The tramways of Barcelona and Madrid, which have been under

construction by Dick, Kerr & Co., are now completed. The first

official trip on the trolley ears of Madrid was tjiken October '.i,

and in Bai'celona, November 1>. Iiut tliey will not be opened for

traffic untU Januai-y 1.

The first section of the Livei-pool, Eng., electric road, about

2% miles long, was opened November 14, and was liberally pa-

tronized. The plan of stopping at certain points only, alwnt GOO

feet apart, has been adopted: at four of these points the cars

always stop, at intermediate points the sto))s are made only to

t.-ike up or discharge passengers.

Water power development is having .a iKinni in Italy and eon-

setpiently this cheap power has l)een an imlucenient to project

electric railways. An electric line is being built in Naples and

it is believed that it is the first step in the crmplete conversion

ol the whole system. A company Iras been loniii'd in Turin to

build a road Ix'tween Varallo an<l Aragna.

The tramways committee of Manchester, after visitations to

Liverpool, Dublin and Hamburg, has recommended to the city

to take prompt action for changing the railway lines for electric

traction. The .single deck, central opening ears, such as were

built by J. G. Brill for Liverpool, were in the opinion of the

committee best suited for traffic in that eity.

The British Electric Traction Company is very .active in seek-

ing concessions and in a few ye-.irs will be in possession of many
valuable eleetrio railway properties. The company has made
application for concessions for an electric traction system in

Colchester, an interurban line between Airdrie and Coatbridg<^,

one connecting several towns in the Spen valley and one con-

necting the towns l>etween and alwnt Pndh-y and Sedgley.

The electric line connecting Berlin with Zehlendorf, 7% miles

apart, is now in operation, and the trip is made in 27 minutes.

A motor car is attached to the front and rear of each train of

nine cars and in this way switching the cars at the terminals

i.-i avoided. Each motor car is equipped with two lOO-h. p. niotoi's

.uiil these are connected electrically. Both electric and Westing-

house air brakes are employed. The cars take current from a

third-rail at ,5.50 volts. .

The first step towards the adoption of electric traction for

the Metropolitan and Metropolitan District I^Jiilways, of Ijondon,

has been made. A short section of track, having the steepest

grades, has been -selected for an electrical equipment, and the

contracts for power station machinery and motors have been

let. This preliminary work will be completed by next summer,

and it is confidently expected that after a satisfactoiT trial all

the steam locomotives n ill be superseded by electric cars on the

underground lines.

The experimental electric line of the Glasgow municipal tram-

ways is largely eqiupped with American machinery. The over-

head and line worli were done by representatives of the Westing-

house Electric Company, of London. The three engines N\ere

made by Mcintosh & Seymour and are the horizontal, tandem

compound type, direct connected to Westinghouse generators.

The motors and controllers are also of ^A'estinghouse make and

the switchboard instruments are from the Weston Electrical In-

strument Company.

.Japan is now lieing recognized as a promising tieUI for the

trolley car. There are numerous large cities whose business and

population is increasing rapidly. There are only two .sj-stems of

any importance now in the country; a horse car line in Tokio.

established in 1882, and the trolley lines in Kioto. A committee
or. railways has been appointed by the government, and this

committee has sent a representative to inspect the street railway

systems of America and Europe before any extensive franchises

ai-e to be granted. It is expected that an American syndicate has

been formed to secure franchises and build electric lines in sev-

eral of the most prominent cities.
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CAR FOR THE SCHUYLKILL ELECTRIC
RAILWAY.

The accompanying ilhistTOtlons show two views of a new ear

built for the Schuylliill Electric Railway Company, of Poitsville,

Pa., by the J. O. Brill Company For summer the sides o( the

car are tilled with gratings a's shown in the first view; and for

winter sash with glass are used

The body is 30 ft. 6 in. long, and the width over all 8 ft.;

at the sills the «adth is 7 ft 6 in. The platforms, which are

completely enclosed with vestibules having folding doors, are 4

ft. 6 in. long. The length of the car over all is 40 ft. G in.

The car is mounted on Brill No. 27 "Perfect" trucks, of 5 ft.

9 in. wheel base, and is eqmpi>ed with air brakes. The wheels

are 33 in. in diameter There are two motors of 27 h. p. each.

The car practically presents all the conveniences of a steam

train, excepting only that of a toilet room. It has a first-class

passenger compartment and also a baggage compartment S ft.

4 in. long, which can be used for smoking, as there are folding

seats at the sides. The car is furnished with Brill's angle iron

bumpers, bronze metal trimmings, bronze grab handles and brake

handles, and has solid glass in the sash in the vestibules. The

two telephone companies In the city suffering a loss of $10,000,

and the telegraph lines were useless for nearly 24 hours.

After the sleet has formed on the wire, about 6 a. m.. It was
observed that the weight of ice was nearly 20 times the weight

of the wire, indicating the great tensile strength of the metal. The
ice, instead of forming on the side from which the storm came,

as is usual, formed all round the wire, and pendant from the

bottom at intervals of % in. were icicles, some 3 in. long. The
combined weight of these loaded wires was too much for the

poles when a strong wind came from the north. The breaking

poles, the wires snapping, the crash of the falling mass, together

with noise of falling trees, crushed by their load of ice, made
a fearful din.

So dangerous was the mass of broken and tangled wires that

the chief of police ordered all power stations shut down. The
electric cars were dead just where they happened to be at the

time and remained in the streets for 24 hours. The crews spent

the day and night on the cars and the citizens attended to their

wants by bringing warm food, cigars, etc., to keep them com-
fortable. ,

When the current was turned on next day there were many
mishaps, but none serious. There were delays until broken tele-

phone poles could be taken from the track, many fuses were

lililLL CAU FOB SCHUYLKILL ELECTRIC EAILWAI.

doors in the partition between the passenger and baggage com-

partments were fitted with a steam car stop. There are the usual

spring roller curtains at the windows and also an outside cuitain

for storm use. The bulkliead between the compartments has

glass doors swinging into the passenger end; the sliding doors on

the sides of the baggage compartment are 3 ft. 6 in. wide, with

safety chains for use when the doors are open. There are double

trolley boards with the trolley pole located over the centre of

each truck. Hooks are proiided to hold down the pole when the

other one is in use. The side sills are sheathed with steel. The

seats and backs were covered with woven rattan.

A DESTRUCTIVE SLEET STORM IN

KANSAS.

A sleet storm beginning at 4 a. m. on November 21, proved to

be one of the most destructive that ever visited Leavenworth,

Kan., effectually preventing the operation of the cars of the

Leavenworth Electric Railroad Company, leaving the business

portion of the city in total darkness at night and cutting off most

of the telephone service, including the flre department and police

headquarters. Fully 4(X) miles of wires were down, each of the

burned out and one car jumped the track and ran onto the side-

walk. There was not one trolley wire broken and with all the

wires down there was not a single accident from electricity.

REORGANIZATION AT KOKOMO, IND.

On November 12, Fremont Woodruff, of Detroit, acting as trus-

tee for W. H. Stevens, of Detroit, purchased the property of the

Citizens' Light & Power Company, of Kokomo, Ind., at receiver's

f-ale. The price paid was ?"4,000. This company will be con-

solidated with the Kokomo City Street Railway Company, and

known as the Kokomo Street Railway, Light & Power Company.
Contracts have been let for three 2o0-h. p. Stirling water-tube

boilers, and for a 500-h. p. cross-compound Russell engine, the

latter to the Arbuckle-Ryan Company, of Toledo. In the early

spring one mile of new track will be laid and four new cars and

equipments added. Tlie company now has fi miles of track, 10

motor and 5 trail cars.

The officers are: W. H. Stevens, president; Fremont Wood-

ruff, trustee; W. P. Stevens, secretary and treasurer; C. L. Harry,

manager and purchasing agent; M. L. Harrj'. superintendent,

(iilbert Wilkes, of Detroit, is consulting engineer, and U. W,
Calkins, engineer of the power station.
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PRACTICAL POINTS IN STREET RAIL-

WAY ENGNEERING.

Read before the Chicago Electrical Association by W. A. Harding, master mechanic

of the Calumet Electric Street Railway.

It was suggested to me that rather than i>resent to you a

pai>er full of data, eto., that I should call your attention to the

different points of interest and problems that are met with in

practical street railway work, so you cou'.fl start a discussion

and gave to each other your personal experiences.

First, I must call your atteutioa to the fact that it is impossible

to make any arbitrary laws for the conduct and management

of street railway property, conditions altering under various

circumstances; financial conditions, condition of travel, nature of

grounds locality, speed and cliiuttdc conditions, all require dif-

ferent managements and different problems to solve.

A road running through a very thickly populated district with

good roads, etc., has the cost of operation at a minimum and

eaib afford to spend a few thousand doUai-s to raise low joints,

put in plenty of feed mivs and keep cars well pamted.

But take a road running out far into the s.'.burbs and spar.sely

settled districts; to put up feed wire, keep up voltage as it ought

to be and to raise low joints would bankrupt the comi>aiiy, and

as for painting cars, it is out of the question. Many a country

road runs through marshy land, making low joints the rule. The

mud and water may be thrown all over the cars, and if this is

of au alkaline nature, you can easily see what becomes of your

paint. Motors that under ordinary conditions are called water

tight will here fill with water unless extreme measures are taken

to provide against it.

The choosing of a suitable car and equipmcmt in the past con-

sisted of buying ear, truck and motor, without any refea-ence as

to their snitability to each other, and car or track would have

to be rebuilt to fit. I remember a company that bought long

36-ft. combination cars, closed in the center and open, with seats,

at each end, having two massive four-wheel center pivot trucks,

and put in two 15-Ji. p. motors. Grades wei'e from 3 to 12

per cent. It was only a short time before the motors were com-

pletely roasted. The company then went to tie expense of

cutting the body down to two-thirds size, taking one truck and
lengthening out to 7 ft. and putting in two 15-h. p. motors. The
equipment now ran very satisfactorily, but owing to poor con-

struction of the car body, they would "hog-back" in a very short

time, necessitating constant renewals -of subsiUs, etc.

Now what cars shall we use? Take a supposed case. For
winter the public demands a five-minute schedule and the aver-

age load is from 2.5 to 35 people, during rush hours say 100

f/eople per load. We do not want to haul around a large car

empty balf the day, so we will put on a 22-ft. car as large as is

advisable for a single truck, with two motors and large and
roomy platforms; if in a cold climate, preferably vestibuled. Now
if the cars should be a little crowded, the platform would always
accommodate a few. When the rush comes on one or two trailers

could be .added for a few hours. If quickness and dispatch in

unloading are not the predominating features, or too many
transient passengers, a large double truck trailei- car is in my
mind much the better. They are easier for motormen to handle

than two single truck cars, easier to ride, easier en the track

joints, require one conductor in place of two and can make
mnch faster time.

During the summer the same mle applies, except that when
the climate allows, open 10-bench cars should replace the closed

ones. If travel warrants it, there is still a better field for larger

cars (which have side entrances) making less units.

Now in the suburban districts sometimes the smaller cars will

not accommodate your passengers and yet say you cannot afford

to put on more cars. Now you can use your large cars to ad-

vantage. In fact, you can sum up the whole problem as follows:

Use the largest seating capacity cars, that a satisfactory schedule
v.'ill warrant. For suburban travel where speed is the main point,

double trucks having four motors can be run faster than single

trucks with less wear and tear on equipment, track and passen-
jors.

A word as to tnicks. They should be built with the side bar

in one piece having no bolts or rivets, except where the cross

braces for hanging brakes are placed. Brake shoes should not

be hung on links, but in such a way that fhey cannot kick and

will take up their own wear. An average wheel ba.sc of 8 ft. is

proper for single trucks «hen under a 22-ft. closed body, or

10-seat open bench car. Springs should be graduated to allow

the car to ride easily without undue oscillation. The same rule

applies to tracks for double equipment, only the wheel ba.se should

lie as short as the motor truck will allow, also allowing for the

car to oscillate sideways.

The motore should be carefully chosen for the work to be

done. A powerful motor if put under a light car hauling trailer,

will slip the wheels on the track and the car will not make suf-

ficient speed; but if car body, trucks and motor are of sufficieut

weight to get the best traction, the train will now make faster

time. The bearings of the armature should be large and fed

from below with ^vick feed from oil, with box above to hold wool

waste with additional oil in place of the uj-ual plan of dope.

Such bearings should be built outside of the motor frame ami

also protected by large circular disks to prevent the oil from

\^orking into the motor.

The commutator should be made of good drop forged copper

bars, the diameter to be as large as possible. In our motors we
use a l)ar I'/i in. high. By using soft amber mica between the

bars, the commutator wears smooth and keeps it polii^hed. The
number of slots in the armature should be kept as low as pos-

sible, it being cheaper to make repairs when four to six coils

can be put into one slot; also coils should be machine wound,

a thing not possible with all our armatures I'ow.

A motor, if carefully kept clean, the brushes properly treated

and' changed each night and not abused unnecessarily by the

crew, will last without rewinding for fi-om four to five years,

and even longer. Witli proper attention to brushes, commu-
tators of the modern type should wear not more than y^ in.

per year.

It will take too long to go into track and line constriietion

in this paper, but I will just touch on a few points.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the single and double pull-offs which are

standard on the lines of the Calumet Electric Street Railway
Company. The castings are made extra heavy, with a broad easy

curve under the arms to prevent the trolley hai-p catching or

binding. An ordinary machine bolt or tap screw holds the clinch

ear, and a wooden strain insulator of the old Edison type is

attached for the span mre, doing away with the present plan

of beU-hangers and insulated studs on curves. So far the com-

pany has been unaljle to find an insulated stud which would
not crush and eventually ground on the span -nire.

Fig 3 is a section of a straight line hanger which is now in

service. Tlie wooden bushings in the hangers have held up so

far against the crushing stress on the straight line work. The
bushing has a large bearing surface and is self-tightening, which
lireventa chafing. The wooden cap on top acts as an imsulated

washer between the bolt and cap. The object of so many legs

oil the cap is that while only two or three are to be used at a

time, if they shoidd break oft iu being pried open for repairs,

tliere will be several in reserve.

Fig. 4 shows tyi)es of strain insulators made of wood. All the

wooden insulation is soaked in petroleum until it is thoroughly

liermeated with it and then the wood is boiled in paratfine wax
and afterwards coated with a weather-proof paint. The wooden
plugs cost 1 1-3 cents for renewals.

The line circuit breakers, cross-overs, both live and insulated,

wherever possible are made to be underrunnlug. and so that

all insulated parts, whether of wood or fiber, will fit in at their

full size without having to be shaped or beveled iu any manner.
An example of this is the straight line circuit breaker with a
piece of fiber or wood % in. thick, 4 in. wide .and 12 iu. long

between two brass terminals. The wood or fiber fits squarely
between the lips of the terminals ^Wthout any cutting. When
completed the square edges on the lower side are ground oft on
an emery wheel to fit the trolley wheel. All the frogs and
switches used by the company have exceptionally long flexible

ears.

The clinch ear, represented by Fig. 5. is 17 in. long. At the
center, where it is held by a bolt, the section is wedge-shape
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to conform to the shape of the trolley wheel, and the ear tapers

off 8% in. on either side, giving great flexibility. The past ex-

perience hag -been that the trolley wire has frequently been
broken off sharply at the end of the line hanger. By using this

din<"h ear this trouble has been obviated and the line has greater

flexibility. O-wing to the shape of the hub it is possible to cast

four in a gate, and these can be lifted from the sand vertically,

doing away with the expense of sand cores. By this method
the culls from the brass foundry have been reduced to a mini-

mum, as the metaJ runs much freer and always having a down-
ward flow. The bell hangers and the clinch ears just described

were designed by H. JI. Sloan, general manager of the com-
pany.

In Fig. 6 is given the outline of section of trolley wire which
has recently been designed. The periphery of the bottom section

is exactly the same as a No. wire and the area of the cross

section is equal to No. 00 wire. Fig. 8, No. 000 wire, has been
tried, but it proved too heavy and the upper part was considered

poor shape for a clinch ear.

A kind of natural rheostat has been devised for absorbing from

j Slran liaol.lon Cor Br.drtoB 8p«:«l St.nd.W Stram In.uUlor. IWood]
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FRANCHISE FIGHT IN CHICAGO.

There is now pending in the city council of Chicago an ordi-

nance providing for an extension of the street railway franchises
for 50 years, in accordance with the Allen law, passed at the
last session of the Illinois legislature. Tliis law (see Review for
June, ISO", page 408), has been made the object of concerted
attack by ail save one of the Chicago newspapers, and by almost
everyone else with a political axe to grind.

No prediction can be made at this time as to the ultimate out-

come. The following extracls from tlie daily press will serve
to show the means employed by the opponents of the measure.
The "Chicago Record" of December 9, publishetl an article on

"Street Railway Expenses" which was signed by William Ritchie,

from which the following technical gems are extracted:
"Steam generated by coal by present methods wastes more

tliau 90 per cent of the enea-gy of the theoreticaliy possible
power contained in coal. Within the last two years Dr. Jaques,
of Boston, has invented a process of generating electricity di-

rectly from the coal, by which he is able to utilize over ten times
the amount of possible energy stored in the coal beyond what
is now available. (See Harper's Monthly Magazine for Decem-
ber, 1896.)"

"By a simple invention for electrically welding the joints ot

rails, the companies within the last few years, in the mere item
of repairing rail joints, have effected a saving amounting to S(i

cents per year for each joint. (See Mr. M. K. Bowen's article in

Street Railway Review for January, 189G.)" IMr. Bowen had
no article in the number of the Review cited, and so far as we
are aware, has never published in the Review any statement tliat

could by any process be tortured into the meaning quote<1.—
Ed. Review.]

The avowed object of the Mr. Ritchie was to show how greatly
the operating expenses of street railways had been reduced, and
therefore a 5-cent fare had become exorbitant. We trust that
our readers will at once avail tliemselves of the information
above given, if it should happen that they have not yet com-
menced to use Dr. Jacques' "process" in their ixnver houses.

choice newspaper extracts.

Democrats of the eighth ward were also in favor of violence
if necessary. One clause of the resolutions passed was as fol-

lows:

"Resolved, that this club assist in any summary proceedings
to be dealt out to any alderman voting for franchises without
just canipensation to the city."

Many democrats at the meeting in the 18th ward declare<l

that a mob of men would go from the ward next Monday night
to the council chamber and insist that the two representatives
of the ward vote "right."

"And it they don't we will help tear down the city liall, 1

can teU you," .said one of the committee of ten.
» • »

Noose iKidges became numerous yesterday. They are made
of black satin and contain a picture of a gallows, with a noose
depending from its projecting arm. Each badge is accompanied
by a black pin, which is to be employed to attach it to the coat.

» *

Toward the close of the meeting [of the Monticello club] Judge
Tuley arose.

"I had not intended to make any speech, " he said, "but there

is one clause in these resolutions that this club as a law-abiding
organization cannot afford to pass. This resolution calling for a

personal escort for each alderman of 2,000 citizens in the event
of an obnoxious ordinance being passed is a direct incitation to

mob violence. I move in amendment that it be stricken out."

This precipitated a heated discussion. Charles Shackelford

took issue with Judge Tuley and said the difficulties in obtaining

technical proof of bribery for legal conviction of briljers macie

stronger measures necessary. He said: "In a certain county
in Mis.souri a gathering of outraged farmers hung the judge, the

slieriff and other county offlcials, who had been parties to a

fraudulent issue of bonds. There has never been a fraudulent

bond issue in that county since. I am opposed to mob law, but

there are occasions in the history of every community when ap-

peals to moral sense are in vain."
* * *

WANTED—10,000 strong-limbed and fearless men. Apply at

fhe council chamber, with ropes, the night the aldermen attempt

to pass the 50-year franchise robbery. Come prepared to do bus-

iness.
* * *

"It is not idle talk at all, and I shall not be surprised tfl

see some hanging done in the streets of Chicago. I don't mind

saying, too, that I shall not send in a riot call when it starts."—

The Mayor.

The Inter Ocean, December 10, 1898:

New York, Dec. 9.—The Journal prints the following from

Charles T. Yerkes:

"The street railroad companies' charters extend to 1957. The

city claims, however, that the ordinance giving the companies

the right to have the tracks on some streets expires in 1903. To
settle aU differences in regard to this matter, the street car com-

panies have been working for over a year to arrive at some
conclusion which would be fair to the city and street car eom-

jianies. The mayor has refused to meet the otHcers of the

stret car companies, claiming that he would not do so, and would

only consider the matter when th« ordinances came before the

citj' council. The street car companies have introduced an ordi-

nance wherein it is asked that the franchises be extended for

a period of 50 years, the rate of fare to remain as it now Is for

20 years, at the expiration of which time the fare is to be read-

justed.

"The officers of the street car companies have done everything

in their ix)wer to bring about a proper understanding between

ihe city authorities and their companies. Ijut owing to the action

taken by some of the newspapers in Chicago, the efforts up to

the present time have been of no avail.

"The fact is that there is a combination of newspapers in

Oiicago which levy blackmail on any corixiration which they can

force to pay tribute. The Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Record,

and the Daily News are conspicuous in this business. The pro-

prietors of those papers have agents who make demands on the

corporations. Demands have been made on the traction com-

panies, which have been refused, and which will continue to

be refused.

"I know what I am saying when I give you these facts, and
know that what I say to you is libelous and I am liable to an

action for slander. I wish to say that I defy the proprietors

of those papers to bring such an action against me, and thera

is nothing which would please me more than to have them do

so and give me an opportunity to appear in court and expose

their nefarious schemes.

"It is also a fact that tliere has been an arrangement made
between these newspaper people and Mayoi- Harrison, to the

effect that if he will prevent the traction companies from obtain-

ii.g the extension ordinance, the.v will favor him for mayor at

the next election and also for governor in 1900.

"This whole excitement is brought about tor the purpose of

driving the traction companies to settle witli these blackmailing

newspapers. The New Y'ork traction companies have perpetual

franchises, and can therefore afford to make improvements ot

a kind which are of great advantage to the city. The roads in

Chicago have improvements as good, and I ihink better advan-

tages for carrying people th.Tn in New York. The only advan-

tage which New Y'ork now has is in the underground system of

electricity. Tliis cannot be used in Chicago on account of the

injidequate drainage owing to the city being perfectly level and

the fact that whenever there is a heavy laln the sewers are

overflowed.

"The street railroad companies offer the city for the extension

of the ordinance 3 per cent of their gross receipts. 1 suppose

as long as the traction companies refuse to pay tribute to the

principal newspaper managers they will endeavor to keep the

pt-ople in a state of excitement.

"I don't think the Times-Herald is in the blackmailing combi-

nation, except indirectly. The proprietor of that paper is com-

pletely dominated by Victor Lawson, the proprietor of the

Chicago Record, which explains the fact of the TimeshHerald

taking a leading part in producing the excitement.

(Signed) "Charles T. Yerkes."

Practically the whole trouble grows out of political and per-

sonal motives. The Allen bill is anything but the "vicious"

enactment the daily papers would make it. The street railways

simply refused to be held up, and the combination of Chiciigo

dailies were thereby incen.sed and have been raging ever since.

Jt is a noteworthy fact tttaf: not one of these dailies which so
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bitterly resent the Allen bill have ever published it. Not oue
person out of 500 who thiuks the Alien bill a bad measure has
ever read it or could tell anything about it beyond the fact thai

it permits the granting of a oO-year franchise. What they do
not know and what the papers steadily conceal is the fact that

it actually places no limit on the percentage which granting

bodies may exact.

The same session which passed the AUea bill enacted a gas
bill which was much worse than the papers try to distort the

Allen bill into being, but not one word is ever heard about that.

Business and thinking men are simply disgusted at the uncon-

cealed animus of the whole affair.

The political features of the whole thing centers in the mayor
of the city, who has other ambitions, and who has selected the

street railways as the most conspicuous object on which to

make his grand stand play. Political organizations, ward clubs,

and the entire local party machinery have been enlisted in the

work of opposing the companies and advancing the personal

political interests of the mayor.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The "Electrical Era" is the name of a new electrical monthly

published in St. Louis which makes its bow to the public with

the December issue, which comprises 34 pages of interesting

matter. A. S. Rivelris editor and proprietor. Our new brother

believes that St. Louis presents a field for an electrical trade

paper and proposes to fill it. As all electrical prices are down to

bed rock. Sir. Rivet thinks the price of newspapers should also

be low, and has placed tliat of his at 3 cents per number or ao

cents per year.

In Catalog V of the Electric Storage Battery Company special

types of "Chloride" accumulators for electric vehicles are de-

scribed and illustrated, with sizes of plates and price lists given.

This company has been fortunate In securing the basic patents

and patent rights underlying the manufacture of the important

types of storage batteries. The company is also allied with the

largest makers of storage batteries in England, France and Ger-

many, whereby the company secures the benefits of the improve-

ments in all these countries.

On December 1 the "Daily Tribune," of Austin. Texas, pub-

lished an edition of 20 pages, in which were described the business

institutions of the city, with numerous half-tone illustrations. Of

the street railways it says: The city has 10 miles of street rail-

way. Of these 13 are operated by the Austin Rapid Transit Rail-

way, and three by the Dam & Suburban Railway Company, the

latter extending to the dam. Both are under enterprising man-
agements, give efficient service and furnish pleasure-lovers with

summer attractions at the pavilions located at their termini.

Commercial Cuba is the appropriate title of the attractive

volume of over 500 pages just from the press of Charles Scrib-

uer's Sons. Aside from the value which the work, at tJiis time

particularly, has for business men and general readers, additional

interest pertains to it among the street railwaj fraternity on ac-

count of the author being William J. Clark, manager of the street

railway department of the General Electric Company. We all

knew Mr. Clark writes with a ready pen, from the numerous
papers he has contributed to the various street railway associa-

tion meetings, but in this instance he has written along other

than technical lines, and with a completeness and grace which
fills every page with interest. It is doubtful if any other was
as well equipped from long and careful study and observation

of Cuban life and customs to undertake this work as Mr. Clark.

The book opens with a chapter on Cuban social and busine.ss

etiquette, and fully describes along what lines the foreigner must
travel if he hopes to lead up to business negotiations. What not

to do seems to overshadow the things which one must do. Suc-

ceeding chapters speak of the population, climate, preservation of

health, geography, transportation, currency and banking, legal

s.vstems, past and future, animal and vegetable life, and a descrip-
tion of each of the leading cities and provinces.

In shoi^, the work is a strictly up-to-date encyclopedia of
Cuba, and will be read with equal interest and profit by those
who contemplate commercial enterprises there, and those who
desire to inform themselves on a subject which until now has
offered little opportunity to study intelligently. The book is fuUy
and handsomely illustrated and contains numerous maps. Price,
H- Scribner Sons' Company, New York; and all booksellers.

'La Traction Electrique," by Andrg Blondel, engineer of roads
and bridges, professor of applied electricity in the School of
Roads and Bridges, and P. Paul-Dubois, engineer of roads and
bridges, of the Municipal Seiwice of Paris, is a work In two
volumes, comprising over 1,700 pages copiously illustrated with
1,000 cuts, published by Baudry & Co., Paris.

The work is a complete treatise in which has been coUected
all the information ui>on the subject of electric traction upon
metal ways (exclusive of the subject of the generation and
transmission of electrical energy, which is leserved for a third
volume soon to appear), which heretofore has been scattered in

a multitude of less comprehensive books and in the tiles of the
technical press. The application of electricity to traction is so
recent a development that no one has previously attempted to

survey the whole field with the^ minuteness of the authors. Suc-
cess has crowned their efforts and the work is so well illustrated

that one without a knowledge of the French language can turn
the pages with profit.

The two volumes are devoted to traction proper, under two
principal divisions; that of the rolling stock and roadbed, and
that of the manner of utilizing the motive power. To this are
added a treatise in braking and appendices dealing with the cost,

and the question of public safety.

WhereTrer possible, the authorities are cited, and this, together
with the extended index, makes the work inv.aluable as a refer-

ence book. Price, 50 fr.

FREE RIDES IN BROKLYN.

Through the courtesy of Frederick Uhlmaiin, receiver of the
Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Company, we have received one of
the free tickets distributed to the women of Brooklyn last month.
The road has a very heavy traffic, mornings and evenings, but
it is verj- light during the mid-day. In order to call the attention
of possible shoppers to the advantages of the elevate<l as a
means of reaching New York, the company mailed four orders
for tickets to 15,000 women residing in the territory served by
the Fifth avenue division, with a copy of a circular which was
as follows:

Dear Mad.4M: Possibly you are not aware that the shortest,

quickest .and most comfortable means of reaching the Fulton
street shopping district, or Park Row, New York, is by the
cars of the Brooklyn Union Elevated Railroad.

It is for this reason that I have taken the liberty of sending
you the enclosed orders for tickets, feeling sure that once you
have tried this route, you will find it to your advantage to con-
tinue using the same.

On presenting oue of these orders at any station of the Brook-
lyn Union Elevated Railroad, or at the Park Row station of the
Brooklyn Elevated in New York, between the hours of 9:30 a. m.
and 5 p. m. (Sunday excepted), you will receive for same a ticket

entitling you to a ride to or from New York, to any station

of the Brooklyn Elevated.

Trusting that you will do me the favor of at least trying this

route, I remain.

Very respectfully yours,

I. D. Bakton,
General Superintendent.

The result was excellent, as travel on the Fifth avenue divis-

ion at once increased in cash receipts from 5 to 10 per cent more
than on the other divisions. Less than 30,000 of the GO.OOO free

tickets were redeeme<l.
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CONTROLLER FOR LAUNCHES. BALTIMORE & NORTHERN.

The illustrations show a new controller such as was placed m
the electric launch lately built for the Czar of Russia. The im-

provements were made by Justus Eck and Cecil Callow, two Eng-

lishmen, and the description of the controller recently appeared

in "Lightning." The controller has a capacity for carrying cur-

rents of 150 amperes at 160 volts. This form is intended to insure

a very rapid movement from point to point, preventing serious

sparking, and centering the fixed and moveable contact parts at

each change, thus obtaining a maximum current carrying ca-

pacity.

Fig. 1 shows a hand wheel, although a lever may be used for

operation, and also the indicator plate. The hand wheel is rigid-

ly fixed to the releasing finger, shown in the right hand cut of

Fig. 1, and this is connected by two springs to two small plates

which are attached to the controller shaft and drum. When the

position of the controller is to be changed the releasing finger is

moved to the next point by means of the hand wheel, the helical
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spring being stretched. When the spring bolt, shown in Fig. 2, is

pressed back by the finger, the spring draws the plate forward
and the controller drum is quickly drawn into the new position.

The controller cylinder consists of two end plates keyed to a

bronze shaft, and upon these are mounted a series of brass bars

corresponding to the number of movements of the controller, eov-

ei-ed top and bottom and with ebonite bushings. The manner of

bolting the fixed contact pieces to the controller case is shown in

Fig. 2. The controller is constructed entirely of metal and ebonite

insulation and is designed to withstand the most trying condi-

tions of weather and climate.

« « »

A fire, which threatened for a time to prove quite serious,

caused a loss of about ¥2,000 in the Ix)Uisiana street power sta-

tion of the Citizens' Street Railroad Company, of Indianapolis,

on December 10. Traffic was stopped on four of the principal

lines of the company for three hours.

» »

There is not a street railway line in all China, but in a recent

report John Fowler, United States cons-ul at Chefoo, calls atten-

tion to the invitation of the council of Shanghai for tenders to

construct and operate 23 miles of street railways in tliat city.

All bids must be in by March 15, 1899, accompanied with a

deposit of $718. Any particulars regarding the concession may
be had on application to Charles Mayne, engineer to the coun-

cil, 23 Kiangse road. Shanghai is not only a very populous city

but is the great emjwrium for all Asia. This concession is a

valuable one and should be taken by an American company.

As we go to press, and too late for verification, the report

comes that a controlling intei-est in the Baltimore City Passen-

ger Railway Company has been secured by the Baltimore &
Northern road. The deal came in the nature of a sui-prise to all

excepting the few who engineered it. That there was to be an
amalgamation was pretty well understood, but it was all aJong

(X'uceded that the purchasers would be the Consolidated Company.
The Baltimore & Xortheni has l>een merely a suburban feeder

for the City Passenger. The purchasing syndicate is headed by
Alexander Brown & Sons, and the price paid was .^96 a share.

FIRE IN WASHINGTON.

The car shed of the Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway
Company, of Washington, D. C, was totally destroyed by fire

togethea- with 30 cars on December 3. The wooden building
which contains the car shed, offices and repair shop is located
on 5th and T streets in Eckington. The origin of the fire is

unknown, and when it was discovered at 11:45 p. m. by the night

foreman the flames had gained such headway that it was im-

possible to save anything in the building. The loss is roughly
estimated at $50,000 and onl.v partially covered by insurance.

The destniction of the car shed was complete. The damage
sustained amounts to about $12,000. The shed contained 30 cars,

including about 20 motor ears and trailers, six double deckers

and four hoi-se cars. All of these were lost in the fire. They were
valued at $36,000. The damage to the repair shop and minor
equipments throughout the building wiU aggregate $2,000. Eight
cars, the property of the company, were on the street at the time
of the fire. These were the only rolling stock saved. On the east

side of the car shed, and lying almost against it, was a cylin-

drical tank, about 10 ft. long and 4 ft. in diameter, filled with
Pintsch gas, which had been used for illuminating the cars

during the time that the company was experimenting with -com-

pressed air for the purpose of using it as a motive iwwer. The
tank soon became heated to such an extent that the expanding

gas forced the head out. Had the tank been more solidly con-

structed and able to withstand the expan.sion of the gas for

a few minutes longer, an explosion would certainly have re-

sulted. As it was, the gas in finding an escape became ignited

and poured forth in a blue flame.

STATE ASSOCIATION FOR VIRGINIA.

The Street Railway & Electric .Association, of Virginia, was
organized in Richmond on December 7, and the following officers

elected: R. D. Apperson, president: E. R. Williams, vice-presi-

dent; H. P. Woodson, secretary and treasurer.

The companies represented at the meeting were: Lynchburg &
Rivei-mont Street Railway Company, City Street Oar Company of

Staunton, Roanoke Street Railway. Richmond Electric Light &
I'ower Company, Richmond Traction Company, Norfolk Street

Railway Company and Norfolk & Ocean View Railway Company.
The object of the association is the .acquirement of scientific

and experimental information, with a view of handling street car

traffic to better advantage, .and improvement of the service.

A LIBRARY OF CHICAGO AUTHORS.

The Chicago Press Club is making a collection of the works

of Chicago writers with the especial pui-pose of demonstrating

to visitoi-s to the so-called Wiudy City that Chicago is a hterary

center as well as .a mart of trade. A. C. McClurg & Co. hav(!

presented the club with a set of their publications by Chicago

writei-s, numljering 47 volumes, and including many names now
of world-wide reputation. Herbert S. Stone & Co., Rand,

McNally & Co. and other publishers have also made generous

contributions, and the collection is now asstiming very creditable

proportions.
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HALF FARES.

Six new closed ears have been put iu service on the Chattanooga

(Tenn.) Electric Railway Company.

An elevated railway for transferring freight from the cast and

west side depots in Detroit is talked of.

There was a short strike on the Lima-IIoneoye Falls (N. Y.)

road last month, which was amicably settled.

It is announced that the Webster (Mass.) & Dudley Electric

Railway has stopped running cars for the winter.

The Central Electric Railway Company is seeking franchises

for an underground conduit railway in Kansas City, Mo.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has built some new-

closed coaches, seating 80 persons each, for the electric third rail

service.

Pending extensive repairs and improvements the management
of the Petersburg (Va.) Electric Company proposes to return to

horse traction.

Cuba is rapidly becoming Americanized. The night of Novem-

ber 16 there was a hold-up on the street railway between Havana
and Jesus del Monte.

The average daily traflSe of the South Side Elevated, Chicago,

for November was 4,961 in excess of the average for November,

1S97. The increase is 9 per cent.

The Akron (O.) Street Railway & Illuminatiug Company is to

be reorganized in the course of the present mouth, it has been in

charge of receivers for some time.

The Nyack (N. Y.) Traction Company by November 13 had re-

ceived over 60 bids from contractors for the coustruction of nine

miles of track, to be built before .January 1,

The Metropolitan Street Railway Compauy. of Kansas City.

Mo., on December 4, joined the Street Railway Accountants' Asso-

ciation, which now has 77 member companies.

The electric road from Columbus, O., to Grove City, in the

buildiug of which A. G. Grant has been the leading factor, was

opened October 31 with elaborate ceremonies.

Among the numerous strikes of last month was one on the

I'ittsburg, Neville Island & Coraopolis electric road. The five

xnotormen quit work and new men were employed.

It is stated that J. O. Hutchins, vice-president, and A. B. du

I'ont, general manager of the Detroit Citizens' road, have se-

cured control of the Wyandotte & Detroit River Railway.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Chicago City

Railway Company next month, they will be asked to authorize

an Increase in the capital stock from $12,000,000 to $14,000,000.

The gross passenger earuings of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

t'ompany's system for November, 1898. were $446,501, an increase

ot $28,683 over November, 1897, and of $43,336 over November,

1896.

The employes of the Columbus (O.) Street Railway, of which

W. F. Kelly is general superintendent, who have been in the

service five years or more will receive new uniiorms as Christmas

gifts.

CJoneral Manager GUbert, of the Chicago Traction Company.

has ordered some machine tools which will be set up in the car

barn and be driven by an electric motor. Hereafter all the re-

pairs to the machinery and equipment will be made by the

company.

The fire department was recently called out to cxtinguisli a tire

in the cable conduit ot the West Chicago Street Railroad Com-
pany at the corner of State and Washington streets. The blaze

was started by a workman dropping his torch into the grease in

one of the manholes.

Reports from Rockland, Mass., state that Pepper & Register,

owners of the Hingham Street Railway, are endeavoring to se-

cure an amalgamation of all the street railway lines in the

southeastern part of the state. The Brockton, Bridgewater &
Whitman, the Rockland and Abington, and the Hanover road,-, are

to be included in the system.

The Superior Rapid Transit Railway Company, of West Su-

perior, Wis., has stopped the work of rebuilding its syst<'m to

standard gage for the present; work will be resumed early in the

sl>riug. The total cost of rebuilding the trade and equipping witli

rolling stock is estimated at $35O,0(:mi,

November 21 the stockholders of the various street railway com-

pauies that underlie the United and the Citizens' Traction Com-
panies, of Pittsburg, met and re-elected the old Ijoards ot- directors

in each instance. There was no change in the directory of the

ITnited, and but one in the directory of the Citizens' Company.

The Atlantic Citj' (N. J.) Electric Railway was sued by a pas-

senger because the conductor refused to accept a ticket he ten-

dere<l, and ejected him. The ticket was issued in 18Si>. and none
of that kind have been in use for over six years. The case was
compromised, as the conductor was ignorant that such tickets

had ever been issued.

It was stated last month that the Ferro Carril Urbanos. the

25-mile street railway stystem in Havana, and the suburban
villages of Cerro. Jesus del Monte. Castillo del Principe and
Vedado, had been sold to an English stock company for

$1,60<J,(XI0. The line is to be rebuilt and electricity adopted as

the motive power.

The Pittsburg (Pa.) & Birmingham Traction Company has com-

menced a suit in equity against H. Sellers McKee and others,, who
were instrumental in rebuilding the road and equipping it for elec-

tric traction. It is charged that the company was defrauded by
collusion between its officers and the contractors who did the

work, and a declaration of trust and an accounting is asked.

The otfices and charging rooms of the Chicago Traction Com-
pany are heated at small expense. The storage batteries are

cliarged in the basement beneath the car barn, which, together

with the engine and Iwiler rooms and otfices, are all uuder one

roof. Pipes are properly arranged in the basement ajid connecteil

with the drain from the cooling tower where the exhaust steam is

condensed. The passage ot the hot water through the pipes heats

the basement and is further cooled in this manner before it is

pumped to the top of the tower again tor condensing puri>oses.

The otfices and employes' rooms are heated from the exhaust

steam.

A report of the first month's operation of the new electric lines

in Glasgow shows that the cost was 13 cents i>ev car-mile an<l the

receipts 33 cents. Tliis leaves a profit of 6 cents more per car-

mile than when horse traction was in vogue.

At Neath. Wales, the corporation owns four miles of street

railway track and has leased this to the British Gas Traction

Company. The service is too infrequent and the trattic too llghi

to justify an electric, system and a compressetl gas system has

been adopted.

An English and German syndicate is now in control of the

electric lighting and power business of Santiago, Chile. A large

sum has already been spent on the plant and in developing water

power on the Maiix) river. Current from this source will be used

for operating trolley lines in the city.
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O. r. Hurford has been appointed the Chicago agent for the

Diesel Motor Compajiy of America, and has liis headquarters at

No. 418, The Rookery.

The firm of W. G. Nagel & Co. has been organized for the pur-

pose of conducting a general business in electrical machinery,

supplies and construction, in Toledo, O.

John A. Seely, of the fii-m of Belden & Seely, electric and steam

railway contractors, of Syracuse, N. Y., is uow located in Syra-

cuse, his address being 601 Granger block.

The iM. C. Bullock Company, of Chicago, has recently pub-

lished aTery interesting pamphlet on the Wilians type of engine;

it is entitled "The Central Valve Engine."

A recent publication of the Westinghouse Company is a small

pamphlet, entitled, "The Modern Round House Turntable," and il-

lustrates the Westinghouse motor for turntables and some recent

installations of the company.

The VanWagoner & Williams Hardware Company, of Cleve-

land, reports that trade is excellent and it is now very busy.

Several new machines have just been placed in its shops to meet

increased demands lor products.

The Fostoria Incandescent Lamp Company, of Fostoria, O., has

established an eastern office In the White Building, 95-97 Liberty

street, New York. This is also the location of the eastern office of

the Crouse-Tremaine Carbon Company.

The Niles Tool Works, of Hamilton, O., has issued its annual

catalog. It comprises 571 pages, bound in cloth covers, and pro-

fusely iUustrated, and is one of the most e.Ktensive catalogs evor

issued by any manufacturing company.

The Hoippes Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, O., has

just issued a very handsome illustrated catalog of the Hoppes

steam separators and oil eliminators made by it. The two types,

the horizontal and the vertical, of this apparatus, were illustrated

and desci-ibed in the Review for May, page iS-10.

The torpedo boat "Davis," built at the Wolf & Zwicker Iron

Works, Portland, Ore., on her trial tiip made an average speed of

2SVa knots, which was one knot above her contract speed; the

revolutions averaged 382 per minute. The engine forgings and

shaftings for this boat were made by the Bethlehem Irou Com-

pany, South Bethlehem, Pa.

"The Westinghouse Compound Engine"' is the title of a recent

pubUcation of the Westinghouse Machine Company. It is a hand-

somely illustrated pamphlet of 9-4 p.ages, descriptive of the single

acting compound engines of the cojnpauy, with which are briefly

mentioned some of the other types of engines and kindred appa-

ratus built by the company.

Warren Webster & Co., of Camden, N. J., which owns and

operates the Webster system of steam heating and the Webster

vacuum feed water heater and purifier, has recently issued to

the trade a circular, which contains an article by the late Edgar

W. Nye on the experience of a man with a steam radiator, and

an explanation by Webster & Co., of how that radiator should

have been installed.

The Partridge Carbon Company, of Sandusky, O., advises us

that there never was a time when its works were so busy as they

are at present. This company makes the best quality of goods,

and it has such a firm grip on the street railway trade that the

representative of one of its possible competitors said to us re-

cently: "We don't think it worth while to go after what the

Partride people leave in the street railway field."

The Pearson Jack Company, G4 Federal street, Boston, has re-

cently published a circular which gives a list of the electric roads

using the Pearson replacing jacks, and a number of very flatter-

ing letters from managers. The company states that its jacks

are used by 2U0 electric and lUO steam roads in the United States,

and are also used extensively abroad. This jack is quick-working,

and the weight is always under perfect control.

We very much regret that by an unfortunate mistake incident

to the confusion of moving our offices there was added to the

statement last month that J. G. White & Co. were asking bids

for a road in Perth, Australia, a portion of an article announcing
the appointment of a receiver for an entirely different concern.

The error was obvious on a careful reading and we trust that none
were misled thereby.

The Thanksgiving greeting of the Provideuce Consolidated Car
Fender Company was in tlie lorin of a unique and artistic folder,

which was mailed to the friends and patrons of the company.
The inner pages presented two luscious pictures, one of a turkey
baked to a turn and the other of apples, cider, mince pie, and
the other "fi-\iugs" usually accompauying a turkey dinner. A
receipt for a mince pie and a needle threaded for sewing up the
turkey accompany tlie folder.

J. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, the largest manufacturers of
high-grade wood-working machinery in the wcrld, have just sent
us an elegant folder, printed in red and greeu, showing some fifty

of their new impro%td machines, which they have recently
brought out, for working wood, and they advise us that if you
will write them for oue, mentioning the Review, they will send
you one free, postpaid. Write at once, so you will be sure to
get one before they are all gone.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company has supplied rails to the Gal-
veston City Railroad Company for relaying 31/0 miles of U-ack.
The 4Uilb. rails were worn out and the new rails will be (JO lb., 60
ft., A. S. C. E. standard and the Pennsylvania Steel Company's
No. 244 sections. The special joints will be furnished by the
Continuous Rail Joint Company. Receiver R. B. Baer sends in-

formation that some new closed cars have also been purchased.

They are each 18 ft. 6 in. inside, 28 ft. over aU, vestibuled and
cross seats with an aisle in the center.

At the proving station at Indian Head, Md., where the big

guns are tested, the Government has had in use for some time

an electric railway conuectmg the various buildings and work-

.shops scattered considerable distance apart. It is used chiefly

for hauling heavy materials, and when under improvement last

month it was decided to adopt the Edison-Brown plastic bond.

Harold P. Brown, manager of the company, was agreeably sur-

prised to receive an order from the Government for bonds for

800 pairs of joints, as it was not known the order was to be
given, nor had he been requested to bid. He naturally is pleased

at this unsolicited endorsement by so high an authority.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, O., has

just distributed the January, 1899, edition of catalog 50 on
"Chain Belting and Steel Cable, Elevating and Conveying Ma-
chinery." It contains 225 pages and is profusely illustrated.

Since the last publication several new specialties have been added

to the company's list. The spiral conveyors, elevator brackets,

Jeffrey-Columbian separator, bolter and scre(>n and the Jeffrey

century belt conveyor system may be noted.
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The American Vitrified Conduit Company, of New York, of

wliich O. J. FieJd is manager, advises us that on November 5 it

moved its ottioes to tlie Moniioe-Taylor building, 39-41 Cortlandt

street. New York City. The company has iiractically unlimited

factory facilities for making conduits aud contracts for the com-
plete installation of underground conduit systems for street rail-

ways, lighting, telephone and telegrajih companies. The conduits

are smooth glazed vitrified, and are proof against acid, fire, gas
and water.

C. O. Baker, Jr., president of the Electrical Exhibition Com-
pany, has signed a lease of theMadisou Square Garden for another

electrical show to be held during May of next year under the

auspices of and in connection with the twenty-second eonventio.a

of the National Electric Light Association. Although the last

show occurred in May when the war interest was most intense

it drew large crowds of people. Electrical development Is so fast

nowadays and the newspapers have described so many of the

newer and more wonderful inventions that an exceedingly inter-

esting and successful show is looked for.

W. G. I'rice, formerly with the Chicago City Railway Com-
pany, and inventor of the well known and successful Price brake,
lias become superintendent of the Peckham Company and will

give special attention to the manufacture of his In-ake. The
I'eckham Company is now ready to quote prices on this brake,
and with its fine manufacturing facilities is in position to fill

orders promptly. The brake is doing splendid service on several
hundred ears on the Chicago City, and has. already been adopted
by many other roads. With the new arrangement for manufac-
ture and supply its rapid adoption generally is assured. It is

simple in construction, powerful in operation aud not expensive
in first cost.

There is now before the House of Uepresenlatives a bill to au-
thorize an exposition of American manufactured goods, suitable
for export, in Philadelphia in 18U9, under the auspices of the
Philadelphia Commercial Museum, and solely in the interest of
American business houses. The bill passed the Senate, but could
not be reached for consideration in the Houso at the last session,

because of the press of war measures. This exposition should

7^ T' '-''Wl
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INTEEIOE OF DCTPLEX CAR.

The Safety Third Rail Electric Company is building a road
between the Manhattan Hotel and the Oriental Hotel at Manhat-
tan Beach, New York. The road is to be equipped with "Duplex"
cars, built by the Duplex Car Company, of New York. Thb
"Duplex" car, it will be remembered, is convertible and can
be changed while in motion to suit any condition of weather.
The economy and comfort of this arrangement are becoming

daUy better appreciated, "Duplex" cars being now In use on the
Mansfield & Easton, Boston & Newton, Norton (Mass.) and
Concord (N. H.) street railways, and the lines of the Bergen
County Ti-action Company. Cars are now building for other
roads.

The accompanying illustration shows a view of the interior
of the car.

The Forest City Electric Company, of Cleveland, O., has lieen
compelled to purchase a larger factory, in order to meet the
increase in both its foreign and domestic trade. At a conserva-
tive estimate the new factory will treble the capacity of the
company. The company was fully installed by the middle of
December and will be better able than ever to make prompt
shipments, which is one of the important factors in this trade.
The commutator bars of this company are in use on all styles
of machine and it has now neariy 2,000 different patterns, and
la constantly adding new ones.

have the hearty support of business Interests as its object is to

overcome two causes that have heretofore prevented America
getting the export trade that properly belongs to her: 1. The
ignorance of American makere of the specific requirements of for-

eign markets. 2. The ignorance of foreign buyers as to the

superiority of American products.

The remarkable advancement in the manufacture of tin plates

in this country has been noted in the technical and in the news
papers. Some of the largest plants in the world are in the United
States, and among the most important are those of Merchant &
Co., manufacturers, of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and
Brooklyn. The tin plates for roofing purposes are of the best
quaUty, the brands being as follows: "Merchant's Old Method,"
"Merchant's Roofing," "American, Old Style," "Camaret" and
"Alaska." These brands are carried in stock in IC and IX thick-
ness, and 14 by 20 in. and 20 by 28 in. and 112 sheets to the box.
They are of the very finest quality and made by the palm oil

process vrith the lead-tin alloy evenly distributed over the entire
surface of the steel plates.

The P. Wall Manufacturing Company, of tWO Pi-eble avenue,
Allegheny, Pa., is now building two additions to its factory; each
is 90 ft. by 140 ft. The business of the company is very good.
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and the increased factory facilities wUl place it in the best of

shape to promptly fill all orders for gongs, steel oilers, engineer's

sets, and its other specialties.

Frederick Saxelby, New York agent, of the Siemens-HaJske

Company, is now the representative of the Bullock Electric

Company in that territory.

The New York ofBce of the Corning Brake Shoe Com-
pany, of Buffalo, is in diarge of Francis Granger. The office

lias lately been moved to the Havemeyer building, 26 Cortlandt

street.

The new factory of John A. Roebling's Sous Company, of Tren-

ton, N. J., for making insulated wires and conductors for car wir-

ing, lead encased ixiwer cables, submarine cables, and in fact

every variety of rubber insulated conductors, is now in full

operation.

The Phoenix Iron Works, Meadville. Pa., have received an

order for three 300-h. p. tandem compoimd wmdensing engines

and one 600-h. p. cross compound condensing engine for L,augh-

lin & Co., of Pittsburg; these engines to be direct connected to

generators.

The fine switchboard installed in the reconstructed station at

3Sth and Mt. Vernon streets, of the Union Traction Company,
Philadelphia, was furnished by Albert & J. M. Anderson Manu-
facturing Company. It is one of the largest .ind most complete

switchboards ever installed.

The Bibber-White Company, of Boston, has secured the service

of Charles H. Kirkland. who heretofore has been identified with

the sal-js dep^irtmcnt of the O & C Electric Company. Mr, Kirk-

land ^^ Ul be the New York representative of the Bibber-White

Company and will have an office at 129 Greenwich street.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company has received an ordei-

from the Northwestern Elevated Railway Company, of Chicago,

for 294 trucks to be delivered March, April and May of this com-
ing year. The contract involves' ^lOO.OtX) and is the largest con-

tract for tnicks ever let by an electric elevated railroad.

In the United States circuit court at Boston a .suit has t>een

bi'ought by the Electric Storage Battery Company' against the

Hatch Storage Battery Company. An injunction is sought re-

straining the defendant from manufacturing and selling pat-

ented improvements for making storage cells and storage battery

plartes.

As a result of the consolidatiou of the Westiughouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company and the Walker Conipany. H. B. Gay,
who was formerly the Baltimore representative of the latter

company, will now be the representative of the combined com-
panies in MaiTland, Delaware, Virginia and the District of

Columbia. The office will be at 106 East German street, Balti-

iriore.

The Krajewski-Pesant Company has established a wholesale
and retail establishment at Calle O'Reilly 150, Havana, Cuba,
and is the sales agent for a number of American manufacturing
concerns. Norman H. Schneider, who has previously been the

export agent of the Western Electric Company, is now in Havana
in the company's interests and has already started a. good bus-

iness.

During the past month the Taunton snow plows have been put
to a severe test by the snow storms in the east. The many lines

wliich were equipped with these plows were unusually success-

ful in keeping the tracks clear of snow. Through Wendell *.-

MacDuffie, agents for the Taunton Locomotive Manufacturing
Company, orders have been received from the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad ComiMiny, the Union Railroad Company, of Providence,
the Boston Elevated Railway Company, and an order for 12
plows from the Meti-opolitan Street Railway Company, of New
York.

During the past year the business of the ST\nrts Metal Refining

Company, 20 North Desplaines street, Chicago, has made griat

advancement in all lines. The company now has a branch office

in the City of Mexico and its trade has become international.

The business was established in 1885 by Seymour Swarts, presi-

dent of the company, and was incorporated three years ago. The
company buys at market prices worn out trolley wheels, copper
wire, brake handles, and all kinds of brass, copper and platinum

articles. The company manufactures and refines high-grade bab-

bitt, solder, ingot brass, pig lead and tin.

HARRISBURG FOUNDRY & MACHINE
COMPANY.

It was announced November 12, that the Harrisburg Foundry
& Machine Company, located in East Ilarrisliurg, Pa., had pur-

chased a tract of five acres of land in West Harrisburg and
would shortly ask for bids for the construction of a large two-

story brick and stone building 260x140 ft. on the new site. The
stockholders recently voted to increase the capital stock so that

$200,000 might be put into the new plant, which will be modern
in all its features and well adapted to handling the large busi-

ness of the concern. The plans were prepared by W. R. Flem-

ing, vice-president and general manager of the company.

KANSAS CITY NOTES.

Fenders are being tested in Kansas City, Mo.

The Northeast Electric Railway Company will soon begin the

reconstruction of its entire system. The track and equipment

are in bad condition and will be renewed. More economical

machinery will be installed in the power st.ition.

The Brooklyn Avenue Railway Company is sadly in need of a

new lease on life and must either sell out or start over on a

new basis.

HUNTINGTON, W. VA., LIGHT & RAILWAY
COMPANY.

In an article on the Consolidated Light & Railway Company,
of Huntington, W. Va., a local paper speaks in the highest terms

of J. L. Caldwell, president, and W. W. Magoon, general man-

ager, to whose energy and atiility the prosperous condition of

the conipany is due. The company operates the electric railway,

some 10 miles of track, and a transfer line between depots, on

\\hich horse cars are used, and supplies the gas and electricity

used for lighting purposes.

CLEVELAND ENGINEERS' CLUB.

At the meeting of this club, November 8, Oscar Textor, of the

Cleveland Chemical Society, presented a paper entitled "A Re-

view of Tests on Steel Rivets." The material tested was basic

open hearth steel, and was tested for tensile and shearing

strength, and by nicking and bending cold, and for behavior under

the hammer. The results were said to be very satisfactory and

the conclusion was that with proper manipulation such steel

rivets are fully equal to the best wrought iron rivets and have

a superior tensile strength.

Papers have been filed consolidating the North End Street

Railway Company, the P'ort George & 11th Avenue Railroad

Company and the Fort George Extension Railway Company under

the name of the Fort George & 11th .\venue Railroad Conipany,

capital stock $3,000,000. The directors are: .lohn T. Little, Jr.,

Ambrose F. McCabe, Fred C. Garrick. Frank F. Ogston and
Sharon Graham, of New York City; Clement McCumming, of

Yonkers; Charles A. Gilbert, of White Plains; William A. Dibbs.

of Brooklyn; and D. C. Moorehcad. of .Jamaica.
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CHARLES J. MAYER. A. H. ENQLLND.

**
lo South loth Street, >

Electric Railway Material and Supplies of Every Description.

We are exclusive Territorial Representatives oi the following leading Mannfacturers oi Railway materials:

R. D. Nuttall Co., Allegheny, Pa.
Gears, Pinions, Bearings, Trolleys, Etc.

Van Wagoner & Williams Hardware Co., Cleveland, O.
Drop Forged Copper Commutator Segments.

J. M. Atkinson & Co., Chicago, III.

Flexible Horse Shoe Rail Bonds,

American Electric Heating Corporation, Boston, Mass.
Electric Car Heaters of Every Design.

American Rail Joint & Manfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
"Boltless" American Kail Joints.

The International Register Co., Chicago, III.

Single and Double Fare Registers,

Partridge Carbon Co., Sandusl<y, O.

Self-Lubricating Motor and Generator Carbons.

W. T. C. Macallen Co., Boston, Mass.
standard Overhead Insulation.

Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati, 0.
" Monarch " Insulating Paint.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

sterling E-\tra Insulating Varnish.

Special Agents: American Electrical Works, Providence, R. I.

We Carry a Large Stock Constantly on Hand
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

A PORTABLE CROSSOVER.

The accompauyiug illustration clearly .shows the arrangement
of a portable emergency cross-over which was designed by F. R.

Coates, roadmaster of the New York division of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad and which is now controlled

and manufactured by the Q & C Company.
The construction of the cross-over is very simple, as is also the

assembling of it. It has been possible, in daylight, to pick up
the various parts, place them on the track and have an engine

o\er same in 6i4 minutes. At night, it has been made ready for

use, including unloading, in 20 to 25 minutes. The average time

of putting together, including unloading from cars, in daylight,

Ihe plates for making tie extensions are attached to the base of

tail by clips, and are easily adjusted to fit the ties. The slots

in the short angle iiars are so constructed that by simply taking

out one bolt in each bar and sliding same back, that the middle

piece of frog can be lifted out, and replaced wlien it is desired to

use the cross-over.

November 8 a car of tiie United Traction Company, Pittsburg,

i'a . running between the c'ty line and Six Mile Ferry on the

Monoiigahela river, jumped ths track on a GO-ft. embankment

near Baldwin Station; the car ran down the sleep hill to within

a short distance of the railroad track at the bottom. There

were 1-1 passengers, none of whom w.is seriously injured.
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Q ,t C PORTABLE CROSS-OVER.
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has been 15 minutes. The change can be made from straight

track to cross-over in one minute. By the use of various size

blocks under the frogs and raised switch points, it can be adapted

to any size rail.

If it is desired to do away with split switches at outlying

sidings which are used infrequently, the switch on this cross-over

malies a very satisfactory one indeed, as you then have an un-

broken main line, as far as this portion of tlie switch is con-

cerned. The parts of the cross-over are all numbered so as to

render it impossible to make a mistake in putting it together.

November 16 a car of the Tacoma (Wash.1 Railway & Motor

Company was derailed in descending a steep grade on Steilacoui

road, five miles from the city. The car was wrecked by striking

the side of a cut, and the seven persons on board were all more-

or less injured.

The Binghamton (N, Y.) Railroad Company, of which U. Tracy '

Rogers is president and J. P. R Clark general manager, has leased

a pond and will have an ice skating rink. Arc liglits will furnish

Illumiuatiou at night and music will be provided.
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McGUIRE NO. 35 TRUCK.

The accomijanying illustration shows the McGuire No. 35

truck to be used on the No rthwestern Elevated RaUi-oad. The
truck is made of steel throughout, exceptiug; the journal boxes

and brake shoes, which are of cast iron. The frame consists of

three pieces—the transom and two side pieces The side pieces

are made of an I section and have the spring caps cast in them

and rest upon the oil boxes through the medium of four long

helical springs, the journal boxes having spring seats cast in

them. The area of the section of the side is approximately 15

sq. in. The side is planed and the transom end which joins

it is machine fitted and rests on a shelf or bracket cast on the

side, thus taking the shearing stress off the bolts. In addition,

the bolt holes are reamed and the bolts turned and driven. The

bolster having a base of 30 in. and the tivo end sills being m.ide

of 4x4 in. angle iron, makes the whole frame the strongest that

could possibly be devised to resist the diagonal stresses.

The McGuire Company specifies its own mixture in steel,

analysis of which is as follows:

Phosphorous 014 per cent;

Snlphur 022 per cent;

Maganese 72 per cent;

Silicon 052 per cent;

Carbon 22 per cent.

The patent under which this truck is built, is the foundation
of the steam railway car truck built by the Cloud Steel Truck
Comi)any, for which it pays a royalty to the McGuire Company.
Inasmuch as John W. Cloud is recognized as one of the most
experienced engineers in steam railway service, and the McGuire
Company occupies a similar position in the electric railway Held,

the No. 35 truck should be all that is desired.

Other track builders of the country bid on this Northwestern
work, and it is stated that three at least were lower tlian the

McGuire Company. It is, therefore, plain that price was not

the only ground upon which the award was made.

PURCHASE AND CONSOLIDATION OF THE
ST. LOUIS RAILWAYS.

The St. Louis papers insist with seemingly good authority that

tlie Hamilton syndicate of street railway lines has been sold to

CVirwin H. Spencer and Charles F. Orthwein, president and vice-

president respectively of the Southern Electric Railway Company,
of St. Louis. This is one of the most important railway deals

which has taken place in the west in recent years. The National

Railway Company, otherwise known as the Hamilton syndicate,

is a Chicago corporation owning and operating the Broadway
cable, Easton avenue electric, Cass Avenue & Pair Grounds,

MCGUIRE TRUCK FOR NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED, CHICAGO.

A physical test of 100,000 lbs., without permanent set, is im-

posed upon each side piece and transom, with a deflection of

3-16 in. The maximum load upon this truck wiU be approxi-

mately 23,000 lbs., hence the working factor of safety inside the

elastic limit is very near 10.5. The bolster is of M. C. B. standard

swung upon four links. It is made of cast steel of the double

I beam pattern, 10 in. square, and, being supported near the

ends, imts the load almost entirely upon the side bars. Each
bolster is subjected to a shop test of 120,000 lbs. with % in.

deflection and no permanent set. The transom has been given

a permanent set of 3% In. without rupture under a stress of

168,000 lbs., while the swing bolster, tested in the same manner
with the load applied in the middle and supported at the two
exti'eme ends, has taken only % in. permanent set under a stress

of 132,000 lbs., and ruptured at 155,000 lbs. The axles are to be

Krupp steel, 5% in. in diameter, and steel tired wheels are to

be used.

It will be seen from the above that this frame is amply strong

for the heaviest kind of steam or electric railway seiwice. This,

together with the demonstrated fact that it rides as well as a

truck possibly can, puts it in the front rank of passenger coach

electric trucks and all that can be desired for elevated railways

where safety is the first principle.

Northern Central. Union, Southwestern and Baden & St. Louis

roads.

AU these lines have been owned by the National Railway

Company except the Broadway cable, 67 per cent of the stock

of which was held by the company. The 81 miles of track are

divided as follows: Baden & St. l/ouis, seven miles; Cass Avenue

& Fair Grounds, 35 miles; Citizens' Electric, 17 miles; St. Louis

(Broadway cable), 11 miles, and the Southwestern Electric, 11

miles. It is stated that the purchase price is .'fS.OOO.OOO, which is

on a basis of $120 for the stock of the Nation.nl Railway Company.

This company was organized in 1889, under the laws of Illi-

nois, with an authorized capital stock of .f2.."i()0,000, of which

$2,479,000 was issued and paid up. The income of the company

was from the dividends of the railway companies it controlled,

and the net earnings tor several years past have been, 10.01 per

cent in 1892, 9.08 per cent in 1893, 8.85 per cent in 1894, 8.01

per cent in 1895, 9.22 peT cent in 1896, and 8.45 per cent in

1897. Dividends of 7 per cent per annum have been paid quar-

terly until 1895, when they were reduced to 6 per cent. In 1897

there were carried on the various lines 20.359,515 passengers,

and the gross receipts were $1,467,976. The officers of the com-

pany are: D. G. Hamilton (Chicago), president; E. Buckingham,

vice-president; Wm. M. Adams, .secretary, and Frank W. Smith,
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treasurer. The aperating departments of these afBliated lines

have been for many years under the able management of Uapt.

Robert McCuUoch.
The alleged purpose of the purchase of these lines by Messrs.

Spencer and Orthwein is that they may be combined with the lines

of the Southern Electric Railway Company, and greater economy

i« operation thereby eeffcted. There are rumors that this combi-

nation is only the stepping stone to a greater consolidation.

The Ldndell Railway has been granted by the city a 50-year

extension to its franchises and the right to con.solidate with the

Missouri Railroad Company. John Scullin, president of the-

Union Depot Railroad Company, is in New Yorlc negotiating with

financiers with the view of consolidating the I.indell and Missouri

systems, having 96 miles of track, the Union Depot, with 73

miles, the Hamilton syndicate with 81 miles, and the Southern

system with 22 miles of track. The Widener-Klkins syndicate

will eventually gain control of these properties, it is believed.

These various reports cannot be confirmed at this date. At the

office of the National Railway Company, in Chicago, it is admit-

ted that negotiations have been pending for a month, but it Is

stated that no sate has been actually effected.

HEAVY TRAFFIC AT OMAHA.

The Ti-ans-Missouri Exposition held at Omaha, Neb., was open

for five months and the attendance aggregated 2,600,000. Nat-

urally the traffic of the street railways was vei-y greatly in-

creased; the Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Company
frequently carried between 30,000 and 40,000 persons per day
between the two cities. From the beginning of the summer to

the present time this company has not had an accident of any

consequence, notwithstanding that a great number, possibly the

greater portion, of the passengers were unaccustomed to electric

transit, and therefore difficult to care for without accident.

Some might call this good luck, but in fact it was the result

of the care exercised by the company. W. S. Dimmock, general

superintendent of the company, in response to a request as to

the methods pursued, advises us that during the periods of par-

ticularly heavy traffic, jubilee week and McKinley week, the

tracks were pati-oUed at night, one man having charge of four

to five blocks. This road for two or three miles is through a

sparsely inhabited district, whei'e the speed is hi^i, and this fact

as well as the heavy traffic led the company to take every pos-

sible precaution with the result, as stated, that there were no

accidents.

It is quite possible that the exposition will be held again in

1899, as the success of the past summer was so gratifying.

FIRE AT CLEVELAND.

December 1, the car barns of the Big Consolidated street rail-

way, of Cleveland, at the corner of Central a\enue and Kennard
street, were partially destroyed by lire, which broke out in a

small workshop in the rear of the building at 10:45 a. m. The
liuildiug is of brick, two stories higii, and separated into two parts

by an alleyway. The fire was confined to one side of the build-

ing; the loss was estimated at .^!4,.500, which includes three cars

destroyed.

NEW LINE IN BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

It is announced that an electric line is to be built from Jones-

ville through North Birmingham, to Sayreton, and thence to

what are known as the Thomas mines. It is alleged that the

Birmingham Railway & Electric Company is behind the project,

but General Manager J. B. McClary will not confirm this.

A car of the United Traction Company operating on a bramli
line in Allegheny, Pa., on November 29, left the track while Ic-

ecending a steep grade and ran into the front of a building. Three
persons were more or less cut and bruised.

Che Q. $( C.**

Compound Lever Jacks

Solid Main Frame.
Patent Adjustable Levers.

Quick Trip Action.

THEY ARE Um"^
FOR ALL

PURPOSES.

-*-

19....

DIFFERENT

SIZES.

Send for Complete List, Sizes, Weights, Capacity, Prices, Etc.

the Q, $f
&**

Self-Feeding Rail Drill

Will Bore 7=8 in. Hole In Less than One Minute.

BALL

BEARINGS.

EASY

ACTION.

VERTICAL

and LATERAL

ADJUSTMENT.

DURABLE

CONSTRUCTION.

LIGHT

WEIGHT.

USED INSIDE

or OUTSIDE

of RAILS.

Famished witb Over or Under Rail Clamps, as desired. Top removed
for Passing Cars in Two Seconds. Qnickly readjasted for work.

Get Oar Catalogue and Prices before Placing Yonr Orders.

The Q. & G. Company,
.00-709
WESTERN UNION BLDG. CHICAGO, ILL.
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PERSONAL. OBITUARY.

President O. L. Rosslter and the other officers of the Brooklyn,

Queens County & Suburban were last month re-elected.

Sidney H. Short has resigned the second vice-presidency of the

AValker Company and is expecting to take a trip to Europe.

Michael J. Kehoe, one of Roosevelt's rough riders, is now with

the Fort Wayne (Ind.) Consolidated Electi-ic Company as elec-

trician.

S. C. Grier and C. W. Dahlinger have been re-elected president

and secretary, respectively, of the Youngstown (O.) & Falls Elec-

. trie Railway Company.

J, V. B. Titus, secretary of the Garton-Daniels Electric Com-

pany, of Keokuk, la., called last week on the Review, on his

way to New York on business.

Alfred Skitt was elected vice-president of the Manhattan ele-

vated. New York, and assumed his duties November 23. He

represents the Vanderbilt interests.

P. A. B. Widener is president and William L. Elkins a director of

the Philadelphia Exposition Association which lias now before

Congress a bill for an exposition in Philadelphia in 1899.

Jyevi Weiskopf and .\lfred Hill have been re-elected president

and treasurer, respectively, of the Dayton & Xenia Traction Com-

pany, which will operate an electric road between those points.

E. E. Hawkins, of East Patchogue, L. I., formerly with the

Flushing Electric Railroad, has been appointed superintendent

of the New Platz & Wallkill Valley Railroad, New Platz. N. Y.

At the annual meeting of the Buffalo Railway Company, H. M.

Watson was re-elected president, and H. H. Littell, vice-president

and general manager. Mr. Littell was also re-elected president

and general manager of the Buffalo Crosstown Railway, which

is operated by the Buffalo Railway.

James Ross, vice-president of the Montreal Street Railway Com-

pany, has returned after his extended visit in England. Mr. Ross

stales that, without wishing to cast any reflections upon the

municipal bodies of Great Britain as regards the slow manner
iri which they move, it is a fact that most of the cities are ex-

tremely conservative about changing from horse to electric trac-

tion.

Frank X. Cicott landed in San Francisco a few weeks ago on

his return to America from a trip around the world, in which ns

has been studying foreign street railway conditions and possi-

bilities. On December S he sailed from San Francisco for Cen

tral America and the Isthmus of Darien, and will return to New
York via Panama, by which time be wUl have made a complete

circuit of the globe.

Col. D. B. Dyer, president of the Augusta (Ga.) Railroad & Elec-

tric Company, has been appointed on the staff of Governor Cand-

ler ,of Georgia, an honor which is all the greater because of the

fact that Col. Dyer is a staunch republican in politics, while the

governor is a democrat. Col. Dyer was one of the Georgia com-

missioners to the Omaha Exposition, and devoted over a month
of his time in that work without compensation.

L. J. Forget, who has been president of the Montreal Street

Railway Company since 1892, is closely allied with a numl>er of

the largest business enterprises of Canada. He is the senior part-

ner of L. J. Forget & Co., bankers and brokers; president of the

Riclielieu & Ontario Navigation Company, and a director of the

Royal Victoria Life Insairance Company. Mr. Forget has served

for two terms as president of the Montreal Stock Exchange, and
is now a director of the Notre Dame Hospital and vice-president

of the Board of Governors of Laval University. He was called to

the Canadian Senate In 1896.

Judge John W. Showalter, of the United Slates circuit court,

died in Chicago, December 10, of pneumonia. Judge Showalter

was appointed in February, 1895, and was an able, hard-working

and conscientious jurist, whose untimely death is greatly la-

mented.

S. M. Thomas, president of the Taunton & Brockton Street

Railway Company, died suddenly at his home in Taunton. Ma.ss.,

November 21. Mr. Thomas had been identified with the street

railways of Taunton for many years, and that city, in his death,

loses one of its most enterprising citizens. He leaves a widow
and two children.

Dewitt C. Cregier died in Chicago on November 9. Mr. Cregier

was born in New York City in 1829; he removed to Chicago in 185.3

to superintend the erection of the first pumping machinery for

the water works. He remained chief and designing engineer for

this department for 25 years, and was later city engineer and

then commissioner of public works; he resigned from this latter

position in 1886 to become manager of the West Chicago Street

Railroad, and continued there until the property was sold to

Philadelphia capitalists. From 1889 to 1891 Mr. Cregier was
Mayor of Chicago. In 1894 he was appointed superintendent of

the United States Indian Warehouse in Chicago.

William E. Hale, formerly president of the Hale Elevator Com-
pany, died at his residence in Chicago on November 16, at the

age of 63. Mr. Hale was born in Bradford, Mass., and came
west in the sixties, locating at Beloit. Wis.; a few years later he

removed to Chicago. Mr. Hale was especially interested in the

niis.sionary work of the Congregational church and also in Beloit

College, at Beloit, Wis., to which he had made large gifts. In the

street railway world he was known as one of the large owners
in the Toledo Traction Company. Mr. Hale's will directs that

his heirs hold $300,000 of Toledo Traction stock in trust as a

benevolent fund, and devote the income to such charities as they

may see fit

IMPROVEMENTS IN LEAVENWORTH.

The semi-annual meeting of the directors of the Leavenworth

Electric Railroad Company was held in Leavenworth, Kan., De-

cember 2. President Newman Erb was absent, on account of ill-

ness in his family, but Vice-President H. N. Smith, of Boston;

Secretary J. P. Edrington, of Memphis, Tenn., and Captain W.
D. Bethel, of Denver, were present. E. E. Coombs, who has been

acting manager since the resignation of L. M. Erb, was made
manager.

-Vlthough the system is being operated in a satisfactory man-

ner the directors considered some improvements. The shops now
in use are too small and are located on leased ground. The com-

pany owns a half block of ground in anothei' part of the city

an<l will likely build new shops and a car barn, at a cost of about

.flO.OOO.

The construction of a new line was considered, extending

tlirough the city north and south on 4th str^jet, one square west

of the 3rd street line, and connecting with it at the north and

south limits of the city, forming a loop. This would facilitate

the handling of cars between the city and the fort on the north

and the Soldiers' Home on the south. Should this plan be car-

ried out the shops and car bam would be at the south end of

the loop.

-•-•

The Chicago City Railway Company strung No. OOOOO, figure 8

trolley wire on its Clark street line, about two years ago, but it

has proven unsatisfactory. Although the poles, settings and span

wires were of the very best construction, the wire was so heavy

that it sagged too much between suspensions. During the time

the 16th street viaduct was being constnicted and this route

was closed No. 00 trolley wires were strung and the heavier wire

was annealed by heating if and dropping it in w.-iter, and then

used for return feeders.
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